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In the past year, we have been extensively authorized, approved, inspected, renovated, elevated, visited, consulted, circularized, 

informed; and have completed so many forms, orders, questionnaires, and reports that no medical progress has been made.

  
Rudolf Virchow

Berlin, 1865
  

With all the current regulatory changes, many physicians might agree with Virchow’s lament. Certainly, the regulations 
and documentation requirements continue to increase. Fortunately, there has been continued medical progress in 
Rheumatology over the past five years since the last edition of Rheumatology Secrets. I continue to be amazed with the 
advances that have occurred in both the science and treatment of the rheumatic diseases. Each chapter in the present 
edition has been extensively reviewed and updated to include those advancements through July 2018.

As in the previous editions, Rheumatology Secrets, 4th Edition, is presented in the Socratic question and answer 
format that is the hallmark of The Secrets Series. The chapters are organized into 16 sections, most with a com-
mon theme emphasized by an introductory quotation. Common and uncommon rheumatic disease problems that 
we encounter in clinical practice, discuss during teaching rounds, and find on board examinations are covered. Each 
chapter reviews basic immunology and pathophysiology, important disease manifestations, and practical management 
issues. The book also contains a wealth of mnemonics, lists, tables, figures, and illustrations to emphasize important 
points. Chapter 2 lists some of the top Rheumatology Secrets and I encourage readers to send in their top secrets.

A new section added to the electronic version of Rheumatology Secrets is the inclusion of 100 review questions. 
Although written in a Board Review format, the purpose of these questions is to be used as an application of the knowl-
edge contained in this book. Therefore, an attempt has been made to include at least one question on subject matter 
from each chapter that may be useful in caring for patients with rheumatic diseases. Consequently, those who use 
this for “Board Review” will find some questions that seem too easy, some that may be too hard, and some that would 
not be included on a certification exam but may be useful knowledge to have in clinic. I hope that the reader will find 
Rheumatology Secrets, 4th  Edition, and the accompanying review questions both enjoyable and useful in daily practice.

This edition marks my last for Rheumatology Secrets. After four editions, it is time to turn over the position of 
editor to my colleague, Jason Kolfenbach, MD, who has done an excellent job co-editing this edition with me. I have 
been lucky enough to develop and expand this book over the years and I have no doubt that future editions will be even 
better. I want to close by thanking all my colleagues, fellows, students, and patients for what they have taught me and 
contributed to my career.

Sterling West, M.D., MACP, MACR

PREFACE
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 1 CLASSIFICATION AND HEALTH IMPACT 

OF THE RHEUMATIC DISEASES
Sterling G. West, MD

When you are frustrated with me because of things I cannot do, just think how frustrated I must be 
because I am not able.

–One or more of the 91 million people in the United States with a musculoskeletal disorder

KEY POINTS

Approximately 33% of the US population has arthritis and/or back pain.
One out of every five office visits to a primary care provider and 10% of all surgeries are for a musculoskeletal problem.
Arthritis/back pain is the leading cause of chronic disability, second leading cause of acute disability, and most 

common reason for social security disability payments.

 1.  What is rheumatology?
A medical science devoted to the study of rheumatic and musculoskeletal disorders (RMDs). RMDs are diverse and 
include autoimmune disorders, inflammatory arthritides, noninflammatory arthritides, diffuse and local soft tissue 
disorders, injuries, and osteoporosis. 

 2.  What are the roots of rheumatology?
First century AD—The term “rheuma” first appears in the literature. Rheuma refers to “a substance that flows” 

and probably was derived from phlegm, an ancient primary humor, which was believed to originate from the 
brain and flow to various parts of the body causing ailments.

1642—The word rheumatism is introduced into the literature by the French physician Dr. G. Baillou who empha-
sized that arthritis could be a systemic disorder.

1928—The American Committee for the Control of Rheumatism is established in the United States of America 
by Dr. R. Pemberton. It was renamed as the American Association for the Study and Control of Rheumatic 
Disease (1934), then American Rheumatism Association (ARA; 1937), and finally American College of Rheu-
matology (1988).

1940s—The terms rheumatology and rheumatologist are first coined by Drs. Hollander and Comroe, respectively. 

 3.  How many rheumatic/musculoskeletal disorders are there?
There are over 200 rheumatic/musculoskeletal disorders 
(https://www.uems.eu/areas-of-expertise/postgraduate-training). 

 4.  How have these rheumatic/musculoskeletal disorders been classified over the years?
1904—Dr. Goldthwaite, an orthopedic surgeon, makes the first attempt to classify the arthritides in to five 

categories: gout, infectious arthritis, hypertrophic arthritis (probably osteoarthritis), atrophic arthritis (probably 
rheumatoid arthritis), and chronic villous arthritis (probably traumatic arthritis).

1964—ARA classification.
1983—The ARA classification is revised based on the ninth edition of the International Classification of Disease 

(ICD 9).
2015—ICD 10 Diagnosis Codes are published. Chapter 13 (M00-M99) contains 6929 diagnosis codes related 

to diseases of the musculoskeletal system and connective tissue. Notably, there are other ICD 10 chapters 
that include diagnostic codes for other arthritides (e.g. psoriatic arthritis [L40.5], others]. ICD 11 is being 
developed. 

 5.  The ICD 10 diagnostic codes and classification systems are overwhelming. Is there a 
simpler outline to remember?
Most of the rheumatic diseases can be grouped into 10 major categories:

 1.  Systemic connective tissue diseases.
 2.  Vasculitides and related disorders.
 3.  Seronegative spondyloarthropathies.
 4.  Arthritis associated with infectious agents.
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 5.  Rheumatic disorders associated with metabolic, endocrine, and hematologic disease.
 6.  Bone and cartilage disorders.
 7.  Hereditary, congenital, and inborn errors of metabolism associated with rheumatic syndromes.
 8.  Nonarticular and regional musculoskeletal disorders.
 9.  Neoplasms and tumor-like lesions.
 10.  Miscellaneous rheumatic disorders. 

 6.  What is the origin and difference between a collagen vascular disease and a connective 
tissue disease?
1942—Dr. Klemperer introduces the term diffuse collagen disease based on his pathologic studies of systemic 

lupus erythematosus (SLE) and scleroderma.
1946—Dr. Rich coins the term collagen vascular disease based on his pathologic studies in vasculitis, indicating 

that the primary lesion involved the vascular endothelium.
1952—Dr. Ehrich suggests the term connective tissue diseases, which has gradually replaced the term collagen 

vascular diseases.
  

In summary, the two terms are used synonymously, although the purist would say that the heritable collagen 
disorders (see Chapter 55: Heritable Connective Tissue Disease) are the only true “diffuse collagen diseases.” 

 7.  How common are rheumatic/musculoskeletal disorders in the general US population?
The number depends upon which RMDs are included. A recent study estimated that 36.8% of the adult population 
(91.2 million) had a chronic musculoskeletal condition. Less than two-thirds of these patients have symptoms 
severe enough to cause them to seek medical care, so an estimated 22.7% of the adults (54.4 million) have doctor-
diagnosed arthritis. The prevalence of musculoskeletal disorders increases with the age of the patient population 
(56% of men, 69% women > age 65 years). Although noninflammatory RMDs are most common, a woman has a 1 
in 12 risk and a man has a 1 in 20 risk of developing an inflammatory or autoimmune RMD during their lifetime. 

 8.  What is the estimated prevalence for the various rheumatic/musculoskeletal disorders in 
the general population?
The estimated prevalence of rheumatic/musculoskeletal disorders in the US population is shown in Table 1.1. 

 9.  What is the prevalence of autoimmune diseases in the general population?
Any organ system can be affected by autoimmunity. Presently there are over 80 autoimmune diseases with 
at least half of them considered rare. It is estimated that 4.5% to 5.3% of the population (14.7–23.5 million) 
have one or more autoimmune disease. Approximately 40% of these patients (2% of the population) have an 
autoimmune rheumatic disease. Of all patients with an autoimmune rheumatic disease, about half will have 
rheumatoid arthritis and half will have one of the other autoimmune rheumatic diseases (e.g. SLE, polymyositis). 

Table 1.1   Estimated Prevalence of Rheumatic/Musculoskeletal Disorders in the US 
Population

NUMBER OF PATIENTS PREVALENCE (ADULTS)

All musculoskeletal disorders 23%–36% 54–91 milliona

Arthropathies
Osteoarthritis 12% 27 million

Rheumatoid arthritis 0.6%–0.8% 1.5–2.0 million

Crystalline arthritis (gout) 4% 8.3 million

Spondyloarthropathies 0.25%–0.7% 0.5–1.5 million

Connective tissue disease
Polymyalgia rheumatica <0.3% 0.3–0.7 million

Systemic lupus erythematosus <0.1% 240,000

Systemic sclerosis <0.025% 50,000

Back/neck pain: frequent 15% 33 million

Osteoporosis (age >50 years) 10% 10 million

Soft tissue rheumatism 3%–5% 5–10 million

Fibromyalgia 2% 3–5 million

aOverall 54 million (23%) adults have doctor-diagnosed arthritis, and 300,000 children have arthritis with 50,000 having juvenile 

idiopathic arthritis.
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 10.  Which autoimmune diseases primarily affect women?
The most common autoimmune diseases target women 75% of the time frequently during their reproductive 
years. Diseases suspected to be autoantibody-mediated (Th2 diseases) have the highest female predominance 
(Table 1.2). 

 11.  How often is one of the rheumatic/musculoskeletal disorders likely to be seen in an average 
primary care practice?
About 1 out of every 5 to 10 office visits to a primary care provider is for a musculoskeletal disorder. Interestingly, 
66% of these patients are aged <65 years. The most common problems are osteoarthritis, back pain, gout, 
fibromyalgia, and tendinitis/bursitis. 

 12.  How many rheumatologists are there in the United States?
In 2015, there were approximately 5595 adult rheumatologists (4497 FTEs) and 300 pediatric rheumatologists 
(287 FTEs), although not all are actively seeing patients. These numbers are projected to decrease (20+ %) over 
the next 15 years and helps explain why there is often a long delay to see a rheumatologist. 

 13.  Discuss the impact of the rheumatic/musculoskeletal diseases on the general population in 
terms of morbidity and mortality.
Arthritis/back pain is the leading cause of chronic disability and the second leading cause of acute disability 
(behind respiratory illness) in the general population (Box 1.1). An estimated 54 million US adults have doctor-
diagnosed arthritis. Of these, 23 million (42%) have arthritis-attributable activity limitations, which equates into 
9% of all US adults have at least one limitation. Of working-age adults (aged 18–64 years) with doctor-diagnosed 
arthritis, 31% have arthritis-attributable work limitations. Due to lifestyle factors, the frequency of work limitations 
are more common in rural than in urban areas. Because these are prime working years, musculoskeletal 
conditions cause significant loss of work productivity. Overall, one-quarter (25%) of social security disability 
payments are related to rheumatologic disorders, thus making it the leading cause of social security disability 
payments. Furthermore, 10% of all surgical procedures are for disabilities related to arthritis. 

 14.  What is the economic impact of rheumatic/musculoskeletal diseases?
In 2014, the Medical Expenditures Panel Survey reported that 107 million persons reported one or more 
musculoskeletal conditions. The total aggregate direct medical costs ($882.6 billion) and indirect costs due to lost 
earnings ($97.5 billion) were estimated to be $980.1 billion. This is the equivalent of 5.76% of the gross domestic 
product.

Table 1.2   The Female/Male Ratio of Autoimmune Diseases

DISEASE FEMALE/MALE RATIO

Hashimoto’s disease 9:1

Systemic lupus erythematosus 9:1

Sjögren’s syndrome 9:1

Antiphospholipid syndrome 9:1

Mixed connective tissue disease 8:1

Graves’ disease 7:1

Rheumatoid arthritis 3:1

Scleroderma 3:1

Multiple sclerosis 2:1

Polymyositis 2:1

Box 1.1   Morbidity and Mortality of Rheumatic/Musculoskeletal Diseases

Percent of Population

 •  Symptoms of arthritis—30%–40%

 •  Symptoms requiring medical therapy—20%–25%

 •  Disability due to arthritis—5%–10%

 •  Totally disabled from arthritis—0.5%

 •  Mortality from rheumatic disease—0.02%
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TOP 100+ RHEUMATOLOGY SECRETS
Sterling G. West, MD and Jason R. Kolfenbach, MD

A physician is judged by the three A’s—ability, availability, and affability.
—Paul Reznikoff, MD (1896–1984)

Rheumatology can be confusing to many physicians during their housestaff training (and beyond!). Often the patient’s 
presentation is not according to the “textbook.” That is what makes rheumatology fun—diagnosing unusual presenta-
tions of the disease! In addition to having interesting diseases, we now have many more effective therapies. Although 
nothing in medicine is 100%, we have found the following useful and cost effective when evaluating a patient with a 
rheumatic/musculoskeletal problem:

 1.  A good history and physical examination, coupled with musculoskeletal anatomy 
knowledge, is the most important part of the evaluation of a patient with rheumatic 
symptoms.
You have to examine the patient! The answer is typically sitting on the examination table rather than in the 
electronic medical record. That means taking off their shoes and socks, examining their feet, and watching them 
walk if they have lower extremity (hip, knee, ankle, foot) complaints.

 •  Joint effusion and limited range of motion are the most specific signs for arthritis.
 •  True hip joint pain is in the groin. In a young patient who cannot flex their hip greater than 90 degrees, rule out 

femoroacetabular impingement syndrome.
 •  Feel both the knees with the back of your hand for temperature differences and compare with the tempera-

ture of the lower extremity. The knee should be cooler than the skin over the tibia. If the knee is warmer, then 
there is ongoing knee inflammation. 

 2.  Soft tissue rheumatism.
 •  Most shoulder pain is periarticular (i.e., a bursitis or tendinitis). Rule out impingement in patients with recur-

rent shoulder tendinitis.
 •  Causes of olecranon or prepatellar bursitis: trauma, infection, gout, rheumatoid arthritis (RA).
 •  Olecranon bursitis presents as swelling and warmth at the extensor tip of the elbow, overlying the olecranon 

process (Popeye elbow); full extension and supination/pronation are typically not painful in contrast to true 
elbow effusions.

 •  Eccentric stretching (flex bar) is an effective treatment for lateral epicondylitis; avoid corticosteroid injection, 
given the limited benefit and risk of post-injection flare.

 •  Recalcitrant trochanteric bursitis: rule out leg length discrepancy, hallux rigidus with an abnormal gait, and 
lumbar radiculopathy.

 •  Greater trochanteric pain syndrome (GTPS): often referred to as trochanteric bursitis (20% of cases); pain in 
this region more commonly stems from gluteal muscle tendinopathy and iliotibial band thickening.

 •  Similar to rotator cuff tendinopathy, GTPS that is treated with corticosteroid injection alone without stretching/
strengthening exercises is doomed to recur.

 •  Recalcitrant medial knee pain: rule out anserine bursitis.
 •  Recalcitrant patellofemoral syndrome: rule out pes planus/hypermobility causing patellar maltracking.
 •  Due to risk of rupture, do not inject corticosteroids for therapy of Achilles tendinitis/enthesitis. Use 

iontophoresis. 

 3.  Back pain.
 •  Patients with significant low back pain cannot do a sit-up.
 •  Most back pain is nonsurgical; never advise surgery for mechanical low back pain without objective evidence 

for radiculopathy or spinal stenosis unresponsive to conservative therapy.
 •  Epidural steroids may provide short-term benefit (2–4 weeks) for radicular symptoms, but not necessarily 

spinal pain.
 •  Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)/computed tomography (CT) scans of lumbar spine are abnormal in 

30% of patients with no symptoms. Do not automatically attribute a patient’s symptoms to an abnormal 
radiograph.

 •  Spinal Phalen’s test is useful to diagnose spinal stenosis. Patients with spinal stenosis have more pain walking 
downhill due to spinal extension making the spinal canal smaller. Straight leg raise test and electromyography 
(EMG)/nerve conduction velocities (NCVs) are often normal or nonspecific. 
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 4.  Nerves.
 •  Cervical radiculopathy

Nerve (Frequency) Motor Weakness Sensory Loss Reflex

C5 (5%) Deltoid, biceps Lateral upper arm Biceps
C6 (35%) Wrist extensors, biceps Lateral forearm, thumb, in-

dex finger (six-shooter)
Brachioradialis 

 (supinator jerk)
C7 (35%) Wrist flexor, finger extensors 

(forms 7), triceps
Middle finger Triceps

C8 (25%) Finger flexors (forms an 8), 
thumb extensor, hand intrinsics

Medial forearm, ring and 
little finger

None

 •  Lumbar radiculopathy

Nerve (Frequency) Motor Weakness Sensory Loss Reflex

L4 (5%) Tibialis anterior (ankle 
 dorsiflexion)

Anterior leg, medial foot Patellar  
(quads = 4)

L5 (67%) Extensor halluces longus (great 
toe extension)

Lateral leg, web of great 
toe, (5 toes)

None

S1 (28%) Peroneus muscles (foot eversion) Posterior leg, lateral foot Achilles  
(ends in S)

 •  Mononeuritis multiplex is seen in patients with vasculitis and presents with painful asymmetric weakness 
(e.g., wrist drop, foot drop) and sensory changes involving individual nerves. 

 5.  Do not order a laboratory test unless you know why you are ordering it and what you will 
do if it comes back abnormal.

 6.   Laboratory tests.
 •  Laboratory tests should be used to confirm your clinical diagnosis, not make it.
 •  All patients with a positive rheumatoid factor (RF) do not have RA, and all patients with a positive antinuclear 

antibody (ANA) do not have systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE).
 •  Low complement (C3, C4) levels in a patient with systemic symptoms suggest an immune complex-mediated 

disease and narrow your diagnosis: SLE, cryoglobulinemia (types II and III), urticarial vasculitis (HepB and C1q 
autoantibodies), subacute bacterial endocarditis, poststreptococcal or membranoproliferative glomerulone-
phritis, IgG4 disease (tubulointerstitial nephritis), hydralazine-associated vasculitis.

 •  An undetectable (not just low) CH50 activity may indicate a disease associated with a specific hereditary com-
plement component deficiency: autoimmune disorder (C1, C4, C2), infection (C3), Neisseria infection (C5 to C8).

 •  Separating iron deficiency from anemia of chronic disease is best done by measuring the ferritin level. Ferritin 
is an acute-phase reactant; so in a patient with inflammation (i.e., elevated C-reactive protein), a ferritin level 
of >100 ng/mL rules out iron deficiency. 

 7.  Failure to aspirate, prepare to litigate!
Patients with acute inflammatory monoarticular arthritis need a joint aspiration to rule out septic arthritis and 
crystalline arthropathy.

 •  Atraumatic monoarticular arthritis is secondary to crystalline disease (75%–80% of cases) or infection 
(10%–15%) until proven otherwise.

 •  A red, hot joint is not typical of inflammatory arthritis in RA and other autoimmune conditions. Its presence, 
even in a patient with established disease, demands aspiration.

 •  To reduce the pain associated with an aspiration or injection, have the patient do the Valsalva maneuver when 
inserting the needle.

 •  Joint aspiration is generally safe up to an international normalized ratio (INR) of 4.5. However, if septic arthritis 
is possible, the joint should be aspirated regardless of the INR. 

 8.  The synovial fluid analysis is a liquid biopsy of the joint.
Send any aspirated synovial fluid for cell count, crystal examination, Gram stain, and culture. Never send it for 
uric acid or lactate dehydrogenase (LDH).

 •  One can estimate the synovial fluid white blood cell (WBC) count by using the equation that one WBC per 
high-power field (HPF; 40×) equals 500 cells/μL. Thus, 6 WBCs/HPF estimates a synovial fluid WBC count of 
3000 cells/μL, which is inflammatory.

 •  Crystal mnemonic: ABC = Alignment Blue Calcium. If the long axis of the crystal is aligned with the first order red 
compensator and is blue, then it is a calcium pyrophosphate crystal. Uric acid crystals are yellow when aligned.

 •  If you cannot find uric acid crystals initially, let the slide dry for 3 hours and reexamine it. 
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 9.  Most patients with chronic inflammatory monoarticular arthritis of >8 weeks’ duration, 
whose evaluation has failed to define an etiology for the arthritis, need a synovial biopsy 
to rule out an unusual cause (indolent infection, etc.).

 10.   In response to the Choosing Wisely initiative of the American Board of Internal Medicine 
(ABIM), the American College of Rheumatology (ACR) recommended the following five 
tests/treatments not be done in adult rheumatology patients:

 •  Do not test ANA subserologies (anti-dsDNA, anti-Sm, anti-RNP, anti-SS-B, anti-Scl-70) without a positive ANA 
and clinical suspicion of immune-mediated disease. Anti-SS-A may be an exception to this recommendation.

 •  Do not test for Lyme disease as a cause of musculoskeletal symptoms without an exposure history and ap-
propriate examination findings.

 •  Do not perform an MRI of the peripheral joints to routinely monitor inflammatory arthritis.
 •  Do not prescribe biologics for RA before a trial of methotrexate (or other conventional synthetic disease- 

modifying antirheumatic drugs [DMARDs]).
 •  Do not routinely repeat dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) scans more often than once every 2 years. 

 11.  In response to the Choosing Wisely initiative of the ABIM, the ACR recommended the 
following five tests/treatments not be done in pediatric rheumatology patients:

 •  Do not order autoantibody panels without a positive ANA and evidence of a rheumatic disease.
 •  Do not test for Lyme disease as a cause of musculoskeletal symptoms without an exposure history and ap-

propriate examination findings.
 •  Do not routinely perform surveillance joint radiographs to monitor juvenile idiopathic arthritis (JIA) disease activity.
 •  Do not perform methotrexate toxicity laboratory tests more than every 12 weeks on stable doses.
 •  Do not repeat a confirmed positive ANA in patients with established JIA or SLE. 

 12.  In response to the Choosing Wisely initiative of the ABIM, the American Association of 
Orthopedic Surgeons recommended the following treatments not be done in patients (only 
those that apply to rheumatology patients are listed):

 •  Do not use needle lavage for long-term relief in symptomatic osteoarthritis (OA) treatment.
 •  Do not use lateral wedge or neutral insoles to treat patients with medial knee OA.
 •  Do not use glucosamine and chondroitin sulfate to treat patients with symptomatic knee OA. 

 13.  In response to the Choosing Wisely initiative of the ABIM, the North American Spine 
Society recommended the following tests/treatments not be done in patients with back 
pain:

 •  Do not order MRI of the spine within the first 6 weeks in patients with nonspecific low back pain in the ab-
sence of red flags (trauma, use of corticosteroids, unexplained weight loss, progressive neurologic signs, age 
>50 years or <17 years, fever, intravenous drug abuse, pain unrelieved by bed rest, history of cancer).

 •  Do not perform elective spinal injections without imaging guidance.
 •  Do not order EMG/NCVs to determine the cause of neck and back pain without radicular symptoms.
 •  Do not recommend bed rest for >48 hours when treating low back pain. 

 14.  A few other “do nots” in rheumatology:
 •  Except for anti-dsDNA, do not repeat ANA subserologies in patients with an established connective tissue 

disease (CTD) diagnosis.
 •  Do not perform serial measurements of RF and anti-cyclic citrullinated peptide in patients with documented 

seropositive RA, or serial ANAs in patients with a documented positive ANA and a CTD diagnosis (e.g., SLE).
 •  Do not order a human leukocyte antigen (HLA)-B27 unless you suspect an undifferentiated spondyloarthropa-

thy based on history and examination and have nondiagnostic radiographs.
 •  Do not check CH50 to follow lupus disease activity.
 •  Do not order an MRI before ordering plain films in a patient presenting with joint or back pain.
 •  Do not use intraarticular hyaluronic acid injections for advanced knee OA (i.e., bone on bone).
 •  Do not treat low bone mass in patients at low risk for fracture (T score >–2.5, no history of fragility fracture, 

no steroids, low FRAX).
 •  Do not order serial yearly plain radiographs in a patient with good clinical (symptoms, examination, labora-

tory tests) control of their arthritis unless you are willing to change therapy for minor radiographic disease 
progression. 

 15.  The innate immune system is critical to the activation of the adaptive immune system.

 16.   Osteoarthritis.
 •  Cracking knuckles does not cause OA.
 •  Patients with arthritis can predict the weather due to changes in barometric pressure as weather fronts move 

in and out of an area.
 •  Obesity is the major modifiable risk factor for OA; the association is strongest with knee and hand OA (non-

weight-bearing joint, suggesting a greater role than simply increased biomechanical stress).
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 •  The joints typically involved in primary OA are distal interphalangeal joints (DIPs) (Heberden’s nodes), proximal 
interphalangeal joints (PIPs) (Bouchard’s nodes), first carpometacarpal (CMC), hips, knees, first metatarsopha-
langeal joint (MTP), the cervical, and lumbosacral spine.

 •  Patients with OA affecting multiple joints not normally affected by primary OA (i.e., metacarpophalangeals, 
wrists, elbows, shoulder, ankles) need to be evaluated for secondary causes of OA (i.e., calcium pyrophos-
phate disease [CPPD], metabolic diseases, others).

 •  Erosive OA is an inflammatory subset of OA (10% of patients) primarily affecting the hands (DIPs, PIPs, first 
CMC) and causing the “seagull” sign on radiographs. It is more disabling than primary OA. 

 17.  Knee and hip OA.
 •  Over 50% of patients aged >65 years have radiographic knee OA, but only 25% have symptoms. Do not rely 

on the radiograph to make the diagnosis of the cause of knee pain.
 •  Recurrent, large, noninflammatory knee effusions are frequently due to an internal derangement (e.g., menis-

cal tear).
 •  Nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) work better than acetaminophen if a patient has an effusion, 

which suggests more inflammation (wet OA).
 •  Intraarticular corticosteroids can be effective for OA in patients with a knee effusion and are cheaper than 

viscosupplementation (hyaluronic acid).
 •  Drain any knee effusion before giving viscosupplementation or corticosteroids. The injection works better 

when there is less fluid.
 •  Incidental and asymptomatic meniscal tears are common (>20%) in patients with knee OA. Meniscal repair 

and/or arthroscopic debridement and washout are not helpful unless there are signs of locking.
 •  Femoroacetabular impingement is a common cause of hip pain in young patients who develop early OA 

(congenital abnormalities such as Legg–Calvé–Perthes disease and slipped capital femoral epiphysis often 
present earlier for clinical evaluation, but are also associated with early OA). 

 18.  Extraarticular manifestations are often the most important findings to make a diagnosis in 
a patient with polyarthritis.

 19.   Myopathies tend to cause proximal and symmetric weakness, whereas neuropathies 
cause distal and asymmetric weakness and atrophy of muscles. 

 20.  Cardiac disease occurs 10 years earlier in patients with inflammatory rheumatic disease 
than in normal individuals with the same cardiac risk factors.
This must be considered during the preoperative evaluation. 

 21.  Fever in a patient with known systemic rheumatic disease is an infection or nonrheumatic 
etiology (drug reaction, other illness [e.g., thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura, 
lymphoma]) until proven otherwise.
Clearly, infection causes death in patients with rheumatic disease more often than the underlying rheumatic 
disease does. 

 22.  RA is the most common inflammatory arthritis presenting with symmetric involvement of 
the small joints of the hands (MCPs, PIPs), wrists, and feet (MTPs).
If a patient carries a diagnosis of RA and is seronegative or only has large joint involvement, always reassess to 
ensure that the patient does not have another diagnosis. 

 23.  If a patient has seronegative RA, the “extraarticular manifestation” is probably not due 
to RA.

 24.   Seronegative RA is a difficult diagnosis in patients without erosions on radiographs.
Always consider CPPD in these patients. 

 25.  Treat to target.
Early therapy with the goal of low disease activity is essential to RA (and psoriatic arthritis) therapy.

 •  It does not matter which disease activity measure you use (e.g., Clinical Disease Activity Index, Routine 
Assessment of Patient Index Data 3 [RAPID3], etc.), just pick one and use it to document if your therapy is 
achieving low disease activity or remission. 

 26.  The development of drug-induced autoantibodies (usually anti-histone) is much more 
common than the development of lupus-like disease due to a drug.

 27.   NSAIDs and SLE do not always mix well together.
 •  With new onset photosensitivity, rule out NSAIDs and/or thiazide diuretic as the cause.
 •  In a patient with SLE with worsening renal function, rule out over-the-counter NSAIDs.
 •  NSAIDs (especially ibuprofen) are associated with aseptic meningitis, which may be confused with central 

nervous system (CNS) lupus. 
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 28.  Systemic sclerosis (SSc).
 •  New onset hypertension, falling platelet count, and schistocytes on blood smear in a patient with diffuse SSc 

heralds the onset of scleroderma renal crisis, especially in a patient who is anti-RNA polymerase III-positive. 
Angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors work better than angiotensin-receptor blockers.

 •  Pulmonary function tests can be useful for identifying high risk of pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH): a 
declining diffusing capacity for carbon monoxide (DLCO) over time and a % forced vital capacity (FVC)/%DLCO 
ratio of >1.6 are associated with a high risk of PAH.

 •  An FVC <70% and/or a high-resolution CT scan of the lung showing >20% fibrosis signifies “extensive” inter-
stitial lung disease (ILD). This subset is associated with: (1) 5-year survival of only 60% to 65%, (2) elevated 
risk of progressive ILD, (3) identifies a group with a greater response to immunosuppressive (cyclophospha-
mide) therapy than in patients with milder ILD. 

 29.  One should suspect a disease mimicking scleroderma in any patient with skin induration 
who lacks Raynaud’s phenomenon, nailfold capillary abnormalities, sclerodactyly, and 
autoantibodies.

 30.   Patients with Raynaud’s phenomenon are unlikely (<5%) to develop SSc if they have 
normal nailfold capillaroscopy and negative scleroderma-associated antibodies. 

 31.  Inflammatory myositis should be highly considered in all patients with proximal muscle 
weakness, an elevated creatine phosphokinase (CPK), an elevated muscle/brain fraction 
of total CPK (>2% of total), and an elevated aspartate aminotransferase.

 32.   Skin ulcerations and anti-155/140 antibodies signal the presence of an underlying 
associated malignancy in a patient with dermatomyositis. 

 33.  Steroid myopathy does not cause an elevated CPK.

 34.   Statins can cause myalgias without an elevated CPK, myalgias with an elevated CPK, and 
a necrotizing myopathy with anti-HMGCoA reductase antibodies.

 •  Myalgia can be improved with coenzyme Q.
 •  Hydrophilic statins (pravachol, rosuvastatin) cause less myopathy than lipophilic statins (simvastatin). 

 35.  All patients with Mixed CTD should have Raynaud’s phenomenon and high-titer antibodies 
only against U1-RNP.

 36.   Up to 25% of all patients presenting with a CTD will be undifferentiated, and a similar 
percentage of those will evolve into a defined CTD within 3 years.
Patience and follow-up are important. 

 37.  Sjögren’s syndrome is the most common autoimmune disease in middle-aged women 
and should be considered in any patient with unexplained symptoms and a positive 
ANA.

 38.   One in five rule: 20% of deep venous thromboses, 20% of young adult (<50 years old) 
strokes, and 20% of recurrent miscarriages are due to the antiphospholipid antibody 
(aPLab) syndrome. 

 39.  “Triple positive” (positive lupus anticoagulant, positive anticardiolipin antibodies,  
and positive anti-β2glycoprotein I antibodies) aPLab patients are the most likely to  
have clots.

 40.   aPLabs plus a surgical insult or obstetrical delivery deserves short-term anticoagulation.
 •  All patients with significantly positive aPLabs should have prophylactic anticoagulation if they undergo a 

surgical procedure and/or following pregnancy delivery, even if they have never had a clot.
 •  Surgical release of tissue factor is the second hit in the “two-hit” hypothesis for clots in aPLab-positive 

patients.
 •  Always have the placenta assessed (clinically and/or pathologically) for evidence of damage in patients with 

aPLab regardless of pregnancy outcome. If placental damage is present, the patient needs anticoagulation 
during any future pregnancy. 

 41.  Still’s disease should be considered in any patient with a quotidian fever (decreases to 
normal or below once a day), rash, and joint pain.
A ferritin level >1000 ng/mL supports the diagnosis. 

 42.  Patients with polymyalgia rheumatica (PMR) should respond completely to 20 mg daily of 
prednisone and normalize their erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) within a month.
The presence of fever or failure to respond to prednisone clinically and serologically suggests giant cell arteritis 
(GCA) or another diagnosis such as lymphoma. 
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 43.  After ruling out infection and malignancy, consider vasculitis in any patient with 
multisystem disease who has an ESR >100 mm/hour and a C-reactive protein >10 times 
the upper limit of normal.
The primary vasculitides (i.e., vasculitis not due to another disease such as SLE or cryoglobulinemia) are not 
associated with positive serologies (ANA, RF, low complements), neutropenia, or thrombocytopenia. If one of 
these is present, consider another diagnosis. 

 44.  GCA is the most common vasculitis in the elderly, and jaw claudication is the most 
specific symptom.

 •  Clinical presentations may include: (1) cranial symptoms (headache, scalp tenderness), (2) common  
ocular presentations (amaurosis fugax, double vision), and (3) claudication symptoms (tongue  
and jaw).

 •  Other presentations include fever of unknown origin, large vessel involvement, stroke, and persistent unex-
plained cough. 

 45.  Listen for subclavian bruits in all patients suspected of having GCA as it may be their only 
clinical finding.

 •  Asymmetric blood pressures should be tested for in all patients being evaluated for GCA.
 •  Large vessel involvement puts them at increased (17×) risk for aortic dissections and aneurysms. 

 46.  Do not delay starting prednisone in a patient suspected to have GCA.
It will not affect the temporal artery biopsy results for at least a week. 

 47.  When the suspected diagnosis is primary vasculitis of the CNS, it is probably incorrect.
Rule out other diseases with a brain biopsy. 

 48.  Granulomatosis with polyangiitis (GPA) should be considered in any adult who develops 
otitis media.
GPA predominantly affects the upper and lower respiratory tracts and kidneys and is associated with proteinase 
3-antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody (ANCA). 

 49.  Microscopic polyangiitis should be considered in all patients presenting with pulmonary–
renal syndrome and is associated with myeloperoxidase-ANCA.

 50.   Skin biopsy in Henoch–Schonlein purpura (HSP) shows leukocytoclastic vasculitis with 
predominantly IgA deposition in vessel walls on direct immunofluorescence.
HSP is the most common small vessel vasculitis in childhood. 

 51.  Urticarial lesions lasting longer than 24 hours.
 •  Resolving with hyperpigmentation are likely to be vasculitic: rule out urticarial vasculitis and hypocomple-

mentemic urticarial vasculitis (HUVS).
 •  Other causes of recurrent and prolonged urticarial lesions not due to vasculitis: cryopyrin-associated periodic 

syndromes, Schnitzler’s syndrome, and autoimmune thyroid disease. 

 52.  Most patients with mixed cryoglobulinemia will present with palpable purpura, arthralgia, 
and weakness/myalgias (Meltzer’s triad).
A positive RF and low C4 (“poor man’s cryo”) level supports the diagnosis before the cryoglobulin screen has 
returned. 

 53.  “Refractory” vasculitis is an infection until proven otherwise.

 54.   Behçet’s disease is the only vasculitis that causes pulmonary aneurysms and affects the 
venous system (venulitis) more than the arterial system.
Venous thrombosis can be seen in 15% to 30%; immunosuppression reduces subsequent clot risk. 

 55.  Relapsing polychondritis can be associated with an underlying disorder in one-third of 
cases, especially vasculitis and myelodysplastic syndromes.

 56.   Enthesitis is the hallmark of the seronegative spondyloarthropathies. 

 57.  HLA-B27 risk should be put into perspective.
 •  Even though HLA-B27 increases a person’s risk of developing a spondyloarthritis 50 times, only 1 out of every 

50 (2%) HLA-B27-positive individuals without a family history will develop ankylosing spondylitis during their 
lifetime.

 •  If the person has a family history, the risk increases to one in five (20%).
 •  A negative HLA-B27 helps to rule out ankylosing spondylitis in a Caucasian patient with low  

back pain.
 •  Nearly 50% of HLA-B27-positive patients with recurrent unilateral anterior uveitis have or will develop an 

underlying spondyloarthritis. 
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 58.  A patient aged <40 years with three out of four of the following has a high likelihood 
of having inflammatory back pain: (1) morning stiffness of at least 30 minutes, (2) 
improvement of back pain with exercise but not rest, (3) awakening because of back pain 
and stiffness during second half of the night only, and (4) alternating buttock pain.

 59.   Inflammatory arthritis is most likely to occur in Crohn’s disease patients with extensive 
colonic involvement.
These patients may present with prominent arthritis but few gastrointestinal symptoms. Unexplained iron defi-
ciency anemia may be a hint. 

 60.  Pancreatic cancer can release enzymes, which cause fat necrosis, resulting in a triad of 
lower extremity arthritis, tender nodules, and eosinophilia (Schmidt’s triad).

 61.   Reactive arthritis is a sterile, inflammatory arthritis that is typically preceded by a 
gastrointestinal or genitourinary infection occurring 1 to 4 weeks previously.
The arthritis can improve with prolonged antibiotics only if it is due to Chlamydia. 

 62.  Inflammation of the DIP joints and finger dactylitis are highly characteristic of psoriatic 
arthritis.
Differential diagnosis of DIP arthritis: psoriatic, OA, multicentric reticulohistiocytosis, and primary biliary cirrhosis. 
In a patient with OA who gets inflamed DIP–rule out gout. 

 63.  Any patient with fever, arthralgias, and tenosy novitis should be evaluated for a 
disseminated gonococcal infection (DGI).
The majority of females develop DGI within 1 week of onset of menses and genitourinary symptoms may be 
absent. 

 64.  Suspect coinfection with babesia or anaplasma in any Lyme disease patient with 
hemolysis, neutropenia, and/or thrombocytopenia.

 •  A minority (10%) of patients with confirmed Lyme disease arthritis may have continued synovitis despite 
adequate antibiotic treatment (including two courses). These patients should be treated with NSAIDs, intraar-
ticular steroids, or DMARDs such as hydroxychloroquine.

 •  A minority of patients (<10%) with Lyme disease will develop post-treatment Lyme disease syndrome, a 
fibromyalgia-like and chronic fatigue-like illness despite initial treatment with antibiotics for Lyme. Additional 
antibiotics are not helpful in this setting. 

 65.  The chest radiograph is normal in 50% of patients who have tuberculous septic arthritis, 
which most commonly presents as chronic inflammatory monoarticular arthritis involving 
the knee.
The diagnosis of tuberculous arthritis is best confirmed by synovial biopsy and culture because synovial fluid 
acid-fast bacilli stain is positive in only 20%. 

 66.  Parvovirus is the most common viral arthritis and should be considered in any  
patient presenting with fever, rash, and arthritis, particularly if they have exposure to 
children.

 67.   Hepatitis C is the most common cause of cryoglobulinemia.
Overall, 50% of hepatitis C patients have cryoglobulins, but only 5% develop cryoglobulinemic vasculitis. 

 68.  Gout is the most common cause of inflammatory arthritis in men aged >40 years.
It should not occur in premenopausal females in the absence of chronic kidney disease. 

 69.  Uric acid is less soluble in the cold.
 •  Consequently, gout occurs in the cooler distal joints (e.g. foot) and is rare in the spine or joints near the  

spine.
 •  The foot is always the first location involved in the patient’s initial gout attack.
 •  If you do not get any fluid when you tap the first MTP joint, blow out the end of the needle onto a slide and ex-

amine the blood speck for uric acid crystals. If joint aspiration is not successful but tophi are present, consider 
using a 22-gauge needle for a “core biopsy” to blow out onto a slide.

 •  Dual-energy CT scan can detect urate deposits but not CPPD. 

 70.  In a patient with gout, the goal for uric acid lowering medications is to decrease the uric 
acid to <6.0 mg/dL and in tophaceous disease to <5.0 mg/dL.

 71.   CPPD disease is a disease of the elderly with onset and increasing frequency after the age 
of 55 years.
Only patients with familial mutations or metabolic abnormalities (e.g., hemochromatosis, hypophosphatasia) get 
CPPD before the age of 55 years. 
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 72.  CPPD should be considered in any elderly patient with a seronegative inflammatory or 
degenerative arthritis involving the MCPs, wrists, and shoulders.
CPPD can mimic seronegative RA, PMR, and OA involving atypical joints. 

 73.  The diabetic stiff hand syndrome is related to disease duration and therapy and predicts 
microvascular complications of diabetes.

 74.   Hypothyroidism (thyroid-stimulating hormone [TSH] always >20 mIU/L with low free T4) 
should be ruled out in patients with muscle symptoms and an elevated creatine kinase. 

 75.  If a fracture is suspected as a cause of hemarthrosis, evaluate the synovial fluid for fat 
droplets, which indicates release of bone marrow elements through bony disruption.

 76.   When palmar fasciitis presents in a female, think ovarian carcinoma. 

 77.  Leukocytoclastic vasculitis is the most common paraneoplastic vasculitis presentation, 
especially in patients with myelodysplastic syndromes.

 78.   Osteoporosis.
 •  The major risk factors for fragility fractures are low bone mass, advancing age, previous fragility fractures, 

corticosteroid use, and the propensity to fall. The best predictor of a future fall is a fall within the previous 6 
months. Screen the patient with the “get up and go” test.

 •  Each decrease of –1.0 T-score on DXA correlates with a 12% loss of bone. At a T-score of –2.5, the patient 
has lost 30% of their bone mass, which is when osteopenia can reliably be detected on plain radiographs.

 •  Rule out vitamin D insufficiency in all patients with a low bone mass. Consider celiac disease in any Caucasian 
patient with a an extremely low vitamin D level (< 10 ng/ml) even if they do not have diarrhea.

 •  Pharmacological therapy should be initiated in patients who have had a fragility fracture (regardless of 
T-score), a bone mineral density T-score ≤–2.5 at any site, or a FRAX-derived 10-year risk of ≥3% for hip 
fractures and ≥20% for other major osteoporosis fractures.

 •  Vertebroplasty and kyphoplasty are most effective when done within 6 months of onset of a severely symp-
tomatic vertebral compression fracture and in patients with vertebral edema pattern on MRI.

 •  A patient who meets criteria for osteoporosis treatment is 30 times more likely to get a fracture if untreated 
than they are to get osteonecrosis of the jaw or an atypical femoral fracture if they are treated with an antire-
sorptive (bisphosphonate or denosumab). 

 79.  Paget’s disease of bone (PDB).
 •  The number of skeletal sites involved in PDB is stable over time.
 •  Plain radiographs are the best modality to diagnose PDB, whereas nuclear medicine bone scan is the best 

study to evaluate the extent of disease. 

 80.  Musculoskeletal manifestations can be the presenting manifestation in up to 33% of 
patients with hemochromatosis.
Consider in any Caucasian male aged <40 years with “seronegative RA,” degenerative changes of the second 
and third MCP joints, and/or hypogonadotrophic hypogonadism with low bone mass. 

 81.  Primary fibromyalgia does not occur for the first time in patients after the age of 55 years, 
nor is it likely to be the correct primary diagnosis in patients with musculoskeletal pain 
who also have abnormal laboratory values.

 82.   Fibromyalgia is a chronic noninflammatory, nonautoimmune central afferent processing 
disorder leading to a diffuse pain syndrome as well as other symptoms.
Narcotics and corticosteroids should not be used for treatment. 

 83.  Obstructive sleep apnea (ask if they snore even if they are not obese), hypothyroidism 
(TSH >20 mIU/L), and vitamin D deficiency (25 OH vitamin D <5 ng/mL) should be ruled out 
in all fibromyalgia patients regardless of body size.
In patients with severe and refractory symptoms, ask about physical and/or sexual abuse. 

 84.  Growing pains do not occur during the daytime.
A limp in a child is pathologic until proven otherwise. 

 85.  Malignancy is more likely than systemic JIA in any child who has fever, painful arthritis, an 
elevated LDH, and/or a low platelet count.
In patients with established systemic JIA, macrophage activation syndrome should be considered in any 
patient who develops a precipitous decrease in ESR (from hepatic dysfunction, decreased fibrinogen), 
decreased WBC and platelet counts, elevated liver-associated enzymes, elevated triglycerides, and extreme 
elevations of ferritin (especially if >10,000 ng/mL). An elevated sCD25 (interleukin-2 receptor) can help 
confirm the diagnosis. 
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 86.  Neck or back pain in a young child is never normal and demands an extensive workup.

 87.   ANA positivity, female sex, and age <6 years increase the risk of chronic uveitis regardless 
of the JIA subgroup. 

 88.  Inflammatory myositis in childhood is almost always dermatomyositis and not 
polymyositis, whereas scleroderma in childhood is most commonly linear scleroderma.

 89.   Consider Kawasaki disease in any child aged <5 years presenting with prolonged high 
fevers and conjunctivitis.
Intravenous immunoglobulin within 10 days of disease onset is the treatment of choice. 

 90.  Muscle cramps, pain, or myoglobinuria brought on by exercise suggests a metabolic 
myopathy.

 •  Muscle symptoms with short bursts of high-intensity exercise and the second wind phenomenon are charac-
teristic of a glycogen storage disease. McArdle’s disease and acid maltase deficiency are most common.

 •  Muscle symptoms with prolonged low-intensity exercise and/or prolonged fasting suggest a defect in fatty 
acid oxidation. Carnitine palmitoyltransferase II (CPT II) deficiency is most common.

 •  The most common metabolic myopathies associated with myoglobinuria are CPT II deficiency and McArdle’s 
disease.

 •  The most common myopathies that are confused with polymyositis are acid maltase deficiency and limb-
girdle muscular dystrophy.

 •  Children presenting with a muscle disease without rash almost always have a metabolic or genetic myopathy 
and not primary polymyositis. 

 91.  Abdominal fat pad aspiration is the easiest and most sensitive method of obtaining 
tissue to examine for amyloid deposition (polarized microscopy of Congo red-stained 
tissue).

 92.   Uveitis is frequently a symptom of an underlying disease and not the primary diagnosis.
 •  Anatomic location (anterior, intermediate, posterior, panuveitis), laterality, and course (acute, chronic, recur-

rent) of uveitis attacks help develop a differential diagnosis.
 •  Most patients should be screened with the fluorescent treponemal antibody absorption test (syphilis), chest 

x-ray (CXR; tuberculosis [TB] and sarcoidosis) and consideration of TB screening (confirms exposure but not 
active ocular involvement). Additional targeted evaluation is based on the uveitis presentation.

 •  CT is more sensitive than CXR in the identification of suspected pulmonary sarcoidosis associated with 
uveitis. 

 93.  A patient with acute, inflammatory arthritis involving bilateral ankles should always be 
evaluated for sarcoidosis.

 •  Erythema nodosum typically affects the anterior aspect of lower legs and never ulcerates. Subcutaneous 
nodules on the posterior aspect of calf or any that ulcerate should raise concern for vasculitis or infection. 

 94.  Patients with SLE and Sjögren’s syndrome who have anti-Ro (SS-A) and/or anti-La 
(SS-B) antibodies (any mother with SS-A and/or SS-B, regardless of diagnosis) are 
at increased risk for having infants who develop the neonatal lupus syndrome and 
complete heart block.

 95.   Autoinflammatory syndromes are characterized by episodes of fever, rash, arthritis, 
peritonitis, eye inflammation, lack of autoantibodies, and elevated acute-phase reactants 
in various combinations that normalize between flares.
The duration of flares differs between diseases: tumor necrosis factor-associated periodic fever syndrome > 
hyperimmunoglobulinemia D with periodic fever syndrome > familial Mediterranean fever > Muckle–Wells 
syndrome/familial cold autoinflammatory syndrome. Inhibition of interleukin-1 is the treatment of choice for most 
syndromes. 

 96.  Medications.
 •  Always rule out a medication as the cause of musculoskeletal symptoms.

Perinuclear ANCA vasculitis: hydralazine, propylthiouracil, minocycline, cocaine (levamisole).
Fluoroquinolones: Achilles tendinitis and rupture.
Drug-induced lupus: hydralazine, minocycline, antitumor necrosis factor (TNF) agents, rifabutin, procain-

amide, and others.
 •  All NSAIDs should be used with caution (if at all) in patients with underlying renal or cardiovascular disease.
 •  All NSAIDs can cause photosensitivity.
 •  NSAIDs can interfere with conception.
 •  Hydrocortisone 20 mg = prednisone 5 mg = prednisolone 5 mg = methylprednisolone 4 mg = dexametha-

sone 0.75 mg.
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 •  Avascular necrosis (AVN) from corticosteroids is the most common reason a rheumatologist is sued for a 
medication adverse effect. Record in the chart that you counseled the patient on the following risk: for each 
20 mg of prednisone taken for over a month, the risk of AVN is 5% (e.g., a 60-mg dose for a month confers 
a risk of 15% for AVN). Patients with SLE, those that have aPLabs, and those who rapidly become cushingoid 
are most at risk.

 •  Choice of DMARD therapy is based on disease severity, comorbidities, and fertility plans.
 •  Methotrexate is the most effective anchor drug for all combination therapies. An increase of the mean corpus-

cular volume by 5 fL correlates with a good methotrexate effect.
 •  Hydroxychloroquine is less effective in smokers, can cause dizziness and headache, and requires the patient 

to have eye examinations (recommended dose ≤5 mg/kg actual body weight; max 400 mg/day).
 •  Sulfasalazine can cause reversible azoospermia.
 •  Leflunomide has an extremely long half-life. In cases of toxicity or pregnancy, an elimination protocol with 

cholestyramine should be started.
 •  Azathioprine is better used for maintenance of remission than for induction of remission. It should not be used 

in patients on allopurinol, febuxostat, or ampicillin (rash). It can cause resistance to coumadin effectiveness.
 •  Dapsone can be associated with hemolytic anemia (avoid if glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase [G6PD]-

deficient) and methemoglobinemia. Low-grade hemolysis can be seen on dapsone even with normal G6PD 
levels; folic acid 1 mg/day is recommended.

 •  Live vaccines should not be given to patients on biologic agents. Check for TB (purified protein derivative test, 
interferon-gamma release assay) and immunize patients before biologic therapy.

 •  Obesity lessens the effectiveness of anti-TNF agents.
 •  Stop anti-TNF agents if a patient has an open wound until it heals.
 •  Infliximab is most commonly associated with mycobacterial and fungal infections. Abatacept and rituximab 

are least associated.
 •  Tocilizumab may interfere with the effectiveness of birth control pills. Do not use in patients at risk for bowel 

perforations (history of diverticulitis).
 •  Rituximab works best in seropositive RA patients who have germinal centers in their synovium. Always send 

the synovial tissue at the time of any joint surgery to see if germinal centers are present.
 •  Allopurinol hypersensitivity syndrome is more common in Asian patients with kidney disease and the HLA-

B*5801 gene.
 •  Avoid colchicine use in patients who are on cyclosporine/tacrolimus (myopathy risk), antifungals (e.g., keto-

conazole), or HIV protease inhibitors. Do not use in patients on clarithromycin who have renal insufficiency.
 •  Pegloticase should not be used in patients with G6PD deficiency.
 •  Stop ACE inhibitors in patients with chronic regional pain syndrome; stop calcium channel blockers in patients 

with erythromelalgia.
 •  Do not inject a joint or soft tissue area (tendon) with corticosteroids more than three to four times within a 

year and never within 2 months of a previous injection. If an injection does not last 4 months, find a different 
therapeutic approach instead of repeatedly injecting the joint, tendon area, or bursa.

 •  Voriconazole can cause nodular hypertrophic osteoarthropathy. 

 97.  “ADEPTTS” (Ambulation, Dressing, Eating, Personal hygiene, Transfers, Toileting, 
Sleeping/sexual activities) is a useful mnemonic to screen for a patient’s functional 
limitations.

 98.   Rehabilitative techniques.
 •  A properly fitted cane used in the contralateral hand can unweight a diseased hip by 25% to 40%.
 •  Fatigue for >1 hour or soreness for >2 hours after exercise indicates too much exercise for that arthritic 

patient.
 •  Up to heaven, down to hell. When a patient has a painful lower extremity joint, tell him/her to use the good leg 

to step up a stair (up to heaven) and use the painful leg to step down a stair (down to hell). 

 99.  Surgery.
 •  There are two indications for joint replacement surgery: (1) pain unresponsive to medical therapy and (2) loss 

of joint function. Therefore, inability to walk more than one block, stand longer than 20 to 30 minutes due to 
pain, walk up stairs, or put on shoes/socks are indications for total hip and total knee replacement.

 •  Lumbar spine surgery is most successful in patients with radicular symptoms confirmed by clinical examina-
tion, EMG, and MRI findings who have failed conservative therapy. Success of surgery decreases by 33% for 
each one that does not confirm the other.

 •  Stop biologic agents for at least one administration cycle before major surgery and restart when staples/
stitches are out.

 •  Take vitamin C 500 mg daily starting just before and for 50 days after carpal tunnel syndrome surgery to 
reduce the chance of developing chronic regional pain syndrome.

 •  Cutibacterium acnes is a common cause of delayed and late prosthetic joint infection and often takes 7 days 
to grow; therefore, alert the microbiology laboratory to hold the plates. 
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 100.  Most rheumatic disease patients are considering trying or are presently using 
complementary and alternative medicine (CAM) therapies.
Physicians should ask patients about CAM therapies and record them in the medical record because some 
interact with other medications or can cause bleeding during surgery.

I am sure the readers of this book have other TOP SECRETS. Please send them to 
Jason.kolfenbach@ucdenver.edu for inclusion in the next edition.
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MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM
Sterling G. West, MD

KEY POINTS

 1.  Collagen is the most abundant protein in the body. Mutations of collagen types I and II can lead to musculoskel-
etal disorders.

 2.  Hyaline cartilage is the major cartilage of diarthrodial joints. It is avascular and aneural and composed mainly of 
type II collagen, hyaluronic acid, aggrecan, and water.

 3.  Synovial fluid is a selective transudate of plasma. It is made viscous by the secretion of hyaluronic acid by 
synoviocytes into the synovial fluid.

 4.  The Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway is a critical pathway for osteoblast activation and bone mass regulation.
 5.  The receptor activator of nuclear factory-κB ligand (RANKL)/RANK/osteoprotegerin (OPG) signaling pathway is 

critical for osteoclast differentiation/activation and bone remodeling.

 1.  Name two major functions of the musculoskeletal system.
Structural support and purposeful motion. The activities of the human body depend on the effective interaction 
between joints and the neuromuscular units that move them. 

 2.  Name the five components of the musculoskeletal system.
Muscles, tendons, ligaments, cartilage, and bone are the five components of the musculoskeletal system. All of 
these structures contribute to the formation of a functional and mobile joint. 

 3.  The different connective tissues differ in their composition of macromolecules. List the 
major macromolecular “building blocks” of connective tissue.
Collagen, elastin and adhesins, and proteoglycans. 

COLLAGEN

 4.  How many types of collagen are there? In which tissues is each type most commonly 
found?
The collagens are the most abundant body proteins accounting for 20% to 30% of the total body mass. There are 
at least 29 different types of collagen; however, 90% collagen in the human body is type I. The most common 
ones are listed in Table 3.1 and can be divided into seven subclasses. The unique properties and organization 
of each collagen type enable that specific collagen to contribute to the function of the tissue of which it is the 
principal structural component. Abnormalities of collagen types can cause diseases. 

 5.  Discuss the structural features common to all collagen molecules.
The definitive structural feature of all collagen molecules is the triple helix. This unique conformation is due to 
three polypeptide chains (α-chains) twisted around each other into a right-handed major helix. Extending from 
the amino and carboxyl terminal ends of both helical domains of the α-chains are nonhelical components called 
telopeptides. In the major interstitial collagens, the helical domains are continuous, whereas in the other collagen 
classes, the helical domains may be interrupted by 1 to 12 nonhelical segments.

The primary structure of the helical domain of the α-chain is characterized by the repeating triplet 
Gly–X–Y. X and Y can be any amino acid but are most frequently proline and hydroxyproline, respectively. 
Overall, approximately 25% of the residues in the triple helical domains consist of proline and hydroxyproline. 
Hydroxylysine is also commonly found. In the most abundant interstitial collagens (type I and II), the triple helical 
region contains about 1000 amino acid residues (Gly–X–Y)333 (Fig. 3.1). 

 6.  Identify the major collagen classes and types of collagen included in each class (Table 3.1).
 •  Fibril-forming (interstitial)—types I, II, III, V, XI. Being the most abundant collagen class, these collagens form 

the extracellular fabric of the major connective tissues. They have the same tensile strength as steel wire.
 •  Fibril-associated collagens with interrupted triple helices (FACIT)—types IX, XII, XIV, XVI, XIX, XXI. These col-

lagens are associated with the fibril-forming (interstitial) collagens and occur in the same tissues.
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Table 3.1   Collagen Types, Tissue Distribution, and Diseases Caused by Mutations

CLASSES TISSUE DISTRIBUTION DISEASE

Fibril-forming (interstitial) collagens
Type I Bone, tendon, skin, joint capsule/synovium OI, ED

Type II Hyaline cartilage, disk, vitreous humor CD, Stickler’s

Type III Blood vessels, skin, lung ED (vascular), Dupuytren’s

Type V Same as type I ED (classical)

Type XI Same as type II SED, Stickler’s

Network-forming and short chain collagens
Type IVa Basement membrane Alport syndrome

Type VIII Endothelium, Descemet’s membrane Corneal dystrophy

Type X Growth plate cartilage MD

FACIT (fibril-associated collagens with interrupted triple helices)
Type IX Same as type II, cornea MED

Type XII Same as type I

Type XIV Same as type I

Type XVI Several tissues with types I/II

Type XIX Rhabdomyosarcoma cells

Type XXI Blood vessels

Beaded filament-forming collagen
Type VI Most connective tissues Rare muscle diseases

Collagen of anchoring fibrils
Type VII Dermoepidermal, cornea, oral mucosa Epidermolysis bullosa dystrophica

MACIT (membrane-associated collagens with interrupted triple helices)
Type XIII Endomysium, placenta, meninges

Type XVIIa Skin, hemidesmosomes, cornea

Multiplexin (Multiple triple helix domains with interruptions)
Type XV Many tissues, especially muscle

Type XVIII Many tissues
Source of endostatin

Knobloch syndrome

CD, Chondrodysplasia; ED, Ehlers–Danlos syndrome; MD, metaphyseal dysplasia; MED, multiple epiphyseal dysplasia; OI, osteogenesis 

imperfecta; SED, spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia.
aGoodpasture syndrome results from an autoimmune response against collagen type IV; bullous pemphigoid results from an autoimmune 

response against collagen type XVII.

Fig. 3.1 Diagram of interstitial (fibrillar) collagen molecule demonstrating triple helix configuration with terminal telopeptides.

 •  Collagens with specialized structures or functions:
Basement membrane collagen—type IV.
Short-chain collagens—types VIII, X.
Nonfibrillar collagens—types VI, VII, XIII, XV, XVII, XVIII. 
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 7.  How are the fibril-forming (interstitial) collagens synthesized?

 1.  There are at least 30 distinct genes that encode the various collagen chains. In adults, collagen gene expres-
sion is subject to positive regulation (transforming growth factor [TGF]-β) and negative regulation (interferon-γ 
and tumor necrosis factor [TNF]-α). The collagen genes studied thus far contain coding sequences (exons) 
interrupted by large, noncoding sequences (introns). The DNA is transcribed to form a precursor mRNA, which 
is processed to functional mRNA by excising and splicing, which removes mRNA coded by introns. The pro-
cessed mRNAs leave the nucleus and are transported to the polyribosomal apparatus in the rough endoplasmic 
reticulum for translation into polypeptide α-chains.

 2.  The polypeptide α-chains (known as preprocollagen) are hydroxylated by prolyl hydroxylase and lysine hydrox-
ylase to aid in the crosslinking of the α-chains. These enzymes require O2, Fe2+, α-ketoglutarate, and ascorbic 
acid (vitamin C) as cofactors. Hydroxyproline is critical to the stable formation of the triple helix. Decrease in 
the hydroxyproline content as seen in scurvy (ascorbic acid deficiency) results in unstable molecules that lose 
their structures and are broken down by proteases.

 3.  Glycosylation of hydroxylysine residues by adding glucose or galactose monomers. Three of these hydroxylated 
and glycosylated polypeptide α-chains (preprocollagen) twist into a triple helix forming procollagen. Procol-
lagen is packaged in vesicles that go to the Golgi apparatus. In the Golgi, oligosaccharides are added to the 
procollagen which is then secreted into the extracellular space.

 4.  Outside the cell, procollagen peptidases on the cell membrane remove the amino and carboxyl terminal telo-
peptides converting procollagen into tropocollagen. This step is absent in the vascular type of Ehlers–Danlos 
syndrome that fails to synthesize type III collagen.

 5.  There is an assembly of these tropocollagen molecules by a quarter-stagger shift. In cartilage, cartilage oligo-
meric matrix protein (COMP) is important in this quarter-stagger arrangement. Lysyl oxidase, an extracellular, 
copper-dependent enzyme, acts on lysines and hydroxylysines producing aldehyde groups that form covalent 
bonds between the tropocollagen molecules. This polymer of tropocollagen molecules is called a collagen 
fibril. Mutations of COMP can cause achondroplasia and multiple epiphyseal dysplasia.

 6.  End-to-end and lateral aggregation of collagen fibrils to form a collagen fiber.
Each collagen molecule measures 300 nm in length and 1.5 nm in width and has five charged regions 68 
nm apart. The charged regions align in a straight line when the fibrils are formed, even though the individual 
molecules themselves are staggered a quarter of their lengths in relation to each other. One can easily see that 
there are multiple steps where defects in collagen biosynthesis could result in abnormalities leading to disease 
(Fig. 3.2; see also Chapter 55: Heritable Connective Tissue Disease). 

 8.  Which enzymes are important in collagen degradation? How are they regulated?
The most important collagenolytic enzymes responsible for the cleavage of type I collagen belong to the matrix 
metalloproteinase (MMP) group. The collagenases are secreted in latent form and, when activated, cleave the 
collagen molecule at a single specific site following a glycine residue located about three quarters of the distance 
from the amino terminal end (between residues 775 and 776 of the α1[I] chain). Gelatinases and stromelysins 
then degrade the unfolded fragments.

Both α-macroglobulin and tissue inhibitors of metalloproteases (1 to 4) are capable of inhibiting collagenase 
activity. It is likely that other collagen types have type-specific collagenases capable of degrading them. Serum 
procollagen peptides, urinary hydroxyproline, urinary pyridinoline/deoxypyridinoline crosslinks, and serum 
C-telopeptides and urinary N-telopeptides are used as measures of collagen turnover. 

ELASTIN AND ADHESINS

 9.  What is elastin, and where is it located?
Elastic fibers are connective tissue that can stretch when hydrated and return to their original length after 
being stretched. Elastic fiber is a mixture of elastin and fibrous fibrillin. Elastin is encoded by the ELN gene on 
chromosome 7. Elastin is synthesized by smooth muscle cells and less so by fibroblasts. Elastin comprises a 
significant portion of the dry weight of ligaments (up to 70%–80%), lungs, larger blood vessels such as aorta 
(30%–60%), and skin (2%–5%). Elastin is a polymer of tropoelastin monomers, which contain 850 amino acids, 
predominantly valine, proline, glycine, and alanine. When tropoelastin molecules associate to form a fiber, lysine 
residues crosslink by forming desmosine and isodesmosine, which are unique to elastin. Mutations in the elastin 
gene (ELN) can cause cutis laxa and supravalvular aortic stenosis among others. Elastases, which are serine 

Fig. 3.2 Self-assembly of collagen molecules into fibrils with crosslinking.
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proteases, are capable of degrading elastase. Elastases are located in tissues, macrophages, leukocytes, and 
platelets. Such elastases may contribute to blood vessel wall damage and aneurysm formation in the vasculitides. 
Urinary desmosine levels are used as a measure of elastin degradation. 

 10.  What are fibrillin-1 and fibrillin-2?
These fibrillins are large glycoproteins coded for by a gene located on chromosome 15 (fibrillin-1) and 
chromosome 5 (fibrillin-2). They are secreted by fibroblasts into the extracellular matrix and become incorporated 
into the insoluble microfibrillar proteins that provide a scaffold for elastin deposition. Fibrillin can also be found 
as isolated bundles of microfibrils in the skin, blood vessels, and several other tissues. Abnormalities in fibrillin-1 
are thought to cause Marfan’s syndrome (see also Chapter 55: Heritable Connective Tissue Disease), whereas 
abnormalities in fibrillin-2 cause congenital contractural arachnodactyly. 

 11.  List the important adhesins (cell-binding glycoproteins) that can be present in intracellular 
matrices and basement membranes.
Fibronectin—connective and many other tissues.
Laminin—basement membrane.
Chondroadherin—cartilage.
Osteoadherin (osteomodulin)—bone.

  
These glycoproteins have specific adhesive and other important properties. They bind cells by attaching to 

integrins on cells. Some have the classical arginine–glycine–aspartic acid cell-binding sequence. In addition, there 
are cadherins that are transmembrane polypeptides that mediate cell–cell adhesion and recognition. 

PROTEOGLYCANS

 12.  How do proteoglycans and glycosaminoglycan differ?
Proteoglycans are glycoproteins that contain one or more sulfated glycosaminoglycan (GAG) chains. They are 
classified according to their core protein, which is coded for by distinct genes.

GAGs make up part of the proteoglycans. They are classified into four types: chondroitin sulfate/dermatan 
sulfate, heparan sulfate/heparin, keratan sulfate, and hyaluronic acid (hyaluronan). All GAGs are sulfated except 
for hyaluronic acid. Hyaluronic acid is unique in that it forms in the plasma membrane (not Golgi) before release 
into the extracellular matrix and is widely distributed throughout the connective, epithelial, and neural tissues. It is 
important for cellular proliferation and migration in tissues. 

 13.  How are proteoglycans distributed?
Proteoglycans are synthesized by all connective tissue cells. They can remain associated with these cells on 
their cell surface (syndecan, betaglycan), intracellularly (serglycin), or in the basement membrane (perlecan). 
These cell-associated proteoglycans commonly contain heparin/heparan sulfate or chondroitin sulfate as their 
major GAGs. Alternatively, proteoglycans can be secreted into the extracellular matrix (aggrecan, decorin, 
biglycan, fibromodulin, lumican). These matrix proteoglycans usually contain chondroitin sulfate, dermatan 
sulfate, or keratan sulfate as their major GAGs. Aggrecan binds to central hyaluronic acid filaments in cartilage. 
Decorin helps bind type II collagen fibers together in cartilage, whereas fibromodulin and lumican bind type II 
collagen to type IX. 

 14.  How are proteoglycans metabolized in the body?
Proteoglycans are degraded by proteinases, which release the GAGs. The GAGs are taken up by cells by 
endocytosis, where they are degraded in lysosomes by a series of glycosidases and sulfatases. Defects in these 
degradative enzymes can lead to diseases called mucopolysaccharidoses. 

MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM

 15.  Discuss the classification of joints.
 •  Synarthrosis: suture lines of the skull where adjoining cranial plates are separated by thin fibrous tissue.
 •  Amphiarthroses: adjacent bones are bound by flexible fibrocartilage that permits limited motion. Examples 

include the pubic symphysis, part of the sacroiliac joint, and intervertebral discs.
 •  Diarthroses (synovial joints): these are the most common and most mobile joints. All have a synovial lining. 

They are subclassified into ball and socket (hip), hinge (interphalangeal), saddle (first carpometacarpal), and 
plane (patellofemoral) joints. 

 16.  What major tissues comprise a diarthrodial (synovial) joint?
A diarthrodial joint consists of hyaline cartilage covering the surfaces of two or more opposing bones. These 
articular tissues are surrounded by a capsule that is lined by synovium. Some joints contain menisci, which are 
made of fibrocartilage. Note that the joint cavity is a potential space. The pressure within normal joints is negative 
(−5.7 cm H2O) compared with ambient atmospheric pressure. 
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 17.  Describe the microanatomy of normal areolar synovium in diarthrodial joints.
Normal areolar synovium contains synovial lining (intimal) cells that are two to three cells deep. This synovium 
lines all intracapsular structures except the contact areas of articular cartilage. The synovial lining cells reside in a 
matrix rich in type I collagen and proteoglycans.

There are two main types of synovial lining (intimal) cells that can only be differentiated by electron 
microscopy. Type A cells are macrophage-like and have primarily a phagocytic function. They are derived 
primarily from bone marrow via circulating monocytes. Type B cells are more abundant than type A cells. They 
are fibroblast-like and derived from division of tissue resident fibroblasts within the synovium. They produce 
hyaluronic acid (hyaluronan), which causes the increased viscosity of synovial fluid.

Other cells found in the synovium include antigen-presenting cells (dendritic cells) and mast cells. The 
synovium does not have a limiting basement membrane but does have fenestrated capillaries below the synovial 
lining cells. The deeper synovial tissue matrix contains minor collagens, hyaluronic acid, small arterioles/venules, 
lymphatic vessels, and nerve fibers derived from the capsule and periarticular tissues. 

 18.  Why is synovial fluid viscous?
Hyaluronic acid, synthesized by synovial lining cells (type B), is secreted into the synovial fluid, making the fluid 
viscous. Synovia means “like egg white,” which describes the normal viscosity of synovial fluid. 

 19.  What are the physical characteristics of normal synovial fluid from the knee joint?
Color—colorless and transparent.
Amount—thin film covering surfaces of synovium and cartilage within joint space.
Cell count—<200/mm3 with <25% neutrophils.
Protein—1.3 to 1.7 g/dL (33% of normal plasma protein).
Glucose—within 20 mg/dL of the serum glucose level after 6 hours of fasting.
Temperature—32°C (peripheral joints are cooler than core body temperature).
String sign (measure of viscosity)—1 to 2 inches (2.5–5 cm).
pH—7.4. 

 20.  What is the function, structure, and composition of articular cartilage?
Articular cartilage is avascular and aneural. It serves as a load-bearing connective tissue that can absorb impact 
and withstand shearing forces. This ability relates to the unique composition and structure of its extracellular matrix.

Normal cartilage is composed of a sparse population of specialized cells called chondrocytes that 
are responsible for the synthesis and replenishment of extracellular matrix. This matrix consists mainly of 
collagen and proteoglycans. Most of the collagen is type II (>90%), which makes up 50% to 60% of the dry 
weight of cartilage. Collagen forms a fiber network that provides shape, form, and tensile strength to the 
cartilage tissue.

Proteoglycans comprise the second largest portion of articular cartilage. The proteoglycan monomers 
(aggrecan) are large (molecular weight = 2–3 million) and contain mostly keratan sulfate and chondroitin sulfate 
GAGs. The proteoglycans are arranged into supramolecular aggregates consisting of a central hyaluronic acid 
filament to which multiple proteoglycan monomers (aggrecan) are noncovalently attached and stabilized by a link 
protein.

The entire structure looks like a large “bottle brush” and has a molecular weight of 200 million (Fig. 3.3). 
These proteoglycans are stuffed into the collagen framework. The negative charge of the proteoglycans causes 
them to spread out until the elastic forces are balanced by the tensile forces of the collagen. Note that other 
collagens (types V, VI, IX, X, XI), proteins (chondroadherin, COMP, cartilage intermediate layer protein or CILP, 
proline/arginine-rich end leucine-rich repeat protein [PRELP], others), and lipids are also present in cartilage.

Water is the most abundant component of articular cartilage and accounts for 80% of the tissue wet weight. 
Water is held in cartilage by its interaction with the large matrix proteoglycan aggregates. This retained water is 
essential for cartilage to resist compression and distribute load. 

 21.  What are the four zones of cartilage in diarthrodial joints?
The different molecular components of cartilage are highly organized into a structure that varies with the depth of 
cartilage. From top to bottom, these four zones include:

 1.  Superficial (tangential) zone (10%)—smallest zone (also called lamina splendens). Collagen fibers are thin 
and oriented horizontally to subchondral bone. This zone has a low GAG content but is enriched with lubricin 
(proteoglycan 4) that is important for lubrication.

 2.  Middle (transitional, intermediate) zone (50%)—largest zone. Collagen fibers are thicker and start to be 
arranged into radial bundles. This zone has high proteoglycan and water content.

 3.  Deep (radial) zone (20%)—largest collagen fibers arranged radially (perpendicular) to subchondral bone. This 
zone contains many chondrocytes.

 4.  Calcified zone—separates cartilage from subchondral bone. Collagen fibers penetrate into this zone and 
anchor the cartilage to the bone. 
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 22.  Since cartilage does not have a blood supply, how do chondrocytes obtain nutrition?
Adult cartilage is avascular, and chondrocytes obtain nutrients through diffusion. The nutrients are derived from 
the synovial fluid. Diffusion is facilitated during joint loading. With joint loading, some of the water in the cartilage 
is squeezed out into the synovial space. When the joint is unloaded, the hydrophilic properties of the cartilage 
proteoglycans cause the water to be sucked back into the cartilage. As the water returns to the cartilage, diffusion 
of nutrients from the synovial fluid is facilitated enabling chondrocytes to obtain nutrition. 

 23.  If cartilage is not innervated, why do patients with osteoarthritis have pain?

Patients experience pain due to irritation of the subchondral bone, which is exposed as the cartilage degenerates. 
Additionally, accumulation of synovial fluid can cause pain through distention of the innervated joint capsule and 
synovium. Mild synovial inflammation also causes pain. 

 24.  Describe the lubrication of diarthrodial joints.
Diarthrodial (synovial) joints serve as mechanical bearings with coefficients of friction lower than the friction an ice 
skate generates as it glides over ice. The three major sources of lubrication are:

 •  Hydrodynamic lubrication: loading of the articular cartilage causes compression that forces water out of the 
cartilage. This fluid forms an aqueous layer that separates and protects the opposing cartilage surfaces.

 •  Boundary layer lubrication: a small glycoprotein called lubricin (proteoglycan 4), which is produced by 
synovial lining cells and chondrocytes, binds to the superficial zone of articular cartilage where it retains a 
protective layer of water molecules.

 •  Hyaluronic acid: produced by synovial lining cells and lubricates the contact surface between synovium and 
cartilage. It does not contribute to cartilage on cartilage lubrication. 

 25.  Discuss the normal matrix turnover of articular cartilage.
In normal articular cartilage, chondrocytes rarely divide and are not renewed when they die. Chondrocytes 
synthesize and replace the extracellular matrix components. Proteoglycans have a faster turnover rate (t1/2 of 
weeks) than collagen (t1/2 of years). The degradation of these macromolecules is accomplished by proteolytic 
enzymes. MMPs, such as the secreted collagenase MMP-13 and the membrane-anchored MMP-14, are most 
important in collagen type II breakdown. Two aggrecanases (ADAMTS 4 and 5) are metalloproteinases that 
degrade aggrecan, the major proteoglycan in cartilage, between the Glu373 and Ala374 bond. Gelatinases (MMP-2, 
MMP-9) and stromelysins (MMP-3, MMP-10) further degrade the collagen and proteoglycan fragments. Cytokines 
such as interleukin (IL)-1, IL-6, and TNF-α can upregulate the degradative process, whereas TGF-β and insulin-
like growth factor-1 have an anabolic effect on chondrocyte metabolism. Extracellular matrix proteins (fibronectin, 
collagen fragments, chondroadherin, and PRELP) interact with integrins or other cell surface receptors (syndecan), 
whereas hyaluronic acid interacts with CD44 to signal and regulate the chondrocyte’s synthesis of extracellular 
cartilage matrix. Assays using monoclonal antibodies to measure type II collagen and proteoglycans (keratan 
sulfate, COMP) in bodily fluids have been used to detect cartilage breakdown. 

 26.  What is the difference between a ligament and a tendon?
A ligament is a specialized form of connective tissue, which attaches one bone to another. It frequently reinforces 
the joint capsule and provides stability to the joint. A tendon attaches a muscle to a bone. Both are comprised 
mostly of type I collagen. 

HA

LP

CSKS

Fig. 3.3 Diagram of a proteoglycan aggregate in articular cartilage. Hyaluronate (HA) is the backbone of the aggregate. Proteoglycan 

monomers (aggrecan) arise at intervals from either side of the hyaluronate core. CS, Chondroitin sulfate; KS, keratin sulfate; LP, link 

protein.
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 27.  What is a bursa?
A bursa is a closed sac lined with mesenchymal cells. Bursae facilitate gliding of one tissue over another. There 
are approximately 160 in the body that form during embryogenesis. Trauma, overuse, and inflammation may lead 
to formation of new bursae or enlargement of existing ones. 

 28.  How many bones are there in the skeleton? Discuss the types and composition of bone.
 •  The human skeleton (from the Greek word, skeletos, “dried up”) consists of 206 bones (126 appendicular 

bones, 74 axial bones, and 6 ossicles).
 •  Bone is a mineralized connective tissue, with two subtypes: cortical (or compact) bone and cancellous (or 

trabecular) bone. Cortical bone forms 80% of the skeleton weight and is increased in long bone shafts. Can-
cellous bone is in contact with bone marrow cells and is enriched in the vertebral bodies, pelvis, and proximal 
ends of femora, all of which are subject to osteoporosis and fractures. Bone remodeling normally replaces 
25% of the trabecular bone and 3% of the cortical bone each year.

 •  Bone is comprised mainly of type I collagen and contains three cell types: osteoclasts, which resorb mineral-
ized bone; osteoblasts, which synthesize the proteins of the bone matrix; and osteocytes, which are probably 
osteoblasts that have secreted bone matrix and become buried within it. Osteocytes communicate with each 
other through a canalicular system and play a role in response to mechanical loading. The skeleton contains 
99% of the total calcium, 80%–85% of the total phosphorus, and 66% of the total magnesium in the body. 

 29.  Which pathway regulates bone metabolism though osteoblast signaling?
The Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway (Fig. 3.4) is a critical component of bone mass regulation and is required for 
bones to respond to mechanical loading. The Wnt signaling cascade is triggered upon binding of members of the 
Wnt family of lipid-modified proteins (more than 12) to a coreceptor complex comprising low-density lipoprotein 
receptor-related proteins 5 or 6 (LRP 5 or 6) and frizzled protein (Frz). Activation of this receptor complex leads to 
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Fig. 3.4 Wnt/β-catenin pathway.
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activation of Dishevelled, which then inactivates glycogen synthase kinase (GSK)-3β. This prevents GSK-3β from 
phosphorylating β-catenin which, when phosphorylated, is targeted for ubiquitination and proteosomal degradation. 
Thus, β-catenin is able to accumulate in the cytoplasm. Upon reaching a certain concentration, the β-catenin 
translocates to the nucleus where it combines with the Tcf/Lef family of transcription factors, which regulate the 
expression of specific osteoblastic genes necessary for bone formation. There are three extracellular proteins 
that regulate Wnt binding. One is secreted Frz protein which binds and neutralizes Wnt protein. The other two are 
sclerostin (Scler) and dickkopf (Dkk-1) proteins which are produced by osteocytes and bind to LRP5/6 and prevent 
Wnt signaling through these receptors. Notably LRP5 mutations have been associated with both low and high bone 
mass. Sclerostin mutations have been linked to osteosclerosis (van Buchem syndrome) because of their inability 
to block Wnt signaling. Monoclonal antibodies against sclerostin are being tested as a therapy for osteoporosis. 

 30.  Which pathway regulates bone metabolism through osteoclast signaling?
The RANKL/RANK/OPG signaling pathway involves members of the TNF superfamily and is a critical pathway for 
the regulation of osteoclast activation and bone remodeling (Fig. 3.5). RANKL is a cell membrane-bound ligand 
(can also be secreted) on osteoblasts, activated T cells, and other cells. It binds RANK on osteoclast precursors, 
which causes the osteoclast to differentiate and become activated. In most cases, RANKL is also assisted by 
macrophage colony-stimulated factor (M-CSF) as a cofactor for osteoclast differentiation. OPG is a soluble, 
regulatory cytokine secreted by osteoblasts that competitively binds RANKL and prevents its binding to RANK, thus 
inhibiting osteoclastogenesis. Expression of RANKL on osteoblasts is stimulated through vitamin D receptor (1,25 
OH vitamin D3), protein kinase A (prostaglandin E2 [PGE2], parathyroid hormone), and gp 130 (IL-11). Cytokines 
(IL-1, IL-7, IL-17, TNF-α, M-CSF) and glucocorticoids also upregulate RANKL expression while downregulating 
OPG production. The periarticular osteoporosis and erosions seen on radiographs of individuals with inflammatory 
arthritis may be through local production of PGE2 and interleukins (TNF-α, IL-1), causing upregulation of RANKL 
on osteoblasts and T cells leading to osteoclast activation. Conversely, blocking RANKL (i.e., denosumab) is 
a therapy for osteoporosis. Genetic disorders due to mutations in this signaling pathway have been reported. 
Activating mutations of RANK cause diseases characterized by bone deformities, dental defects, and deafness. An 
inactivating mutation of OPG is associated with juvenile Paget’s disease. 

 31.  How many muscles are there in the human body?
There are approximately 640 muscles in the human body. Muscles constitute up to 40% of the adult body mass. 

 32.  Discuss the morphology of muscle.
 •  Skeletal muscle consists of cells called fibers. Fibers are grouped into fascicles.
 •  Muscle fibers are part of motor units that consist of a lower motor neuron originating from a spinal cord 

anterior horn cell and all the muscle fibers it innervates. All muscle fibers within a motor unit are of the same 
type. Different fibers within a single fascicle are innervated by different motor neurons.

 •  Muscle fibers are divided into three types based on their metabolism and response to stimuli: types 1, 2a, and 
2b. Fiber type can be altered by reinnervation with a different motor neuron type, physical training (controver-
sial), or disease processes. However, heredity is the most important determinant of fiber type distribution. On 
average, muscle contains 40% type 1 and 60% type 2 fibers.

Fig. 3.5 RANKL–RANK–OPG system. IL, interleukin; OPG, osteoprotegerin; PGE2, prostaglandin E2; PTH, parathyroid hormone.
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 •  Each muscle fiber is surrounded by a plasma membrane called a sarcolemma. Fibers contain myofilaments 
called actin, troponin, tropomyosin, and myosin, which are contractile proteins. The myofilaments are bathed 
in sarcoplasm and organized into fibrils, which are enveloped by the sarcoplasmic reticulum. Communication 
between the sarcolemma and sarcoplasmic reticulum occurs through a channel network called the T-tubule 
system. 

 33.  Describe the characteristics of the three types of muscle fibers.
 •  Type 1 (slow twitch, oxidative, red fibers): respond to electrical stimuli slowly. Fatigue-resistant with repeated 

stimulation. Many mitochondria and higher lipid content. Endurance training (long-distance running) enhances 
metabolism of these fibers.

 •  Type 2a (fast twitch, oxidative-glycolytic fibers): properties intermediate between type 1 and type 2b.
 •  Type 2b (fast twitch, glycolytic, white fibers): respond rapidly and with greater force of contraction but fatigue 

rapidly. These fibers contain more glycogen and have higher myophosphorylase and myoadenylate deaminase 
activity. Strength training (weight-lifting, sprinters, jumpers) leads to hypertrophy of these fibers. 

 34.  How does muscle contraction and relaxation occur?
Muscle contraction occurs by shortening of myofilaments within muscle fibers. Stimulation causes an action 
potential to be transmitted along the sarcolemma, then through the T-tubule system to the sarcoplasmic reticulum. 
This causes release of calcium into the sarcoplasm. As the calcium concentration increases, actin is released 
from a state of inhibition, allowing actin-myosin cross linkage and shortening of the myofilaments. The muscle 
fiber shortens until calcium is actively pumped back into the sarcoplasmic reticulum, which breaks the crosslinks 
causing the fiber to relax. ATP, electrolytes (Na, K, Ca, Mg), and three ATPase proteins contribute to normal fiber 
contraction and relaxation (see Chapter 72: Metabolic and Other Genetic Mypathies).
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 4 OVERVIEW OF THE IMMUNE RESPONSE, 

INFLAMMATION, AND AUTOIMMUNITY
Kristine A. Kuhn, MD, PhD

The origin of all science is in the desire to know causes.
–William Hazlitt, 1829

Science has been seriously retarded by the study of what is not worth knowing, and what is not knowable.
–Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, 1825

KEY POINTS

 1.  The innate immune system is the first line of defense against invading organisms by recognizing specific 
molecular components found only in microbial pathogens.

 2.  The innate immune system is necessary to activate and instruct the adaptive immune system.
 3.  T-cell activation requires two signals: (1) contact of T-cell receptor (TCR) with major histocompatibility complex 

(MHC)-peptide and (2) engagement of costimulatory molecules.
 4.  T cells are critical for both humoral and cellular adaptive immunity.
 5.  Autoimmunity results when there is loss of tolerance to self-antigens.

 1.  What are the two broad categories of immunity involved in host defense?
The categories of immunity are given in Table 4.1. 

 2.  What is the difference in function between the innate and adaptive immune systems?
Innate immunity is an inborn, phylogenetically conserved system that allows the host to rapidly respond to a 
pathogen within 20 to 30 minutes of exposure. This system is inflexible in that only specific pathogen features will 
result in a response. In contrast, adaptive immunity develops over 3 to 5 days following pathogen exposure. Yet, 
this system is flexible, allowing refinement of the lymphocytes’ abilities to target the pathogen. 

INNATE IMMUNITY

 3.  How is the innate immune system activated?
Innate immunity is activated by host signals called alarmins or pathogen signals called pathogen-associated 
molecular patterns (PAMPs). Alarmins are endogenous molecules that are constitutively available and passively 
released from necrotic cells upon infection or tissue injury. They are also secreted by stimulated leukocytes and 
epithelia. PAMPs are molecules produced only by microbes. Both alarmins and PAMPs activate innate immunity 
through pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) such as Toll-like receptors (TLRs). Alarmins and PAMPs activate 
and recruit cells of the innate immune system including dendritic cells (DCs). 

 4.  Provide examples of alarmins.
 •  High-mobility group protein B1: can be released from any cell type. Proinflammatory when bound to other 

alarmins and PAMPs.
 •  S100A8/A9/A12: released by epithelial cells and phagocytes causing inflammation with increased neutrophil 

adhesion, migration, and release from bone marrow. Some antibacterial activity. S100A8 and S100A9 form a 
heterodimer called calprotectin, often measured in feces as an indication of intestinal inflammation.

 •  Heat-shock proteins (HSP; HSP60 and HSP70): autoantigens stimulating pathways to suppress inflammation.
 •  Interleukin (IL)-33: member of the IL-1 family with proinflammatory properties through binding IL-1 receptor-

like 1 (ST2) that is released by various cells including epithelia, fibroblasts, endothelial cells, osteoblasts, and 
immune cells.

 •  Antimicrobial peptides (AMPs): the main AMPs are defensins, bactericidal/permeability-increasing protein 
permeability-increasing protein, and cathelicidins. They are secreted by epithelial cells to form a microbial 
shield when the physical barriers (skin and mucous membranes) become injured. The AMPs integrate into 
outer cell membranes of invading microbes to form pores that disrupt the microbes’ integrity. AMPs serve as 
chemoattractants for innate (neutrophils, DCs) and adaptive (lymphocytes) immune cells. AMPs can govern the 
composition of commensal microbes that colonize body surfaces. Abnormal AMP production may contribute to 
diseases such as psoriasis and Crohn’s disease. 
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 5.  What are examples of PAMPs?
Examples of PAMPs include bacterial lipopolysaccharides (LPS), peptidoglycan, mannans, flagellin, and bacterial 
and viral DNA/RNA. These molecules are highly conserved structural motifs specific to microbes. 

 6.  Name the PRRs that recognize PAMPs.
There are two broad categories of PRRs.

 •  Secreted PRRs and circulating PRRs: these include lectins, pentraxins, LPS-binding protein, collectins, and 
ficolins. Notable members of this group include:

 •  Mannan-binding lectin (MBL): synthesized in the liver as an acute phase protein, MBL binds microbial 
carbohydrates and initiates the lectin pathway of complement (see Question #8). MBL-associated serine 
proteases (MASP-2) function like C1r and C1s to activate the classical complement pathway. MBL defi-
ciency is associated with frequent infections.

 •  C-reactive protein (CRP): as one of the pentraxin family members, CRP is also secreted as part of the 
acute phase response due to proinflammatory cytokines such as IL-6. CRP can fix C1q and activate 
complement to opsonize a pathogen for phagocytic clearance.

 •  Cell-associated PRRs.
 •  TLRs: there are at least 10 human TLRs. TLRs 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6 are on cell surfaces, whereas TLRs 3, 

7, 8, 9, and 10 localize to endosomes. They individually recognize different PAMPs. For examples, TLR4 
recognizes LPS and TLR5 recognizes flagellin, whereas TLR3 binds viral double-stranded RNA, TLR7/8 
binds single-stranded RNA, and TLR9 binds CpG-DNA. Signaling through TLRs activates transcription 
factors (activator protein-1, nuclear factor-κB, interferon [IFN]-regulatory factors), resulting in induction of 
inflammatory and immune response genes with subsequent production of IFNs, proinflammatory cytokines 
(IL-1, IL-6, tumor necrosis factor [TNF]), chemokines (IL-8), and other effector cytokines that attract innate 
immune cells and direct the adaptive immune response.

 •  Intracellular PRRs: in addition to the endosomal localized TLRs, there are nucleotide oligomerization domain (NOD)-
like receptors (NLRs) and retinoic acid-inducible gene (RIG)-I-like family receptors that reside in the cytoplasm.

 •  The NLRs include proteins NOD1 and NOD2 (also known as CARD15) and NOD leucine-rich repeat and 
pyrin domain containing (NLRPs). Upon PAMP binding to NLRs, an intracellular complex called the inflam-
masome forms, which contributes to the processing and secretion of IL-1 and IL-18. Urate crystals and 
peptidoglycans are examples of PAMPs that activate NLRs. Polymorphisms of NOD2 gene are associated 
with Crohn’s disease, and mutations in NLRPs have been associated with periodic fever syndromes.

 •  The RIG-I-like receptor family includes RIG 1, MDA5, LGP2. These receptors react with virus-derived 
double-stranded RNA and mediate the production of type-1 IFN.

 •  Receptors stimulating phagocytosis: macrophages and DCs have C-type lectin receptors that bind mi-
crobial carbohydrates. This includes the mannose receptor that binds bacterial carbohydrates and facilitates 
phagocytic clearance, cytokine release, and activation of immune cells. Dectin-1 is another C-type lectin 
receptor that binds fungal wall glucans. Mutations can lead to recurrent mucocutaneous fungal infections. 
Formyl peptide receptor is a G-coupled protein receptor on cells that binds N-formylmethionine from bacte-
ria leading to release of chemoattractants, which facilitates phagocytosis. Finally, there are scavenger recep-
tors on macrophages that facilitate removal of foreign substances by binding bacterial cell wall components, 
oxidized lipoproteins, and apoptotic cells. 

 7.  What is the role of complement in the immune response?
Complement is a cascade of proteins that generates immune signals as well as come together to form a 
membrane attack complex (MAC). Complement proteins C5b with C6-9 create the MAC, which forms a pore in 
its target, resulting in lysis. Fig. 4.1 summarizes the complement cascade. Split products generated during this 
cascade function in several ways:

 •  C3b and C4b act as opsonins to target phagocytosis of bacterial particles by neutrophils and macrophages. 
C3b also binds receptors CR1 and CR2 to activate B-cell responses.

 •  C3a and C5a behave as chemoattractants that recruit neutrophils as well as anaphylatoxins that simulate 
mast cell and basophil degranulation of histamine, resulting in increased vascular permeability and augmenta-
tion of inflammation.

Table 4.1   Comparison Between Innate and Adaptive Immune Systems

INNATE IMMUNITY ADAPTIVE IMMUNITY

Physical barriers Skin, mucous membranes

Cells Monocytes/macrophages, neutrophils, dendritic cells, natural 
killer cells, innate lymphoid cells, eosinophils, basophils, 
mast cells

Lymphocytes (T cells, B 
cells, natural killer T cells)

Circulating factors Complement, C-reactive protein, cytokines, chemokines Antibodies, cytokines
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Deficiency in early complement components is associated with increased pyogenic infections (C3 deficiency) 
and increased risk of autoimmune disease (C1, C2, and C4 deficiencies), possibly due to an impaired ability to 
clear immune complexes. Deficiencies in components of the MAC (or inhibition of C5 with eculizumab) results in 
recurrent Neisseria infections, suggesting that this complex is important for defense against these organisms. 

 8.  How is the complement system activated?
There are three pathways leading to complement activation with generation of split products and the C5 
convertase that results in MAC formation:

 •  Classical pathway: this pathway links adaptive immune responses with innate immunity. When the antibody 
isotypes of immunoglobulin (Ig) IgG and IgM are in complex with antigen, C1q binds and activates C1r and 
C1s. The C1 complex is able to bind and activate C2, followed by C4. The C2C4 complex can cleave C3 into 
C3a and C3b and form the C5 convertase. Other proteins such as CRP, serum amyloid P, and C4 nephritic fac-
tor can also activate the classical pathway in the absence of an adaptive immune response.

 •  Alternate pathway: this pathway is activated in the absence of antibody by LPS on bacterial cell membranes. 
C3b is generated by a natural “tickover” of C3 and binds LPS. Factor D cleaves factor B to generate factor Bb 
which binds C3b, generates more C3b, and forms the C5 convertase.

 •  Lectin pathway: The liver synthesizes MBL, which can bind microbial carbohydrates. MBL resembles C1q and 
activates MASPs that are similar to C1r and C1s and can cleave C2 and C4. Like the alternate pathway, the 
lectin pathway is activated in the absence of an adaptive immune response. 

 9.  What cells are important in the innate immune system?
 •  Phagocytes contain PRRs and are critical effector cells of innate immunity by their ability to ingest microbes 

or cellular debris.
 •  Neutrophils are the first cells recruited to inflammation sites by various chemotactic signals (e.g., AMPs, 

N-formyl bacterial oligopeptide, C5a, leukotriene [LT] B4, IL-8). Neutrophils use at least two mechanisms to 
neutralize an invading microbe:

 •  Neutrophils phagocytose invading microbes opsonized by the innate immune system. The microbe is 
ingested into the phagosome which merges with intracellular granules containing microbicidal peptides, 
proteases, and highly reactive oxidizing agents generated by NADPH oxidase. The end result is microbial 
death. Note that even in the absence of infection, billions of neutrophils normally leave the bone marrow, 
circulate, enter tissues, and die each day. When they die, they undergo apoptosis and are processed 
by macrophages so they do not release their toxic constituents into normal tissues (efferocytosis). The 
macrophages that phagocytize the apoptotic neutrophils release antiinflammatory cytokines to maintain 
homeostasis.

 •  Neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) are released from granules upon neutrophil activation. NETs contain 
complexes of proteins, histones, and DNA that bind and kill microbes extracellularly, independent of 
phagocytic uptake.

 •  Monocytes and macrophages: monocytes are the circulating precursors of macrophages; they differentiate 
into macrophages upon entry into specific tissues (e.g., Kupffer cells in liver). Macrophages can be activated 
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Fig. 4.1 Overview of the classical and alternative complement cascades.
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by PRRs and Fc receptors (that bind the constant region of antibody). Macrophage activation results in the 
phagocytosis of microbes, processing of microbial antigen for presentation to lymphocytes to initiate the 
adaptive immune response, and secretion of over 100 proteins including cytokines (both proinflammatory and 
antiinflammatory) that mediate inflammation.

 •  Natural killer cells (NK): NK cells look like large granular lymphocytes and comprise 5% to 10% of the 
circulating lymphocyte population. They function as potent cytotoxic cells toward virally infected or malignant 
cells. They identify the target cells through the expression of killer cell immunoglobulin-like receptors (KIRs) 
that recognize MHC class I on healthy cells causing an inhibitory effect. Cells that are infected with viruses 
or are malignant upregulate stress ligands and downregulate their MHC class I receptors, which then cannot 
send an inhibitory signal via KIRs. Activating receptors on the NK cell include the characteristic cell surface 
markers CD16 (one type of Fc receptor) and CD56 as well as several PRRs. NK cells have granules with 
perforins and granzymes which are released upon NK cell activation to kill the target cell. Activated NK cells 
also secrete IFN-γ in addition to other cytokines. DCs recruit and activate NK cells by secreting type I IFNs, 
IL-12, and IL-18.

 •  Other cells exhibiting PRRs: epithelial cells express PRRs and can react to infection and secrete AMPs 
and IL-8 (CXCL8), which are neutrophil chemoattractants. Mast cells have PRRs and release TNFα and 
IL-8. They also produce inflammatory mediators (histamine, LTs, platelet-activating factor), proteases 
(tryptase, chymase), and defensins. Platelets express PRRs and can produce cytokines recruiting 
leukocytes to sites of tissue damage. They also release microparticles that may modulate the immune 
response. Eosinophils are specialized leukocytes whose granules contain numerous toxic products, 
including major basic protein, eosinophil peroxidase, and eosinophil cationic protein. These products are 
especially toxic to helminths. Activated eosinophils also produce large quantities of LTC4 and transform-
ing growth factor (TGF)-β that promote increased venular permeability and fibroblast-dependent fibrosis, 
respectively.

 •  DCs: these are “professional” antigen-presenting cells (APCs). They serve as a link between the innate and 
adaptive immune system. They are located in tissues in contact with the external environment including 
skin and mucous membranes of the respiratory, gastrointestinal, and genitourinary tracts. They are also 
present in lymphoid tissues and most solid organs. There are two major types of DCs: myeloid (mDCs) and 
plasmacytoid (pDCs). Most mDCs are derived from monocytes and a few from lymphoid cells. They display 
TLR2 and TLR4. The major cytokine that mDCs produce is IL-12, and it is the most important cell needed 
to activate naïve T cells. pDCs resemble plasma cells and comprise <1% of peripheral blood mononuclear 
cells. They display TLR7 and TLR9. They rapidly secrete large amounts of type I IFN (IFNα and IFNβ) follow-
ing viral stimulation. Importantly, DCs can influence T-cell differentiation into Th1, Th2, Th17, and regulatory 
subtypes.

 •  Innate lymphoid cells (ILCs): these are innate immune cells derived from common lymphoid precursors. 
They respond to stress signals (alarmins), microbes (PAMPs), and cytokines in the environment by produc-
ing effector cytokines in patterns similar to T cells. There are three types: ILC1 cells produce IFNγ and play a 
role in cancer immunosurveillance; ILC2 cells produce Th2 cytokines (IL-4, IL-5, IL-13) and are important for 
antihelmintic immunity, immune regulation, and wound healing; ILC3 cells produce IL-17 and IL-22, which are 
important for mucosal immunity. ILC3 cells are found in lesional skin of patients with psoriasis. 

 10.  What are the important endothelial adhesion molecules involved in the influx of neutrophils 
and mononuclear cells into a damaged or infected tissue?
The important endothelial adhesion molecules involved in the influx of neutrophils and mononuclear cells into a 
damaged or infected tissue are given in Table 4.2.

The time to adhesion molecule activation explains why neutrophils and monocytes/macrophages enter 
inflammatory site first (acute inflammation), whereas lymphocytes enter later (chronic inflammation).

Targeting of adhesion molecules using monoclonal antibody therapeutics has been successful in the 
treatment of some inflammatory conditions. For example, vedolizumab targets MADCAM-1 (integrin α4β7) and 
prevents leukocyte recruitment to the intestines for the treatment of Crohn’s disease. 

 11.  Name the four cardinal signs of inflammation. What are the underlying mechanisms 
responsible for the signs of inflammation?

 •  Erythema (rubor).
 •  Warmth (calor).
 •  Swelling (tumor).
 •  Pain (dolor).

Local arteriolar dilation produces the erythema and warmth. Permeability increases in the postcapillary 
venules, allowing vascular fluid to leak into the surrounding tissue to produce swelling (edema). Pain is a result 
of the action of numerous inflammatory mediators and inflammatory cell-derived products on local nerves. Note 
that these symptoms and signs are the result of innate immune system activation. 

 12.  What are the major classes of inflammatory mediators that facilitate inflammation during 
the innate immune response?
See Table 4.3. 
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 13.  How are prostaglandins (PGs) and LTs formed?
Unlike histamine, which is a preformed and stored mediator, PGs and LTs require active synthesis. They are 
formed from arachidonic acid, an omega-6 polyunsaturated free fatty acid (PUFFA), which is liberated from 
phospholipids in the cell membrane by cytoplasmic phospholipase A2. Arachidonic acid can then be metabolized 
by either of two enzyme pathways (Fig. 4.2):

 •  The cyclooxygenase (COX) pathway results in PGs. The amount and type of PG made is determined by the 
expression levels of COX-1, COX-2, and cell-specific terminal synthase enzymes. As an example, platelets only 
make thromboxane A2 because platelets contain only COX-1 and thromboxane synthase.

 •  The lipoxygenase (LOX) pathway results in LTs and hydroxyeicosatetraenoic acids.
The synthesized PGs are exported from cells by the multidrug resistance-associated protein family of efflux 

transporters. Secreted PGs act on targets by binding to G-protein-coupled receptors. There are at least nine 
receptors mediating the various effects of PGs. 

 14.  How do PGs and LTs promote inflammation?
PGs (especially PGD2) induce local vasodilation and increased vascular permeability. PGE2 is the most abundant 
PG at inflammation sites and can have both proinflammatory and antiinflammatory effects depending on the 
receptor it activates. LTs fall into two classes: (1) LTC4, LTD4, and LTE4 induce smooth muscle contraction, 
bronchoconstriction, and mucous secretion. They were once collectively called slow-reacting substance 
of anaphylaxis or SRS-A; (2) LTB4 has none of the above properties but is a potent chemotactic factor for 
neutrophils.

Note that as the inflammatory process progresses, the same COX and LOX enzymes that initially produced 
PGs and LTs will shift to producing specialized proresolving mediators (SPMs) that dampen the inflammatory 
response. These SPMs include lipoxins enzymatically derived from arachidonic acid and resolvins and protectins 
from omega-3 PUFFA. Notably, omega-3 PUFFA from exogenous dietary sources can serve as substrates for COX 
and LOX resulting in the production of resolvins and protectins, which are antiinflammatory. 

 15.  Describe the initial events in chronologic order resulting in an inflammatory response 
against a microbial pathogen.

 •  Microbes breach the physical epithelial barrier. The innate immune system response begins with the epithelial 
secretion of alarmins (S100A and antimicrobial defensins).

Table 4.2   Important Endothelial Adhesion Molecules Involved in the Influx of Neutrophils 
and Monocytes into Damaged or Infected Tissue

TIME TO  

ACTIVATION LEUKOCYTE ACTIVATED ENDOTHELIUM

<2 hours L-selectin
PSGL-1 (inactivated neutrophils/monos)

CD34, GlyCAM-1, MADCAM-1 (integrin 
α4β7), P-selectin

<4 hours ESL-1 E-selectin (ELAM-1)

<12 hours LFA-1 (CD11a/CD18) (activated neutrophils/monos) ICAM-1 (CD54)

<24 hours Mac-1 (CD11b/CD18) (activated neutrophils/monos)
PECAM1

ICAM-1
Endothelial PECAM1

<48 hours VLA-4 (CD49d/CD29) (lymphs, monos) VCAM-1 (CD106)

Table 4.3   Classes of Inflammatory Mediators that Facilitate Inflammation During the Innate 
Immune Response

VASOACTIVE MEDIATORS CHEMOTACTIC FACTORS ENZYMES

PROINFLAMMATORY 

CYTOKINES

Histamine Complement products (C3a, C5a) Tryptase IL-1, IL-6, IL-12, IL-17,  
IL-18, IL-23

Arachidonic acid products 
 (prostaglandins, leukotrienes)

Leukotriene B4 Chymase TNFα

Platelet-activating factor Platelet-activating factor Type I interferons (e.g., 
IFNα), IFNγ

Kinins Chemokines (IL-8, other CXCLs)

IFN, Interferon; IL, interleukin; TNF, tumor necrosis factor.
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 •  The complement pathway is activated by C3 and factor B binding to the microbial membrane (alternate 
pathway) and/or mannan-binding protein interacting with the microbe (lectin pathway). This results in 
the generation of the MAC and chemoattractants C3a and C5a that will recruit cells of the innate immune 
system.

 •  N-Formylmethionyl peptides from microbes activate neutrophils and macrophages, which in turn upregulate 
integrins for binding to the endothelium. These cells will produce chemoattractants to recruit additional im-
mune cells, reactive oxygen intermediates to kill microbes, NETs to trap microbes, and cytokines to activate 
other components of the immune response.

 •  Local macrophages begin to phagocytize microbes and NETs.
 •  The presence of microbe PAMPs will trigger PRRs on epithelia and innate immune cells to signal cytokine  

(IL-1, IL-6, IL-8, TNFα) release.
 •  In response to cytokines (IL-1, TNFα) and other stimuli, LTs and PGs are synthesized. IL-1 and TNFα also up-

regulate endothelial cell adhesion molecules to facilitate the influx of neutrophils, monocytes, and lymphocytes 
into the invaded tissue.

 •  IL-6 stimulates the generation of acute phase proteins (CRP, fibrinogen, alpha-1-antitrypsin, alpha-2 macro-
globulin, haptoglobin, serum amyloid A) by the liver. The acute phase response results in elevated erythrocyte 
sedimentation rate and CRP levels and a decrease in albumin.

 •  Complement activation products (C3a, C5a), IL-8, LTB4, and platelet-activating factor are chemoattractants 
for neutrophils and circulating monocytes. Monocytes enter inflammatory site and become  
macrophages.

 •  Neutrophils phagocytize microbes. Specific granules filled with degradative enzymes (lysozyme, collagenase, 
elastase) and azurophilic granules (lysosomes) destroy the phagocytized microbe. Neutrophils die at the 
inflammatory site, contributing to inflammation.

 •  Monocytes and macrophages become dominant effector cells 24 to 48 hours into inflammation.
 •  Inflammatory mediators released throughout this process contribute to cardinal signs of inflammation.
 •  PGE2: vasodilation (redness, warmth), increased vascular permeability (swelling), and increased pain 

sensitivity to bradykinin.
 •  Prostacyclin: vasodilation.
 •  Thromboxane A2: platelet activation.
 •  Platelet-activating factor: vasodilation, increased vascular permeability, platelet activation.
 •  Bradykinin: activates nerve fibers (pain).
 •  APCs (DCs) present antigen bound to MHC molecules to activate acquired (adaptive) immune system (T and B 

lymphocytes), occurring 3 to 5 days after microbial invasion. 

Fig. 4.2 Eicosanoid pathways. HPETE, Hydroperoxyeicosatetraenoic acid; LT, leukotriene; NSAIDs, nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs; 
PG, prostaglandin; SRS-A, slow-reacting substance of anaphylaxis; TX, thromboxane.
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ADAPTIVE IMMUNITY

 16.  How does the innate immune system interact with the acquired immune system?
If innate immunity cannot handle the invading foreign antigen or microbe, then adaptive immunity responds. APCs 
in the tissue (e.g., skin, lung, and mucus membranes) endocytose antigen, becoming activated and upregulating 
the trafficking chemokine receptor CCR7 that causes migration toward the ligand CCL21 produced in the lymphoid 
tissues (e.g., spleen, lymph nodes, mucosal-associated lymphoid tissue [MALT]). In those lymphoid tissues, the 
adaptive immune response develops.

Antigen that has been endocytosed by APCs is processed in the endoplasmic reticulum where it is 
loaded onto MHC class I or II molecules depending upon the type of antigen. (See Question #18 below for 
more about MHC.) The MHC-antigen complex is then presented on the APC surface. Simultaneously, signals 
through TLRs and/or PRRs cause the APCs to upregulate costimulatory molecules such as CD80 (B7-1)/CD86 
(B7-2) or CD40 on the cell surface. T cells within the lymphoid tissue recognize the MHC-presented antigen 
using the TCR as well as the costimulatory molecules using CD28 or CD40L, respectively. Both signals, the 
TCR (signal 1) and costimulation (signal 2), are required for T-cell activation. Note that self-antigens are 
not recognized by TLR/PRRs of the innate immune system and, therefore, do not induce the mandatory 
costimulatory molecules (signal 2) on APCs needed to activate T cells, ensuring that only pathogen-specific 
T cells are activated. Activated T cells then regulate B cells, other T cells, and other cells participating in the 
immune response. 

 17.  Which cells are APCs? Where are they found?
Antigen presenting cells are given in Table 4.4. 

 18.  What is MHC and what does it do?
The MHC encodes the human leukocyte antigens (HLAs). MHC and HLA are often used interchangeably. There are 
three different classes—types I, II, and III. All are encoded on the short arm of chromosome 6 over a region of 
approximately 4 million base pairs. Class I and II molecules function to present antigens to T cells. There are over 
1100 common polymorphisms of class I and II molecules in the general population. For the MHC class I region, 
over 200, 300, and 100 alleles have been identified for HLA-A, HLA-B, and HLA-C loci, respectively. Other class I 
genes (HLA-E, HLA-F, HLA-G) have limited function and polymorphisms. For the MHC class II region, over 250, 50, 
and 60 alleles have been identified for HLA-DRβ, HLA-DQ, and HLA-DP loci, respectively. Other genes in the class 
II region are involved in peptide processing, which includes peptide sizing (proteasome subunits LMP1 and 2), 
peptide transport (TAP1 and 2), and peptide loading onto class II molecules (DMA, DMB, DO/DN). The remainder 
of the MHC complex stretches between the class I and II regions and encodes various proteins that are not 
capable of presenting antigen. However, many of these MHC class III proteins are involved in the regulation of the 
immune response, and some have rheumatic disease associations. These include C2, C4A and C4B, and factor B 
of the complement system; TNFα and lymphotoxin; and some of the HSPs. Both MHC class I and II molecules are 
dimers. While the MHC encodes both α- and β-chains of class II molecules, it encodes only MHC class I α-chain. 
β2-microglobulin, the β-chain shared by all MHC class I molecules, is encoded by a relatively invariant allele on 
chromosome 15. Note that in spite of the large number of HLA polymorphisms, each individual only codominantly 
inherits one allele at each locus from each parent, that is, two HLA-A alleles (one from father and one from mother), 
two HLA-B alleles, and so on. Figure 4.3 summarizes the structure of Chromosomes 6 and 15 with the MHC genes. 

 19.  How do the MHC class I and II molecules differ in function?
They differ in their cellular distribution, the antigenic peptide fragments they present, and the type of T cell that 
recognizes and responds to the complex they present (Table 4.5). 

 20.  How does the HLA protein bind its peptide antigen?
HLA proteins comprise two α-helical walls with a β-pleated sheet forming the floor of the binding site. In MHC 
class II molecules, the α- and β-chains together form this structure, whereas in MHC class I molecules, only the 
α-chain contributes to the peptide antigen-binding site.

The antigen binds at points on both the α-helical walls and the β-pleated floor. The three areas of 
greatest genetic diversity (hypervariable regions) are expressed in segments of each of the α-helices and 
β-pleated sheet. This genetic variation very specifically affects or “selects” which antigens can bind to specific 
molecules. In addition, it specifically “selects” which TCRs can interact with specific combinations of MHC-
antigen complex. 

 21.  How do the MHC molecules control what the T cells see?
They do this in two ways. First, the sequence of amino acids in an HLA molecule, which is determined by an 
individual’s genetic polymorphisms, determines which antigenic peptide fragments can bind to that molecule. 
Only those “selected” antigenic peptides that can bind to one of an individual’s HLA molecules have the potential 
to be specifically recognized. Second, not all T cells can see all the HLA molecules. The peptides presented in the 
context of MHC class I molecules can only be seen by T cells that have CD8 molecules associated with their TCR, 
whereas the peptides presented in the context of MHC HLA class II molecules can only be seen by T cells that 
have CD4 molecules associated with their TCR. 
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 22.  What are the two main types of lymphocytes? How are they differentiated? What are their 
subtypes?

 •  T lymphocytes, or T cells, are thymus-derived and express the TCR-CD3 complex on their surface. They can 
be separated from other lymphocytes by the use of monoclonal antibodies that recognize CD3, a component of 
the TCR that transduces the TCR signal across the lymphocyte membrane. T-cell subtypes include:

 •  CD4+ T cells: Th1, Th2, Th17, regulatory T cells (Tregs), follicular T helper cells (Tfh).
 •  CD8+ T cells: cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs).
 •  Natural killer T cells (NKT): T cells that express NK cell markers and have restricted TCRs that recognize 

lipids bound to the MHC-like molecule CD1d.
 •  Gamma-delta T cells: use γ- and δ-chains to form the TCR. Most are double negative (lack CD4 and 

CD8). They make up 2% to 3% of circulating T cells and are primarily found in the skin and gut epithelium. 
These TCRs do not recognize antigen in context with MHC but rather recognize antigen directly or in as-
sociation with MHC class I-like molecules such as CD1 (binds glycolipid antigens) and MICA/MICB in the 
gut. HSPs can directly activate these cells. They interact with alkyl phosphates found in mycobacteria and 
are expanded during certain infections. Notably, they are expanded in the small intestinal epithelium of 
individuals with celiac disease.

Table 4.4   Antigen-Presenting Cells

CELL TYPE LOCATION

Macrophage Connective tissue

Histiocyte Connective tissue

Monocyte Blood

Alveolar macrophage Lung

Kupffer cell Liver

Microglia Central nervous system

Mesangial cell Kidney

Osteoclast Bone

Dendritic cell Lymphoid tissue, mucous membranes, solid organs

Langerhans cell Skin (dendritic cell)

B cell Lymph nodes

Table 4.5   Function of Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) Class I and II Molecules

MHC CLASS I MHC CLASS II

Cellular distribution All nucleated cells and platelets Antigen-presenting cells:
 •  B cells
 •  Monocytes/macrophages
 •  Dendritic cells
 •  Thymic epithelial cells
Some activated T cells
Some cells in which MHC Class II is induced, 

particularly during chronic inflammation:
 •  Endothelial cells
 •  Synovial cells

Antigen size 8–13 amino acids in length 13–25 amino acids in length

Antigen type Antigen peptides found inside the cell 
(self-peptides, intracellular pathogens, 
or tumor antigens)

Phagocytosed or receptor-mediated endo-
cytosed antigen taken into the lysosome 
(extracellular pathogens)

T-cell recognition CD8+ T cells CD4+ T cells

T-cell response Cell-mediated cytotoxicity of the cell pre-
senting the antigen on MHC class I

T cell coordinated phagocytic and/or antibody 
response to eradicate the presented antigen
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 •  B lymphocytes, or B cells, are bone marrow-derived antibody-secreting cells that express surface Ig (e.g., 
B-cell receptor [BCR]) on their surfaces. There are several subpopulations of B cells:

 •  B1 cells develop earliest during ontogeny and are characterized as innate-like B cells. Most express CD5. 
They are activated by microbes through PRR, do not require T-cell help, do not develop into memory B 
cells, and are the source of “natural” antibodies. These antibodies are low affinity, IgM, and polyreactive, 
recognizing both common pathogens and autoantigens. They are located predominantly in peritoneal and 
pleural cavities.

 •  B2 cells develop later in ontogeny and lack CD5 surface marker. Before encountering antigen, mature B2 
cells coexpress IgM and IgD antibodies on their surfaces. With antigen stimulation and T-cell help, they 
secrete highly specific antibody (IgM, IgG, IgA, or IgE) within the secondary lymphoid tissue. Follicular 
B cells can freely circulate and are organized into the primary follicles of B-cell zones focused around 
follicular dendritic cells (FDCs) in the white pulp of the spleen and the cortical areas of peripheral lymph 
nodes. They comprise 95% of B cells in lymph nodes and spleen. Marginal zone B cells are noncirculating 
B cells that are located in the marginal zone of the spleen. Memory B cells are CD27+, constitute 1% of 
total B-cell population, and can be long-lived (years) with continued antigen stimulation. Plasma cells are 
terminally differentiated B cells that function to secrete antibody.

 •  Regulatory B cells (Bregs, B10) subsets are found within the B1 and B2 populations. They secrete IL-10 
to modulate the immune response. 

 23.  Specific adaptive immune responses can be differentiated into two major categories based 
on whether B or T cells are primarily involved. What are these two categories?

 1.  Humoral immunity refers to immune responses involving antibody that is produced by mature B cells and 
plasma cells. Important for defense against bacteria, especially those with a polysaccharide capsule (e.g., 
Pneumococcus, Haemophilus influenzae).

 2.  Cellular immunity is mediated by T cells that secrete cytokines and signal effector cells to direct an overall 
cell-mediated immune response. Important for defense against virus, parasites, fungi, and mycobacteria. 

 24.  How do T cells develop?
T-cell precursors from the bone marrow enter the thymus where they begin the process of becoming a naïve T 
cell. Nearly 99% of cells die in this process.

First, cells undergo positive selection in which the T cell must generate a TCR that, along with either CD4 or 
CD8, is capable of seeing antigen presented by MHC. The majority of circulating lymphocytes in the bloodstream 
are T cells with a TCR comprising an α-chain and a β-chain. To generate diversity, the TCR β-chain genes on 
chromosome 7 contain four segments (V, D, J, C), whereas the α-chain genes on chromosome 14 contain three 
segments (V, D, C). Each segment has several members to choose from (50-100V, 15D, 6-60 J, 1-2 C) in a process 
called gene recombination in which the T cell selects to use only one of each of these segments. This process 
of TCR gene rearrangement and the combination of the two TCR chains yield >108 possible combinations. After 
generating a TCR successfully, the T cell undergoes negative selection. In this case, T cells that bind too strongly 
to self-antigen or MHC and those that do not bind at all are eliminated.

T cells that survive the processes in the thymus are then released as naïve T cells into circulation where they 
will traffic to secondary lymphoid tissues to mature and differentiate. 

 25.  Describe how CD4+ T cells are activated.
 •  DCs capture and process antigen from peripheral sites. They migrate to lymph nodes displaying the processed 

antigenic peptide in context with MHC.
 •  Naïve T cells continually recirculate through blood, spleen, lymph nodes, and MALT in search of DCs displaying 

a complementary MHC-peptide complex that can engage its TCR.
 •  If the naïve T cell TCR binds the MHC class II-peptide complex on the APC without engaging any costimulatory 

molecules, it becomes anergic (unresponsive) or undergoes apoptosis. However, if a naïve T cell TCR binds the 
MHC class II-peptide complex on the APC and the T cell is activated, then the T cell expresses CD40L which 
binds to CD40 on the APC. This induces expression of CD80/CD86 on the APC which binds to CD28 on the T 
cell, triggering production of IL-2 which binds to the IL-2R on the T cell, causing a positive feedback loop, and 
resulting in T-cell proliferation.

 •  Naïve T cells are activated to become one of the four distinct subpopulations of CD4+ T cells based on the 
cytokines produced by APCs in response to the antigen they are processing. The type of CD4+ T cell can be 
identified based on the cytokines it secretes (Fig. 4.4).

 •  Th1 responses promote the production of opsonizing antibodies (IgG1) and induction of cellular cytotoxicity 
and macrophage activation. Important against pathogens that replicate intracellularly (virus, intracellular 
bacteria).

 •  Th2 responses promote IgE and IgG4 production and stimulate eosinophil development. Important for 
helminth infections.

 •  Th17 responses are important for defense against chronic infections with extracellular bacteria and fungi.
 •  Tregs are important for the establishment and maintenance of tolerance and suppression of immune 

response.
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 •  The activated T cell proliferates and its progeny travel throughout the body until they reach where the antigen 
has invaded. They are restimulated by local APCs and release their cytokines (Fig. 4.4) that contribute to 
augmenting the immune response by activating monocytes/macrophages.

 •  Some activated T cells undergo further interactions with B cells in the lymphoid tissue, inducing a humoral 
immune response.

 •  Some activated T cells become long-lived memory T cells. Memory T cells are activated more easily and 
rapidly in a secondary immune response. 

 26.  Describe how B cells can be stimulated to produce a humoral antibody response.
 •  T cell-independent antigens: mitogens and bacterial polysaccharides have repeating structures that enable 

them to crosslink surface Ig (BCR) causing B-cell activation that results in a predominantly IgM response.
 •  T cell-dependent antigens: the majority of protein and glycoprotein antigens require T-cell help to mount a 

humoral response against them. The steps for this to occur are:
 •  Naïve T cells recognize antigen associated with MHC HLA class II molecules on APCs. The CD4+ T helper 

cell is activated and can provide help to a B cell for antibody production.
 •  The BCR of a B cell binds and internalizes the antigenic peptide for which it is specific. This antigen is 

often provided by FDCs that present antigen–antibody complexes on their surface to B cells entering into 
the primary lymphoid follicles in the secondary lymphoid organs (lymph nodes, spleen, MALT). The B cell 
processes the antigen and puts it on its surface in association with its MHC HLA class II molecules. The 
CD4+ T helper cell TCR will bind to this HLA class II-antigenic peptide complex. A second signal is then 
provided by CD40 on B cells binding to CD40L on activated CD4+ T helper cells. Other costimulatory 
activating pathways also exist (e.g., BAFF/BLYS, TACI, APRIL). Note that if a second signal is not provided, 
the B cell becomes anergic (unresponsive). Additionally, Tfh (CD4+, CXCR5+) are antigen-experienced T 
cells found in the B-cell follicles. They mediate antigen-specific naïve and memory B-cell activation which 
triggers germinal center formation through the Tfh cell secretion of IL-21 and IL-4.

 •  Within germinal centers, the activated B cell proliferates (clonal expansion). Each cycle of division leads to 
selection of cells with Ig receptors with the highest affinity for the antigen (affinity maturation). Cells with 
the highest affinity/specificity Ig receptors on their surfaces have their receptors crosslinked by antigen 
complexed on FDCs and are selected to differentiate into plasma cells or memory B cells. The CD40-CD40L 
costimulation is critical for Ig class-switching, antibody affinity maturation, and memory B-cell formation.

 •  In the primary immune response, there is first an IgM response occurring 4 to 10 days after antigen 
exposure. With clonal expansion, there is Ig class-switching to IgG and other isotypes. In the second-
ary immune response, memory B cells that actively circulate from blood to lymph in search of antigenic 
stimulation can mount a much quicker (1–3 days) humoral response with production of isotypes other 
than IgM. Memory B cells require less antigen and less T-cell help than naïve B cells due to the high affin-
ity surface Ig receptors for their specific antigen.

 •  One activated B cell can generate up to 4000 plasma cells which can produce up to 1012 antibody molecules 
per day. 

Fig. 4.3 The major histocompatibility complex. HLA, Human leukocyte antigen; TNF, tumor necrosis factor.
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 27.  Describe the structure of an Ig. How is antibody diversity generated?
Unlike TCRs that can only respond to linear antigenic peptides bound to an HLA molecule, Igs (antibodies) can bind 
to antigens in any formation (bound, soluble, linear, complex structures). The number of antigenic determinants 
(epitopes) that antibodies need to be able to bind is in billions. This diversity is created by both the antibody’s 
structure and genetic recombination.

An Ig is composed of four polypeptide chains, two identical heavy (H) and two identical light (L) chains. Each 
chain has a constant (C) and variable (V) domain. There are five different H-chain C regions (isotypes): IgM (μ), 
IgG (γ), IgA (α), IgE (ε), IgD (δ) coded on chromosome 14. The H-chain C region determines the Ig’s ability to fix 
complement and to bind to Fc receptors. Th L-chains are designated kappa (κ) and lambda (λ) and coded for by 
chromosome 2 and 22, respectively. κ chains are used more often (65%) than λ chains.

Similar to the generation of TCR diversity, Ig genes undergo recombination. The H-chain V region genes contains 
three segments (VH, DH, JH), whereas each of the L-chain genes contain two (Vκ, Jκ or Vλ, Jλ). Each segment has 
several members to choose from (38-46VH, 23DH, 9JH), (31-35Vκ, 5Jκ), or (29-32Vλ, 4-5Jλ). A single V(D)J is chosen 
from each segment and recombined by the enzymes RAG-1/RAG-2. The antigen-binding regions are formed by 
pairing the V domains of the L-chain to the V region of the H-chain. Within the V region of the Ig molecule are discrete 
regions, called complementary determining regions (CDRs), which contact the antigen specifically. Both the H- 
and L-chains contain three of these regions. The structure of the CDRs of an Ig is called the idiotype. The minimal 
antigenic determinant recognized by the CDRs is called the antigenic epitope. This process of generating Ig diversity 
occurs during B-cell maturation and is antigen-independent. After the B cell responds to the antigen, the BCR and Igs 
produced can undergo somatic mutation to increase the specificity of the antibody-binding site for the antigen. 

 28.  Name the five major classes of antibodies. What specific role does each play in humoral 
immunity?
The mnemonic is GAMED:

 •  G—IgG: highest concentration in serum (70% of total Igs) and excellent penetration into tissues. Can cross the 
placenta by week 16 of pregnancy. Fixes complement. Four subtypes: IgG1 and IgG3 respond to protein anti-
gens; polysaccharide antigens elicit IgG2 responses; IgG4 arises against nematodes and can dampen chronic 
inflammation.

 •  A—IgA: despite its low concentration in serum, more IgA is produced than any other Ig isotypes. Most IgA 
exists as secretory IgA in mucosal cavities and milk. There are two subclasses: IgA1 is a monomer in serum 
and IgA2 is a dimer/polymer and is the most important antibody for host defense at mucosal surfaces (sites 
of antigen entry). Dimer/polymeric IgA2 contains a J-chain. This complex is produced locally by plasma cells, 
captured by a receptor on the basolateral surface of epithelial cells, transported to the apical side, and cleaved 
from the receptor. IgA is released into secretions associated with a secretory component. This form (secretory 
IgA) is more resistant to enzymatic degradation.
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Fig. 4.4 Human CD4+ T helper differentiation pathways and roles in normal immunity and disease.
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 •  M—IgM: IgM is the first class of antibody made in the primary response to antigen. Pentameric form 
vigorously fixes complement and is very important in host defense against blood-borne antigens. IgM also 
associates with a J-chain, which allows its active transport to mucosal surfaces. A monomeric form of IgM 
complexed with Igα and Igβ on the surface of naïve B cells and serves as the BCR.

 •  E—IgE: binds to the surface of mast cells and basophils by high-affinity IgE Fc receptor, FcεR1. Crosslinking 
of IgE by antigen binding results in the release of the cells granular contents (primarily histamine). Important in 
allergic diseases and host defense against parasites.

 •  D—IgD: found primarily as a membrane Ig on the surface of naïve B cells. B cells with IgD on their surface are 
more resistant to being tolerized. 

 29.  How does antibody participate in immune and inflammatory responses?
There are three main ways in which antibody is immunologically active:

 1.  Antibody can coat and neutralize invading organisms, not allowing the organism access to the host.
 2.  Two classes of antibody (IgM and IgG) activate (“fix”) complement by the classical pathway, resulting in cell 

chemotaxis, increased vascular permeability, and target cell lysis.
 3.  Antibody coats foreign particles, increasing the efficiency of phagocytosis by cells that contain surface Ig (Fc) 

receptors (neutrophils and macrophages). This process is called opsonization. Complement activation can also 
opsonize foreign particles facilitating removal through complement receptors. 

 30.  How are CTLs activated?
Most CTLs are CD8+ T cells. A naïve CD8+ CTL first develops into a memory CD8+ CTL after engagement with an 
APC, usually a DC, which has been stimulated by an activated CD4+ helper T cell in lymphoid tissues. The CD4-
activated DC presents intracellular antigen (e.g., viruses) on its surface in association with MHC-encoded HLA class 
I molecules. These engage with the CTL TCR (signal 1) as well as costimulatory molecules (signal 2), resulting in 
an activated CTL. On activation, CTLs divide and circulate to find infected/abnormal cells to kill. The CTL (CD8+) 
TCR specific for the antigen binds the HLA class I molecule containing the foreign peptide. Several other adhesion 
molecules also contribute to this interaction (e.g., CD2 [LFA-2]-CD58 [LFA-3]). Cytotoxicity occurs by:

 •  Granule exocytosis: granules containing granzymes from the CTL enter the target cell through pores in its 
membrane created by perforin. These proteases can cause apoptosis of the target cells.

 •  Fas ligand (FasL)-induced apoptosis: FasL on the CTL binds to Fas (CD95) on the target cell causing apoptosis.
CTLs can secrete cytokines (IFN-γ) and recruit macrophages into the area to augment the immune response. 

One CTL can lyse multiple cells. 

 31.  What are NKT cells?
NKT cells are T cells that share properties of T cells (express αβ TCR) and NK cells (express CD16, 56, 161, 
and granzyme production) but are different from CTL and NK cells. They constitute 0.1% of all peripheral blood 
T cells. Most NKT cells are restricted to recognizing self and foreign lipids and glycolipids presented by CD1d 
molecules on target cells. Upon activation, NKT cells make IFN-γ, IL-4, granulocyte-macrophage colony-
stimulating factor, and other cytokines (IL-2, TNFα). They are important in defense against mycobacterial 
infections. 

ODDS AND ENDS

 32.  What pathways lead to cellular apoptosis?
Multiple triggers can lead to a cell undergoing apoptosis by one of two major pathways:

 •  Death receptors (Fas [CD95], TNF receptor 1 [TNFR1], DR4/5): all of these receptors have a homologous 
intracellular region “death domain.” These death domains bind to adaptor protein (Fas and DR4/5 binds to 
FADD, TNFR1 to TRADD). These adaptor proteins can activate the cysteine protease, procaspase 8. This can 
be inhibited by FLIP. The activated caspase 8 activates the executioner caspases (3, 6, and 7), which in turn 
activate an endonuclease called caspase-activated DNAse as well as others. These endonucleases cleave DNA 
causing fragmentation and cell death. Caspases also activate proteases that act on actin microfilaments lead-
ing to blebbing of the membrane.

 •  Mitochondria: cellular stress causes Bax, Bak, and/or Bid to bind to mitochondria. This displaces Bcl-2 and 
Bcl-x, which are normally on the outer mitochondrial membrane and inhibit apoptosis. When this happens, 
cytochrome c is released from the mitochondria. Cytochrome c activates the adaptor protein, Apaf-1, which 
is in the cytosol. Apaf-1 activates procaspase-9, which activates caspases 3 and 7 causing apoptosis (as 
mentioned earlier). Akt inhibits this pathway. Many tumors have chronically activated Akt, so the tumor cell 
does not undergo apoptosis.

 •  Others: (1) cytotoxic cells (T and NK cells) inject granzyme B, which activates caspases 3 and 7. (2) DNA dam-
age is detected by p53, resulting in activation of apoptosis. 

 33.  Describe the differences between apoptosis, necrosis, and autophagy.
 •  Apoptosis: each day, 10 million cells undergo programmed cell death (apoptosis) in a healthy individual. 

The mechanism is necessary to control tissue size and homeostasis without inciting inflammation. The two 
pathways leading to apoptosis are listed in the previous question. During apoptosis, the chromatin condenses, 
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cells shrink, and cell membranes form blebs that become apoptotic bodies containing organelles. The cell 
membrane is inverted and the phosphatidylserine in the membrane signals macrophages to phagocytose the 
apoptotic bodies causing them to release antiinflammatory cytokines. Binding of C1q, collectins and MBL to 
apoptotic cells can facilitate their clearance.

 •  Necrosis: the cell swells and plasma membrane ruptures releasing intracellular contents. This contributes to 
inflammatory response.

 •  Autophagy: this is a degradation pathway for cellular components without killing the cell. Autophagosomes 
take in impaired organelles and unwanted cellular components and deliver them to lysosomes for degradation 
and recycling without causing apoptosis. 

 34.  How is the immune response turned off after it is activated?
Once the immune response has been activated, it is important to restore immune homeostasis. This is done 
through various mechanisms:

 •  Negative regulation of the innate immune response.
 •  Efferocytosis: activation of macrophages induces not only the secretion of proinflammatory molecules 

but also antiinflammatory mediators (IL-10, TGF-β, and PGE2) that downregulate macrophage and DC 
function. Macrophage ingestion of apoptotic cells (efferocytosis) that they identify by phosphatidylserine 
on the apoptotic cell’s outer surface results in the release of antiinflammatory mediators.

 •  Negative regulation of the adaptive cellular immune response.
 •  CTL-associated protein (CTLA-4): after activation, T cells increase the expression of CTLA-4, which has 

higher affinity for CD80/CD86 than for CD28 leading to loss of costimulation. This results in cessation of 
T-cell proliferation and cytokine production.

 •  Activation-induced cell death: the signals that activate T cells also result in upregulation of Fas and 
TNFR on their surface. When Fas binds to FasL on another cell, soluble TNFα binds to TNFR1, or trans-
membrane TNFα binds to TNFR2, the activated T cell undergoes apoptosis.

 •  Treg suppression: Tregs release IL-10 and TGF-β, which suppress the immune response. Other suppres-
sor T cells also exist (Tr1, Th3, CD8+CD28+).

 •  Breg suppression: Bregs (B10) release IL-10, which suppress T cells and DCs. Other subsets of Bregs 
exist.

 •  Negative regulation of the adaptive humoral immune response:
 •  IgG binds antigen and eliminates it, so it no longer serves as an inducer of the immune response.
 •  IgG binds antigen-forming immune complexes. These immune complexes can bind to FcγRII on B cells 

which suppresses them.
 •  Antiidiotype antibodies may neutralize antibody being made by binding to its idiotypic determinants.
 •  Regulation of complement cascade: C1 inhibitor, C1INH, binds C1r/C1s preventing C1 activation. C3 

convertase (C4b2a and C3bBb) and C5 convertase (C4b2a3b and C3bBbC3b) are regulated by serum inhibi-
tors (C4-binding protein and factor H) and membrane-bound factors (decay accelerating factor [DAF] and 
membrane cofactor protein [MCP]). C4b-binding protein inactivates C4b and the classical pathway, and factor 
H inactivates C3b and the alternative pathway by serving as cofactors for factor I-mediated cleavage of C4b 
and C3b, respectively. DAF causes release of C2a or Bb from cell surfaces leaving C4b and C3b to bind to MCP, 
which serves as a cofactor for factor I-mediated cleavage of C4b/C3b, halting the classical and alternative 
complement cascades. Complete deficiency and loss of function polymorphisms of factors H and I result in 
dysregulated complement activation and the atypical hemolytic uremic syndrome. Other complement regula-
tory proteins (vitronectin, CD59) block fluid phase and membrane-bound MAC. Note that all these regulatory 
proteins bind to glycosaminoglycans specific to host cells and not on microbes, therefore protecting host cells 
while allowing complement-mediated destruction of pathogens. 

 35.  Using the classification developed by Gel and Coombs, immune responses causing 
immunopathology can be segregated into four main types. Name them.
Type I: IgE-mediated immediate hypersensitivity (e.g., allergic rhinitis or hay fever)
Type II: antibody-mediated tissue injury (e.g., autoimmune hemolytic anemia)
Type III: immune complex (antigen–antibody) formation (e.g., serum sickness, Arthus skin reaction)
Type IV: delayed-type hypersensitivity (e.g., immune response to mycobacterial antigens, positive purified protein 

derivative skin test).
  

A fifth type has been added where antibodies bind to receptor causing overstimulation (e.g., thyroid-
stimulating Ig binds to thyrotropin receptor mimicking thyroid-stimulating hormone in Graves’ disease). 

AUTOIMMUNITY

 36.  What is tolerance?
Tolerance is the term used to describe the phenomenon of antigen-specific unresponsiveness. In other words, 
the immune system encounters certain antigens to which it is programmed specifically to not respond and, 
therefore, not eradicate. 
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 37.  Is tolerance innate or acquired?
The phenomenon of tolerance is present in both innate and adaptive immune systems. We are protected from 
the innate immune system by specific mechanisms that block its activities, such as membrane complement 
regulatory proteins that protect self-tissues from the alternative complement pathway. The adaptive immune 
system “learns” to be tolerant of some specific antigens, such as self-tissues, just as it learns to be “intolerant” of 
many foreign antigens. When discussing autoimmune disorders, we often narrow our perspective to the tolerance 
of autoantigens, such as an individual’s own nucleoproteins or cell-surface molecules, by the adaptive immune 
system. However, the phenomenon of tolerance is not limited to autoantigens. In fact, tolerance to exogenous 
antigens, such as dietary proteins, is just as crucial for the survival of an individual as “self-tolerance.” 

 38.  What are the main pathogenetic mechanisms used to develop and maintain tolerance to 
self-antigens?
Most autoimmune diseases require the presence of self-reactive CD4+ T lymphocytes that have lost their 
tolerance to self-antigens. Mechanisms to maintain tolerance are:

 •  Central tolerance.
 •  Thymic selection of T cells: during this process, the autoimmune regulator, AIRE gene, is responsible for 

orchestrating intrathymic presentation of self-antigens bound to MHC HLA class I and II molecules. Those 
T cells that react too strongly with the MHC-self-antigen complexes are deleted (clonal deletion) during 
negative selection. This is particularly important for such antigens as major blood groups and MHC. T cells 
capable of reacting to other self-antigens may not be deleted and can gain access to the periphery.

 •  Receptor-editing of BCRs: this process occurs during B-cell maturation in the bone marrow. B cells that 
interact too strongly with self-antigens undergo death by apoptosis. To avoid apoptosis, receptor editing 
modifies the sequence of L-chain (more than H-chain) V and J genes so that the BCR has a different 
specificity and will not recognize the self-antigen. Some estimate that 20% to 50% of B cells that come 
from the bone marrow have had receptor editing of their BCR. There is some evidence that TCRs may also 
undergo receptor editing.

 •  Peripheral tolerance.
 •  Clonal anergy: self-reactive T cells that encounter self-antigen presented by HLA molecules in the periph-

ery may not receive necessary second costimulatory signals. These T cells may be tolerized to the antigen 
and remain unresponsive. This anergic state may be terminated if costimulatory signals are upregulated 
during a nonspecific infection, tissue injury, or inflammatory state involving the innate immune system.

 •  Immunologic ignorance: self-reactive T cells may not have a TCR that reacts well enough with the MHC/
peptide complex to become activated. This anergic state may be breached if the antigen is changed in 
some manner such as during an infection.

 •  Tregs and Bregs: some Tregs suppress self-reactive T cells by cell-to-cell contact of membrane-bound 
molecules like CTLA-4. Other Tregs are induced and exert suppressive effects by secreting cytokines, IL-
10 and TGF-β. Some Bregs (e.g., B10 cells) secrete IL-10.

 •  Idiotype network theory: a network of antibodies exists naturally or an antiidiotypic antibody  directed 
against the self-reactive antibody idiotype can be generated which are capable of neutralizing 
 self-reactive antibodies. 

 39.  What is autoimmunity?
The term autoimmunity is commonly employed to describe conditions in which self-tolerance is broken and 
an individual becomes the victim of his or her own immune response. Just like immunity to foreign antigens, 
autoimmune disorders are antigen-driven processes that are characterized by specificity, high affinity, and memory. 
However, an autoimmune process involves the immune system’s recognition of an antigen, either foreign or self, 
that is then followed by an assault on its own self-antigens (i.e., autoantigens). Typically, these processes develop 
in an individual who previously displayed tolerance to the same antigens that are now targeted by the immune 
response. Therefore, most autoimmune processes are better described not simply as an absence of tolerance but 
as a loss of previously established tolerance. Clinically, autoimmunity can be divided into two categories:

 •  Organ-specific autoimmunity: defined as an immune response against a single autoantigen or a restricted 
group of autoantigens within a given organ (e.g., myasthenia gravis [antibodies to acetylcholine receptor]).

 •  Systemic autoimmunity: defined as an immune response against multiple autoantigens resulting in clinical 
manifestations in multiple organs (e.g., systemic lupus erythematosus [SLE]). 

 40.  What are the stages of an autoimmune disease?
Autoimmune diseases generally follow three stages:

 1.  Genetic risk: some genes contribute significant risk (e.g., HLA), whereas most genes (e.g., PTPN22, STAT4) 
confer a modest risk (usually 2–3 fold), but in aggregate, the risk is quite high in the setting of a combina-
tion of disease-promoting polymorphisms, which are usually (90%) in regulatory proteins and the “right” 
environmental exposure. Epigenetics (DNA methylation, histone modifications, microRNAs) also contribute to 
the genetic predisposition.

 2.  Autoimmunity: the development of autoimmune phenomena such as autoantibodies produced by B cells that 
have lost self-tolerance (and presumably driven by autoimmune T cells) but in a state wherein the individual 
still does not exhibit symptoms because the target organs have not yet become damaged to a sufficient level.
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 3.  Disease: the third stage is the development of clinical symptoms that impair quality of life and require treat-
ment. Although most autoimmune diseases are detected and treated only in the third phase, ongoing work in 
several diseases is expected to allow the detection of a “preclinical” disease state in which specific preventive 
therapies could be used. 

 41.  Describe the mechanisms that may be involved in the pathogenesis of autoimmune 
disease.
Several mechanisms have been hypothesized. All center upon a genetically predisposed host who has had one 
or more environmental exposures that, over time, trigger the autoimmune process. The environmental trigger or 
triggers are usually not identifiable since they may have occurred years before the first clinical symptom develops 
(see previous question). More than one of the following possible mechanisms may contribute to the development 
of autoimmunity:

 •  Superantigens: these are foreign antigens, particularly of bacterial or viral origin, that are capable of binding 
to the TCR (typically V region of β chain) and MHC class II molecule outside the antigen-binding groove and, in 
turn, bind the two together. In the case of T cells, superantigens do not need to be processed and subsequently 
presented in the antigen-binding cleft of MHC molecules in order to stimulate T-cell activation. B-cell superan-
tigens also exist that bind to regions of surface Ig that are common to various subtypes and cause polyclonal 
B-cell activation without the need for T-cell help.

 •  T-B cell discordance with abnormal receptor-mediated feedback and suppression: T cells responding 
normally to a foreign antigen release cytokines to augment the immune response. Self-reactive B cells in 
proximity are stimulated by the cytokine milieu. If these autoreactive B cells have defective receptors that do 
not respond to inhibitory signals needed to maintain self-tolerance, then they will survive, contribute to the 
inflammation, and become self-perpetuating. Additionally, abnormal Treg and Breg suppressive function can 
contribute to this autoimmune process.

 •  Molecular mimicry: an exogenous antigen may share structural similarities with a host antigen. Antibodies 
produced against this antigen can bind the host antigen causing amplification of the immune response.

 •  Cytokine dysregulation: innate immune system activation releases cytokines that activate the adaptive im-
mune system. Excessive or defective cytokine production could result in an aberrant immune response and/or 
activation of anergic self-reactive T cells.

 •  Defective apoptosis: accelerated apoptosis of cells with increased release of self-antigens and/or defective 
presentation of apoptotic cell antigens to lymphocytes could lead to abnormal lymphocyte activation including 
self-reactive T and B cells.

 •  Epitope spreading: occurs when the immune reaction changes from targeting the primary epitope to also 
targeting other epitopes.

 •  Cryptic epitope exposure: the innate immune response is activated by an invading pathogen. The inflamma-
tory response causes tissue damage with release of self-antigens whose epitopes the immune system has 
not previously developed tolerance to. The adaptive immune system is recruited and continually stimulated by 
exposure to the new self-antigen released by the host tissue. 

 42.  What is the difference between an autoinflammatory disease and an autoimmune disease?
Autoinflammatory diseases (e.g., Familial Mediterranean fever, see Chapter 79: Familial Autoinflammatory 
Syndromes) are diseases that have a chronic inflammatory response due to a defect in a component or 
regulation of the innate immune system. Autoimmune diseases (e.g., SLE) typically involve self-reactive CD4+ T 
lymphocytes and abnormalities in regulation of the adaptive immune system.
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KEY POINTS

 1.  A good history and physical examination evaluating for both articular and extraarticular features are the most 
important components in establishing a correct diagnosis of a rheumatic disorder.

 2.  If musculoskeletal pain is reproduced with direct palpation of a localized area and worsened by resistive maneu-
vers, then the source of pain is most likely periarticular (bursa or tendon).

 3.  The cardinal signs of musculoskeletal inflammation are pain, swelling, erythema, warmth, and limitation of  
motion. Of these, a joint effusion and limitation of motion are the most indicative of a true arthritis.

 1.  What should your history include when interviewing a patient for connective tissue disease?
A chronological history of symptom progression should include the joints that have been involved (including 
documentation of pain and/or swelling) as well as identifying precipitating factors, such as new drugs, recent 
infections, environmental exposures, diet, activity, travel history, or trauma. Determine responsiveness to prior 
therapeutic modalities. Has the joint involvement been episodic, additive, or migratory in nature? Is the pattern 
of joint involvement mono, oligo, or polyarticular and/or in a symmetrical distribution? Is axial spinal involvement 
present? Identify any constitutional symptoms that suggest systemic illness, vasculitis, or paraneoplastic disease 
such as fever, weight loss, or fatigue. A complete review of systems is necessary to determine the organ systems 
that may be involved (Table 5.1). Ask about functional losses including how their symptoms interfere with activities 
of daily living and ability to perform their job.

Table 5.1   The Rheumatologic Review of Systems

ORGAN SYSTEM POTENTIAL CLINICAL MANIFESTATION

Skin Malar rash, photosensitivity, alopecia, sclerodactyly, periungual erythema, Raynaud’s 
phenomenon, digital ulcers, psoriasis, purpura, nodules, genital lesions

HEENT: head, ears, eyes, 
nose, and throat

Mucosal ulcers or perforation, sicca, ocular discomfort or decreased visual acuity, 
change in hearing

Cardiorespiratory Dyspnea, cough, hemoptysis, pleurisy or pericardial pain, edema, pulmonary emboli

Gastrointestinal Reflux, dysphagia, abdominal pain, diarrhea, hematochezia, jaundice

Renal Prior proteinuria, nephrolithiasis

Hematologic Leukopenia, thrombocytopenia, anemia, fetal loss, deep vein thrombosis or pulmonary 
embolism, abnormal serologies

Neurologic Neuropathies, weakness, transient ischemic attack, strokes, seizures, psychosis, cogni-
tive deficits, temporal headaches

Family history: Ask about family history including various arthritides and other autoimmune diseases that tend to 
cluster in families.

Social History: Identify high-risk practices such as intravenous drug abuse, multiple sexual partners, as well as risk 
factors for HIV, Hep B, Hep C, gonococcal, or chlamydial infection.
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 2.  What historical symptoms enable you to categorize a rheumatic disorder as inflammatory 
or mechanical (degenerative)? (Table 5-2) 

 3.  List the five cardinal signs of inflammation.
Swelling (tumor)
Warmth (calor)
Erythema (rubor)
Tenderness (dolor)
Loss of function (functio laesa) 

 4.  In a patient with inflammatory arthritis, what history is useful in assessing disease activity?
Duration of morning stiffness as well as the presence of night pain, joint swelling, or new joint involvement is more 
helpful than the severity of pain, which can be too subjective. Presence of the gelling phenomenon (joint stiffness 
after periods of inactivity) is also important to elicit. 

 5.  Which signs of inflammation are suggestive of acute synovitis in a joint?
Joints affected by an inflammatory arthritis commonly exhibit synovial distention, warmth, and limitation of 
range. The best indicator of synovitis is a distended joint capsule, especially if accompanied by warmth. Swelling 
due to joint effusions may also occur in the noninflammatory arthritides (e.g., osteoarthritis of knee). Inflamed 
joints are not typically erythematous, with exception of acute septic and crystalline arthritis. If you encounter red, 
hot joints, particularly in a monoarticular distribution, your first thought should be “where is the needle?” (joint 
aspiration). 

 6.  How much pressure should you apply when palpating a joint for synovitis?
A good “rule of thumb” is to palpate with enough pressure to blanche your distal thumbnail (4 kg/cm2). This 
standardizes the joint exam and ensures that adequate pressure is being applied to detect synovitis. Obviously, 
with overtly inflamed joints, this degree of pressure may be excessive. 

 7.  Describe the technique for performing a joint exam for the detection of synovitis.
Begin with visual inspection. Look for findings suggestive of acute swelling such as loss of the “valley” between 
metacarpal heads when the patient makes a fist, loss of definition of the digital extensor tendons as they course 
over the metacarpophalangeal (MCP) and metatarsophalangeal (MTP) joint spaces, obliteration of the sulcus 
between the lateral epicondyle and olecranon process (elbow effusion), or the sulcus medial to the patella (knee 
effusion). Palpation of individual joints occurs at the joint line, so that the examiner can assess for the presence 
of a thickened overlying joint capsule as well as synovial effusion. Synovitis of the finger and wrist joints can 
be readily identified given their superficial nature (in contrast to deeper joints such as the shoulder), and these 
joints are a common site of involvement in rheumatoid arthritis (95%). As such, the evaluation for tender joint 
count and swollen joint count often starts here. Technique for palpation at the proximal interphalangeal joint 
involves the examiner surrounding the joint on all four sides in order to maximize the potential to detect capsular 
inflammation and/or thickening (four-finger technique). A similar technique can be applied to the MCP joints 
(Fig. 5.1). An alternative approach to detection of synovitis at the MCP joint involves extension of the examined 
joint in conjunction with dorsal ballottement with the examiner’s thumb and index finger from each hand (dorsal 
four-finger technique). Additional clues to the detection of effusion and/or synovitis in other joints include patellar 
ballottement, the “bulge sign” at the knee (see Question #31), and splaying of the toes (suggestive of MTP 
swelling).

Table 5.2   Inflammatory and Mechanical Rheumatic Disorder

FEATURE/SYMPTOMS INFLAMMATORY MECHANICAL

Morning stiffness >1 hour ≤ 30 minutes

Fatigue Significant Minimal

Activity May improve stiffness May worsen symptoms

Rest May cause gelling May improve symptoms

Systemic involvement Yes No

Corticosteroid responsiveness Yes No
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Fig. 5.1 Four-finger technique for detection of synovitis in proximal interphalangeal joint of a normal individual. (B) Dorsal two-finger 

technique in metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joint. (C) Visual inspection suggests swelling at the second and third MCP as evidenced by loss 

of the valley between metacarpal heads and lack of definition of the extensor tendons overlying those joints. (D) Asymmetric loss of the 

medial sulcus on the right knee, suggestive of effusion. The superior aspect of the patellar as well as the borders of Hoffa’s fad pad are 

outlined.
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 8.  Which joints are included in a joint count? (Table 5.3)  

 9.  Describe the STWL system for recording the degree of arthritic involvement of a joint.
The STWL system records the degree of swelling, tenderness, warmth, and limitation of motion in a joint based 
on a quantitative estimate of severity. A score of 0 (normal), 1 (mild), 2 (moderate), or 3 (severe) can be assigned 
to the S, T, and W categories. Limitation of motion is scored as 0 (normal), 1 (25% loss of motion), 2 (50% loss), 
3 (75% loss), or 4 (ankylosis), or range of motion (ROM) can be recorded in degrees. For example, Rt. 2nd MCP 
S2T2W1L2 means the right second MCP joint has moderate synovitis, moderate tenderness, mild warmth, and a 
50% loss of normal ROM. One should evaluate for joint instability and describe deformities such as swan-neck, 
ulnar deviation, and genu varum. 

 10.  What is crepitus? What does it signify?
Crepitus is an audible or palpable “grating” sensation felt during joint motion. The fine crepitus of inflamed 
synovium is of uniform intensity and perceptible only with a stethoscope. In contrast, coarse crepitus is easily 
detected, of variable intensity, and transmitted from damaged cartilage and/or bone. Crepitus may be elicited by 
compressing a joint throughout its ROM.

 11.  In the examination of an arthritic hand, what features enable you to differentiate rheumatoid 
arthritis from osteoarthritis?(Table 5.4) 

 12.  How do you determine if joint pain is originating from intraarticular or extraarticular 
structures?
“Stressing” a joint (and its accompanying intraarticular structures) is easily accomplished by gentle passive ROM 
of the joint by the examiner. In contrast, pain during attempted active ROM (performed by the patient) against 
a joint held immobile by the examiner suggests pathology in the surrounding tendons. Local tenderness by 
direct palpation of periarticular structures such as a bursa or tendon may also indicate that the origin of pain is 
extraarticular.

 13.  How do tender points and trigger points differ?(Table 5.5) 

 14.  Define photosensitivity and photophobia.
Photosensitivity refers to the development of a rash following <30 minutes of sun exposure (typically ultraviolet-B 
light). This feature is noted among 30% to 60% of patients with cutaneous lupus (discoid or subacute cutaneous 
lupus), systemic lupus erythematosus, and dermatomyositis. Photophobia indicates ocular sensitivity to light and 
can be found in patients with uveitis and other ocular conditions.

Table 5.3   Typical joints comprising the examination ‘Joint 
Count’

Peripheral Joints

Hand Foot

 -  Distal interphalangeal Interphalangeal

 -  Proximal interphalangeal Metatarsophalangeal

 -  Metacarpophalangeal Talocalcaneal (subtalar)

 -  Thumb carpometacarpal Ankle

Wrist Knee

Elbow

Axial Joints

Shoulder Spine

 -  Glenohumeral  -  Cervical

 -  Acromioclavicular  -  Thoracic

 -  Sternoclavicular  -  Lumbar

Hip Temporomandibular

Sacroiliac
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 15.  What rheumatic disorders, other than rheumatoid arthritis, may exhibit subcutaneous 
nodules?

Systemic lupus erythematosus Multicentric reticulohistiocytosis
Rheumatic fever Sarcoidosis
Tophaceous gout Vasculitis
Juvenile idiopathic arthritis Panniculitis
Systemic sclerosis (calcinosis) Lupus profundus
Erythema nodosum

 

 16.  What historical or physical features are essential for the diagnosis of Raynaud’s 
phenomenon?
Raynaud’s phenomenon is a reversible, vasospastic disorder characterized by transient, stress-induced (e.g., 
cold temperature) ischemia of the digits, nose-tip, and/or ears. As a result of vasospastic alterations in blood 
flow, a triphasic color response is usually observed. The initial color is white (ischemic pallor), then blue (congestive 
cyanosis), and finally red (reactive hyperemia). The diagnosis of Raynaud’s phenomenon best correlates with the 

Table 5.4   Examination Findings in Rheumatoid Arthritis and Osteoarthritis

FEATURE RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS OSTEOARTHRITISa

Symmetry Yes Occasional

Synovitis Yes Rarelyb

Nodules Yes No

Digital infarcts Seldom No

Bony hypertrophy No Yes

Joint Involvement

 Distal interphalangeal No Heberden’s nodes

 Proximal interphalangeal Yes Bouchard’s nodes

 Metacarpophalangeal Yes Noc

 Thumb carpometacarpal No Yes

 Wrist Yes Nod

Deformities Swan neck Distal interphalangeal or proximal 
interphalangeal angulation

Boutonniere

Subluxation

Ulnar drift

aOsteoarthritis may occur secondary to any inflammatory arthritis.
bSynovitis can occur in inflammatory erosive osteoarthritis.
cOsteoarthritis of the index and middle finger metacarpophalangeal joints may be a feature of hemochromatosis or calcium pyrophos-

phate deposition disease.
dOsteoarthritis of the wrist may occur secondary to trauma or crystalline arthritis.

Table 5.5   Clinical Features of Tender Points and Trigger Points

FEATURE TENDER POINT TRIGGER POINT

Disorder Fibromyalgia Myofascial pain syndrome

Distribution Widespread Regional

Abnormal tissue No ±

Tenderness Focal Focal

Referred pain No Yes
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initial “dead-white” pallor of ischemia. It should primarily involve the fingers and not the entire hand. History and 
exam should also evaluate for the presence of digital ulcerations or infarcts (primary Raynaud’s phenomenon in 
isolation should never cause such findings). 

 17.  Describe the examination of a patient with suspected median nerve entrapment of the wrist 
(carpal tunnel syndrome [CTS]).
Thenar atrophy is a reliable sign of CTS but occurs only as a consequence of chronic disease with damage to 
the motor nerve. Acute or subacute CTS symptoms are typically sensory (the median nerve supplies sensory 
innervation to the palmar surface of the thumb, index finger, middle finger, and radial half of the ring finger). Its 
symptoms may be reproduced by provocative tests. Tinel’s test is best performed with the wrist in extension. 
The full width of the transverse carpal ligament is then percussed using a broad-headed, reflex hammer or the 
examiner’s long finger. In contrast, Phalen’s test is performed by gently positioning the wrist at full volar flexion 
for 60 seconds. Nerve conduction velocity studies are useful in confirming the clinical diagnosis of CTS. Conditions 
such as CTS, Raynaud’s, and other diseases affecting the neurovascular bundle may cause hand pain and result 
in referral to a rheumatologist. In contrast to arthritic etiologies, the pain is poorly localized (e.g., diffuse hand 
discomfort versus localization to specific joints). 

 18.  What is Finkelstein’s test?
Finkelstein’s test is a useful adjunct to direct palpation in the clinical diagnosis of wrist tenosynovitis (de 
Quervain’s), involving the abductor pollicis longus and extensor pollicis brevis tendons. Performance of this 
maneuver can help differentiate pathology secondary to de Quervain’s from conditions involving nearby structures 
such as osteoarthritic involvement of the carpometacarpal joint. See Chapter 62 (Regional Musculoskeletal 
Disorders) for a description of the maneuver and treatment recommendations. 

 19.  What are the best maneuvers to quickly assess shoulder function?
Ask the patient to raise their hands over their head by fully abducting both shoulders with palms up (touchdown sign). 
From this position, ask them to clasp their fingers together behind their head while keeping their elbows back. Next to 
test abduction and external rotation, ask the patient to reach behind his head and touch/scratch the superior medial 
edge of the opposite scapula (Apley’s “scratch” test). Finally, to test internal rotation and adduction, have the patient 
put their hands at their sides and then reach behind their back and try to touch the inferior angle of the opposite 
scapula. If the patient can perform these maneuvers, their shoulder function is normal. 

 20.  In the evaluation of shoulder pain, what single maneuver can best differentiate 
glenohumeral joint involvement from that of the periarticular tissues?
Significant glenohumeral joint pathology can usually be excluded if passive external rotation of the shoulder is 
unrestricted and pain-free. 

 21.  Why is it important to know about the various provocative tests that can be done during the 
shoulder exam?
Periarticular structures account for 80% of shoulder pain. Hence, even in patients with known inflammatory 
disease, the etiology of shoulder pain may often be located outside the glenohumeral joint. As such, an 
understanding of provocative maneuvers (to identify supraspinatus tendinitis, impingement syndrome, and biceps 
tendinitis) is important. See Chapter 62 (Regional Musculoskeletal Disorders) for further description of these tests. 

 22.  How do you diagnose “tennis elbow” (lateral epicondylitis)?
In addition to direct palpation, tennis elbow may be diagnosed by stressing the wrist extensor muscles at their 
origin, the lateral epicondyle. This provocation maneuver requires the patient to form a fist and maintain the wrist 
in extension. The examiner then flexes the wrist against resistance, while supporting the patient’s forearm. Pain 
arising from the lateral epicondyle confirms the diagnosis. See Chapter 62 (Regional Musculoskeletal Disorders) 
for additional information on the diagnosis and treatment of lateral epicondylitis. 

 23.  When examining a swollen, inflamed elbow, how can you differentiate olecranon bursitis 
from true arthritis?
Differentiation may be difficult as a result of swelling, pain, and limitation of ROM (extension and flexion). Rotation 
of the forearm, with the elbow flexed at 90 degrees, is one maneuver that can help differentiate the two disorders. 
True arthritis of the elbow will inhibit pronation and supination of the radiohumeral joint, whereas in olecranon 
bursitis, the joint moves freely. Synovitis usually distends the normal sulcus of the ulnar groove, not over the tip of 
the olecranon. Full extension of the elbow exacerbates true arthritis, whereas it does not affect olecranon bursitis. 

 24.  When a patient has true hip joint pathology, where is the pain usually reported and how is 
the hip joint examined?
Despite misconceptions of the lay public, true hip pain is felt in the groin region in 90% of cases. In contrast, pain 
in the lateral hip region or buttock is usually referred from the lumbar spine or trochanteric bursa. Hip pain may 
occasionally radiate from the groin to the anteromedial thigh, greater trochanter, buttock, and knee. Assessment 
of hip mobility may help differentiate hip pathology from other causes of groin pain (e.g., adductor tendinitis). The 
origin of the hip joint as the source of pain can be confirmed by one of two maneuvers: reproducing the pain during 
passive external or internal rotation of the hip in the seated position, or rotating the lower leg while the subject is 
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lying supine with the knee in extension using the hip joint as a pivot (log roll). ROM of the hip can best be assessed 
while supine by placing the hip in to flexion (with the knee flexed), whereas abduction and adduction should 
be assessed with the knee extended. Hip extension requires the patient to position the ipsilateral pelvis off the 
examining table so the lower leg can be extended posteriorly. In hip disease, the first motion lost is internal rotation.

Patrick’s test (FABER: flexion-abduction-external rotation maneuver) is performed with the patient lying 
supine and the examiner flexes, abducts, and externally rotates the patient’s leg so that the foot is on top of the 
opposite knee (forms numeral 4). The examiner lowers the leg toward the examining table. If there is a difference 
between the two legs, the test indicates hip disease (groin pain) or sacroiliitis (sacroiliac joint pain). 

 25.  What does a positive Trendelenburg’s test indicate?
A positive Trendelenburg’s test reveals weakness of the gluteus medius muscle, which may indicate hip joint 
pathology. The test is performed by observing the patient from behind as he or she stands on one leg. Normally, 
gluteus medius contraction of the ipsilateral, weight-bearing limb will elevate or allow the contralateral pelvis 
to remain in level. In contrast, a weakened gluteus medius muscle cannot support the contralateral pelvis, and 
thus it will drop. Neurogenic causes (i.e., L5 nerve root compression) of gluteus medius weakness should also be 
excluded, as it represents another potential etiology of a positive test. 

 26.  Why examine a patient for leg-length inequality, and how is this measured?
Leg-length discrepancy is associated with several “mechanical disorders” such as chronic back pain, trochanteric 
bursitis, and degenerative hip disease. True leg-length discrepancy reflects measurable differences (congenital 
or acquired) of both limbs using the anterior, superior iliac spines and medial malleoli as landmarks. Apparent 
or functional leg-length discrepancy is primarily a measure of “pelvic tilt”, typically induced by scoliosis or hip 
contractures. This apparent inequality is determined in the supine position by measuring the distance from the 
umbilicus to each medial malleoli. True leg-length measurement is usually equal in disorders of apparent leg-
length discrepancy. Correction of significant inequality (≥1 cm) with a simple shoe lift can be therapeutic. 

 27.  Describe the physical findings of a patient with meralgia paresthetica.
Meralgia paresthetica (lateral femoral cutaneous nerve entrapment syndrome) results from compression of the 
lateral femoral cutaneous sensory nerve as it passes under the inguinal ligament medial to the anterior pelvic 
brim. Typical symptoms include burning dysesthesias and pain over the anterolateral thigh, unaffected by hip 
rotation or straight leg raise. In some patients, these symptoms may be elicited by performing Tinel’s test at the 
site of entrapment. Common causes of compressive injury include obesity (pannus), pregnancy, and heavy work 
belts as well as noncompressive causes of nerve injury such as diabetes. 

 28.  How do you diagnose trochanteric bursitis?
The diagnosis of trochanteric bursitis is best made by direct palpation of the soft tissues overlying the greater 
trochanter of the femur. Trochanteric bursa pain may also be elicited by hip abduction, flexion, and external 
rotation and relieved by lidocaine injection. 

 29.  What is Ober’s test?
Ober’s test evaluates the iliotibial band for contracture. The patient lies on the unaffected side with the lower leg 
flexed at the hip and knee. The examiner abducts and extends the upper leg (affected side) with the knee flexed 
at 90 degrees. The examiner slowly lowers the limb with the muscles relaxed. A positive test result occurs if the 
affected leg does not fall back to the level of the table top. This indicates iliotibial band tightness, which can lead 
to altered gait causing low back pain, recurrent trochanteric bursitis, and lateral knee pain due to “snapping” of 
the iliotibial band over the lateral femoral condyle causing iliotibial bursitis. 

 30.  When examining a swollen knee, how can you tell if it is inflamed?
In the absence of erythema, warmth may be the best indicator of inflammation in a swollen knee. Knee 
temperature, as determined by feeling with the back of your hand, is generally cooler than the quadriceps muscles 
or pretibial skin in normal individuals. Thus, if comparative palpation reveals the anterior knee skin to be warmer 
than these regions or the contralateral knee, inflammation is likely. 

 31.  When examining a swollen knee, how can you determine if an effusion is present?
In addition to comparing the symmetry of the medial knee region with the unaffected knee, the bulge sign is a 
useful finding when evaluating minimal effusions. To perform this maneuver, the supine patient should relax the 
quadriceps muscle and have the supported knee flexed to 10 degrees. The examiner’s palm is used to “milk” a 
potential effusion from the medial knee to the suprapatellar or lateral compartment. A reverse, similar maneuver is 
then performed on the lateral side. If rapid filling of the medial patellar fossa occurs, the bulge test is positive. 

 32.  What is the patellofemoral compression test?
This test is used to evaluate damage (e.g., osteoarthritis) to the retropatellar surface. With the knee in flexion, 
the examiner compresses the patella against the femoral condyles. The patient is then asked to extend the knee 
forcefully, thus contracting the quadriceps muscle. With quadriceps contraction, the patella will be displaced 
proximally against the femur. If this maneuver produces pain, the test is positive. Patients usually report that 
squatting or stair climbing reproduces their pain. 
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 33.  How do you differentiate prepatellar bursitis from knee arthritis?
A typical feature of acute inflammatory arthritis of the knee is loss of extension as a result of pain due to capsular 
stretch from the underlying effusion. In prepatellar bursitis, the swelling tends to be localized anteriorly over the 
patella and pain is increased during knee flexion and direct palpation. Thus, if an inflamed knee demonstrates full 
extension without pain and a negative bulge sign, the disease is likely extraarticular. 

 34.  When evaluating an unstable knee, how do you perform Lachman’s test?
Lachman’s test is a type of drawer test used to evaluate the integrity of the anterior cruciate ligament. It is 
best performed by holding the knee in 15 to 20 degrees of flexion. While stabilizing the thigh with one hand, 
the examiner uses the other hand to pull the tibia forward. A mild “give” or forward subluxation is suggestive 
of anterior cruciate laxity or tear. Congenital laxity (hypermobility) must be excluded by comparison of both 
knees. 

 35.  Where is the pes anserine bursa?
The pes anserine (“goose foot”) bursa is on the medial side of the knee between the aponeurosis of the 
hamstring’s insertion and the medial collateral ligament, approximately 5 cm below the anteromedial joint line. It 
is a common cause of medial knee pain and frequently mistaken for osteoarthritis of the knee. Reproduction of 
pain by direct palpation with resolution of the pain after a lidocaine injection confirms the diagnosis. 

 36.  Describe the ankle joint examination.
The ankle is a hinge joint. Palpation for synovitis is best done over the anterior (not lateral) aspect of the joint. 
When the ankle is at the normal position of rest (right angle between foot and leg), the ankle (tibiotalar joint) 
normally has 20 degrees of dorsiflexion and 45 degrees of plantar flexion. Subtalar (talocalcaneal) joint motion is 
tested by the examiner grasping the calcaneus with the hand and inverting (25 degrees) and everting (15 degrees) 
the foot while the ankle joint is held motionless. Muscular strength is assessed by the patient walking on her toes 
and heels. 

 37.  List some common causes of heel pain.
 •  Achilles tendonitis: insertional or noninsertional. Usually due to overuse or overpronation of foot.
 •  Preadventitial Achilles bursitis: pump bump. Usually due to rubbing from shoe wear on a calcaneus that has 

Haglund’s deformity.
 •  Retrocalcaneal bursitis: inflammation of bursa between Achilles tendon and calcaneus.
 •  Calcaneal stress fracture.
 •  Plantar fasciitis: pain along medial plantar aspect of heel. Pain worse on first getting out of bed in morning 

with weight stretching plantar fascia. Not due to heel spurs. 

 38.  What type of patient usually gets posterior tibialis tendonitis?
Posterior tibialis tendonitis dysfunction occurs commonly in women aged 45 to 65 years. It is associated with 
flatfoot deformity, obesity, and rheumatoid arthritis. Pain and swelling occur along the medial aspect of ankle. 
Patients cannot stand on their toes owing to pain and/or weakness. 

 39.  How should the foot be examined?
With shoes and socks off! The foot is usually neglected in the physical examination but can be a source of lower 
extremity pain. Have the patient stand and put weight on his/her feet to see if there is excessive pronation (flat 
feet) or a high-arched cavus deformity. Check the ROM of the MTP joints. The ROM for functional ambulation is  
65 to 75 degrees of dorsiflexion for first MTP joint and 60 degrees for lesser MTP joints. Have the patient ambulate 
in her bare feet. Foot deformity, ankle instability, and lack of ROM of the toes (particularly the first MTP) can result 
in gait abnormalities that can contribute to ankle, knee, hip, and lower back pain. 

 40.  Name and describe five abnormal gaits.
 •  Antalgic: the patient remains on the painful extremity for as short a time as possible during the stance phase 

of gait. This is known as a “gait of pain” and usually indicates pain in the knee, ankle, or foot.
 •  Coxalgic: patient with hip pain will lean toward the painful hip during the midstance phase to place the center 

of gravity over the hip. This lessens the stress on the hip and lessens pain.
 •  Trendelenburg: a patient with a weak gluteus medius muscle will lurch toward the involved side to place the 

center of gravity over the hip. This can be seen in an L5 radiculopathy. This “gait of weakness” is similar to the 
coxalgic gait in appearance, but it is a result of weakness and not pain.

 •  Steppage: loss of ankle dorsiflexion (foot drop) such as seen with peroneal nerve injuries will cause the 
patient to flex the hip excessively and bend the knee during the midswing phase so the toe does not scrape 
the floor. Often there is a loud slap as the foot then hits the floor at the end of the swing phase.

 •  Simian: a patient with spinal stenosis will often walk flexed forward to lessen the stenosis of the spinal canal. 
It is so called because it is suggestive of gorilla walking pattern.
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LABORATORY EVALUATION
Jason R. Kolfenbach, MD

KEY POINTS

 1.  Screening tests for inflammation include C-reactive protein (CRP; most rapid onset), erythrocyte sedimentation 
rate (ESR), and serum protein electrophoresis (SPEP; most inclusive).

 2.  A positive antinuclear antibody (ANA) is not diagnostic of systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) and can be found 
in normal individuals and in patients with various other autoimmune and inflammatory diseases.

 3.  Rheumatoid factor (RF) and anti-cyclic citrullinated peptide (CCP) antibodies are equally sensitive in rheumatoid 
arthritis (RA) patients, but anti-CCP is more specific.

 4.  A positive anti-neutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies (ANCA) test with anti-proteinase3 (PR3) or anti-myeloperoxi-
dase (MPO) specificity supports the clinical diagnosis of a systemic necrotizing vasculitis.

 5.  Low complement (C3, C4) levels suggest an immune complex-mediated disease, whereas undetectable CH50 
activity may indicate a disease associated with a hereditary complement component deficiency.

 1.  What is ESR and how is it measured?
The Westergren ESR is the gold standard and is a measurement of the distance in millimeters that red blood 
cells (RBCs) fall within a specified tube over 1 hour. ESR is an indirect measurement of inflammation based upon 
alterations in acute-phase reactants and quantitative immunoglobulins. 

 2.  What are acute-phase reactants?
Acute-phase reactants are a heterogeneous group of proteins (fibrinogen, haptoglobin, CRP, serum amyloid A, 
ferritin, alpha-1-antitrypsin, and others) synthesized in the liver as part of the acute inflammatory response. 
Common inciting events include infection, malignancy, trauma, tissue injury, or rheumatic disease. Interleukin-6 
(IL-6), an inflammatory cytokine, is an important mediator that stimulates the production of acute-phase reactants. 

 3.  What factors influence the ESR?
Any condition that causes either a rise in the concentration of acute-phase reactants or hypergammaglobulinemia 
(polyclonal or monoclonal) will cause an elevation of the ESR. The increased concentration of these proteins 
decreases the negative charge of RBCs, dissipating inter-RBC repulsive forces and leading to closer aggregation 
(rouleaux formation). This causes the RBCs to fall faster resulting in an elevation of the ESR. Noninflammatory 
conditions that can elevate the ESR (typically through an increase in plasma fibrinogen) include pregnancy, 
diabetes, end-stage renal disease, and heart disease. In addition, aging, anemia, female sex, and obesity 
can be associated with an elevated ESR. Alterations in number (polycythemia), size (microcytosis), or shape 
(spherocytosis, sickle cell) of erythrocytes may physically interfere with rouleaux formation and thus lower the 
ESR.

Pearl: A rough rule of thumb for the age-adjusted upper limit of normal for ESR (mm/hour) is: Male = age/2 
Female = (age + 10)/2 

 4.  What causes an extremely high or extremely low ESR?
 •  Markedly elevated ESR (>100 mm/hour)
 •  Infection, bacterial (35%)
 •  Connective tissue disease: giant cell arteritis, polymyalgia rheumatica, SLE, other vasculitides (25%)
 •  Malignancy: lymphomas, myeloma, others (15%)
 •  Other causes (25%)
 •  Markedly low ESR (0 mm/hour)
 •  Afibrinogenemia/dysfibrinogenemia
 •  Agammaglobulinemia
 •  Extreme polycythemia (hematocrit > 65%)
 •  Increased plasma viscosity 

 5.  Is the nonautomated, 60-minute Westergren method the most commonly used technique to 
measure the ESR?
No. Surveys reveal that roughly two-thirds of laboratories across the globe use either modified automated 
measurements based on the Westergren method or alternative novel methods. Techniques based on the Westergren 
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method utilize specialized vacuum tubes that can be filled without the need for transfer by a technician. Many of these 
instruments use infrared light to measure the final length of sedimentation, with results measured at 15–30 minutes 
depending on the instrument and then extrapolated to Westergren (60 minute) values. Alternative novel methods of 
ESR measurement may use centrifugation or rapid acceleration of the blood sample followed by photometric rheology 
to measure rouleaux formation. This latter technique uses an infrared laser to track the RBC-plasma interface at 
several points during sedimentation and then transforms the data on established sedimentation curves from the 
Westergren method. Results can be available in as little as 20 seconds to 5 minutes with some instruments. Several 
studies have shown that results may differ between automated ESR measurements and the traditional Westergren 
test, especially at higher ESR values where automated values are often falsely lower. The influence of anemia, 
hyperfibrinogenemia, and other factors listed in Question #3 on methods utilizing photometric rheology is uncertain. 
The 2018 Medicare National Limit Amount cost for the test is $4.38 (nonautomated) or $3.33 (automated). 

 6.  Describe an approach to the evaluation of an elevated ESR.
 a.  Complete history and physical examination and routine screening laboratories (complete blood count, chemis-

tries, liver enzymes, urinalysis). Make sure that routine health care maintenance is up-to-date. Repeat ESR to 
ensure it is still elevated and there was no laboratory error.

 b.  If there is no clear association after step a, consider the following:
 •  Review medical record to compare with any previously obtained ESR data to determine how long the ESR 

may have been elevated.
 •  Check SPEP, fibrinogen, and CRP for evidence of acute-phase response as well as to rule out myeloma or 

polyclonal gammopathy.
 c.  If still no obvious explanation, recheck the ESR in 1–3 months. Up to 80% of patients will normalize. Follow 

patient for development of other symptoms or signs of disease if ESR remains elevated. 

 7.  What is CRP?
CRP is a pentameric protein composed of five identical, noncovalently-linked, 23-kD subunits. It is present in trace 
concentrations in the plasma of all humans and it has been highly conserved over hundreds of millions of years of 
evolution. Although its exact function is unknown, it shows important recognition and activation properties. Ligands 
recognized by CRP include phosphatidylcholine as well as other phospholipids and some histone proteins. CRP can 
activate the classical complement pathway; it can bind to and modulate the behavior of phagocytic cells in both 
proinflammatory and antiinflammatory ways. CRP is produced as an acute-phase reactant by the liver in response 
to IL-6 and other cytokines. Elevation occurs within 4 hours of tissue injury and peaks within 24–72 hours. In the 
absence of inflammatory stimuli, it falls rapidly, with a half-life of about 18 hours. A normal value is typically < 0.5–
1.0 mg/dL (<5.0–10.0 mg/L) depending on the laboratory. Age, race, and obesity may affect the normal values. Table 
6.0 below outlines the age and obesity-adjusted upper limit of normal for CRP. CRP is measured by immunoassay or 
nephelometry. The 2018 Medicare test cost is $6.39 ($15.98 for high-sensitivity CRP).

  

Pearl: Levels >8–10 mg/dL (> 80-100 mg/L) should suggest bacterial infection, systemic vasculitis, acute polyar-
ticular crystal disease, or widely metastatic cancer. 

 8.  When should you order a CRP instead of an ESR?
Both tests measure components of the acute-phase response and are useful in measuring generalized 
inflammation. The ESR is affected by multiple variables; as such, an elevation of the ESR can be less specific for an 
inflammatory process. For example, hypergammaglobulinemia can cause a persistently elevated ESR, preventing it 
from becoming normal even in situations where the inflammatory response has subsided. The CRP, however, is not 
affected by immunoglobulin levels as it measures a specific acute-phase reactant. It rises more quickly and falls 
more quickly (within hours) than the ESR, which tends to remain elevated for a longer time (decreases by 50% in 

Table 6.0  Age and obesity adjusted upper limit of normal for CRP

Age-adjusted upper limit of normal for CRP (mg/dL)
Male
Non-Hispanic black male

Age/50
Age/30

Age-adjusted upper limit of normal for CRP (mg/dL)
Female
Non-Hispanic black female

(Age + 30)/50
(Age + 50)/50

Obesity-adjusted upper limit of normal for CRP (mg/dL)
Male 1.0 + (BMI-25/25)

Obesity-adjusted upper limit of normal for CRP (mg/dL)
Female 1.0 + (BMI-25)/12.5

BMI, body mass index.
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1 week) after inflammation subsides. As such, the CRP test may be preferred in situations where monitoring early 
response to therapy is desired, when factors influencing the ESR specifically are present (see Question #3), or when 
there are discordant results for the ESR and CRP that is suggestive of noninflammatory factors influencing the ESR. 

 9.  How does the serum protein electrophoresis (SPEP) change in response to inflammation?
The SPEP (Medicare cost $29.92) directly quantifies the acute-phase response. Inflammation is followed by 
characteristic protein alterations that are reflected on the high-resolution electrophoresis (which separates proteins 
in to five distinct regions: albumin peak, α-1, α-2, β I & II region, and gamma region). The typical pattern on SPEP 
for the inflammatory response includes increases in the α-2 zone most prominently (e.g., α-2 macroglobulin, 
haptoglobin), gamma zone (immunoglobulins), α-1 zone (e.g., α-1 antitrypsin, others) and the β-γ area (fibrinogen, 
CRP). Negative acute-phase reactants are seen on the SPEP as a diminished albumin peak and β region (transferrin).

Pearl: A rough rule of thumb for normal levels (% of the total protein) of the five regions on the SPEP is: α-1 
(5%); α-2 (10%); β (15%); gamma (20%); albumin (50%) 

 10.  What is a serum procalcitonin (PCT) and how should it be interpreted in the setting of 
autoimmune disease?
PCT is a propeptide of calcitonin and is produced in the thyroid gland. Virtually all PCT in the thyroid is converted to 
calcitonin; therefore, serum levels are undetectable or very low in healthy individuals (0.05 ng/mL). In bacterial infections, 
PCT levels are significantly elevated. The source of production in this setting is thought to lie outside the thyroid gland, 
although the exact site of production and the biologic function of elevated PCT are unknown. The clinical utility of the PCT 
test has been most extensively studied in bacterial infections among the general population, with data supporting a role 
for PCT in the decision of when to start and/or stop antibiotic therapy (common cut-off level ≥ 0.5 ng/mL).

The potential utility of PCT in differentiating infection from disease flare in patients with autoimmune disease 
has been examined in small retrospective and prospective cohort analyses. Disease activity in RA and SLE is 
associated with minor elevations in PCT levels, but values ≥ 0.5 ng/mL retain a high specificity for bacterial 
infection. Additional studies have suggested a potential role for PCT in differentiating septic arthritis from other 
causes of inflammatory arthritis. Of importance, some forms of vasculitis (granulomatosis with polyangiitis, 
Goodpasture’s disease, and Kawasaki disease), and adult-onset Still’s disease have been associated with elevated 
PCT in the absence of bacterial infection. Nonrheumatic conditions that have been associated with elevated PCT in 
the absence of infection include surgery, trauma, cardiogenic shock, pancreatitis, and some forms of cancer such 
as small-cell lung carcinoma.

Bacterial infections associated with a systemic inflammatory response are most commonly associated with 
elevated PCT levels, whereas viral infections are not associated with elevated PCT levels. Of interest, tumor necrosis 
factor-α (TNFα) and other cytokines have been identified as potential upregulators of PCT production. As such, there 
is theoretical concern about the clinical accuracy of PCT in patients on immunosuppressive medication. Limited data 
suggest that steroid therapy does not impair PCT levels in patients with concurrent bacterial infection. In addition, 
studies have shown similar rates of positive PCT values (≥ 0.5 ng/mL) among infected patients with autoimmune 
disease, regardless of whether they were on biologic therapy or not. Further investigation of this area is needed. 

 11.  How are ANAs measured?
The preferred method is the indirect immunofluorescence (IIF) technique. Permeabilized cells are fixed to a 
microscope slide and incubated with the patient’s serum, allowing ANAs to bind to the cell nuclei. After washing, 
a fluorescein-labeled secondary antibody is added, which binds to the patient’s antibodies (which are bound to 
the nucleus). Cells are visualized through a fluorescence microscope to detect nuclear fluorescence. The amount 
of ANAs in a patient’s serum is determined by diluting the patient’s serum prior to adding the serum to the fixed 
cells—the greater the dilution (titer) at which nuclear fluorescence is detected, the greater the amount of ANAs 
present in the patient’s serum. Most laboratories use human epithelial type 2 (HEp-2) cells (a proliferating cell line 
derived from a human epithelial tumor cell) for the substrate to detect ANAs. This is because rapidly growing and 
dividing cells contain a larger array and higher concentration of nuclear antigens (such as Sjögren’s syndrome-
related antigen A [SS-A] and centromere antigens). Older testing methods for IIF used rat or mouse liver and 
kidney tissue as the substrate, which lowered the sensitivity for the detection of antigens such as SS-A.

Enzyme-linked immunoassay (ELISA) methods and multiplex bead assays are now commonly used by many 
laboratories to detect ANAs as they are cheaper and easier to perform. These platforms generally include an array of 8 
to 10 autoantigens compared with >100 autoantigens in HEp-2 cells. Data has shown that ELISA and multiplex bead 
assays may be less sensitive than IIF methods. Furthermore, ELISA methods can potentially denature the purified target 
antigen in the solid phase assay raising the potential for false-positive results as well. As such, IIF remains the “gold-
standard” according to the American College of Rheumatology. Medicare cost for the ANA screening test is $14.92. 

 12.  What is a lupus erythematosus (LE) cell?
An LE cell is a neutrophil that has engulfed the intact nucleus of another cell. It was first discovered in 1948 by 
Hargraves and colleagues at the Mayo Clinic on inspection of bone marrow biopsies among 25 patients with SLE. 
It is now understood that an LE cell represents the end result of ANAs binding to a nucleus and fixing complement 
resulting in phagocytosis by a neutrophil. LE cells have been reported in the synovial fluid as well as pleural and 
pericardial effusions in patients with SLE, but are uncommonly found in undisturbed peripheral blood. To identify 
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LE cells, a peripheral blood sample must be disrupted, incubated for a period of time, and then inspected (the LE 
cell prep). This was the major method of measuring ANAs in the 1950s and 1960s. This test is time consuming 
and relatively insensitive in detecting ANAs (70%–80%) compared with IIF and is no longer commonly performed. 

 13.  At what point is an ANA test considered positive?
A positive ANA is arbitrarily defined as that level of ANAs that exceeds the level seen in 95% of the normal population. Each 
laboratory must determine the level that it considers positive, and this level may vary significantly among laboratories. In 
most laboratories where HEp-2 cells are used as substrate to detect an ANA, clinically significant titers are usually ≥1:160. 

 14.  Can a positive ANA occur in a normal healthy individual?
Yes. The frequency depends on ANA titer and patient characteristics:

 •  ANA 1:40: 20%–30% of healthy individuals can be positive
 •  ANA 1:80: 10%–15% positive
 •  ANA 1:160: 5% positive
 •  ANA 1:320: 3% positive
 •  Healthy relative of an SLE patient: 5%–25% positive (usually low titers)
 •  Elderly (age >70 years): up to 70% positive at ANA titer 1:40 

 15.  Can a patient with SLE ever be ANA-negative?
Yes, but very rarely. Few patients (<1%) with active, untreated SLE will have a negative ANA. These patients 
usually have one of the following:

 •  Hereditary early complement component deficiency (C2, C4). These patients usually have low-titer ANAs.
 •  Have antibodies only to the nuclear antigen SS-A (Ro) and are ANA-negative because:
 1.  The substrate used in the fluorescent ANA test did not contain sufficient SS-A antigen to allow detection of 

those antibodies. While such patients are ANA-negative on rodent tissue substrates, they are almost always 
positive when HEp-2 substrate is used; OR

 2.  The antibody is only directed against the 52 kDa SS-A/Ro protein, which is located in the cytoplasm and not 
against the 60 kDa SS-A/Ro protein, which is located in the nucleus.

 •  A very few cases of SLE may have antibodies restricted to cytoplasmic constituents (e.g., ribosomes, ribo-
somal P, and others).

 •  Rarely, SLE patients (up to 10%–15%) will become ANA-negative with treatment and their disease becomes inactive.
 •  Rarely, SLE patients with severe proteinuria may be ANA-negative due to antibody loss in the proteinuria. ANA 

becomes positive with decrease in proteinuria with therapy.
 •  SLE patients with end-stage renal disease on chronic dialysis can become ANA-negative.
 •  Technical factors and prozone effect can sometimes be responsible for a negative ANA. 

 16.  What medical conditions are associated with a positive ANA?

Table 6.1   Medical Conditions Associated with a Positive ANA 

CONDITION % ANA-POSITIVE

Systemic lupus erythematosus 99–100

Drug-induced lupus 100

Mixed connective tissue disease 100

Autoimmune liver disease (hepatitis, cholangitis) 100

Systemic sclerosis (limited and diffuse subsets) 95

Oligoarticular juvenile idiopathic arthritis (uveitis) 70–80

Polymyositis/dermatomyositis 40–80

Primary Sjögren’s syndrome 40–80

Antiphospholipid antibody syndrome 40–50

Rheumatoid arthritis 30–50

Autoimmune thyroid disease (Hashimoto’s, Graves’) 30–50

Primary pulmonary hypertension 40

Multiple sclerosis 25

Neoplasia (especially lymphoma) 15–25

Chronic infections (subacute bacterial endocarditis, tuberculosis, 
mononucleosis)

Varies

ANA, antinuclear antibody.
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Pearl: A positive ANA in a person with a single autoimmune clinical manifestation, such as discoid lupus, Raynaud’s, 
antiphospholipid antibody syndrome, or idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura, increases their risk for developing 
other manifestations of a connective tissue disease in the future. Similarly, the ANA also provides prognostic value for 
patients with oligoarticular juvenile idiopathic arthritis in regard to risk for the development of subsequent uveitis. 

 17.  Can the ANA titer be used to follow disease activity in patients with SLE or other 
autoimmune diseases?
No. There is no evidence that variations in ANA titer (level) as measured by the screening ANA correlate with 
disease activity. 

 18.  What is the significance of the pattern of ANA?
ANA patterns refer to the patterns of nuclear fluorescence observed under the fluorescence microscope (Fig. 6.1). 
Certain patterns of fluorescence are associated with certain nuclear antigens that are in turn associated with 
specific diseases (Table 6.2).

Patterns of staining provide a clue to the category of nuclear antigens involved and are dependent upon the 
type of substrate used and, to a certain extent, the experience of the technician. Reliance on ANA patterns has 
largely been replaced by identification of specific ANAs through the ANA profile (see Question #20).

 19.  Is the ANA a good screening test for SLE or another autoimmune disease?
No. Simple mathematics indicates that if 5% of the US population is ANA-positive, then 16 million individuals 
will have a positive ANA. In contrast, the prevalence of SLE is only approximately 1/1000 (320,000 individuals 
with SLE in the United States). Thus, even if we presume 100% of SLE patients are ANA-positive, screening the 
entire population for ANA would result in many more normal individuals detected who are ANA-positive than 
SLE (i.e., 50 to 1). The clinical value of an ANA test is tremendously enhanced by ordering an ANA when there 
is a reasonable pre-test probability (i.e., clinical suspicion) of an autoimmune disease. Alternatively, a negative 
ANA (or 1:40 titer) makes it highly unlikely that the patient has SLE, mixed connective tissue disease (MCTD), 
Sjögren’s syndrome, or systemic sclerosis (high-sensitivity tests help rule out disease). 

Table 6.2   ANA Pattern and Associated Rheumatic Diseases

Homogenous (diffuse)

 •  DNA-histone (nucleosome) SLE, drug-induced LE, other diseases

 •  Mi-2 Dermatomyositis (15%–20%)

Rim (peripheral)

 •  dsDNA SLE

Speckled

 •  SS-A (Ro) SLE, SCLE, primary Sjögren’s, systemic sclerosis, other 
diseases

 •  SS-B (La) SLE, primary Sjögren’s, SCLE

 •  RNP MCTD, systemic sclerosis, SLE

 •  Sm SLE

 •  Ku SLE, polymyositis/systemic sclerosis overlap

Nucleolar

 •  Topoisomerase I (Scl-70)a Systemic sclerosis (diffuse type) (20%–30%)

 •  RNAP IIIa Systemic sclerosis (diffuse type) (4%–20%)

 •  Fibrillarin (U3-RNP) Systemic sclerosis (diffuse type) (8%)

 •  TH/TO Systemic sclerosis (limited type) (5%)

 •  PM- Scl (PM-1) Polymyositis overlap (1%)

Centromere (kinetochore)

 •  CENP Limited scleroderma

CENP, centromere protein; LE, lupus erythematosus; MCTD, mixed connective tissue disease; RNAP, RNA polymerase; RNP, ribonuclear 
protein; SCLE, subacute cutaneous lupus erythematosus; SLE, systemic lupus erythematosus; SS-A, Sjögren’s syndrome-related 
antigen A.

aScl-70 & RNAP III have also been associated with a speckled pattern on indirect immunofluorescence.
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 20.  Which diseases are associated with the different antibodies measured in the ANA profile?
(See Table 6.3)
Pearl: An ANA-positive patient with an autoimmune disease frequently may not have one of the specific 
autoantibodies listed in Tables 6.2 & 6.3. This is because of the 100 to 150 ANAs against specific autoantigens 
that have been described, only about 10 of the most common are routinely tested for.

 21.  In some diseases, antibodies against cytoplasmic antigens can be more helpful 
diagnostically than antibodies against nuclear antigens. Which diseases?
Patients with these diseases frequently lack antibodies to nuclear antigens and are, therefore, often ANA-negative. Conse-
quently, the specific anticytoplasmic antibody should be ordered when these diseases are suspected. See Table 6.4 below. 

Table 6.3   ANA Profile Antibodies

DSDNA RNP SM SS-A SS-B CENTROMERE

Systemic 
lupus 
erythema-
tosus

70%–80% 30% 30% 40% 15% Rare

Rheumatoid 
arthritis

(-) (-) (-) 5% Rare (-)

Mixed con-
nective 
tissue 
disease

(-) 100% (high titer) (-) Rare Rare Rare

Diffuse 
systemic 
sclerosis

(-) 20% (low titer) (-) 10%–20% Rare 5%–10%

Limited 
systemic 
sclerosis

(-) (-) (-) (-) (-) 30%–40%

Primary 
Sjögren’s 
syndrome

(-) Rare (-) 75% 40%–50% (-)

A

C

B

D

Fig. 6.1 Patterns of antinuclear antibody fluorescence. (A) Rim (peripheral); (B) homogenous (diffuse); (C) speckled; (D) nucleolar. (© 
2014 American College of Rheumatology. Used with permission.)
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 22.  Which of the antibodies measured in the ANA profile are useful to follow disease activity?
Antibodies to dsDNA often parallel disease activity in SLE. High titers of antibody to dsDNA are associated with 
lupus nephritis and increases in dsDNA antibody levels are frequently predictive of a flare of lupus activity. Other 
antibodies included in the ANA profile are markers of disease subsets but do not fluctuate with disease activity. 
Medicare cost for anti-dsDNA antibodies is $16.97. 

 23.  What is Crithidia luciliae and what is its relevance to the diagnosis of SLE?
Crithidia luciliae is a parasite that uses the housefly as its host. It contains a kinetoplast, a modified mitochondria 
that contains a dense collection of circularized dsDNA that can be utilized as a substrate alongside patient serum 
for the detection of antibodies to dsDNA. The intact circular DNA is free of loose strands of ssDNA and other 
nuclear antigens, and is more resistant to becoming denatured than DNA in plastic ELISA wells. These attributes 
improve the specificity of the test (98%–100%) to detect antibodies to dsDNA compared with other methods, 
although at a lower sensitivity (50%–55%). Testing is performed by IIF, often referred to as CLIFT, Crithidia luciliae 
indirect fluorescent test. This test may be useful in situations where clinical suspicion for lupus is low but prior 
testing reveals low titer dsDNA antibody by other methods. 

 24.  What syndromes are associated with antibodies to SS-A (Ro)?
Antibodies to SS-A/Ro may target one or both of two cellular proteins with different molecular weights (52 kDa 
and 60 kDa) and cellular locations. The 52-kDa protein is an interferon-inducible protein located in the cytoplasm. 
It functions as an E3 ubiquitin ligase that adds ubiquitin to several proteins involved in the inflammatory and 
immune response resulting in their accelerated degradation. The 60-kDa protein binds to small noncoding RNAs 
located in the nucleus. It functions as an RNA chaperone that binds to defective cellular and viral RNAs to hasten 
their degradation. Diseases associated with these antibodies include:

 •  SLE
 •  Primary Sjögren’s syndrome
 •  Subacute cutaneous lupus (a variant of lupus characterized by prominent photosensitivity and rash)
 •  Neonatal lupus
 •  Congenital heart block
 •  Undifferentiated connective tissue disease
 •  Neuromyelitis optica spectrum disorder
 •  Other diseases: primary biliary cirrhosis (30%), anti-tRNA synthetase polymyositis (19%), systemic sclerosis 

(10%–20%)
Notably some diseases have antibodies directed preferentially against one of the two SS-A/Ro proteins. 

Antibodies primarily against 52 kDa SS-A/Ro are seen in patients with anti-tRNA polymyositis and in patients with 
systemic sclerosis. Patients with the other autoimmune diseases listed earlier typically have antibodies against 
both 52 kDa and 60 kDa SS-A/Ro proteins. 

 25.  What is the significance of antibodies to ribonuclear protein (RNP)?
Antibodies to RNP produce a speckled pattern on immunofluorescent ANA, reflective of the focal distribution of 
their target; the spliceosomal snRNPs in the nucleus are involved in pre-mRNA splicing. These antibodies are seen 
in a number of autoimmune diseases, including SLE, systemic sclerosis, and MCTD. The presence of very high 
levels of anti-RNP is highly suggestive of MCTD, a syndrome of overlapping disease manifestations with features 
of systemic sclerosis, SLE, and polymyositis. Patients with anti-RNP antibodies are more likely to have Raynaud’s 
syndrome, pulmonary hypertension, myositis, and esophageal dysmotility. 

 26.  What is the significance of an ANA with a nucleolar or centromere pattern?
The patient either has systemic sclerosis or has a high risk of developing this disease. The nucleolar pattern is 
seen in patients with diffuse disease, limited disease with anti-TH/TO, or polymyositis overlap (anti-PM-Scl). 
Anticentromere antibodies are associated with limited systemic sclerosis. 

Table 6.4   Autoimmune Diseases Associated with Anticytoplasmic Antibodies

DISEASE CYTOPLASMIC ANTIGEN FREQUENCY

Polymyositis tRNA synthetase (anti-Jo-1, others) 20%–30%

Signal recognition particle 4%

Systemic lupus erythematosus Ribosomal P 5%–10%

Granulomatosis with polyangiitis Serine proteinase-3 (seen only in neutrophils) 90%

Microscopic polyangiitis (+ other 
anti-neutrophil cytoplasmic antibody 
vasculitides)

Myeloperoxidase, others (seen only in neutrophils) 70%

Primary biliary cirrhosis Mitochondria 80%
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 27.  Describe how the ANA pattern and antigen specificity are used in the diagnosis of 
connective tissue diseases. 

 28.  How should you evaluate an unexplained positive ANA in a patient with nonspecific 
arthralgias?

 •  History and physical examination: Listen for symptoms and look for objective signs of a connective tissue 
disease, particularly occult Sjögren’s syndrome.

 •  Obtain an ANA profile: ANA titers ≥ 1:160 or the presence of disease-specific autoantibodies usually indicates 
that the ANA is significant.

 •  Consider testing for anti-DFS70 antibodies. This antibody is against a coactivator of nuclear transcription 
and is a recognized cause of a positive ANA in healthy individuals. Therefore, if this is the only autoanti-
body present, the patient is unlikely to have an autoimmune disease as the cause of the positive ANA.

 •  Obtain additional studies looking for evidence of immune hyperactivity and/or organ involvement:
 •  Complete blood count: Look for anemia of chronic disease, neutropenia, and thrombocytopenia.
 •  Liver enzymes: If elevated, consider autoimmune hepatitis.
 •  Creatinine, urinalysis: look for evidence of end-organ disease which, if present, would warrant an expe-

dited evaluation.
 •  C3, C4: Look for hypocomplementemia.
 •  Consider measuring cell-bound complement activation products (CB-CAPS) in patients with normal 

complement levels. The presence of an elevated CB-CAPS is consistent with complement activation and 
may suggest SLE as the cause of the positive ANA.

 •  SPEP: Look for polyclonal gammopathy.
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Fig. 6.2 APA, antiphospholipid antibodies (lupus anticoagulant, anticardiolipin antibodies); CAH, chronic active hepatitis; DIL, drug-
induced lupus; MCTD, mixed connective tissue disease; PAPS, primary antiphospholipid antibody syndrome; PSS, progressive systemic 
sclerosis (scleroderma); RNA Pol, RNA polymerase; SCL-70, topoisomerase I; UCTD, undifferentiated connective tissue disease.
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 •  RF, ESR, VDRL (false-positive), PTT (lupus anticoagulant).
If any of these are abnormal, the ANA may be indicative of an evolving autoimmune disease and the patient 

will need to be followed closely. Note that a history of Hashimoto’s thyroiditis can be associated with a positive 
ANA with negative specific autoantibodies. 

 29.  What are RFs, and how are they measured?
Rheumatoid factor (RF) is the general term used to describe an autoantibody directed against antigenic determinants 
on the Fc fragment of immunoglobulin G. RF may be of any isotype: IgM, IgG, IgA, or IgE. IgM RF is the primary isotype 
routinely measured by clinical laboratories, using nephelometry, ELISA, and latex agglutination techniques. In RA, RF 
has a sensitivity of 60% to 80% and specificity of 80% to 90%. RA patients who are RF-positive tend to have more 
aggressive joint disease and are at an increased risk to develop extraarticular manifestations. Disease activity of 
rheumatoid arthritis is best determined by clinical assessment and not by RF titer. Teleologically, RFs probably developed 
in humans as a mechanism to help remove immune complexes from the circulation. Therefore, many conditions 
associated with chronic inflammation are also associated with RF positivity. Medicare cost for an RF test is $7.00.

RF can be positive in normal individuals but usually at a low titer (<50 IU, < 1:160), with males and females 
affected equally. Age affects the frequency of a positive RF in normal individuals with 2%–4% (20–60 years), 5% 
(60–70 years) and 10%–25% (>70 years) positive at low titers. 

 30.  What are the causes of a positive RF?
The common denominator for the production of RF is chronic immune stimulation. The most common diseases 
associated with RF production are: CHRONIC, as the mnemonic indicates:
 CH  Chronic disease, especially hepatic (primary biliary cholangitis [45%–70%]) and pulmonary diseases (idio-

pathic pulmonary fibrosis [10%–50%], silicosis [30%–50%], asbestosis [30%])
 R  Rheumatoid arthritis, 70%–85% patients
 O  Other rheumatic diseases, such as SLE (15%–35%), systemic sclerosis (20%–30%), MCTD (50%–60%), 

Sjögren’s syndrome (75%–95%), polymyositis (5%–10%), and sarcoidosis (15%)
 N  Neoplasms, especially after radiation or chemotherapy (5%–25%)
 I  Infections, such as AIDS, mononucleosis, parasitic infections (20%–90%), chronic viral infections (15%–

65%), hepatitis B/C (20%–75%), chronic bacterial infections (subacute bacterial endocarditis [25%–50%], 
syphilis [5%–13%], and others), mycobacterial infections (tuberculosis [8%], leprosy [5%–58%])

 C  Cryoglobulinemia, 40%–100% of patients especially with hepatitis C 

 31.  What are anti-citrullinated protein antibodies (ACPAs) and how are they tested for?
ACPAs are directed against citrulline residues on various proteins formed by post-translational deimination of 
arginine by the enzyme peptidylarginine deiminase. Commercial assays have been developed to identify some 
of these antibodies. The tests utilize a cyclic peptide substrate engineered to mimic the shape of proteins in 
antibody-peptide complexes. The resulting cyclic citrullinated peptide (CCP) results in higher affinity antibody 
binding than linear peptide substrates, thereby improving the sensitivity of the assay. These antibodies are found 
in patients with RA with a sensitivity similar to RF (75%), but with increased specificity (90%–95%). Notably some 
RA patients (10%) may be negative for RF but positive for anti-CCP.

There is good evidence for an association of anti-CCP with more rapid radiological joint damage in RA 
patients. The high specificity of anti-CCP antibodies helps to diagnostically separate RA from other diseases, such 
as hepatitis C, which can present with polyarthralgias and a positive RF that resembles RA but have negative anti-
CCP antibodies. Medicare cost for the anti-CCP test is $15.98. 

 32.  What is the difference between ACPA and anti-CCP antibodies?
Researchers have identified RA-related autoantibodies directed against specific citrullinated peptides in the 
synovium, joint fluid, and other target tissues of patients with RA. The term ACPAs was developed as an umbrella 
term for this collection of antibodies directed against specific citrullinated peptides. Several potentially important 
joint-targeted citrullinated autoantigens in RA have been discovered including fibrinogen, α-enolase, type II 
collagen, and vimentin. The exact citrullinated proteins included in the commercially available anti-CCP test, 
however, are proprietary. As such, it is uncertain how much overlap exists between these assays and the joint-
specific targets identified through research. ELISA-based assays using specific joint-targeted peptides have 
been investigated, including mutated citrullinated vimentin (anti-MCV antibody). In regards to diagnosis, research 
has not shown a clear role for the testing of individual ACPA assays over commercially available anti-CCP tests. 
Multiplex assays are currently being investigated that can allow for simultaneous testing of numerous ACPAs. 
Further investigation is needed to determine if such platforms may improve the sensitivity for detection of ACPAs 
in RA patients who are seronegative for RF and anti-CCP. 

 33.  What are ANCAs?
ANCAs are antibodies directed against specific antigens present in the cytoplasm of neutrophils. There are three 
different types of IIF staining patterns for ANCAs using ethanol-fixed neutrophils as substrate:

 •  C-ANCA pattern: diffuse cytoplasmic staining on immunofluorescence. The most common antibodies causing 
this pattern are directed against serine PR3. Less commonly, the target antigen is bactericidal/permeability-
increasing protein or others.
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 •  P-ANCA pattern: perinuclear staining pattern around the nucleus. The most important antibody causing this pattern 
is directed against MPO. Other antigen targets include elastase, cathepsin G, lactoferrin, lysozyme, and azurocidin.

 •  Atypical ANCA pattern: snow-drift staining pattern around nucleus often confused with the P-ANCA pattern. 
Usually seen in patients with inflammatory bowel disease, connective tissue diseases, or autoimmune hepatitis. 

 34.  Which diseases are associated with ANCAs?
Patients who are ANCA-positive should have ELISA testing for specific antibodies directed against PR3 and MPO, 
which are the most relevant autoantibodies associated with an underlying systemic necrotizing vasculitis. Other 
disease associations with C-ANCA and P-ANCA are typically negative for anti-PR3 and anti-MPO antibodies:

 •  C-ANCA (PR3-positive): Granulomatosis with polyangiitis, microscopic polyangiitis (usually P-ANCA), eosino-
philic granulomatosis with polyangiitis (rare)

 •  P-ANCA (MPO-positive): Microscopic polyangiitis, eosinophilic granulomatosis with polyangiitis, pauci-
immune glomerulonephritis (renal-limited vasculitis), Goodpasture’s disease, drug-induced syndromes 
(hydralazine, propylthiouracil, minocycline, others)

 •  P-ANCA (MPO-negative): Autoimmune gastrointestinal disorders (ulcerative colitis, primary sclerosing 
cholangitis, autoimmune hepatitis), rheumatic diseases ( RA, SLE, many others ), cystic fibrosis, HIV infection, 
certain other acute and chronic infectious or neoplastic diseases (rare)

 •  Anti-HNE: Antibodies against human neutrophil elastase are commonly seen in ANCA-positive disease as-
sociated with cocaine cut with levamisole. The ANCA staining pattern is atypical or perinuclear but can be 
cytoplasmic or have multiple patterns.

Pearl: If C-ANCA is not against PR3 or P-ANCA is not against MPO, look for causes other than vasculitis for 
the positive ANCA. 

 35.  Do ANCA titers fluctuate with disease activity?
This is controversial. There is some evidence among patients with granulomatosis with polyangiitis (who are PR3-
positive), especially those treated with rituximab, that rising titers of C-ANCA or PR3 can correlate with disease 
activity. In addition, in patients treated with rituximab who subsequently become C-ANCA/PR3-negative, absence of 
antibody coupled with undetectable peripheral B-cell counts is associated with a low risk of flare. However, patients 
with stable or negative ANCA titers have been known to flare, while those with rising titers may not, indicating that 
changes in ANCA titers need to be coupled with clinical assessment to inform decisions on subsequent therapy. 
There is little evidence that P-ANCA titers fluctuate with disease activity. The Medicare cost for ANCA test is $19.68. 

 36.  What are the causes of decreased circulating complement components?
Serum complement may be decreased as a result of:

 1.  Decreased production, owing to either a hereditary deficiency or liver disease (complement components are 
synthesized in the liver).

 2.  Increased consumption (proteolysis) as a result of complement activation. A major cause of complement 
consumption is increased levels of circulating immune complexes, which activate the classical complement 
pathway.

 37.  What clinical conditions are associated with hereditary complement deficiencies? 

 38.  Can a patient with active inflammation involving circulating immune complexes have a 
normal complement level?
Yes. The serum level of complement components represents a balance between consumption and production. 
Complement components are acute-phase reactants, so their production by the liver increases with inflammatory 

Table 6.5   Conditions Associated with Hereditary Complement Deficiencies

COMPLEMENT COMPONENTS DISEASE

Early (C1, C2, C4) SLE-like disease

Glomerulonephritis

Mid (C3, C4) Recurrent pyogenic infections

SLE-like disease

Terminal (C5-C9) Recurrent infections (especially gonococci and menin-
gococci)

Regulatory proteins HAE (C1INH), aHUS (Factor H), AMD (Factor H), PNH 
(CD55/DAF & CD59)

aHUS, atypical hemolytic uremic syndrome; AMD, adult macular degeneration; DAF, decay-accelerating factor; HAE, hereditary angio-
edema; PNH, paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria; SLE, systemic lupus erythematosus.
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states. If increased production keeps pace with consumption, the result will be a normal level of complement. 
Clinically, this means that while a decreased level of complement (C3, C4) is confirmatory evidence for 
complement consumption, normal complement levels cannot exclude complement consumption. 

 39.  What diseases are associated with decreased levels of complement (not hereditary 
deficiency)?

 •  Rheumatic diseases
 -  SLE
 -  Systemic vasculitis (especially polyarteritis nodosa, urticarial vasculitis)
 -  Cryoglobulinemia (types II and III)
 -  RA with extraarticular manifestations (rare)
 •  Infectious diseases
 -  Subacute bacterial endocarditis
 -  Bacterial sepsis (pneumococcal, gram-negative)
 -  Viremias (especially hepatitis B)
 -  Parasitemias
 •  Glomerulonephritis
 -  Post-streptococcal
 -  Membranoproliferative 

 40.  What complement components should one order?
 •  Complement components (C3 & C4): measured by nephelometry. Low levels of both C3 and C4 indicate classic 

complement pathway activation usually by immune complexes. Alternative complement pathway activation 
is indicated by low levels of C3 with normal C4. A normal C3 but low C4 suggests heterozygous C4 deficiency 
or low level complement pathway activation (C1 INH deficiency, etc). Medicare cost for C3/C4 test is $14.81 
each.

 •  CH50 (total hemolytic complement assay): the test name describes how the measurement is carried out, by 
assessing the ability of serum complement to hemolyze sheep RBCs that have been sensitized with rabbit IgM. 
Only in the presence of all nine complement components will antibody activate complement, form the mem-
brane attack complex, and lead to cell lysis. As such, it is a good screen for complement deficiency. A CH50 
level of 0 or “unmeasurable” is suggestive of a hereditary homozygous complement deficiency and should 
prompt testing for individual complement levels (C2 is the most common homozygous deficiency, followed 
by C4 and C1q). It is not a good disease activity marker as in active inflammation its level can be either low, 
normal, or high, reflecting the end result of balance between production and consumption of the complement 
components. Medicare cost for CH50 test is $25.09. 

 41.  How do you separate iron deficiency anemia (IDA) from anemia of chronic disease (ACD) in 
a patient with a chronic inflammatory disease like RA?
In patients with uncomplicated IDA, measurement of iron status with serum level of iron (low), percent iron 
saturation (low), total iron-binding capacity (TIBC; high), and ferritin (low) are adequate. However, in patients 
with inflammatory disease, TIBC and ferritin can be normal as a result of the acute-phase response. Thus, to 
separate IDA from ACD, the gold standard is a bone marrow biopsy. However, studies have shown that a serum 
ferritin >100 ng/mL excludes iron deficiency in patients with an active inflammatory disease as indicated by 
an elevated ESR/CRP. Likewise, a serum ferritin <50–60 ng/mL, particularly when associated with an elevated 
serum transferrin receptor level, is highly specific for IDA in patients with RA. Medicare cost for ferritin test is 
$16.83. 

 42.  Other than an elevated ESR, CRP, and ACD, what additional tests suggest systemic 
inflammation?
Patients with a systemic inflammatory disease such as vasculitis frequently have a reactive thrombocytosis, mild 
elevation of hepatic alkaline phosphatase, and low albumin. The low albumin is due to hepatic synthesis of acute-
phase reactants at the expense of albumin. Thus, the low albumin is not due to malnutrition, which is frequently 
postulated but incorrect. 

 43.  What is the Vectra-DA Test? What is the IdentRA test?
The Vectra-DA test is a multibiomarker assay that measures RA disease activity. This test measures 12 immune, 
endothelial, bone, cartilage, and metabolic protein biomarkers (VCAM-1, EGF, VEGF-A, IL-6, TNF-RI, MMP-1, 
MMP-3, YKL-40, leptin, resistin, SAA, CRP) that reflect the underlying biology of RA. Serum concentrations of the 
biomarkers are integrated into a proprietary algorithm that generates a single score from 1 to 100 that classifies 
disease activity as high (>45), moderate (30–44), or low (1–29). Studies report good correlation with other 
clinical disease activity measures (disease activity score 28 or DAS28, clinical disease activity index or CDAI, 
and simplified disease activity index or SDAI). The test may be used as an adjunctive measure of disease activity 
in specific patients, but data does not suggest a role for routine use in all patients alongside traditional clinical 
markers of disease activity. The test is approved by Medicare with no cost to patient with a maximum of two tests 
covered annually. In contrast, out of pocket cost is $989.
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Pearl: Interpret Vectra-DA with caution in the setting of tocilizumab use. Studies have shown that test 
results may be influenced by tocilizumab independent of disease activity. This medication results in elevation of 
serum IL-6 levels resulting in higher Vectra-DA scores and loss of correlation with other clinical disease activity 
measures.

The IdentRA is an ELISA test that detects the presence and amount of the 14-3-3η (eta) protein in the 
serum. This protein is one of seven isoforms of the 14-3-3 protein family, which are ubiquitous intracellular 
chaperones that regulate communication pathways involved in inflammation. Patients with RA and erosive 
psoriatic arthritis have high levels of this protein in the synovial fluid. The protein is thought to be secreted by 
synovial fibroblasts and synovial macrophages. Recent studies have demonstrated an association between 
elevated serum levels and subsequent evolution from undifferentiated arthritis to RA and/or erosive arthritis. Of 
note, elevated serum levels can be seen in a small percentage of healthy patients (15%), while established RA 
patients under good control can have normal values.
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 7ARTHROCENTESIS AND SYNOVIAL FLUID 

ANALYSIS
Sterling G. West, MD

KEY POINTS

 1.  Aspirate any monoarticular inflammatory arthritis.
 2.  The synovial fluid analysis should be viewed as a liquid biopsy of the joint.
 3.  The most important tests to send synovial fluid for are cell count, crystal examination, Gram stain, and culture.
 4.  The synovial fluid analysis can determine if the arthritis is noninflammatory, inflammatory, hemarthrosis, crystalline, 

or infectious.

 1.  When should arthrocentesis be performed?
Undoubtedly, the single most important reason to perform arthrocentesis is to check for joint infection. Timely 
identification and treatment of a patient with septic arthritis is of paramount importance to a favorable clinical outcome. 
Furthermore, arthrocentesis is generally indicated to gain diagnostic information through synovial fluid analysis in the 
patient with a monoarticular or polyarticular arthropathy of unclear etiology characterized by joint pain and swelling. 

 2.  When is arthrocentesis contraindicated?
When the clinical indication for obtaining synovial fluid is strong, such as in the patient with suspected septic 
arthritis, there is no absolute contraindication to joint aspiration. Relative contraindications include bleeding 
diatheses, such as hemophilia, anticoagulation therapy, or severe thrombocytopenia; however, these conditions 
can be frequently treated or reversed before arthrocentesis. Cellulitis overlying a swollen joint can make the 
approach to the joint space difficult, but this rarely precludes the ability to perform the procedure. Bacteremia 
confers a small risk to seeding a joint with microorganisms during the arthrocentesis. 

 3.  How safe is arthrocentesis in patients on warfarin (Coumadin)?
Although hemarthrosis has been reported following joint aspiration in anticoagulated patients, it appears to be 
uncommon. A previous study found no hemorrhagic complications in patients on Coumadin with an international 
normalized ratio of <4.5. Using the smallest needle necessary for the procedure and applying prolonged pressure 
following the arthrocentesis is recommended. 

 4.  What techniques should be used when performing an arthrocentesis of the knee to rule out 
a septic joint?
The procedure should be performed using an aseptic technique. A topical antiseptic should be applied to the 
area. Nonsterile gloves should always be worn as part of universal precautions. Sterile gloves should be used 
if palpation of the area is foreseen subsequent to antiseptic preparation and before placement of the needle. A 
25-gauge needle should be used to administer a local anesthetic (e.g., 1% lidocaine without epinephrine). The 
aspiration itself should be performed using an 18- or 21-gauge, 1.5-inch needle, when possible, and a 10-mL to 
30-mL syringe. Aspiration techniques for other individual joints are described elsewhere. Ultrasonography can be 
a useful bedside tool for guiding needle placement for aspirations. 

 5.  What precautions should be taken if the patient is “allergic” to povidone–iodine, lidocaine, 
or latex?

 •  Patients with topical iodine reactions can have their skin cleansed with chlorhexidine or pHisoHex followed by 
an alcohol pad.

 •  True “caine” allergy is extremely rare. Many of the symptoms that occur during dental procedures are due to 
the epinephrine or preservatives (parabens) in the lidocaine (Xylocaine) and not an IgE-mediated reaction. To be 
absolutely sure, skin testing and subcutaneous incremental challenge would have to be done. This is usually not 
practical; therefore, options include numbing the area with a skin refrigerant (ethyl chloride) only or using a local 
anesthetic from the benzoic acid ester group that does not cross-react with lidocaine such as chloroprocaine 
(Nesacaine). Note that a patient with a procaine (Novocain) reaction can use lidocaine (Xylocaine).

 •  Most latex allergies are minor local reactions. However, some patients can have a severe latex allergy. In these 
patients, arthrocentesis must be performed using latex-free gloves and syringes. The rubber stopper on the 
top of the lidocaine must be removed because sticking a needle through this can result in latex protein being 
introduced into the lidocaine. 
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 6.  What are the potential complications of arthrocentesis?
 •  Infection (risk <1 in 10,000).
 •  Bleeding/hemarthrosis.
 •  Vasovagal syncope.
 •  Pain.
 •  Cartilage injury or nerve damage. 

 7.  Where does normal synovial fluid come from?
The synovial fluid is a selective transudate of plasma. Large molecules such as clotting factors are excluded and 
therefore normal synovial fluid does not clot spontaneously. Synovial fluid is viscous like an egg white (synovial is 
derived from ovum, Latin for egg) due to hyaluronic acid produced by fibroblast-derived type B synoviocytes and 
contributes to the lubricating function of the fluid. With inflammation, cells with their degradative enzymes enter 
the joint cavity breaking down the hyaluronans causing the synovial fluid to become less viscous. In addition, 
clotting factors gain entry causing the synovial fluid to clot spontaneously. 

 8.  What studies should be performed for synovial fluid analysis?
Visual inspection commenting on synovial fluid clarity and color should be performed. Because the single most 
important determination of synovial fluid analysis is for the presence of infection, Gram stain and culture should 
be performed on samples from joints with even relatively low suspicion for infection. Determining total leukocyte 
count and differential helps in differentiating between noninflammatory and inflammatory joint conditions. Lastly, 
polarized microscopy should be performed to evaluate for the presence of pathological crystals. Chemistry 
determinations, such as glucose and total protein, are unlikely to yield helpful information beyond that obtained 
by the previous studies; therefore, they should not be routinely ordered. Normal synovial fluid glucose is within 
20 mg/dL of the serum value unless inflammation or infection is present. Normal synovial fluid protein averages 
around 2 g/dL (33% of the serum total protein) and increases with inflammation. Lactate dehydrogenase, uric 
acid, pH, electrolytes, and immunological studies are of no value and should not be ordered. New techniques to 
detect indolent infections including PCR using organism-specific primers or amplifying bacterial 16S ribosomal 
sequences may be useful but are less sensitive on synovial fluid than synovial tissue. Synovial fluid alpha-defensin 
levels are elevated in >95% of periprosthetic joint infections. 

 9.  What if no synovial fluid is obtained (a “dry tap”)?
Even if no fluid is aspirated into the syringe, frequently one or two drops of fluid and/or blood can be found 
within the needle and its hub. This amount is sufficient for culture, in which case the syringe with a capped 
needle should be submitted to the microbiology laboratory. If one extra drop can be spared, it can be placed on a 
microscope slide with a coverslip for estimated cell count (1 white blood cell [WBC]/40 × objective = 500 WBCs) 
and polarized microscopy. When microscopy is completed, the coverslip can be removed and the specimen may 
then serve as a smear for Gram stain. The specimen remaining on the coverslip may be an adequate smear on 
which to perform a Wright stain, allowing determination of leukocyte differential. Thus, two drops of fluid can 
yield the same important diagnostic information as that obtained from a larger specimen, with the exception of 
a leukocyte count. The lesson to be learned from this is that when a “dry tap” is encountered, the needle and 
syringe should not be reflexively discarded. 

 10.  What are some causes of “dry taps”?
Inability to obtain synovial fluid from a joint with an obvious effusion can be as a result of

 •  Synovial fluid too thick to aspirate through the lumen of a needle.
 •  Obstruction of the needle lumen with debris such as rice bodies (infarcted pieces of synovium in synovial fluid) 

or thick fibrin.
 •  Chronically inflamed synovium can undergo fat replacement and become markedly thickened (lipoma arbores-

cens), so that the needle never makes it into the effusion.
 •  In the knee, a medial plica or medial fat pad (especially in obese patients) may block the needle. In this case, 

aspirate from the lateral aspect of the knee.
 •  Poor technique and not getting into the joint with a needle. Ultrasonography for needle placement can avoid 

this cause of a dry tap. 

 11.  Within what time frame should synovial fluid analysis occur?
Synovial fluid should be analyzed as soon as possible after the fluid is drawn. If it is delayed for >6 hours, results 
may be spuriously altered. Problems that can arise include:

 •  Decrease in leukocyte count (due to cell disruption).
 •  Decrease in number of crystals (primarily calcium pyrophosphate dehydrate [CPPD]).
 •  Appearance of artifactual crystals. 

 12.  How may synovial fluid WBC count be estimated by “wet drop” examination?
When microscopy is performed, the synovial fluid WBC count can be easily estimated. The finding of two or fewer WBCs 
per high-power field (40× high dry objective) confidently suggests a noninflammatory fluid (<2000 WBCs/mm3). If 
greater than four WBCs per high-power field are seen, there is a significant chance that the synovial fluid is inflammatory, 
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and formal determination of the WBC count should be ordered. The rule of thumb is that one WBC seen at 40× objective 
estimates 500 cells in total WBC count. For example, if you observe 10 WBCs in a 40× field, the estimated cell count 
would be 5000/mm3. 

 13.  Describe the classification based on synovial fluid analysis.
Synovial fluid classification is given in Table 7.1. 

 14.  Name some causes of noninflammatory (group 1) joint effusions.
Osteoarthritis, joint trauma, mechanical derangement, pigmented villonodular synovitis, prosthetic wear, and 
avascular necrosis. 

 15.  Group 2 (inflammatory) synovial fluid is typical for which rheumatic disorders?
Typical rheumatic disorders for group 2 (inflammatory) synovial fluid are given in Box 7.1. 

 16.  Other than joint sepsis, which conditions are associated with a group 3 fluid (pyarthrosis)?
When a group 3 fluid is discovered, septic arthritis must be assumed until proved otherwise by synovial fluid 
culture. A few disorders may cause noninfectious pyarthrosis, sometimes referred to as joint pseudosepsis.

 •  Crystal: gout more commonly than pseudogout.
 •  Reactive arthritis.
 •  Rheumatoid arthritis. 

 17.  How does the synovial fluid WBC differential help in diagnosing an inflammatory arthritis?
 •  Neutrophil predominance: most inflammatory synovial fluids. Septic arthritis and crystalline arthropathies have 

>90%–95% polymorphonuclear cells (PMNs).
Ragocytes are neutrophils that have ingested immune complexes: consider rheumatoid arthritis, septic arthritis, and 

crystalline arthritides when ragocytes account for more than 50%–70% of all nucleated cells in the synovial fluid.
 •  Lymphocyte predominance (>70%): consider systemic lupus erythematosus and mycobacterial infections.
 •  Macrophage predominance (>80%): consider spondyloarthropathies, “Milwaukee shoulder.”

Lipid-laden macrophages: traumatic, pancreatic disease.
 •  Monocyte predominance (>80%): consider viral arthritis, serum sickness, and spondyloarthropathies.
 •  Eosinophil predominance: hypereosinophilia syndrome, parasitic arthritides, arthrography (dye), therapeutic 

radiation, metastatic adenocarcinoma, idiopathic.
 •  Mast cells present: consider spondyloarthropathies and systemic mastocytosis. 

Table 7.1   Synovial Fluid Classification

Total White Blood Cells

FLUID TYPE APPEARANCE COUNT/MM3

% POLYMORPHONUCLEAR 

CELLS

Normal Clear, viscous, pale  
yellow

0–200 <10

Group 1  
(noninflammatory)

Clear to slightly turbid 200–2000 <20

Group 2 (inflammatory) Slightly turbid 2000–50,000 20–75

Group 3 (pyarthrosis) Turbid to very turbid >50,000–100,000 >75

Box 7.1   Rheumatic Disorders with Group 2 (Inflammatory) Synovial Fluid

Rheumatoid arthritis

Gout

Pseudogout

Psoriatic arthritis

Ankylosing spondylitis

Reactive arthritis

Juvenile idiopathic arthritis

Rheumatic fever

Systemic lupus erythematosus

Polymyalgia rheumatic

Giant cell arteritis

Granulomatosis with polyangiitis

Hypersensitivity vasculitis

Polyarteritis nodosa

Familial Mediterranean fever

Sarcoidosis

Infectious arthritis

Viral (hepatitis B, rubella, HIV, parvovirus, others)

Bacterial (gonococci)

Fungal

Mycobacterial

Spirochetal (Lyme disease, syphilis)

Subacute bacterial endocarditis

Palindromic rheumatism
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 18.  List some causes of a hemarthrosis (see Chapter 49: Arthropathies Associated with 
Hematologic Diseases).

 •  Trauma  •  Scurvy
 •  Bleeding diatheses  •  Iatrogenic (post procedure)
 •  Tumors  •  Arteriovenous fistula
 •  Pigmented villonodular synovitis  •  Intense inflammatory disease
 •  Hemangiomas  •  Charcot’s joint

Pearl: Fat/lipid droplets (look like bubbles) in bloody synovial fluid (may have tomato soup appearance) should 
suggest subchondral fracture if the joint has been traumatized or avascular necrosis. 

 19.  Compare the polarized light microscopic findings of synovial fluid from a joint with gout and 
one with pseudogout.
A comparison of polarized light microscopic findings of synovial fluid from a joint with gout and pseudogout is 
given in Table 7.2.

Pearl: For the crystal color, use the mnemonic ABC (alignment, blue, calcium). If the crystal aligned with 
the red-plate compensator is blue, it is CPPD. Urate crystals are the opposite, being yellow when parallel to the 
compensator. Crystals within WBCs are more indicative of a crystalline arthropathy than free-floating crystals. 
Note that hydroxyapatite crystals are too small to see with polarized light (Fig. 7.1). 

 20.  Are there any “tricks” to increase the yield of finding uric acid crystals in a patient who 
clinically has gout?
Rarely, you may encounter a patient who clinically has gout but you cannot find crystals on synovial fluid 
examination. Some “tricks” that have been tried are to centrifuge the fluid and examine the centrifugate for 

Table 7.2   Comparison of Polarized Light Microscopic Findings of Synovial Fluid from a 
Joint with Gout and a Joint with Pseudogout.

GOUT PSEUDOGOUT

Crystal Urate Calcium pyrophosphate dehydrate

Shape Needle Rhomboid or rectangular

Birefringence Negative Positive

Color of crystals parallel to axis of red-plate  
compensator

Yellow Blue

A B

Fig. 7.1 (A) Urate crystal of gout, showing needle shape. (B) Calcium pyrophosphate dihydrate crystal of pseudogout, showing rhomboid 

shape.
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crystals (especially helpful for CPPD crystals). Another trick is to cool the fluid in the refrigerator, although this 
usually does not work. Finally, putting fluid on a microscope slide and allowing it to dry for 2 to 3 hours may allow 
overhydrated uric acid crystals to dehydrate and be drawn toward each other to form spherules that are easier to 
see. 

 21.  What special stains can be done on the cytocentrifuge preparation to help establish the 
diagnosis?

 •  Wright stain.
Lupus erythematosus cell: PMNs with ingested homogeneous nuclear material.
Reiter’s cell: large macrophage with ingested PMNs (cytophagocytic mononuclear cells).
Hydroxyapatite crystals in PMNs.
Charcot–Leyden crystals in eosinophils.

 •  Alizarin Red S: stains calcium crystals (hydroxyapatite and CPPD).
 •  Oil Red O/Sudan Black: stains for fat globules.
 •  Congo Red: stains amyloid fragments.
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KEY POINTS

 1.  Inflammatory arthritis causes periarticular osteopenia, marginal erosions, and uniform joint space narrowing.
 2.  Noninflammatory, degenerative arthritis causes sclerosis, osteophytes, nonuniform joint space narrowing, and 

cysts.
 3.  Chronic tophaceous gout typically causes erosions with a sclerotic margin and overhanging edge in peripheral 

small joints.
 4.  Sacroiliitis, best seen on a modified anteroposterior Ferguson view of the sacrum, is the radiologic hallmark of 

an inflammatory axial arthropathy.

 1.  Is there a pattern approach to interpreting a plain radiograph for arthritis?
In assessing a skeletal radiograph, a pattern approach using the mnemonic ABCDES can be very helpful.

 A  —Alignment: Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) and systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) are characterized by deformi-
ties, such as ulnar deviation at metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joints.
—Ankylosis: Seronegative spondyloarthropathies frequently cause ankylosis. Prior surgery or infection is an 

additional cause.
 B  —Bone mineralization: Periarticular osteopenia is typical of RA or infection and is rare in crystalline arthropa-

thy, seronegative spondyloarthropathies, and degenerative joint disease (DJD) (osteoarthritis [OA]).
—Bone formation: Reactive bone formation (periostitis) is the hallmark of seronegative spondyloarthropathies. 

Osteophytosis is seen in DJD and calcium pyrophosphate deposition disease (CPPD) and can be present 
in any end-stage arthritis.

 C  —Calcifications: Soft tissue calcific densities may be seen in gouty tophi, SLE, or scleroderma. Cartilage 
calcification is typical of CPPD.
—Cartilage space: Symmetric and uniform cartilage loss results in radiographic joint space narrowing that 

is typical of inflammatory disease. Focal or nonuniform joint space loss in the area of maximal stress in 
weight-bearing joints is the hallmark of OA.

 D  —Distribution of joints: A symmetric distribution of affected joints suggests an inflammatory arthropathy such 
as RA, whereas OA commonly results in asymmetric joint involvement. Also, target sites of involvement may 
facilitate differentiation of arthritides (e.g., distal interphalangeal joint involvement [DIPs] is common in OA and 
psoriatic arthritis).
—Deformities: Swan neck or boutonniere deformities of the hands are typical of RA.

 E  —Erosions: In addition to their presence or absence, the character of erosions may be diagnostic, such as 
overhanging edges and sclerotic margins in gout. Marginal erosions are more suggestive of an inflammatory 
arthropathy such as RA.

 S  —Soft tissue and nails: Look for distribution of soft tissue swelling, nail hypertrophy in psoriasis, and sclero-
dactyly in scleroderma.
—Speed of development of changes: Septic arthritis will rapidly destroy the affected joint.

Pearl: When obtaining radiographs on patients with arthritis, always order weight-bearing radiographs to 
evaluate joint space narrowing in lower extremity joints (hip, knee, ankles). 

 2.  Describe the radiographic features of an inflammatory arthritis (synovial-based diseases).
 1.  Soft tissue swelling
 2.  Periarticular osteopenia
 3.  Uniform loss of cartilage (diffuse joint space narrowing best seen in weight-bearing joints)
 4.  Bony erosion in “bare” areas

Synovial inflammation causes soft tissue swelling. The inflammation also results in hyperemia, which, 
coupled with the inflammatory mediators released (such as prostaglandin E2), causes periarticular (juxtaarticular) 
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osteopenia. With chronicity, inflammatory arthritis may lead to more diffuse demineralization (due to disuse and 
other factors) of the joints due to pain. As the inflammation leads to synovial hypertrophy and pannus formation, 
the pannus erodes into the bone. These erosions occur first in the marginal “bare areas” where synovium abuts 
bone that does not possess protective cartilage (Fig. 8.1). The pannus ultimately extends over the cartilaginous 
surface and/or erodes through the bone to the undersurface of the cartilage. Cartilage destruction results either 
by enzymatic action of the inflamed synovium and/or by interference with normal cartilage nutrition. Owing to its 
generalized nature, this cartilage destruction is radiographically seen as uniform or symmetric, diffuse joint space 
narrowing observed best in weight-bearing joints. It is important to remember that some findings of degenerative 
arthritis may be superimposed on those of an inflammatory nature, particularly in long-standing cases. 

 3.  What is the “bare area”? Why do the earliest erosions begin here?
In synovial articulations, hyaline articular cartilage covers the ends of both articulating bones. The articular capsule 
envelops the joint cavity and is composed of an outer fibrous capsule and a thin inner synovial membrane. The 
synovial membrane typically does not extend over cartilaginous surfaces but lines the nonarticular portion of the 
synovial joint and also covers the intracapsular bone surfaces that are not covered by cartilage. These unprotected 
bony areas occur at the peripheral aspect of the joint and are referred to as “bare areas” (Fig. 8.2).

In these areas, the bone does not have a protective cartilage covering. Consequently, the inflamed synovial pannus, 
which occurs in inflammatory arthritides such as RA, comes in direct contact with bone, resulting in marginal erosions. 
These “bare areas” are where you should look for the earliest evidence of erosions. Specialized views including the 
Norgaard view (ball-catcher’s view) of the hands are optimal for demonstrating the earliest erosive changes in an 
inflammatory peripheral arthritis, whereas the anteroposterior Ferguson view of the sacroiliac joints demonstrates the 
earliest changes in an inflammatory axial arthropathy. With progression of disease, the pannus proliferates to cover the 
cartilage surfaces, resulting in cartilage destruction (joint space narrowing) and more diffuse bony erosions. 

 4.  List the rheumatic disease categories that typically cause radiographic features of an 
inflammatory arthritis.

 •  RA (adult and juvenile)
 •  Seronegative spondyloarthropathies
 •  Septic arthritis
 •  Connective tissue diseases 

 5.  Describe the radiographic features of noninflammatory, degenerative arthritis (cartilage-
based diseases).

 1.  Sclerosis/osteophytes
 2.  Nonuniform loss of cartilage (focal joint space narrowing in area of maximal stress in weight-bearing joints)
 3.  Cysts/geodes

The causes of degenerative arthritis are multifactorial. However, the primary problem and end result is 
cartilage degeneration. As the cartilage degenerates, the joint space narrows. However, in contrast to uniform, 

Fig. 8.1 Radiograph of a hand showing marginal erosions and subtle periarticular osteopenia indicative of an inflammatory arthropathy.
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diffuse narrowing seen with inflammatory arthritides, the noninflammatory, degenerative arthritides tend to have 
nonuniform, focal joint space narrowing, being most pronounced in the area of the joint where stresses are more 
concentrated (e.g., superolateral aspect of hip, medial compartment of the knee; Fig. 8.3).

Following cartilage loss, subchondral bone becomes sclerotic or eburnated owing to trabecular compression 
and reactive bone deposition. With denudation of cartilage, synovial fluid can be forced into underlying bone, 
forming subchondral cysts or geodes with sclerotic margins. As an attempted reparative process, the remaining 
cartilage undergoes endochondral ossification to develop osteophytes. Such osteophytes commonly occur first at 
margins or nonstressed aspects of the joint (e.g., medial and lateral aspects of the distal femur and proximal tibia 
of the knee). 

Fig. 8.2 Diagram of a typical synovial joint. Small black arrows indicate the “bare areas” where bone is exposed to synovium without 
overlying cartilage. AC, articular cartilage; FC, fibrous capsule; S, synovium.

Fig. 8.3 Knee radiograph demonstrating osteophytes (arrows) as well as asymmetric medial joint space narrowing consistent with 
degenerative osteoarthrosis.
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 6.  List the rheumatic disease categories that typically cause radiographic features of a 
noninflammatory arthritis.

 •  DJD (e.g., primary OA and secondary causes of OA, such as traumatic arthritis, congenital bone diseases, 
others).

 •  Metabolic or endocrine diseases (e.g., CPPD, ochronosis, acromegaly) may demonstrate findings best char-
acterized as degenerative though the distribution or specific features (such as extensive chondrocalcinosis in 
CPPD) may allow for more definitive characterization. 

 7.  What are the typical sites of joint involvement in primary (idiopathic) OA compared with 
secondary causes of noninflammatory, degenerative arthritis?
Primary (idiopathic) OA can cause noninflammatory, degenerative arthritic changes in the following joints:

 •  Hands
 -  DIPs
 -  Proximal interphalangeal joints (PIPs)
 -  First carpometacarpal joint (CMC) of thumb
 •  Acromioclavicular joint of shoulder
 •  Cervical, thoracic, and lumbosacral spine
 •  Hips
 -  Subchondral cysts (Egger’s cysts) in superior acetabulum are characteristic
 •  Knees
 -  Patellofemoral, medial, and lateral compartments
 •  Feet
 -  First metatarsophalangeal joint (MTP)

Secondary causes of degenerative arthritis can result in noninflammatory, degenerative changes in any joint (not 
just those for primary disease). Consequently, if a patient has degenerative changes in any of the following joints, 
you must consider secondary causes of OA:

 •  Hands
 -  MCPs (Fig. 8.4)
 •  Wrist
 •  Elbow
 •  Glenohumeral joint of shoulder (can be involved in primary OA also)
 •  Ankle
 •  Feet, other than first MTP

If the degenerative changes involve only one joint, consider traumatic arthritis. If multiple joints are involved, 
consider a metabolic or endocrine disorder that has caused the cartilage to degenerate in several joints. Note that 
the end stage of an underlying inflammatory arthritis that has destroyed the cartilage can result in degenerative 
changes superimposed on the inflammatory radiographic features. 

Fig. 8.4 Hand radiograph with joint space narrowing and hook osteophyte formation at the index and long finger metacarpal heads. This 
pattern is suggestive of pyrophosphate arthropathy or hemochromatosis.
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 8.  Describe the radiographic features of chronic gouty arthritis.
 •  Erosions with sclerotic margins and an overhanging edge (Fig. 8.5). These are caused by tophaceous deposits 

in the synovium slowly expanding into bone. The bone reacts and forms a sclerotic margin around the erosion.
 •  Relative preservation of joint space until late in disease.
 •  Relative lack of periarticular osteopenia for the degree of erosion seen.
 •  Nodules in soft tissue (i.e., tophi) near involved joints. Unlike rheumatoid nodules, tophi can become calcified. 

 9.  What other diseases can give radiographic features similar to those of chronic gouty 
arthritis?

 •  Mycobacterium tuberculosis and some chronic fungal infections
 •  Pigmented villonodular synovitis (PVNS)
 •  Amyloidosis
 •  Multicentric reticulohistiocytosis (MRH)
 •  Synovial osteochondromatosis 

 10.  Compare the radiographic features of inflammatory and noninflammatory spinal arthritis.
Inflammatory spinal arthritis is typically related to either infection or a seronegative spondyloarthropathy. 
Hematogenous spread of infection usually results in osteomyelitis originating near the endplate regions with 
subsequent spread to the intervertebral disc. The typical radiographic appearance of osteomyelitis is disc space 
narrowing with poorly defined cortical endplates and destruction of the adjacent vertebrae (Fig. 8.6). Although 
this appearance is highly suggestive of infection, other inflammatory arthropathies, such as RA (cervical spine), 
seronegative spondyloarthropathies, and CPPD, can rarely give a similar appearance.

Ankylosing spondylitis (AS) is associated with squared anterior vertebral bodies with sclerotic anterior 
corners, syndesmophytes (ossification of the annulus fibrosus), discovertebral erosions (Andersson lesions), and 
vertebral and apophyseal fusion (Fig. 8.6). Psoriatic or chronic reactive arthritis may cause spinal changes similar 
to AS; however, more typical is the presence of large bulky nonmarginal paravertebral ossifications near the 
thoracolumbar junction. Radiographic sacroiliitis will also be present in spondyloarthropathy patients who have 
inflammatory spinal disease (see Chapters 34–37).

Noninflammatory lumbar arthritis is characterized by disc space narrowing and vacuum phenomenon, 
endplate proliferation, and bony sclerosis in the absence of sacroiliitis (Fig. 8.6; Table 8.1, Table 8.2). Degenerative 
diseases of the vertebral column can affect cartilaginous joints (discovertebral junction), synovial joints such 
as apophyses, or ligaments (enthesopathy). Typically, dehydration of the disc results in cartilage fissuring, with 
subsequent diminution in height and vacuum phenomenon (gas within the disc) and ultimately, bony sclerosis 
(intervertebral osteochondrosis). Endplate bony proliferation (spondylosis deformans) is generally believed to be 
initiated by annulus fibrosus disruption. Ligamentous degeneration also occurs; ligamentum flavum hypertrophy 
may contribute to spinal stenosis, whereas ossification of the anterior longitudinal ligament is characteristic of 
diffuse idiopathic skeletal hyperostosis (DISH) (see Chapter 51: Osteoarthritis).

Fig. 8.5 Foot radiograph with large gouty erosions at the first metatarsal head. Note the characteristic overhanging edge (arrow) and the 
preservation of the metatarsophalangeal joint space.
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A B

C

Fig. 8.6 (A) Lateral lumbar spine radiograph demonstrating endplate erosions and irregular sclerosis consistent with discitis/osteomy-
elitis. (B) Lateral lumbar spine radiograph demonstrating thin syndesmophytes and squaring of the vertebral bodies in this patient with 
ankylosing spondylitis. (C) Oblique lumbar spine radiograph demonstrating bony endplate proliferation and vacuum disc phenomenon 
(arrow) indicating disc degeneration.
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11. What is the difference between an osteophyte and a syndesmophyte? 

 12.  What rheumatic disease categories typically have unique radiographic features and are 
difficult to categorize using the inflammatory, noninflammatory, or gout-like patterns of 
radiographic changes?

 •  Collagen vascular disease (e.g., scleroderma, SLE)
 •  Endocrine arthropathies (e.g., hyperparathyroidism, acromegaly, hyperthyroidism)
 •  Miscellaneous (sickle cell disease, hemophilia, Paget’s disease, avascular necrosis, Charcot joints, sarcoidosis, 

hypertrophic osteoarthropathy) 

 13.  List the most common diseases associated with the following radiographic changes seen in 
the hands.

 •  Extensive arthritis of multiple DIP joints
 -  Primary OA
 -  Psoriatic arthritis
 -  MRH
 •  Thumb CMC joint arthritis
 -  Primary OA
 •  Index and long finger MCP joint arthritis
 -  Hemochromatosis: hook-like osteophytes involving all the MCPs

CPPD: involves primarily index and long finger MCPs.
Acromegaly (initially widened joint spaces, later osteoarthritic changes)

 -  RA or psoriatic arthritis if erosive changes

Table 8.1   Radiographic features of inflammatory versus noninflammatory spinal arthritis

INFLAMMATORY NONINFLAMMATORY

Infection Spondyloarthropathy
Sacroiliac joints Unilateral erosions Erosions Normal

Vertebral bodies Irregular, eroded endplates Squaring ± erosions Sclerosis

Disc space Narrowed Variable Narrowed, vacuum

One site Multiple sites Multiple sites

Syndesmophytes – + –

Osteophytes – – +

Osteopenia + + –

Soft tissue mass + – –

Table 8.2   Comparing Osteophyte and Syndesmophyte features

OSTEOPHYTE SYNDESMOPHYTE

Disease association Osteoarthritis Spondyloarthropathya

Vertebral involvement Cervical

Lumbar

Lower thoracic

Lumbar

Vertebral orientation Horizontal Vertical

Pathogenesis Endochondral ossification calcification  
“Bony spurs”

Outer annulus fibrosus
“Vertebral bridging”

Complications Radiculopathy Ankylosis

Vertebrobasilar ischemia “Bamboo spine”
Fracture

aIncludes ankylosing spondylitis, psoriatic arthritis, chronic reactive arthritis, enteropathic arthritis.
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 •  Arthritis mutilans of the hands (or feet)
 -  Psoriatic arthritis
 -  RA
 -  Chronic gouty arthritis

MRH

14. Outline the approach to the radiographic diagnosis of a patient with peripheral arthritis (Fig. 8.7). 

 15.  List the most common diseases associated with the following radiographic changes seen in 
the upper extremity and shoulder.
Radioulnar joint arthritis

RA
Juvenile idiopathic arthritis (JIA)
CPPD

Swan neck and/or ulnar deviation deformities
RA if erosive changes and nonreversible deformities
SLE if nonerosive with reversible deformities

Elbow nodules in soft tissue
RA
Tophaceous gout (particularly if contains calcium deposits)
Scleroderma-associated calcium deposits

Distal clavicle resorption
Post-traumatic osteolysis
RA
Hyperparathyroidism

  

Joint radiographs in peripheral joint arthritis

Inflammatory

Symmetric Atypical

Monoarticular

Gout-like

Other

Amyloid
MRH
TB

1. Uniform cartilage loss
2. Periarticular osteoporosis
3. Erosions

Noninflammatory
1. Nonuniform cartilage loss
2. Sclerosis/osteophytes
3. Cysts

Asymmetric Typical

RA
CVD

Spondyloarthropathy DJD CPPD
Apatite
Charcot
Ochronosis
Hemochromatosis
Wilson'sSeptic

1. Erosion/cysts
2. Cartilage space
    spared until late
3. No osteoporosis

Endocrine
Misc
CVD
Tumor

Gout
PVNS

Fig. 8.7 Approach to radiographic diagnosis in patient with peripheral arthritis. CPPD, calcium pyrophosphate deposition disease; CVD, 
collagen vascular disease; DJD, degenerative joint disease (osteoarthrosis); MRH, multicentric reticulohistiocytosis; PVNS, pigmented 
villonodular synovitis; TB, tuberculosis.
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16. Outline an approach to the radiographic diagnosis of a patient with arthritis of the spine (Fig. 8.8). 

 17.  List the most common diseases associated with the following radiographic changes seen in 
the feet.

 •  Destructive arthritis of great-toe interphalangeal joint
Chronic reactive arthritis
Psoriatic arthritis
Gout and RA, less commonly

 •  Destructive arthritis at great-toe MTP joint
RA
Chronic gouty arthritis
Chronic reactive and psoriatic arthritis, less commonly
Primary OA if noninflammatory productive changes predominate

 •  MTP joint erosive arthritis
Chronic reactive or psoriatic if asymmetric distribution
RA if symmetric distribution

 •  Calcaneal spurs
Traction spurs (noninflammatory)—blunted spur with well-corticated margin
Seronegative spondyloarthropathies (inflammatory spurs)—pointed spur with poorly corticated margin and/or 

erosions 

 18.  List the most common diseases associated with the following radiographic changes seen in 
the spine.

 •  Vacuum disc sign
Disc degeneration

 •  Disc space calcification at multiple levels
Ochronosis if patient is young (<30 years)
CPPD and others

 •  Sacroiliitis
AS (usually symmetric sacroiliitis)
Enteropathic arthritis (usually symmetric sacroiliitis)

Spine radiographs in back arthritis

Other Noninflammatory

  1. Disc-space loss

  2. Osteophytes

  3. Sclerosis

  4. Vacuum sign

  5. No sacroiliitis

Inflammatory

Sacroiliitis Single disc space

  Infection

  Discitis

Age > 50  Age < 50

  DJD    Ochronosis

  DISH    (Disc space

  CPPD    calcification)

Symmetric Asymmetic Unilateral

Thin marginal spine

syndesmophytes

Bulky asymmetric

nonmarginal

syndesmophytes

Septic

Reactive arthritis

AS

Reactive arthritis

Psoriasis

Enteropathic

Psoriasis

1. Sickle cell

2. Paget's

3. Tumor/myeloma

1. Osteopenia

2. Destruction

3. Erosions

Fig. 8.8 Approach to radiographic diagnosis in patient with arthritis involving the spine. AS, ankylosing spondylitis; DISH, diffuse 
idiopathic skeletal hyperostosis.
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Chronic reactive arthritis (frequently asymmetric sacroiliitis)
Psoriatic arthritis (frequently asymmetric sacroiliitis)
Infection (unilateral sacroiliitis)
DISH may demonstrate abnormality of the sacroiliac joints with large osteophytic sclerosis at the junction of 

upper 1/3 and lower 2/3 of sacroiliac joints
 •  Syndesmophytes

AS and enteropathic arthritis (thin, marginal bilateral syndesmophytes)
Chronic reactive and psoriatic arthritis (large, nonmarginal, asymmetric syndesmophytes)

 •  Ossification of posterior longitudinal ligament (OPLL)—usually C3–C4. Can cause spinal stenosis. Fre-
quently in Asian patients. 

 19.  List the most common diseases associated with the following radiographic changes:
 •  Chondrocalcinosis

Idiopathic CPPD
OA
Hyperparathyroidism
Hemochromatosis

 •  Erosions (hallmark of inflammatory synovial-based arthritis)
RA or JIA
Seronegative spondyloarthropathies
Chronic gouty arthritis
Septic (infectious) arthritis
Others (SLE rarely, mixed connective tissue disease, MRH, PVNS, amyloidosis)

 •  Isolated patellofemoral degenerative arthritis
CPPD 

 20.  Give the characteristic radiographic features of the different arthritides.
 •  RA: Symmetric, erosive arthritis, uniform joint space narrowing (especially weight-bearing joints). Most com-

mon sites are small joints of hands and feet (MCPs, PIPs, wrists, MTPs) and cervical spine. Soft tissue nodules 
that do not calcify. Swan neck deformities and ulnar deviation.

 •  JIA: Periarticular osteoporosis, but joint space narrowing and erosions typically absent until late. Periosteal 
reaction and bony fusion (carpus, facets in cervical spine) may distinguish it from RA. Overgrowth of bone at 
the margins of a joint suggests JIA.

 •  AS: Bilateral, symmetric sacroiliitis with ankylosis. Bilateral, thin, marginal syndesmophytes in the spine 
may cause spinal fusion (bamboo spine). Peripheral arthropathy affects large axial joints (shoulders, hips).

 •  Chronic reactive arthritis (formerly Reiter’s syndrome): Can be bilateral or unilateral, asymmetric sacroiliitis. 
Peripherally, there is a predilection for lower extremities (especially the interphalangeal joint of great toe), 
with erosions and fluffy periostitis. Enthesopathy with erosions and calcifications at tendon insertions into 
calcaneus. Frequently, asymmetric joint involvement. Large, asymmetric, nonmarginal (jug-handle) bridging 
syndesmophytes.

 •  Psoriatic arthritis: Axial arthropathy similar to chronic reactive arthritis. Peripherally, it has an upper extremity 
predilection; DIP or PIP fusion. “Pencil-in-cup” deformity. Enthesopathy and periostitis. Erosions of several joints 
of a single digit (MCP, PIP, and DIP of one finger). Frequently, asymmetric joint involvement. Acroosteolysis. Jug-
handle (chunky) bridging syndesmophytes in the spine.

 •  Gout: Erosions with overhanging edge and sclerotic margins. Preserved joint space. Soft tissue tophi that 
can contain calcium.

 •  CPPD: Osteoarthritic changes at sites atypical for DJD (MCPs, elbow, radiocarpal, ankle, shoulder).
 •  Osteoarthrosis (OA): Nonuniform joint space narrowing, sclerosis, osteophytosis, cysts. Most common sites 

include the DIPs, PIPs, thumb CMC, knees, hips, acromioclavicular joint, and spine.
 •  Neuropathic joint (Charcot arthropathy): Destruction, disorganization, density (i.e., sclerosis), debris, dislocation 

(the five Ds).
 •  SLE: Reversible swan neck and ulnar deviation deformity and subluxation, but absence of erosions.
 •  Scleroderma: Tapered, atrophic soft tissues (sclerodactyly) with soft tissue calcifications. Acroosteolysis of 

terminal phalanges.
 •  Hemochromatosis: Chondrocalcinosis. Degenerative changes at MCPs with “hook-like” spurs. Cystic 

changes of radiocarpal joint of wrist.
 •  Ochronosis: Vertebral disc calcification, chondrocalcinosis, OA in multiple joints (especially spine) at young age.
 •  Acromegaly: Widened joint and disc spaces. Large spurs at bases of distal phalanges (spade phalanges).
 •  Hyperparathyroidism: Subperiosteal resorption at the radial side of middle phalanges. Soft tissue calcifica-

tions, chondrocalcinosis, “salt and pepper” skull, ligament, and tendon ruptures.
 •  Avascular necrosis: Crescent sign of subchondral sclerosis and lucency. Hips and shoulders are most com-

monly affected
 •  Hypertrophic osteoarthropathy (periosteal reaction): Intrathoracic pathology such as primary lung cancer. 

Less likely causes include thyroid acropachy, voriconazole treatment, or pachydermoperiostosis. Other causes 
of periosteal reaction include venous stasis and infection. 
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 21.  What are TR and TE time parameters and how do they relate to magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI)?
MRI functions by submitting the tissue to a strong magnetic field and then disturbing that magnetization in tissue 
by using radiofrequency (RF) pulses. The return of an RF signal from the tissue is then detected and used to 
construct an image. TR is the time of repetition parameter or the time between 90° RF pulses. TE is the time to 
echo or the time between 90° pulse and the time when the signal from the tissue is recorded. Modulation of TR 
and TE parameters determines how much T1 and T2 weighting any given image displays (Table 8.3). TR and TE 
also determine how long a sequence takes to acquire (from seconds to minutes) and how much heating of the 
tissue occurs. 

 22.  What is the difference between T1- and T2-weighted images on MRI?
T1- or T2-weighting typically refers to the spin echo MR sequence. T1-weighted images are short TR (300–1000 
ms) and short TE (10–30 ms) and provide excellent anatomic detail. In contrast, T2-weighted images are long 
TR (1800–2500 ms) and long TE (40–90 ms), sensitive for detecting fluid and edema. An intermediate-weighted 
sequence or proton density sequence combines T1 and T2 weighting by having a long TR (>T1) and short TE 
(<T2). This technique has some advantages of both T1 and T2-weighted sequences and is commonly used in 
musculoskeletal imaging.

Two other sequences commonly used are gradient echo and short tau (T1) inversion recovery (STIR). 
Gradient echo sequences can be either T1- or T2-weighted and permit very rapid acquisition with thin-section, 
high-resolution images. STIR is effectively a fat-suppression technique, very sensitive in detection of fluid or 
edema. These images greatly aid in the detection of subtle marrow and soft tissue disease, such as muscle tears, 
but have relatively poor spatial resolution.

Gadolinium is a paramagnetic element used as a contrast agent in MRI. It adds to the cost of MRI but 
depicts areas of increased blood flow on T1-weighted images, which is helpful in the detection of early erosions 
and in distinguishing between effusion and synovial inflammation. Gadolinium should be generally be avoided in 
patients with significant renal insufficiency (creatinine clearance < 30 cc/minute) due to the risk of nephrogenic 
systemic fibrosis.

23. Describe the appearances of the various tissues on T1- and T2-weighted MR images. 

 24.  In which clinical situations is computed tomography (CT) scan superior to MRI and vice 
versa?
Radiographs should be obtained before a CT scan or MRI when evaluating musculoskeletal disorders. Radiographs 
depict subtle calcifications and collections of gas that may be very difficult to detect with MRI alone. CT scan is 
useful mainly to detect bony abnormalities but causes high radiation exposure. It is used occasionally when MRI 
is contraindicated (e.g., pacemaker). MRI utilizes nonionizing radiation and can demonstrate subtle soft tissue and 
bony changes before they become radiographically apparent.

 •  CT scan indications:
Acute trauma (complex fractures)
Tarsal coalition
Intraarticular osteocartilaginous loose bodies

 •  MRI scan indications:

Cervical spine disease or instability Osteomyelitis
Spinal stenosis or disc disease Soft tissue tumors or skeletal muscle pathology
Internal derangement of knee PVNS
Rotator cuff tears and tendinosis Inflammatory sacroiliitis
Avascular necrosis Synovitis and tenosynovitis

 

Table 8.3   General imaging appearance of tissues on T1 and T2 weighted sequences

STRUCTURE T1 INTENSITY T2 INTENSITY

Fat, fatty marrow High High

Hyaline cartilage Intermediate Intermediate

Muscle Intermediate Intermediate

Fluid, edema Low High

Neoplasm Low High

Cortical bone Very low Very low

Tendon, ligaments Very low Very low

High signal appears white on magnetic resonance imaging; low signal appears black on magnetic resonance imaging.
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 25.  What is a dual-energy CT (DECT) scan?
DECT scan is a CT scanner that has two x-ray tubes capable of producing different energies (80 kV and 140 kV). 
Image reconstruction algorithms detect uric acid deposits based on their lower attenuation of x-rays than calcium 
(bone). By color coding the different attenuation values (uric acid versus calcium), the uric acid deposits can be 
demonstrated in addition to bone. Findings of urate by DECT has been adopted as a diagnostic criterion for the 
diagnosis of gout. 

 26.  What imaging features are typically seen in infections of bones or joint spaces?
In acute osteomyelitis, the earliest radiographic abnormality is soft tissue swelling with obliteration of normal 
tissue planes. Hyperemia results in osteopenia, and bone destruction or periostitis may not be visualized for 
7–14 days. MRI is much more sensitive for detection of early osteomyelitis. MRI is particularly helpful in defining 
the full extent of osteomyelitis, particularly when amputation is a therapeutic option (Fig. 8.9). Osteomyelitis 
may be associated with a Brodie’s abscess, usually in the metaphysis of tubular bones in skeletally immature 
patients. A well-marginated lucent defect (commonly elongated) is seen surrounded by a thick band of 
sclerosis. With chronic osteomyelitis, radiodense spicules of necrotic bone, referred to as sequestra, may be 
seen within the lucent defect. 

 27.  What are some of the potential uses of ultrasound in the evaluation of musculoskeletal 
conditions?
Ultrasound is well suited to detect abnormalities of superficial structures. High-frequency linear transducers offer 
high spatial resolution.

Potential indications include:
 •  Tendon pathology: Tears and inflammation in tendons such as the posterior tibial tendon, Achilles tendon, 

shoulder, or finger tendons are well demonstrated. Fluid in the tendon sheath is also well visualized. Flexor 
tenosynovitis may be early predictor for persistent RA development.

 •  Enthesitis: Can detect inflammatory enthesitis in peripheral areas.
 •  Soft tissue masses: Non-radiopaque foreign bodies are often invisible on radiographs but are well demon-

strated by ultrasound.
 •  Joint and bursal inflammation: Synovitis and effusions of superficial joints are well shown. Can 

show “double contour” sign in gouty arthritis patients and hyperechoic chondral deposits in chon-
drocalcinosis. Can be used to predict evolution of RA and to follow disease activity and structural 
progression.

 •  Guide articular and periarticular aspiration and/or injections.
 •  Parotid and submandibular glands: Can detect changes compatible with Sjögren’s syndrome.
 •  Nerve entrapment: Diagnose median nerve, ulnar nerve, and posterior tibial nerve entrapment.

Pitfalls of ultrasound imaging include:

Fig. 8.9 MRI images in the coronal plane of a patient with osteomyelitis of the distal fibula. Note the overlying ulcer. T1-weighted images 
demonstrate decreased signal intensity of marrow. STIR images show increased fluid signal within bone and surrounding soft tissue. 
Post-contrast T1-weighted images with fat saturation demonstrate enhancement within the region of acute infection.
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 •  Operator dependence: The accuracy of ultrasound is highly affected by the training level and experience of 
the user. Certain structures such as the metacarpal head may demonstrate a normal defect that simulates an 
erosion. Radiographs are needed for comparison and confirmation.

 •  Deep central portions of joints are obscured: Cartilage and meniscal injuries are usually not visible. 

 28.  What role does nuclear medicine have in musculoskeletal imaging?
 •  Bone scintigraphy (bone scan) is routinely performed with 99mTc-labeled diphosphonates, which are 

adsorbed onto the surface of the bone proportional to the local osteoblastic activity and skeletal vascu-
larity. Bone scans are therefore sensitive in detecting bone abnormalities but somewhat nonspecific as 
tumor, trauma, infection, or other pathology can all cause increased tracer uptake. Bone scintigraphy is the 
screening examination of choice for the evaluation of bony metastatic disease and Paget’s disease, as it 
images the entire skeleton. Bone scans commonly detect metastatic disease or osteomyelitis while plain 
radiographs are still normal, as up to 50% of bone must be decalcified for radiographic detection of tumor or 
infection versus a tiny fraction for bone scan. Bone scintigraphy can also detect stress fractures earlier than 
radiographs.
In arthritis, MRI and ultrasonography have replaced bone scintigraphy. Other common indications for bone 
scanning are in the evaluation of chronic regional pain syndrome or metabolic bone disease.

 •  Single-photon emission CT allows increased sensitivity and specificity when assessing spinal pathology. It is 
frequently combined with conventional CT scanning to map an abnormality on bone scan to an exact anatomic 
site (facet joint, pars intraarticularis, or vertebral body)

 •  Positron emission tomography (PET) typically uses 18F-Fluorodeoxyglucose which goes to the sites of 
increased glucose utilization to map metabolically active bone and soft tissue, providing precise anatomic lo-
calization of lesions. Rheumatic diseases such as large vessel vasculitis, osteomyelitis, and sarcoidosis may be 
encountered. It is most commonly used in oncologic imaging for both diagnosis and monitoring of treatment. 

 29.  What is a three-phase bone scan?
A three-phase scan evaluates blood flow to a particular area of the musculoskeletal system during the first 
few minutes of imaging and then soft tissue uptake (20–30 minutes following injection). A delayed third phase 
is acquired 2 to 4 hours later. Areas of increased blood flow will have increased activity in first two phases of 
imaging, while areas of bony remodeling will have increased uptake and thus activity in third (delayed imaging) 
phase (Table 8.4). Bone scans are highly sensitive to abnormalities of bone (including fracture, infection, tumor, 
and arthritis) but are nonspecific. The entire skeleton may be imaged, thus making the technique useful in the 
detection of metastatic lesions. 

 30.  What is the role for arthrography in the evaluation of musculoskeletal problems?
Arthrography is infrequently performed and involves injection of contrast (direct arthrography) into a joint 
followed by CT or MRI imaging. Historically, detection of small lesions such as glenohumeral labral tears 
or acute cartilage injuries required arthrography, but modern imaging equipment has decreased the need 
for the procedure as soft tissue contrast and spatial resolution have improved. Fluoroscopic or ultrasound-
guided aspiration, however, remains commonly performed when possible septic arthritis is a clinical 
concern. 

 31.  What is the radiation exposure to an individual undergoing one of these imaging studies?
The conversion for radiation units is as follows:

 •  1 Sievert (Sv) = 1 Gray (Gy) = 100 Rem = 100 Rad
The average background radiation exposure a person is exposed to is:

 •  Natural background = 3.1 mSv/year
 •  Flight from New York to Los Angeles = 0.030 mSv

The average ionizing radiation exposure for radiologic procedures is:

 •  Mammography—0.5 mSv  •  Dual energy x-ray absorptiometry (DEXA)—0.001 mSv
 •  Chest x-ray—0.02 mSv  •  Head CT scan—2 mSv
 •  Lumbar spine x-ray—1.25 mSv  •  Ultrasound—0

Table 8.4   Scintigraphic activity on three-phase bone scan for infection

CELLULITIS SYNOVITIS OSTEOMYELITISa

First phase + + +

Second phase + + +

Third phase – – +

aDuring the third phase, tracer uptake for osteomyelitis is more localized on one side of the joint, whereas synovitis is more diffuse.
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 •  Bone scan—6.3 mSv  •  MRI—0 (although heating of tissue and other effects may occur)
 •  Upper gastrointestinal series—6 mSv
 •  Barium enema—8 mSv (with fluoros-

copy)

 

 32.  What are the relative costs of the radiographic procedures used in musculoskeletal imaging 
of a specific joint (e.g., the shoulder)?

Plain radiograph $300 DEXA scan $200
Ultrasound $400 CT scan $1500
Arthrography $450 MRI scan $2000–2500
Bone scan $1100 PET scan $3500–5000
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SYNOVIAL BIOPSIES
Sterling G. West, MD 

KEY POINT

 1.  The single most important indication for a synovial biopsy is to help establish a diagnosis in a patient with 
chronic inflammatory monoarticular arthritis.

 1.  What are the indications to perform a synovial biopsy?
The main indication for a synovial biopsy is chronic (>6–8 weeks), nontraumatic, inflammatory (synovial fluid 
white blood cell count >2000 cells/mm3) arthritis limited to one or two joints in which the diagnosis has not been 
made by history, physical examination, laboratory studies, or synovial fluid analysis with culture (including both 
fungi and mycobacteria). Synovial biopsies are also important for research purposes to assess the pathophysiology 
of various arthritides and response to various treatments. 

 2.  What diseases can be diagnosed with a synovial biopsy?
The diseases that can be diagnosed with a synovial biopsy are given in Box 9.1. 

 3.  Does a synovial biopsy help in the diagnosis of a systemic connective tissue disease such 
as rheumatoid arthritis (RA)?
No. Although a synovial biopsy in a patient with RA may be compatible with the diagnosis, it is not pathognomonic. 
Clearly, spondyloarthropathies can produce synovial biopsies that look very much like those obtained from patients 
with RA although prominent plasma cell infiltration suggests RA. In the future, synovial biopsies with histological 
and molecular analysis may better predict what biological therapy a patient is most likely to respond to. 

 4.  How can synovial tissue be obtained?
Table 9.1 shows how synovial tissue can be obtained. 

Box 9.1   Diseases That Can be Diagnosed With a Synovial Biopsy

•  Chronic infections

Fungal arthritis

Mycobacterial arthritis

Spirochetal arthritis (Lyme disease, syphilis)

Whipple’s disease

Chlamydia

•  Other systemic diseases

Plant thorn and foreign body

Camptodactyly-arthropathy-coxa vara-pericarditis syndrome

Chronic sarcoidosis

•  Infiltrative/deposition diseases*

Multicentric reticulohistiocytosis

Amyloidosis

Pancreatic fat necrosis

Ochronosis

Hemochromatosis

Crystal-induced arthritis

•  Tumors

Pigmented villonodular synovitis

Synovial osteochondromatosis

Synovial cell sarcoma

Leukemia/lymphoma

Metastatic disease to the joint
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 5.  List the advantages and disadvantages of the different methods of synovial biopsy.
A comparison of synovial biopsy techniques is given in Table 9.2.

An ultrasound-guided forceps biopsy has advantages/disadvantages similar to a needle biopsy but can 
indirectly visualize the best site to biopsy, which lessens sampling error. 

 6.  Which joints can be biopsied with a closed-biopsy needle?
Usually large joints, most commonly the knee, can be biopsied with a closed-biopsy needle. Smaller joints can be 
biopsied also but require a special needle. 

 7.  How many specimens must be obtained by a closed-biopsy needle to minimize sampling 
error?
Taking six or more specimens from multiple locations in the joint being biopsied reduces sampling error and leads 
to biopsy specimen variability of <10%. Using an ultrasound to guide biopsy sites can increase the yield. 

 8.  What is the complication rate for obtaining a synovial biopsy by arthroscopy?
The total complication rate for arthroscopy by a needle or large bore method is similar—15/1000 arthroscopies. 
This includes temporary joint swelling in 10%, hemarthrosis in 0.9%, deep vein thrombosis in 0.2%, and joint 
infection in 0.1% of cases. 

 9.  Who invented arthroscopy?
1918—Japanese physician, Dr. Takagi, performed the first knee arthroscopy with a cystoscope.
1930s—German rheumatologist, Dr. Vaupel, proposed the use of arthroscopy to follow the course of arthritis.
1957—Dr. M. Watanabe performed the first partial meniscectomy through an arthroscope.
1969—Dr. N. Matsui performed the first arthroscopic synovectomy.
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Table 9.1   How Synovial Tissue Can be Obtained

METHOD SIZE OF HOLE

Closed-needle biopsy +/– ultrasound (Parker  
Pearson or Tru-Cut needle)

14-gauge needle (2.1 mm)

Ultrasound-guided forceps biopsy 2.1 mm

Needle arthroscopy +/– ultrasound 1.9, 2.7, 4.5 mm

Arthroscopy 4 to 5 mm

Open surgical biopsy Several inches

Table 9.2   Comparison of Synovial Biopsy Techniques

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES

Needle biopsy Least expensive
Least traumatic
One skin incision

Small biopsy specimens
Sampling error

Needle arthroscopic biopsy Minimally invasive
Direct visualization

Two skin incisions
Moderately expensive

Arthroscopic biopsy Direct visualization
Large biopsy specimen

Expensive
Invasive

Open surgical biopsy Direct visualization
Large biopsy specimen
Best if suspected tumor or foreign 

body
Can be done on any joint

Expensive
Most invasive
Longest postoperative recovery time
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ELECTROMYOGRAPHY AND NERVE 
CONDUCTION STUDIES
Dianna Quan, MD and Stacy Dixon, MD, PhD

KEY POINTS

 1.  Nerve conduction studies (NCS) and needle electromyography (EMG) are the most useful diagnostic tests in 
determining the presence, type, severity, and chronicity of a suspected neuromuscular disorder.

 2.  Although the information collected during NCS and needle EMG testing is more objective and quantitative than 
that obtained by a standard clinical examination, there are many important technical factors that contribute to 
the collection of accurate data. Selection of a reputable or accredited laboratory and experienced electrodiag-
nostic consultant will help ensure the most accurate data and reliable interpretation.

 3.  Sensory NCS are the most useful way to distinguish preganglionic (radiculopathy) from postganglionic (periph-
eral neuropathy or plexopathy) processes that cause numbness.

 4.  NCS can help distinguish between demyelinating and axonal neuropathies. Demyelinating neuropathies have 
moderate to severe slowing of the nerve conduction velocities with relatively preserved compound muscle ac-
tion potential (CMAP)/sensory nerve action potential (SNAP) amplitudes. On the other hand, axonal neuropathies 
have reduced CMAP/SNAP amplitudes with relatively preserved conduction velocities.

 5.  On EMG, the motor unit action potentials (MUAPs) in neurogenic disorders have characteristic large amplitudes 
with long durations and reduced recruitment. The MUAPs in myopathic disorders have small amplitudes with 
short durations and early recruitment.

 1.  What is an EMG?
It is a term used in two ways:

 •  As a general description of the combination of NCS and needle EMG testing.

 •  More specifically, to describe the needle electrode recording performed to assess the function of motor units. 

 2.  What is an NCS?
NCS may be performed on either sensory or motor nerves. From the skin surface, a brief electrical stimulus is applied 
to the nerve of interest, and the evoked electrical signal is recorded distally from another point in the nerve in the 
case of a sensory nerve or from the innervated muscle in the case of a motor nerve; the evoked responses are known 
as SNAP or CMAP, respectively. Characteristics of the evoked action potentials such as amplitude, onset and/or peak 
latency, and conduction velocity provide information about axon and myelin components of the tested nerve. 

 3.  Name some other types of electrodiagnostic tests.

 •  Repetitive stimulation studies are utilized for the evaluation of the neuromuscular junction (e.g., in myasthenia gravis).

 •  Somatosensory evoked potentials are used to evaluate conduction within the spinal cord and brain.

 •  Other less frequently used tests include single-fiber EMG, motor-evoked potentials, and nerve root stimulation. 

 4.  What is a motor unit?
A motor unit includes the motor neuron found within the anterior horn of the spinal cord, its axon, the 
neuromuscular junction, and the associated muscle fibers supplied by the axon. The electrodiagnostic physician 
can utilize a combination of needle EMG, NCS, repetitive stimulation, and other electrophysiologic tests to assess 
the individual components of the motor unit. 

 5.  What are the clinical indications for ordering an EMG?
An EMG should be ordered to determine the localization and severity of a suspected neuromuscular disorder. The 
NCS and needle EMG are almost always performed together in reputable laboratories. Testing can distinguish 
between neurogenic (nerve or neuron-related), myopathic (muscle-related), and neuromuscular junction disorders. 
In neurogenic conditions, testing can often distinguish between disorders primarily affecting myelin (i.e., 
demyelinating neuropathies) and axonal or neuronal disorders. An EMG is generally not useful in the assessment 
of brain or spinal cord disease. In order to get the most useful information from the test, the requesting physician 
should indicate his or her clinical question or concern as specifically as possible. It is not usually necessary to 
request particular procedures (e.g., NCS, repetitive stimulation, needle EMG) as a qualified electrodiagnostic 
consultant can decide what is needed to answer the clinical question. 
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 6.  What are some common disorders of nerve?
Functionally, the peripheral nervous system starts in the vicinity of the spinal neural foramen where the sensory and motor 
fibers join. At its most proximal level, peripheral nervous system injury in the form of radiculopathy is caused by 
an injury to a nerve root due to structural disease (e.g., herniated disc or trauma), inflammation, or other causes. 
Plexus involvement by disease or injury may occur in the upper (brachial plexus) or lower extremity (lumbar or 
lumbosacral plexopathy).

Peripheral nerve conditions can be acquired or genetically mediated. Examples of genetic conditions 
include the hereditary sensory and motor neuropathies (e.g., Charcot–Marie–Tooth disease). Acquired peripheral 
neuropathies can stem from conditions such as diabetes, toxins (medications or other exogenous substances), 
inflammatory disorders, or metabolic disturbances.

Focal neural entrapment can be seen in carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS), cubital tunnel syndrome, or tarsal 
tunnel syndrome, and few others. 

 7.  Describe three main types of nerve injury.
Nerves sustain a gradient of injury, which was originally defined by Seddon:

 1.  Neurapraxia is the functional loss of conduction without anatomic change of the axon, usually due to focal 
demyelination. With remyelination, conduction returns to normal.

 2.  In axonotmesis, the axonal continuity is lost. With its loss, Wallerian degeneration occurs in the distal segment. 
Recovery, which is frequently incomplete, occurs as a result of axonal regrowth at a rate of 1–3 mm/day in 
otherwise healthy individuals.

 3.  Neurotmesis results from separation of the entire nerve, including its supporting connective tissue. Regenera-
tion frequently does not occur. Nerves with this degree of trauma may need surgical attention for recovery to 
occur. 

 8.  Do these types of nerve injuries occur together?
Neurapraxia and axonotmesis commonly occur as a result of the same injury. When compression is relieved from the 
involved segment of the nerve, two periods of healing typically occur. One is relatively immediate, from hours to weeks, 
as the neurapraxia resolves. A second period of healing, from weeks to months, may occur as a result of axonal regrowth. 

 9.  What is an innervation ratio?
For each motor axon, there are a variable number of associated muscle fibers. Depending on the specific 
requirement of control, the ratio may be quite low or extremely high. The innervation ratio of the extraocular 
muscles is typically 1:3, owing to the fine control required for binocular vision. Conversely, the innervation ratio of 
the gastrocnemius can be as high as 1:2000 since most movements involving the plantar flexors of the ankle are 
relatively large motions requiring more force than accuracy. 

 10.  What are some common disorders of muscle?
Muscle disease can be acquired or genetically mediated. Acquired muscle diseases such as inflammatory 
myopathies are most often proximal and symmetrical in distribution. A notable exception is inclusion body 
myositis, which has a predilection for the quadriceps and finger flexors and may be quite asymmetrical. Genetic 
myopathies or muscular dystrophies may also demonstrate specific patterns of muscle group involvement that 
may aid in diagnosis. In general, the degree of clinical weakness in a particular muscle correlates well with the 
severity of the findings on needle EMG examination. 

 11.  Describe the components of a needle EMG evaluation.
Insertional/spontaneous activity: An EMG needle inserted into a normal muscle should evoke brief electrical 
discharges of muscle fibers. Increased or prolonged electrical activity may indicate abnormalities of the muscle 
fibers or the nerves supplying them. Fibrillations, positive sharp waves, and complex repetitive discharges are 
electrical signals that represent abnormal spontaneous firing of muscle fibers due to nerve or muscle damage. 
There should be no spontaneous activity in a healthy relaxed muscle.

Motor unit analysis: When a patient slightly contracts a muscle, MUAPs can be recorded. The parameters of 
interest include the amplitude, duration, number of phases, and firing pattern of the MUAPs. Assessment of these 
parameters occurs in real time and is generally subjective. The quality of the interpretation depends on the skill 
and experience of the electromyographer, technical recording conditions, and patient cooperation.

Recruitment: When a patient contracts a muscle more forcefully, a large number of MUAPs can be recorded. How 
“full” this pattern of MUAPs is reflects the underlying health of the motor units and the ability of the patient to “recruit” 
available motor units. In myopathic conditions, recruitment may be “early” because myopathic motor units generate less 
force than healthy ones. In neurogenic conditions, recruitment may be reduced as a result of axon or neuron loss. 

 12.  How do fasciculations, fibrillations, and positive sharp waves differ on needle EMG 
recording?
A fasciculation potential is an involuntary firing of an entire motor unit, that is, single motor neuron and all its 
innervated muscle fibers. This is seen as a large electrical spike on needle EMG recording of a relaxed muscle. 
It is sometimes clinically visible in the patient as a brief, irregular twitch of the muscle. This can often be seen in 
normal individuals; however, if in excess, it may be a sign of a motor nerve or motor neuron disorder.
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A fibrillation potential is an involuntary contraction of a single muscle fiber that usually indicates denervation or 
muscle damage. Unlike a fasciculation, a fibrillation usually does not cause clinically visible muscle movement.

Positive sharp wave potentials are similar to fibrillation potentials in that they represent abnormal muscle 
fiber firing from nerve or muscle damage. They are identified by their initial positive deflection from the baseline 
as opposed to the initial negative deflection of a fibrillation potential. 

 13.  How do normal EMG findings compare with the findings seen in a denervated muscle 
(neurogenic disorder)?
Note that fibrillations and positive sharp waves are not seen in acutely denervated muscles until 7 to 14 days after 
the onset of axonal degeneration. Full reinnervation of denervated muscle, resulting in large, polyphasic MUAPs 
may take 3 to 4 months or more. In patients with reinnervation after nerve injury, muscles may be clinically strong 
and yet be very abnormal on needle EMG testing. See Table 10.1. 

 14.  How do normal EMG findings compare with the findings seen in a myopathic disorder?
The weaker a patient with myopathy is, the more likely the needle EMG findings will be abnormal. In patients with 
very mild weakness or those with steroid myopathy, the needle EMG recording may appear normal See Table 10.2. 

 15.  Is nerve conduction velocity the same throughout the length of a nerve?
Nerve conduction velocities vary among nerves and along their lengths. Normally, proximal nerve conduction is 
faster than distal nerve conduction because of the increased temperature and larger diameter of the proximal 
nerve segments. For example, median nerve conduction velocity from wrist to palm should be faster than from 
palm to finger. 

 16.  Why is temperature recorded during the course of an electrodiagnostic examination?
Nerve conduction velocities drop by 1.5 to 2.5 m/s per °C reduction in both sensory and motor nerves. These 
changes can be significant. Failure to warm the limb to a standard temperature, usually 30°C for the leg and 32°C 
for the arm, can result in false-positive studies, leading to a misdiagnosis. 

 17.  What is the F-wave? How is it clinically useful?
The F-wave is a delayed motor potential recorded by stimulating a motor nerve in the distal extremity. As the 
electrical impulse travels backward along the nerve to the spinal cord, a small population of anterior horn cells is 
stimulated, resulting in small motor action potentials that can be recorded from the associated muscle. Abnormal 
F-waves can indicate proximal nerve disease such as radiculopathy or plexopathy. Absent F-waves are also early 
findings in Guillain–Barré syndrome. 

 18.  How is the sensory portion of the peripheral nervous system tested?
Sensory NCS are the primary means to test the integrity of the sensory nerves. The amplitude of SNAP, its point of 
onset, and its peak can be compared with standardized normal values and with those from the opposite extremity. 

Table 10.1   Electromyography Findings for Normal and Denervated Muscles

ELECTROMYOGRAPHY 

FINDINGS NORMAL ACUTE DENERVATION

CHRONIC 

DENERVATION/

REINNERVATION

Spontaneous activity None Fibrillations, positive sharp 
waves

None

Motor unit action  
potential morphology

Normal Normal Large amplitude, long dura-
tion, variable increased 
polyphasia

Recruitment Normal or full  
recruitment

Reduced recruitment Reduced recruitment

Table 10.2   Electromyography Findings for Normal Muscle and Myopathic Disorders

ELECTROMYOGRAPHY 

FINDINGS NORMAL MUSCLE MYOPATHY

Spontaneous activity None Variable fibrillations, positive sharp 
waves

Motor unit action potential mor-
phology

Normal Small amplitude, short duration, 
increased polyphasia

Recruitment Normal Early recruitment
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Sensory NCS are only abnormal in lesions distal to the dorsal root ganglia where sensory neurons reside. 
Abnormal SNAPs can be an important way of distinguishing between peripheral neuropathies or plexopathies and 
radiculopathies. In the latter, SNAPs are usually normal even when a patient complains of numbness. Using the 
complementary information obtained from needle EMG examination, an electromyographer can further localize the 
lesion to a particular spinal nerve root, portion of the plexus, or a particular peripheral nerve. 

 19.  How can a demyelinating peripheral neuropathy and an axonal peripheral neuropathy be 
differentiated by NCS and needle EMG?
Axonal loss and demyelination rarely occur in strict isolation, but some electrodiagnostic features may indicate 
relatively more damage to myelin versus axons. The features of demyelinating neuropathies include moderate 
to severe slowing of conduction velocity, temporal dispersion of evoked sensory or motor action potentials, 
conduction block, and prolonged distal latencies. Axonal neuropathies show milder slowing of nerve conduction, 
with generally low sensory and motor amplitudes on NCS. The needle EMG shows denervation abnormalities early 
in axonal neuropathies and only later in demyelinating neuropathies when axons are secondarily affected. 

 20.  Which systemic diseases cause predominantly a demyelinating peripheral neuropathy? An 
axonal peripheral neuropathy?
In most rheumatologic conditions wherein neuropathy is present, the axons are primarily affected, though myelin 
is rarely completely normal. Demyelination may predominate in a few disorders, such as acute inflammatory 
demyelinating polyneuropathy (Guillain–Barré syndrome), chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy, 
multifocal motor neuropathy, anti-myelin-associated glycoprotein antibody syndrome, and other paraproteinemias, 
and some hereditary neuropathies, such as Charcot–Marie–Tooth disease type 1A. 

 21.  How is EMG/NCS used in diagnosing CTS? Ulnar nerve entrapment at the elbow (cubital 
tunnel syndrome)?
CTS or compressive median neuropathy at the wrist is the most common entrapment neuropathy, affecting 1% 
of the population. CTS may show segmental nerve conduction slowing across the wrist. SNAP latencies of the 
median nerve are delayed most often, but with increasing severity, motor latencies can be affected. Denervation 
of the thenar muscles seen on needle EMG indicates moderate to severe CTS. Clinical correlation is recommended 
for mild CTS as sometimes NCS/EMG studies are normal despite classic symptoms of hand pain/numbness in a 
median nerve distribution.

In cubital tunnel syndrome, the ulnar nerve is compressed at the elbow resulting in motor or sensory nerve 
conduction slowing. Needle EMG examination may identify denervation in the ulnar-innervated muscles of the 
hand and forearm. The ulnar nerve can also be compressed at the wrist. 

 22.  List a few nerve abnormalities which can be differentiated by EMG/NCS from common 
peripheral nerve syndromes See Table 10.3.
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Table 10.3   Nerve Abnormalities and Possible Differential Diagnoses

PERIPHERAL NERVE SYNDROME DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS

Carpal tunnel syndrome C6 to C7 radiculopathy

Other areas of median nerve entrapment

Ulnar entrapment at the elbow C8 radiculopathy

Brachial plexus lesion

Radial nerve palsy C7 radiculopathy

Suprascapular nerve lesion C5 to C6 radiculopathy

Peroneal nerve palsy L4 to L5 radiculopathy

Femoral nerve lesion L3 to L4 radiculopathy
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MONOARTICULAR ARTHRITIS 
SYMPTOMS
Jason R. Kolfenbach, MD

KEY POINTS

 1.  Most common diagnoses in acute monoarticular arthritis: crystalline, septic, osteoarthritis, trauma.
 2.  Most important diagnostic test in acute monoarticular arthritis: synovial fluid analysis and culture.
 3.  Most important diagnoses to rule out in chronic monoarticular arthritis: indolent infection and tumor.
 4.  Best diagnostic tests in chronic monoarticular arthritis: synovial fluid analysis, radiograph, magnetic resonance 

imaging (MRI), arthroscopy with synovial biopsy and culture.

 1.  What conditions can be mistaken for a monoarticular process?
Several common inflammatory processes occur in the soft tissues around, but not in, the joints. These conditions 
can be painful and may mimic arthritis. Examples include rotator cuff tendinitis of the shoulder, olecranon bursitis 
of the elbow, and prepatellar bursitis of the knee. It is important to distinguish these disorders from true joint 
disease because their management is often quite different from that of monoarticular arthritis. Careful history 
and physical examination usually allow correct identification of the affected region (see Chapter 62: Regional 
Musculoskeletal Disorders). 

 2.  List the diseases that commonly present with monoarticular arthritis.

 3.  What polyarticular diseases occasionally present with a monoarticular onset?

Rheumatoid arthritis Reactive arthritis
Juvenile idiopathic arthritis Psoriatic arthritis
Viral arthritis Enteropathic arthritis
Sarcoid arthritis Whipple’s disease

 

Box 11.1   Diseases that Commonly Present with Acute Monoarticular Arthritis

Septic

Bacterial

Mycobacterial

Lyme disease

Fungal

Crystal deposition diseases

Gout

Calcium pyrophosphate dihydrate deposition 

disease

Hydroxyapatite deposition disease

Calcium oxalate deposition disease

Traumatic

Fracture

Internal derangement

Hemarthrosis

Other

Osteoarthritis

Juvenile idiopathic arthritis

Coagulopathy

Avascular necrosis of bone

Foreign-body synovitis

Pigmented villonodular synovitis

Palindromic rheumatism

Lipoma arborescens

Synovial osteochondromatosis

Synovioma/sarcoma/metastatic disease

Neuropathic (Charcot joint)
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 4.  What is the most critical diagnosis to consider in the patient with monoarticular symptoms?
Joint infection, which represents a rheumatologic emergency, is the most critical diagnosis to consider and 
must be diagnosed quickly and managed aggressively. Bacterial infections, especially those due to gram-
positive organisms, can destroy the joint cartilage within a few days. Prompt and proper treatment of the 
septic joint will usually leave it without permanent structural damage. Additionally, as the septic joint is usually 
the result of hematogenous spread of infection from another body site, early recognition of the joint process 
allows more timely diagnosis and treatment of the primary infection. When evaluating a patient with acute 
monoarticular arthritis, a good rule of thumb is to assume that the joint is infected until proven otherwise 
(“aspirate, or litigate!”). 

 5.  What six questions should you ask when obtaining a history from a patient with 
monoarticular arthritis?

 a)  What is the timing of onset?
 •  seconds to minutes: consider internal derangement, loose body, fracture/trauma.
 •  several hours to 2 days: consider infection, crystal diseases, inflammatory arthritis syndromes, and palin-

dromic rheumatism.
 •  insidiously over weeks: consider indolent infections, osteoarthritis, tumor.
 b)  Is there a history of intravenous drug abuse, or recent infection of any kind? Consider infection.
 c)  Has the patient ever experienced prior episodes of acute joint pain and swelling? Consider crystal diseases 

most commonly, as well as other inflammatory arthritis syndromes.
 d)  Has the patient had symptoms such as a skin rash, low back pain, diarrhea, urethral discharge, ocular inflam-

mation/irritation, or mouth sores? Consider a spondyloarthritis such as reactive arthritis, psoriatic arthritis, 
enteropathic arthritis, or ankylosing spondylitis.

 e)  Is there a history of a bleeding diathesis, or use of anticoagulants? Consider hemarthrosis.
 f)  Has the patient been treated with a prolonged course of glucocorticoids? Consider infection, avascular necro-

sis, and fragility fracture. 

 6.  Is the age of the patient useful in the differential diagnosis?
Patient age is extremely useful in differential diagnosis. With the exception of infection (which occurs in all age 
groups), some joint diseases presenting as monoarticular arthritis are more likely to occur at certain ages.

 •  In children, consider congenital dysplasia of the hip, slipped capital femoral epiphysis, transient synovitis of 
the hip, Legg–Calvé–Perthes disease, or a monoarticular presentation of juvenile idiopathic arthritis.

 •  In young adults, consider seronegative spondyloarthropathy, rheumatoid arthritis, or internal derangement of 
the joint. A septic joint in this age group is often due to gonococcal infection.

 •  Older adults are more likely to have crystalline arthritis, osteoarthritis, osteonecrosis, or internal derangement 
of the joint. A septic joint in these individuals is less likely due to gonococcal organisms. 

 7.  Is fever a useful sign?
Yes, but it can be misleading. Fever is often present in infectious arthritis, but it may be absent. Fever, however, 
can also be a feature of acute attacks of gout and pseudogout, rheumatoid arthritis, juvenile idiopathic arthritis, 
sarcoidosis, and reactive arthritis. Many clinicians have been fooled by a gout attack masquerading as cellulitis or 
a septic joint. 

 8.  What are the most likely diagnoses in hospitalized patients who develop acute 
monoarticular arthritis following admission for another medical or surgical disease?
Acute gout, pseudogout, and infection are by far the most common causes of acute monoarticular 
arthritis. These patients are often middle-aged or elderly, which is the primary age range for crystalline 
arthropathies. In addition, they often have hospitalization-related risk factors known to provoke gout or 
pseudogout attacks, for example, trauma, surgery, hemorrhage, infection, or medical stress such as renal 
failure, myocardial infarction, and stroke. Clinicians must be especially careful to exclude infection in such 
hospitalized patients. 

 9.  What are the two most common etiologies for acute monoarticular arthritis overall?
Crystalline arthritis represents 80% of all cases of acute monoarticular arthritis, with infectious etiologies 
representing 15% of cases. 

 10.  What is the single most useful diagnostic study in the initial evaluation of monoarticular 
arthritis?
Synovial fluid analysis. 

 11.  List the most common indications for arthrocentesis and synovial fluid analysis.
 •  Suspicion of infection: As little as 2 mL of fluid is sufficient for Gram stain, culture, and white blood cell 

(WBC) count and differential.
 •  Suspicion of crystal-induced arthritis: The sensitivity of polarizing microscopy in identifying birefringent 

crystals approaches 90% in acute gout and 70% in acute pseudogout.
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 •  Suspicion of hemarthrosis: Bloody joint fluid is characteristic of traumatic arthritis, clotting disorder, and rare 
conditions such as pigmented villonodular synovitis and hydroxyapatite crystalline arthropathy.

 •  Differentiating inflammatory from noninflammatory arthritis: The degree of elevation of synovial fluid WBC 
count is useful in narrowing the list of possible diagnoses (see also Chapter 7: Arthrocentesis and Synovial 
Fluid Analysis). 

 12.  What other diagnostic studies are useful in the initial evaluation of monoarticular arthritis?
 •  Radiograph of the joint: Although frequently normal, the radiograph may disclose important information. It may 

diagnose unsuspected fracture, osteonecrosis, osteoarthritis, or juxtaarticular bone tumor. The presence of 
chondrocalcinosis, a radiologic feature of calcium pyrophosphate dihydrate deposition (CPPD) disease, increases 
suspicion for a pseudogout attack. Tumor, chronic fungal or mycobacterial infection, and other indolent destructive 
processes may be revealed. Contralateral joint radiograph for comparison may be useful, especially in children.

 •  Complete blood count: Leukocytosis supports the possibility of infection. 

 13.  What other diagnostic studies are useful in selected patients in the initial evaluation of 
monoarticular arthritis?

 •  Cultures of blood, urine, or other possible primary sites of infection: mandatory when a septic joint is being 
considered.

 •  Serum prothrombin and partial thromboplastin time: useful if the patient is receiving anticoagulation or if a 
coagulation disorder is suspected.

 •  Erythrocyte sedimentation rate or C-reactive protein: although results are often nonspecific, significant eleva-
tion may suggest an inflammatory process.

 •  Serum uric acid levels: notoriously unreliable in making or excluding the diagnosis of gout. These may be 
spuriously elevated in acute inflammatory conditions or acutely diminished in a true gout attack.

 •  Serologic tests for antinuclear antibodies (ANAs) and rheumatoid factor: these tests are rarely if ever indicated 
in the initial evaluation of acute monoarticular arthritis. However, the ANA may be positive in the oligoarticular 
form of juvenile idiopathic arthritis. 

 14.  If infection cannot be adequately ruled out by initial diagnostic studies, what should you 
do?
The patient should be hospitalized and treated presumptively for a septic joint until culture results become 
available. This is usually indicated in the patient with synovial fluid findings suggesting a highly inflammatory 
process (synovial fluid WBC count > 50,000/mm3) but with a negative synovial fluid Gram stain and no obvious 
primary source of infection. To lessen the confusion regarding response to therapy, antiinflammatory drugs should 
be withheld during this period. 

 15.  A diagnosis is always established by the end of the first week of onset of acute 
monoarticular arthritis. Right?
No. Many patients defy initial attempts at diagnosis despite appropriate evaluation. A few achieve spontaneous 
remission, leaving the physician frustrated about the diagnosis, but relieved. Many patients, however, continue to 
have symptoms. 

 16.  The initial evaluation is unrevealing and the arthritis persists. What should be done?
If the initial evaluation was carefully accomplished, a period of watchful waiting is often useful at this time. As 
noted previously, some processes will resolve spontaneously. Others become polyarticular, and the differential 
diagnosis will change to reflect the new joint involvement. New findings, such as the skin rash of psoriasis, 
occasionally emerge to aid in diagnosis. In a small number of patients, monoarticular arthritis persists and further 
evaluation for chronic monoarticular arthritis must be undertaken. 

 17.  What is the definition of chronic monoarticular arthritis? Why is it useful to consider this as 
a category separate from acute monoarticular arthritis?
Chronic monoarticular arthritis can be arbitrarily defined as symptoms persisting within a single joint for >6 
weeks. The differential diagnosis shifts away from some important and common causes of acute arthritis, such 
as pyogenic infection and acute crystal deposition diseases. In patients with an inflammatory synovial fluid, the 
likelihood of chronic inflammatory syndromes, such as mycobacterial or fungal septic arthritis, or a seronegative 
spondyloarthropathy, increases. In patients with a noninflammatory process, a structural abnormality or internal 
derangement is a possibility. 

 18.  Name the most likely causes of chronic monoarticular arthritis.
Table 11.1lists the most likely causes of chronic monoarticular arthritis. 

 19.  What six questions should you ask when obtaining a history from a patient with chronic 
monoarticular arthritis?

 a)  Is there a history of tuberculosis or a positive tuberculin skin test/interferon-gamma release assay? Consider 
mycobacterial disease.

 b)  Is the patient a farmer, gardener, or floral worker? Consider sporotrichosis.
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 c)  If the knee is involved, has the joint been damaged in the past? Does it ever “lock” in flexion? Consider 
internal derangement and osteoarthritis.

 d)  Has the patient ever experienced previous acute attacks of joint pain and swelling that resolved spontane-
ously in any joint? Consider inflammatory joint syndromes.

 e)  Has the patient recently been treated with a prolonged course of corticosteroids for any reason? Consider 
osteonecrosis of bone.

 f)  Has the patient had symptoms such as a skin rash, low back pain, diarrhea, urethritis, or uveitis? Consider 
spondyloarthritis. 

 20.  What physical findings are useful in the differential diagnosis of chronic monoarticular 
arthritis?

 •  Extraarticular features of the spondyloarthritis family, such as skin rashes (psoriasis, keratoderma blennor-
rhagicum), oral ulcers, urethral discharge, conjunctivitis, uveitis

 •  Erythema nodosa, a feature of sarcoidosis and inflammatory bowel syndrome
 •  A positive McMurray maneuver in the knee examination, suggesting internal derangement 

 21.  In evaluating chronic monoarticular arthritis, what initial studies should be obtained?
 •  Radiograph of the joint: Radiographs are often revealing in chronic arthritis. Chronic infections by mycobacte-

ria and fungi often cause radiographically detectable abnormalities. Osteoarthritis, avascular necrosis of bone, 
and other causes of noninflammatory chronic arthritis also have characteristic radiographic appearances. 
Radiographs of the contralateral joint for comparison may be helpful.

 •  Synovial fluid analysis, when possible: This analysis is useful in dividing possible causes of the joint process 
into the two broad diagnostic categories—inflammatory and noninflammatory arthritis. A bloody synovial 
effusion points to pigmented villonodular synovitis, synovial chondromatosis, synovial sarcoma, or neuropathic 
joint. Additional causes of a hemarthrosis can be seen in Chapter 49 (Arthropathies Associated with Hemato-
logic Diseases, Box 49.1). Cultures of synovial fluid may demonstrate mycobacterial or fungal infection. 

 22.  In evaluating chronic monoarticular arthritis, what additional studies are indicated in 
selected patients?

 •  Erythrocyte sedimentation rate or C-reactive protein: Although results are often nonspecific, significant eleva-
tion may suggest an inflammatory process.

 •  Radiograph of sacroiliac joints: This may demonstrate asymptomatic sacroiliitis in young patients presenting 
with chronic monoarticular arthritis as an initial manifestation of axial spondyloarthritis.

 •  Chest radiograph: To detect evidence of prior mycobacterial disease or pulmonary sarcoidosis.
 •  Skin test reaction to tuberculin or interferon-gamma release assay: A negative test is useful in excluding 

mycobacterial infection.
 •  Serologic tests for Lyme disease (Borrelia burgdorferi), rheumatoid factor, anti-cyclic citrullinated peptide 

antibody, ANA, and human leukocyte antigen B27.
These additional studies are most helpful in suspected inflammatory etiologies of chronic monoarticular 

arthritis, as well as those patients without a definitive etiology after initial joint aspiration and radiograph of the 
affected joint. 

 23.  Are other diagnostic studies useful in the evaluation of chronic monoarticular arthritis?
 •  Arthroscopy: Arthroscopy allows direct visualization of many important articular structures and provides the 

opportunity for synovial biopsy in all large and some medium-sized joints. It is particularly useful for diagnos-
ing internal derangement of the knee.

 •  Synovial biopsy: Microscopic evaluation with culture of synovial tissue is useful in the diagnosis of benign 
and malignant tumor, fungal and mycobacterial infection, and foreign-body synovitis.

 •  MRI of the joint: Useful in diagnosing avascular necrosis of bone, internal derangement of the knee, osteomy-
elitis, and destruction of periarticular bone.

Table 11.1   Inflammatory and Noninflammatory Causes of Chronic Monoarticular Arthritis

INFLAMMATORY NONINFLAMMATORY

Mycobacterial infection
Fungal infection
Lyme arthritis
Monoarticular presentation of rheumatoid arthritis
Seronegative spondyloarthritis
Sarcoid arthritis
Foreign-body synovitis

Osteoarthritis
Internal derangement of the knee
Avascular necrosis of bone
Pigmented villonodular synovitis
Lipoma arborescens
Neuropathic (Charcot joint)
Synovial chondromatosis
Synovioma
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 •  Universal primer: Synovial fluid can be tested for bacteria, fungi, and mycobacterial infections that cannot be 
grown in culture. The 16S rDNA sequence is a gene encoding small subunit ribosomal RNA. This gene contains 
conserved sequences of DNA common to microbial organisms as well as divergent sequences unique to each 
microbial species. When a small piece of this sequence is used as a primer in a polymerase chain reaction 
(PCR) assay, it acts as a universal primer for nonselective amplification of microbial DNA in the patient’s syno-
vial fluid. Once the DNA has been amplified, the PCR product is then stained with ethidium bromide and visual-
ized by electrophoresis on an agarose gel. If microbial DNA is identified, it can then be directly sequenced to 
identify the species. Bacterial, fungal, and mycobacterial organisms can be detected with this testing, but not 
viral organisms. 

 24.  How often is a specific diagnosis made in patients with chronic monoarticular arthritis?
Appropriate evaluation yields a diagnosis in approximately two-thirds of patients. Fortunately, the most serious and 
treatable diseases yield to diagnosis if a carefully reasoned clinical approach is taken.
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APPROACH FOR PATIENTS WITH 
POLYARTICULAR ARTHRITIS SYMPTOMS
Jason R. Kolfenbach, MD

The patient’s history and physical examination are the cake. Lab and x-ray are the frosting. You’ve got  
to bake the cake before you reach for the frosting.

–George V. (Geordie) Lawry
Imparted to the author as a 2nd year medical student at the University of Iowa in 2002.

KEY POINTS

 1.  History and physical examination, not laboratory testing, are the best tools for diagnosis.
 2.  The two most common causes of polyarthritis are osteoarthritis (OA) and rheumatoid arthritis (RA).
 3.  The extraarticular features, such as the malar rash of systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), are often the keys to 

diagnosing polyarticular syndromes.
 4.  Laboratory tests are most useful to confirm the diagnosis based on your history and physical examination.

 1.  What are the most important tools that the clinician can use on a patient with polyarticular 
arthritis symptoms?
A careful history and physical examination. Laboratory testing and radiographic or other imaging studies provide 
definitive answers in only a few instances. Tests are often most useful in confirming the suspected diagnosis or in 
providing prognostic information. When confronted with a patient with polyarticular symptoms, an inexperienced 
clinician often will slight the most important, the history and physical examination, opting instead for “shotgun” 
laboratory testing. Although tests such as rheumatoid factor (RF), uric acid, antistreptolysin O titers, and 
antinuclear antibodies may be indicated in many instances, the history and physical examination will reveal the 
majority of the information required for diagnosis. 

 2.  How are the many diseases causing polyarticular symptoms classified?
No single classification scheme can be used to differentiate the wide variety of diseases presenting with 
polyarticular symptoms. In most instances, the clinician uses several variables in combination to reduce the 
number of diagnostic possibilities. These variables include:

 •  Acuteness of onset of the process
 •  Degree of inflammation of the joints
 •  Temporal pattern of joint involvement
 •  Distribution of joint involvement
 •  Age and sex of the patient
 •  Extraarticular features 

 3.  Which diseases commonly present with acute polyarticular symptoms? See Table 12.1

Table 12.1   Diseases With Acute Polyarthritis Symptoms

INFECTION OTHER INFLAMMATORY

Gonococcal Rheumatoid arthritis

Meningococcal Polyarticular and systemic juvenile idiopathic arthritis

Lyme Acute sarcoid arthritis

Acute rheumatic fever Systemic lupus erythematosus

Infective endocarditis Reactive arthritis

Viral (esp. rubella, hepatitis B and C, Psoriatic arthritis

parvovirus, Epstein–Barr, HIV) Polyarticular gout
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 4.  Which diseases commonly present with chronic (persisting >6 weeks) polyarticular 
symptoms? See Box 12.1

Pearl: Despite a long list of diseases causing polyarthritis, over 75% with inflammatory arthritis will have RA 
(30%), crystalline arthritis, psoriatic arthritis, reactive arthritis, or sarcoidosis. The vast majority with noninflamma-
tory polyarthritis will have OA. 

 5.  How do polyarthritis, polyarthralgias, and diffuse aches and pains differ?
Polyarthritis is definite inflammation (swelling, tenderness, warmth) of more than four joints demonstrated by 
physical examination. A patient with two to four involved joints is said to have pauci- or oligoarticular arthritis. The 
acute polyarticular diseases (see Question #3) and chronic inflammatory diseases (see Question 4) commonly 
present with polyarthritis.

Polyarthralgia is defined as pain in more than four joints without demonstrable inflammation by physical 
examination. The chronic noninflammatory arthritides commonly present with polyarthralgias.

Diffuse aches and pains are poorly localized symptoms originating in the joints, bones, muscles, or other 
soft tissues. The joint examination does not reveal inflammation. Polymyalgia rheumatica, fibromyalgia, SLE, 
polymyositis, and hypothyroidism commonly present with these symptoms. 

 6.  Describe the three characteristic temporal patterns of joint involvement in polyarthritis.
 a)  Migratory pattern: Symptoms are present in certain joints for a few days and then remit, only to reappear in 

other joints. Rheumatic fever, early gonococcal arthritis, early Lyme disease, Whipple’s disease, and acute 
childhood leukemia are examples.

 b)  Additive pattern: Symptoms begin in some joints and persist, with subsequent involvement of other joints. 
This pattern is common in RA, SLE, and other polyarticular syndromes.

 c)  Intermittent pattern: This pattern is typified by repetitive attacks of acute polyarthritis with remission between 
attacks. A prolonged observation may be necessary to establish this phenomenon. Crystalline arthropathy is 
the most common category causing this pattern of arthritis. Psoriatic arthritis, reactive arthritis, palindromic 
rheumatism, familial Mediterranean fever, and Whipple’s disease may present in this manner as well. RA, 
remitting seronegative symmetrical synovitis with pitting edema, SLE, sarcoidosis, and Still’s disease can also 
present episodically early in their disease course. 

 7.  How is the distribution of joint involvement helpful in the differential diagnosis of 
polyarthritis?
Different diseases characteristically affect different joints. Knowledge of the typical joints involved in each disease 
is a cornerstone of diagnosis in polyarthritis. In practice, knowledge of which joints are spared in each form of 
arthritis is also quite useful. See Table 12.2 

Box 12.1   Diseases With Chronic Polyarticular Arthritis Symptoms

Inflammatory

Rheumatoid arthritis

Systemic lupus erythematosus

Polyarticular gout

Juvenile idiopathic arthritis

Systemic sclerosis

Chronic (CPPD)

Psoriatic arthritis

Polymyalgia rheumatica

Vasculitis

Reactive arthritis

Enteropathic arthritis

Sarcoid arthritis

Noninflammatory

Osteoarthritis

Chronic CPPD

Fibromyalgia

Hemochromatosis

Benign hypermobility syndrome
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 8.  Name the two most common causes of chronic polyarthritis.
 a)  OA: The prevalence of OA rises steeply with age. About 10% to 20% of people aged 40 years have evidence of 

OA, and 75% of women aged > 65 years have OA. This very high prevalence makes OA the single most likely 
diagnosis in older patients complaining of polyarticular pain who have noninflammatory signs and symptoms.

 b)  RA: The prevalence of RA among Caucasian populations in the United States is approximately 1%, making it 
the most common chronic inflammatory joint disease. 

 9.  What are the most likely diagnoses in women aged 25 to 50 years who present with chronic 
polyarticular symptoms?
Benign hypermobility syndrome, fibromyalgia, OA, RA, and SLE. 

 10.  What are the most likely diagnoses in men aged 25 to 50 years who present with chronic 
oligoarticular or polyarticular symptoms?
Ankylosing spondylitis, gonococcal arthritis, hemochromatosis, OA, reactive arthritis, and RA. 

 11.  What are the most likely diagnoses in patients aged over 50 years presenting with chronic 
polyarticular symptoms?
OA, RA, calcium pyrophosphate dihydrate deposition (CPPD) disease, polymyalgia rheumatica, and paraneoplastic 
polyarthritis. 

 12.  What is morning stiffness? How is it useful in sorting out the causes of polyarticular 
symptoms?
Morning stiffness refers to the amount of time it takes for patients with polyarthritis to “limber up” after arising in 
the morning. It is useful in differentiating inflammatory from noninflammatory arthritis. In inflammatory arthritis, 
morning stiffness lasts for >1 hour. In untreated RA, it averages 3.5 hours and tends to parallel the degree of joint 
inflammation. In contrast, noninflammatory processes, such as OA, may produce transient morning stiffness that 
lasts for <15 minutes. 

 13.  List possible causes of fever and polyarthritis.
Infectious arthritis: septic arthritis, bacterial endocarditis, Lyme disease, viral arthritis
Reactive arthritis: enteric infections, genitourinary infections
Systemic rheumatic diseases: RA*, SLE*, Still’s disease, systemic vasculitis
Crystal-induced arthritis: gout, pseudogout

Table 12.2   Distribution of Joint Involvement in Polyarthritis

DISEASE JOINTS COMMONLY INVOLVED

JOINTS COMMONLY 

SPARED

Gonococcal arthritis Knee, wrist, ankle, hand IP Axial

Lyme arthritis Knee, shoulder, wrist, elbow Axial

Rheumatoid arthritis Wrist, MCP, PIP, elbow, glenohumeral, cervical  
spine, hip, knee, ankle, tarsal, MTP

DIP, thoracolumbar spine

Osteoarthritis First CMC, DIP, PIP, cervical spine, thoracolumbar 
spine, hip, knee, first MTP, toe IP

MCP, wrist, elbow, glenohumeral, 
ankle, tarsal

Reactive arthritis Knee, ankle, tarsal, MTP, first toe IP, elbow, axial

Psoriatic arthritis Knee, ankle, MTP, first toe IP, wrist, MCP, hand
IP, axial

Enteropathic arthritis Knee, ankle, elbow, shoulder, MCP, PIP, wrist, axial

Polyarticular gout First MTP, tarsal, subtalar, ankle, knee Axial

CPPD disease Knee, wrist, shoulder, ankle, MCP, hand IP, hip, 
elbow

Axial

Sarcoid arthritis Ankle, knee

Hemochromatosis MCP, wrist, ankle, knee, hip, feet, shoulder

CMC, carpometacarpal; CPPD, calcium pyrophosphate dihydrate deposition; DIP, distal interphalangeal; IP, interphalangeal; MCP,  

metacarpophalangeal; MTP, metatarsophalangeal; PIP, proximal interphalangeal.
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Miscellaneous disease: malignancy, familial Mediterranean fever, rheumatic fever, dermatomyositis, sarcoidosis, 
Behcet’s disease, inflammatory bowel disease, Henoch–Schönlein purpura, Kawasaki’s disease, erythema 
nodosum, erythema multiforme, Whipple’s disease, relapsing polychondritis

  
*Note that fever as a disease manifestation of RA and SLE is uncommon. In such patients, especially in the 

presence of immunosuppressive medications, a fever should be presumed secondary to infection until proven 
otherwise. 

 14.  Define tenosynovitis. How is its presence useful in the differential diagnosis of polyarticular 
symptoms?
Tenosynovitis is inflammation of the synovial-lined sheaths surrounding tendons in the wrists, hands, ankles, and 
feet. Physical examination usually reveals tenderness and swelling along the track of the involved tendon between 
the joints. It is a characteristic feature of RA, gout, reactive arthritis, psoriatic arthritis, gonococcal arthritis, and 
tuberculous and fungal arthritis. It is distinctly uncommon in other causes of polyarticular disease. 

 15.  List skin lesions that can be useful in the diagnosis of acute or chronic polyarthritis.
 •  Erythema chronicum migrans (Lyme arthritis)
 •  Erythema nodosum (sarcoid arthritis, enteric arthritis)
 •  Psoriatic plaques (psoriatic arthritis)
 •  Keratoderma blennorrhagicum (reactive arthritis)
 •  Erythema marginatum (acute rheumatic fever)
 •  Palpable purpura (vasculitis)
 •  Livedo reticularis (vasculitis, antiphospholipid antibody syndrome)
 •  Vesiculopustular lesions or hemorrhagic papules (gonococcal arthritis)
 •  Butterfly rash, discoid lupus, or photosensitive rash (SLE)
 •  Thickening of the skin, digital pitting/ulcers, telangiectasias (systemic sclerosis)
 •  Heliotrope rash on eyelids, upper chest, and extensor aspects of joints (dermatomyositis)
 •  Gottron’s papules overlying the extensor aspects of the metacarpophalangeal and interphalangeal joints of the 

hands (dermatomyositis)
 •  Gray/brown skin hyperpigmentation (hemochromatosis)
 •  Periungual nodules (multicentric reticulohistiocytosis) 

 16.  Which rheumatic diseases should be considered in a patient with Raynaud’s phenomenon 
and polyarticular symptoms?

 •  Mixed connective tissue disease (prevalence >90%)
 •  Systemic sclerosis (prevalence >90%)
 •  SLE (prevalence of 20%)
 •  Polymyositis/dermatomyositis (prevalence of 20%–40%)
 •  Vasculitis (variable prevalence, depending on the particular syndrome)

 17.  What other systemic features are seen in diseases causing polyarthritis?

Table 12.3 lists other systemic features observed in diseases causing polyarthritis.  

 18.  Which tests are most useful in evaluating a patient with chronic polyarticular symptoms?
Complete blood count, creatinine, urinalysis, liver-associated enzymes, erythrocyte sedimentation rate or 
C-reactive protein, antinuclear antibody (ANA), RF, anti-cyclic citrullinated peptide antibody, and radiographs. In 
some patients, consider serum uric acid, thyroid-stimulating hormone, iron studies, human leukocyte antigen-B27, 
and synovial fluid analysis. 

 19.  What is the significance of a positive ANA in a patient with chronic polyarticular symptoms?
A patient with polyarthralgia or polyarthritis who has a significantly elevated ANA titer (≥1:320) has an elevated 
risk of one of the following diseases: SLE (including drug-induced lupus), RA, Sjögren’s syndrome, polymyositis, 
systemic sclerosis, or mixed connective tissue disease. The history and physical examination should be directed 
toward the clinical findings commonly seen in these diseases. A careful medication history may reveal that the 
patient has received drugs that can cause drug-induced lupus (see Chapter 17: Drug-Induced Lupus). An absence 
of objective findings on exam, coupled with lack of end-organ dysfunction through laboratory evaluation, is 
reassuring evidence against a rheumatic etiology. It is important to note that a positive ANA is a feature of several 
other chronic diseases other than those listed earlier and can also be found in normal healthy individuals, although 
usually in low titer (see also Chapter 6: Laboratory Evaluation). 

 20.  Why should an RF not be ordered in the evaluation of patients with acute polyarticular 
symptoms?
RF has a low sensitivity and specificity for RA in patients with acute polyarticular symptoms. Serum RF may 
be positive in acute infectious syndromes caused by hepatitis B, Epstein–Barr, influenza, and other viruses, but 
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disappears as the viral syndrome resolves. In addition, while the sensitivity of RF approaches 75% to 85% among 
patients with established RA, it may be found in only 50% to 70% of patients upon initial evaluation (see also 
Chapter 6: Laboratory Evaluation). 

 21.  Which chronic polyarticular diseases are most likely to be associated with low serum 
complement levels?
SLE and some of the vasculitis syndromes. Low serum complement levels (C3, C4, and total hemolytic 
complement) usually suggest the presence of an immune complex disease. In SLE, cryoglobulinemia (especially 
hepatitis C), and some diseases associated with vasculitis (infective endocarditis, urticarial vasculitis), immune 
complexes often activate the complement cascade, resulting in consumption of individual complement 
components. In many instances, the liver is unable to produce these components as rapidly as they are consumed, 
resulting in a fall in serum levels. 

 22.  When should arthrocentesis for synovial fluid analysis be considered in the evaluation of 
polyarthritis?
When the diagnosis has not been established and joint fluid can be obtained. Both of these requirements need to 
be met. For example, a patient with obvious OA established by history, physical examination, and radiographs does 
not require a diagnostic aspiration in an uncomplicated knee effusion. If it can be obtained, synovial fluid analysis 
can be useful in the diagnosis of bacterial joint infection and crystal-induced arthritis. Even if a specific diagnosis 
is not forthcoming, synovial fluid analysis reduces the list of diagnostic possibilities by categorizing the process as 
either inflammatory or noninflammatory. 

 23.  Should radiographs of affected joints always be obtained?
Not always. As a general rule, patients with acute polyarticular arthritis will not benefit from joint radiographs. 
Radiographs are most valuable in evaluating chronic arthritis that has been relatively long-standing and that 
has resulted in characteristic changes in joints. OA, chronic RA, psoriatic arthritis, gout, CPPD disease, systemic 
sclerosis, and sarcoidosis all have specific appearances on radiographs that are very useful in diagnosis. However, 
it should be remembered that OA is so common it may coexist with other arthritis syndromes, and radiographic 
changes may be a mixture of both types of arthritis in a given patient. 

 24.  Why should the rheumatologist consider a Zen-like approach to the evaluation of chronic 
polyarthritis?
Many chronic polyarticular diseases may require months or years to diagnose; therefore, tremendous patience 
is often required. This prolonged but necessary period of observation may be frustrating to many patients (and 
providers) who may expect an immediate diagnosis. Zen philosophy is based on the idea that life can be difficult 
and the primary source of personal discontent is an individual’s longing for things to be different. Contentment 
lies in the acceptance of the complexities of life and the ability to let go of this desire and longing. Clinicians and 
trainees that desire clearly defined diagnoses at presentation may be more content in fields where fractures and 
acute coronary syndrome are commonplace. In contrast, the characteristics of chronic polyarticular diseases 
require an extraordinary degree of patience and a long-term perspective, in that:

 •  Many present insidiously with few objective findings for prolonged times.
 •  Many initially masquerade as other diseases before finally settling into their usual pattern.
 •  Characteristic laboratory abnormalities may require months or years to develop.
 •  Joint symptoms may precede the extraarticular features of the disease by months or years.
 •  Joint radiographs may not show characteristic changes of arthritis for months or years.

As Sir William Osler famously said, “Medicine is a science of uncertainty and an art of probability.” He was 
likely thinking of rheumatology when he made this observation.
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APPROACH TO THE PATIENT WITH 
NEUROMUSCULAR SYMPTOMS
Matthew S. West, MD

KEY POINTS

Evaluating neuromuscular symptoms

 1.  Localization of a patient’s neuromuscular symptoms is paramount in evaluation and diagnosis.
 2.  Myopathies tend to be more proximal and symmetric in location.
 3.  Peripheral neuropathies are often distal and symmetric, whereas lesions of the nerve root, plexus, and mono-

neuritis multiplex are asymmetric.
 4.  The statin drugs are the most common cause of drug-induced myopathy and usually present with myalgia.
 5.  “Young adult stroke” should raise diagnostic suspicion for a rheumatic cause.

 1.  Discuss the relationship between rheumatic diseases and neuromuscular disease.
Many primary rheumatic diseases, such as systemic lupus erythematosus, Sjögren’s syndrome, rheumatoid 
arthritis, and systemic vasculitis, are frequently complicated by the peripheral nervous system or myopathic 
disease. Rheumatic diseases can affect any part of the peripheral nervous system through different mechanisms. 
For example, chronic synovitis, joint contractures, and deformities seen in rheumatoid arthritis can lead to muscle 
atrophy, weakness, and nerve compression. Other rheumatic diseases such as polymyositis are dominated by 
immune-mediated inflammation of the muscle, though the differential diagnosis of myopathy is quite broad. 
Neuromuscular manifestations of rheumatic diseases may present as early and dominant findings, or as late 
complications of well-established diseases. There may also be complications of therapy for rheumatic diseases, 
as with the use of glucocorticoids. 

 2.  What are the cardinal symptoms of neuromuscular lesions?
Weakness, alteration in sensation, and/or pain are the most common symptoms reported by patients. 
Weakness should be differentiated from fatigue and malaise. Fatigue differs from weakness in that fatigue is a 
loss of strength with activity that recovers with rest. Malaise is a subjective feeling of weakness without objective 
findings. 

 3.  Many patients complain of weakness. What is the best way to determine the cause of 
weakness in a given patient?
The first step is to exclude systemic causes of fatigue or weakness, such as cardiopulmonary disease, anemia, 
hypothyroidism, malignancy, sleep apnea, or depression. Many of these patients have malaise rather than 
weakness, and their examination usually fails to reveal true muscle weakness if they give their best effort. The 
carefully directed history and physical examination, combined with focused laboratory testing, are usually effective 
in eliminating these causes of weakness (Box 13.1). 

Box 13.1   Common Systemic Causes of Weakness or Fatigue

Cardiopulmonary disease hypo- or hyperthyroidism

Malignancy

Anemia

Sleep apnea

Depression

Chronic infection

Poor physical conditioning

Chronic inflammatory disease
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 4.  Once systemic causes of weakness have been excluded, what is the next step?
The neuromuscular causes of weakness should be considered. A useful method of categorizing neuromuscular 
diseases is by their customary level of anatomic involvement, beginning with the spinal cord and proceeding 
distally through nerve roots, peripheral nerves, neuromuscular junctions, and muscle. 

 5.  Many patients complain of pain. What historical features are most useful in the differential 
diagnosis of pain?
Acute pure spinal cord lesions are typically not painful, although occasionally painful extensor or flexor muscle 
spasms will occur. Nerve root compression commonly produces pain and paresthesias in the affected nerve 
distribution. Peripheral nerve disease is often manifested by numbness and paresthesias; weakness can be seen 
when motor nerves are involved (e.g., Guillain–Barré syndrome). Neuromuscular junction lesions are not painful.
Myopathies may or may not be painful. In sorting them out, the following concepts are useful:

 •  Inflammatory myopathies are usually dominated by weakness, not pain. The exception to this rule is when the 
inflammatory myopathy has a fulminant onset, when pain may be a dominant feature.

 •  Muscle pain on exertion is suggestive of vascular insufficiency or diseases of muscle metabolism. 

 6.  How does the distribution of weakness, numbness, or pain aid in differentiating neurogenic 
from muscular lesions?
Myopathies tend to cause proximal and symmetrical (bilateral) weakness and/or pain involving the shoulder 
girdle and hip girdle. If present, pain may be reported as aching or cramping.
Neuromuscular junction involvement presents with weakness involving ocular, bulbar, and proximal muscles 
without numbness or pain.
Peripheral neuropathies most commonly cause distal (hands and feet) numbness, weakness, and/or pain.
Nerve root compression causes asymmetric weakness and pain that may be either proximal or distal, depending 
on the level of the involved nerve root.
Spinal cord lesions usually are associated with a distinct sensory level around the trunk or abdomen if above the 
lumbar spine. Distal spastic weakness, often with impairment of bowel and bladder sphincter function, is also a 
feature of spinal cord disease. 

 7.  How does the temporal pattern of weakness or pain aid in diagnosis?
 1.  Abrupt onset of weakness is more characteristic of Guillain–Barré syndrome, poliomyelitis, and hypokalemic 

periodic paralysis.
 2.  Intermittent weakness may occur with myasthenia gravis, the rare causes of metabolic myopathy, and hypo-

kalemic periodic paralysis.
 3.  Gradual onset of weakness or pain is typical of most muscle diseases, including inflammatory myopathies, 

muscular dystrophies, and endocrine myopathies, as well as most neuropathies. It may also occur with myas-
thenia gravis. 

 8.  What is meant by fatigability? How is it useful in diagnosing neuromuscular disease?
Fatigability is defined as progressive weakness of muscle with repetitive use, followed by recovery of strength 
after a brief period of rest. It is a classic finding in myasthenia gravis often involving eye movements, eyelids 
(ptosis), and proximal upper extremity muscle groups. Lambert–Eaton myasthenic syndrome is often the reverse 
of myasthenia gravis, where there is a paradoxical increase in the muscle strength observed with repetitive 
muscle contraction. 

Box 13.2   Diseases Affecting Neuromuscular Structures by Level of Anatomic Involvement

Spinal Cord Nerve Root Peripheral Nerve

Neuromuscular 

Junction Muscle

Amyotrophic lateral 

sclerosis

Herniated nucleus

Pulposus

Vasculitis Myasthenia gravis 

syndrome

Lambert-Eaton 

Syndrome

Inflammatory myopathy

Transverse myelitis Guillain–Barré syndrome Hypothyroidism

Vasculitis Cervical spondylosis Collagen vascular diseases Hyperthyroidism

Collagen vascular 

diseases

Lumbar spondylosis Nerve compression Muscular dystrophy

Cervical spondylosis Amyloidosis Glucocorticoid use

Lumbar spondylosis Vasculitis

Collage vascular diseases
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 9.  How does the family history aid in diagnosis?
Many of the muscular dystrophy syndromes have strong patterns of inheritance (Table 13.1). 

 10.  Name three hormones whose deficiency or excess is associated with myopathy.
Thyroxine (hypothyroidism or hyperthyroidism)
Cortisol (Addison’s disease or Cushing’s disease)
Parathyroid hormone (hypoparathyroidism or hyperparathyroidism) 

 11.  Which drugs are most commonly responsible for neuromuscular symptoms?
Glucocorticoids, Chloroquine, Alcohol, D-Penicillamine, Statins, Emetine, Hydroxychloroquine, Colchicine, Cocaine, 
Fibrates, Zidovudine, Amiodarone, Interferon α, Antifungals 

 12.  What toxins should be sought in the evaluation of neuromuscular symptoms?
 •  Organophosphates: These are used in pesticides, petroleum additives, and modifiers of plastic. Their toxicity 

affects peripheral nerves and the neuromuscular junction leading to flaccid weakness, depressed deep tendon 
reflexes, and pupillary dilation. Signs of cholinergic excess should be present.

 •  Lead: Lead toxicity can result in encephalopathy and psychiatric problems (children), abdominal pain, and 
peripheral neuropathy appearing in the hands before the feet (adults).

 •  Thallium: This toxin is used in rodenticides and industrial processes. Patients present with a sensory and 
autonomic neuropathy. Alopecia usually develops at the onset of symptoms.

 •  Arsenic, mercury (electrical and chemical industry): Arsenic, mercury, and industrial solvents containing 
aliphatic compounds can also cause neuromuscular symptoms.

 13.  What are the key elements of the physical examination in the evaluation of neuromuscular 
symptoms? (Table 13.2) 

 14.  What is Gowers’ sign?
A patient attempts to rise from a seated position by climbing up his legs with his hands. It is seen in patients with 
proximal lower extremity muscular weakness due to myopathy. 

 15.  How is muscle weakness graded by the physical examiner?
The most commonly accepted scale is the Medical Research Council Grading System. Because there is a wide 
range of muscle strength between grades 5 and 4, it is common to assign intermediate values such as 5– or 4+ to 
many muscle groups in the examination (Table 13.3).

Table 13.1   Muscular Dystrophy Syndromes Inheritance Patterns

Duchenne muscular dystrophy X-linked recessive

Becker muscular dystrophy X-linked recessive

Limb-girdle muscular dystrophies Autosomal recessive or dominant

Facioscapulohumeral muscular dystrophy Autosomal dominant

Myotonic dystrophy Autosomal dominant

Proximal myotonic myopathy Autosomal dominant

Table 13.2   Key Elements of Physical Examination

SYSTEM EXAMINE FOR

General Cardiopulmonary disease, infection, thyroid disease, malignancy

Joints Synovitis, deformities, contractures

Muscles Muscle bulk, tenderness, weakness, fasciculations

Neurologic Sensory abnormalities, deep tendon reflexes, weakness
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 16.  How are deep tendon reflexes graded by the physical examiner? (Table 13.4) 

 17.  How can alterations in deep tendon reflexes aid in differentiation of neuromuscular 
diseases?

 •  Spinal cord lesions (above L1 to L2) and upper motor neuron disease usually produce exaggerated deep 
tendon reflexes and pathologic extensor plantar reflexes. Of note, acute spinal cord lesions can occasionally 
lead to depressed or absent reflexes initially (i.e., spinal shock).

 •  Nerve root and peripheral nerve lesions usually produce depressed or absent reflexes. Small fiber neuropa-
thies often have normal reflexes.

 •  Primary muscle diseases do not usually present with altered deep tendon reflexes. Late in the disease pro-
cess, however, substantial muscle atrophy may cause reduction or loss of the reflex.

 •  Hyperthyroidism produces exaggerated tendon reflexes.
 •  Hypothyroidism produces depressed deep tendon reflexes with slow relaxation phase.
 •  Many people aged over 60 years experience a natural loss of their ankle reflexes. 

 18.  Which screening laboratory tests can evaluate for systemic causes of neuromuscular 
symptoms? (Box 13.3)

Table 13.3   Manual Grading of Muscle Strength

GRADE DEGREE OF STRENGTH

 5 Normal strength

 4 Muscle contraction possible against gravity plus some examiner resistance

 3 Muscle contraction possible against gravity only

 2 Muscle contraction possible only with gravity removed

 1 Flicker of muscle contraction observed but without movement of extremity

 0 No contraction

Table 13.4   Grading of Deep Tendon Reflexes

GRADE STRENGTH OF CONTRACTION

 4 Clonus

 3 Exaggerated

 2 Normal

 1 Present but depressed

 0 Absent

Box 13.3   Screening Tests for Neuromuscular Diseases

Complete blood count

Serum electrolytes, calcium, magnesium, phosphorus

Serum muscle enzymes

Erythrocyte sedimentation rate

C-reactive protein

Serum liver enzyme tests

Serum renal function tests

Serum 25-hydroxyvitamin D level

Thyroid function tests

Chest radiograph

Electrocardiogram
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 19.  Which serum enzymes are elevated in muscle disease? (Table 13.5) 

 20.  What are other causes of elevation of serum creatine kinase (CK) besides myopathy?
Intramuscular injections
Muscle crush injuries
Recent strenuous exercise
Myocardial infarction
Race of individual (Healthy African-Americans may have significantly higher CK levels than the “normal” values 

derived from the entire population. Notably their aldolase will be normal.)

 21.  Are additional specific tests useful in the evaluation of neuromuscular symptoms?(Table 13.6) 

 22.  What is mononeuritis multiplex?
Mononeuritis multiplex is a pattern of motor and sensory involvement of multiple individual peripheral nerves that 
is a classic neurologic presentation of systemic vasculitis. First, one peripheral nerve becomes involved (usually 
with burning dysesthesias), followed by other individual nerves, often with motor dysfunction as well. The patchy 
nature of nerve involvement reflects the patchy vasculitis of the vasa nervorum, which is the underlying cause of 
the neuropathy. Mononeuritis multiplex can also be present in diabetes mellitus, sarcoidosis, lead neuropathy, and 
Wartenberg’s migratory sensory neuritis. 

 23.  What are the most common causes of proximal shoulder girdle and hip girdle aches, pains, 
and/or weakness? How are they differentiated?
Six diseases are responsible for >90% of diffuse, proximal aches or weakness (Table 13.7). The first step is to 
decide the dominant clinical finding—pain or weakness. To determine if true weakness is present, the examiner 
should ask the patient to ignore any pain that may occur during muscle strength testing so that a true measure of 
muscle strength can be determined. Often patients can provide a brief full strength effort and then giveaway when 
pain is the predominant cause. Although patients with fibromyalgia syndrome and polymyalgia rheumatica may 
complain of weakness in addition to pain, they are not truly weak on physical examination. 

Table 13.5   Clinical Utility of Serum Muscle Enzymes

SERUM ENZYME CLINICAL UTILITY

Creatine kinase Most sensitive and specific for muscle disease

Aldolase Elevated in muscle, liver, and erythrocyte diseases

Lactic dehydrogenase Elevated in muscle, liver, erythrocyte, other diseases

Aspartate aminotransferase Most specific for inflammatory muscle disease

Table 13.6   Additional Diagnostic Tests in Neuromuscular Disease Evaluation

SPECIFIC TEST SUSPECTED DISEASE PROCESSES

Serum antinuclear antibodies Inflammatory myopathy, vasculitis, neuropathy

Serum antisynthetase antibodies Inflammatory myopathy +/– Interstitial Lung Disease

Serum rheumatoid factor Inflammatory myopathy, vasculitis

Serum complement assay Inflammatory myopathy, vasculitis

Serum cryoglobulins Vasculitis

Hepatitis B surface antigen and hepatitis C antibody Vasculitis

Anti-neutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies Vasculitis

Acetylcholine receptor antibodies Myasthenia gravis

Serum parathyroid hormone Parathyroid disease

Electromyography and nerve conduction tests Disease of nerve roots, peripheral nerves, or myopathies

Muscle biopsy Inflammatory or metabolic myopathies, vasculitis

Nerve biopsy Vasculitis

Magnetic resonance scan Spinal cord, nerve root, and myopathic processes
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 24.  What are critical illness polyneuropathy (CIP) and critical illness myopathy (CIM)?
Intensive care unit (ICU)-acquired weakness are a group of neuromuscular disorders commonly affecting patients 
with critical illnesses. CIP is most likely to occur in patients with severe sepsis, multiple organ dysfunction, 
and those receiving prolonged mechanical ventilation (26% to 65% of patients on ventilator for >5 to 7 days). 
Manifestations include limb muscle weakness, reduced or absent deep tendon reflexes, loss of distal sensation, 
and respiratory insufficiency due to phrenic nerve involvement. CIM most commonly occurs in patients who 
have received intravenous glucocorticoids in the ICU setting. Patients have severe muscle weakness, preserved 
reflexes/sensation, and difficulty weaning off a ventilator. Half of the patients have an elevated CK. Clinical 
presentation, serum CK levels, electrodiagnostic testing, and muscle biopsy findings can separate patients with 
CIP from those with CIM; however, it is not uncommon for both conditions to coexist in the same individual. 
Treatment is supportive care, limiting the use of glucocorticoids and paralytics, and nutritional support. Patients 
usually take weeks to months to recover their strength. 

 25.  What is the diagnostic significance of young adult stroke? What rheumatic syndromes 
should be considered in the differential diagnosis of cerebrovascular disease?
Most cerebrovascular diseases occur in patients aged over 50 years as a result of long-standing hypertension, 
atherosclerosis, and cardiac emboli. When ischemic cerebrovascular disease occurs in patients aged <50 years, 
the possibility of several rheumatic syndromes should be especially considered: (Box 13.4)
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Table 13.7   Common Causes of Proximal Muscle Pain and/or Weakness

DISEASE PAIN WEAKNESS

ERYTHROCYTE 

SEDIMENTATION 

RATE

SERUM 

CREATINE 

KINASE

SERUM 

THYROXINE 

4

Fibromyalgia Yes No Normal Normal Normal

Polymyalgia rheumatica Yes No Marked elevation Normal Normal

Polymyositis Usually 
none

Yes Usually Elevated
Normal

Normal

Corticosteroid myopathy No Yes Normal Normal Normal

Hyperthyroidism No Yes Normal Normal Elevated

Hypothyroidism Yes Yes Normal Elevated Depressed

Box 13.4   Rheumatologic Causes of Stroke in Young Patients

Systemic lupus erythematosus

Antiphospholipid antibody syndrome

Takayasu’s arteritis

Isolated angiitis of the central nervous system

Polyarteritis nodosa

Granulomatosis with polyangiitis (Wegener’s)
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PERIOPERATIVE MANAGEMENT OF 
PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATIC DISEASES
Kevin D. Deane, MD, PhD and Kim Nguyen Tyler, MD

KEY POINTS

 1.  A careful preoperative evaluation is essential. Remember the ABCDE’S.
 2.  A guideline for hip and knee arthroplasty published in 2017 provides guidance regarding antirheumatic therapy 

management for elective total hip and knee replacements.
 3.  Subclinical cardiovascular disease (CVD) is common in patients with longstanding inflammatory rheumatic 

disease and should be evaluated prior to major surgery.
 4.  Prophylaxis for deep venous thrombosis (DVT) must be instituted early and continued during the postoperative 

period.
 5.  An acutely painful, swollen joint in the postoperative period must be aspirated and evaluated for both infection 

and crystals.

 1.  Why is it important for rheumatic disease patients to be evaluated perioperatively?
Patients with rheumatic diseases can have unique problems because of their underlying rheumatic disease, 
complications of medical therapy including immunosuppression and limitations in functional status. The 
perioperative evaluation can identify factors that may contribute to surgical risk so that appropriate action can be 
taken to reduce the risk of complications. 

 2.  List the essential items to review in the perioperative evaluation of a patient with a 
rheumatic disease.
A comprehensive evaluation should include consideration of the “ABCDE’S”:

 A —adjust medications
 B —bacterial prophylaxis
 C —cervical spine disease, cardiovascular (CV) risk
 D —DVT prophylaxis
 E —evaluate extent and activity of disease; maximize disease control
 S —stress-dose steroid coverage 

 3.  How are patients with rheumatic diseases “cleared” for surgery?
The term “clearance” was used at a time when the goal of the preoperative assessment was to crudely divide 
patients into those able to tolerate surgery (“cleared”) and those unable to tolerate surgery. The term is largely 
historical as patients are uncommonly excluded from consideration for an operative procedure on the basis of 
their underlying medical conditions. However, patients with rheumatic diseases may be at increased risk for 
perioperative complications due to a variety of factors. A more appropriate goal of the preoperative assessment is 
risk stratification, with identification of potential perioperative problems whose risk can be reduced. 

 4.  List four important issues to address in the preoperative history and physical examination 
of patients with rheumatic diseases.

 1)  Medication management: patients with inflammatory rheumatic diseases may be on medications that increase 
their chance of developing perioperative complications such as infections or poor wound healing. A guideline 
published by the American College of Rheumatology and the American Association of Hip and Knee Surgeons 
(ACR/AAHKS) in 2017 helps with the management of these medications (see Questions 22 and 23).

 2)  CV risk: patients with inflammatory rheumatic disease have an increased risk of CV events. Many are elderly 
and/or physically impaired; therefore, determining CV risk may be more difficult because of physical inactivity. 
In the absence of specific recommendations for patients with rheumatic disease, it is prudent to at minimum 
follow guidelines for the general population set forth by the American Heart Association/American College of 
Cardiology. These guidelines do not recommend advanced cardiac evaluation (such as a pharmacologic stress 
test) in patients requiring emergency surgery; in elective surgeries, the risk of the surgery and patient-specific 
risk categories are taken into account to determine whether additional cardiac testing is necessary.
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 •  Patients with active cardiac disease (unstable coronary artery disease, decompensated heart failure, he-
modynamically significant valvular disease, high-grade arrhythmias) typically require pharmacologic stress 
testing regardless of the risk of surgery.

 •  Low-risk surgical procedures (dental surgery, ocular surgery, inguinal repair) do not typically warrant ad-
ditional evaluation regardless of patient-specific risk factors.

 •  Moderate-risk surgical procedures (total knee arthroscopy, total hip arthroscopy, arthrodesis) do not typically  
warrant additional evaluation for low-risk patients (patients with no more than one of the following: history 
of ischemic heart disease, history of heart failure, history of cerebrovascular disease, current diabetes 
requiring insulin treatment, serum creatinine >2.0 mg/dL).

 •  Moderate-risk surgical procedures in higher-risk patients, especially those with a low functional status, may 
require pharmacologic stress testing and referral to a cardiologist is indicated. Low functional status in this 
setting is commonly defined as an inability to complete four metabolic equivalents (METs) or the equivalent 
of climbing one set of stairs.

 •  High-risk surgical procedures (vascular surgery, intrathoracic, or intraabdominal surgery), especially in 
patients with a low functional status, may require pharmacologic stress testing and referral to a cardiologist 
is indicated.

 3)  Cervical spine disease: a good rule of thumb is to obtain cervical spine radiographs that include dynamic 
imaging in flexion and extension in any rheumatoid arthritis (RA) patient with longstanding disease (>10 years) 
and/or hand deformities, even if they do not have neck symptoms. In addition, patients with axial spondyloar-
thritis and juvenile idiopathic arthritis may also be at risk for instability of the cervical spine, and preoperative 
radiographs in these patients should be considered as well.

 4)  Occult infections: patients should be examined for cavities and/or signs of dental abscess, pharyngitis, and 
skin infection (look at the feet); testing should be performed for cystitis in symptomatic patients as well, as 
all may serve as sources of infection for total joint arthroplasties. Patients with an enlarged prostate are at 
increased risk of catheter-induced postoperative urinary tract infections. 

 5.  What laboratory tests are routinely required for patients with rheumatic diseases scheduled 
for elective surgery?
There is no consensus on preoperative screening evaluations. Specific clinical scenarios such as patients on 
anticoagulation or certain disease-modifying antirheumatic drug (DMARD) therapy may justify a selected set 
of laboratory and imaging evaluations. Table 14.1 outlines potential preoperative evaluations for patients with 
rheumatic disease. 

 6.  Are patients with rheumatic diseases at increased risk for perioperative complications 
compared with other patients?
Patients with rheumatic diseases may have a higher incidence of postoperative wound infections and impaired 
wound healing than nonrheumatic patients, usually because of medications used to treat their disease. 
Accelerated CV disease may be seen in patients with chronic inflammatory disease such as RA, systemic lupus 
erythematosus (SLE), and psoriasis/psoriatic arthritis as a result of disease activity or medications. In addition, 
these groups may have higher rates of asymptomatic CV disease than nonrheumatic populations. As such, CV risk 
assessment should be performed in all patients with inflammatory rheumatic disease (see Question 4). 

 7.  Should patients with active synovitis undergo elective surgery?
Usually they should not. Patients with active synovitis may have significant pain in the postoperative period from 
their arthritis that impairs functional status, impedes progress with rehabilitation, and prolongs hospitalization. 
Patients with active synovial disease and its consequent disability should have the inflammation controlled as 

Table 14.1   Potential Preoperative Evaluations

TEST CONSIDER IN A PATIENT WITH

Liver function tests Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug, methotrexate, 
leflunomide use

Prothrombin time/partial thromboplastin  
time

Liver disease or bleeding disorder
Antiphospholipid antibody syndrome

Chest x-ray Acute pulmonary symptoms, abnormal examination
Pulmonary disease or cardiovascular disease
Thoracic surgery

Pulmonary function tests Same as chest x-ray

Cervical spine x-ray (flexion and extension  
views)

Rheumatoid arthritis, juvenile idiopathic arthritis, axial 
spondyloarthritis
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much as possible prior to elective surgical procedures. If a patient does have active disease in the perioperative 
period and systemic corticosteroids or DMARDs are inadvisable, intraarticular corticosteroids may be considered. 
Notably, intraarticular steroids in a joint that is being considered for arthroplasty or other surgery may lead some 
orthopedic surgeons to delay surgery; as such, it is important to consult with the orthopedic surgeon before 
injecting a joint being considered for surgery. 

 8.  Why is it important to evaluate patients with RA for cervical spine disease before surgery?
Although cervical spine disease in RA has decreased in frequency, instability of the cervical spine may still 
be present in patients with RA. In particular, cervical spine atlantoaxial subluxation can occur secondary to 
inflammation and weakening of the transverse ligament that holds the odontoid process of C2 against the anterior 
arch of C1. Manipulation of the neck during intubation and transport of the patient, especially extreme flexion or 
extension, can cause compression of the spinal cord by the odontoid process. Most anesthesiologists advocate for 
preoperative flexion and extension C-spine radiographs for RA patients with the following risk factors (C-SPINE), 
as significant cervical spine disease may be asymptomatic:

 C —corticosteroid use
 S —seropositive RA
 P —peripheral joint destruction
 I  —involvement of cervical nerves (paresthesias, neck pain, weakness)
 N —nodules (rheumatoid)
 E —established disease (present >10 years) 

 9.  How is atlantoaxial (C1–C2) instability diagnosed? How is it managed?
Instability of C1 to C2 is diagnosed when the interval between the odontoid process and the anterior arch of the 
atlas is >3 mm on lateral flexion and extension radiographs. This indicates that the transverse ligament has been 
compromised. When the interval exceeds 7 to 8 mm, it is likely that the alar ligaments are compromised as well, 
significantly increasing the risk of spinal cord compromise.

Patients with symptoms attributable to C1 to C2 instability should have surgical stabilization performed prior 
to elective surgery. Patients with asymptomatic or mild disease may be considered for intubation with fiberoptic 
assistance to minimize the extremes of motion associated with routine intubation. A soft cervical collar worn 
throughout the perioperative period will serve as a visual reminder that these patients should be handled with 
care, but it does not offer support to an unstable spine (Fig. 14.1). 

 10.  What is cricoarytenoid (CA) disease? How can it impact anesthetic complications?
The CA joint is a true diarthrodial articulation. As such, it may be a target for the same destructive changes that 
can occur in other small joints in patients with RA. The degree of CA disease correlates with peripheral joint 
disease. Symptoms of CA involvement include tracheal pain, dysphonia, stridor, dyspnea, and dysarthria. Some 
patients may have minor symptoms related to synovitis, but over time develop fibrous replacement of the normal 
cartilage and ankylosis across the joint space. CA disease may be clinically silent, and involvement in some 

A B

Fig. 14.1 Atlantoaxial instability. Arrows show separation of the odontoid process of C2 from the anterior arch of C1 (6 mm) in a patient 
with severe rheumatoid arthritis. (A) Lateral (neutral position) view. (B) Extension view.
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patients may be identified following unsuccessful attempts at endotracheal intubation by standard techniques. 
This can result in trauma to the adducted vocal cords, with subsequent edema, inflammation, and airway 
obstruction. Perioperative fiberoptic laryngoscopy is recommended for all patients with symptoms of CA disease. 
Treatment includes systemic or locally injected corticosteroids. Intubation under fiberoptic guidance is also 
recommended during surgery. Patients with severe CA disease should be considered for elective tracheostomy if 
the vocal cords are found to be chronically adducted. 

 11.  Should aspirin (ASA) and nonsteroidal antiinflammatory (NSAIDs) drugs be discontinued 
preoperatively in rheumatic disease patients?
Patients treated with ASA and acetylsalicylate-containing medications may be at risk for increased surgical 
bleeding because these drugs impair platelet aggregation for the life of the platelet (7–10 days). ASA should be 
discontinued 7 to 10 days before planned surgery except in patients taking the ASA for secondary prevention of CV 
events (some experts recommend cessation regardless of patient risk factors in intracranial, spinal, and posterior 
ocular surgeries).

Traditional NSAIDs may also decrease platelet aggregation; however, unlike ASA, NSAID binding to the COX-1 
site in platelets is reversible and declines with discontinuation of the medicine. NSAIDs have also been associated 
with more frequent episodes of gastrointestinal bleeding when given perioperatively. These medications should 
be held preoperatively for approximately four half-lives of the drug to allow return of normal platelet function and 
may be restarted 2 to 3 days postoperatively provided the patient is stable. Due to concern regarding the CV risk 
of NSAIDs, they should be used cautiously (if at all) in the perioperative period, especially in patients at increased 
risk for CV events. Alternative medications for pain/inflammation may be preferred in the perioperative period and 
include acetaminophen, prednisone, and other non-NSAID pain medications (e.g., tramadol, narcotic analgesics). 
Salsalate is a nonacetylated salicylate that does not affect the prostaglandin synthesis pathway. As such, it does 
not affect platelet function and may be considered in this setting.

Pearl: Ask about nonprescription drugs and supplements. Many rheumatic disease patients may take 
complementary and alternative medicine therapies that can affect platelet function (e.g., ginkgo, ginger, turmeric) 
or interact with anesthesia. 

 12.  How does the normal adrenal gland respond to surgery?
In a baseline state, the adrenal gland secretes the equivalent of 20 to 30 mg of cortisol (e.g., hydrocortisone; 
equivalent to 5–7.5 mg prednisone) per day, but with major stress or general anesthesia, it may increase 10-fold 
up to 200 to 300 mg of cortisol (50–75 mg of prednisone) per day. Cortisol levels typically peak within 24 hours 
of the time of surgical incision and return to normal after 72 hours if no other factors contribute to perioperative 
stress. 

 13.  What causes exogenous corticosteroid-related perioperative adrenal insufficiency?
The administration of exogenous corticosteroids can interfere with the normal function of the hypothalamic–
pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis and blunt endogenous cortisol excretion. With stress, the adrenal output blunted 
by exogenous corticosteroids may become inadequate to support physiologic demands, which include vascular 
tone and maintenance of blood pressure. The following patients are at risk for corticosteroid-related adrenal 
insufficiency:

 •  Patients with features of Cushing’s syndrome (e.g., moon faces, buffalo hump).
 •  Patients on a prednisone dose (or equivalent of another corticosteroid) of: ≥20 mg daily for ≥5 days or >5 mg 

daily for ≥30 days.
If there is any concern about whether clinically-important adrenal insufficiency may occur, an adrenal 

stimulation test should be performed or the patient should receive stress-dose steroids empirically. Patients who 
become adrenally insufficient during stress (infection, trauma) usually become hypotensive (systolic <90 mm Hg) 
in spite of fluid resuscitation. These patients should be placed on intravenous (IV) hydrocortisone 100 mg every 8 
hours with subsequent tapering once the stress resolves. Tapering is best achieved by lowering the dose and not 
the frequency (i.e., every 8 hours) of hydrocortisone. 

 14.  How can patients at risk of adrenal insufficiency be tested preoperatively?
The cosyntropin stimulation test is a simple and reliable method to evaluate the ability of the adrenal 
gland to respond to stress. After the baseline cortisol level has been obtained, 250 μg of cosyntropin (an 
adrenocorticotropic hormone [ACTH] analog) is injected IV or intramuscularly, and the cortisol level is measured 
after 30 and 60 minutes. Patients with a normal HPA axis should be able to double their baseline cortisol level and 
demonstrate a stimulated value of >20 μg/dL at either 30 or 60 minutes. 

 15.  How should steroids be dosed in the perioperative period, and are stress-dose steroids 
needed for all individuals who are taking or who have received recent steroids?
Data suggests that many patients on corticosteroids may not require perioperative stress-dosing, especially if 
the patient is undergoing a minor procedure and is monitored closely in the perioperative period. The 2017 ACR/
AAHKS guidelines on perioperative management for elective total knee or hip arthroplasty recommend that 
the current daily dose of steroid be continued throughout the operative period, without routine stress-dosing. 
For other types of major surgery or physiologic stress (e.g., serious infections or trauma), some providers may 
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elect to provide perioperative stress-dose steroids due to the potential life-threatening complications of adrenal 
insufficiency. In this setting, given the high cost of the ACTH stimulation test (>$200) and perceived low risk of 
short-term corticosteroid use, treatment is often given empirically without formal testing. Of note, the anesthetic 
agent, etomidate, may interfere with adrenal corticosteroid synthesis; as such, if this agent is used for anesthesia, 
stress-dose steroids should be considered regardless of the level of surgical risk.

In patients receiving stress-dose steroids, tapering back to the baseline corticosteroid dose should occur 
within 48 to 72 hours if possible to avoid increased risk of infection and/or problems with wound healing. 
Elaborate tapering schedules are not required unless postoperative complications prolong stress after surgery. 
In general, patients on oral steroids preoperatively may typically resume their normal daily dose once stable 
postoperatively and taking oral medications well. Hydrocortisone is considered the corticosteroid of choice 
for stress-dose regimens because it has a rapid onset of action compared with other agents. There is clinical 
variation in the literature regarding the dose and duration of stress-dose steroid regimens; Table 14.2 outlines one 
reasonable approach. 

 16.  Name the two most common organisms to infect a prosthetic joint at the time of surgery.
 •  Coagulase-negative staphylococci (may be difficult to identify due to slow or minimal growth and because it 

may initially be considered a skin contaminant).
 •  Staphylococcus aureus. 

 17.  What is the standard antibiotic prophylaxis for prosthetic joint surgery?
The goal of perioperative antibiotics is to reduce organism burden and prevent postoperative infection. For joint 
replacement surgery, cefazolin is typically used, dosed at 1 g IV within 60 minutes of incision, then every 8 hours 
for 1 day postoperatively. Vancomycin, 1 g IV every 12 hours (or renal dosing), may be used in patients who are 
allergic to penicillin. There are no data to support the use of prophylactic antibiotics for >24 hours postoperatively. 
Other measures to reduce postoperative infection include skin cleansing preoperatively with agents such as 
chlorhexidine. 

Table 14.2   Perioperative Regimens for Stress-Dose Corticosteroid Administration

LEVEL OF SURGICAL 

STRESS SURGICAL PROCEDURE STRESS-DOSE STEROIDS

Superficial procedure Skin biopsy Continue daily dose of corticosteroids

Minor Procedures under local anesthesia and <1 
hour

Colonoscopy, cataract surgery, carpal 
tunnel release, tenosynovectomy, knee 
arthroscopy

Most minor podiatry/orthopedic foot proce-
dures (hammer toe correction, toe fusion)

Continue daily dose of corticosteroids
Hydrocortisone on call to OR for urgent 

use if necessary

Moderatea Unilateral total joint replacement 
Complex foot reconstruction
Lower extremity vascular surgery 
Uncomplicated appendectomy
Gallbladder removal

Hydrocortisone 50–100 mg IV intraop-
eratively in OR, then 50 mg IV every 
8 hours for 24 hours. On the second 
postoperative day, hydrocortisone 
may be tapered over an additional 
24 hours or preoperative daily oral 
dosing may be resumed.

Major Multiple trauma
Colon resection, bilateral joint replacement, 

revision arthroplasty, multiple level spinal 
fusion

Any surgery requiring cardiopulmonary 
bypass

Hydrocortisone 100 mg IV intraopera-
tively in OR, then 100 mg IV every 
8 hours for 24 hours, then 50 mg IV 
every 8 hours for the next 24 hours, 
then resume the preoperative daily 
dose on third postoperative day

IV, Intravenous; OR, operating room.

Caveats:
aMay consider continuing preoperative daily oral dose rather than stress-dose regimen.

 (1)  Patients must be monitored carefully for signs of adrenal insufficiency (hypotension) in the perioperative period and stress-dosing 

may need to be adjusted.

 (2)  Resumption of daily oral dosing of corticosteroids is dependent on oral intake postoperatively and may be delayed if nil per os, also 

called as nothing by mouth, status is prolonged (e.g., with abdominal surgery, nausea).

 (3)  If postoperative hypotension develops, patients should be assessed for etiologies other than adrenal insufficiency including volume 

depletion, cardiovascular disease, pulmonary embolus, and infection.
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 18.  Should patients who have prosthetic joints be prescribed antibiotic prophylaxis prior to 
undergoing dental procedures (controversial)?
There is no strong clinical data to support the utility of routine antibiotic prophylaxis during dental procedures 
in low-risk patients with prosthetic joints. As such, the American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons (AAOS), in 
conjunction with the American Dental Association (ADA) and with input from the Infectious Disease Society of 
America, suggests that clinicians consider discontinuing the practice of routine antibiotic prophylaxis in low-
risk populations. However, this recommendation is based on low-level evidence and may not be applicable to 
high-risk groups. The AAOS-ADA clinical practice guideline recognizes certain clinical scenarios that may confer 
an increased risk of infection and justify consideration of prophylactic antibiotics (Table 14.3). The AAOS has 
an online risk assessment tool that clinicians can use to enter these risk factors for specific patients and aid in 
decision-making (website address at the end of this chapter). Importantly, final decisions on the use of antibiotic 
prophylaxis should be made in consultation with the dental and orthopedic services.

Antibiotics prescribed for these selected patients may provide benefit without excess risk. In the absence of 
good data, the following agents may be rational choices: amoxicillin (2 g), cephalexin (2 g), or azithromycin (500 
mg) for the penicillin-allergic patient, all dosed once orally 1 hour before the procedure. Antibiotic prophylaxis is 
not necessary for patients with small joint (e.g., metacarpophalangeal joint) replacements, pins, plates, or screws. 

 19.  Should patients with antiphospholipid antibodies (APLs) be given antibiotic prophylaxis 
prior to dental, urologic, and gastrointestinal procedures?
Patients with APLs may have underlying valvular disease that could theoretically predispose them to endocarditis 
following procedures known to cause transient bacteremia. Nonetheless, data has not supported a role for 
antibiotic prophylaxis for the majority of patients with valvular heart disease, and only a subset of patients with the 
following conditions should routinely receive antibiotics:

 -  Prosthetic valves and/or prosthetic materials used for valve repair (e.g., annuloplasty rings, prosthetic material 
used in repair of congenital heart defects).

 -  History of infective endocarditis.
 -  History of cardiac transplant with valve regurgitation.
 -  Unrepaired cyanotic congenital heart defects.

It is important to note that even among these high-risk groups, prophylactic antibiotics are not recommended 
for low-risk dental procedures such as routine cleaning and are reserved for procedures which manipulate 
gingival tissue, the periapical area of teeth or perforate the oral mucosa. Current guidelines do not outline formal 
recommendations for patients with APLs and known valvular abnormalities, and clinical data regarding antibiotic 
prophylaxis in this group is limited. As such, clinical judgement should be used regarding this decision and should 
take into consideration the risk of infection overall in patients with rheumatic conditions on immunosuppression. 

 20.  How should agents used to treat/prevent osteoporosis be used around dental procedures?
Osteonecrosis of the jaw (ONJ) has been associated with dental procedures in individuals who are being treated 
with medications to treat/prevent osteoporosis (prevalence, ∼0.1%; see Chapter 87: Bone Strengthening Agents). 
Most cases are in individuals using bisphosphonates; however, a number of cases have been reported in 
individuals using denosumab. There are only rare cases reported in individuals using agents such as estrogens, 
teriparatide, raloxifene, romosozumab and calcitonin.

To reduce the risk of ONJ, preventative measures including regular cleanings, control of caries and 
infections, and minimizing bone injury during invasive dental procedures are all recommended. Temporary 
discontinuation of bisphosphonates prior to invasive dental procedures is commonly seen in practice, but there is 
no data to support this strategy nor in delaying dental treatment in those already on antiresorptive therapy. 

Table 14.3   High-Risk Populations with Prosthetic Joints that may Require Antibiotic 
Prophylaxis Prior to Dental Procedures

Severe immunocompromised states (e.g., AIDS, cancer patients with febrile neutropenia, rheumatoid arthritis 
patients on biologic DMARDs or prednisone >10 mg daily)a

Known diabetes, especially if poorly controlled

History of prosthetic joint infection requiring an operation

Arthroplasty within the last year

Dental procedures with manipulation of gingival tissue, the periapical region of teeth, or perforation of oral mucosab

DMARD, Disease-modifying antirheumatic drug.
aThe American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons and the American Dental Association guideline considers methotrexate and hydroxy-

chloroquine as non-immunocompromising agents and makes no specific mention of other nonbiologic DMARDs.
bOf importance, less invasive procedures (routine dental cleaning, etc.) do not mandate antibiotic prophylaxis regardless of other 

patient-specific risk factors.
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 21.  What are the options for DVT prophylaxis in patients undergoing joint replacement 
procedures?
DVT risk varies with the procedure, with hip replacement being higher risk than knee replacement. Guidelines in 
this area are changing as new therapies are developed, but the following are options for DVT prophylaxis:

 •  Warfarin, with dose adjustment to reach a target international normalized ratio of 2–3 for at least 10 days after 
the procedure. Continuing warfarin for up to 42 days postoperatively may be associated with decreased DVT in 
patients after hip surgery. Dosing for longer than 10 days after knee replacement surgery has not been shown 
to be beneficial.

 •  Heparin (unfractionated) 5000 units subcutaneously before surgery, then 5000 units every 8 hours after sur-
gery, adjusted by sliding scale every day to maintain the adjusted partial thromboplastin time within 4 seconds 
of the upper limit of normal. Time and expense of administration of this agent limit its usefulness.

 •  Pneumatic compression devices, worn on the lower extremities at all times starting the morning of surgery, 
until the patient is ambulatory or discharged. Compression stockings only offer minimal protection against DVT, 
and the effectiveness of this approach as single therapy has not been determined in patients with rheumatic 
disease (many of whom are at elevated risk of clot).

 •  Low molecular weight heparins (LMWHs) may be used for prophylaxis. The best efficacy is achieved by starting 
preoperatively and continuing for at least 10 days postoperatively. In hip replacement surgery, continued DVT 
prophylaxis with LMWHs up to 42 days postoperatively has been shown to decrease the incidence of DVT 
without significantly increasing bleeding episodes.

 •  Fondaparinux (synthetic heparin) preoperatively and continued for 10–42 days postoperatively.
 •  Aspirin (325 mg/day) can modestly decrease the incidence of DVT, but is associated with an increased risk of 

bleeding and is not routinely recommended for perioperative DVT prophylaxis.
The newer anticoagulants including the direct acting oral anticoagulants such as apixaban and rivaroxaban have 
not been extensively studied in DVT prevention around surgeries, and therefore, current guidelines do not provide 
recommendations on these agents. 

 22.  Should the dosing of conventional synthetic DMARDs (csDMARDs) and targeted synthetic 
DMARDs (tsDMARDs) be altered prior to elective surgery?
The choice to continue or stop DMARDs perioperatively depends on the underlying disease and disease 
activity, type of surgery, and type of DMARD. Minimizing the risk for infection and poor wound healing should 
be balanced against the risk of disease flare. Recent guidelines for patients undergoing total knee arthroplasty 
(TKA) and total hip arthroplasty (THA) recommend continuing csDMARDs, including methotrexate, sulfasalazine, 
hydroxychloroquine, leflunomide, and doxycycline, throughout the perioperative period. Tofacitinib, baricitinib, and 
upadicitinib, tsDMARDs should be stopped 7 days prior to surgery according to these guidelines. In SLE, the choice 
to continue csDMARDs perioperatively also depends on disease severity. For example, in patients with severe SLE 
(see Table 14.4 for definitions of disease severity), it is recommended to continue agents such as mycophenolate, 
azathioprine, cyclosporine, and tacrolimus throughout the operative period to maintain disease control. This is in 
contrast to patients with non-severe SLE where these medications are recommended to be temporarily held in the 
perioperative period.

Of note, careful consideration must also be made regarding perioperative issues that may affect metabolism 
and/or clearance of DMARDs including renal or hepatic insufficiency, anticoagulation, or antibiotics. 

 23.  What about the use of biologic DMARDs (bDMARDs) in the perioperative period for elective 
procedures?
It is generally recommended to plan for surgery at the end of the dosing cycle for each specific bDMARD (Table 14.5).  
The bDMARD should be restarted once there are signs of good wound healing, no signs of infection, and sutures/
staples have been removed; this is typically approximately 14 days after surgery.

Regarding rituximab, one should be aware of potential hypogammaglobulinemia in those patients who have 
received repeated cycles of rituximab. Although specific guidelines are not available, one could consider replacing 
immunoglobulin (Ig) G if levels are low (typically <500 mg/dL). 

 24.  What about management of antirheumatic therapy around surgeries other than TKA and 
THA?
There are limited data regarding perioperative use of DMARDs for surgeries other than elective TKAs and THAs, 
and recommendations are predominately based on expert opinion. For surgeries that involve opening the abdomen 
or chest, a reasonable approach is to stop csDMARDs and tsDMARDs 1 week prior to surgery, if possible, and 
resume 1 week after surgery in the absence of wound healing complications or infection. For bDMARDs, if 
possible the surgery should occur at the end of the dosing cycle and resume once there are signs of good wound 
healing, no evidence of infection, and all sutures/staples are removed (typically ∼14 days after surgery). 

 25.  A patient with RA is found to have a swollen, warm, and tender knee on postoperative day 
4 after a cholecystectomy. Should the patient have an arthrocentesis performed?
Yes. An acutely inflamed joint postoperatively should always be aspirated to exclude a septic joint. Do not assume 
that the symptoms are due to a flare of RA, especially if the involved joint seems inflamed out of proportion to the 
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Table 14.4   Perioperative Management of Conventional Synthetic and Targeted Synthetic 
Disease-Modifying Antirheumatic Drugs

DMARD PERIOPERATIVE RECOMMENDATIONa

Patients with RA, SpA (including PsA), JIA

Methotrexate, hydroxychloroquine, sulfasalazine,  
leflunomide, doxycycline

Continue through the perioperative period

Prednisone Continue daily dosing through the perioperative period; 
for most patients, stress-dosing is not necessary for 
knee and hip replacements

Tofacitinib, baricitinib, upadicitinib Withhold for 7 days prior to surgery and resume 3–5 
days post-surgery if no complications

Patients with SLE
Severe organ manifestations (e.g., nephritis, CNS lupus,  

severe hemolytic anemia, cardiopulmonary disease)
Induction or maintenance treatment

Mycophenolate, azathioprine, cyclosporine, tacrolimusb Continue through the perioperative period

Patients with SLE
Non-severe manifestations

Mycophenolate, azathioprine, cyclosporine, tacrolimus Withhold 1 week prior to surgery and resume 3–5 days 
post-surgery if no complications

Corticosteroids Continue the daily dosing throughout the periopera-
tive period; for most patients, stress-dosing is not 
indicated for knee and hip replacements

DMARD, Disease-modifying antirheumatic drug; RA, rheumatoid arthritis; SpA, spondyloarthritis; PsA, psoriatic arthritis; JIA, juvenile 

idiopathic arthritis; SLE, systemic lupus erythematosus.
aMedications should be resumed postoperatively once the patient is doing well (wound without infection and healing well, patient taking 

oral medications, no new renal/hepatic insufficiency).
bCyclophosphamide is not included in these recommendations but patients on this agent should be considered to wait until the course of 

therapy is completed prior to elective surgery.

Table 14.5   Dosing Cycles for Selected Biologic Disease-Modifying Antirheumatic Drugs

AGENTS DOSING CYCLE

Adalimumab Weekly or every 2 weeks

Etanercept Weekly or twice weekly

Golimumab Every 4 weeks (SQ) or every 8 weeks (IV)

Infliximab Every 4, 6, or 8 weeks

Abatacept Weekly (SQ) or every 4 weeks (IV)

Certolizmab Every 2 or 4 weeks

Rituximab Dose at time 0, then 2 weeks later, re-dosing every 4–6 months

Tocilizumab Weekly (SQ) or every 4 weeks (IV)

Anakinra Daily

Secukinumab Every 4 weeks

Ustekinumab Every 12 weeks

Belimumab Every 4 weeks

Sarilumab Every 2 weeks

Ixekizumab Every 4 weeks

IV, Intravenous; SQ, subcutaneous.
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rest of the patient’s disease activity (a “red, hot joint” is not typical of inflammatory arthritis due to autoimmune 
disease). Keep in mind that patients with RA may have “pseudoseptic arthritis”, where synovial fluid white blood 
cell count is >50,000/mm3, mimicking infection. This arthritic manifestation may be due to rebound autoimmune-
mediated inflammation in a patient whose immunosuppression has been held perioperatively. 

 26.  A patient with chronic tophaceous gout develops acute onset left knee pain and swelling 
postoperatively. Aspiration reveals negatively birefringent needle-shaped crystals. Can you 
be certain of the diagnosis of acute gouty arthritis?
Not yet. In patients with chronic gout, uric acid crystals can be seen on synovial fluid aspirated from an 
asymptomatic joint—in this case, the presence of crystals is not diagnostic of an acute gout flare. Sepsis and gout 
can occur simultaneously, so evaluation for infection (Gram stain and culture) is mandatory. 

 27.  What predisposes patients to perioperative gout attacks?
Dehydration.
Increased uric acid production as a result of adenosine triphosphate breakdown (energy utilization) during surgery.
Medicines (diuretics, heparin, cyclosporine).
Minor trauma to the joint during surgery and transport.
Infections.
Hyperalimentation.
Perioperative cessation of medications used to manage gout (allopurinol, febuxustat, colchicine, and probenecid).
Preoperative serum uric acid levels ≥9 mg/dL. 

 28.  What are the options for treating patients with acute gouty arthritis postoperatively if they 
are unable to take oral agents?

 •  Indomethacin or another NSAID per nasogastric tube or suppositories per rectum. These agents may be contra-
indicated if the patient is at risk for surgical bleeding or gastric ulcer disease, and in the setting of known CVD 
or renal insufficiency. Intramuscular ketorolac 30 to 60 mg is another option if NSAID use is appropriate.

 •  IV colchicine has been used in the past for patients unable to take oral medicines; however, given its toxicities 
(bone marrow, neuromuscular, gastrointestinal), IV use of this agent should be avoided.

 •  Corticotropin gel (Acthar) 25 to 40 units subcutaneous injection (uncommonly used because of cost).
 •  Triamcinolone acetonide 40 to 60 mg/day intramuscularly for one to two doses. This may be the safest option 

in many cases.
 •  Methylprednisolone 20–60 mg IV daily for several days, and then replace with oral prednisone, tapering when 

appropriate.
 •  Corticosteroid preparation injected into the joint (if you are sure it is not infected). 

 29.  What special considerations should be made in the perioperative management of patients 
with antiphospholipid syndrome?
It is essential to minimize the amount of time without anticoagulation and avoid the use of vitamin K, which can 
complicate the resumption of therapeutic warfarin use. Another important concept is to minimize all aspects 
of Virchow’s triad (hypercoagulability, stasis, and endothelial injury). Examples of this include using external 
pneumatic compression devices in the operating room and postoperatively, setting the blood pressure cuffs to 
inflate less frequently, avoiding tourniquets, encouraging ambulation as soon as possible after surgery and limiting 
intravascular line placement and removing them as soon as they are no longer needed. 

 30.  What is the perioperative approach to those patients who are APL-positive without a 
history of blood clots (controversial)?
The concern is that surgery and its postoperative issues may tip a person with a potential predisposition to clot 
into a hypercoagulable state where a clinically apparent clot develops. There is a general consensus to apply 
standard perioperative DVT prophylaxis approaches that are used in general populations; however, there is 
controversy on whether to continue prophylactic anticoagulation after discharge and regarding duration of therapy. 
Some experts advocate for the continuation of prophylactic doses of LMWHs or therapeutic warfarin for 1 to 6 
weeks postoperatively (including patients in the postpartum period). 

 31.  What other disease-specific precautions should be considered in rheumatic diseases other 
than RA?

 •  Sjögren’s syndrome: use lubricating gel and artificial tears during anesthesia to prevent corneal abrasion. Do 
not give pilocarpine preoperatively to avoid bronchospasm and bradycardia. Minimize the use of anticholinergic 
drugs during the perioperative period. Dryness may increase the risk of pneumonia.

 •  Juvenile idiopathic arthritis: micrognathia may make intubation difficult. Cervical spine instability can occur.
 •  Ankylosing spondylitis: cervical spine immobility may make intubation difficult. Restrictive chest excursion 

may increase the risk of pneumonia. Heterotopic ossification can complicate THA.
 •  Psoriatic arthritis: skin disease can flare at the surgical site (Koebner phenomenon).
 •  Active vasculitis: arterial punctures or devices (e.g., arterial line for blood pressure monitoring) can lead to 

vasospasm and increased risk for vascular occlusion.
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 •  SLE: treat with IVIG if the patient has severe thrombocytopenia and needs emergency surgery. There is 
increased CV risk.

 •  Raynaud’s syndrome: finger sticks for glucose or other monitoring may lead to wounds that are difficult to 
heal; oxygen saturation monitors may not be accurate in Raynaud’s and therefore, other sites (e.g., forehead, 
earlobe) for monitoring may be considered.

 •  Systemic sclerosis: poor venous access at sites of thickened skin; difficult intubation if decreased oral aperture 
(less than 4 cm incisor to incisor; consider fiberoptic intubation); risk of aspiration increased (esophageal dys-
motility); postoperative ileus increased; arterial vasospasm increased in all organs including heart and kidneys; 
increased risk of scleroderma renal crisis in hypovolemic conditions. Increased risk of adverse outcome in 
patients with pulmonary hypertension. Increased cardiac arrhythmia risk.
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KEY POINTS

 1.  Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is the most common chronic inflammatory arthritis.
 2.  Synovitis of the small joints of the hands (metacarpophalangeal joints [MCPs], proximal interphalangeal joints 

[PIPs]) and wrists is the classic initial pattern.
 3.  RA patients with extraarticular manifestations should be seropositive.
 4.  Early and aggressive therapy should target low disease activity for optimal outcomes.
 5.  RA patients have accelerated atherosclerosis warranting aggressive risk factor modification.

 1.  What is RA?
RA is a chronic, systemic, inflammatory disorder of joints that is characterized by its pattern of joint involvement, 
and in the majority of cases, serum elevations of autoantibodies that include rheumatoid factor (RF) and antibodies 
to citrullinated protein/peptide antigens (ACPA). The primary site of pathology is the synovium of the joints. The 
synovial tissues become inflamed and proliferate, forming pannus that invades bone, cartilage, and ligaments and 
leads to damage and deformities. Extraarticular manifestations such as lung disease may accompany the joint 
disease, but arthritis represents the major manifestation. 

 2.  What is the etiology and pathogenesis of RA?
The exact cause of RA remains unknown, but it is likely multifactorial, with genetic (human leucocyte antigen 
[HLA] genes and others) and environmental factors (smoking, silica, and others) playing important roles. 
Autoantibodies (RF, ACPAs) can be found in the blood several years before the development of joint inflammation 
during a phase of RA development called “preclinical RA.” Preclinical RA suggests that the initiating events in 
RA may occur outside of the joints (Fig. 15.1). These initiating events may take place at mucosal surfaces, and 
involve a complex interaction between the genes and environment, and the innate and adaptive immune systems. 
Over time, systemic autoimmunity can transition to clinical symptoms and joint inflammation at which time an 
individual may meet classification criteria for RA.

Genetic factors: The major histocompatibility complex (MHC) region coding for certain HLA-DR genes 
accounts for a large proportion of the known genetic risk for RA. The susceptibility to RA is mainly associated 
with the third hypervariable region of DRβ chains from amino acids 70 to 74 (referred to as the shared epitope; 
so named because this unique amino acid sequence can be found on numerous DR4 and DR1 alleles that are 
enriched in RA populations). In addition, over 100 genetic loci outside the MHC have been associated with an 
increased risk of developing RA; each of these increases the odds ratio of developing RA by only 1.2–2-fold, 
although this varies among ethnicities. Polymorphisms of PTPN22, TRAF1-C5, STAT4, TNFAIP3, and PADI4 are well 
established. Epigenetic factors (histone modification, DNA methylation) are also likely to be important.

In addition to population-based genetic studies, twin studies show that the concordance rate for RA is  
12% to 15% in monozygotic twins and 2% to 3% in fraternal twins. This is in comparison with the rate of RA in 
the general population of ∼1% and suggests that familial factors (genetics and/or shared environmental risk) account 
for a substantial portion of an individual’s susceptibility to RA. It is important to keep in mind that 80% to 90% of all 
RA is sporadic, that is, occurring in individuals with no family history of RA.

Environmental factors: Smoking is the best characterized environmental risk factor for RA. It is more strongly 
associated with ACPA-positive (1.9-fold) compared with ACPA-negative (1.3-fold) RA. Cigarette exposure in the 
setting of two shared epitope alleles can increase the odds ratio for ACPA-positive RA by 21-fold. The smoking-
associated risk of RA is dose-dependent (2-fold for >20 pack years) and persists for 10 to 20 years after a person 
quits smoking. Other inhaled factors (e.g., silica dust, air pollution) have also been associated with RA. While the 
exact role that they may play in the development of RA is uncertain, bacteria in the microbiomes of mucosal 
sites (e.g., mouth, lung, gut) may also contribute to RA development. For example, Porphyromonos gingivalis 
(an organism associated with periodontitis) can express peptidylarginine deiminase (PAD) enzymes that can 
citrullinate resident proteins through the posttranslational modification of arginine to citrulline. Additionally, 
Prevotella copri is expanded in the stool of patients with RA and is thought to be associated with specific immune 
responses in these patients. Viruses (Epstein–Barr virus [EBV], parvovirus B19) have been associated with RA 
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Fig. 15.1 Model of the natural history of rheumatoid arthritis (RA) development. In this model, genetic and environmental factors lead to 
triggering of autoimmunity that can be detectable initially in absence of synovitis. Over time this progresses to overt synovitis and clas-
sifiable RA. The period in which there are detectable biomarkers in absence of synovitis can be termed “Preclinical RA.”

as well. The exact role of microbial organisms in the initiation and propagation of RA-related autoimmunity is 
unknown, and this remains an active area of research.

Autoantibodies: Multiple autoantibody systems are implicated in RA pathogenesis, including RF and 
antibodies to modified protein antigens (AMPAs). AMPAs include antibodies to citrullinated and carbamylated 
(homocitrulline) proteins. These neoantigens cause a heightened immune response when presented to the 
immune system by HLA-DR molecules containing the shared epitope. ACPAs and anticarbamylated antibodies 
can bind citrullinated and carbamylated proteins locally or form immune complexes that can deposit in the tissue, 
thereby directly playing a role in disease pathogenesis.

Initiation of clinical disease: The mechanism of initiation of clinical synovitis is unknown. It is hypothesized 
that ACPAs could target citrullinated proteins in the joint. In addition, certain immune complexes that include 
ACPAs and RF can deposit in synovial postcapillary venules inciting inflammation through complement 
activation. Tissue inflammation can increase vascular permeability with the influx of more inflammatory cells 
(e.g., neutrophils, CD8 T cells) and antibodies (including ACPAs). Inflammation can upregulate PAD enzymes and 
myeloperoxidase causing citrullination and carbamylation, respectively, of synovial proteins and cartilage proteins. 
Binding of ACPAs, especially to citrullinated vimentin, can lead to osteoclastogenesis, chondrocyte damage, and 
release of degraded collagen and proteoglycan neoepitopes from cartilage. In addition, neutrophils can release 
neutrophil extracellular traps that can drive local inflammation.

Perpetuation of clinical disease: RA is thought to be perpetuated by activation of the adaptive immune 
system, with the innate immune system and self-antigens acting as a persistent adjuvant. For example, 
neoepitopes created by synovial inflammation and cartilage injury can be taken up by an influx of dendritic cells 
into the synovium. Dendritic cells from a genetically predisposed host will more efficiently present the neoantigens 
to T lymphocytes in the synovial tissue and draining lymph nodes. Epitope spreading may occur, with a break in 
tolerance and an immune response directed toward native antigens. T-cells, macrophages, synovial fibroblasts, 
and B cells may be activated in different combinations to produce proinflammatory cytokines that perpetuate 
chronic synovitis and tissue destruction. Activation of local osteoclasts can facilitate development of bony erosions.

Prevention of clinical disease: Smoking cessation is the only modifiable risk factor demonstrated to reduce 
RA risk. In addition, clinical trials are underway in the United States and Europe to determine whether intervention 
with immune modulating therapies can prevent the onset of joint disease in individuals who are at a high risk of 
developing RA in the future. 

 3.  Discuss the 2010 American College of Rheumatology (ACR)/European League Against 
Rheumatism (EULAR) criteria for the classification of RA (Box 15.1).
With the knowledge that early effective treatment in RA improves long-term outcomes, the 2010 ACR/EULAR 
classification criteria for RA were designed to identify individuals with RA at an earlier stage of disease compared 
with the 1987 ACR RA classification criteria. The criteria demonstrate 82% sensitivity and 61% specificity for RA 
when compared with control subjects with non-RA rheumatic disease. While these criteria can be a guide, the 
purpose of classification is to define a homogenous population for study purposes. Ultimately, the diagnosis of RA 
is established by the rheumatologist. 

 4.  What other diseases should be excluded prior to making the diagnosis of RA?

COMMON DISEASES

Seronegative spondyloarthropathies, calcium pyrophosphate deposition disease, connective tissue diseases 
(systemic lupus erythematosus [SLE], scleroderma, polymyositis, vasculitis, mixed connective tissue disease, 
polymyalgia rheumatica), osteoarthritis (OA), viral infection (EBV, HIV, hepatitis B, parvovirus, rubella, hepatitis C), 
polyarticular gout, fibromyalgia, reactive arthritis. 

UNCOMMON DISEASES

Hypothyroidism, relapsing polychondritis, subacute bacterial endocarditis, rheumatic fever, hemochromatosis, 
sarcoidosis, hypertrophic osteoarthropathy, Lyme disease, hyperlipoproteinemias (types II, IV), amyloid arthropathy, 
hemoglobinopathies (sickle cell disease), malignancy and paraneoplastic syndrome, and Behçet’s disease. 
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RARE DISEASES

Familial Mediterranean fever, Whipple’s disease, multicentric reticulohistiocytosis, angioimmunoblastic lymphade-
nopathy, remitting seronegative symmetrical synovitis with pitting edema (RS3PE), and SAPHO—synovitis, acne, 
pustulosis, hyperostosis, and osteitis.

Pearl: A clinician should consider a diagnosis other than RA particularly in patients who have an asymmetric 
arthritis, migrating pattern, predominantly large-joint arthritis, distal interphalangeal (DIP) joint involvement, 
rashes, back disease, renal disease, leukopenia, or hypocomplementemia. 

 5.  Discuss the epidemiologic characteristics of RA.
 •  Race—worldwide, all races. Native Americans (Algonquian and Pima Indians) have higher prevalence.
 •  Sex distribution—females > males 2–3:1.
 •  Age—the average age of onset of RA in women is 40 to 60 years, men are older.
 •  Occurs in about 1% of adults in the United States. The prevalence increases with age. 

 6.  Describe the various ways RA can present.
 a)  Typical patterns of onset (90% of patients)
 •  Insidious (55%–65%): Onset with arthritic symptoms of pain, swelling and stiffness, with the number of 

joints increasing over weeks to months.
 •  Subacute (15%–20%): Similar to insidious onset but more systemic symptoms.
 •  Acute (10%): Severe onset, some have fever.
 b)  Variant patterns of onset (10% of patients)
 •  Palindromic (episodic) pattern: Usually involves less than five joints and resolves within several days.  

After an asymptomatic period, a flare in the same or another joint(s) occurs. Over time, 33% to 50% 
evolve into RA involving more joints persistently. Seropositive patients and those with elevated 
acute-phase reactants are more likely to progress to RA. The optimal treatment for individuals with 
“palindromic/episodic” RA is not known; however, antimalarial therapy may decrease the frequency of 
attacks and progression to RA.

 •  Insidious onset of elderly (>65 years): Present with severe pain and stiffness of limb girdle joints often 
with diffuse swelling of hands, wrists, and forearms. May be difficult to differentiate from polymyalgia 
rheumatica and RS3PE.

 •  Arthritis robustus: Typically seen in men. Patients have bulky, proliferative synovitis causing joint ero-
sions and deformities, but the patient experiences little pain or disability.

 •  Rheumatoid nodulosis: Patients with recurrent pain/swelling in different joints, subcutaneous nodules, 
and subchondral bone cysts on radiographs. 

Box 15.1   The 2010 American College of Rheumatology/European League Against 
Rheumatism Classification Criteria for Rheumatoid Arthritis

 1.  Joint involvement (swollen or tender joint on examination) (0–5 points max)

 •  One medium to large joint (shoulders, elbows, hips, knees, ankles) 0
 •  2–10 medium to large joints 1
 •  1–3 small joints (MCP, PIP, 2–5 MTP, or wrist with or without large joint involvement) 2
 •  4–10 small joints (with or without large joint involvement) 3
 •  >10 joints (at least one small joint involved) 5
 2.  Serology (0–3 points max)
 •  Negative RF and negative ACPA 0
 •  Low positive RF or low positive ACPA (<=3 times the normal upper limit) 2
 •  High positive RF or high positive ACPA (>3 times the normal upper limit) 3
 3.  Acute-phase reactants (0–1 point max)
 •  Normal CRP and normal ESR 0
 •  Abnormal CRP or abnormal ESR 1
 4.  Duration of symptoms (0–1 point max)
 •  <6 weeks 0
 •  ≥6 weeks 1

From Aletaha D, Neogi T, Silman AJ et al: 2010 rheumatoid arthritis classification criteria: an American College of Rheumatology/European League 

Against Rheumatism collaborative initiative. Ann Rheum Dis. 2010;69:1580–1588.

To apply these criteria, the patient must have at least one joint swollen with inflammatory arthritis on clinical examination that is not 

explained by another disease. Magnetic resonance imaging/ultrasound may be used to confirm clinical findings.

ACPA, anticitrullinated protein antibody; CRP, C-reactive protein; ESR, erythrocyte sedimentation rate; MCP, metacarpophalangeal joint; 

MTP, metatarsophalangeal joint; PIP, proximal interphalangeal joint; RF, rheumatoid factor.
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 7.  Which joints are commonly affected in RA? (Box 15.2)
The joints most commonly involved at onset are the MCPs, PIPs, wrists, and metatarsophalangeal joints (MTPs). 
Larger joints generally become symptomatic after small joints. Patients may start out with only a few joints 
involved (oligoarticular onset) but progress to involvement of multiple joints (polyarticular) in a symmetric 
distribution within a few weeks to months. Of note, most of the descriptions of RA presentation were made during 
an era where initial diagnosis was made months to years after the onset of symptoms. As health-care systems are 
identifying individuals with RA earlier in the disease course through more widespread testing of autoantibodies, it 
may be that the joints understood to be first involved in RA will change.

Involvement of the thoracolumbar, sacroiliac, or hand DIP joints is very rare in RA and should suggest 
another diagnosis, such as a seronegative spondyloarthritis (sacroiliac joints), psoriatic arthritis (DIP joints) or OA 
(lumbar spine, DIP joints; Fig. 15.2). 

 8.  What clinical and laboratory findings help predict whether a patient with early 
undifferentiated arthritis (UA) will develop RA?
Among patients with UA who do not meet the 1987 RA classification criteria, 33% will progress to RA (by 1987 
criteria) over the following year, 33% will be diagnosed with another type of inflammatory arthritis, and 33% will 
undergo spontaneous remission. When using the newer 2010 RA classification criteria, 6% to 22% of patients with UA 
will progress to RA, 53% will have persistent UA, 3% will be diagnosed with another type of inflammatory arthritis, 
and 22% will undergo spontaneous remission. These differences likely reflect the improved sensitivity of the 2010 
criteria (with a significant proportion of UA patients now classified as RA at the time of initial evaluation) as well as 
the mandate within the new classification criteria to rule out competing diagnoses as the cause of inflammatory 
arthritis before applying the criteria to a specific patient (improved specificity). Predictors of progression to RA by 
2010 classification criteria include: 1) higher score on 2010 classification criteria at baseline (42% with a score of 
5 will develop RA; therefore, number of involved joints, duration of symptoms, and presence of autoantibodies and 
elevated inflammatory markers are all important factors) and 2) grey scale synovitis on ultrasound. 

Fig. 15.2 Joint distribution of rheumatoid arthritis (RA; left) and osteoarthritis (OA; right).

Box 15.2   The Most Common Joints Involved During the Course of Rheumatoid Arthritis

MCP 90%–95% Ankle/subtalar 50%–60%
PIP 75%–90% Cervical spine (esp. C1–C2) 40%–50%
Wrist 75%–80% Elbow 40%–50%
Knee 60%–80% Hip 20%–40%
Shoulder 50%–70% Temporomandibular 10%–30%
MTP 50%–60%

MCP, metacarpophalangeal joint; MTP, metatarsophalangeal joint; PIP, proximal interphalangeal joint.
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 9.  What is pannus?
The synovium is the primary site for the inflammatory process in RA. The inflammatory infiltrate consists of 
mononuclear cells, primarily CD4+ T lymphocytes (30%–50% of cells), as well as activated macrophages, B cells 
(5% of cells), plasma cells (some making RF and ACPA), and dendritic cells that can lead to an organizational 
structure that resembles a lymph node. Notably unlike the synovial fluid, few, if any, polymorphonuclear leukocytes 
(PMNs) are found in the synovium. The inflammatory cytokine milieu causes the synovial lining cells (macrophage-
like and fibroblast-like synoviocytes) to proliferate. The inflamed synovium becomes thickened, boggy, and 
edematous and develops villous projections. This proliferative synovium is called pannus and it is capable of 
invading bone and cartilage, causing destruction of the joint. One of the most important cells in the pannus 
contributing to cartilage destruction is the fibroblast-like synoviocyte, which has tumor-like characteristics capable 
of tissue invasion. 

 10.  What are the common deformities of the hand in RA (Fig. 15.3)?
Fusiform swelling—synovitis of PIP joints, causing them to appear spindle-shaped.
Boutonnière deformity—flexion of the PIP and hyperextension of the DIP joint caused by weakening of the 

central slip of the extrinsic extensor tendon and a palmar displacement of the lateral bands. This deformity 
resembles a knuckle being pushed through a buttonhole.

Swan-neck deformity—results from contraction of the flexors (intrinsic muscles) of the MCPs, resulting in flexion 
contracture of the MCP joint, hyperextension of PIP, and flexion of the DIP joint.

Ulnar deviation of fingers—with subluxation of MCP joints. This results from weakening of the extensor carpi 
ulnaris leading to radial deviation of the wrist causing all finger tendons to pull the fingers ulnarly with power 
grasp.

Hitchhiker thumb—hyperextension of IP joint with flexion of MCP and exaggerated adduction of first metacarpus. 
Causes inability to pinch. Also referred to as a “Z-deformity.”

“Piano key” ulnar head—secondary to destruction of ulnar collateral ligament leading to a floating ulnar styloid. 

 11.  Does RA affect the feet?
In some patients, the feet may be the first manifestation of RA, although this can be difficult to recognize because 
synovitis in the MTPs is difficult to assess. The “MTP” squeeze test, where the forefoot is squeezed by the 
examiners’ hand, may provide a clue to synovitis if there is tenderness in any of the MTPs with this maneuver. 
In addition, over 33% of patients develop significant foot deformities during the course of RA. The most common 
deformity is claw toe or hammer toe. This is caused by inflammation of the MTP joints leading to subluxation 
of the metatarsal heads. When this problem occurs, the patient has difficulty fitting his or her toes into the shoe 
because the tops of the toes rub on the shoe box, resulting in callous or ulcer formation. Additionally, because 
the soft tissue pad that normally sits underneath the metatarsal heads is displaced, the heads of the metatarsal 
bones are no longer cushioned and become very painful to walk on, frequently resulting in calluses on the inferior 
surface of the foot. Patients commonly complain that it feels as though they are walking on pebbles or stones. 
Arthritic involvement of the tarsal joints and subtalar joint can result in flattening of the arch of the foot and 
hindfoot valgus deformity. 

 12.  Describe the radiographic features of RA.
The mnemonic ABCDE’S is a convenient way to remember these:

  
A—Alignment, abnormal; no ankylosis
B—Bones—periarticular (juxtaarticular) osteoporosis; no periostitis or osteophytes
C—Cartilage—uniform (symmetric) joint space loss in weight-bearing joints; no cartilage or soft tissue 

calcification
D—Deformities (swan neck, ulnar deviation, boutonnière) with symmetrical distribution

A B

Fig. 15.3 (A) Swan neck (second to fourth fingers) and boutonnière (fifth finger) deformities. (B) Ulnar deviation of fingers (note rheumatoid 
nodules). (© 2014 American College of Rheumatology. Used with permission.)
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E—Erosions, marginal
S—Soft-tissue swelling; nodules without calcification.

  
The radiographic changes in RA take months to develop. Juxtaarticular osteopenia is seen early in the 

course of the disease, followed later by more diffuse osteopenia. Joint erosions typically occur at the margins of 
small joints. Later, joint space narrowing and deformities develop. The earliest erosions occur in the hands (2, 3, 5 
MCPs) before the feet in one-third of patients; the feet (1, 5 MTPs) before the hands in one-third of patients; and 
in both hands and feet at the same time in one-third of patients. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) will show 
40% more erosions than conventional radiography. However, a caveat is that MRI can show MCP and/or wrist 
erosions or synovitis in 2% and 9% of healthy individuals, respectively. See Fig. 15.4. 

 13.  Compare the radiographic features of RA with those of OA.

A B

C D

Fig. 15.4 (A) Progressive marginal erosions (arrows) of a metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joint. (B) Early rheumatoid arthritis (RA) with sym-
metrical joint space narrowing and juxtaarticular osteoporosis. (C) The same patient, 5 years later, with significant marginal erosions and 
severe wrist involvement. (D) Severe RA with destruction of MCP joints, subluxation of MCP joints (left) leading to ulnar deviation, and 
marked wrist involvement. (A, Copyright 2018 American College of Rheumatology. Used with permission.)

Table 15.1   Radiographs in Rheumatoid Arthritis and Osteoarthritis

RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS OSTEOARTHRITIS

Sclerosis ± ++++

Osteophytes ± ++++

Osteopenia +++ 0

Symmetry +++ +

Marginal/periarticular erosions +++ 0

Cysts ++ ++

Narrowing +++ +++

 14.   What are the typical features of the synovial fluid in RA?
The synovial fluid is inflammatory, with white blood cell (WBC) counts typically between 5000 and 50,000/mm3. 
Rarely, synovial fluid WBC count can exceed 100,000/mm3 (pseudoseptic) but infection must always be ruled 
out. Generally the differential shows a predominance (>50%) of PMNs. The protein level is elevated, and the 
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glucose level may be lower than serum values (40%–60% of serum glucose). There are no crystals in the fluid, 
and cultures are negative. Unfortunately, there are no specific findings in the synovial fluid that allow a definitive 
diagnosis of RA. 

 15.  How is the cervical spine involved in RA?
Historically, the cervical spine is involved in 30% to 50% of RA patients, with C1–C2 the most commonly involved 
level. Fortunately, the rates of significant cervical spinal disease in RA are decreasing with modern therapy. 
Arthritic involvement of the cervical spine can lead to instability with potential impingement of the spinal cord; 
thus it is important for the clinician to obtain radiographs of the cervical spine before surgical procedures requiring 
intubation. It is important to note that cervical spine disease often parallels peripheral joint disease. The earliest 
and most frequent symptom of subluxation is pain radiating to the occiput. Pain, neurologic involvement, and 
death are the main concerns with subluxation. The patterns of cervical spine involvement include:

 •  C1–C2 subluxation (60%–65% cases) can result in anterior (most common), lateral (rotary), and posterior (least 
common) atlantoaxial subluxation. Anterior subluxation at C1–C2 results in a widening of the gap between the 
arch of C1 and the odontoid of C2 (>3 mm). This is caused by synovial proliferation around the articulation of 
the odontoid process with the anterior arch of C1, leading to stretching and rupture of the transverse and alar 
ligaments, which keep the odontoid in contact with the arch of C1. The risk of spinal cord compression is greatest 
when the anterior atlantoodontoid interval is ≥9 mm, or the posterior atlantoodontoid interval is ≤14 mm. (Fig 15.5)

 •  C1–C2 impaction (20%–25% cases; sometimes referred to as superior migration of the odontoid) is the next 
most common form of cervical spine disease in RA. Destruction is between the occipitoatlantal and atlanto-
axial joint articulations between C1 and C2, causing a cephalad movement of the odontoid into the foramen 
magnum, which may impinge on the brainstem. Overall, it has the worst prognosis neurologically, especially 
when the odontoid is ≥5 mm above Ranawat’s line.

 •  Subaxial involvement (10%–15% cases) is the least common and typically involves C2–C3 and C3–C4 
facets and intervertebral disks. This can lead to “stair-stepping” with one vertebrae subluxing forward on the 
lower vertebrae. Translation of more than 3.5 mm of one vertebra on the other is usually clinically relevant. 
Subaxial disease usually occurs later than other forms of cervical involvement 

 16.  What are the typical laboratory findings in RA patients?
 •  Complete blood count: Anemia of chronic disease and thrombocytosis correlate with active disease. The 

WBC count and the differential should be normal unless the patient has Felty’s syndrome or another disease.
 •  Chemistries: Normal renal, hepatic, and uric acid tests. Albumin may be low in active disease because it is a 

negative acute-phase reactant.
 •  Urinalysis: Normal.
 •  Erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR): Usually elevated. Can be normal in patients with early limited disease. 

ESR can be elevated as a result of inflammation and hypergammaglobulinemia.

Fig. 15.5 Magnetic resonance imaging of the cervical spine demonstrating pannus formation of the C1–C2 articulation (long arrow) and 
impingement of the odontoid on the spinal cord (arrow).
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 •  C-reactive protein (CRP): Usually elevated. May be more ideal than ESR in following disease activity because 
it is not influenced by hypergammaglobulinemia.

 •  RF: Positive in 60% to 80%, with a specificity of 80% to 86% for RA. RF positivity is associated with extraar-
ticular manifestations including subcutaneous nodules. Note that several diseases with arthritis can have a 
positive RF such as hepatitis C (40%–75%), SLE (20%), Sjögren’s syndrome (SS, 70%), tuberculosis (60%), 
and subacute bacterial endocarditis (45%–68%).

 •  ACPA: The most common clinically available ACPA is called antibody to cyclic citrullinated peptide (anti-CCP). Sev-
eral versions of anti-CCP testing are available, with sensitivities ranging from 57% to 67% and specificity ranging 
from 93% to 99%. Anti-CCP is positive in 10% to 15% of RF−RA patients. Both RF and anti-CCP are associated with 
disease severity, erosions, and increased mortality. Higher titer antibodies (in the case of ACPA and RF) have a higher 
specificity for RA. However, antibody titers do not correlate with disease activity, so serial testing is unnecessary.

 •  Antinuclear antibodies (ANAs): Positive in 30% to 50%. Not typically directed against any specific antigens 
(e.g., SS-A, SS-B, ribonucleoprotein, Smith, double-stranded DNA).

 •  Anti-neutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies: Usually negative. If positive, it should not have specificity against 
proteinase 3 or myeloperoxidase.

 •  Complement (C3, C4, CH50): Normal or elevated. If it is low, consider a disease other than RA.
 •  Novel autoantibodies: There are several autoantibodies in testing and development that may be of signifi-

cance to RA diagnosis and management. These include antibodies to carbamylated proteins.
 •  Novel inflammatory panels: There are a growing number of inflammatory markers such as cytokines, chemo-

kines, adipokines, and other products of joint inflammation such as 14-3-3 eta which are being evaluated in 
the diagnosis and management of RA (see Chapter 6: Laboratory Evaluation). 

 17.  List some of the extraarticular manifestations of RA.

General Cardiac

Fever Pericarditis
Lymphadenopathy Myocarditis
Weight loss Coronary vasculitis
Fatigue Nodules on valves

Dermatologic Neuromuscular

Palmar erythema Entrapment neuropathy
Subcutaneous nodules Peripheral neuropathy
Vasculitis Mononeuritis multiplex

Ocular Hematologic

Episcleritis Felty’s syndrome
Scleritis Large granular lymphocyte syndrome
Choroid and retinal nodules Lymphomas

Pulmonary Others

Pleuritis Sjögren’s syndrome
Nodules Amyloidosis
Interstitial lung disease Osteoporosis
Obstructive lung disease (including airways disease/airway thickening, 

bronchiolitis and bronchiectasis)
Atherosclerosis

Arteritis

  18.  Which patients with RA are most likely to get extraarticular manifestations?
Patients who are RF- or ACPA-positive (dual-positivity may pose a higher risk), HLA-DR4-positive, and males are 
more likely to have extraarticular manifestations. It is important for clinicians to rule out other causes, such as 
infection, malignancy, and medications, for an extraarticular manifestation before ascribing it to RA, especially if 
the patient is RF-negative. While ACPAs are strongly associated with disease severity and joint erosions in RA, it is 
not as strongly associated with extraarticular manifestations. 

 19.  How commonly do fever and lymphadenopathy occur in RA patients as a result of their 
rheumatic disease?
They are uncommon and generally seen only in those patients with severely active disease. Infection and 
lymphoreticular malignancy should always be considered in an RA patient with these symptoms. 

 20.  What are rheumatoid nodules? Where are they found?
Rheumatoid nodules are subcutaneous nodules that have the characteristic histology of a central area of fibrinoid 
necrosis surrounded by a zone of palisades of elongated histiocytes and a peripheral layer of cellular connective 
tissue. They occur in 20% to 35% of RA patients who typically are RF-positive and have severe disease. They tend 
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to occur on the extensor surface of the forearms, in the olecranon bursa, over joints, and over pressure points 
such as sacrum, occiput, and heel. They frequently develop and enlarge when the patient’s RA is active and may 
resolve when disease activity is controlled. Methotrexate can rarely be associated with increased nodulosis in 
some RA patients, even when the disease is well controlled. Nodules caused by methotrexate tend to present as 
multiple small nodules on the finger pads. 

 21.  Which diseases should be considered in a patient with subcutaneous nodules and arthritis?
RA, xanthoma, gout (tophi), SLE (rare), amyloidosis, rheumatic fever (rare), sarcoidosis, multicentric 
reticulohistiocytosis, and leprosy. 

 22.  Which cutaneous disorder can cause lesions that pathologically are similar to rheumatoid 
nodules?
Granuloma annulare lesions have been called “benign” rheumatoid nodules and can look somewhat similar to 
RA nodules on histopathology. Patients with granuloma annulare do not have arthritis and are RF-negative. These 
lesions are more common in childhood. 

 23.  What are the ocular manifestations of RA?
Both episcleritis and scleritis can occur in less than 1% of RA patients. If scleral inflammation persists, scleral 
thinning and scleromalacia perforans can occur. Corneal melt is a rare but severe and blinding manifestation 
and typically requires very aggressive immunotherapy. Sicca symptoms of dry eyes frequently accompany 
coexistent SS. 

 24.  Discuss the pulmonary manifestations of RA.
 •  Pleural disease: Pleurisy and pleural effusions (often unilateral) occur commonly in RA but are symptomatic in 

<5%. They can occasionally be the first manifestations of RA. Pleural effusions are characterized as cellular 
exudates with high protein and lactate dehydrogenase levels, a low glucose level (resulting from a defect in 
the transport of glucose across the pleura), and frequently a low pH (masquerading as an infection). Tubercu-
losis must be ruled out in patients at risk.

 •  Nodules: Rheumatoid nodules in the lung may be solitary or multiple and can cavitate or resolve spon-
taneously. Caplan’s syndrome involves multiple nodules occurring in the lungs of RA patients who are 
coal miners (a pneumoconiosis in the setting of RA). In patients at risk (smokers), lung cancer needs to be 
ruled out.

 •  Interstitial lung disease (ILD): ILD occurs commonly in RA patients but is symptomatic and progressive in 
<10%. In RA, the usual interstitial pneumonia (UIP) pattern of ILD is most common, which is in contrast to 
the nonspecific interstitial pneumonia (NSIP) pattern that is most common in other connective tissue disease 
associated-ILDs. RA-ILD is more common in males and smokers. Fibrosis primarily involves the lower lobes. 
Occasionally, ILD can antedate the onset of arthritis.

 •  Organizing pneumonia (OP): Can be secondary to RA or disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs (DMARDs). 
OP is less common, but more responsive to corticosteroid therapy, than RA-associated bronchiolitis obliterans 
(BO), UIP, or NSIP.

 •  Airways disease: Airways disease in RA can range from mild disease that may only be seen on imaging 
to an emphysema-like disease with more significant airway obstruction. In addition, bronchiectasis may 
be seen. The most severe form of airways disease is BO, also called constrictive bronchiolitis. Patients 
have acute onset of dyspnea, a hyperinflated chest x-ray, and small airway obstruction on pulmonary 
function tests. This condition can be rapidly fatal. Smoking may play some role in all of these airway 
findings. Finally, upper airway disease may be seen in the form of cricoarytenoid disease that can mimic 
tracheal stenosis. 

 25.  What are the clinical consequences of the cardiac manifestations of RA?

Pericarditis Pain (1% of rheumatoid arthritis patients)
Tamponade (rare)
Constriction (uncommon)

Nodules Conduction abnormalities
Valvular problems

Coronary arteritis Myocardial infarction
Myocarditis Congestive heart failure

Historically, pericarditis is the most common cardiac manifestation of RA and is present in up to 50% of patients 
at autopsy, although the rates of pericardial disease with modern therapy are less well understood. It usually 
manifests as asymptomatic pericardial effusions, which may be detected by echocardiography or on chest 
imaging (e.g., computed tomography). These effusions are rarely large enough to cause tamponade but may 
result in constrictive pericarditis late in the course of the disease. Constrictive pericarditis must be treated with a 
pericardiectomy because it is fibrous and unresponsive to immunosuppressive medications. RA may also cause 
nodules to form in and around the heart, leading to conduction defects and occasionally valvular insufficiency. 
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 26.  Which types of vasculitis occur in RA patients?
Vasculitis most commonly occurs in RA patients with longstanding, poorly treated disease, significant joint 
involvement, high-titer RF, and nodules. The types of vasculitis are:

 •  Leukocytoclastic vasculitis—usually presents as palpable purpura and results from inflammation of post-
capillary venules.

 •  Small arteriolar vasculitis—presents as small infarcts of digital pulp/nailfolds (rarely gangrene) and fre-
quently is associated with a mild distal sensory neuropathy caused by vasculitis of the vasa nervorum.

 •  Medium-vessel vasculitis—can resemble polyarteritis nodosa with visceral arteritis, mononeuritis multiplex, 
and livedo reticularis.

 •  Pyoderma gangrenosum 

 27.  What three findings make up the classic triad of Felty’s syndrome?
Felty’s syndrome is RA in combination with splenomegaly and leukopenia. Felty’s syndrome is seen in 
1% of RA patients who have RF, subcutaneous nodules, and other extraarticular manifestations. Most (95%) 
of patients are HLA-DR4- and RF-positive. Articular disease parallels those of RF-positive patients, but Felty’s 
syndrome patients have more extraarticular manifestations. The leukopenia is generally a neutropenia (<2000/
mm3); thrombocytopenia may occur. The major complications of Felty’s syndrome include bacterial infections 
(20-fold increase compared with other RA patients) and chronic non-healing ulcers. Severe bacterial infections 
correlate with neutrophil counts of <1000/mm3. Patients with Felty’s syndrome also have a 13-fold increased 
risk of developing non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, and a subset of patients may have large granular cell lymphocyte 
syndrome (Question #28 below). Some patients develop nodular regenerative hyperplasia of the liver with portal 
hypertension and varices that can bleed.

Treatment is the same as that for RA patients with joint disease and can include use of methotrexate or 
other DMARD therapy. With control of the RA, leukopenia may improve. Granulocyte colony-stimulating factor 
(G-CSF) has been used and shown effective at increasing WBC counts and decreasing infections in some patients 
(neutrophils <1000/mm3). However, G-CSF can be associated with increased arthritis and vasculitis in some 
Felty’s syndrome patients when the WBC count is raised. Splenectomy is reserved for patients with severe, 
recurrent bacterial infections or patients with chronic non-healing leg ulcers who are not responsive or tolerant to 
drug therapy. Unfortunately, neutropenia recurs in 25% of patients who undergo splenectomy. 

 28.  What other clinical problems occur with increased frequency in RA patients?
Atherosclerosis—Patients with RA develop atherosclerosis 10 years earlier than those without RA but have the 

same traditional cardiovascular (CV) risk factors. Traditional CV risk factors underestimate risk in patients 
with RA, which is estimated to be 1.5-fold higher than the general population. In addition to modifying 
traditional risk factors (hypertension, hyperlipidemia, obesity, and tobacco use), control of RA disease activity 
is recommended to reduce CV disease risk in patients with RA.

SS—Approximately 20% to 30% of RA patients develop secondary SS with dry eyes and dry mouth. They are 
frequently ANA-positive but typically do not have anti-SS-A or anti-SS-B antibodies commonly seen in 
primary SS.

Amyloidosis—RA patients rarely develop amyloid A-associated amyloidosis. This occurs in longstanding, poorly 
controlled RA and usually presents as nephrotic syndrome.

Osteoporosis—seen in the majority of RA patients and is related to disease activity, immobility, and medications. 
Insufficiency fractures of the spine, sacrum, and other areas are common in longstanding disease.

Entrapment neuropathy—median nerve (carpal tunnel), posterior tibial nerve (tarsal tunnel), ulnar nerve (cubital 
tunnel), and posterior interosseous branch of the radial nerve are most commonly involved.

Laryngeal manifestations—cricoarytenoid arthritis can present as pain, dysphagia, hoarseness, and rarely, stridor.
Ossicles of ear—tinnitus and decreased hearing.
Renal and gastrointestinal involvement—rare. Abnormalities are typically attributable to nonsteroidal antiin-

flammatory drugs (NSAIDs) causing renal insufficiency or gastric ulcers with hemorrhage.
Large granular lymphocyte (LGL) syndrome—a syndrome of neutropenia, splenomegaly, susceptibility to infec-

tions, and LGLs bearing CD2, 3, 8, 16, and 57 surface phenotypes in the peripheral blood smear (although a 
bone marrow biopsy is often required to confirm the diagnosis). These cells have enhanced natural killer and 
antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity activity. It is now recognized that when this syndrome occurs 
in RA patients, it is a subset of Felty’s syndrome. Approximately a third of Felty’s syndrome patients have 
significant clonal expansions of these cells on their peripheral smear, and these patients are HLA-DR4-
positive, similar to Felty’s syndrome patients without LGL expansion. 

 29.  Are patients with RA at increased risk for joint infections?
Unfortunately, yes. Joint infections tend to occur in damaged joints, and RA patients have many of these. Patients are 
also at increased risk secondary to immunosuppressive medication. Any time an RA patient presents with one or two 
joints that are swollen, red, and hot, out of proportion to the other joints, the clinician should suspect infection. In addition, 
following joint replacement surgeries, an infected artificial joint is a constant concern. The most common infecting 
organism is Staphylococcus aureus, although coagulase-negative Staphylococcus species may cause indolent joint 
infections and should be considered in postoperative patients with inflammatory joint findings in the operated-upon joint. 
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 30.  Do any markers help predict if an RA patient will have severe disease and a poor 
prognosis?
Long disease duration prior to treatment, RF and ACPA positivity, and poor functional status (health assessment 
questionnaire score >1) at presentation are the best predictors of subsequent disability and joint damage. Other 
factors include:

 •  Generalized polyarthritis involving both small and large joints (>13 total joints)
 •  Extraarticular disease, especially nodules and vasculitis
 •  Persistently elevated ESR or CRP
 •  ANA positivity (if also RF-positive)
 •  Radiographic erosions within 2 years of disease onset
 •  HLA-DR4 genetic marker
 •  Low education level. 

 31.  What are the most important goals for the treatment of RA?
 •  Treat early: the best results are seen when RA patients are started on therapy within 3–6 months of synovitis 

onset. This goal may be difficult to reach because of delay in presentation to primary care, delay in referral to 
rheumatology, and delays between referral and first visit with the rheumatologist.

 •  Treat to a target: aim for low disease activity or remission. 

 32.  What instruments are used to measure RA disease activity?
There are several validated instruments that can be used to measure disease activity. Each uses various 
combinations of tender (TJC) and swollen joint count (SJC), patient global assessment of disease (PtGA), physician 
global assessment of disease (PhGA), patient pain, CRP or ESR, and the multidimensional health assessment 
questionnaire (MDHAQ). The most important thing is that disease activity is measured; the type of instrument used 
is of less importance. The instruments commonly used are shown in Table 15.2.

Disease activity score in 28 joints (DAS28): calculate using the DAS calculator (www.das-score.nl). 
Components: TJC, SJC, ESR, PtGA.

Simplified disease activity index: TJC (0–28) + SJC (0–28) + PtGA (0–10) + PhGA (0–10) + CRP (mg/dL)
Clinical disease activity index: TJC (0–28) + SJC (0–28) + PtGA (0–10) + PhGA (0–10)
Routine assessment of patient index data: MDHAQ (0–10) + patient pain (0–10) + PtGA (0–10)
There are a growing number of studies supporting biomarker assessment (cytokine and chemokine panels) 

and/or imaging studies such as ultrasound (assessment for power-doppler signal to the joints and/or evidence of 
gray-scale synovitis) as useful tools in determining disease activity. The exact role of these instruments in routine 
clinical practice remains to be determined. 

 33.  Discuss the management principles for the initial treatment of RA.
Current strategies include early aggressive treatment with one or more conventional synthetic DMARDs 
(csDMARDs; see Chapter 83: Systemic Antirheumatic Drugs; see Chapter 84: Immunosuppressive and 
Immunoregulatory Agents) and/or biologic DMARDs (bDMARDs; see Chapter 85: Biologic Agents), in addition 
to symptomatic therapy with NSAIDs, low-dose prednisone, physical therapy (see Chapter 88: Rehabilitative 
Techniques), occupational therapy, rest, and patient education. Methotrexate has been the most effective 
antirheumatic drug used and can induce low disease activity as monotherapy in about 30% of patients. Therapy 
should be advanced in patients who fail to reach low disease activity or remission with an adequate dose (15–25 
mg/week) of methotrexate after 3–6 months. In this situation, therapy may consist of addition of csDMARDs to 
methotrexate or addition of a bDMARD or targeted synthetic DMARD (tsDMARD, such as tofacitinib or baracitinib) 
to methotrexate. In the former approach, sulfasalazine and hydroxychloroquine may be added to methotrexate 
(commonly referred to as triple therapy). Patients intolerant to methotrexate may have leflunomide or, less 
commonly, azathioprine substituted. Patients who are compliant with triple therapy achieve low disease activity in 
40% to 50% of cases without an increase in medication toxicity. In the latter approach, options for bDMARDs and 
tsDMARDs include anti-tumor necrosis factor α agents, abatacept, tocilizumab, sarilumab, rituximab, tofacitinib, 
or baracitinib, usually in combination with methotrexate. Patients on their first bDMARD can achieve low disease 

Table 15.2   Classification of Disease Activity

INSTRUMENT 

(SCORE RANGE) REMISSION

LOW DISEASE 

ACTIVITY

MODERATE 

DISEASE ACTIVITY

SEVERE DISEASE 

ACTIVITY

DAS28 (0–9.4) ≤2.6 ≤3.2 >3.2 to ≤5.1 >5.1

SDAI (0–86) ≤3.3 ≤11 >11 to ≤26 >26

CDAI (0–76) ≤2.8 ≤10 >10 to ≤22 >22

RAPID3 (0–30) ≤1 <6 ≥6 to ≤12 >12

CDAI, clinical disease activity index; DAS28, disease activity score in 28 joints; RAPID3, routine assessment of patient index data; SDAI, 

simplified disease activity index.
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activity in 40% to 50% of cases. RA patients who fail to respond to an initial biologic agent should be switched 
to another biologic agent with a different mode of action. Rituximab can be helpful in both seropositive and 
seronegative disease, but efficacy is better in seropositive RA patients.

Personalized medicine (or perhaps more accurately, precision medicine) is a major area of research in RA. One 
of the goals of this field is to determine prior to therapy which drug will work best in individual patients in order to 
avoid costly and ineffective therapies and speed the time to disease control for individual patients. Approaches may 
include blood tests for inflammatory or autoimmune biomarkers, genetic testing (including gene expression profiles 
and genes related to drug metabolism), and potentially synovial biopsy to further characterize the immunologic 
drivers for individual patients. This “precision medicine” approach will be an area of continued research and holds 
the promise of improved patient outcomes and lower cost of care (through elimination of a trial-and-error approach).

Special attention should be given to preventative therapy including immunizations (flu, pneumonia, zoster), 
CV disease (smoking, blood pressure control, lipid management, weight loss as appropriate), and osteoporosis 
(calcium, vitamin D, and other targeted therapy such as antiresorptives). 

 34.  What is the long-term prognosis for RA patients?
RA is clearly a disease that shortens survival and produces significant disability, especially before the use of 
modern therapeutic approaches that include early and more aggressive use of csDMARDs, bDMARDs, and 
tsDMARDs. Historically, RA was found to shorten the lifespan of patients by roughly 5 to 10 years. Many studies 
over the past decade, however, have demonstrated that RA mortality is improving and near that of non-RA 
populations in many countries (although rates are not quite equal yet). In addition, aggressive DMARD/biologic 
therapy appears to reduce disability (30%) and the need for joint replacement surgery (50%).

Some patients who are treated aggressively very early following the onset of synovitis (<3 months) may enter 
a state of prolonged disease remission (deep remission) and may be able to have therapy decreased or potentially 
withdrawn. Most studies that have investigated this area have focused on decreasing drug regimens rather than 
complete cessation of DMARD therapy (e.g., drug-free remission). Success with reducing medication regimens is 
more likely when attempted early in the course of RA (disease duration <2 years) and in seronegative patients. 

 35.  What causes the increased mortality in RA patients?
 •  CV: One of the leading causes of death in patients with RA; frequency is increased 1.5 to 2-fold over the 

general population.
 •  Infections: Pneumonia is especially common in patients with RA. Historically, fatal infections are increased 

5-fold over the general population.
 •  Cancer and lymphoproliferative malignancies: Lymphoma and leukemia are increased 2 to 3-fold. Lung 

cancer is increased 1.5 to 3.5-fold. Melanoma may be increased. Other solid tumors are not increased in RA.
 •  Others: Includes renal disease as a result of amyloidosis, gastrointestinal hemorrhage resulting from NSAIDs 

(4%), and RA complications (5%). With the treatments available today, fewer deaths are attributable to RA 
complications, such as vasculitis and atlantoaxial subluxation. 

 36.  What is “seronegative” RA?
It is a term to identify patients with RA who are RF-negative and ACPA-negative. Although called “seronegative,” 
some of these patients have a positive ANA (without antibodies against any specific antigen). In general, RA 
patients who are seronegative have a better prognosis, fewer extraarticular manifestations, and better survival. 
Additionally, a number of these patients over time will, in fact, be found to have some other disease. Thus, when 
dealing with seronegative RA patients, the clinician should always look for the possibility of psoriatic arthritis, 
lupus arthritis, calcium pyrophosphate crystal deposition disease, gout, hemochromatosis or another form of 
arthritis other than RA. 

 37.  What is the RS3PE syndrome?
A syndrome characterized by an acute severe onset of symmetrical synovitis of the small joints of the hands, 
wrists, and flexor tendon sheaths, accompanied by pitting edema of the dorsum of the hand (“boxing-glove” 
hand). Other joints may be involved. This syndrome affects mostly elderly (mean age, 70 years) white men (male/
female ratio, 4:1). All patients are RF-negative. Symptoms do not respond to NSAIDs but are very sensitive to 
low-dose prednisone and hydroxychloroquine. Bony erosions do not occur. The disease predictably remits in <36 
months and, unlike RA, does not recur after withdrawal of medications. Severe pitting edema at the hands has 
also been reported in polymyalgia rheumatica and as a paraneoplastic syndrome. Because of this association with 
cancer, patients with this syndrome should be carefully evaluated for underlying malignancy.
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SYSTEMIC LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS
JoAnn Zell, MD and Melissa Griffith, MD

The wolf, I’m afraid is tearing up the place.
–Flannery O’Connor, July 5, 1964

KEY POINTS

 1.  Lupus is a chronic autoimmune disease characterized by the production of autoantibodies, which deposit within 
the tissues and fix complement leading to systemic inflammation.

 2.  Lupus typically affects women of childbearing age and is also more common in certain ethnic minority groups 
such as African-Americans, Asians, and Hispanics.

 3.  Lupus is a heterogeneous disease with a continuum of disease activity. For example, some patients can have 
predominant skin and joint involvement, whereas others can present with organ-threatening disease like nephri-
tis or diffuse alveolar hemorrhage.

 4.  Infection must be always ruled out in a patient with systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) who has fever and a 
significant C-reactive protein (CRP) elevation.

 1.  Describe SLE.
SLE is an autoimmune disease with protean manifestations caused by the production of autoantibodies and 
deposition of complement. Manifestations can vary from skin and joint disease to organ dysfunction such as renal 
failure. Prognosis can vary depending on the degree of organ involvement and damage. 

 2.  Who is the typical patient with SLE?
The typical patient is a female of age range 15 to 45 years suggesting that sex hormones influence the probability of 
developing or expressing SLE, a conclusion that is supported by studies in animal models of lupus. The prevalence is 
three to four times higher in non-Caucasian individuals (African-American, Asian, and Hispanic; Table 16.1). 

 3.  What is the American College of Rheumatology (ACR) criteria used in the classification of SLE?
Although not used as often today, the 1997 ACR criteria are used to generate the mnemonic, SOAP-BRAIN-MD, 
that many medical students use to remember the most characteristic manifestations of SLE:

  
S-Serositis: pleuritis or pericarditis
O-Oral or nasal ulcers
A-Arthritis: nonerosive
P-Photosensitivity
B-Blood disorders: hemolytic anemia, leukopenia, lymphopenia, or thrombocytopenia
R-Renal involvement: persistent proteinuria or cellular casts
A-Antinuclear antibodies (ANAs)
I-Immunologic phenomena: anti-dsDNA, anti-Sm, antiphospholipid antibodies
N-Neurologic disorder: seizures or psychosis
M-Malar rash
D-Discoid rash

  
Having 4 of these 11 criteria gave an 83% sensitivity and 93% specificity for having SLE. 

 4.  Describe the Systemic Lupus International Collaborating Clinics (SLICC) criteria used in the 
classification for SLE.
The 2012 SLICC criteria replaced the 1997 ACR criteria because of possessing better sensitivity (97%) although 
specificity was less (84%). Any person who satisfies four or more of the following clinical and immunologic criteria 

Table 16.1   Demographics of Systemic Lupus Erythematosus by the Age of Onset

AGE OF ONSET <16 YEARS 16–55 YEARS >55 YEARS

Systemic lupus erythematosus patients, % 20 65 15

Female: Male ratio 8:1 10–15:1 3:1
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including at least one clinical criterion and one immunologic criterion, or any person who has biopsy-proven lupus 
nephritis in the presence of a positive ANA or anti-dsDNA antibodies is considered to have SLE for the purposes of 
clinical studies (Table 16.2). 

 5.  What are the new European League Against Rheumatism (EULAR)/ACR SLE classification 
criteria?
In 2017, EULAR and ACR collaborated on new SLE classification criteria that had both high sensitivity (96%) and 
specificity (93%). A patient was classified as having SLE if they had a positive ANA ≥1:80 and had ≥10 points. The 
following are the criteria and points assigned to each manifestation.

Manifestation Points Points Points

Renal Class 3/4
nephritis

10 Class 2/5 nephritis 8 Proteinuria
≥0.5 g/day

4

Specific antibodies Anti-Sm or
Anti-dsDNA

6 – – – –

Mucocutaneous ACLE 6 SCLE or DLE 4 Alopecia or oral ulcers 2
Serosa Pericarditis 6 Effusion 5 – –
Musculoskeletal Arthritis 6 – – – –
Central nervous  

system
Seizures 5 Psychosis 3 Delirium 2

Blood AIHA/ATP 4 Leukopenia 3 – –
Complement Low C3 and C4 4 Low C3 or C4 3 – –
Antiphospholipids Any one 2 – – – –
Constitutional Fever 2 – – – –

ACLE, acute cutaneous lupus erythematosus; AIHA, Autoimmune hemolytic anemia; ATP, autoimmune thrombocytopenic purpura; 
DLE, discoid lupus erythematosus; SCLE, subacute cutaneous lupus erythematosus. 

 6.  How do the criteria for the classification of SLE relate to making a diagnosis of SLE?
 •  Although these criteria are extremely helpful when considering the diagnosis of SLE for an individual patient, 

it should be emphasized that these criteria were designed for research purposes and not diagnosis. Especially 
for mild cases and patients with early disease, the classification criteria may not be sensitive enough to make 
the diagnosis.

 •  The term incomplete lupus erythematosus (ILE) has recently been used to describe patients who do not fully 
meet the criteria for lupus. ILE patients typically have a positive ANA, arthritis, hematologic involvement, and/or 
immunologic abnormalities. 

 7.  What are some risk factors for developing SLE?
As with most autoimmune diseases, SLE probably occurs from a genetic predisposition (two-third of risk) with 
environmental influences (one-third of risk).

 a)  Environmental: tobacco, viral infection (Epstein–Barr virus [EBV], cytomegalovirus [CMV], and others), silica 
exposure, ultraviolet (UV) light, pesticides, gut microbiome, and demethylating drugs.

 b)  Genetic: Risk of SLE increases with affected family members, notably first-degree relatives and identical 
twins. SLE is likely polygenetic which helps explain its varied disease manifestations.

 •  Family aggregation studies show an increased risk when family members have the disease:
 -  Monozygotic twin concordance for SLE: 24% to 35%
 -  Dizygotic twin concordance for SLE: 2% to 5%
 -  First-degree relatives with family history of SLE have a 16-fold increased risk of developing SLE 

(4%–8%) and a 5-fold increased risk of developing any other autoimmune disease.
 •  Histocompatibility complex (HLA) DR2 (DRB1*1501) and DR3 (DRB1:0301) increase the relative risk of SLE 

two to three fold. The presence of these genes may allow more efficient presentation of self-antigens to 
self-reactive T and B cells.

 •  Complement component deficiencies (C1q, C2, and C4) increase the risk of SLE 5–10-fold presumably due 
to defective clearance of apoptotic debris and production of interferon (IFN) alpha.

 •  There are a large number of other genetic risk loci (>90) identified in genome-wide association studies 
that each confer modest risk (odds ratio <2x) for SLE. The non-major histocompatibility complex genes 
are more likely to be regulatory than effector genes. These include genes involved in aberrant clearance 
of nuclear material (e.g., CRP, Fc γ receptors IIa and IIIa ITGAM), excessive innate immune activation (e.g., 
Type I IFNs, IRF5, IRF7, TNFAIP3, TREX1), and abnormal T and B cell activation/signaling (e.g., STAT4, 
PTPN22, PCDCD1, BLK, BANK1).

 •  It is estimated that it takes 10 to 20 genetic risk alleles to predispose a patient to develop SLE. The more 
risk alleles a person has, the earlier the onset and more severe the disease will be. Epigenetic effects on 
the different risk alleles likely account for different disease manifestations and severity.
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Table 16.2   Systemic Lupus International Collaborating Clinics Classification Criteria for 
Systemic Lupus Erythematosus (2012)

CRITERION DEFINITIONa

FREQUENCY 

(%)b

Clinical criteria

 1.  Acute cutaneous  
lupus erythematosus

Malar rash, bullous lupus, toxic epidermal  
necrolysis variant, maculopapular,  
photosensitive, subacute cutaneous lupus

60–70

 2.  Chronic cutaneous  
lupus erythematosus

Classic discoid, hypertrophic, lupus  
panniculitis/profundus, mucosal, lupus  
erythematosus tumidus, chilblains lupus,  
discoid/lichen planus overlap

15–30

 3.  Alopecia Nonscarring, diffuse hair thinning, or  
visible broken hairs

30–50

 4.  Oral ulcers Oral (palate, buccal, tongue) or nasal ulceration 15–45

 5.  Synovitis Arthritis involving two or more peripheral  
joints, characterized by tenderness,  
swelling, or effusion and morning  
stiffness > 30 minutes

90

 6.  Serositis Pleuritis: convincing history of pleuritic  
pain for > 1 day or pleural rub or evidence  
of pleural effusion, or pericarditis  
documented by electrocardiogram  
or rub or evidence of pericardial effusion

30–60
10–40

 7.  Renal disorder Persistent proteinuria ≥ 0.5 g/day  
(24 hour urine or urine protein/creatinine  
ratio) or red blood cell casts

40–60

 8.  Neurologic disorder Seizures, psychosis, myelitis, mononeuritis  
multiplex, peripheral or cranial neuropathy,  
acute confusional state

15–20

 9.  Hemolytic anemia Direct Coombs positive 5–10

 10.  Leukopenia Leukopenia < 4000/mm3 at least once, or  
Lymphopenia < 1000/mm3 at least once

15–20
15–20

 11.  Thrombocytopenia Platelets < 100,000/mm3 15–20

Immunologic Critieria

 1.  ANA Level above laboratory reference range 98

 2.  Anti-dsDNA Level above laboratory reference  
range (or >2-fold enzyme-linked  
immunosorbent assay reference range)

60–70

 3.  Anti-Sm Presence of antibody to Sm  
nuclear antigen

20–30

 4.  Antiphospholipid antibody  
positivity as determined by  
any of the following:

 •    Positive test for lupus  
anticoagulant

 •  False-positive test result  
for rapid plasma reagin

 •  Medium- or high-titer anticar-
diolipin antibody level (IgG, 
IgM, or IgA)

 •  Positive test result for anti-β2-
glycoprotein I (IgG, IgM, or IgA)

30–50

Continued
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 c)  Gender/hormonal:
 •  SLE is approximately 10 to 15 times more common in women of childbearing age as than in men. Some 

predisposing genes are located on the X chromosome (IRAK1, MECP2, and TLR7).
 •  Interestingly, men with Klinefelter’s syndrome (47 XXY) have a 14-fold risk of SLE.
 •  SLE is rare in Turner’s syndrome (XO).
 •  Androgenic medication such as dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) has been used to treat SLE. 

 8.  What are the types of lupus? What is the difference between SLE, subacute cutaneous 
(SCLE), drug-induced, and discoid (DLE) lupus erythematosus? (Table 16.3)

 9. What is the laboratory hallmark of SLE?
ANA: Greater than 98% to 99% of patients with SLE demonstrate elevated serum levels of ANA, which is 
considered to be the hallmark of the disease. This test, however, is not specific for SLE and only a small 
percentage (5%) of people with a positive ANA will actually develop SLE. Alternatively, a patient who is ANA-
negative is unlikely to have or develop SLE. 

 10.  How is a screening test for ANA usually performed in a clinical laboratory?
An indirect immunofluorescence test is the most widely accepted and studied assay used to detect ANA. 
The patient’s serum is diluted and then layered onto a slide with human epithelial type 2 (HEp-2) cells. A 
fluorescein-tagged antibody reagent directed to human immunoglobulin (Ig) is added. Any antibodies (from the 
patient) bound to the nucleus will be stained, and the nucleus will fluoresce when viewed under a fluorescence 
microscope (Fig. 16.1). The results are registered as positive or negative and the strength of a positive reaction 
at a particular serum dilution. A dilution of at least 1:160 is required to consider a test significantly positive since 
>10% of the population can have a low-titer ANA. Other methods (enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay, multiplex 
immunoassays) to screen for ANAs are used in some laboratories. It is important to know which method is used.

The laboratory also reports a pattern of nuclear staining (rim, diffuse, speckled, or nucleolar). The peripheral 
or rim pattern (corresponding to autoantibodies to deoxynucleoproteins) is the most specific pattern for SLE, 
whereas a speckled pattern, which is the most common pattern in both SLE and other diseases, is the least 
specific. A nucleolar pattern should raise suspicion for scleroderma. Currently patterns have less significance 

Table 16.2   Systemic Lupus International Collaborating Clinics Classification Criteria for 
Systemic Lupus Erythematosus (2012) (Continued)

CRITERION DEFINITIONa

FREQUENCY 

(%)b

 5.  Low complement Low C3, low C4, or low CH50 55–60

 6.  Direct Coombs test In the absence of hemolytic anemia 10–30

aOther causes for the clinical and immunologic manifestations must be ruled out prior to attributing them to systemic lupus erythematosus.
bFrequency = chance of occurrence at any time during the patient’s illness.

Table 16.3   Different Types of Lupus

DISEASE MANIFESTATIONS LABS ASSOCIATED PROGNOSIS

SLE Multiple organs can be  
involved

ANA/sub-serologies  
(dsDNA, Sm, SSA, SSB,  
RNP, APLab)

Variable

Subacute cutaneous lupus 
erythematosus

Skin only Can be ANA-negative SSA or 
SSB+

5%–10% can progress 
to SLE

Drug-induced lupus 
erythematosus  
(see Chapter 17)

Systemic but typically not 
central nervous system  
or renal disease

Antibodies to histone Usually improves when 
drug is stopped

Discoid lupus  
erythematosus

Skin only Typically Negative ANA Rarely progresses to 
SLE unless ANA +

ANA, antinuclear antibody; RNP, ribonucleoprotein; SSA, Sjögren’s syndrome A; SSB, Sjögren’s syndrome B; SLE, systemic lupus erythe-
matosus.
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because a positive test is usually followed by an ANA profile, which tests for specific types of autoantibodies 
including those that are highly specific for SLE (e.g., anti-dsDNA, anti-Sm). 

 11.  Does ANA-negative SLE exist?
Prior to the use of the current HEp-2 assay, this occurred more frequently as the test was less sensitive and often 
missed anti-SS-A/Ro (52 kD and 60 kD) antibodies. The HEp-2 assay captures the vast majority of SLE; however, 
ANA-negative disease can rarely occur. This has been described in patients who have antibodies only against 
SS-A/Ro-52kD (TRIM-21) or ribosomal P, which are cytoplasmic (not nuclear) antigens. ANA-negative disease has 
also been described in the following scenarios:

 •  severe proteinuria (no Igs in the serum to bind with HEp-2 cells)
 •  usually ANA turns positive after treatment
 •  after cytotoxic therapy
 •  in disease remission 

 12.  List the most common autoantibodies found in SLE and some of their major clinical 
associations. (Table 16.4)

 13.   List the manifestations of central nervous system (CNS) involvement in SLE or 
neuropsychiatric systemic lupus erythematosus (NPSLE).(Table 16.5 and 16.6) 

 14. How does SLE cause CNS manifestations?
Despite autopsy findings, the pathogenesis of NPSLE remains unknown. However, it is unlikely that a single 
pathogenic mechanism is responsible for the myriad of clinical manifestations observed in NPSLE (see Question 
#12). Diffuse cerebral manifestations that are often transient, reversible on therapy, and not consistently 
associated with brain pathologic abnormalities, most likely have a different pathogenesis from the focal symptoms, 
which are usually acute in onset, permanent even with therapy, and frequently associated with pathologic lesions 
at autopsy. Many investigators believe that cerebrovascular endothelial dysfunction plays a pivotal role. Primary 
NPSLE events tend to occur during active lupus, supporting complement activation as an important contributor 
to this endothelial dysfunction. Endothelial dysfunction and its associated microvasculopathy can disrupt the 
blood-brain barrier, allowing an influx of cells, autoantibodies, and cytokines into the CNS, which can cause diffuse 
neuropsychiatric manifestations. Additionally, procoagulant factors (e.g., antiphospholipid antibodies and others) 
can augment endothelial cell activation by further predisposing the patient to thrombosis and emboli, leading to 
strokes and other focal manifestations. In any single patient with NPSLE, a combination of these mechanisms likely 
contributes to clinical manifestations. Notably, cerebral vasculitis is rarely the cause of NPSLE. 

 15.  Name five types of autoantibodies that have been associated with CNS involvement in SLE.

Fig. 16.1 Indirect immunofluorescence test demonstrating a positive rim pattern.
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Table 16.4   Autoantibodies in Systemic Lupus Erythematosus and Some of Their Clinical 
Associations

TARGET CLINICAL ASSOCIATIONS

FREQUENCY 

(%)

dsDNA Diagnosis specificity for SLE and correlation  
with disease activity (especially lupus  
nephritis activity)

50–70

Histones (H1, H2A, H2B, H3, H4) SLE and drug-induced lupus 70–100

Sm (SnRNP* core proteins B, B’, D, E) High diagnostic specificity for SLE
No correlation with disease activity

20–30

U1-RNP* (SnRNP specific proteins A, 
C, 70-kDa)

Mixed connective tissue disease /related overlap 
syndrome (when not accompanied by anti-Sm 
antibodies)

30–35

Ro/SS-A (60-kDa and 52-kDa 
proteins)

Neonatal lupus (especially if anti-52-kDa)
Photosensitivity, Sjogren’s
Subacute cutaneous lupus NMO-spectrum disorder

30

La/SS-B (48-kDa protein) Neonatal lupus (with anti-SS-A/Ro)
Sjogren’s syndrome
Associated with anti-SS-A/Ro

15

Ribosomal P proteins High diagnostic specificity for SLE
Cytoplasmic staining
Psychiatric disease

15

Phospholipids Inhibition of in vitro coagulation tests  
(lupus anticoagulant)

Thrombosis
Recurrent abortions/fetal wasting
Neurologic disease (focal presentations)
Thrombocytopenia

30–50

Cell surface antigens
 •  Red blood cells
 •  Platelets
 •  Lymphocytes
 •  Neuronal cells

 •  Hemolytic anemia
 •  Thrombocytopenia
 •  Lymphopenia
 •  Neurologic disease (diffuse presentations)

 •  5–10
 •  10–30
 •  20–80
 •  30–80

NMO, neuromyelitis optica; RNP, ribonucleoprotein; SLE, systemic lupus erythematosus.

Table 16.5   Clinical Features of Neuropsychiatric Lupus and Their Prevalence

DIFFUSE FOCAL

Acute confusional state (4%–7%)
 •  Coma

Stroke syndromes (5%–18%)

Cognitive dysfunction
 •  Severe (dementia) (3%–5%)

Seizures (7%–20%)

Psychiatric disease
 •  Psychosis (2%–11%)
 •  Depression/anxiety

Movement disorders (<1%–2%)
 •  Chorea
 •  Ataxia, hemiballismus, others

Intractable headache
 •  Pseudotumor cerebri (<1%)

Demyelinating syndromes (<1%)

Aseptic meningitis (<1%) Transverse myelopathy (1%–2%)
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 16.  A 40-year-old woman with severe lupus nephritis has been treated with 60 mg/day of 
prednisone for the past 2 weeks but now seems disoriented and demonstrates bizarre 
behavior with delusional thinking. Describe the appropriate evaluation and management.
The differential diagnosis for the change in behavior in this patient should include NPSLE, prednisone-
induced psychosis, or a non-lupus cause such as infection, mental illness, medication effect, or metabolic 
disturbance.

 •  Examine patient carefully for signs of active SLE or infection.
 •  Look for focal neurologic deficits (less likely seen with steroid psychosis).
 •  Rule out (R/O) infection with appropriate imaging and laboratory evaluation.
 •  Blood tests including serologic tests: C3/C4 and anti-dsDNA antibodies for serologic evidence of SLE activity. 

Most patients with NPSLE have active SLE.
 •  Specific serologies: anti-ribosomal P (especially if psychosis) and anti-neuromyelitis optica (NMO) antibodies 

(in patients with optic neuritis or transverse myelitis).
 •  Lumbar puncture with cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) examination and opening pressure: cell count with differential, 

protein, glucose, culture, viral studies, IgG index, oligoclonal bands, and antineuronal antibodies.
 •  In NPSLE the CSF white blood cell (WBC) count and protein may or may not be elevated.
 •  Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of brain +/– spinal cord and magnetic resonance angiography/venography 

depending on manifestations.
 •  A normal MRI does not R/O NPSLE in a patient with diffuse manifestations.
 •  Electroencephalogram (should be normal in steroid-induced psychosis).
 •  If infection and NPSLE are excluded, this patient could have steroid psychosis and steroids should be tapered.

Pearl: Active CNS lupus is unlikely with a normal MRI, normal CSF examination, and no serologic evidence of 
active lupus. 

 17.  In what ways can the lung be involved in SLE?
 •  Pleuritis (common): should be bilateral. CRP usually elevated (sometimes very high). Consider infection if 

unilateral presentation and a history of immunosuppression.
 •  Acute lupus pneumonitis with or without pulmonary hemorrhage (2%): usually seen in a systemically ill 

patient with diffuse ground glass changes. Bronchoscopy to R/O diffuse alveolar hemorrhage and or infection. 
Frequently associated with antiphospholipid antibodies.

 •  Chronic interstitial lung disease/fibrosis: rare in nonoverlap SLE. More common in patients with mixed con-
nective tissue disease or prior acute lupus pneumonitis. R/O medication effects (e.g., nitrofurantoin) or overlap 
with antisynthetase antibody syndrome.

 •  Pulmonary hypertension (HTN): R/O secondary causes (chronic emboli and sleep apnea).
 •  Shrinking lung syndrome: Rare. Decreased lung volumes with normal parenchyma. May be associated with 

phrenic neuropathy, myopathy of the diaphragm, or pleural fibrosis.
 •  Cryptogenic organizing pneumonia: Rare. Alveolar disease that is highly responsive to steroids. R/O overlap 

with antisynthetase antibody syndrome.
 •  Infection: Typical or atypical. R/O aspiration. Always consider atypical infection with “tree and bud” pattern on 

CT scan. 

 18.  In what ways can the heart be involved in SLE?
 •  Pericarditis: When symptomatic, can be associated with a left-sided pleural effusion. Colchicine may be an 

effective treatment. An asymptomatic pericardial effusion can be seen on echocardiogram.
 •  Myocarditis: Rare. Presents as heart failure or unexplained tachycardia. Obtain a myocardial biopsy if possible. 

Troponin is elevated.
 •  Vasculitis: (coronary): Rare.
 •  Secondary atherosclerotic coronary artery disease and myocardial infarction: Very common especially later in 

disease.

Table 16.6   Autoantibodies Associated with Neuropsychiatric Systemic Lupus Erythematosus

ANTIBODY MANIFESTATION

Antiphospholipid Focal neurologic manifestations like transverse  
myelitis or strokes

Antineuronal Diffuse manifestations

Ribosomal P Psychiatric manifestations, especially psychosis

N-methyl-d-aspartate receptor Cognitive dysfunction (dsDNA cross-react with  
glutamate receptor)

Anti-aquaporin 4/neuromyelitis optica Transverse myelitis +/– optic neuritis, also see with  
SSA+ and Sjogren’s syndrome
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 •  Secondary hypertensive disease: From steroids or renal insufficiency.
 •  Medication effects: Hydroxychloroquine can cause a cardiomyopathy.
 •  Valvular disease: More frequent in patients with antiphospholipid antibodies. However, anticoagulation or 

glucocorticoids do not prevent destruction of the valve. Thickening of aortic and mitral valves is seen.
 •  Libman–Sacks verrucae occur most commonly on the ventricular side of the posterior leaflet of mitral valve or 

on aortic valve. May cause embolic stroke. Transesophageal echo is more sensitive than transthoracic. There 
is an increased risk of subacute bacterial endocarditis due to immunosuppression. 

 19.  In what ways can the gastrointestinal tract be involved in SLE?
 •  Esophageal dysmotility: Usually involves upper third of esophagus in patients with SLE myositis, common in 

overlap syndromes.
 •  Pancreatitis: Usually due to gallstones, alcohol, or hypertriglyceridemia. Can be due to medications (azathio-

prine [AZA]). If due to SLE, the patient will have diffusely active disease.
 •  Serositis: Only occurs in patients with active systemic disease. Rare to get frank ascites. Need to R/O infection.
 •  Mesenteric vasculitis: Likely associated with active disease. Will see bowel wall edema and sometimes fat-

stranding on computed tomography of abdomen.
 •  Hepatitis: usually as a result of medications or other non-lupus cause. If due to lupus, patients do not have 

anti-smooth muscle or anti-liver-kidney microsome antibodies.
 •  Intestinal pseudo-obstruction: Rare manifestation with obstruction picture but without identifiable mechanical 

or obstructive causes. Can present with abdominal pain, vomiting, diarrhea and/or constipation, abdominal 
distension, and weight loss along with an x-ray suggestive of obstruction.

 •  Protein-losing enteropathy (PLE): Consider in patients with severely low albumin but no proteinuria. Most pa-
tients have chronic diarrhea and edema from low serum proteins. Diagnosis made by measuring fecal alpha-1 
antitryspin or transferrin. Stool should not have transferrin unless there is a PLE.

Pearl: A gastrointestinal manifestation (serositis, vasculitis, and pancreatitis) is unlikely to be due to SLE 
unless the patient has evidence of active SLE in other organs and abnormal serologies. 

 20.  Describe the classification system for glomerulonephritis due to SLE.
The 2004 International Society of Nephrology and the Renal Pathology Society classification system is widely 
used at this time and describes renal lesions that are placed into categories that can then be used to determine 
appropriate therapies and assess prognosis. (Table 16.7) 

 21.  What are the indications for a renal biopsy in an SLE patient?
 •  Increasing serum creatinine without a compelling alternative cause (e.g., hypovolemia and medication)
 •  Confirmed proteinuria of ≥ 1 g/24 hours
 •  Proteinuria ≥ 0.5 g/day plus hematuria or cellular casts 

 22.  What is the importance of evaluating biopsies for the extent of activity or chronicity?
Historically on a renal biopsy report, pathologists would provide a calculated score to represent disease activity 
and disease chronicity (Table 16.8). However, more recent literature shows mixed predictive value of using such 
a score, and these calculations are no longer universally used. However, the identification of histologic changes 
that represent chronicity and activity may be helpful in contributing to the overall description of the renal biopsy. 
Evidence of fibrosis indicates chronic scarring disease, which may be less likely to respond to therapy. 

 23.  Which serologic tests are most useful when following a patient with lupus nephritis?
 •  dsDNA, can elevate with disease flare
 •  Complement component levels Decreased complement component levels (e.g., C3 and C4) as well as total 

hemolytic complement (CH50), which also correlate with the activity of renal disease
 •  Remember that many SLE patients have partial C4 deficiency and, therefore, may always have a low C4 

level. In those patients, only C3 levels can be followed.
 •  SLE patients with crescents are more likely to be perinuclear anitneutrophil cytoplasmic antibody-positive 

(usually not against myeloperoxidase).
It should be emphasized that some patients with high levels of anti-dsDNA antibodies and low complement 

levels never develop nephritis. Alternatively, glomerulonephritis can occur in an SLE patient who has normal 
complement levels and no elevated levels of anti-dsDNA antibodies (especially membranous lupus nephritis). 

 24.  A 26-year-old African American woman is referred to you for possible SLE nephritis. She 
has a history of photosensitive rash, oral ulcers, and laboratory testing shows a +ANA, 
+ anti-dsDNA antibodies, low complement levels, and high titer of antiphospholipid 
antibodies. She has had two early miscarriages in the past. She has 2 g of protein in her 
urine and a few red blood cells. Her creatinine remains at baseline. Does she need a renal 
biopsy? What is the differential for this patient?
This patient would be appropriate to biopsy based on her elevated urine protein without a clear alternative cause. 
Another reason to perform a biopsy would be to R/O microthrombotic disease associated with antiphospholipid 
syndrome (Fig. 16.2). This can be seen in the kidney and can mimic glomerulonephritis. Anticoagulation may be 
considered in this instance. 
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Table 16.8   Pathologic Features of Chronicity and Activity in Lupus Nephritis.

CHRONICITY ACTIVITY

Glomerular sclerosis Cellular proliferation

Fibrous crescents Fibrinoid necrosis

Fibrous adhesions Cellular crescents

Interstitial fibrosis Hyaline thrombi

Fig. 16.2 Thrombotic microangiopathy of antiphospholipid syndrome on light microscopy. Note areas of pink on hyaline stain that are 
consistent with thrombosis. Pathology slide credit of Patrick D. Walker, MD, Director of Arkana Laboratories.

 25.  Which patients with severe lupus nephritis are more likely to progress to end-stage renal 
disease (ESRD)?

 •  African-American (especially males) and Hispanic patients
 •  Lower socioeconomic status
 •  Poor medication compliance
 •  Comorbidities such as diabetes and HTN
 •  Failure to normalize serum creatinine or serum creatinine of >2mg/dL on therapy
 •  Failure to decrease proteinuria to <1 g/day within 6 months of starting treatment
 •  Renal biopsy evidence of high disease activity (cellular crescents) and chronicity (interstitial fibrosis) 

 26.  What is the first line of therapy for patients with severe lupus nephritis?
 a)  Induction therapy:

Class III/IV lupus nephritis
 •  Intravenous (IV) pulse methylprednisolone (500 mg to 1 g) daily for 3 days followed by prednisone 1 mg/kg/

day (crescents on biopsy) or 0.5 mg/kg/day (no crescents). Taper after a few weeks to lowest effective dose; 
plus

 •  Mycophenolate mofetil (MMF) 2–3 g/day for 6 months (limited data suggests that African-American and 
Hispanic patients may respond to MMF better than cyclophosphamide [CYC]), or CYC: high dose IV (500–1000 
mg/m2 monthly × 6 doses) or low dose (Euro-lupus: 500 mg IV every 2 weeks × 6 doses)

 •  Note: For patients who fail to improve on MMF, consider switching to CYC. Patients who fail to respond to 
CYC consider switching to MMF. Patients who fail to respond to both are candidates for rituximab, calcineurin 
inhibitors (cyclosporine, tacrolimus), or a combination of calcineurin inhibitors and low-dose MMF.

Class V lupus nephritis
 •  Oral prednisone 0.5 mg/kg/day for 6 months; plus
 •  MMF 2–3 g/day for 6 months
 •  Calcineurin inhibitors (cyclosporine/ tacrolimus) can be added to MMF: use caution in patients with renal 

insufficiency or hypertension. Voclosporin is currently under investigation.
 •  IV CYC if other therapies fail
 b)  Adjunctive therapies:
 •  Hydroxychloroquine (associated with less organ damage in patients with SLE)
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 •  Angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitor or angiotensin-receptor blocker (ARB) if proteinuria ≥0.5 g/24 hours
 •  Control blood pressure (BP): should be ≤130/80
 •  Statin therapy if low-density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol >100 mg/dL
 •  Stop smoking
 •  Counsel against pregnancy while nephritis is active or creatinine >2mg/dL
 •  Rituximab has also been studied in SLE nephritis with controversial results. 

 27.  Is there an optimal dosing regimen for CYC?
 •  Mode of administration of CYC depends on the clinical scenario and clinical judgment.
 •  The two commonly recommended IV regimens are:

High dose: Monthly boluses of 0.5–1.0 g/m2 IV × 6 months
Low dose (Euro-Lupus protocol): 500 mg IV every 2 weeks × 6 doses

 •  Low-dose therapy is associated with fewer serious infections and less risk of infertility, but some patients may 
fail to respond to lower doses

 •  IV dosing regimens (compared with oral) result in a lower total CYC exposure, which is important when consid-
ering effects on fertility and bladder toxicity.

 •  Note that the risk of premature ovarian failure correlates with the cumulative dose of CYC (>10–15 g total 
dose) and the age of the patient (>30 years).

 •  Measurement of anti-Mullerian hormone assesses ovarian reserve can be considered but clinical utility is 
unclear

 •  For recalcitrant disease, consider rituximab 1 g with CYC 500–750 mg IV followed by the same 14 days later. 
Response may take months. The CALIBRATE study is investigating this regimen followed by belimumab for 
Class III/IV nephritis, but the results were not as promising as hoped. 

 28.  Describe a protocol for using monthly IV CYC.
There are many different protocols that can be used. The following is one example:

 a)  Prior to CYC
 •  Premedication 15–30 minutes prior to CYC: dexamethasone 10 mg, lorazepam 1 mg, and ondansetron (Zofran) 

8 mg or ganisetron (Kytril) 1 mg in 100 cc normal saline IV
 •  Mesna (25% of CYC dose in milligrams) in 250 cc normal saline
 b)  CYC infusion
 •  CYC 0.5–1.0 g/m2 of body surface area in 1000 cc normal saline for initial dose. If creatinine clearance is less 

than 35–40 cc/minute, then start initial dose at 0.50 g/m2 of bovine serum albumin. If on dialysis, give 0.4–0.5 
g/m2 8–10 hours before or after dialysis.

 •  Subsequent monthly doses depend on WBC counts at 10 to 14 days post CYC.
 •  If nadir < 3000/mm3, reduce dose by 0.25 g/m2

 •  If nadir > 4000/mm3, dose can be increased if necessary to maximum of 1 g/m2

 •  Consider the use of gonadotropin-releasing hormone (Lupron) 3.75 mg intramuscularly (IM) 10 days prior to 
each of the monthly CYC dose or testosterone supplementation (200 mg IM every 2 weeks) for men to prevent 
premature gonadal failure from longstanding therapy (data is limited).

 c)  Post CYC infusion
 •  Mesna (25% of CYC dose in mg) in 250 cc normal saline
 •  Compazine SR 15 mg twice a day as needed or compazine 10 mg thrice a day (TID) as needed for 2–3 days
 d)  Dose interval for CYC
 •  Monthly for 6 doses, then
 •  Maintenance with AZA or MMF 

 29.  Which cytotoxic agents are most frequently used for maintenance therapy in the treatment 
of lupus nephritis?

 •  Maintenance therapy is given after induction therapy for prolonged response
 •  Typically, oral AZA (up to 2 mg/kg/day) (or 6-mercaptopurine if nausea on AZA) or MMF generally preferred 

(1–3 g/day)
 •  Avoid AZA in patients on allopurinol (gout) or on warfarin (warfarin resistance)
 •  CYC IV every 3 months after induction can be given in patients who cannot tolerate AZA or MMF.
 •  Prednisone is tapered over time to dose that controls renal and extrarenal manifestations
 •  Maintenance therapy is recommended for at least 1–2 years (or longer) post-induction
 •  Other maintenance therapies
 •  Rituximab: limited data
 •  Calcineurin inhibitors (cyclosporine, tacrolimus): alone or combined with low-dose MMF 

 30.  A 30-year-old woman with severe nephritis and ESRD is referred for further evaluation and 
treatment. The patient is being considered for transplantation but is afraid that her lupus 
will destroy the donor kidney. She asks for your opinion.

 •  Up to 25% of patients with severe lupus nephritis will progress over a 10-year follow-up period to ESRD.
 •  Lupus nephritis accounts for up to 1% to 2% cases of ESRD requiring dialysis or transplantation.
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 •  SLE patients with progressive renal failure and those on dialysis frequently demonstrate a decrease in nonre-
nal clinical manifestations of active SLE as well as a decrease in serologic markers of active disease.

 •  In SLE patients with absent or minimal disease activity, the clinical course and survival (80%–90% 5-year 
survival) on dialysis compare favorably with those of other patient groups.

 •  There is some evidence that transplantation prior to initiation of dialysis may result in improved allograft and 
patient survival. SLE patients appear to be excellent candidates for transplantation (living donor better than 
cadaveric donor), and the recurrence of active lupus nephritis in the transplant is unusual (2%–11%).

 •  Even in patients with recurrent nephritis, it is unlikely to lead to allograft loss. Retrospective analysis has 
reported that lupus patients have a similar incidence of graft survival rates as compared with non-lupus 
patients; however, the presence of antiphospholipid antibodies may decrease the rate of allograft survival due 
to thrombosis. 

 31.  What are the hematologic manifestations in SLE?
 •  Autoimmune hemolytic anemia (AIHA)
 •  Leukopenia (lymphopenia [common], neutropenia)
 •  Thrombocytopenia
 •  Antiphospholipid antibody syndrome (APLAS) (see Chapter 23: Antiphospholipid Antibody Syndrome) (Fig. 16.2)
 •  Anemia of chronic disease
 •  Thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura (TTP)
 •  Macrophage activation syndrome (MAS)
 •  Rare but can be fatal (fever, cytopenias, organ dysfunction, splenomegaly, low erythrocyte sedimentation 

rate [ESR] due to inability of the liver to synthesize proteins such as fibrinogen, high triglycerides, high 
ferritin, high IL-2 receptor [CD25]). R/O EBV or CMV infection as a trigger. 

 32.  What are initial labs you can order to work-up possible hemolytic anemia due to SLE?
 •  Complete blood count with differential and peripheral smear (look for spherocytes versus schistocytes)
 •  Haptoglobin, bilirubin, and lactate dehydrogenase (LDH)
 •  Reticulocyte count
 •  Direct Coombs test 

 33.  A 23-year-old African-American woman comes to your clinic with a new diagnosis of SLE. 
She has rashes, arthritis, and labs show a +ANA, +anti-SSA, and an absolute neutrophil 
count of 900/mm3. Do you need to treat her neutropenia?
Neutropenia and lymphopenia are common manifestations of lupus and can help in diagnosis when present. A 
medication adverse effect should be excluded first; however, this phenomenon likely occurs when antibodies 
target WBCs. These manifestations are not clearly associated with an increased risk of infection, but patients 
should be followed for future organ damage. 

 34.  How and when do you treat thrombocytopenia in SLE?
Treatment is recommended for platelet count <30,000/ mm3 or with significant bleeding.
 •  Glucocorticoids (dexamethasone or prednisone): consider pulse steroids for severe disease
 •  Splenectomy: should not be first line, may be associated with increased risk of clot and sepsis
 •  IVIG: 2 g/kg (400 mg/kg/day × 5 days). Very effective therapy to raise platelet counts acutely. This treatment 

can be used in preparation for splenectomy or if the patient showed signs of bleeding. Because of its cost, 
however, repeated treatments with IVIG are not a reasonable long-term therapeutic option.

 •  For Rh-positive nonsplenectomized patients, anti-D (RhD) can be used.
 •  Rituximab: can induce a durable response, but the rate of response at >1 year is only 18% to 35%.
 •  Thrombopoietin receptor agonists (romiplostim/eltrombopag/avatrombopag): considered in patients who 

have failed glucocorticoids; however, they are expensive ($85,000/year) and thrombocytopenia usually 
recurs when the drug is stopped.

 •  Second-line agents:
 •  AZA
 •  MMF
 •  Cyclosporine or tacrolimus
 •  Danazol: an androgen that increases platelet counts and allows steroid dose to be decreased. Doses up to 

800 mg/day may be necessary. The androgenic side effects in a young female may be troubling.
 •  CYC
 •  Fostamatinib
 •  Others: dapsone, vincristine, combination of drugs 

 35.  A 25-year-old woman with a known history of SLE presents with fever, altered mental 
status, worsening renal function, hemolytic anemia, and thrombocytopenia. What is your 
next step?

 •  This patient has the five major manifestations of acute thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura (TTP).
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 •  Patients with SLE can develop TTP, which requires immediate identification for the appropriate therapy.
 •  Peripheral blood smear should show schistocytes, which will confirm a microangiopathic hemolytic anemia. 

LDH is typically very high. Note that SLE causes a Coombs positive AIHA which may cause spherocytes (not 
schistocytes).

 •  TTP in a patient with SLE is usually an “acquired” disease due to an antibody directed against the metallo-
proteinase (ADAMTS13) responsible for the cleavage of large multimers of von Willebrand factor into smaller 
units. This allows for the accumulation of unusually large multimers of von Willebrand factor secreted by endo-
thelial cells into the plasma. These multimers bind to platelet glycoprotein receptors, causing platelet adhesion 
and microthrombi.

 •  Treatment of acute TTP in SLE patients includes plasmapheresis to remove the autoantibodies and multimers 
of von Willebrand factor, followed by fresh frozen plasma to replace the metalloproteinase.

 •  Antiplatelet agents, corticosteroids, and/or immunosuppressive drugs have been used but are not as effective 
as plasmapheresis and plasma replacement.

 •  Corticosteroids and immunosuppressives may be needed to prevent TTP recurrence by suppressing autoanti-
body formation.

 •  Eculizumab, a monoclonal antibody to C5, has shown some success in refractory cases of TTP.
Pearl: Any acutely ill SLE patient who has anemia and thrombocytopenia should have their peripheral smear 

examined for schistocytes to help R/O TTP, hemolytic uremic syndrome, and MAS. 

 36.  What are the joint manifestations in SLE?
The typical arthritis associated with SLE is rarely destructive of bone and, therefore, is quite different from 
rheumatoid arthritis. Pain and tenderness are more severe than the degree of swelling. Tenosynovitis can also be 
seen. Joint deformities can occur and when present are categorized as (Fig. 16.3):

 •  Nonerosive arthropathy (Jaccoud arthritis): seen in 10% to 35% of patients.
 •  Metacarpophalangeal joint subluxation, ulnar deviation, and swan-neck deformities due to lax joint cap-

sules, tendons, and ligaments.
 •  Deformities can be reversible early but can later become fixed.
 •  Erosive, symmetric polyarthritis (Rhupus): patients resemble RA with fixed deformities associated with radio-

graphic erosions.
 •  Rheumatoid factor and cyclic citrullinated peptide antibodies are more commonly present in these 

patients. 

 37.  What are the best approaches for therapy in an SLE patient with arthritis who has no 
evidence of internal organ involvement?

 •  The first line of therapy is nonseteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs). Cycloxoygenase-2 specific inhibitors 
may be used but may contribute to thrombotic risk in patients with antiphospholipid antibodies.

 •  Celecoxib is sulfa based and may lead to rashes as many patients with SLE react to sulfa-based therapies. 
Consider meloxicam or etodolac. Avoid ibuprofen if possible due to risk of causing aseptic meningitis.

 •  Antimalarial drugs can provide remarkable benefit including decreased risk of flares and decreased risk of 
developing end-organ damage.

 •  Other therapies: methotrexate, leflunomide, AZA, MMF 

Fig. 16.3 Swan-neck deformities in systemic lupus erythematosus, which are reversible.
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 38.  Describe four most common types of mucocutaneous lesions associated with SLE.

Pathology:
 •   Interface dermatitis is generally seen in rashes of SLE (but can also be seen in
dermatomyositis)
 •  Biopsy can also demonstrate immunoglobulins deposited at dermal epidermal junction
on immunofluorescence (lupus band test)
Treatment:
 •  Photo protection should be employed in all cutaneous lupus rashes
 •  Controlling generalized SLE activity can be helpful but is not always successful
 •  Hydroxychloroquine (with or without quinacrine) can be used for stubborn skin activity
 •  Chloroquine 250 mg per day can be used as an alternative to hydroxychloroquine. Dapsone should be consid-

ered for all vesicular lupus skin lesions.
 •  Consider thalidomide for severe mouth ulcerations (make sure to have birth control for
premenopausal females)

A B

C D

(A) Malar rash: erythematous plaques that spare nasolabial folds. (B) Oral ulcers: often seen on the hard palate and usually painless. 
(C) Discoid: hyperkeratotic rash with mucous plugging that can cause scarring alopecia. (D) Subacute: resembles tinea corporis with 
erythematous, irregular edges and central clearing. Often associated with a positive SSA (A, Copyright 2014 American College of 
Rheumatology. Used with permission)
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 •  Belimumab has been used for recalcitrant discoid or subacute rashes
 •  Consider methotrexate, mycophenolate mofetil, azathioprine, or rituximab as well

Less common rashes seen in SLE:
 •  bullous lesions
 •  palpable purpura due to small vessel vasculitis
 •  urticaria that may also be due to small vessel vasculitis. Test for anti-C1q antibodies.
 •  panniculitis with subcutaneous nodules (lupus profundus)
 •  livedo reticularis (seen with antiphospholipid antibodies)
 •  perniosis (distal vasculopathy)

Pearl: For severe SLE skin disease, consider a combination of hydroxychloroquine and quinacrine. The 
quinacrine must be made at a compounding pharmacy and paid for out of pocket. Patients sometimes develop a 
slight orange hue of the skin with these two therapies.

Pearl: Suspect a drug-induced cause for any patient aged >50 years who develops SCLE. 

 39.  Which type of hand rash strongly suggests the diagnosis of SLE?
The rash in the Fig. 16.4 on the left is almost pathognomonic for SLE. There are erythematous lesions over 
the dorsum of the hands and fingers, affecting the skin between the joints. In contrast, the right panel shows 
lesions over the metacarpophalangeal and proximal interphalangeal joints, and this rash (Gottron’s papules) is 
characteristic of dermatomyositis. 

 40.  Name four causes of alopecia in the setting of SLE.
 1.  Active systemic disease can result in diffuse stress alopecia (telogen effluvium). This type of alopecia can oc-

cur about 2 to 4 months after a severe disease flare and cause massive hair shedding. This condition is often 
reversible once disease activity is controlled.

 2.  DLE results in patchy hair loss corresponding to the distribution of discoid skin lesions. This hair loss is perma-
nent because the hair follicles are damaged by the inflammation.

 3.  Drugs such as CYC can result in diffuse hair loss, which is reversible after therapy is discontinued and disease 
activity decreases.

 4.  Some SLE patients can have a focal alopecia areata-like presentation with patchy areas of hair loss. This may 
be due to vasculitis or antibodies directed against hair follicles. 

 41.  What topical steroid therapies are recommended for the skin lesions occurring in SLE 
patients?

 •  Facial lesions: low to medium potency nonfluorinated (hydrocortisone, desonide)
 •  Trunk/arm lesions: medium potency fluorinated (betamethasone valerate, triamcinolone acetonide)
 •  Hypertrophic lesions: high potency fluorinated (betamethasone diproprionate, clobetasol). Only use 2 weeks.
 •  Topical tacrolimus: 0.1% cream twice a day for 3 weeks as an alternative to topical steroids. 

A B

Fig. 16.4 Hand rash (A, copyright 2014 American College of Rheumatology. Used with permission.) (B, From Firestein G, Budd R, Gabriel 
SE et al: Kelley’s textbook of rheumatology, ed9, Philadelphia, 2012, Elsevier Saunders, Figure 80-4.)
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 42.  What are the treatments for resistant causes of SCLE?
 •  Stop smoking. May impair hydroxychloroquine effect
 •  Hydroxychloroquine: may take 3 months to see the effect. Works best for tumid LE> SCLE> DLE.
 •  Glucocorticoids: usually less than 30 mg/day
 •  Belimumab: takes 4 to 6 months to help skin lesions.
 •  Bullous lesions: dapsone (measure glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase level before starting)
 •  SCLE: MMF, retinoids, cyclosporine, dapsone
 •  DLE lesions: hydroxychloroquine ± quinacrine, thalidomide (beware of neuropathy), or cyclosporine. Rituximab 

does not work well.
 •  Lupus profundus: dapsone
 •  Chronic lesions over >50% of body: tacrolimus, MMF, beliumumab
 •  Vasculitis: may need systemic immunosuppressives
 •  Hyperkeratotic lesions: oral retinoids
 •  In trials: apremilast, ustekinumab, Janus kinase (JAK) inhibitors 

 43.  Identify manifestations of lupus that warrant high-dose (prednisone ≥1 mg/kg/day) 
corticosteroid therapy.

 •  Severe lupus nephritis
 •  CNS lupus with severe manifestations (including transverse myelitis)
 •  Autoimmune thrombocytopenia with extremely low platelet counts (e.g., <30,000/mm3)
 •  AIHA
 •  Acute pneumonitis
 •  Diffuse alveolar hemorrhage
 •  Severe vasculitis with visceral organ involvement
 •  Serious complications from pleuritis, pericarditis, or peritonitis
 •  MAS

Other SLE manifestations should be able to be controlled with lower doses of prednisone. 

 44.  A 25-year-old woman with severe SLE on prednisone and AZA complains of progressive 
right hip pain located in the groin for the past month. She denies fever and chills. She has 
good range of motion of the hip with some pain. What is your next step?
Although septic arthritis is always a concern, this presentation is worrisome for osteonecrosis of the hip (see 
Chapter 54: Osteonecrosis). Patients with SLE are more prone to develop osteonecrosis than patients with other 
disease states treated with corticosteroids. Up to 30% of SLE patients will develop avascular necrosis (AVN) at one 
or more sites.

 •  Risks
 •  20 mg/day of prednisone for over a month
 •  Antiphospholipid antibodies
 •  Raynaud’s phenomenon
 •  Other end organ damage from steroid use
 •  Both hips should be imaged by MRI even if only one is symptomatic since the contralateral femoral head is 

involved in 50% of cases
 •  In patients with >25% of the femoral head involved and without bony collapse, core decompression should be 

considered
 •  All patients put on corticosteroids should be warned about this complication and documented in the chart as 

this is a major cause of malpractice claims 

 45.  Discuss some of the management principles other than immunosuppression used in the 
treatment of SLE patients.

 •  Photo protection:
 •  UV-A and UV-B sunscreens (sun protection factor 30 or equivalent without para-aminobenzoic acid)
 •  avoid hot part of day with most UV-B light (10:00 A.M to 4:00 P.M)
 •  camouflage cosmetics
 •  photo-protective clothing
 •  avoid smoking: can interfere with effect of antimalarials
 •  Avoid possible disease triggers:
 •  sulfa-containing antibiotics
 •  sun
 •  high-estrogen birth control pills (BCPs)
 •  alfalfa sprouts
 •  echinacea
 •  Prevent atherosclerosis:
 •  control BP (target <130/80)
 •  hyperlipidemia (target LDL cholesterol <100)
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 •  stop smoking
 •  check for and treat elevated homocysteine levels
 •  Prevent osteoporosis in those taking steroids:
 •  calcium (1000 mg), vitamin D (800 IU)
 •  minimize corticosteroid dosage
 •  consider bisphosphonates (controversial in premenopausal women) if on ≥20 mg of prednisone a day for 

≥3 months.
 •  R/O low testosterone in males with SLE
 •  Immunizations:
 •  Human papillomavirus (HPV; patients aged <26 years), high-dose influenza, shingrix, hepatitis B (if at 

risk), and pneumococcal vaccines (SLE patients at risk due to functional hyposplenism and complement 
deficiencies). Patients on immunosuppressive agents and/or prednisone ≥20 mg/day may not mount a 
satisfactory immune response.

 •  Patients should not be given live attenuated vaccines (measles, mumps, rubella, polio, Bacillus Calmette–
Guérin, herpes zoster, smallpox, intranasal influenza vaccine, and yellow fever) if on prednisone >20 mg/
day or immunosuppressive agents.

 •  Patients on low-dose AZA (<3 mg/kg/day) or methotrexate (<0.4 mg/kg/week) can receive live attenuated 
vaccines. (Immunizations do not cause flares of SLE.)

 •  Prevent infections:
 •  Consider Subacute bacterial endocarditis prophylaxis (in patients with antiphospholipid antibodies and 

heart murmur)
 •  A purified protein derivative or IFN-γ release assay for tuberculosis (if starting >15 mg/day prednisone)
 •  Pneumocystis jiroveci prophylaxis if on CYC and/or glucocorticoids (prednisone >15–20 mg/day).
 •  Prevent progression of renal disease in patients with nephritis:
 •  avoid NSAIDs, control BP (target 130/80)
 •  limit proteinuria (use of ACE inhibitors or ARBs decrease proteinuria by 30%)
 •  Prevent clots in patients with antiphospholipid antibodies (not on warfarin):
 •  aspirin if have lupus anticoagulant
 •  use of hydroxychloroquine (mild anticoagulant effect)
 •  avoid unnecessary surgeries and vascular catheterizations
 •  treat infections promptly
 •  avoid Cox-2 specific inhibitors
 •  avoid exogenous estrogen (BCPs, hormone replacement therapy [HRT], selective estrogen receptor modu-

lators [raloxifene])
 •  Treat fatigue:
 •  R/O hypothyroidism, metabolic disturbances, myopathy, anemia, depression, and sleep apnea
 •  eliminate drugs that can cause fatigue
 •  antimalarials, modafinil, and DHEA (prasterone 200 mg daily) can help fatigue
 •  Cancer screens: skin, cervical, anal, breast, colon, bladder, and lymphoma.
 •  Birth control (see chapter 78: Rheumatic Disease and the Pregnant Patient) and HRT: exogenous estrogens do 

not flare SLE but do increase clot risk.
 •  Low/medium dose exogenous estrogens (BCPs) safe in patients with mild to moderate SLE and no risk 

factors for clot (antiphospholipid antibodies, nephrotic syndrome, severe renal disease, history of thrombo-
sis, migraine headaches)

 •  Progesterone-containing intrauterine device, progesterone implant device, or progesterone-only BCPs in 
SLE patients with risk factors for clot. Monitor for osteoporosis.

 •  Weigh risk/benefits of HRT. Do not use in patients with clot risk or atherosclerosis. If use for postmeno-
pausal symptoms, use lowest dose for shortest period of time.

 •  Screen for low vitamin D and replace as needed (want 25-hydroxyvitamin D [25OH vitD] levels >30–40 ng/mL) 
Low vitamin d levels may be associated with lupus disease activity.

 •  R/O celiac disease if very low 25OH vitD levels, especially if associated with gastrointestinal symptoms, 
iron-deficiency anemia, and/or pustular skin lesions. 

 46.  Outline a treatment approach for an SLE patient with increasing symptoms.
 •  R/O a cause other than SLE for the patient’s symptoms: R/O infection (see Question #47); R/O thrombosis 

(antiphospholipid antibodies, TTP); R/O drug side effect; R/O another disease (hypothyroidism, fibromyalgia, 
and sleep apnea).

 •  Mild disease (fatigue, arthritis, rash, serositis):
 •  NSAIDs: may cause worsening renal function, photosensitivity, aseptic meningitis (especially ibuprofen)
 •  Hydroxychloroquine
 •  Low dose prednisone (<20 mg/day): taper to lowest effective dose
 •  Methotrexate: can consider leflunomide if methotrexate not tolerated
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 •  Moderate disease (severe minor symptoms unresponsive to standard therapy, especially in patients with low 
complement and high anti-dsDNA antibodies):

 •  MMF or AZA
 •  Belimumab: use with other immunosuppressives
 •  Prednisone (20–40 mg/day): taper to lowest effective dose
 •  Calcineurin inhibitors (cyclosporine, tacrolimus)
 •  Severe disease (nephritis, CNS, pneumonitis, vasculitis, severe cytopenias):
 •  High dose prednisone (> 60 mg/day) including pulse methylprednisolone (1 g/day × 3–5 days) if needed
 •  Cytotoxic medications: induction therapy with CYC or MMF followed by maintenance therapy with AZA, 

MMF, calcineurin inhibitors (cyclosporine, tacrolimus), or combination of MMF and calcineurin inhibitors
 •  Biologics: rituximab can be considered although data is limited
 •  Additional therapies: plasmapheresis (diffuse alveolar hemorrhage, TTP, anti-NMO spectrum disorder, 

APLAS), IVIG (autoimmune cytopenias, APLAS), stem cell transplant (refractory SLE) 

 47.  How does the ESR, CRP, and WBC count help in identifying disease activity or an infection 
in an SLE patient?

 •  The ESR may remain elevated even when the disease is controlled, usually owing to a persistent polyclonal 
gammopathy

 •  CRP usually does not rise greater than six times the upper limit of normal even during a disease flare unless 
there is a systemic vasculitis, significant serositis, or an associated infection

 •  An SLE patient with fever and an elevated CRP should have an infection aggressively sought out
 •  WBC can drop with SLE activity or with infection but is more likely with an SLE flare.
 •  WBC can be deceivingly “normal” in an infected SLE patient who usually has a low baseline WBC due to their 

SLE. Beware of the febrile SLE patient who “normalizes” their WBC count.
 •  WBC differential showing a “left shift” is concerning for infection.
 •  Complement levels often rise in the setting of infection and drop with a SLE flare
 •  An elevated procalcitonin level or lactate may be suggestive of a bacterial infection in a febrile SLE patient 

 48.  What is the utility of following serologic tests to assess disease activity and predict disease 
flares?
Hypocomplementemia (low C3) and elevated anti-dsDNA antibodies can correlate with disease activity in most but 
not all SLE patients. The value of following complement and anti-dsDNA antibody levels serially and increasing the 
prednisone dose to prevent flares if the patient becomes more serologically active is controversial. Data supports 
that individual patients act differently but usually fall into one of three patterns:

 1.  Flare without changing their serologies
 2.  Flare only after they become more serologically active
 3.  Always serologically active and may never flare

Therefore, the clinician needs to establish the serologic pattern for each patient and treat accordingly. Only 
patients who demonstrate that they flare when their serologies become more active should receive prophylactic 
increases in immunosuppression to prevent a flare. 

 49.  What biologic and oral small molecule therapies have been evaluated for use in SLE?
 See table 16.9. Other biologics including TNF inhibitors, abatacept, epratuzumab, tabalumab, ocrelizumab, and 
tocilizumab have had mixed or negative results when used in SLE patients. Monoclonal antibodies against type 
I IFNs (e.g., IFNα) and the type I IFN receptor are currently under investigation but with mixed results. Oral JAK 
inhibitors, atacicept, low dose IL-2, apremilast, and ustekinumab are also being investigated. 

 50.  What disease activity indices are used in SLE? What is the SLICC/ACR damage index?
In lupus, disease burden can be measured by disease activity or damage. The disease activity measures give an 
assessment of the degree of active inflammation, whereas the damage scores give an idea of the downstream 
effects of the disease or therapies. These are not routinely used in clinical practice. There are many types of 
disease activity scoring systems (Table 16.10). 

 51.  What is the role of stem cell transplantation in SLE?
Hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT) has been utilized in the past 15 years for SLE to eliminate 
autoreactive lymphocytes and replace them with undifferentiated cells. Autologous bone marrow transplant using 
various conditioning regimens has been completed in a small number of patients. In one recent study, 62% of SLE 
patients on a particular protocol were considered to be in remission (on only hydroxychloroquine and/or less than 
10 mg of prednisone) 5 years after HSCT. Other studies report a high incidence of treatment-related complications 
such as infection. HSCT should be reserved for patients with refractory life-threatening disease. 

 52.  What are the four most common causes of death in patients with SLE? The most common 
morbidities?
The overall 5-year survival rate has improved in the last 20 years to 95% and 10-year survival to 90% likely due 
to earlier diagnosis and aggressive management of comorbidities. However, mortality is increased three times 
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compared with a healthy, age-matched population. Some have emphasized the bimodal pattern of mortality in 
SLE. Death early in the disease is generally a reflection of active lupus or its treatment (infection), whereas death 
late in disease is due to active disease, atherosclerosis, and malignancy. The most common causes of death are:

 •  Infection: accounts for 20% to 25% of all deaths and increased five times compared with the general popula-
tion. All infections (bacterial, fungal, tuberculous, nontuberculous mycobacterial, viral) are increased mostly 
related to the complications of immunosuppressive therapy, especially due to prolonged use of high-dose 
corticosteroids. For each increase of prednisone by 10 mg/day, the risk of serious infection increases 11-fold.

Table 16.10   Systemic Lupus Erythematosus Disease Activity and Damage Scores.

MEASURE EXAMPLE USE

Disease activity SLEDAI
SLEDAI-2K
SELENA-SLEDAI
SRI
LLDAS
BILAG/BICLA

Mostly used for studies to enroll 
appropriate patients or assess 
for change in activity with an 
intervention

Damage scores SLICC
BILD (patient reported measure)

Used to look for damage from the 
longstanding burden of disease for 
example:

Cardiovascular disease
Osteoporosis from steroids
Diabetes from steroids
Cancer

BILAG, British Isles Lupus Assessment Group; BICLA, BILAG-based Composite Lupus Assessment; BILD, brief index of lupus damage; 
LLDAS, Lupus Low Disease Activity State; SELENA, Safety of Estrogens in Lupus Erythematosus National Assessment trial; SLEDAI, 
systemic lupus erythematosus disease activity index; SLICC, Systemic Lupus International Collaborating Clinics; SRI, Systemic Lupus 
Erythematosus Responder Index.

Table 16.9   Most common Biologics Used to Treat Systemic Lupus Erythematosus

DRUG

MECHANISM OF 

ACTION DOSE INDICATION

Belimumab  
(Benlysta)

Monoclonal antibody  
that inhibits B-lympho-
cyte stimulator, which  
modulates B-cell  
growth and survival

10 mg/kg intravenous 
monthly

200 mg subcutaneous 
weekly

 •  Has been used as an “add on” for 
patients who have not fully responded to 
other therapies.

 •  Consider for musculoskeletal or mucocu-
taneous manifestations; notably patients 
with renal disease and severe active 
central nervous system disease were 
excluded from the trials

 •  Patients are more likely to respond  
if they are serologically active  
(+dsDNA, low complements).

 •  Cytopenias less likely to respond
 •  Watch for depression (black box warning)
 •  B cells decrease by 50% on this drug

Rituximab 
(Rituxan)

anti-CD 20 monoclonal 
antibody

1 g intravenous on days 
1 and 15 or 375 mg/
m2 weekly × 4 doses

 •  Randomized trials did not show statisti-
cally significant benefit.

 •  Open label study has shown benefit in 
recalcitrant disease

 •  Used in catastrophic antiphospholipid 
antibody syndrome

 •  Has been combined with cyclophospha-
mide (15 mg/kg) on days 1 and 15) for its 
immunomodulating effects in addition to 
B cell depletion.
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 •  Active SLE: accounts for 35% of deaths especially during first 5 years of disease. Lupus nephritis with renal 
failure, CNS lupus, vasculitis, and pneumonitis are most lethal.

 •  Cardiovascular disease: accounts for 30% to 40% of deaths particularly after 10 years of disease. The risk 
of coronary artery disease (2.5 times), stroke (2.5 times), and peripheral artery disease (9 times) is increased 
in SLE patients compared with age-matched general population. Factors playing a role in the development of 
premature atherosclerosis in SLE patients include corticosteroid therapy, hyperlipidemia from renal disease, 
proinflammatory high-density lipoprotein, HTN, smoking, coagulation abnormalities, elevation of inflammatory 
mediators such as type I IFNs, obesity, and vasculopathy from immune injury.

 •  Malignancy: accounts for 5%–10% of deaths. Overall, the risk of malignancy does not appear to be greatly 
increased (standardized incidence ratio [SIR]1.14 [CI 1.05–1.23]).

 •  HPV-associated cervical cancer risk is increased (SIR 5) compared with the general population and may be 
exacerbated by exposure to immunosuppressives and ineffective clearance of the virus. Patients aged <26 
years should be offered the HPV vaccine and should have annual Pap test including testing for HPV DNA if 
at risk.

 •  Risk of hematologic malignancies (SIR 2.75) and non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma (SIR 3.64) is increased and 
may be related to the use of immunosuppressive medications.

 •  Lung cancer risk is also mildly increased (SIR 1.4) in smokers.
 •  Squamous cell skin cancers can arise in discoid lesions.

The most common morbidities (SLE damage index) seen in SLE patients are renal failure, AVN, 
neuropsychiatric deficits, cardiovascular disease, disfiguring skin lesions, and osteoporosis.
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KEY POINTS

 1.  The development of drug-induced autoantibodies is much more common than the development of lupus-like 
disease.

 2.  The classic autoantibody present in most cases of drug-induced lupus erythematosus (DILE) is an IgG antibody 
directed against histones.

 3.  Drug-induced subacute cutaneous lupus erythematosus (SCLE) should be considered in any patient who devel-
ops SCLE after the age of 50 years.

 4.  The cornerstone of therapy in DILE is the discontinuation of the offending drug.
 5.  The use of drugs associated with DILE is not contraindicated in the treatment of patients with SLE if their use is 

clinically indicated.

 1.  What is DILE and who gets it?
DILE is a lupus-like illness that occurs in some individuals after exposure to a causative drug for a few weeks to 
more than a year. There are over 100 drugs with various chemical structures from more than 10 drug categories 
that have been implicated in causing DILE.

Unlike idiopathic systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), systemic DILE occurs more commonly in Caucasians 
and older individuals (>age 50 years) reflecting the group of patients most likely to take these medications. It 
affects both males and females equally. Exceptions to this are DILE caused by minocycline and terbinafine that 
occurs mostly in young women and drug-induced SCLE that occurs mostly in older women. Although uncommon, 
DILE has been reported in children. 

 2.  Describe the classification of DILE.
Similar to idiopathic SLE, DILE can be classified into three major forms:

 •  Systemic DILE: patients present with arthralgia, myalgia, serositis, and constitutional symptoms after taking a 
drug for at least a month. Overall symptoms tend to be less severe than idiopathic SLE. Patients typically have 
a positive antinuclear antibody (ANA) but may only have one other clinical criterion for lupus. It affects both 
males and females equally.

 •  Drug-induced SCLE: predominant skin involvement similar to idiopathic SCLE. Usually with photosensitiv-
ity and can be associated with other cutaneous lesions (e.g., vasculitis and bullous lesions). It affects older 
females predominantly. It usually occurs 1 to 5 months after initiating therapy with the offending medication. 
Drug-induced SCLE should be suspected in anyone who develops SCLE after the age of 50 years.

 •  Chronic cutaneous DILE: discoid lupus skin lesions. This is a rare form of DILE and usually occurs in patients 
treated with fluorouracil compounds. 

 3.  Name 10 drugs definitely associated with ANA production and manifestations of systemic 
DILE. What is the risk of developing DILE with each?
 

Table 17.1   

HIGH (>5%) MODERATE LOW (<1%)

Procainamide (15%–20%) Quinidine Isoniazid
Hydralazine (5%–10%) D-penicillamine Methyldopa

Chlorpromazine
Minocycline (5/10,000 patients)
Anti-tumor necrosis factor α agents (2/1000 patients)
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 4.  What are the clinical manifestations of systemic DILE, and how do they differ from those of 
idiopathic SLE?
Patients with systemic DILE can develop a variety of signs and symptoms that typically come on abruptly. 
Similar to SLE, these include fever and/or other constitutional symptoms (50%), arthritis/arthralgias (80%–95%), 
myalgias, serositis (50% with procainamide, 25% with quinidine, unusual with others), hepatomegaly (5%–25%), 
and erythematous papular rashes (20%). Discoid lesions and malar erythema (2%) are uncommon. Some patients 
may develop pulmonary infiltrates (e.g., procainamide). More severe manifestations of SLE, such as cytopenias, 
nephritis, and central nervous system (CNS) involvement, are very rare in DILE, as are the presence of anti-double-
stranded DNA (anti-dsDNA) antibodies and hypocomplementemia. One exception is that anti-tumor necrosis factor 
(TNF) agents and interferon-α (IFNα) can induce anti-dsDNA antibodies and hypocomplementemia in patients who 
develop systemic DILE caused by these medications. 

 5.  List other drugs for which there is more than anecdotal evidence for causing DILE.
Various drugs have been associated with causing DILE and can be categorized as follows:

 •  Definite: procainamide, hydralazine, penicillamine, quinidine, isoniazid, minocycline, diltiazem (subacute 
cutaneous lupus rash), anti-TNFα agents, IFNα, methyldopa, chlorpromazine, and practolol.

 •  Probable: anticonvulsants (mephenytoin, phenytoin, carbamazepine, others), propylthiouracil (PTU), beta-
adrenergic blocking agents, sulfasalazine, antimicrobials (sulfonamides, nitrofurantoin), lithium, captopril, 
docetaxel, hydrochlorothiazide, glyburide, amiodarone, terbinafine, ticlopidine, and IFNγ. DILE has also been 
reported in patients receiving rifampin or rifabutin for treatment of a mycobacterial infection, particularly if 
they also are receiving clarithromycin or ciprofloxacin. This suggests that altered metabolism of rifampin/
rifabutin by these medications induced the DILE. Recently, anti-programmed death-(ligand) 1 (anti-PD-L1) 
cancer immunotherapy has been reported to cause rashes resembling SCLE.

 •  Possible: statins, valproate, gemfibrozil, griseofulvin, lamotrigine, others. 

 6.  How do the clinical manifestations of procainamide-induced lupus differ from those of 
hydralazine-induced lupus?
Patients with DILE caused by procainamide or hydralazine commonly have arthralgias/arthritis, myalgias, and fever but 
rarely manifest severe lupus nephritis or CNS involvement. Patients with procainamide-induced disease are more likely 
to have pleuritis and/or pericarditis, whereas patients with hydralazine-induced disease are more likely to have rashes. 

 7.  Which autoantibodies are most commonly seen in DILE? How do these compare with the 
autoantibodies seen in idiopathic SLE?

 •  ANA: as in SLE, almost all patients with DILE will have a positive ANA; however, the spectrum of ANAs in DILE 
is much more limited than that seen in SLE. Notably, offending drugs are more likely to cause a positive ANA 
than symptomatic DILE. For example, procainamide causes a positive ANA in 90% of patients on the drug for 
over 2 years, but only 20% develop DILE.

 •  Antihistone antibodies: these are the most common autoantibodies in DILE but frequency and specificity vary 
between drugs. Most patients (95%) with symptomatic drug-induced disease due to procainamide, hydrala-
zine, chlorpromazine, and quinidine demonstrate elevated levels of IgG antihistone antibodies. Alternatively, 
patients who develop DILE due to minocycline, PTU, TNFα antagonists, and statins have antihistone antibodies 
in fewer than 20% (minocycline) to 60% (TNFα antagonists) of patients. Note that antibodies to histones are 
not specific to DILE and are present in 50% to 80% patients with idiopathic SLE.

 •  Other autoantibodies against nuclear antigens: antibodies to dsDNA are highly specific for idiopathic SLE 
and rarely found in DILE, with the exception of DILE due to anti-TNFα agents or IFNα. Antibodies to Sm, RNP, 
Ro/SS-A, and La/SS-B are common in idiopathic SLE but are unusual or do not persist in DILE.

 •  Antiphospholipid antibodies: can be seen in both systemic DILE and idiopathic SLE. In systemic DILE, they 
occur most commonly with three drugs (chlorpromazine, procainamide, and quinidine), tend to be IgM, and are 
rarely associated with thrombosis. 

 8.  Is testing for antihistone antibodies clinically useful to distinguish systemic DILE from 
idiopathic SLE in a patient taking either procainamide or hydralazine?
Testing for antihistone antibodies can occasionally be useful in situations in which the diagnosis of DILE is being 
considered. As discussed, nearly all patients (95%) with symptomatic procainamide- or hydralazine-induced 
lupus demonstrate elevated serum levels of IgG antihistone antibodies. Thus, a negative test would make this 
diagnosis unlikely. However, a positive test for antihistone antibodies has much less diagnostic value because 
50% to 80% of patients with active idiopathic SLE also have a positive test. Furthermore, some patients taking 
either procainamide or hydralazine will have a positive test but not have symptoms of a lupus-like disease. 
Asymptomatic patients tend to have IgM and not IgG antihistone antibodies. In most cases in which DILE is being 
considered, performing an ANA test and if positive (usually in a homogenous pattern), taking the patient off the 
offending agent may be the most cost-effective approach to the situation. 

 9.  Contrast the type of antihistone antibodies found in systemic DILE versus idiopathic SLE.
In certain specialized research laboratories, the specificity of antihistone antibodies for individual histones (i.e., 
H1, H2A, H2B, H3, and H4), histone complexes, or intrahistone epitopes can be distinguished. Overall, antihistone 
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antibodies in DILE tend to be much more focused on certain histone complexes than those in idiopathic SLE. For 
example, in procainamide-induced lupus (and most other causes of DILE), the onset of symptomatic disease has 
been associated with the production of IgG antibodies to the H2A-H2B-DNA complex. Although this complex is 
also a target in about 15% of patients with SLE, autoantibodies in idiopathic SLE are frequently directed to other 
individual histones (H1 and H2B) and other histone complexes. In hydralazine-induced disease, the major target is 
the H3 to H4 complex. In contrast to procainamide-induced lupus and SLE, autoantibodies induced by hydralazine 
appear to be directed more to determinants hidden within the chromatin rather than exposed on the surface. 

 10.  Are antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies (ANCAs) ever seen in systemic DILE?
Up to 80% to 85% of patients with minocycline-induced lupus can have a positive perinuclear ANCA (pANCA) 
with or without specificity for myeloperoxidase (anti-MPO). PTU and hydralazine can both cause DILE with 
an associated pANCA. However, both PTU and hydralazine therapy can also cause a positive pANCA usually 
with anti-MPO specificity that is associated with a more severe pauci-immune vasculitis with a necrotizing 
glomerulonephritis and possible pulmonary involvement (see Chapter 29: Antineutrophil Cytoplasmic Antibody-
Associated Vasculitis). Notably, 15% to 20% of idiopathic SLE patients can have a positive ANCA. 

 11.  What percentage of patients taking procainamide, hydralazine, isoniazid, or anti-TNFα 
therapy develops a positive ANA? What percentage of patients develops systemic DILE?
Nearly 75% of patients receiving procainamide therapy will develop a positive ANA test within the first year of 
treatment, and over 90% develop a positive ANA by 2 years, yet only 20% develop DILE. In contrast, 30% to 50% 
of patients taking hydralazine will demonstrate a positive test after a year of drug therapy with 5% to 10% 
developing DILE, especially if they are slow acetylators. Up to 15% of patients on isoniazid develop a positive ANA, 
but few develop symptoms of DILE. Finally, between 13% and 83% of patients on anti-TNFα therapy develop a 
positive ANA (most commonly infliximab), but few develop DILE. Therefore, it is important to note that many more 
patients will demonstrate a positive ANA test than develop DILE, and the presence of a positive ANA test without 
symptoms is not a valid reason for stopping the medication. 

 12.  What are the characteristic clinical features of minocycline-induced lupus?
There have been multiple cases of DILE affecting young individuals (females > males, ages 14 to 31 years) after an 
average of 30 months (range, 6–72) of minocycline use for acne in doses of 50 to 200 mg/day. All patients have arthritis/
arthralgias and most have a positive ANA (92%). Fever (38%), rash (20% to 30%), pleuritis/pneumonitis (10%), hepatitis 
(50% with elevated liver-associated enzymes), and anticardiolipin antibodies (33%) can be seen. Interestingly, only 10% to 
15% have antihistone antibodies, but 67% to 85% have a positive pANCA with or without anti-MPO specificity. 

 13.  Therapeutic use of IFNα and inhibitors of anti-TNFα have been associated with the 
development of SLE. How are these cases similar to classic DILE and how do they differ?
As in other causes of DILE, autoimmunity due to the use of biologic therapies is more likely to cause the formation 
of lupus-associated autoantibodies than systemic DILE. In contrast to classic DILE, the formation of anti-dsDNA 
antibodies is commonly seen. Patients taking IFNα are more likely to develop typical lupus manifestations such 
as oral ulcers, alopecia, and nephritis, and frequently require corticosteroids or other lupus therapies to treat the 
disease. Anti-TNF agents (most commonly infliximab or etanercept) cause ANAs in 13% to 83% of patients and 
anti-DNA antibodies in 3% to 32% of patients, but symptomatic DILE occurs in only 2 out of 1000 patients and 
resolves within 5 half-lives of stopping the drug. Patients with TNFα antagonist-induced lupus syndrome typically 
have arthralgias but are more likely to have rash, hematologic abnormalities (leukopenia, thrombocytopenia), anti-
dsDNA antibodies, and hypocomplementemia and less likely to have antihistone antibodies (60%) than most other 
medications causing systemic DILE. 

 14.  What drugs have been associated with causing drug-induced SCLE?
Hydrochlorothiazide, calcium channel blockers (e.g., diltiazem), angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors, proton 
pump inhibitors, terbinafine, anti-TNFα agents, statins, leflunomide, diclofenac, bupropion, and various agents 
to treat malignancies (e.g., docetaxel, hydroxyurea, anti-PD-L1 inhibitors, and others) are among the drugs that 
have been reported to cause SCLE. In addition to having a positive ANA, these patients frequently also have a 
positive anti-SSA (Ro) antibody, and thus more closely resemble idiopathic SCLE. However, the cutaneous eruption 
in drug-induced SCLE is more widespread in distribution and may be bullous or vasculitic. In addition, the anti-
SSA(Ro) antibody will disappear in 75% of patients with drug-induced SCLE after the drug is stopped and the rash 
is resolved. With the widespread use of many of these medications, drug-induced SCLE is becoming increasingly 
common and should be considered in any patient taking one of these medications, particularly if they develop 
SCLE after the age of 50 years. 

 15.  What drugs have been associated with causing chronic cutaneous DILE?
Chronic cutaneous DILE presenting with discoid lesions is very rare. It is usually triggered by fluorouracil 
compounds or their modern derivatives such as capecitabine. 

 16.  Do similar genetic factors predispose patients to develop DILE and SLE?
The genetic risk factors in DILE and idiopathic SLE appear to be quite separate. The major risk for procainamide- 
or hydralazine-induced lupus appears to be acetylator phenotype. Metabolism of these drugs involves the hepatic 
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enzyme N-acetyltransferase, which catalyzes the acetylation of amine or hydrazine groups. The rate at which this 
reaction takes place is under genetic control. Approximately 50% of the US white population is fast acetylators, 
with the rest being slow acetylators. The slow acetylators, when treated with procainamide or hydralazine, develop 
ANAs earlier and at higher titers and are more likely to develop symptomatic disease than fast acetylators. Despite 
its chemical similarity to procainamide and its similar drug action, N-acetylprocainamide has not been associated 
with drug-induced ANA production or DILE. In idiopathic SLE, acetylator phenotype does not appear to be involved 
in genetic susceptibility. Instead, human leukocyte antigen (HLA) class II genes, complement deficiencies, 
and multiple other genes are important in the complex genetic basis of SLE (see Chapter 16: Systemic Lupus 
Erythematosus). HLA-DR4 and null gene for C4 may contribute to the risk of developing hydralazine-induced DILE. 

 17.  What hypotheses have been proposed for pathogenetic mechanisms causing DILE?
 •  Genetic: slow acetylator status (see Question #16).
 •  Epigenetic: procainamide and hydralazine can decrease T-cell DNA methylation leading to overexpression of 

LFA-1 that induces autoreactivity.
 •  Adaptive immunity: drug-induced changes in T-cell signaling and function.
 -  Small molecule drugs can act as haptens or agonists for drug-specific T cells.
 •  Innate immunity: activated neutrophils
 -  Procainamide is oxidized by activated neutrophils resulting in production of the toxic metabolite, pro-

cainamide hydroxylamine, which can cause direct cytotoxicity. Several other drugs causing DILE can also 
undergo biotransformation similar to procainamide resulting in the generation of toxic metabolites.

 -  Activated neutrophils can release MPO and reactive oxygen species, which can cause direct cytotoxicity.
 -  Some drugs causing DILE can trigger neutrophil extracellular trap formation leading to nuclear autoantigen 

exposure that can stimulate autoreactive T and B cells. 

 18.  Is the use of drugs (e.g., procainamide) associated with DILE contraindicated in patients 
with SLE? Can they exacerbate disease activity?
The population at risk for developing systemic DILE is very different compared with that developing idiopathic 
SLE. There is no evidence that drugs capable of causing systemic DILE will change or worsen disease activity 
in a patient with idiopathic SLE. However, if an alternative drug is available, it may be prudent to use it so that 
there would not be any confusion if the SLE patient has a disease flare in the future. This is especially true for 
minocycline, which should be avoided if possible. Additionally, in patients with SCLE who get worsening rash, it is 
advisable to eliminate medications that can cause drug-induced SCLE if at all possible. 

 19.  What is the treatment of DILE?
The first and most important intervention is to discontinue the offending drug. Nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs 
will often help control the symptoms such as arthralgias, as the disease gradually resolves after the drug is stopped. 
Patients with more severe signs and symptoms, especially those with pericarditis or pleuritis, often require a short 
course of corticosteroids to control their disease. In more prolonged cases, antimalarials can be used. More toxic agents, 
such as azathioprine or cyclophosphamide, are almost never required in the treatment of DILE; however, they may be 
needed in drug-induced ANCA vasculitis. Overall, the prognosis of DILE is good and symptoms resolve with stopping the 
offending drug. Notably, the positive ANA may persist for a prolonged time (>1 year) even after symptoms resolve.
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SYSTEMIC SCLEROSIS
Aryeh Fischer, MD

KEY POINTS

 1.  It is important to distinguish localized scleroderma (e.g., morphea) from the systemic form (systemic sclerosis 
[SSc]) because localized disease does not have internal or systemic manifestations.

 2.  Distinguishing the limited versus diffuse form of SSc and identifying disease-specific autoantibodies is important 
because these factors often impact the pace of disease and pattern of internal organ involvement.

 3.  Interstitial lung disease (ILD) and pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) are the chief causes of mortality; there-
fore, vigilant screening assessments for their presence are indicated in all patients with SSc as early detection 
and intervention strategies may favorably impact the natural history of the disease.

 4.  Scleroderma renal crisis (SRC), often heralded by an acute rise in blood pressure, is associated with early 
diffuse cutaneous SSc (dcSSc) and RNA polymerase III antibody. It requires rapid recognition and initiation of 
angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE)-I therapy.

 1.  What is SSc?
SSc, commonly referred to as scleroderma, is a rare and potentially devastating systemic autoimmune disease 
characterized by vasculopathy and organ fibrosis. Almost all patients with scleroderma have skin thickening 
(“sclero” = thick, “derma” = skin), Raynaud’s phenomenon, and esophageal reflux or dysmotility. ILD and 
pulmonary arterial hypertension are the leading causes of scleroderma-related death. 

 2.  Describe the classification scheme of scleroderma.
It is crucial to distinguish the localized forms of scleroderma (see Chapter 19: Scleroderma Mimics) from the 
generalized (systemic) forms (Fig. 18.1).

 •  Localized scleroderma: dermal fibrosis without internal organ involvement. The two types of localized scleroderma are:
 1.  Morphea: single or multiple plaques, commonly on the trunk.
 2.  Linear scleroderma: bands of skin thickening commonly located on the legs or arms, but sometimes on 

the face (en coup de sabre) that typically follow a linear path.
 •  Generalized scleroderma = SSc.
 1.  Limited cutaneous SSc (lcSSc, limited scleroderma): Patients with lcSSc have skin thickening limited 

to the neck, face, or distal to the elbows and knees. Patients with lcSSc may not come to clinical attention 

Scleroderma

Localized / morphea

Generalized scleroderma (systemic sclerosis, SSc)

Limited cutaneous SSc

or 

SSc sine scleroderma

Diffuse cutaneous SSc

Fig. 18.1 Classification scheme of scleroderma.
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until many years after symptom onset. They often describe longstanding Raynaud’s phenomenon and 
gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) and may have telangiectasia, skin calcifications (calcinosis), and 
digital edema or sclerodactyly as their only skin manifestations. Among those with lcSSc, the presence of 
anti-Scl-70 (anti-topoisomerase) antibody is associated with a high risk for the development of progres-
sive ILD, and the presence of anticentromere antibody (ACA) carries the highest risk for PAH. Renal crisis 
is exceedingly rare in lcSSc. Limited scleroderma is not “mild” scleroderma, as the “limited” descriptor 
refers only to limited skin involvement and not internal organ manifestations. Patients with lcSSc still have 
life-threatening disease as driven by pulmonary, cardiac, or gastrointestinal (GI) involvement (Fig. 18.2).

 2.  Diffuse scleroderma (dcSSc): Patients with dcSSc have skin thickening that extends proximal to the elbows 
or knees or with truncal involvement. In contrast to lcSSc, patients with dcSSc usually present relatively 
abruptly. Common presenting symptoms include puffy hands, Raynaud’s phenomenon, arthritis, carpal 
tunnel symptoms (due to surrounding edema or inflammation), fatigue, and rapidly progressive skin 
thickening. These patients often have the onset of Raynaud’s phenomenon within a year of developing SSc. 
Patients with dcSSc are at a higher risk for progressive ILD and can also develop PAH. Patients with diffuse 
skin thickening and a positive RNA polymerase III antibody are at highest risk of developing SRC (Fig. 18.3).

 3.  Systemic sclerosis sine scleroderma (ssSSc): Patients with internal manifestations of SSc along with 
a scleroderma-specific antibody (such as a nucleolar-pattern antinuclear antibody [ANA], ACA, anti-Scl-70 
antibody, or anti-RNA polymerase III antibody), but without evidence of skin thickening, are described as 
having ssSSc. Some experts consider this a subset of lcSSc, given that some patients early in the disease 
course may develop subsequent cutaneous involvement. Nonetheless, a distinct population will lack cuta-
neous features over time and fall within this category of SSc. Examples of ssSSc include:

 •  Raynaud’s phenomenon, digital edema, ILD, and a positive anti-Scl-70 antibody
 •  Raynaud’s phenomenon, GERD, PAH, and a positive ACA
 •  Raynaud’s phenomenon, renal crisis, and a positive anti-RNA polymerase III antibody. 

 3.  What is CREST?
CREST refers to patients with SSc who have clinical manifestations of calcinosis, Raynaud’s phenomenon, 
esophageal dysmotility, sclerodactyly, and telangiectasia. The term is somewhat outdated and often misleading as 
it may give the wrong impression that it is distinct from SSc, or represents a mutually exclusive category of SSc 
(patients with lcSSc, and to a lesser degree dcSSc, can both have some or all of these clinical manifestations). 
It is preferable to categorize patients with SSc in to one of three subgroups (lcSSc, dcSSc, ssSSc), with clear 
documentation of clinical manifestations and autoantibody status. 

 4.  Why does classification matter?
Knowledge of skin type (limited versus diffuse) and the autoantibody profile of a scleroderma patient is often 
helpful in their care. As demonstrated earlier, the limited and diffuse scleroderma phenotypes “behave” differently, 
and specific autoantibodies are associated with certain internal organ manifestations (Table 18.1). For example:

 •  Patients with lcSSc and a positive ACA are at highest risk of developing PAH, yet rarely develop progressive 
ILD or renal crisis.

 •  Patients with lcSSc and a positive anti-Scl-70 antibody are at a high risk for developing progressive ILD, yet 
rarely develop renal crisis.

 •  Patients with dcSSc and a positive RNA-polymerase III antibody are at highest risk of developing renal crisis.
 •  Data suggests that patients with a positive RNA polymerase III antibody are at higher risk for malignancy, 

highlighting the importance of age-appropriate cancer screening in SSc patients with this autoantibody. 

Classic presentation of centromere

positive Limited SSc

~10–20 years~5–10 years

Raynaud’s

0

PAH

Swollen fingers

Sclerodactyly

Reflux, GERD

Telangiectasia

Calcinosis
Minimal ILD

Fig. 18.2 GERD, gastroesophageal reflux disease; ILD, interstitial lung disease; PAH, pulmonary arterial hypertension; SSc, systemic sclerosis.
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 5.  What are the current American College of Rheumatology/European League Against 
Rheumatism classification criteria for SSc?

Items Sub-items Weight

Skin thickening of fingers of both hands extending proximal to 
metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joints

9

Skin thickening of fingers 
(only count the highest score)

Puffy fingers
Whole finger, distal to MCP

2
4

Fingertip lesions 
(only count the highest score)

Digital tip ulcers
Pitting scars

2
3

Telangiectasia 2

Abnormal nailfold capillaries 2

Pulmonary arterial hypertension and/or interstitial lung disease 2

Raynaud’s phenomenon 3

Scleroderma-related antibodies 
(any of anti-centromere, anti-topoisomerase I [anti-ScL 70],  

anti-RNA polymerase III)

3

Patients with a total score of ≥9 are classified as having definite systemic sclerosis (sensitivity 91%, specificity 92%)

(From Hoogen F, Khanna D, Fransen J, et al (2013). 2013 Classification criteria for systemic sclerosis. Arthritis Rheum 65: 2737-2747.)

Other potential causes of skin thickening must be excluded prior to application of these criteria to a specific patient (see Chapter 19: 

Scleroderma Mimics).

Classic presentation of Diffuse SSc

1–12 months ~1–5 years

PAH/PH

Severe ILD

Renal crisis

(especially if

RNA poI III)

Raynaud’s phenomenon

Progressive skin thickening

Friction rubs

Gl involvement

Arthritis

Fatigue

Scl-70 or nucleolar ANA

or RNA poI III

Fig. 18.3 Classic presentation of diffuse systemic sclerosis. Note the close proximity of onset of Raynaud’s symptoms with skin 
thickening and/or finger puffiness. ANA, antinuclear antibody; GI, gastrointenstinal; ILD, interstitial lung disease; PAH, pulmonary arterial 
hypertension; PH, pulmonary hypertension.

Table 18.1   Predominant Features Associated with SSc specific Autoantibodies

ACAA TH/TO

U1-RNP 

(MCTD) PMSCL

U3-RNP 

(FIBRILLARIN)

SCL-70 

(TOPOISOMERASE I)

RNA 

POL IIIB

SSc subset 
(% pts)

Limited  
 (50%–90%)

Limited  
(4%–16%)

Limited 
(100% 
MCTD)

Limited 
(3%)

Diffuse (7%) Diffuse (20%–30%) Diffuse  
(25%)

Lungs PAH ILD + PAH PAH
ILD

ILD
Myositis

ILD + PAH ILD -

Kidneys - - - - SRC SRC SRC

aACA antibody positive patients should be screened for primary biliary cirrhosis with antimitochondrial antibody test and LFTs
bRNA polymerase III antibody positive patients are at higher risk for malignancy

(From Steen, V. D. (2005). “Autoantibodies in systemic sclerosis.” Semin Arthritis Rheum 35(1): 35-42.)

ACA, anticentromere antibody; ILD, interstitial lung disease; MCTD, mixed connective tissue disease; PAH, pulmonary arterial hyperten-

sion; SRC, scleroderma renal crisis.
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  6.  Who gets SSc?
SSc is most commonly seen in women (F:M = 4:1) aged 35 to 64 years. It occurs at a younger age in African–
American women than in European–American women. Choctaw Native Americans residing in Oklahoma have the 
highest reported disease prevalence in the United States. 

 7.  What is the cause of SSc?
Unknown. The etiology of SSc may involve a complex interplay among a genetically-susceptible host, sex-related 
factors, and external triggers. Pathophysiological mechanisms that may play a role in disease development 
include endothelial disruption, platelet activation, fibroblast proliferation, fetal michrochimerism, and increased 
transforming growth factor-β. Some environmental factors, particularly silica dust, have been associated with an 
increased risk of SSc. 

 8.  Are there effective treatments for SSc?
It depends on which aspect of SSc is considered. Effective therapies exist for SSc-associated GERD, SRC, and 
SSc-associated PAH. Raynaud’s phenomenon often responds to vasodilator therapy (see Chapter 74: Raynaud’s 
phenomenon). However, there remain large unmet needs with regard to managing the fibrotic aspects of the 
disease (especially skin thickening and progressive lung fibrosis), as well as SSc-associated calcinosis and GI 
dysmotility. Strategies for the management of these manifestations, including the more challenging forms of 
involvement, will be discussed in this chapter. 

 9.  What are the indications for immunosuppressive therapy in SSc?
Immunosuppression in SSc is typically reserved for those with progressive skin thickening, progressive 
ILD, inflammatory myopathy, or inflammatory arthritis. As such, many patients with SSc do not require 
immunosuppressive/immunomodulatory therapy. For example, patients with centromere-positive lcSSc often may 
not require immunosuppression as their features tend to be more vascular in nature along with GI involvement. 

 10.  What are the chief causes of mortality in SSc?
With the introduction and success of ACE-inhibitor therapy in the management of SRC more than 30 years ago, 
the chief cause of SSc-associated mortality has dramatically shifted from renal disease to lung and heart disease. 
A recent study from the EUSTAR database (∼6000 SSc patients) found that among SSc-related deaths, 35% 
were attributed to ILD, 26% to PAH, 26% to cardiac causes (mainly heart failure and arrhythmias), and only 4% to 
renal disease. The leading causes of non-SSc-related death included infections (33%), malignancies (31%), and 
cardiovascular causes (29%). 

 11.  Compare and contrast organ system involvement in diffuse and limited SSc (Table 18.2). 
A comparison of organ system involvement in diffuse and limited SSc is outlined in Table 18.2. 

 12.  How is the skin affected in SSc?
The hallmark of scleroderma is thickened skin, thought to be due to the excessive production of normal type 
I collagen by a subset of fibroblasts along with the accumulation of glycosaminoglycan and fibronectin in the 
extracellular matrix. There is loss of sweat glands and hair loss in the areas of tight skin. Although patients 
may seem to have areas of clinically involved and uninvolved skin, immunohistochemistry and other analytic 
techniques have demonstrated that all skin tends to be abnormal. Skin thickening begins on the fingers and 
hands in virtually all cases of SSc. When skin thickening begins elsewhere, morphea, eosinophilic fasciitis, 
or another scleroderma mimic (see Chapter 19: Scleroderma Mimics) should be considered. The progression 

Table 18.2   Organ System Involvement in Diffuse and Limited Systemic Sclerosis

ORGAN SYSTEM INVOLVEMENT DIFFUSE (%) LIMITED (%)

Skin thickening 100 95

Telangiectasias 30 80

Calcinosis 5 45

Raynaud’s phenomenon 85–95 95

Arthralgias or arthritis 80 60

Tendon friction rubs 65 5

Myopathy 20 10

Esophageal hypomotility 75 75

Pulmonary fibrosis 35–59 25–35

Congestive heart failure 10 1

Renal crisis 15 1
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of skin tightening can be quite variable among patients. The modified Rodnan skin score (mRSS) is used 
clinically and in clinical trials to quantify skin involvement. The score is calculated by scoring 17 areas on the 
body and each area is graded from 0 (no involvement) to 3 (severe involvement), for total possible score of 51. 
Skin scores over 15 to 20 and rapid progression (within 1st year) indicate more severe skin thickening. Most 
patients’ skin, with no therapy, softens or atrophies over 3 to 10 years (Fig. 18.4). 

 13.  Does skin disease uniformly predict internal organ involvement?
Not necessarily. Retrospective cohorts and evidence from randomized controlled trials have demonstrated an 
association between the degree of skin thickening (by mRSS) and subsequent progression of lung disease and 
overall survival. In addition, SRC is typically seen in patients with early dcSSc and only rarely encountered in 
lcSSc. Nonetheless, an individual patient can manifest signs of internal organ involvement in the absence of 
skin disease (ssSSc) or can develop progressive internal organ involvement in the setting of established, stable 
skin disease. In contrast, a patient with severely thickened skin may have little or no internal organ involvement. 
Given the potential disconnect between categories of SSc (lcSSc, dcSSc, ssSSc) and internal organ involvement, 
autoantibody phenotyping and careful assessment for internal organ involvement is required in all patients  
with SSc. 

 14.  How is skin thickening treated?
Based on limited data, therapeutic options for skin thickening primarily include mycophenolate mofetil 
(MMF), methotrexate, or cyclophosphamide (CYC). Small series and anecdotal evidence suggest that there 
is a possible role for high-dose intravenous immunoglobulin (2 g/kg per month), and studies are underway 
to assess whether tocilizumab, abatacept, or other novel agents have a role in the treatment of scleroderma. 
Data from clinical trials of autologous hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT) demonstrate that 
this modality can be effective for skin thickening as well. Given significant treatment-related morbidity and 
mortality, this treatment should only be considered for the more severe or refractory cases that have failed 
conventional therapy. Low-dose prednisone (<15 mg/day) and benzodiazepines can provide relief for the 
pruritus associated with the acute phase of skin thickening and may supplement conservative management 
with topical emollients (alcohol free), oatmeal baths, use of lukewarm (rather than hot) showers or baths, 
and avoidance of scratching (scratch-itch cycle). Symptoms of pruritus may also be relieved with agents 
such as gabapentin or pregabalin; in recalcitrant disease, low-dose naltrexone may be considered based on 
limited reports in the literature. 

 15.  What is Raynaud’s phenomenon?
Raynaud’s phenomenon, frequently the first symptom of SSc, is an episodic self-limited and reversible vasomotor 
disturbance manifested as color changes bilaterally in the fingers, toes, and sometimes ears, nose, tongue, and 
lips. The color changes are pallor, cyanosis and then erythema (white, blue, and then red) that occur sequentially 
in response to environmental cold, emotional stress, or spontaneously. There does not need to be a three-color 
change to diagnose Raynaud’s phenomenon; episodic pallor or cyanosis that reverses to erythema or normal skin 
color may be all that is seen. Patients may describe symptoms of numbness, tingling, or pain on recovery. (see 
Chapter 74: Raynaud’s Phenomenon). 

Fig. 18.4 Scleroderma patient demonstrating tightened facial skin. Note exaggerated radial furrowing about the lips (tobacco pouch sign).
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 16.  In a patient with new-onset Raynaud’s phenomenon, what findings would suggest early SSc?
 •  Positive SSc-specific autoantibody (e.g., nucleolar-staining ANA, ACA, anti-Scl-70, Pm-Scl, or RNA polymerase 

III antibody).
 •  Nailfold capillary abnormalities of capillary drop-out or dilatation (see Chapter 74: Raynaud’s Phenomenon).
 •  Tendon friction rubs.
 •  Digital edema/puffy hands.
 •  Digital infarctions or ulcerations.
 •  Dilated, patulous esophagus (esophageal hypomotility). 

 17.  How do the nailfold capillary abnormalities change as SSc progresses?
There are three patterns of microvascular changes seen on nailfold capillaroscopy (NFC) as patients with SSc 
progress. Monitoring of NFC helps to identify disease progression as loss of capillary density is correlated with the 
development of PAH and digital ulcers:

 •  Early pattern: few giant capillaries, few capillary microhemorrhages, no loss of capillaries, and preserved 
capillary distribution.

 •  Active pattern: frequent giant capillaries, frequent capillary microhemorrhages, moderate loss of capillaries, 
and mild disorganization of capillary architecture.

 •  Late pattern: giant capillaries and microhemorrhages are nearly absent, severe loss of capillaries, capillary 
ramification due to neoangiogenesis and disorganized capillaries. 

 18.  How is Raynaud’s phenomenon treated? How are digital ulcers treated?
Raynaud’s phenomenon in SSc can be a challenge to effectively manage, but not all patients require specific 
medical therapy. Here are some general management principles:

 •  First, keep hands and body warm. Many patients carry gloves at all times. When going to cold places, 
patients may bring exothermic reaction bags (chemical heat packs), which can be obtained at sporting goods, 
hardware, and other stores. Repeated soaking in warm water sometimes helps.

 •  Cigarette smoking exacerbates Raynaud’s phenomenon and should be avoided.
 •  Various prescription vasodilators can be used in the treatment of secondary Raynaud’s phenomenon as-

sociated with SSc, including calcium-channel blockers (first-line therapy), angiotensin-receptor blockers, 
antiadrenergic agents (e.g., prazosin), topical nitrates, phosphodiesterase type-5 inhibitors (sildenafil), and 
prostacyclin analogs. In addition, endothelin antagonists may be helpful in some patients (see Chapter 74: 
Raynaud’s phenomenon for examples of common dosing regimens and approach to treatment strategies).

 •  Antiplatelet therapy, anticoagulation, statin medications, and fluoxetine all have evidence of benefit in the 
treatment of Raynaud’s (see Chapter 74: Raynaud’s Phenomenon).

 •  Digital ulcers occur in 30% to 40% patients. All the therapies listed earlier have been used in an attempt to ac-
celerate healing and prevent recurrence, with varying levels of success. Bosentan has been shown to reduce 
the likelihood of new digital ulcer formation.

 •  For cases of digit-threatening ischemia, intravenous prostacyclin can be instituted.
 •  Alternative modalities that can be tried in refractory cases include localized botox injections, digital sympa-

thectomy, and hyperbaric oxygen treatment to expedite digital ulcer healing. 

 19.  Why is baseline cardiopulmonary testing important in patients with scleroderma and what 
testing is recommended?
The leading causes of death in SSc are lung and heart disease. All patients with SSc require initial 
cardiopulmonary assessments and longitudinal surveillance for development of lung or heart involvement, as data 
suggests better outcomes in patients with earlier stage disease. Baseline testing includes:

 •  Thoracic high-resolution computed tomography (HRCT) scan (Figure 18.5). Chest X-ray is inadequate.
 •  Complete pulmonary function tests (PFTs; lung volumes, spirometry, and diffusing capacity for carbon monox-

ide [DLco])
 •  Echocardiography (Figure 18.6)
 •  Six-minute walk testing to assess for oxygen desaturation (best to use a forehead probe as finger pulse-

oximetry can be unreliable due to Raynaud’s phenomenon)
 •  Electrocardiogram (EKG) to screen for conduction system abnormalities. Ambulatory EKG monitoring (Holter 

monitor) has been shown to be more sensitive than a resting 12-lead EKG, and in one study, it was helpful 
in identifying patients at risk for sudden cardiac death (e.g., population whom may benefit from implantable 
cardiac defibrillator placement). 

 20.  What types of lung disease do SSc patients get?
ILD and PAH are the two most common types of lung involvement identified in SSc and are the leading causes of 
SSc-associated mortality. Airways or pleural disease is rare in SSc. 

 21.  What is the most common ILD pattern seen in SSc?
Fibrotic nonspecific interstitial pneumonia (NSIP), identified in about two-thirds of biopsied cases, followed by 
usual interstitial pneumonia (UIP), identified in about one-third of cases, are by far the two most common ILD 
patterns in SSc. 
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 22.  Which scleroderma patients are at particularly high risk for progressive ILD?
Patients at highest risk for progressive ILD are those with:

 •  Positive anti-Scl-70 antibody
 •  dcSSc
 •  Isolated nucleolar-staining ANA—that is a nucleolar-staining ANA with a negative anti-Scl-70. These patients 

frequently have an anti–U3 RNP or anti-Th/To antibody. Pm-Scl antibody is a less common autoantibody but 
can result in an isolated nucleolar-staining pattern as well.

However, all SSc patients are at some level of risk for the development of ILD, and therefore, monitoring should 
not be restricted to those with high-risk features only. When assessed by thoracic HRCT, approximately 75% 
patients with SSc have evidence of bibasilar ILD. Clinically significant ILD (presence of symptoms, restrictive 
defect on PFT, or extensive disease by HRCT) warranting immunosuppressive therapy is identified in only about 
20% to 30% patients. Patients with a positive ACA rarely develop progressive ILD. 

 23.  Does the presence of SSc-ILD require treatment?
Not necessarily. ILD requires treatment only when it is “clinically significant” or progressive in nature. The ILD 
evaluation includes assessment of breathlessness, determining extent of disease by thoracic HRCT, complete PFT 
(lung volumes, spirometry, and DLco) and assessment for oxygen desaturation with exercise (6-minute walk test). 

Fig. 18.6 Echocardiographic features of pulmonary arterial hypertension: dilated right atrium, dilated right ventricle, flattening of the 
interventricular septum. IVS, interventricular septum; LA, left atrium; LV, left ventricle; RA, right atrium; RV, right ventricle.

Fig. 18.5 High-resolution computed tomography image with bibasilar fibrotic interstitial lung disease characteristic of systemic sclero-
sis. Note also the dilated, fluid-filled esophagus.
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Research has shown that greater extent of involvement on HRCT (>20%–50% of lung affected) is associated with 
an increased risk of progressive ILD (≥10% drop in forced vital capacity [FVC]) as well as a more robust response 
to therapy with cyclophosphamide. 

 24.  How are PFTs and thoracic HRCT scan useful in the evaluation of patients with SSc?
Serial FVC and DLco allow for objective quantification of ventilatory capacity and gas exchange, respectively. These 
parameters are useful in assessing the degree of respiratory impairment due to ILD and may provide clues about 
coexistent PAH as well (based on disproportionate or isolated reduction in the DLco). They are especially helpful when 
trying to assess for disease progression and response to therapy. Patients who decline ≥10% of predicted FVC or ≥15% 
of predicted DLco are considered to have progressive disease by PFT. In patients with SSc-ILD, pulmonary physiology is 
a stronger predictor of survival than underlying histopathologic pattern (FVC < 70%: 5-year survival 60%–65%).

Important information relevant to SSc-ILD can also be obtained by HRCT imaging, including the pattern and 
extent of disease, and on serial scanning, an assessment of disease progression. Patients with >20% of their lung 
affected by ILD on HRCT have a poor prognosis (5-year survival 60%). 

 25.  When should a patient with SSc-ILD undergo surgical lung biopsy?
A surgical lung biopsy may be indicated in patients with an atypical pattern of lung injury on CT scan or with 
compelling alternative explanations for ILD (e.g., concerns for hypersensitivity pneumonitis). Because it is well 
established that NSIP and UIP are the most common types of ILD encountered in SSc, and because histopathology 
has not been shown to impact prognosis in SSc-ILD, surgical lung biopsy is typically not indicated when HRCT is 
consistent with either pattern. 

 26.  What are the therapeutic options for progressive SSc-ILD?
Based on retrospective data and randomized controlled trials (e.g., Scleroderma Lung Studies I and II and 
Fibrosing Alveolitis Trial), either cyclophosphamide (CYC) CYC or mycophenolate mofetil (MMF) MMF are the 
drugs of choice for patients with progressive SSc-ILD. CYC can be given by monthly intravenous route or daily 
oral therapy. Both MMF and CYC are associated with modest improvements in FVC, degree of fibrosis on HRCT, 
health-related quality of life, and mRSS. In Scleroderma Lung Study II, treatment with MMF for 2 years was as 
effective as treatment with oral CYC for 1 year. MMF was safer and better tolerated. The lower toxicity profile of 
MMF makes it a more favorable option in general. Furthermore, in contrast to CYC, MMF is a suitable long-term 
immunosuppressive agent. In refractory cases, rituximab, azathioprine, or calcineurin antagonists (cyclosporine 
or tacrolimus) may be considered. Treatment with autologous HSCT may have beneficial effects on the ILD 
component of SSc but is typically reserved for those with dcSSc who have failed conventional therapies.

Pirfenidone and nintedanib were each approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in 2014 for the 
treatment of idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF). Both drugs were associated with slowing of lung function decline 
in those with IPF. Large, multicenter clinical trials are underway with each agent for the treatment of SSc-ILD (and 
other forms of ILD). In September of 2019 the FDA approved the use of nintedanib (either alone or in combination 
with MMF) for the treatment of SSc-associated ILD. 

 27.  What is the role of stem cell transplant in the therapy of SSc?
Autologous HSCT is an effective therapy for skin thickening and ILD in patients with dcSSc and can favorably impact 
long-term survival. However, this approach is associated with 3% to 10% risk of treatment-related mortality. Two 
multicenter trials have been published regarding treatment response of autologous HSCT compared with CYC for 
severe dcSSc. The European trial (ASTIS) showed that those treated with HSCT had improved event-free survival and 
decreased mortality at a median follow-up of approximately 6 years. Clinically meaningful improvements in objective 
and patient-reported outcome measures were observed at 2 years. However, there was significant treatment-related 
mortality (10.1%) during the 1st year as well as more severe adverse events during the first 2 years of follow-up. In 
the North American trial (SCOT), event-free survival at 54 months was seen in 79% of the transplantation group and 
50% of the CYC group. At 72 months, Kaplan–Meier estimates of event-free survival (74% versus 47%) and overall 
survival (86% versus 51%) also favored transplantation. Treatment-related mortality in the transplantation group was 
3% at 54 months and 6% at 72 months, as compared with 0% in the CYC group.

In light of these data, experts recommend that HSCT should be considered in patients with early dcSSc (within 5 
years of disease onset) with mild-to-moderate internal organ involvement and should generally be restricted to patients 
who have failed to improve or have worsened on conventional immunosuppressive agents. In addition, active smokers 
should be excluded based on evidence of increased mortality risk. Patients with severe internal organ involvement are 
commonly ineligible for HSCT due to the higher risk associated with therapy in this setting. Cardiopulmonary involvement 
specifically is associated with higher mortality in HSCT; therefore, extensive invasive and noninvasive testing is required 
to evaluate for primary cardiac or pulmonary involvement, pericardial disease, or pulmonary hypertension (PH). Studies 
such as PFTs, HRCT, transthoracic echocardiogram, cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and commonly right 
heart catheterization (RHC) are recommended before consideration of HSCT. 

 28.  Discuss the frequency of PAH and its impact on survival in SSc.
The prevalence of RHC-confirmed SSc-PAH is estimated to be 10% to 15%. The presence of PAH in a scleroderma 
patient has a devastating impact on survival. Prior to the availability of PAH-specific therapies, the 5-year survival 
was 10% for SSc patients with PAH compared with 80% for SSc patients without PAH. The presence of advanced 
disease (functional class III-IV) portends a particularly poor outcome. Over the past 15 years, multiple PAH-specific 
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therapies have become available and their implementation has led to clinical improvement and an overall 
improved prognosis in patients with SSc-PAH compared with historical controls. 

 29.  How is PH classified?
The current classification scheme divides PH into five distinct clinical groups:

  
Group 1: PAH
Group 2: PH associated with left heart disease
Group 3: PH associated with chronic hypoxia (e.g., PH associated with ILD)
Group 4: Chronic thromboembolic-associated PH
Group 5: PH with unclear or multifactorial mechanisms (e.g., sarcoidosis) 

 30.  What types of PH are seen in SSc?
Patients with SSc most often have PAH (Group 1), but can also have other types, particularly PH due to left heart 
disease (Group 2) or PH-ILD (Group 3). Because PAH-specific therapies are currently only approved for patients 
with PAH (Group 1), distinguishing whether a patient has PAH or an alternative category is very important.

A diagnosis of PAH absolutely requires cardiac hemodynamic assessment via RHC and is defined by 
a mean pulmonary artery pressure >25 mmHg, pulmonary capillary wedge pressure (PCWP) of <15 mmHg, 
and pulmonary vascular resistance of >3 Wood units. In PH due to left heart disease, the elevated pulmonary 
pressures are a result of either systolic or diastolic dysfunction and confirmed by an increased PCWP >15mmHg 
on RHC. With PH-ILD, the elevated pulmonary pressures are considered to be a result of chronic hypoxia 
secondary to underlying lung disease. It is often a challenge to determine the degree of ILD necessary to cause 
secondary PH. 

 31.  What are the presenting symptoms and signs of PAH?
Dyspnea and fatigue are the two most common symptoms of PAH; yet, both are ubiquitous and unreliable among 
patients with scleroderma. Patients often underreport such symptoms, and providers have a difficult time reliably 
quantifying their severity or progression. It is important for all scleroderma patients to undergo PAH screening, 
including patients who do not report dyspnea.

There are few signs of early PAH on physical examination, but several important exam findings suggest 
advanced PAH (i.e., features of right heart dysfunction including lower extremity edema, the murmur of tricuspid 
regurgitation, jugular venous distension, hepatomegaly, and right ventricular heave). 

 32.  List some risk factors for PAH in SSc.
 •  lcSSc (especially longstanding disease).
 •  Duration of Raynaud’s (longer duration = higher risk).
 •  ACA.
 •  Isolated nucleolar-pattern ANA.
 •  Extensive telangiectasia.
 •  DLco <60% in the absence of extensive ILD or other cause of low DLco (e.g., emphysema, as described in 

some SSc patients with combined pulmonary fibrosis & emphysema).
 •  FVC%/DLco% ratio > 1.6 (meaning a disproportionately low DLco). 

 33.  What specific clinical, echocardiographic, PFT, and biomarker findings suggest PAH in a 
patient with SSc?
Features associated with the presence of PAH in SSc are outlined in Table 18.3.

 •  The best predictor for the development of PAH in scleroderma is declining DLco. The DLco is usually very 
low (<50% predicted) at the time of diagnosis of SSc-PAH, and this is generally in the absence of signifi-
cant ILD.

 •  All scleroderma patients should have a baseline set of complete PFTs including DLco, and these should be 
repeated yearly in most patients. Restrictive physiology (i.e., reductions in total lung capacity or FVC) is seen 
with ILD, while disproportionate reductions in the DLco are more commonly seen with PAH. A disproportionate 
decline in the DLco relative to the FVC, as demonstrated by FVC%/DLco% ratio > 1.6, is a strong predictor of 
PAH development.

 •  For those at high risk for ILD progression (e.g., those with a positive anti-Scl-70 or isolated nucleolar-ANA), 
one may choose to obtain PFTs even more frequently. A 6-minute walk test can identify exercise intolerance 
and hypoxemia, but it is not useful as a screening tool for SSc-PAH because it is neither specific nor sensitive 
for PAH.

 •  Baseline echocardiogram is recommended in all SSc patients and should be repeated yearly in most patients. 
It is reasonable in lower-risk patients (e.g., DLco >70% and stable longitudinally and/or patients with excellent 
aerobic exercise capacity without symptoms) to reduce the frequency of echocardiography to every 2 years.

 •  Features on echocardiography that suggest the presence of PH include: right atrial dilation, right ventricular 
dilation, right ventricular dysfunction, flattening of the interventricular septum, pericardial effusion, or elevated 
estimated right ventricular systolic pressure (RVSP). Notably, there are significant limitations to its role as a 
screening tool for SSc-PAH. Echocardiographic views of the right side of the heart can be limited by technical 
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Table 18.3   Features Associated with the Presence of Pulmonary Hypertension in Systemic 
Sclerosis

SYMPTOMS RECENT ONSET EXERTIONAL DYSPNEA

Physical examination 
findings

Evidence of right heart compromise  
(e.g., lower extremity edema, the murmur of tricuspid regurgitation, jugular venous 
distension, hepatomegaly, or right ventricular heave)

Echocardiographic 
findings

Right ventricular systolic pressure > 40 mmHg
Tricuspid regurgitation jet > 2.8 m/s
Right ventricular dilation / hypokinesis
Right atrial dilation
Pericardial effusion

Pulmonary function 
test parameters

DLco% < 60% in absence of extensive interstitial lung disease or other cause (e.g., 
emphysema)

FVC%/DLco% >1.6

Other features Elevated BNP or NT-proBNP
Unexplained oxygen desaturation with exercise

(From Fischer A, Bull TM, Steen VD. A practical approach to screening for scleroderma-associated pulmonary arterial hypertension. Arthritis 

Care Res (Hoboken). 2012 Mar; 64(3):303-10.)

BNP, B-type natriuretic peptide; DLco, diffusing capacity for carbon monoxide; FVC, forced vital capacity; NT-proBNP, N-terminal-pro-B-

type natriuretic peptide.

issues (body habitus, etc.) and up to 15% of patients do not have a visible tricuspid regurgitation jet, thereby 
not allowing for RVSP estimation.

 •  Elevated B-type natriuretic peptide (BNP) and N-terminal-pro-BNP (NT-proBNP) are surrogate biomarkers for 
myocardial disease and are frequently elevated in patients with SSc-PAH. They may be useful as an adjunctive 
component of SSc-PAH screening, with a caveat that early patients without significant right heart failure will 
have normal values. Both proteins reflect generalized cardiac dysfunction (including left heart failure) and are 
not specific for PAH. However, recent data do suggest that among those with SSc-PAH, high-levels of BNP or 
NT-proBNP are associated with a worse prognosis.

 •  In addition to the individual tests listed earlier, screening algorithms utilizing several combinations of tests 
have also been studied in the literature. The DETECT algorithm utilizes a two-step process to identify patients 
who should be referred for RHC and includes variables such as PFTs, EKG, presence of telangiectasia, ACA, 
NT-proBNP, serum uric acid, and specific measurements from the echocardiogram. This algorithm, when 
tested in independent cohorts, missed <5% of RHC-confirmed PAH (>95% sensitivity). 

 34.  What is the “gold standard” test for confirming PAH?
RHC is the gold standard test for the diagnosis of PH and is absolutely required to confirm the diagnosis  
of PAH. It has an overall complication rate of 1.1%, mainly related to venous access problems. If any  
patient with scleroderma has unexplained dyspnea with an echocardiogram showing an estimated  
RVSP >40 mmHg or evidence of right ventricular dilatation or hypokinesis, RHC should be strongly 
considered. As mentioned earlier, RVSP is not always reliable or available, so the practitioner often  
needs to consider other factors to decide whether or not to proceed with RHC. RHC should also be 
strongly considered in a scleroderma patient with any risk factors for PAH, particularly those with a 
disproportionately low DLco of <60% or FVC%/DLco% ratio >1.6, with unexplained dyspnea, findings of 
right heart compromise on physical examination, oxygen desaturation on exercise, right heart abnormalities 
on echocardiogram, an elevated BNP, or NT-proBNP, even with a normal estimated RVSP. An echocardiogram 
with an estimated RVSP < 40 mmHg, without any other PAH-suggestive features, should reassure the 
practitioner that the pulmonary artery pressures are normal.

As part of the standard RHC procedure, acute vasodilator testing via catheter-infused adenosine, nitric 
oxide, or prostacyclin may be performed. Although current guidelines recommend that patients with idiopathic 
PAH undergo vasoreactivity testing as part of their initial RHC, no such consensus exists for SSc-PAH. Because 
vasoreactivity is so uncommon in scleroderma, the lack of its availability as part of the RHC should not preclude 
performing RHC (Table 18.4). 

 35.  Are there effective PAH therapies?
Yes. Conventional therapy for PAH typically includes treatment with calcium channel blockers, fluid/volume control 
(diuretics, fluid restriction, low salt diet), and supplemental oxygen. Chronic anticoagulation with warfarin was 
classically administered as an adjunctive therapy for idiopathic PAH, but its use is controversial in SSc-associated 
PAH due to the increased risk of bleeding relative to idiopathic PAH patients and unclear benefit in this population.
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The development of PAH-specific therapies has resulted in improved survival for patients with SSc-associated 
PAH. These agents may be used as monotherapy, or commonly in combination with one another. There are three 
categories of PAH-specific therapies, each representing a novel pathophysiologic pathway: prostacyclins (inhaled 
[ilioprost], oral [treprostinil], subcutaneous or intravenous [epoprostenol, treprostinil]), oral endothelin receptor 
antagonists (bosentan, ambrisentan, macitentan) and nitric oxide potentiators (oral phosphodiesterase-type 
5 inhibitors [sildenafil, tadalafil] or guanylate cyclase stimulator [riociguat]). Recent data from the AMBITION 
trial demonstrated that initial combination therapy with an endothelin receptor antagonist (ambrisentan) and a 
phosphodiesterase-type 5 inhibitor (tadalafil) was associated with less clinical deterioration than treatment with 
either agent alone, without an increase in the side-effect profile. The presence of multiple available therapies 
(including the routine implementation of combination therapy) has made the management of SSc-PAH increasingly 
more complex, and collaboration with PAH-treating providers is recommended. 

 36.  What types of heart diseases occur with SSc?
Myocardial, pericardial, or conduction system disease are all potential cardiac complications associated with 
SSc. Diastolic dysfunction is one of the more common cardiac manifestations of SSc and can lead to PH 
due to left heart disease. Cardiomyopathy associated with SSc can be difficult to distinguish from ischemic 
cardiomyopathy; cardiac MRI may be useful in this regard as patients with SSc-cardiomyopathy typically have 
evidence of an infiltrative or fibrotic process. SSc-cardiomyopathy may be more commonly seen in African–
Americans, those with diffuse skin involvement and RNA polymerase III antibody positivity. Pericardial effusions 
are almost always asymptomatic, are associated with the presence of PH, and do not require specific intervention. 
Symptomatic, inflammatory pericarditis is rare and may be treated with nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs, 
low-dose corticosteroids, or colchicine. Cardiovascular disease including coronary artery disease is increased in 
SSc (hazard ratio 3.2). In general, cardiac disease in SSc is associated with a poor prognosis, accounting for 26% 
of all SSc-related deaths and 29% of non–SSc-related deaths. 

 37.  What is scleroderma renal crisis (SRC)?
Renal failure, one of the most feared complications of SSc, may present as acute renal crisis after prolonged 
hypertension and less commonly as normotensive renal failure. SRC occurs in up to 5% of the entire SSc 
population and in 5% to 20% of patients with dcSSc. Patients with early diffuse skin thickening, especially patients 
with RNA polymerase III antibody positivity, are at highest risk for SRC and vigilant surveillance is indicated. 
Renal crisis may be the presenting manifestation of SSc and can sometimes precede skin thickening. Generally, 
renal crisis occurs early in the course of the disease, with a mean onset of 3.2 years and more often in the fall 
and winter months. Serologically, the presence of RNA polymerase III antibody conveys a higher risk of SRC 
(antibody present in approximately 50% of cases of SRC, but <20% of SSc overall).

SRC typically presents with an abrupt onset of arterial hypertension (>150/90; although 10% are 
normotensive), appearance of grade III (flame-shaped hemorrhages and/or cotton-wool exudates) or grade IV 
(papilledema) retinopathy, and the rapid deterioration of renal function (within a month). Pericardial effusion is 
frequently present. Abnormal laboratory tests include elevated renal function tests, proteinuria, consumptive 

Table 18.4   Decision Algorithm for Screening and Performing a Right Heart Catheterization 
in Scleroderma

LOW RISK MILD RISK MODERATE RISK HIGH RISK

Dyspnea, or Raynaud’s 
duration > 8 years, 
positive anti- 
centromere or iso-
lated nucleolar-ANA

No Yes Yes Yes

DLco (without extensive 
emphysema or ILD)

>70% >70% <70% <60%

FVC%/DLco% <1.6 <1.6 >1.6 >1.6

RVSP <35 mmHg <35 mmHg >35 mmHg >40 mmHg

Next step Repeat PFTs annually,
Repeat echo in 2–3 

years

Repeat PFTs annually,
Repeat echo annually

Consider repeat echo 
in 3–6 months or 
proceed to RHC

Proceed to RHC

aThe presence of echocardiographic features of right ventricular hypokinesis or dilatation or an increased BNP or NT-proBNP in a 

dyspneic scleroderma patient should lead to RHC irrespective of the estimated RVSP.

ANA, antinuclear antibody; BNP, B-type natriuretic peptide; DLco, diffusing capacity for carbon monoxide; FVC, forced vital capacity; 

ILD, interstitial lung disease; NT-proBNP, N-terminal-pro-B-type natriuretic peptide; PFT, pulmonary function test; RHC, right heart 

catheterization; RVSP, right ventricular systolic pressure.

(From Fischer A, Bull TM, Steen VD. A practical approach to screening for scleroderma-associated pulmonary arterial hypertension. 

Arthritis Care Res (Hoboken). 2012 Mar; 64(3):303-10. doi:10.1002/acr.20693.PMID: 22076819.)
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thrombocytopenia, microangiopathic hemolysis (schistocytes; 50%), elevated renin levels (twice the upper 
limit of normal or greater), and normal or only mildly decreased ADAMTS 13 levels (>20% of normal). This latter 
test may be important given the similar clinical presentation of thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura/hemolytic 
uremic syndrome and SRC. In addition, a subset of patients with SSc may suffer acute renal failure secondary to 
an antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody (ANCA)-associated glomerulonephritis, another potential mimicker of SRC. 
However, these patients do not typically present with the hemolytic manifestations of SRC, hypertension does not 
predominate to the same degree, and they can be distinguished by laboratory evaluation (red blood cell casts, 
ANCA antibody) and biopsy.

Approximately 50% of patients who develop SRC will require dialysis, but nearly half of these patients will be 
able to discontinue dialysis after 3 to 18 months on ACE inhibitor therapy. Five-year mortality is still significant and 
ranges from 20% to 40% in the literature. 

 38.  Which therapeutic intervention has helped avoid renal failure in patients with SSc?
The use of ACE inhibitors has dramatically changed the outcome of renal involvement in SSc. Captopril and 
enalapril are the most studied ACE inhibitors in scleroderma, but probably any of the ACE inhibitors are effective. 
Angiotensin II receptor antagonists have not been proven effective in treating SRC. 

 39.  Should ACE inhibitors be used prophylactically in patients with SSc to prevent SRC?
There is no data to support prophylactic ACE inhibitor therapy in patients with SSc. In addition, some data suggests 
that patients on an ACE inhibitor at the time of diagnosis of SRC may have a worse prognosis. Routine use of ACE 
inhibitors may prevent early identification of SRC in some patients by modulating hypertension as an early sign of 
SRC. These patients may present in renal failure without an elevated blood pressure, losing the potential warning 
sign of impending SRC. 

 40.  What are some risk factors for SRC?
 •  Early diffuse scleroderma (first 1–4 years after diagnosis).
 •  Tendon friction rubs.
 •  Corticosteroid (prednisone > 20 mg/day or prolonged low dose) or cyclosporine use.
 •  Anti-RNA polymerase III antibody (50%–60%).

Patients with risk factors for SRC should receive counseling regarding routine home blood pressure monitoring 
(daily or every other day) and be monitored closely with frequent follow-up evaluations and laboratory 
assessments for microangiopathic hemolytic anemia, thrombocytopenia, and renal dysfunction. 

 41.  How is SRC treated? What are poor prognostic signs?
Patients with SRC should be hospitalized. They should be put on a short-acting ACE inhibitor with the goal of 
decreasing systolic blood pressure by 20 mmHg within the first 24 hours. Hypotension should be avoided. The ACE 
inhibitor should then be maximized to normalize the blood pressure. Up to 30% of patients will have continued 
blood pressure elevation on ACE inhibitors. These patients should have calcium channel blockers added as 
second-line therapy, followed by angiotensin-receptor blockers. Endothelin receptor antagonists and prostacyclins 
have also been tried. Poor prognostic factors include: (1) male gender, (2) initial creatinine > 3mg/dL, (3) 
normotensive at onset, and (4) cardiac involvement with myocarditis or arrhythmias. Approximately 50% to 60% 
patients will require dialysis within the first 24 months, with half of those recovering enough renal function to stop 
dialysis. Therefore, ACE inhibitor therapy should be continued indefinitely even in patients who have progressed to 
dialysis, and kidney transplantation should be delayed at least 24 months. 

 42.  What are the GI manifestations of SSc?
Upper GI tract: GERD (heartburn), hypomotility, dysphagia, nausea, stricture formation, risk of Barrett’s esophagus 
(10%–15%), gastric antral vascular ectasia (GAVE). Cough due to aspiration is a common symptom associated 
with GERD. Calcium channel blockers used to treat Raynaud’s can make GERD worse.
Lower GI tract: Hypomotility, bloating, nausea, small intestinal bacterial overgrowth (manifested by fluctuating 
constipation and diarrhea), malabsorption, intestinal pseudo-obstruction, pneumatosis coli, loss of rectal sphincter 
tone with resultant fecal incontinence, and rectal prolapse. Calcium channel blockers used to treat Raynaud’s 
phenomenon can make constipation worse. 

 43.  Discuss the pathophysiologic progression of GI involvement in SSc.
Although no longitudinal studies have been performed to document the anatomic progression in the GI system, 
there is good circumstantial evidence to suggest an orderly series of steps leading to progressive dysfunction. 
First, there is neural dysfunction thought to be due to arteriolar changes of the vasa nervorum leading to 
dysmotility. Second, there is smooth muscle atrophy. Third, there is fibrosis of the smooth muscle. 

 44.  How are upper GI tract manifestations assessed in patients with SSc?
 •  Esophageal dysmotility may be documented by manometry, barium esophagram, or by a routine upper GI 

series with barium swallow.
 •  A dilated, patulous esophagus is a frequent incidental finding noted on thoracic computed tomography scans 

of patients with SSc.
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 •  Endoscopy is used to assess reflux esophagitis, candidiasis, Barrett’s esophagus, and strictures of the lower 
esophageal area. Patients who develop Barrett’s esophagitis are at risk for developing adenocarcinoma and 
will need surveillance endoscopies every 1 to 2 years depending on the presence of dysplasia. 

 45.  How is esophageal dysmotility treated in SSc patients?
Treatment is designed to decrease complications of acid reflux, such as esophagitis, stricture, or nocturnal 
aspiration of stomach contents. The head of the bed should be elevated 4 to 6 inches through the use of foam 
wedges, custom mattresses, or placement of stable blocks underneath the box springs; adding more pillows 
to sleep on may only make matters worse by decreasing stomach area. The patient should not eat for 2 to 3 
hours prior to bedtime. The acid content in the stomach should be decreased in the evening with antacids, H2 
blockers, or proton pump inhibitors. Motility agents such as metoclopramide (5–10 mg) or erythromycin (motilin 
receptor agonist; 250 mg) before meals may be helpful early in the disease, but often become ineffective later 
in the course due to tachyphylaxis and eventual GI smooth muscle fibrosis. Domperidone (Motilium) can be an 
effective pro-motility drug, but it has been removed from the market in the United States. Both domperidone 
and erythromycin can cause a prolonged QT interval. For more refractory cases of GI dysmotility, injectable 
octreotide may be considered. Endoscopic injection of botox into the pyloric sphincter has been used for 
resistant cases of GERD as well. Of note, extreme caution should be exercised before consideration of a Nissen 
fundoplication for the treatment of GERD in a patient with SSc (due to the heightened risk of dysphagia in patients 
with dysmotility). Preoperative manometry is mandatory, and less invasive procedures should be considered 
(partial wrap, or Toupet fundoplication; use of magnetized beads, the LINX procedure). 

 46.  What is a “watermelon stomach”?
Watermelon stomach is a descriptive term for GAVE and is the result of extensive and prominent telangiectasia 
involving the gastric mucosal surface. This can be a cause of chronic iron deficiency anemia and acute upper GI 
bleeding in scleroderma. Laser treatment or argon plasma coagulation are effective treatments for GAVE. 

 47.  Patients with SSc may have small and large bowel involvement. What symptoms and signs 
do these patients have?
Involvement of the small intestine (17%–57% patients) and colon (10%–50% patients) is common. The major 
manifestations are due to diminished peristalsis with resulting stasis and dilatation. The diminished peristalsis can 
lead to bacterial overgrowth (33%–40% of patients; positive hydrogen breath test, high folate, ≥105 organisms/
mL of jejunal fluid). Later, malabsorption can be a major problem (low albumin, low B6/B12/folate/25-OH vit D, 
high fecal fat, low D-xylose absorption test, low β carotene, high international normalized ratio due to low vitamin 
K). Patients may report abdominal distention and pain due to dilated bowel, obstructive symptoms from intestinal 
pseudo-obstruction, or diarrhea from bacterial overgrowth or malabsorption. If the malabsorption becomes severe, 
the patient may have signs of vitamin deficiencies or electrolyte abnormalities.

Patients with large bowel involvement affecting the anorectum can suffer from debilitating fecal 
incontinence. This may be due to a neuropathy more than sphincter atrophy/fibrosis. Atrophy and thinning of the 
muscular wall in the colon can lead to “wide mouth” diverticulae. It should be emphasized that barium studies 
are relatively contraindicated in SSc patients with poor GI motility owing to the risk of barium impaction. Rectal 
prolapse has also been reported. 

 48.  How are small and large bowel problems managed in these patients?
Intestinal dysmotility/constipation

 •  Stimulation of gut motility with domperidone, metoclopramide, or erythromycin can be given 30 minutes be-
fore meals to stimulate gut motility. It is important to note that data for prokinetic agents outside of short-term 
use for gastric motility is extremely limited.

 •  Injectable octreotide may help in severe or refractory cases.
 •  Fiber may help colonic dysmotility. Some patients may experience symptoms of bloating, but dietary fiber 

intake through 100% whole grain products, fruits, and vegetables is generally safe and recommended.
 •  Maintaining exercise may help move food through the digestive tract.

Diarrhea
 •  Diarrhea is commonly treated initially as if it were due to bacterial overgrowth. An antibiotic is given that can 

partially decrease the gut flora, such as rifaximin (550 mg thrice a day [TID]), ciprofloxacin (500 mg twice a 
day [BID]), amoxicillin-clavulanic acid (875 mg BID), or metronidazole (500 mg TID) for 10 days. In most cases, 
this stops the diarrhea. In patients with relapse, cyclic antibiotic courses can be used.

 •  Agents that slow intestinal motility, such as paregoric or loperamide, should be avoided.
 •  If the diarrhea persists, a malabsorption work-up should be pursued. Most patients with malabsorption can 

be treated with supplemental vitamins, minerals, and predigested liquid food supplements. A rare patient will 
need total parenteral nutrition.

 •  Dietary modification (for symptoms of bloating, alternating diarrhea, and constipation): patients may consider 
removing specific food that may be more difficult to digest (e.g., gluten and lactose). A food diary may allow 
patients to identify specific triggers. Some patient advocacy groups suggest a low FODMAP (fermentable, 
oligosaccharides, disaccharides, monosaccharides, and polyols) diet. Additional online data can be found at 
the end of this chapter. Despite the potential merits of eliminating some “problem foods,” patients should be 
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advised to exercise caution with dietary restriction given the increased risk of malnutrition in SSc and the fact 
that many patients can be severely underweight. Consultation with a dietician should be considered.

Rectal involvement
 •  Fecal incontinence is treated with biofeedback, sacral nerve stimulation (limited data on tibial nerve stimula-

tion), and/or surgical repair.
 •  Rectal prolapse includes management of constipation and possibly surgical correction. 

 49.  What is calcinosis?
Calcinosis consists of cutaneous deposits of basic calcium phosphate that characteristically occur in the hands 
(especially over the proximal interphalangeal joints and fingertips), periarticular tissue, and over bony prominences 
(especially the extensor surface of the elbows and knees), but can occur virtually anywhere on the body. The 
deposits of calcium are firm, irregular, and generally nontender, ranging in diameter from 1 mm to several 
centimeters. They can become inflamed, infected, or ulcerated and may discharge a chalky white material. 
Calcinosis can be persistent for years. It is extremely difficult to treat, and no therapy is consistently successful. 
Therapies that have been used with little supporting data include warfarin (in an attempt to inhibit the vitamin 
K-dependent Gla matrix protein), aluminum hydroxide, diltiazem, and probenecid. Case reports of topical sodium 
thiosulfate have been described in patients with calcinosis cutis in the setting of systemic lupus erythematosus, 
dermatomyositis, and SSc, but clinical trials and even case series of significant size are lacking. Intravenous 
bisphosphonate use has been used with some success for calcinosis secondary to juvenile dermatomyositis, and 
intravenous sodium thiosulfate has been described in case reports of SSc as well (of note, thiosulfate can bind 
to any calcium salt, hence bone mineral density should be monitored if this medicine is used chronically for any 
length of time). Surgical resection should be considered a last resort option, and deposits can reoccur. 

 50.  What are telangiectasia?
Telangiectasia are dilated venules, capillaries, and arterioles. In SSc they tend to be matte telangiectasia, which 
are oval or polygonal macules 2 to 7 mm in diameter found on the hands, face, lips, and oral mucosa. They are 
seen more commonly with limited SSc. Telangiectasia are usually harmless but can be a cosmetic problem. They 
may disappear spontaneously over time. Laser therapy has been used to remove them with some success, but 
commonly they will return. When they occur in the GI mucosa (called “watermelon stomach” or GAVE), they can 
bleed, leading to iron deficiency anemia. 

 51.  Describe the bone and articular involvement in SSc.
Bone involvement is usually demonstrated by resorption of bone. Acrosclerosis with osteolysis is common. 
Resorption of ribs, mandible, acromion, radius, and ulna has been reported. Arthralgias and morning stiffness are 
relatively common, but erosive arthritis is rare. Hand deformities and ankylosis are seen, but these are usually 
attributed to the tethering effects of skin thickening instead of joint involvement. Tendon sheaths can become 
inflamed and fibrinous, mimicking arthritis. Tendon friction rubs can be palpated typically over the wrists, ankles, 
and knees and are found primarily in patients with diffuse SSc (50%–65%). Friction rubs are due to fibrin 
deposition in the tenosynovial sheath and/or increased thickness of the tendon retinacula. 

 52.  Discuss the three types of muscle abnormalities seen in SSc.
 1.  Mild proximal weakness due to a noninflammatory benign myopathy. On histology, this myopathy looks normal 

or shows a type 2 muscle fiber atrophy. This pattern of fiber loss is seen with inactivity and corticosteroid use. 
The muscle enzymes are typically normal.

 2.  Mild elevation of muscles enzymes with waxing and waning of symptoms. Muscle biopsy reveals inter-
stitial fibrosis and fiber atrophy. Minimal inflammatory cell infiltration is noted. Should not be treated with 
corticosteroids.

 3.  Inflammatory type of myopathy with elevated muscle enzymes (as seen with polymyositis). These patients 
are considered to have an overlap syndrome, and many fit the definition of mixed connective tissue disease. 
Should be treated with immunosuppressive therapy.
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SCLERODERMA MIMICS
Jason R. Kolfenbach, MD  and Aryeh Fischer, MD

KEY POINTS

 1.  One should suspect a disease mimicking systemic sclerosis (SSc) in any patient with skin induration who lacks 
Raynaud’s phenomenon, nailfold capillary abnormalities, sclerodactyly, autoantibodies, and classic internal organ 
involvement.

 2.  Scleredema and scleromyxedema can both be associated with a monoclonal paraprotein.
 3.  Eosinophilia may be absent during clinical presentation of eosinophilic fasciitis (EF).
 4.  Histologic confirmation of EF requires a full thickness biopsy of the skin, subcutis, fascia, and muscle.
 5.  Patients with severe kidney disease are at risk to develop nephrogenic systemic fibrosis (NSF) if exposed to 

gadolinium-containing contrast agents.

 1.  What clinical characteristics help separate conditions that mimic scleroderma from SSc?
 -  Lack of Raynaud’s phenomenon.
 -  Lack of nailfold capillary abnormalities including dilatation and dropout.
 -  Lack of positive antinuclear antibody (90%–95% of SSc).
 -  Lack of progression of cutaneous sclerosis in a centripetal (“center-seeking”) fashion (e.g., finger and toe 

involvement first, spreading proximally).
 -  Lack of characteristic organ involvement associated with SSc (e.g., patulous esophagus, interstitial lung 

disease, cutaneous telangiectasia). 

 2.  List some of the diseases and potential exposures associated with skin abnormalities that 
may mimic the cutaneous sclerosis seen in SSc. See Box 19.1

Disease mimics

 •  Localized scleroderma syndromes

 •  Morphea

 •  Linear scleroderma

 •  Scleredema

 •  Scleromyxedema

 •  EF

 •  NSF

 •  Chronic graft-versus-host disease (cGVHD)

 •  POEMS syndrome—polyneuropathy, organomegaly, endocrinopathy, monoclonal gammopathy, and skin changes

 •  Pachydermoperiostitis

 •  Metabolic diseases

 •  Diabetic cheiroarthropathy (see Chapter 48: Endocrine-Associated Arthropathies)

 •  Hypothyroidism (myxedema)

 •  Porphyria cutanea tarda

 •  Phenylketonuria

 •  Paraneoplastic disorders

 •  Systemic amyloidosis

 •  Complex regional pain syndrome (late stage; see Chapter 65: Complex Regional Pain Syndrome)

 •  Lipodermatosclerosis

 •  Genetic disorders (e.g., Werner syndrome) 

Medication/treatment-related

 •  L-tryptophan (eosinophilia-myalgia syndrome [EMS])

 •  Aniline-denatured rapeseed oil (toxic oil syndrome)

 •  Bleomycin

Box 19.1 Medical Conditions and Exposures Associated with Cutaneous Sclerosis   

Continued
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Recognition of the various causes of cutaneous sclerosis is especially important in the evaluation of a patient 
who lacks characteristic features of SSc (see Question 1). In such patients, consideration should be given to skin 
biopsy as well as ruling out potential exposures, underlying neoplasm or plasma cell dyscrasia, as well as the 
other medical conditions listed in Box 19.1. Several of the more common conditions rheumatologists encounter 
that mimic SSc (morphea, scleredema, scleromyxedema, eosinophilic fasciitis, NSF, and cGVHD) will be discussed. 

MORPHEA (LOCALIZED SCLERODERMA)

 3.  How is localized scleroderma different than the limited cutaneous form of SSc?
Localized scleroderma is a distinct clinical entity from SSc (see Chapter 18: Systemic Sclerosis). It is a local 
fibrosing condition that commonly lacks systemic organ involvement and as such should not be considered part 
of the spectrum of SSc. Confusion among patients and providers often arises because of the similar terminology 
of limited SSc (often referred to as limited scleroderma) and localized scleroderma. The term morphea may be 
preferred over the term localized scleroderma to help avoid potential confusion. 

 4.  Do patients with morphea commonly evolve into SSc?
No. A rheumatologic evaluation is helpful in patients with cutaneous sclerosis to identify signs of SSc or other 
systemic diseases associated with skin thickening (see Question 2). If the clinical evaluation suggests morphea, 
focus can then be directed toward therapies to help the localized fibrotic disease and reassurance given to the 
patient regarding the absence of SSc. Rare case reports detailing a transition from morphea to SSc exist (more 
commonly in pediatric literature), but there is no data to suggest that this occurs more commonly than the 
incidence rate of SSc in the general population. 

 5.  What are the clinical features of the different subtypes of morphea?
Several different classification systems exist for morphea. In general, these diseases can be categorized as:  
1) circumscribed (plaque-variant), 2) generalized, 3) deep, and 4) linear (also known as linear scleroderma). 
Morphea is more common among Caucasians and females (3:1 compared with males). The etiology is unclear, 
but various infectious agents, trauma, and medications have been postulated. Borrelia infection has been linked 
to some cases of localized scleroderma in Europe but not in the United States. Skin involvement is common in the 
truncal region and can be seen in the breasts and extremities as well, but typically spares the hands and fingers. 
It is not associated with Raynaud’s phenomenon and does not typically affect internal organs, which separates it 
from SSc. Clinical features often differ by disease category:

 •  Circumscribed: most frequent subtype; comprises most cases of adults with morphea. Can present initially 
as a well-circumscribed lesion surrounded by an erythematous border. Later, the central portion may become 
indurated and sclerotic. The lesions can be shiny and may lack hair and exocrine glands similar to SSc. 
Interestingly, some lesions can present as pink or hyperpigmented macules and patches that do not become 
indurated (superficial morphea).

 •  Generalized: defined as four or more lesions (>3 cm in size) that involve two or more anatomic sites. Le-
sions are often symmetrical and may coalesce over time. Disabling pansclerotic morphea is a subtype of the 
generalized morphea category. This rare subtype occurs in childhood and can be rapidly progressive, involving 
deeper structures to the level of the bone and resulting in skin necrosis, open ulcers, muscle atrophy, and joint 
contracture. It is associated with an elevated risk of cutaneous squamous-cell carcinoma.

 •  Deep: rarest variant (accounts for 5% of localized scleroderma); involvement extends beyond epidermis and 
dermis, potentially including layers of fat, fascia, and muscle. Often symmetric; located on the extremities. 
More common in childhood.

 •  Linear (linear scleroderma): most common category among children. May affect a unilateral limb or less 
commonly the scalp and face (en coup de sabre; most commonly in the region between the eyebrow and the 
hairline). Linear scleroderma can extend beyond the skin to fascia, muscle, and bone leading to tissue atrophy. 

 •  Pentazocine

 •  Carbidopa

 •  Melphalan

 •  Docetaxel (taxotere)

 •  Post-radiation fibrosis 

Occupational exposure

 •  Vinyl chloride

 •  Silica

 •  Pesticides (malathion, diniconozole)

 •  Organic solvents (benzene, toluene, and others)

 •  Epoxy resins

Box 19.1 Medical Conditions and Exposures Associated with Cutaneous Sclerosis—cont’d  
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Not associated with Raynaud’s phenomenon nor internal organ involvement, but some patients have arthritis 
(10%–15%). Neurologic symptoms and ocular disease (including uveitis) can occur in the en coup de sabre 
form and may overlap with the Parry–Romberg syndrome (see Question 7). 

 6.  Which treatment options can be considered in patients with morphea?
Not all patients with morphea require pharmacologic intervention. It is important to first assess whether lesions 
are active (often present <3 months with signs of inflammation on exam), as these are most responsive to 
therapy. Chronic lesions may not require medications but may benefit from referrals to physical therapy and/or 
occupational therapy (if contractures or other functional impairments are present) or plastic surgery (for injection 
of fillers, autologous fat transfers, or other restorative procedures). Patients are commonly under the care of a 
dermatologist, but a rheumatologist may be asked to co-manage when systemic therapies are considered.

Topical therapies, intralesional steroids, and phototherapy can be used as initial treatment in patients 
with disease that does not extend beyond the dermis. Oral prednisone can be used in patients with generalized 
and deep forms of morphea as well as those with linear disease (especially if concern for potential contracture 
or growth limitation) or circumscribed forms that progress despite topical approaches. Methotrexate and 
mycophenolate mofetil have the best data among immunosuppressive medications and are often used as 
steroid-sparing agents in patients on prednisone. Additional medications such as infliximab, hydroxychloroquine, 
penicillamine, and cyclosporine have been described in the treatment of morphea but with less supporting data 
(Table 19.1). 

 7.  What is Parry–Romberg syndrome and what is its potential relation to linear scleroderma?
Parry–Romberg syndrome is the term given to progressive hemifacial atrophy. It typically affects children and 
adolescents, with tissue atrophy involving layers that can extend from the skin down to subcutaneous fat, muscle, 
and bone. Skin fibrosis may be absent among many patients with progressive hemifacial atrophy, but up to 40% 
have concurrent linear scleroderma (en coup de sabre variant), thus raising speculation that the two conditions 
may represent a spectrum of the same disease. This is a controversial area as data is limited. The two conditions 
share a similar age of onset, can be associated with similar neurologic and ophthalmologic sequelae, and coexist 
in 40% of patients with hemifacial atrophy. Furthermore, there are case reports of patients with en coup de sabre 
progressing to hemifacial atrophy, and 30% to 40% of patients with Parry–Romberg syndrome will have findings 
of localized scleroderma outside the face. Despite these commonalities, the majority of patients with Parry–
Romberg have no history of cutaneous sclerosis, and the extent of atrophy often extends to the maxillary, oral, and 
mandibular areas (sites less commonly involved by en coup de sabre). 

SCLEREDEMA AND SCLEROMYXEDEMA

 8.  What is scleredema?
Scleredema is characterized by firm, nonpitting skin edema (“woody”) that typically begins on the neck and upper 
back and spreads to the shoulders and trunk. The face and extremities (typically upper) can also be involved. 
The hands and feet are spared. The onset of skin involvement can be abrupt. Skin biopsy typically shows normal 
epidermis but thickened dermis with broad bands of collagen that appear separated on histology due to mucin 
deposition between the collagen bundles. There are three subtypes of scleredema based on the underlying cause:

 •  Type I: scleredema adultorum (scleredema of Buschke) and scleredema neonatorum follow an infection or 
febrile illness, with resolution occurring in months to years. Female predominance (2:1) with age of onset com-
monly <20 years.

 •  Type II: scleredema with no preceding febrile illness and a slow, progressive course. There is a female predomi-
nance (2:1). Frequently associated with paraproteinemia (most commonly IgG, IgA). Progression to multiple 
myeloma has been reported in 25% to 45% of patients.

Table 19.1   Common Treatment Options for Morphea

Subtype of Morphea Topical Therapy
 -  Corticosteroids
 -  Calcineurin inhibitors
 -  Calcipotriene

Intralesional Steroids Phototherapy Systemic Meds
 -  Methotrexate
 -  Mycophenolate 

mofetil

Circumscribed X X X X+

Linear X X X X+

Generalized X X

Deep X++ X

+: Commonly reserved for disease that is unresponsive to topical therapy, that extends beyond the dermis, or that carries risk of 

functional impairment.

++: Lesions that are deep but localized may be treated with intralesional steroids.
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 •  Type III: scleredema diabeticorum occurs in association with poorly controlled diabetes mellitus (type I or II). 
There is a male predominance (10:1), and prevalence of 2% to 10% has been reported among patients with 
diabetes.

Although there is no consistently effective therapy, Type I scleredema may be mild and self-limiting and 
therefore treatment may not be necessary. In patients with protracted courses with symptomatic lesions and/or 
functional impairment, ultraviolet A1 (UVA1) phototherapy has been effective in case reports and represents the 
first-line therapy. Additional agents that have been tried in scleredema with variable success include cyclosporine, 
methotrexate, and tamoxifen. 

 9.  What is scleromyxedema?
Scleromyxedema (papular mucinosis) is characterized by a wide-spread eruption of small (2–3 mm), nonpruritic, 
waxy papules on the face, neck, upper trunk, distal forearms, and dorsal surface of the hands (sparing the 
palms). Involvement of skin overlying the eyebrows and forehead can give rise to leonine facies. Over 80% of 
individuals have an IgG monoclonal protein (usually IgG lambda), with 10% developing multiple myeloma. Thyroid 
studies are normal. The typical age of onset is 30 to 80 years and men and women are affected equally. Skin 
biopsies reveal a normal epidermis, a perivascular mononuclear cell infiltrate, mucin deposition in the papillary 
dermis, fibroblast proliferation, and fibrosis. Extracutaneous disease can be common, with concurrent myopathy, 
arthralgia/arthritis, and dysphagia, as well as neurologic, cardiac, pulmonary, and renal involvement. A severe form 
of neurologic involvement known as dermato-neuro syndrome consists of fever, seizure, and coma following a 
flu-like prodrome. Of interest, the etiology of extracutaneous disease is uncertain and cannot be solely explained 
by excessive mucin deposition in target organs. 

 10.  What therapy options exist for scleromyxedema?
Historically, therapies used in multiple myeloma (melphalan, cyclophosphamide) have been described with 
variable success in scleromyxedema, but also come with the risk of significant side effects. Additionally, the 
cutaneous disease can progress even with eradication of the monoclonal paraprotein, as the skin course does not 
necessarily track with the gammopathy. More recent case series have described successful use of intravenous 
immunoglobulin (IVIG). Given its favorable side-effect profile in comparison with chemotherapy regimens, IVIG 
should be considered for initial therapy. Successful treatment often requires maintenance IVIG, as relapses off 
therapy have been described. Corticosteroid and thalidomide use have also been described in case reports with 
some success. 

EOSINOPHILIC FASCIITIS (DIFFUSE FASCIITIS WITH EOSINOPHILIA)

 11.  Is EF associated with ingestion of chemicals?
EF was first described in 1974 by Dr. Lawrence Shulman and has been called Shulman’s disease. No association 
with ingestion of chemicals has been convincingly demonstrated. Strenuous physical exertion may precede its 
onset in up to 40% of patients. Notably, two similar conditions, EMS in the United States and toxic oil syndrome in 
Spain have been related to toxic exposures (L-tryptophan and aniline-denatured rapeseed oil, respectively). 

 12.  Who is most commonly affected by EF?
The mean age of onset is 40 to 50 years, with a slight male predominance. EF has been more commonly reported 
among Caucasians. 

 13.  What are the three stages of EF?
 •  Stage I: pitting and edema. Disease onset is commonly acute, with simultaneous involvement of affected 

areas and rapid spread of skin disease. The most frequent pattern of involvement includes bilateral arms and 
legs (most commonly the calves and forearms) in a symmetrical fashion with sparing of the fingers and toes. 
Raynaud’s phenomenon has rarely been reported, but nailfold capillaroscopy is normal.

 •  Stage II: the initial manifestations of EF are followed by the development of severe induration of the skin and 
subcutaneous tissues of affected sites. These histologic changes manifest clinically as a “woody”, firm texture 
of involved skin, with a coarse orange-peel appearance (peau d’orange). The groove sign is an indentation 
caused by tethering of the dermis to the fascial and muscular tissue layers along the tract of superficial veins, 
and is best seen with elevation of the extremity. Although the induration often remains confined to the extremi-
ties, it may variably affect extensive areas of the trunk and face. Inflammatory and fibrotic disease extends 
to the muscle and can result in a low-grade myositis, although creatine phosphokinase (CPK) levels are com-
monly normal.

 •  Stage III: because of the involvement of the fascia, carpal tunnel syndrome is an early feature in many 
patients. Flexion contractures of the digits and extremities may occur as a consequence of the fascial involve-
ment. Muscle atrophy can be prominent. Sclerodactyly and nailfold capillary abnormalities do not occur. 

 14.  What laboratory and radiographic abnormalities usually occur in patients with EF?
Peripheral eosinophilia is present in 80% of patients. An elevated erythrocyte sedimentation rate, high C-reactive 
protein, and a polyclonal hypergammaglobulinemia are usually present. Aldolase can be elevated, whereas CPK 
is normal in a significant number of patients. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) shows fascial thickening and 
enhancement of the fascia with gadolinium.
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It is important to note that as many as 20% of patients with EF do not have peripheral eosinophilia, and other 
lab tests may be nondiagnostic as well. As such, the diagnosis of EF is a clinical diagnosis based upon the pattern 
of skin thickening and confirmed by the presence of fasciitis on full thickness biopsy. Further, the biopsy may or 
may not demonstrate eosinophilic infiltration (see Question 17). 

 15.  Is eosinophilia uniformly present throughout the course of an EF patient’s illness?
No. Eosinophilia is often present only during the early stages of the patient’s illness and tends to decline later 
in the illness. The degree of eosinophilia does not closely parallel disease activity and resolves quickly with 
corticosteroid therapy. 

 16.  Is there any reason to expect hematologic abnormalities to be associated with EF?
Hematologic problems have been appreciated in 10% to 15% of patients with EF. Those described in a small 
number of patients include immune-mediated anemia and thrombocytopenia, aplastic anemia, myelodysplasia, 
and lymphoproliferative diseases (multiple myeloma, lymphoma). These complications may occur at any time 
during the course of EF and do not correlate with the severity of disease. 

 17.  How is the diagnosis of EF confirmed histologically?
By performing a full thickness, deep wedge biopsy of an involved area. The biopsy should be deep enough to 
acquire skin, subcutis, fascia, and muscle for the study. Although inflammation and fibrosis are generally found in 
all layers (except for the epidermis which is normal), they are usually most intense in the subcutis and fascia. The 
inflammatory infiltrate consists of abundant lymphocytes, plasma cells, and histiocytes. Eosinophilic infiltration can 
be seen, especially early in the disease process, but is variably present. 

 18.  Describe the course of illness in patients with EF.
If untreated, fascial inflammation will lead to joint contractures in 85% of patients. In addition, the skin that is 
initially indurated will frequently become bound down and develop a peau d’orange appearance. In some patients, 
the illness is self-limited with spontaneous improvement. Occasionally, complete remission can occur even after 
≥2 years. Young age at onset and trunk involvement are poor prognostic signs. 

 19.  Are any therapies effective in patients with EF?
High-dose prednisone (40–60 mg/day) often results in marked and rapid improvement in the eosinophilia and 
gradual improvement in the fasciitis and contractures in more than 70% of treated patients. Given the potential 
morbidity associated with treatment delay and the improved clinical response with therapy initiation in the 
edematous phase of disease (Stage I), clinicians should aim for early initiation of corticosteroids followed by a 
gradual taper over 12 to 18 months. Some patients may be refractory to prednisone therapy and require early 
initiation of immunosuppressive therapy. Methotrexate is most often used for treatment-resistant cases. Other 
medications such as mycophenolate mofetil and hydroxychloroquine have been described as well, but with less 
supporting data. Physical therapy to minimize flexion contractures is important. Strenuous physical exercise 
should be avoided. 

NEPHROGENIC SYSTEMIC FIBROSIS

 20.  What is NSF?
NSF is a progressive fibrosing disorder occurring in patients with severe renal disease who have received 
gadolinium-containing contrast during an MRI procedure. Most patients are dialysis-dependent or have a 
glomerular filtration rate of <15 mL/minute (stage 5 chronic kidney disease [CKD]). Rarely, patients may develop 
NSF with less severe kidney disease. 

 21.  Describe the typical course of a patient with NSF.
NSF typically presents within 2 to 4 weeks of an at risk patient receiving gadolinium-containing contrast during 
MRI. Cutaneous features first involve lower extremities and extend proximally, with predominant extremity 
involvement. The face is not involved. Patients first experience itching or burning, followed by development of 
papules and plaques. Skin may develop a peau d’orange appearance and “cobblestone” texture over the upper 
arms, back, and thighs. Skin is very indurated and may develop hyperpigmentation. Flexion deformities of fingers, 
elbows, and knees are commonly disabling. Fibrosis of any visceral organ can occur and may be symptomatic. 
Raynaud’s phenomenon does not occur. 

 22.  What are the characteristic laboratory abnormalities and histologic features in a patient 
with NSF?
There are no diagnostic laboratory tests. Paraproteinemia and scleroderma-associated autoantibodies are not 
present, which helps separate NSF from scleromyxedema and SSc, respectively. Therefore, the diagnosis is made 
by the clinical evaluation and confirmed by a deep skin biopsy. The biopsy in NSF is characterized by increased 
number of dermal fibroblasts, increased dermal collagen, increased mucin deposition, no inflammatory cells, and 
increased CD34+ fibrocytes and CD68+ monocytes from the circulation. Gadolinium has been demonstrated in the 
tissue by mass spectrometry. Of note, the histology of NSF and scleromyxedema is very similar; the absence of a 
monoclonal gammopathy and sparing of face involvement in NSF (along with characteristic gadolinium exposure 
in a high-risk patient) can help separate the two. 
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 23.  Describe the therapy and prognosis of NSF.
The best therapy for NSF is prevention. Patients with stage 4 and 5 CKD should not receive gadolinium-containing 
contrast during MRI. In patients with milder forms of renal insufficiency, use of lower-risk gadolinium-based 
contrast agents is recommended (macrocyclic chelates) as they may result in lower concentrations of free 
gadolinium (Gd+3) ions.

Once NSF is present, there is no effective therapy. Early renal transplantation has helped some patients. 
Phototherapy with UVA1, extracorporeal photopheresis, plasmapheresis, and oral imatinib mesylate have been 
anecdotally reported as being effective. Patients with NSF have a three-fold increased mortality. 

CHRONIC GRAFT-VERSUS-HOST DISEASE

 24.  How common is cutaneous sclerosis among patients suffering from cGVHD?
Among patients receiving an allogeneic bone marrow transplant, 70% will develop cGVHD. Cutaneous sclerosis 
can be seen in 15% of patients suffering from cGVHD. Sites of skin involvement include the trunk and extremities, 
which differentiate it from SSc that commonly starts at the digits and extends proximally. Autoantibodies against 
Scl70, PM-Scl, and ANCA have been reported, but it is distinguished from primary autoimmune disorders by 
the recent history of the patient having undergone bone marrow transplantation as well as absence of features 
commonly seen in rheumatic diseases associated with those autoantibodies. 

 25.  What treatment options exist for patients with cGVHD with cutaneous sclerosis?
Prednisone and cyclosporine have been described in the initial management of cGVHD. Additional therapies with 
anecdotal evidence include phototherapy, extracorporeal photopheresis, sirolimus, imatinib, thalidomide, and 
rituximab. Prevention strategies aimed at reducing the risk of cGVHD include the use of antithymocyte globulin in 
the pretransplant period as well as cyclosporine, IVIG, and rituximab in the posttransplant period.
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KEY POINTS

 1.  Polymyositis (PM) and dermatomyositis (DM) are characterized by proximal muscle weakness, elevated muscle 
enzymes, and an abnormal electromyogram and muscle biopsy.

 2.  The typical skin manifestations of DM include heliotrope rash, Gottron’s papules, and abnormal nailfold capil-
laries. Skin ulcerations and anti-transcription intermediary factor 1 (TIF-1)γ (p155/140) antibodies signal the 
presence of an associated underlying malignancy.

 3.  Myositis-specific autoantibodies (MSAs) can predict extramuscular manifestations, response to therapy, and 
prognosis.

 4.  The antisynthetase antibody (ASA) syndrome is characterized by myositis, interstitial lung disease (ILD), arthritis, 
mechanic’s hands, fever, and Raynaud’s phenomenon.

 5.  Inclusion body myositis (IBM) should be considered in patients aged over 50 years with proximal and distal 
muscle weakness, neuropathic features, and poor response to steroid therapy.

 1.  How are the idiopathic inflammatory myopathies (IIM) classified?
Although several classification schemes have been devised, none are perfect. Each IIM and its subsets are 
characterized by unique clinical features (muscle, skin, lung, other), histology, autoantibodies, and pathogenesis. 
In addition, some patients may present with a clinical manifestation (rash, ILD, arthritis) that is more predominant 
than the inflammatory myositis.

 1.  Adult-onset DM
 •  DM
 •  Amyotrophic DM
 2.  Overlap myositis
 •  ASA
 •  Myositis associated with other connective tissue diseases
 3.  Adult-onset PM
 4.  Immune-mediated necrotizing myositis (IMNM)
 5.  IBM
 6.  Juvenile-onset DM (JDM)

Some classification systems add the following to the earlier list of inflammatory diseases of the muscle:
 •  Other forms of inflammatory myopathy
 -  Myositis associated with eosinophilia
 -  Focal myositis
 -  Giant cell myositis 

 2.  What are some of the epidemiologic features of PM/DM?
 •  Annual incidence of 2–19 cases/million.
 •  Peak age of onset is bimodal in distribution for DM: one peak at 5 to 15 years of age, and the other at 45 to 65 

years. PM rarely occurs in patients aged <15 years, with mean age of onset 50 to 60 years.
 •  The female to male ratio is 2 to 3:1 overall. The female to male ratio in JDM is close to 1:1. In overlap myositis 

associated with other connective tissue disorders it is 8 to 10:1.
 •  In the United States, African-Americans are affected more commonly than Caucasians at a ratio of 3 to 4:1 in 

some studies. 

 3.  What are the major diagnostic criteria for PM/DM? Describe their features.
 •  Proximal motor weakness: weakness occurs earliest and insidiously over 3 to 6 months in most patients. It 

occurs most severely around the shoulder/pelvic girdles and neck flexors. Ocular and facial motor weakness is 
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strikingly unusual and should make one consider another diagnosis. Pain is typically absent or minimal (25%) 
and if significant with more rapidly progressive weakness (<2 months) should suggest IMNM.

 -  Other striated muscle groups that can be involved include pharyngeal muscles causing dysphonia and 
upper esophageal muscles causing dysphagia (10%–30%). Nasal regurgitation of fluids can occur. 
Involvement of these muscles indicates more severe disease and associated with aspiration pneumonia.

 •  Elevated serum muscle enzymes: Creatine phosphokinase (CPK) is elevated in almost all patients at some time 
during the course of active disease. Other markers of muscle damage include elevated levels of aldolase, myoglobin, 
aspartate (AST) and alanine aminotransferase, and lactate dehydrogenase. Myoglobinuria can be seen in active 
disease.

 -  The combination of elevated CPK, aldolase, AST, and CPK muscle/brain (M/B) fraction >2% to 3% of total 
CPK is highly characteristic of an inflammatory myopathy. CPK M/B is released by regenerating skeletal 
muscle fibers (not the heart), which occurs in patients with an inflammatory myositis and not in other 
causes of myopathies. Notably, some PM/DM patients have an elevated aldolase but a normal CPK.

 •  MSAs and myositis-associated autoantibodies (MAA): Identify clinical subsets among the major categories 
of IIM. Patients with an IIM will only have one MSA since they are mutually exclusive. However, a patient with 
an MSA can also have a MAA particularly anti-Sjögren’s syndrome-related antigen A (SSA)/Ro (52kD).

 •  Abnormal neurodiagnostic studies: The electromyogram (EMG) in PM/DM has a good sensitivity (85%) but 
low specificity (33%). It shows a typical but not specific pattern consisting of: (1) increased insertional activity 
with spontaneous fibrillations, (2) myopathic low-amplitude and short-duration polyphasic motor unit action 
potentials, and (3) complex repetitive discharges. Nerve conduction velocity studies are normal in IIM, with the 
exception of IBM in which neuropathic disease can develop along with the myopathy.

 •  Muscle biopsy: Muscle biopsy should be performed in most cases to confirm the suspected diagnosis. The 
histologic pattern can be helpful both diagnostically and prognostically (Fig. 20.1).

 •  Characteristic rash of DM: Skin biopsy shows interface dermatitis usually with mucin similar to systemic 
lupus erythematosus (SLE; see Question 4). 

 4.  Describe the dermatologic manifestations of DM.
Heliotrope (lilac-colored) rash (<50% of DM patients): purple to erythematous rash affecting the eyelids, malar region, 

forehead, and nasolabial folds. Note that the eyelids and nasolabial folds are typically spared in the rash of SLE.
Gottron’s papules (60%–80% of DM patients): purple to erythematous flat or raised lesions over the dorsal sur-

face of metacarpals and interphalangeal regions of the fingers (i.e., knuckles). Can also occur over extensor 
surfaces of the wrists, elbows, and knees.

V-sign rash: confluent erythematous rash over the anterior chest and neck.
Shawl-sign rash: erythematous rash over the shoulders and proximal arms.
Holster-sign rash: erythematous rash over the lateral aspect of proximal thighs.
Nailfold abnormalities: periungual erythema, cuticular overgrowth, dilated capillary loops (see Chapter 74:  

Raynaud’s Phenomenon).
Photosensitivity: common with other rashes mentioned earlier.
Subcutaneous calcification: seen most commonly in JDM; can be very extensive.
DM mimics: these can include cutaneous manifestations of trichinosis, allergic contact dermatitis, and drug reac-

tions (hydroxyurea most common, penicillamine, diclofenac, anti-tumor necrosis factor agents).
  

Fig. 20.1 Muscle biopsy demonstrating inflammatory infiltrate and muscle fiber necrosis in a patient with polymyositis.
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Pearl: A patient with proximal muscle weakness, elevated muscle enzymes, and the characteristic rash of 
DM rarely needs a muscle biopsy to confirm the diagnosis. 

 5.  What measures can be taken to maximize muscle biopsy yield? How can muscle magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI) help?

 •  Biopsy a muscle that is clearly weak, but not severely so.
 •  Biopsy the muscle contralateral to one that is abnormal by EMG (i.e., perform neurodiagnostic studies unilater-

ally, and biopsy the contralateral side based on EMG results). Do not biopsy a muscle that has undergone 
recent (<2–4 weeks) EMG evaluation to avoid spurious results (i.e., EMG artifact).

 •  Do not biopsy a muscle within 3 months of an episode of rhabdomyolysis.
 •  MRI scan of the muscle can be helpful to direct muscle biopsy with a sensitivity of 96% to 100%. Areas of in-

flamed muscle demonstrate increased signal on T2-weighted images with fat suppression (short tau inversion 
recovery [STIR] images) but not on T1-weighted images, denoting areas of edema/inflammation. In chronic 
disease, MRI can also show fatty degeneration on T1-weighted images, which is unlikely to improve with 
medications (Fig. 20.2). 

 6.  List the characteristic clinical features of adult-onset DM.
 •  Rash is the first clinical manifestation (see Question 4). No mechanic’s hands.
 •  Muscle disease follows or coexistent with rash with 70% having elevated muscle enzymes and 20% to 30% hav-

ing normal CPK (amyotrophic DM), although aldolase and/or muscle MRI may be abnormal (hypomyopathic DM).
 •  MSAs found in 50% to 70% and identify clinical subsets.
 •  Muscle pathology: perimysial/perivascular inflammation with (50%) or without (50%) perifasicular atrophy. 

Inflammatory infiltrate primarily B cells, CD4+ T cells, and plasmacytoid dendritic cells that produce interferon-α,  
which contributes to atrophy. Complement C5b-9 membranolytic attack complex found on endothelial cells 
associated with reduction of endomysial capillaries and microinfarcts.

 •  Usually good prognosis (5-year survival [5YS] 92%). If associated with cancer, 5YS is 62%. 

 7.  List the clinical subsets of adult-onset DM defined by the MSA antibodies.
 •  Anti-Mi-2 (nucleosome remodeling-deacetylase [NuRD]): seen in 10%–15% of DM patients. Patients present 

with acute onset of classic skin (V- and shawl-sign), periungual/cuticle overgrowth, and muscle features of 
DM. Not associated with malignancy or ILD. Manifestations respond very well to corticosteroids (CS) with 5YS 
over 90%. The autoantibody targets the chromodomain helicase DNA-binding protein, which is a part of the 
NuRD complex that participates in the remodeling of chromatin by deacetylating histones. Patients have a 
positive antinuclear antibody (ANA) with speckled pattern.

 •  Anti-melanoma differentiation-associated gene 5 (MDA-5) (clinically amyopathic DM [CADM]-140): seen 
in 5% to 10% of European/American DM patients and 10% to 50% of Asian DM patients. Patients present with 
ulcerations (nailfolds, over joints, oral), palmar papules, arthritis (60%), fever (60%), and rapidly progressive 
ILD (50%). Some patients (20%) have CADM (hence the name of the autoantibody, anti-CADM) although CPK, 
aldolase, and muscle MRI can be abnormal. The overall prognosis is poor depending on the response to ILD 
therapy. This MSA targets the melanoma differentiation-associated gene 5 protein which is a cytoplasmic RNA 

Fig. 20.2 Magnetic resonance imaging scan of a patient with polymyositis. T2-weighted images demonstrate increased signal intensity 
of affected muscle tissue (arrows).
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helicase that has an important role in the innate immune system response during RNA viral infections. ANA is 
negative although 30% have antibodies against SSA/Ro (52kD), which is a cytoplasmic antigen.

 •  Anti-TIF-1γ (p155/140): seen in 13% to 40% of DM patients who are typically aged over 60 years. It is highly 
associated with cancer. The sensitivity for diagnosing cancer-associated DM is up to 78% and specific-
ity is 89%. The diagnostic odds ratio is 27, with a positive and negative predictive value of 58% and 95%, 
respectively. Patients usually present with classic DM rash that is frequently severe. Muscle disease may be 
low grade with normal CPK and elevated aldolase. The autoantibody targets TIF-1 family proteins, especially 
TIF-1γ. Notably TIF-1 proteins are interferon-responsive and have both positive and negative roles in carcino-
genesis including p53 (tumor suppressor) regulation. Patients have a low-titer positive ANA with a speckled 
and homogenous pattern.

 •  Anti-nuclear matrix protein 2 (NXP2 or MJ, p140): seen in 2% to 17% of DM patients. Patient presents with 
classic DM rash. May have fingertip ulcerations. Subcutaneous calcifications common. Muscle disease is usu-
ally mild with normal CPK although muscle MRI may be abnormal (33%). In older patients, it is associated with 
underlying malignancy. The autoantibody targets the p140 NXP2.

 •  Anti-SAE (small ubiquitin-like modifier-1 activating enzyme or SUMO): seen in <8% and <3% of European 
and Asian DM patients, respectively. Patients present with DM rash and later get mild myositis (60%). Asian 
patients can get dysphagia and ILD. Rare to get other manifestations and there is no association with malig-
nancy. The autoantibody targets the small ubiquitin-like modifier-activating enzyme. 

 8.  What is amyopathic DM? What is DM sine dermatitis?
Occasionally, the cutaneous manifestations of DM occur in the absence of clinically apparent muscle involvement, 
which is referred to as CADM. Perhaps half or more of such patients will develop muscle disease over time, 
but a significant proportion will manifest skin-limited disease only (anti-SAE). This form can be associated with 
malignancy (anti-TIF-1γ, anti-NXP2), whereas other patients may develop extramuscular manifestations such as 
rapidly progressive ILD (anti-MDA-5/CADM-140) even in the absence of myositis.

Rarely patients can present with an IIM that on biopsy looks like DM (e.g., inflammation with perifasicular 
atrophy) but have no skin manifestations of DM. This is referred to as DM sine dermatitis. These patients can have 
MSAs that are characteristically associated with DM. 

 9.  What are the characteristic presentations of adult-onset overlap myositis?
 •  Antisynthetase antibody (ASA) syndrome
 a.  Proximal muscle weakness is typically the first manifestation. CPK usually 5 to 10 times upper limit of 

normal.
 b.  Mechanic’s hand is common: characterized by cracking and fissuring of the skin of the finger pads, espe-

cially the radial side of the index finger.
 c.  Some patients may have DM-like rash with heliotrope or Gottron’s papules and no mechanic’s hands.
 d.  ILD, arthritis, Raynaud’s phenomenon, and fever can also occur. Rare association with cancer in older 

patients. ILD can be first and most severe manifestation in some clinical subsets of ASA syndrome.
 e.  MSAs identify specific clinical subsets. Patients with both an MSA and anti-SSA/Ro (52kD) antibodies (30%) 

have worse disease.
 f.  Muscle pathology: defined as immune myopathy with perimysial pathology with or without perifasicular 

atrophy. Looks more like DM but no complement deposition. A few patients may have a biopsy that looks 
more like PM (endomysial inflammation) or IMNM. HLA-DRβ1*0301 is more common in these patients.

 g.  Prognosis: 5YS 80%. Up to 33% of patients with ILD will lose lung function in spite of treatment.
 •  Myositis associated with another connective tissue disease
 a.  Most common overlap is myositis associated with systemic sclerosis. These patients frequently have MAA 

(anti-PM-Scl, anti-U1-ribonucleoprotein (RNP), anti-Ku, anti-U3RNP [fibrillarin]).
 b.  Other connective tissue diseases associated with myositis include mixed connective tissue disease and 

SLE (frequently with anti-U1-RNP) and Sjögren’s syndrome. The MAA, anti-SSA/Ro (52kD), is also frequently 
seen.

 c.  Some patients with a defined connective tissue disease and myositis can have MSA antibodies associated 
with an ASA syndrome. Suspect in connective tissue disease patients who develop myositis and/or ILD. 

 10.  List the clinical syndromes associated with ASA syndrome defined by MSA antibodies.
ASA syndrome is seen in myositis patients with antibodies directed against amino-acyl t-RNA synthetases, which 
are in charge of facilitating amino acid binding to its cognate t-RNA. The syndromes are associated with one of 
these antibodies and characterized by combinations of myositis, ILD, rash (mechanic’s hand or DM), Raynaud’s 
phenomenon, arthritis, and fever in various combinations and severity. Patients never have two anti-t-RNA 
synthetase antibodies although they may have an associated MAA (usually anti-SSA [52kD]).

 •  Anti-Jo-1(histidyl tRNA synthetase): most common ASA syndrome seen in 15% of DM and 15% to 30% of 
PM patients. Accounts for 75% of all patients with ASA syndromes, while each of the other anti-tRNA synthe-
tase antibodies are each found in <5% of patients with an ASA syndrome. Most patients have myositis (80%), 
rash (30%), seronegative arthritis (60%), Raynaud’s (40%), and fever (25%). Up to 66% have ILD which is a 
nonspecific interstitial pneumonitis frequently with organizing pneumonia usually involving the lower lobes.
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 •  Anti-PL-7 (threonyl): age of onset averages 60. ILD (90%) is a prominent early symptom. Also has myositis 
(90%), arthritis (40%), Raynaud’s (40%), mechanic’s hand (30%), and esophageal involvement (20%). Mortality 
is 15%.

 •  PL-12 (alanyl): most common in females with average onset age of 50. ILD (90%) is a prominent early symp-
tom. Other manifestations include Raynaud’s (65%), myositis (50%), and pulmonary hypertension (40%).

 •  Anti-EJ (glycyl): manifestations include ILD (70%), rash (30%), and mild myositis. Frequently associated with 
another connective tissue disease.

 •  Anti-OJ (isoleucyl): common manifestations include ILD (90%), mild myositis (90%), DM rash, arthritis, and 
low-grade fever.

 •  Other anti-tRNA synthetases (KS, Zo, Ha, Mas, lysyl) have been described in a few patients. 

 11.  List characteristic clinical features of adult-onset PM.
 •  ASA syndrome and IMNM used to be included in the adult PM category but have now been separated into their 

own categories. Excluding these makes adult-onset PM an uncommon disease.
 •  Adult-onset PM has proximal muscle weakness with elevated muscle enzymes and no other cause (e.g., infec-

tion, drugs, endocrinopathy, other).
 •  Cardiac involvement (e.g., conduction disturbances, congestive heart failure) seen in 30%. Cannot rely on el-

evated CPK M/B fraction or troponin T, which are elevated in inflammatory muscle disease. Troponin I elevation 
is specific to cardiac involvement.

 •  Increased risk of associated cancer in patients aged >40 to 50 years.
 •  Muscle histology: endomysial more than perimysial inflammation surrounding and invading non-necrotic 

muscle fibers expressing major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I antigens. Inflammatory infiltrate 
comprises CD8+ T cells and macrophages. Vasculature is spared.

 •  Good prognosis if not associated with cancer. 

 12.  Is there an association between PM/DM and underlying neoplastic disease?
Associated cancers are present in about 10% to 20% of adult (not juvenile) patients with PM/DM and over 50%  
of patients who develop PM/DM after the age of 65 years. Most have DM (80%) with the remainder having  
PM (20%). These patients are referred to as having cancer-associated myositis. The malignancy is present at 
myositis onset or within the first year in 68%. If associated with a malignancy, the cancer almost always occurs 
within 3 years of myositis onset. Cancers reported in association with PM/DM are most often adenocarcinomas 
or hematologic and include, among others, breast, lung, pancreas, stomach, colon, ovary, hematopoietic cancer, 
and Hodgkin’s lymphoma. Taiwanese patients also have nasopharyngeal and cervical tumors. This association 
has long been controversial, but recent studies have shown a 3 to 6 times increased risk for malignancy in DM 
and 1.4 to 2 times increased risk for PM. Therefore, it is generally advised that patients with PM, and especially 
those with adult DM, be screened for underlying neoplastic disease. This screen should be age-appropriate and 
include a complete history and exam (including breast, pelvis, prostate), stool occult blood testing, chest x-ray, 
mammogram, colonoscopy (age, >50 years), and laboratory tests (complete blood count, complete metabolic 
panel, serum protein electrophoresis, and urinalysis). The MSA, anti-TIF-1γ (p155/140) and anti-NXP2 (MJ) 
antibodies, are reported to be associated with adult cancer-associated DM. Notably, the myositis-specific 
antisynthetase antibodies (e.g., anti-Jo-1) and anti-Mi-2 have a negative association with malignancy. Some 
clinicians also recommend an abdominal/pelvic computed tomography scan owing to the high incidence of 
lymphoma and ovarian cancer, whereas others feel that a positron emission tomography scan is a cost-effective 
screen, especially in patients with MSAs associated with cancer. Although controversial, some physicians advocate 
testing for tumor markers associated with common cancers (CEA, CA 125, CA 19-9, CA15-3). If the initial cancer 
screen is negative, the physician should be alert for future development of cancer over the next 3 years.

Pearl: Ulcerative skin lesions in an adult DM patient are highly associated with an underlying malignancy. 

 13.  List the clinical characteristics associated with INMN.
 •  Formerly lumped with PM. As its own separate category, it may account for 10% to 20% of all IIM. Also called 

necrotizing autoimmune myositis.
 •  Muscle disease predominates with acute or subacute onset of progressive proximal muscle weakness, myal-

gias, very high CPK >10 to 50 times upper limit of normal. No ILD or rash. Rarely associated with cancer, HIV, 
ASA syndrome, or another connective tissue disease (e.g., systemic sclerosis).

 •  MSAs found in 80% and identify clinical subsets.
 •  Muscle histology: scattered necrotic fibers with macrophages. Minimal inflammatory infiltrate. No CD8+ T 

cells. MHC class I antigens and C5b-9 on sarcolemma of non-necrotic fibers.
 •  Prognosis guarded. May be refractory to therapy. 

 14.  List the clinical syndromes associated with IMNM defined by MSA antibodies.
 •  Anti-signal recognition particle (SRP): patients present with a very acute and severe onset of myositis with 

significant muscle pain due to muscle fiber necrosis. Has increased incidence of cardiac involvement (myo-
carditis) and dysphagia. May have arthritis but no ILD or rash. Poor overall response to corticosteroid therapy 
with 5YS of 30%. The autoantibody is directed against a 54-kDa protein in an RNA complex involved with 
intracytoplasmic protein translocation. ANA is negative.
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 •  Anti-3-hydroxyl-3methylglutaryl-coenzyme reductase (HMGCR; 200/100 kDa): patients present with severe 
muscle disease with high CPK (90% >5000 U/L). No ILD or rash. Up to 80% have a history of statin exposure 
frequently for >1 year. Lovastatin and simvastatin more likely than other statins. If not on a statin, rule out an 
associated cancer or ingestion of red yeast rice and certain mushrooms (oyster, shitake) which contain statin-
like compounds. Can be resistant to therapy. The autoantibody is directed against the HMGCR enzyme. Over 
70% of patients have the DRβ1*11:01 class II HLA allele. 

 15.  What is sporadic IBM?
 •  This is the most common IIM in patients aged >50 years.
 •  Bilateral, painless weakness develops insidiously and may be asymmetric. There is early involvement of distal 

muscles (foot extensor, finger flexors). Atrophy of forearms and quadriceps prominent which can lead to knee 
buckling with falls. Axial muscle weakness causes bent forward posture of spine. Dysphagia in 50%. No rash, 
ILD, or cancer association. May be associated with Sjögren’s syndrome.

 •  CPK can be high normal (20%–30%). Almost always <1000 U/L.
 •  Anti-cytosolic 5-nucleotide 1A, that is anti-cN1a or anti-NT5C1A, is an MSA found in 33% to 60% of IBM 

patients. Has been found less commonly in other IIM thus muscle biopsy is necessary to confirm a diagnosis 
of IBM.

 •  EMG shows both myopathic and neuropathic changes.
 •  Muscle pathology: CD8+ T cells invading healthy muscle fibers. Increased MHC class I expression on muscle 

cells. Ragged-red fibers (abnormal mitochondria), red-rimmed autophagocytic vacuoles (Gomori–Trichrome 
stain), and amyloid deposits next to vacuoles are seen.

 •  Slowly progressive and poorly responsive to immunosuppressive therapy. 

 16.  How does IBM differ from PM?
Despite IBM and PM both being inflammatory myopathies, there are several clinical and immunologic differences 
that distinguish between them (Table 20.1).

Pearl: A patient with PM who fails to respond to prednisone should be reexamined for IBM. 

 17.  How does juvenile-onset IIM differ from adult-onset IIM (see Chapter 70: Juvenile Systemic 
Connective Tissue Diseases)?

 •  JDM (95% of juvenile IIM): 65% have an MSA. No increase in malignancy risk. There is increase in calcinosis, 
gastrointestinal infarcts.
Anti-NXP2 (MJ) (18%–25%): more calcinosis, weakness, cramps, atrophy, and contractures. No cancer as-

sociation. Poor prognosis
Anti-TIF1γ (p155/140) (23%–35%): no cancer association. More severe skin disease, photosensitivity, and 

lipodystrophy.
Anti-MDA5 (CADM-140) (7%–36%): severe ILD (Asians), skin disease with ulcers, mild muscle disease.
Anti-Mi2 (5%–10%): significant skin and muscle disease but good response to therapy.

 •  Other myositis: rule out other causes of muscle disease like muscular dystrophies. Rarely children can have 
ASA syndrome (usually adolescents with anti-Jo-1) or IMNM with anti-SRP or anti-HMGCR (200/100 kDa). 

 18.  Are there any other MSAs that will be helpful in categorizing the IIM?
It is likely that other MSAs will be discovered to help classify IIM and help predict clinical features, prognosis, and 
response to therapy. Recently, anti-four-and-a half LIM domain 1 (FHL1) has been reported to identify patients with 

Table 20.1   Inclusion Body Myositis versus Polymyositis

INCLUSION BODY MYOSITIS POLYMYOSITIS

Demographics Male > Female, age >50 years Female > Male, all ages

Muscle involvement Proximal and distal
Asymmetric

Proximal
Symmetric

Other organ involvement Neuropathy Interstitial lung disease, arthritis, 
heart involvement

Antinuclear antibodies Sometimes Sometimes

Myositis-specific antibodies No Yes

Electromyogram Myopathic and neuropathic Myopathic

Muscle biopsy CD8+T-cell infiltrate. Red-rimmed  
vacuoles, beta-amyloid

CD8+T-cell infiltrate

Response to immunosuppressive 
therapy

No Frequent
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PM, DM, or IBM who have a particularly severe myositis with muscle atrophy, dysphagia, and vasculitis. FHL1 is a 
muscle-specific protein. Patients with IIM who have this MSA do not have other MSAs. 

 19.  Which conditions should be considered in the differential diagnosis of inflammatory 
myopathies (Box 20.1)?
It is important to not miss treatable causes of muscle weakness that can be confused with an IIM. Therefore, all 
patients need a thyroid-stimulating hormone, 25-hydroxyvitamin D, potassium, calcium, magnesium, and screen 
for drugs and infections that affect muscles. Patients are more likely to have a cause of weakness other than IIM if 
they have a slow onset (i.e., years) or periodic episodes of weakness, severe muscle pain with cramps associated 
with exercise, facial or ocular/early-onset respiratory/distal weakness, early muscle atrophy, neurologic symptoms, 
family history of muscle disease, no rashes, no abnormal serologies, and/or a nondiagnostic EMG. Additionally, 
an elevated CPK (<1000 U/L) with a normal aldolase in an asymptomatic African-American individual is usually a 
normal variant. 

 20.  What is the approach to treatment of PM/DM?
Poor prognostic features in PM/DM patients include severe weakness, dysphagia, respiratory muscle weakness, 
ILD, myocardial involvement, anti-SRP/anti-MDA-5/anti-155/140 antibodies, necrotizing myopathy on pathology, 
and malignancy. All patients need corticosteroids (CS) and immunosuppressive agents early.

CS are the mainstay of therapy for PM/DM. Commonly, prednisone is started at a dose of 1 to 1.5 mg/kg/
day (up to 80 mg/day) in divided doses, and the dose is maintained until remission is achieved (improved strength 
and normalization of muscle enzymes), which usually takes 4 to 6 weeks. Taper by 20% each month until 20 mg/
day, then by 5 mg a month to 10 mg/day. Once tapered to 10 mg/d, maintain that dose for 3 to 6 months before 
further taper. Intravenous pulse methyl-prednisolone is used for life-threatening disease (severe weakness or 
ILD). Subsequently, the dose is slowly tapered while monitoring for recurrence of disease activity. Most experts 
recommend combining CS with immunosuppressive agents from the onset of therapy to facilitate the steroid taper 
since over 50% fail CS alone.

Immunosuppressive agents are used early to help reduce the corticosteroid dose. Methotrexate (up 
to 25 mg/week orally or subcutaneously) or azathioprine (2–3 mg/kg/day) are used most often but can take 
up to several months to be maximally effective. Mycophenolate mofetil (MMF; 1–1.5 g twice a day [BID]) 
and leflunomide have also been used. MMF may be more effective for ILD and rash. Cyclophosphamide or 
combinations of immunosuppressive agents (methotrexate plus azathioprine) are used rarely but have been 
reported to be beneficial in refractory and life-threatening disease (anti-MDA5-associated ILD) and in JDM 
with vasculitis. Hydroxychloroquine and avoidance of the sun can be helpful adjuncts in treating the cutaneous 
manifestations of DM. In case series, tofacitinib shown effective for DM skin rash.

Tacrolimus (0.1 mg/kg/day; 2–5 mg BID) is effective in resistant T cell-mediated PM and lung disease 
(especially cryptogenic organizing pneumonia). Cyclosporine (3–5 mg/kg/day) has also been used with success, 
but tacrolimus seems to be better tolerated.

Box 20.1   Differential Diagnosis of Myopathies

Drug- and toxin-induced myopathies (especially statins, interferon-α, d-penicillamine, colchicine, amiodarone, antimalarials, ZDV/
AZT (zidovudine), alcohol, glucocorticoids, cocaine, antifungals, anti-tumor necrosis factor inhibitors)

Neuromuscular disorders Infectious myositis

Muscular dystrophies (e.g., Duchenne’s)
Neuromuscular junction disorders (e.g., myasthenia gravis,  

Eaton–Lambert syndrome)
Denervating conditions (e.g., amyotrophic lateral sclerosis)

Bacterial (Staphylococcus, Streptococcus, Borrelia burgdor-

feri)
Viral (e.g., HIV, adenovirus, influenza)
Parasitic (e.g., Toxoplasma, Trichinella, Taenia)

Endocrine disorders

Hypothyroidism (may see CK as high as 3000)
Hyperthyroidism
Acromegaly
Cushing’s disease
Addison’s disease
Miscellaneous

Sarcoidosis
Other rheumatic disorders (e.g., polymyalgia rheumatica,  

fibromyalgia syndrome, inflammatory arthritides, vasculitis)
Carcinomatous neuromyopathy
Organ failure (uremia, liver failure)
Amyloidosis
Acute rhabdomyolysis

Metabolic myopathies

Glycogen storage diseases (e.g., McArdle’s or myophos-
phorylase deficiency, acid maltase deficiency)

Abnormalities of lipid metabolism (e.g., carnitine deficiency, 
carnitine palmitoyl transferase deficiency)

Mitochondrial myopathies
Nutritional disorders (malabsorption, vitamin D and E 

deficiencies)
Electrolyte disorders (hypocalcemia and hypercalcemia, 

hypokalemia, hypophosphatemia)
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Intravenous immunoglobulin (2 g/kg over 5 days [0.4 g/kg/day] initially, followed by monthly 2 g/kg over 
3 days) has been reported to be effective in severe, refractory DM especially in patients with dysphagia and those 
with anti-HMGCR disease. Although not Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved, most clinicians feel it also 
works in patients with PM.

Rituximab has recently been shown to be effective in DM patients and in PM patients with MSAs (anti-Jo-1, 
anti-Mi-2, anti-HMGCR, anti-SRP, others). Initial dose is 1 g on days 1 and 15 and then 1 g every 6 months.

Repository corticotropin injection (H.P. Acthar gel): this expensive medication is FDA-approved for 
treatment of DM/PM at a dose of 80 USP units subcutaneously twice a week for 3 months, then attempt to taper.

In the initial stages of disease, when muscle inflammation is most severe and when the patient is most 
weak, rehabilitation is recommended to be only passive/active-assisted range of motion exercises. After 4 to 
6 weeks of medical therapy, as strength returns and muscle inflammation subsides, exercise for strengthening 
can slowly be added to the physical therapy regimen. All patients should receive appropriate vaccinations, 
osteoporosis and pneumocystis prophylaxis, and therapy to prevent aspiration pneumonia. 

 21.  How do you separate steroid myopathy from a IIM exacerbation?
Patients with IIM initially responding to prednisone may later complain of weakness while maintained on 
prednisone, especially when >20 mg/day. Keep in mind that this may represent development of a steroid 
myopathy. To separate the two, look at the CPK. Steroid myopathy does not cause an elevated CPK or aldolase 
because it causes type IIb muscle fiber atrophy, whereas IIM causes inflammation with muscle fiber injury causing 
release of muscle enzymes, including CPK. If still not certain, a muscle MRI with STIR images will identify if active 
inflammation is still present.
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MIXED CONNECTIVE TISSUE DISEASE, 
OVERLAP SYNDROMES, AND 
UNDIFFERENTIATED CONNECTIVE 
TISSUE DISEASE
Richard Brasington, MD

KEY POINTS

 1.  Mixed connective tissue disease (MCTD) manifests overlap features of systemic sclerosis (SSc), systemic 
lupus erythematosus (SLE), and inflammatory myopathy, and is associated with high-titer speckled antinuclear 
antibodies (ANAs) and uridine-rich ribonucleoprotein (U1-RNP) antibodies.

 2.  Severe renal disease, neurologic disease, or the absence of Raynaud’s phenomenon should suggest a disease 
other than MCTD.

 3.  Pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) and/or interstitial lung disease (ILD) are major causes of mortality in 
patients with MCTD.

 4.  About 25% of patients presenting with features of a rheumatologic disease do not fulfill criteria for a defined 
disorder.

 5.  About 25% of patients with undifferentiated connective tissue disease (UCTD) evolve into a more specific 
 diagnosis over time.

 1.  What is the difference between MCTD, overlap syndrome, and UCTD?
 •  MCTD: first described by Sharp et al. in 1972, this is a very specific overlap syndrome characterized by a 

combination of manifestations similar to those seen in SLE, SSc, and inflammatory myopathy. Some patients 
have a severe erosive arthritis with Jaccoud’s deformity. The autoantibody pattern is a high-titer, speckled 
ANA, and U1-RNP (high titer). These patients lack other specific autoantibodies such as anti-Sm, anti-Sjögren’s 
syndrome antigen B (SS-B), anti-ds DNA, and anti-centromere. MCTD is 15 times more common in women 
than in men. The mean age at diagnosis is 37 years, with a range of 4 to 80 years. There is no apparent racial 
or ethnic predisposition.

 •  Overlap syndrome: these patients have features of more than one of the six classic systemic autoim-
mune rheumatic diseases (SLE, SSc, polymyositis [PM], dermatomyositis, rheumatoid arthritis [RA], and SS). 
Some overlap syndromes like MCTD and certain myositis overlap syndromes have specific autoantibody 
associations.

 •  UCTD: refers to a situation in which a patient has some of the clinical features of one or more of the systemic 
autoimmune rheumatic diseases in the setting of a positive ANA, but do not meet criteria for a more specific 
diagnosis. About 25% of patients referred to a rheumatologist may present as such. Over time, a similar 
percentage will develop additional clinical features that will allow a specific disease diagnosis, whereas the 
majority will remain undifferentiated. 

MIXED CONNECTIVE TISSUE DISEASE

 2.  What are the early clinical manifestations of MCTD, and how do they change over time?
The onset of MCTD is characterized by features of SSc, SLE, and inflammatory myopathy, usually developing 
sequentially over time. The most common manifestations at onset are:

 •  Raynaud’s phenomenon (>90%).
 •  Synovitis (>90%).
 •  Swollen hands with puffy fingers (>70%).
 •  Myositis (>50%).

Raynaud’s phenomenon is present in almost all MCTD patients. The absence of severe renal and central 
nervous system (CNS) disease is another hallmark of MCTD, and if present, may suggest an alternative diagnosis. 
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Joint involvement is common and can result in deformities that resemble Jaccoud’s arthropathy; a few patients 
develop an erosive, destructive arthritis. Skin changes seen in the early stages are usually limited to edematous 
hands. Esophageal dysmotility is common. The inflammatory symptoms including synovitis, myositis, and serositis 
generally respond to therapy with corticosteroids. Over time, the manifestations of MCTD tend to become less 
severe and less frequent; inflammatory symptoms and signs including arthralgias, arthritis, myositis, serositis, 
fever, lymphadenopathy, hepatomegaly, and splenomegaly become much less common. Persistent problems are 
most often those associated with SSc, such as sclerodactyly, Raynaud’s phenomenon, and esophageal dysmotility. 
Pulmonary hypertension is the primary disease-associated cause of death (Table 21.1). 

 3.  What are the common gastrointestinal (GI) manifestations of MCTD?
The most common GI manifestations are similar to those of scleroderma: upper and lower esophageal 
sphincter hypotension with gastroesophageal reflux leading to heartburn/dyspepsia (60%–70%), esophageal 
dysmotility, and/or stricture with dysphagia (40%). Esophageal function is abnormal in up to 85% patients, 
although it may be asymptomatic. Small bowel and colonic disease is less common in MCTD than in 
scleroderma. Other less common GI complications include intestinal vasculitis, acute pancreatitis, and 
chronic active hepatitis. 

 4.  What are the pulmonary manifestations of MCTD, and how are they managed?
The most feared complication is PAH. Involvement of the lungs is common (75%) in MCTD, although most 
patients are asymptomatic. Management involves identifying the specific abnormalities and directing therapy 
appropriately. Active inflammation, such as pleuritis, may respond to nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) 
or corticosteroids. Other medications such as azathioprine, mycophenylate mofetil, or cyclophosphamide may be 
used to treat ILD. Up to 25% will develop severe pulmonary fibrosis. Aspiration secondary to esophageal disease 
may also contribute to pulmonary disease. PAH is a major cause of mortality and morbidity in patients with MCTD. 
It usually is due to bland intimal proliferation and medial hypertrophy of pulmonary arterioles. Patients with nailfold 
capillary abnormalities similar to those seen in scleroderma are most at risk. See Table 21.2 for a listing of the 
typical pulmonary manifestations of MCTD and their relative frequencies. 

Table 21.1   Clinical Features of Patients with Mixed Connective Tissue Disease

CLINICAL MANIFESTATION FREQUENCY (%)

Arthritis/arthralgias 55–100

Jaccoud’s arthropathy 30

Erosions 20

Swollen hands and puffy fingers 66–75

Raynaud’s phenomenon 90

Nailfold capillary changes 50

Esophageal dysmotility 43–88

Mucocutaneous lesions

Sclerodermatous changes 33–67

Skin rash 38–50

Mouth sores 45

Muscle involvement 25–63

Lymphadenopathy 39–50

Fever 33

Serositis 27–30

Hepatosplenomegaly 15–25

Trigeminal neuralgia 15

Renal disease (membranous glomerulonephritis) 10

Myocarditis Rare

Hypertensive crisis Rare

Aseptic meningitis Rare
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 5.  What are the common CNS manifestations of MCTD?
Severe CNS involvement is unusual with MCTD. Trigeminal neuralgia is the most commonly reported neurologic 
problem, as it is in progressive SSc. Sensorineural hearing loss has been reported. Seizure and psychosis rarely 
occur. 

 6.  What are the typical laboratory findings in a patient with MCTD?
Anemia is usually that of chronic disease. Coombs’ positivity is detected in up to 60% of patients, although overt 
hemolytic anemia is uncommon. Thrombocytopenia is uncommon. The sedimentation rate is usually elevated due 
to hypergammaglobulinemia. Hypocomplementemia is not associated with any particular clinical manifestation. 
Antibodies against other common nuclear antigens are rarely seen (Table 21.3). 

 7.  What is U1-RNP?
U1-RNP is a uridine-rich small nuclear ribonucleoprotein (snRNP) that consists of U1-RNA and U1-specific 
polypeptides 70 kD, A, and C. U1-RNP is one of the spliceosomal snRNP complexes (U1, U2, U4/U6, U5, others) 
whose function is to assist in splicing premessenger RNA to mature spliced RNA. Patients with MCTD form high 
titers of antibodies against U1-RNP, particularly U1-70kD and U1-RNA, but also polypeptides A and C, producing 
a high-titer ANA with a speckled pattern. Patients with MCTD appear to mount an antigen-driven immune 
response directed against U1-RNP, especially against an immunodominant epitope on the 70-kD polypeptide. One 
hypothesis is that a genetically predisposed (i.e., HLA-DR4) individual mounts a specific immune response against 
a microbial antigen (cytomegalovirus glycoprotein) that cross-reacts with U1-70kD peptide, which has been 
modified during cellular apoptosis. Anti-U1-RNP antibodies can be present in other autoimmune diseases such as 
SLE and SSc, but typically in lower titer. 

 8.  What is the course and prognosis of MCTD?
Over a 10-year period, 58% of patients are still classified as MCTD. The remaining patients evolve into SSc (17%), 
SLE (9%), or RA (2.5%). There is a low incidence of life-threatening renal disease and neurologic disease in 
MCTD. The major mortality results from progressive PAH and its cardiac sequelae. The development of end-organ 
involvement dictates the morbidity and mortality.

Table 21.2   Pulmonary Manifestations of Mixed Connective Tissue Disease

Symptoms
Dyspnea 15%–20%

Chest pain and tightness 7%

Cough 5%

Chest x-ray findings
Interstitial changes/NSIP 15%–30%

Small pleural effusions 5%–10%

High-resolution computed tomography scan findings
Interstitial lung disease/nonspecific interstitial pneumonia 66%

Pulmonary function studies
Restrictive pattern 69%

Decreased carbon monoxide diffusion 66%

Pulmonary hypertension 23%–30%

Table 21.3   Laboratory Findings in Patients with Mixed Connective Tissue Disease

ABNORMALITY FREQUENCY (%)

Anemia 65–75

Leukopenia/lymphopenia 57–75

Hypergammaglobulinemia 80

Rheumatoid factor 50

Antinuclear antibody (>1:1000) 100

Anti-U1-RNP 100

Hypocomplementemia 2
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As a general rule, the SLE-like features of arthritis and pleurisy are treated with NSAIDs, antimalarials, 
low-dose prednisone (<20 mg/day), and occasionally methotrexate. Inflammatory myositis is treated with 
high doses of prednisone (60 mg/day) and sometimes methotrexate or azathioprine. SSc-like features 
of Raynaud’s phenomenon, dysphagia, and reflux esophagitis are treated as described in Chapter 18, 
Systemic Sclerosis. Serious end-organ involvement such as myocarditis and ILD may require aggressive 
treatment with corticosteroids alongside cyclophosphamide or mycophenolate. Some evidence suggests 
that PAH secondary to MCTD or SLE (but not SSc) may benefit from immunosuppressive medication such 
as cyclophosphamide (controversial given limited data, and should not replace standard therapy for PAH). 
Standard approaches to the diagnosis and management of PAH are outlined in Chapter 18, Systemic 
Sclerosis. 

OVERLAP SYNDROMES

 9.  What is the most common disease in overlap syndromes, and with which other diseases is 
it associated?
SS is the most common disease in overlap syndrome and is seen with RA, SLE, SSc, PM, MCTD, primary biliary 
cholangitis (PBC), necrotizing vasculitis, autoimmune thyroiditis, chronic active hepatitis, mixed cryoglobulinemia, 
and hypergammaglobulinemic purpura. 

 10.  What other overlap syndromes are seen?
Other overlap syndromes not associated with high-titer anti-U1-RNP antibodies are:

 •  SLE is associated with inflammatory myopathy in 4% to 16% of cases.
 •  SLE can be associated with RA (“RUPUS”) with positive rheumatoid factor, nodules, and erosive polyarthritis. 

This overlap is relatively uncommon, and the diagnosis should not be made simply because of a positive ANA 
in a patient with RA, nor in patients with lupus with an inflammatory arthritis but without rheumatoid factor/
cyclic citrullinated peptide positivity and/or erosive disease.

 •  SSc can be associated with myositis. One specific overlap is characterized by antibody to PM-Scl, a complex 
of 16 polypeptides located at the site of ribosomal assembly in the nucleolus (hence patients with PM-Scl 
antibody commonly have a nucleolar pattern ANA on immunofluorescent antibody assay).

 •  Limited SSc can be associated with PBC. Limited SSc precedes PBC by an average of 14 years. Antimitochron-
drial antibody can be seen in 18% to 27% of limited SSc patients. Many also have SS.

 •  SSc can be associated with antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody (ANCA)-associated vasculitis (perinuclear 
ANCA/anti-myeloperoxidase).

 •  Myositis overlap syndromes: antisynthetase antibody syndromes (see Chapter 20: Idiopathic Inflammatory 
Myopathies).

 •  RA can overlap with SSc, SLE, MCTD, or SS. Patients with anti-RA-33 (hnRNP-A2) are most likely to develop an 
erosive arthritis. 

UNDIFFERENTIATED CONNECTIVE TISSUE DISEASE

 11.  How common is UCTD?
About 25% of patients presenting to rheumatologists may not fulfill criteria for a defined connective tissue 
disease at the time of presentation. Over time (1–3 years), about 25% of these patients will evolve into a defined 
rheumatologic diagnosis. The majority of patients with UCTD are female (80%–95%) with disease onset during the 
fourth decade (30–40 years). 

 12.  What are the clinical and serologic characteristics of UCTD? Do any predict the future 
development of a defined CTD?
The most frequent manifestations of UCTD are arthralgias/arthritis, Raynaud’s phenomenon, mucocutaneous 
manifestations, and sicca symptoms. Major organ involvement is rare. Most patients are ANA-positive (in 
fact, some criteria for UCTD mandate ANA presence) but lack specific autoantibodies against Sm, dsDNA, and 
centromere. Some patients have anti-SSA antibodies, which correlate with sicca symptoms and mucocutaneous 
lesions; others have low-titer anti-RNP antibodies, which correlate with Raynaud’s phenomenon and arthritis. The 
following table lists the common manifestations of patients with UCTD (Table 21.4).

Certain combinations of features are predictive for the development of a defined CTD:
 •  Fever, serositis, and/or anti-Sm or anti-dsDNA antibodies—SLE.
 •  Raynaud’s phenomenon, abnormal nailfold capillaries, and nucleolar ANA—SSc.
 •  Xerostomia and anti-SSA/SSB antibodies—SS. 

 13.  What are the suggested classification criteria for UCTD?
 •  Signs and symptoms of a connective tissue disease for ≥3 years but not fulfilling the criteria for any of the 

defined CTDs.
 •  Presence of ANAs on two different occasions.
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Table 21.4   Clinical and Serologic Manifestations of Undifferentiated Connective Tissue 
Disease

MANIFESTATION FREQUENCY (%)

Arthralgias/arthritis 37–86

Raynaud’s phenomenon 33–56

Sicca symptoms 7–41

Photosensitivity 10–24

Serositis 5–16

Oral ulcers 3–27

Hematologic 11–41
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SJÖGREN’S SYNDROME
Lindsay Kelmenson, MD, MSCS

KEY POINTS

 1.  Sjögren’s syndrome (SS) is a common autoimmune disease in women and should be considered in any patient 
with unexplained symptoms and a positive antinuclear antibody (ANA).

 2.  The most common symptoms are keratoconjunctivitis sicca (KCS), xerostomia, and parotid gland swelling; 
however, extraglandular features including lymphoma do occur.

 3.  Antibodies against Ro/SS-A and La/SS-B are the serologic hallmarks of primary SS.
 4.  A minor salivary gland lip biopsy showing a chronic lymphocytic infiltrate is the diagnostic gold standard.

 1.  Who was Sjögren, and what is his syndrome?
Henrich Sjögren was born in 1899 in Stockholm and received his M.D. from the Karolinska Institute in 1927. 
His description of keratoconjunctivitis sicca (KCS) and arthritis serves as the basis for SS. SS has also 
been known as Mikulicz’s disease (which is now considered by some experts to represent early descriptions 
of IgG4-related disease), Gougerot’s syndrome, sicca syndrome, and autoimmune exocrinopathy. SS refers 
to a slowly progressive, autoimmune disease that primarily affects exocrine organs (lacrimal, salivary, 
and parotid glands). Lymphocytes infiltrate these organs, resulting in decreased secretions from glandular 
destruction and effects on neural stimulation. 

 2.  What is the difference between primary and secondary SS?
 •  Primary SS is diagnosed in a patient with KCS who does not have another underlying rheumatic disease. Pri-

mary SS is immunogenetically associated with HLA-DRB1*0301 and DRB1*1501 and serologically associated 
with antibodies to Ro/SSA and La/SSB.

 •  Secondary SS is diagnosed in the presence of another rheumatic disease, most frequently rheumatoid 
arthritis (RA). The immunogenetic and serologic findings are usually those of the accompanying disease (e.g., 
HLA-DR4-positive if associated with RA).

Clinical manifestations such as dry eyes and mouth are similar in primary and secondary SS. Extraglandular 
features including parotid enlargement, lymphadenopathy, and lymphoma are more common in primary SS. The 
2012 American College of Rheumatology (ACR) criteria do not distinguish between primary and secondary SS, 
while other criteria (2002 American-European Consensus Group [AECG]; 2016 ACR/European League Against 
Rheumatism [EULAR]) define primary and secondary SS separately. 

 3.  Who typically develops SS?
Primary SS affects 0.1% to 4% of the population depending on criteria used. It typically affects females between 
ages 30 and 50 years (female: male = 9:1). It is infrequently seen in children. Symptoms progress relatively slowly 
and there is frequently a delay of 5 to 10 years between symptom onset and diagnosis. Secondary SS occurs in up 
to 15% to 20% of patients with RA and to a lesser extent in other rheumatic diseases. 

 4.  What are the clinical manifestations of primary SS?
Manifestations can be divided into sicca symptoms and extraglandular features, which are seen in 75% of patients 
and may precede the development of KCS (Table 22.1). 

 5.  What is the underlying pathogenesis of primary SS?
The manifestations of SS result from a lymphocytic infiltration of glandular and nonglandular organs. Over 90% of 
the infiltrating cells are either CD4+ T lymphocytes with memory phenotype (70%) or B lymphocytes (20%). The 
remaining 10% include plasma cells, CD8+ T lymphocytes, T regulatory cells, natural killer cells, and dendritic 
cells. Analysis of T-cell cytokines from biopsies suggests that this is a predominantly Th1- and Th17-driven 
response.

There are two models of pathogenesis in SS. One postulates that an autoimmune attack on acinar epithelium 
results in cytotoxic cell death and apoptosis. The other model includes antibodies against the muscarinic receptor 
type 3, accelerated breakdown of acetylcholine by cytokines, and altered expression of aquaporin channels. Both 
models likely play a role in gland hypofunction. 

 6.  What are the most common ocular symptoms of primary SS?
Dry eyes in SS, also known as xerophthalmia or KCS, result from a deficient aqueous layer of tear film, which 
normally comprises 90% of tear volume. Symptoms include a foreign body or gritty sensation; painful, burning, 
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itchy, or red eyes; blurred vision, and/or photophobia. Symptoms worsen as the day progresses as a result of 
evaporation of ocular moisture. Notably, some of the eye pain is due to central nervous system input as topical 
anesthetics do not eliminate the pain completely. This pattern contrasts with blepharitis, low-grade inflammation 
of the meibomian glands, in which crusting and discomfort are most pronounced in the morning. KCS can lead to 
infections, corneal ulceration, and rarely vision loss. 

 7.  What tests are used to document dry eyes in a patient with suspected primary SS?
The three most common tests for dry eyes include the Schirmer’s test, ocular surface staining (OSS), and tear 
break-up time (TBUT). For the Schirmer’s test, a piece of filter paper is placed under the inferior eyelid without 
anesthesia and the amount of wetness is measured (Figure 22.1A). Normal wetting is >15 mm in 5 minutes, 
whereas <5 mm meets one of the classification criterion for SS. There is a 15% false-positive and false-negative 
rate with Schirmer’s testing.

The remaining tests are performed by an ophthalmologist using a slit-lamp examination. OSS is performed 
using a sequential examination with fluorescein dye for the cornea, followed by lissamine green dye to assess the 
conjunctiva. Fluorescein dye targets areas of cellular disruption (indicating dryness severe enough to cause corneal 
epithelial injury), whereas lissamine green dye stains conjunctival epithelial surfaces that have been damaged 
or devitalized. Staining uptake is typically maximal along the palpebral fissure, where maximum exposure to the 
environment and evaporation of tears occurs. The OSS is the sum of a 0-6 score for fluorescein staining of the cornea 
and a 0-3 score for lissamine green staining of both the nasal and temporal bulbar conjunctiva (total score 0-12). An 
OSS ≥5 in at least one eye meets one of the classification criterion for SS. TBUT measures disruption in tear film and 
indicates an abnormal mucus layer if the tear film is ≤10 seconds. These tests have largely replaced the Rose Bengal 
stain, which is used less commonly due to toxic effects on corneal epithelial cells (Figure 22.1B). 

 8.  What are the common symptoms of dry mouth?
Normal saliva production is 1 to 1.5 L/day. Dry mouth sensation, known as xerostomia, occurs when the salivary 
flow rate decreases to <50% of the basal flow rate. It may result in a variety of problems including:

 •  Burning sensation.
 •  Change in taste (metallic, salty, bitter).
 •  Difficulty swallowing.
 •  Disturbed sleep (due to dry mouth and/or nocturia).
 •  Gastroesophageal reflux symptoms (due to lack of saliva buffer).
 •  Increase in dental caries, cracked teeth, loose fillings.
 •  “Lipstick sign” (adherence of patient’s lipstick onto front teeth).

Table 22.1   Clinical Manifestations of Primary Sjögren’s Syndrome

SICCA SYMPTOMS PREVALENCE (%)

Xerophthalmia 90–95

Xerostomia 90–95

Dyspareunia 40–60

Parotid gland enlargement 40–60

Extraglandular features

Fatigue 60–70

Arthralgias/arthritis 45–60

Raynaud’s phenomenon 13–33

Esophageal dysfunction 30–35

Autoimmune thyroid disease 14–33

Lymphadenopathy 15–20

Lung involvement 10–20

Kidney involvement 5–10

Liver involvement 5–10

Cutaneous vasculitis 5–10

Lymphoma 5–10

Peripheral neuropathy 2–5

Central nervous system disease 1–2

Myositis 1–2
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 •  Predisposition to oral candidiasis (atrophic variant, which presents as an erythematous tongue).
 •  Problems wearing dentures. 

 9.  What methods determine salivary gland involvement in SS?
Sialometry (sensitivity 56%, specificity 81%) can be used to quantitate saliva production. An unstimulated whole 
salivary flow rate of ≤0.1 mL/minute meets criterion for xerostomia. Scintigraphy (sensitivity 75%, specificity 78%) 
utilizes the uptake and secretion of Tc-99m pertechnetate following intravenous injection to quantitate salivary 
flow rates. Sialography is used to outline the salivary duct anatomy, but may predispose to pain, infection, or duct  
rupture. Both magnetic resonance imaging (MRI; sensitivity 81%, specificity 93%) and ultrasonography (sensitivity 
69%, specificity 92%) can detect parenchymal heterogeneity.

Minor salivary gland (MSG) biopsy (sensitivity 80%, specificity 82%) is the gold standard for SS diagnosis (Figure 
22.2). An incisional biopsy through the lower labial mucosa yielding 5 to 10 minor glands is adequate for assessment. 
An area of ≥50 lymphocytes is defined as a focus, with a focus score (FS) of ≥1 foci/4 mm2 supporting a diagnosis of 
SS. The procedure may be complicated by persistent lip numbness in up to 6% patients. The findings in the MSG biopsy 
generally parallel involvement of major glands; therefore, biopsy of other salivary glands is generally not necessary. 

 10.  What are other causes of dry eyes and dry mouth besides primary SS?
Medications

 •  Antihistamines
 •  Benzodiazepines
 •  Clonidine
 •  Diuretics
 •  Tricyclic antidepressants

A

B

Fig. 22.1 (A) Schirmer’s test demonstrating decreased tear production. (B) Rose Bengal test with increased dye uptake in areas of 
devitalized epithelium. (Copyright 2014 American College of Rheumatology. Used with permission.)
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Conditions
 •  Amyloidosis
 •  Blepharitis
 •  Cystic fibrosis
 •  Dehydration
 •  Diabetes mellitus (uncontrolled)
 •  Graft-versus-host disease
 •  Granulomatous diseases (sarcoid, tuberculosis, leprosy)
 •  Hepatitis C infection
 •  HIV/AIDS
 •  IgG4-related disease
 •  Mucus membrane pemphigoid
 •  Psychogenic causes (fear, depression)
 •  Viral infections (especially mumps)
 •  Vitamin A deficiency

Other
 •  Age-related sicca syndrome
 •  Congenitally absent or malformed glands (rare; lacrimoauriculodentodigital syndrome)
 •  Contact lens irritation
 •  History of radiation to the head and neck 

 11.  What are other causes of salivary gland enlargement besides primary SS (Table 22.2)? 

Table 22.2   Differential Diagnosis of Salivary Gland Enlargement

Usually unilateral

Bacterial infection Chronic sialadenitis Lymphoma

Obstruction Primary salivary gland neoplasms

Usually bilateral (asymmetric)
Granulomatous diseases HIV/Diffuse infiltrative lymphocytosis  

syndrome (see Chapter 42: HIV- 
Associated Rheumatic Syndromes)

IgG4-related disease (may be 
massive)

Recurrent parotitis of childhood Viruses (mumps, cytomegalovirus, influenzae, coxsackie A)

Bilateral (symmetric)

Acromegaly Alcoholism Anorexia/bulimia

Chronic pancreatitis Diabetes mellitus Gonadal hypofunction

Hepatitis cirrhosis Hyperlipoproteinemia Idiopathic

Fig. 22.2 Minor salivary gland biopsy demonstrating mononuclear cell infiltration and salivary gland destruction.
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 12.  What other exocrine glands can be involved in primary SS?
Patients can have dry upper airways leading to nonallergic rhinitis, sinusitis, and bleeding. In addition, involvement 
of the larynx (hoarseness), trachea (dry cough), vagina (dyspareunia), gastrointestinal (GI) tract (dysphagia; 
constipation), and skin (xerosis; pruritis) can be seen. 

 13.  Describe the arthritis of primary SS.
The distribution of arthritis in SS is similar to that of RA. Symmetric arthralgias and/or arthritis of the wrists, 
metacarpophalangeal, and proximal interphalangeal joints, frequently associated with morning stiffness and fatigue, is 
characteristic. In contrast to RA, Sjögren’s arthritis is nonerosive and tends to be mild. Anti-citrullinated protein antibodies 
may be seen in 8% to 10% of patients with primary SS and may predict a more severe phenotype or progression to RA. 

 14.  Describe the clinical characteristics of other extraglandular manifestations of primary SS.
 •  Lung manifestations: includes xerotrachea/xerobronchitis, nonspecific interstitial pneumonitis, lymphocytic 

interstitial pneumonitis, usual interstitial pneumonitis, bronchiolitis (constrictive), and bronchial-associated 
lymphoid tissue lymphoma. Due to thick secretions and recurrent pneumonias, patients can develop bronchi-
ectasis. Pearl: Consider SS in any patient with unexplained lung disease and a positive ANA.

 •  Renal disease: includes type I distal renal tubular acidosis (10%) that rarely can lead to severe potassium wasting 
and muscle paralysis, tubular interstitial nephritis (<5%), glomerulonephritis, and nephrogenic diabetes insipidus

 •  GI: includes a higher prevalence of celiac disease (both diseases share similar genetics of HLA-DRB1*0301 
and HLA-DQB1*0201). Suspect in patients with diarrhea and vitamin D deficiency. Primary biliary cholangitis 
(5%), autoimmune hepatitis, and recurrent pancreatitis (<5%) have also been described.

 •  Vasculitis: cutaneous vasculitis (palpable purpura) is most common, whereas necrotizing vasculitis (similar to 
polyarteritis nodosa) or cryoglobulinemia in the absence of hepatitis C is infrequent. 

 15.  How is the nervous system affected by primary SS?
 •  Central nervous system: includes focal and diffuse patterns of involvement that may lead to multiple 

sclerosis-like brain lesions, sensory/motor deficits, seizures, encephalopathy or cognitive impairment. 
Longitudinally extensive transverse myelitis (LETM; ≥4 vertebral segments) and optic neuritis have been 
described in patients with SS alongside serum anti-aquaporin-4 antibodies, representing an overlap with 
neuromyelitis optica. Pulse-dose corticosteroids in addition to rituximab or cyclophosphamide represent 
induction therapy, followed by maintenance immunosuppression with mycophenolate mofetil, azathioprine 
or rituximab. Any patient presenting with LETM and/or optic neuritis should have occult SS ruled out.

 •  Peripheral nervous system: peripheral neuropathy can be motor (mononeuritis multiplex), pure sensory, or 
sensorimotor. Patients with burning paresthesias and pain, but normal nerve conduction velocities, may 
have a small fiber neuropathy. Up to 50% of patients with a small fiber neuropathy have findings of dys-
autonomia as well. These patients have selective loss of pinprick and temperature sensation (small fibers) 
while having normal vibratory sensation and deep tendon reflexes (large fibers). Small fiber neuropathy is 
diagnosed by a skin biopsy showing a reduction in epidermal nerve fibers. Initial treatment is conservative 
and includes medications to reduce neuropathic pain (gabapentin, pregabalin, topical lidocaine, or capsa-
icin) as well as counseling on patient self-management strategies (similar to the treatment approach for 
widespread pain in fibromyalgia). In patients with severe symptoms despite conservative therapy, limited 
data suggests that SS-related small fiber neuropathy and/or dysautonomia may respond to intravenous 
immunoglobulin therapy. 

 16.  What are the risks of pregnancy in SS?
Pregnant women who are positive for anti-SSA and/or anti-SSB have an increased risk of delivering a fetus with 
neonatal lupus or congenital heart block due to transplacental passage of these antibodies. This risk to the fetus 
is present regardless of whether the mother has SS, systemic lupus erythematosus, or is serologically positive 
for SS-A and/or SS-B but without clinical features of a rheumatic disease. Antimalarial use in anti-SSA positive 
patients during pregnancy may decrease the risk of congenital heart block in the offspring (see Chapter 78: 
Rheumatic Disease and the Pregnant Patient). 

 17.  What are the typical laboratory findings in patients with primary SS?

ANA 85% to 90%
Elevated erythrocyte sedimentation rate 80% to 90%
Hypergammaglobulinemia 80%
Anti-SSA/Ro antibody 50% to 70%
Rheumatoid factor (RF) 50% to 60%
Anti-SSB/La antibody 33% to 50%
Anemia of chronic disease 25%
Leukopenia 10%
Thrombocytopenia Rare

Pearl: It is difficult to make a diagnosis of SS without serologic evidence of autoimmunity (i.e., positive RF or ANA). 
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 18.  What other antibodies have been described in SS?
Anti-SSA and anti-SSB may precede the diagnosis of SS by up to two decades. A subset of SS patients (5%), who 
may or may not have overlap with systemic sclerosis, has anti-centromere antibodies. These patients appear 
to be at higher risk for extraglandular disease, including Raynaud’s phenomenon and lymphoma. A panel of 
novel autoantibodies, including salivary protein-1, carbonic anhydrase 6, and parotid secretory protein, is being 
marketed as the Sjo test. Initial studies suggest that these antibodies may be helpful to identify “seronegative” 
patients who otherwise meet ACR/EULAR criteria as well as patients with “incomplete SS” (<4 ACR/EULAR 
criteria). This test requires further validation before routine use in clinical practice, however, and current criteria do 
not incorporate these antibodies in the classification of SS. 

 19.  What is the risk of cancer in patients with SS?
There is a 5- to 44-fold greater risk of developing lymphoma in SS compared with age-matched controls, with a 
lifetime frequency of lymphoma of 5% to 10%. Lymphomas are usually non-Hodgkin’s B-cell lymphomas (NHL) 
and occur at a median of 8 years following a diagnosis of SS. Extranodal marginal zone B-cell lymphoma (also 
known as mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue) is the predominant subtype of NHL seen in SS, but transformation 
to diffuse large B-cell lymphoma can occur. 

 20.  What are risk factors for lymphoma development in SS?
The list of risk factors continues to grow. Patients with persistent salivary gland enlargement are at highest 
risk. Other clinical risk factors include lymphadenopathy, Raynaud’s phenomenon, splenomegaly, palpable 
purpura, glomerulonephritis, peripheral neuropathy, disease duration (>10 years), and moderate-high disease 
activity as measured by the EULAR SS Disease Activity Index >5. Laboratory and histologic features associated 
with lymphoma include monoclonal gammopathy (IgM kappa most common), loss of a previously positive RF, 
leukopenia, cryoglobulinemia, low C4 or C3, and the presence of germinal centers or high FS (≥3) on the initial 
MSG biopsy.

Experts recommend blood tests (complete blood count, protein electrophoresis, RF, C3 and C4, and possibly 
cryoglobulins) every 1 to 2 years to monitor risk. If lymphoma is suspected, the evaluation should proceed with 
imaging (e.g., MRI or positron emission tomography) and tissue biopsy to confirm diagnosis. 

 21.  What are the new ACR/EULAR classification criteria for primary SS?
The 2016 ACR/EULAR classification criteria were created to identify a uniform population of SS patients suitable 
for research studies. Criteria were derived from the 2002 AECG and 2012 ACR criteria. The 2016 criteria have a 
sensitivity of 96% and specificity of 95% for SS. A patient is considered to have primary SS if they have at least 
one symptom of ocular or oral dryness and have a score of ≥4 points out of 9 from the following items:

 •  Labial salivary gland biopsy with lymphocytic sialadenitis and a FS ≥1 foci/4 mm2 (3 points).
 •  Anti-SSA/Ro positive (3 points).
 •  OSS ≥5 (or van Bijsterveld score ≥4) in at least one eye (1 point).
 •  Schirmer’s test ≤ 5 mm/5 minutes in at least one eye (1 point).
 •  Unstimulated whole salivary flow rate ≤0.1 mL/minute (1 point). 

 22.  How is the xerophthalmia of SS treated?
The Sjögren Syndrome Foundation has published clinical practice guidelines for the management of oral, ocular, 
and systemic manifestations in SS. Treatment of dry eye varies if there is concurrent meibomian gland disease 
and options include:

 •  Modify the environment: Increase fluid and omega-3 free fatty acid intake (controversial). Reduce caffeine 
intake and smoking. Limit time at computer, turn off ceiling fans, and consider using a humidifier. Consider 
using specialized eyewear (sometimes referred to as moisture chamber glasses) that has foam or another 
liner on the frame to fill the gap between the frame of the glasses and the face, reducing air movement 
and enclosing the eye. “Grilling goggles” or “onion goggles” are similar products that look more like 
sunglasses than goggles, which may be more acceptable to patients. Eliminate offending medications (see 
Question 10).

 •  Eye drops:
 -  Preservative-free artificial tears (Refresh, TheraTears, Soothe, Systane) are generally less irritating and 

should be used if patients use topical tears four or more times a day.
 -  Topical corticosteroids for moderate-severe disease.
 -  Cyclosporine (Restasis 1 drop BID) or lifitegrast (Xiidra 1 drop BID) for moderate-severe disease. Patients should 

be warned that cyclosporine can initially sting and may take 4 to 12 weeks to reach full effect.
 -  Autologous tears may be used for severe ocular surface disease.
 •  Lubricant ointments (Refresh PM, Lacrilube) are available and are typically used during the night.
 •  Punctal occlusion is performed by an ophthalmologist and delays tear clearance. Temporary plugs (silicone, 

collagen) are generally inserted before permanent obstruction is considered.
 •  Scleral contact lenses with a moisture reservoir can also be used but are costly.
 •  If blepharitis is contributing to symptoms: warm compresses, avoid local irritants (mascara), topical 

azithromycin, and rarely systemic antibiotics (doxycycline). 
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 23.  Describe the management for non-ocular sicca symptoms in SS.
Vaginal dryness is treated with topical lubricants. Dry skin usually improves with lotions, creams, and emollients 
with urea/lactate. The complications of xerostomia are best prevented by regular dental visits and daily use of 
fluoridated toothpaste and/or mouthwash and flossing. Other approaches to relieving xerostomia include:

 •  Sugar-free (not just sugarless) or xylitol-containing gum, lozenges, or candies (Xylimelts) may stimulate 
salivary flow.

 •  Avoidance of oral irritants (alcohol, coffee, nicotine) and highly acidic beverages (cola; herbal tea) that lower 
oral pH and accelerate cavity formation.

 •  Regular water ingestion.
 •  Removal of nasal polyps to limit mouth breathing.
 •  Commercial products to relieve dry mouth include Mouth Kote spray, Biotene mouthwash, non-fluoride remin-

eralization agents (NeutraSal), and saliva substitutes (Salivart, Xero-lube) as well as systemically administered 
secretagogues (pilocarpine, cevimeline).

 •  Oral candidiasis is best treated with oral application of nystatin elixir or clotrimazole troches. Topical drugs 
may be preferred because with significant salivary hypofunction, systemically administered antifungal drugs 
may not reach the mouth in therapeutically adequate amounts. Dentures must be removed while the mouth is 
being treated and may also need to be treated in order to prevent recurrence. 

 24.  How do the cholinergic drugs help dryness?
Patients with SS and significant dryness have 30% to 50% of their glands destroyed by lymphocytic infiltration. 
Consequently, the residual functioning tissue can be stimulated to produce more tears and saliva by the use of 
oral secretagogues.

Pilocarpine (Salagen up to 5 mg QID) and cevimeline (Evoxac up to 30 mg TID) are equally effective 
compared with placebo. Cevimeline has a longer half-life (4 hours versus 1.5 hours) and higher specificity for the 
M3 receptor on lacrimal and salivary glands, resulting in less flushing and diaphoresis. Patients with narrow-angle 
glaucoma, asthma, or those on beta blockers should avoid these drugs or be monitored closely. Common side 
effects are sweating, flushing, and GI disturbances (worse with cevimeline). 

 25.  How are the extraglandular manifestations of SS managed?
Fatigue is a common symptom that may be difficult to alleviate. It is important to rule out hypothyroidism, 
obstructive sleep apnea, and fibromyalgia, as these conditions have therapies that may result in symptom relief. If 
coexisting fibromyalgia, it is best to avoid tricyclic antidepressants that may aggravate dryness. Arthritis generally 
responds to nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs, antimalarials, and low doses of prednisone (≤5 mg). Severe 
extraglandular disease may require higher doses of systemic corticosteroids, azathioprine, mycophenylate mofetil, 
methotrexate, or cyclophosphamide. Based on case series, rituximab may be beneficial for severe extraglandular 
manifestations (e.g., vasculitis), but clinical trial data does not support its use for dryness and fatigue. Tumor 
necrosis factor inhibitors are not helpful. Open-label studies of belimumab and abatacept show promise and good 
tolerability. Lymphoma should be treated in consultation with an oncologist and based on the type and stage.
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ANTIPHOSPHOLIPID ANTIBODY 
SYNDROME
Sterling G. West, MD

KEY POINTS

 1.  One-in-five rule: 20% of unprovoked deep vein thrombosis (DVT), 20% of young adult strokes, and 20% of 
miscarriages/placental ischemic conditions are due to antiphospholipid antibody syndrome (APS).

 2.  Over 50% of patients who have had a clot or miscarriage due to antiphospholipid antibodies (aPL abs) will have 
a recurrence without therapy.

 3.  Anticoagulation and not immunosuppression is the main therapy to prevent recurrent thrombosis.

 1.  What are aPL abs?
aPL abs are a heterogeneous group of antibodies that bind to plasma proteins with an affinity for phospholipid 
surfaces. Most of the antigens (e.g., prothrombin and β2-glycoprotein I [β2GPI]) are involved in blood coagulation. 
These antibodies include the lupus anticoagulant (LA), anticardiolipin antibodies (aCL abs), anti-β2GPI 
antibodies, and anti-phosphatidylserine-dependent prothrombin (anti-PS/PT) antibodies. In a given patient, one or 
more of these antibodies may be present. 

 2.  How are aPL abs measured?
 i.  To test for LA, a phospholipid-dependent screening assay is performed and if prolonged, normal plasma is 

added in a 1:1 mix. If LA is present, addition of platelet-poor normal plasma does not correct the prolonged 
assay, but addition of excess phospholipid does. If a factor deficiency is present, the assay does correct with 
addition of platelet-poor normal plasma.

 ii.  aCL abs are measured by an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) test for immunoglobulin G (IgG), 
IgM, and IgA isotypes.

 iii.  Anti-β2GPI antibodies are measured by an ELISA test for IgG, IgM, and IgA isotypes.
 iv.  Anti-PS/PT antibodies are measured by an ELISA test for IgG and IgM isotypes.

Pearl: unfortunately there is poor agreement among laboratories testing aPL abs with up to a 25% false-
positive rate. 

 3.  What is the value of a false-positive Venereal Disease Research Laboratory (VDRL) test?
The VDRL test measures agglutination (flocculation) of lipid particles that contain cholesterol and the negatively 
charged phospholipid cardiolipin. aPL abs bind to the cardiolipin in these particles and cause flocculation, 
indistinguishable from that seen in patients with syphilis. A false-positive VDRL may be a clue to the presence of 
other aPL abs, but in and of itself, is not a good way to screen for the presence of aPL abs. A false-positive VDRL 
or rapid plasma reagin is seen in, at most, 50% of patients with aPL abs and as such, is not recommended as an 
additional laboratory test in assessing an individual with suspected APS. Patients with only a false-positive VDRL 
and no other aPL abs are not at increased risk for clots or fetal loss. 

 4.  What is the clinical significance of a positive aPL ab result? When should a physician 
suspect that a patient has APS?
Low-titer (usually IgM and transient) aCL abs are seen in 5% to 10% and LA in <1% of the normal healthy 
population. Less than 1% will be persistently positive when retested a year later. aPL abs can occur de novo or be 
associated with an autoimmune disease, acute and chronic infections, medications, and neoplasms (especially 
lymphoma). Overall, the positive predictive value of an aPL ab predicting a future stroke, venous thrombosis, or 
recurrent fetal loss is between 10% and 25%, especially if the person is triple positive (LA, aCL, and anti-β2GPI), 
has LA or high-titer anti-β2GPI, has an autoimmune disease, and/or has cardiovascular risk factors (hypertension, 
smoking, diabetes, and hyperlipidemia).

APS should be suspected in any of the following situations:
 •  Arterial thrombosis especially before the age of 50 years.
 •  Unprovoked venous thrombosis especially before the age of 50 years.
 •  Recurrent thrombosis.
 •  Both arterial and venous thrombotic events in the same patient.
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 •  Thrombosis at unusual sites (e.g., renal, hepatic, cerebral sinuses, mesenteric, vena cava, retinal, and 
subclavian).

 •  Obstetrical: fetal loss or recurrent miscarriages; early or severe preeclampsia; unexplained intrauterine growth 
restriction; HELLP syndrome. 

 5.  What are the updated International Consensus Classification Criteria for definite APS?
At least one of the following clinical criteria:

 •  Vascular thrombosis: one or more clinical episodes of arterial, venous, or small vessel thrombosis in any tissue or 
organ confirmed by imaging studies, Doppler studies or histopathology that cannot be attributed to another cause.

 •  Pregnancy morbidity occurring in a morphologically normal fetus by ultrasound or direct examination:
 -  One or more unexplained fetal deaths at >10 weeks of gestation.
 -  One or more premature births at <34 weeks of gestation due to severe preeclampsia, eclampsia, or 

placental insufficiency.
 -  Three or more unexplained consecutive spontaneous abortions at <10 weeks of gestation, excluding 

maternal anatomic or hormonal abnormalities and paternal and maternal chromosomal causes.
and

At least one of the following laboratory criteria on two or more occasions at least 12 weeks apart and not more 
than 5 years before the clinical manifestation:

 •  IgG and/or IgM aCL abs in moderate or high titer (>40 units of either, or >99th percentile for laboratory tests).
 •  IgG and/or IgM antibody to β2GPI at >99th percentile for laboratory tests.

LA activity according to following guidelines:
 •  Prolonged phospholipid-dependent coagulation test (activated partial thromboplastin time [aPTT], Kaolin 

clotting time, dilute Russell viper venom time [dRVVT], hexagonal phase phospholipid neutralization assay 
[STACLOT-LA test]).

 •  Failure to correct the prolonged coagulation time by a mix of platelet-poor normal plasma.
 •  Shortening or correction of the prolonged coagulation time with excess phospholipid.
 •  Exclusion of other coagulopathies (e.g., factor deficiencies or inhibitors, heparin, direct oral  

anticoagulants). 

 6.  Which clinical and laboratory manifestations that can occur in APS are not included in the 
updated APS criteria?

 •  Clinical: valvular heart disease, certain neurologic manifestations (chorea, seizures, cognitive dysfunction), ne-
phropathy (acute thrombotic, chronic vaso-occlusive), dermatologic (livedo reticularis, livedoid vasculopathy), 
pulmonary (hypertension due to microvascular disease, diffuse alveolar hemorrhage [DAH], fibrosing alveolitis), 
avascular necrosis, and hematologic (thrombocytopenia or hemolytic anemia either immune-mediated or due 
to thrombotic microangiopathy).

 •  Laboratory: IgA aCL abs or IgA anti-β2GPI abs; anti-domain I-β2GPI ab; antibodies against other candidate 
antigens (annexin, PS/PT, protein C/S, vimentin/cardiolipin complex, others). 

 7.  Discuss the difference between primary APS (PAPS) and secondary APS (SAPS)?
PAPS, also termed as Hughes syndrome, occurs in 0.5% of the population. Females outnumber males 3.5:1 and 
the mean age is 34 years. It is defined as the presence of aPL abs in the setting of thrombosis without another 
associated disease. Thrombocytopenia, recurrent miscarriage, and/or livedo reticularis may be present. Virtually 
any venous or arterial site has been affected by thrombosis from these antibodies. In a large group of patients 
with aPL abs-related thrombosis, approximately two out of three thrombotic events are venous, whereas one out 
of three are arterial. The site of initial thrombosis often predicts the site of recurrent thrombosis (arterial 90%, 
venous 75%) in a given individual. Typical thrombotic events include DVT, pulmonary embolus, transient ischemic 
attack, stroke, and myocardial infarction (11% patients). aPL abs account for approximately 20% of women who 
experience recurrent miscarriages/placental ischemic complications, 20% of unprovoked DVTs, and 20% of young 
patients (age, <50 years) who get strokes (“one-in-five rule”). Notably up to 10% of patients with PAPS will 
evolve into systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) within 10 years.

SAPS: approximately 50% of patients with APS have an associated rheumatic disease, most commonly SLE. 
Alternatively, up to 40% to 50% of SLE patients have aPL abs and the presence of aPL abs is on the list of criteria 
for the diagnosis of SLE (under the “Immunologic” criterion). In the group with both SLE and aPL abs, up to a 
half will subsequently develop a thrombotic event (SAPS). Prospectively, 3% to 7% of SLE patients per year who 
have aPL abs will experience a new thrombotic event. Other diseases and medications can be associated with 
production of aPL abs (see Question 8). 

 8.  List the “main” types of diseases associated with increased aPL ab production.
Increased aPL ab production is frequently associated with chronic immune stimulation. The primary conditions can 
be remembered by the mnemonic MAIN:

  
M—Medications: most commonly phenothiazines (chlorpromazine), procainamide, quinidine, hydralazine, phe-

nytoin, α-interferon, interleukin-2, tumor necrosis factor-α inhibitors, others.
A—Autoimmune diseases: SLE (40%–50%), rheumatoid arthritis, dermatomyositis, Sjögren’s syndrome, systemic 

sclerosis, others.
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I—Infectious diseases: acute infections (bacteria, viral, especially herpes), chronic infections (hepatitis C, HIV). 
Usually transient IgM aCL abs without clot risk.

N—Neoplasms: lymphoma most commonly. 

 9.  How does the LA affect prothrombin time (PT) and aPTT?
PT should not be affected by LA, especially with the newer assays that are insensitive to this antiphospholipid 
antibody. Over half of patients with LA have a prolonged aPTT. However, a normal aPTT does not exclude the 
presence of LA.

Pearl: if an APS patient has a prolonged PT, they may also have antibodies against factor II (prothrombin), 
which can lead to hypoprothrombinemia causing an increased chance of hemorrhage when they are 
anticoagulated (see Question 11). 

 10.  What are dRVVT and STACLOT-LA tests?
These are confirmatory tests for LA. Some hematologists recommend doing both the tests because in any one 
individual with LA, one of these confirmatory tests may be positive, whereas the other is not abnormal owing to 
the heterogeneity of the LAs. Russell viper venom directly activates factor X and thereby bypasses the factors 
required in the intrinsic pathway of coagulation. dRVVT is performed similar to aPTT, except intrinsic coagulation 
factors proximal to factor X are not required and less phospholipids are present in the reaction. Therefore, the 
dRVVT test is not affected by factor deficiencies and is more sensitive in the detection of LA than prolongation of 
the aPTT test. If the dRVVT test is prolonged, it is repeated with excess phospholipid added. In patients with LA, the 
excess phospholipid will neutralize LA and normalize the dRVVT test. A ratio of dRVVT/dRVVT plus phospholipid of 
>1.2 is diagnostic of LA.

The STACLOT-LA is a two-part aPTT assay. The plasma being tested is incubated with and without 
phospholipid, and then, an aPTT test is performed on the two samples. If the difference between the two aPTT 
tests are >8 seconds, then an LA is present. Note that an elevated C-reactive protein can cause a false-positive 
STACLOT-LA test. 

 11.  What is the significance of a prolonged PT in a patient with LA?
A prolonged PT might indicate an extremely high level of LA but could also indicate the presence of a prothrombin 
(factor II) deficiency. This condition can be caused by hereditary factor II deficiency, liver disease, vitamin K 
deficiency, or anticoagulation with warfarin. In addition, acquired factor II deficiency due to autoantibodies to 
factor II is rarely associated with autoimmune disorders, including SLE. It is extremely important to detect factor II 
deficiency because it is associated with excessive bleeding rather than hypercoagulability. If both aPTT and PT are 
prolonged, a prothrombin level should be measured directly to exclude a deficiency. 

 12.  Can a patient with thrombosis due to aPL abs ever have negative aPL abs (seronegative 
APS)?
Yes. Rarely, patients with large clots will presumably consume the aPL abs into the clot, leading to false-negative 
results. Consequently, repeating the tests for aPL abs at 12 weeks after the thrombotic event may show they are 
positive.

Another possibility is that the pathogenic aPL abs are directed against other targets not detected by the 
aPL ab assays. Such candidate antigens include prothrombin, phosphatidylserine, phosphatidylethanolamine, 
vimentin–cardiolipin complex, annexin A5, thrombomodulin, protein C, and protein S. Of these, anti-PS/PT 
antibodies are the most pathogenic. Furthermore, antibodies directed specifically against β2GPI and not picked 
up by the aCL ELISA assay have been reported to be associated with clots in some individuals particularly when 
the antibody is directed against domain I-β2GPI. In addition, IgA aPL abs (aCL, anti-β2GPI) should be tested for in 
patients who are negative for IgG and IgM aPL abs.

Other causes (inherited hypercoagulable states) for thrombosis should always be assessed in patients with 
negative aPL ab tests. The concept of “seronegative” APS is not recognized unless other causes of thrombosis and 
antibodies against other candidate antigens are rigorously excluded. 

 13.  What is the antigenic determinant for anti-β2GPI antibodies? Outline the proposed 
pathogenesis of APS.
The primary target of aPLabs is β2GPI (apolipoprotein H). This is a phospholipid-binding glycoprotein that exists 
in the blood in a circular conformation. It contains five domains (sushi domains) and belongs to the complement 
control protein superfamily. It binds through its fifth domain to anionic phospholipid membranes and receptors. 
After binding, it undergoes a conformational change to an open “hockey stick” conformation. With this change, it 
becomes antigenic by exposing hidden epitopes in the first domain. In addition, the clustering of these molecules 
provides a high antigenic density. The pathogenic anti-β2GPI antibodies bind to an epitope (D8, D9, R39, G40, R43) 
in the first domain of the β2GPI molecule.

In vivo, β2GPI binds avidly to anionic phospholipid surfaces (especially phosphatidylserine) on activated or 
apoptotic cell membranes. The anti-β2GPI antibodies then bind to the first domain of the uncoiled β2GPI dimers 
on the cell surface. This binding results in a proinflammatory and prothrombotic state (Fig. 23.1):

 •  Cell activation: upregulates the expression of prothrombotic endothelial cell adhesion molecules (e.g., E-
selectin, tissue factor), inhibits nitric oxide synthetase production, and activates the mTOR pathway leading to 
endothelial cell proliferation. Neutrophil activation with the release of tissue factor and neutrophil extracellular 
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traps. Monocyte activation with the release of microparticles containing tissue factor. Platelet activation caus-
ing secretion of the platelet factor-4 (procoagulant) and thromboxane A2 (increases platelet aggregation).

 •  Promotion of coagulation: increases expression of glycoprotein IIb/IIIa (fibrinogen receptor) on platelets and 
interferes with binding of other phospholipid-binding proteins (e.g., thrombomodulin, annexins, others) with 
anticoagulant activity, resulting in the suppression of tissue factor pathway inhibitor activity, decrease in 
activated protein C activity, and less fibrinolysis.

 •  Complement activation: anti-β2GPI binding can lead to complement activation with C5a release leading to 
recruitment and activation of neutrophils, monocytes, and platelets. This is particularly important in pregnancy 
complications where trophoblasts bind β2GPI, followed by binding of anti-β2GPI antibodies resulting in 
complement activation, cellular recruitment, tissue factor expression, and coagulation cascade activation lead-
ing to thrombosis and placental insufficiency.

 •  Other receptors have been identified that can bind β2GPI or the β2GPI–anti-β2GPI complexes leading to 
cellular activation, adhesion molecule upregulation, and tissue factor release causing a prothrombotic state. 
Putative receptors are toll-like receptors (TLR2, TLR4 important during times of infection), annexin A2 (tissue 
plasminogen activator receptor), GPIbα, and low-density lipoprotein receptors (apoER2, LRP8). Therefore, the 
inciting prothrombotic stimulus and cells involved may differ between episodes of thrombosis.

In spite of our present understanding, several questions remain. Why do patients develop aPL abs? There 
is mounting evidence that patients who make these antibodies are chronically colonized with an increased 
number of phospholipid-producing bacteria in their gut microbiomes. Another question is why do all patients 
with circulating aPL abs not clot? This is partially addressed by the two-hit hypothesis. The two-hit hypothesis 
postulates that aPL abs are necessary but not sufficient to cause APS. It proposes that aPL abs plus another 
prothrombotic factor (e.g., infection, pregnancy) are both necessary to “tip” the clotting cascade toward 
thrombosis (see Question 14). 

 14.  What factors (“the second hit”) may increase the risk of thrombosis in a patient with aPL 
abs?
At the time of thrombosis, over 50% of APS patients will have one or more of the following thrombosis risk factors:

 •  Antibody characteristics.
 -  Triple positives (LA, aCL, anti-β2GPI abs).
 -  IgG with anti-β2GPI reactivity especially against the first domain.
 -  High titers of aPL antibodies (>40 units).
 -  LA.
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Fig. 23.1 Prothrombotic pathogenesis of the antiphospholipid syndrome. (A) Complex binding with upregulation of adhesion molecules 
on endothelium. (B) Complex binding with release of tissue factor activating coagulation cascade. (C) Complex binding with platelet acti-
vation and release of procoagulant factors. (D) Inhibition of thrombomodulin binding resulting in less activation of protein C. (E) Complex 
binding with complement activation and influx of inflammatory cells. (F) Complex binding inhibiting binding of annexin anticoagulant 
shield. (G) Activation of monocytes (Mθ) and neutrophils (N) with release of microparticles and neutrophil extracellular traps with tissue 
factor.
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 •  Increased tissue factor release.
 -  Infection.
 -  Surgery.
 •  Abnormal endothelium.
 -  Active vasculitis/inflammatory disease (SLE).
 -  Atherosclerosis and risk factors (diabetes, hyperlipidemia, high blood pressure).
 -  Catheterization for arteriography/intravenous (IV) access.
 •  Prothrombotic risk factors.
 -  Smoking.
 -  Oral contraceptives.
 -  Pregnancy.
 -  Homocystinemia (MTHFR gene mutation A1298C).
 -  Hereditary hypercoagulable disorders (rule out in all patients with a family history of venous thrombosis).
 -  Factor V Leiden (activated protein C resistance).
 -  Protein C or S deficiency.
 -  Prothrombin gene mutation (G20210A).
 -  Antithrombotin III deficiency.
 -  History of previous thrombosis or fetal loss.
 -  Use of cyclooxygenase-2 specific inhibitors (controversial). 

 15.  Which clinical syndromes are most commonly associated with elevated levels of aPL abs?
Clinical syndromes most commonly associated with aPL abs can be remembered by the mnemonic CLOT:

  
C—Clot: recurrent arterial and/or venous thrombosis (clots).
L—Livedo reticularis: lace-like rash over the extremities and trunk exaggerated by cold conditions.
O—Obstetrical complications: recurrent fetal loss, placental ischemic conditions (preeclampsia, intrauterine 

growth restriction).
T—Thrombocytopenia. 

 16.  What is the risk of thrombosis in a person with aPL abs?
This depends on the clinical setting and of the aPL ab present. The presence of an LA increases the risk of 
thrombosis more than aCL/anti-β2GPI abs with the following odds ratios (ORs):

 •  Venous thromboembolism (OR 11) in patients aged <50 years.
 •  Stroke (OR 8.1) in patients aged <50 years.
 •  Fetal loss (OR 7.8).
 •  Thrombosis in an SLE patient (OR 5.6).

Pearl: patients who have all three aPL abs (“triple positives”) including LA, aCL abs, anti-β2GPI abs have the 
highest risk for thrombosis (OR 34.4). 

 17.  What central nervous system (CNS) thrombotic manifestations can occur in patients with 
aPL abs?
Stroke is the most common CNS manifestation. aPL abs have been found in 5% to 10% of unselected patients 
with stroke and 45%–50% of patients aged <50 years with stroke. This gives a relative risk of 2.3 for aPL abs  
and stroke for all patients and 8.1 for young stroke patients. Notably, multiple strokes can lead to dementia.

Thrombosis can occur in other areas leading to ischemic optic neuropathy, retinal artery or vein 
occlusion, sensorineural hearing loss, chorea (1%), transverse myelitis (<1%), and cavernous or sagittal sinus 
thrombosis causing pseudotumor cerebri. Some patients with neurologic symptoms have been misdiagnosed 
as having multiple sclerosis based on brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) results. However, patients with 
aPL abs and neurologic symptoms usually have a normal IgG index and negative oligoclonal bands in their 
cerebrospinal fluid. 

 18.  What other thrombotic manifestations can occur in patients with aPL abs?
Virtually any organ can be involved. Skin thrombosis can cause cutaneous ulceration. Digital gangrene can result 
from arterial occlusion. Renal artery or vein thrombosis and a thrombotic microangiopathy can cause renal 
insufficiency. Pulmonary emboli occur in 30% of patients with PAPS and can lead to pulmonary hypertension in 
5%. Budd–Chiari syndrome due to venous thrombosis of the liver has been reported. Vena cava syndromes and 
subclavian vein thrombosis can occur. Avascular necrosis is increased in SLE patients with aPL. Retinal artery and 
vein thrombosis can lead to blindness. 

 19.  What other clinical manifestations are associated with aPL abs?
 •  Migraine headaches (controversial) (20%). Some physicians give a 3- to 4-week trial of low-molecular-weight 

heparin (LMWH) to see if headaches are improved.
 •  Seizures (even with normal brain MRI).
 •  Livedo reticularis (24%).
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 •  Valve disease (12%)—mitral > aortic valve. Occurs in 10% to 50% of patients with aPL abs and SLE. Can 
cause embolic strokes, and 5% need valve replacement. Thickening of the proximal or middle part of the valve 
is most common. Valve vegetations occur on the atrial face of the edge of mitral valve or vascular face of the 
aortic valve.

Pearl: rule out severe mitral regurgitation in a patient with APS presenting with DAH as the DAH may be due 
to pulmonary hypertension from an abnormal valve and not pulmonary capillaritis/clot. Treatment in that case is 
valve replacement and not immunosuppression.

 •  Accelerated atherosclerosis.
 •  Thrombocytopenia (30%): most commonly between 50,000 and 150,000/mm3.
 -  In patients with platelet counts <20,000/mm3, consider an associated thrombotic microangiopathy (see 

Question 20).
 -  Hemolytic anemia (Coombs positive) (10%): frequently associated with IgM aCL abs.
 -  In patients who are Coombs negative and have schistocytes, consider an associated thrombotic micro-

angiopathy (see Question 20).
 •  Endocrine: adrenal or pituitary infarction. 

 20.  What is microangiopathy and microvascular thrombosis with APS (MAPS)?
MAPS refers to microangiopathy and microvascular thrombosis that can occur in patients with APS. Patients with 
classic PAPS and SAPS typically have clots predominantly in medium or larger vessels. However, it has become 
increasingly recognized that small vessels in the visceral organs may develop endothelial proliferation with or 
without clot leading to clinical manifestations resulting from ischemia and microinfarcts (livedoid vasculopathy 
with skin necrosis, cerebral microinfarcts with cognitive dysfunction, autonomic dysfunction, GI/pancreatic/ 
hepatic/splenic microinfarcts, alveolar hemorrhage, chronic vaso-occlusive lesions with renal insufficiency, 
ischemic cardiomyopathy, pulmonary hypertension without major emboli, fibrosing alveolitis, hearing loss, bone 
marrow infarction, others). In some of these patients, profound endothelial injury occurs in these microvessels 
leading to a microangiopathy with microangiopathic hemolytic anemia (schistocytes, high lactate dehydrogenase 
levels), severe thrombocytopenia (<20,000), and thrombosis of multiple small vessels. In patients with 
catastrophic antiphospholipid syndrome (CAPS), MAPS predominates over the larger vessel thrombosis typical of 
classic APS. 

 21.  What is CAPS and how does it present?
CAPS stands for catastrophic antiphospholipid syndrome (Asherson’s syndrome), which occurs in <1% of 
patients with APS (both PAPS and SAPS). Although rare, it is the initial presentation of APS in 50% of patients 
who develop CAPS. It is a very severe presentation and defined as having three or more organs involved 
simultaneously or within 1 week accompanied by histology showing predominately small vessel thrombosis 
in a patient with aPL abs. The most common presenting manifestations are cardiopulmonary (25%) with 
acute respiratory failure from hemorrhage (11%), CNS manifestations (22%), abdominal pain (22%), renal 
insufficiency (14%), and cutaneous disease (10%). As the disease progresses, these organs are involved 
over 60% of the time. Thrombocytopenia occurs in 60% and hemolytic anemia in 33%. In those who develop 
thrombotic microangiopathy, thrombocytopenia and hemolysis can be severe and needs to be differentiated 
from thrombotic thrombocytopenia purpura (TTP), hemolytic uremic syndrome (HUS), malignant hypertension, 
and disseminated intravascular coagulation. In pregnant patients, it must be separated from HELLP syndrome 
(Table 23.1). The inciting event for CAPS is unknown in 45% of patients. Infections (20%) and surgery (14%) 
even when minor are known as inciting events. Even with aggressive therapy, mortality is 30% to 50%. If they 
survive the episode of CAPS, 33% of patients get recurrent thrombosis over the next 5 years even on adequate 
anticoagulation. 

 22.  Based on available evidence, what are the current recommendations for treatment of 
a patient with aPL abs who has never had a clot or a previous pregnancy complication 
(primary thrombosis prevention)?

 •  Although controversial, the APLASA study (Arth Rheum 56:2382, 2007) showed no benefit from low-dose 
aspirin (ASA) in otherwise asymptomatic patients with aPL abs. Therefore, low-risk patients should not receive 
ASA.

 •  Asymptomatic patients with aPL abs who are at high risk for clots should receive low-dose ASA (81 mg daily). 
Patients who have not had a previous clot but are at high risk for clots in the future include: (1) triple positive 
aPL abs; (2) LA or high-titer anti-β2GPI abs; (3) SLE patients; or (4) calculated 10-year cardiovascular disease 
risk ≥10%. SLE patients may also lessen clot risk due to the mild antithrombotic effect of hydroxychloroquine 
(HCQ) therapy.

 •  All patients should have modifiable risk factors treated: smoking, lipids, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, im-
mobilization, birth control pills.

 •  Asymptomatic high-risk patients with aPL abs who will be going on an airplane flight lasting > 4-8 hours 
should receive one prophylactic dose of LMWH before the flight. They should also be asked to ambulate and 
do calf exercises during the flight. 
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 23.  How should a patient with aPL abs and no previous history of thrombosis be treated if they 
are undergoing a high-risk procedure?
Asymptomatic patients (particularly those with high-risk profile) should receive prophylactic treatment to 
prevent clots when undergoing high-risk procedures even if they have no previous history of clot. All should get 
compression stockings and early ambulation. In addition, the following recommendations (J Rheumatol 29:843, 
2002) should be continued at least 1 week (low risk) to 6 weeks (high risk) postoperative or postpartum depending 
on thrombotic versus bleeding risks:

 •  General surgery: low-dose unfractionated heparin: 5000 units subcutaneous (SC) q8 to q12 hours starting 
1 to2 hours before surgery; or LMWH such as enoxaparin 30 mg SC q12 hours starting 12 to 24 hours after 
surgery, or 40 mg SC q24 hours starting 1–2 hours before surgery.

 •  Orthopedic surgery: low-dose unfractionated heparin: 5000 units SC q8 to q12 hours starting 12 to 24 hours 
after surgery; or LMWH such as enoxaparin 30 mg SC q12 hours starting 12 to 24 hours after surgery, or 40 
mg q24 hours starting 10 to 12 hours before surgery.

 •  Pregnancy: during pregnancy, patients should receive ASA (81–325 mg daily). Postpartum patients should get 
prophylactic dose LMWH described earlier for general surgery prophylaxis. 

 24.  What parenteral anticoagulants are available for the treatment of patients with APS?
 •  Unfractionated heparin.
 -  Prophylactic dose: 5000 units SC twice a day.
 -  Treatment of clot dose: 80 units/kg bolus followed by 18 units/kg/h IV maintenance.
 -  Monitor PTT, antifactor Xa level (6 hours after dose adjustment), or heparin level.
 -  Precautions: heparin-induced thrombocytopenia (HIT), osteoporosis.
 •  LMWHs.
 -  Prophylactic dose.

Dalteparin (Fragmin): 5000 anti-Xa units SC q24 hours.
Enoxaparin (Lovenox): 30 mg SC q12 hours (or 40 mg SC q24 hours).
Tinzaparin (Innohep): 75 anti-Xa units/kg SC q24 hours.

 -  Treatment of clot dose.
Dalteparin (Fragmin): 100 anti-Xa units/kg SC q12 hours (or 200 anti-Xa units/kg SC q24 hours).
Enoxaparin (Lovenox): 1 mg/kg SC q12 hours (or 1.5 mg/kg SC q24 hours).
Tinzaparin (Innohep): 175 anti-Xa units/kg SC q24 hours.

 -  Caveats.
Use cautiously with dose adjustment if creatinine clearance (CrCl) <30 mL/minute since not dialyzable.
Monitor: antifactor Xa level 4 hours after dose.
Less risk of HIT and osteoporosis.
More expensive than unfractionated heparin. 

Table 23.1   Differential Diagnosis of Catastrophic Antiphospholipid Syndrome

CAPS TTP HUS HELLP

MALIG 

HBP

SLE 

FLARE

ACUTE 

DIC

Thrombocyto-
penia

60% +++< 20,000 ++> 20,000 ++> 20,000 + +/– Immune ++/+++

Hemolytic 
anemia

33% +++ Schistos 
>3%–5%

+++ Schistos 
>3%–5%

++ Schistos 
>1%–2%

+/– Few 
Schistos

Coombs + +/++ Few 
Schistos

Fever — 30% — — — +/– —

Thrombosis 
and/or sxs

Diffuse CNS 66% 
Renal 50%

Renal 100%, 
N/V

Liver 100%, 
N/V, HA

CNS, renal 
sxs

Many sxs 
possible

None

PT/PTT NI/LA + NI/NI NI/NI NI/NI NI/NI Nl/LA + Inc/Inc

Fibro/FDPs NI/NI NI/Inc NI/Inc NI/Inc NI/NI NI/NI Dec/Inc

Other + aPL 
abs

Low (5%) 
ADAMTS13; 
very high 
LDH (>1000)

High C5b-C9; 
very 
high LDH 
(>1000)

High LAEs and 
LDH (>600); 
preeclamp-
sia 80%

Severe HBP 
100%

Low comple-
ments, high 
anti-dsDNA 
abs

Low factors 
V and 
VIII

aPL abs, Antiphospholipid antibodies; CAPS, catastrophic antiphospholipid syndrome; CNS, central nervous system; Dec, decreased; DIC, 

disseminated intravascular coagulation; ds, double-stranded; HBP, high blood pressure; FDP, fibrin degradation products; HUS, he-

molytic uremic syndrome; Inc, increased; LA, lupus anticoagulant; LAE, liver enzymes; LDH, lactate dehydrogenase; Malig, malignant; 

NI, normal; N/V, nausea/vomiting; PT, prothrombin time; PTT, partial thromboplastin time; Schistos, schistocytes; SLE, systemic lupus 

erythematosus; sxs, symptoms; TTP, thrombotic thrombocytopenia purpura. fibro, fibrinogen.
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 25.  What parenteral anticoagulants are available to treat a patient with APS who has a history 
of HIT?

 •  Direct thrombin (IIa) inhibitor.
 •  Argatroban.
 •  Treatment of clot dose: 2 μg/kg/min IV.
 •  Monitor: PTT. Follow chromogenic factor X when transitioning to warfarin.
 •  Use cautiously with dose adjustment in liver insufficiency.
 •  Synthetic pentasaccharide (inhibits factor Xa via antithrombin similar to heparin).
 •  Fondaparinux (Arixtra).
 •  Prophylactic dose: 2.5 mg SC q24 hours.
 •  Treatment of clot dose: 7.5 mg (if >50 kg weight) or 10 mg (if >100 kg weight) SC q24 hours.
 •  Monitor: antifactor Xa level 4 hours after dose.
 •  Do not use if CrCl <30 mL/minute. 

 26.  How should heparinization be monitored in patients who already have a prolonged aPTT 
from LA? How about warfarin?
In patients who are heparinized, heparin levels can be monitored directly to give an indication of anticoagulant 
effect by measuring the antifactor Xa level. Alternatively, thrombin time (which measures the clotting system 
distal to the effects of aPL abs) can be used as an indicator of heparinization. In a patient on warfarin, the PT/
international normalized ratio (INR) is not usually affected by LA and can be used to monitor the adequacy 
of anticoagulation. Additionally, a chromogenic factor X level <20% of normal is evidence of adequate 
anticoagulation with warfarin. 

 27.  What is the treatment for a patient who has had a venous thrombosis and elevated levels of 
aPL abs (secondary venous thrombosis prevention)?
Two prospective trials (N Engl J Med 349:1133, 2003; J Thromb Haemost 3:848, 2005) have shown that after 
initial heparin therapy transitioning to moderate intensity warfarin therapy (INR: 2 to 3) is sufficient to prevent 
further venous clots. Because the risk of recurrent thrombosis without therapy is between 44% and 69%, most 
individuals will require lifelong anticoagulation. However, patients who had a provoked DVT (without a pulmonary 
embolus) due to a reversible risk factor (surgery, cast, estrogen therapy, pregnancy, immobilization) may be 
considered for withdrawal of anticoagulation after 6 months if the proximal venous clot has resolved on ultrasound 
and D-dimer is normal (controversial). Patients in the high-risk group (triple positive aPL abs, high-titer aPL abs 
or LA, previous history of clot, SLE, hereditary thrombophilia) should have lifelong anticoagulation even if the DVT 
was caused by mitigating factors. 

 28.  What is the treatment for a patient who had a cerebral arterial clot and elevated levels of 
aPL abs (secondary arterial thrombosis prevention)?
There is significant debate over how to manage patients following an arterial thrombosis associated with aPL 
abs. One area of controversy is the value of antiplatelet agents compared with warfarin as the best therapy. 
The one prospective trial (APASS–WARSS study) (JAMA 291:576, 2004) had significant flaws making definitive 
recommendations difficult. Several retrospective studies and data from stroke studies not specifically including 
APS patients suggest the following for a patient with a stroke and aPL abs:

 •  Thrombolytic therapy as per expert guidelines.
 •  Evaluation for other causes of cerebral thrombosis: transthoracic echocardiogram with bubble study to rule 

out patent foramen ovale and a transesophageal echocardiogram to rule out valvular lesions and an intramural 
clot.

 •  Treatment during first 48 hours: low-dose ASA (81 mg daily) and prophylactic dose LMWH. If large stroke, may 
continue ASA therapy for 2 weeks and not start full anticoagulation to lessen chance of bleeding into the dam-
aged area of the brain.

 •  If the patient’s stroke is due to a cardioembolic source (atrial fibrillation, heart valve, intracardiac thrombus), 
then the patient should be treated with warfarin maintaining an INR between 2 and 3 (some recommend INR 3 
to 4).

 •  If the patient’s stroke is not cardioembolic and the patient is medium-risk for recurrence (negative LA, no prior 
clot, no cardiovascular risk factors, no SLE) and/or is a high-bleeding risk, then treatment can be combination 
antiplatelet agents (ASA [81 mg daily] plus dipyridamole [200 mg twice a day], clopidogrel [75 mg daily], or ti-
cagrelor [90 mg twice a day]). Some experts feel that combination of antiplatelet agents (ASA plus clopidogrel 
or ticagrelor) is more effective than warfarin-based therapies for any arterial thrombosis.

 •  If the patient’s stroke is not cardioembolic and the patient is high-risk for recurrence (triple positive aPL abs, 
multiple lesions on brain MRI, previous arterial clot, active SLE, smoking), then treatment should be warfarin 
(INR 2 to 3) plus an antiplatelet agent, or high-dose warfarin (INR 3 to 4).

Because the risk of recurrent arterial thrombosis is over 50%, the patient should remain on lifelong therapy. 
Smoking must be discontinued and hypertension, hyperlipidemia, and diabetes should be controlled. The risk 
of major bleeding on therapy is <1% on antiplatelet therapy, 2.5% for warfarin therapy (INR 2 to 3), and 4% for 
combination of the two therapies. Ticagrelor causes more bleeding than clopidogrel. Patients should be assessed 
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for clinical factors (age >65–70 years, systolic blood pressure >160 mm Hg, renal insufficiency [Cr >2 mg/dL], 
significant liver disease, labile INR, prior bleeding episode, prior stroke, >1 alcohol drink/day) and medications 
(nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs) that increase bleeding risk before choosing therapy. 

 29.  What is the treatment for a patient who had a noncerebral arterial thrombosis and elevated 
levels of aPL abs?

 •  If a patient is at medium risk for recurrence (no LA, no prior clot, no cardiovascular risk factors, no SLE) 
and/or at high bleeding risk, then treatment can be combination antiplatelet agents (ASA [81 mg daily] plus 
clopidogrel [75 mg daily] or ASA plus ticagrelor [90 mg twice a day]). Some experts feel that combination of 
antiplatelet agents (ASA plus clopidogrel or ticagrelor) is more effective than warfarin-based therapies for any 
arterial thrombosis.

 •  If a patient is at high risk for recurrence (triple positive aPL abs, active SLE, prior clot, smoking), treatment 
should be warfarin (INR 2 to 3) plus antiplatelet therapy or high-dose warfarin (INR 3 to 4).

 •  If a patient is at high risk for recurrence and has a vascular stent, then treatment should be warfarin (INR 2 to 
3), ASA (81 mg daily), and clopidogrel (75 mg daily) or ticagrelor (90 mg twice a day) in combination.

Adjunctive therapy should be directed at modifying cardiac risk factors. Notably, statin therapy may decrease 
clotting risk by decreasing endothelial activation in APS patients. Due to recurrence risk, lifelong therapy should 
be used. 

 30.  When do fetal losses typically occur in patients with aPL abs?
Up to 2% of normal pregnant women have aPL abs, whereas 15% to 20% of women with recurrent pregnancy 
losses or pregnancy complications due to placental ischemia have these antibodies. The pregnancy is usually 
lost before the 10th week. The proposed pathogenesis is that anti-β2GPI antibodies bind to β2GPI bound to the 
anionic phospholipid membrane of trophoblasts. This binding leads to complement fixation, complement split 
product (C5a) release, and influx of inflammatory cells causing a prothrombotic state. Anti-β2GPI antibodies 
bound to trophoblasts can also alter adhesion molecule expression and downregulates human chorionic 
gonadotropin, prolactin, and insulin-like growth factor-binding protein-1 secretion leading to inadequate 
trophoblastic invasion.

Patients with aPL abs are also at risk for later obstetric complications including preeclampsia, fetal death 
after 10th week, intrauterine growth restriction, and preterm labor. These manifestations are due to placental 
insufficiency from thrombosis causing placental infarcts. 

 31.  What is the best treatment for the pregnant patient with elevated aPL abs who has had 
previous fetal loss but no previous history of thrombosis? How about if they have a 
previous history of thrombosis?
ASA (81–100 mg) daily is prescribed before conception. Once conception has occurred, heparin 7500 to 10,000 
units SC twice a day or LMWH (e.g., enoxaparin 40 mg SC daily, dalteparin 5000 units SC daily) is added and 
continued until at least 34 weeks of gestation. The platelet count should be monitored every 2 to 4 weeks to 
monitor for HIT. With this combination, the rate of fetal loss is decreased by 54%, and overall 70% of these women 
with obstetrical APS will have successful live pregnancies. Heparin and LMWH at higher antithrombotic doses do 
not work any better than prophylactic doses. It is postulated that heparin and LMWH at these low doses have the 
ability to inhibit complement and this is the major reason they can prevent fetal demise (see Question 30). Heparin 
or LMWH is stopped before delivery and then reinstituted and continued at prophylactic doses for at least 1 week 
post delivery. Heparin is safe during breast feeding. Patients at high risk (triple positive aPL, cesarean section, age 
>35 years, obesity, severe preeclampsia, twin pregnancy) should continue prophylaxis for 6 weeks postpartum. 
Coumadin is contraindicated during pregnancy owing to fetal malformations. All patients with aPL abs should 
have the placenta examined by the obstetrician for evidence of infarction even if no problems occurred during 
pregnancy.

APS patients with a previous history of venous or arterial clot who are on chronic coumadin and become 
pregnant should be switched to full therapeutic doses of LMWH and low-dose ASA throughout pregnancy. In the 
postpartum period they can be switched back to warfarin, which is safe during breast feeding. 

 32.  Outline an approach for the treatment of APS patients who have a recurrent clot while 
receiving anticoagulation.
If an APS patient has a clot while on anticoagulation, it is imperative to establish that the patient was adequately 
anticoagulated at the time of the recurrent thrombosis. The APS patient on warfarin should have an INR of 2 to 3 
and a confirmed chromogenic factor X level of ≤20%. If the patient is adequately anticoagulated and had a venous 
clot, then anticoagulation should be increased to an INR of 3 to 4 or the patient switched to LMWH if the INR is 
difficult to maintain in a therapeutic range consistently. If the patient has an arterial clot, then the INR can be 
increased to 3 to 4 and/or low-dose ASA or clopidogrel can be added.

If the APS patient clots while receiving LMWH, an antifactor Xa level should be checked to ensure it is in the 
therapeutic range. If the patient is therapeutic but has a venous clot and is on once-a-day enoxaparin, then using 
twice-a-day dosing may be helpful. If the patient has an arterial clot, then low-dose ASA can be added. If the 
patient is already on ASA, they can be switched to clopidogrel or use it in combination with ASA.
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HCQ and statins are potential add-on treatments for patients who have recurrent thrombosis in spite of 
therapeutic doses of anticoagulant therapy with or without antiplatelet agents. HCQ has an antithrombotic effect 
based on platelet inhibition and protecting the annexin V anticoagulant shield from disruption by preventing 
anti-aPL-β2GPI complexes from binding to phospholipid membranes. Statins have immunomodulatory and 
antiinflammatory properties which suppress anti-β2GPI-mediated endothelial activation. Both of these may be 
beneficial in an APS patient refractory to treatment.

Use of heparin pumps, IVIG, plasma exchange, rituximab, corticosteroids, and/or immunosuppressive 
medications for patients who have recurrent thrombosis while on therapeutic anticoagulation is based on 
anecdotal reports. Recently, bortezomib (Velcade) has been successfully used in a few patients to deplete plasma 
cells and lower aPL ab levels and clot risk. 

 33.  What are direct oral anticoagulants (DOACs) and what is their role in APS treatment?
DOACs are non-vitamin K antagonist oral anticoagulants that bind directly to specific clotting factors. Dabigatran 
is a factor IIa inhibitor, whereas rivaroxaban, apixaban, and edoxaban are factor Xa inhibitors. They have a rapid 
onset of action and relatively short half-life. They should not be used in patients with a CrCl <30 mL/minute. 
There is limited data on their use in APS patients. One study (Lancet Haematol 2016; 3: e426-e436) reported that 
rivaroxaban was noninferior to warfarin for secondary prevention of venous thromboembolism in a 6-month trial. 
A concern is that due to the short half-life of DOACs, an APS patient will be at risk for a clot if they miss one dose. 
With the limited data available, DOACs are not recommended as the first-line therapy for APS patients. If used, 
they should not be used in patients with arterial clots.

Pearl: patients on DOACs will have a false-positive LA test. Need to repeat test off DOAC (i.e., hold DOAC for 
24–48 hours). 

 34.  Outline an approach to the treatment of a patient who presents with CAPS.
Owing to the high mortality (30%–50%) in patients who develop CAPS, every effort should be made to prevent 
its development. APS patients and asymptomatic patients with aPL abs must have infections (including minor 
infections) treated aggressively and given prophylactic anticoagulation for surgery and in the postpartum period as 
outlined previously. Patients who develop CAPS can be treated as follows:

 •  First-line therapy.
 -  IV unfractionated heparin (not LMWH).
 -  Methylprednisolone 1000 mg daily for 3 to 5 days followed by high-dose oral prednisone.
 •  Second-line therapy.
 -  Plasmapheresis daily for first 3 days. Replacement fluid should be albumin and not fresh frozen plasma 

unless patient also has TTP/HUS.
 -  IVIG after plasmapheresis completed: 0.4 g/kg/day for 5 days.
 •  Third-line therapy.
 -  Cyclophosphamide and/or rituximab, especially if associated with active SLE.
 •  Fourth-line therapy.
 -  Eculizumab for complement inhibition. Complement activation is important in the pathogenesis of CAPS.
 -  Other experimental: defibrotide.

Anticoagulation should be initiated as soon as possible when considered safe. Anticoagulation may need 
to be delayed if the patient is having life-threatening hemorrhagic complications (pulmonary hemorrhage, 
intracerebral hemorrhage) as part of their CAPS presentation. The combination of plasmapheresis, glucocorticoids, 
and anticoagulation (“triple therapy”) has decreased CAPS mortality by 33% compared with any one therapy 
alone. 

 35.  What therapies have been used successfully for the non-thrombotic manifestations of APS?
 •  Immune-mediated thrombocytopenia (<20,000/mm3): glucocorticoids with or without IVIG. Second-line 

therapy: traditional immunosuppressives, rituximab. Try to avoid splenectomy due to operative clot risk.
 •  Immune-mediated hemolytic anemia: same as thrombocytopenia.
 •  Acute renal failure due to thrombotic microangiopathy: plasma exchange.
 •  Chronic ischemic nephropathy due to vaso-occlusive lesions: sirolimus especially post renal transplant.
 •  Heart valve lesions: nothing effective. Anticoagulation to prevent emboli.
 •  Neurologic manifestations: seizures (antiepileptic agents); chorea (antidopaminergic medications, glucocorti-

coids, immunosuppressives); longitudinal transverse myelitis (R/O anti-neuromyelitis optica disease, treat with 
anticoagulation/glucocorticoids/immunosuppressives).

 •  Migraine headaches: 2-week trial of LMWH. If effective, continue anticoagulation.
 •  Livedoid vasculopathy: usually not responsive to glucocorticoids. Antiplatelet agents, pentoxifylline, sildenafil, 

IVIG, hyperbaric oxygen, and anticoagulation often times in combination. 

 36.  How can aPL abs be detected in a patient who is already anticoagulated?
Measurement of aCL abs and anti-β2GPI abs are tested by ELISA and not affected by anticoagulation and can 
be reliably measured in a patient on heparin or warfarin. However, coagulation tests to detect LA are affected 
by heparin, warfarin, and DOACs, and care must be taken in determining LAs in this situation. In the patient on 
heparin, plasma can be treated with heparinase to remove the heparin before the coagulation tests. In a patient on 
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warfarin, it is the PT that is primarily affected, and the aPTT is usually not prolonged. Thus, prolongation of aPTT 
in a patient on warfarin is still suggestive of the presence of LA. Because warfarin depletes vitamin K-dependent 
factors, a 1:1 mix of the patient’s plasma with normal plasma should correct the factor deficiencies induced by 
warfarin. Thus, if the alterations of clotting parameters are due to warfarin, the PT as well as aPTT will correct. 
However, as discussed earlier, a prolonged aPTT that does not correct in this situation may be indicative of LA. 
Patients on warfarin with significantly suppressed factor X levels (INR >2) may have a mildly prolonged dRVVT, 
suggesting the presence of LA. Patients must be taken off their DOAC to obtain an accurate test for LA. 

 37.  A patient with APS on warfarin comes in with a dangerously high INR. What can be done?
Most patients will not have excessive major bleeding risk unless the INR is >5. Most of the time you can instruct 
the patient to hold warfarin until the INR decreases to the desired range. If you must decrease it more quickly, the 
patient can be given 1 mg of vitamin K orally or IV (not SC). This will decrease the excessive anticoagulation within 
12 hours without making them resistant to warfarin for several days, which happens if vitamin K is given SC. If the 
patient has a high INR and is severely bleeding, they need to receive fresh frozen plasma to replace coagulation 
factors acutely. However, this will put them at risk for clotting.
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ADULT-ONSET STILL’S DISEASE
Duane Pearson, MD

KEY POINTS

 1.  Systemic autoinflammatory illness characterized by quotidian fevers, transient rashes, an inflammatory polyar-
thritis, and a neutrophilic leukocytosis.

 2.  No specific test is diagnostic but a ferritin level >1000 ng/mL is common.
 3.  Macrophage activation syndrome (MAS) is a severe, life-threatening complication occurring in 5% to 10% of 

patients.
 4.  Nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) and corticosteroids control 50% of patients, with 33% going into 

remission.
 5.  Methotrexate and biologics are required for 50% of patients including the 33% with a chronic disease course.

 1.  What is adult-onset Still’s disease (AOSD)?
AOSD is a nonfamilial, systemic autoinflammatory disorder similar to childhood-onset Still’s disease (systemic-
onset juvenile idiopathic arthritis). It is characterized by seronegative chronic polyarthritis/arthralgias in 
association with a systemic inflammatory illness including a characteristic fever, various transient rashes, and a 
neutrophilic leukocytosis. Childhood-onset Still’s disease was initially described in 1897 by the English pathologist, 
Sir George F. Still. The characteristic features of this illness were subsequently reported in adults, as detailed by 
Eric Bywaters in 1971. 

 2.  How do patients with AOSD generally present?
Patients tend to be young adults (75% aged <35 years) who present with a prolonged course of nonspecific signs 
and symptoms. Patients aged up to 70 years have been reported. The most striking manifestations are severe 
arthralgias/arthritis, spiking high fevers, and transient rashes. A prodromal sore throat due to perichondritis of the 
cricothyroid cartilage can occur days to weeks before other symptoms in 70% of cases. These patients appear 
severely ill and have often received numerous courses of antibiotics for presumed infection, although cultures are 
negative. As many as 5% of patients being evaluated for “fever of unknown origin” may be diagnosed eventually 
with Still’s disease. A few patients have had similar episodes of this illness as children. 

 3.  Describe the characteristic fever of AOSD.
The classically described fever in AOSD typically starts suddenly and rapidly reaches ≥39°C. The fever generally 
occurs only once a day, usually in the late afternoon or early evening and lasts 2 to 4 hours. The fever occurs 
daily for over a week and typically longer. Characteristically, the patient’s temperature returns to normal or below 
normal between fever spikes. This pattern is known as a quotidian fever. In 20% of cases, the patient may have 
an additional early morning spike (double quotidian fever). The differential of a double quotidian fever is limited 
to AOSD, kala-azar, mixed malarial infections, Kawasaki’s disease, right-sided gonococcal or meningococcal 
endocarditis, and miliary tuberculosis (TB). Note that in up to 20% of cases of AOSD, the patient’s temperature 
may not completely normalize between fever spikes. This is particularly likely in patients who develop MAS.

Patients with AOSD generally fit into two described presentations: one with more systemic features and one 
with more chronic articular disease. Patients with high fevers feel very ill when febrile but feel relatively well when 
their body temperature is normal. This poses a dilemma for physicians, because hospital rounds and clinic visits 
may not occur during the times when the patient is febrile. The fever pattern in Still’s disease contrasts with the 
pattern seen in the setting of infection; infections generally cause a baseline elevation in body temperature in 
addition to episodic or erratic fever spikes. 

 4.  What are the common and uncommon signs and symptoms seen in AOSD?
The common signs and symptoms of AOSD are shown in Table 24.1. Notably the presence of odynophagia/
pharyngitis with the high fever excludes lymphoma or another neoplastic disease as the cause of the febrile 
illness. Unusual manifestations include alopecia, mucosal ulcers, subcutaneous nodules, necrotizing lymphadenitis 
(Kikuchi’s disease), amyotrophy, acute liver failure, abdominal pain due to lymphadenitis, pulmonary fibrosis, 
pulmonary hypertension (especially in women with dyspnea), cardiac tamponade, aseptic meningitis, peripheral 
neuropathy, interstitial nephritis, amyloidosis, hemolytic anemia, disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC), 
thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura (TTP) (suspect in patients with schistocytes and thrombocytopenia), 
orbital pseudotumor, uveitis, sensorineural hearing loss, myositis (10%), and MAS (reactive hemophagocytic 
lymphohistiocytosis). 
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 5.  Describe the rash associated with AOSD.
Although the rash is said to occur in the vast majority of patients with AOSD, it is often unappreciated 
unless specifically sought. The characteristic appearance is that of evanescent, salmon-colored, macular 
or maculopapular lesions that are nonpruritic. The rash is usually seen on the trunk, arms, legs, or areas of 
mechanical irritation such as tight clothing (beltline). Often, it is only seen when the patient is febrile. The rash can 
sometimes be elicited with heat, such as that produced by applying a hot towel or taking a hot bath or shower. 
Koebner phenomenon (i.e., the rash can be induced by rubbing the skin) is reported in approximately 40% of 
patients. Atypical skin rashes and urticarial lesions have also been reported in up to 14% patients. Skin biopsies 
and immunofluorescent studies are nondiagnostic, showing dermal edema and a perivascular mononuclear cell 
infiltrate. Purpuric lesions with thrombocytopenia should suggest an associated hematologic complication that 
could be life-threatening such as MAS/ reactive hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis (MAS/RHL), DIC, or TTP. 

 6.  Describe the arthritis associated with AOSD.
The arthritis associated with AOSD may be overshadowed by the systemic features of the illness. It may not 
be present at the time of disease onset, may involve only a few joints, or be fleeting. With time, the arthritis 
frequently becomes polyarticular affecting both small and large joints. The joints involved in descending order 
include: knees, wrists (very common), ankles, elbows, proximal interphalangeal, shoulders, metacarpophalangeal, 
metatarsophalangeals, hips, distal interphalangeal, sacroiliac, and temporomandibular joints. Neck pain is seen 
in 50% cases. Arthrocentesis generally yields a class II inflammatory synovial fluid (mean 13,000 cells/μL), 
and radiographs usually reveal soft-tissue swelling, effusions, and occasionally periarticular osteoporosis. Joint 
erosions and/or fusion of the carpal bones (40%–50%), tarsal bones (20%), and cervical spine (10%) may be seen 
but are more common in children than adults. A destructive arthritis occurs in up to 20% to 25% of cases. Patients 
with the chronic articular presentation of AOSD will frequently have less intense fevers and typically lower ferritin 
levels. 

 7.  What are the characteristic laboratory features of AOSD?
There is no diagnostic test for Still’s disease. Rather, the diagnosis is one of exclusion, made in the setting of the 
proper clinical features and laboratory abnormalities and the absence of another explanation (such as infection or 
malignancy) (Table 24.2).

Pearl: Aldolase is frequently elevated, whereas creatine phosphokinase is normal. Aldolase elevation is due 
to liver inflammation. Procalcitonin can be elevated in AOSD even in the absence of infection. 

 8.  What is the diagnostic significance of an elevated ferritin?
An extremely elevated serum ferritin (>1000 ng/mL) in the proper clinical setting is suggestive of Still’s disease 
and seen in up to 70% patients. Values over 4000 ng/mL are seen in <50% cases. In addition to AOSD, the 
differential diagnosis of fever with hyperferritinemia includes infections (HIV, TB, cytomegalovirus [CMV]), 
malignancies (colon, prostate, breast, lung, liver, and metastatic melanoma), lymphomas, liver metastasis, septic 
shock, catastrophic antiphospholipid antibody syndrome, MAS/RHL, and systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE). 
However, unlike these other causes, the elevated ferritin in AOSD is mostly nonglycosylated (H-ferritin), with the 

Table 24.1   Signs and Symptoms of Adult-Onset Still’s Disease

MANIFESTATION FREQUENCY (%)

Arthralgias 98–100

Fever (>39°C) 83–100

Myalgias 84–98

Arthritis 88–94

Sore throat 50–92

Rash 87–90

Weight loss (>10%) 19–76

Lymphadenopathy 48–74

Splenomegaly 45–55

Pleuritis 23–53

Abdominal pain 9–48

Hepatomegaly 29–44

Pericarditis 24–37

Pneumonitis 9–31
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glycosylated form (L-ferritin) being <20% of total ferritin. This pattern of ferritin (ferritin >1000 ng/mL, <20% 
glycosylated) has a 70% to 80% sensitivity and 84% to 93% specificity for the diagnosis of AOSD. The etiology of 
the elevated ferritin is postulated to be from proinflammatory cytokines (tumor necrosis factor [TNF], interleukin-6 
[IL-6], IL-18, others) inducing the heme-degrading enzyme, heme oxygenase-1, on macrophages and endothelial 
cells causing the release of iron from heme, which stimulates ferritin synthesis. Interestingly, ferritin can then 
provide positive feedback by activating the nuclear factor-κB signaling pathway, leading to more proinflammatory 
cytokine production. Some experts recommend following ferritin levels for response to therapy. 

 9.  What are the Yamaguchi classification criteria?
Several criteria have been proposed with the Yamaguchi criteria being most commonly used. Five or more criteria 
including two or more major criteria yields a 96% sensitivity and 92% specificity to classify a patient as having 
AOSD.
Yamaguchi classification criteria

 •  Major criteria

 -  Fever >39°C for >7 days

 -  Arthralgias or arthritis ≥2 weeks

 -  Characteristic rash

 -  Leukocytosis (≥10,000/μL with ≥80% neutrophils)
 •  Minor criteria

 -  Sore throat

 -  Lymphadenopathy

 -  Hepatomegaly or splenomegaly

 -  Abnormal aminotransferase

 -  Negative rheumatoid factor and antinuclear antibody
Exclusion: malignancy (especially lymphoma), infection (especially Epstein–Barr virus), other connective 

tissue diseases (especially vasculitis, SLE), Sweet’s syndrome, Schnitzler syndrome, familial autoinflammatory 
syndromes, and drug reactions. 

 10.  Describe the suspected pathogenesis of AOSD.
An unidentified infectious or environmental trigger provides a specific danger signal (e.g., pathogen-associated 
and damage-associated molecular patterns) that bind to toll-like receptors on macrophages and neutrophils, 
leading to activation of specific inflammasomes resulting in caspase activation and overproduction of IL-1β. This 
cytokine can further contribute to macrophage and neutrophil activation resulting in overproduction of several 
other proinflammatory cytokines (IL-6, IL-8, IL-17, IL-18, and TNF). Unidentified genetic factors may predispose 
a person to developing this cytokine storm. Alternatively, regulatory antiinflammatory mechanisms (regulatory T 
cells, IL-10, etc) may be defective in halting the unrestrained amplification of proinflammatory cytokines. 

 11.  How is AOSD treated?
 •  Mild disease: occurs in 25% cases with fever, rash, and arthralgias. In these patients, NSAIDs (naprosyn 500 

mg BID) alone can adequately control AOSD. If symptoms are not controlled in 2 weeks, they are switched to 
low-dose prednisone (0.5 mg/kg/day).

Table 24.2   Laboratory Findings in Adult-Onset Still’s Disease

LABORATORY TEST FREQUENCY (%)

Elevated erythrocyte sedimentation rate (>50) 96–100

Elevated C-reactive protein (often >10× upper limit of normal) 90–100

Leukocytosis (range 12–40,000/mm3) 71–97

Anemia 59–92

Neutrophils (≥80%) 55–88

Hypoalbuminemia 44–85

Elevated hepatic enzymes 35–85

Thrombocytosis 52–62

Ferritin >1000 ng/mL 40–70

Positive antinuclear antibodies 0–11 (should be negative)

Positive rheumatoid factor 2–8 (usually negative)
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 •  Moderate disease: patients who present with high fever, disabling arthritis, and mild internal organ involve-
ment are started on high-dose prednisone (1.0 mg/kg/day) immediately. If prednisone cannot be tapered 
to a low dose without disease recurrence, methotrexate is added for patients with predominant articular 
symptoms. There is little experience using any of the other disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs (DMARDs) 
(antimalarials, azathioprine, mycophenolate mofetil, leflunomide, cyclosporine). Sulfasalazine should probably 
be avoided owing to a high rate of side effects.

 •  Severe disease: patients who present with life-threatening organ manifestations (liver necrosis, cardiac 
tamponade, MAS/RHL, DIC) are treated with pulsed methylprednisolone followed by high-dose prednisone and 
early use of biologic therapy.

 •  Resistant disease: patients who have life-threatening presentations or patients who continue to require high-
dose corticosteroids (>20 mg/day) in spite of 2 months of therapy with methotrexate or another DMARD may 
benefit from therapy with one of the biologics. Patients with AOSD have high serum levels of TNFα, IL-1, IL-6, 
and IL-18. Consequently, therapy that blocks one of these cytokines including anti-TNF therapy, IL-1 inhibitors 
(anakinra, canakinumab, rilonacept), and IL-6 inhibitors (tocilizumab) have induced remission in 70%–80% of 
AOSD patients. IL-1 inhibitors and tocilizumab are more effective than TNF inhibitors especially for systemic 
manifestations. Patients with chronic articular disease and few systemic manifestations benefit most from TNF 
inhibitors (infliximab) and methotrexate. Rituximab, abatacept, intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG), and stem 
cell transplant have been used for resistant cases. An IL-18-binding protein (tadekinig alpha) is currently in 
clinical trials. 

 12.  What is the clinical course and prognosis of Still’s disease?
The course of illness generally follows one of three patterns, with approximately one-third of patients following 
each: self-limited illness, intermittent flares of disease activity, or chronic Still’s disease. The patients who 
experience a self-limited course undergo remission within 6 to 9 months. Of those with intermittent flares, 
two-thirds will only have one recurrence, occurring from 10 to 136 months after the original illness. A minority of 
patients in this group will experience multiple flares, with up to 10 flares being reported at intervals of 3 to 48  
months. The recurrent episodes are generally milder than the original illness and respond to lower doses of 
medications. In the group that experiences a chronic course, arthritis and loss of joint range of motion become 
the most problematic manifestations and may result in the need for joint arthroplasty, especially of the hip. The 
systemic manifestations tend to become less severe.

The presence of polyarthritis or large-joint (shoulder, hip) involvement and an elevated ferritin level at onset 
are poor prognostic signs associated with the development of chronic disease. A high fever >39.5°C is predictive 
of monocyclic AOSD. The 5-year survival rate in AOSD is 90% to 95%. Deaths occurring in Still’s disease have 
been attributed to infections, liver failure, amyloidosis (2%–4%), adult respiratory distress syndrome, heart failure, 
status epilepticus, and hematologic manifestations including DIC, TTP, and MAS/RHL. 

 13.  What is MAS?
MAS is a life-threatening (20% mortality) secondary (reactive) hemophagocytic syndrome occurring in 12% to 
19% of AOSD patients. The pathophysiology involves dysregulation of T lymphocytes and excessive production of 
cytokines resulting in abnormal proliferation of macrophages and a consumptive coagulopathy. MAS may mimic 
a flare of AOSD with high persistent fever (not quotidian), hepatosplenomegaly, and an extremely high ferritin 
(often >10,000 ng/mL) but typically do not manifest arthritis or rash. In addition, unlike AOSD, they have rapidly 
progressive cytopenias (≥two of three cell lines) due to phagocytosis of hematopoietic cells by macrophages in the 
bone marrow and reticuloendothelial system. In addition, they develop liver injury (elevated aminotransferases), 
fasting hypertriglyceridemia (>180 mg/dL), and a consumptive coagulopathy (DIC with elevated prothrombin 
time/partial thromboplastin time) causing a low fibrinogen level resulting in a low sedimentation rate. Soluble 
IL-2 receptor (CD25) levels are extremely elevated. Diagnosis is confirmed by a bone marrow aspirate showing 
hemophagocytosis by macrophages. Hemophagocytosis may also be seen in lymph node, liver, or spleen 
biopsies. Therapy includes high-dose corticosteroids. Up to 50% may not respond and will require a second-
line agent including cyclosporine, etoposide, or biologics (IL-1 inhibitors or TNF inhibitors). Treatments with 
immunosuppressants (methotrexate, azathioprine, mycophenolate mofetil), and/or IVIG have been described. All 
patients should be screened by polymerase chain reaction for an active Epstein–Barr or other viral (CMV, parvo) 
infection which can initiate MAS.
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POLYMYALGIA RHEUMATICA
Vinisha Kota, MD and Seth Mark Berney, MD

KEY POINTS

 1.  Polymyalgia rheumatica (PMR) is a common inflammatory disorder in the elderly.
 2.  Patients present with subacute onset of severe pain and stiffness in proximal limbs without objective weakness 

associated with a high erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR).
 3.  PMR may precede or coincide with the diagnosis of giant cell arteritis (GCA) in a significant number of patients.
 4.  Patients should respond dramatically within a week of initiation of 20 mg/day of prednisone.
 5.  The presence of fever, failure to respond to prednisone clinically, and/or persistently high ESR on therapy sug-

gests the need for further evaluation to rule out GCA or another diagnosis (e.g., malignancy or infection).
 6.  PMR treatment often lasts ≥2 years and relapses are frequent.

 1.  How does “SECRET” describe the clinical features of PMR?
S = Stiffness and pain
E = Elderly individuals
C = Constitutional symptoms, Caucasians
R = Rheumatism (arthralgias/arthritis)
E = Elevated ESR
T = Temporal arteritis 

 2.  Where did the term PMR originate?
The name PMR was first published by Barber in 1957 in a report of 12 patients with proximal myalgias. 

 3.  Define PMR.
PMR is an inflammatory syndrome of older individuals characterized by pain and stiffness in the proximal muscles 
of the shoulder, neck, and/or pelvic girdle in the absence of objective weakness. Constitutional symptoms are 
common (33%–50% of patients). The core manifestations include:

 •  Patient age ≥50 years.
 •  Symmetric shoulder girdle aching for ≥2 weeks.
 •  ESR >40 mm/hour and/or elevated C-reactive protein (CRP).
 •  Morning stiffness >45 minutes.
 •  Bilateral hip pain or limited range of motion.
 •  Absence of rheumatoid factor (RF) and antibodies to citrullinated antigens (ACPAs).
 •  Rapid response to corticosteroids (prednisone 20 mg daily) within a week.
 •  Exclusion of other diagnoses except GCA (see Question 16). 

 4.  Who is affected by PMR?
PMR is the second most common autoimmune syndrome (after rheumatoid arthritis [RA]) with a lifetime risk 
of 2.4% for women and 1.7% for men. PMR rarely affects those aged <50 years and becomes more common 
with increasing age. Most patients are aged >60 years (mean age of onset approximately 70 years). Women are 
affected twice as often as men. PMR, like GCA, largely affects white patients and is uncommon in Black, Hispanic, 
Asian, and Native American individuals. 

 5.  What is the etiopathogenesis of PMR?
The cause of PMR is unknown. Clues to the diagnosis are provided by the epidemiology of the disease. The higher 
prevalence in certain populations has suggested a genetic predisposition; an association with HLA-DR4 has been 
reported. One animal model suggests that both PMR and GCA start with the activation of dendritic cells at the adventitia-
media border of the large vessels resulting in the production of IL-1 and IL-6 causing suppression of T-regulatory cells 
and an increased Th17 response. Unlike GCA, patients with PMR do not recruit T cells capable of producing interferon-γ 
(IFN-γ). Without IFN-γ to stimulate macrophages, the arterial inflammation characteristic of GCA does not develop. 
Interestingly, a PMR-like illness has occurred in patients receiving immune checkpoint inhibitors for cancer treatment. 

 6.  Describe the typical history in PMR.
 •  Stiffness and pain are usually severe but subacute or insidious in onset (2–3 months) and involve more than 

one area (neck, shoulders, pelvic girdle) symmetrically. However, at times, the onset may be sudden and the 
initial symptoms may start unilaterally and then progress to symmetric involvement within a few weeks.
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 •  The shoulder is the first area affected in 70% to 95% of the patients. The neck and pelvic girdle are involved in 
50% to 70% of cases. A single area may be the predominant source of pain.

 •  The pain and stiffness lasts several hours, limiting the patient’s mobility. Gelling phenomenon and nocturnal 
pain are common and the pain may awaken the patient.

 •  Patients may perceive that they have muscle weakness in addition to the pain and stiffness. However, this 
actually represents guarding instead of neuromuscular dysfunction which can be proven by careful neurologic 
exam.

Up to 33% of patients have constitutional symptoms/signs and appear chronically ill with anorexia, weight loss, 
night sweats, fatigue, depression, and low-grade fever. High, spiking fevers are unusual unless GCA is present. 

 7.  Describe the arthritis of PMR.
Approximately 50% of patients develop peripheral joint manifestations. Nonerosive, asymmetric distal joint arthritis 
has been described in up to 30% of cases. Knee effusions, wrist synovitis (often with carpal tunnel syndrome), 
and sternoclavicular arthritis are detected most frequently. Knee effusions can be large (30–150 mL). Ankle and 
metatarsophalangeal (MTP) arthritis is rare and should prompt consideration of another diagnosis. Other peripheral 
manifestations include remitting seronegative symmetric synovitis with pitting edema, i.e., RS3PE syndrome, and 
tenosynovitis of the extensor tendons of the hands. These may be present initially or occur later during the course 
of PMR. 

 8.  What are the findings on physical examination in patients with PMR?
The patient’s physical findings are less striking than the history would suggest. Patients may appear chronically 
ill. The neck and shoulders are often tender, and active range of motion of the shoulder may be limited due to 
pain. With longer illness duration, capsular contracture of the shoulder (limiting passive motion) and muscle 
atrophy may occur. Joint movement increases the pain, which is often felt in the proximal extremities. Synovitis, if 
present, most frequently is found in the knees, wrists, and sternoclavicular joints. Muscle strength testing is often 
confounded by the presence of pain. However, the patient’s objective strength testing is normal unless disuse 
muscle atrophy has occurred. 

 9.  What are the European League Against Rheumatism (EULAR)/American College of 
Rheumatology (ACR) classification criteria for PMR?
Unfortunately PMR is still a diagnosis of exclusion and is based on the patient’s clinical presentation and elevated 
inflammatory markers. Recently, experts from the ACR and EULAR have established provisional classification 
criteria by using a point system to help in research studies. All patients were required to have the first three 
criteria:

 a.  Age ≥50 years.
 b.  Bilateral shoulder discomfort.
 c.  Abnormal ESR or CRP.

The point system applies to the presence of morning stiffness (2 points), hip pain (1 point), absence of RF/
ACPA (2 points), and absence of other joint pain (1 point).

The diagnostic accuracy of the required three criteria plus at least 4 points of the scored criteria yielded 
a sensitivity of 68% and specificity of 78%. Addition of shoulder ultrasound looking for bursitis only marginally 
increases the diagnostic accuracy. 

 10.  Explain the source of PMR symptoms.
PMR is a systemic inflammatory condition, frequently with constitutional symptoms. Because synovitis of the 
hips and shoulders is difficult to detect clinically, it is believed by many authors to be the cause of the proximal 
stiffness and pain. This is supported by scintigraphic evidence of axial synovitis, synovial fluid analysis, and 
synovial biopsy. In contrast, magnetic resonance imaging data have led authors to speculate that tenosynovitis 
(biceps) and bursitis (subdeltoid, subacromial, trochanteric, and interspinous) are the cause of patients’ symptoms. 
Muscle biopsies are usually normal or show nonspecific noninflammatory changes. 

 11.  What is the most characteristic laboratory finding? Is it always present?
An elevated ESR (often >100 mm/hour) and an elevated CRP are the characteristic laboratory findings. PMR may 
occasionally (7%) occur with a normal or only mildly elevated ESR (<40 mm/hour), but in those patients, the CRP 
is usually elevated. 

 12.  Are other laboratory abnormalities commonly encountered?
Findings reflecting the systemic inflammatory process (normochromic normocytic anemia, thrombocytosis, 
increased gamma globulins) are common. Liver enzyme abnormalities may be seen in up to one-third of patients; 
an increased alkaline phosphatase level is most common. Renal function, urinalysis, serum creatine kinase level, 
antinuclear antibodies, RF, and anti-cyclic citrullinated peptide (CCP) antibodies are normal or negative. 

 13.  Describe the results of synovial fluid analysis.
The synovial fluid may be inflammatory with leukocyte counts ranging from 1000 to 20,000 cell/mm3 (40%–50% 
neutrophils), with negative culture and crystal examinations. 
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 14.  How are PMR and GCA related?
These two disorders frequently occur together in individual patients. In fact, PMR has been noted in 40% to 60% 
of patients with GCA and may be the initial symptom in 20% of cases. Conversely, GCA occurs in at least 15% of 
patients with PMR. Notably, temporal arteritis has been found on biopsy in 9% of PMR patients who did not have 
any clinical evidence of vasculitis. Additionally, positron emission tomography scans have shown increased uptake 
in the aorta in 30% of PMR patients suggesting subclinical arteritis. The clinical significance and outcome of this 
occult GCA in patients with PMR is unclear. The association between PMR and GCA is so strong that many have 
speculated that they represent the same disease but with differing severity. 

 15.  When should a temporal artery biopsy be performed on a patient with PMR?
A temporal artery biopsy in PMR is not necessary unless the patient’s symptoms or signs suggest the presence of 
GCA. Therefore, the history in a patient suspected of having PMR should always include questions regarding fever, 
current or recent headache, jaw or tongue claudication, visual disturbance, and scalp tenderness. The arteries 
of the head, neck, torso, and extremities should be examined for tenderness, enlargement, bruits, decreased 
pulsation, and the blood pressure in both arms should be measured for discrepancy. Constitutional symptoms and 
laboratory values in PMR and GCA are similar and, therefore, do not distinguish between the two. However, the 
failure of prednisone (20 mg/day) to significantly improve symptoms or to normalize the ESR/CRP within 1 month 
should suggest the presence of GCA and prompt temporal artery biopsy and/or search for another diagnosis (e.g., 
malignancy or infection). 

 16.  What other diagnoses should be considered prior to diagnosing PMR? How are they 
differentiated?
Table 25.1 lists factors to consider in the differential diagnosis of PMR. 

 17.  How is PMR distinguished from RA?
It is often difficult to distinguish PMR from new RA in older patients (late-onset RA). Features that support the 
diagnosis of PMR are:

 •  Absence of RF and anti-CCP antibodies.
 •  Lack of synovitis (metacarpophalangeal, proximal interphalangeal, and MTP joints) of hands and feet.
 •  Absence of erosions on radiographs.
 •  Note that the patient’s response to glucocorticoids (GCs) is not a reliable distinguishing feature. 

 18.  How does the ACR/EULAR expert panel recommend treating PMR?
The panel recommends for:

 •  A single daily dose of 12.5 to 25 mg prednisone or equivalent dose of another GC as the initial treatment of 
PMR using the minimum effective individualized duration, or

 •  Intramuscular methylprednisolone 120 mg every 3 weeks as an alternative to oral prednisone, and
 •  Early utilization of methotrexate (MTX) 7.5 to 10 mg/week in addition to GCs, particularly in patients who are 

unable to adequately taper GC or who are at significant risk for GC-related adverse events (e.g., diabetes mel-
litus and osteoporosis). Note that other studies have used MTX doses up to 20 mg/week.

Table 25.1   Differential Diagnosis List in Polymyalgia Rheumatica/Giant Cell Arteritis

DIAGNOSIS DISTINGUISHING FEATURES

Chronic pain syndrome (i.e., fibromyalgia, etc) Tender points, normal ESR

Hypothyroidism Elevated thyroid-stimulating hormone

Depression Normal ESR

Polymyositis Proximal muscle weakness without pain; elevated creatine 
kinase; abnormal electromyography

Malignancy (especially lymphoma, myeloma) Clinical evidence of neoplasm (except for possible myelodysplas-
tic syndromes, there is no association of cancer with PMR)

Occult infection (TB, HIV, SBE) Clinical suspicion of infection; cultures and serologies

Late-onset spondyloarthropathy Low back pain, psoriasis, a reactive arthritis-related infection, 
abnormal sacroiliac radiographs

Rheumatoid arthritis See Question 17

Shoulder osteoarthritis, rotator cuff, frozen 
shoulder

Physical exam, shoulder radiographs, normal ESR

ESR, Erythrocyte sedimentation rate; HIV, human immunodeficiency virus; PMR, polymyalgia rheumatic; SBE, subacute bacterial 

endocarditis; TB, tuberculosis.
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 •  Individualized exercise programs aimed at maintenance of muscle mass and function and reducing risk of falls, 
especially frail older patients on long-term steroids.

 •  The panel strongly recommends against tumor necrosis factor antagonists and Chinese herbal supplements. 

 19.  What is the course of PMR?
The course of PMR is longer and recurrences are more frequent than once believed. Possible predictors of a poor 
clinical course include:

 •  An older age at diagnosis,
 •  Female sex, and
 •  Very high ESR/CRP with failure to normalize the CRP within 1 week of starting prednisone. About 75% of pa-

tients are able to taper off their prednisone within 2 years. However, 25% to 35% of patients require low doses 
of GCs indefinitely due to recurrent relapse each time the prednisone is tapered. In those who are able to have 
their GCs stopped, relapses of PMR can occur in 10% to 20% of patients within months or after several years. 
In these patients, the ESR may not be as high as with the original presentation. 

 20.  How long should prednisone be continued?
Tapering of the prednisone is based on the patient’s clinical response. PMR symptoms and ESR/CRP are the most 
reliable parameters to follow. The CRP normalizes more quickly than the ESR, which should decline to normal 
within 1 month. Failure to normalize these acute-phase reactants should prompt a search for occult GCA or an 
alternative diagnosis. Once normalized, a common strategy is to decrease the prednisone dose by 2.5 mg every 
2 to 4 weeks until a dose of 10 mg/day is attained. Further tapering of prednisone occurs by 1 mg every 1 to 2 
months while monitoring the patient and ESR or CRP. During the taper, a rise of ESR or CRP in an asymptomatic 
patient does not necessarily justify an increase in prednisone dosage. However, the dose should not be tapered 
further until alternative causes for the elevated acute-phase reactant have been investigated.
Optimally, the prednisone should be tapered and discontinued as quickly as possible because side effects are 
common (65% of patients). However, too rapid a taper can result in a relapse. If a relapse occurs, control is often 
regained by only a small increase in dosage. A slow taper can again be initiated, halting at a dose just above that 
at which relapse occurred. This is often 5 mg/day or less. Further tapering (1 mg every 2 months) is attempted 
again after a period of 6 months to a year. 

 21.  What steroid-sparing disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs and biologics can be used in 
PMR?
In patients with steroid-dependent PMR, MTX (10–20 mg/week) is reported to facilitate tapering of steroids. 
Azathioprine may also serve as a steroid-sparing agent. In 2016, Lally et al reported tocilizumab to be an effective 
treatment, highlighting the prominent role for IL-6 in the pathogenesis of PMR with higher remission rates, lower 
cumulative and shorter duration of GC therapy. 

 22.  Other than medication, what should be included in the treatment plan of PMR?
 •  Reassurance.
 •  Patient education.
 •  Regular physician monitoring.
 •  Range of motion exercises, especially where muscle atrophy and/or contracture have occurred.
 •  Attention to GC side effects, especially osteoporosis (vitamin D and calcium supplementation and regular dual 

x-ray absorptiometry screening), glucose intolerance, and hyperlipidemia.
 •  Immunizations: flu shot, pneumovax, recombinant zoster vaccine (killed).
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APPROACH FOR PATIENTS WITH 
SUSPECTED VASCULITIS
Sterling G. West, MD 

KEY POINTS

 1.  There is no single typical presentation of vasculitis.
 2.  Vasculitides are classified by the size of the blood vessel involved: large-, medium-, or small-vessel vasculitis.
 3.  The types of vasculitis differ widely with regard to age, gender, ethnicity, and clinical presentation.
 4.  Appropriate tissue biopsies or angiographic studies are usually necessary for diagnosis.
 5.  The aggressiveness of treatment should be commensurate with the extent of end-organ involvement.

 1.  What is the definition of vasculitis? What are the vascular consequences?
Vasculitis is inflammation and necrosis of a blood vessel with subsequent impairment of blood flow. The vessel 
wall destruction leads to perforation and hemorrhage into adjacent tissues. The endothelial injury leads to 
thrombosis and subsequent impairment of blood flow causing ischemia/infarction of dependent tissues. Long-
term consequences include accelerated secondary atherosclerosis of the involved vessel, which contributes to 
morbidity and mortality. 

 2.  What are the characteristic histologic features of vasculitis?
 •  Infiltration of the vessel wall by neutrophils, mononuclear cells, and/or giant cells.
 •  Fibrinoid necrosis (panmural destruction of the vessel wall; Fig. 26.1).
 •  Leukocytoclasis (dissolution of leukocytes, yielding “nuclear dust”).

 Perivascular infiltration is a nonspecific histologic finding observed in a variety of disease processes and is 
not considered diagnostic of vasculitis even though it may coexist in vasculitic tissues. 

 3.  What are the immune mechanisms that can cause vasculitis?
Cell-mediated, immune complex-mediated, and antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody (ANCA)-associated 
mechanisms are involved depending on the vasculitis. Examples of cell-mediated vasculitis include giant cell 
arteritis (GCA), Takayasu arteritis, and primary central nervous system (CNS) vasculitis. Examples of immune 
complex-mediated vasculitis include polyarteritis nodosa (PAN), Henoch–Schönlein purpura, cryoglobulinemic 
vasculitis, and cutaneous leukocytoclastic angiitis. The ANCA-associated vasculitides, which may involve both 
cellular and humoral mechanisms, include granulomatosis with polyangiitis (GPA; Wegener granulomatosis), 
microscopic polyangiitis (MPA), and eosinophilic granulomatosis with polyangiitis (EGPA; Churg–Strauss 
syndrome). The immune mechanisms of the other types of vasculitis are less certain. 

 4.  What is the international Chapel Hill consensus conference nomenclature for the 
vasculitides?
Table 26.1 describes the vasculitis nomenclature agreed at the Chapel Hill consensus conference.

Note: There are specific American College of Rheumatology classification criteria for many of the major 
types of vasculitis. These differentiate one vasculitis from another, rather than describing all of the manifestations 
of a particular form of vasculitis. Thus, these criteria are rarely useful for diagnosis, and appropriate tissue biopsy 
is generally necessary for confirmation. 

 5.  How should the physician approach the diagnosis of vasculitis?
 a)  Suspect the disease.
 b)  Define the extent of the disease.
 c)  Rule out vasculitis mimics.
 d)  Confirm the diagnosis. 

 6.  How does vasculitis typically present?
There is no single typical presentation of vasculitis. Vasculitis should be suspected in any constitutionally ill patient 
who has evidence of multisystem inflammatory disease. The clinical manifestations may suggest the size of vessel 
involved and the most likely vasculitis. Typical presentations are as follows:
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 •  Large-vessel vasculitis: limb claudication, bruits, asymmetric blood pressures, absence of pulses, thoracic 
aortic aneurysm. Temporal headache, jaw claudication, or blindness if extracranial branches of carotid artery 
involved.

 •  Medium-vessel vasculitis: cutaneous nodules, ulcers, livedo reticularis, digital gangrene, mononeuritis 
multiplex, renovascular hypertension, and organ infarct.

 •  Small-vessel vasculitis: palpable purpura, urticaria, glomerulonephritis, alveolar hemorrhage, and scleritis.
Pearl: Headache or visual loss in the elderly (GCA), asymmetric pulses with bruits in a patient aged <30 

years (Takayasu arteritis), mononeuritis multiplex (PAN), rapidly progressive pulmonary–renal syndrome (ANCA-
associated vasculitis), and palpable purpura (immune complex-mediated vasculitis) are the most common 
presentations suggesting vasculitis. Patients with systemic vasculitis feel poorly and frequently experience low-
grade fever, fatigue, and weight loss. 

 7.  When should the rheumatologist suspect vasculitis mimics?
Because of its protean manifestations, vasculitis can easily be confused with other diseases. Mimics of vasculitis 
must be excluded early in the evaluation because treatment varies dramatically and misdiagnosis may result in 
morbidity and/or mortality. Vasculitis mimics should be suspected when there is:

 a)  A new heart murmur (subacute bacterial endocarditis [SBE]).
 b)  Necrosis of lower-extremity digits (cholesterol emboli).
 c)  Splinter hemorrhages (SBE).
 d)  Prominent liver dysfunction (hepatitis C).
 e)  Drug abuse (HIV; hepatitis B/C; cocaine, etc.).
 f)  Prior diagnosis of neoplastic disease.
 g)  Unusually high fever (SBE).
 h)  History of high-risk sexual activity (HIV).
 i)  History of herpes zoster or varicella infection (cerebral vasculopathy).
 j)  New medication recently prescribed. 

 8.  What disorders can mimic vasculitis?
The following disorders can mimic vasculitis (common clinical entities in italics):

Large arteries: fibromuscular dysplasia, atherosclerosis, radiation fibrosis, neurofibromatosis type I, 
congenital coarctation of aorta, genetic diseases (Marfan syndrome, Loeys–Dietz syndrome), syphilitic aortitis, 
IgG4 disease, inflammatory aortic aneurysm, and sarcoidosis.

Medium arteries: cholesterol emboli syndrome, atrial myxoma, fibromuscular dysplasia, lymphomatoid 
granulomatosis, angioblastic T-cell lymphoma, thromboembolic disease, ergotism, type IV Ehlers–Danlos 
syndrome, segmental arterial mediolysis, Grange syndrome, and pseudoxanthoma elasticum.

Cerebral arteries: reversible cerebral vasoconstrictive syndrome, reversible posterior encephalopathy 
syndrome, cerebral amyloid angiopathy, CADASIL syndrome, Susac syndrome, progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy, Moyamoya disease, intravascular B-cell lymphoma, and infections.

Fig. 26.1 Necrotizing vasculitis in a bowel specimen from a patient with polyarteritis nodosa. The arterial lumen is partially occluded by 
thrombus. The adjacent arterial wall is necrotic, resulting in destruction of the elastic laminae: (left) hematoxylin–eosin staining; (right) 
elastic tissue staining; lower power. (Copyright 2014 American College of Rheumatology. Used with permission.)
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Small arteries: Infectious endocarditis, mycotic aneurysm with emboli, cholesterol microemboli 
syndrome, antiphospholipid antibody syndrome, sepsis (gonococcal, meningococcal), neoplasia (lymphoma, 
myeloproliferative, sold tumor), ecthyma gangrenosum (Pseudomonas), thrombotic thrombocytopenia purpura, 
cocaine, amphetamines, minocycline, hydralazine, HIV, hepatitis C, amyloidosis, systemic rheumatic diseases 
(rheumatoid arthritis, systemic lupus erythematosus [SLE], Sjögren’s syndrome), bacteremias (SBE, Rickettsia), 
other systemic viral infections, common variable immunodeficiency, calciphylaxis, livedoid vasculopathy (atrophie 

Table 26.1   Vasculitis Nomenclature Agreed at the International Chapel Hill Consensus 
Conference

NOMENCLATURE VASCULITIS

Large-vessel vasculitis Takayasu arteritis

Giant cell (temporal) arteritis

Medium-vessel vasculitis Polyarteritis nodosa

Kawasaki disease

Small-vessel vasculitis Immune complex-mediated

Antiglomerular basement membrane disease (Goodpasture  
syndrome)

Cryoglobulinemic vasculitis

IgA vasculitis (Henoch–Schönlein purpura)

Hypocomplementemic urticarial vasculitis (anti-Clq vasculitis)

Antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody (ANCA)-associated  
(pauci-immune)

Granulomatosis with polyangiitis (Wegener’s granulomatosis)

Microscopic polyangiitis

Eosinophilic granulomatosis with polyangiitis (Churg–Strauss)

Variable-vessel vasculitisa Behçet disease

Cogan syndrome

Single-organ vasculitis Cutaneous leukocytoclastic vasculitis

Cutaneous arteritis

Primary central nervous system vasculitis (isolated angiitis of 
central nervous system)

Isolated aortitis

Others

Vasculitis associated with systemic disease Lupus vasculitis

Rheumatoid vasculitis

Sarcoid vasculitis

Others

Vasculitis associated with probable etiology Hepatitis C virus-associated cryoglobulinemic vasculitis

Hepatitis B virus-associated vasculitis

Syphilis-associated vasculitis

Drug-associated immune complex vasculitis (hypersensitivity 
vasculitis)

Drug-associated ANCA-associated vasculitis

Cancer-associated vasculitis

Others

aThromboangiitis obliterans (Buerger disease) was not classified at this conference but probably best fits as variable-vessel vasculitis.
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blanche), malignant atrophic papulosis (Degos disease), sickle cell disease, inflammatory bowel disease, and 
sarcoidosis.

To rule out vasculitis mimics requires a good history and physical exam. Consider blood cultures, viral 
hepatitis studies, HIV testing, urinary toxicology screening, echocardiography, antinuclear antibody (ANA), 
rheumatoid factor (RF), antiphospholipid antibodies, and/or angiography/magnetic resonance angiography, 
depending on the clinical situation. 

 9.  What localizing clinical features suggest the different types of vasculitis?
Table 26.2 lists features suggestive of different types of vasculitis. These features occur either before, during, or 
after the constitutional features and are also relatively nonspecific, with considerable overlap. 

 10.  What skin lesions are suggestive of vasculitis?
 •  Medium-vessel vasculitis: subcutaneous nodules, “punched-out” skin ulcers, livedo reticularis, digital 

gangrene.
 •  Small-vessel vasculitis: palpable purpura, splinter hemorrhages, hemorrhagic macules, vesiculobullous le-

sions, and urticaria lasting >24 hours.
Examples are shown in Fig. 26.2. 

 11.  Which laboratory tests are useful in the evaluation of suspected vasculitis?
 •  Tests suggesting systemic inflammation:

 Complete blood count: look for anemia of chronic disease and thrombocytosis. White blood cell count and 
differential to look for neutrophilia or eosinophilia. Pearl: Note that primary systemic vasculitis never causes 
pancytopenia (must rule out SLE, B-cell lymphoma, myeloma, leukemia).
 Westergren erythrocyte sedimentation rate >100 mm/hour and C-reactive protein >10 mg/dL in the absence 
of bacterial infection and widespread cancer should suggest vasculitis.
Low albumin: this is a negative acute-phase reactant and decreases with systemic inflammation.

 •  Tests suggesting organ involvement:
Creatinine and urinalysis.
Liver-associated enzymes: if extremely elevated, consider hepatitis B/C.
Creatine kinase.
Lumbar puncture with cerebrospinal fluid analysis: if CNS symptoms.
Stool for occult blood.
Chest radiograph.
Electromyography (EMG) and nerve conduction velocity (NCV): if neuropathy symptoms.
 Brain magnetic resonance imaging or an abdominal computed tomography (CT) scan if symptoms suggest 
involvement.

 •  Tests suggesting immune complex formation and/or deposition:
 RF and ANA. Pearl: RF and ANA should not be positive in primary systemic vasculitis. If RF is positive, 
consider cryoglobulinemia and SBE. If ANA is positive, consider SLE or Sjögren’s syndrome.
Anti-C1q: if history of urticarial vasculitis.

Table 26.2   Localized Clinical Features that Suggest Different Types of Vasculitis.

SYMPTOMS DIAGNOSIS

Jaw claudication; visual loss; palpable, thickened, tender  
temporal artery; or diminished temporal artery pulsation

GCA

Absent radial pulses, difficulty obtaining a blood pressure in 
one arm

Takayasu arteritis or large artery involvement in 
GCA

Sinus involvement, otitis media, scleritis GPA (Wegener) or EGPA (Churg–Strauss syndrome)

Hypertension, renal vascular involvement Polyarteritis nodosa or Takayasu arteritis

Asthma EGPA (Churg–Strauss syndrome)

Testicular tenderness Polyarteritis nodosa

Pulmonary–renal syndromes (hemoptysis and glomerulone-
phritis)

GPA (Wegener) and microscopic polyangiitis
SLE and Goodpasture syndrome

Palpable purpura Cutaneous vasculitis associated with diseases 
causing small-vessel vasculitis

GCA, Giant cell arteritis; GPA, granulomatosis with polyangiitis; EGPA, eosinophilic granulomatosis with polyangiitis; SLE, systemic lupus 

erythematosus.
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Cryoglobulins: if positive, rule out hepatitis C.
 Complement levels—C3/C4 are low in cryoglobulinemia, hypocomplementemic urticarial vasculitis, and SLE. 
Other vasculitides usually have normal values except PAN, where they are low in up to 25% of cases, and in 
some cases of hypersensitivity vasculitides.

 •  Tests suggesting ANCA-related vasculitis:
c-ANCA: if against serine proteinase 3, usually GPA; sometimes MPA.
p-ANCA: if against myeloperoxidase, consider MPA and EGPA; sometimes GPA.
Eosinophil count/IgE level if suspect EGPA.
 Pearl: Cocaine-associated vasculitis can be c-ANCA, p-ANCA, and/or atypical ANCA (antihuman neutrophil 
elastase)-positive.

 •  Tests suggesting etiology:
Blood cultures: rule out SBE.
 Infectious serologies: Hep BsAg (PAN), hepatitis C (cryoglobulinemia), parvovirus IgM (GPA, PAN), herpes (IgM 
and PCR), cytomegalovirus (IgM and PCR), Epstein–Barr virus (IgM and PCR), HIV (any vasculitis).
Antiglomerular basement membrane antibody: any patient with pulmonary–renal syndrome.
Serum protein electrophoresis: rule out myeloma.
Cerebrospinal fluid studies: herpes, varicella-zoster virus (VZV DNA and anti-VZV antibody).
Urinary toxicology screen: rule out cocaine use.
 Not all of these tests are ordered for all patients. The physician must choose which test to order according to 
the clinical situation. 

 12.  How might ANCAs be helpful in differentiating vasculitis?
The c-ANCA directed against serine proteinase 3 is highly specific for GPA with widespread systemic involvement 
(>90%). Less specific is p-ANCA with antimyeloperoxidase specificity, which may be found in MPA and EGPA 
(Churg–Strauss vasculitis). If the p-ANCA is not against myeloperoxidase, inflammatory diseases other than 

A B

C D

Fig. 26.2 (A) Palpable purpura. (B) Livedo reticularis. (C) Digital infarction. (D) “Punched-out” ulcer. (A, C, and D, Copyright 2014 
American College of Rheumatology. Used with permission. B, From Colledge N, Walker B, Ralston S: Davidson’s principles and practice of 
medicine, ed 21, Philadelphia, 2010, Churchill Livingstone, Figure 25–37.)
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vasculitis should be considered (inflammatory bowel disease, infections). In some patients, ANCAs may 
have predictive value for relapses and ongoing disease activity. ANCAs may be pathogenic as part of several 
simultaneous or sequential events. 

 13.  When are hepatitis serologies helpful when vasculitis is suspected?
The presence of hepatitis B surface antigen may be found in some patients (10%–25%, depending on risk factors) 
with PAN. Hepatitis C antibodies are often found in patients with essential mixed cryoglobulinemic vasculitis and 
rarely in PAN. 

 14.  What other diagnostic studies are commonly used in the evaluation of suspected 
vasculitis?

 •  Chest x-ray.
 •  Echocardiography.
 •  Lumbar puncture with cerebrospinal fluid exam (if CNS symptoms).
 •  Sinus x-rays or CT scan.
 •  Angiography (if renal function acceptable).
 •  EMG and NCV studies (if neuropathy symptoms).
 •  Tissue biopsy. 

 15.  What is the role of tissue biopsy in the diagnosis of vasculitis and in what type of vasculitis 
might tissue biopsy be helpful?
Tissue biopsy is unquestionably the procedure of choice in the diagnosis of vasculitis. Some frequently biopsied 
sites are as follows:

 •  Common sites: skin (diagnostic for IgA vasculitis), sural nerve (PAN, EGPA; only biopsy if abnormal EMG/NCV), 
temporal artery (GCA), muscle (PAN), kidney (GPA, MPA; rare to see vasculitis, usually see focal necrotizing 
glomerulonephritis with or without crescents), lung (GPA, MPA)

 •  Less common sites: testicle (PAN), rectum/gut, liver, heart, brain. (primary CNS vasculitis), sinus (GPA). 

 16.  If tissue biopsy is not feasible, what alternative procedures can yield a diagnosis?
Angiography (formal or CT angiography) of the following sites may be helpful for diagnosis of certain types of 
vasculitis:

 •  Abdomen (celiac trunk, superior mesenteric, and renal arteries) for diagnosis of PAN.
 •  Aortic arch for diagnosis of Takayasu arteritis and GCA with large-vessel involvement.
 •  Extremities for diagnosis of Buerger disease.
 •  Cerebral sites for diagnosis of primary CNS vasculitis. 

 17.  List two characteristic (but not diagnostic) angiographic features of vasculitis.
 •  Irregular tapering and narrowing (Fig. 26.3).
 •  Aneurysms (“beading”). 

A B

Fig. 26.3 Angiography in vasculitis. (A) Irregular tapering and narrowing of the left subclavian artery in Takayasu arteritis. (B) Typical 
“rosary bead” aneurysm formation in a patient with isolated central nervous system.
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 18.  What noninvasive tests can be used to determine vessel involvement in patients with 
vasculitis?

 •  Doppler ultrasound of temporal arteries can localize the area of narrowing in GCA and help determine biopsy 
sites. “Halo” sign is characteristic of GCA with temporal artery involvement.

 •  CT angiography can show characteristic features of large- and medium-vessel vasculitis. Not as sensitive as 
formal angiography.

 •  Magnetic resonance angiography of the aorta can reveal aortic wall thickening (enhancement with gadolini-
um indicates inflammation) and areas of stenosis in patients with Takayasu arteritis or GCA with large-artery 
involvement.

 •  Positron emission tomography can reveal enhancement of the aortic and subclavian vessel wall if active 
inflammation occurs in patients with Takayasu arteritis and GCA. 

 19.  Describe the general approach to the treatment of a vasculitis.
 •  Identify and remove inciting agents (medications, infection, etc.).
 •  Treat the primary underlying disease associated with the vasculitis (antibiotics for endocarditis, antiviral 

therapy for hepatitis B or C).
 •  Initiate antiinflammatory and/or immunosuppressive therapy commensurate with the extent of the vasculitis. 

Small-vessel vasculitis confined to the skin usually needs less aggressive treatment than systemic vasculitis 
involving large- and/or medium-sized arteries.

 •  Large-vessel vasculitis is treated initially with glucocorticoids. In Chapter 27, biologic therapy (e.g., tocili-
zumab for GCA) has shown great effectiveness enabling rapid tapering of glucocorticoids and reduction of 
steroid side effects.

 •  The combination of cyclophosphamide and prednisone is often regarded as the first choice for induction 
therapy of generalized and severe types of medium and ANCA-associated vasculitis. New targeted biologic 
agents may replace cyclophosphamide as induction therapy for some forms of vasculitis (e.g., rituximab for 
GPA and MPA, mepolizumab for EGPA). Maintenance therapies are less well-defined but typically involve the 
use of azathioprine, methotrexate, or mycophenolate mofetil.

 •  Prevent complications such as infection (purified protein derivative, pneumovax, and other immunizations; 
trimethoprim–sulfamethoxazole prophylaxis if on high-dose prednisone), osteoporosis, and atherosclerosis 
(control blood pressure and lipids).
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KEY POINTS

 1.  Giant cell arteritis (GCA) is the most common vasculitis in adults aged >50 years.
 2.  Although tocilizumab may have a significant and emerging role in GCA treatment, glucocorticoid therapy is the 

mainstay treatment for large-vessel vasculitis.
 3.  GCA may lead to vision loss, and treatment should not be delayed for diagnostic purposes in the setting of 

threatened or actual vision loss.
 4.  Listen for bruits, obtain bilateral blood pressures (BP), and consider Takayasu arteritis (TA) in any young female 

with unexplained fever or other systemic signs and symptoms.
 5.  Infectious aortitis can be caused by gram-positive seeding of atherosclerotic plaques, miliary tuberculosis, or 

syphilis.

 1.  What are the large-vessel vasculitides?
GCA and TA are the most common phenotypes of primary large-vessel vasculitis. New classification criteria 
including new imaging techniques are under development for these two large-vessel vasculitides. Other rheumatic 
diseases associated with aortitis include the seronegative spondyloarthropathies, relapsing polychondritis, 
Behçet’s disease, Cogan’s syndrome, and sarcoidosis. Infectious aortitis may be caused by several organisms. 
In patients without systemic symptoms who present with a thoracic aortic aneurysm, several noninflammatory 
genetic conditions must be ruled out.

Pearl: the differential can be narrowed by the vascular territory predominantly involved. GCA and TA most 
frequently involve the ascending aorta and left subclavian artery.

 a)  Ascending aortic involvement.
 •  Involving the arch, subclavians, and carotids.
 •  Inflammatory: GCA, TA, Behçet’s.
 •  Noninflammatory (genetic): familial thoracic aortic aneurysms and dissection, Marfans, Ehlers–Danlos 

type IV, Loeys–Dietz.
 b)  Isolated descending aortic involvement.
 •  TA (India, Pakistan).
 •  Inflammatory abdominal aortic aneurysm.
 c)  Isolated pulmonary artery involvement.
 •  Hughes–Stovin syndrome (Behçet’s).
 d)  Periaortic involvement.
 •  IgG4-related disease (IgG4-RD).
 •  Lymphoma.
 •  Erdheim–Chester. 

GIANT CELL ARTERITIS

 2.  Is GCA known by any other names?
Yes: cranial arteritis, temporal arteritis, or Horton’s headache. 

 3.  What population does GCA primarily affect?
GCA incidence increases with age, with GCA being almost 10 times more common among patients in their 80s 
than among patients aged 50 to 60 years. GCA only affects patients aged >50 years. GCA is two to three times 
more common among women than among men and is most commonly reported in whites of Northern European 
descent. Overall GCA is the most common systemic vasculitis, with a lifetime risk of up to 0.5% to 1% in the 
United States. 
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 4.  How do patients with GCA present?
Patients present with a range of phenotypes, typically with an insidious onset of symptoms. The primary 
distinctions to be made are between the classic symptoms indicating cranial involvement (headache, scalp 
tenderness, jaw and tongue claudication, trismus, diplopia, or visual symptoms) and the less classic symptoms 
indicating large-vessel/systemic involvement (fevers, weight loss, claudication, systemic symptoms). Notably 
some patients (15% to 20%) can present with only large-vessel/systemic symptoms (e.g., fever of unknown origin, 
cough, arthritis, upper extremity claudication) and have none of the “classic” cranial GCA symptoms. Polymyalgia 
rheumatica may occur concurrently with (40%), or precede (20%), a diagnosis of GCA. 

 5.  What physical exam findings are most helpful in suggesting a diagnosis of GCA?
Several physical abnormalities are somewhat specific for GCA, but most have low sensitivity. Scalp tenderness 
and temporal artery abnormalities, such as a reduction in the pulse in conjunction with palpable tenderness, are 
helpful when present. Visual symptoms or signs (diplopia, amaurosis fugax, loss of vision, optic neuritis, or optic 
atrophy) are also helpful but poorly sensitive. Due to frequent (15%–20%) involvement of the aorta and its primary 
branches, BP and pulses should be checked in both arms to look for discrepancies (>10 mm Hg difference in 
systolic BP between arms) and the carotid and subclavian vessels should be auscultated for the presence of 
bruits. 

 6.  What is the most common catastrophic outcome in GCA?
Visual loss occurs in 15% of patients, can be an early symptom, and is most commonly due to ischemic optic 
neuritis. Anatomic lesions that produce anterior ischemic optic neuritis most commonly result from arteritis 
involving the posterior ciliary branches of the ophthalmic arteries. The blindness is abrupt and painless. Retinal 
and ophthalmic artery thromboses and occipital strokes are less common causes of blindness. Blindness occurs 
in <1% of patients after corticosteroids are begun. In situations of threatened or impending vision loss, 
treatment should not be delayed for diagnostic purposes. 

 7.  What other ocular symptoms are seen in GCA?
Blurring of vision, transient visual loss (amaurosis fugax), iritis, conjunctivitis, scintillating scotomata, photophobia, 
glaucoma, and ophthalmoplegia from ischemia of extraocular muscles may also occur. Amaurosis fugax is 
the most predictive factor (Relative Risk= 6.35) for future development of sudden and permanent blindness. 
Nonvasculitic causes of visual symptoms in GCA patients on corticosteroids including cataracts, glaucoma, and 
central serous retinopathy must be excluded. 

 8.  Which vessels may be affected in GCA?
Although cranial involvement is the most frequently recognized and characteristic anatomic location for GCA, 
the process is a generalized vascular disease of any medium- or large-sized vessel. Extracranial GCA usually 
involves the aorta and its major branches (especially left subclavian artery) and is clinically evident in 15%–20% 
of patients. Positron emission tomography (PET) scans show subclinical aortic inflammation in 50%–80% patients. 
Intracranial vessels are not involved because they lack an internal elastic lamina and vasa vasorum after entering 
the skull. 

 9.  Describe some common manifestations when GCA involves extracranial distributions.
GCA can involve both large- and medium-sized arteries. Pulmonary artery involvement is unusual. Involvement of 
the subclavian, vertebral, carotid, iliac, mesenteric, and renal vessels may lead to various manifestations, including 
pulse abnormalities, stroke, dizziness, claudication, abdominal pain, and hypertension in some instances. Coronary 
involvement can lead to anginal symptoms.

Pearl: vertebral artery abnormalities are more likely due to GCA than atherosclerosis. 

 10.  What other catastrophic outcomes may occur in GCA patients with aortic involvement?
Aortitis can lead to aortic aneurysms and dissection. GCA patients have a 17x increased relative risk for 
developing thoracic aortic aneurysms and a 2.4× risk of abdominal aortic aneurysms compared with controls. 
Aneurysms and dissection may present with midthoracic or low back pain; these symptoms should be urgently 
evaluated in any GCA patient. Patients with clinical aortic involvement should be followed with magnetic 
resonance angiography (MRA) or computed tomography angiography (CTA) every 6 to 12 months for the 
development of new lesions/stenoses or the development of aneurysms. Surgery or endovascular aneurysm repair 
is considered when the aneurysm enlarges to >5 cm or dissects.

The appropriate monitoring for GCA patients without known clinical aortic involvement is unclear. Bilateral 
arm BP measurements, listening for a new aortic insufficiency murmur or arterial bruits, and abdominal palpation 
for an aortic aneurysm during clinic visits seem prudent. A periodic chest radiograph, echocardiogram, and/or 
abdominal ultrasound have also been recommended. 

 11.  Describe the mortality of GCA.
The risk of death from GCA appears to be increased (3×) within the first 4 months of starting therapy. Patients 
typically die of vascular complications, such as stroke or myocardial infarction, supporting the use of aspirin or 
ASA (81 mg daily) in patients diagnosed with GCA. After 4 months (with therapy), the mortality is similar to that of 
an age-matched general population except as related to aortic dissection. 
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 12.  What laboratory tests are useful for the clinical diagnosis of GCA?
The erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) is the most useful laboratory test and tends to be higher in GCA than in other 
vasculitides. It is almost always >50 mm/hour (85%–90%), typically 80 to 100 mm/hour by the Westergren method. 
Although ESR is highly sensitive in GCA, specificity is poor. A minority of patients (10%–15%) will have a “normal” 
ESR. These patients typically have fewer systemic symptoms with an ESR of 40 to 50 mm/hour accompanied by an 
elevated C-reactive protein (CRP). Less than 5-10% will have both an ESR < 30mm/hr and a normal CRP.

Other nonspecific markers of systemic inflammation, including anemia, thrombocytosis, abnormal liver 
function tests (especially alkaline phosphatase), and an elevated CRP (frequently to very high levels, >10 mg/dL), 
are commonly seen. None of these tests is diagnostic. GCA has no associated autoantibodies, such as rheumatoid 
factor and antinuclear antibody. 

 13.  Is a biopsy required to make a diagnosis of GCA?
Often, but not always. Classification schemes (not used for diagnostic purposes) have classically required three of 
five criteria: age >50 years, new headache, temporal artery abnormality, elevated ESR, and characteristic biopsy 
findings. In clinical care, the gold standard for diagnosis has traditionally been a temporal artery biopsy with 
characteristic features; however, recent advances in imaging now allow for a diagnosis of GCA in the absence of 
biopsy data in many situations. Ultrasound, CTA, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)/MRA, and fluorodeoxyglucose 
(FDG)-PET techniques have altered the diagnostic algorithm in GCA, allowing for increased reliance on imaging. 
New classification criteria using these imaging modalities are in development. A reasonable diagnostic algorithm 
based on recent European League Against Rheumatism (EULAR) recommendations is detailed below (Fig. 27.1). 

 14.  What is the role of ultrasound in GCA diagnosis?
Temporal artery duplex ultrasonography, which may show homogenous wall thickening (the “halo sign”), has been 
proposed as a diagnostic alternative to biopsy; however, sensitivity (55%–100%) and specificity (78%–100%) 
studies are somewhat heterogenous (probably reflecting the importance of operator technique and experience to 
its utility). Despite these limitations, recent EULAR recommendations suggest ultrasound as an initial diagnostic 
modality in predominantly cranial GCA. Ultrasound has little role in the evaluation of intrathoracic/large-vessel 
involvement. 

 15.  In what instances might a diagnosis be supported by radiography or nuclear medicine 
studies?
GCA patients presenting with aortitis and large-vessel involvement alone typically do not have cranial symptoms 
and have a negative temporal artery biopsy in up to 40% cases. In this clinical situation, characteristic MRI/MRA, 
FDG-PET, or CTA findings are adequate to confirm a diagnosis of GCA. Recent EULAR recommendations suggest 
early imaging in all GCA patients when available using MRI/MRA, CT, and/or FDG-PET as the preferred modalities 
in evaluating aortitis and large-vessel predominant GCA. High-resolution MRI may also be reasonable as an initial 
diagnostic study for evaluating predominantly cranial GCA if ultrasound is unavailable. Fig. 27.1 outlines the use of 
these studies in the diagnosis of GCA. 

 16.  How should a surgeon be instructed to obtain an excisional biopsy for GCA, and how much 
artery should be taken?
In the absence of a palpable abnormality of the temporal artery, biopsy of the main trunk on the most symptomatic 
side is performed first. Biopsy length guidelines based on GCA’s propensity for skip lesions have traditionally 
suggested a need for segments up to 3 to 6 cm, although some studies have suggested that lengths of 2 cm will 
achieve adequate sensitivity. Unilateral biopsy has a pooled sensitivity of 87%. Additional/contralateral biopsies 
increase the sensitivity by 5%. The negative predictive value of bilateral negative temporal artery biopsies in 
a patient with cranial symptoms is 91%. Occipital artery biopsy may also be done in patients with posterior-
predominant headaches and other signs/symptoms highly consistent with GCA. 

 17.  Describe the histologic features of GCA.
The “classic” pattern (only seen in ∼50% of cases) includes granulomatous inflammation of the inner half of 
the media, centered on the internal elastic lamina, with a mononuclear infiltrate, multinucleate giant cells, 
and fragmentation of the internal elastic lamina. Giant cells occur in only ∼50% of cases. In the other 50%, 
granulomas and giant cells are absent, and a nonspecific panarteritis is seen, including mixed inflammatory 
infiltrates composed largely of lymphocytes (CD4+ T cells predominate) and macrophages admixed with a few 
eosinophils (Fig. 27.2). Neutrophils are rare. Fibrinoid necrosis should not be seen and, if present, should suggest 
an alternate diagnosis (e.g., granulomatous polyangiitis).

A few patients with GCA (<5%) have biopsies showing only periadventitial small-vessel vasculitis (SVV) and/
or vasculitis of the vasa vasorum (VVV) surrounding a noninflamed temporal artery. These patients with SVV tend 
to have a lower ESR/CRP and less severe clinical manifestations and disease course than patients with isolated 
VVV or a classic biopsy for GCA. However, all these patients, regardless of biopsy findings, can develop blindness 
in up to 15% of untreated cases. 

 18.  Can a pathologist diagnose GCA without observing giant cells?
Yes. Up to 50% of positive biopsies show diffuse lymphocytic infiltrate without the evidence of granulomatous 
inflammation or giant cells. Even after prolonged glucocorticoid therapy, healed temporal arteritis can still be 
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diagnosed as it is characterized by intimal fibrosis, medial scarring, and eccentric destruction of internal elastic 
lamina. Indeed, glucocorticoid therapy never completely “normalizes” the affected artery.

Importantly, fragmentation and fraying of the internal elastic lamina is a common feature of aging arteries; 
therefore, these features alone are not indicative of active or healed arteritis. An inflammatory cell infiltrate, even 
without giant cells, should be present to some degree to diagnose GCA. 

 19.  Describe the pathogenesis of GCA.
Early in disease, following an unknown trigger, lymphocytic inflammation is confined to the adventitia and 
external elastic lamina. In the adventitia, dendritic cells are activated to produce chemokines which attract more 
dendritic cells, lymphocytes, and macrophages to the area. The activated dendritic cells process and present 
antigen resulting in T-cell activation. Dendritic cells produce interleukin (IL)-12 and IL-18 which promote Th-1 
differentiation, whereas IL-1, IL-6, and IL-21 promote Th-17 differentiation. The activated Th1 cells secrete 
interferon-γ, which is important in macrophage activation and granuloma formation, whereas Th17 cells produce 
IL-17, which is a potent proinflammatory cytokine with multiple cellular effects leading to vascular inflammation 
and production of matrix metalloproteinases that destroy the internal elastic lamina. Growth and angiogenic 
factors (vascular endothelial growth factor) support the further influx of T cells and macrophages to the area. 
Closer to the lumen, neovascularization and macrophage-produced cytokines (platelet-derived growth factor, IL-1) 
cause prominent intimal proliferation that leads to ischemia. 

 20.  Have genetic or environmental associations been described in GCA?
Yes. The majority (60%) of GCA patients express the HLA-DRB1*04:04 allele. This genotype appears to confer 
increased susceptibility to the disease (but is not a predictor of disease severity). Other gene polymorphisms 
(e.g., HLA-DQA1*03:01, -DQB1*03:02) have been reported. Siblings of a patient with GCA are at an increased 
risk (10-fold) of developing the disease. Various environmental triggers have also been postulated over the years. 
Some (controversial) data have implicated varicella-zoster virus (VZV) in the pathogenesis of disease based on 
pathological evidence of VZV in affected arteries. 

 21.  How is GCA initially treated?
High-dose glucocorticoids are the primary treatment modality in GCA. Initial dosing is based on consensus/expert 
opinion, but a reasonable initial dose for those with intact vision is prednisone 1 mg/kg daily in divided doses. 
Those with threatened or actual vision loss at diagnosis should be treated with pulse intravenous glucocorticoids 
(methylprednisolone, 1 g daily × 3 days). Low-dose aspirin (81 mg/day) should also be used in all GCA patients 
to reduce cardiovascular events and blindness. High-dose therapy is usually sustained for about a month (or until 
ESR/CRP normalize), followed by a long-term taper (e.g., 10% of daily dose each week). Treatment usually lasts at 
least 6 months, and often up to 2 years. Many patients (up to 40%) may need low-dose prednisone indefinitely. 

 22.  Which steroid-sparing therapies are used in GCA?
Methotrexate has long been used as a steroid-sparing therapy in GCA, although evidence supporting its use is 
mixed with regard to its effectiveness. Nonetheless, methotrexate is utilized in patients with significant steroid-
related side effects, diabetes, or a relapsing course with prolonged need for steroids. Based on randomized clinical 
trial data (GiACTA), tocilizumab was recently granted a Food and Drug Administration (FDA) indication for 
GCA treatment (the only medication with such an indication). 

Fig. 27.2 Temporal artery biopsy in a patient with giant cell arteritis showing the disrupted internal elastic lamina (arrowheads) and 
giant cells (arrows).
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 23.  How is tocilizumab used in GCA?
The role of tocilizumab in routine practice is actively evolving. Many experts use tocilizumab (162 mg 
subcutaneous weekly) as part of the initial therapy along with glucocorticoid in order to more rapidly taper the 
prednisone. Others reserve its use for patients with refractory or recurrent disease or significant glucocorticoid 
side effects. After tapering of glucocorticoids, tocilizumab may be used alone to maintain remission. Twice, 
monthly subcutaneous dosing and monthly intravenous dosing (8 mg/kg) may be considered, although the trials 
and FDA-approval is for the weekly subcutaneous regimen. 

 24.  Will treatment with corticosteroids reduce the yield of a temporal artery biopsy or imaging?
Studies have shown that biopsies often show findings typical for arteritis after more than 14 days of corticosteroid 
therapy, although a biopsy should ideally be obtained within 7 days of starting treatment. Steroids should not alter 
the diagnostic yield of imaging (ultrasound, MRI, CT, or PET) so long as studies are performed within 1 to 2 weeks 
of treatment initiation. Therefore, glucocorticoids should not be withheld pending a temporal artery biopsy in a 
patient with a clinical syndrome consistent with GCA particularly if there are any visual symptoms. 

 25.  How is disease activity monitored in GCA?
No disease-specific biomarker is available in GCA. ESR and CRP are utilized along with clinical assessment. The 
use of imaging, particularly MRA and PET, in disease activity assessment may be reasonable in situations where 
flare is clinically suspected, although their appropriate use in patients without clinical suspicion of active disease 
is undetermined. The ideal use and value of these modalities, including validated scoring systems, are active 
topics of current research. 

TAKAYASU ARTERITIS

 26.  What are the other names for TA?
Pulseless disease, aortic arch syndrome, and occlusive thromboaortopathy. 

 27.  Which patients are most typically affected by TA?
TA occurs most frequently in young women (8:1 female > male), at a median age of 25 years. Up to 25% of cases 
occur before the age of 20 years and 15% after the age of 40 years. TA occurs most commonly in Asian (Japan, 
China, India, Southeast Asia) women but has been reported worldwide in all racial groups. 

 28.  How does TA present?
A triphasic pattern of progression of disease is classically described:

 •  Phase I: pre-pulseless, ‘inflammatory’ period characterized by systemic complaints, such as fever, arthralgias, 
and weight loss, often misdiagnosed as an infectious syndrome.

 •  Phase II: vessel inflammation, dominated by vessel pain and tenderness.
 •  Phase III: fibrotic stage, when bruits and ischemia predominate.

Patients can present in any phase or combination of phases because TA is a chronic, recurrent disease. Up to 
10% present with no symptoms, and the incidental finding of unequal pulses/BPs, bruits, or hypertension prompts 
further evaluation. 

 29.  Describe some of the common clinical manifestations of TA.
A comprehensive vascular exam (BP, pulse, bruits) is mandatory as bruits (80%), decreased pulses (60%), and 
asymmetric BPs (50%) are common findings. Involvement of the subclavian (more commonly) and iliac arteries may 
lead to limb claudication (70%). Carotid and vertebral artery involvement may lead to presyncope (30%) or headache 
(40%). Pulmonary artery disease can occur in up to 70% of patients, with <25% having symptoms of pulmonary 
hypertension. Cardiac involvement with angina, myocardial infarction, heart failure, sudden death, and aortic valvular 
regurgitation occurs in up to 15% of patients. Hypertension (30%), arthralgias (50%), and constitutional symptoms 
(40%) are common. Due to arterial stenosis, blood pressures need to be taken in all four extremities. 

 30.  Are there any specific laboratory tests useful for the diagnosis of TA?
No. Nonspecific laboratory studies indicate active inflammation such as anemia of chronic disease, 
thrombocytosis, and an elevated ESR and CRP. The ESR does not always follow the degree of active, ongoing 
inflammation and may be normal in 33% to 50% of patients with active disease by arterial biopsy. 

 31.  How is the diagnosis of TA made?
Imaging is required to make a diagnosis of TA. Angiography was the traditional gold standard for detecting 
arterial involvement in TA; however, newer modalities are noninvasive and provide greater information about the 
presence or absence of active inflammation. MRA is the preferred initial modality for the diagnosis of TA, unless an 
endovascular intervention is anticipated. CTA, FDG-PET, and possibly ultrasound (depending on vessel in question) 
are also reasonable modalities if MRA is unavailable. All are preferred over angiography. Biopsy is not necessary 
to establish a diagnosis of TA. 

 32.  Does the histopathologic description of TA vary from GCA?
Yes, but not by much. The histologic appearance of TA is a focal panarteritis very similar to GCA, including “skip 
lesions” and patchy involvement. Granulomatous inflammation can occur. One point that distinguishes TA from 
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GCA is that the cellular infiltrate in TA tends to localize in the adventitia and outer parts of the media (including the 
vasa vasorum), whereas the inflammation of GCA concentrates around the inner half of the media. Additionally, 
mononuclear cells in the vessel walls of TA patients are mostly gamma-delta T lymphocytes, natural killer cells, 
and CD8+ T cells rather than the Th1/Th17 T-lymphocytes seen in GCA patients. 

 33.  Is TA a genetic disease?
Studies linking TA to HLA class I (HLA-B52:01) and II genes have provided conflicting results and differ between 
ethnicities. There is no link to HLA-DRB1*04 as is seen in GCA. 

 34.  What is the treatment for TA?
High-dose glucocorticoids (prednisone, 30 mg twice daily) are the initial therapy for active inflammatory TA, 
followed by long-term taper after symptoms and laboratory evidence of inflammation normalize. Suggested 
prednisone taper after disease controlled is 10% of the daily dose each week. Relapses are common, and about 
20% of patients never achieve remission. About 50% of TA patients may require additional immunosuppressive 
therapy. 

 35.  Which treatments may be used in TA as adjuncts to glucocorticoids?
The best evidence base and clinical experience exists for methotrexate. The use of tocilizumab in relapsing TA has 
been investigated, although data supporting its use in TA are less robust than in GCA. Leflunomide, mycophenolate 
mofetil, azathioprine, ustekinumab, and infliximab have also been used in refractory cases. Cyclophosphamide is 
reserved as a salvage therapy. Besides immunosuppression, BP control, antiplatelet therapy, tobacco cessation, 
and lipid management are essential to reduce cardiovascular risk. Angioplasty, stenting, and bypass graft surgery 
are indicated for symptomatic stenotic lesions that do not improve with medical therapy. 

 36.  How is disease activity monitored in TA?
Unfortunately, ESR correlates with the degree of inflammation observed on a biopsied blood vessel in only about 
50% of cases, so clinical assessment remains a vital tool in TA monitoring. The role of imaging in monitoring 
large-vessel vasculitis inflammatory activity is an active area of research, although FDG-PET, MRI/MRA, CTA, 
or ultrasound may all be reasonable to confirm active disease in situations where a flare is already suspected 
clinically. The use of CTA, MRA, or ultrasound is reasonable for periodic monitoring of fibrotic/structural damage, 
although the appropriate frequency of their use for serial reassessment is not well determined. 

 37.  Describe the long-term morbidity and mortality of TA.
Up to 45% develop aortic aneurysms and nearly 40% develop cardiac abnormalities. Thus, echocardiography 
should be performed to assess for left ventricular hypertrophy, aortic root dilatation, aortic valve insufficiency, and 
pulmonary hypertension. Sudden death may occur because of myocardial infarction, stroke, or aneurysmal rupture 
or dissection. Cardiac and renal failure can occur. Despite these risks, 5-year survival rates with treatment are 
80% to 90%. 

ISOLATED AORTITIS AND CHRONIC PERIAORTITIS

 38.  What are some infectious causes of aortitis?
Bacterial aortitis due to Salmonella, Staphylococcus, or Streptococcus usually results from bacterial seeding of 
an atherosclerotic plaque or aneurysmal sac via the vasa vasorum. Tuberculous may cause aortitis from direct 
seeding from adjacent infected tissue or military spread. Aortitis is the classic cardiovascular manifestation of 
tertiary syphilis. Syphilitic aortitis typically involves the ascending aorta and may result in aneurysm or aortic 
regurgitation. 

 39.  Describe the classification of idiopathic isolated aortitis.
Inflammation of the aorta is found as an incidental histologic finding in 3% to 10% of patients undergoing aortic 
aneurysm surgery. The classification is based on location:

 a)  Isolated idiopathic thoracic aortitis.
 •  Giant cell aortitis: inflammation indistinguishable from GCA.
 •  Lymphoplasmacytic infiltrate: a significant percentage (75%) of these patients has IgG4-RD.
 b)  Chronic periaortitis (abdomen).
 •  Idiopathic retroperitoneal fibrosis (IRPF, Ormond’s disease).
 •  Inflammatory abdominal aortic aneurysm: present with abdominal/back pain (never an asymptomatic 

incidental finding). Elevated ESR/CRP. Associated with smoking (>75%) and family history (Northern 
European) of aortic aneurysm. Can be associated with retroperitoneal fibrosis and iliac artery involve-
ment. Some of these patients have IgG4-RD. Treatment is surgical intervention and smoking cessation. 
Glucocorticoids and methotrexate are used if symptoms persist or associated with IgG4-RD.

 •  Idiopathic isolated abdominal periaortitis: occurs without associated aneurysm or retroperitoneal fibrosis. 

 40.  What is retroperitoneal fibrosis?
In 1948, Ormond published the histopathologic findings of IRPF. Retroperitoneal fibrosis is idiopathic in 70% of cases 
and felt to be a subset of idiopathic multifocal fibrosclerosis. It is rare, affects men more than women (3:1) 
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of all ethnicities, and occurs at average age of 40 to 60 years. Patients present (90%) with pain in lower back, 
abdomen, flank, and/or scrotum. Some patients have systemic symptoms including fever, anorexia, and malaise. 
Physical exam is usually (75%) unremarkable, although hypertension is common. Lower extremity edema and 
phlebitis can be seen. Laboratory findings are nonspecific including elevated ESR/CRP (75%–90%) and azotemia 
(50%). Serologies are typically negative. Radiographic computed tomography (CT) findings show a homogenous 
mass surrounding the abdominal aorta that occurs most often between the renal arteries and bifurcation of the 
aorta. Lymphadenopathy is rare. Medial deviation of the mid part of the ureter and hydronephrosis are common 
(60%–75%). Open, laparoscopic, or CT-guided biopsy shows sclerosis and infiltration of mononuclear cells. SVV 
is seen in 50% of cases. Biopsy helps rule out secondary causes of RPF (drugs [ergots, methysergide], malignant 
disease [lymphoma, sarcoma], Erdheim–Chester disease, infections, and IgG4-RD). The etiology of IRPF is 
unknown but may be an exaggerated local inflammatory reaction to ceroid and oxidized low-density lipoprotein 
from aortic atherosclerosis. An autoimmune process is also proposed since RPF can occur in patients with other 
autoimmune diseases. Treatment is high-dose prednisone for a month with taper to 10 mg/day by 3–6 months. 
Maintenance prednisone continues for 1–3 years. Recurrence of the disease (10%–30%) or treatment resistance 
is treated with azathioprine, mycophenolate mofetil, tamoxifen, or methotrexate. Patients are monitored with ESR/
CRP, creatinine, and CT scans every 3 months while on therapy and every 6 months when off treatment. PET/CT 
scans have also been used to follow response to therapy. Stenting is needed to relieve ureteral obstruction and 
surgery or endovascular aneurysm repair is required for large aneurysms. 

 41.  What is IgG4-RD?
A heterogenous group of syndromes linked by lymphoplasmacytic, infiltrative disease featuring IgG4-positive 
plasma cells, tumor-like growths, and fibrosis are collectively termed IgG4-RD. RPF and isolated aortitis are 
increasingly linked to this group of disorders. The abdominal aorta is most commonly involved, although thoracic 
aortic lesions have also been reported. The pathogenesis of these diseases is not well understood; however, 
they appear to have both allergic and autoimmune features. Elevated IgG subclass 4 antibodies are a unifying 
feature (but not pathogenic) in this disease. Other organ involvement includes type I autoimmune pancreatitis 
(the most common IgG4-RD manifestation), sclerosing cholangitis, salivary and lymph node involvement, orbital 
pseudotumor, pneumonitis, nephritis, central nervous system, and thyroiditis. Classification criteria for IgG4-RD are 
in development. 

 42.  How is IgG4-RD diagnosed?
Elevated serum IgG4 antibodies are only seen in ∼66% of patients and may be seen in other disease states. Thus, 
elevated serum IgG4 should not be considered sufficient for diagnosis. Rather, diagnosis should be made primarily 
based on pathologic features: the presence of dense lymphoplasmacytic infiltrates in a “storiform fibrosis” 
pattern with associated obliterative phlebitis and eosinophilia as well as having >40% of total plasma cells and 
>10 cells/high power field being IgG4-positive plasma cells on biopsy of involved tissue. In this setting, a total 
serum IgG4 concentration of >135 mg/dL helps confirm the diagnosis. 

 43.  Describe the treatment for IgG4-RD.
Consistent with hypotheses implicating allergic and autoimmune elements to pathogenesis, many cases and 
manifestations are initially responsive to glucocorticoids, typically started at high doses and continued over 
months-long tapering regimens for organ-threatening, symptomatic disease. Patients may relapse or tolerate 
steroids poorly requiring other immunosuppressive medications to be added for their steroid-sparing effect. 
Rituximab is frequently used as the preferred steroid-sparing agent (supported by case-series data). Surgical 
repair or endovascular aneurysm repair is required for large aneurysms which are at increased risk for rupture 
when treated with high-dose glucocorticoid therapy.
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MEDIUM-VESSEL VASCULITIDES: 
POLYARTERITIS NODOSA, 
THROMBOANGIITIS OBLITERANS, AND 
PRIMARY ANGIITIS OF THE CENTRAL 
NERVOUS SYSTEM
Ramon A. Arroyo, MD

KEY POINTS

 1.  Polyarteritis nodosa (PAN) should be considered in any noninfected, systemically ill patient who has multiple 
organ involvement including the peripheral nerves, skin, gut, and/or kidney.

 2.  PAN does not affect the lung and sinuses and is not an antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody (ANCA)-associated 
vasculitis.

 3.  Hepatitis B virus (HBV)-associated PAN is treated differently than idiopathic PAN.
 4.  Thromboangiitis obliterans (TO) occurs in both sexes, affects any distal extremity, and is associated with 

tobacco use.
 5.  Primary angiitis/vasculitis of the central nervous system (PACNS/PCNSV) has an insidious onset of multiple 

neurologic abnormalities, with an abnormal cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) analysis and magnetic resonance 
 imaging (MRI).

 6.  Reversible cerebral vasoconstriction syndrome (RCVS) has an acute onset of headache, normal CSF, and 
 reversible angiographic findings.

 1.  What are the medium-vessel vasculitides?
 • Polyarteritisnodosa(PAN).
 • Kawasaki’sdisease(seeChapter 71:KawasakiDisease).
 • Thromboangiitisobliterans(TO)(Buerger’sdisease).
 • PACNS. 

 2.  Can other sized vessels be involved in the medium-vessel vasculitides?
Yes, pathologic changes are not restricted to medium-sized vessels alone. Small-vessel changes are also often 
found. 

POLYARTERITIS NODOSA

 3.  What is PAN?
PAN(Kussmaul’sdisease)isamultisystemconditioncharacterizedbyinflammationofsmall-andmedium-sized
arteries. Patients present with symptoms related to organs most frequently involved, which includes vessels of the 
peripheral nerves, skin, abdomen, muscle, and kidney in that order. Involvement of other organs such as the lungs 
and ears/nose/throat is unlikely and should make one think of another diagnosis. 

 4.  How common is PAN?
It is uncommon. PAN has an annual incidence of 2 to 9 cases per 1,000,000. There is no significant difference 
between the sexes. It affects all racial groups, with an average age at diagnosis ranging from the mid-40s to 
mid-60s. Children and young adults who develop a PAN-like disease frequently presenting with strokes should be 
screened for the adenosine deaminase 2 mutation, DADA2 disease. 

 5.  What are the clinical features of this condition?
The disease presents in a variety of ways. Typically, the patient experiences constitutional features (>90%) of 
fever, malaise, and weight loss along with the following manifestations of multisystem involvement.
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Organ Manifestation Prevalence (%) Comments

Peripheral nerves Mononeuritis multiplex 50–70 Motor and sensory
Kidney Multiple renal infarctions 70 Hypertension, mild 

proteinuria
Skin Palpable purpura, ulcers, livedo, 

nodules
50 Mainly over the lower 

extremities
Joint Arthralgias 50

Arthritis 20
Muscle Myalgias 50–60
Gut Abdominal pain, liver function 

 abnormalities
30–35 Mesenteric arteritis

Heart Heart failure, myocardial infarction Low
CNS Seizures, stroke Low
Temporal artery Jaw claudication Low
Testis Pain 20 More common with 

hepatitis B
Eye Retinal hemorrhage, optic ischemia Low

Note: PAN can be limited to one organ without detectable systemic involvement in up to 10% of cases. This usually presents 

as cutaneous PAN. 

 6.  Are any specific laboratory tests helpful in the diagnosis of PAN?
No, most tests are nonspecific and reflect the systemic inflammatory nature of this condition. Elevated erythrocyte 
sedimentation rate (ESR)/C-reactive protein (CRP), anemia, thrombocytosis, and diminished levels of albumin 
are usually present. Decreased complement levels are unusual. Hepatitis B surface antigen (HBsAg) is present 
in 10% to 50%, depending on the series. Patients with hepatitis B-associated PAN will also be hepatitis B 
envelope antigen (HBeAg) and HBV DNA-positive. ANCAs, rheumatoid factor (RF), antinuclear antibody (ANA), and 
cryoglobulins should be negative in classic primary PAN. 

 7.  How do you make the diagnosis of PAN?
Diagnosis of PAN is often difficult. You should suspect PAN in any patient who presents with constitutional 
symptomsandmultisysteminvolvement.Keyclinical features suggestive of PAN include skin lesions (e.g., 
palpable purpura, livedo, necrotic lesions, infarct of the fingertips), peripheral neuropathy (most frequently 
mononeuritis multiplex), abdominal pain (mesenteric vasculitis), and hypertension with microscopic hematuria/
proteinuria. Once you suspect PAN, biopsy of accessible tissues should determine the diagnosis. If clinically 
involved tissues are not amenable to biopsy, a visceral angiogram should be performed. 

 8.  Which tissue should be sampled to diagnose PAN?
The likelihood of finding arteritis is greatest when symptomatic sites are examined. The most accessible tissues 
are skin, sural nerve, skeletal muscle, rectum, and testicle. Renal biopsy is usually nondiagnostic unless a 
medium-sized artery is in the biopsy specimen. There is also an increased risk of bleeding due to microaneurysms 
in the kidney. Biopsy of asymptomatic sites is not recommended due to their low yield. A sural nerve biopsy should 
never be done in patients with a normal electromyogram. 

 9.  Describe the histologic features in PAN.
The pathologic lesion defining classic PAN is a focal and segmental transmural necrotizing vasculitis of medium-
sized and small arteries (Fig. 28.1). It less commonly affects arterioles, and involvement of large vessels (aorta) 
and veins does not occur. The lesions occur in all parts of the body, but less so in the splenic arteries and rarely in 
the pulmonary arteries. The inflammation is characterized by fibrinoid necrosis and pleomorphic cellular infiltration 
of the vessel wall, predominantly polymorphonuclear leukocytes with variable numbers of lymphocytes and 
eosinophils. The normal architecture of the vessel wall, including the elastic laminae, is disrupted. The coexistence 
of different stages of inflammation, scarring, and normal vessel wall is common. Thrombosis or aneurysmal 
dilation may occur at the site of the lesion. 

 10.  When do you perform angiographic studies for the diagnosis of PAN?
When clinically involved tissue is not available for biopsy (e.g., a patient who presents with constitutional 
symptoms and digital ischemia). Angiographic evaluation for PAN usually requires study of the abdominal viscera. 
The best plan is to study clinically involved organs: the kidney, liver, spleen, stomach, and small/large bowel. In 
rare cases, hand or foot arteriography is necessary. The sensitivity/specificity of visceral angiography is 90%. 
Although magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) and computed tomography angiography (CTA) are less sensitive 
in demonstrating microaneurysms, they are less invasive and may show organ infarcts (wedge-shaped areas 
in kidney; splenic infarcts). Fluorodeoxyglucose-positron emission tomography (PET) is not routinely used in the 
evaluation of medium-vessel vasculitis. In patients with muscle involvement, a “leopard skin appearance” can be 
seen; however PET is not indicated in patients with a suspicion of small- or medium-vessel vasculitis. 
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 11.  Describe the angiographic findings in PAN.
Small saccular aneurysms (microaneurysms), occlusions/cutoffs, luminal irregularities, and stenoses of the small- 
and medium-sized vessels of the viscera (Fig. 28.2). A characteristic string of aneurysms in an artery is called the 
“rosary bead sign”. 

 12.  What are some other diseases which can give aneurysms on abdominal visceral 
angiography?

 • Segmental arterial mediolysis: nonatherosclerotic, noninflammatory arterial disease that affects mainly 
muscular arteries and can give an angiogram that mimics PAN. It characteristically involves splanchnic arteries 
in middle-aged and elderly patients; basilar cerebral arteries in adults; and coronary arteries in children and 
young adults. The aorta is not involved. Most patients present with life-threatening hemorrhages from aneu-
rysmal rupture. Arterial dissection, stenoses, and thromboses can also occur. Pathologically, there is a lytic loss 
of medial muscle causing arterial dilation and aneurysms. The putative cause is from vasospasm or a variant 
of fibromuscular dysplasia. Diagnosis is made by clinical presentation, angiographic appearance, and biopsy. 
Therapy is surgical repair and blood pressure control, but recurrences are common and prognosis is poor.

Fig. 28.1 Polyarteritis nodosa involving a medium artery.

Fig. 28.2 Angiogram of a kidney in a patient with polyarteritis nodosa demonstrating multiple aneurysmal dilatations.
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 • Ehlers–Danlos (vascular type, formerly type IV): aneurysms due to vessel wall weakening caused by defect 
in the production of type III collagen.

 • Fibromuscular dysplasia.
 • Others: pseudoxanthoma elasticum, neurofibromatosis, atrial myxoma, others. 

 13.  What causes PAN?
Unknown. An immune complex-mediated mechanism is frequently considered, but immune complex deposits or 
complement components are seldom found in involved vessels. Direct endothelial injury with subsequent release 
of cytokines and mediators of inflammation is another theory, but the triggering factor or antigen has not been 
found. Several conditions have been associated with PAN or PAN-like vasculitis, including:

 • Viralinfections(e.g.,HBV>cytomegalovirus,humanT-lymphotropicvirus1,HIV,parvovirus,Epstein–Barr
virus, hepatitis C [rare]).

 • Autoimmunedisorders(e.g.,systemiclupuserythematosus[SLE],rheumatoidarthritis,childhooddermato-
myositis,Cogan’ssyndrome).

 • Genetic:recessivelossoffunctionmutationofadenosinedeaminase2(seeChapter 70: Juvenile Systemic 
Connective Tissue Diseases).

 • Medicationreaction(e.g.,allopurinol,sulfa).
 • Hairycellleukemia. 

 14.  How is PAN treated?
Decisions regarding the initial management of PAN without HBV infection depend on disease severity and organs 
involved (multiorgan versus single organ). For mild disease (constitutional symptoms, arthritis, anemia, skin lesions, 
normal glomerular filtration rate without cardiac, gastrointestinal, or neurologic involvement), initial treatment with 
prednisone 1 mg/kg per day for 4 weeks and then slow taper over 6 to 12 months if in remission. If they are intolerant 
to prednisone alone or unable to taper it, azathioprine (2 mg/kg) or methotrexate (20–25 mg weekly) can be added. For 
those with moderate to severe disease, treatment should include high doses of glucocorticoids and cyclophosphamide 
(CTX). If organ or life-threatening disease, intravenous pulse methylprednisolone (1 g/day × 3 days) followed by 
oral prednisone at a dose of 1 to 2 mg/kg per day is used and then slowly tapered. CTX (2 mg/kg daily oral or CTX 
500–1000 mg/m2 intravenous monthly with dose adjusted by white blood cell count) is added to the glucocorticoids 
for at least 4 months, but not longer than 12 months. Once the disease is in a stable remission, CTX can be switched 
to azathioprine or methotrexate for a total of 18 months of immunosuppressive therapy. Mycophenolate mofetil (2–3 g/
day) can be used if unable to take azathioprine or methotrexate. Patients who fail to respond to CTX may benefit from 
rituximab. Hypertension control, pneumocystis pneumonia prophylaxis, and osteoporosis prevention are also important. 

 15.  How does the therapy for HBV associated with PAN differ from that for PAN not associated 
with HBV?
In countries with a comprehensive hepatitis B vaccination program, HBV-associated PAN now accounts for <10% 
cases of PAN. PAN usually occurs within 4 to 6 months of acquisition of hepatitis B. HBV-associated PAN has more 
orchitis, hypertension, and renal infarcts. In HBV-associated PAN, the traditional treatment with corticosteroids and 
CTXjeopardizesthepatient’soutcomebyallowingthevirustopersistandcausefurtherliverdamageandongoing
antigenemia. Consequently, patients who are HBsAg and HBeAg-positive are treated with a combination of:

 • Prednisone60mg/dayfor1weektocontrolsystemicsymptoms,thentaperedby50%ofdosedailyuntiloff
by the end of the 2nd week.

 • Plasmaexchangetoremovecirculatingimmunecomplexes(3times/weekfor3weeks,2times/weekfor2
weeks, then 1 time/week until HBeAg-negative).

 • Anti-hepatitisBviralagentstoeliminatethevirus.Giveantiviralagentondaysofplasmaexchangeafterthe
procedure to maintain an adequate blood level.

Successful therapy will be accompanied by seroconversion from HBeAg to anti-HBe antibodies, which can be 
achieved in over 50% of patients. Patients who are negative for hepatitis C, HIV, and delta virus do best with 81% 
remission rate and 10% risk of relapse. 

 16.  What is the prognosis of PAN?
The outcome of PAN depends on the presence and extent of visceral and CNS involvement. Most deaths occur 
within the 1st year, usually as a result of uncontrolled vasculitis (60%–70%), or complications of treatment. Deaths 
occurring after the 1st year are usually due to complications of treatment, infections, or a vascular event such as 
myocardial infarction or stroke. The overall 5-year survival rate is 75% to 80% with aggressive treatment. The 
revised five-factor score (FFS) assessed at the time of diagnosis can be used to predict prognosis. Four factors 
associated with an increased mortality include: (1) age >65 years, (2) cardiac symptoms, (3) gastrointestinal 
involvement, and (4) renal insufficiency (creatinine >1.7 mg/dL). Overall patients have a 10% to 25% risk of relapse 
within 5 years. Patients having an initial Birmingham Vasculitis Activity Score >13.5 and FFS >1 have a higher risk 
of relapse even after achieving disease remission with one of the previously mentioned treatment regimens. 

 17.  Can PAN affect only one organ?
Yes. Localized PAN is uncommon but has been reported as an isolated finding in the skin, gallbladder, uterus, 
breast, appendix, and peripheral nerves. Cutaneous PAN is the most common presentation. Patients present with 
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multiple, tender, nodular skin lesions (0.5–2 cm diameter) usually located on the legs and feet but can occur on 
arms and trunk. Diagnosis is confirmed by excisional (not punch) biopsy of a nodule. Livedo is found in 60%, and a 
mild polyneuropathy can be seen in 33%. Internal organ involvement is absent, but fever, myalgias, and arthralgias 
can be seen during the acute phase. Only 10% progress to systemic PAN in follow-up. Owing to the benign 
prognosis, patients can be treated with prednisone 20 to 40 mg/day with subsequent taper. However, relapses 
are common. Colchicine, dapsone, low-dose methotrexate, and azathioprine have been used successfully as 
steroid-sparing agents. Unlike in systemic PAN, CTX is rarely needed. In patients who develop cutaneous PAN after 
a streptococcal infection, antibiotic therapy may be an effective adjunctive therapy. Patients who develop localized 
PAN in organs other than the skin (e.g., gallbladder, uterus, and appendix) are typically cured by surgical excision. 
Therefore, immunosuppressive therapy is usually not needed. Patients, however, need to be followed to ensure 
additional organs do not become involved. 

THROMBOANGIITIS OBLITERANS

 18.  Is TO a true vasculitis?
TO, also known as Buerger’s disease, is an inflammatory, obliterative, nonatheromatous vascular disease that 
most commonly affects the small- and medium-sized arteries and veins. In the acute phase of this condition, a 
highly inflammatory thrombus will form, and although there is some inflammation in the blood vessel wall itself, 
the inflammatory changes are not nearly as prominent as in other forms of vasculitis, and the internal elastic 
lamina is preserved. However, because of the associated mild inflammatory changes within the blood vessel, TO is 
pathologically considered a vasculitis. 

 19.  What is the etiology of TO?
Although it is clear that tobacco use plays a major role in the initiation and continuation of this disease, the 
pathogenesis remains unknown. A possibly autoimmune mechanism is postulated due to the presence of 
antiendothelial cell antibodies in patients with active disease but not in patients in remission. Chronic periodontal 
disease is present in two-thirds of patients with TO. Recently, DNA fragments associated with anaerobic bacteria 
were found in both the arterial lesions and oral cavities of patients with TO, suggesting this may be contributing to 
the pathogenesis. 

 20.  Who is affected by TO?
Typically young smokers aged 18 to 50 years, and rarely beyond. The average age at diagnosis is the mid-30s. 
Most reports describe heavy smokers, but TO have been reported in smokers using three to six cigarettes a day 
for a few years. The disease has also been reported in cigar and pipe smokers, tobacco chewers, and marijuana 
users (cannabis arteritis).

TO is predominantly a disease of men (70%–90%) but seen in women as well. The disease is more prevalent 
in the Middle East and Far East than in North America and Western Europe. 

 21.  What are the clinical features of this condition?
UsuallyTO’sinitialmanifestationisischemiaorclaudicationofbothlegs,andsometimeshands,whichbegins
distally and progresses cephalad. Two or more limbs are commonly involved. Superficial thrombophlebitis and 
Raynaud’sphenomenonaredescribedin40%ofcases.Arthralgiasmayoccurin10%. 

 22.  What are some of the presenting symptoms that prompt the patient to seek medical 
attention?

 a)  Claudication, pain at rest, and digital ulceration are the primary manifestations. Because the disease starts 
distally, dysesthesias, sensitivity to cold, rubor, or cyanosis prompts the patient to seek medical attention in 
one-third of cases.

 b)  Pedal (instep) claudication is characteristic of TO, and patients often seek special shoes or orthopedic or 
podiatry care before the process is fully appreciated.

 c)  Gangrene and ulceration or rest pain is the presenting complaint in 33% to 66% of the patients. This occurs 
predominantly in the toes and fingers with up to 20% having both involved at the time of presentation. It may 
occur spontaneously but more often follows trauma, such as nail trimming or pressure from tight shoes.

 d)  Superficial migratory phlebitis: may be first manifestation of TO. 

 23.  How is TO diagnosed?
To confirm your clinical diagnosis, you need to exclude conditions that mimic TO. The most important and 
common of these are atherosclerosis, emboli, autoimmune diseases, hypercoagulable state, and diabetes. There 
are no specific tests to aid in the diagnosis. Complete blood count, liver function tests, urinalysis, fasting blood 
glucose, acute-phase reactants (ESR/CRP), and serologic tests (ANA, RF) are usually normal or negative. All 
patients suspected of having TO should undergo an echocardiogram to rule out cardiac thrombi, vascular studies 
such as ankle-brachial index and duplex ultrasound, and an arteriogram. The arteriogram will also help confirm 
your clinical diagnosis of TO and rule out atherosclerosis. Arteriographic findings are suggestive (though not 
pathognomonic) of the disease. Although CTA and MRA can be used, these modalities may not provide sufficient 
spatial resolution to provide adequate details of the hand and feet vasculature. 
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 24.  Describe the arteriographic findings in TO.
Although no single arteriographic feature is specific for TO, the radiographic constellation in conjunction with the 
clinical picture is diagnostic. On arteriograms, there is involvement of the small- and medium-sized blood vessels, 
most commonly the digital arteries of the fingers and toes as well as the palmar, plantar, tibial, peroneal, radial, 
and ulnar arteries (Fig. 28.3). The angiographic appearance is bilateral focal segments of stenosis or occlusion 
with normal proximal or intervening vessels. An increase in collateral vessels often occurs around areas of 
occlusion, giving a tree-root, spider-web, or corkscrew appearance. Note that in the arteriographic description, the 
affected arteries may have normal segments, but most important is that the proximal arteries are normal, without 
the evidence of atherosclerosis or emboli. 

 25.  Is a biopsy needed to make the diagnosis?
Pathologic specimens are not commonly obtained during the acute phase of TO. Reluctance to obtain biopsy 
specimens of these vessels is because the distal extremity is usually ischemic and biopsy may lead to new ulceration. 
Therefore, most pathologic specimens come from amputated limbs. In the acute phase, a panvasculitis with a highly 
cellular thrombus with microabscesses in the thrombus and vessel wall are seen. In the subacute phase, the 
thrombus is less cellular and recanalization of the thrombus is apparent. There may be perivascular fibrosis during 
this phase. In the late phase, there is often organized and recanalized thrombus and perivascular fibrosis. Unlike other 
medium-vessel vasculitides, the internal elastic membrane is preserved and venulitis is frequently found. 

 26.  What conditions should be included in the differential diagnosis of TO?
 •  Collagen vascular diseases (SLE, systemic sclerosis, mixed connective tissue disease).
 • Vasculitis(PAN,GCA,Takayasu’s,cocaine,othersmallvesselvasculitides).
 •  Antiphospholipid antibody syndrome.
 •  Various blood dyscrasias (hyperviscosity syndrome, polycythemic vera, essential thrombocytosis).
 •  Occupational hazards (e.g., vibratory tools, hypothenar hammer syndrome).
 •  Embolic disease (thoracic outlet syndrome, myxoma, cholesterol embol).
 •  Ergot and amphetamine toxicity.
 •  Premature atherosclerosis.
 •  Other: pernio, frost bite. 

 27.  How do you treat TO?
 a)  Complete discontinuation of smoking or tobacco use in any form including nicotine replacements. (Many 

patients continue to smoke despite disease severe enough to result in amputation.) Stop smoking!
 b)  Treatment of local ischemic ulceration.
 •  Wound care (wound debridement and moist dressings, negative pressure wound therapy for open wounds, etc.).
 •  Trial of calcium channel blockers and/or pentoxifylline.

Fig. 28.3 Angiogram of hand in thromboangiitis obliterans. Note the irregularity of the radial artery (arrows) and the cut-off of the palmar 

arch vessels with no digital vessels.
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 •  Iloprost (helps patients with critical limb ischemia get through the period when they first discontinue 
smoking).

 •  Sympathectomy usually of limited benefit but helpful in some patients.
 •  Other approaches: bosentan, bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells, fibroblast growth factors, granulocyte 

colony-stimulating factor, and hepatocyte growth factor have been effective in case reports and series.
 c)  Treat cellulitis with antibiotics.
 d)  Treat superficial phlebitis with nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs.
 e)  Amputate limb when all else fails. Over 50% of patients who continue to smoke require amputations. 

 28.  Is surgical or other revascularization procedures an option in the treatment of TO?
In small series, revascularization and endovascular procedures (angioplasty, thrombolytic therapy) have prevented 
amputation in some patients with critical limb ischemia. However, because vascular involvement is distal, 
appropriate sites for bypass graft insertion are frequently not present. 

PRIMARY ANGIITIS/VASCULITIS OF THE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYTSEM

 29.  What is PACNS and who gets it?
Spectrum of diseases that result from inflammation and destruction of arteries and veins of the brain, spinal cord, 
and meninges. The vessels become narrowed or occluded resulting in ischemia and/or necrosis in the areas of the 
involved vessels. PACNS is rare. Men are affected more than women (2:1). Median age of onset is 50 years, but PACNS 
can affect any age. Note that in the 2012 International Chapel Hill Consensus Conference, PACNS has been reclassified 
as a single-organ vasculitis (instead of medium-vessel vasculitis) and renamed primary CNS vasculitis (PCNSV). 

 30.  What are the clinical subsets of PACNS/PCNSV?
 • Granulomatous angiitis of CNS (GACNS) (50%–60% of patients): typically present with chronic insidious 

headaches along with focal or diffuse deficits involving brain, meninges, or spinal cord. Symptoms are usually 
present or recurring for >3 months before diagnosis is made. Abnormal brain MRI showing bilateral infarcts 
in subcortical white and deep gray matter and CSF showing aseptic meningitis. Angiogram may be normal. 
Biopsy demonstrates granulomatous vasculitis. Treatment with corticosteroids and CTX. Poor prognosis.

 • Atypical PACNS: multiple presentations distinct from GACNS either clinically or pathologically, but treatments 
are the same.

 • Mass-likepresentation(5%ofpatients):presentwithsolitarycerebralmass.Diagnosedbybiopsy.Must
rule out infectious or malignant process.

 • Amyloid beta-related angiitis (ABRA; 20%–25% patients): amyloid β peptide deposition in arteries is 
seen in sporadic cerebral amyloid angiopathy (CAA). Patients with sporadic CAA are older (>65 years) than 
patients with typical PACNS/PCNSV. The most common manifestation is intracerebral hemorrhage. In a 
subset of patients with CAA, vascular inflammation is also present. This inflammation can be a transmural 
granulomatous vasculitis (40%), nongranulomatous vasculitis (20%), or perivascular nondestructive in-
flammation (30%–40%). Patients with vascular inflammation are diagnosed as having ABRA. Patients with 
ABRA are more prone to present with subacute cognitive decline, hallucinations, mental status changes, 
seizures, and cerebral hemorrhage than patients with typical GACNS. Patients with ABRA frequently have 
increased gadolinium leptomeningeal enhancement and can respond to immunosuppressive therapy, 
whereas patients with CAA without inflammation do not.

 • Spinalcordpresentations(rare):lesionlimitedtospinalcord.Diagnosedbybiopsy.
 • NongranulomatousPACNS(20%patients):pathologyshowslymphocyticinfiltrationorfibrinoidnecrosis

and not granulomatous findings on biopsy. Clinical presentation, treatment, and prognosis similar to 
GACNS. Must rule out infection and lymphoproliferative diseases presenting this way. 

 31.  What are the typical presenting manifestations of PACNS/PCNSV?
The onset is most often insidious (over 1–3 months). Patients almost always have a headache. Common 
presentations are:

 • Headaches(60%),cognitiveimpairmentandstrokes(30%–50%).
 • Recurrentfocalneurologicsymptoms.
 • Unexplaineddiffuseneurologicdysfunction(subacuteencephalopathy,behavioralchanges,seizures,cerebral

hemorrhage): most common in older patients with ABRA.
 • Unexplainedspinalcorddysfunction(myelopathy,radiculopathy).
 • Raresymptoms:cranialneuropathies,ataxia,seizure,andcoma.
 • Notethatsymptomsofsystemicvasculitis,suchasfever,rash,andmononeuritismultiplex,areusuallyabsent. 

 32.  How is the clinical diagnosis of PACNS/PCNSV confirmed?
 • First:diagnosisischallenging,andcarefulexclusionofitsmimicsisessential.
 • Laboratory:elevatedESR/CRP,anemiaofchronicdisease,andthrombocytosismayormaynotbepresent.

If abnormal, another systemic or infectious disease should also be considered. An intravascular lymphoma 
mimicking PACNS/PCNSV must be excluded in patients with an elevated serum lactate dehydrogenase (>3× 
upper limit of normal).
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 • CSF:lymphocyticpleocytosis(median20cells/μL) and elevated protein (median 120 mg/dL) in 80% to 90% 
of patients. High IgG index and oligoclonal bands can occasionally be seen. If CSF is normal, another condition 
like RCVS should be considered (see Question 33).

 • Angiogram:alternatingareasofstenosisandectasiainmultiplevesselsinmorethanasinglevascularbed.
Sensitivity is 56% to 90% and predictive value is 30% to 50%. Cannot visualize vessels <500 μm in diameter. 
CTA and MRA are less sensitive than catheter angiogram.

 • BrainMRI:almostalwaysabnormalbutnonspecificwithpredictivevalueof40%to70%.Cortical/subcortical
infarcts (50%), white matter hyperintensities, and gadolinium-enhanced intracranial lesions (33%) are seen 
most commonly. Gadolinium-enhanced leptomeninges is common in ABRA.

 • Brainbiopsy(goldstandard):granulomatousvasculitisismorediagnosticthanlymphocyticvasculitis.Highest
yield is from a lesion. Cannot be obtained from needle biopsy. If no lesion, then biopsy leptomeninges and 
cortex from nondominant temporal lobe. Sensitivity is 75% and specificity is 90% to 100% in patients subse-
quently diagnosed with definite PACNS/PCNSV. Importantly, in patients who undergo biopsy who turn out to 
not have PACNS/PCNSV, an alternative diagnosis is found in 40% to 50% patients. Note that patients with an 
abnormal cerebral angiogram frequently have a normal leptomeningeal MRI and biopsy, whereas patients with 
leptomeningeal enhancement on MRI and a normal cerebral angiogram are more likely to have an abnormal 
leptomeningeal biopsy due to the size of the vessel involved. 

 33.  Describe how reversible cerebral vasoconstriction syndrome (RCVS) differs from PACNS/PCNSV.
RCVS is more common in women and comprise a group of related disorders characterized by acute onset of 
recurrent headache (“thunderclap headache”) associated with reversible vasoconstriction of cerebral arteries. 
These disorders include benign angiitis of CNS, Call–Fleming syndrome, postpartum angiopathy, drug-induced 
angiopathy (serotonergic, sympathomimetic, illicit), exertional/sex-associated headaches, and migraine-associated 
angiopathy. All patients present with an acute thunderclap headache which can be associated with seizures 
(40%), brain edema (40%), lobar or convexity subarachnoid hemorrhage (20%–35%), or generalized seizures 
(15%–20%). Some patients present with a reversible posterior leukoencephalopathy syndrome. Laboratory 
and CSF analysis are typically normal. Angiograms show arterial narrowing of intracerebral arteries of both 
hemispheres. Repeat angiograms in 4 to 12 weeks show resolution of angiographic abnormalities. Failure to 
reverse angiographic abnormalities within this time period suggests a diagnosis other than RCVS. Treatment 
includes calcium channel blockers (nimodipine 60 mg every 6 hours, verapamil 80 mg twice daily, or verapamil SR 
180–240 mg daily). Some physicians also give a short course of high-dose prednisone.

Pearl: RCVS can be distinguished from PACNS by acuteness of onset, normal CSF exam, and reversibility of 
angiographic abnormalities within 1 to 3 months. 

 34.  What other diseases can mimic CNS vasculitis and must be excluded prior to giving a 
patient the diagnosis of PACNS/PCNSV?

 • Infections:hepatitisB/C,herpes,HIV,varicella-zoster,syphilis,Lymedisease,progressivemultifocalleukoen-
cephalopathy, Bartonella, Mycobacterium tuberculosis, fungal, others.

 • Malignancy-associatedvasculitis:CNSlymphoma,lymphomatoidgranulomatosis,angiocentriclymphoma.
 • Drugs:amphetamines,cocaine,heroin,ephedrine,phenylpropanolamine.Maycausevasospasmandnot

vasculitis.
 • Connectivetissuediseases:SLE,Sjögren’s,Behcet’s,PAN,Churg–Strauss,ANCA-associatedvasculitis,

antiphospholipid antibody syndrome.
 • Susac’s syndrome: endotheliopathy presenting with sensorineural hearing loss, encephalopathy, and retinal 

artery occlusion.
 • Others:sarcoidosis,autoimmunemeningoencephalitis,CADASIL,MELAS,fibromusculardysplasia,cerebral

artery dissection, Moyamoya, cardiac emboli. 

 35.  Is the cerebral angiogram specific for PACNS/PCNSV?
No. Several other diseases can give angiographic features similar to PACNS/PCNSV, including RCVS, severe 
hypertension, vasospasm around aneurysmal bleed, CAA, drug-induced vasospasm, syphilis, CNS lymphoma, and 
thrombotic disorders. 

 36.  How is PACNS/PCNSV treated? What is the prognosis?
There are no controlled trials. Patients are typically treated with high-dose prednisone and CTX (daily oral or 
monthly IV) for 3 to 6 months during which time prednisone is tapered to the lowest effective dose. If remission 
(no new symptoms or MRI lesions) is achieved, patients are switched to maintenance therapy (azathioprine, 
mycophenolate) for at least another year or longer. Rituximab may be used in patients who are intolerant to CTX. 
The prognosis is:

 • Mortality10%to17%.
 • Moderatetoseveredisability20%.
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ANTINEUTROPHIL CYTOPLASMIC 
ANTIBODY-ASSOCIATED VASCULITIS
Richard Brasington, MD

KEY POINTS

 1.  Granulomatosis with polyangiitis (GPA) predominantly affects the upper and lower respiratory tracts and kidneys 
and is typically associated with proteinase 3 antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody (PR3-ANCA).

 2.  Microscopic polyangiitis (MPA) should be considered in all patients presenting with a pulmonary-renal syndrome 
and is typically associated with myeloperoxidase (MPO)-ANCA.

 3.  PR3-ANCA is associated with disease relapse; the presence of this antibody, more than the clinical designation 
of GPA or MPA, is associated with a relapsing disease course.

 4.  Eosinophilic granulomatosis with polyangiitis (EGPA) presents as pulmonary infiltrates and eosinophilia in 
a patient with adult-onset asthma. The diagnosis is unlikely in the absence of severe asthma and marked 
 eosinophilia.

 5.  Rituximab is an effective first-line agent for induction and maintenance therapy in patients with GPA and MPA.
 6.  Mepolizumab, a monoclonal antibody to interleukin (IL)-5, is the first medication approved by the Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) for the treatment of EGPA.

 1.  What are the primary ANCA-associated vasculitides (AAV), and why are they classified in 
the current manner?
Following the discovery of ANCA in 1985, the International Chapel Hill Consensus Conference reclassified 
vasculitic syndromes to conform to a better understanding of their pathophysiology. Over time, this classification 
has been further refined as follows:

 •  GPA (formerly known as Wegener’s granulomatosis).
 •  MPA.
 •  EGPA (Churg–Strauss syndrome).
 •  Renal-limited vasculitis (RLV) with pauci-immune necrotizing/crescentic glomerulonephritis (GN). 

 2.  How are the tests to identify ANCAs performed, and how should they be interpreted?
 •  ANCAs are antibodies directed against specific proteins in granules of the cytoplasm of neutrophils and lyso-

somal proteins in monocytes, and are present in the sera of patients with several underlying diseases.
 •  ANCAs can be detected using alcohol-fixed neutrophils on a glass slide using the classic indirect immunofluo-

rescence assay (IFA). Test serum is incubated on a slide, during which time the ANCAs bind. After washing, an 
antihuman IgG antibody labeled with fluorescein is incubated on the slide. After a second washing, the slide is 
examined using a fluorescence microscope. The highest (most dilute) titer at which fluorescence is detected, 
and the pattern, is noted. Two patterns are generally important in primary AAV (Fig. 29.1).

 •  Cytoplasmic (c)-ANCA pattern is characterized by diffuse staining of the neutrophil cytoplasm. The 
protein recognized by c-ANCA is nearly always PR3, a serine proteinase present in primary azurophilic 
granules of neutrophils.

 •  Perinuclear (p)-ANCA pattern results in perinuclear cytoplasmic staining. The protein recognized by p-
ANCA is often MPO, and less commonly is elastase or other proteins (lactoferrin, cathepsin G, bactericidal/
permeability-increasing protein [BPI], catalase, lysozyme, and others) within primary azurophilic or specific 
granules of neutrophils. Patients with p-ANCA with MPO specificity are those most likely to have AAV.

 •  Specific enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs) for antibodies directed against the PR3 and MPO 
autoantigens should also be obtained in addition to testing for ANCAs via IFA.

 •  Data suggests that the sensitivity of ELISA testing for PR3 and MPO antibodies (for the diagnosis of AAV) may 
exceed that by ANCA testing via IFA with some ELISA testing platforms. As such, ANCA testing by IFA should not be 
viewed as a screening test for AAV. Owing to improved sensitivity and specificity, testing for ANCAs by IFA in 
addition to ELISA for PR3 and MPO should all be requested when evaluating a patient for suspected AAV.

 •  ANCAs can be seen in conditions outside of AAV (including other rheumatic conditions, ulcerative colitis, fol-
lowing exposure to medications such as hydralazine, etc.; see Questions 41 and 42).

 •  In patients with AAV, the presence of anti-PR3 or anti-MPO antibody may carry greater prognostic significance 
(disease relapse as well as clinical outcomes including response to therapy) than the clinical designation of 
GPA or MPA. 
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 3.  How do ANCAs contribute to the development of AAV? (Controversial).
It is not known how ANCAs contribute to the development of AAV, but several hypotheses have been proposed. 
Under certain conditions such as infections and other environmental triggers, release of cytokines (IL-1, tumor 
necrosis factor [TNF] α) can induce neutrophils and monocytes to transport PR3 or MPO to their cell surface. 
Patients with c-ANCA antibody can react with PR3, whereas patients with p-ANCA react with MPO, causing 
activation of neutrophils and monocytes. Cytokines (IL-1, TNFα) also upregulate adhesion molecules on endothelial 
cells, which the activated neutrophils can bind to and transmigrate into the vessel wall causing vasculitis. 
The circulating activated neutrophils and monocytes can degranulate and release reactive oxygen species 
and lysosomal enzymes, leading to endothelial injury. Other products (e.g., PR3, MPO) released from these 
degranulating cells may bind to the endothelial cells and serve as target antigens for circulating ANCAs, further 
contributing to the vasculitic response. 

GRANULOMATOSIS WITH POLYANGIITIS

 4.  Define GPA.
GPA is a primary vasculitis characterized by:

 •  Upper and lower respiratory tract involvement with granulomatous vasculitis of mostly small vessels, 
extravascular granulomatous inflammation, and necrosis (varying levels of each of these three features may 
be encountered at a particular site).

 •  Glomerulonephritis (GN) that is pauci-immune, focal and segmental, necrotizing, and often crescentic.
 •  Strong association with c-ANCA and anti-PR3 antibodies.

Generalized GPA implies involvement of all three major anatomic sites (upper respiratory tract, lungs, 
and kidneys). Limited GPA is defined as the absence of renal involvement (a more strict definition also excludes 
patients with pulmonary hemorrhage, orbital pseudotumor, progressive neuropathy, and central nervous system 
[CNS] disease). Limited GPA tends to present as a granulomatous disorder without vasculitic features. Only 10% 
of cases evolve to generalized GPA.

Although GPA is considered a primary vasculitis syndrome, the inflammatory changes, including granulomas, 
often occur in parenchymal sites outside vessel walls (extravascular granulomatous infiltration). Interestingly, 
granulomas are rarely seen in the kidneys. 

 5.  What is the epidemiology of GPA?
The true prevalence and incidence of GPA are unknown, but it is a rare disorder. It is much less common than 
other rheumatologic disorders, such as rheumatoid arthritis, systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), polymyalgia 
rheumatica, and giant cell arteritis. The mean age at diagnosis is 41 years. Although the age range is 5 to 78 
years, only 16% of patients are <18 years old. Males and females are equally affected. Caucasians are affected 
seven-fold more often than African-Americans. 

 6.  How does one make a diagnosis of GPA?
GPA can present in many different ways, and some manifestations may share similarity to infectious and 
neoplastic etiologies. A thorough history and examination should be performed to determine the extent of 
organ involvement (see Questions 7–11), identify recent new medications or illicit drug exposure, and highlight 
clinical features that may be atypical for AAV (hard palate ulceration, single organ involvement, rapid onset 

A B

Fig. 29.1 (A) c-ANCA and (B) p-ANCA immunofluorescence patterns using alcohol-fixed neutrophils as an antigen source.
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without prodromal features). Laboratory and imaging studies should be conducted to assess the severity 
of organ involvement, to determine if ANCA antibodies are present, and to rule out other etiologies. Ideally 
tissue can be obtained from the lung, sinuses, skin, or kidney to identify supporting features of GPA (namely 
vasculitis, extravascular granulomatous inflammation, and necrosis). Biopsy of these sites may ultimately fail 
to identify features specific to GPA, but often can be helpful nonetheless to rule out competing diagnoses on 
the differential, especially in cases of limited GPA where classic organ involvement may be absent and ANCA 
positivity may be as low as 60%. In classic presentations of generalized GPA, the sensitivity of ANCA testing 
is high (90%) and the presence of concurrent c-ANCA and PR-3 antibodies is highly specific (98%); in such 
settings, biopsy may not be necessary. 

 7.  How is the upper respiratory tract affected clinically by GPA?
 •  Paranasal sinuses—chronic sinusitis is a common presenting manifestation (50%) that ultimately affects 

80% of patients. Patients commonly carry Staphylococcus aureus that can lead to infection and is associated 
with GPA relapses.

 •  Nasal mucosa—chronic inflammation occurs in approximately 70% of patients, resulting in chronic purulent 
nasal discharge, epistaxis, mucosal ulcerations, and, less commonly, perforation of the nasal septum and 
disruption of the supporting cartilage of the nose (saddle-nose deformity).

 •  Oral mucosa—chronic inflammation may lead to oral ulcers that may or may not be painful.
 •  Pharyngeal mucosa—chronic inflammation may lead to obstruction of the Eustachian tube, resulting in 

acute suppurative otitis media or chronic serous otitis media. Hard palate lesions are atypical for GPA and 
should prompt the clinician to consider cocaine-induced midline destructive lesions or infiltrative malignancy 
(e.g., natural killer cell/T-cell lymphoma of the sinuses).

 •  Laryngeal and tracheal mucosa—chronic inflammation may lead to hoarseness and subglottic stenosis, 
which may result in stridor and respiratory insufficiency in severe cases. 

Pearl: new onset otitis media in an adult should make one consider GPA.

 8.  How does lower respiratory tract involvement manifest clinically and radiographically in 
GPA? What is the pathology?
Clinical evidence of pulmonary disease is common on presentation (50%) in GPA, ultimately affecting 85% to 
90% of patients. Approximately one-third of these patients, despite having radiographically evident pulmonary 
disease, do not have lower respiratory tract symptoms. Patients with relatively normal chest radiographs 
may have abnormal computed tomography scans showing lesions not visible on the chest x-ray. The 
clinical manifestations of pulmonary involvement are highly variable but can be explained by the underlying 
pathologic process.

Chronic inflammation results in the characteristic lesion of GPA, the granuloma, typically occurring in the 
extravascular interstitium of the alveolar septa, but also within vessel and airway walls. This may lead to the 
formation of nodules and/or fixed infiltrates on chest radiographs (Fig. 29.2). The nodules may cavitate centrally. If 
this process is extensive, subacute or chronic respiratory insufficiency may result.

Acute inflammation results in infiltration of neutrophils and other inflammatory cells in vessel walls, 
extravascular interstitium, and alveolar spaces. A clinically important manifestation of acute inflammation is 
capillaritis, characterized by acute neutrophilic infiltration and fibrinoid necrosis within alveolar capillaries and 
septa, which may result in life-threatening alveolar hemorrhage.

Fibrosis may result from healing of acute or chronic inflammation. If fibrosis is diffuse, the patient may 
experience chronic respiratory insufficiency. Fibrosis is an uncommon manifestation of lower respiratory tract 
involvement. 

 9.  Besides direct involvement, how else may the upper and lower respiratory tracts be 
affected in GPA?

 •  Bacterial sinusitis, most often due to S. aureus, commonly occurs as a result of obstruction of the paranasal 
sinus ostia by the inflammatory process and/or chronically damaged nasal passages. Similarly, obstruction of 
bronchi by nodules or intrabronchial lesions may lead to post obstructive bacterial pneumonia.

 •  Infections may also result as a complication of treatment-induced immunosuppression. Patients are predis-
posed to pulmonary infections with opportunistic organisms, such as Pneumocystis jiroveci, herpes viruses, 
mycobacteria, fungi, and Legionella, as well as the common suppurative bacteria, such as Streptococcus 
pneumoniae.

 •  Medications may have direct toxic effects on the lungs. Cyclophosphamide, even in the relatively low doses 
used to treat GPA, may rarely lead to pulmonary edema or fibrosis. Methotrexate can also be associated with 
acute pneumotoxicity. 

 10.  How does involvement of the kidney manifest clinically and pathologically in GPA?
Clinical evidence of renal disease occurs in approximately 15% to 30% of patients with GPA on presentation, 
ultimately affecting 50% to 80% patients. The pathologic renal lesion is a pauci-immune, focal and segmental, 
necrotizing GN. In more severe cases, crescentic GN may occur. Immunofluorescence studies reveal little or no 
deposition of immunoglobulin (Ig), immune complexes, or complement, thus the designation pauci-immune. Renal 
vasculitis of larger vessels and granulomas are uncommon.
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Most patients with GN have asymptomatic renal disease, manifesting as active urinary sediment 
(hematuria, pyuria, proteinuria, and cellular casts) with variable degrees of disturbance of renal function. 
Patients with more severe renal involvement may develop progressive renal disease leading to acute or 
chronic renal failure. 

 11.  Besides the upper and lower respiratory tracts and kidney, what other organ systems may 
be affected?
All organ systems may be affected to variable degrees by GPA. Furthermore, constitutional symptoms such as 
anorexia, weight loss, fatigue, malaise, and fever are common.

 •  Eye: commonly involved, affecting 30% to 60% of patients. Proptosis due to orbital inflammatory disease (OID) 
affects 15% of patients. This process may result in loss of visual acuity as a result of impingement upon the 
optic nerve and loss of conjugate gaze due to infiltration of the extraocular muscles. Other less specific ocular 
abnormalities include episcleritis/scleritis, peripheral ulcerative keratitis (with risk for corneal melt), uveitis, 
conjunctivitis, optic neuritis, lacrimal duct obstruction, and retinal artery thrombosis. Eye involvement may be 
the initial presentation of GPA before other manifestations occur.

 •  Ear: inner ear involvement can produce vertigo or hearing loss. Conductive hearing loss and mixed hearing 
loss (conductive and sensorineural) have been commonly described. Otitis media can be sufficiently severe 
to require tympanostomy tubes, which in an adult is a strong clue to the diagnosis of GPA. Mastoiditis can 
also occur.

 •  Skin: eventually involved in 40% to 50% of patients. Lesions include palpable purpura, ulcers, subcutaneous 
nodules, vesicles, and livedo reticularis. Pathologic examination may reveal necrotizing vasculitis with or with-
out granulomatous infiltration of the vessel walls, in addition to extravascular granulomatous infiltration and 
necrosis. Children with GPA may present with palpable purpura and be misdiagnosed as having IgA vasculitis 
(Henoch–Schönlein purpura).

 •  Musculoskeletal system: commonly manifests as arthralgia and myalgia, eventually affecting 67% of 
patients. Synovitis is less common and, when present, does not result in erosive disease, articular destruction, 
or joint deformity.

 •  Peripheral and CNS: occurs in 15% and 8% to 10% of patients, respectively. The most common peripheral 
neuropathy is mononeuritis multiplex and less commonly a symmetric polyneuropathy. Sural nerve biopsy may 
show vasculitis. CNS syndromes include chronic pachymeningitis, cranial neuropathies, ocular palsies, cere-
brovascular events, seizures, pituitary involvement, brain stem and spinal cord lesions, and brain hemorrhage 
(cerebral, subarachnoid, subdural).

 •  Cardiac: up to 5% of patients develop pericarditis, which rarely results in interference with ventricular filling. 
Involvement of the myocardium, endocardium, and coronary vasculature is unusual, but may result in signifi-
cant morbidity and, rarely, mortality.

Fig. 29.2 Chest radiograph demonstrating nodules (some cavitating) in a patient with Wegener’s granulomatosis. (Copyright 2014 
American College of Rheumatology. Used with permission.)
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Involvement of other organ systems, including the gastrointestinal (intestinal perforations), genitourinary 
tracts (bladder/urethral vasculitis, orchitis, epididymitis, prostatitis, other), salivary gland (mass), pancreas (mass), 
and granulomatous infiltration of liver occurs less frequently but may occasionally result in life-threatening 
complications. 

 12.  What is the natural history of GPA?
The presentation and natural history of GPA are highly variable. The spectrum of clinical presentation may range from 
relatively mild disease limited to the upper respiratory tract to fulminant life-threatening involvement of the upper 
and lower respiratory tract, kidneys, and other end-organs. The disease progression is also variable and protean, 
including protracted mild disease remaining in the upper respiratory tract despite absence of treatment, widespread 
but relatively mild and slowly progressive disease, and rapidly progressive pulmonary and renal disease manifesting 
as alveolar hemorrhage syndrome and rapidly progressive renal failure upon presentation. A further caveat is the 
observation that relatively mild and limited disease may rapidly progress to more diffuse and active disease at any 
time during the course of disease in at least 10% of patients. Untreated generalized GPA is uniformly fatal. 

 13.  What is the clinical association between ANCA and GPA?
The following statements can be made about the clinical association between ANCA and GPA:

Sensitivity and specificity: ANCA positivity is seen in 90% of patients with active, generalized GPA, 
whereas only 60% of patients with limited GPA are ANCA-positive, yielding an overall sensitivity of 73%. 
Among GPA patients with positive ANCA, 80% to 90% are c-ANCA-positive with PR3 specificity, whereas  
10% to 20% are p-ANCA-positive with MPO specificity. The overall specificity of PR3-ANCA for active 
generalized GPA is 98%.

ANCA titers and disease flares (controversial): conflicting data exists in the literature regarding the utility 
of ANCA titers (either increases in titer or transition from a negative to positive status) to predict subsequent 
flares of GPA. Some studies suggest that by limiting the target population (PR3-positive GPA patients with 
vasculitic manifestations), the utility of following serial ANCA measurements can be improved. In addition, 
some experts believe that in patients treated with rituximab who subsequently become c-ANCA/PR3-negative, 
absence of antibody coupled with undetectable B-cell counts is associated with a low risk of flare. Nonetheless, 
a large randomized trial of scheduled rituximab treatment versus retreatment based on rising ANCA titers and/
or B-cell counts failed to demonstrate an association between ANCA titers and subsequent clinical flare (although 
interestingly the as-needed retreatment strategy had roughly equivalent clinical outcomes with decreased drug 
exposure). Based upon the existing data, prophylactic increases in immunosuppressive medications should not 
be instituted in a patient with a rising ANCA titer unless the patient exhibits clinical signs of disease exacerbation. 
Notably, ANCA titers do not tend to rise during an acute infection, which may aid in distinguishing exacerbation of 
GPA from an infectious process in patients with previously quiescent disease. 

 14.  In patients with AAV, what is the sensitivity of anti-PR3 and anti-MPO antibodies?
Table 29.1 outlines the sensitivity of anti-PR3 and anti-MPO antibodies in AAV.
Although the presence of c-ANCA associated with anti-PR 3 antibodies is quite specific (98%) for GPA, there 
are other AAV associations with the ANCAs, particularly MPA and RLV with pauci-immune necrotizing/crescentic 
GN. Interestingly, the glomerular lesions of these three disorders (GPA, MPA, RLV) are indistinguishable and are 
characterized by scant or no deposition of Ig (pauci-immune). Thus, these c-ANCA-associated pauci-immune 
disorders are a distinct category of autoimmune disease and can be clearly distinguished on biopsy (see Question 
16) from immune complex disease (e.g., SLE) and antibasement membrane antibody disease (Goodpasture 
syndrome), which can also affect the kidneys (and lungs). 

 15.  Besides PR3-ANCA, what other tests can be abnormal in GPA?
The systemic inflammatory nature of GPA often results in anemia of chronic inflammation, leukocytosis, 
thrombocytosis, and elevation of the erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) and C-reactive protein (CRP). Low serum 
albumin and elevated globulin levels may also be present. Importantly, leukopenia and thrombocytopenia are 
unusual, often helping to distinguish GPA from other autoimmune or neoplastic disorders.

Table 29.1   Sensitivity of Anti-PR3 and Anti-MPO Antibodies

Antibody Sensitivity (%)

DISEASE ENTITY ANTI-PR3 ANTI-MPO NEGATIVE ANCA

Granulomatosis with polyangiitis (generalized) 80–90 0–10 10

Microscopic polyangiitis 10–20 60–70 10–15

Renal-limited vasculitis, pauci-immune glomerulonephritis 20 64 15–20

Eosinophilic granulomatosis with polyangiitis 10 50 35–50

ANCA, Antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody; MPO, myeloperoxidase; PR3, proteinase 3.
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Evidence of GN is suggested by the presence of hematuria, pyuria, cellular casts, and proteinuria. If renal 
function is compromised by the inflammatory process, elevated serum creatinine is expected. Other laboratory 
tests may be helpful in the investigation of specific end-organ damage, such as electrocardiography and 
echocardiography for pericarditis, nerve conduction velocity for mononeuritis multiplex, and magnetic resonance 
imaging for suspected OID. 

 16.  The prototypic pulmonary-renal syndromes are GPA/MPA, Goodpasture disease, and SLE. 
Since routine hematoxylin and eosin staining of these kidney biopsies is nonspecific, what 
other studies performed on renal tissue may aid in distinguishing these three disorders?
Immunofluorescence studies can help in this differentiation. Goodpasture syndrome (antiglomerular basement 
membrane [GBM] antibody disease) results from the presence of circulating antibasement membrane antibodies, 
which bind to epitopes (noncollagen domain 1 of α-3 chain of type IV collagen) in the basement membranes of 
glomeruli and alveoli. The resultant antibody–antigen interaction leads to fixation of complement and initiation of 
the inflammatory process, causing GN and alveolar hemorrhage. Immunofluorescence staining with antibodies 
against Ig detects the linear deposition of Ig in the GBMs.

GN due to SLE results from immune complex deposition in the glomerulus. Immunofluorescence studies 
detect granular (lumpy) deposition of Ig within the glomerulus, characteristic of immune complex deposition.

The pathophysiology of GN in GPA/MPA is unclear, but the disease does not appear to be due to 
immune complexes or detectable direct antibody binding to epitopes within the glomerular tissue. Thus, 
immunofluorescence studies usually are negative or reveal only scant Ig deposition, usually in areas of necrosis. 

 17.  Discuss the differential diagnosis of GPA.
Table 29.2 lists the distinguishing features of various syndromes that may mimic GPA. 

Table 29.2 Distinguishing Features of Syndromes that May Mimic GPA

SYNDROME EXAMPLE DISTINGUISHING FEATURES

Primary vasculitis syndromes EGPA Atopic history

Marked eosinophilia

Microscopic polyangiitis Destructive upper airway disease unusual

Cavitary pulmonary nodules unusual

Absence of granuloma

Angiocentric immunoprolifera-
tive lesions

Lymphomatoid granulomatosis Glomerulonephritis unusual

Pulmonary renal syndromes Goodpasture disease Anti-basement membrane antibodies

Immunofluorescence: linear deposition

Immune complex disease (e.g., SLE) ANA, anti-dsDNA and Sm antibodies

Immunofluorescence: granular deposition

Granulomatous infections Mycobacterium Proper stains and cultures

Fungi

Actinomycosis

Syphilis

Intranasal drug abuse Cocaine Antineutrophil elastase antibodies

Predominantly nasal septal pathology 
(CIMDL)

Pseudovasculitis syndromes Atrial myxoma Echocardiography

Subacute bacterial endocarditis Blood cultures

Cholesterol emboli syndrome Echocardiography (transesophageal)

Angiography

Skin biopsy

Neoplastic Lethal midline granuloma Nose/palate destruction

NK T cell lymphoma

CIMDL, Cocaine-induced midline destructive lesion, which is usually associated with p-ANCA directed against human neutrophil elastase.
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 18.  What is appropriate induction therapy for GPA?
 •  High-dose oral or intravenous (IV) bolus corticosteroids are given as initial therapy, with gradual dose reduc-

tion. Corticosteroid tapering regimens may vary considerably among clinicians, and patient-specific factors 
also influence the rate of taper (GPA activity/response to therapy, comorbidities such as diabetes mellitus, 
concurrent infection, and osteoporosis). A good rule of thumb is to limit the rate of taper to roughly 10% of the 
current dose per week, with adjustments at the discretion of the clinician based upon the individual case.

 •  Cyclophosphamide was established as truly life-saving therapy in the 1970s as daily oral treatment with 2 
mg/kg daily dosing regimens. However, prolonged treatment can be complicated by hemorrhagic cystitis and 
bladder cancer. Bolus monthly IV cyclophosphamide is safer and has similar success in disease induction 
as oral therapy, but relapses are more common. The “NIH lupus nephritis” regimen of 0.5 to 1.0 g/m2 given 
monthly for 3 to 6 months is commonly used.

 •  Data suggests that rituximab is equally as effective as cyclophosphamide, with evidence of rituximab superiority 
in those patients presenting with relapsing disease. There is less data regarding the efficacy of rituximab mono-
therapy in patients with severe renal dysfunction and/or pulmonary hemorrhage requiring mechanical ventilation. 
One study involving patients with GPA presenting with advanced renal failure (20% of which were on hemo-
dialysis, with a median glomerular filtration rate <30 cc/hour) demonstrated good outcomes with rituximab in 
combination with two doses of cyclophosphamide (compared with standard cyclophosphamide dosing regimens).

 •  Plasmapheresis may be considered for extremely ill patients (diffuse alveolar hemorrhage [DAH] or advanced 
renal failure), but recent data raises uncertainty regarding long-term benefit (see Question 21).

 •  Patients with subglottic stenosis can also be treated endoscopically via flexible bronchoscopy and the use of 
radial CO2 laser incisions, dilation, and intralesional steroid injections with or without topical mitomycin C.

 •  In patients with limited GPA (absence of renal disease, pulmonary hemorrhage, orbital pseudotumor, vasculitic 
manifestations, or CNS disease), methotrexate can be considered as a steroid-sparing therapy for induction. 

 19.  What is appropriate treatment to maintain remission in GPA?
 •  Since it is extremely common for GPA to relapse (especially when PR3-ANCA is positive), some form of main-

tenance therapy is standard.
 •  If a patient with generalized GPA has been brought into remission using cyclophosphamide in combination 

with prednisone, they should be switched to another less toxic immunosuppressive medication such as 
azathioprine, methotrexate (if renal function is acceptable), or rituximab. This usually can occur within 3 to 
6 months after starting cyclophosphamide.

 •  Several medications have been used to maintain remission including azathioprine, methotrexate, mycopheno-
late mofetil, and leflunomide. Clinical trials have demonstrated similar efficacy of azathioprine and methotrex-
ate, while one study has suggested less benefit with mycophenolate in comparison to azathioprine.

 •  Rituximab maintenance therapy is also effective, with data demonstrating superiority over an azathioprine mainte-
nance regimen (MAINRITSAN trial). The optimal dose and interval have not been established, but this trial utilized a 
regimen of 500 mg every 6 months. A more recent study suggests that retreatment with rituximab for maintenance 
therapy may be done less frequently based upon a rise in ANCA titer or transition from negative to positive ANCA sta-
tus, or reappearance of B-cell counts (MAINRITSAN2). Further investigation into optimal redosing strategies is needed.

 •  The duration a GPA patient should remain on maintenance therapy is unclear. Patients who have been in com-
plete remission for 12 to 18 months on standard maintenance therapy have a 50% risk of relapse once that 
therapy is stopped. A recent study has shown that maintenance therapy for over 36 months is associated with 
less chance of relapse, suggesting that maintenance therapy may be needed indefinitely in some patients.

 •  With modern therapies, the 5-year survival rate is 85% to 90%. 

 20.  Are prophylactic antibiotics appropriate during immunosuppressive treatment?
Oral trimethoprim/sulfamethoxazole (one double-strength tablet thrice a week) provides prophylaxis against  
P. jiroveci in patients with vasculitis who are receiving high-dose (>15–20 mg/day prednisone) glucocorticoid 
(GC) therapy. This antibiotic therapy also limits recurrent sinus infections, which can cause exacerbations of GPA. 
Patients allergic to sulfa can receive dapsone, atovaquone, or inhaled pentamidine. 

 21.  What other immunosuppressive options are available in treatment-resistant cases?
 •  Plasmapheresis or plasma exchange (PLEX) may be considered in life-threatening disease (rapidly progres-

sive glomerulonephritis [RPGN] and DAH), although this is a controversial area. Data from the MEPEX trial has 
documented short-term improvement in the number of patients progressing to end-stage renal disease follow-
ing PLEX, but long-term data from this same trial failed to show improvement in long-term renal outcomes 
and/or mortality. Preliminary data from the PEXIVAS trial has also questioned the benefit of PLEX in this setting, 
with further analysis needed for a definitive answer on the utility of this treatment. Note that PLEX removes 
25% of the rituximab dose if PLEX is done within 24 hours of receiving rituximab, and removes 50% of the 
drug if PLEX is done daily for 3 days after receiving rituximab.

 •  IV gammaglobulin (2 g/kg divided over 5 days) has been described in some patients with GPA.
 •  A maximal B-cell depletion strategy (rituximab + cyclophosphamide) has been described in patients with 

GPA and advanced renal failure (RITUXIVAS study; see Question 18).
 •  Oral cyclophosphamide dosing regimens (up to 2 mg/kg daily) can be considered, albeit at higher risk of complications.
 •  Autologous stem cell transplant (bone marrow transplantation) has been used as salvage therapy in some patients. 
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 22.  What other treatment issues should be considered in these patients?
 •  Nasal irrigations to prevent sinus infections: regular use of saline rinses helps with symptoms of sinus conges-

tion, nasal crusting, and may reduce the risk of infection. Some clinicians will recommend additives to the 
saline solution including:

 -  2% mupirocin (Bactroban) in 1 L of saline. This can be prepared by compounding pharmacies or patients 
can place a 0.5 to 1-inch strip of mupirocin into saline solution (the mupirocin does not dissolve easily, 
so it is recommended to mix it in warm saline and shake vigorously). Keep refrigerated after use. Irrigate 
sinuses with nasosinus lavage until clear return of fluid. Apply 2% mupirocin (Bactroban) ointment with 
Q-tip half way into nasal vestibule between irrigations to diminish the carriage of S. Aureus.

 -  Baby shampoo (acts as a surfactant): a small amount (half tsp) can be added; loss of smell has been 
reported but is uncommon.

 -  Steroids (budesonide 0.25 to 5-mg respule in rinse solution twice daily); risk of local tissue atrophy, hence 
should be directed by an ENT specialist.

 •  Therapy to prevent osteoporosis should also be instituted according to guidelines.
 •  Cardiovascular risk factors (high blood pressure, diabetes, and lipids) should be screened for and treated as 

the incidence of ischemic cardiovascular disease is two-fold higher in GPA.
 •  Malignancy screening is recommended for patients who have received cyclophosphamide. Rates of malignancy (skin 

and bladder cancers and acute myeloid leukemia) are increased, particularly in patients receiving a total dose of >36 g.
 •  Patients who receive multiple courses of rituximab may be at risk of hypogammaglobulinemia. Patients with 

IgG levels <300 mg/dL (or <500 mg/dL with infections) may be considered for replacement doses of IV IgG 
(0.4 g/kg monthly), as data in patients receiving rituximab for lymphoma suggest decreased risk of subse-
quent infections with this strategy.

 •  Ovarian and sperm protection should be discussed if patient is to receive cyclophosphamide. The risk of ovarian 
failure is up to 50% in patients aged 20 to 30 years who receive a total dose of >20 g, among patients aged 30 to 
40 years who receive a total dose of >10 g, and in those aged >40 years who receive a total dose of 5 g. Leupro-
lide (3.75 g monthly) has been used for ovarian protection. The risk of azoospermia occurs with a total dose of 6 to 
10 g. Sperm banking is the only reliable method to assure future fertility. Some centers give testosterone 200 mg 
intramuscularly every 2 weeks while on cyclophosphamide therapy in an attempt to preserve testicular function. 

 23.  Can GPA patients who go into renal failure receive a kidney transplant?
Yes. However, GPA should be under control and ideally the ANCA titer low or absent before transplant. The use of 
mycophenolate and cyclosporine post-transplant to prevent rejection should help prevent recurrence of GPA. 

MICROSCOPIC POLYANGIITIS

 24.  What is MPA? How does it differ from classic polyarteritis nodosa (PAN) and GPA?
MPA is defined as a systemic necrotizing vasculitis that clinically and histologically affects small vessels (i.e., 
capillaries, venules, or arterioles) with few or no immune deposits. Frequently it is associated with focal segmental 
necrotizing GN and pulmonary capillaritis. It can be separated from classic PAN primarily because it does not 
cause microaneurysm formation of abdominal or renal vessels. It can be differentiated from GPA in that it does not 
cause granuloma formation or a granulomatous vasculitis (Table 29.3). 

Table 29.3   Clinical Features of Polyarteritis Nodosa (PAN), MPA, and GPA

CLINICAL FEATURES PAN MPA GPA

Kidney Involvement

Renal vasculitis with infarcts and microaneurysms Yes No No

Rapidly progressive glomerulonephritis with crescents No Yes Yes

Lung Involvement

Alveolar hemorrhage No Yes Yes

Laboratory Data

Hepatitis B virus infection Yes (10%) No No

p-ANCA <10% 50%–80% 10%–20%

Abnormal angiogram with microaneurysms Yes No No

Histology Necrotizing 
vasculitis

Necrotizing vasculitis 
(no granulomas)

Granulomatous 
vasculitis

Relapses Rare Common Common

GPA, Granulomatosis with polyangiitis; MPA, microscopic polyangiitis; PAN, polyarteritis nodosa; p-ANCA, perinuclear antineutrophil 

cytoplasmic antibody.
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 25.  Who gets MPA?
The disease affects males and females with peak age 30 to 50 years. However, it can occur at any age. 

 26.  What is the usual presentation of MPA?
Patients typically present with acute onset of RPGN (100%) with up to 50% having pulmonary infiltrates and/
or effusions. Up to 30% have DAH with hemoptysis. Other manifestations include fever (50%–70%), arthralgias 
(30%–65%), gastrointestinal tract involvement (50%), purpura (40%), ears/nose/throat involvement (30%), and 
peripheral or CNS disease (25%–30%). Although uncommon, some patients present with the insidious onset of 
these symptoms. 

 27.  What is the characteristic histopathology of MPA?
The renal pathology is a focal, segmental necrotizing GN frequently with crescents. Immunofluorescence and 
electron microscopy show no immune deposits (i.e., pauci-immune GN). Lung biopsy shows pulmonary capillaritis 
with negative immunofluorescence. Skin biopsy shows leukocytoclastic vasculitis. 

 28.  How is the diagnosis of MPA made?
The diagnosis is made on the basis of a characteristic clinical presentation and a renal biopsy showing necrotizing 
GN without immune deposits. A p-ANCA directed against MPO is found in up to 60% of patients and is supportive 
of the diagnosis. Notably, some patients (15%–30%) may have c-ANCA (directed against serine PR3), but MPA 
patients are less likely to have upper respiratory tract involvement (i.e., sinusitis), cavitary lung lesions, and/or 
granuloma formation on histology, separating it from GPA. 

 29.  What other pulmonary-renal syndromes must MPA be separated from?
SLE and Goodpasture syndrome can present with rapidly progressive renal dysfunction and pulmonary 
hemorrhage (see Question 16). 

 30.  Describe the recommended therapy for MPA and its prognosis.
The treatment of MPA is based on the same principles as outlined for GPA (see Questions 18–22), and several 
randomized controlled trials studying the effects of therapeutic agents in AAV have included patients with 
GPA or MPA. Owing to the serious presentation of this disease, most investigators recommend combined 
therapy with high-dose GCs and cyclophosphamide or rituximab. Plasmapheresis and IV gammaglobulins 
have been used in a few patients with progressive renal failure or pulmonary hemorrhage. Maintenance 
therapy is similar to GPA.

Prognosis is guarded. Relapses are common (33%), especially if PR3-ANCA-positive. At least 20% end up on 
dialysis. Pulmonary hemorrhage can be life-threatening. Overall, the 5-year survival rate is 70% to 75%. This may 
be improved with newer protocols for therapy. 

EOSINOPHILIC GRANULOMATOSIS WITH POLYANGIITIS (FORMERLY 
CHURG–STRAUSS SYNDROME)

 31.  What is EGPA ?
EGPA, also known as allergic angiitis and granulomatosis of Churg–Strauss, is a granulomatous inflammation of 
small- and medium-sized vessels, frequently involving the skin, peripheral nerves, and lungs, which is associated 
with peripheral eosinophilia. It occurs primarily in patients with a previous history of allergic manifestations, such 
as rhinitis (often with nasal polyps; 70%) and adult-onset asthma (>95%). Cytokines that affect the eosinophil 
(IL-5) and eosinophil granule proteins (major basic protein, cationic protein) appear to be important in the 
pathogenesis of this disease. 

 32.  What are the three clinical phases of EGPA?
These phases may appear simultaneously and do not have to follow one another in the order presented here.

 1.  Prodromal phase: this phase averages 28 months but may persist for years (2–7 years). It consists of 
allergic manifestations of rhinitis, polyposis, and most commonly asthma (80%–90%). Recurrent fevers 
occur in 50% of patients during this stage. Asthma frequently worsens prior to entering the second 
phase.

 2.  Peripheral blood and tissue eosinophilia develop, frequently causing a picture resembling Löffler’s 
syndrome (shifting pulmonary infiltrates and eosinophilia), chronic eosinophilic pneumonia, or eosinophilic 
gastroenteritis. Myocarditis can develop. Fevers are common during this phase. This second phase may remit 
or recur over years before the third phase.

 3.  Life-threatening systemic vasculitis. The onset of this phase occurs an average of 3 years after the onset 
of prodromal phase. The asthma can abruptly abate as the patient moves into this phase. Patients can develop 
myocarditis, valvular insufficiency, neurologic symptoms (most commonly a vasculitic peripheral neuropathy), 
eosinophilic gastroenteritis, purpura, and testicular pain. 

 33.  What are the major clinical features of EGPA?
Table 29.4 lists the major clinical features of EGPA. 
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 34.  What laboratory abnormalities are seen in EGPA?
The characteristic laboratory abnormality is eosinophilia (>1500 cells/μL). Anemia, elevated ESR/CRP, elevated IgE 
(70%), and a positive rheumatoid factor (70%) may be found. ANCAs are present in 50% to 65% of patients. These 
are directed primarily against MPO and give a p-ANCA pattern. Patients who are ANCA-positive are more likely to have 
or develop renal disease, alveolar hemorrhage, mononeuritis multiplex, and purpura (which are commonly considered 
vasculitic manifestations). There is no direct correlation between the degree of eosinophilia and disease activity. 

 35.  How do you diagnose EGPA?
EGPA is diagnosed on the basis of its clinical and pathologic features. The diagnosis should be suspected in a 
patient with a previous history of allergy or asthma who presents with eosinophilia (>1500/μL), and systemic 
vasculitis involving two or more organs. The diagnosis is corroborated by biopsy of the involved tissue. The major 
differential diagnosis is idiopathic hypereosinophilic syndrome. 

 36.  Describe the histopathologic findings in EGPA.
The characteristic pathologic changes in EGPA include small necrotizing granulomas as well as necrotizing 
vasculitis of small arteries and veins. Granulomas are usually extravascular near the small arteries and veins. 
They are highly specific and composed of a central eosinophilic core surrounded radially by macrophages and 
giant cells (in contrast to a granuloma with basophilic core seen in other diseases). Inflammatory cells are also 
present, with eosinophils predominating with smaller numbers of polymorphonuclear leukocytes and lymphocytes. 

 37.  What drugs have been reported to cause EGPA? (Controversial).
The cysteinyl leukotriene type I receptor antagonists, zafirlukast (Accolate), montelukast (Singulair), and pranlukast, 
have been associated with EGPA. Whether there is a direct cause is controversial. Some clinicians believe that EGPA 
is unmasked when the patient uses these drugs and subsequently tapers their GCs. Others feel that these drugs can 
directly contribute to the development of EGPA as several patients have developed the disease following drug initiation 
even when GCs were not tapered. Consequently, leukotriene inhibitors should not be used in patients with EGPA. 

 38.  How is EGPA differentiated from GPA? 
Table 29.5 compares organ involvement in EGPA and GPA. 

Table 29.5   Organ Involvement in Eosinophilic Granulomatosis with Polyangiitis (EGPA) and 
Granulomatosis with Polyangiitis (GPA)

ORGAN EGPA GPA

Ear/Nose/Throat Rhinitis, polyposis Necrotizing lesions

Allergy, bronchial asthma Frequent No more frequent than in general population

Renal involvement Uncommon Common

Eosinophilia 10% of peripheral leukocytes Minimally elevated

Histology Eosinophilic necrotizing granuloma Necrotizing epithelioid granuloma

Prognosis (major cause of death) Cardiac Pulmonary and renal

ANCA p-ANCA 50%–65% c-ANCA 90%

ANCA, Antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies; c-ANCA, cytoplasmic ANCA; p-ANCA, perinuclear ANCA.

Table 29.4   Major Clinical Features of EGPA

ORGAN CLINICAL MANIFESTATIONS

Paranasal sinus Acute or chronic paranasal sinus pain or tenderness, rhinitis (70%), polyposis, opacifications 
of paranasal sinus on radiographs

Lungs Asthma (usually adult onset), patchy and shifting pulmonary infiltrates (70%), nodular 
infiltrates without cavitations, pleural effusions, and diffuse interstitial lung disease seen on 
chest radiograph. Pulmonary hemorrhage can occur.

Nervous system  
(60%–70%)

Mononeuritis multiplex or asymmetric sensorimotor polyneuropathy; rarely central nervous 
system or cranial nerve involvement

Skin (50%) Subcutaneous nodules, petechiae, purpura, skin infarction, (they occur mainly during the 
vasculitic phase)

Joints (50%) Arthralgias and arthritis (rare)

Gastrointestinal Eosinophilic gastroenteritis (abdominal pain, bloody diarrhea), abdominal masses

Miscellaneous Renal failure (uncommon), congestive heart failure, corneal ulcerations, panuveitis, prostatitis
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 39.  What is the five-factor score (FFS)?
The FFS describes five classic features associated with a poor prognosis in EGPA:

 •  Creatinine >1.58 mg/dL.
 •  Proteinuria >1 g/day.
 •  CNS involvement.
 •  Gastrointestinal involvement.
 •  Myocardial involvement.
Recently the FFS has been applied to GPA and MPA, but proteinuria has been dropped as a prognostic marker. Using 
the remaining four FFS indicators, the 5-year survival for patients with any AAV was 91% for FFS of 0, 79% for FFS of 1, 
and 60% for FFS ≥2. 

 40.  How do you treat EGPA? What is its prognosis?
The treatment of choice is GCs. Patients with a FFS of 0 may be managed with GCs alone. However, flares 
occur in 35% when GCs are tapered. Patients with poor prognostic factors (FFS ≥1) need GCs (60–80 mg/
day divided dose), and cyclophosphamide (monthly pulse) should be considered as well. Those with severe 
presentations may benefit from 3 days of pulsed methylprednisolone (1 g/day). Up to 10% of patients are 
resistant to conventional therapy. These patients may benefit from mepolizumab or rituximab. Mepolizumab, 
an antibody to IL-5, was approved by the FDA for treatment of EGPA late in 2017 and is the first medication 
to receive FDA approval for EGPA. Of note, the randomized trial that led to FDA approval included a patient 
population with low rates of renal involvement (<1%), alveolar hemorrhage (<5%), palpable purpura (13%), 
and ANCA positivity (20%).

The 5-year survival rate for EGPA is 97% with FFS of 0 and 90% with FFS of ≥1. The major cause of death is 
cardiac involvement with myocardial infarction and congestive heart failure. 

DRUG-INDUCED ANCA-ASSOCIATED VASCULITIS

 41.  Does drug-induced AAV occur?
 •  Yes, drug-induced AAV has been reported with medications for hyperthyroidism (propylthiouracil, methima-

zole, carbimazole), hydralazine, minocycline, and levamisole-cut cocaine (in addition to other less com-
mon offending medications).

 •  Frequently high-titer MPO-ANCA, much less commonly PR3-ANCA.
 •  Patients with drug-induced AAV present with constitutional symptoms, arthralgias with occasional synovitis, 

and cutaneous vasculitis.
 •  Serious end-organ manifestations, including necrotizing GN and alveolar hemorrhage, occur less frequently.
 •  Hydralazine is the most common medication-induced AAV. Patients can develop a pauci-immune GN and 

DAH. Wide-ranging immunologic abnormalities can be seen: high-titer ANA and p-ANCA antibody, anti-MPO 
antibody, anti-histone and double-stranded DNA antibody, and hypocomplementemia. Thus, features of drug-
induced lupus may be present, but renal pathology demonstrates a pauci-immune GN.

 •  AAV secondary to levamisole-adulterated cocaine may be associated with antibodies against PR3, MPO, 
and human neutrophil elastase that are simultaneously positive. Additional laboratory findings have been 
described including antiphospholipid antibodies and cold agglutinins that may contribute to skin necrosis. In 
addition, levamisole can frequently be associated with leukopenia (28%) due to bone marrow suppression. 
Common clinical features include retiform purpura (occasionally progressing to necrosis), arthralgias, and 
constitutional symptoms such as fever, night sweats, and weight loss. Necrotizing GN and alveolar hemor-
rhage have also been described.

 •  Minocycline-induced AAV frequently has elevated liver enzymes.
 •  Treatment involves withholding the offending drug. More serious cases require systemic GC and cytotoxic agents. 

ANCA AND OTHER DISEASES

 42.  What other disorders are associated with ANCAs?
Commonly, c-ANCA positivity represents the presence of anti-PR3 antibodies and is associated with a small 
number of diseases. In contrast, p-ANCA and “atypical ANCA” (the term for ANCA patterns that are not clearly 
c-ANCA or p-ANCA) may be due to a variety of different antibodies and can be present in a wide range of 
diseases. Specific antibodies that may result in positive p-ANCA or atypical ANCA patterns include antibodies 
directed against MPO, elastase, cathepsin G, lactoferrin, and β-glucuronidase. p-ANCA in the setting of GPA, 
MPA, EGPA, or RLV is usually due to anti-MPO antibodies (p-ANCA should typically be against MPO if the patient 
has vasculitis). p-ANCA present in other disorders is less well characterized but is usually not due to antibodies 
directed against MPO:

 •  Goodpasture (anti-GBM antibody) disease: between 10% and 40% will have positive ANCA, usually against 
MPO. These patients tend to have worse kidney disease prognosis.

 •  Most rheumatic disorders (rheumatoid arthritis, SLE, Sjögren’s syndrome, systemic sclerosis, polymyositis, 
Buerger disease, relapsing polychondritis) have had positive ANCAs reported with varying but low frequency 
(<20%). ANCA is usually p-ANCA, directed against proteins other than MPO. The clinical significance is 
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uncertain, but in some clinical scenarios such as lupus nephritis, ANCA presence may be associated with a 
worse prognosis. Several cases of p-ANCA associated vasculitis have been reported in patients with limited 
and diffuse systemic sclerosis.

 •  Inflammatory bowel disease: between 60% and 80% of patients with ulcerative colitis and up to 25% of 
patients with Crohn disease have positive ANCAs. It is usually p-ANCA directed against a nuclear envelope or a 
neutrophil granule protein, but not MPO.

 •  Autoimmune liver disease: p-ANCA (not MPO) or atypical ANCA is seen in primary sclerosing cholangitis (70%), 
chronic active hepatitis, and primary biliary cholangitis.

 •  Cystic fibrosis: up to 80% to 90% of patients have positive p-ANCA, most commonly against BPI protein in 
the primary azurophilic granules of neutrophils. It is notable that patients with cystic fibrosis frequently have 
Gram-negative infections of their airways.

 •  Infections: human immunodeficiency virus, subacute bacterial endocarditis, leprosy, malaria, acute parvovi-
rus B19, and acute infectious mononucleosis. Note that all three ANCA patterns have been reported for 
patients with Mycobacterium tuberculosis infections.
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IMMUNE COMPLEX-MEDIATED  
SMALL-VESSEL VASCULITIDES
Ramon A. Arroyo, MD

KEY POINTS

 1.  The classic cutaneous finding in small-vessel vasculitis (SVV) is palpable purpura.
 2.  The most common types of immune complex (IC)-mediated SVV include hypersensitivity vasculitis, Henoch–

Schönlein purpura (HSP), and cryoglobulinemic vasculitis.
 3.  Hypersensitivity vasculitis is most commonly idiopathic or due to a drug or infection.
 4.  HSP presents with palpable purpura, arthritis, abdominal colic, and renal disease; skin biopsy shows leukocyto-

clastic vasculitis (LCV) with IgA deposition in vessel walls on direct immunofluorescence.
 5.  Urticarial lesions lasting longer than 24 to 48 hours and resolving with hyperpigmentation are likely vasculitic.

 1.  What are the IC-mediated SVV?
SVV includes a variety of conditions that are grouped together because of the involvement of small blood 
vessels (<50 μm in diameter) of the skin (arterioles, capillaries, and postcapillary venules). LCV and necrotizing 
vasculitis are terms used to describe the usual histopathology, in which small blood vessels are infiltrated with 
polymorphonuclear neutrophils (PMNs) and/or mononuclear cells. As the process evolves, fibrinoid necrosis 
of the vessel wall with leukocyte fragments (leukocytoclasis) and destruction of the blood vessel wall are seen. 
Antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody (ANCA)-associated vasculitis is also SVV, but because of the differing clinical 
presentation and pathologic findings (pauci-immune), it is not included among the family of IC-mediated SVV. 
Conditions associated with SVV due to IC deposition include those listed in Table 30.1 and shown in Fig. 30.1. 

 2.  What causes this group of SVV?
Several different underlying etiologies can result in subsequent development of cutaneous vasculitis, and this 
clinical finding should prompt an evaluation for an underlying associated condition(s). All patients should be asked 
about new medications, recent infections, and risk factors for hepatitis C. Between 30% and 50% of cases 
have no identifiable cause. Hypersensitivity vasculitis is the diagnosis given to these patients when there is no 
identifiable case. Regardless of the etiology, the vascular injury is believed to be triggered by the deposition of ICs 
in the vessel wall with activation of complement, leading to migration of PMNs to the area, release of lysosomal 
enzymes, and damage to the vessel wall. 

 3.  What is the major clinical manifestation in IC-mediated SVV?
Palpable purpura is the most common primary lesion in cutaneous vasculitis. Typically, hundreds of discrete, 
subtly palpable, purpuric spots suddenly appear on the feet and lower extremities (Fig. 30.2). The hands, arms, 
and other body sites may also be affected. In addition to palpability, the presence of a central necrotic punctum is 
helpful in distinguishing a purpura of vasculitis from purpuras of other causes. These lesions are dynamic, often 
beginning as asymptomatic, nonpalpable, purpuric macules that eventually become palpable. Some may become  
nodular, bullous, infarctive, and ulcerative. Urticarial lesions are the second most common cutaneous presentation. 
Other cutaneous manifestations include livedo reticularis and erythema multiforme-like lesions. 

 4.  Can IC-mediated SVV only involve the skin? Can patients have systemic manifestations?
The answer to both questions is yes. Cutaneous leukocytoclastic angiitis is classified as single-organ vasculitis 
when confined to the skin, and many of the conditions listed in Table 30.1 can present with isolated cutaneous 
involvement (Goodpasture syndrome is the exception and is not typically associated with cutaneous disease). 
When an IC-mediated SVV is not confined to the skin, it can be associated with systemic symptoms. Constitutional 
symptoms including fever, arthralgias, and malaise frequently accompany the appearance of the skin lesions. 
Frank arthritis is uncommon. Proteinuria, hematuria, and occasional renal insufficiency can occur. Gastrointestinal 
(GI) manifestations include abdominal pain and GI bleeding, which can be severe and life-threatening. Other organ 
involvement is less common. 
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 5.  What diseases can mimic SVV?
 •  Pigmented purpuric dermatoses (including conditions such as Schamberg’s disease).
 •  Antiphospholipid syndrome.
 •  Livedoid vasculopathy (atrophie blanche)
 •  Cholesterol emboli.
 •  Low platelet count: immune thrombocytopenia purpura, thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura, disseminated 

intravascular coagulation.
 •  Meningococcemia.
 •  Calciphylaxis.

Table 30.1   Conditions Associated with Small-Vessel Vasculitis Due to Immune Complex 
Deposition

CONDITION COMMENTS

Hypersensitivity vasculitis Most commonly idiopathic or secondary to drug reaction

Urticarial vasculitis If hypocomplementemic consider HUVS and SLE

IgA vasculitis (Henoch–Schönlein purpura) Renal and gastrointestinal involvement common in addition to 
skin; IgA in vessel walls

Cryoglobulinemic vasculitis Hepatitis B and C, cancer; rheumatic disease

Rheumatic disorders RA, SLE, Sjögren’s syndrome, Crohn disease

Infections SBE, Neisseria, influenza, mononucleosis, HIV, hepatitis B and C

Malignancy Leukemia, lymphoma, myeloma, solid tumors, myelodysplastic 
syndromes, hairy cell leukemia

Antiglomerular basement membrane disease Pulmonary–renal syndrome (Goodpasture syndrome); in contrast 
to other conditions in table, does not commonly include  
cutaneous manifestations

Erythema elevatum diutinum Occurs over the extensor surfaces of joints (hands, knees) and  
buttocks; responds to dapsone

HIV, Human immunodeficiency virus; HUVS, hypocomplementemic urticarial vasculitis syndrome; RA, rheumatoid arthritis; SBE, subacute 

bacterial endocarditis; SLE, systemic lupus erythematosus.

Cryoglobulinemic Vasculitis

lgA Vasculitis (Henoch-Schönlein)

Hypocomplementemic Urticarial Vasculitis

 (Anti-C1q Vasculitis)

Medium Vessel Vasculitis

 Polyarteritis Nodosa

Kawasaki Disease
Anti-GBM Disease

ANCA-Associated Small Vessel Vasculitis

Microscopic Polyangiitis

 Granulomatosis with Polyangiitis

(Wegener's)

 Eosinophilic Granulomatosis with Polyangiitis

(Churg-Strauss)
Large Vessel Vasculitis

Takayasu Arteritis

Giant Cell Arteritis

Immune Complex Small Vessel Vasculitis

Fig. 30.1 Nomenclature of vasculitides, including immune complex-mediated small-vessel vasculitis. ANCA, Antineutrophil cytoplasmic 
antibody; GBM, glomerular basement membrane. (From Jennette JC, Falk, RJ, Bacon PA, et al. 2012 Revised international Chapel Hill 
consensus conference nomenclature of vasculitides. Arthritis Rheum. 2013;65(1):1–11.)
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 •  Infective endocarditis.
 •  Atrial myxoma.
 •  Scurvy.
 •  Amyloidosis. 

 6.  List the laboratory and radiographic tests recommended for a patient presenting with SVV.
In most patients presenting with LCV of unknown cause, the following laboratory tests should be considered to 
identify a potential etiology and assess for end-organ damage: complete blood count, complete metabolic panel, 
urinalysis, erythrocyte sedimentation rate/C-reactive protein, antinuclear antibody/rheumatoid factor, C3/C4 
complement, ANCA, cryoglobulins, hepatitis B and C serologies, human immunodeficiency virus, serum protein 
electrophoresis, and chest x-ray. The laboratory evaluation may frequently be unrevealing and nonspecific, but may 
provide reassurance regarding the extent of organ involvement as well as prognosis. Notably, malignancy is the cause of 
LCV in only 1% of patients. Myelodysplastic syndrome and hairy cell leukemia are the most common malignancies. 

 7.  How does one make the diagnosis of an IC-mediated SVV?
Patient evaluation requires a complete medical evaluation and appropriate laboratory tests (see Question 
#6) depending on the clinical situation. Diagnosis is typically made by skin biopsy identifying the presence 
of cutaneous vasculitis. The presence of eosinophils on biopsy may suggest a drug-induced LCV. Direct 
immunofluorescence evaluation of the skin biopsy can help differentiate IgA vasculitis (IgAV; HSP) from other 
potential SVV. Other than HSP, skin biopsy cannot discern the etiology of cutaneous vasculitis (infections, drugs, 
cryoglobulinemia, malignancy, etc.). Therefore, a complete evaluation must be undertaken comprising history, 
physical examination, and selected laboratory tests. 

 8.  How is IC-mediated SVV treated?
Treatment has to be determined individually. If an associated disorder can be identified, treating that problem 
may suffice. Any potential drug or antigen should be discontinued or removed. An underlying infection should 
be properly treated. Mild cases without internal organ involvement may be self-limited, requiring no specific 
treatment. If systemic symptoms are present and skin lesions are diffuse, or if internal organ involvement is 
present, glucocorticoids are usually the treatment of choice. 

IGA VASCULITIS (HENOCH–SCHÖNLEIN PURPURA)

 9.  What are the histopathologic features of IgAV?
The histopathologic features of IgAV (HSP) are LCV or necrotizing SVV. The characteristic direct 
immunofluorescence finding is predominantly IgA deposition in affected blood vessels. IgA can also be found in 
the glomerular mesangium. The skin biopsy finding of IgA deposition is what makes this syndrome pathologically 
different from other forms of SVV. 

A B

Fig. 30.2 Small-vessel vasculitis. (A) Palpable purpura. (B) Histopathology of a cutaneous blood vessel demonstrating leukocytoclastic 
vasculitis with nuclear dust (arrow).
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 10.  What is the role of IgA in the pathogenesis of IgAV/HSP?
Many cases of IgAV occur following a respiratory infection, for which IgA is important for mucosal immunity. IgA 
plays a pivotal role in the pathogenesis of IgAV. There are two subclasses of IgA, IgA1 and IgA2. IgA1 accounts for 
80% to 90% of serum IgA, but only 50% of secretory IgA. IgAV is associated with the deposition of IgA1and not IgA2. 
Notably, renal-limited IgA nephropathy (Berger disease) involves IgA1 exclusively as well. For both IgAV and Berger 
disease, investigators have found that the hinge-region O-linked glycans of IgA1 are deficient in galactose and end 
with N-acetylgalactosamine (GalNAc). Antiglycan antibodies may recognize the GalNAc moiety on aberrant IgA1 
molecules, leading to IC formation that is deposited in tissues and activates the alternative complement pathway. 
In addition, IgA can bind to mesangial cells in the kidney, leading to proliferation and release of proinflammatory 
cytokines. This kidney receptor binds IgA1 at its hinge region more readily when IgA1 is deficient in galactose. 
Patients with IgAV and Berger disease have had immunohistochemistry studies confirming deposition of 
galactose-deficient IgA1 in the kidney (in contrast, patients with lupus nephritis with IgA deposition did not show 
evidence of galactose-deficient IgA1 in the kidney). 

 11.  Describe the clinical manifestations of IgAV.
The classic tetrad of palpable purpura, arthritis, abdominal pain, and renal disease occurs in up to 80% of 
cases. The rash may begin as macular erythema and urticarial lesions, but may progress rapidly to purpura. 
The lower extremities and buttocks are the most common sites for the rash. Scrotal and scalp edema can be 
seen, particularly in children. The joints are involved in 60% to 84% of patients. The involvement is usually 
transient, oligoarticular, and most commonly involves the ankles and knees. It is typically nondeforming. GI 
lesions may cause severe cramping, abdominal pain, intussusception, hemorrhage, and rarely, ileal perforation 
(severe presentations such as intussusception are rare in adults). In cases of severe abdominal pain and 
concern for intussusception, ultrasound may be considered over barium enema as involvement in HSP is 
typically more proximal than idiopathic cases. Renal involvement is seen in 50% of patients and usually 
manifests as asymptomatic proteinuria and hematuria. However, more marked findings may occur, including 
nephrotic syndrome and acute renal failure. Most patients have complete resolution of renal manifestations 
with only a small subset showing persistent and/or progressive disease (5%–10% children and 10%–15% 
adults).

IgAV is often acute in onset, and resolution is rapid and complete in 97% of cases, except in a minority 
of patients (3%–5%) with chronic renal disease. Persons of any age can be affected, but IgAV occurs primarily 
in children aged 2 to 10 years. Adults have more severe disease with a higher frequency of progressive renal 
disease. Patients of any age (especially adults) suspected of having IgAV for whom a skin biopsy is negative for 
IgA should be evaluated for ANCA-associated vasculitis, anti-C1q disease, or IgA paraproteinemia. 

 12.  How is IgAV/HSP treated?
The disease is generally self-limited, lasting from 6 to 16 weeks. For mild cases, supportive treatment alone 
may be adequate. Arthritis responds to nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs). Systemic glucocorticoids 
(prednisone 1 mg/kg per day × 2 weeks with tapering off over 2 weeks) may be used in patients with GI 
involvement or bleeding. Progressive renal disease can be difficult to treat, and data in both pediatric and adult 
populations is limited. Aggressive treatment with high-dose intravenous glucocorticoid pulses followed by 
maintenance oral steroids should be considered in patients with poor prognostic factors of proteinuria >1 g/day, 
nephrotic syndrome, and/or crescentic glomerulonephritis (>50% crescents). Failure to respond after 2 to 3 months 
of corticosteroid therapy may indicate the need for additional medication such as azathioprine, cyclophosphamide, 
or rituximab (data is limited in this regard and some clinicians may elect to start immunosuppression immediately 
in high-risk populations). Given the potential toxicity of immunosuppressive medications and paucity of data 
regarding their effectiveness, some experts recommend initial treatment with angiotensin-converting enzyme 
inhibitors or angiotensin receptor blockers for adult patients presenting with proteinuria (including nephrotic range 
proteinuria) prior to consideration of immunosuppression. However, the decision to withhold immunosuppression 
in this setting is controversial. Of importance, ANCA-associated vasculitis, which is likely to respond to rituximab, 
should be ruled out. 

URTICARIAL VASCULITIS

 13.  What is urticarial vasculitis (UV)?
UV is an SVV presenting with urticarial lesions instead of the more typical palpable purpura. Because of this 
unusual presentation, UV was separated from the other types of necrotizing SVV. UV can be divided into two 
groups:

 •  Normocomplementemic UV is a self-limited subset of hypersensitivity vasculitis. It is usually idiopathic.
 •  Hypocomplementemic UV (HUV).

HUV can be seen in isolation (75% of cases) or associated with an underlying autoimmune disease 
(25% of cases; primarily systemic lupus erythematosus [SLE] and to a lesser extent Sjögren’s syndrome). 
As such, in patients presenting with HUV, screening for an underlying autoimmune disease is recommended. 
HUV is commonly associated with systemic symptoms (70%–80% of cases) and is called HUV syndrome 
(HUVS). Schwartz et al. defined this as HUV + 2 minor criteria (LCV, arthralgia/arthritis, ocular inflammation, 
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glomerulonephritis, abdominal pain, and/or anti-C1q antibody). Common systemic features (in addition to chronic 
urticaria) include arthralgia (80%), scleritis/uveitis/episcleritis (50%), angioedema (50%), obstructive pulmonary 
disease (20%), glomerulonephritis (15%), as well as GI (20%) and cardiovascular disease (<5%). Some authors 
include anti-C1q antibody (C1q precipitins) positivity as a requirement in HUVS, but registries using the Schwartz 
criteria have placed the sensitivity of this antibody around 60% in cohorts with HUVS. Low C1q levels are present 
in >90% of patients, however, suggesting it may be a more sensitive marker for disease. 

 14.  How is UV differentiated from typical urticaria?
 •  UV lesions typically last for more than 24 to 48 hours and often resolve with residual hyperpigmentation. True 

urticaria lesions (hives) last for <24 hours (usually 8–12 hours) and leave no trace.
 •  UV lesions are often characterized by pain and burning rather than pruritus, the sensory hallmark of true 

urticaria.
 •  UV lesions are typically 0.5 to 5 cm in diameter, whereas true urticaria may coalesce into large lesions  

of >10 cm.
 •  Symptoms or signs of systemic disease, such as fever, arthralgias, abdominal pain, lymphadenopathy, or 

abnormal urine sediment, tend to occur in HUVS and rarely in true allergic urticaria.
 •  The histology is LCV in UV, in contrast to edema of the upper dermis in true urticaria.
 •  Note that UV tends to involve the trunk and proximal extremities more than the distal lower extremities, which 

is unique compared with other causes of LCV. 

 15.  What are some of the conditions associated with UV? What is the proposed pathogenesis?
UV has been described in association with SLE, Sjögren’s syndrome, lymphoma, hepatitis B and C, drug reactions, 
and IgM paraproteinemia (Schnitzler syndrome). The etiology is thought to be related to IC deposition. In patients 
with HUVS, the proposed pathogenesis is that IgG2 anti-C1q antibodies (C1q precipitins) bind to collagen-like 
regions of the C1q molecule, forming an IC that deposits in blood vessels causing activation of complement and 
other mediators, leading to vasculitic lesions. It has been proposed that the obstructive lung disease observed 
is a result of binding of anti-C1q antibodies to collagen-like regions of surfactant proteins in pulmonary alveoli. 
This, in combination with vasculitic lesions in pulmonary capillaries, causes lung injury, possibly due to influx of 
neutrophils and release of neutrophil elastase. 

 16.  How is UV treated?
Therapy consists of supportive measures and treatment of any associated or underlying disorder. Assuming 
that there is no internal organ involvement, conservative treatment is reasonable. Both H1 (fexofenadine) and H2 
(ranitidine) antihistamines are used. NSAIDs help with arthralgias and arthritis. In addition, prednisone doses of 
10 to 60 mg may be required. Dapsone, hydroxychloroquine, and colchicine may benefit some patients with HUVS. 
For patients with severe disease and major organ involvement, cyclophosphamide, rituximab, azathioprine, and 
mycophenolate mofetil may all be considered alongside prednisone, similar to SLE therapy. Plasmapheresis 
followed by intravenous immunoglobulin can be considered for severe, treatment-refractory disease. 

ERYTHEMA ELEVATUM DIUTINUM

 17.  What is erythema elevatum diutinum (EED)?
EED is a form of LCV limited to the skin. The lesions have a characteristic distribution in that they involve the skin 
over the extensor surface of joints (especially knuckles, knees, and buttocks) symmetrically. They start as pink/
yellow papules or plaques and later become red/purple nodules. Biopsy shows LCV with fibrinoid necrosis. Direct 
immunofluorescence is nonspecific. EED has been associated with connective tissue diseases, infections, and 
paraproteinemias, especially IgA. Patients respond dramatically to dapsone or sulfapyridine, but lesions recur on 
discontinuation.
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CRYOGLOBULINEMIA
Duane Pearson, MD

KEY POINTS

 1.  Mixed cryoglobulinemic vasculitis is an immune complex-mediated small-vessel vasculitis commonly as-
sociated with chronic hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection, systemic autoimmune diseases (especially Sjögren’s 
syndrome), and lymphoproliferative disorders.

 2.  Palpable purpura, weakness, and arthralgias are the most common manifestations of mixed cryoglobulinemic 
vasculitis, but renal involvement is most closely associated with a poor prognosis.

 3.  Rituximab (RTX) is the recommended treatment for HCV-associated cryoglobulinemic vasculitis in the setting of 
progressive, organ-threatening disease, particularly when used in combination with antiviral (AV) agents.

 1.  What are cryoglobulins?
Cryoglobulins are immunoglobulins (Igs) or Ig-containing complexes that spontaneously precipitate from serum 
and plasma at low temperatures and become soluble again with rewarming. Cryoprecipitation of human serum 
components was first described by Wintrobe and Buell in 1933. The term “cryoglobulin” was introduced by Lerner 
et al in 1947. 

 2.  How are cryoglobulins classified?
Brouet et al published a classification system for cryoglobulinemia in 1974, which is still in use today.

  
Type I: composed of a single monoclonal Ig, with IgM being the most common. Serum levels of the cryoglobulin 

are typically very high (5–30 mg/mL, cryocrit >5%), and precipitation occurs rapidly with cooling (usually 
<24 hours).

Type II: mixed cryoglobulins composed of a monoclonal Ig (typically IgM) that acts as an antibody (e.g., rheuma-
toid factor [RF]) against polyclonal Ig (typically IgG). Serum levels are usually intermediate (1–10 mg/mL, 
cryocrit 1%–5%); therefore precipitation may take a few days.

Type III: mixed cryoglobulins similar to Type II, but with polyclonal Ig with RF activity directed against polyclonal 
Ig. They are usually present in small quantities (0.1–1 mg/mL, cryocrit <1%) and precipitate slowly (up to 
7 days); therefore they are more difficult to detect.

Type II to III: an unusual variant composed of oligoclonal IgM and faint polyclonal Igs. It is thought to represent a 
transition from polyclonal (type III) to monoclonal (type II) mixed cryoglobulinemia (MC) as clonal expansion of 
B cells progresses (see Question 11). 

 3.  What is the overall incidence of each cryoglobulin type?
Type I: 10% to 15%, type II: 50% to 60%, type III: 25% to 30%, and type II to III: 10%. Mixed cryoglobulins account 
for 85% to 90% of all cases. 

 4.  Describe the requirements for collection and processing of blood specimens for 
cryoglobulin testing.

 •  Blood is collected into prewarmed tubes. The sample is then allowed to clot for 1 hour, followed by centrifuga-
tion and separation of the serum. All of these steps, including transportation of the sample after collection, 
must be performed at 37°C. Premature cooling may decrease the cryoglobulin concentration and result in 
false-negative results.

 •  The remaining serum is incubated at 4°C (refrigerator temperature) for 3 to 7 days. A 7-day incubation period 
is ideal because many mixed cryoglobulins will not be identified otherwise due to slow precipitation.

 •  Centrifugation at 4°C is performed. Visual inspection then allows for determination of the presence of a cryo-
precipitate, which, if present, indicates a positive result (qualitative screen). The use of specialized Wintrobe 
tubes can allow positive results to be measured as a percentage, the cryocrit (quantitative measure). Some 
laboratories only report one of these two measurements, with no further testing performed.

 •  If a cryoprecipitate is present, further testing should be requested to phenotype the constituents of the pre-
cipitate. In this analysis, the sample is washed to remove any potential contaminates. The precipitate is then 
rewarmed and the contents of the cryoglobulin (specifically the Ig isotypes and assessment for clonality) and 
quantity can be determined by electrophoresis and immunofixation. Some laboratories may use nephelometry 
for Ig quantification. These tests allow for classification of the cryoprecipitate according to the Brouet system 
(see Question 2; Table 31.1). 
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 5.  What underlying disorders are associated with type I cryoglobulinemia?
Lymphoproliferative disorders which are associated with monoclonal Ig production such as multiple myeloma, 
Waldenstrom’s macroglobulinemia, chronic lymphocytic leukemia, and B-cell lymphomas. 

 6.  What conditions are associated with MC?
HCV infection is the most common, followed by autoimmune/autoinflammatory diseases and lymphoproliferative 
processes. Only a small fraction of cases (<5%) are truly “essential” cryoglobulinemia (i.e., those with no 
definable underlying illness). 

 7.  Describe the relationship between HCV infection and MC.
HCV infection accounts for up to 90% of type II and up to 70% of type III cases. Overall 30% to 50% of patients 
with HCV infection have detectable cryoglobulins, but <10% of these patients (or <5% of all patients with HCV 
infection) develop symptomatic vasculitis. The prevalence is highest in the Mediterranean area and lower in 
Northern Europe, the United States, and the rest of the world. Development of cryoglobulinemic vasculitis is 
associated with the infection duration and generally occurs after 10 years. 

 8.  What other infections are associated with MC?
After HCV, human immunodeficiency virus is the most common. Other infectious agents are less frequently seen and 
the association is not as clearly established. In many of these cases, the underlying infection is associated with the 
transient appearance of type III cryoglobulins, but without associated disease. Examples include hepatitis B, Epstein–
Barr virus, cytomegalovirus, hepatitis A, Coxiella burnetii (Q fever), parvovirus B19, poststreptococcal nephritis, 
subacute bacterial endocarditis, tuberculosis, leprosy, brucellosis, coccidioidomycosis, parasitic infections, and others.

Pearl: a patient with fever, valvular heart disease, and negative cultures in the setting of MC must be 
evaluated for Q fever. 

 9.  Describe the relationship between systemic autoimmune disease and MC.
Autoimmune disorders are the second most commonly associated diagnoses with MC (usually type III) after 
hepatitis C. Sjögren’s syndrome is the most common, followed by systemic lupus erythematosus and rheumatoid 
arthritis. Cryoglobulins may be seen in up to 15% to 20% of such patients, but associated vasculitis is seen in 
only a small fraction. Levels of circulating cryoglobulins are typically much lower than those seen in patients 
with HCV. The presence of cryoglobulins correlates with higher disease activity (elevated ESSDAI scores) and 
is associated with extra-glandular manifestations, lymphoma, and mortality in Sjögren’s syndrome. Cutaneous 
vasculitis, peripheral neuropathy, elevated RF, and low complement level can be associated with cryoglobulins. 
Less frequently, cryoglobulins can be found with multiple other rheumatologic and autoimmune disorders, such 
as antiphospholipid antibody syndrome, Behçet’s disease, antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody (ANCA)-associated 
vasculitides, and inflammatory bowel disease. 

 10.  What are the mechanisms underlying tissue injury in cryoglobulinemic vasculitis?
 •  Cryoglobulin aggregation and precipitation can result in vascular occlusion, the predominant cause of injury 

in type I cryoglobulinemia. This reflects the large concentration and cold-inducible characteristics of the Igs in 
type I disease. Cold-inducible injury is not thought to play a major role in type II and type III MC, given the fact 
that in vitro cold precipitation is much slower.

Table 31.1   Classification of the Cryoprecipitate According to the Brouet System.

MEASUREMENT 

AS CRYOCRIT 

(%)

Ig 

CONCENTRATION 

(MG/ML)

Ig 

CONCENTRATION 

(MG/DL)

Ig 

CONCENTRATION 

(µG/ML)

Type I  
(monoclonal Ig)

>5 5–30 500–3000 5000–30,000

Type II  
(monoclonal 
Ig with RF 
activity against 
polyclonal Ig)

1–5 1–10 100–1000 1000–10,000

Type III  
(polyclonal Ig 
with RF activity 
against poly-
clonal Ig)

<1–2 0.1–1 10–100 100–1000

Normal 0 Up to 0.02 Up to 2 Up to 20

Ig, Immunoglobulin; RF, rheumatoid factor.
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 •  Immune complex-mediated vasculitis is the primary cause in type II and III MC. The small vessels are most 
commonly affected, but medium-vessel involvement may occur. Associated complement fixation partially 
explains the low level of complement in this condition. The higher the thermal range that the cryoglobulin will 
still precipitate, the more likely it is to activate complement. 

 11.  Describe the steps involved in mixed cryoglobulin formation and their pathogenicity.
This process has been most extensively studied in HCV-associated MC. Expansion of B lymphocytes is the 
hallmark and is thought to result from chronic immune stimulation. HCV has a membrane protein, E2, that binds 
to CD81 on B cells and is thought to be directly involved in B-cell stimulation. These cells produce Igs with RF 
activity, especially a particular variant designated the WA cross-idiotype. Complexes of HCV components, Igs, RF, 
complement, and other particles (e.g., very low-density lipoprotein) comprise the cryoglobulin. Cryoglobulins may 
persist despite viral clearance following treatment (and may no longer contain viral particles), suggesting that 
cryoglobulin formation may initially be a virus-dependent phenomenon that eventually becomes autonomous. 
Tissue deposition, complement fixation, and the following inflammatory cascade result in vasculitis. The fact that a 
particular B-cell activating factor (BAFF) promoter polymorphism and elevated levels of BAFF are found in patients 
with MC suggests that it may have a pathogenic role by promoting B-cell proliferation and survival. 

 12.  Summarize the major clinical and laboratory features of cryoglobulinemia.
The major clinical and laboratory features of cryoglobulinemia are shown in Fig. 31.1. 

 13.  What are the common clinical manifestations of cryoglobulinemia?
Hyperviscosity syndrome (bleeding, vision changes, neurologic symptoms, etc.) is the most common manifestation 
in type I. In MC, cutaneous manifestations are the most common, with arthralgias and neuropathy being other 
frequent findings. The frequency of manifestations varies between studies, reflecting the characteristics of the 
patient populations (Table 31.2). 

 14.  What are the common cutaneous manifestations in MC?
Palpable purpura is the most common manifestation, being seen in up to 100% of patients during the course of 
disease. Urticarial vasculitis can also occur. Lesions typically affect the lower extremities, but can involve the trunk 
and upper extremities. They usually resolve spontaneously, but tend to be recurrent. Because cryoglobulinemic 
vasculitis can involve both small and medium vessels, more severe cutaneous lesions such as large skin ulcers 
occurring above the malleoli are not uncommon. Digital necrosis, bullae, and livedo racemosa may also be seen. 

 15.  What is the most common renal finding?
Type 1 membranoproliferative glomerulonephritis is the most common histologic pattern (80% of cases). Frank 
nephrotic or nephritic syndrome can occur, but patients typically present with less substantial microscopic 
hematuria or proteinuria. Hypertension and elevated creatinine are common, and renal failure may be mild or 
severe at presentation. 

Cryoglobulinemias

CLASSIFICATION

DISEASE

ASSOCIATIONS

CLINICAL

PRESENTATIONS

CTD = connective tissue disease; CID = chronic inflammatory disease.
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Fig. 31.1 The major clinical and laboratory features of cryoglobulinemia.
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 16.  What are the common neurologic manifestations?
A painful sensory polyneuropathy is the most common finding. It can be symmetric or asymmetric, and insidious 
or abrupt in onset. Motor involvement can also occur, typically months to years after the sensory neuropathy. 
Mononeuritis multiplex may also be seen. Neuropathy is thought to result from vasculitis of the vasa nervorum and 
is always painful. Central nervous system (CNS) involvement is exceedingly rare in MC, and other causes (e.g., 
atherosclerotic) should be explored if CNS symptoms occur. 

 17.  Describe the typical articular manifestations.
Polyarticular arthralgias are seen in the majority of patients during the course of the disease. Patients may 
describe profound joint pain, but inflammatory features are lacking on examination. A nonerosive arthritis is much 
less commonly encountered. Immune complex deposition is thought to be the cause of joint symptoms. 

 18.  How is malignancy associated with MC?
Symptomatic lymphoma develops in 5% to 20% of patients within 10 years of diagnosis. B-cell lymphomas are 
the most common, whereas hepatocellular carcinoma and papillary thyroid cancer occur less frequently. 

 19.  What are the common laboratory abnormalities in mixed cryoglobulinemic vasculitis?
Elevated RF and hypocomplementemia are seen in almost all patients with MC. Notably, C4 is reduced out of 
proportion to C3. A polyclonal hypergammaglobulinemia or monoclonal gammopathy are also frequently seen. 
Autoantibodies (other than RF) are seen in more than half of patients and include antinuclear, antismooth muscle, 
ANCA, antithyroid, antimitochondrial, and antiphospholipid antibodies. 

 20.  How is the diagnosis of mixed cryoglobulinemic vasculitis established?
Detection of cryoglobulins in the right clinical setting is diagnostic. Given the fact that false-negative results are 
common due to sample mishandling, the absence of cryoglobulins does not exclude the diagnosis. A high level 
of suspicion should be maintained if characteristic clinical and laboratory features are present. Elevated RF, low 
complement level, and the presence of a monoclonal gammopathy (especially when found together) may serve as 
a surrogate marker of cryoglobulinemia. Biopsy of affected tissue (typically skin) demonstrates leukocytoclastic 
vasculitis, and intravascular hyaline thrombi may also be seen. Immunofluorescence typically demonstrates Ig and 
C3 deposition. Biopsies of liver or bone marrow may demonstrate clonal expansions of B cells. 

 21.  What is the prognosis of mixed cryoglobulinemic vasculitis?
Approximately 65% have a slow, relatively benign course, and 35% have a moderate-to-severe course. Survival over 
10 years is 56% in mixed cryoglobulinemic vasculitis versus 93% in controls. Renal involvement most strongly confers a 
worse prognosis: 62% survival without renal involvement versus 33% survival with renal involvement. In addition, male 
sex, age ≥60 years, type II MC, gastrointestinal involvement, chronic HCV infection, and diffuse vasculitis are also risk 
factors. Complement values, RF titers, and cryoglobulin levels have no prognostic significance. The lack of association 
between cryoglobulin levels and prognosis is important to note, as low cryoglobulin concentration (in the correct clinical 
context) can be associated with severe disease and should not be easily dismissed. Renal failure is the most common 
cause of death, whereas cirrhosis, widespread vasculitis, malignancy, and infection are less frequent causes. 

 22.  Discuss the treatment options for mixed cryoglobulinemic vasculitis.
Removal of the antigenic stimulus is the primary goal. In HCV-associated mixed cryoglobulinemic vasculitis, 
this involves use of standard AV regimens, whereas in malignancy, other infections, and autoimmune diseases, 
appropriate treatment of these conditions is warranted. Immunosuppression is used to directly control the 
vasculitis and associated tissue damage. Most data regarding treatment are derived from studies of HCV-
associated mixed cryoglobulinemic vasculitis:

 •  Glucocorticoids: high-dose steroids should be used in patients with severe manifestations (e.g., neurologic, 
renal, or diffuse vasculitis), with short courses of low to intermediate doses for minor flares. Steroids should be 
tapered off quickly, and there is no role for chronic therapy.

Table 31.2   Common Clinical Manifestations in cryoglobulinemia

Purpura 55%–100% Raynaud’s phenomenon 5%–35%

Arthralgias 45%–100% Renal 10%–40%

Weakness 70%–100% Sicca 30%–50%

Meltzer’s triada 40%–80% Gastrointestinal 2%–6%

Neuropathy 20%–80% Pulmonary <5%

Ulcers 10% Malignancy 10%–15%

Arthritis <10% Endocrine (diabetes mellitus, hypothyroid, erectile dysfunction)

aMeltzer’s triad = purpura + arthralgias + weakness/myalgias.
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 •  Plasma exchange: although there is no controlled data supporting its use, expert opinion suggests a role in 
severe, life-threatening disease. It is the treatment of choice for hyperviscosity syndrome.

 •  Cyclophosphamide: it is frequently employed in combination with plasma exchange to treat severe disease. 
It is not recommended for use as monotherapy.

 •  Other immunosuppressants: use of azathioprine, methotrexate, cyclosporine, and other immunosuppressive 
agents is anecdotal, and no consensus recommendations can be made.

 •  Colchicine: it may have favorable effects on pain, weakness, purpura, and leg ulcers. The standard dose is 
1 mg/day.

 •  Low-antigen diet: older data suggests an improvement in purpura and arthralgias within 4 to 8 weeks, as 
well as favorable effect on laboratory abnormalities.

 •  AVs and RTX (see Questions 23-26). 

 23.  Discuss the use of AV agents and RTX in the treatment of HCV-associated mixed 
cryoglobulinemic vasculitis.
AV agents should be considered in all patients with HCV-associated MC. Historically, interferon-based 
regimens demonstrated response rates of 30% to 80% in MC, but use was commonly limited due to 
contraindications, side effects (interferon-α may exacerbate vasculitis manifestations), and slow onset of 
action. Direct acting antivirals (DAA), however, have transformed therapeutic outcomes in patients with 
HCV-associated MC. Treatment with DAA has shown an immunologic response in patients, with decreases in 
cryocrit in up to 80% of those treated, and clinical response in 91% of patients according to the Birmingham 
Vasculitis Activity Score. It is of interest to note that some patients may experience continued episodes of 
vasculitis despite viral clearance.

RTX has demonstrated good efficacy in treating mixed cryoglobulinemic vasculitis (clinical response 
in 80%) and should be considered in all patients with moderate-to-severe disease. Its use in combination 
with AV agents has demonstrated superiority over either agent used alone. RTX monotherapy has also been 
shown to be more efficacious than standard-of-care immunosuppression (high-dose steroids, azathioprine, 
cyclophosphamide, plasma exchange, or a combination of these). Typical response rates with combination 
therapy are 70% to 80%, with most patients experiencing complete clinical response. Addition of RTX to 
AV agents typically results in a more rapid clinical response and improved renal outcome than AVs alone. 
Improvement may be seen as early as 1 month, but typically occurs within 3 to 6 months. Clinical response rates 
are commonly higher than immunologic and virologic response, indicating that viral and immunologic responses 
may not be necessary for clinical efficacy.

There is no consensus regarding how RTX and AVs should be administered in patients presenting with HCV-
associated MC. Patients with severe end-organ damage from vasculitis should be treated with immunomodulation 
first, followed by DAA after clinical stabilization (Fig. 31.2). Studies have evaluated dosing RTX 1 g every 2 weeks 
(2 doses) and 375 mg/m2 weekly for 4 weeks, and both are effective. 

 24.  Is relapse common after treatment with RTX in HCV-associated MC?
Treatment effect is usually durable and has been demonstrated for >2 years after a single treatment course. 
Relapse occurs in ∼20% of cases and seems to be less frequent with combination therapy versus either RTX or 
AV monotherapy. Immunologic relapse and B-cell recovery commonly precede clinical relapse in many patients. 
Most patients with a clinical relapse also have viral recurrence or an initial lack of viral response. However, not 
all patients with an immunologic relapse (decreased C4, increased cryoglobulins, return of B cells) experience a 
clinical relapse; therefore the use of lab measurements to predict relapse is limited. RTX has been proven effective 
in the setting of clinical relapse and should be, thus, considered in this setting. 

 25.  Discuss the safety of RTX when used to treat mixed cryoglobulinemic vasculitis.
Overall, safety is similar when compared with other treatments. Serum sickness occurs in ∼1% of cases and 
is usually mild. One study suggested that the administration of RTX 1 g every 2 weeks is more commonly 
associated with severe systemic reactions (e.g., exacerbation of vasculitis) than a weekly dosing regimen (375 
mg/m2 × 4 doses). It is hypothesized that cryoglobulins may form immune complexes with RTX by binding to it 
in an RF-dependent manner, resulting in an accelerated immune complex-mediated vasculitis. This phenomenon 
was dependent on the level of cryoglobulins (high cryoglobulin concentration, low C4) and dose of RTX. Thus, 
the recommendation was to use a lower dose regimen and to consider plasma exchange prior to administration 
in patients with high cryoglobulin concentrations (>3%) and/or significant renal insufficiency. One approach is 
to carry out plasma exchange every other day for five to seven treatments while placing the patient on high-
dose glucocorticoids, subsequently followed by RTX (375 mg/m2 weekly × 4 doses). Of note, HCV viral loads 
may increase when RTX is used as monotherapy in the absence of AV (controversial; conflicting data in the 
literature, with higher risk potentially among patients with lymphoma receiving a higher cumulative dose of 
RTX and additional chemotherapeutic agents). Nonetheless, progressive liver disease has not been described 
among patients receiving RTX treatment for HCV-associated MC, and it is generally considered safe in this setting 
alongside proper AV therapy. 

 26.  Summarize the general treatment principles of HCV-associated MC.
The general treatment principles of HCV-associated MC are shown in Fig. 31.2. 
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 27.  Define cryofibrinogenemia and describe its diagnosis and clinical manifestations.
Cryofibrinogens are insoluble complexes of fibrin, fibrinogen, fibrin split products, plasma proteins, and Igs that 
precipitate with cold exposure. They do not precipitate in serum (plasma only) because the proteins consumed 
in the clotting process during cooling are the necessary substrates for cryofibrinogens. It is most commonly 
associated with malignancy, connective tissue diseases, and infection, but has also been reported with oral 
contraceptive use, diabetes mellitus, and advanced atherosclerosis.

Cutaneous manifestations are the most common and are the result of vascular occlusion and tissue 
ischemia. They tend to occur in cold-exposed areas and include purpura, livedo, ulcers, and gangrene. 
Leukocytoclastic vasculitis and necrosis are seen more commonly than isolated microthrombi in biopsy 
specimens, but they may occur together. Thromboses in larger vessels (strokes, myocardial infarction, etc.) 
are seen less frequently. Paradoxical bleeding may occur due to depletion of clotting factors. There is an 
association with cryoglobulins: cryofibrinogens are seen in 70% of patients with cryoglobulins, whereas 60% of 
cryofibrinogens occur in isolation. 

 28.  Discuss the appropriate collection and processing of specimens being tested for 
cryofibrinogens.
Blood is collected in nonheparinized tubes (use EDTA or citrate) that do not allow coagulation and is stored 
at 37°C until centrifugation. After centrifugation, the remaining plasma is stored at 4°C for 72 hours and 
cryofibrinogens, if present, will form during this period. Cryofibrinogens are absorbed by red blood cells (RBCs), so 
a delay in centrifugation or allowing the sample to cool may result in false-negative results because the RBCs are 
eventually discarded. Heparin tubes should not be used for collection because heparin may form a cryoprecipitate 
with plasma factors and lead to false-positive results. It is also recommended that a separate serum sample be 
obtained by collecting blood in a prewarmed tube that does allow coagulation. The serum sample should be tested 
for the presence of cryoglobulins as outlined in Question 4.

Pearl: cryofibrinogens will precipitate in the cold only from the plasma sample, whereas cryoglobulins 
precipitate in the cold from both the plasma and serum samples. 

Stratified treatment of HCV-related
cryoglobulinemic syndrome according to disease severity
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Fig. 31.2 The general treatment principles of hepatitis C virus-associated cryoglobulinemia. CNS, Central nervous system; GI, gastroin-
testinal; GN, glomerulonephritis.
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 29.  Discuss the treatment of cryofibrinogenemia.
Avoiding cold exposure and keeping the patient at 37°C is reasonable, as is smoking cessation if applicable. 
Cutaneous lesions should be treated according to standard gangrene or burn protocols. If cryofibrinogenemia is 
secondary to an underlying disease process such as malignancy, infection, or rheumatic disease, treatment of that 
condition is typically helpful. It is important to evaluate for potential conditions associated with cryofibrinogenemia. 
Among patients with primary cryofibrinogenemia, treatment options are derived primarily from small case series 
and expert opinion. Fibrinolytics such as streptokinase and stanozolol have been described as beneficial in some 
patients. In contrast, experience with heparin has been disappointing, with some patients actually worsening on 
this therapy. Experience with coumadin is similarly mixed. Some experts advocate low-dose aspirin therapy (81 
mg/day) in conjunction with corticosteroids for patients with mild to moderate symptoms. Immunosuppression 
with corticosteroids and agents such as azathioprine, chlorambucil, and cyclophosphamide, have been described 
in the literature and are likely most appropriately considered in cases associated with an underlying rheumatic 
disease. There are limited data to support the use of plasma exchange. 

 30.  What is cold agglutinin disease?
Cold agglutinins are typically IgM antibodies directed against I/i antigens on erythrocytes leading to hemolytic 
anemia due to complement-mediated RBC destruction in the reticuloendothelial system (typically the liver). 
Furthermore, occlusion of superficial vessels can occur (most commonly at exposed, cooler, acral sites) due to 
slowing of blood flow by agglutinated RBCs. This can lead to symptoms of acrocyanosis; Raynaud’s-like symptoms; 
and skin ulcers on the ears, nose, and digits. Most cases with chronic manifestations are idiopathic or related 
to lymphoproliferative diseases. Treatment includes warmth, glucocorticoids, RTX, and rarely plasmapheresis. 
Alkylating agents are limited to those patients requiring them for treatment of their lymphoma. Cold agglutinin 
disease due to infections (mycoplasma pneumoniae, infectious mononucleosis, other viruses) typically are 
asymptomatic or cause transient clinical manifestations that usually do not require therapy other than warmth. Cold 
agglutinin disease has also been described in patients with ANCA vasculitis related to levamisole-tainted cocaine.
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BEHÇET’S DISEASE AND COGAN’S 
SYNDROME
Sterling G. West, MD

KEY POINTS

 1.  Behçet’s disease should be considered in any patient with a systemic inflammatory disease characterized by 
recurrent orogenital ulcers and uveitis.

 2.  Behçet’s disease is the only vasculitis to cause pulmonary aneurysms.
 3.  Pathergy at the site of needle sticks is characteristic of Behçet’s disease.
 4.  Cogan’s syndrome is characterized by ocular interstitial keratitis and audiovestibular disease.

 1.  What are the variable vessel vasculitides?
The International Chapel Hill Consensus Conference recognized two vasculitides that can affect any size and type 
(arteries, veins, and capillaries) of blood vessel: Behçet’s disease and Cogan’s syndrome.

Note that many but not all of the clinical manifestations of Behçet’s diseases are due to a vasculitis. 
Additionally, Cogan’s syndrome is associated with vasculitis; however, the pathology of cochlear specimens 
frequently does not show vasculitis suggesting additional pathogenetic mechanisms (e.g., autoimmune). 

BEHÇET’S DISEASE

 2.  What are the Revised International Criteria for Adamantiades–Behçet’s disease?
 •  Recurrent oral ulceration (one point): recurrent (≥3 times per year) and multiple minor aphthous, major  

aphthous, or herpetiform ulcerations.
 •  Recurrent genital ulceration (two points): aphthous ulceration or scarring.
 •  Eye lesions (two points): anterior uveitis, posterior uveitis, or cells in vitreous on slit lamp examination; or 

retinal vasculitis.
 •  Skin lesions (one point): pseudofolliculitis, papulopustular lesions, erythema nodosum-like lesions, acneiform 

lesions, pyoderma gangrenosum-like lesions.
 •  Vascular lesions (one point): phlebitis, large vein thrombosis, aneurysm, arterial thrombosis.
 •  Positive pathergy test (one point): 2 mm erythema 24 to 48 hours after a #20- to 21-gauge needle prick to a 

depth of 5 mm.
The diagnosis is confirmed in a patient with three or more points. Validation studies show that these criteria 

have an accuracy of 89% to 97%. Note that pulmonary aneurysms, major venous thrombosis, genital ulcers 
that scar, hypopyon, and pathergy are highly characteristic of Behçet’s disease in a patient presenting with 
recurrent oral ulcers. Histopathologic analysis of involved tissues ranges from a neutrophilic vascular reaction to 
leukocytoclastic vasculitis. 

 3.  Behçet’s disease is a clinical diagnosis. What other diseases must be considered and ruled 
out in a patient presenting with possible Behçet’s disease?
Virtually all the features of Behçet’s disease can be seen in Crohn’s colitis. Inflammatory bowel disease must be 
considered particularly in patients with iron deficiency, markedly elevated erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR; 
>100 mm/hour), or even minor bowel complaints. Other diseases with oral ulcers, ocular disease, and arthritis 
that need to be considered include systemic lupus erythematosus, reactive arthritis, herpetic infection, systemic 
vasculitis, Sweet’s syndrome, and periodic fever syndromes (periodic fever, aphthous stomatitis, pharyngitis, 
adenitis—PFAPA, hyperimmunoglobulin D syndrome). 

 4.  Describe “pathergy”.
Pathergy is the hyperreactivity of the skin to any intracutaneous injection or needle stick (pathergy test). It 
frequently occurs at the sites of blood draw. Originally described in 1935, this reaction is believed by some to be 
pathognomonic for Behçet’s disease. The mechanism of pathergy in Behçet’s disease is unknown, but it is thought 
to be related to increased neutrophil chemotaxis. The rate of a positive reaction varies in different populations, being 
more common in Japan and Turkey (50%–75%) and less common in England and the United States (10%–20%). 
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 5.  Who gets Behçet’s disease?
The disease occurs in both men and women equally, with the mean age of patients being approximately 30 years 
(range, 20–40 years). It is rare to occur in childhood and after the age of 50 years. The highest prevalence is in 
Turkey and Japan. Overall men get more severe disease. 

 6.  What is the relationship between this disease and the old Silk Route of Marco Polo?
Although Behçet’s disease occurs worldwide, it is much more prevalent in individuals living along the old Silk 
Route (trade trail of Marco Polo), extending from the Orient (Japan) through Turkey and into the Mediterranean 
basin. Japanese and Eastern Mediterranean individuals have a three to six times increased incidence of HLA-B51 
in patients with Behçet’s disease compared with controls. The presence of HLA-B51 appears to be associated 
with a more complete expression of manifestations and a more severe clinical course of disease. HLA-B51 is not 
increased in frequency in patients with Behçet’s disease in the United States. Genome-wide scans have identified 
up to 16 additional loci that may contribute to the risk of developing Behçet’s disease. Familial clustering has been 
reported. 

 7.  Describe the aphthous ulcers associated with Behçet’s disease.
Aphthous-like stomatitis is the initial manifestation in 25% to 75% of patients with Behçet’s disease. Stomatitis 
may be less common in cigarette smokers. Preferential sites of ulceration are the mucous membranes of the lips, 
gingiva, cheeks (buccal mucosa), and tongue. The palate, tonsils, and pharynx are rarely involved (unlike reactive 
arthritis or Stevens–Johnson syndrome), and the outer portions of the lips are not involved (unlike herpetic 
lesions). Most oral ulcers are painful, occur in crops (3 to >10 lesions), are <1 cm in diameter, heal without 
scarring within 1 to 3 weeks, and are recurrent. Major ulcers (>1 cm) may scar. 

 8.  List a differential diagnosis of aphthous stomatitis.
Underlying conditions may be identified in as many as 30% of patients with severe aphthous stomatitis. However, 
most cases remain idiopathic (Table 32.1). 

 9.  What is recurrent (complex) aphthosis?
This entity describes patients without systemic manifestations of Behçet’s disease who have recurrent oral and 
genital aphthous ulcers or almost constant multiple (more than three) oral aphthae. Differentiation from complex 
aphthosis may be difficult because the initial clinical presentation of Behçet’s disease is often confined to oral and 
genital ulceration. 

 10.  How frequently do the various clinical symptoms of Behçet’s disease occur?

Oral aphthous ulcers 97% to 100%
Genital ulcers 75% to 90%
Ocular symptoms 30% to 79%
Arthritis 40% to 50%
Skin lesions 35% to 85%
Central nervous system disease 5% to 10%
Major vessel occlusion/aneurysm 5% to 10%
Gastrointestinal involvement 0% to 25%

 11.  Describe the genital ulcers of Behçet’s disease.
Aphthous ulcers similar to those in the mouth also occur on the genitalia, most frequently the scrotum and vulva. 
The penis and the perianal and vaginal mucosa are less often involved. Lesions in men tend to be more painful 
than those in women. Genital ulcers are usually deeper than oral lesions and may leave scars after healing (66%). 
Vulvar ulcers often develop during the premenstrual stage of the cycle. 

Table 32.1   Differential Diagnosis of Recurrent Oral Ulcerations

CONDITION CONDITION

Idiopathic (70% of cases) Dermatologic Dz: pemphigoid, pemphigus, lichen planus, others

B12/folate/iron deficiency Autoinflammatory Dz: PFAPA, Hyperimmunoglobulin D

Cyclic neutropenia Drugs (e.g., methotrexate)

Menstrual-related Infections: herpes simplex, HIV

Recurrent (complex) aphthosis Stevens-Johnson syndrome

Inflammatory bowel disease Gluten-sensitive enteropathy (Celiac Dz)

Behçet’s disease Rheumatologic Dz: SLE, reactive arthritis
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 12.  Are nonvenereal genital ulcers commonly due to Behçet’s disease?
No. Although genital ulcers are common in Behçet’s disease, Behçet’s disease is a rare cause of genital 
ulceration. Venereal ulcers are the most common type of genital ulceration and include herpes simplex, 
syphilis, chancroid, lymphogranuloma venereum, and granuloma inguinale (donovanosis). These infections 
need to be ruled out in patients with suspected Behçet’s disease. Nonvenereal causes of genital ulceration 
include trauma (mechanical, chemical), adverse drug reactions, nonvenereal infections (nonsyphylitic 
spirochetes, pyogenic, yeast), vesiculobullous skin diseases, and various neoplasms such as precarcinoma 
(Bowen’s disease) and carcinoma (basal cell carcinoma and squamous cell carcinoma). More common 
rheumatic causes of genital ulceration include reactive arthritis and Crohn’s disease. 

 13.  What are the ophthalmologic manifestations of Behçet’s disease?
Anterior/posterior uveitis, conjunctivitis, corneal ulceration, papillitis, and retinal vasculitis. Ocular lesions occur in 
80% to 90% of men and 70% of women. Uveitis is typically a bilateral, episodic panuveitis. Blindness is limited 
mostly to patients with posterior involvement (posterior uveitis, retinal vasculitis, optic neuritis) and occurs 
on average 4 years after the onset of Behçet’s disease. Men get more severe ocular disease. All patients with 
Behçet’s disease need ophthalmologic screening. 

 14.  What is a hypopyon?
The presence of inflammatory cells in the anterior chamber of the eye. It occurs in up to 20% of patients with 
Behçet’s disease and is a poor prognostic sign because it is frequently associated with retinal involvement. 
Although initially believed to be pathognomonic of ocular Behçet’s disease, hypopyon is more commonly seen with 
severe B27-associated uveitis (see Chapter 75: Autoimmune Eye and Ear Disorders). 

 15.  Describe the arthritis associated with Behçet’s disease.
Approximately 50% of patients will develop signs or symptoms of joint involvement. The arthritis is usually 
migratory, monoarticular or oligoarticular, and asymmetric, principally affecting the knees, ankles, elbows, and 
wrists. Arthritic flares typically last for 1 to 3 weeks, but can last longer. Enthesopathy is common especially in 
patients with acneiform lesions. Shoulders, spine, sacroiliac joints, hips, and small joints of the hands and feet are 
infrequently involved and should suggest another disease (e.g., HLA-B27-associated arthropathy). The arthritis 
may be polyarticular and occasionally resembles rheumatoid arthritis. Erosive changes are rare. Synovial fluid cell 
counts average 5000 to 10,000/mm3, and neutrophils predominate. Note that arthralgia is more common than 
arthritis in Behçet’s disease but lacks diagnostic value. 

 16.  What are the cutaneous manifestations of Behçet’s disease?
Cutaneous lesions occur in over 75% of patients with Behçet’s disease and include the following:

 •  Erythema nodosum (50%).
 •  Superficial thrombophlebitis (25%).
 •  Acneiform skin eruption or pseudofolliculitis (65%): with evidence of vessel-based histology.
 •  Pyoderma gangrenosum-like lesions.
 •  Sweet’s syndrome-like lesions.
 •  Cutaneous small-vessel vasculitis and pustular vasculitic lesions.
 •  Hyperirritability of skin (pathergy): common in Turkey/Japan. Rare in the United States. 

 17.  Describe the vascular involvement in Behçet’s disease.
Behçet’s disease can involve all sizes of arteries and veins. Vascular disease is more common in men. Thrombosis 
of the large veins and arteries may occur, as can arterial aneurysms. Vascular thrombosis may be seen in a quarter 
of all patients and include thrombosis of the superior or inferior vena cava, portal or hepatic veins, and pulmonary 
arteries. Emboli from the thromboses are rare. Behçet’s disease patients with thrombosis may have the factor V 
Leiden mutation. Behçet’s disease is virtually alone among the vasculitides as a frequent cause of fatal aneurysms 
of the pulmonary arterial tree. Hughes–Stovin syndrome is a forme fruste of Behçet’s disease characterized 
by deep venous thrombosis and pulmonary artery aneurysms with hemoptysis being a common presenting 
manifestation. In addition to large-vessel involvement, superficial thrombophlebitis and small artery vasculitis can 
be seen. 

 18.  How often do neurologic manifestations occur in Behçet’s disease?

Headaches (52%) Cerebellar ataxia
Meningoencephalitis (28%) Hemiplegia/paraparesis
Cranial nerve palsies (16%) Pseudobulbar palsy
Seizures (13%) Extrapyramidal signs

Neurologic symptoms occur in 5% to 10% of patients, are more common in men, and tend to recur during flares of 
oral, genital, and joint lesions. Central nervous system (CNS) involvement, which may be life-threatening, is usually 
a late manifestation occurring from 1 to 7 years after the initial onset of disease. The most commonly involved 
region is the brainstem, but any area of the brain and spinal cord can be involved due to vasculitis or thrombosis. 
Intracranial hypertension, mostly resulting from dural sinus thrombosis, is seen in up to 20% of patients with 
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neurologic disease and should be considered in patients with headache and ocular pain. Acute meningitis has 
been reported. Mortality of CNS Behçet’s disease is high (up to 40%). 

 19.  What other organ involvement can be seen in Behçet’s disease?
 •  Gastrointestinal involvement is more common in Japan (25%–30%) and is characterized by mucosal 

ulcerations most commonly in the ileum and the right side of the colon. Ileocecal lesions may perforate. Stool 
calprotectin is elevated.

 •  Apart from sporadic reports of valvular lesions, myocarditis, pericarditis, and coronary arteritis/aneurysms, 
cardiac involvement in Behçet’s disease is uncommon. Notably atherosclerosis is not accelerated.

 •  Epididymitis occurs in 10% of men; salpingitis can occur in women.
 •  Renal manifestations including glomerulonephritis are uncommon (<10%).
 •  Amyloidosis can cause nephrotic syndrome. 

 20.  What are the common laboratory findings in Behçet’s disease?
Laboratory parameters are nonspecific in Behçet’s disease. Some of the common findings include elevated ESR, 
increased C-reactive protein (CRP), leukocytosis, increased serum levels of immunoglobulin G (IgG), IgA, and IgM; 
increased α2-globulin; elevated cerebrospinal fluid protein and cell count (in patients with neurologic involvement). 
These findings most often occur during disease exacerbation and often return to normal during remission. 

 21.  What are the major causes of mortality in Behçet’s disease?
 •  CNS involvement.
 •  Vascular disease (ruptured pulmonary and peripheral aneurysms).
 •  Bowel disease (perforation).

Men, younger age at onset, and patients of Middle-Eastern or Far-Eastern descent have the worst prognosis. 
Mortality may be 15% to 20% in the first 5 years. However, disease exacerbations and mortality decrease over 
time. Ocular lesions causing blindness and neurologic involvement cause the most morbidity. 

 22.  Which drugs are reported to be successful in treating the mucocutaneous lesions of 
Behçet’s syndrome?

 •  Topical triamcinolone acetonide cream (0.1% in Orabase) or dexamethasone elixir (0.5 mg/5 mL) swish for  
5 to 10 minutes and spit (but do not rinse) three times daily.

 •  Topical pimecrolimus in combination with topical corticosteroids.
 •  Topical sulcrafate (1 g/5 mL four times a day) with or without topical corticosteroids.
 •  Oral colchicine, 0.6 mg two to three times daily. Especially useful for erythema nodosum and genital ulcers.
 •  Prednisone 15 mg daily for 1 week with taper over 3 weeks.
 •  Patients who fail topicals and colchicine and cannot taper prednisone:
 -  Apremilast, 30 mg twice a day. This is likely the drug of choice. It is now FDA-approved for Behcet’s.
 •  Azathioprine, up to 2.5 mg/kg per day. Mycophenolate mofetil does not work as well as azathioprine.
 •  Tumor necrosis factor (TNF) α antagonists. Use with azathioprine.
 •  Interferon-α, 6 × 106 units three times a week for 3 months followed by 3 × 106 units three times a week.
 •  Others: dapsone, cyclosporine, thalidomide, interleukin (IL)-1 inhibitors. 

 23.  Which immunosuppressive agents are reported to be successful in treating severe ocular 
Behçet’s disease?

 •  Topical (anterior uveitis), intraocular, and systemic corticosteroids (posterior involvement).
 •  Azathioprine, 2.5 mg/kg per day should be combined with corticosteroids for posterior involvement (uveitis, 

retina, optic nerve).
 •  Anti-TNFα therapy: Infliximab (5 mg/kg IV) is best. Use in combination with azathioprine or other disease-

modifying antirheumatic drugs.
 •  Cyclosporine, 2 to 5 mg/kg per day, can be added to azathioprine and anti-TNFα therapy. Cyclosporine should 

be used with caution in patients with CNS Behçet’s disease because it can worsen CNS symptoms. Tacroli-
mus, 0.1 mg/kg per day, can be used as an alternative to cyclosporine.

 •  Interferon-α is a good alternative but should not be used with azathioprine due to additive myelotoxicity.
 •  Chlorambucil and cyclophosphamide are salvage therapies.
 •  Others: methotrexate, mycophenolate mofetil, anakinra, tocilizumab, and rituximab have been used success-

fully in a few patients. 

 24.  What other therapies can be useful in Behçet’s disease?
 •  Arthritis: colchicine. If refractory, use corticosteroids, azathioprine, methotrexate, TNF-α antagonists. 

Interferon-α and sulfasalazine have also been used.
 •  CNS: corticosteroids, azathioprine, interferon-α, cyclophosphamide, chlorambucil, TNF-α antagonists. Do not 

use cyclosporine unless necessary to treat coexisting ocular disease.
 •  Gastrointestinal: corticosteroids, sulfasalazine, azathioprine, TNF-α antagonists.
 •  Vascular thromboses: corticosteroids and other immunosuppressives. Do not anticoagulate until inflammation is 

controlled because patients can have silent aneurysms that may rupture causing a life-threatening hemorrhage.
 •  Aneurysms/vasculitis: corticosteroids and cyclophosphamide. Endovascular embolization or surgery for 

hemorrhage. 
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 25.  Who was Behçet?
Hulusi Behçet, a Turkish dermatologist, in 1937 described a chronic relapsing syndrome of oral ulceration, genital 
ulceration, and uveitis that now bears his name. 

 26.  Describe the MAGIC syndrome.
Although chondritis has been noted in association with many other rheumatic diseases, the relationship between 
idiopathic relapsing polychondritis and Behçet’s disease is particularly close. In 1985, Firestein and colleagues 
proposed the name “Mouth and Genital ulceration with Inflamed Cartilage” (MAGIC) syndrome in an attempt to 
encompass both clinical entities. 

 27.  Describe the pathogenesis of Behçet’s disease.
The pathogenesis of Behçet’s disease remains unclear. It might not have a primary autoimmune basis. No specific 
antibodies or clear-cut abnormalities in B cells have been demonstrated. An infectious trigger in a genetically 
predisposed host is postulated. Heat shock protein release interacting with Toll-like receptors causing release 
of cytokines such as IL-1, IL-8, IL-12, and IL-17, which leads to neutrophil and T helper 1 cell hyperactivity, has 
been reported in patients with Behçet’s disease. Some investigators think Behçet’s may be an autoinflammatory 
disorder; however, the rarity of fever during flares, the lack of a defined genetic locus, and the older age of onset 
makes this less likely. 

COGAN’S SYNDROME

 28.  What is Cogan’s syndrome?
Cogan’s syndrome has a median age of onset of 22 years (range, 5–63 years) and no sex or racial predilection. Up 
to 33% have an antecedent viral illness before symptom onset. It has the following manifestations:

 •  Major manifestations: occur concurrently or within 4 months in 75% of patients.
 •  Ocular disease (red, painful, photophobic eyes): typical lesion is nonsyphilitis interstitial keratitis. Can have 

scleritis, episcleritis, uveitis, or chorioretinitis.
 •  Audiovestibular symptoms: rapid onset sensorineural hearing loss (often bilateral) and vestibular dysfunc-

tion (vertigo and ataxia). Can develop cochlear hydrops.
 •  Other manifestations: tend to occur in patients who are at risk for widespread vasculitis.
 •  Constitutional symptoms (50%): fever, weight loss, adenopathy, hepatosplenomegaly, arthritis, others.
 •  Vasculitis: aortitis with aortic insufficiency/aneurysm (12%), coronary vasculitis, aortic/mitral valvulitis, 

purpura, gangrene.
 •  Laboratory abnormalities: anemia, leukocytosis, thrombocytosis, elevated ESR and CRP. Rarely antimyeloper-

oxidase (perinuclear antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies) and anti-Hsp-70 antibodies. 

 29.  How is Cogan’s syndrome treated? What is the prognosis?
Treatment includes topical steroids for anterior ocular manifestations and high-dose glucocorticoids for posterior 
ocular, audiovestibular, and systemic disease. Failure to taper prednisone and treatment-resistant disease is 
treated with immunosuppressives (methotrexate, azathioprine, and mycophenolate mofetil). Cyclophosphamide 
is used to treat large- and medium-vessel vasculitis. Patients who fail to respond have been treated with 
cyclosporine. TNFα antagonists and tocilizumab have been used in case reports.

Some patients recover after a single episode. Most patients have exacerbations with over 50% sustaining 
permanent hearing loss. Cochlear implants can be beneficial for these patients. Vascular surgery may be 
necessary for aortic valve replacement or aneurysm repair.
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RELAPSING POLYCHONDRITIS
Jason R. Kolfenbach, MD

KEY POINTS

 1.  Auricular chondritis can be separated from cellulitis because it does not affect the earlobe.
 2.  One-third of patients with relapsing polychondritis (RPC) will have an associated autoimmune disease  

(especially vasculitis) and/or hematologic disorder (myelodysplastic syndrome [MDS] most commonly).
 3.  Patients with RPC can be separated into one of three phenotypes: a) associated with a hematologic disorder 

(high mortality), b) laryngotracheal or bronchial tree involvement (high risk of infection and intensive care unit 
[ICU] admission), and c) mild phenotype.

 4.  Nasal chondritis is frequently associated with upper and lower airway involvement.

 1.  Define RPC.
RPC is an uncommon episodic systemic disease characterized by recurrent inflammation and destruction of 
cartilaginous tissues. 

 2.  Who gets RPC?
Patients are predominantly Caucasian, with a slight female predominance. Persons of all ages can develop RPC with 
a peak in the fifth decade (40–60 years). The estimated prevalence is nine cases per million. There is an association 
with HLA-DR4, which some studies have shown is involved in the presentation of type II collagen epitopes. 

 3.  Briefly discuss the proposed etiopathogenesis of RPC.
The etiology of RPC is unknown but is thought to be an autoimmune process. Patients with RPC and animal 
models of the disease have demonstrated cellular and humoral immunity against a variety of cartilage 
components including collagen (types II, IX, XI), matrilin-1 (found exclusively in cartilage found in the respiratory 
tract and ears), and proteoglycans. In patients with RPC, the degree of immune response correlates with clinical 
disease activity.

An inciting agent (infectious, toxic, immunologic) has not yet been identified. However, once stimulated, 
activated lymphocytes and macrophages are thought to secrete mediators that induce the release of lysosomal 
enzymes, especially proteases. The resulting inflammatory destruction of cartilage eventually generates an 
attempt at repair by local fibroblasts and chondrocytes, leading to the formation of granulation tissue and fibrosis. 

 4.  Describe the histopathology of RPC.
The histopathology of involved cartilage, regardless of location, is similar and highly characteristic. The cartilage 
matrix, which is normally basophilic (blue), becomes acidophilic (pink) when examined by routine hematoxylin 
and eosin staining. Inflammatory cell infiltrates (initially polymorphonuclear cells and later lymphocytes and 
plasma cells) invade the cartilage from the periphery inward. Granulation tissue and fibrosis develop adjacent 
to inflammatory infiltrates, occasionally resulting in sequestration of cartilage segments. Increased lipids and 
lysosomes in chondrocytes are demonstrated by electron microscopy. Immunofluorescence may demonstrate 
immunoglobulin and complement components in the tissue. 

 5.  Is biopsy of an affected area necessary for diagnosis?
Current criteria do not require a biopsy for the confirmation of diagnosis. In addition, characteristic findings may be 
found in only 60% of obtained specimens. A biopsy is useful in situations where the clinical diagnosis is uncertain: 
lack of multiple sites of targeted cartilage involvement (bilateral ear disease is commonly considered a second 
site of involvement), failure to respond to prednisone and/or dapsone, or features concerning for an alternative 
diagnosis or associated condition. The tissue should be sent for routine histology as well as stains and cultures for 
mycobacteria and fungal organisms. 
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 6.  Define the McAdam and Michet diagnostic criteria for RPC.

Criteria for the Diagnosis of RPC

(Revised) McAdam et al.1,2 Michet et al.3

Bilateral auricular chondritis
Nonerosive seronegative inflammatory 

polyarthritis
Nasal chondritis
Ocular inflammation
Respiratory tract chondritis

Major Criteria:
 -  Proven inflammatory episodes involving auricular cartilage
 -  Proven inflammatory episodes involving nasal cartilage
 -  Proven inflammatory episodes involving laryngotracheal cartilage

Audiovestibular damage
The presence of 3 of 6 criteria is  

diagnostic of RPC.
One criteria + histologic  

confirmation is diagnostic.
Two criteria + response to steroids  

or dapsone is diagnostic.

Minor Criteria:
 -  Ocular inflammation (conjunctivitis, keratitis, episcleritis, uveitis)
 -  Hearing loss
 -  Vestibular dysfunction
 -  Seronegative inflammatory arthritis
The presence of 2 major or 1 major + 2 minor criteria is diagnostic.

1)  McAdam LP. Medicine (Baltimore). May 1976;55(3):193–215.

2)  Damiani JM. Laryngoscope. June 1979;89(6):929–946.

3)  Michet CJ. Ann Intern Med. Jan 1986;104(1):74–78.

 7.  Which target organs are most commonly involved in the clinical presentation and eventual 
course of RPC?

Clinical Features of RPCa

Clinical Feature Frequency at Presentation (%) Cumulative Frequency (%)
Auricular chondritis 43 89
Arthritis 32 72
Nasal chondritis 21 61
Ocular inflammation 18 59
Laryngotracheal symptoms 23 55
Reduced hearing 7 40
Vestibular dysfunction 4 28
Saddle nose 11 25
Cutaneous 4 25
Laryngotracheal stricture 15 23
Vasculitis 2 14

aData from Kent PD, Michet CJ, Luthra HS. Curr Opin Rheumatol. 2004;16:56–61. 

A large cohort study from the Mayo Clinic has demonstrated that 85% of patients experience episodic attacks of 
inflammation approximately once annually; the remaining 15% experience continuous disease activity.

 8.  Discuss the clinical features and potential complications of the auricular and nasal 
chondritis of RPC.
Auricular chondritis is the most frequent and characteristic clinical feature of RPC, eventually appearing in nearly 90% 
of patients. It typically presents as the sudden onset of burning pain, warmth, swelling, and purplish-red discoloration 
of the helix, antihelix, and sometimes tragus of one or both ears (Fig. 33.1A). Because only the cartilaginous portion 
is affected, the inferior soft lobules are always spared, separating it from cellulitis. Attacks may last from a few days 
to several weeks. Repeated inflammation may lead to cartilaginous calcification of the pinnas, which may be seen in 
other conditions such as frostbite. After one or more attacks, the external ear may lose its structural integrity owing to 
inflammatory dissolution of cartilage. This results in a drooping, floppy ear termed as “cauliflower ear” (Fig. 33.1B).

Nasal chondritis develops suddenly as a painful fullness of the nasal bridge. It is less recurrent than 
auricular chondritis; however, even in the absence of clinical inflammation, cartilage collapse may occur resulting 
in a “saddle nose” deformity (Fig. 33.2). Nasal chondritis is associated with airway involvement; its presence 
should prompt a computed tomography (CT) evaluation of the lungs. 

 9.  Discuss the distribution of disease, clinical symptoms and potential complications of 
respiratory tract involvement in RPC.
Cartilage inflammation may occur early in the larynx and trachea, and later in the first- and second-order bronchi. 
In mild cases, symptoms might consist of throat tenderness, hoarseness, and a nonproductive cough. In severe 
cases, laryngeal and epiglottal edema may cause choking, stridor, dyspnea, or respiratory failure requiring 
emergency tracheostomy. Repeated or persistent inflammation of the airways can lead to either tracheal stenosis 
or dynamic airway collapse caused by dissolution of the tracheal and bronchial cartilaginous rings. Costochondritis 
can cause respiratory splinting and, when severe, can cause depression of the anterior chest wall. Respiratory 
tract infections frequently complicate the clinical course of these patients. 
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 10.  Describe the arthritis of RPC.
The arthritis of RPC is usually an oligoarticular or polyarticular, asymmetric, nonerosive inflammatory arthritis 
with a predilection for the ankles, wrists, hands, and feet as well as the sternoclavicular, costochondral, and 
sternomanubrial joints. Tenosynovitis is common. The arthritis is typically acute, migratory, and episodic, resolving 
spontaneously over days to weeks. Rarely, it can become chronic. When the small joints of the hands and feet 
are affected, the disease may mimic seronegative rheumatoid arthritis. A report of flail chest has been described 
secondary to inflammatory lysis of the costosternal cartilage. Cervical, lumbar, and sacroiliac inflammation has 
been reported as well. The arthritis activity does not correlate with other disease manifestations of RPC. 

 11.  Describe the ocular involvement of RPC.
Virtually every structure of the eye and surrounding tissues can be affected. Episcleritis and scleritis (including 
necrotizing scleritis, which can herald a systemic vasculitis) are the most common ocular manifestations occurring 
in 40% to 50% patients. Additional manifestations include lid edema, orbital inflammatory disease, conjunctivitis, 
uveitis, peripheral ulcerative keratitis, retinal vasculitis, and optic neuritis. Complications due to the disease and/or 
therapy may include cataracts, proptosis, corneal ulcerations and thinning, and extraocular muscle palsies. 

 12.  Discuss the audiovestibular damage in RPC.
Audiovestibular involvement presents as hearing loss, tinnitus, vertigo, and fullness in the ear (due to serous 
otitis media), and may occur in up to one-third of patients. Conductive hearing loss may result from inflammatory 

A B

Fig. 33.1 (A) The ear in early inflammatory relapsing polychondritis. (B) Chronic collapse of the cartilaginous pinna in a patient with 
relapsing polychondritis (Copyright 2014 American College of Rheumatology. Used with permission.)

Fig. 33.2 Saddle-nose deformity due to nasal septal collapse. (Copyright 2014 American College of Rheumatology. Used with permission.)
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edema or cartilage collapse of the auricle, external auditory canal, and/or eustachian tubes. Sensorineural hearing 
loss secondary to inflammation of the internal auditory artery can also occur. 

 13.  Describe the cardiac manifestations of RPC.
Aortic insufficiency is the most common cardiac manifestation of RPC. After respiratory involvement, it is the 
most serious complication of RPC. It is usually due to progressive dilatation of the aortic root, which may help 
in distinguishing it from the aortic insufficiency seen in other conditions (Table 33.1). Less frequent cardiac 
complications include pericarditis, myocarditis, arrhythmias, coronary aneurysms, valvulitis, and conduction defects. 
The prevalence of cardiac involvement in RPC in recent cohorts is around 20%, compared with 10% in older studies. 
This may potentially reflect enhanced cardiac screening and/or improved sensitivity of current imaging techniques. 

 14.  Discuss the cutaneous manifestations of RPC.
Dermatologic manifestations occur in 35% of patients and are most common in patients with MDS. Oral aphthosis 
and leukocytoclastic vasculitis are most common. The aphthosis may resemble Behçet’s disease and have the 
acronym MAGIC syndrome (mouth and genital ulcers with inflamed cartilage), an overlap of RPC and Behçet’s. 
Multiple other skin lesions can occur including nodules resembling erythema nodosum (15%), alopecia, abnormal 
nail growth, superficial thrombophlebitis, and others. 

 15.  How may vasculitis present in RPC?
Vasculitis may occur in up to 15% to 20% of cases and indicates a poor prognosis. Involved vessels range in size 
from capillaries (leukocytoclastic vasculitis) to large arteries (aortitis). Ascending thoracic aortic aneurysms may be 
a late manifestation. Involvement at this site may require eventual aortic grafting (see Question 25). 

 16.  What other clinical manifestations occur in RPC?
Neurologic manifestations (5% of patients) may include cranial neuropathies (second, sixth, seventh, eighth), 
headaches, and more rarely seizures, aseptic meningitis, encephalopathy, hemiplegia, and ataxia.

Renal disease (manifested by microhematuria and/or elevated creatinine) has been reported in 10% to 20% 
of patients with RPC in older studies. Newer data suggests renal involvement in RPC at ≤5%, with the suspected 
drop in prevalence due to better identification and separation of cases of antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody 
(ANCA)-associated vasculitis (antibody assay development in the mid to late 1980s). 

 17.  What laboratory data support the diagnosis of RPC?
Laboratory abnormalities are nonspecific and generally reflective of an inflammatory state: elevated erythrocyte 
sedimentation rate (ESR)/C-reactive protein (CRP), leukocytosis, thrombocytosis, chronic anemia, and increased 
alpha and gamma globulins. Low titers of rheumatoid factor, antinuclear antibody, and ANCA may be seen. 
Antibodies to type II collagen have been found in approximately 30% to 40% of patients at the time of diagnosis 
(low sensitivity); these antibodies have also been reported in patients with rheumatoid arthritis, ankylosing 
spondylitis, systemic lupus erythematosus, and psoriatic arthritis among others. 

 18.  Describe the radiographic abnormalities of RPC.
Soft-tissue radiographs of the neck may demonstrate narrowing of the tracheal air column, suggestive of tracheal 
stenosis. A CT and/or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the lungs can more accurately define the degree of 
tracheal narrowing and inflammation as well as characterize the remainder of the respiratory tree. Patients with 
RPC and respiratory tree involvement may suffer from dynamic airway collapse; as such, CT scans should ideally 

Table 33.1   Aortic Insufficiency: Patterns of Disease Association

PATHOLOGY UNDERLYING CONDITION

Valvulitis Rheumatic fever
Rheumatoid arthritis
Ankylosing spondylitis*
Endocarditis
Reactive arthritisa

Behçet’s syndromea

Congenital Bicuspid aortic valve

Dilatation of valve ring Marfan’s syndrome
Syphilis
Relapsing polychondritis
Dissecting aneurysm
Idiopathic
Takayasu’s arteritis
Giant cell arteritis
Cogan’s syndrome

aAnkylosing spondylitis, reactive arthritis, and Behçet’s syndrome can also cause dilatation of the valve ring.
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include an “airway protocol” that captures dynamic images in expiration to improve sensitivity for detection of 
abnormalities (standard CT images are typically obtained on inspiration only).

Radiographs of the joints may occasionally demonstrate periarticular osteopenia. Erosions are not seen 
unless the patient has associated rheumatoid arthritis. 

 19.  What is the differential diagnosis of RPC?
Auricular chondritis due to RPC must be separated from cellulitis (Pseudomonas, Staphylococcus), infectious 
perichondritis, frostbite, recurrent trauma (wrestlers), and cocaine-induced vasculitis. Like RPC, granulomatosis 
with polyangiitis (Wegener’s), syphilis, cocaine use, and lethal midline granuloma (natural killer/T cell lymphoma) 
can also cause saddle-nose deformities. In children, rare genetic defects can cause nasal chondritis and saddle-
nose deformity and/or myxoid degeneration of thyroid and cricoid cartilage with laryngeal stenosis. Syphilitic 
aortitis, Marfan’s syndrome, and several rheumatic conditions associated with ascending thoracic aortitis can cause 
dilatation of the aortic root (see Table 33.1). Cogan’s syndrome can cause keratitis and vestibuloauditory dysfunction. 

 20.  Which diseases commonly coexist in patients with RPC?
Roughly one in three patients with RPC have (at the time of their diagnosis) or will develop an associated 
disease, with vasculitis and MDS most commonly identified. Most rheumatologic diseases have been reported 
in association with RPC as well. The inflammatory rheumatologic diseases typically precede the onset of RPC. 
MDS commonly occurs before or simultaneously with RPC, leading some to hypothesize that RPC in this setting may 
represent a paraneoplastic phenomenon. 

Medical Conditions Associated with RPC

Systemic vasculitis Behçet’s (MAGIC syndrome), GPA, PAN, EGPA
Rheumatologic conditions SLE, RA, Sjogrens, spondyloarthritis, SSc
Organ-specific autoimmune conditions Autoimmune thyroiditis, Type I diabetes, IBD, myasthenia gravis, PBC
Hematologic disorders MDS, lymphomas, ALL, and other myeloproliferative disorders

ALL, acute lymphoblastic leukemia; EGPA, eosinophilic granulomatosus with polyarteritis; GPA, granulomatosus with polyarteritis; 
IBD, inflammatory bowel disease; MDS, myelodysplastic syndrome; PAN, polyarteritis nodosa; PBC, primary biliary cholangitis; 
RA, rheumatoid arthritis; SLE, systemic lupus erythematosus; SSc, systemic sclerosis.

 21.  Why is separating out ANCA-associated vasculitis from RPC important?
Several clinical features overlap between ANCA-associated vasculitis and RPC including ocular involvement 
(episcleritis, scleritis, orbital inflammatory disease), airway disease, and articular or auricular involvement. Low-
titer ANCA antibodies can be seen in approximately 10% of true RPC as well, further contributing to difficulty in 
distinguishing these two conditions. Low-titer ANCA positivity in patients with RPC most often lack myeloperoxidase 
(MPO) and proteinase 3 (PR3) specificity, and more specific clinical features of ANCA-associated vasculitis such 
as cavitary lung lesions and characteristic biopsy findings (granulomatous inflammation, tissue necrosis, and 
vasculitis) should be absent. Distinguishing among these two conditions is important not only for prognosis but also 
for treatment as case reports suggest a poor response to rituximab therapy in RPC (see Question 24). 

 22.  What clinical features help delineate prognosis in RPC?
 •  Nasal chondritis is associated with airway involvement and should prompt additional evaluation of the respira-

tory tree with CT or MRI scan imaging regardless of pulmonary symptoms.
 •  Airway involvement is associated with higher rates of infection as well as ICU admissions.
 •  Renal involvement has traditionally been associated with a worse prognosis, but prior studies may have 

included patients with missed diagnoses of ANCA-associated vasculitis (see Question 16).
 •  Vasculitis is associated with a higher mortality.
 •  Male sex is associated with a higher mortality (independent from other risk factors).
 •  Cardiac involvement is associated with a higher mortality.
 •  MDS (and other hematologic malignancies) are associated with higher mortality. In a large series of 200 patients 

with RPC, over 10% had concurrent MDS. Patients are more commonly men, typically over the age of 60 years, 
and have higher rates of cutaneous involvement than RPC patients without MDS (75% versus 25%). Neutrophilic 
dermatoses, including Sweet’s syndrome, may be especially common in patients with RPC and myelodysplasia.

In 1976, McAdam et al. reported that the 5- and 10-year survival rates of 112 patients with RPC were 74% 
and 55%, respectively. Infection and systemic vasculitis were the major causes of death. More recent cohorts 
have demonstrated improved 10-year survival rates of >90%, although among patients with concurrent MDS, 
survival may be as low as 50%. A recent series of 142 patients with RPC (followed for an average of 13 years) 
identified three distinct phenotypes based on clinical features and prognosis:

 1)  Hematologic phenotype (MDS & less common hematologic malignancies): worst prognosis with 58% 10-year 
mortality and over 50% of patients with a serious infection as well as an ICU admission during the study 
period. A large number of clinical manifestations of RPC (80% of patients with eight or more manifestations) 
was seen in this phenotype grouping, with the exception of tracheobronchial involvement.

 2)  Respiratory phenotype (characterized by laryngotracheal or bronchial tree involvement): moderate rates of 
serious infection (35%) and ICU admission (27%), but mortality similar to the “mild phenotype.”

 3)  Mild phenotype (absence of hematologic disorder and respiratory tree involvement): low rates of serious infec-
tion (6%), ICU admission (2%), and death (4%). 
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 23.  Which diagnostic modalities are useful in detecting and following disease activity and 
cartilage damage in patients with RPC?
At baseline, all patients should undergo an evaluation by an otolaryngologist and obtain baseline pulmonary 
function studies (with inspiratory/expiratory flow loops), chest radiography as outlined previously, complete blood 
count (to identify anemia or other abnormalities suggestive of potential hematologic disorder), comprehensive 
metabolic panel, urinalysis, and ANCA, PR3, and MPO antibody testing. An ESR and CRP can be useful as well.

If patients have pulmonary symptoms, nasal chondritis (elevated risk of airway disease), or abnormalities 
on the screening pulmonary studies listed earlier, CT or MRI of the tracheobronchial tree should be performed. 
Echocardiography is useful in the diagnosis and follow-up of valvular heart disease and aortic root dilatation. MR 
angiograms should be followed in patients with large artery involvement. Positron emission tomography has been 
evaluated in small research studies and may provide more accurate staging of disease as well as monitoring 
response to therapy, but it has not been compared with less costly imaging modalities; therefore, it is not routinely 
used in clinical practice. Consider a referral to ophthalmology for baseline evaluation. 

 24.  What medications are used in the treatment of RPC?
Nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs, dapsone, and low-dose prednisone may be used to control minor 
inflammatory episodes. However, with more active disease, prednisone doses of 20 to 60 mg/day may be required 
until control is attained. Methylprednisolone pulses (1 g/day × 3 days) are used for severe disease manifestations 
such as acute respiratory compromise, neurosensory hearing loss, central nervous system involvement, 
necrotizing scleritis, and systemic vasculitis.

Continued inflammation or an inability to taper glucocorticoids to safe maintenance doses warrants the 
addition of a steroid-sparing agent. Dapsone (50–200 mg/day) has been useful in patients without major organ 
involvement. In patients with ocular, pulmonary, or cardiovascular involvement, or with systemic vasculitis, other 
immunosuppressives such as cyclophosphamide, methotrexate, azathioprine, leflunomide, mycophenolate mofetil, 
and cyclosporine (when cytopenias present) are used. A recommended approach in patients with severe disease 
is to control manifestations with corticosteroids and cyclophosphamide and later switch to a less toxic medication 
like methotrexate. Patients who fail to respond may be candidates for biologic therapies, including infliximab 
(large number of case reports/series), adalimumab, etanercept, tocilizumab, anakinra, and abatacept. Results 
with rituximab in RPC have been largely disappointing. Plasmapharesis, intravenous immunoglobulin (2 g/kg per 
month), and stem cell transplantation have been used as salvage therapies. 

 25.  When does surgery play a role in the management of RPC?
Tracheostomy may be required in patients with airway collapse unresponsive to night time positive pressure 
ventilation. In such patients, extensive imaging of the entire respiratory tree is critical as severe distal involvement 
may be contributing primarily to symptoms and hence, tracheostomy would not be expected to aid symptoms. 
Caution should be taken prior to any surgical intervention as tissue disruption holds the potential for disease 
activation; adequate control of the inflammatory disease should occur prior to surgery if possible.

Airway obstruction caused by tracheal stenosis or tracheomalacia may require surgical resection. 
Endoscopic laser ablation has been described in the treatment of focal lesions. Intrabronchial stent placement has 
been reported as a potential remedy for dynamic airway collapse, although reports of stent-related complications 
are not uncommon. Aortic insufficiency may require valve replacement. In many cases, aortic insufficiency is 
associated with ascending aortic dilation, and improved outcomes are obtained with combined aortic valve plus 
aortic root/ascending aorta graft replacement (modified Bentall procedure), similar to patients with Takayasu’s 
arteritis and Behçet’s. Postgraft dehiscence has been described in roughly 10% of cases unfortunately.

Surgical reconstruction of nasal septal collapse using a bone graft has been successfully described in a 
patient with quiescent disease, but experience in this area is limited. Cochlear implants can be used for patients 
with sensorineural hearing loss.
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AXIAL SPONDYLOARTHRITIS
Liron Caplan, MD, PhD

KEY POINTS

 1.  Sacroiliitis and enthesitis are the hallmarks of the disease.
 2.  Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the pelvis (T1 and STIR sequences) is the preferred imaging modality for 

identifying osteitis.
 3.  Human leukocyte antigen (HLA)-B27, when negative in white patients, is good for ruling out disease.
 4.  Only 2% to 6% of HLA-B27-positive individuals develop axial spondyloarthritis (axSpA) or ankylosing spondylitis 

(AS) during their lifetime.
 5.  The blocking agents, tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α and interleukin (IL)-17, are very effective in axSpA for both 

spinal and peripheral joints.

 1.  What is axSpA? What is its relationship to AS?
axSpA is a chronic, systemic inflammatory disease affecting the sacroiliac joints, spine, and, occasionally peripheral joints.

Sacroiliitis evident on plain radiographs is characteristic of AS—the more advanced presentation of the 
disease. However, it typically takes 4 to 9 years from the onset of inflammatory back pain until the development 
of definite radiographic sacroiliitis. Patients with axSpA without clear sacroiliitis on plain radiograph usually have 
inflammation detected on MRI. These patients are said to have a “nonradiographic” axSpA, which may or may not 
progress over time to definite radiographic sacroiliitis. The Assessment of SpondyloArthritis International Society 
(ASAS) classification criteria were developed for patients with back pain for >3 months and age of onset <45 
years in order to identify early disease (i.e., no clear sacroiliitis on radiographs). These criteria have a sensitivity of 
83% and specificity of 84% for a patient with axSpA.

Sacroiliitis on imaging HLA-B27

Plus OR Plus

≥1 SpA feature ≥ 2 other SpA features

• SpAfeatures:inflammatorybackpain,arthritis,enthesitis(heel),uveitis,dactylitis,psoriasis,Crohn’sdisease/ulcerative

colitis,goodresponsetononsteroidalantiinflammatorydrugs(NSAIDs),familyhistoryforSpA,HLA-B27,elevatedC-reactive

protein(CRP)

• Sacroiliitisonimaging:active(acute)inflammationonMRIshowingsacroiliitis;ordefiniteradiographicsacroiliitis

 2.  Describe the clinical characteristics of axSpA. How do men and women differ in their 
presentations?
The clinical manifestations of axSpA usually begin in late adolescence or early adulthood, with onset after age 45 being 
highlyuncommon.Itoccursslightlymorecommonlyinmenthanwomen(2:1).PatientswithaxSpAusuallypresent
with low back pain (LBP) and prolonged morning (and often nocturnal) stiffness, which improves with movement and 
exercise. Buttock pain may initially alternate from side to side before becoming persistent. Physical examination reveals 
decreasedspinalmobilityandsometimesenthesitis,scleralinjection/photophobia(uveitis/iritis),andinadvanced
disease, loss of lordosis, exaggerated kyphosis, and reduced chest expansion due to costovertebral joint involvement. 
axSpA is often more difficult to diagnose early in women as a result of less pronounced clinical features, atypical 
presentations (peripheral arthritis, cervical spine disease), and possibly slower development of radiographic changes. 

 3.  What features in the history and physical examination are helpful in differentiating 
inflammatory LBP in axSpA from mechanical LBP?

Inflammatory LBP Mechanical LBP

Age of onset, years <40 Any age
Type of onset Insidious Acute (typically after injury)
Symptom duration >3 months <4 weeks
Morning stiffness >60 minutes <30 minutes
Nocturnal pain Frequent Absent
Effect of exercise Improvement Exacerbation
Effect of rest Exacerbation Improvement
Back mobility Loss in all planes Abnormal flexion
Alternating buttock pain Present in early disease Not present
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 4.  Describe three physical examination tests used to assess the severity of sacroiliac and 
spinal joint involvement in axSpA. List three less reliable physical examination tests.

 • Occiput-to-wall test. Assesses the exaggerated kyphosis in more advanced disease. Normally with the heels 
and scapulae touching the wall, the occiput should also touch the wall. The distance from the occiput to the 
wallrepresentsthemagnitudeofthoracic/cervicalinvolvement.Thetragus-to-walltestcouldalsobeused.

 • Chest expansion. Detects limited chest mobility. Measured at the xiphisternum. Normal chest expansion var-
ies by age and possibly sex, though usually abnormal if <2.5 cm and normal if ≥5 cm.

 • Schober test (modified). Detects limitation of forward flexion of the lumbar spine. Place a mark at the level 
of the posterior superior iliac spine (dimples of Venus) and another 10 cm above in the midline (Fig. 34.1A). 
With the patient in maximal forward spinal flexion with straight knees, the distance measured between the 
marks should increase from 10 cm to at least 14.5 cm (Fig. 34.1B) in a young adult male. Other spinal mobility 
tests will show diminution in lateral flexion and spinal rotation, illustrating that the patient has a global loss of 
spinal mobility. Lateral flexion is measured by having the patient stand with heels and back against the wall 
and hands flat on the lateral thighs (neutral position, Fig.34.1C). The patient bends sideways towards the 
floor (Fig. 34.1D) without bending the knees or lifting heels. The difference in the distance of the middle finger 
between neutral position and maximal lateral flexion (double headed arrow) is recorded and averaged for left 
and right sides.

 • Controversialphysicalexammaneuversofunclearreliability:pelviccompression,Gaenslen’stest,Patrick’s
test (knee flexion, abduction, and external rotation or the FABER test). They also do not produce a quantifiable 
response. These maneuvers are not recommended. 

 5.  What is an enthesis? How does it relate to the disease process in axSpA?
An enthesis is a site of insertion of a ligament, tendon, or articular capsule into the bone. In axSpA, the initial 
inflammatory process involves the enthesis, followed by a process that results in new bone formation or fibrosis 
and occasionally erosion. Sites of enthesopathy in axSpA include the sacroiliac joints, ligamentous structures 
of the intervertebral discs, manubriosternal joints, symphysis pubis, attachments in the spinous processes, iliac 
crests (whiskering), trochanters, patellae, clavicles, and calcanei (Achilles enthesitis or plantar fasciitis). 

 6.  Which peripheral joints are most commonly involved in axSpA?
Approximately 30% of patients with axSpA develop a peripheral arthritis. The hips and shoulders (girdle joints) are 
involved most commonly. Notably, hip involvement in axSpA is associated with a poor prognosis. Rarely, arthritis 
of the sternoclavicular, temporomandibular, cricoarytenoid, or symphysis pubis occurs. Involvement of the thoracic 
costovertebral, sternocostal, and manubriosternal joints may cause chest pain worsened by coughing or sneezing. 

 7.  What are the extraarticular/extraskeletal manifestations of axSpA/AS?
Rememberingthefirstfewlettersofthedisease’sname(“AnkSpond”)willhelpinrecallingthesemanifestations.

 A  Aortic insufficiency (2%–6%), ascending aortitis, and other cardiac manifestations, such as conduction abnor-
malities (3%–5%), diastolic dysfunction, pericarditis, and ischemic heart disease (30%).

 N Neurologic:atlantoaxial(C1-2)subluxation(2%),caudaequinasyndromefromspinalarachnoiditis,traumatic
spinalfractureswithmyelopathy(C5-6,C6-7mostcommonly),ossificationoftheposteriorlongitudinalliga-
ment with spinal stenosis.

 K Kidney:secondaryamyloidosis,IgAnephropathy(5%),chronicprostatitis.
 S Skin:psoriasis(10%)andtoalesserextent,erythemanodosum,keratodermablennorrhagicum,pyoderma

gangrenosum.
 P Pulmonary:upperlobefibrosis,restrictivechanges.
 O Ocular:acuteanterioruveitis(20%–30%ofpatients).
 N  Nephropathy (IgA, 5%).
 D  Discitis or spondylodiscitis (Andersson lesions).

A B C D

Marks
on skin

Dimples
of Venus

Fig. 34.1 Schober test (modified) and lateral bending test.
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Inaddition,30%to60%ofpatientshaveasymptomaticmicroscopiccolitisorCrohn’s-likelesionsintheir
terminal ileum and colon, though overt inflammatory bowel disease presents in only 7% of axSpA patients. 
Patients with peripheral arthritis are more likely to have colitis lesions. 

 8.  Which HLA shows a strong association with AS? Does this association vary among different 
racial groups?
HLA-B27 is present in 90% of white AS patients and in 50% to 80% of nonwhite AS patients. The prevalence of the 
HLA-B27alleleis6%to9%inhealthywhitesand3%inhealthyNorthAmericanblacks.Consequently,anHLA-B27-
positive individual has a 50 to 75 times increased relative risk of developing AS compared with HLA-B27-negative 
individuals. For white patients, this translates into a sensitivity of 90%, positive predictive value of only 5.6%, and a 
negative predictive value of 99.9%. This means that a positive test is of fairly modest benefit and a negative test is 
good for ruling out disease, though test characteristics are generally poorer for most nonwhite patients.

Twin studies show a 60% to 75% disease concordance for AS in monozygotic twins and a 12% to 27% 
disease concordance in HLA-B27 dizygotic twins. By this analysis, genetics contributes 90% to the total risk for 
developing AS. HLA-B27 contributes 25% to 40% to the heritability of the disease. Thus, other genetic factors 
must be contributing to the risk of developing AS in addition to environmental factors. Over 30 non-HLA-B genetic 
loci have been identified, including ERAP-1 and IL-23R. None of these are remotely as important as HLA-B27. 
GeneticassociationswithaxSpAareconsiderablyweakerthanthoseforASinparticular.Geneticriskscoresarein
development. 

 9.  How prevalent is AS among HLA-B27-positive individuals, among HLA-B27-positive 
individuals who has a relative with AS, and among different ethnic groups?
The overall prevalence of AS in the general US population is 0.30% to 0.50%. Only 2% to 6% of HLA-B27-positive 
individuals develop AS during their lifetime. However, among those HLA-B27-positive individuals with an affected 
first-degree relative, the rate rises to 15% to 20%. AS is associated with HLA-B27 in all ethnic groups, which 
explains why the prevalence of AS corresponds to the prevalence of HLA-B27 in a particular ethnic group. Since 
the prevalence of HLA-B27 in northern latitudes is high (up to 15% of Scandinavians) and low (<1% of African 
blacks and Asians) in ethnic populations near the equator, there is an apparent decrease in the prevalence of AS 
going from the North Pole to the equator. 

 10.  How is HLA-B27 hypothesized to play a role in the pathogenesis of axSpA/AS?
Infection with an unknown organism or exposure to an unknown antigen in a genetically susceptible individual 
(HLA-B27+)ishypothesizedtoresultintheclinicalexpressionofaxSpA/AS.ThisissupportedbytheHLA-B27
transgenic rat model, which will spontaneously develop an axSpA in a normal habitat, but not when raised in a 
germ-freeenvironment.Therearefourhypotheses:

 • Arthritogenic peptide hypothesis: the arthritogenic response might involve specific microbial peptides that 
bindtoHLA-B27andthenarepresentedinauniquemannertoCD8+(cytotoxic)Tcellsresultingindisease.

 • Molecular mimicry: the induction of autoreactivity to self-antigens might develop as a result of similar 
structural elements shared by sequences or epitopes on the infecting organism or antigen and a portion of the 
HLA-B27 molecule or other self-peptides.

 • Free heavy chain hypothesis: HLA-B27 heavy chains can form stable homodimers with no associated β-2 
microglobulin on the cell surface. These homodimers can trigger direct activation of natural killer cells through 
recognition via immunoglobulin receptor-like receptors.

 • Unfolded protein hypothesis: HLA-B27 has a propensity to misfold in the endoplasmic reticulum causing an 
unfolded protein stress response. This results in the release of inflammatory cytokines such as IL-23, which 
can activate proinflammatory Th-17 cells. Notably, ERAP-1 is involved in the trimming of peptides for loading 
in major histocompatibility complex molecules (HLA-B27) in the endoplasmic reticulum. Abnormal loading may 
enhance the misfolding of HLA-B27. As noted earlier, ERAP-1 and IL-23R polymorphisms both contribute to the 
genetic risk of developing AS. 

 11.  Describe the diagnostic algorithm for axSpA/AS. When should an HLA-B27 and other tests 
be ordered?
Most patients with AS can be diagnosed on the basis of history, physical examination, and the finding of sacroiliitis 
on radiographs, obviating the need for HLA testing. A negative HLA-B27 dramatically reduces the likelihood of 

Evaluation algorithm

Age at symptom

onset <45 years

and duration >3

months

IBP

or

HLAB27 +

or

Sacroiliitis on imaging

Detailed history,

physical exam;

ESR & CRP; C/T/L

spine imaging

History, physical exam,

lab suggestive of 

axSpA/AS
Empiric therapy

Monitor;

consider MRI

pelvis

History, physical exam,

lab not suggestive of 

axSpA/AS

Fig. 34.2 EvaluationalgorithmforaxSpa/AS.
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axSpA/ASinwhitepatients.Upto75%ofASpatientswillhaveanelevatedESRorCRP,andanelevatedCRP
modestlypredictsresponsetoTNFinhibitors.However,manypatientswithASwillhavenormalESRandCRP
levels. Rheumatoid factor and antinuclear antibodies are typically negative. IgA levels are frequently elevated in AS 
patients who develop an IgA nephropathy. 

 12.  Name the radiographic view used to specifically visualize the sacroiliac joints.
An anteroposterior projection of the pelvis (AP pelvis) is often sufficient to evaluate the inferior aspects of the 
sacroiliac joints. The Ferguson view (AP with the tube angled 25 to 40 degrees cephalad) counteracts the overlap 
of the sacrum with the ilium, enabling a full view of the sacroiliac joint. This view is recognized because the 
symphysis pubis overlaps the sacrum. 

 13.  What is the appropriate MRI request for evaluation of LBP in axSpA/AS?
MRI of the pelvis with T1 sequences (for evaluation of ankylosis, erosions, backfill, and fatty metaplasia) and STIR 
sequences(forevaluationofosteitis/inflammation).Includesemi-coronalviews(tovisualizethesacroiliacjoints
alongitsfulllength).PelvisMRIcaptures95%ofpatientswithaxSpA/AS—only5%ofpatientsrequireLspineMRI
due to normal pelvis MRI. 

 14.  Describe the typical features of axSpA on plain radiographs.
The radiographic changes of axSpA are predominantly seen in the axial skeleton (sacroiliac, apophyseal, 
discovertebral, and costovertebral) as well as at sites of enthesopathy (“whiskering” of the iliac crest, greater 
tuberosities of the humerus, ischial tuberosities, femoral trochanters, calcaneus, and vertebral spinous processes). 
Sacroiliitis is usually bilateral and symmetric. Initially, it involves the synovial-lined lower two-thirds of the 
sacroiliac joint (Fig. 34.3). The earliest radiographic change is minimal erosion of the iliac side of the sacroiliac 
joint,wherethecartilageisthinnerandhasclefts,orsclerosis(Grade2).Progressionoftheerosiveprocessmay
result in moderate to significant erosions, sclerosis, widening, narrowing, or partial ankylosis of the sacroiliac joint 
space(Grade3),eventuallyfollowedbycompletebonyankylosisorfusionofthejoint(Grade4).Incasesofearly
sacroiliitis where plain radiographs may be normal or equivocal, a noncontrast MRI may be ordered (see earlier).

Inflammatory disease of the spine involves the insertion of the annulus fibrosis to the corners of the vertebral 
bodies, resulting in initial “shiny corners” (Romanus lesion) followed by “squaring” of the vertebral bodies (Fig. 
34.4).Gradualossificationoftheouterlayersoftheannulusfibrosis(Sharpey’sfibers)formsintervertebral
bony bridges called syndesmophytes. Fusion of the apophyseal joints and calcification of the spinal ligaments 
along with bilateral syndesmophyte formation can result in complete fusion of the vertebral column, giving the 
appearanceofa“bamboo”spine.Calcificationofthesupraspinousligamentcanendcaudallyinataperingpoint
(dagger sign). Some patients develop an inflammatory destructive spondylodiscitis (Andersson lesion) that can 
mimic infection. 

 15.  What is the pathophysiology behind the radiographic features seen in axSpA?
Unknown. Experimental data from mouse models support that inflammation and bone remodeling are two 
independentprocesses.Themodelshows:

 • Bonemorphogenicproteins(BMP)andtheWNTfamilyofproteinsmaycontributetothedevelopmentofcalci-
fication at sites of entheses and the sacroiliac joints. TNFα has a ying-yang effect on this process. It stimulates 
BMP production but downregulates WNT signaling through upregulation of DKK1.

 • Thepresenceofenthesis-residentTcells(CD3+CD4-CD8-IL-23R+)thatrespondtoIL-23withresultant
release of IL-17 (causing local inflammation) and IL-22 (inducing osteoblast-mediated bone formation). 

A B

Fig. 34.3 (A) Radiograph of the pelvis demonstrating bilateral sacroiliitis. (B) Magnetic resonance image of the sacroiliac joints demon-

strating edema (arrows) due to inflammation of these joints.
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 16.  What are other causes of radiographic sacroiliac joint abnormalities?
Inflammatory: spondyloarthropathies, infection (bacterial, fungal, mycobacterial).
Traumatic:fracture,osteoarthritis,osteitiscondensansilii(OCI).
Other diseases:gout,hyperparathyroidism,Paget’sdisease,paraplegia,neoplasticmetastases,Behçet’sdisease. 

 17.  What is OCI?
Adisorderofmultiparousyoungwomen,OCIischaracterizedbyradiographicfindingsofatriangularareaof
dense sclerotic bone only on the iliac side and adjacent to the lower half of the sacroiliac joints. Signaling on MRI 
T1 sequences proximal to the sacroiliac joint is hypointense. This benign and typically painless condition is not a 
form of axSpA and is not associated with HLA-B27 status (Fig. 34.5). 

 18.  How are AS and diffuse idiopathic skeletal hyperostosis (DISH) different?
DISH,alsocalledForestier’sdisease,isanoninflammatorydiseaseoccurringmostcommonlyinobese,diabetic
men aged >50 years. It is characterized by flowing hyperostosis (bone formation), calcification of the anterior 
longitudinal ligament of at least four contiguous vertebral bodies, and nonerosive enthesopathies (whiskerings). 
The disease is not associated with sacroiliitis, apophyseal joint ankylosis, or HLA-B27. The flowing osteophytes 
in DISH typically occur on the right side of the spine, contralateral to the heart and aorta. On a lateral spine 

A B

Fig. 34.4 (A) Lateral radiograph of the lumbar spine demonstrating anterior squaring of vertebrae (arrows). (B) Anteroposterior radio-

graph of the spine demonstrating bilateral, thin, marginal syndesmophytes (arrows).

Fig. 34.5 Radiograph of the pelvis demonstrating osteitis condensans ilii.
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radiograph, a linear area of radiolucency typically exists between the calcified anterior longitudinal ligament and 
the anterior surface of the vertebra (see Chapter51:Osteoarthritis). 

 19.  Describe the natural course of axSpA.
Although the course is variable, the first 10 years predict the subsequent course of the disease. The Bath 
Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index (BASDAI) or Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Score 
(disease activity), Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Metrology Index (spinal mobility score), and Bath Ankylosing 
Spondylitis Functional Index (functional index) are standardized instruments used by some clinicians to measure 
disease progression and response to therapy. Early factors that predict a poor prognosis include early hip joint 
involvement,ESR>30mm/hourorpersistentlyhighCRP,poorresponsetoNSAIDtherapy,andearlydevelopment
of syndesmophytes. Extraarticular manifestations such as uveitis, cardiovascular involvement, and pulmonary 
fibrosis portend a poor outcome. Patients with mild axSpA have a normal life expectancy and will maintain their 
ability to work. However, patients with poor prognostic signs have a three times increased risk of withdrawing 
fromtheworkforceandoneandahalftimesincreasedriskofdying.Causesofdeathincludecardiovascular
disease, infections, malignancy, and (rarely) spinal fractures. 

 20.  Which medications are helpful in the management of axSpA?
Although there is no cure for axSpA, most patients can be managed by controlling inflammatory symptoms and 
participatinginanexerciseprogramtominimizedeformityanddisability.Thefollowingmodalitiesarehelpful:

NSAIDs. These may improve symptoms to a much greater degree in axSpA than in noninflammatory 
back pain. Use of continuous celecoxib has been associated with a decrease in radiographic progression in a 
randomized controlled trial and observational studies. The data for other NSAIDs is less compelling, although use 
of high doses of other NSAIDs may show similar results. Simple analgesics can be added for additional pain relief 
but should not be used as primary therapy. High-dose NSAIDs for 2 weeks is considered an adequate trial, and 
trials with two NSAIDs are recommended prior to more aggressive therapy.

Anti-TNF therapy. These agents are highly effective in reducing the inflammatory component of axSpA 
including spinal mobility, function, peripheral synovitis, enthesitis, and uveitis while improving quality of life. The 
highest response rates (ASAS-40 in 50% of patients) have been observed in younger patients with shorter disease 
durationandelevatedCRP,butpatientswithadvanceddiseasemayalsobenefitfromthistherapy,especially
ifCRPiselevated.Concomitanttherapywithmethotrexateisnotrecommended,thoughsomestudiessuggest
longer drug persistence only for infliximab with methotrexate. Anti-TNF agents should be employed for active 
(BASDAI ≥4) axSpA patients with predominant axial manifestations despite adequate trials of NSAIDs. The effect 
of anti-TNF agents on radiographic progression is controversial. Observational data suggests that early (within 10 
years of symptoms) and prolonged (>3.9 years) use decreases syndesmophyte formation. Monoclonal anti-TNF 
agents are favored in patients with uveitis or inflammatory bowel disease. Very limited data does support the use 
of biosimilars.

Anti-IL17α therapy. Secukinumab and ixekizumab have demonstrated similar efficacy to anti-TNF agents 
for patients with AS.

Peripheral joint disease. Sulfasalazine (1500 mg twice a day), and to a lesser extent, methotrexate, may be 
beneficial in patients with NSAID-resistant peripheral arthritis, but have no role in treating sacroiliitis, spondylitis, 
or enthesitis, according to most studies. Other conventional synthetic antirheumatic medications (leflunomide, 
apremilast) are not recommended. Very preliminary data has been somewhat supportive of tofacitinib (5 mg twice 
a day) in axial disease.

Other biologics. Ustekinumab at high doses may exhibit some beneficial effect. Abatacept, tocilizumab, 
anti-IL-23 agents, and rituximab are not effective for axSpA.

Corticosteroids. Oral corticosteroids have no value in the treatment of musculoskeletal aspects of axSpA, 
except in specific circumstances (e.g., pregnancy). Local corticosteroid injections are useful in the treatment of 
enthesitis, peripheral synovitis (≤2 joints), and recalcitrant sacroiliitis.

Other treatments.Bisphosphonatesandcalcium/vitaminDreplacementshouldbeconsideredinaxSpA
patients with osteoporosis. Anterior uveitis can usually be managed with dilation of the pupil and corticosteroid 
eye drops. AxSpA patients should undergo fall evaluations and counseling. 

 21.  How is physiotherapy used in axSpA?
Daily home exercises need to be performed to maintain good posture and chest expansion and to minimize 
deformities in both active and stable axSpA patients. Hydrotherapy (swimming) provides the best environment to 
maximize the exercise program. Patients should sleep on a firm mattress fully supine with a small neck-support 
pillow to prevent progressive deformity. Lying prone for 15 to 30 minutes daily or sleeping prone at night helps 
preventkyphosis.Cigarettesmokingshouldbeavoidedinlightofpotentialdiminishedchestexpansion,apical
lobe fibrosis, and its untoward cardiovascular effects. 

 22.  When is surgery indicated in AS?
Total hip replacement is indicated in the setting of severe pain and limitation of motion. Bisphosphonates and 
NSAIDs may be used for 3 months after surgery to prevent postoperative calcifications around the prosthesis. 
Vertebral wedge osteotomy to correct severe kyphotic deformities in some patients may be considered, but it 
carries the risk of operative neurologic damage and should only be performed at experienced centers.
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KEY POINTS

 1.  Spondyloarthritis (SpA) occurs in 25% of patients with inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), most commonly in 
those with extensive colonic involvement.

 2.  Consider bowel disease in any patient with an intermittent, inflammatory arthritis regardless of presence or 
absence of gastrointestinal symptoms.

 3.  Episodes of peripheral SpA may or may not coincide with flares of bowel disease, while axial SpA occurs inde-
pendent of bowel disease activity.

 4.  Autoimmune hepatitis (AH) presenting with polyarthritis and a positive antinuclear antibody (ANA) can mimic 
systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE). 

ENTEROPATHIC ARTHRITIDES

 1.  What bowel diseases are associated with inflammatory arthritis?
 •  IBD (Crohn’s disease and ulcerative colitis [UC]): IBD-associated SpA
 •  Microscopic colitis (lymphocytic colitis [LC] and collagenous colitis [CC])
 •  Infectious gastroenteritis
 •  Whipple’s disease
 •  Celiac disease
 •  Bowel-associated dermatosis-arthritis syndrome, also called BADAS 

 2.  How often does a peripheral and/or axial SpA occur in patients with IBD? 

 3.  What are the most common peripheral joints involved in UC and Crohn’s disease?
The knees and ankles are affected most commonly, but any peripheral joint can be involved (Fig. 35.1). 

 4.  Describe the clinical characteristics of the peripheral SpA associated with IBD.
 •  Type 1: Acute, pauciarticular, parallels IBD activity. Occurs in ∼5% of IBD patients, sometimes prior to (30% of 

cases) or early in the course of the bowel disease and is strongly associated (80%) with flares of IBD and other 
extraarticular manifestations (erythema nodosum, uveitis). Synovial fluid analysis reveals an inflammatory 
fluid (normally 5000–12,000 but can be up to 50,000 white blood cells/mm3, predominantly neutrophils) and 

Table 35.1   Prevalence of Arthritis in IBD

ARTHRITIS PATTERN CROHN’S DISEASE (%) ULCERATIVE COLITIS (%) ALL IBD (%)

Peripheral 15 12 13

Sacroiliitisa 13 7 10

Spondylitisb 4 2 3

aMany of these patients have asymptomatic radiographic sacroiliitis and is not associated with HLA-B27 positivity.
bAbout 80% of these individuals are HLA-B27-positive.
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negative crystal examination and cultures. Most arthritic episodes are self-limited with 90% resolving within 
3 to 6 months. This type of arthritis does not result in radiographic changes or deformities. Associated with 
human leukocyte antigen (HLA)-B27, B35, and DRβ1*0103.

 •  Type 2: Chronic, polyarticular, independent of IBD activity. It is less common, occurring in 3% to 4% of IBD 
patients. The arthritis tends to be symmetric (80%), polyarticular (metacarpophalangeal > knees and ankles > 
other joints), runs a course independent of the activity of IBD, and does not correlate with extraarticular mani-
festations, except uveitis. Active arthritis is chronic (90%), and episodes of exacerbations and remissions may 
continue for years. Due to its chronicity, this type of arthritis can cause erosions and deformities. Associated 
with HLA-B44. 

 5.  What other extraintestinal manifestations commonly occur with IBD and peripheral SpA?
About 30 years after diagnosis, approximately 50% of patients with IBD will have developed an extraintestinal 
manifestation (about 25% before diagnosis of IBD). Development of one extraintestinal manifestation increases the 
likelihood of having a second. The most common nonarticular extraintestinal manifestations can be remembered 
with the following mnemonic:

  
P—Pyoderma gangrenosum (<2%)
A—Aphthous stomatitis (<10%)
I—Inflammatory eye disease (acute anterior uveitis; 2%–5%): more common in Crohn’s
N—Nodosum (erythema; ∼15%) 

 6.  What is the relationship between the distribution and activity of IBD and arthritis?
Patients with UC and Crohn’s disease are more likely to develop a peripheral arthritis if the colon is extensively 
involved. In patients with type 1 arthritis, most arthritic attacks occur during the first few years following onset 
of the bowel disease, but late occurrences can also occur. The episodes of arthritis coincide with flares of bowel 
disease in 60% to 80% of patients. The arthritis may precede symptoms of IBD in up to 30% of cases, especially 
in children with Crohn’s disease. Consequently, lack of gastrointestinal symptoms or a negative stool guaiac test 
does not exclude the possibility of occult Crohn’s disease in a patient who presents with a characteristic arthritis! 

 7.  What are the clinical and radiographic characteristics of the axial arthritis occurring in IBD?
The clinical and radiographic characteristics and course of axial arthritis in IBD are similar to those of axial SpA 
(see Chapter 34: Ankylosing Spondylitis):

 •  Occurs more commonly in men than in women (3:1).
 •  Symptoms of inflammatory back pain are present: back pain and prolonged stiffness, particularly at night and 

upon awakening that improves with exercise and movement.
 •  Physical examination reveals sacroiliac joint tenderness, loss of spinal motion, and sometimes reduced chest 

expansion.
 •  X-ray and magnetic resonance imaging findings compatible with axial SpA. 

 8.  Does the activity of axial SpA correlate with the activity of the IBD?
No. The onset of sacroiliitis/spondylitis can precede by years, occur concurrently, or follow by years the onset of 
IBD. Furthermore, the course of the spinal arthritis is completely independent of the course of IBD. 

 9.  What HLA occurs more commonly than expected with IBD-associated SpA?
HLA-B27. Of a normal healthy Caucasian population, 8% has the HLA-B27 gene, but a patient with IBD who 
possesses the HLA-B27 gene has a 7 to 10 times increased risk of developing an inflammatory sacroiliitis/

UC

Shoulder (20%)

Elbow (30%)

Wrist (15%)

MCP/PIP (25%)

HIP (20%)

Knee (70%)

Ankle (50%)

Crohn’s

Shoulder (20%)

Elbow (10%)

Wrist (15%)

MCP/PIP (10%)

Knee (80%)

Ankle (40%)

MTP/toes (10%)

Fig. 35.1 The most common joints involved in ulcerative colitis and Crohn’s disease. MCP, metacarpophalangeal; MTP, metatarso-
phalangeal; PIP, proximal interphalangeal.
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spondylitis compared with IBD patients who are HLA-B27-negative. It should be noted that the mutation of NOD2 
(CARD15) gene on chromosome 16 that has been associated with the development of Crohn’s disease has not 
been associated with an increased prevalence of axial or peripheral inflammatory arthritis in patients with IBD. 

 10.  What other rheumatic problems occur with increased frequency in IBD patients?
 •  Achilles enthesitis/plantar fasciitis (enthesopathy)
 •  Granulomatous lesions of bones and joints
 •  Hypertrophic osteoarthropathy (periostitis) with clubbing (5%)—more common in Crohn’s
 •  Psoas abscess or septic hip from fistula formation (Crohn’s disease)
 •  Osteoporosis and avascular necrosis secondary to medications (i.e., prednisone)
 •  Vasculitis
 •  Amyloidosis 

 11.  What serologic abnormalities are seen in patients with IBD?
 •  Inflammatory markers: erythrocyte sedimentation rate and C-reactive protein are elevated.
 •  Autoantibodies: antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody (ANCA), specifically perinuclear ANCA (pANCA), is seen in 

55% to 70% of UC patients and <20% of colon-predominant Crohn’s patients. It is directed against lactoferrin 
and less commonly bactericidal permeability-increasing protein, cathepsin G, lysozyme, or elastase. It is never 
directed against myeloperoxidase. Rheumatoid factor and ANA are negative.

 •  Antibodies to microorganisms: anti-Saccharomyces cerevisiae (ASCA) are present in 40% to 70% of Crohn’s 
disease patients and <15% of UC patients. Antibodies to Escherichia coli outer membrane protein C (OmpC) 
and flagellin (CBir1, Af-Fla2, Fla-X) are found in 50% to 60% of Crohn’s and 5% to 10% of UC patients. 

 12.  Which treatments are effective for IBD-associated SpA?

Table 35.2   Frequency of HLA-B27 in IBD

CROHN’S UC

Sacroiliitis/spondylitis 55% 70%

Peripheral arthritisa Same as normal healthy control population Same as normal healthy control population

aSome studies report an increase in HLA-B27 in patients with type I arthritis (26% versus 8% in controls).

Table 35.3   Treatment of IBD-Associated SpA

DRUG PERIPHERAL SpA AXIAL SpA

NSAIDsa Yes Yes

Systemic Corticosteroids
Intraarticular Corticosteroids

Yes
Yes

No
Only for sacroiliitis

Sulfasalazine
Mesalamine

Yes
No

No
No

Methotrexate Yes No

Azathioprine/6MP No No

Biologics

TNF inhibitorsb

Vedolizumabc

Secukinumabd

Ustekinumab

Yes 
No
Yes
Yes

Yes 
No
Yes
Yes

Bowel Resection

Crohn’s
UC

No
Only for Type 1

No
No

aNonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) may exacerbate IBD. Cox-2 selective NSAIDs may be safer.
btumor necrosis factor (TNF) α inhibitors that are approved and effective include infliximab, adalimumab, golimumab, and certolizumab 

pegol. Etanercept is ineffective for IBD.
cThere have been reports of SpA developing in the setting of vedolizumab.
dSecukinumab should be used with caution in patients with IBD as cases were observed to occur in clinical trials as was worsening of 

established IBD.
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 13.  What rheumatic disorders have been associated with pouchitis, LC, and CC?
Pouchitis is inflammation of the ileal pouch following colectomy for UC. It occurs in up to 40% to 60% of patients 
undergoing this surgery. Patients present with watery or bloody diarrhea. Treatment includes metronidazole and 
ciprofloxacin, but some patients develop antibiotic-refractory disease requiring immunosuppression. Surgical 
revision may be necessary in treatment-resistant cases. Some develop SpA similar to UC-associated disease.

Microscopic colitis includes both LC and CC. Patients present with watery diarrhea and may develop arthritic 
manifestations (10%–20%) or autoimmune thyroiditis. Patients aged >65 years (80%) and women (60%) are most 
commonly affected. The diagnosis is made by tissue histology obtained by colonoscopy. Budesonide is effective 
in inducing and maintaining clinical and histologic remission for CC and LC, and loperamide may ameliorate 
diarrhea. Evidence for benefit of bismuth subsalicylate and mesalamine with or without cholestyramine for 
treatment of CC or LC is weak. 

 14.  Why are patients with IBD prone to develop an inflammatory arthritis?
The precise pathogenesis of IBD-associated SpA is unknown. However, there is ample clinical evidence supporting 
that IBD and SpA are along a continuum between pure bowel disease and pure SpA. As noted, ∼25% of patients 
with IBD develop a form of SpA. Conversely, up to 50% of patients with ankylosing spondylitis have inflammation 
of the bowel identified on colonoscopy. While many of these are asymptomatic, over time, 6% to 10% of these 
patients will develop overt symptomatic Crohn’s disease.

There are common findings between the pathophysiology of IBD and SpA that suggest an overlap in the 
two disease entities. Shared genetic polymorphisms are associated with IBD and ankylosing spondylitis, such as 
interleukin (IL)-23 receptor, as is microbial dysbiosis (i.e., a substantial alteration of the individual bacterial species 
compared with unaffected controls). In both diseases, there is a Th17-mediated inflammation characterized by 
increased IL-6, IL-17a, and IL-23. Finally, gut-derived lymphocytes and macrophages have been identified in 
circulation and synovial fluid of individuals with SpA; these cells express intestinal markers such as invariant 
T-cell receptors (mucosal-associated invariant T cells, also called MAIT cells), IL-23R, IL-17a, αEβ7, α4β7, and 
CD163. What triggers circulation of the gut-derived cells, though, remains unknown but possibly due to microbial 
signals in the gut and/or increased intestinal permeability due to local inflammation. 

 15.  What rheumatic manifestations have been described in patients with celiac disease (gluten-
sensitive enteropathy)?

 •  Arthritis (∼25%)—symmetric, nonerosive polyarthritis involving predominantly large joints (knees and ankles 
> hips and shoulders). May precede enteropathic symptoms in 50% of cases. Notably an oligoarthritis and 
sacroiliitis have also been reported. The arthritis responds to a gluten-free diet in 40% to 60% of cases.

 •  Metabolic bone disease occurs in most and can be complicated by secondary hyperparathyroidism and even 
osteomalacia due to steatorrhea from severe enteropathy causing vitamin D deficiency. Some of these patients 
are mistakenly diagnosed as fibromyalgia with irritable bowel syndrome.

 •  Dermatitis herpetiformis is present in 15%–25% of individuals with celiac disease and usually responds to a 
gluten-free diet. Dapsone can also be used. 

 16.  What HLA is found in patients with celiac disease and how does it contribute to the 
development of the disease?
Celiac disease occurs as an autoimmune reaction to wheat gluten/gliadin by T and B lymphocytes in the gut of 
genetically predisposed individuals. It is a relatively common disease affecting 1:70 to 1:300, most often in individuals of 
Northern European ancestry. HLA-DQ2 and/or -DQ8 (usually in linkage with HLA-DR3) is seen in 99% of celiac disease 
patients compared with 40% of the normal population. Dietary gluten is partly digested by gastric enzymes to form a 
33-amino acid peptide that is deaminated by tissue transglutaminase increasing its immunogenicity. The immunogenic 
gliadin peptide is then presented in the context of HLA-DQ2 or DQ8 to CD4+ T cells, resulting in interferon-γ release and 
inflammation, altered gut permeability, and villous atrophy. Only 66% have characteristic bowel symptoms, whereas 
others will present with arthritis, vitamin D or B12 deficiency, iron deficiency anemia, cerbellar disease, infertility, or 
peripheral neuropathy. It is more likely to occur in patients with other HLA-DR3-associated autoimmune diseases such 
as Sjögren’s, type I diabetes mellitus, autoimmune thyroid disease, or autoimmune liver disease. 

Table 35.4   Rheumatologic Disease Associated with Pouchitis and Microscopic Colitis

POUCHITIS LC CC

Peripheral SpA Yes Yes Yes (10%)

Axial SpA No Yesa No

Rheumatoid arthritis No Yes Yes

Thyroiditis/other autoimmune disease No Yes Yes

aUp to 60% of patients with ankylosing spondylitis have asymptomatic microscopic colitis/Crohn’s-like lesions on right-sided colon 

biopsies. However, only 6%–10% will evolve into overt IBD.
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 17.  How is the diagnosis of celiac disease made?
The gold standard is jejunal biopsy showing villous atrophy. However, autoantibody testing is very helpful in 
screening individuals prior to biopsy. On a gluten-rich diet in people who are not IgA-deficient, IgA antibodies 
against tissue transglutaminase have a high sensitivity (95%) and specificity (90%) for celiac disease. Due to 
poor specificity, antigliadin antibodies are no longer used to screen for celiac disease. 

 18.  What is bowel-associated dermatosis-arthritis syndrome?
In the past, this syndrome occurred in 20% of patients who underwent intestinal bypass surgery for morbid 
obesity, but it can also occur in patients with IBD, diverticular disease, other bowel surgeries, and as a rare 
consequence of bacterial overgrowth in patients with poor intestinal peristalsis (systemic sclerosis, colorectal 
surgery). Affected patients develop a flu-like syndrome consisting of fevers, malaise, arthritis, myalgia, and rashes. 
The arthritis is nonerosive, inflammatory, oligoarticular, and frequently migratory, affecting both upper and lower 
extremity small and large joints. The rash is maculopapular or vesiculopustular usually on the upper extremities 
and trunk. The pathogenesis involves bacterial overgrowth in a blind loop of bowel resulting in antigenic 
stimulation causing immune complex formation (frequently cryoprecipitates containing bacterial antigens, 
secretory IgA, and complement) in the serum that deposits in the joints and skin. Treatment includes NSAIDs, 
corticosteroids, and oral antibiotics, which usually improve symptoms. Only surgical reanastomosis of the blind 
loop can result in complete elimination of symptoms. 

RHEUMATIC SYNDROMES AND PANCREATIC DISEASE

 19.  What pancreatic diseases have been associated with rheumatic syndromes?
Pancreatitis, pancreatic carcinoma, and pancreatic insufficiency. 

 20.  What are the clinical features of the pancreatic, panniculitis, and polyarthritis (PPP) 
syndrome?
PPP is a systemic syndrome occurring in some patients with pancreatitis or pancreatic acinar cell carcinoma 
due to release of trypsin, lipase, and amylase from the diseased pancreas causing fat necrosis. A good way to 
remember the clinical manifestations is the mnemonic PANCREAS:

  
P—Pancreatitis
A—Arthritis (60%) and arthralgias, usually of the ankles and knees. Synovial fluid is typically noninflammatory 

and creamy in color due to lipid droplets that stain with Sudan black or oil red O.
N— Nodules that are tender, red, and usually on the extremities. These are frequently misdiagnosed as erythema 

nodosum but are areas of lobular (not septal) panniculitis with fat necrosis. Fasciitis due to subcutaneous fat 
necrosis can also be seen.

C—Cancer of the pancreas more commonly causes this syndrome than does pancreatitis.
R—Radiographic abnormalities due to osteolytic bone lesions from bone marrow necrosis (10%).
E—Eosinophilia. The triad of arthritis, nodules, and eosinophilia is called Schmidt’s triad.
A— Amylase, lipase, and trypsin are elevated due to release by a diseased pancreas and cause the fat necrosis in 

skin, synovium, and bone marrow.
S—Serositis, including pleuropericarditis frequently with fever. 

 21.  What other musculoskeletal problem can occur with pancreatic insufficiency?
Osteomalacia due to fat-soluble vitamin D malabsorption. 

RHEUMATIC SYNDROMES AND HEPATOBILIARY DISEASE

 22.  What rheumatic syndromes occur with AH?
AH is an inflammatory disease of the liver characterized by acute hepatitis, cirrhosis, or liver failure as well 
as circulating autoantibodies. It is classified into two types. Type I (classic) is most common (95%) and was 
formerly called lupoid hepatitis. It can occur in all age groups (bimodal peak 10–20 years, 45–70 years), 
but most patients are young and predominantly female (70%). Many patients have clinical (e.g., arthralgias, 
rashes) and laboratory (e.g., ANA) manifestations that resemble SLE. Patients commonly have positive ANAs, 
antibodies against smooth muscle antigen, anti-F-actin antibodies, antisoluble liver antigen/liver pancreas 
antibodies (anti-SLA/LP), and atypical pANCA (65%). Antimitochondrial antibodies (AMAs, 5%) and anti-DNA 
antibodies can be seen. Significant hypergammaglobulinemia is frequently present. Type I AH can overlap with 
other autoimmune diseases, such as autoimmune thyroiditis, type 1 diabetes, IBD, celiac disease (3%–6%), 
psoriasis, and more rarely, rheumatoid arthritis, Sjögren’s syndrome, SLE, mixed connective tissue disease, and 
limited systemic sclerosis. Type II AH is less common (5%), occurs mainly in children (2–14 years) and less in 
adults and is associated with anti-liver-kidney microsomal-1 and -3 antibodies and antiliver cytosol antibodies. 
Patients do not usually have associated rheumatic manifestations but commonly develop type I diabetes, 
vitiligo, and autoimmune thyroid disease. 
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 23.  To what degree is type I AH similar to SLE?

 24.  List the common autoimmune diseases associated with primary biliary cirrhosis (PBC).
PBC is an autoimmune disease of the liver marked by slow progressive destruction of the small bile ducts. Bile 
cholestasis leads to tissue damage with fibrosis and cirrhosis. It is more common in women (9:1). Up to 80% have 
AMAs. The most specific AMA is the M2 antibody directed against the E2 subunit of the pyruvate dehydrogenase 
complex on the inner mitochondrial membrane. Many patients with PBC have one or more additional autoimmune 
disorders:

 •  Keratoconjunctivitis sicca (secondary Sjögren’s syndrome): 40% to 60%
 •  Autoimmune thyroiditis (Hashimoto’s disease): 10% to 15%
 •  Arthritis: 5% to 10% with classic seropositive rheumatoid arthritis while another 10% may have a seronega-

tive, nonrheumatoid arthritis characterized by a self-limited, symmetric, polyarticular synovitis
 •  Limited scleroderma occurs in 5% to 15% of PBC patients and antedates PBC by 14 years. Most have anticen-

tromere antibodies.
 •  Others: Raynaud’s phenomenon, pernicious anemia, celiac disease, IBD, SLE, polymyositis 

 25.  What other musculoskeletal manifestations may occur in patients with PBC?
 •  Osteomalacia due to fat-soluble vitamin D malabsorption
 •  Osteoporosis due to renal tubular acidosis
 •  Hypertrophic osteoarthropathy 

 26.  What dose adjustments need to be made for antirheumatic medications in patients with 
severe hepatobiliary disease?
Severe liver disease can be defined as a combination of one or more of the following factors: elevated bilirubin 
> 3 mg/dL, albumin < 3 g/dL with ascites, elevated prothrombin time/international normalized ratio not fully 
corrected by vitamin K, and/or cirrhosis on liver biopsy. Elevated transaminases greater than three times upper 
limit of normal should also be a concern. Also note that since creatine is synthesized in the liver, serum creatinine 
may be an overestimate of renal function.

Hepatobiliary disease may substantially impair the elimination or activation of drugs that the liver 
metabolizes or excretes. Although glucuronidation is spared, oxidation and acetylation are slowed. In addition, 
decreased synthesis of albumin may lead to increased free fraction of the active drug. Decreased synthesis 
of vitamin K-dependent clotting factors may lead to increased risk of bleeding if a medication affects platelet 
function or number.

The following are guidelines for antirheumatic drug therapy in severe liver disease:
 •  Pro-drug metabolism—azathioprine, leflunomide, cyclophosphamide, prednisone, and sulindac need to be 

converted to the active moiety by the liver. This is impaired in patients with severe hepatic insufficiency. Con-
sequently, these drugs should be avoided or replaced with active form (i.e., 6-mercaptopurine, prednisolone).

Table 35.5   Comparison Between Autoimmune Hepatitis and SLE

AUTOIMMUNE HEPATITIS SLE

Young women + +

Fever, fatigue, weight loss + +

Rash + +

Photosensitivity – +

Polyarthritis + +

Oral ulcers – +

Nephritis – +

Central nervous system disease – +

Polyclonal gammopathy + +

ANA 70% 99%

Anti-Smith (Sm) antibodies 0 25%

Anti-dsDNA antibodies <35% (controversial) 70%

Anti-smooth muscle antibody 65% 0

Anti-SLA/LP 10%–30% 0
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 •  Biliary excretion—methotrexate, cyclosporine, colchicine, leflunomide, indomethacin, and sulindac are 
excreted in the bile and undergo enterohepatic circulation. These should be avoided in patients with impaired 
biliary function.

 •  Change in drug dosage for severe liver disease
 -  Acetaminophen: Use up to maximum dose of 2 g/day or not at all.
 -  Antimalarials: Use with caution and at lower doses. The American College of Rheumatology (ACR) guide-

lines recommend avoidance in patients with Child–Pugh class C liver disease.
 -  Anti-TNFα inhibitors: Probably safe. Avoid in setting of untreated hepatitis B, but may be safe during treat-

ment. Safe in hepatitis C. Frequent liver enzyme monitoring advised.
 -  Allopurinol: Little data. Use with caution. Can cause severe hepatitis.
 -  Apremilast: No adjustment necessary.
 -  Azathioprine: Use 6-mercaptopurine instead but use at low dose with caution since toxicity can occur 

quickly.
 -  Bisphosphonates: Probably safe.
 -  Biologics (other): Little data. Would avoid or use tocilizumab and tofacitinib with caution since they can have 

liver toxicity. Avoid all in setting of viral hepatitis.
 -  Colchicine: Avoid.
 -  Cyclophosphamide: May not be converted to active form.
 -  Cyclosporine and tacrolimus: Eliminated by liver, so avoid.
 -  Febuxostat: Metabolized by the liver. Can cause liver toxicity. Avoid or use with caution at lower doses.
 -  Janus Kinase inhibitors: Little data, but pharmacokinetic studies of tofacitinib indicate 70% hepatic 

metabolism and 30% renal excretion for clearance of the drug. Thus, a dose adjustment is likely needed for 
Child–Pugh class B and recommend avoidance in class C. No information for viral hepatitis.

 -  Leflunomide: Avoid.
 -  Methotrexate: Avoid.
 -  Mycophenolate mofetil: No dosage change, but do not exceed 2 g/day.
 -  Narcotics: Most metabolized by liver. Fentanyl and hydromorphone safest. Need to lower dose or extend 

interval. Avoid meperidine.
 -  NSAIDs: Lower dose 50%. Avoid diclofenac, sulindac, and indomethacin. Note that NSAIDs even at low 

doses increase risk of bleeding and renal failure.
 -  Prednisone: Use prednisolone or methylprednisolone instead.
 -  Sulfasalazine: Use with caution and at lower doses. Can cause hepatic failure rarely. ACR guidelines recom-

mend avoidance in Child–Pugh class C liver disease.
 -  Tramadol: Double dosing interval from 6 to 12 hours. Start at dose of 25 mg.
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REACTIVE ARTHRITIS
Itziar Quinzaños Alonso, MD

Can’t see, can’t pee, can’t climb a tree.
–Author unknown

KEY POINTS

 1.  Reactive arthritis (ReA) is a sterile inflammatory arthritis, typically preceded by a gastrointestinal or genitourinary 
infection occurring 1 to 4 weeks prior.

 2.  Similar to other spondyloarthropathies, patients with ReA are more likely to be HLA-B27-positive, which por-
tends a worse prognosis and more joint and extraarticular manifestations.

 3.  Long-term antibiotics may help chronic Chlamydia-induced ReA but does not affect the course of ReA associ-
ated with enteric pathogens.

 4.  Over 50% of patients have a self-limited course lasting 3 to 5 months, 30% have recurrent episodes, and 15% 
to 20% have a chronic course requiring immunosuppressive therapy.

 1.  Define ReA.
ReA is a sterile inflammatory synovitis occurring within 4 weeks of an infection elsewhere in the body, primarily 
urogenital or enteric infections. The arthritis is typically an asymmetric oligoarthritis that predominantly involves 
large lower extremity joints. The causative organism cannot be cultured from fluid in the joint cavity; however in 
recent years it has been shown that antigens of the triggering microbe can be detected in the synovial fluid or 
synovial tissue of the affected joints. ReA patients are frequently HLA-B27-positive and commonly exhibit systemic 
symptoms with unique extraarticular manifestations including skin, eye, and enteropathy features. 

 2.  What is Reiter’s syndrome?
As originally described in 1916, Reiter’s syndrome is the clinical triad of conjunctivitis, nongonococcal urethritis, 
and arthritis following infectious dysentery. For many years, ReA and Reiter’s syndrome were used as synonyms. 
This term is no longer used due to Hans Reiter’s participation in Nazi medical experimentation during World War II. 
The triad is now considered to be a subset of ReA because two-thirds of patients do not have all three features. 

 3.  How is ReA acquired? What is the influence of HLA-B27?
Susceptibility to ReA may be conferred by the specific class I major histocompatibility antigen, HLA-B27. However, 
the development of ReA is strictly dependent on infection with certain organisms predominantly acquired through 
mucosal surfaces, enterogenic or urogenital (see Question 6). In hospital-based reports, HLA-B27 is present in 
60% to 80% patients with ReA. These patients tend to have more severe arthritis, extraarticular manifestations, 
higher prevalence of sacroiliitis, and a protracted course. Notably in population-based studies, patients with 
ReA are less likely to be HLA-B27-positive (30% or less in some ethnic groups). These cases have a milder 
oligoarthritis with fewer systemic symptoms or extraarticular manifestations. 

 4.  What is the role of HLA-B27 in ReA pathogenesis?
There are several hypotheses to date: 1) Misfolding hypothesis: HLA-B27 folds more slowly than other HLA types 
when assembled in the endoplasmic reticulum. This may cause inadequate folding and instability of HLA-B27 
leading to accumulation of such molecules with activation of inflammatory processes. 2) Arthritogenic peptide 
hypothesis: postulates that HLA-B27 on antigen-presenting cells present microbial peptides that may mimic 
certain self-peptides (molecular mimicry) to CD8 cytotoxic T lymphocytes, leading to autoimmunity. Alternatively, 
the similarity between the microbial and self-peptides may allow microbial fragments to persist due to an 
inadequate immune response. 3) Heavy chain homodimer hypothesis: HLA-B27 can be expressed on the cell 
surface as a homodimer of heavy chains without ß-2 microglobulin. These abnormal chains can activate natural 
killer, T, and B cells. 

 5.  What are other potential factors involved in the pathogenesis of ReA?
Since patients who are HLA-B27-negative also develop ReA, other focus of investigations favors the role of 
microbial factors. Some examples of these theories are: the ability of certain outer membrane proteins of some of 
the involved organisms (Salmonella) to stimulate specific interleukin (IL) responses (IL-17 and IL-23) in synovial 
cells; finding metabolically active particles (Chlamydia) in the synovial tissue of patients with chronic ReA; and 
alteration of the gut microbiota leading to an abnormal immune response.
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 6.  What infectious agents trigger (“cause”) ReA?

Urogenital Chlamydia trachomatisa, Ureaplasma urealyticumb, Mycoplasma genitaliumb

Enterogenic Salmonellaa typhimurium, S. enteritidis, S. heidelberg, S. cholerae-suis
Shigellaa flexneri, S. dysenteriae, S. sonnei
Yersiniaa (especially O:3 and O:9), Y. pseudotuberculosis
Campylobacter a jejuni, C. Coli
Clostridium difficileb

Escherichia colib, Diarrhogenic strains
Giardia lambliab

Respiratory Chlamydia pneumoniaeb

Group A beta-hemolytic Streptococcusb,c

Viral Human immunodeficiency virusb,d

Multiple sources, case 
reports onlye

Helicobacter pylori
Vibrio parahaemolyticus
Mycobacterium bovis
Calmette-Guerin Bacillus
Klebsiella pneumonia
Strongyloides stercoralis

aCommon infections associated with ReA. Also, most common infections associated with HLA-B27-patients.
bUncommon infections associated with ReA.
cTypically causes acute rheumatic fever, but has been described to cause ReA.
dReA has occurred in the setting of HIV, but usually the virus is not directly associated and other pathogens may be implicated.
eNot full list but most prominent case reports. 

Note: In up to 40% of ReA patients, an infectious agent cannot be identified. Serologic tests especially for Chlamydia may identify 

a previous infection if cultures/PCR are negative.

 7.  Who gets ReA?
Primarily young adults aged 20 to 40 years. Patients with enterogenic ReA exhibit higher relative risk for women 
than for men (1.5:1), whereas those with the urogenital form are predominantly men. ReA is rare in children and 
less common in African-Americans. ReA is one of the most common types of inflammatory arthritis affecting 
young adult men. 

 8.  After the initial infection, when do symptoms of ReA first appear?
Although the initial infection may be mild or inapparent (10%–30%), most patients will develop systemic 
symptoms within 1 to 4 weeks. 

 9.  List the extraarticular manifestations associated with ReA.

Constitutional Genitourinary

Low-grade fever Infectious urethritis
Weight loss (rare) Sterile urethritis

Prostatitis
Ocular Hemorrhagic cystitis
Sterile conjunctivitis (35%) Salpingitis, vulvovaginitis
Anterior uveitis (20%) (acute unilateral, 

HLA-B27-positive)
Mucocutaneous
Circinate balanitis (30%, most frequently associated with Chlamydia)
Keratoderma blennorrhagicum (15%)

Gastrointestinal Hyperkeratotic nails (10%)
Infectious ileitis/colitis Painless oral ulcers (25%)
Sterile ileitis/colitis (60%) Erythema nodosum (Yersinia)

Renal
Cardiac (rare in acute disease) IgA nephropathy
Heart block (1%) Renal amyloidosis
Aortic regurgitation Other
Aortitis (1%) Thrombophlebitis, livedo reticularis
Pericarditis (rare) Neuropathy (cranial or peripheral nerve)

Note: The frequency of the various extraarticular manifestations depends on both the inciting infectious agent and if the patient is 

HLA-B27-positive. 
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 10.  What two cutaneous lesions are characteristic of ReA?
Circinate balanitis and keratoderma blennorrhagicum are relatively specific for ReA. Circinate balanitis is a 
painless, serpiginous ulceration of the glans penis. Similarly, keratoderma blennorrhagicum refers to psoriasiform 
lesions occurring primarily on the plantar surface of the heel and metatarsal heads. Both lesions are predominantly 
associated with urogenital ReA (Chlamydia) and resolve spontaneously. 

 11.  Describe the musculoskeletal manifestations of ReA.
Arthritis: In ReA, the joints tend to be moderately inflamed and characterized by prolonged stiffness. Joint involve-

ment is typically asymmetric, oligoarticular (less than five joints), and confined to the knees, ankles, and/
or feet. Large joint effusions, especially in the knees, are not unusual. Hip involvement is rare. Upper limb 
arthritis (e.g., wrist and digits) may also occur (50%) but is never more prominent than the lower extremity 
arthritis. Uncommonly it can be a polyarthritis. The arthritis always lasts over 1 month, though usually longer. 
Joint erosions may result from chronic disease.

Enthesitis: An inflammation of the ligament, tendon, joint capsule, or fascia insertion site into bone (enthesis). 
In ReA, enthesitis commonly causes heel pain (Achilles tendon and plantar fascia), metatarsalgia (plantar 
fascia), and iliac spine/crest pain. Enthesitis are common in ReA, and may help distinguish it from other 
differential diagnosis.

Dactylitis: “Sausage” digits of fingers and toes are due to a combination of arthritis, enthesitis, and tendinitis.
Sacroiliitis/spondylitis: Up to 40% of patients with ReA may have axial skeleton symptoms, and 25% develop 

radiographic changes. The risk of developing sacroiliitis and/or spondylitis is related to disease chronicity and 
HLA-B27.  

 12.  What is the differential diagnosis for ReA?

Most Likely Less Likely

Gonococcal arthritis Ankylosing spondylitis
Acute septic arthritis Rheumatic fever
Psoriatic arthritis Gout/pseudogout
Inflammatory bowel disease arthritis Lyme disease
Rheumatoid arthritis Behçet’s syndrome

Secondary syphilis

  13.  Compare the clinical features of ReA with gonococcal arthritis.
A comparison of the clinical features of ReA with gonococcal arthritis is given in Table 36.1. 

Table 36.1   A Comparison of the Clinical Features of Reactive Arthritis with Gonococcal 
Arthritis

FEATURE REACTIVE GONOCOCCAL

Sex ratio Male > female Female > male

Age 20–40 years All ages, most 20–40 years

Migratory arthralgias No Yes

Arthritis Lower limbs Upper limbs, knees

Enthesitis Yes No

Spondylitis Yes No

Tenosynovitis Yes Yes

Dactylitis Yes No

Urethritis Yes Yes

Uveitis Yes No

Oral ulcers Yes No

Cutaneous lesions Keratoderma, balanitis Pustules

Culture-positive No Yes (<50%)

HLA-B27-positive Yes (80%) Same as general population

Cephalosporin responsive No Yes
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 14.  Compare the clinical features of ReA with rheumatoid arthritis.
A comparison of the clinical features of ReA with rheumatoid arthritis is given in Table 36.2. 

 15.  Which laboratory investigations are useful in confirming the diagnosis of ReA?
The diagnosis of ReA is clinical, and no laboratory investigation can substitute for a proper history and physical 
examination. However, they can be used in confirming the clinical diagnosis. Arthrocentesis is the most valuable 
test because it excludes septic and crystalline arthritis (Table 36.3). 

 16.  What are the usual synovial fluid findings from a patient with ReA?
The synovial fluid typically reveals a predominance of leukocytes, ranging from 2000 to 50,000 cells/mm3. In 
acute ReA, most of these cells are neutrophils, but in chronic disease, either lymphocytes or monocytes may be 
prevalent.

Other synovial fluid characteristics include decreased viscosity, normal glucose level, and increased protein. 
Large vacuolar macrophages (Reiter’s cells) containing intact lymphocytes or fragmented nuclei are occasionally 
seen but are not specific for ReA. Synovial fluid polymerase chain reaction (PCR) for Chlamydia can be done but 
has not been validated. 

 17.  Describe the radiographic features seen in patients with ReA.
Remember your ABCDE’S. These radiographic features are typical of all seronegative spondyloarthropathies.

  
A—Ankylosis of the spine occurs in up to 20% to 25% patients. There are large nonmarginal syndesmophytes 

called “jug-handle” syndesmophytes, which usually occur in an asymmetric distribution. These syndesmoph-
ytes can also occur in psoriatic spondylitis but differ from the thin, marginal, bilateral syndesmophytes seen 
in ankylosing spondylitis (Fig. 36.1).

B—Bony reactivity and proliferation at enthesis sites (Achilles tendon and plantar fascia insertions) and periostitis 
are common. Ossification of tendons may occur. Bone demineralization (periarticular osteopenia) may be 
observed.

C—Cartilage space narrowing occurs uniformly across the joint space of weight-bearing joints compatible with an 
inflammatory arthritis. No soft tissue calcifications are seen.

D—Distribution of arthritis is primarily in the lower extremity, whereas psoriatic arthritis usually affects the 
upper extremity. The sentinel joint involved may be the interphalangeal joint of the great toe  
(Fig. 36.2).

E—Erosions are common in the metatarsophalangeal joints (Fig. 36.2). Sacroiliac joint erosions tend to involve 
one joint more than the other (asymmetric), which contrasts to the symmetric involvement of ankylosing 
spondylitis (Fig. 36.3).

S—Soft tissue swelling and dactylitis (diffuse swelling of toes). 

Table 36.2   A Comparison of the Clinical Features of Reactive Arthritis with Rheumatoid 
Arthritis

FEATURE REACTIVE ARTHRITIS RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS

Sex ratio Male > female Female > male

Age 20–40 years All ages (most frequently: women aged 40–60 years, men 
older)

Arthritis Oligoarticular Polyarticular

Large joints (asymmetric) MCP, PIP, wrist, MTP (symmetric)

Enthesitis Yes No

Spondylitis Yes No

Ocular disease Conjunctivitis, uveitis Keratitis, scleromalacia, sicca, scleritis

Lung disease No Yes

Urethritis Yes No

Cutaneous lesions Keratoderma, balanitis Subcutaneous nodules, vasculitis

Rheumatoid factor 
positive

No Yes (85%)

HLA association HLA-B27 (80% of white males) HLA-DR4 (70%)

HLA, human leukocyte antigen; MCP, metacarpophalangeal; MTP, metatarsophalangeal; PIP, proximal interphalangeal.
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 18.  How do the radiographic features of sacroiliac and spine involvement in ReA compare with 
those in ankylosing spondylitis?
Note that 100% of patients with ankylosing spondylitis develop radiographic changes in the sacroiliac joints 
compared with only 20% to 25% of ReA patients (Table 36.4). Patients with inflammatory bowel disease also 
develop radiographic changes of their spine similar in appearance to those of ankylosing spondylitis, whereas 
psoriatic arthritis produces changes similar to ReA.

Note: Unilateral sacroiliitis without peripheral arthritis does not occur in ReA and should suggest another 
diagnosis (e.g., infection). 

 19.  Is HLA-B27 determination useful?
A sufficient number of patients with ReA will not be HLA-B27-positive, thus rendering HLA-B27 
determination a poor diagnostic test in screening patients for ReA, especially because 7% of the normal 
white population will be positive. Patients with ReA can usually be successfully diagnosed and managed 
without HLA-B27 determination. However, many rheumatologists find it useful to classify patients as having 
either “HLA-B27-associated” or “nonassociated” forms of ReA since HLA-B27 positivity correlates with an 
increase in disease severity, chronicity, and frequency of exacerbations as well as development of aortitis, 
uveitis, and spondylitis. 

Table 36.3   Laboratory Investigations that Are Useful in Confirming the Diagnosis of Reactive 
Arthritis

EXPECTED RESULT

Primary (essential)

ESR and/or CRP Elevation

Complete blood count and differential Polymorphonuclear leukocytosis

Thrombocytosis and anemia of chronic disease

Rheumatoid factor Negative

Urinalysis Pyuria, microhematuria +/– bacteria

Synovial fluid analysis Moderate leukocytosis

Negative Gram stain and no crystals

Cultures and/or PCR

—Throat (+/–) (Chlamydia)

—Urine (+/–) (Chlamydia)

—Stool (+/–) (Yersinia and Salmonella can persist for weeks)

—Synovial fluid Negative cultures

—Urethra/cervix (+/–) (Chlamydia)

—Sputum (+/–) (Chlamydia pneumonia)

Secondary (optional)

Antinuclear antibody Negative

Antibody serology Positive (e.g., Yersinia, Shigella, and Chlamydia)

Blood cultures Negative, unless septic

Radiographs

 •  Peripheral joints Arthritis, enthesitis

 •  Axial joints Spondylitis, enthesitis

 •  Anteroposterior pelvis Sacroiliitis

Electrocardiogram Heart block

Colonoscopy Ileitis/colitis

Note: In 40% of reactive arthritis patients an infectious agent cannot be identified. Urine polymerase chain reaction for Chlamydia and 

stool cultures may be helpful in patients with urethritis or diarrhea, respectively. Serologic tests for Chlamydia, Salmonella, and 

Yersinia can be done depending on the suspected inciting agent.

CRP, C-Reactive protein; ESR, erythrocyte sedimentation rate; PCR, polymerase chain reaction.
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 20.  Describe the nonpharmacologic management of ReA.
Initial management begins with rest of the affected joints. Transient relief of joint inflammation may be obtained  
by use of ice packs and/or warm compresses. Once inflammation subsides (1–2 weeks), passive strengthening 
and range of motion exercises should be initiated. Progression to active exercises reduces the likelihood of muscle 
atrophy. Avoidance of behavior promoting reinfection is critical. 

Fig. 36.1 Radiograph of the spine showing a large “jug-handle” syndesmophyte.

Fig. 36.2 Radiograph of the foot in a patient with reactive arthritis showing erosions of the interphalangeal joint of the great toe and 
second and third metatarsophalangeal joints.
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 21.  Describe the pharmacologic management of the initial infection in ReA.
Elimination of the “triggering” infection with appropriate antibiotics is the first therapeutic goal in ReA. This is 
especially true for acute Chlamydia infections (azithromycin 1 g single dose or doxycycline 100 mg twice daily for 
7 days, patient and partner). Patients with a history of Chlamydia-related ReA should be evaluated for recurrent 
genitourinary infection if arthritis or genitourinary symptoms recur and should be retreated with antibiotics if 
testing for Chlamydia is positive. In general, antibiotics are not recommended for uncomplicated enteric infections. 
However, some patients with enteric infections may require treatment depending upon their comorbidities (e.g., 
age, immunocompromised) and/or severity of disease and type of organism (e.g., C. difficile). 

 22.  Describe the pharmacologic management of the extraarticular manifestations in ReA.
The mucocutaneous features of ReA are usually self-limited and may require no specific therapy. Topical 
corticosteroids and keratolytic agents may help keratoderma blennorrhagicum. Symptoms of uveitis should be 
referred for urgent ophthalmologic evaluation. 

 23.  Describe the pharmacologic management of the arthritis in ReA.
The following algorithm is a stepwise approach to the treatment of acute and chronic ReA (Fig. 36.4). Chronic ReA 
is defined as symptoms lasting >6 months not controlled with nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) and 
intraarticular glucocorticoids. 

 24.  Should long-term antibiotics be used in Chlamydia-related ReA?
In chronic Chlamydia-related ReA, chlamydial organisms have been demonstrated in a metabolically active state 
in the synovial tissue; therefore, antibiotic therapy has been trialed. Results are mixed in randomized trials of long-
term therapy with single antibiotics, and most do not show benefit. By contrast, there is one prospective, double-
blind, triple-placebo trial of combination of either doxycycline (100 mg twice a day) plus rifampin (300 mg daily) 
or azithromycin (500 mg daily for 5 days, then twice a week) plus rifampin for 6 months that showed antibiotics to 
be effective therapy in patients with chronic Chlamydia-induced ReA. Improvement of joint symptoms (63% versus 
20%) and increased rate of remission (22% versus 0) was seen. Further studies with larger numbers of patients 
are required to confirm these findings, but a trial of antibiotics in patients with chronic Chlamydia-related ReA is 
recommended. 

 25.  Should long-term antibiotics be used in enteric-ReA?
No. Antibiotic therapy for common postenteric-associated ReA has not been demonstrated in trials to reduce the 
severity of arthritis. The demonstration of bacterial cell wall antigens, but not nucleic acid in the synovial tissue, 
suggests that bacterial antigens alone (not viable microorganisms) may perpetuate this type of ReA and therefore 
antibiotics are not effective. 

BA

Fig. 36.3 (A) Radiograph of pelvis showing left sacroiliitis (arrows). (B) Magnetic resonance image of pelvis showing left sacroiliitis 
(arrows).

Table 36.4   Radiographic Features of Sacroiliac and Spine Involvement in Reactive Arthritis 
in Comparison with Those in Ankylosing Spondylitis

ANKYLOSING SPONDYLITIS REACTIVE ARTHRITIS

Sacroiliitis Bilateral, symmetric Unilateral or asymmetric

Spondylitis Bilateral, thin, marginal syndesmophytes Asymmetric, nonmarginal, “jug-handle” syndesmophytes
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NSAIDS

In most patients, reduction of inflammation and restoration of

function can be achieved with NSAIDs, unless contraindicated

(cardiovascular disease, renal failure, history of Gl bleed, etc).

Maximum anti-inflammatory doses and uninterrupted use may

be necessary. Long-acting NSAIDS are preferred.

After a 2-week trial response should be reassessed.

Complete blood counts, renal function, and liver function tests

should be measured after 2 months on a given agent, and every

3-6 months subsequently in patients continuing to require anti-

inflammatory therapy.

Initial therapy (Disease < 6 months) Chronic therapy (Disease >6 months or

resistant to initial therapy)

Intraarticular glucocorticoids*

Intra-articular corticosteroids may be used judiciously to

alleviate NSAID-resistant synovitis.

Obviously, joint sepsis must be excluded prior to

corticosteroid injection.

Injection of enthesitis may also be necessary with avoidance

of the Achilles tendon insertion, in view of the propensity of

this tendon to rupture.

Systemic glucocorticoids*

These are indicated if there is failure to respond adequately to NSAIDs

and/or intraarticular glucocorticoid injections or in patients with multiple

joints involved.

 Systemic corticosteroids in moderate doses (20 mg/d) usually suffice, but occasionally

a therapeutic trial of 30-60mg/d is warranted.

Whichever dose is started, it should be reduced gradually to the lowest dose required

to control symptoms.

*There is no evidence (anecdotal or published) of the disease worsening with the use o f intraarticular or systemic

glucocorticoids, despite the infectious trigger of ReA.

Non-biologic DMARD

Indicated in patients who do not respond adequately

to the above-mentioned therapies.

The duration prior to beginning DMARDs depends

upon the severity of the disease, and risk and

benefits of continuing NSAIDs and/or

glucocorticoids.

 Failure of two NSAIDs or a requirement of a daily

prednisone dose higher than 5 mg for more than 3 months

would be a reasonable point to consider a DMARD.

NSAID- Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs

DMARD- Disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs

Biologic DMARD

TNF alpha blocking agents have been reported

to be successful in many patients (small case

series). Their use is also supported by their

effectiveness in the treatment of other

spondyloarthropathies.

In patients who do not respond to an initial trial

after 3 months of therapy, another TNF inhibitor

can be tried.

Non-biologic DMARD

Sulfasalazine (2–3 gm/day) is the drug of choice for refractory reactive

arthritis, since it is the better studied to date. Patients started on

sulfasalazine within the first 3 months do best.

Other disease-modifying agents, such as methotrexate and leflunomide

also have been used with variable success.

Response to non-biological DMARDs is determined by observation over

a 3- to 4-month course of maximal doses of the drugs.

Patients who respond continue therapy for 3 to 6 months after remission.

If there is no response to the initial DMARD a different one could be

trialed vs. switching to a biologic DMARD.

It must be noted that non-biological DMARDs are considered not

effective in enthesitis or dactylitis. If NSAIDs fail in these

manifestations, consideration should be given to TNF inhibitor therapy.

Fig. 36.4 Algorithm for initial and chronic therapy for reactive arthritis.
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 26.  Should you use prophylactic antibiotics in ReA patients?
Prophylactic antibiotics should be considered in patients with a previous episode of ReA who later develop 
urethritis after unprotected sex or traveler’s diarrhea. Azithromycin (1 g) as a single dose for urethritis, or 
azithromycin (1 g) as a single dose (Campylobacter) plus ciprofloxacin (750 mg) as a single dose (Salmonella, 
Shigella, and Yersinia) at onset of diarrhea has anecdotally prevented the subsequent redevelopment of ReA. 
Probiotics should be used in patients with a history of ReA due to C. Difficile when antibiotics must be used. 

 27.  When should you suspect that ReA may be a complication of HIV infection?
ReA is seen in HIV patients but is generally believed to be related to other infections to which patients have been 
exposed, rather than to HIV itself. An association between ReA and HLA-B27 has been noted in Caucasian HIV-
infected patients, but not in patients from sub-Saharan Africa where the prevalence of HLA-B27 is much lower 
and ReA was rare before the HIV epidemic. This finding suggests a “trigger” role of the HIV in the latter population. 
Given the uncertainty, HIV antibody status should be determined when the appropriate risk factors and/or clinical 
features are present. Patients with refractory ReA and risk factors for HIV should also have testing prior to the use 
of immunosuppression. 

 28.  What is the prognosis for patients with ReA?
The prognosis of ReA is variable, likely depending upon the triggering pathogen and the genetic background of the 
host. Most patients either remit completely or have little active disease within 6 to 18 months of presentation, but 
15% to 20% can experience more persistent arthritis/or axial skeleton disease. Some patients with chronic ReA 
later develop features characteristic of another of the spondyloarthritides. In addition, 15% to 50% will have one 
or more recurrences of ocular disease, mucocutaneous lesions, and/or arthritis. 

 29.  What are poor prognostic factors in ReA?
Reinfection, male sex, hip arthritis, erythrocyte sedimentation rate >30 mm/hour, sausage digits, poor response 
to NSAIDs, genetic susceptibility (HLA-B27), and heel pain are associated with a poorer prognosis. In general, 
disability due to articular disease is related to responsiveness to medication in the absence of spontaneous 
remission. The overall long-term prognosis for post-dysenteric ReA is better than post-Chlamydia ReA. 

 30.  What is an undifferentiated peripheral spondyloarthropathy?
An undifferentiated spondyloarthropathy does not meet the criteria for ReA or psoriatic arthritis. About 40% 
of patients may be undifferentiated upon presentation, with the majority of patients developing additional 
manifestations later in their disease course enabling a more definitive diagnosis. 

 31.  Are there diagnostic criteria to identify patients with an undifferentiated peripheral 
spondyloarthropathy?
The Assessment of SpondyloArthritis International Society classification criteria for peripheral spondyloarthritis 
have a sensitivity of 78% and specificity of 83% for detecting a patient who has a peripheral spondyloarthropathy. 
They are:

Peripheral arthritis (asymmetric lower 
extremity) or enthesitis or dactylitis

OR Peripheral arthritis (asymmetric lower extremity) or enthesitis or 
dactylitis

Plus, one of the following:
HLA-B27; genitourinary/gastrointestinal 

infection; psoriasis; inflammatory  
bowel disease; or magnetic resonance 
imaging showing sacroiliitis.

Plus, two of the following: arthritis; enthesitis; dactylitis; inflam-
matory back pain; family history of a spondyloarthropathy.
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ARTHRITIS ASSOCIATED WITH 
PSORIASIS AND OTHER SKIN DISEASES
Elena Weinstein, MD

KEY POINTS

 1.  Inflammatory joint disease occurs on average in 20% to 30% of patients with psoriasis.
 2.  Psoriatic arthritis (PsA), like other forms of spondyloarthritis, can be associated with uveitis, bowel inflammation, 

and mucosal ulcerations.
 3.  Dactylitis, enthesitis, and tenosynovitis are common musculoskeletal features accompanying PsA.
 4.  Agents that inhibit tumor necrosis factor α (anti-TNFα) agents, interleukins (ILs) 12/23 and IL-17 are effective 

for peripheral and axial arthritis as well as skin disease.
 5.  Psoriatic patients have a higher mortality rate due to an increased incidence of the metabolic syndrome and 

premature atherosclerosis.

 1.  How prevalent is psoriasis and PsA in the general population?
Epidemiologic studies suggest that the prevalence of psoriasis is approximately 2% to 3%. Whites are affected 
(two times) more often than other ethnic groups. Men and women are equally affected. Peak incidence is in the 
4th decade of life. Historical estimates of inflammatory arthritis accompanying psoriasis range from 7% to 42%. A 
recent study showed that among patients with psoriasis seen in academic medical centers (nearly one-quarter of 
them were on biologic therapy), 30% will have rheumatologist-confirmed PsA. This same study showed that 15% 
of patients with psoriasis followed by dermatology had undiagnosed PsA, and hence benefitted from referral to 
rheumatology. 

 2.  Do genetic and environmental factors play a role in PsA?
Yes. Twin studies, family studies, and genome-wide association studies (GWAS) suggest a genetic predisposition 
to PsA. Concordance among monozygotic twins ranges from 35% to 70%, versus 12% to 20% for dizygotic twins. 
Epidemiologic studies have found that first-degree relatives of PsA patients are 27 to 50 times more likely to 
develop arthritis. Up to 40% of patients with PsA have a family history of psoriasis.

PsA is a polygenic disorder. GWAS have identified numerous possible associated genes. HLA-Cw6 is 
associated with severe, early-onset skin psoriasis. HLA-B38 and HLA-B39 are associated with PsA, and HLA-B27 
is associated with sacroiliitis and spondylitis. Notably, only 50% of patients with psoriatic sacroiliitis/spondylitis 
are HLA-B27-positive. Major histocompatibility complex class I polypeptide-related sequence A and other genes 
in linkage disequilibrium with additional susceptibility loci have been found to be associated with peripheral PsA. 
HLA-DR*04 is associated with worse radiographic progression.

Evidence suggests that trauma and infection may play a role in PsA. Trauma to a joint (deep Koebner 
phenomenon) is reported in 25% of patients before the onset of a patient’s PsA. Subclinical trauma may explain 
distal interphalangeal (DIP) involvement. Bacterial agents such as streptococcal pharyngitis have been reported 
before the onset of guttate psoriasis. Obesity increases the risk of PsA in psoriasis patients. 

 3.  How does juvenile PsA typically present?
The polyarticular subset typically occurs between the ages of 6 and 12 years and affects boys and girls equally. 
There is a high association with HLA-B27. Enthesitis, dactylitis, nail pitting, and axial involvement are common. 
The oligoarticular subset typically presents between 1 and 2 years of age and is associated with positive 
antinuclear antibody, dactylitis, and uveitis. 

 4.  Is there a relationship between the onset of psoriasis and the onset of arthritis?
 •  Psoriasis precedes arthritis by an average of 8 to 10 years in ∼70% patients.
 •  Arthritis precedes psoriasis in ∼10% to 15% patients (particularly in childhood).
 •  Simultaneous onset of PsA and psoriasis occurs in ∼15% patients (this subgroup tends to flare skin and 

arthritis simultaneously during their disease course). 

 5.  If psoriasis is not obvious, what areas should be closely examined?
Always check the umbilicus, scalp, perineum, and behind ears. 
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 6.  Is there a relationship between the extent of skin involvement and arthritis?
No particular pattern (plaque, pustular, or guttate) or extent of psoriasis is associated with arthritis. However, 
some suggest that arthritis is more deforming and widespread with extensive skin involvement as indicated by a 
Psoriasis Assessment Severity Index (PASI) >10 (range of PASI score: 0–72). Up to 35% report that flares of their 
skin and joint disease occur simultaneously. 

 7.  What are the current classification criteria for PsA?
Always keep in mind that the purpose of classification criteria in rheumatology is to standardize patients for 
clinical trials. Nonetheless, they can be useful in making the diagnosis of PsA. The most widely used criteria 
are the Classification of Psoriatic Arthritis (CASPAR) criteria. The Moll and Wright criteria and European 
Spondyloarthropathy Study Group criteria are also used, but CASPAR has the highest sensitivity. CASPAR presumes 
a clinical assessment of inflammatory arthritis.

The CASPAR criteria are:

 1.  Evidence of psoriasis (current, past, family): two points if current history of psoriasis, one point others.

 2.  Psoriatic nail dystrophy: one point

 3.  Negative rheumatoid factor: one point.

 4.  Dactylitis (current, past history): one point.

 5.  Radiographic evidence of juxtaarticular new bone formation: one point.
Three or more points have 99% specificity and 92% sensitivity for diagnosis of PsA. 

 8.  What are the characteristic patterns of joint involvement in PsA?
Approximately 95% of patients with PsA have peripheral joint disease (synovitis, tenosynovitis [dactylitis], 
enthesitis). Another 5% have axial spine involvement exclusively. In 1973, Moll and Wright divided PsA into 
five broad categories. These categories overlap, creating a heterogeneous combination of joint disease. For 
instance, only 2% to 5% of PsA patients have predominantly DIP involvement, whereas over 50% of patients 
have DIP involvement in association with another pattern. As mentioned earlier, 5% of patients have only axial 
spine involvement but up to 40% of patients with one of the other patterns of PsA will also have coexistent axial 
involvement (Table 37.1). Importantly, these patterns are not mutually exclusive. 

 9.  What other features are associated with certain subtypes?
 •  Asymmetric oligoarthritis—dactylitis.
 •  Predominant DIP involvement—nail changes.
 •  Arthritis mutilans—osteolysis of involved joints, “telescoping” of digits.
 •  “Rheumatoid-like” disease—fusion of wrists.
 •  Axial involvement—asymmetric sacroiliitis and “jug handle”-like syndesmophytes. 

 10.  Which is the most “classic” pattern of PsA?
Predominant DIP involvement, but note that it is one of the least common patterns. However, very few 
inflammatory arthritides involve the DIP joints. When a patient has DIP inflammatory arthritis, PsA should be high 
on the differential. 

 11.  How does the axial involvement in PsA differ from that in other seronegative 
spondyloarthropathies?
Asymmetric sacroiliac involvement is typical of PsA and reactive arthritis. The other major seronegative 
spondyloarthropathies, ankylosing spondylitis and inflammatory bowel disease, tend to be more symmetric. 
Additionally, syndesmophytes are characteristically large, nonmarginal (“jug handle”-like), as opposed to 
the thin, marginal, symmetric syndesmophytes that occur in ankylosing spondylitis (see Chapter 34: Axial 

Table 37.1   Classification of Joint Involvement in Psoriatic Arthritis

SUBTYPE % TYPICAL JOINTS

 1.  Asymmetric oligoarticular disease 15–20 DIP and PIP joints of hands and feet. MCP 
joints, MTP joints, knees, hips, and ankles

 2.  Predominant DIP involvement 2–5 DIP joints

 3.  Arthritis mutilans 5 DIP joints, PIP joints

 4.  Polyarthritis “rheumatoid-like” 50–60 MCP joints, PIP joints, and wrists

 5.  Axial involvement (isolated) 2–5 Sacroiliac, vertebral

DIP, Distal interphalangeal; MCP, metacarpophalangeal; MTP, metatarsophalangeal; PIP, proximal interphalangeal.
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Spondyloarthritis). Age of onset for PsA is typically older than other spondyloarthropathies and ratio of female to 
male patients is 1:1, whereas other spondyloarthropathies have a male predominance. 

 12.  What clinical features suggest PsA rather than other polyarticular arthritic diseases such as 
rheumatoid arthritis?
Asymmetric, often oligoarticular joint involvement.
Absence of rheumatoid factor.
Significant nail pitting or nail dystrophy.
Involvement of DIP joints in the absence of osteoarthritis.
“Sausage digits” (dactylitis): seen in 30% to 50%. Due to synovitis and flexor tenosynovitis.
Enthesitis: seen in 35% to 40%. Most common sites: Achilles and plantar fascia insertion.
Family history of psoriasis or PsA.
Axial radiographic evidence of sacroiliitis, paravertebral ossification, and syndesmophytes.
Peripheral radiographic evidence of erosive arthritis with relative lack of periarticular osteopenia.
Synovial biopsies show increased vascularity and the presence of macrophages (CD163+), lymphocytes, and 

neutrophils. 

 13.  Are there any extraarticular features associated with PsA?
Unlike rheumatoid arthritis, PsA is associated with only a few extraarticular features. Nail changes are seen in 80% 
of patients with arthritis, as opposed to only 30% with psoriasis only. These changes include pitting, onycholysis, 
oil spot sign, hyperkeratosis, and nail crumbling. Eye disease includes conjunctivitis in 20% and acute iritis in over 
7% of cases. Iritis can be bilateral and is more commonly associated with axial involvement. Other less common 
features include oral ulcers, urethritis, nonspecific colitis, and rarely dilatation of base of aortic arch causing aortic 
insufficiency. 

 14.  Discuss the association between flares of skin and nail disease and flares of PsA?
The relationship between skin and joint disease activity is variable. Patients with simultaneous onset of psoriasis 
and PsA have reported that when one manifestation flares, the other is likely to flare. However, for most patients 
the skin and arthritis run separate courses. Patients with DIP involvement are more likely to have worse nail 
involvement. This is partly because the extensor tendon enthesis inserts in an area adjacent to the nail root. When 
the enthesis becomes inflamed, nail growth is affected adversely. 

 15.  Are there specific comorbid diagnoses to consider when someone presents acutely with 
severe psoriasis or PsA?
In this scenario, one needs to consider concurrent human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection. Clinically, 
psoriasis or PsA associated with HIV infection is more aggressive and difficult to control with traditional 
medical therapy. In the modern era of highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART) for HIV, this is seen less 
frequently, as psoriasis is often associated with T cell counts of <100 cells/μL. Treatment for psoriasis and 
PsA associated with HIV involves treating HIV with antiretroviral drugs in addition to treating the skin and 
joint disease. Case reports suggest that anti-TNF agents may be relatively safe in this population when 
used in conjunction with HAART (for additional details on HIV, see Chapter 42: HIV-Associated Rheumatic 
Syndromes). 

 16.  Can laboratory tests help in diagnosing PsA?
PsA is classified as a “seronegative” arthritis, meaning that the rheumatoid factor is typically negative. However, 
low-titer rheumatoid factor can be detected in 2% to 10% and anticitrullinated peptide antibodies in 8% to 16% 
of PsA patients. This can make it difficult to separate from coexistent rheumatoid arthritis. However, the presence 
of DIP involvement, enthesitis, and dactylitis supports a diagnosis of PsA regardless of serologies. Antinuclear 
antibodies are reported in 10% to 15%. As in other inflammatory diseases, erythrocyte sedimentation rates 
(ESR), C-reactive protein (CRP), and anemia may vary with disease activity. Patients with an elevated ESR and 
CRP are more likely to have polyarticular disease and a worse prognosis. It is important to note that only 40% 
of patients with PsA have elevated ESR and/or CRP. Hyperuricemia is seen in 20% and is not due to the extent 
of skin involvement, but related to the increased incidence of the metabolic syndrome seen in patients with 
psoriatic disease (this is important to keep in mind when distinguishing between PsA and gout; hence, synovial 
fluid analysis is paramount). Analysis of synovial fluid typically reveals inflammatory fluid with a neutrophilic 
predominance. HLA-B27 is positive in 25%. 

 17.  What is known about the pathogenesis of PsA?
It is thought that PsA begins as a complex interaction of genetic and environmental factors. When skin 
disease precedes arthritis, inflammation in the skin damages keratinocytes and releases their DNA, leading 
to triggering of interferon gamma. This activates dermal dendritic cells which migrate to local lymph nodes. 
There, TH1 and TH17 cells differentiate and proliferate. When these cells return to the dermis, they release 
IL-12, IL-17, IL-22, TNFα, and inflammatory cytokines that perpetuate the cycle of tissue damage and 
inflammation.

CD8+ T cells are also thought to be important. CD8+ and CD4+ T cells are higher in number in the synovial 
fluid of patients with PsA than in those with RA. 
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 18.  What radiographic features help to differentiate PsA from other inflammatory diseases?
Historically, 45% to 50% of patients will develop erosions within the first 2 years of their disease, and 67% will 
eventually develop radiographic changes. Some relatively unique findings in PsA include:

 •  Asymmetric distribution; involvement of DIP joints
 •  Eccentric erosions, periostitis, and bony ankylosis
 •  Relative absence of periarticular osteopenia
 •  Whittling of the phalanges, pencil-in-cup deformity, osteolysis of bones (arthritis mutilans), and erosion of the 

terminal tufts (acroosteolysis)
 •  Polyarticular unidigit—metacarpophalangeal, proximal interphalangeal (PIP), and DIP of same finger involved
 •  Erosions at entheseal sites
 •  Musculoskeletal ultrasound and/or magnetic resonance imaging showing signs of enthesitis and dactylitis
 •  Sacroiliac and spondylitic changes (usually asymmetric).

 A radiograph from a patient with PsA showing erosions and ankylosis of DIP and PIP joints is shown in Fig. 37.1. 

 19.  What principles guide treatment of PsA? What classes of medications can be used to treat 
the arthritis?
Patients should be treated with similar goal-directed therapy as in other inflammatory arthritides. Remission or 
sustained low disease activity should be the goal for most patients. Polyarticular disease and an elevated ESR/
CRP indicate a worse prognosis. Patients with mild, oligoarticular disease can sometimes be managed with 
nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) and intraarticular steroid injections, but in general clinicians should 
have a low threshold to initiate disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs (DMARDs) or biologic DMARDs. DMARDs 
should be initiated if NSAIDs fail to control the inflammation, if three or more joints are involved, or if the PASI is 
>10.

 •  Methotrexate and leflunomide have been reported to have a small effect on skin involvement, peripheral 
arthritis, enthesitis, and dactylitis. However, these medications have been shown to neither halt radiographic 
progression nor effectively treat axial disease or nail disease.

 •  Anti-TNFα agents with or without methotrexate have been shown to be effective therapy for arthritis, dacty-
litis, enthesitis, spondylitis, and skin disease. Of note, obesity appears to reduce the effectiveness of anti-TNF 
agents.

 •  Ustekinumab (Stelara) is a monoclonal antibody that binds to the p40 subunit common to both IL-12 and 
IL-23, which prevents cytokine binding to their respective receptors. IL-23 is involved in the differentiation of 
naïve T cells to Th17 cells, the latter of which is thought important to the pathophysiology of PsA (see Question 17). 
Ustekinumab is approved for the treatment of both psoriasis and peripheral PsA.

Fig. 37.1 Psoriatic arthritis, showing erosions and ankylosis of distal interphalangeal (arrows) and proximal interphalangeal 

joints. DIP, distal interphalangeal; PIP, proximal interphalangeal. (From Perlman SG, Barth WF: Psoriatic arthritis: diagnosis and manage-
ment, Compr Ther 5:60-66, 1979.)
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 •  Secukinumab and Ixekizumab block IL-17 and are effective for treating both skin and musculoskeletal 
manifestations of PsA.

 •  Apremilast, an inhibitor of phosphodiesterase 4, also treats both psoriasis and PsA, but magnitude of re-
sponse is typically less than that of biologic agents.

 •  Abatacept, an agent that blocks the CD80 and CD86 pathways of T cell costimulation, was recently approved 
to treat PsA but lacks efficacy in treating psoriasis.

 •  Tofacitinib, an oral Janus kinase (JAK) inhibitor, was recently approved by the Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA) after demonstrating efficacy in treating PsA with similar safety profile as in rheumatoid arthritis.
Exacerbation of psoriasis and erythroderma can occur with antimalarials, and consequently some consider 

them to be contraindicated. Systemic glucocorticoids should also be used cautiously because of the risk of 
inducing a flare of skin disease if tapered too rapidly. In 2018 the American College of Rheumatology (ACR) 
released new guidelines for the treatment of PsA that may aid clinicians in the management of patients who are 
medication-naïve, treatment resistant, or who present with axial or enthesis predominant disease. 

 20.  How does the prognosis of PsA compare with that of rheumatoid arthritis?
PsA and rheumatoid arthritis have a similar prognosis and effect on quality of life. Historically, 60% of patients 
have erosive arthritis in five or more joints and 40% have joint deformities and/or spine involvement. Up to 20% 
will develop ACR class III or IV functional impairment with disability. A younger age of onset, female sex, acute 
onset of arthritis, polyarticular disease, and elevated ESR/CRP all predict a poor prognosis. In addition, mortality is 
increased, with a standardized mortality ratio of 1.36. Studies have established a link among psoriasis, obesity, the 
metabolic syndrome, hyperuricemia, and premature atherosclerosis. 

 21.  Are there any other medications that may be available now or in the future to treat PsA?
Numerous novel biologic therapies for PsA are in phase III trials including: Bimekizumab (a dual inhibitor of 
IL-17A and IL-17F), guselkumab and risankizumab (IL-23 inhibitors), and upadacitinib (JAK inhibitor). Additional 
biologic and small molecule therapies with similar mechanisms of action are in phase I and II clinical trials. One 
such agent, remtolumab targets both IL-17 and TNFα. Namilumab, an antagonist of granulocyte macrophage 
colony-stimulating factor, is in studies for psoriasis and has a novel mechanism of action. Biosimilars of infliximab, 
adalimumab, and etanercept have all been FDA-approved. 

 22.  Are there any biomarkers that may predict likelihood of developing PsA in patients with 
psoriasis?
Recent studies have shown that patients with PsA, but not isolated psoriasis, have elevated levels of CD5-like 
protein, integrin beta 5, Mac-2 binding protein, myeloperoxidase, matrix metalloproteinase 3, and CRP. These 
markers may have a future role in stratifying risk for PsA among patients with psoriasis, and prompt targeted, 
early evaluation by a rheumatologist. 

 23.  What other dermatologic conditions have been associated with arthritis? What 
musculoskeletal manifestations are typically associated with these?
Palmoplantar pustulosis, acne conglobata, acne fulminans, psoriatic onychopachydermoperiostitis, and 
hidradenitis suppurativa. Note that acne vulgaris is not included. These typically are associated with anterior chest 
wall pain and swelling, involving the sternoclavicular, manubriosternal, and sternocostal joints. Chronic cervical 
and lumbar pain as well as pain at the symphysis pubis is common. Less often, oligoarticular or monoarticular 
peripheral arthritis can occur. Wrists, PIPs, elbows, acromioclavicular joints, and metatarsophalangeal joints are 
the most commonly involved. 

 24.  What is SAPHO syndrome? How is it treated?
S—Synovitis (90% of patients): oligo asymmetric (large > small joints), axial (sternal), and sacroiliac joints 

(unilateral).
A—Acne (18%): cystic acne conglobata, acne fulminans.
P—Pustulosis (66%): pustular psoriasis, palmoplantar pustulosis, or hidradenitis suppurativa.
H—Hyperostosis: especially of anterior chest wall with sternocostoclavicular hyperostosis.
O—Osteitis: symphysis pubis, sacroiliitis (33%), spondylodiscitis, anterior chest wall and vertebral sclerosis, more 

so than long bones.
  

The name was proposed in 1987 by Chamot et al. because they were impressed by the association of a sterile 
arthritis (frequently involving the anterior chest) and various skin conditions. Etiology is unclear; however, 
Cutibacterium acnes ( formerly Propionibacterium acnes) as a causative agent has been implicated. HLA-B27 is 
positive in 13% of cases. Inflammatory cytokines IL-8, IL-18, IL-17, and TNFα are often elevated. It is thought 
to be an innate immunity-linked autoinflammatory disease. NSAIDs and antibiotics (especially doxycycline) are 
typically used as first-line therapy. Conventional immunosuppressive drugs, such as methotrexate, sulfasalazine, 
leflunomide, and cyclosporine, have variable results reported in the literature. Intravenous bisphosphonates, 
pamidronate in particular, may be an effective treatment for bone and osteoarticular manifestations. Anti-TNF 
agents, particularly infliximab, have been consistently effective in treating bone and joint symptoms, but not 
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necessarily skin lesions (reports of exacerbation of pustular psoriasis). Newer anti-TNF agents have been used 
anecdotally with good success and less frequent exacerbation of skin disease. 

 25.  What is chronic recurrent multifocal osteitis (CRMO) and how does it relate to SAPHO?
CRMO is a chronic, sterile, inflammatory, and multifocal disease of bone that preferentially affects children. 
Bone sites involved differ according to the patient’s age. The metaphysis of the long bones is preferentially 
affected in children and adolescents (which is different than common sites of involvement in SAPHO syndrome), 
whereas anterior thoracic, vertebral, and/or unilateral sacroiliac lesions predominate in adults (similar to 
SAPHO). Bone biopsies are necessary to rule out bacterial osteomyelitis, tumor, and eosinophilic granuloma. Adult 
patients with suspected CRMO should be closely assessed for underlying Crohn’s disease, psoriasis, or another 
spondyloarthritis. In addition, clinicians should monitor for the development of characteristic skin lesions that 
would otherwise classify the patient as having SAPHO syndrome. Treatments used have been similar to those used 
in SAPHO.
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BACTERIAL SEPTIC ARTHRITIS, 
BURSITIS, AND OSTEOMYELITIS
Laura Damioli, MD and Steven C. Johnson, MD

KEY POINTS

 1.  Staphylococcus aureus is the most common causative agent of septic arthritis and osteomyelitis.
 2.  Large weight-bearing joints, particularly the knee, are most prone to develop septic arthritis.
 3.  In a hemodynamically stable patient, joint aspirate or bone biopsy for culture should be obtained prior to initia-

tion of antibiotics.
 4.  Initial choice of antibiotic therapy is based on the Gram stain and clinical situation.
 5.  More than 50% of women who develop disseminated gonococcal infections (DGIs) do so within 1 week of onset 

of menses.
 6.  Any patient with fever, arthralgias, and tenosynovitis should be evaluated for a DGI.

 1.  How do gonococcal and nongonococcal septic arthritis differ?

Gonococcal Nongonococcal

Host Young, healthy adults Small children, elderly,
Immunocompromised

Pattern Migratory polyarthralgias/arthritis Monoarthritis
Tenosynovitis Common Rare
Skin rash Common Rare
Positive joint cultures <25% >95%
Positive blood cultures Rare 40%–50%
Outcome Good in >95% Poor in 30%–50%

 

 2.  What clinical manifestations are typical of nongonococcal septic arthritis?
Abrupt onset of swelling, warmth, and pain involving one joint is the classic presentation, the exception being 
an infected joint prosthesis, where the presentation may be more indolent (delayed onset type). Many patients 
have serious underlying illnesses and 40% to 60% may be febrile or have chills. Large joints (knee, hip) are 
most commonly involved. Patients keep the knee or hip flexed, abducted, and externally rotated to maximize 
intracapsular volume. Both passive and active ranges of motion are very painful. Children and most adults refuse 
to use the involved extremity. 

 3.  How do organisms reach the synovium to cause septic arthritis?
 •  Hematogenously from a remote infection (70%).
 •  Dissemination from adjacent osteomyelitis (especially in children).
 •  Lymphatic spread from a soft tissue infection near the joint.
 •  Iatrogenic infections from arthrocentesis or arthroscopy (20%).
 •  Penetrating trauma from plant thorns or other contaminated objects. 

 4.  What factors predispose an individual to develop septic arthritis?
 •  Impaired host defense (50%)
 •  Neoplastic disease
 •  Elderly (>80 years old) or children (<5 years old)
 •  Chronic, severe illness (i.e., alcoholism, diabetes, cirrhosis, chronic renal disease, and human immunodefi-

ciency virus [HIV])
 •  Cutaneous ulcers and skin infections
 •  Sickle cell disease (susceptible to encapsulated organisms due to functional hyposplenia)
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 •  Hypogammaglobulinemia (susceptible to Mycoplasma infections)
 •  Immunosuppressive agents (i.e., glucocorticoids, chemotherapy, biologics)
 •  Direct penetration

Intravenous (IV) drug abuse; puncture wounds; invasive procedures (intraarticular corticosteroid injections)
 •  Joint damage

Prosthetic joints (over 50% occur in patients aged over 70 years)
Chronic arthritis (i.e., RA, hemarthrosis, osteoarthritis)

 •  Host phagocytic defects
Late complement–component deficiencies (susceptible to Neisseria); impaired chemotaxis 

 5.  Which joints are most commonly involved in nongonococcal septic arthritis in adults?

Knee 55%
Hip 11%
Ankle 8%
Shoulder 8%
Wrist 7%
Elbow 6%
Others 5%
Polyarticular 10%–19% (usually only 2–3 joints)

 

 6.  Which bacteria are usually responsible for nongonococcal septic arthritis in adults?
Overall causative pathogens are documented by culture in approximately 70% to 90% of septic arthritis patients 
and include:

S. aureus 37%–65% (increasing rates of methicillin resistance)
Streptococci 22% (group B more common in elderly and diabetics)
Gram-negative bacilli 5%–20%
Polymicrobial <8%
Coagulase-negative Staphylococci 4%
Culture-negative 10%–20%

 

 7.  Why does S. aureus cause most cases of septic arthritis?
S. aureus preferentially localizes to joints due to microbial surface components recognizing adhesive matrix 
molecules that are embedded in the cell wall peptidoglycan. These bind to host proteins including collagen, 
fibrinogen, fibronectin, and others. A collagen-binding protein, under the influence of a cna gene, has been found 
to be the most important virulence factor contributing to joint localization. Clumping factors (A and B) bind to 
fibrinogen, and fibronectin-binding protein (A and B) binds to fibronectin. Exotoxins produced by the bacteria 
contribute to the inflammatory response and bacteria survival. 

 8.  Which organisms are commonly involved in septic arthritis in children?
Considerable institutional variation exists, but the most common organisms in various age groups are as follows:

Neonates (<2 months old) Age 2 months to 5 years old Age 5–15 years old

S. aureus Kingella kingae S. aureus
 (hospital-acquired) S. aureus Streptococcus pyogenes
Streptococci (Group B) Streptococcus pyogenes
Gram-negative bacilli Streptococcus pneumoniae

Hemophilus influenza (less common  
due to vaccination)

 

 9.  Name the organisms that are associated with underlying disorders in septic arthritis.

RA S. aureus (frequently polyarticular)
Immunocompromised/alcoholics S. aureus, Streptococci, Gram-negatives, Listeria
Malignancies/Diabetics S. aureus, group B Streptococci
Drug abuse Pseudomonas aeruginosa

S. aureus
Dog/cat bites Pasteurella multocida, Capnocytophaga, anaerobes
Human bites Eikenella, anaerobes
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Hemoglobinopathies Streptococcus pneumoniae
Salmonella spp (osteomyelitis)

Hemochromatosis Vibrio vulnificus (oyster-eating)
Yersinia species (esp prosthetic joints)

Postpartum women Mycoplasma (also after genitourinary procedures)
Hypogammaglobulinemia Mycoplasma (can involve >1 joint), others
Raw milk/dairy products Brucella spp.—often involves sacroiliac joints
Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE)/asplenia Encapsulated organisms (Neisseria, Salmonella)

 

 10.  How helpful are the synovial fluid analysis and culture in nongonococcal septic arthritis?
Arthrocentesis with demonstration of the bacteria on Gram stain or culture establishes the diagnosis of septic 
arthritis. Of the tests that can be done on the synovial fluid, culture, Gram stain, and leukocyte (white blood cell 
[WBC]) counts are the most helpful. Universal polymerase chain reaction (PCR) can be sent to reference labs and 
when available, can be helpful in identifying organisms in the setting of antibiotic use or when organisms are 
unable to be grown in culture.

Laboratory Tests of Synovial Fluid in Nongonococcal Septic Arthritis:

Procedure Technical Aspects Diagnostic Yield

Culture Plate or inoculate culture bottles  
immediately

70%–90% positive in nongono-
coccal arthritis

Gram stain May increase yield by centrifuging  
synovial fluid

Sensitivity 30%–50%

WBC count Usually >50,000 cells/mm3 with  
neutrophilic predominance

Counts often overlap other inflam-
matory disease (gout, RA, ReA)

Glucose <50% of serum glucose Helpful if present
Miscellaneous tests Alpha defensin very sensitive for  

prosthetic joint infections
NAAT if concerned for Myco-

plasma, Ureaplasma, Brucella, 
Yersinia, or Chlamydia

NAAT, nucleic acid amplification test; ReA, reactive arthritis.

Pearl: Only 40% to 50% of all patients with septic arthritis have synovial fluid WBC counts of over 100,000 cells/
mm3. So even if the synovial fluid WBC is not “classic” for septic arthritis, there can still be an infection even with 
WBC counts less than 50,000 cells/mm3 especially in immunocompromised and neutropenic patients. Notably, 
crystal-induced arthritis (gout, pseudogout) can coexist with septic arthritis. 

 11.  Are any blood tests useful in septic arthritis?
Blood cultures are probably the most useful as approximately 50% (24%–76%) of patients with 
nongonococcal septic arthritis have positive cultures. Whenever blood cultures are positive for S. aureus, a 
transthoracic echo should be performed to assess for endocarditis. Also consider endocarditis in patients with 
enterococcal or streptococcal septic arthritis who do not have an obvious source for septic arthritis. Blood 
cultures may be positive while synovial fluid cultures are negative in up to 10% of cases. Leukocytosis, 
elevated erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR), and elevated C-reactive protein (CRP) are seen in most 
individuals (60%–90%) but are not discriminative due to overlap with other inflammatory arthritic diseases. 
Over 90% of patients with septic arthritis have an elevated CRP >2 mg/dL (20 mg/L), so values lower than 
this are helpful in excluding septic arthritis. An elevated serum procalcitonin level may be supportive of 
the diagnosis but nondiagnostic by itself. Serial measurements of ESR and CRP are helpful in monitoring 
response to therapy. 

 12.  Do plain radiographs play a role in diagnosing septic arthritis?
Initial radiographs should be obtained to rule out adjacent osteomyelitis and to establish a baseline. Early 
radiographic changes occurring within a few days include periarticular osteopenia, joint effusion, and soft tissue 
swelling. However, definitive changes of septic arthritis may take up to 2 to 3 weeks to develop and include 
periosteal reaction, joint space loss, erosions, and subchondral bone destruction. 

 13.  Can any other radiographic studies be helpful in septic arthritis?
Other radiographic tests are especially helpful in visualizing joints that are deep or difficult to palpate (i.e., hip, 
sacroiliac, and sternoclavicular joints). They are also helpful early on in a septic process, when plain films do not 
yet demonstrate any abnormalities.
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Specialized radiographic studies in septic arthritis

Procedure Utility

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)  
with contrast

Highest sensitivity for synovial enhancement, joint effusion, 
abscess, and myositis as well as osteomyelitis.

Computed tomography (CT) scan Visualizes bony changes, such as erosions earlier than plain 
films.

Especially helpful in sacroiliac and sternoclavicular joints.

 

 14.  How do you treat nongonococcal septic arthritis?
 •  Choose effective antibiotic based on patient age, clinical situation, Gram stain, and culture results.
 •  Prompt and adequate drainage of the joint on a frequent basis (sometimes several times a day if using needle drain-

age) is essential. Always send synovial fluid for cell count, Gram stain, and culture to ensure therapy is succeeding 
as evidenced by decreasing cell count and cultures becoming negative. Although controversial, many clinicians feel 
that surgical (open, arthroscopic) drainage should be done instead of needle drainage (see Question 17).

 •  Physical therapy is important. 

 15.  Which antibiotic should you choose? How long do you treat nongonococcal septic 
arthritis?
Antibiotics should be started after cultures are obtained, with the choice of antibiotics determined by the 
suspected organism based on initial Gram stain and clinical situation. Normal renal function is assumed for all of 
the following doses.

 •  Gram-positive cocci on Gram stain: vancomycin, dosing based on renal function, but usually 15 mg/kg IV 
every 12 hours.

 •  Gram-positive rod: often C. acnes, start ceftriaxone 2 g IV every 24 hours; if allergic to beta-lactams, could 
use vancomycin.

 •  Gram-negative diplococci: usually Neisseria gonorrhoeae or meningitidis. Treat with a third-generation 
cephalosporin, such as ceftriaxone (2 g IV daily) or cefotaxime (2 g IV every 8 hours).

 •  Gram-negative rod: start a third-generation cephalosporin such as ceftriaxone (2 g IV daily) or cefotaxime  
(2 g IV every 8 hours). If allergic to cephalosporin, one can use ciprofloxacin (400 mg IV every 12 hours).

 •  Negative Gram stain: start vancomycin plus ceftriaxone 2 g IV every 24 hours.
 •  Human, dog, or cat bites: start ampicillin-sulbactam.

Once the organism has been identified, the antibiotic regimen can be tailored as follows:

Antibiotic treatment of nongonococcal septic arthritis

Organism Antibiotic of Choice Alternatives
Duration/ 
Comments

Methicillin-sensitive  
S. aureus

Cefazolin or Nafcillin  
or oxacillin

Vancomycin
Tmp/smx* or clindamycin

4–6 weeks

Methicillin-resistant  
S. aureus

Vancomycin Daptomycin
Linezolid
Clindamycin or Tmp/smx

4–6 weeks

Streptococcus pyogenes  
or S. pneumoniae

Penicillin, ampicillin,  
or Cefazolin

Ceftriaxone
Vancomycin

2–4 weeks

Enterococcus spp.
Penicillin susceptible
Penicillin-resistant

Penicillin or Ampicillin
Vancomycin

Vancomycin
Linezolid or daptomycin

4–6 weeks, consider 
addition of an 
aminoglycoside

Hemophilus influenzae Ampicillin Third-generation  
cephalosporin

Cefuroxime

2–4 weeks

Enterobacteriaceae Third-generation  
cephalosporin

Ciprofloxacin 4 weeks

Pseudomonas Cefepime or ceftazidime  
or Piperacillin/tazobac- 
tam or Meropenem

Ciprofloxacin 4 weeks, consider 
addition of an 
aminoglycoside

C. acnes Penicillin or ceftriaxone clindamycin, doxycycline, or 
vancomycin

4–6 weeks

Intraarticular antibiotics should not be used. The total duration of therapy is variable and depends 
on the patient’s clinical response and improvement in inflammatory markers. *Tmp/smx = Trimethoprim/
sulfamethoxazole. Sensitivity testing should be performed to ensure susceptibility to above antibiotics.
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Pearl: If the patient was on antibiotics prior to synovial fluid aspiration, then need to consider treating 
organisms that may have been present but have had their growth inhibited. S. aureus and Pseudomonas if present 
will almost always grow. 

 17.  When is surgical drainage absolutely indicated for a septic joint?
 •  Infected hip and shoulder joints.
 •  Vertebral osteomyelitis with cord compression.
 •  Anatomically difficult-to-drain joints (i.e., sternoclavicular joint).
 •  Inability to remove purulent fluid by needle drainage because fluid is too thick or loculated.
 •  Joints failing to respond to needle drainage (i.e., persistent positive cultures of synovial fluid or failure of 

synovial WBC to decrease).
 •  Prosthetic joints.
 •  Associated osteomyelitis requiring surgical drainage.
 •  Arthritis associated with foreign body.
 •  Delayed onset of therapy (>7 days)—irreversible cartilage damage starts within 1 week. 

 18.  What is the prognosis in patients with nongonococcal septic arthritis?
Despite better drainage and antibiotics, this remains a serious disease with a mortality of 7% to 15%. Most of 
these patients have a chronic debilitating underlying disease (i.e., RA, polyarticular sepsis, cirrhosis, hemodialysis, 
and renal transplant) that contributes to the mortality. Of the surviving patients, up to 50% have residual 
abnormalities (pain or limited motion of the joint). 

 19.  What factors suggest a poor outcome in nongonococcal septic arthritis?

RA Delayed diagnosis
Polyarticular sepsis Immunosuppressive therapy
Positive blood cultures Gram-negative organisms
Elderly age Renal transplant/dialysis or cirrhosis

 

 20.  How does septic arthritis differ in children?
 •  Age of patient is very helpful in determining likely organism (see Question 8).
 •  Arthritis is often secondary to adjacent osteomyelitis.
 •  Children have a higher incidence of hip involvement.
 •  Dislocation of the femoral head is unique to hip infections in neonates. 

 21.  Discuss the important aspects in the association of RA and septic joints.
Previously damaged joints and the use of immunosuppressive agents are probably responsible for the increased 
risk (≤3%) of septic arthritis in patients with RA. The incidence may be increasing with the use of biologic therapy 
(e.g., anti-tumor necrosis factor agents, others). The patients are usually those with long-standing seropositive 
disease, marked disability, and a history of corticosteroid use. Unfortunately, the steroids may blunt the typical 
symptoms of septic arthritis, causing it to be mistaken for a “flare” of RA. Gram-positive organisms, especially  
S. aureus, account for 75% to 90% of infections. Rare organisms and polymicrobial infections have also been 
reported. The most important feature is the poor prognosis. 

 22.  Are there any peculiarities about septic arthritis in IV drug abusers?
 1.  Higher incidence of Gram-negative organisms, especially Pseudomonas and Serratia. However, S. aureus is the 

most common organism.
 2.  More insidious course with longer duration of symptoms.
 3.  Increased propensity to affect the axial skeleton (especially the lumbar vertebrae, sacroiliac joint, symphysis 

pubis, ischium, sternoclavicular, and sternocostal joints). 

 23.  What is the incidence of prosthetic joint infections? What are the risk factors?
The overall infection rate in primary total joint replacement is approximately 1% to 2% (lifetime). Risk factors 
include distant site of infection, impaired host defense, RA, diabetes mellitus, revision arthroplasty (5–10 times 
increased risk), increased operative time, and superficial joint replacements (i.e., knee, elbow, ankle). 

 24.  What are the most common organisms causing prosthetic joint infection?
Early infections (<3 months post total joint arthroplasty) are caused by S. aureus, Streptococcus, or Gram-
negative bacilli. Usually due to surgical contamination. These patients present with fever and local signs of wound 
infection typical of septic arthritis.

Delayed infections (3–24 months) are usually caused by indolent organisms such as coagulase-negative 
Staphylococci (S. epidermidis) or C. acnes. These organisms can get in the polysaccharide mucoid biofilm 
(glycocalyx) that forms on the prosthetic joint and provides a protective environment for bacterial growth. Patients 
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present with progressive joint pain but frequently do not have other symptoms typical of septic arthritis. Fever 
occurs in <50% and leukocytosis in 10%. Elevated ESR and CRP are common.

Late infections (>24 months) are due to hematogenous seeding from a distant site of infection such as 
skin, mouth, or urinary tract. Patients have acute onset of joint pain, swelling, and fever typical of septic arthritis.

Pearl: C. acnes often takes 7-10 days to grow (ask the microbiology lab to hold the plates). 

 25.  How can a prosthetic infection be separated from aseptic loosening?
Infection should be suspected in any patient with progressive pain in a prosthetic joint. Fever may or may not be 
present, but ESR and CRP are frequently elevated (75% and 88%, respectively). Synovial fluid will be inflammatory. 
Radiographs may show >2 mm lucency between bone and cement but does not separate infection from aseptic 
loosening. MRI, CT scan, and positron emission tomography-fluorodeoxyglucose scans are of limited value due 
to artifact from the prosthesis. The most accurate imaging study is combined bone marrow scan/indium scan 
showing increased uptake around the prosthesis (bone scan should normally be negative 6 months after surgery) 
with an accuracy of 88% to 98%. Most commonly, radiographs are combined with a diagnostic joint aspiration to 
make the diagnosis. Positive cultures of synovial fluid or tissue are needed to confirm the diagnosis of infection. 
Granulocytes in biopsies of periprosthetic tissue are supportive diagnostically. 

 26.  How are prosthetic joint infections treated? What measures can be done to prevent them?
 1.  Debridement, antibiotics, and implant retention (DAIR): considered for patients with a well-fixed prosthesis 

without a sinus tract who develop infection in first 30 days after prosthesis implantation or with less than 3 
weeks of infectious symptoms. Treated for 6 weeks with IV antibiotics followed by oral antibiotics to complete 
a total of 3 months of antimicrobial therapy for total hip arthroplasty or a total of 6 months of antimicrobial 
therapy for all other joints. Consideration for lifelong oral suppression to be based on patient and microbial 
factors. Success rates of 14% to 100%.

 2.  One-stage replacement: removal of prosthesis, washout, and immediate placement of new prosthesis. 
Performed more frequently in Europe than in the United States. Can be considered when a good soft tissue 
envelope is present and the infecting pathogen is known preoperatively. Antimicrobial therapy the same as for 
DAIR. Success rate 70% to 90%.

 3.  Two-stage replacement: 1) prosthesis and cement removal with stabilization of joint using an antibiotic-
impregnated spacer, followed by 6 weeks systemic antibiotics, followed by 2) reimplantation after completion 
of antimicrobial therapy. Success rate 90% to 97%.

Pearl: Rifampin is often added to the antibiotic regimen to penetrate biofilms for infections caused by 
susceptible Staphylococci. 

 27.  What is “pseudoseptic” arthritis?
Pseudoseptic arthritis is seen in the setting of poorly controlled RA in which the patient presents with one 
or more inflamed joints with very high synovial fluid WBC counts (>100,000 cells/mm3). The cultures are 
negative, and patients respond to increased corticosteroids rather than antibiotics. However, infection always 
needs to be ruled out first! This presentation may also be seen in the crystal-induced arthritides, seronegative 
spondyloarthropathies, and viscosupplementation for osteoarthritis, especially in a patient with calcium 
pyrophosphate dihydrate deposition disease who gets Synvisc. 

 28.  Who is at risk for DGI?
Unlike nongonococcal septic arthritis, the typical patient who develops gonococcal arthritis is a young, healthy 
person. Women are more commonly affected than men, and are more prone to develop DGI around menstruation, 
pregnancy, and postpartum. Other risk factors include urban residence, non-Caucasian race, low socioeconomic 
status, low educational status, prostitution, and previous gonococcal infection. Septic arthritis due to DGI used to 
be the most common cause of septic arthritis in adults aged <30 years. At the time of writing, the incidence has 
declined to about 1% of all septic arthritis due to effective sexually transmitted infection control programs. 

 29.  How soon after infection do arthritic symptoms develop in DGI?
Arthritis complicates 1% to 3% of patients with gonorrhea. Typically, symptoms develop 1 day to several weeks 
after the sexual encounter and commonly (50% of female patients) occur during the week of the menstrual period 
in women. 

 31.  What host factors enhance susceptibility to DGI?
 1.  High-risk sexual practices (i.e., multiple sexual partners, prostitutes).
 2.  Local environment of the cervix (i.e., changes in pH that occur during menstruation).
 3.  Congenital or acquired complement deficiencies, especially of C6–C8, predispose to recurrent Neisseria infec-

tions. The interaction between the Neisserial organism and complement system is critical to eradicating it from 
the blood stream.

Pearl: Always get a serum CH50 level in a patient with recurrent Neisserial infections. If it is 0, evaluate the 
patient for complement deficiency.

 4.  Asplenia or reticuloendothelial dysfunction such as may occur in SLE and sickle cell anemia patients. 
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 32.  What patterns of arthritis are associated with gonorrhea?

Migratory polyarthralgia 70%
Tenosynovitis 67%
Purulent arthritis 42%
Monoarthritis 32%
Polyarthritis 10%

An important diagnostic clue is tenosynovitis. It most commonly affects the dorsum of wrists, fingers, toes, and 
ankles. The pain is often out of proportion to what is seen on physical examination. Patients should also be 
examined for meningitis and endocarditis. 

 33.  Besides the articular complaints, what other symptoms are associated with DGI?
 •  Skin rash (two-third patients): typically 2 to 10 small painless macules, papules, or pustules on the distal extremi-

ties; patients are often unaware of these lesions and they may be easily overlooked on physical exam (Fig. 38.1).
 •  Tenosynovitis (two-third patients): usually monoarticular but can be polyarticular and migratory. The knee is 

most commonly involved, followed by the wrist, ankle, and elbow. Unlike other causes of septic arthritis, the 
small joints of hand are frequently involved. <50% patients develop purulent arthritis.

 •  It is important to note that only 25% patients with DGI have genitourinary symptoms (i.e., pelvic inflammatory 
disease [PID]) consistent with a localized gonorrhea infection. Therefore, lack of symptoms of PID either in 
the past or present does not rule out DGI. 

 34.  How useful are cultures and Gram stains in diagnosing gonococcal septic arthritis?
Unlike nongonococcal arthritis, the Gram stains of synovial fluid are positive in <25% in gonococcal arthritis. 
Cultures improve the diagnostic yield. Because urethritis is often asymptomatic, all patients should have a urine 
specimen as well as urethral/rectal/pharyngeal swabs sent for Gram stain, culture, and NAAT testing. Urethral 
smears and cultures are more useful in men (>90% sensitivity) than in women.

Culture positivity in dGI

Site Isolation Rate

Genitourinary 80%
Synovial fluid 50%
Rectum 20%
Pharynx 10%
Blood <30%
Skin Rare

 

Fig. 38.1 The vesicle and pustular rash of disseminated gonococcal infection. (Copyright 2014 American College of Rheumatology. Used 

with permission.)
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 35.  Are other laboratory tests helpful in DGI?
Much like nongonococcal septic arthritis, in DGI, leukocytosis and elevated ESR/CRP are common but nonspecific. 
Synovial fluid WBC counts range from 34,000 to 68,000 cells/mm3 with a mean of 50,000/mm3. NAATs can detect 
N. gonorrhoeae DNA in culture-negative synovial fluid as well as other sites (urine, endocervical, vaginal, and 
urethra in men). 

 36.  How is DGI treated?

Local (cervicitis) Ceftriaxone, 250 mg intramuscularly × 1 dose plus azithromycin 1 g orally × 1 dose
-use combination even if Chlamydia testing is negative

DGI Ceftriaxone 1g IV every 24 hours plus azithromycin 1 g orally× 1 dose
-continue centriaxone IV for 7 days; can switch to oral cephalosporin only if in vitro 

susceptibilities are known

If patient has a cephalosporin allergy, then infectious disease should be consulted.

All patients should also be tested for syphilis and HIV. 

 37.  Can N. meningitides cause a septic arthritis?
Acute meningococcemia can cause arthralgias in up to 40% of cases. An acute purulent arthritis can later follow 
in a minority of cases (2%–10%). It usually involves the knee. Only 25% of patients have associated meningitis. 
Many will have an associated maculopapular rash. Synovial fluid cultures are positive in 20% and should be 
kept for 7 days instead of the usual 3 days. PCR testing of synovial fluid may be useful if cultures are negative 
and suspicion is high. Most patients respond well to antibiotics (third-generation cephalosporin) and joint 
drainage. 

 38.  Can syphilis cause arthritis?
Secondary syphilis due to Treponema pallidum can cause a polyarthritis that can be confused with multiple other 
connective tissue diseases, such as SLE, RA, vasculitis, sarcoidosis, and spondyloarthropathies. One should 
suspect syphilis in patients with polyarthritis who have a maculopapular rash on their palms and soles (75%–
100%), generalized lymphadenopathy (75%), headache (50%), fever (50%), sore throat (33%), mucosal ulcers, and 
condyloma lata. The arthritis is symmetric and involves the knees and ankles more than small joints of the hands. 
Tenosynovitis may be present. Synovial fluid cell counts range from 4000 to 13,000/mm3. Spirochetes cannot 
be seen in the fluid on dark field exam or culturing. Diagnosis is made by either Treponemal antibody testing or 
nontreponemal testing (rapid plasma reagin test). Treatment for secondary syphilis is benzathine penicillin 2.4 
million units intramuscularly once. Concomitant HIV infection should be ruled out. 

 39.  Can bursae become infected?
The olecranon (adults) and prepatellar (children) bursae are the most common sites of septic bursitis. Most septic 
bursitis occurs in patients who repeatedly traumatize the skin in these areas (carpenters, laborers). Alcoholism, 
diabetes, and preexisting bursal disease are also risk factors. More than 50% also have a surrounding cellulitis 
and a few patients may get a noninflammatory sympathetic joint effusion of the underlying joint. Over 80% of 
septic bursitis is due to S. aureus. Blood cultures are rarely positive because the organisms get into the bursa by 
transcutaneous spread through skin abrasions. Patients usually have abrupt onset of pain, swelling, and erythema. 
Diagnosis is made by aspiration, Gram stain, and culture of bursal fluid. Bursal fluid cell counts are elevated but 
not as much as in septic joints. Antibiotics should be administered IV initially and the bursa aspirated repeatedly or 
incised and drained. This is especially important for febrile patients or those who are immunocompromised. After 
control of the infection, oral antibiotics are taken for an additional 2 to 3 weeks. Failure to respond is an indication 
for bursectomy. 

 40.  What are the different classifications of osteomyelitis?
 •  Hematogenous: usually monomicrobial, more common in children; typical route for vertebral osteomyelitis/

discitis in adults.
 •  Contiguous spread: usually polymicrobial.
 •  Acute: osteomyelitis prior to the development of dead bone (sequestra); can be treated with antibiotics 

+/– surgery.
 •  Chronic: osteomyelitis often caused by trauma, diabetic or decubitus ulcers, and infected total joints. Defined 

by the presence of sequestra. Other indications of chronic osteomyelitis are involucrum (new bone growth 
around areas of sequestra), sinus tracts, and bone loss. Treatment requires surgical resection of sequestra 
followed by antibiotics. 

 41.  How is osteomyelitis diagnosed?
 •  Gold standard = bone biopsy for culture and pathology.
 •  Probe-to-bone = using a blunt metal tool to evaluate diabetic foot ulcers; if a hard gritty surface is noted, this 

is 87% sensitive and 83% specific for osteomyelitis.
 •  Plain radiographs = can detect osteomyelitis after ∼2 weeks of symptoms (may miss early osteomyelitis).
 •  MRI = highest sensitivity with detection within 3 to 5 days of symptom onset.
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 •  CT = more sensitive than plain radiographs, less sensitive than MRI. Useful for evaluating for the presence of 
sequestra and involucrum.

 •  Laboratory tests will usually reveal leukocytosis and elevations in ESR/CRP. Blood cultures are positive in 
∼50% acute hematogenous osteomyelitis cases.
Pearl: Cultures of sinus tracts are not predictive of the organisms found in bone with the exception of  

S. aureus. 

 42.  What is the difference between a sequestra and Brodie’s abscess?
 •  Sequestra—segments of necrotic bone separated from living bone by granulation tissue. Must be removed 

by debridement owing to inability of antibiotics to sterilize it.
 •  Brodie’s abscess—bone abscess found during the chronic stage of hematogenous osteomyelitis. It usually 

has a sclerotic margin on radiograph.
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LYME DISEASE
Tiffany Lin, MD and Kevin McKown, MD

KEY POINTS

 1.  Lyme disease is the most common vector-borne disease, with peak onset in spring and summer months.
 2.  Erythema chronicum migrans (ECM) is the diagnostic skin lesion occurring at the site of the tick bite.
 3.  Disseminated infection can affect the nervous system, heart, and joints.
 4.  Diagnosis is confirmed by a positive screening enzyme immunoassay (EIA)/immunofluorescence assay (IFA) and 

immunoglobulin (Ig) G Western blot for Borrelia burgdorferi in the serum of a patient with appropriate clinical 
findings.

 5.  Oral antibiotics are effective for prevention of late disease manifestations and early disease (ECM), but intrave-
nous antibiotics may be necessary for disseminated disease.

 6.  Coinfection with Babesia or Anaplasma should be considered in any patient with hemolysis, neutropenia, and/or 
thrombocytopenia.

 1.  How was Lyme disease recognized as a distinct clinical entity?
Lyme disease was first recognized as a distinct entity in Lyme, Connecticut, in 1975. A neighborhood outbreak of 
juvenile rheumatoid (idiopathic) arthritis was reported to the state public health department by the mothers of the 
affected children because they believed the neighborhood clustering to be more than coincidence. The outbreak in 
this rural community was consistent with an infectious etiology transmitted by an arthropod vector. 

 2.  What is the etiology of Lyme disease?
Lyme disease in the United States is caused by an infection with the tick-borne spirochete, B. burgdorferi, which 
was discovered in 1982. Only three genospecies of B. burgdorferi sensu lato cause infection in humans. Only 
one of these three pathogenic species (B. burgdorferi) occurs in North America, the other two occur in Asia (B. 
garinii, B. afzelii), and all three occur in Europe. There are many similarities to syphilis; it is a multisystem disease 
occurring in stages that can mimic other diseases. Borrelia can only rarely be cultured from the blood or other 
infected tissues, and the incubation period is 3 to 32 days. Since Borrelia species are rarely found in tissues, the 
pathogenesis of Lyme disease manifestations is thought to be due to the host’s inflammatory response to the 
spirochete. 

 3.  What is the geographic distribution and seasonal occurrence of Lyme disease in the United 
States? In what other countries has it been reported?
Lyme disease is tick-borne and is most prevalent from April or May to November in the endemic areas. The peak 
incidence is in the late spring and early summer months of June and July. Lyme disease has been reported in 
many of the 48 contiguous states (Fig. 39.1), but most cases occur in three regions:

 •  Northeast coast between Maine and Maryland
 •  The Midwest in Wisconsin and Minnesota
 •  Western coast of northern California and Oregon

The disease also occurs in Europe (highest in the Netherlands, Belgium, Slovenia, Austria, Lithuania, and 
Estonia) and cases have been reported in Asia (China and Mongolia). Lyme disease is the most common vector-
borne disease in the United States and Europe and the second most common in the world (malaria being the most 
common). 

 4.  Name the arthropod vector of B. burgdorferi, its animal hosts, and describe how Lyme 
disease is transmitted.
Ixodes scapularis (previously called I. dammini) is the tick that represents the major vector in the Northeastern 
and Midwest United States. I. scapularis egg mass is typically laid in the leaf clutter at the bottom of a forest; 
consequently, this tick does not thrive in dry climates. Larvae (the first stage of tick development) emerge in the 
summer and fall. They require a blood meal that they obtain from rodents, an asymptomatic reservoir for Borrelia. 
After the tick larvae acquire Borrelia with their blood meal, they fall off the mouse and molt to nymphs (the 
second stage of tick development) that lay dormant until late spring and summer of the following year. Infected 
nymphs can then pass Borrelia on to other mice and humans (transmission of infection) when they take a blood 
meal. Subsequently, the nymphs become adults (final stage of tick development), and the females will feed on 
white-tailed deer (in the region of their shoulder, hence I. scapularis) to get blood nutrients to make eggs. The 
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eggs are laid in leaf clutter, completing the 2-year life cycle. Of note, the eggs are not infected with Borrelia even 
if the female tick is (the tick subsequently acquires the spirochete during the larvae stage from the rodent host 
population). Up to 50% of adult ticks are infected in endemic areas.

I. pacificus is the vector on the west coast of the United States, and its preferential host is the lizard, which 
is not a very good reservoir for Borrelia. Other Ixodid species are the vectors in other parts of the world. Ixodes 
species in Europe feed on mammals, birds, and reptiles. Birds are an important reservoir for B. garinii, and rodents 
are an important reservoir for B. afzelii.

The bite of the Ixodid tick is remembered by only half of the patients with Lyme disease—a key point to 
remember when taking a history. The tick is also very small (size of a freckle) and often simply overlooked. 
The intestinal tract of the tick is the reservoir for Borrelia. The blood meal ingested by the tick stimulates local 
spirochetes to enter a state that allows them to invade the salivary glands of the tick and subsequently be 
transmitted to the human (or rodent) upon which it is feeding, typically hours after initial attachment. 

 5.  What organ systems are involved in Lyme disease?
The disease is often thought of as a “rash-arthritis” complex, but not all patients have rash or arthritis. In the 
United States, 80% of patients infected with B. burgdorferi develop the typical skin rash, ECM. Joint involvement 
is common with polyarthralgia, an early finding, and oligoarthritis, a later manifestation. In addition, the nervous 
system (both central and peripheral) and cardiac system are frequently involved. In Europe, where all three strains 
of Borrelia can cause infection, arthritis is less common but skin and neurologic involvement are more common. 

 6.  What are the three stages of Lyme disease, and which organ systems are involved in each 
stage?

 •  Early localized ECM: skin (ECM), regional lymphadenopathy, flu-like symptoms.
 •  Disseminated infection: nervous, cardiac, skin, and musculoskeletal systems.
 •  Persistent infection (late disease): musculoskeletal and nervous systems.

The first stage of Lyme disease, or ECM, occurs days to weeks after inoculation. “Flu-like” symptoms such 
as headache, fatigue, arthralgias, and fever (15%) often occur, as can regional lymphadenopathy (25%). ECM 
usually resolves in several days to a few weeks. The second stage, or disseminated infection, occurs weeks to 
months after ECM occurs and is due to hematogenous spread. The third stage occurs at a mean of 6 months after 
disease onset (but may occur as soon as days to as late as 2 years after disease onset). 

1 dot placed randomly within county of residence for each confirmed case

Reported Cases of Lyme Disease -- United States, 2016

Fig. 39.1 Reported cases of Lyme disease in the United States (From www.cdc.gov/lyme).
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 7.  Describe the typical rash of Lyme disease.
In 80% to 90% of patients with Lyme borreliosis in the United States, the disease begins with ECM, which usually 
occurs at the site of the tick bite. ECM is most frequently found in the groin, axilla, waist, back, and legs. In 
children the head is also a common site. ECM begins as a red macule or papule that expands to form a large 
annular lesion measuring ≥20 cm in diameter. Classically, it has an area of central clearing and a bright red 
outer border (Fig. 39.2), but more commonly lesions are uniform in color or have enhanced central erythema. An 
ECM-like lesion can also be a sign of Southern tick-associated rash illness associated with the Lone Star tick, 
Amblyomma americanum. 

 8.  What clinical manifestations occur in the second stage (disseminated infection) of Lyme 
disease?
The nervous, cardiac, skin, and musculoskeletal systems are classically involved in the second stage of Lyme 
disease. Approximately 10% of patients develop neurologic symptoms 1 to 2 weeks into the disease. The 
most common neurologic manifestations are cranial nerve palsy (especially unilateral or bilateral Bell’s palsy), 
lymphocytic meningitis, or a motor or sensory radiculoneuritis. Cardiac manifestations occur in <3% of untreated 
patients during this stage and include varying degrees of atrioventricular block (usually temporary) and myo- or 
pancarditis. The heart valves are not involved, distinguishing it from acute rheumatic fever. Secondary (satellite) 
skin lesions are common (50%) and indicate spirochetal dissemination. Migratory arthralgias are common, but 
transient. Frank arthritis is usually not prevalent until the third stage. Lymphadenopathy, splenomegaly, mild 
hepatitis, sensorineural hearing loss, iritis/keratitis, and severe fatigue can also occur. 

 9.  Describe the clinical manifestations of the third stage (late disease) of Lyme disease.
The third stage of Lyme disease occurs in 10% of untreated patients and represents persistent infection due to 
B. burgdorferi, which has mechanisms that enable it to evade the immune system. This stage usually involves 
episodic attacks of an asymmetric oligoarticular arthritis affecting the large joints (knee 80% of time). Historically, 
60% to 80% of patients with ECM who were not treated with antibiotics would develop arthritis. Over time the 
arthritic attacks typically resolve. In <10% of patients, the arthritis becomes more persistent and chronic usually 
affecting the knee. Fatigue frequently accompanies the arthritis episodes, but in general fever and other systemic 
symptoms do not. Synovial fluid is inflammatory (average white blood cell count is 25,000/mm3 with neutrophil 
predominance). In Europe a progressive skin lesion, acrodermatitis chronica atrophicans, is the most common 
late manifestation. The lesions are red or bluish-red swellings, typically on the extensor surfaces of extremities, 
which eventually become atrophic. Chronic nervous system involvement may occur in the third stage but 

Fig. 39.2 The lesions of erythema chronicum migrans. (Courtesy Juan Salazar, MD, University of Connecticut Health Center)
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is rare. Manifestations include a chronic severe encephalomyelitis, primarily described in Europe. Stroke-like 
presentations, a mild sensory polyneuropathy, and mild encephalopathy have also been described.

 10.  How is ECM treated?
In adults and children (≥8 years), doxycycline is the drug of choice. Doxycycline has good penetration into the 
central nervous system (CNS) and is also effective against coinfection with Anaplasma (see Question 23). In 
younger children and in pregnant or lactating women, amoxicillin and cefuroxime axetil should be used. See 
table for dosing regimens. Treatment will shorten the duration of ECM and greatly reduces the occurrence of later 
manifestations of Lyme disease.

Age Category Drug Dosage Maximum Duration (days)

Adults Doxycycline 100 mg, twice per day orally N/A 10–21a

Cefuroxime axetil 500 mg, twice per day orally N/A 14–21
Amoxicillin 500 mg, thrice per day orally N/A 14–21

Children Amoxicillin 50 mg/kg per day orally, divided into 
three doses

500 mg/dose 14–21

Doxycycline 4 mg/kg per day orally, divided into 
two doses

100 mg/dose 10–21a

Cefuroxime axetil 30 mg/kg per day orally, divided into 
two doses

500 mg/dose 14–21

aRecent publications suggest the efficacy of shorter courses of treatment for early Lyme disease. 

Note: For patients with an allergy or intolerance to amoxicillin, doxycycline and/or cefuroxime axetil, the macrolides (azithromycin, 

clarithromycin, or erythromycin) may be used. The macrolides have lower efficacy, however, and patients treated with this 

 regimen should be monitored closely for resolution of symptoms.

 11.  What diagnostic tests are available for Lyme disease?
In addition to the clinical diagnosis (tick bite in an endemic area followed by ECM), serologic antibody testing is 
commonly used. Detection of diagnostic levels of antibodies to B. burgdorferi is performed by a two-tiered approach 
of EIA/IFA for screening, followed by Western blot testing for confirmation. It is recommended for these tests to be 
performed in a reference laboratory and interpreted according to Centers for Disease Control criteria (Fig. 39.3).

Two-Tiered Testing for Lyme Disease

First Test

Enzyme

Immunoassay

(EIA) Positive

or

Equivocal

Result

Signs or

symptoms

≤ 30 days

Signs or

symptoms

> 30 days

IgG Western Blot

ONLY

IgM and IgG

 Western Blot

Negative

Result

Consider alternative diagnosis

National Center for Emerging and Zoonotic Infectious Diseases

Division of Vector Borne Diseases Bacterial Diseases Branch

If patient with signs/symptoms consistent

with Lyme disease for ≤ 30 days, consider

obtaining a convalescent serum

OR

Immunofluorescence

Assay

(IFA)

OR

Second Test

Fig. 39.3 Two-tiered testing for Lyme disease (From National Center for Emerging and Zoonotic Infectious Diseases. Division of Vector 

Borne Diseases. Bacterial Diseases Branch. CDC). The FDA and CDC approve the use of concurrent or sequential EIA testing as an 

alternative method of diagnosing Lyme disease as well.
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Within 2 to 4 weeks following infection, 70% to 80% of patients will be IgM-positive by screening EIA or IFA 
tests. IgM antibodies peak at 6 to 8 weeks. IgG antibodies by screening EIA/IFA are positive after 4 weeks and 
peak at 4 to 6 months after infection. It is important to note that serologic testing by EIA and IFA is unreliable 
within the 1st month of disease onset (risk of false-negative results). Therefore, in a patient with acute 
disease (less than 1 month duration), IgM and IgG antibody responses should be measured in both acute and 
convalescent sera, and patients with obvious ECM should be treated empirically at onset regardless of the results 
from the initial sample. Both IgM and especially IgG antibodies can remain positive for years after successful 
therapy with antibiotics. Therefore, persistent IgM antibodies following adequate antibiotic therapy do not indicate 
active or inadequately treated infection.

The Western blot analysis should be ordered in patients with a positive screening test by EIA or IFA. This 
test can be used to detect antibodies against specific Borrelia proteins in the patient’s serum and may discriminate 
between cross-reacting antibodies from other sources and those directed toward Borrelia proteins (see Question 
13). Western blot analysis is more specific but less sensitive than enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) for 
diagnosing Lyme disease. After the 1st month of infection, only the IgG Western blot should be used to support the 
diagnosis (Fig. 39.3). If after the 1st month of infection, only the IgM Western blot is positive and not the IgG 
blot, then the IgM blot is likely to be a false-positive result. Western blot positivity is interpreted as follows:

 •  The IgM Western blot is positive if at least two of the following three bands are present (1st month of infec-
tion): 23 (OspC), 39 (BmpA) or 41 (Fla) kDa

 •  The IgG Western blot is positive if 5 of the following 10 bands are positive (after the 1st month of infection): 18, 
21, 28, 30, 39, 41, 45, 58, 66, or 93 kDa.

The sensitivity of two-tiered testing is 20% to 50% during the acute phase and 70% to 80% during the 
convalescent phase. Virtually 100% of untreated patients will have positive IgG responses after 4 to 8 weeks. 
A positive result in the right clinical setting is strong evidence for infection, whereas a negative result is strong 
evidence against an infection. In July of 2019 the FDA approved the use of concurrent or sequential EIA testing 
as a method of diagnosing Lyme disease (as an alternative to a two-test methodology utilizing Western blot 
technique for the 2nd assay).

Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) analysis has a limited role in the diagnosis of Lyme disease. PCR can 
detect B. burgdorferi DNA in the skin, spinal and synovial fluid, and synovial tissue, but the sensitivities are low 
and/or uncertain in each of these settings. A positive PCR result from any bodily fluid should be considered a 
false-positive in a patient with negative serologic testing (EIA/IFA and Western blot). Finally, because Borrelia 
DNA can persist after the organisms have been killed, a positive PCR result does not necessarily indicate active 
infection.

 12.  Name the most common explanations for a false-negative Lyme test.
IgM and IgG antibodies to Borrelia may not be present in the 1st month of infection, leading to a false-negative result. 
Obtaining a convalescent serum is recommended in this case. Additionally, antibiotics may halt the immune response 
and subsequent development of measurable levels of antibodies if given early in the first stage of Lyme disease. 

 13.  Why might a false-positive serologic test for Lyme disease occur?
 •  Adequately treated patients may remain seropositive for many years after an infection is eradicated. Further-

more, individuals who live in endemic areas are more likely to have had a subclinical infection in the past and 
may also be seropositive.

 •  Antibodies directed toward other spirochetes may cross-react to the Borrelia antigen(s) used in ELISA. This 
scenario should be considered in a patient with over 1 month of nonspecific symptoms and a positive IgM 
ELISA, but a negative IgG ELISA (since patients with Lyme disease should develop an IgG response within this 
time period). This can occur in syphilis, leptospirosis, tick-borne relapsing fever, or with exposure to Trepo-
nema denticola (a spirochete found in the oral cavity) during a dental procedure.

 •  Cross-reactivity may occur in other conditions including granulocytic anaplasmosis, Helicobacter pylori infec-
tions, bacterial endocarditis, and autoimmune diseases, such as systemic lupus erythematosus, rheumatoid 
arthritis, and multiple sclerosis.

 •  Nonspecific polyclonal B-cell activation in Epstein–Barr virus, cytomegalovirus, and malaria may also produce 
cross-reactive antibodies.

 •  The use of unvalidated methods for interpretation of Western blots may lead to false-positive results. This may 
be due to an erroneous scoring of a faint band, more often an issue with IgM blots than IgG blots.

Due to these limitations, Lyme testing should only be used to confirm the diagnosis in patients with a compatible 
clinical presentation and should be avoided as a screening method in patients who have multiple vague complaints. 

 14.  Describe additional laboratory abnormalities that may be seen in Lyme disease.
In patients with CNS involvement (neuroborreliosis), cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) analysis typically shows 
a lymphocytic pleocytosis, mildly elevated protein concentration (100–200 mg/dL) and normal glucose 
concentration. Additionally, a high IgG index and oligoclonal bands may be present. Specific testing includes 
intrathecal antibodies against Borrelia. The most sensitive and specific application of this test is through the 
calculation of an antibody index (the ratio of Borrelia/total antibody in the CSF versus the same ratio in the serum). 
PCR testing of CSF may also be performed, but the sensitivity is very low (<20%).
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During episodes of arthritis, synovial fluid white cell counts range from 500 to 110,000/mm3, with a 
polymorphonuclear predominance. PCR has detected B. burgdorferi DNA in synovial fluid and synovial tissue in 
research settings, but it is not used routinely in clinical practice. 

 15.  How should the second (disseminated disease) and third (late disease) stages of Lyme 
disease be treated?

Disease  
Manifestation Antibiotic

Treatment  
Duration in 
Days (range)

Second Stage (Disseminated Disease)
Meningitis or radiculopathy Ceftriaxone 2 g intravenous (IV) daily (pediatric dosage 50–75 

mg/kg IV daily)a,b

14 (10–28)

Cefotaxime 2 g IV every 8 hours (pediatric dosage 150–200 mg/
kg daily in 3–4 divided doses)b

14 (10–28)

Penicillin G 18–24 million U IV daily divided every 4 hours 
(pediatric dosage 200–400k U/kg daily divided every 4 hours)

14 (10–28)

Doxycycline 100 mg orally twice daily (pediatric dosage for 
children aged ≥8 years 4–8 mg/kg daily divided in 2 doses)c

14 (10–28)

Isolated facial nerve palsy Same oral antibiotics as used in the treatment of erythema 
migrans

14 (14–21)

Carditisd,e Ceftriaxone 2 g IV daily (pediatric dosage 50–75 mg/kg IV daily) 
initially for hospitalized patients

14 (14–21)

Same oral antibiotics as used in the treatment of erythema 
migrans (outpatients or for the remainder of treatment in 
hospitalized patients)

14 (14–21)

Third Stage (Late Disease)

Arthritis Same oral antibiotics as used in the treatment of erythema 
migrans

28

If no response to oral antibiotics, re-treat with either another 
course of oral antibiotics or with ceftriaxone

28 with oral  
antibiotics

14–28 with  
ceftriaxone

Encephalomyelitis or 
peripheral neuropathy

Ceftriaxone 2 g IV daily (pediatric dosage 50–75 mg/kg IV 
daily)a,b

14–28

Cefotaxime 2 g IV every 8 hours (pediatric dosage 150–200 mg/
kg daily in 3–4 divided doses)b

14–28

Penicillin G 18–24 million U IV daily divided every 4 hours 
(pediatric dosage 200–400k U/kg daily divided every 4 hours)

14–28

aPreferred in adults.
bPreferred in children.
cFor patients who are intolerant to beta lactams.
dHospitalization and continuous cardiac monitoring in patients with chest pain, dyspnea, syncope, first-degree heart block with PR 

interval ≥30 ms, second- or third-degree heart block.
eAdvanced heart block may require a temporary pacemaker. 

 16.  What is antibiotic-refractory Lyme arthritis and how is it treated?
Up to 10% of patients with Lyme arthritis continue to experience synovitis despite completion of two courses of 
antibiotics. PCR testing of synovial fluid and/or tissue specimens yields negative results in these patients. It has 
been hypothesized that these patients carry particular class II major histocompatibility genes (HLA-DR4 and DR2 
alleles) which can bind an epitope of B burgdorferi outer surface protein A (OspA) that cross-reacts with a human 
protein, leading to autoimmune joint inflammation. Additional courses of antibiotic therapy are not recommended 
given the absence of persistent infection. Instead, these patients should receive symptomatic treatment including 
nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs, intraarticular corticosteroid injections, or disease-modifying antirheumatic 
drugs including hydroxychloroquine. If synovitis persists in spite of these treatments, arthroscopic synovectomy is 
advised. 

 17.  How can Lyme disease be prevented?
It is optimal to avoid exposure to tick-endemic areas. If this is not possible, the risk of infection can be reduced 
by several measures. Individuals should wear long-sleeved shirts tucked into pants, and the pant legs should be 
tucked into socks. Light-colored clothing allows detection and removal of ticks. Tick repellents that contain 20% 
or more N,N-diethyl-3-methylbenzamide, picaridin, and IR3535 can be applied to skin and clothing. Furthermore, 
acaricide permethrin sprayed onto clothing may further act as a repellent against ticks. Clothing that has been 
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commercially impregnated with permethrin may also be purchased. Body checks should be performed on a daily 
basis, and attached ticks should immediately be removed with forceps. If there are any mouth-parts left in the 
skin, they should be left alone and be allowed to naturally fall out over time to reduce the chance of infection. 
After a tick bite, antibiotic prophylaxis may be considered if: the tick bite occurred in an endemic area; the tick 
is confirmed to be an adult or nymph Ixodes tick that had been attached for at least 36 hours; and prophylaxis is 
able to be given within 72 hours of tick removal. 

DIFFICULT CLINICAL SITUATIONS

 18.  A patient reports she has had diffuse arthralgias/myalgias for many months and has a 
diagnosis of fibromyalgia. She reports she used to visit New York, although never went 
camping or hiking. Her physician ordered a Lyme test, and the IgM EIA returned positive. 
Should she get antibiotics?
No. The EIA test leads to many false-positive results. The IgM Western blots can also lead to false-positive results 
and are useful only in the first few weeks of an infection. Patients with symptoms for >1 to 2 months who have a 
negative IgG EIA and/or IgG Western blot do not have Lyme disease. In other words, IgG seropositivity is virtually 
universal in the later stages of Lyme disease. 

 19.  A patient with a history of definite Lyme disease in the past has been treated with two 
courses of appropriate IV antibiotics for 1 month each time. She continued to experience 
myalgias and has been diagnosed with fibromyalgia. Should she receive another course of 
therapy with a different antibiotic?
No. This patient has post treatment Lyme disease syndrome (PTLDS), a condition that occurs in <10% of patients 
with Lyme disease. Symptoms last for over 6 months and resemble fibromyalgia and chronic fatigue syndrome 
with subjective cognitive and memory difficulty, widespread pain, sleep disturbance, and fatigue. This condition 
has been referred to by laypeople as “chronic Lyme disease”; however, there is no clinical evidence of ongoing 
infection in these individuals. The term chronic Lyme disease has also been used in the medical literature to refer 
to active disease in second or third stage Lyme disease, but the preferred nomenclature in that setting is late 
Lyme disease.

The pathophysiology of PTLDS is unclear, but some theories have suggested that the inflammatory state may 
last after the infection has been eradicated. Three National Institute of Health-funded placebo-controlled clinical 
trials in patients with PTLDS have shown a lack of benefit with antibiotic therapy when compared with placebo. 
In addition, there was an adverse event rate with parenteral antibiotics in these studies. Therefore, this population 
of patients should not be treated with antibiotics. Instead, symptomatic treatment as given for fibromyalgia and 
chronic fatigue syndrome is recommended. 

 20.  A mother brings her child in and reports he was bitten by a tick the previous day. The tick 
was not engorged. Should the child receive antibiotics prophylactically?
If the child is ≥8 years of age, lives in an endemic area, and the tick is confirmed to be an adult or nymph Ixodes 
tick that had been attached for at least 36 hours (usually as evidenced by engorgement), then prophylactic 
doxycycline 200 mg (one dose) can be given within 72 hours of tick removal. However, in a child <8 years of age, 
prophylaxis should not be given because the efficacy of other antibiotics (including amoxicillin and penicillin) has 
not been shown to be protective. Instead, the bite site should be observed for the development of ECM and the 
child treated for Lyme disease if ECM develops. 

 21.  An adult is referred to you for a positive IgG ELISA and Western blot test for exposure to 
B. burgdorferi. The test was obtained by his primary care physician as part of an annual 
physical exam since the patient frequently hikes and camps in an area with known Lyme 
disease. He has never had symptoms of Lyme disease and is asymptomatic. Do you treat 
him with antibiotics?
There are no formal guidelines for this scenario since routine screening for Lyme disease is not recommended in 
asymptomatic patients who may have a greater exposure to Ixodes ticks. Some argue that a 1-month course of 
oral antibiotics is indicated to assure eradication of the spirochete, similar to the treatment of an asymptomatic 
patient found to have a positive fluorescent treponemal antibody absorption test for syphilis. Others argue that the 
patient had a subclinical infection and the patient’s immune system has already eradicated the Borrelia. 

 22.  How can you tell if a patient has been infected with other Ixodes-transmitted pathogens in 
addition to B. burgdorferi?
I. scapularis can transmit other pathogens at the time it transmits B. burgdorferi. The two most common 
are Babesia microti (babesiosis) and Anaplasma phagocytophilum (human granulocytic anaplasmosis). I. 
scapularis can also transmit B. miyamotoi, which causes relapsing fever, headache, myalgia, arthralgia, and 
fatigue. Unlike in Lyme disease, these individuals will not have a rash. Any patients with suspected Lyme 
disease who have leukopenia or thrombocytopenia should be investigated for coinfection with one of 
these pathogens.
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Babesiosis causes fever, headaches, myalgias, hemolysis, thrombocytopenia, and elevated liver enzymes. 
Intraerythrocytic organisms may be seen on peripheral blood smear. Treatment requires therapy with azithromycin 
plus atovaquone, or IV clindamycin plus oral quinine for 7 to 10 days. Human granulocytic anaplasmosis causes 
fever, headache, arthralgias, leukopenia, and thrombocytopenia. If it is misdiagnosed as Lyme disease, it still 
responds to doxycycline but not to amoxicillin therapy. Treatment includes doxycycline 100 mg twice daily for 
10 days. Patients allergic to or unable to take doxycycline (pregnant, breastfeeding, children of <8 years of age) 
should be treated with rifampin 300 mg twice daily (or 10 mg/kg twice daily for children) for 7 to 10 days.
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MYCOBACTERIAL AND FUNGAL JOINT 
AND BONE DISEASES
Laura Damioli, MD and Shannon Kasperbauer, MD

Treatment without prevention is simply unsustainable.

–Bill Gates

KEY POINTS

 1.  Osteoarticular tuberculosis (TB) accounts for 10% of all cases of extrapulmonary disease.
 2.  The majority of patients with osteoarticular TB will have a normal chest radiograph.
 3.  Nontuberculous mycobacterial (NTM) musculoskeletal infections most commonly present as a hand tenosynovi-

tis or vertebral osteomyelitis.
 4.  Treatment of NTM infections caused by Mycobacterium abscessus, M. chelonae, and M. fortuitum require surgi-

cal debridement given extensive drug resistance.
 5.  Candidal osteomyelitis may present weeks to months after an episode of candidemia and requires a high index 

of suspicion for diagnosis.

 1.  What percentage of patients with TB have bone or joint involvement?
One-fourth of the world’s population is infected with Mycobacterium tuberculosis (MTB). In the United States, the 
immunocompromised, recent immigrants, and people with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) remain at greatest 
risk of infection. Extrapulmonary disease accounts for 20% of all cases of TB. Approximately 1% to 3% of all 
presentations of TB and 10% of all cases of extrapulmonary TB have osteoarticular involvement. 

 2.  How does TB disseminate to the bone and joint?
 •  Hematogenous spread during primary infection.
 •  Lymphatic spread from distant focus.
 •  Contiguous spread from infected areas.

Although joint involvement may be secondary to hematogenous spread, it usually is secondary to an adjacent 
osteomyelitis. Therefore, tuberculous arthritis is usually a combination of bone and joint involvement. 

 3.  Who is at risk for osteoarticular TB?
 •  Female sex
 •  Age >65 years
 •  Immigrants from endemic countries
 •  Alcoholics and drug abusers
 •  HIV-positive patients
 •  Immunosuppressed patients
 •  Patients treated with immunosuppressive therapy including biologics (tumor necrosis factor  

[TNF] antagonists > others)
Glucocorticoids at prednisone dose ≥10 mg/day significantly adds to these risk factors. 

 4.  Which bones and joints are commonly affected with osteoarticular TB?
Spine involvement (Pott’s disease) accounts for >50% of cases with the lower thoracic and upper lumbar 
spine most frequently involved. It usually involves the anterior vertebral border and disc, ultimately progressing 
to disc narrowing, vertebral collapse, and kyphosis (Gibbus deformity). Although TB may affect only the 
vertebral body, it usually will cross the disc and involve the adjacent vertebrae. Complications may include 
paravertebral cold abscess, spread beneath anterior longitudinal ligament causing scalloping of anterior 
vertebral bodies, psoas abscess, sinus tract formation, and neurologic compromise. Sacroiliac joint involvement 
accounts for 10% of osteoarticular TB, is usually unilateral when it occurs, and may be misdiagnosed as a 
spondyloarthropathy.

Peripheral joint involvement typically involves weight-bearing joints, usually the hip, knee, and ankle, and is 
monoarticular. Subchondral bone involvement may precede cartilage destruction, so that joint space narrowing 
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is often a late finding. Adjacent osteomyelitis is very common. It accounts for approximately 30% of all cases of 
osteoarticular TB.

Osteomyelitis and dactylitis account for 2% to 3% of all osteoarticular TB. It may only involve the 
appendicular skeleton; peripheral involvement is dependent on the age of the patient. In adults, metaphyseal 
regions of the long bones with femur and tibia are most commonly affected. Ribs as well as other bones may be 
involved. In children, metacarpals and phalanges are more likely to be affected and resemble a dactylitis.

Tenosynovitis and bursitis occur more commonly in NTM infections. 

 5.  What are the typical signs and symptoms of osteoarticular TB?

Constitutional Symptoms (Fever, Weight Loss, Malaise) Occur Infrequently (<30%)

Spinal TB Back pain (especially with movement), spasm, local tenderness, kyphosis, cord 
compression, mycotic aneurysm of aorta

Peripheral joints Slow onset, chronic monoarthritis
Hip—pain in thigh and groin with limited range of motion
Knee—insidious pain, swelling, limp (especially children)
Hand/wrist—carpal tunnel syndrome, swelling, pain

Osteomyelitis Pain, lytic lesions on radiographs without periosteal reaction
Dactylitis (85% of cases occur in children aged <6 years)

 

 6.  What is Poncet’s disease?
In patients with visceral (usually lymph nodes) or pulmonary TB, an acute symmetric polyarthritis (presumably 
reactive and immune-mediated) may develop, accompanied by fever. Tuberculous organisms are not cultured 
from the involved joints as there is no evidence of active TB in these joints. While any joint may be involved, 
knees, ankles, and elbows are most common. Arthritis generally resolves a few weeks after initiation of anti-TB 
therapy. 

 7.  How do you diagnose osteoarticular TB?
Diagnosis may be difficult and is often delayed up to 12 to 18 months due to the insidious onset of 
nonspecific symptoms. Additionally, the chest radiograph may be normal in 50% of patients with 
osteoarticular TB. Purified protein derivative (PPD) skin test is useful for establishing infection with TB (latent 
or active), but this method has a few drawbacks. Some patients will have anergy and a false-negative test 
may result, this test requires patients return for it to be interpreted at 48–72 hours, and it can be falsely 
positive in patients who have received the Bacillus Calmette–Guérin (BCG) vaccination. Interferon-γ release 
assays (QuantiFERON-TB Gold and T-SPOT.TB) (IGRAs) are more sensitive than the PPD test and not affected 
by previous BCG vaccination.

Pearl: PPD and IGRA may be falsely negative in immunocompromised patients. T-spot has higher sensitivity 
than quantiferon gold in immunocompromised patients.

A definitive diagnosis is established by demonstrating MTB in the tissue or synovial fluid. The sensitivity of 
common procedures is as follows:

Synovial fluid smear for TB 20%
Synovial fluid adenosine deaminase (>31 U/L) 80%
Synovial fluid culture for TB 80%
Synovial biopsy and culture >90%
Nucleic acid amplification tests (NAATs) 70%

The advantage of NAAT is related to the rapid result time of 1 to 2 days instead of 3 to 6 weeks with conventional 
culture. The GeneXpert has been studied in osteoarticular disease and has the ability to detect the presence of 
TB in addition to rifamycin resistance. Culture and phenotypic drug susceptibility remains the gold standard for 
diagnosis. 

 8.  What are the characteristics of the synovial fluid and tissue biopsies in osteoarticular TB?
Synovial fluid analysis reveals elevated protein in virtually all patients with arthritis, whereas low glucose level 
is seen in 60%. Cell counts are highly variable and range from 1000 to 100,000 cells/mm3, but most fall in the 
10,000 to 20,000 cells/mm3 range. Polymorphonuclear cells predominate. Synovial membrane biopsies typically 
show caseating granulomas in 80% of cases. Osteomyelitis is diagnosed by needle biopsy, which usually reveals 
granulomata that may or may not be associated with caseating necrosis. 

 9.  What are the characteristic radiographic features of osteoarticular TB?
No pathognomonic radiographic signs of TB exist. However, several signs may be helpful:

  
Spine

Narrowing of joint space with vertebral collapse (vertebra plana)
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Anterior vertebral scalloping and soft tissue swelling (paravertebral abscess)
Extensive vertebral destruction with relative preservation of disc space (Fig. 40.1)

Peripheral joint
Soft tissue swelling with effusion

Phemisteri triad
Juxtaarticular osteoporosis
Peripheral subchondral osseous erosions
Articular destructive lesions with little periosteal reaction
Joint space narrowing occurs as a late finding

Osteomyelitis
Lytic lesion with lack of periosteal reaction

Dactylitis (mainly children)
Ballooned-out lytic appearance of a short bone of the hand with lack of periosteal reaction (spina ventosa) 

 10.  How do you treat osteoarticular TB?
Current guidelines from Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, American Thoracic Society, and Infectious 
Disease Society of America recommend 6–9 months of therapy. Standard treatment includes four drugs initially: 
isoniazid (5 mg/kg, up to 300 mg daily), rifampin (10 mg/kg, up to 600 mg daily), ethambutol (15 mg/kg daily, 
up to 1600 mg daily), and pyrazinamide (15–30 mg/kg, up to 2 g daily). Once the MTB is confirmed sensitive 
to isoniazid, ethambutol can be discontinued. Pyrazinamide is administered only in the intensive phase (first 2 
months). Patients with drug-susceptible TB are treated with isoniazid and rifampin daily in the continuation phase 
of therapy. Patients with multidrug-resistant TB (1% of all US cases) should be treated with other drug regimens 
prescribed by an expert in TB therapy for 18 to 24 months or longer.

For those with arthritis or minimal osteomyelitis, antituberculous therapy is often the only therapy needed. 
However, if bone involvement is extensive, spinal kyphosis is greater than 40 degrees, multidrug-resistant TB 
is present, or there is neurologic compromise, surgery is often necessary to debride the abscess and hasten 
recovery. 

 11.  What musculoskeletal problems can be caused by NTM?
Unlike MTB, “atypical” NTM do not spread human to human. They are natural inhabitants of our environment; their 
portal of entry is either through direct inoculation or through hematogenous spread after ingestion or inhalation 
in the susceptible host. They have a propensity to involve the tendons and joints of the hands. In fact, 50% affect 
the hands, while only 20% affect the knees. Polyarticular disease and involvement of the spine are much less 
common.

  

A B

Fig. 40.1 (A) Abscess formation on an anterior view of the thoracic spine. (B) Vertebral collapse with angulation (Pott’s disease) on a 
lateral view. (Copyright 2014 American College of Rheumatology. Used with permission.)
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Rapid growers: M. abscessus complex, M. fortuitum, M. chelonae
Infection usually follows trauma or surgical procedures leading to direct inoculation.
Due to inherent drug resistance, combination antimycobacterial therapy and surgical resection is key to  

treatment.
Most often HIV-associated: M. haemophilum, M. avium complex (MAC), and M. kansasii
Most likely to cause vertebral osteomyelitis: MAC, M. xenopi, M. fortiutum, and M. abscessus.
Mycobacterium marinum: an aquatic organism that is an occupational hazard of oyster shuckers and aquarium 

enthusiasts. Tenosynovitis of the hands or wrist is the classic presentation, although synovitis and osteomy-
elitis have been reported. May also present as a chronic draining wound to the hand.

 M.  bovis: may cause vertebral osteomyelitis in patients treated with intravesicular BCG for bladder cancer.
 M.  ulcerans: Buruli ulcer: mainly in West Africa, but also rarely identified in South America, Mexico, Australia, 

Papua New Guinea. Occurs in immunocompetent hosts. Starts as a painless nodule, most frequently on an ex-
tremity, over days to weeks the nodule breaks down to a slowly progressive ulceration. About 13% infections 
associated with osteomyelitis.

 M.  chimaera: organism within MAC associated with the global outbreak of postoperative infections related to 
contaminated heater cooler units used in cardiothoracic surgery. Related musculoskeletal infections include 
sternal or vertebral osteomyelitis. 

 12.  What conditions predispose to infection with NTM?
 •  Prior surgery or trauma.
 •  Direct inoculation and/or environmental exposure (soil, water).
 •  Intraarticular steroid injections and preexisting joint disease.
 •  Open wounds in the hands or fingers.
 •  Immunosuppression and biologic therapy. 

 13.  How are NTM osteoarticular infections treated? What is the prognosis?
Require multiple drugs (consult an infectious disease specialist).
Surgical debridement plays an important role to debulk the infection.
Prolonged therapy is necessary.
Relapses are common even with optimal therapy. 

 14.  List guidelines for mycobacterial infection prevention in patients who are to receive biologic 
agents?

 •  All patients who are to receive biologic agents should undergo MTB (latent and active) and NTM screening.
All patients should have risk factor assessment, physical examination, and a chest radiograph.
Tuberculin skin test only has a sensitivity and specificity of 70%. PPD >5 mm at 48 hours should be consid-

ered positive regardless of prior history of BCG vaccination.
Many patients with immune-mediated inflammatory diseases are on prednisone and other immunosuppres-

sants, which can make PPD unreliable. Therefore, IGRA screening is also recommended. Notably, up 
to 10% of IGRA tests can be indeterminate in patients on immunosuppressants. Consequently, a dual 
testing strategy (perform one test and, if negative, perform the other) may be used, in which a positive 
result from either test would be considered positive.

Screening procedures decrease reactivation of MTB by 80%.
In the United States, NTM (especially MAC) is much more common than MTB. There are no skin tests or 

blood tests to detect NTM infection.
 •  Biologic therapy: Monoclonal antibodies (especially infliximab) against TNFα have the highest risk, and abatacept 

and rituximab have the lowest risk for MTB and NTM infection. Reactivation of MTB tends to occur within 6 
months of starting anti-TNFα therapy and usually presents as extrapulmonary disease, especially lymphadenitis.

 •  Patients with latent MTB and normal chest radiograph should delay biologic initiation (especially anti-TNFα 
agents) until 1 month of latent TB therapy has been administered. Patients should receive a complete course 
for latent MTB (typically 9 months of isoniazid or 4 months of rifampin).

 •  Patients with active MTB should have a complete course of anti-tuberculous therapy before starting a 
biologic (especially anti-TNFα agent).

 •  Patients with prior history of treated NTM infection should be evaluated by a specialist before a biologic is 
used. Some NTM are difficult to cure, and anti-TNFα agents should be avoided. Rituximab or abatacept may 
be safer agents. 

 15.  Are any musculoskeletal conditions associated with M. leprae (leprosy)?
Erythema nodosum leprosum—It is seen in lepromatous leprosy and probably represents a “reactive” arthritis. 

Clinical manifestations include fever, subcutaneous nodules, arthralgias, and frank arthritis.
Symmetric polyarthritis—It is usually insidious and involves the wrist, small joints of the hands and feet, and 

knees. Onset is months to years after initial infection. It is most often seen in tuberculoid or borderline 
leprosy. May be rheumatoid factor-positive.
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Bony abnormalities secondary to neuropathy—These include resorption of the distal metatarsals, aseptic necro-
sis, “claw” hands, and Charcot joints.

Direct infection of the bone—This typically affects the distal phalanges.
Lucio’s phenomenon—Necrotizing vasculitis of skin due to lepromatous leprosy. 

 16.  How do fungal infections of the bones and joints present clinically? What are the risk 
factors?
Osteomyelitis is the most common fungal musculoskeletal syndrome. Septic arthritis may arise from direct 
extension from bone or, less frequently, from inoculation or hematogenous spread. Generally, the monoarthritis 
is indolent with delays in diagnosis of months to years. Acute arthritis is unusual except in Candida and 
Blastomyces infections. Risk factors are similar to osteoarticular TB: environmental exposure, HIV and other 
immunodeficiencies, and immunosuppressive medications including biologic therapy like anti-TNFα agents 
(especially infliximab). 

 17.  How helpful are synovial fluid analyses and cultures in a fungal septic arthritis?
As in TB, cell counts are highly variable. Typically, white blood cell counts range from 10,000 to 60,000/mm3 with 
either polymorphonuclear or mononuclear cells predominating.

Culture of synovial fluid is critically important in establishing the diagnosis, but the colony counts are often 
low. Laboratory personnel must be alerted to the possibility of fungal disease so that they do not use inhibitory 
media.

Recently, polymerase chain reaction-based amplification techniques have been developed for many species 
of mycobacteria and fungi that may be useful diagnostic techniques in the future. 

 18.  Describe the epidemiology of some of the fungi causing bone and joint infections.

Fungi Mode of Infection Geographic Area

Histoplasma  
capsulatum

Inhalation; aerosolized from soil rich in bird  
(especially chicken) and bat feces

Worldwide, but highest in Ohio 
and Mississippi River valleys

Cryptococcus  
neoformans

Inhalation; aerosolized from pigeon droppings also  
seen in immunosuppressed

Worldwide

Coccidioides  
immitis

Inhalation; especially in dry months; also seen in  
immunosuppressed and HIV patients

Southwestern United States, Central 
and South America (especially in 
arid and semiarid regions)

Blastomyces  
dermatitidis

Usually inhalation, but rare case of dog-to-human,  
human-to-human, and inoculation reported; male  
to female ratio of 9:1

Mississippi and Ohio River basins, 
Middle Atlantic states, Canada, 
Europe, Africa, and northern 
South America

Sporothrix  
schenckii

Cutaneous disease from scratch or thorn prick;  
systemic disease is due to inhalation; also seen in  
immunosuppressed, alcohol abusers, and gardeners

Worldwide

Candida  
species

Endogenous; common in premature infants and other  
compromised hosts (malignancies, indwelling  
catheters, immunosuppression, wide-spectrum  
antibiotic use)

Worldwide

Aspergillus  
species

Inhalation of decaying matter or contaminated  
hospital air; also seen in surgical or trauma  
patients and immunocompromised

Worldwide

 

 19.  How frequently is bone or articular involvement seen with these fungi and at what 
locations?

 H.  capsulatum—In the acute setting, large joint polyarthritis with or without erythema nodosum can be seen in 
∼5% of patients with pulmonary histoplasmosis. It can resemble acute sarcoid arthritis. In the chronic setting, 
arthritis is very rare. Disseminated histoplasmosis is seen in immunosuppressed patients. Serologic tests, 
serum and urine antigen screening, and biopsy and cultures can confirm the diagnosis. Test of choice = urine 
antigen.

 C.  neoformans—Osteomyelitis occurs in 5% to 10% of infections. Arthritis is very rare and almost always 
involves the knee. Serum antigen screen and tissue biopsy and culture can confirm the diagnosis.

 C.  immitis—Bone and joint involvement is seen in 10% to 50% with extrathoracic disease. Osseous involvement 
may involve multiple sites. Monoarthritis of the knee is the most common arthritis. Serologic testing and tissue 
biopsies with stains and cultures are necessary to confirm the diagnosis. Synovial fluid cultures are rarely 
positive.
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 B.  dermatitidis—Bone and joint involvement is seen in 20% to 60% of patients with disseminated disease. Osse-
ous involvement typically affects the long bones, vertebrae, ribs, skull, and feet. Arthritis is usually monoar-
ticular, occurring in 3% to 5%. Synovial fluid is often purulent. Serum and urine antigen screening, synovial 
fluid cultures, and tissue biopsy and cultures can confirm the diagnosis. Note that urine histoplasma antigen 
cross-reacts with blastomyces.

 S.  schenckii—Bone and joint involvement is seen in 80% of systemic cases. Arthritis is monoarticular or 
pauciarticular. Knee and all upper extremity joints are most commonly involved. Hand and wrist involvement 
distinguishes it from other fungal arthritides. Infection occurs by entry through the lungs with dissemination 
and uncommonly through skin inoculation. Most patients are immunosuppressed. Serologic testing is unreli-
able. Synovial fluid and tissue biopsy and culture can confirm the diagnosis.

Candida species—Rare, but the number is increasing with greater use of broad-spectrum antibiotics and indwell-
ing catheters in immunosuppressed patients. The two common sites involved after an episode of candidemia 
include intervertebral discs and knee joints. A high index of suspicion is necessary as symptoms may de-
velop weeks to months after candidemia. The arthritis may have an acute presentation with positive cultures.

Aspergillus species—Osteomyelitis and arthritis are both rare but can occur by direct spread from the lung. Serum 
biomarker antigen detection (galactomannan) and tissue biopsy with culture confirm the diagnosis.

Madurella species—Bone and joint involvement is common with spread of the soft-tissue infection to the bone, 
fascia, and joint.

Scedosporiosis species—Have a predilection for bone and cartilage after cutaneous inoculation and dissemina-
tion. 

 20.  What is mucormycosis and how is the treatment of this fungus unique?
Mucormycosis is a rapidly progressive angioinvasive disease associated with high mortality that requires 
emergent aggressive surgical debridement followed by antifungal therapy (liposomal amphotericin b +/– an 
echinocandin or triazole). Caused by fungi in the class zygomyces (Rhizopus, Mucor, and Rhizomucor most 
common) which are ubiquitous in the environment. Risk factors for disease include prolonged neutropenia, iron 
overload, uncontrolled diabetes with hyperglycemia and acidosis, and treatment with glucocorticoids. The fungus 
has a predilection for sinus cavities but may involve any bone or joint. 

 21.  How do you treat fungal septic arthritis?
Consult an infectious disease specialist because many fungi require potentially toxic and prolonged courses of 
treatment, and immunocompromised patients often require long-term suppression. 

 22.  List some other organisms which might cause osteoarticular problems in other areas of the 
world although rarely within the United States.

 •  Brucellosis: Gram-negative, intracellular coccobacillus transmitted to humans mainly through ingestion of 
nonpasteurized dairy products (cheese). The febrile illness can have an acute or insidious onset with 33% 
developing musculoskeletal manifestations. Sacroiliitis (50%) is the most common presentation followed by 
peripheral arthritis (35%), spondylitis (25%), and osteomyelitis (5%). Peripheral joint involvement is usually a 
monarthritis involving the hip or knee. Treatment is a combination of doxycycline and rifampin for 6 weeks.

 •  Parasitic infection: Protozoan, cestode, nematode, or trematode infection should be considered in patients 
who present with an oligoarthritis, myositis, or vasculitis after visiting an endemic area. Eosinophilia and 
lack of response to antirheumatic treatment should prompt consideration of a parasitic infection causing the 
musculoskeletal problems.
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VIRAL ARTHRITIDES
Wais Afzal, MD and Seth Mark Berney, MD

KEY POINTS

 1.  In the majority of cases, viral arthritis is self-limited and does not lead to permanent joint damage.
 2.  Autoantibodies can be seen during and after all viral infections.
 3.  In the majority of patients, the treatment is supportive with nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs).
 4.  Parvovirus is the most common viral arthritis in the United States.
 5.  A thorough history (including exposures and travel) is critical to the diagnosis of virus-induced rheumatic 

disease.

 1.  What are the general characteristics of viral arthritis?
Viral arthritis constitutes approximately 1% of acute arthritis. Virtually all viruses can cause arthralgia and 
many patients experience an acute self-limited, nonerosive, inflammatory arthritis (in a pattern that may mimic 
rheumatoid arthritis [RA]), which rarely becomes chronic. When a viral arthritis is suspected, an accurate history 
(with exposures and travel) and a careful physical examination are essential to diagnosis. While antiviral antibody 
titers may be helpful diagnostically, the majority of causative viruses have not yet been described or serologic 
tests have not been developed for clinical use. Therefore, the diagnosis of viral arthritis is usually presumptive and 
retrospective based on the history and physical examination and resolution of arthritis within weeks to months 
after minimal therapy. 

 2.  What autoantibodies can be seen in the course of viral infection and what are their 
implications?
Autoantibodies such as rheumatoid factor (RF) and antinuclear antibody (ANA) can be detected in patients with 
many viral infections. Because these patients can develop symptoms and signs that mimic rheumatic diseases, 
such as RA, systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) or Sjögren syndrome (SS), the clinician must be careful to avoid 
inappropriate laboratory testing, diagnosis, and treatment. 

HEPATITIS B

 3.  Describe the general characteristics of hepatitis B virus (HBV).
HBV is a hepatotropic, enveloped, double-stranded DNA virus of Hepadnaviridae family consisting of a 
nucleocapsid core with two antigenically distinct constituents, hepatitis B core antigen (HBcAg) and hepatitis 
B envelope antigen (HBeAg). The core is surrounded by a nucleocapsid coat, known as the hepatitis B surface 
antigen (HBsAg). 

 4.  Describe the prevalence, transmission, and clinical course of HBV infection.
HBV is estimated to affect approximately 350 million people worldwide and is transmitted parenterally through 
sexual contact or vertically (during childbirth). Most adults exposed to this virus experience a clinically silent,  
self-limited infection resulting in an antibody response to HBsAg. If the patient is immunocompetent, IgM 
antibodies against HBcAg indicate an acute HBV infection. The acute infection resolves in 90% to 95% of cases 
and is serologically indicated by absence of HBsAg, HBeAg, and viral DNA and the development of hepatitis  
B surface antibody (HBsAb) and hepatitis B core antibody (HBcAb). In approximately 5% to 10% of cases, HBV 
infection proceeds to a chronic illness. 

 5.  Briefly describe the chronic HBV infection.
Chronic HBV infection is characterized serologically by the presence of HBsAg, HBeAg, and HBcAb (IgG). Patients 
(30%) with chronic HBV infection proceed to chronic active hepatitis, during which the virus is actively replicating 
and patients develop transaminitis. Risk factors for chronicity include male sex and immunocompromised state. 

 6.  Describe the rheumatologic manifestations of HBV.
A variety of extrahepatic rheumatic manifestations may occur during HBV infection including arthralgias, arthritis, 
arthritis–dermatitis syndrome, membranous nephropathy, and systemic necrotizing vasculitis (HBV-associated 
polyarteritis nodosa [PAN]). 
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 7.  How does HBV infection produce articular symptoms and signs?
HBV-related rheumatic manifestations are usually attributed to the deposition of immune complexes (HBsAg-
HBsAb, HBeAg-HBeAb) in the tissues (e.g., synovium or vessel wall) leading to a secondary inflammatory 
response. Arthritis is more common in acute HBV infection than in chronic infection. 

 8.  Describe the articular symptoms and signs associated with HBV infection.
As in all viral illnesses, arthralgia is much more common than arthritis in HBV infection (20% with arthralgia, <10% 
with arthritis). Arthritis can occur in both the prodromal phase of acute infection and during a chronic infection, but 
occurrence in the prodromal phase is the classic type. During this phase of acute infection, patients develop either 
a migratory or additive arthritis resulting in a symmetric polyarthritis involving the proximal interphalangeal (PIP), 
knees, and ankle joints mimicking RA. The arthritis typically precedes jaundice and transaminitis; it may last for 
days or months and resolves with the onset of jaundice. Accompanying symptoms include fever, malaise, myalgia, 
and rash (maculopapular, urticarial, petechial; the so-called arthritis–dermatitis syndrome). 

 9.  Describe the clinical course of articular manifestations in HBV infection and their treatment.
In patients with acute HBV infection, the arthritis is typically self-limited and does not cause permanent joint 
damage. In patients with chronic active hepatitis, arthralgia is reported in up to 25% of patients. Treatment is 
generally supportive and includes joint rest and NSAIDs. 

 10.  What serum antibodies and other laboratory findings are commonly seen with HBV 
infection and arthritis?
In acute hepatitis B, aspartate transaminase (AST) and alanine transaminase (ALT) are significantly elevated 
(1000s IU/mL) and HBsAg is present. With the onset of jaundice and resolution of arthritic symptoms, the HBsAg 
titer falls and IgG HBsAb and IgM HBcAb titers increase. As the remainder of the virus is cleared, IgG HBcAb 
appears. Other abnormal laboratory findings include a positive RF (25% of patients) and depressed C3 and C4 
levels (as much as 40% of patients). Synovial fluid is typically inflammatory. 

 11.  What vasculitis is associated with HBV infection and when should it be suspected?
PAN can be seen in patients infected with HBV. HBV infection was previously thought to contribute to one-third of 
cases of PAN; however, with established vaccination programs and systematic screening of blood transfusions, 
it now contributes to <5% of cases in developed countries. Patients with HBV-associated PAN have active viral 
replication, persistent antigenemia, and circulating immune complexes. 

 12.  What are the principle features, treatment, and prognosis of HBV-associated PAN?
HBV-associated PAN has a more severe course with more frequent nerve, gastrointestinal, and heart involvement 
and less skin involvement compared with non-HBV-associated PAN. Treatment includes combination of 
immunosuppressive drugs, plasmapharesis, and antiviral agents. HBV-associated PAN has a higher (34%) 
mortality than non-HBV-associated PAN. 

 13.  Can HBV cause cryoglobulinemic vasculitis?
Yes. HBV can also cause cryoglobulinemic vasculitis, although it is much less common than seen in hepatitis C 
virus (HCV) infection. 

 14.  Which immunosuppressive drugs can contribute to the reactivation of HBV?
Certain biologic disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs (bDMARDs) have been associated with HBV reactivation. 
Rituximab appears to pose the highest risk among available immunosuppressive agents. Overall the risk for 
reactivation of HBV with rituximab is thought to be lower in doses used to treat rheumatic conditions than 
chemotherapy regimens (e.g., lymphoma). Before prescribing bDMARDs, it is prudent to screen for HBV 
infection by testing for HBsAb, HBcAb, and HBsAg. Non-bDMARDs and low-dose prednisone are considered low 
risk for reactivation, but screening patients on these medications to risk stratify is reasonable as well. Expert 
recommendations suggest that certain patient populations may benefit from prophylactic antiviral therapy.

  
Past (resolved) infection (HBsAg–, HBcAb+, HBsAb+/–)

 •  Anti-tumor necrosis factor (TNF) therapy (and other bDMARDs use) is associated with a low risk of reactiva-
tion; periodic monitoring of liver enzymes and viral load is recommended.

 •  Rituximab is associated with a higher risk of reactivation in this setting. In dosing associated with malignancy, 
prophylactic antiviral therapy is recommended (risk of reactivation 15% untreated). In dosing regimens as-
sociated with rheumatic disease, the risk is lower (~1%); monitoring with serial liver enzymes and viral load is 
recommended (some experts consider prophylactic antiviral therapy in this setting as well).

Chronic HBV/inactive carrier (HBsAg+, HBcAb +, HBsAb–; normal liver function tests [LFTs], undetectable 
viral load)

 •  Anti-TNF therapy is associated with a moderate risk of reactivation (estimated at 1%–10%); prophylactic 
antiviral therapy recommended

 •  Rituximab is associated with a high risk of reactivation (estimated at >10%); prophylactic antiviral therapy 
recommended
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 •  Risk with other bDMARDs uncertain based on limited studies; reactivation has been reported with abatacept 
and ustekinumab in this setting; therefore, experts recommend treating these agents similar to those on anti-
TNF therapy

Chronic active HBV (HBsAg+, HBcAb +, HBsAb–; elevated LFTs and viral load)
 •  Require antiviral therapy for active HBV regardless of the type of immunosuppressive agent 

HEPATITIS C

 15.  Discuss the epidemiology and transmissibility of HCV infection.
HCV is a linear, single-stranded RNA virus. Chronic HCV infection affects more than 180 million people worldwide. 
HCV is transmitted through blood transfusion, needle stick, sharing drug delivery paraphernalia (needles and 
straws), and sexual intercourse. 

 16.  Describe the clinical course of hepatitis in HCV.
Most acute HCV infections are asymptomatic. More than 60% of acute infections, however, lead to chronic 
hepatitis, and this latter group will progress to cirrhosis in roughly 30% of cases (with a subset that may progress 
to hepatocellular carcinoma). It is estimated that 60% to 80% of untreated patients with HCV-associated cirrhosis 
will die of liver-related causes. 

 17.  Discuss the autoantibodies that may be present in HCV infection.
Patients with HCV may produce autoantibodies including ANA, anticardiolipin antibodies, antithyroid antibodies, 
anti-smooth muscle antibodies, anti-liver-kidney microsomal antibody 1, RF, and celiac disease autoantibodies 
as a consequence of nonspecific B-cell activation. In HCV-related arthritis, the frequency of RF is as high as 80%, 
whereas anticyclic citrullinated peptide (anti-CCP) antibodies are uncommon and should prompt consideration of a 
diagnosis of concurrent RA. 

 18.  What are the main rheumatic manifestations related to HCV?
HCV-associated arthritis
Cryoglobulin-related arthritis and vasculitis
Autoimmune conditions caused by interferon-α therapy (no longer used to treat HCV) 

 19.  Describe the pattern of the arthritis associated with HCV.
Up to 20% of patients with HCV may develop arthritis. Two-thirds of the patients experience a symmetric, 
nonerosive polyarthritis, similar to RA, affecting the hands and feet. The remaining patients develop monoarticular 
or oligoarticular arthritis. 

 20.  How do we differentiate HCV-associated arthritis from RA, and how do we manage it?
When a patient with HCV infection has a positive RF and a nonerosive, non-nodular polyarthritis in RA distribution 
for >8 weeks, it can be challenging to differentiate HCV-associated arthritis from RA. However, the presence of 
anti-CCP antibody and/or erosions on radiograph is indicative of RA. The management of HCV-associated arthritis 
includes NSAIDs, analgesia and treating the HCV. Resistant cases can be treated with low-dose prednisone and/
or hydroxychloroquine, but persistent arthritis despite virologic response to antiviral therapy should prompt 
consideration of an alternative diagnosis. 

 21.  Describe the clinical manifestations of HCV-associated cryoglobulinemic vasculitis.
Cryoglobulins (types II and III) can be detected in 40% to 50% of patients with chronic HCV infection. However, 
<5% patients develop cryoglobulinemic vasculitis. Positive RF and low complement levels (especially C4) are 
frequently present due to immune complex formation and activation. Details on the management of HCV-
associated cyroglobulinemic vasculitis can be found in an earlier chapter (see Chapter 31: Cryoglobulinemia). 

 22.  Describe the HCV-associated keratoconjunctivitis sicca.
Sicca symptoms are commonly reported in chronic HCV patients, which may result from impairment of the 
exocrine glands caused by mild sialadenitis. Clinically, it may be indistinguishable from primary SS. 

 23.  How can we differentiate HCV-associated sicca syndrome from SS?
This can be difficult because patients with HCV can also produce anti-SSA and anti-SSB antibodies. However, a 
minor salivary gland biopsy helps to differentiate them. HCV-related sialadenitis has focal CD8+ T-cell infiltrates. In 
contrast, SS is characterized by the infiltration of CD4+ T cells. 

 24.  How can coexistent HBV or HCV infection influence the treatment of rheumatic conditions?
Certain DMARDs such as methotrexate and leflunomide are hepatotoxic. The hepatotoxicity of these medications 
increases in patients who have HBV or HCV infection. Thus, methotrexate and leflunomide should be used 
with caution in HBV- or HCV-infected patients, if at all, and alternative DMARDs such as hydroxychloroquine, 
sulfasalazine, and azathioprine are preferred. Additional recommendations for the use of non-bDMARDs and 
bDMARDs in the setting of HBV infection are listed in Question #14. The use of TNF-α inhibitors in HCV patients 
appears to be safe. 
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PARVOVIRUS

 25.  Describe the general characteristics of parvovirus B19 (parvo B19)?
Parvo B19 is a member of the Parvoviridae family. It is a small, single-stranded, species-specific DNA virus that 
replicates within dividing cells, especially human erythroid progenitor cells. 

 26.  What diseases are associated with human parvo B19 infection?
It is responsible for several diseases, including erythema infectiosum (fifth disease) in children, transient aplastic 
crisis in adults, fetal hydrops in infected mothers, and pseudorheumatoid inflammatory arthritis. Additionally, this 
virus can cause fever, rash, myalgia, arthritis (adults > children), cytopenia, hypocomplementemia, a positive ANA, 
and transient antiphospholipid antibodies, mimicking lupus. 

 27.  How is parvo B19 transmitted?
Parvo B19 is likely transmitted via respiratory secretions. Infection with parvo B19 tends to occur in late winter 
and early spring, but can happen at any time of the year. Risk factors for infection include immunocompromised 
status and working in the daycare or schools (among children). 

 28.  What is the clinical course of parvo B19 infection?
The incubation period can last up to a few weeks with symptoms typically developing 10 to 14 days later after 
exposure. Individuals may develop flu-like symptoms and adults may notice a morbilliform rash on their trunk 
and extremities. The classic presentation of parvo B19 in children is the erythema infectiosum or fifth disease, 
manifesting as fever and a maculopapular or reticular rash appearing as a bright red facial rash (i.e., slapped 
cheeks). 

 29.  Describe the articular manifestations associated with parvo B19 infection.
The articular manifestations of parvo B19 are more common in adults than in children and in women than in 
men. The reported frequency of arthritis due to parvo B19 in adults is as high as 50% to 80%. Symptoms initially 
begin in a few joints and rapidly involve more joints in an additive fashion. In adults, the pattern is more RA-like, 
symmetrically affecting the wrists, metacarpophalangeal, and PIP joints. In children, the pattern is usually 
asymmetric and oligoarticular involving the large joints (e.g., knees). 

 30.  Describe the prognosis of parvo B19 infection.
In general, the symptoms due to parvo B19 are self-limited (resolve within several weeks to months), but a small 
percentage of adults may develop chronic arthritis. As with other viral arthritis, no long-term joint damage has 
been reported after isolated parvo B19-associated arthritis. 

 31.  How does parvo B19 virus cause arthritis?
It is believed that during viremia, the deposition of immune complexes comprised of the virus and anti-parvovirus 
IgM antibodies leads to a nonspecific inflammatory response. This includes the recruitment of immune cells and 
the production of several proinflammatory cytokines. In acute arthritis, viral DNA has been documented in the 
synovial fluid. Patients with chronic joint symptoms may have parvo B19 DNA in their synovium and bone marrow. 

 32.  Describe the serologic diagnosis of parvo B19 infection?
The definitive diagnosis of parvo B19 infection relies on detection of IgM antibodies or viral B19 DNA in the 
correct clinical context. Anti-parvo B19 virus IgM antibodies peak around 1 month post infection and are 
largely undetectable by 2 to 3 months, with appearance of anti-parvo B19 IgG antibodies. IgG antibodies 
may persist for many years. Thus, the finding of IgG anti-parvo B19 antibodies without IgM antibodies 
indicates past infection of indeterminate timing (IgG antibodies are present in 60%–80% of the adult 
population). 

 33.  Which autoantibodies can be seen in the course of a parvo B19 infection?
Parvo B19 infection can induce a spectrum of autoantibodies, often transiently, including RF, ANA, anti-dsDNA, 
antiextractable nuclear antigen antibodies, antiphospholipid antibodies, and others. 

 34.  Why is it important to make a diagnosis of parvo B19 infection?
The clinical presentation of parvo B19 infection (fever and symmetric pattern of small joint involvement) in 
conjunction with autoantibody positivity may resemble RA, juvenile idiopathic arthritis, or SLE. If patients 
are misdiagnosed, this potentially self-limited disease would be unnecessarily treated with DMARDs or 
immunosuppressants. 

 35.  How are patients with chronic joint symptoms arising from parvo B19 treated?
Treatment of the acute arthritis associated with parvo B19 is generally supportive, which includes NSAIDs and rest. 
Persistent arthritis is reported in only a small percentage of patients, and hydroxychloroquine may be successful in 
this setting. Some patients with chronic parvo B19 arthropathy are unable to develop IgG antibodies to the minor 
capsid protein VP1, which encodes neutralizing epitopes. This may account for their inability to clear viral B19 
DNA. In these patients with chronic joint pain and persistent B19 IgM antibodies and/or viral B19 DNA, intravenous 
immunoglobulin may be an effective treatment, although it appears to be more effective in immunocompromised 
(hypogammaglobulinemic) patients. 
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CHIKUNGUNYA AND OTHER ALPHAVIRUSES

 36.  Describe the general characteristics, clinical course, and the management of alphavirus 
infections.
Alphaviruses are a genus of ssRNA viruses that are primarily transmitted by mosquitoes. The seven alphaviruses 
which may have musculoskeletal manifestations are listed in Table 41.1. Treatment is generally supportive and 
consists of analgesics and rest.

 37.  Describe the general clinical course and pathology of alphavirus infections.
The incubation period for most alphaviruses is approximately 3 to 15 days. Alphaviruses share a number of 
clinical features, of which fever, arthralgia, arthritis, and rash are characteristic. Arthritis is typically symmetric 
and polyarticular and frequently affects the hands, wrists, elbows, knees, and ankles. In the majority of alphavirus 
infections, joint symptoms resolve after 7 to 10 days, but may persist for >1 year. Researchers speculate that the 
inflammation associated with an alphavirus infection is due to macrophages releasing proinflammatory cytokines 
and matrix metalloproteinases. 

 38.  Describe the epidemiology of chikungunya virus (CHIK).
CHIK is transmitted by Aedes aegypti or Aedes albopictus mosquitoes. Before 2013, CHIK outbreaks had been 
identified only in Africa, Asia, Europe, and the Indian and Pacific Oceans. In late 2013, the first local transmission 
of CHIK was identified in the Western hemisphere (Caribbean countries, with subsequent reports in Central and 
South America and in the United States in Puerto Rico, Florida, and Texas). 

 39.  Describe the clinical course of CHIK infection.
CHIK infection may have two consecutive phases. The acute phase consists of two stages— viral (5–7 days) and 
convalescent (indicated by IgM antiviral antibody). The viral stage is characterized by high fever, rash, myalgia, 
headache, arthralgia, and conjunctivitis. The majority of patients develop a symmetric arthralgia or less commonly 
arthritis involving small and large joints. The arthralgias may be severe and debilitating. Laboratory abnormalities 
include thrombocytopenia and leukopenia, elevated levels of AST and ALT, and elevated muscle enzymes 
(creatinine kinase and lactate dehydrogenase). During the convalescent stage, many of the symptoms abate, 
although patients may continue to have arthralgias for up to 6 months. Treatment is supportive. 

 40.  Describe the remitting-relapsing articular symptoms/signs due to CHIK infection.
Rarely, the arthralgia/arthritis can follow a chronic remitting-relapsing course, with symptoms persisting as long 
as six years following initial infection in some patients. Less commonly, a pattern of chronic persistent arthritis/
arthralgia may develop. The proper laboratory assessment includes the detection of virus-specific antibodies (IgM 
and IgG).Treatment is generally supportive, but the use of hydroxychloroquine, methotrexate and even biologic 
DMARD therapy has been described in patients with persistent post-CHIK arthritis. 

OTHER VIRUSES

 41.  Describe the epidemiology and clinical picture of Dengue fever.
Dengue virus belongs to the Flaviviridae family and is transmitted by the same mosquito as CHIK. The incidence is 
high in Asia, the Pacific, Africa, South and Central Americas, and the Caribbean. Nearly all dengue cases reported in 
the continental United States were acquired elsewhere by travelers or immigrants. Clinically it has gained the title 
“break-bone fever” and is characterized by fever, headache, retroorbital pain, deep bone pain, arthralgia, rash, and 
hemorrhagic manifestations. A small percentage of patients may deteriorate and develop hemorrhagic fever and shock. 

 42.  How can we distinguish dengue fever from CHIK infection?
Arthralgia without synovitis is more frequent in dengue fever, whereas arthritis is more common in CHIK infection. 
Certain other manifestations including abdominal pain, leukopenia, and hemorrhagic manifestations are more 
common in dengue fever than in CHIK. 

Table 41.1   Geographic Distribution of Various Alphaviruses

ALPHAVIRUS GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION

Chikungunya East Africa, India, Southeast Asia, the Philippines, Caribbean, Central/South 
America

O’nyong-nyong East Africa

Ross River Australia, New Zealand, South Pacific Islands

Mayaro South America (Bolivia, Brazil, Peru)

Sindbis (Karelian fever) Sweden, Finland, Isthmus of Russia

Igbo-ora virus Nigeria
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 43.  Describe the epidemiology and clinical picture of Zika virus infection.
The Zika virus also belongs to the Flaviviridae family and is transmitted by the same mosquito as CHIK and dengue 
viruses. Historically, outbreaks of Zika virus have occurred in Africa, Southeast Asia, and the Pacific. However, 
since 2015, the Zika virus epidemic has spread to the Caribbean and the Americas (South America, Central 
America, Mexico and the United States). Zika virus is transmitted via mosquito bite, transfusion of blood products, 
sex, and maternal-fetal route. Clinically, most cases are asymptomatic or mild and self-limited. Symptomatic 
cases may manifest with fever, pruritic rash, conjunctivitis, myalgia, and arthralgia without arthritis. 

 44.  Describe the diagnosis, management, and complications of Zika virus infection.
The diagnosis is established by epidemiologic exposure, serology, and reverse transcriptase polymerase chain 
reaction for viral RNA. Treatment is supportive and includes rest, hydration, and acetaminophen. NSAIDs and 
aspirin use is controversial because these drugs have caused bleeding in patients with other Flaviviridae 
infections. 

 45.  Describe the musculoskeletal manifestations of the human T-lymphotropic virus type I 
(HTVL-I) infection.
Patients with HTLV-I infection may present clinically with a symmetric small joint arthritis (pseudo-RA 
presentation). It can also cause a chronic oligoarthritis affecting the shoulders, wrists, and knees. Infection 
with this virus may cause the production of RF and ANA. Additional details on the epidemiology of HTLV-1 and 
its rheumatic manifestations can be found in the next chapter (see Chapter 42: HIV-Associated Rheumatic 
Syndromes). 

 46.  In 2004 rubella was officially declared eliminated from the United States. Historically, what 
are the musculoskeletal manifestations attributed to the rubella virus?
Joint involvement classically affects women more than men and is most common in the age range of 20 to 40 
years. Arthralgias are common, and arthritis is usually symmetrical and affects the small joints of the hands, 
wrists, and knees. Joint symptoms typically occur concurrently with a rash and are generally self-limited. 

 47.  What concerns should the rheumatologist have about the rubella vaccine?
Because the rubella vaccine is a live attenuated virus, patients undergoing systemic immunosuppressive therapy 
should not receive this vaccine. Receiving it prior to the initiation of immunosuppression is recommended, and 
many experts suggest a period of 4 weeks post vaccination prior to initiation of immunosuppression. 

 48.  What other viruses are known to causes arthritis?
Although very rare, other viruses including mumps, Epstein–Barr, coxsackievirus, echovirus, adenovirus, herpes 
viruses (herpes simplex, cytomegalovirus, and varicella-zoster) have been implicated as causes of self-limited 
arthritis.
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HIV-ASSOCIATED RHEUMATIC 
SYNDROMES
Katrina M. Lawrence-Wolff, DO and Daniel F. Battafarano, DO

KEY POINTS

 1.  Screen for a human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection in any patient with reactive arthritis (ReA), psoriatic 
arthritis, or psoriasis that is unresponsive to conventional therapy.

 2.  Bone and joint infections from bacteria do not occur any more frequently in HIV-infected individuals compared 
with other patients.

 3.  Antiretroviral therapy (ART) has resulted in an increased prevalence of osteonecrosis and immune reconstitu-
tion inflammatory syndrome (IRIS) in HIV-infected patients, whereas diffuse infiltrative lymphocytosis syndrome 
(DILS), spondyloarthropathies (SpAs), and the painful articular syndrome occur less commonly. Chronic musculo-
skeletal disorders will increase with the normalized life expectancy in HIV patients.

 1.  How common are rheumatic manifestations in HIV patients? Has ART, previously known as 
highly active ART, affected this?
It is estimated that 37 million people are infected with HIV worldwide. The overall prevalence of rheumatic 
manifestations associated with HIV is approximately 9%. With the use of ART, the overall prevalence of SpAs, 
DILS, and painful articular syndrome has decreased significantly, whereas the complications of HIV and its therapy 
(osteopenia, avascular necrosis, and IRIS) have increased. With ART, a normal life expectancy for HIV patients can 
be anticipated, with increasing prevalence of chronic musculoskeletal conditions. 

 2.  What are the rheumatic manifestations associated with HIV?

Pre-ART Therapy ART Therapy

Articular

Arthralgias (5%)

HIV-associated arthritis (1%)

ReA

Psoriatic arthritis

Undifferentiated SpA

Painful articular syndrome (10%)

Muscular

Myalgias/fibromyalgia (30%)

Polymyositis (2%)

Nemaline rod myopathy

Inclusion body myositis

HIV-wasting syndrome

DILS (3%)

Vasculitis

Infection

Septic arthritis

Pyomyositis

Gout/hyperuricemia

IRIS

Sarcoidosis

RA

SLE

ReA

Sjögren’s syndrome

Subacute cutaneous lupus

Graves’ disease

Drug-induced conditions

Zidovudine myopathy

Mitochondrial myopathies from newer NRTIs

Rhabdomyolysis

Gout/hyperuricemia

Lipodystrophy

Osseous conditions

Osteopenia/osteoporosis

Osteomalacia

Osteonecrosis

Osteomyelitis

NRTIs, nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors; RA, rheumatoid arthritis; SLE, systemic lupus erythematosus.

Adapted from Patel N, Patel N, Espinoza LR. HIV infection and rheumatic diseases: the changing spectrum of clinical enigma. Rheum Dis Clin N Am 

35:139–161, 2009. 
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 3.  Does HIV infection have a direct role in the pathogenesis of rheumatic syndromes?
A wide spectrum of rheumatic syndromes/diseases has been described in HIV-positive individuals, but a direct 
role of HIV has not been well established. Although the specific mechanism is unclear, many of the rheumatic 
syndromes (polymyositis [PM], vasculitis, HIV-associated arthritis, and DILS) occur in the presence of profound 
immunodeficiency. Decreasing frequencies of some rheumatic syndromes/diseases in HIV-infected individuals 
treated with ART suggest at least an indirect role of HIV infection. In addition, with CD4+ T-cell depletion, diseases 
in which CD8+ T cells are predominant such as psoriasis, ReA, and DILS are more commonly seen. T regulatory 
cells, a subset of CD4+ T cells with the main function of maintaining self-tolerance and avoiding the development 
of autoimmunity, are depleted in patients with HIV infection. The depletion of these regulatory cells and the 
production of various cytokines is believed to play an important role in the pathogenesis of HIV and may contribute 
to the development of autoantibodies and autoimmune complications. As CD4+ T cell numbers decline (<300/μL), 
the risk of opportunistic infections rises. Viral particles have been identified in the synovium and synovial fluid of 
patients with arthritis, suggesting a direct inflammatory effect. 

 4.  What role do autoantibodies have in HIV-associated rheumatic syndromes?
In untreated HIV-positive patients, the most common laboratory abnormalities are a polyclonal gammopathy in up 
to 45%, low-titer rheumatoid factor (RF) and antinuclear antibodies (ANAs) in up to 20%, and IgG anticardiolipin 
antibodies in over 90% of patients. Anticardiolipin antibodies are rarely of clinical significance since they are 
not associated with anti β2-glycoprotein I antibodies. Double-stranded DNA antibodies are rare. Cryoglobulins 
can occur in HIV patients with and without coexistent hepatitis C infection. Both cytoplasmic and perinuclear 
antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies have been described, although without characteristic vasculitis. Therefore, 
although autoantibodies are common, there is no clear correlation with developing a particular rheumatic 
syndrome. Patients presenting with arthralgias and one of these autoantibodies may be initially misdiagnosed 
as having a particular rheumatic disease and not an HIV infection. Following ART, antibody titers may resolve 
or decrease and, therefore, be less common in the post-ART era. The erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) can 
be chronically elevated in patients with HIV, even following consistent use of ART. Thus in patients with HIV and 
concurrent rheumatic disease, the ESR value should be interpreted with caution and may not correlate with 
rheumatic disease activity. 

 5.  What are the unique HIV-associated arthritides? How does HIV-associated arthritis differ 
from the painful articular syndrome?
HIV infection is associated with several distinct arthritis syndromes. Seroconversion can also be heralded by 
nonspecific arthralgia, myalgia, and polyarthritis.

HIV-associated arthritis is typically seronegative and oligoarticular involving lower extremity joints (knees 
and ankles). The synovial fluid is noninflammatory with negative cultures and normal radiographs. The symptoms 
tend to be self-limited, lasting 1 to 6 weeks, and respond to rest, physical therapy, nonsteroidal antiinflammatory 
drugs (NSAIDs), and low-dose corticosteroids. Once the clinical disorder resolves, the medications can be 
successfully discontinued. Rarely, a more prolonged arthritis can occur that results in joint-space narrowing and 
erosions, mimicking RA. Jaccoud arthropathy, a nonerosive metacarpophalangeal joint arthritis with ulnar deviation, 
has also been described. These patients may respond to NSAIDs, hydroxychloroquine, and/or sulfasalazine.

The painful articular syndrome is acute in onset, involves the knees, shoulders, and elbows, and lasts <24 
hours. It occurs in late stages of HIV infection. It is speculated that this may represent transient bone ischemia 
since there is no evidence of synovitis. Narcotics are often necessary to relieve symptoms. 

 6.  How does reactive (Reiter’s) arthritis typically present in an HIV patient?
The incidence of ReA associated with HIV infection is 0.5% to 3% but has declined significantly since ART was 
introduced. The onset may precede the diagnosis of acquired immunodeficiency (AIDS) by up to 2 years, occur 
concomitantly, or most commonly present in the setting of severe established immunodeficiency. A seronegative 
oligoarthritis of the lower extremities and urethritis are common, but conjunctivitis is rare. Enthesopathy, plantar 
fasciitis, dactylitis, stomatitis, and skin and nail changes are common, and balanitis may be seen. Axial skeletal 
involvement and uveitis are unusual. Synovial fluid is inflammatory (2000–10,000 cells/μL), and cultures are 
negative. The clinical course is typically one of mild arthritis with remissions and recurrences. Severe erosive 
arthritis does occur and can be very debilitating. The frequency of HLA-B27 in HIV-positive ReA patients is the 
same as that found in HIV-negative ReA patients of the same race. ReA rates tend to be higher in areas where 
HIV is primarily transmitted by sexual encounters rather than by intravenous drug use (Central and South America 
and Africa). However, in Asian cohorts, there are few cases of ReA reported despite the majority HIV cases being 
transmitted sexually. Early ART introduction and/or changes in sexual practices may account for lower ReA rates in 
the United States. 

 7.  What is the association of psoriasis and HIV infection?
Psoriasis and psoriatic arthritis tend to occur late in the course of HIV infection. The full spectrum of psoriaform 
skin manifestations can be observed in the same patient. ART is very effective for both psoriasis and psoriatic 
arthritis. Methotrexate, biologics, and phototherapy are reserved for refractory skin or joint involvement because 
they can precipitate worsening immunosuppression or recurrent infections (see Question #9). Any patient with 
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a severe unexplainable flare of psoriasis, different subtypes of psoriasis concurrently present, or the onset of 
psoriasis that is unresponsive to conventional therapy should be screened for HIV infection. In patients with 
established HIV who develop widespread psoriaform lesions, cutaneous T-cell lymphoma should also be included 
in the differential. 

 8.  Why are many HIV patients with arthritis categorized as having an undifferentiated SpA?
Many patients with HIV-associated arthritis develop a pattern of oligoarthritis, enthesitis, dactylitis, onycholysis, 
balanitis, uveitis, or spondylitis without sufficient criteria to be classified as having ReA or psoriatic arthritis. These 
patients are ultimately given the diagnosis of an undifferentiated SpA. 

 9.  What is conventional treatment for arthritis and autoimmune disease in HIV-infected 
patients? Can treatment with anti-tumor necrosis factor (TNF) α therapy be considered?
NSAIDs are generally effective along with physical therapy modalities for mild arthritis. Indomethacin has 
even been shown to inhibit HIV replication in vitro. Intraarticular and soft tissue corticosteroid injections are 
especially therapeutic for localized involvement. Low-dose oral corticosteroids (<10 mg/day), sulfasalazine, and 
methotrexate may be effective agents for moderate/severe arthritis and/or enthesopathy. Hydroxychloroquine may 
be effective for arthritis as well but should be used cautiously in case of underlying psoriatic arthritis (potential 
risk for psoriasis flare). The use of other immunosuppressive medications, such as leflunamide, azathioprine, 
mycophenolate mofetil, cyclosporine, TNFα antagonists, and rituximab, in patients with HIV has been described 
in the literature. Many experts suggest that these medications may be safely considered in patients who 
are consistently taking ART, have successful suppression of viral activity, and have CD4+ T-cell counts 
of >200/µL. Routine screening for comorbid tuberculosis and hepatitis is recommended. Prior to starting any 
new immunosuppressive medication, it is important to assess for potential drug interactions given the complex 
pharmacology of ART therapy. Patients must be monitored closely on immunosuppressive therapy since these 
agents may precipitate fulminant AIDS, Kaposi’s sarcoma, or opportunistic infections. 

 10.  What are the HIV-associated muscle diseases?
Muscle involvement in HIV-infected patients is common, can occur at any stage of disease, and can be 
inflammatory or noninflammatory. HIV-related wasting syndrome (slim disease), a noninflammatory necrotizing 
myopathy, has been described in over 40% of HIV patients diagnosed with myopathy. Muscle biopsies show atrophy 
and necrosis without inflammation. The pathogenesis is unclear, with speculation regarding immune-mediated, 
metabolic, or nutritional factors. Since clinical presentation can be similar to other forms of HIV-associated 
myopathy, a muscle biopsy may be helpful to distinguish this condition from inflammatory myopathy or toxic 
(drug-induced) myopathy. Pre-ART HIV-infected patients more commonly develop PM, HIV-associated inclusion 
body myositis, nemaline rod myopathy (rare), pyomyositis, and HIV-related wasting syndrome. Patients treated with 
ART tend to develop drug-induced conditions, such as mitochondrial myopathy, rhabdomyolysis, and lipodystrophy. 
Rhabdomyolysis is of particular concern when protease inhibitors are used concurrently with statins. 

 11.  How can HIV-associated PM and zidovudine (AZT) myopathy be clinically distinguished?
HIV-associated PM is clinically identical to idiopathic PM with proximal muscle weakness, elevation of creatinine 
kinase (CK), a myopathic electromyography (EMG), abnormal muscle magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and 
an inflammatory muscle biopsy with CD8+ infiltrates and viral antigen. However, CK levels may be lower than 
non-HIV-associated PM patients or even normal. Autoantibodies such as anti Jo-1 or Mi-2 are absent. Toxoplasma 
gondii must be excluded. Most patients respond well to corticosteroid therapy (0.5 mg/kg per d) for 6 to 12 weeks, 
and the dose is adjusted based on the clinical course. Corticosteroids and ART may be useful in combination. 
Methotrexate and other immunosuppressants may benefit selected patients as second-line therapy for persistent 
myositis but must be monitored closely for complications.

AZT (>600 mg/day)-induced myopathy occurs after a mean duration of therapy of 11 months. This 
syndrome is clinically indistinguishable from PM. It is associated with a mild elevation of muscle enzymes, 
myopathic EMG, and inflammatory muscle biopsy. The muscle biopsy may reveal AZT-induced toxic mitochondrial 
myopathy with the appearance of “ragged red fibers,” which is indicative of abnormal mitochondrial and 
paracrystalline inclusions. In general, EMG and muscle biopsy are not necessary. The clinical recommendation 
for evaluating muscle weakness in a patient on AZT is to hold the drug for 4 weeks and reassess the patient with 
examination and CK level. AZT-induced myopathy symptoms and laboratory tests will improve within 4 weeks, and 
the muscle strength will return 8 weeks after discontinuing the drug. With the advent of ART, high-dose AZT is 
rarely used and this myopathy is much less common. Other NRTI such as didanosine may also cause myopathy. 

 12.  Describe DILS (diffuse infiltrative lymphocytosis syndrome) in a patient with HIV infection?
DILS is diagnosed by (1) HIV-positive infection, (2) presence of bilateral, painless salivary gland enlargement 
or xerostomia persisting >6 months, and (3) histologic confirmation of salivary or lacrimal gland lymphocytic 
infiltration with predominantly CD8+, CD29 T cells in the absence of granulomatous or neoplastic enlargement, 
or confirmatory 67Ga scintigraphy. There is a much higher prevalence of DILS in Africa than in the United States. 
The onset of symptoms usually presents at a mean period of 3 years before the diagnosis of HIV infection. It is 
characterized by xerophthalmia, xerostomia, parotid gland enlargement, parotid cysts, persistent circulating CD8+ 
T-cell lymphocytosis, and diffuse visceral lymphocytic infiltration. Pulmonary involvement as a result of lymphocytic 
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interstitial pneumonitis is the most serious complication of DILS and has decreased significantly with ART. Cranial 
nerve palsies (VII due to parotid compression), aseptic meningitis, and symmetric, peripheral motor neuropathy 
may occur. Lymphocytic hepatitis, interstitial nephritis, type IV renal tubular acidosis, PM, and lymphoma have 
also been observed. Low to moderate dose of corticosteroids for glandular enlargement and sicca symptoms is 
beneficial. Topical treatment is usually satisfactory, but pilocarpine (5–10 mg thrice a day) may be necessary for 
severe sicca symptoms. High-dose corticosteroids and ART are used for severe extraglandular involvement. 

 13.  Compare DILS with Sjögren’s syndrome. (Table 42.1). 

 14.  What is HIVIC and why is it helpful for a rheumatologist to be aware of this HIV-associated condition?
Renal disease in the setting of HIV can occur secondary to various causes including the viral infection itself 
(HIV-associated nephropathy [HIVAN]), ART-associated medication toxicity, infection, and immune-mediated 
injury secondary to the systemic response against HIV. With the introduction of ART, renal disease secondary 
to HIVAN and opportunistic infection is less common, with an increased percentage due to other causes. Some 
studies suggest that HIV-associated immune complex (HIVIC) kidney disease is now the most common 
pathologic finding among renal biopsy specimens from patients with HIV. Patients typically present with renal 
insufficiency, proteinuria, active urinary sediment, and hypocomplementemia. A wide range of histopathologic 
findings have been described in HIVIC, including a lupus-like glomerulonephritis with a “full-house pattern” (IgG, 
IgM, IgA, C3, C1q) on immunofluorescence. These features may be mistaken for SLE; therefore, recognition of 
HIVIC is important to the rheumatologist. Coinfection with hepatitis B and C should be ruled out as should other 
coexistent diseases such as cryoglobulinemia and DILS that may also act through immune complex deposition. 
Treatment includes ART, and in some situations, consideration of immunosuppression (controversial given the 
paucity of data; may consider corticosteroids and additional medications in severe cases such as crescentic 
glomerulonephritis). 

 15.  List the forms of vasculitis that have been described with HIV infection and/or following the 
institution of ART?
All vasculitis subtypes (small, medium, large, and variable vessel) have been reported during HIV infection.

 •  Polyarteritis nodosa: usually a sensorimotor neuropathy, can occur independent of hepatitis B infection.
 •  Large artery/aorta vasculitis: more common in Africa.
 •  Hypersensitivity angiitis due to AZT and didanosine.
 •  Granulomatosis with polyangiitis: more commonly reported post ART.
 •  Henoch–Schönlein purpura.
 •  Primary vasculitis of the central nervous system.
 •  Behçet’s syndrome.
 •  Cryoglobulinemia: types 2 and 3.
 •  Kawasaki’s disease: in both children and adults.
 •  Eosinophilic granulomatosis with polyangiitis: more commonly reported post ART. 

 16.  Is septic arthritis and/or bone infection more common in HIV-infected patients?
No, bone and joint infections from bacteria do not occur any more frequently in HIV-positive individuals 
compared with HIV-negative individuals. Intravenous drug abusers (IVDAs) and hemophiliacs are clearly at 
increased risk for septic arthritis however, independent of underlying HIV diagnosis. The most common bacterial 
organism is Staphylococcus aureus, especially in IVDAs, whereas Salmonella is most common in hemophiliacs. 
Mycobacterium tuberculosis arthritis and/or osteomyelitis can occur at any time in the course of HIV infection 
and may be multifocal (30%). Atypical mycobacterium and fungal musculoskeletal infections typically occur with 
severe immunosuppression (<100 cells/μL). Overall, bacterial joint infections are most common when the CD4+ 
count is >250 cells/μL, whereas opportunistic infections and polyarticular infections occur in patients with lower 
CD4+ counts. Osteomyelitis may occur independently at any bony site or coexist with septic arthritis. 

Table 42.1   Comparison of Sjögren’s Syndrome and DILS

SJÖGREN’S DILS

Parotid swelling Uncommon Common

Sicca symptoms Common Common

Extraglandular manifestations Uncommon Common

Infiltrative lymphocytic phenotype CD4+ T cells CD8+ T cells

Autoantibodies (RF, ANA, anti-SS-A/SS-B) Common Rare

HLA association DRB1*0301 DRB1*1102, 1301, 1302

Corticosteroids for glandular symptoms Rarely helpful Beneficial
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 17.  How does pyomyositis present clinically?
Pyomyositis is rarely observed in developed countries but is still commonly diagnosed in Africa and India. Patients 
are usually in late stage disease with CD4+ counts <200/μL. It presents with fever, local muscle pain, erythema, 
swelling, and leukocytosis. This uncommon infection typically involves the quadriceps muscle, and a single 
abscess is present in 75% of cases. Staphylococcus aureus is identified in the vast majority, but opportunistic 
infections may occur. Patients are diagnosed using ultrasound, computed tomography scan, MRI, and cultures. 
Patients respond to conventional surgical drainage and antibiotics. 

 18.  Name the rheumatic diseases that may remit or improve in association with AIDS.
SLE and RA are both mediated through a process involving the interaction of the major histocompatibility class 
II gene products and the CD4+ T lymphocytes. Therefore, SLE and RA may become quiescent with progressive 
HIV infection and decreasing CD4+ T-cell counts. Notably, however, some RA patients may not go into remission. 
SLE with comorbid HIV may present with overlapping features (rash, arthralgia, myalgia, adenopathy, and 
cytopenia) and typically will have less severe disease and/or lower antibody titers. When an HIV-infected patient 
with previously diagnosed SLE or RA is being treated with ART, the resultant immune reconstitution can cause a 
recurrence of their SLE or RA which had previously been inactive. 

 19.  What is the immune reconstitution inflammatory syndrome (IRIS)?
After the initiation of ART in an HIV-infected individual, cellular immunity improves. There is an increase in CD4+ 
cells, CD4+/CD8+ ratio, and cytokines like interleukin-6 and interferon-γ, along with an imbalance in Th1/Th2 and 
the expression of CCR-3 and CCR-5 on monocytes and granulocytes. Consequently, some patients (up to 13%) 
develop a very profound inflammatory systemic response known as IRIS within 3–27 (mean = 9) months after 
starting ART. This syndrome is less likely to occur if the CD4+ count is >200–350/μL when ART is initiated, and 
the risk of IRIS is increased with lower CD4+ counts and higher viral loads. A patient with AIDS can be diagnosed 
with IRIS if they develop severe systemic inflammatory symptoms on ART associated with increasing CD4+ 
counts, decreasing HIV-1 viral load, and the symptoms cannot be explained by a new etiology or infection. The 
first phase of IRIS occurs within 8–12 weeks after initiation of ART and results from an increase in memory CD4+ 
cells. It can be associated with an exacerbation of preexisting RA, SLE, or sarcoidosis. The second phase occurs 
after 6 months of ART and results from naïve CD4+ cells and their cytokines. This can be associated with the 
onset of a new systemic or organ-specific autoimmune disease like RA, SLE, sarcoidosis, Still’s disease, PM, ReA, 
autoimmune thyroid disease, subacute cutaneous lupus or Guillain–Barre syndrome. In addition, opportunistic 
infections under treatment can worsen during this phase. IRIS tends to be a self-limited syndrome and generally 
ART is continued. If the inflammatory response is severe and threatens irreversible damage to the eyes or central 
nervous system, then ART may need to be discontinued and the patient treated with corticosteroids. 

 20.  When should screening for HIV be considered by the rheumatologist?
Traditionally, screening for HIV has been recommended in the following situations: 1) diagnosis of ReA with 
sexual or unknown mode of acquisition, 2) history of IVDAs or other potential exposures, 3) patients with septic 
arthritis/pyomyositis, 4) psoriatic arthritis with refractory or atypical rash subtypes, 5) atypical lupus or multiple 
unexplained autoantibodies, 6) sicca symptoms in the absence of SSA or SSB autoantibodies or 7) autoimmune 
disease refractory to typical therapy. Given the overwhelming benefit of early identification and initiation of ART 
therapy, the Center for Disease Control and Prevention recommends universal screening for HIV in all patients (if 
the patient consents to testing). As such, rheumatologists should have an extremely low threshold to screen for 
HIV in all patients. 

 21.  What other miscellaneous rheumatic syndromes are described in patients with HIV?
Fibromyalgia has been reported in 10% to 30% of HIV-infected patients. Nonspecific musculoskeletal complaints 
are common, described in up to 60% of patients at some point with HIV infection and treatment. Tendinitis, 
bursitis, carpal tunnel syndrome, adhesive capsulitis, and Dupuytren’s contracture may occur particularly in 
patients treated with protease inhibitors (i.e., indinavir). Hyperuricemia is common in HIV patients and gout can 
occur; there may be an association with ritonavir and indinavir. 

 22.  What bone diseases occur more commonly in HIV patients?
 •  Osteoporosis: The risk of low bone mass is three times more common in HIV-infected patients. The cause 

is multifactorial including vitamin D deficiency, hypogonadism, low body mass index, direct and indirect ART 
side effects, and chronic inflammation. The increasing life expectancy of HIV patients and increase in ART use/
duration of therapy will increase the prevalence of bone disease amongst patients. Therapy includes calcium, 
vitamin D, and bisphosphonate therapy based on current recommendations.

 •  Osteonecrosis (avascular necrosis): Osteonecrosis can occur in any joint, with the hip being most common. 
Bilateral disease and earlier onset is more common in HIV patients. The prevalence is 4% to 5%. Risk factors 
include dyslipidemia associated with protease inhibitors, corticosteroid use, and the HIV infection itself when 
the patient has a very low CD4 counts (<60 cells/μL).

 •  Hypertrophic osteoarthropathy: can develop in patients with Pneumocystis jiroveci pneumonia. Treatment of 
the pneumonia improves the hypertrophic osteoarthropathy. 
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 23.  Do any other retroviruses cause rheumatic diseases?
Human T lymphotropic virus type I (HTLV-I) is a complex type C RNA retrovirus. It infects millions worldwide, 
particularly in the Caribbean, southern Japan, South Africa, and South America, especially Brazil. It is transmitted 
by breast milk, sexual intercourse, and blood products. The virus causes two types of disease: first, adult T-cell 
leukemia/non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma (lifetime risk 5%) frequently with hypercalcemia and skin involvement; and 
second, a variety of chronic inflammatory syndromes (lifetime risk 2%). These inflammatory syndromes include a 
seronegative oligo or polyarthritis with tenosynovitis and nodules with fibrinoid necrosis. Other syndromes include 
PM-like disease, dermatitis, uveitis, or transverse myelitis, also known as HTLV-1-associated myelopathy/tropical 
spastic paraparesis. Diagnosis is made by detection of antibodies using enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay with 
confirmation by Western blot and observing “flower cells” on peripheral smear. Treatment options are poor. Cases 
of this viral infection are being seen more frequently in the United States as a result of immigration.
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WHIPPLE’S DISEASE
Lisa Davis, MD, MsCS

KEY POINTS

 1.  Whipple’s disease is a rare, systemic, infectious disorder caused by the actinomycete Tropheryma whipplei.
 2.  Joint manifestations of Whipple’s disease often antedate the gastrointestinal symptoms by years and typically 

affect large joints in a migratory, intermittent pattern resembling palindromic rheumatism.
 3.  The diagnosis is established by demonstrating the organism on biopsy of the small bowel or other affected 

organ using staining and quantitative polymerase chain reaction (PCR) analysis.
 4.  Treatment consists of prolonged antibiotic therapy.

 1.  What is Whipple’s disease?
Whipple’s disease is an uncommon, multisystem, chronic disorder caused by the rod-shaped T. whipplei (from the 
Greek trophe meaning “nourishment” and eryma meaning “barrier,” which refers to the malabsorption seen in this 
disease). It can present with polyarthritis, fever, malabsorption, and central nervous system (CNS) manifestations. 
Because of its nonspecific presentation, the condition is usually diagnosed when it is in an advanced stage. The 
typical patient is a middle-aged white man presenting with abdominal pain, diarrhea, weight loss, and arthritis. 

 2.  Describe the epidemiology of Whipple’s disease.
First described by Dr. George Hoyt Whipple in 1907, Whipple’s disease is rare with an estimated worldwide 
incidence rate of one to six new cases per 10,000,000 persons per year. Most patients are aged between 48 and 
54 years at first diagnosis, and the male to female ratio is 8:1. There is a higher frequency of HLA alleles DRB*13 
and DQB1*06 in patients with classic Whipple’s disease (see Questions 3 and 4). Over 66% of patients who 
develop Whipple’s disease have had occupational exposure to soil (farmers), sewage water, or animals. It is more 
common in those with poor personal hygiene and those in contact with patients or chronic carriers, leading to the 
presumption of fecal-oral transmission. 

 3.  Describe the biology of T. whipplei.
T. whipplei is a rod-shaped bacterium that has an unusual trilaminar plasma membrane surrounded by a cell wall. 
It is Gram-variable (often Gram-positive, but at times can be Gram-negative) and periodic acid–Schiff (PAS)-
positive and is in the order of Actinomycetales. It is very slow-growing with a generation time of approximately 
18 days and can take 30 days to detect in cultures. It is considered as an obligate parasite as it lacks several 
essential biosynthetic pathways (16 amino acids pathways are missing or impaired and the genes for tricarboxylic 
acid cycle are absent); however, some recent evidence indicates that it might actually be a commensal organism. 
The genome of T. whipplei has several repeated sequences that may be involved in recombination events in 
regions encoding surface proteins. It is postulated that these surface proteins are important for T. whipplei 
to evade the immune system. T. whipplei is thought to be transmitted via feces and saliva and is found in 
wastewaters. T. whipplei has been found in various samples of healthy individuals, including duodenal biopsies, 
stool samples, dental plaque, and saliva. Though incidence of classic Whipple’s disease is low, carriage of T. 
whipplei has been found to be widespread in the human population. Varying with the population and environment, 
48% to 72% of general populations have antibodies to T. whipplei. T. whipplei has been found in fecal samples 
of asymptomatic individuals (1.5%–4%) and at-risk populations, such as sewage workers, homeless, and HIV-
infected (12%–25%). When saliva samples are positive, stool samples are generally positive also, indicating a 
higher bacterial load in stool samples, and that the gut is the preferred niche. 

 4.  What is the immunopathogenesis of Whipple’s disease?
Most individuals who have been exposed to T. whipplei have resulted in either asymptomatic carriage or 
a self-limited infection and resulting immunity. Due to the low number of individuals who actually develop 
Whipple’s disease versus those who have been exposed, it is postulated that a combination of host, bacterial, 
and environmental factors interplay to allow the disease. Chronic infection with T. whipplei and Whipple’s 
disease have both been linked to HLA-DRB1*13 and DQB1*06 alleles. Certain cytokine profiles have also been 
linked to Whipple’s disease; whether this is a result of the host, infection, or some combination thereof, is yet 
to be determined. The overall cytokine profile is that of increased expression of interleukin (IL)-4, IL-10, and CC 
chemokine ligand 18, and low interferon-γ and low dendritic cell expression of IL-12. Related to these cytokine 
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profiles are diminished functionality of Th1 cells, macrophages, and monocytes and an increased Th2 response. 
The resulting situation is not only a decreased immune response to T. whipplei and inability to clear the infection 
but also a manipulation of the immune system, where the bacterium hijacks macrophages and immature dendritic 
cells and uses these cells for multiplication and spread throughout the body. It has been proposed that IL-16-
mediated interference with the endocytic pathway likely contributes to the spread of T. whipplei by inducing 
bacterial replication and inhibiting phagolysosome formation.

This “chink in the immunological armor” seems to be utilized by T. whipplei only rather than resulting in a 
widespread immunodeficiency. Individuals with Whipple’s disease do not have associated opportunistic infections. 
However, in those individuals who have suffered from Whipple’s disease, there is a susceptibility to relapses and 
reinfections with new strains. 

 5.  Describe the clinical presentation of patients with Whipple’s disease.
There are four commonly recognized manifestations of T. whipplei infections: 1) classic Whipple’s disease, 2) 
localized chronic infections (usually endocarditis), 3) acute infections (i.e., pneumonia, gastroenteritis), and 4) 
bacterial carriage. Classic Whipple’s disease is often divided into early (<6 years), middle (6–8 years), and late 
(>8 years) phases (Table 43.1). Hyperpigmentation of the skin is found in 50% of patients and may be related to 
vitamin malabsorption.

The multisystem manifestations of Whipple’s disease can be remembered using the following mnemonic:

Wasting/weight loss Diarrhea
Hyperpigmentation of skin Interstitial nephritis
Intestinal pain Skin lesions
Pancytopenia Eye inflammation
Psychiatric symptoms Arthritis
Lymphadenopathy Supranuclear ophthalmoplegia
Encephalopathy Endocarditis
Steatorrhea

 

 6.  Describe the arthritis associated with Whipple’s disease.
Seronegative migratory oligo- or polyarthritis/arthralgia primarily involving large and medium joints (knees, 
ankles, and wrists) characterized by brief episodic attacks (redness, swelling, pain, and loss of function) lasting 
a few days in a pattern akin to palindromic rheumatism is associated with Whipple’s disease. Less commonly 
affected joints are elbows, hips, and shoulders. Small joints of the hands are less frequently involved and never 
in isolation. Arthritis/arthralgia is the presenting symptom in 60% of the 70% cases reported and is present in 
90% of all patients. It does not correlate with intestinal symptoms and can precede the intestinal manifestations 
in 75% of patients by a mean interval of 6 years. Sacroiliitis is present in 7% and spondylitis in 4% of cases. Joint 
fluid examination may reveal PAS-positive material; however, joint fluid cultures are negative. In a middle-aged 
man with a palindromic rheumatism-like presentation, but whose symptoms are resistant to immunosuppressive 
treatment, Whipple’s disease should be considered. Rarely, patients with prolonged untreated Whipple’s disease 
may develop radiological evidence of destruction, such as joint space narrowing. These lesions are thought to be 
due to septic arthritis. Hypertrophic osteoarthropathy is a very rare manifestation of Whipple’s disease. T. whipplei 
has been implicated in some cases of joint prosthesis infection and diskitis. 

Table 43.1   Common Disease Course for Classic Whipple’s Disease

EARLY PHASE (<6 YEARS) MIDDLE PHASE (6–8 YEARS) LATE PHASE (>8 YEARS)

Intermittent arthralgias or arthritis 
(60%–80%)

Diarrhea (80%) CNS symptoms (6%–63%)

Fevers (19%–54%) Weight loss (93%) Cardiovascular

 Abdominal pain (23%–60%)

 Lymphadenopathy (35%–66%)

 Skin hyperpigmentation (50%)

 Anemia (80%)

Less common manifestations

Cutaneous lesions Pancytopenia Ocular (4%–27%)

Subcutaneous lesions
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 7.  Describe the synovial fluid and microscopic results from arthrocentesis and synovial 
biopsies for patients with Whipple’s disease.
Arthrocentesis for patients with Whipple’s disease and arthritis usually reveals an inflammatory fluid with white 
blood cell (WBC) counts between 2000 and 30,000 cells/mm3 with >50% of polymorphonuclear cells. Repeat 
arthrocentesis after antibiotic therapy shows resolution of inflammation, with WBC counts between 100 and 300 
cells/mm3 and <50% of polymorphonuclear cells. Synovial biopsy also demonstrates an inflammatory picture, with 
focal synovial lining cell hyperplasia and moderate perivascular lymphocytosis. Importantly, there are also PAS-
positive granules in macrophages (foamy macrophages) within the synovial membrane, most likely representing 
degenerated bacterial forms. 

 8.  What are some of the late manifestations of Whipple’s disease?
 •  CNS manifestations: CNS manifestations are the third most frequent manifestation (following arthralgia/

arthritis and gastrointestinal) and affect 6% to 63% of individuals with Whipple’s disease. Symptoms can be 
central or peripheral, isolated or multifocal. Even in Whipple’s patients without neurologic symptoms, 50% 
can have PCR-positive cerebrospinal fluid (CSF); therefore, all patients should have CSF tested before therapy, 
regardless of symptoms. Postmortem examination of Whipple’s disease patients and T. whipplei carriers found 
that 90% of these individuals had brain and spinal cord lesions. The CNS lesions typically consist of necrosis 
with inflammatory cells and astrogliosis. The lesions have perivascular macrophages containing PAS-positive 
rod-shaped structures intracellularly. In patients who develop neurologic symptoms, dementia is the most 
frequent symptom (70%). Psychiatric symptoms (50%), supranuclear vertical gaze palsy (50%), hypotha-
lamic involvement (33%), and myoclonus (25%) are also common. Both oculofacial-skeletal myorhythmia 
(OFSM) and oculomasticatory myorhythmia (OMM) are virtually pathognomonic of CNS Whipple’s disease. 
OMM is characterized by slow convergent-divergent pendular nystagmus of the eyes at 1 Hz, associated 
with synchronous contractions of the masticatory muscles and of the proximal and distal skeletal muscles 
at 1–2 Hz. OFSM is characterized by slow, smooth, convergent-divergent pendular nystagmus associated 
with synchronous contractions of other body parts. Other associated neurological signs include supranuclear 
ophthalmoplegia (usually vertical), facial weakness, and bilateral ptosis. The classic CNS Whipple’s disease 
triad of dementia, supranuclear ophthalmoplegia, and myoclonus is very specific and should warrant further 
investigation. Brain biopsy and positive PCR of CSF are diagnostic in 90% of cases. The prognosis for patients 
with symptomatic CNS involvement is poor as the 4-year survival rate is <75% and major sequelae are seen 
in 25%.

 •  Cardiovascular involvement: T. whipplei has been a rare cause of culture-negative endocarditis. Cardiac 
involvement of the pericardium, myocardium, and endocardium including valves is found at autopsy in almost 
all patients with classic Whipple’s disease. However, only 17% to 55% of cases are symptomatic.

 •  Ophthalmologic manifestations: Panuveitis is the most common ocular manifestation and diagnosis is made 
by PAS stain for macrophages and PCR testing of the vitreous humor. Other manifestations include keratitis, 
retinitis, choroiditis, optic neuritis, and orbital inflammatory disease including orbital pseudotumor. Crystalline 
keratopathy has been reported as a characteristic of ocular Whipple’s disease.

 •  Other manifestations may accompany a classic Whipple’s presentation. These include pulmonary involvement 
(30%), mesenteric more than peripheral adenopathy with noncaseating granulomas (9%), and rarely genitouri-
nary involvement. 

 9.  Describe some of the localized chronic infections that can occur with T. whipplei infection.
T. whipplei can cause localized infections that are not manifested as the classic, multisystem, form of Whipple’s 
disease. Stool and saliva samples may often be negative by PCR and/or PAS-stained duodenal biopsy.

 •  Endocarditis: In this form of endocarditis, the bacterium is an intracellular infection rather than biofilm colo-
nization. Clinical signs are similar to those of patients with culture-negative endocarditis of other etiologies. 
Many (79%) of the patients with diagnosed localized endocarditis due to T. whipplei displayed vegetations. 
When compared with cardiac valves from patients with endocarditis of other etiologies, those with endocarditis 
due to T. whipplei displayed more fibrosis, lack of calcification, slightly less vegetations, reduced vasculariza-
tion, and reduced inflammation.

 •  Encephalitis: In cases of encephalitis due to T. whipplei but no evidence of classic Whipple’s disease, the 
most common symptoms reported are cognitive impairment, ataxia, and supranuclear ophthalmoplegia. Ataxia 
and dementia have been shown to be more severe in patients with encephalitis than in those with classic 
Whipple’s disease. 

 10.  How is the diagnosis of Whipple’s disease most commonly made?
The most common means of diagnosis remains pathology and PCR, whereas culture of T. whipplei, even with 
the advent of specific axenic medium, can only be performed in a few laboratories. Before the PCR technique 
was developed, a definitive diagnosis was established only when microscopic examination of a jejunal biopsy of 
small intestinal mucosa showed infiltration of the lamina propria by large macrophages that contained diastase-
resistant, PAS-positive inclusions. With the advent of electron microscopy in the 1960s, the rod-shaped bacteria 
were found in multiple other tissues (lymph nodes, pericardium, myocardium, liver, spleen, kidney, synovium, and 
brain) and are located both intracellularly and extracellularly. Current recommendations include an initial screen of 
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both stool and saliva with quantitative PCR, followed by a targeted evaluation of the clinically involved organ. The 
sampled tissue should be sent for histology, PAS stain, quantitative PCR, and, if available, immunohistochemical 
staining with antisera specific for T. whipplei and electron microscopy. PCR testing of saliva and stool as a 
screening tool for classic Whipple’s disease has a 95% positive predictive value if both are positive and a 98% 
negative predictive value if both are negative. However, the sensitivity of PCR drops to 36% for saliva and 64% 
for stool in patients with focal T. whipplei infections. Therefore, the gold standard for a confident diagnosis is 
demonstration of the organism in one involved tissue (usually small bowel) by at least two methods (PAS stain, 
PCR, or immunohistochemical stain) or the demonstration of the organism by PCR testing in two involved sites 
(e.g., synovial fluid and CSF). Note that all patients regardless of presence or absence of neurologic symptoms 
should have a PCR of their CSF performed to rule out occult CNS infection. 

 11.  What is the therapy currently recommended for Whipple’s disease?
Before the use of antibiotics, Whipple’s disease was uniformly fatal. Though antibiotic treatment of T. whipplei 
often leads to a rapid improvement of symptoms (typically within 1–2 weeks), prolonged treatment is required to 
ensure eradication of the bacterium. Additionally, there is no widely accepted method of noninvasive monitoring. 
Although there is no general consensus on the best antibiotic regimen, the following has been recommended:

 •  Classic Whipple’s disease without neurologic involvement:
Induction: Ceftriaxone 2 g intravenous (IV) once daily or Penicillin G 2 million units (MU) IV every 4 hours for 14 

days. If allergic to ceftriaxone/penicillin, use meropenem 1 g IV every 8 hours for 14 days.
Maintenance: follow induction antibiotics with one double-strength trimethoprim/sulfamethoxazole (TMP/sulfa) 

160 mg/800 mg orally twice daily for 1 year. If allergic to sulfa, use doxycycline 100 mg twice daily plus 
hydroxychloroquine 200 mg thrice daily orally for 1 year.

 •  Whipple’s disease with neurologic symptoms and/or a positive PCR in CSF in an asymptomatic patient:
Induction: Ceftriaxone 2 g IV once or twice daily or Penicillin G 4 MU IV every 4 hours for 14–28 days. Consider 

using the higher doses for the longer period of time (i.e., 28 days) in patients with overt neurologic 
symptoms.

Maintenance: same as classic Whipple’s disease
 •  Whipple’s disease with endocarditis

Induction: Ceftriaxone 2 g IV once daily or Penicillin G 2 MU IV every 4 hours for 28 days.
Maintenance: same as classic Whipple’s disease 

 12.  How frequently do patients experience clinical relapses of disease following 1 year of 
treatment?
Because Whipple’s disease is uncommon, formal prospective studies of therapeutic regimens have not been 
carried out. It is estimated that up to 35% of patients with Whipple’s disease who had long-term treatment 
relapsed after an average of 5 years. Neurologic relapses are most common and are particularly hard to treat. 
More long-term data are needed regarding the choice and duration of antibiotic therapy. Recommendations for 
treating disease relapses include ceftriaxone (2 g IV twice daily) or penicillin G 4 MU IV every 4 hours for 4 weeks, 
followed by doxycycline (100 mg twice daily) plus hydroxychloroquine (200 mg three times daily or TMP/sulfa (160 
mg/800 mg twice per day) for a year. 

 13.  Describe the immune reconstitution inflammatory syndrome (IRIS) that can occur during 
antibiotic therapy for Whipple’s disease.

 •  IRIS may occur (10% of patients with classic Whipple’s disease) within the first few weeks following initiation 
of antibiotic therapy and is manifested by progression of disease symptoms and high fever. It is most common 
in patients who have received prior immunosuppressive therapy or who have CNS involvement. Corticoste-
roids can be beneficial in the control of these symptoms. Thalidomide may be an alternative treatment for 
those with corticosteroid resistance.

 •  Of note, there is a clear association between the onset of diarrhea and use of immunosuppressive therapy 
such as corticosteroids. Additionally, exacerbations of Whipple’s disease have been associated with the use of 
corticosteroids and tumor necrosis factor inhibitors.
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ACUTE RHEUMATIC FEVER AND 
POSTSTREPTOCOCCAL ARTHRITIS
Patrick R. Wood, MD

KEY POINTS

 1.  Acute rheumatic fever (ARF) causes a migratory polyarthritis, most typically in children, and is the most common 
cause of acquired valvular heart disease worldwide.

 2.  Diagnosis of ARF is typically made by Jones criteria, which were updated in 2015 to account for population risk 
and echocardiographic diagnosis of rheumatic heart disease (RHD).

 3.  Salicylates and antibiotics (ideally with beta-lactams and penicillin in particular) are the mainstays of acute 
treatment of ARF, with long-term antibiotic prophylaxis regimens of varying lengths indicated thereafter.

 4.  ARF is described as the prototypical disease of molecular mimicry, although a complex range of host factors and 
characteristics of group A streptococcus (GAS) may contribute to pathogenesis.

 1.  What is ARF?
ARF is a systemic inflammatory syndrome occurring in a subset of patients (1%–6%) infected with GAS, most 
commonly in the setting of pharyngitis. ARF presents 2 to 4 weeks following primary infection with a migratory 
arthritis and carditis, with chorea, subcutaneous nodules, and erythema marginatum (EM) also seen. While acute 
musculoskeletal symptoms are sometimes dramatic, subclinical and clinical RHD represents the most clinically 
devastating manifestation of the illness and is the most common cause of acquired valvular disease worldwide. 

 2.  When was the association with GAS first made?
Initial studies of ARF were published in 1836 by Jean-Baptiste Bouillard and in 1889 by Walter B. Cheadle. 
They included extensive studies on “rheumatic arthritis” and carditis. Ludwig Aschoff described the eponymous 
“Aschoff body” lesion (myocardial nodules) in 1904. The introduction of Rebecca Lancefield’s grouping system 
for beta-hemolytic Streptococci in 1933 allowed clarification of the epidemiology of the disease by subsequent 
investigators. 

 3.  How is the diagnosis of ARF established and how have the criteria changed in recent 
years?
The Jones criteria for guidance in the diagnosis of ARF were first published by T. Duckett Jones, M.D., in 1944 and 
have been revised periodically by the American Heart Association. In 2015, criteria have been adjusted to account 
for baseline population-specific risk and subclinical (echocardiographic) valvulitis. A summary of current criteria is 
listed further (Table 44.1). 

 4.  Is there an easy way to remember the major manifestations of the Jones criteria for ARF? 
(Submitted by Christopher T. Parker, D.O.).
Yes. Remember the word “Jones”, with “O” as a “heart”:

  
J—joints (35%–66%)
♥—carditis (50%–70%)
N—nodules (<10%)
E—erythema marginatum (EM) (<10%)
S—Sydenham’s chorea (10%–30%) 

 5.  Are there situations in which a diagnosis of ARF might be made without strict adherence to 
the Jones criteria?
Yes:

 1.  Isolated chorea many months after the initial streptococcal infection, and serologic evidence of an antecedent 
infection is lacking.

 2.  Indolent carditis and/or typical chronic valve lesions (mitral, aortic) may also present as the only manifestation 
of ARF. The latent period between clinical infection and discovery makes proof of antecedent streptococcal 
infection difficult.

 3.  In patients with a history of RHD, recurrent ARF may be difficult to diagnose without development of a differ-
ent heart lesion; therefore, a presumptive diagnosis based on only one major or one minor criterion may be 
reasonable. 
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 6.  What specific laboratory tests are used to confirm a recent GAS infection? Why are they 
important to get?
About 33% of patients with ARF do not remember having any illness (e.g., pharyngitis) prior to developing 
symptoms of ARF. Therefore, establishing evidence of a recent GAS infection is critical. Evidence for an infection 
may be shown through a positive throat culture for GAS or a positive rapid streptococcal antigen test, although 
only 25% of ARF patients will have one of these positive due to the latent period (average, 18 days; range, 1–4 
weeks) between infection and development of ARF symptoms. Additionally, neither test distinguishes between a 
carrier state and active infection. Therefore, the most useful tests to support a recent GAS infection and diagnosis 
of ARF are antibodies directed against extracellular products found in the supernatant broth of streptococcal 
cultures, including the antistreptolysin-O (ASO), antideoxyribonuclease-B (antiDNase-B or ADB), antistreptokinase, 
antihyaluronidase, and anti-NADase (anti-DPNase). The most commonly used serologies are the ASO and ADB. 

 7.  How are antistreptococcal antibodies interpreted?
“Normal” ranges for these antibody titers depend on the patient’s age, geographical location, epidemiologic 
circumstances, and the time of the year. In the United States, an ASO titer is considered elevated at 240 Todd units 
in adults and 320 Todd units in children. ADB titers of >120 Todd units in adults and >240 Todd units in children 
are also typically considered to be elevated. Samples should be drawn at 2 to 4-week intervals and processed 
simultaneously. Antibody levels peak at 4 to 5 weeks after the pharyngeal infection (with ADB peaking latest). 
Using ASO in conjunction with an additional serological test produces a sensitivity approaching 90+%. 

 8.  How specific are antistreptococcal antibodies?
ASO is relatively nonspecific, whereas ADB is somewhat more specific. High ASO titers or other antistreptococcal 
antibodies can also be found in patients (particularly children) with other rheumatic diseases and no associated 
ARF. This is usually a result of nonspecific immune stimulation resulting in a polyclonal gammopathy, and 
past streptococcal exposure. The streptozyme test is a hemagglutination test which reacts with five or more 
streptococcal antigens; however, these are not well characterized, and the overall performance of this test makes 
it inferior to antigen-specific tests; streptozyme should not be used to confirm the diagnosis of ARF. 

 9.  Why does GAS cause ARF?
The classical explanation has been that the disease results from damaging immune responses to cross-reactive 
self-antigens following GAS infection (molecular mimicry). The GAS cytoplasmic membrane is surrounded by 
an outer peptidoglycan layer covered by surface carbohydrates (Group A specific), proteins (M proteins), and 
glycoproteins. Immunoglobulins directed at alpha-helix motifs on M protein peptides can cross-react with cardiac 
myosin (although myosin is notably relatively absent in valvular tissue, and much damage in pathologic studies 
appears to be directed at collagen I and IV). 

Table 44.1   2015 Revised Jones Criteria

For all patient populations with evidence of preceding GAS infection

Diagnosis: initial ARF 2 major, or 1 major plus 2 minor manifestations

Diagnosis: recurrent ARF 2 major, or 1 major plus 2 minor, or 3 minor manifestations

Major Criteria

Low-risk populations Moderate to high-risk populations

Carditis (clinical or subclinical) Carditis (clinical or subclinical)

Arthritis (polyarthritis) Arthritis (mono or poly) or polyarthralgia

Chorea Chorea

Erythema marginatum Erythema marginatum

Subcutaneous nodules Subcutaneous nodules

Minor Criteria

Low-risk populations Moderate to high-risk populations

Polyarthralgia Monoarthralgia

Fever (>38.5°C) Fever (>38.0°C)

ESR>/ = 60 mm/hour and/or CRP>/= 3.0 mg/dL ESR>/= 30 mm/hour and/or CRP >/= 3.0 mg/dL

Prolonged PR interval (unless carditis is a major 
criterion)

Prolonged PR interval (unless carditis is a major criterion)

ARF, acute rheumatic fever; CRP, C-reactive protein; ESR, erythrocyte sedimentation rate; GAS, group A streptococcus.
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 10.  Describe the mechanisms besides M-protein molecular mimicry in ARF pathogenesis.
Alternatively, a direct pathogenic binding effect of GAS M-proteins themselves to collagens may initiate a local 
immune reaction. Anti-Group A carbohydrates, including those to rhamnose-N-acetylglucosamine, can also 
cross-react with the glycosides of heart valves. So-called heart-reactive antibodies are found in higher titers in 
33% to 85% of patients with RHD than in patients without RHD. Notably, they may play a role in the pathogenesis 
of chorea. 

 11.  What is the major GAS serotype classification system?
Regardless of mechanism, M protein appears to be the key virulence factor of GAS and is commonly used to 
classify GAS into serotypes. Associations between M- (or “emm”-) serotype and pathogenicity are described 
(i.e., rheumatogenic strains versus those associated with pyoderma or other GAS manifestations), although these 
associations are not uniform across host population groups and geography. This fact, along with the vast diversity 
in M serotypes, has been a major impediment to success despite extensive GAS vaccine development efforts. 

 12.  Do host factors contribute to the pathogenesis of ARF?
Yes. ARF is most frequent in children (4–15 years). Extreme variations in incidence according to geography exist 
and are partially explainable by socioeconomic disparities and bacterial serotype variation, but host genetic factors 
are also contributory. Twin concordance studies suggest overall heritability of 60%. HLA Class II association 
studies have resulted in conflicting data, although many were performed in relatively low-incidence (European) 
populations. A genome-wide association study of oceanic populations has suggested a significant risk for IGHV4-
61, a heavy chain allele. Expression of a B lymphocyte alloantigen (recognized by the antibody D8/17) has been 
found in 66% to 100% of ethnically diverse ARF patients and 10% of controls. 

 13.  Describe the arthritis of ARF.
The arthritis of ARF usually involves larger joints, particularly the knees (75%) and ankles (50%), and less 
commonly elbows/wrists/hips (15%). The shoulder, spine, and smaller joints of the hands and feet are less 
commonly involved. Typically, several joints are involved at a time in a migratory polyarthritis pattern, along 
with an acute febrile illness. Patients are usually symptomatic for 1 to 2 (rarely longer than 4) weeks. ARF does 
not cause erosions or permanent joint damage, with the rare exception of Jaccoud deformity, which can occur 
following multiple recurrences of ARF. Synovial fluid is sterile and inflammatory. 

 14.  What is Sydenham’s chorea?
Sydenham’s chorea (or “St Vitus” dance) is a neurologic disorder characterized by emotional lability and 
uncoordinated, involuntary, and often asymmetric movements of the face, hands, and feet. The “milkmaid’s grip” 
(involuntary, repeated grasp, and release of an examiner’s finger by a subject attempting to hold a constant grip) is 
pathognomonic. Sensation is not affected. The choreiform movements disappear during sleep. The latent interval 
between streptococcal pharyngitis and chorea onset may be prolonged, frequently >6 to 8 weeks. Consequently, 
ASO titers may be normal, although ADB may still be elevated. Brain magnetic resonance imaging shows 
inflammation in the basal ganglia. Therapy is symptomatic. Symptoms can last 2 to 4 months and may be the only 
manifestation of ARF, although this manifestation is associated with RHD in up to 33% of patients. Patients may 
also be at risk for future neuropsychiatric disorders such as an obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD). 

 15.  Briefly describe the other major manifestations of ARF.
Carditis (50%–70%): Pericardium, myocardium, and valves may be involved. The mitral valve is most often 
affected, followed by the aortic valve. Echocardiography often shows involvement not appreciated clinically. 
Congestive heart failure from myocarditis occurs in 5% to 10% of patients, never occurs without valve 
involvement, and occurs more commonly in recurrences of ARF. All degrees of heart block can occur.

Subcutaneous nodules (<10%): These are usually associated with severe carditis but not arthritis. They are 
firm, painless, a few millimeters to 2 cm in size, and often resolve within days.

EM (<10%): EM is an irregular, serpiginous, nonpruritic rash that spreads centrifugally to the arms and trunk 
(never the face). Strongly associated with carditis.

Fever can be high, especially in the 1st week. However, in up to 30% of patients, the body temperature does 
not exceed 38°C. Fever does not last longer than 4 weeks. 

 16.  Outline a treatment course for ARF.
Treatment with antibiotics to eradicate the pharyngeal carriage of GAS is indicated, even in patients without 
symptoms of pharyngitis. Salicylates are first-line therapy for arthritis symptoms, frequently at doses of 80 to 100 
mg/kg per day (divided in doses every 4–6 hours), although lower doses of 50 mg/kg per day should be tried 
initially in children (to reduce the risk of salicylate toxicity). Naproxen has been proven in small studies to be 
similar in efficacy to aspirin and may be safer and more practical to use for dosing purposes. Steroids may be 
considered in cardiac involvement or severe arthritis symptoms. Finally, household contacts must also be tested 
and treated for GAS carriage.

A reasonable initial treatment algorithm based on guidelines published by the American Heart Association 
(AHA), World Health Organization, and others is detailed below (Fig. 44.1), noting the important considerations 
around beta-lactam allergies and the high rate of macrolide resistance in GAS isolates for some regions. 
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Fig. 44.1 A sample treatment algorithm in acute rheumatic fever. GAS, group A streptococcus; IM, intramuscularly; NSAID, nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drug.
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 17.  How is ARF prevented?
Prevention of ARF in patients without a prior history of ARF (primary prevention) centers around antimicrobial 
therapy for acute GAS infections. Prompt antibiotic treatment of streptococcal pharyngitis decreases the risk of 
subsequent ARF by 80%. Those with a prior history of ARF are at progressively increasing risk for developing 
recurrent ARF with each streptococcal infection, with recurrence rates as high as 50% in the 1st year. Prophylaxis 
to prevent intercurrent streptococcal infections (secondary prevention) is indicated to reduce this risk. 
Pharmacologic options based on current treatment guidelines are listed below (Table 44.2). 

 18.  For how long does a patient with ARF need antibiotic prophylaxis?
Duration of prophylaxis varies on prior manifestations of ARF. Patients with a history of ARF without cardiac 
involvement should receive antibiotic prophylaxis for 5 years after the last attack or to age 21 (whichever is 
longer). Patients with a history of mild cardiac involvement (and no residual damage/valvular disease) should be 
on prophylaxis for 10 years or to age 21. Patients with a history of severe carditis (including residual damage) 
should receive antibiotics for 10 years or to age 40, with consideration for lifelong prophylaxis. An ARF patient, 
even without cardiac involvement, who has frequent exposure to children (parent, day-care worker, healthcare 
professional, etc.) should receive prophylaxis for as long as the exposure continues. 

 19.  Describe the public health impact of ARF.
In developed nations, ARF has dramatically declined in incidence over recent decades, although it is unclear to 
what degree this is a result of changes to socioeconomic conditions and antibiotic availability versus changes in 
M-serotype prevalence patterns. Unfortunately, ARF remains a considerable public health burden worldwide, 
particularly in India, south- and east Africa, Aboriginal Australia, and Oceania. Recent estimates suggest a 
prevalence of 15 million RHD cases worldwide, with an annual incidence of over 200,000. RHD represents 
25% to 40% of all cardiovascular disease in many developing countries. 

 20.  What are pediatric autoimmune neuropsychiatric disorders associated with streptococci 
(PANDAS)?
A subset of pediatric acute-onset neuropsychiatric syndromes, resembling tic disorders and OCD, has been 
implicated to associate with recent GAS infection in school-aged children. These are classified as PANDAS. 
Working diagnostic criteria include OCD or tic disorder of abrupt onset and episodic course between 3 years of 
age and puberty, temporally related to GAS infection, with neurologic abnormalities during exacerbations. The 
pathogenesis of these disorders and role of GAS are not well characterized and somewhat controversial, although 
there is a high association with the B-cell alloantigen D8/17. 

 21.  How are PANDAS treated?
Controversy also exists surrounding management, particularly the role of long-term prophylactic antibiotics and 
immune-modulating therapy, although intravenous immunoglobulin has been suggested as an effective treatment 
in some literature. Acute treatment with GAS-directed antibiotics may be reasonable, although no randomized 
trials exist. Otherwise, symptomatic treatment of neuropsychiatric symptoms is indicated. 

 22.  Can infection with GAS result in arthritis distinct from ARF?
Possibly. A distinct phenotype of arthritis following GAS infection, without associated carditis and other ARF 
manifestations, is termed poststreptococcal reactive arthritis (PSRA). The nonmigratory arthritis of PSRA 
occurs after a shorter latent period than typical ARF, but lasts longer than that of typical ARF (often months). 
Epidemiologically, PRSA most commonly affects young adults rather than children (with some studies arguing for 
a female predominance). 

 23.  Should PRSA be treated like a “reactive” arthritis or in the continuum of ARF?
While some literature suggests PSRA as an entirely distinct clinical entity, with diagnostic criteria based on arthritis 
after GAS infection without other Jones criteria, others have argued that PSRA is simply an incomplete phenotype 

Table 44.2   ARF Secondary Prophylaxis Options

ARF Prophylaxis

Antibiotic Dose/Route/Frequency

Benzathine penicillin G 600,000 units for patients <30 kg (or 1,200,000 units for 
patients >30kg), IM, every 3–4 weeks

Penicillin V 250 mg twice daily

Sulfonamide (sulfasoxazole, sulfadiazine) 0.5 g for patients <30 kg (or 1.0 for patients >30 kg) daily

(Sulfa and Penicillin-allergic)

Erythromycin 250 mg twice daily

ARF, acute rheumatic fever; IM, intramuscularly.
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of ARF. The incidences of joint and cardiac involvement have an inverse relationship in ARF, while host factors for 
PRSA (D8/17 and certain HLA DR alleles) are similar to ARF, whereas HLA B-27 does NOT associate with PSRA. 
The AHA currently recommends 1 year of secondary carditis prophylaxis and monitoring after an episode of PRSA, 
although studies in children and adults have conflicting data regarding carditis risk following PRSA in the absence 
of complete ARF criteria. Any episode of arthritis that fulfills revised Jones criteria should be treated as ARF. 
Furthermore, although PSRA is not associated with HLA-B27, a predominantly lower extremity arthritis following a 
documented GAS infection has been described in HLA-B27-positive individuals.
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GOUT
Ted R. Mikuls, MD, MSPH

I’ve been shot, beaten up, stabbed, and thrown out of a helicopter, but none of that compared to gout.
—U.S. Veteran with gout, c. 2001

KEY POINTS

 1.  Gout is the most common cause of inflammatory arthritis.
 2.  Gout is rare in men aged <25 years and in premenopausal women.
 3.  Hyperuricemia is a necessary, but not sufficient, risk factor in gout development.
 4.  Hyperuricemia and gout are strongly associated with obesity and metabolic syndrome.
 5.  Dietary and lifestyle modifications are recommended for the management of gout, although in isolation are not 

often sufficiently effective in lowering serum urate.
 6.  Always look for gout in undiagnosed joint conditions even if the serum urate level is normal, as joint involvement 

can by atypical, polyarticular and cause chronic symptoms.
 7.  Assess the patient’s comorbid medical conditions including renal and hepatic function to guide the safest treat-

ment options for gout flare and associated hyperuricemia, with a goal serum uric acid <6.0 mg/dL (or <5.0 mg/
dL for patients with tophi).

 1.  What is gout? How was the term derived?
Gout is a disease in which tissue deposition of monosodium urate (MSU) crystals occurs as a result of 
hyperuricemia, resulting in one or more of the following manifestations:

 •  Gouty arthritis.
 •  Tophi (aggregated deposits of MSU occurring in articular, osseous, cartilaginous, or soft tissue areas).
 •  Gouty nephropathy.
 •  Uric acid nephrolithiasis.

The term gout is derived from the Latin word gutta, which translates as “a drop”. In the 13th century, 
it was thought that gout resulted from a drop of evil humor affecting a vulnerable joint. This explains why 
a majority of early gout therapies were aimed at removing excess humor (e.g., the use of bloodletting and 
cupping). 

 2.  How is hyperuricemia defined? What are the most common factors associated with 
hyperuricemia and gout?
Hyperuricemia is defined by a serum urate concentration exceeding its solubility threshold, promoting the 
formation and deposition of MSU. At a physiologic pH, hyperuricemia is defined as a serum concentration >6.8 
mg/dL (>360 μmol/L). Serum urate concentrations increase with age and are higher in men than in women, 
increasing in association with the onset of puberty in young men and menopause in women (the latter owing 
to uricosuric properties of estrogen). Gout is rare in men aged <25 years and in premenopausal women; when 
it occurs in these populations, it is often attributed to an inherited defect in purine metabolism, alcohol use, 
and/or renal insufficiency including familial juvenile hyperuricemic nephropathy or medullary cystic kidney 
disease. In addition to older age and male sex, other factors commonly associated with hyperuricemia and gout 
include obesity, hypertension, and other elements of metabolic syndrome, high purine intake, a family history of 
gout, alcoholism, renal insufficiency, the use of selected medications such as low-dose aspirin, diuretics, and 
cyclosporine among others. 

 3.  How prevalent is gout? Discuss the epidemiology of gout.
The overall prevalence of gout in the United States is estimated to be 3.9% (affecting 5.9% of men and 2% 
of women and affecting a total of 8.3 million individuals), representing by far the most common form of 
inflammatory arthritis. Hyperuricemia is a necessary, but not sufficient, risk factor in gout onset and is seen 
in approximately one of every five adults in the United States. Although only a small proportion of individuals 
with hyperuricemia eventually develop gout (∼15%), the risk increases to >20% in the context of marked 
hyperuricemia (e.g., >9–10 mg/dL). The risk of gout increases with advancing age and parallels age-related 
increases in serum urate. The frequency of gout in those aged >80 years is >30-fold higher than in those aged 
between 20 and 29 years. It has been estimated that the prevalence of gout has increased by almost 50% in the 
last few decades alone, an increase that appears to be in part related to rising rates of obesity and metabolic 
syndrome. 
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 4.  Uric acid is a product of the metabolism of which group of nucleotides?
Uric acid is the end-product of purine degradation. Humans lack the enzyme uricase, which in other species 
oxidizes uric acid (low solubility) to the highly soluble compound allantoin. The lack of this enzyme subjects 
humans to the potential risk of tissue deposition of MSU crystals. Although humans possess the uricase gene, it 
is inactive. It is postulated that humans have acquired the propensity to become hyperuricemic because uric acid 
may exert potent antioxidant properties. 

 5.  What pathogenic processes are responsible for the development of hyperuricemia?
 •  Overproduction of urate (endogenous or exogenous dietary purine precursors).
 •  Underexcretion of urate (abnormal renal handling of urate).
 •  A combination of both processes.

Most patients with hyperuricemia and gout are underexcreters of uric acid (90%). 

 6.  How do you determine if a patient with gout is an overproducer or underexcreter of uric 
acid?
Although not routinely required in clinical management, a 24-hour urine collection can be obtained to determine 
uric acid and creatinine excretion (the latter to ensure an adequate 24-hour collection). On a regular purine diet, a 
urate value >800 mg/24 hours suggests overproduction, whereas a value <800 mg suggests underexcretion. 

 7.  Name the two inherited enzyme abnormalities in the urate biosynthesis pathway that can 
cause urate overproduction.

 •  Overactivity of phosphoribosylpyrophosphate (PRPP) synthetase.
 •  Partial deficiency of hypoxanthine–guanine phosphoribosyltransferase (HGPRT) (Kelley-Seegmiller syndrome).

These enzyme abnormalities, which cause urate overproduction, are inherited as X-linked traits. Men with 
these abnormalities often present with early-onset gout (<25 years of age) and a high incidence of uric acid 
nephrolithiasis. Complete HGPRT deficiency results in Lesch-Nyhan syndrome (mental retardation, spasticity, 
choreoathetosis, and self-mutilation). Furthermore, patients with glucose-6-phosphatase deficiency (von 
Gierke’s disease) also exhibit urate overproduction due to an accelerated ATP breakdown during hypoglycemia-
induced glycogen degradation. Inhibition of renal tubular urate secretion can also occur in this disease as a 
result of competitive anions from lactic acidosis. Finally, patients with hereditary fructose intolerance caused 
by fructose-1-phosphate aldolase deficiency can develop hyperuricemia in part because of accelerated ATP 
catabolism (Fig. 45.1). 

 8.  What are the acquired causes of hyperuricemia?
Urate overproduction: excess dietary purine consumption, accelerated hepatic ATP degradation in alcohol abuse 
or fructose ingestion, and increased nucleotide turnover in myeloproliferative and lymphoproliferative disorders.
Urate underexcretion: renal disease, lead nephropathy (saturnine gout), inhibition of tubular urate secretion 
(keto- and lactic acidosis), select drugs (see Question 9), and miscellaneous causes such as hyperparathyroidism, 
hypothyroidism, and respiratory acidosis. 

 9.  Name the drugs that cause hyperuricemia due to decreased renal excretion of urate.
The mnemonic CAN’T LEAP can be used to remember these drugs:

  
Cyclosporine
Alcohol
Nicotinic acid
Thiazides/Tacrolimus
Lasix (furosemide) (and other loop diuretics)
Ethambutol
Aspirin (low dose)
Pyrazinamide

  
Other drugs that can cause hyperuricemia include levodopa, theophylline, and didanosine. In contrast, the 
following commonly used drugs exert mild uricosuric effects and produce modest urate lowering: amlodipine, 
atorvastatin, fenofibrate, leflunomide, losartan, rosuvastatin, and high-dose salicylates. 

 10.  Why does excessive alcohol consumption often lead to hyperuricemia and gout?
The quantity of alcohol consumption strongly correlates with the risk of developing gout. Consuming over 30 to 
50 g of alcohol a day (three to four beers, glasses of wine, or liquor shots) increases gout risk by 2 to 2.5-fold 
compared with someone who does not consume alcohol. Alcohol consumption increases urate synthesis by 
accelerating the hepatic degradation of ATP. Alcohol consumption is also associated with lactate production, 
which further reduces renal urate excretion. In addition to alcohol content, beer contains a substantial amount of 
the purine guanosine and confers a >2-fold risk of gout over liquor. Moderate wine consumption does not appear 
to increase serum urate or gout risk. Recent data suggests that among those with established gout, episodic 
consumption of all alcohol types (wine, beer, and liquor) increases the risk of recurrent flare in a dose-dependent 
fashion. 
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 11.  What is the typical natural history of hyperuricemia leading to gout?
Among those developing gout, most will have an extended period (often ≥20 years) of asymptomatic hyperuricemia 
preceding symptom-onset. Gout flares are typically the initial symptomatic manifestation and involve a single joint 
in the vast majority (85%–90%) of patients experiencing their first episode. Subsequent gout flares are typically 
separated in time by asymptomatic intervals, periods that are termed intercritical gout. It has been estimated 
that approximately half of individuals experiencing an initial flare will experience a second flare within 1 to 2 years. 
If left untreated, these intercritical periods often become progressively shorter in duration with a corresponding 
increase in gout flare frequency. A minority of these individuals may progress to develop tophaceous (advanced) 
gout, characterized by the progressive development of subcutaneous, synovial, or subchondral MSU deposits. 
Subcutaneous tophi typically develop after ≥10 years of symptomatic gout that has been inadequately treated, but in 
rare cases may be apparent at the time of initial diagnosis. 

 12.  Describe the characteristics of a gout flare.
Early gout flares are typically monoarticular (85%–90%), begin abruptly, and reach maximal intensity within 
hours. Flare onset often occurs during the night or early morning when the joint is most cool. The affected joint 
becomes exquisitely painful, warm, red, and swollen. A low-grade fever may be present. Periarticular erythema 
and swelling may progress to resemble an aseptic cellulitis that can be confused with an infectious process. Gout 
flares also occur in periarticular sites, such as the Achilles tendon or olecranon or prepatellar bursa. Early in the 
course of gout, flares are self-limited and resolve over 3 to 10 days with a return to “baseline”. Desquamation of 
the skin overlying the affected joint can occur with resolution of the inflammation. Subsequent attacks of gout can 
occur more frequently, become polyarticular, and persist longer. 

 13.  Which joints are most commonly involved in gout?
The joints of the lower limbs are typically involved most often, although gout has been reported to involve almost 
any joint. Termed podagra, the first metatarsophalangeal is involved in >50% of initial flares and over time is 
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affected in the vast majority of patients. Other commonly involved sites include joints of the mid- and hind-foot, 
knees, wrists, fingers, and elbows. Flares involving axial sites (spine or sacroiliac joint) are rare. Gout and tophi 
have a predilection for cooler, acral sites where the solubility of MSU crystals (as well as circulation) may be 
diminished as a result of the cooler temperatures. In addition, joints that have undergone degenerative changes 
appear to provide a nidus that facilitates crystal formation. 

 14.  What events may trigger an acute attack of gout?
Alcohol ingestion.
Initiation of urate lowering therapy (ULT).
Dietary excess of purines.
Acute medical illness including infections.
Exercise.
Drugs.
Trauma.
Radiation or chemotherapy.
Fructose ingestion.
Surgery (postoperative days 3–5).
Dehydration.
Other physiologic stressors. 

 15.  Can symptomatic hyperuricemia (gout) be managed by diet alone?
Unfortunately, gout is difficult to manage by diet alone because the purine content of the diet typically contributes only 
modestly to the total serum urate concentration (≤1 mg/dL). Patients should limit/moderate their consumption of purine-
rich foods such as red meats (particularly organ meats) and seafood (particularly shellfish, sardines, and anchovies). 
Excessive fructose consumption (sodas, fruit juices, energy drinks) is also associated with an increased gout risk. Fructose 
is metabolized in the liver to ATP that contributes to the urate production. In contrast, moderate intake of purine-rich 
vegetables (asparagus, cauliflower, spinach, and mushrooms), nuts, legumes (beans and peas), and vegetable protein is 
not associated with an increased risk of gout. Coffee intake through a non-caffeine mechanism, vitamin C (500 mg/day), 
reduced-fat dairy intake (low-fat milk, yogurt), and tart cherries may lead to modest reductions in serum urate levels and 
gout risk. 

 16.  How is the diagnosis of gout established?
The demonstration of MSU crystals in aspirates of synovial fluid or tophi remains the gold standard for diagnosis. 
Intracellular or extracellular MSU crystals are needle-shaped, approximately the size of a white blood cell, and are 
strongly negatively birefringent (yellow when parallel to the axis of a red compensator) on polarized microscopy 
(Fig. 45.2; see Chapter 7: Arthrocentesis and Synovial Fluid Analysis). MSU crystals can be identified in joint 
aspirates during intercritical (asymptomatic) periods. Synovial fluid during a gout flare is inflammatory (typically 
20,000–100,000 leukocytes/mm3) with a predominance of neutrophils. Septic synovial fluids may contain MSU 
crystals; therefore, it is important to obtain a Gram stain and culture to rule out concomitant septic arthritis. This 
is particularly important as gout flares may present with overlapping signs and/or symptoms of infection such as 
low-grade fever, elevated acute phase responses, and mild leukocytosis. 

 17.  Can serum urate levels be used to diagnose gout?
Serum urate levels alone cannot be used to diagnose gout. Although serum urate levels are elevated (>6.8 mg/
dL) at some time in almost all gout patients, serum concentrations are normal at the time of an acute flare in up 
to one-third (false-negative results). This appears to be in part due to interleukin (IL)-6 generation, which exerts a 
uricosuric effect. It is equally important to recognize that many individuals may have hyperuricemia in the absence 
of gout (false-positive results). 

Fig. 45.2 Polarized light microscopy showing needle-shaped uric acid crystals in the synovial fluid.
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 18.  What are the typical radiographic features of gout?
Soft tissue swelling around the affected joint can accompany gout flare. In advanced gout, tophi and bony 
erosions can be seen (Fig. 45.3). Articular tophi produce irregular soft tissue densities that are occasionally 
calcified, although urate/MSU is radiolucent in isolation. Bony erosions in gout appear “punched-out” with sclerotic 
margins and overhanging edges, sometimes described as rat bite erosions. In stark contrast to rheumatoid 
arthritis, the joint space is typically preserved until late in the disease and juxtaarticular osteopenia is absent. 

 19.  What are the roles of ultrasonography and dual energy computed tomography (DECT) scan 
in gout diagnosis?

 •  Ultrasonography: musculoskeletal ultrasound can show a superficial, hyperechoic band (deposition of urate 
crystals) on the surface of articular cartilage (“double contour sign”) in gout (Fig. 45.4). Tophi appear as 
nonhomogeneous material surrounded by an anechoic rim. Although highly operator-dependent, recent studies 
have shown the sensitivity of ultrasound for gout diagnosis to be 77%, with a specificity of 84%.

 •  DECT scan: this is a CT scanning technique in which two x-ray tubes with different voltages are aligned at 
90-degree angles to one another. This allows identification of MSU deposits because the chemical composi-
tion of urate causes less attenuation of x-ray photons tracking through it compared with bone calcium. Thus, 
urate deposits can be distinguished from surrounding tissues with a high degree of sensitivity and specificity. 
However, false-negative findings have been reported early in the course of gout, while false-positives most 
commonly accompany degenerative arthritis of the knee. 

 20.  Where do subcutaneous tophi commonly occur?
In addition to involving the synovium and subchondral bone, tophi can develop at a multitude of subcutaneous 
sites including on digits of the hands and feet, olecranon bursa, extensor surface of the forearm, Achilles tendon, 
and, less commonly, the antihelix of the ear. Tophi can ulcerate through the skin and extrude a white, chalky 
material consisting of a dense concentration of MSU crystals. Although rare, an ulcerated tophus can become 
infected. 

 21.  What medical conditions associated with hyperuricemia and gout must be excluded as part 
of your evaluation of a gout patient?
Common medical conditions associated with hyperuricemia and gout:

 •  Obesity: weight loss can improve hyperuricemia.
 •  Alcohol abuse.
 •  Renal insufficiency.

Other medical conditions associated with hyperuricemia and gout:
 •  Selected drugs (see Question 9).
 •  Hypothyroidism.
 •  Lead toxicity (look for other signs/symptoms such as renal failure, cognitive impairment, neuropathy, anemia, 

among others).

Fig. 45.3 Radiograph of a foot showing erosive changes (arrows) of chronic tophaceous gout.
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 •  Myeloproliferative disease, lymphoproliferative diseases, hemolytic anemias, polycythemia vera, sickle cell 
disease.

 •  Hyperparathyroidism, diabetic ketoacidosis, diabetes insipidus, Bartter’s syndrome.
 •  Autosomal dominant medullary cystic kidney disease, lead nephropathy, familial juvenile hyperuricemic 

nephropathy.
 •  Psoriasis. 

 22.  Does gout impact comorbidity or survival?
Patients with gout have reduced survival compared with individuals without gout; this appears to be driven by a 
disproportionate burden of comorbid medical conditions. Gout patients suffer disproportionately from the effects of 
metabolic syndrome and more frequently have hypertension, dyslipidemia, coronary artery disease, chronic kidney 
disease (CKD), nephrolithiasis, and diabetes. Therefore, in addition to a good history and physical examination, 
appropriate laboratory evaluation may include a complete blood count, comprehensive metabolic panel, lipid 
profile, and urinalysis. 

 23.  How do women with gout differ from men with regard to disease onset and clinical 
features?
Compared with men, women develop gout at an older age (typically after menopause) and more often suffer from 
polyarticular flares. Women developing gout frequently have osteoarthritis, hypertension, and mild chronic renal 
insufficiency or are being treated with diuretics. Tophi developing in women are particularly common in previously 
damaged joints including Heberden’s nodes and in the finger pads. 

 24.  Discuss the pathophysiology of gout flares.
Gout flares are triggered by the precipitation of MSU crystals in the joint or surrounding tissues. The initial 
recognition of “naked” MSU crystals by toll-like receptors 2 and 4 on chondrocytes and macrophage lineage cells 
appears to be critical to the expression of proinflammatory cytokines and initiation of the inflammatory response. 
The inflammatory potential of the crystals is thought to be determined by a balance of certain “coating” proteins; 
crystals coated with IgG bind Fc receptors on cells and promote an inflammatory response, whereas crystals 
coated with apolipoprotein-B less often undergo phagocytosis and induce less inflammation. MSU crystals 
stimulate the production of chemotactic factors, cytokines (IL-1β [through activation of the NLRP3 inflammasome], 
IL-6, IL-8, and tumor necrosis factor [TNF]), prostaglandins, leukotrienes, and oxygen radicals by neutrophils, 
monocytes, and synovial cells in addition to activating complement and inducing lysosomal enzyme release. 

 25.  Why are gout flares typically self-limited?
The following mechanisms have been postulated:

 •  Inflammation allows for an influx of apolipoprotein-B into the joint, where it coats crystals and reduces their 
inflammatory potential.

 •  Phagocytosis and clearance by neutrophils decreases the crystal burden; neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) 
are formed, NET-related proteases digest inflammatory mediators, followed by apoptosis of inflammatory cells.

 •  Heat generated from inflammation enhances urate solubility.
 •  Adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) secretion in response to pain/stress suppresses inflammatory responses.
 •  Proinflammatory cytokines (IL-1 and TNF) are balanced by the production of cytokine inhibitors and regulatory 

cytokines such as transforming growth factor-β. 

 26.  Name the types of renal disease associated with hyperuricemia.
 •  Urate nephropathy: deposition of MSU crystals in renal interstitial tissue with a surrounding giant cell reac-

tion; may cause low-grade, intermittent proteinuria but only rarely causes significant renal dysfunction.
 •  Uric acid nephropathy: precipitation of uric acid crystals in the collecting ducts and ureters results in acute 

renal failure, as in the acute tumor lysis syndrome; characteristically occurs following chemotherapy for 
lymphoma or leukemia.

Fig. 45.4 Ultrasound of a metatarsophalangeal joint showing the “double contour” sign (arrow).
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 •  Uric acid nephrolithiasis: occurs in up to10% to 25% of gout patients; risk parallels increases in serum 
and urinary urate concentrations as well as urine acidity. In contrast to calcium stones, uric acid stones are 
radiolucent. The incidence of calcium stones is also increased in patients with gout, particularly in those with 
hyperuricosuria, as uric acid serves as a nidus for calcium stone formation.

 •  Other: autosomal dominant medullary cystic kidney disease (one-third of patients have gout), lead intoxication 
(saturnine gout), and familial juvenile hyperuricemic nephropathy (an inherited uromodulin defect). 

 27.  Discuss the renal transport of uric acid and how this can contribute to hyperuricemia and 
gout.
Renal urate transport consists of glomerular filtration followed by near-complete reabsorption, subsequent secretion 
back into the tubule, and reabsorption in the distal proximal tubule with a net renal excretion of ∼10% of filtered 
urate. URAT1 is an important renal urate-anion exchanger on the apical surface of the proximal tubular epithelial cell 
responsible for the reabsorption of filtered urate. Inhibition of URAT1 results in enhanced uricosuria and lower serum 
urate levels. Drugs that inhibit URAT1 include probenecid, sulfinpyrazone, benzbromarone, metabolites of losartan, 
high-dose salicylates, and lesinurad (the latter, highly specific for URAT1). Conversely, URAT1 is stimulated by other 
drugs (lactate, nicotinate, pyrazinoate, low-dose aspirin, and possibly diuretics), resulting in decreased urate excretion 
and hyperuricemia. GLUT9a is the major transporter on the basolateral surface of the proximal tubular epithelial cell 
and facilitates the transport of urate from the tubular cell into the renal interstitium. Mutations of Glut9a result in 
reduced urate reabsorption, lower serum urate concentrations, and a lower risk of developing gout. Other transport 
proteins in the renal proximal tubular epithelial cell that regulate urate secretion include OAT1 and OAT3 on the 
basolateral surface while ABCG2 and MRP4 are the two major proteins on the apical surface. 

 28.  When should treatment of asymptomatic hyperuricemia be considered?
In the absence of symptomatic gout flares or tophi, there are currently no widely accepted indications for the 
treatment of asymptomatic hyperuricemia. An exception to this may be in those at high risk for the development of 
tumor lysis syndrome (e.g., patients with leukemia initiating chemotherapy). 

 29.  Discuss treatment options for gout flares.
Medications most often used to treat gout flares include: nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs, full 
dose), oral colchicine, or glucocorticoids. Patients experiencing a severe flare (polyarticular or severe pain) may 
require combination therapy, understanding that the concomitant use of NSAIDs and oral glucocorticoids may be 
less desirable due to heightened potential for gastrointestinal toxicity. Topical ice can also be used as an adjuvant. 
Short-acting NSAIDs (e.g., ibuprofen, naproxen) all demonstrate similar efficacy when given in antiinflammatory 
doses. For flares, oral colchicine is dosed at 1.2 mg followed by 0.6 mg 1 hour later; this can be followed by 
prophylaxis dosing of 0.6 mg once or twice daily. Glucocorticoids can be administered by oral, intravenous, 
intramuscular, or intraarticular routes. Second-line options for the treatment of gout flare include IL-1 inhibition 
(anakinra or canakinumab) or ACTH. ULT is typically deferred to intercritical periods once the acute flare has 
resolved, although there is emerging evidence that ULT can be initiated safely during a flare in the background of 
appropriate anti-inflammatory treatment.
Medications used in the treatment of gout flare:

Treatment Options Dosage Comments

NSAIDs (Indomethacin) 50 mg po qid × 24–48 hours, then  
50 mg po tid × 48 hours. Taper and 
discontinue after the attack subsides.

Other NSAIDs with short half-lives are 
probably as effective; contraindicated 
in patients with moderate/severe CKD.

Oral colchicine 1.2 mg po followed by 0.6 mg po 1 hour 
later

Most effective within the first 36 hours of 
an attack. Contraindicated in the elderly 
or significant renal or hepatic insuf-
ficiency. Avoid use with concomitant 
P450 3A4 and P-glycoprotein inhibitors 
including cyclosporine, clarithromycin/
erythromycin, keto- and itraconazole, 
disulfiram, HIV protease inhibitors, dil-
tiazem, verapamil, and grapefruit juice.

Intraarticular steroids 
(triamcinolone or 
methylprednisolone)

40 mg intraarticularly for large joints, 
10–20 mg for small joints or bursae

Useful in the treatment of 1 or 2 involved 
joints or bursae. Effective within the 
first 24 hours of an attack in 90% of 
patients.

Systemic corticosteroids Prednisone 0.5 mg/kg per day for 5–10 
days or for 2–5 days, then taper for 
7–10 days or triamcinolone acetonide 
60 mg IM, can repeat once.

Rebound arthropathy may occur. May be 
used in patients with CKD.

 
CKD, Chronic kidney disease; HIV, human immunodeficiency virus; NSAID, nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drug.
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 30.  What are the indications for chronic treatment of symptomatic hyperuricemia and how 
should this be managed?
Lifelong ULT is indicated for gout patients characterized by:

 •  Frequent flares, often defined as more than two to three flares over a 1-year period.
 •  Renal stones (urate or calcium).
 •  Tophaceous gout (detected on examination or radiographically).
 •  Moderate-to-severe CKD.

Indications for xanthine oxidase inhibition versus uricosuric therapy, along with dosing information and side-
effect profiles, are discussed in Chapter 86 (Hypouricemic Agents and Colchicine). Xanthine oxidase inhibition with 
allopurinol is considered to be first-line ULT. The starting dose of allopurinol is 100 mg/day (with even lower initial 
doses with marked renal impairment) followed by gradual upward titration (often >300 mg/day) to achieve a serum 
urate goal of <6 mg/dL, or <5 mg/dL in patients with tophi. This “start low and go slow” strategy can be used 
effectively in the vast majority of patients and even in patients with renal impairment, provided regular monitoring 
is in place. HLA-B*5801 screening prior to the initiation of allopurinol should be considered for patients at 
increased risk for severe hypersensitivity (e.g., Koreans and possibly African Americans with stage 3 or worse CKD; 
patients of Han Chinese or Thai descent), which carries a mortality risk approaching 20%. Febuxostat (typically 
second line therapy for those failing allopurinol) is typically initiated at a daily dose of 40 mg (approximately 
equivalent to allopurinol 300 mg) and titrated upwards after 2 to 3 weeks to 80 mg/day if the serum urate goal 
has not been achieved. Febuxostat appears to be well tolerated in patients with moderate CKD. Probenecid is 
contraindicated in patients who overproduce uric acid (see Question 6) or have a history of nephrolithiasis, and 
lacks efficacy in those with impaired renal function (glomerular filtration rate [GFR] <50 mL/minute). Pegloticase 
(a recombinant pegylated uricase dosed intravenously at 2-week intervals) is approved for advanced gout that 
has proven refractory to other therapies (see Chapter 86: Hypouricemic Agents and Colchicine). Drug-related 
antigenicity has limited the long-term use of this agent. 

 31.  What drug–drug interactions complicate the use of xanthine oxidase inhibitors?
Mercaptopurine (MP) and its prodrug azathioprine are metabolized by xanthine oxidase. Thus, the concomitant 
use of MP or azathioprine with a xanthine oxidase inhibitor (allopurinol or febuxostat) can lead to increased 
immunosuppressive drug levels and life-threatening bone marrow toxicity. Consequently, these combinations 
should be avoided when possible. 

 32.  Gout flares can be precipitated with the initiation of ULT. How can this risk be minimized?
Antiinflammatory prophylaxis is recommended to mitigate the risk of gout flares precipitated by initiation of ULT 
and should be initiated concomitantly or prior to ULT. Agents most commonly used in prophylaxis include low-dose 
NSAIDs (e.g., naproxen 250 mg twice daily) or oral colchicine (0.6 mg once or twice daily). In elderly patients or 
those with a GFR of 30 to 50 mL/minute, colchicine doses may need to be reduced (0.6 mg/day or every other 
day) and avoided all together with more advanced CKD (particularly as colchicine cannot be removed by dialysis). 
Low-dose glucocorticoid treatment (e.g., prednisone 5–10 mg/day) can be used for prophylaxis in those intolerant 
to or unable to take NSAIDs or colchicine. Although shown to be efficacious in prophylaxis with ULT initiation, the 
role of IL-1 inhibition is uncertain, given the poorly defined risk/benefit ratios.

Prophylaxis should be continued for the first 3-6 months of ULT, as shorter periods have been associated 
with rapid increases in flare rates following discontinuation of prophylaxis. Patients suffering from recurrent gout 
flares may require continued prophylaxis for more prolonged periods. It is important to note that while initiation 
of ULT can precipitate gout flares, such therapy should be neither stopped nor reduced in patients presenting 
with a flare. 

 33.  Why is gout relatively common in organ transplant recipients?
Impaired renal function and therapy with cyclosporine or tacrolimus, which reduces urinary urate excretion, 
are likely the most significant factors. Polyarticular flares and early tophi development have been reported. 
Treatment of flares and normalization of hyperuricemia are often challenging. NSAIDs are relatively 
contraindicated in the setting of cyclosporine or tacrolimus therapy or renal insufficiency, and xanthine 
oxidase inhibitors are contraindicated with concurrent use of azathioprine / 6-MP (see Question 31). 
Intraarticular or systemic glucocorticoids may be the safest treatment options for flares. Synovial fluid cultures 
should be performed routinely. Uricosurics are often ineffective in these patients as a result of impaired renal 
function. Finally, colchicine is relatively contraindicated in patients taking cyclosporine or tacrolimus due to 
rare cases of neuromyopathy that have been reported even in patients taking low-dose colchicine for brief 
periods. 

 34.  Who was Podagra?
In mythology, Podagra was the foot-torturess born of the seduction of Venus by Bacchus. This terrible-tempered 
virgin goddess even inspired fear in Jove!
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CALCIUM PYROPHOSPHATE 
DEPOSITION DISEASE
Itziar Quinzaños Alonso, MD

KEY POINTS

 1.  Calcium pyrophosphate deposition disease (CPPD) is a disease of the elderly, with onset and increasing fre-
quency after the age of 50 years.

 2.  Patients younger than 55 years with chondrocalcinosis (CC) should be evaluated for a familial form or metabolic 
disease associated with CPPD.

 3.  Chronic CPPD should be considered in any elderly patient with symptoms suggesting seronegative rheumatoid 
arthritis (RA) or polymyalgia rheumatica.

 4.  Chronic CPPD should be considered in any patient with diffuse osteoarthritis (OA) in atypical joints such as the 
metacarpophalangeal joints (MCPs), wrists, elbows, and shoulders.

 5.  The mnemonic ABC (Alignment Blue Calcium) is useful for remembering the color of a CPPD crystal parallel to 
the first-order red compensator when viewing synovial fluid by polarized light microscopy.

 1.  What is calcium pyrophosphate dihydrate?
Calcium pyrophosphate dihydrate is a calcium salt (Ca2P2O2·2H2O) that in crystalline form (called CPP crystals) 
is deposited in cartilage and other articular tissues, leading to a variety of clinical manifestations. CPPD is the 
preferred umbrella term for all presentations related to CPP crystal deposition. Other terms such as CPPDD/CPDD 
(calcium pyrophosphate dihydrate deposition disease) are the same as CPPD. 

 2.  What factors predispose patients to CPPD development?
 •  Idiopathic (sporadic): the greatest risk factors are advancing age (odds ratio [OR] 2.25 for each decade over age 

40) and primary OA (OR 2.66). Sex and obesity are not risk factors.
 •  Consequence of mechanical joint trauma or meniscectomy (OR 5.0).
 •  Familial predisposition: in young-onset CPPD. Mutations at two genetic loci have been described in  

familial forms of CPPD: CCAL1 (gain-of-function mutation at TNFRSF11B gene; chromosome 5p) and 
CCAL2 (gain-of-function mutation at ANKH gene; chromosome 8q). These represent autosomal domi-
nant forms of CPPD. Patients tend to present in their 20s and 30s and are more likely to have spinal 
involvement.

 •  Specific disease associations: primary hyperparathyroidism (OR 3.0), long-standing hypomagnesemia (OR 13.5), 
hypophosphatasia, and hemochromatosis. Other diseases have been associated with CPPD, but evidence is not 
as strong. CPPD is thought less likely to coexist with RA (OR 0.18), but more recent data challenges this assertion. 

 3.  Discuss the pathogenesis of CPPD crystal formation.
Fig. 46.1 shows factors that contribute to CPP deposition.
A high level of inorganic pyrophosphate (PPi) in cartilage is an important contributor to CPP crystal formation 
and is caused by:

 •  ANKH mutations: transport of more pyrophosphate from chondrocytes into cartilage.
 •  Ectonucleotide pyrophosphatase/phosphodiesterase 1 (ENPP1) and ENPP3 overactivity: generates more intra-

cellular and extracellular pyrophosphate via hydrolysis of ATP.
 •  Tissue-nonspecific lack of alkaline phosphatase (ALP) or underactivity (hypophosphatasia): the normal function 

of ALP is to break down PPi. When ALP function is abnormal, PPi levels increase. Magnesium is a cofactor for 
ALP, so hypomagnesemia lessens its activity. In addition, calcium (hyperparathyroidism), iron (hemochromato-
sis), and copper (Wilson disease) inhibit ALP.

Enhanced nucleation of CPP crystals in cartilage is also an important contributor to CPP crystal formation:
 •  Increased calcium concentrations (hyperparathyroidism) enhance crystal formation.
 •  Enhanced nucleation of CPP crystals due to increased iron (hemochromatosis) and copper (Wilson disease).
 •  Lack of inhibitors of nucleation: magnesium inhibits nucleation so low levels contribute to crystal formation.
 •  Multiple changes in osteoarthritic cartilage composition (CILP, osteopontin) facilitate CPP crystal formation/

deposition. 
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 4.  List the clinical presentations associated with CPPD.
CPPD-associated arthritis can present in a number of different ways; the diverse clinical presentations allow for 
classification in to the subgroups listed in Table 46.1.

CPPD-associated arthritis is the third most common cause of inflammatory arthritis, occurring in 3.4% of 
adult patients. It should be considered in the diagnosis of any acute or chronic mono-, oligo-, or polyarticular 
inflammatory or noninflammatory arthritis occurring in patients over the age of 55 years. If it occurs in a patient 
aged <55 years, then familial forms, certain metabolic diseases (hyperparathyroidism, hemochromatosis, 
hypomagnesemia, dialysis-dependent renal failure, others; see Question 22), and/or a history of joint trauma/
meniscectomy need to be considered. 

 5.  How common is CC?
Cross-sectional studies show that 8% of community-dwelling individuals have CC on knee radiographs (with 
prevalence increasing to 14% if hand and pelvis films are performed as well; Fig. 46.2). However, no data exists on 
how many of those patients have clinically important CPP crystal arthritis. CC is rare before age 50 and increases 

Table 46.1   Classification of CPPD

Asymptomatic CPPD 
 (lanthanic)

Radiographic CC without clinical manifestations; commonly involves the knee.

Acute CPP crystal arthritis 
(pseudogout)

An acute, self-limited mono- or oligoarticular arthritis. Most common form when 
CPPD presents as an inflammatory arthritis (89%). The knee and wrist are the 
most commonly involved joints.

Chronic CPP crystal 
inflammatory arthritis 
(pseudo-RA)

A chronic, polyarticular arthritis. A less common form when CPPD presents as an 
inflammatory arthritis (11%). This should be considered in any elderly patient 
with new onset seronegative RA or polymyalgia rheumatica.

OA with CPPD  
(pseudo-OA)

OA changes associated with CPPD. Patients may (50%) or may not have superim-
posed attacks of acute CPP crystal arthritis (pseudogout). CPPD causes OA in 
joints that are not usually involved by OA, such as the MCPs and radiocarpal and 
elbow joints.

Other presentations Tumoral CPP crystal deposition in periarticular and bony structures (pseudo-
tophaceous pattern).

Tendon deposits, most commonly in the Achilles, gastrocnemius and/or quadriceps 
tendons. Less common triceps and rotator cuff.

Pseudo-neuropathic pattern: radiographic appearance is Charcot-like but the 
patient has normal pain perception.

Cervical stenosis: from CPPD in the ligamentum flavum and/or transverse ligament 
of the atlas.

Crowned dens: CPPD above the odontoid process can lead to acute neck pain and 
meningismus with crystal shedding.

Axial involvement: intervertebral disc calcifications and sacroiliac joint involvement 
are more common in familial forms.

ANKH PPi

Alkaline 

phosphatase 

Ca2+
CPPD 

Mg2+

Phosphate 

ENPP1 

ATP 

PPi

Chondrocyte 

Chondrocyte 

Fig. 46.1 Factors contributing to calcium pyrophosphate crystal deposition.
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with age, with up to 30% of the population having CC on x-rays by the ninth decade of life. Asymptomatic CC is the 
most common clinical presentation of CPPD. In patients with CPPD, the most common sites for finding radiographic 
CC are the knees and triangular fibrocartilage of the wrists (>90%). Calcifications should be bilateral. 

 6.  Is all CC caused by CPP crystal deposition?
Calcium salts other than CPP, such as basic calcium phosphate (BCP), can appear as CC. For example, the 
calcification of intervertebral disc cartilage seen in ochronosis largely consists of calcium hydroxyapatite. 
Clinicians usually assume that certain radiographic patterns of CC, such as the triangular fibrocartilage complex in 
the wrist or the hyaline cartilage and menisci in the knees, are due to CPP deposition. However, this is not always 
the case and dystrophic calcifications comprising BCP deposition due to trauma can be seen in these areas, 
particularly if only found unilaterally. 

 7.  Do all patients with CPPD have CC?
CPPD can cause arthritis without being seen as CC on x-rays. This can occur in up to 20% of patients with 
symptomatic CPPD. This is one reason why an acutely inflamed joint must be aspirated to identify the cause. 
An elderly patient who presents with an acutely inflamed knee could have gout or pseudogout as a cause of 
the arthritis, even if the x-ray is normal, and can be accurately diagnosed only by aspirating the joint. The term 
pyrophosphate arthropathy has been used to describe structural damage to a joint associated with CPPD, with 
or without radiographic CC. 

 8.  What is acute CPP crystal arthritis (pseudogout)? How does it present?
Acute CPP crystal arthritis (pseudogout) is an acute arthritis with rapid onset of pain and swelling. Physical 
exam reveals warmth, swelling with effusion, tenderness, and limited range of motion of the involved joint(s). 
Overlying erythema may simulate cellulitis. Occasionally systemic symptoms such as malaise and fever 
will also raise suspicion of infection (pseudoseptic arthritis). Attacks of pseudogout tend to be less painful 
and take longer to reach peak intensity than attacks of gout. Usually, only a single joint is affected, although 
oligo- and polyarticular pseudogout have been described. Large joints are affected more commonly than 
small joints, with the knee and wrist most frequently involved. Notably, the first metatarsophalangeal joint is 
rarely involved. Untreated pseudogout is self-limited, resolving within ≥7 to 10 days. Patients are typically 
asymptomatic between attacks. 

 9.  Discuss the pathogenesis of acute CPP crystal arthritis (pseudogout).
Crystal shedding explains the occurrence of CPP crystals within the synovial fluid. These crystals may induce 
inflammation in several ways (Fig. 46.3).

 •  Engagement of toll-like receptor 2 in phagocytes and chondrocytes (with subsequent downstream activation of 
inflammatory pathways).

 •  Direct interaction with intracellular NALP-3, resulting in caspase-1 activation and emission of multiple cytokines.
 •  Release of neutrophil extracellular traps.
 •  Interaction with cell membranes causing nonspecific activation and release of prostaglandins, leukotrienes, and 

cytokines. Interleukin (IL)-8 is a potent neutrophil chemoattractant, which is critical in bringing more cells into 
the joint.

Apart from inducing inflammation, CPP crystals have important direct catabolic effects on chondrocytes and 
synoviocytes via production of metalloproteinases, prostaglandins, and nitric oxide, altering the mechanical 
properties of cartilage. 

A B

Fig. 46.2 (A) Chondrocalcinosis of the knee. (B) Triangular fibrocartilage complex of the wrist.
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 10.  How is acute CPP crystal arthritis diagnosed?
When a patient presents with an acute mono- or oligoarthritis, the critical and immediate diagnostic procedure 
is aspiration of the joint(s). The fluid obtained may appear yellow and cloudy or even opaque and chalky because 
of suspended crystals. Synovial fluid is sent to the laboratory for a cell count and differential, as well as a Gram 
stain and bacterial culture. Synovial fluid leukocytosis with a predominance of polymorphonuclear leukocytes 
(PMNs) is present. A specimen of synovial fluid is also promptly analyzed for crystals by polarized light 
microscopy. The presence of intracellular CPP crystals confirms the diagnosis of pseudogout. 

 11.   How is polarized light microscopy performed to definitively diagnose CPPD?
 A drop of synovial fluid is placed on a clean microscope slide and covered with a cover slip. The slide is first 
examined under an ordinary light microscope, but the crystals are rarely visible. Therefore, a polarizer is typically 
needed to find CPP crystals, which appear as birefringent rhomboid or rectangular crystals with blunt or squared 
ends (see Chapter 7: Arthrocentesis and Synovial Fluid Analysis). For a definitive diagnosis, a first-order red 
compensator is applied. CPP crystals are referred to as weakly positively birefringent. This means that CPP 
crystals appear blue when viewed under polarized light, with the long axis of the crystal parallel to the direction of 
slow vibration of light in the compensator. 

 12.  What is a helpful mnemonic to remember how the crystals look under polarized light?
The mnemonic ABC (Aligned Blue Calcium) is useful: if the crystal is aligned with the red compensator and is 
blue, then it is CPP. CPP crystals lying with their long axes at right angles to the direction of slow vibration will 
appear yellow rather than blue. Observation of crystals inside a PMN, instead of floating free, helps to confirm that 
the CPP crystals are causing the arthritis. 

 13.  What are the pitfalls to be wary of when diagnosing acute CPP crystal arthritis?
 •  Septic arthritis can coexist (in up to 1% of cases) with an acute crystalline arthritis. Enzymes that degrade 

cartilage can be released into the joint (from the infecting bacteria or the PMNs). These enzymes are able to 
strip crystals from the structures in and around the joint, and an unwary clinician might miss a septic joint. This 
is why joint fluid should be sent for a Gram stain and culture on all arthrocenteses of acute arthritis.

 •  Pseudogout can present as pseudoseptic arthritis, an inflammatory arthritis that mimics septic arthritis; Gram 
stain and cultures are persistently negative. It is a diagnosis of exclusion.

 •  Although rare, it is possible for a patient to have simultaneous gout and pseudogout.
 •  Acute pseudogout in the wrist of an elderly person may cause a carpal tunnel syndrome. Similarly, CPP deposi-

tion can cause cubital tunnel syndrome.
 •  Up to 20% of patients with pseudogout may not have CC on radiography. The synovial fluid must be examined 

for crystals.
 •  Acute pseudogout is frequently precipitated by an urgent medical illness, such as myocardial infarction or a 

surgical procedure. Fluid shifts with fluctuations in serum calcium levels may play a role in such attacks. An 
elderly hospitalized patient who complains of new joint pain should be investigated for pseudogout.

 •  Other potential precipitators of pseudogout: Intraarticular hyaluronate (especially in products with high 
concentrations of phosphate such as Synvisc) has been linked to subsequent acute CPP crystal arthritis in 
case reports. Other possible associations include the use of loop diuretics, granulocyte–macrophage colony-
stimulating factor and IV bisphosphonates. 

 14.  How is acute CPP crystal arthritis treated?
The principles for treating acute pseudogout are the same as those for treating acute gout, although the disease is 
not as well studied. See Table 46.2. 
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Fig. 46.3 Factors that contribute to calcium pyrophosphate crystal-induced inflammation. CPP, Calcium pyrophosphate; IL, interleukin; 

TLR, toll-like receptor; TNF, tumor necrosis factor; NETs, neutrophil extracellular traps.
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 15.  Can any therapy prevent attacks of acute CPP arthritis from occurring?
Fortunately, most patients only have a few attacks that are widely separated in time, and thus require no 
prophylaxis against pseudogout. For patients with frequent attacks, colchicine at 0.6 mg once or twice a day may 
help reduce the rate of subsequent attacks/flares. Other approaches include daily low-dose NSAIDs or low-dose 
prednisone, although data regarding efficacy is limited. 

 16.  Can CPPD disease be confused with RA?
Yes, up to 5% of patients with CPPD arthritis have involvement of multiple joints, particularly the knees, wrists, 
and elbows, with chronic low-grade inflammation persisting for weeks or months (chronic CPP crystal arthritis, 
pseudo-RA). Joint involvement may be symmetric, and systemic symptoms such as fatigue or morning stiffness 
are present. Physical exam reveals synovial thickening, loss of joint motion, and flexion contractures. Inflammatory 
markers can be elevated. Up to 10% of CPPD patients will test positive for rheumatoid factor (RF) because of their 
age. If present, is usually a low titer. Higher RF titers, antibodies against cyclic citrullinated peptide, more widespread 
synovitis, involvement of the hands and feet, and characteristic erosions distinguish RA from pseudo-RA. 

 17.  What steps should be taken to make the correct diagnosis and differentiate CPPD 
from RA?
Before making a diagnosis of seronegative RA in an elderly patient, or RA with only a low-titer positive RF, it is 
prudent to consider the possibility of CPPD by reviewing x-rays and clinical features and by aspirating a joint to 
examine the synovial fluid for crystals if necessary. 

Table 46.2   Treatment of acute CPP crystal arthritis   

TREATMENT COMMENTS DISADVANTAGES

Nonpharmacologic/aspiration Ice packs, rest, and thorough 
aspiration of the affected joint 
may halt the attack

Usually insufficient for clinical relief
Not feasible for polyarticular attacks

NSAIDsa Prescribed at full antiinflamma-
tory doses

Consider prescribing with a proton 
pump inhibitor given affected 
patient population

Caution in elderly and patients with 
comorbid conditions: renal insuffi-
ciency, heart disease, peptic ulcer 
disease, etc.

Intraarticular steroids
Long-acting preparations: e.g., 40 

mg triamcinolone hexacetonide 
for large joints (knee), 10–20 
mg for smaller joints (wrist)

Good option if avoiding NSAIDs
Best method to provide prompt, 

complete relief of the attack 
with little risk of systemic 
adverse effects

Challenging in polyarticular attacks

Intramuscular steroidsa

1 or 2 intramuscular injections of 
60 mg triamcinolone acetonide

Useful in hospitalized patients 
with contraindications to 
NSAIDs and who decline an 
intraarticular injection

Systemic corticosteroid effects

Oral steroidsa

40 mg of oral prednisone daily, 
which is tapered to zero in 
10–14 days

Can be used if above therapy has 
failed or is contraindicated

Systemic corticosteroid effects

Adrenocorticotropic hormonea

IV, IM, or SQ
Can be used in patients that do 

not respond to other therapies 
and have multiple comorbidities

Not FDA-approved
Very expensive

Colchicinea

Load with 1.2 mg followed by 0.6 
mg 1 hour later

Only use if glomerular filtration 
rate of >50 mL/minute

Significant potential toxicity in the 
elderly population

IL-1 inhibitorsa

e.g., Anakinra 100 mg  
subcutaneously daily for  
3–5 days

Considered in the rare circum-
stance of treatment-resistant 
disease

Not FDA-approved
Very expensive

FDA, Food and Drug Administration; IM, intramuscular; IV, intravenous; NSAIDs, nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs; SQ, subcutaneous.
aPolyarticular attacks of pseudogout can also be managed with these therapies.
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 18.  How do you treat chronic CPP crystal inflammatory arthritis?
NSAIDs, colchicine, and low-dose prednisone can be tried. If ineffective in controlling symptoms, 
hydroxychloroquine (one study supports its use, but has not been replicated), methotrexate (effective in case series 
but not in randomized placebo controlled trials), and IL-1 antagonists (anecdotal evidence) may be considered. 

 19.  What features suggest that a patient has OA with CPPD rather than typical OA?
OA with CPPD (pseudo-OA) is seen in approximately half of patients diagnosed with symptomatic chronic 
CPPD-associated arthropathy. The pattern of joint involvement may be different from that seen in primary OA, the 
degree of articular damage may be more severe, and disease course may be marked by intermittent episodes 
of inflammatory arthritis. Patients with CPPD presenting as pseudo-OA commonly have severe degenerative 
changes in the MCPs, radiocarpal joints, elbows, shoulders, and knees. Of these joints, only the knees are typically 
involved in primary OA. Therefore, a patient with OA in atypical joints should be evaluated for CPPD. Patients with 
pseudo-OA are treated with NSAIDs, analgesics, physical therapy, and joint surgery, similar to the therapy for 
primary OA. 

 20.  What radiographic features in the knee suggest CPPD rather than typical primary OA?
The knee is the most common joint involved in CPPD. Certain radiographic features help in separating OA with 
CPPD from OA. In primary OA, the medial compartment of the knee is more commonly involved, resulting in varus 
changes. OA with CPPD is more likely to affect the lateral compartment, causing bilateral or unilateral valgus 
changes. Isolated patellofemoral OA, bilateral involvement, exuberant osteophytosis, and flexion contractures are 
also more common in OA with CPPD than in primary OA. 

 21.  What is the best imaging modality to diagnose CPPD?
Plain radiography, ultrasonography (US), and computed tomography (CT) can be used to identify CPPD. 
Radiographs (knee > wrist > symphysis pubis) typically show CC, but not always. Some studies have 
demonstrated a higher sensitivity and specificity of US as compared with conventional radiography in detecting 
CPPD, but it is important to note that the success of this modality is operator-dependent and the specificity of 
findings is not perfect (the “double contour sign”, classically described in gout, has also been reported in some 
patients with CPPD). CT scanning accurately distinguishes calcifications and is exceptionally useful in detecting 
axial CPPD. Magnetic resonance is of little use in this setting (insensitive to tissue calcification). New imaging 
technologies, such as advanced magnetic resonance imaging techniques, diffraction-enhanced synchrotron 
imaging, and dual-energy CT, hold promise for the future. 

 22.  Describe the appropriate laboratory workup in a patient with newly diagnosed CPPD.
Most cases of CPPD are sporadic or associated with normal aging. If the CPPD is severe or affects many joints, 
or the patient is younger than 50 years, it is reasonable to search for a metabolic cause. Evaluations must 
be individualized for persons older than 55 years, with hyperparathyroidism being a primary consideration. 
Recommended laboratory studies include:

 •  Calcium (rule out hyperparathyroidism).
 •  Phosphorus.
 •  Magnesium (rule out hypomagnesemia, usually from renal wasting—Gitelman’s syndrome).
 •  ALP (rule out hypophosphatasia).
 •  Ferritin, iron, total iron-binding capacity (rule out hemochromatosis).
 •  Renal function. 

 23.  What diagnostic tests are only warranted in special circumstances?
Tests for rare diseases, such as acromegaly or Wilson’s disease, are only warranted if there are clinical features 
suggestive of these conditions. Hypothyroidism does not cause CPPD. However, initiation of thyroxine therapy 
in a hypothyroid patient who has CPPD may precipitate a pseudogout attack; therefore many clinicians order 
measurement of thyroid-stimulating hormone. 

 24.  Does any treatment retard or reverse deposition of CPP crystals causing the arthritis?
Unfortunately, there is no therapy to prevent deposition of CPP crystals or remove CPP deposits already present. 
Patients with an underlying disease such as primary hyperparathyroidism should have the disease treated. This 
may retard further CPP crystal deposition but will not resolve the crystals already deposited. Some patients have 
been treated with the following:

 •  Magnesium: may be useful in patients with low magnesium levels. Has also been described in patients with 
normal levels because in vitro studies showed that magnesium has inhibitory effects on CPP crystal nucleation 
and growth. Note that loop and thiazide diuretics, proton pump inhibitors, and calcineurin inhibitors can cause 
hypomagnesemia.

 •  Probenecid: it is postulated that probenecid lowers high PPi levels by blocking the ANKH anion channel. Though 
good theoretic rationale, this approach lacks evidence.

 •  Phosphocitrate: lowers PPi levels, but needs to be given intravenously because of poor oral absorption. Evidence 
from animal studies and in vitro human fibroblast analyses, but no safety or clinical efficacy data in humans.

 •  Polyphosphates: dissolve synthetic crystals and crystals from human menisci without cell damage; these 
agents have not been tested in vivo.
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BASIC CALCIUM PHOSPHATE AND 
OTHER CRYSTALLINE DISEASES
Elena Weinstein, MD

KEY POINTS

 1.  Basic calcium phosphate (BCP) crystals can deposit in joints, muscles, and periarticular soft tissues and occur 
most commonly in the shoulder tendons/bursa.

 2.  BCP crystal deposits can remain asymptomatic or shed, causing acute calcific periarthritis.
 3.  BCP crystals are involved in the pathogenesis of a large joint destructive arthritis such as Milwaukee shoulder 

syndrome and may contribute to osteoarthritis (OA) in other joints.

 1.  Are the crystals that cause gout and pseudogout the only crystals seen in synovial fluid?
Although monosodium urate crystals, which cause gout, and calcium pyrophosphate dihydrate (CPPD) crystals, 
which cause pseudogout, are the most commonly identified crystals in synovial fluid, many other crystals or 
particles may be encountered during polarized light microscopy. Some of these crystals cause disease and some 
are just interesting incidental findings (Box 47.1). 

 2.  What are BCP crystals?
BCP crystals are a family of calcium-containing crystals including partially carbonate-substituted hydroxyapatite 
(HA), octacalcium phosphate, and tricalcium phosphate (whitlockite). The most abundant of these is HA. 
Collectively, these calcium-containing minerals are referred to as BCP. These minerals may be found in soft tissue 
and tendon calcifications and in some forms of arthritis, hence their relevance to rheumatology. Additionally, BCP 
crystals may also be found outside articular sites in the blood vessels, skin, and other structures. 

 3.  What clinical syndromes are associated with BCP crystals?
BCP crystals are associated with a wide variety of clinical manifestations, including inflammation of joints and 
periarticular structures, osteoarthritis-like lesions, nerve compression, and rapidly destructive inflammatory 
arthritis.
Calcific periarthritis.

 •  Calcific deposits in tendons (chronic calcific tendinitis), bursae, joint capsules.
 •  Acute calcific periarthritis.

BCP arthropathy.
 •  Acute synovitis.
 •  Destructive arthropathy (as seen in Milwaukee shoulder).
 •  Osteoarthritis with presence of BCP crystals (controversial, see Question 14).

Subcutaneous/soft tissue calcifications.
 •  Connective tissue diseases: systemic sclerosis, dermatomyositis, systemic lupus erythematosus, mixed con-

nective tissue disease.
 •  Metastatic calcification: chronic renal failure with high calcium-phosphorous product (>70).
 •  Tumoral calcinosis. 

Box 47.1   Crystals and Particles Seen in Synovial Fluid

Monosodium Urate Crystals Starch from Examination Gloves Hemoglobin

Calcium pyrophosphate dihydrate crystals Cholesterol crystals Aluminum

Calcium hydroxyapatite crystals (and other  

basic calcium phosphate crystals)

Lipid droplets

Foreign organic matter (e.g., plant thorns)

Cystine

Xanthine

Calcium oxalate crystals Metallic fragments from prosthetic joints Charcot–Leyden crystals

Injectable corticosteroid crystals Immunoglobulin crystals in cryoglobulinemia Amyloid
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 4.  Describe the typical presentation of periarticular calcium deposits (calcific periarthritis).
BCP deposition is common in the shoulder, most commonly involving the rotator cuff tendons. Multiple areas of 
deposition are common and 50% of cases are bilateral. Calcific periarthritis affects predominantly middle-aged 
women, most often on the dominant side. The supraspinatus tendon is most commonly involved followed by 
infraspinatus and subscapularis. Symptoms can range from asymptomatic to chronic smoldering pain to acute 
episodes of severe pain due to acute inflammation. Longstanding calcification can lead to adhesive capsulitis and 
sometimes tendon tears. Tendons around other joints may also be affected, including the hand, wrist, hip, knee, 
foot, and neck (longissimus colli muscle at insertion into the anterior tubercle of the atlas).

On radiographs, the calcific deposits can be dense and globular particularly when asymptomatic, or 
fragmented and fluffy in the setting of acute inflammation. Synovial fluid examination typically reveals <1000 
cells/mL3. BCP crystals are not visible on regular light or polarizing microscopy due to their small size (20–100 
nm) and lack of birefringence. Although clumps of BCP crystals can be seen with alizarin red staining, this is not 
specific for BCP crystals and CPP crystals will also stain positive. 

 5.  Why do the calcifications occur most commonly in the shoulder?
The supraspinatus tendon is prone to impingement. The tendon is poorly vascularized a few millimeters from 
its insertion into the humeral head. Therefore, its ability to recover from the repetitive trauma of impingement is 
poor at this site, resulting in ischemia and necrosis. This “critical zone” is prone to accumulating calcium salts 
(BCPs) causing calcific deposits in the tendon and bursa. Notably, other tendons that develop calcifications have 
a similar pathogenesis, with deposition at relatively avascular and traumatized sites in the tendon. Therefore, the 
calcification may be the result of chronic tendinitis as well as a driver of further tendon injury. 

 6.  How is chronic calcific tendinitis treated?
Asymptomatic BCP deposits at periarticular sites require no therapy. Patients with symptomatic chronic calcific 
tendinitis (or bursitis) are managed conservatively, with physical therapy and nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs 
(NSAIDs). Local injection with a short-acting corticosteroid should be used sparingly because steroids may promote 
calcification in the long term. Barbotage refers to the use of a needle for repetitive aspiration and lavage to disrupt 
the local calcification, which may promote more rapid dissolution of the deposit by stimulating phagocytosis of the 
BCP crystals. Other therapies that have been described include treatment with EDTA and high-energy extracorporeal 
shockwave therapy. Surgical or arthroscopic debridement of very large or severely symptomatic calcific deposits 
may be necessary. Pulsed ultrasound therapy has shown recent promise for dissolving BCP crystals. 

 7.  What is acute calcific periarthritis?
When BCP crystals are shed from a calcific deposit in tendons or other periarticular soft tissues, there is 
an intense local inflammatory reaction to the crystals similar to other crystalline arthritides. If this reaction 
occurs around a joint, the clinical picture is an acute arthritis with pain, warmth, loss of motion, and swelling. 
Constitutional symptoms such as fatigue and low grade fever can occur. There may be elevated acute-phase 
reactants and peripheral white blood cell count. Plain radiographs may reveal the BCP deposit and thus identify 
the crystal causing the problem; of note, bone destruction is not seen (unlike the destructive BCP arthropathy, 
Milwaukee shoulder syndrome). Acute calcific periarthritis most commonly occurs in the shoulder and hip. Attacks 
of calcific periarthritis can occur in other joint areas either spontaneously or after minor trauma. 

 8.  What is HA pseudopodagra? What is the crowned dens syndrome?
HA pseudopodagra is an acute calcific periarthritis occurring near the first metatarsophalangeal joint, causing 
podagra identical to that seen in gout. This presentation is more common in young women who excessively pronate 
their feet; walking or running causes repetitive trauma to this area. The condition may be distinguished from gout 
according to the premenopausal status of the patient, the absence of monosodium urate crystals in synovial fluid, 
and characteristic calcifications around the joint on radiographs. Symptoms subside over several weeks, either 
spontaneously or with treatment. Interestingly, the calcific deposit may dissolve during the acute inflammatory episode, 
leading to disappearance of the calcification on follow-up x-rays. This can also occur in other joint areas (Fig. 47.1).

Crowned dens syndrome is an acute calcific periarthritis that can cause acute neck pain due to 
calcifications surrounding the odontoid process. These calcifications are most often due to CPP crystals but can 
occur with BCP crystals as well. The clinical picture varies widely from asymptomatic to severe pain with fever 
and elevated inflammatory markers. This condition occurs most commonly in the elderly and can present with 
fever and associated neurologic symptoms including headache and confusion. Calcifications are seen best on an 
open-mouth view of the odontoid process or a computed tomography (CT) scan of the area (more sensitive than 
radiograph). The characteristic pattern on CT is that of calcification surrounding the top and sides of the dens with 
a horseshoe or “crown” like appearance. 

 9.  Describe the treatment for acute calcific periarthritis?
Attacks of acute calcific periarthritis may be managed similarly to other crystalline arthritides. NSAIDs given in full 
doses are the mainstay of therapy. Indomethacin 50 mg orally three times daily for 1 to 2 days with subsequent 
taper is a classic approach. Other NSAIDs are probably just as effective. The patient’s age, underlying renal 
disease, and history of peptic ulcer disease are factors in deciding on the use of NSAIDs. Colchicine therapy is 
reportedly successful for acute calcific periarthritis as well. Aspiration of the joint and injection of a corticosteroid 
is often the most expedient way to provide relief. 
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 10.  Can BCP crystals cause an inflammatory synovitis?
Acute attacks of arthritis due to BCP crystals in the knee and other joints have been described. The attacks 
resemble gout. A more chronic arthritis leading to erosive OA changes in the fingers has also been linked to 
BCP crystals. Unfortunately, these presentations are difficult to prove because of the difficulty in identifying BCP 
crystals in the synovial fluid. 

 11.  How are BCP crystals identified if they are suspected of causing a joint problem?
Identification of BCP crystals is difficult. If characteristic calcifications are observed on plain radiographs, it is often 
presumed that BCP is the cause of the symptoms. Aspiration of a calcific deposit may yield material that looks like 
toothpaste. BCP crystals are so small that individual crystals cannot be appreciated on plain microscopy; however, 
clumps of aggregated BCP crystals may be seen with an appearance described as stacked, “shiny coins” (Fig. 47.2). 
Special stains, such as alizarin red, can confirm the presence of calcium in the aspirated material but are not specific 
for BCP. BCP crystals are not birefringent and are therefore not seen on polarized light microscopy. Precise crystal 
identification requires techniques such as transmission electron microscopy, which is available only in large referral 
hospitals and is not practical for the clinician. 

Fig. 47.1 Amorphous homogeneous deposits of basic calcium phosphate near the first carpometacarpal joint (arrow).

Fig. 47.2 Aggregates of basic calcium phosphate crystals seen in neutrophils under light microscopy.
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 12.  How does Milwaukee shoulder syndrome (apatite-associated arthropathy, rotator cuff tear 
arthropathy, or BCP-associated destructive arthropathy) present?
Milwaukee shoulder syndrome is a severe destructive arthritis of the glenohumeral joint with loss of the 
rotator cuff associated with the presence of BCP crystals (Fig. 47.3). It affects mostly elderly women and is 
usually bilateral. Unilateral disease typically occurs in the dominant shoulder, and in bilateral disease, the 
dominant shoulder is usually more severely affected. Patients most often present with mild intermittent shoulder 
pain, worse with use and when lying on their side in bed. On exam, joint mobility can either be restricted or 
hypermobile, the latter due to instability seen when joint destruction is severe. Large joint effusions are common 
and joint aspirates often reveal blood tinged fluid with low leukocyte counts. Early x-rays may show superior 
subluxation of the humeral head from the glenoid, suggestive of a rotator cuff tear. As the disease progresses, 
x-rays may show sclerosis and cyst formation, erosions, and ultimately, complete destruction of the glenohumeral 
joint.

BCP arthropathy can affect other joints as well, particularly the knees and hips. A loss of joint space in the 
lateral compartment in the knees distinguishes this from primary OA, similar to CPPD-associated arthropathy. 
Rapidly destructive arthritis of the finger due to BCP has been called Philadelphia finger. 

 13.  How is Milwaukee shoulder syndrome treated?
Treatment options are limited, and treatment choice is primarily dictated by severity of symptoms. Some patients 
with mild symptoms do well with daily NSAIDs and/or analgesics. Local heat can be beneficial. If large effusions 
are present, repeated arthrocentesis may relieve symptoms. Intraarticular steroids can also be helpful at 2 to 
3-month intervals. Some patients benefit from percutaneous joint lavage with saline, followed by steroid injection. 
Patients may benefit from joint protection (decreased joint usage) early in presentation, but physical therapy will 
be important to maintain range of motion and strengthen the surrounding muscles. Surgical intervention may be 
considered for advanced degenerative changes. 

 14.  Do BCP crystals contribute to OA?
Intraarticular BCP crystals are found in up to 60% of patients with OA and are present in cartilage of up to 
100% of joints undergoing replacement surgery. Furthermore, their presence correlates with OA severity. 
Animal studies and in vitro experiments have shown numerous pathways through which BCP crystals may 
induce OA (including prostaglandin E2, interleukin [IL]-1β, tumor necrosis factor α and IL-6). One in vitro study 
using murine chondrocytes demonstrated that BCP crystals can induce chondrocyte IL-6 expression. Another 
proposed mechanism involves effects of BCP crystals on osteoclasts and bone remodeling, with in vitro studies 
demonstrating induction of osteoclastogenesis via RANKL/M-CSF pathways following BCP crystal exposure. The 
clinical relevance of these findings (do BCP crystals drive disease pathogenesis or represent epiphenomenon of 
the degenerative process; do BCP crystals potentially identify a subset of patients with OA with more aggressive 
disease) remains unanswered. 

 15.  Describe the appearance and clinical presentation of other crystals in synovial fluid.
 a.  Calcium oxalate crystals are characteristically bipyramidal (or envelope shaped) in appearance. They occur 

in effusions from patients with primary oxalosis or end-stage renal disease. Oxalosis can cause pathologic 
fractures and bone pain. Articular manifestations include acute inflammatory arthritis and often, tenosynovitis, 
especially of the feet.

Fig. 47.3 Milwaukee shoulder. Note the upward migration of the humeral head indicating a rotator cuff tear.
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 b.  Cholesterol crystals are found in synovial fluid from chronic joint effusions, usually rheumatoid arthritis. The 
crystals are square and plate-like with a single notched corner. Cholesterol crystals are beautifully birefringent, 
both positively and negatively. They do not cause inflammation. They are a sign of a chronic inflammatory effu-
sion and form from the cholesterol in the cell membranes of neutrophils after they break down in the joint.

 c.  Steroid crystals in synovial fluid may be confused with CPPD crystals because they are often small, ir-
regularly shaped or rectangular, and weakly birefringent. Intracellular steroid crystals in synovial fluid are not 
uncommon. Careful polarized microscopy is necessary because steroid crystals may be positively or negatively 
birefringent (both types are often seen in the same field), whereas CPPD crystals are always weakly positively 
birefringent. The patient will also have a history of joint injection with corticosteroid, possibly weeks earlier. 
Patients sometimes do not volunteer this information, so a specific question about previous joint injection must 
be asked.

 d.  Talc (or starch) particles from examination gloves are an artifact occurring during preparation of synovial 
fluid slides. They resemble small beach balls when viewed under polarized light microscopy.

 e.  Lipid droplets have a “Maltese cross” appearance under polarized light microscopy. Lipid droplets in synovial 
fluid may represent a subchondral fracture or may be seen occasionally in medical conditions including pan-
creatitis. Lipid droplets look like starch particles, although the size of starch particles is more variable.
There are many other types of particles or contaminants that can appear in synovial fluid such as glass 

fragments from cover slips and specks of cartilage, so all synovial fluids must be examined carefully (Fig. 47.4).

A

B

C

Fig. 47.4 Other synovial fluid crystals. (A) Calcium oxalate crystals have a characteristic bipyramidal shape under ordinary light micros-

copy. (B) Plane-shaped cholesterol crystals are strongly birefringent when viewed under polarized light microscopy. These crystals were 

obtained from an aspirate of a knee effusion in a patient with rheumatoid arthritis. (C) Starch (talc) from examination gloves is a common 

artifact during slide preparation. (A, Courtesy The Upjohn Company. B, Linda Sakai, MD. C, Courtesy The Upjohn Company.)
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ENDOCRINE-ASSOCIATED 
ARTHROPATHIES
Jason R. Kolfenbach, MD

KEY POINTS

 1.  Regional musculoskeletal complications can occur in 20% to 30% of patients with diabetes.
 2.  Frozen shoulder is a common and often overlooked diagnosis in patients with diabetes.
 3.  The diabetic stiff hand syndrome is related to disease duration and is associated with microvascular complica-

tions of the disease.
 4.  Hypothyroidism should be ruled out in a patient with muscle symptoms and an elevated creatine kinase (CK).
 5.  Carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS) can be the initial manifestation of hypothyroidism, diabetes mellitus (DM), and 

acromegaly.
 6.  Osteoporosis with fractures can be the initial presentation of hyperparathyroidism, Cushing’s disease, and 

hyperthyroidism.

 1.  Which endocrine diseases have well-described rheumatologic manifestations associated 
with them?

DM Hyperparathyroidism
Hypothyroidism Acromegaly
Hyperthyroidism Cushing’s syndrome
Hypoparathyroidism Hyperlipoproteinemia

 

DIABETES MELLITUS

 2.  What rheumatologic syndromes are more common in patients with DM?
 •  Intrinsic complications of DM.
 -  Diabetic stiff hand syndrome (diabetic cheiroarthropathy).
 -  Neuropathic arthropathy (Charcot joint) and diabetic osteolysis.
 -  Diabetic amyotrophy.
 -  Diabetic muscle infarction.
 •  Conditions with increased incidence in DM.
 -  Adhesive capsulitis of the shoulder (frozen shoulder).
 -  Calcific shoulder periarthritis (tendinitis).
 -  Complex regional pain syndrome (shoulder-hand syndrome).
 -  Flexor tenosynovitis of the hands (trigger fingers).
 -  Dupuytren’s contractures.
 -  CTS.
 -  Diffuse idiopathic skeletal hyperostosis (DISH).
 -  Septic joint/osteomyelitis. 

 3.  How does the diabetic stiff-hand syndrome present?
This syndrome, also known as diabetic cheiroarthropathy, presents with the insidious development of flexion 
contractures involving the small joints of the hands, starting with the distal and proximal interphalangeal joints and 
moving proximally over time. This condition occurs in patients with type 1 or type 2 diabetes (estimated prevalence 
10%–20%) and correlates with disease duration, glucose control, and renal/retinal microvascular disease.

The “prayer sign” observed on physical examination reflects the inability to fully extend the joints of the 
fingers (Fig. 48.1). These finger contractures are attributed to excessive glycosylation of dermal and periarticular 
collagen, decreased collagen degradation, and increased dermal hydration resulting in indurated and thickened 
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skin around the joints. This condition can be confused with scleroderma. Laboratory serologies and hand 
radiographs are unremarkable. Treatment is physical therapy and control of the underlying diabetes. Contractures 
usually progress slowly but rarely limit function significantly. 

 4.  Discuss the relationship between Charcot joints and DM.
A Charcot joint occurs in <1% of all diabetics (both type 1 and type 2). It occurs in both men and women with 
equal frequency. More than two-thirds of patients are aged >40 years and have had long-standing (>10 years), 
poorly controlled diabetes complicated by a diabetic peripheral neuropathy. Patients present with relatively 
painless swelling and deformity of the joint. The foot (most commonly tarsometatarsal joints) and ankle are most 
commonly involved, although the knee, hip, and spine involvement can occur as well. Occasionally it can be of 
sudden onset mimicking an infection. With progression of disease, the patient can develop “rocker bottom” feet 
due to midtarsal collapse. Skin over bony prominences can ulcerate and become infected without the patient’s 
knowledge as a result of abnormal sensation resulting from the neuropathy.

Radiographs frequently show severe abnormalities characterized by the 5 Ds: destruction, density 
(increased), debris, disorganization, and dislocation (Fig. 48.2). The increased density and sharp margins of the 
bony debris can help distinguish a Charcot joint from infection. The exact pathophysiology is uncertain, but an 
autonomic neuropathy leading to increased blood flow, hyperemia, and osteoclastic resorption of bone is believed 
to be the primary mechanism, alongside repetitive microtrauma to a desensate foot. Treatment includes protected 
weight-bearing, soft casts, good shoes and aggressive treatment and prevention of skin ulcerations. Charcot 
joints, however, usually progress. There is no role for surgery (fusion, arthroplasty) other than amputation for 
severe cases. DM has replaced neurosyphilis as the most common cause of a Charcot joint. 

 5.  What is diabetic osteolysis?
Diabetic osteolysis is a condition specifically occurring in diabetics. The osteolysis is characterized by osteoporosis 
and variable degrees of resorption of the distal metatarsal bones and proximal phalanges of the feet (a case report 
has described diabetic acroosteolysis as well). Pain is variable. Radiographs have a characteristic “licked candy” 
appearance. The pathogenesis is unclear, although autonomic neuropathy has been postulated to play a role. 
The primary consideration in the differential diagnosis is osteomyelitis. Treatment is conservative and includes 
protected weight-bearing. The process may terminate at any stage and in some cases may completely resolve. 

 6.  How does diabetic amyotrophy present? How is it different from diabetic muscle infarction?
Diabetic amyotrophy presents with severe pain and dysesthesia involving most commonly the proximal muscles 
of the pelvis and thigh. The paraspinal and shoulder girdle muscles can also be involved. Onset is commonly 
unilateral, but spread to the contralateral leg occurs in over three-fourth patients. Anorexia, weight loss, and 
unsteady gait due to muscle wasting and weakness may be seen. The typical patient is a 50 to 60-year-old man 
with well-controlled, mild type 2 DM of several years’ duration, although it can be the presenting sign of diabetes 

Fig. 48.1 Prayer sign in a patient with limited joint mobility due to diabetes mellitus.
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in up to 20% of cases. Usually the patient has no evidence of diabetic retinopathy or nephropathy but may have a 
distal symmetric sensory neuropathy as well as signs of an autonomic neuropathy.

Laboratory evaluation is usually unremarkable except for an elevated cerebrospinal fluid protein. 
Electromyography (EMG)/nerve conduction velocity testing demonstrates changes compatible with a neuropathy, 
and muscle biopsy shows muscle fiber atrophy without an inflammatory infiltrate. The etiology is unclear but 
may be due to a vasculopathy affecting the lumbosacral plexus or femoral nerve. Treatment is conservative and 
includes pain control (including agents such as gabapentin, tricyclic antidepressants, and pregabalin) and physical 
therapy. Studies examining nerve biopsy specimens have shown an inflammatory infiltrate within the blood vessel 
wall in roughly 50% of affected patients, suggesting a potential role for immunomodulating therapy. Conflicting 
data exist in the literature regarding the efficacy of intravenous immunoglobulin, corticosteroids, plasmapheresis, 
and cyclophosphamide, with lack of randomized controlled trial data for any immunosuppressive agent. Over 50% 
recover within 3 to 18 months, though recovery is often incomplete. Some patients have recurrent episodes.

Diabetic muscle infarction is the spontaneous infarction of muscle. It occurs in patients with long-standing 
insulin-dependent diabetes with multiple other microvascular complications. Patients present with acute onset 
of pain and swelling of thigh or calf muscles over a period of days to weeks. Creatinine phosphokinase may be 
elevated. Clinical presentation, laboratory findings, and muscle magnetic resonance imaging help to rule out 
infection/abscess or malignancy, although an excisional biopsy may be necessary. 

 7.  What is diabetic periarthritis of the shoulder?
Diabetic periarthritis of the shoulder is also known as frozen shoulder or adhesive capsulitis. It occurs in 10% to 
33% of diabetics and is five times more common in diabetics than in nondiabetics. The typical patient is a woman 
with type 2 diabetes of long duration who presents with diffuse soreness and global loss of motion of the shoulder. 
Up to 50% of patients have bilateral involvement, although the nondominant shoulder is frequently more severely 
involved. Laboratory studies and radiographs are unremarkable. Some patients have calcific (hydroxyapatite) 
periarthritis/tendinitis, which is three times more common in diabetics than in nondiabetics and may increase 
the risk of developing a frozen shoulder. Treatment may include nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), 
intraarticular steroids (weak data for efficacy), and physical therapy to improve range of motion. Efficacy data for 
manipulation under anesthesia is also weak. For unclear reasons, this syndrome may spontaneously remit after 
weeks to months. 

 8.  The shoulder-hand syndrome can be a complication of frozen shoulder. What is it?
When a frozen shoulder (with or without calcific periarthritis) is accompanied by vasomotor changes consistent 
with complex regional pain syndrome, it is known as shoulder-hand syndrome (see Chapter 65: Complex Regional 
Pain Syndrome). 

 9.  How commonly does flexor tenosynovitis, DeQuervain’s tenosynovitis, or Dupuytren’s 
contractures occur in patients with DM?
Flexor tenosynovitis occurs in 5% to 33% of patients with diabetes. Women with long-standing diabetes are 
more commonly affected than men. Patients complain of aching and stiffness in the palmar aspect of the hand. 
Symptoms are worse in the morning. A “trigger” finger may occur as a result of an inflammatory nodule getting 
caught in the proximal pulley at the base of the finger. The thumb of the dominant hand is most commonly 
involved (75%), although multiple fingers on both hands can be affected. Laboratory findings and radiographs are 
unremarkable. Treatment includes NSAIDs, local steroid injections, and surgery.

DeQuervain’s tenosynovitis occurs in 20% of patients with diabetes. Similar to flexor tenosynovitis, 
increased prevalence of this condition is thought secondary to a combination of microvascular disease affecting 
local nerves and blood vessels, glycosylation of proteins, and deposition of extracellular matrix proteins in the skin 
and periarticular structures.

Fig. 48.2 Charcot joints of foot and ankle.
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Dupuytren’s contractures occur in 30% to 60% of patients with type 1 diabetes. Patients present with 
nodular thickening of the palmar fascia, leading to flexion contractures usually of the fourth and fifth digits. 
Patients usually have long-standing diabetes, although there is no association with control of the diabetes. The 
pathogenesis is thought to be due to contractile myofibroblasts producing increased collagen secondary to 
microvascular ischemia. Treatment includes NSAIDs, physical therapy, local steroid or collagenase injections, and 
rarely, surgical release. 

 10.  What is the relationship between DM and CTS?
CTS commonly (20%) occurs in patients with diabetes. Patients present with numbness in the median nerve 
distribution. Nocturnal paresthesias, hand pain, and pain radiating to the elbow or shoulder (Valleix phenomenon) 
can also occur. Tinel’s and Phalen’s signs as well as Durkan’s pressure test may be positive. Thenar atrophy 
is a late sign and indicates muscle denervation. The neuropathy may be from extrinsic compression or due 
to microvascular disease causing vasa nervorum ischemia. Treatment includes splints, NSAIDs, local steroid 
injections into the carpal tunnel (relapse risk in diabetics with CTS higher than in nondiabetics), and surgical 
decompression. See Chapter 64 (Entrapment Neuropathies) for additional details on CTS. 

 11.  What is DISH? How commonly does it occur in DM?
DISH is diffuse idiopathic skeletal hyperostosis, also known as Forestier’s disease. It occurs in up to 20% of 
patients with type 2 diabetes; patients are typically obese and aged over 50 years. Patients present with neck and 
back stiffness associated with loss of motion. Pain is not prominent. Radiographs are diagnostic and consist of 
at least four vertebrae fused together as a result of ossification of the anterior longitudinal ligament. Disc spaces, 
apophyseal joints, and sacroiliac joints are normal, helping to separate it from osteoarthritis and ankylosing 
spondylitis. Treatment typically consists of NSAIDs and physical therapy (see Chapter 51: Osteoarthritis). 

 12.  What diabetes-associated complications can lead to symptoms that may mimic features of 
systemic sclerosis (SSc)?

 •  Diabetic stiff hand syndrome may result in flexion contracture of the fingers and indurated, thickened skin at 
the digits.

 •  Limited joint mobility (frozen shoulder, flexor tenosynovitis, Dupuytren’s contractures) and distal neuropathy 
may be confused with the tendon contractures and Raynaud’s phenomenon seen in SSc.

 •  Scleredema diabeticorum occurs primarily in patients with type 2 diabetes and is characterized by thickened, 
edematous areas of skin most commonly on the upper back and neck. This has also been called scleredema 
adultorum of Buschke, type 3. 

 13.  Can any of the medications used to treat DM cause rheumatic manifestations?
 •  Thiazolidinediones (rosiglitazone, pioglitazone) and sodium-glucose cotransporter-2 inhibitors (canagliflozin, 

dapagliflozin, empagliflozin) have been associated with increased fractures and loss of bone density.
 •  Dipeptidyl peptidase-4 inhibitors (sitagliptin, saxagliptin, linagliptin, alogliptin) have been reported to cause 

severe arthralgias and myalgia. These symptoms were described in post-marketing data, suggesting a low 
prevalence of this potential side effect. Nonetheless, the Food and Drug Administration has published a safety 
announcement regarding this potential side effect and advises clinicians to monitor for joint and muscle 
symptoms during therapy. 

THYROID DISEASE

 14.  Describe the arthropathy associated with severe hypothyroidism.
Myxedematous arthropathy typically affects the knee and hand joints. The patient presents with swelling and 
stiffness. Synovial thickening, ligamentous laxity, and effusions with a characteristic slow fluid wave (bulge sign) 
are common. The synovial fluid is noninflammatory, with an increased viscosity due to high hyaluronic acid levels 
resulting in a string sign of 1 to 2 feet instead of the normal 1 to 2 inches. Radiographs are typically normal.

Osteonecrosis can also occur (controversial). In adults, it typically involves the hip or tibial plateau. In 
children, abnormal epiphyseal ossification may occur which can be confused with epiphyseal dysplasia or juvenile 
avascular necrosis (Legg–Calvé–Perthes disease) of the hip. 

 15.  What other common rheumatologic syndromes are associated with hypothyroidism?
Think of TRAP:
T—Tunnel (carpal) syndrome (15% of hypothyroid patients; secondary to accumulation of glycosaminoglycans 

and subsequent edema within the carpal tunnel).
R—Raynaud’s phenomenon.
A—Aching muscles with findings indistinguishable from those of fibromyalgia (up to 30% of hypothyroid 

patients).
P—Proximal muscle weakness and stiffness with an elevated CK. Thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH) always very 

high (>20) and thyroxine (T4) low.
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Although chondrocalcinosis has also been ascribed to hypothyroidism, it probably does not occur more 
commonly than in age-matched controls. 

 16.  What is the relationship between Hashimoto’s thyroiditis and other collagen vascular 
diseases?
Hashimoto’s thyroiditis occurs with increased frequency in several collagen vascular diseases. It has been 
described in systemic lupus erythematosus, Sjögren’s, and rheumatoid arthritis, as well as mixed connective 
tissue disease, SSc, and polymyositis. The coexistence of multiple autoimmune conditions is thought to occur 
due to shared genetic predisposition. The prevalence of HLA-B8, DR3, and DR5 is increased in patients with 
Hashimoto’s thyroiditis and several other autoimmune conditions commonly associated with this disease. Any 
patient with a collagen vascular disease should be followed closely for development of hypothyroid symptoms. 
Alternatively, more than 50% of patients with Hashimoto’s thyroiditis may present with arthralgias and/or 
fibromyalgia-type symptoms, and antinuclear antibodies can be seen in 25% to 35% of patients, creating potential 
confusion with a primary rheumatic condition. 

 17.  Which rheumatic problems occur in patients with hyperthyroidism?
 •  Osteoporosis—most common musculoskeletal manifestation.
 •  Painless proximal muscle weakness (70% of hyperthyroid patients)—more common in elderly patients with 

apathetic hyperthyroidism.
 •  Adhesive capsulitis of the shoulders (controversial)—especially in patients with proximal muscle weakness.
 •  Thyroid acropachy. 

 18.  Describe thyroid acropachy.
Thyroid acropachy is a rare (1%) complication of Graves’ disease consisting of soft tissue swelling of the hands, 
digital clubbing, and periostitis, particularly involving the metacarpal and phalangeal bones. Radiographs are 
characteristic (Fig. 48.3). It is strongly associated with ophthalmopathy, cigarette use, and myxedema (common 
pretibial location; indurated, woody texture of skin with overlying nodules composed of hyaluronic acid that are ≥1 
cm). The symptoms usually occur after the patient becomes euthyroid. Pain is variable but usually mild and does 
not tend to persist chronically. There is no effective therapy other than symptom control. 

 19.  How do you differentiate hyperthyroid myopathy from the myopathies of hypothyroidism 
and idiopathic inflammatory myositis?

TSH T4 CK Weakness Biopsy

Inflammatory myositis Normal Normal Increased Mild-severe Inflammation
Hypothyroidism Increased Decreased Increased Usually mild Normal
Hyperthyroidism Decreased Increased Normal Usually mild Normal

 

Fig. 48.3 Thyroid acropachy. Note the periosteal reaction along shafts of the metacarpals and phalanges (arrows).
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 20.  What medications used to treat hyperthyroidism can cause rheumatic syndromes?
 •  Propylthiouracil—can cause a systemic vasculitis (perinuclear antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody [ANCA]-

positive) and/or drug-induced lupus syndrome. Similar to other drug-induced autoimmune syndromes, the 
prevalence of autoantibodies is substantially higher than development of clinical signs of autoimmunity.

 •  Methimazole—can cause a lupus-like syndrome. ANCA antibodies can develop in 10% to 15%, but rarely 
vasculitis. Reports of developing DM due to anti-insulin antibodies. 

PARATHYROID DISEASE

 21.  List the rheumatic syndromes associated with primary hyperparathyroidism.
 •  Painless proximal muscle weakness with normal muscle enzymes, but a neuropathic EMG.
 •  Chondrocalcinosis with pseudogout attacks usually owing to calcium pyrophosphate dihydrate crystals.
 •  Osteogenic synovitis due to subchondral bony collapse from thinning of bone (leading to osteoarthritis and 

subsequent reactive synovitis).
 •  Osteoporosis.
 •  Ectopic soft-tissue calcifications.
 •  Tendon ruptures. 

 22.  What are the skeletal ramifications of hyperparathyroidism?
Osteitis fibrosa cystica represents the classic skeletal sequelae of prolonged advanced hyperparathyroidism 
from any cause. It most commonly occurs in patients with hyperparathyroidism associated with end-stage renal 
disease and is diagnosed by x-ray findings that are most prominent in the hands. Subperiosteal resorption 
with a blurring of the cortical margins on the radial side of the phalanges is seen, accompanied by a decrease in 
bone diameter and resorption of the tufts of the distal phalanges (Fig. 48.4). Diffuse osteopenia is common, and 
erosions may be seen in the joints of the hands, axial skeleton, and at the ends of the clavicles. Bone resorption 
may lead to reactive osteoid deposition at the vertebral sub-endplates resulting in sclerotic bands on spinal 
radiographs. The alternating sclerotic and radiolucent areas mimic the stripes of a rugby jersey (rugger-jersey 
spine; most common in secondary hyperparathyroidism). Discrete lytic lesions due to focal aggregates of 
osteoclastic giant cells and fibrous tissue with decomposing blood may occur and are known as brown tumors 
(more common in primary and tertiary hyperparathyroidism). Spinal compression fractures are common. 

 23.  What is the relationship between chondrocalcinosis and primary hyperparathyroidism?
Up to 15% of patients with chondrocalcinosis will be found to have primary hyperparathyroidism. Conversely, 
over 50% of patients with long-standing primary hyperparathyroidism will have radiographic evidence of 
chondrocalcinosis. 

A B

Fig. 48.4 (A) Radiograph of hand of a patient with hyperparathyroidism. (B) Close-up of phalanges demonstrating subperiosteal resorp-
tion (arrows).
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 24.  What is the knuckle, knuckle, dimple, knuckle sign?
Patients with pseudo-hypoparathyroidism type Ia (PHP-1a; autosomal dominant Albright’s hereditary 
osteodystrophy) may have a skeletal deformity with a short fourth metacarpal. When they clench their hand 
to form a fist, a dimple appears where the fourth knuckle should be, emphasizing the short fourth metacarpal 
bone. These patients have resistance to parathyroid hormone (low calcium, high phosphorous, high parathyroid 
hormone), short stature, obesity, ectopic calcifications around weight-bearing joints and paraspinal ligaments, and 
may have cognitive disabilities. It is due to a defect in GNAS1 resulting in PTH resistance. Patients with pseudo-
PHP have similar clinical features to PHP-1a, including a short fourth metacarpal (and metatarsal) bone, but lack 
PTH resistance. 

ACROMEGALY

 25.  How often does arthropathy occur in acromegaly?
It is common and may be seen in up to 75% of affected patients. Degenerative disease is the most common 
manifestation and crepitus on exam the most common finding. The knees, shoulders, hips, lumbosacral, 
and cervical spine are the most frequently symptomatic areas, but the hands reveal the most characteristic 
radiographic changes. Clinical and radiographic changes occur due to excess growth hormone stimulating 
hepatocytes to produce somatomedin C (insulin-like growth factor), which affects osteocytes, chondrocytes, and 
fibroblasts. 

 26.  List the radiographic findings in the hands of patients with acromegaly (Fig. 48.5).

Soft-tissue thickening Deformation of epiphyses with squaring of phalanges
Enlarged terminal phalanx (spade-like) Chondrocalcinosis (rare)
Increased joint/disc space Periosteal apposition of tubular bones

 

 27.  What other rheumatologic syndromes may accompany acromegaly?
 •  CTS (up to 50% of patients).
 •  Proximal muscle weakness with normal EMG and normal muscle enzymes.
 •  Raynaud’s phenomenon (up to 33% of patients).
 •  Chondrocalcinosis (rare).
 •  Vertebral fractures (increased risk despite normal or even increased bone mineral density). 

Fig. 48.5 Acromegaly of the hand.
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CUSHING’S SYNDROME

 28.  List the rheumatic syndromes associated with excessive glucocorticoids.

Proximal muscle weakness Osteoporosis (all doses)
Osteonecrosis Steroid withdrawal syndrome

 

 29.  Describe the myopathy seen with excessive glucocorticoids.
Proximal muscle weakness without muscle enzyme elevations can be seen in patients with Cushing’s syndrome 
or in patients receiving >10 mg of prednisone a day. EMG findings are usually normal or nonspecific. Muscle 
biopsy can show type 2b muscle fiber atrophy, which is nonspecific and can be seen with disuse atrophy. Patients 
should be treated with physical therapy as muscle-strengthening exercises may delay the onset or improve this 
myopathy. 

 30.  Which is more likely to cause osteonecrosis—endogenous Cushing’s or iatrogenic 
Cushing’s syndrome?
Iatrogenic Cushing’s (i.e., prednisone therapy) is much more likely than Cushing’s disease to cause osteonecrosis. 

 31.  What is the steroid withdrawal syndrome?
This syndrome, sometimes called Slocumb’s syndrome, is characterized by myalgias, arthralgias, and lethargy 
following a rapid taper of glucocorticoids. Sometimes patients can develop noninflammatory joint effusions, 
particularly in the knees. Low-grade fevers occasionally occur. This withdrawal syndrome can be confused with 
reactivation of the primary disease for which the corticosteroids were used. Increasing the dose of glucocorticoids, 
tapering the steroids more slowly, and using NSAIDs can all help the symptoms. 

FAMILIAL HYPERLIPOPROTEINEMIA

 32.  Describe the musculoskeletal disorders that have been associated with familial 
hyperlipoproteinemia.

 •  Type I, IV, V: gout is associated with the hypertriglyceridemia seen in these conditions. Type IV patients can 
have chronic arthralgias.

 •  Type II, III: tendinous xanthomas on digital extensor tendons and Achilles tendon. Achilles tendinitis can occur. 
Tuberous xanthomas on extensor surfaces (elbows, knees, hands) can mimic gouty tophi or rheumatoid 
nodules.

 •  Type II: episodic, acute, migratory inflammatory arthritis resembling acute rheumatic fever can occur in up to 
50% of patients. Arthritis resolves in 2 weeks but frequently recurs. Cholesterol crystals are not found in the 
synovial fluid.

 •  Type III: osseous xanthomas in long bones can lead to pathologic fractures.
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ARTHROPATHIES ASSOCIATED WITH 
HEMATOLOGIC DISEASES
Kevin D. Deane, MD, PhD

KEY POINTS

 1.  If a fracture is suspected as a cause of hemarthrosis, evaluate the synovial fluid for fat droplets, which indicates 
release of bone marrow elements through bony disruption.

 2.  Joint aspiration is generally safe up to an international normalized ratio (INR) of 4.5. However, if septic arthritis is 
possible, the joint should be aspirated regardless of the INR.

 3.  If a symptomatic joint in a patient with hemophilia does not improve with factor replacement, consider infection.
 4.  Salmonella accounts for 50% of osteomyelitis infections in patients with sickle cell disease (SCD).
 5.  Up to 40% of patients with SCD will experience osteonecrosis of the femoral or humeral head.

 1.  What is a hemarthrosis?
Hemarthrosis is defined as extravasation of blood into a joint’s synovial cavity. The diagnosis may be readily 
apparent in the setting of hemophilia, but in other circumstances it is less clear. Streaks of blood, as opposed 
to the uniformly bloody fluid of a hemarthrosis, may be seen in the synovial fluid during routine arthrocentesis 
because of needle trauma to skin or other periarticular structures. Blood that appears in the synovial fluid at 
the end of an arthrocentesis is also typically because of trauma, particularly if the initial synovial fluid was not 
bloody. During an arthrocentesis, if frankly bloody fluid is seen initially on entering the joint, hemarthrosis must 
be suspected. The best option is to withdraw the needle and re-enter the joint at another site. If the original 
arthrocentesis was traumatic, the synovial fluid obtained from the new site should become clear or be only 
blood-tinged. If diffusely bloody synovial fluid is seen again, hemarthrosis is likely. If you are still uncertain, check 
a hematocrit on the bloody synovial fluid. A hematocrit similar to peripheral blood is more likely from a traumatic 
arthrocentesis, whereas fluid from a hemarthrosis has a hematocrit less than peripheral blood. A synovial fluid 
hematocrit >10% will make the fluid appear grossly bloody. 

 2.  Why is it important to accurately identify hemarthrosis?
A major concern with hemarthrosis is long-term joint damage owing to inflammation resulting from recurrent 
bleeding. This is of particular concern with syndromes such as hemophilia. In addition, fracture can cause 
hemarthrosis. As such, accurately identifying hemarthrosis and instituting appropriate treatment can reduce long-
term joint-related disability. 

 3.  What are the causes of hemarthrosis?
The causes of hemarthrosis are listed in Box 49.1. 

 4.  What finding in the bloody synovial fluid may indicate that a fracture has caused the 
hemarthrosis?
A fracture may release blood and bone marrow elements including lipids into the synovial fluid. The synovial fluid 
may resemble “tomato soup”. The fat globules released from the bone marrow may be seen floating at the top 
of the synovial fluid by bedside visualization of the fluid in the syringe or collection tube. If there are fat globules 
present in the synovial fluid identified either by direct visualization or by oil red O staining, a fracture should be 
suspected. Subtle fractures through bony endplates adjacent to joints may be difficult to see on plain radiography, 
and computed tomography or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) may be necessary to identify the fracture. 

 5.  Is it safe to perform arthrocentesis when a patient has a prolonged prothrombin time (PT/INR) 
from warfarin therapy or who is on anticoagulation with direct oral anticoagulants (DOACs)?
If a patient on warfarin develops an acute monoarthritis, diagnostic aspiration is warranted, even if the PT/
INR is excessively prolonged. It is suggested that joint aspiration is safe if the INR is <4.5. In addition, some 
authorities report that reversal of anticoagulation is not necessary if the proper technique is carefully observed 
and an appropriately small-gauge needle is used. However, bleeding into the joint may occur following such 
arthrocentesis. Caution should be observed, particularly in large joints where it is difficult to apply direct pressure, 
such as the shoulder or knee. There are no specific published guidelines for reversal of anticoagulation before 
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arthrocentesis; however, fresh frozen plasma or small doses of vitamin K (0.5–2 mg) given intravenously 
have been noted to rapidly reverse the effects of warfarin to allow surgical interventions where significant 
bleeding is not expected; however, this has not been studied for arthrocentesis. Vitamin K should never be given 
subcutaneously as it may cause prolonged reversal of anticoagulation from warfarin. Importantly, if there is 
concern for post-procedure bleeding, the patient’s joint should be observed after the procedure for 15–30 minutes 
to ensure that signs and symptoms of bleeding do not develop.

The newer anticoagulants including DOACs will not alter easily measured levels to assess anticoagulation 
(e.g., INR, PTT); however, available evidence suggests that joint aspirations in these individuals are safe. 

 6.  What can be done for hemarthrosis in the setting of warfarin therapy?
Spontaneous hemarthrosis in the setting of warfarin therapy is uncommon and almost always occurs with an INR 
prolonged >2.5 times control and/or there is underlying joint damage from diseases such as osteoarthritis and 
rheumatoid arthritis being present in the majority of cases. The knee is the most commonly affected joint. In the 
absence of underlying arthritis, spontaneous hemarthrosis is rare unless the INR is >5.

For treatment, the affected joint is drained (for pain relief) and then rested. A mild compression bandage and 
ice may be applied and analgesia provided with acetaminophen or narcotics. Symptoms usually spontaneously 
subside if the PT/INR is reduced from supratherapeutic to simply therapeutic. If the patient’s underlying condition 
permits, complete reversal of anticoagulation will hasten recovery. Occasionally, an intraarticular injection of 
corticosteroids will be needed to control symptoms. Destructive arthritis from a single episode of hemarthrosis 
is rare; however, chronic joint destruction resulting from recurrent bleeding from warfarin therapy has been 
reported. 

 7.  What rheumatologic problems can occur in patients with hemophilia?
 •  Acute hemarthrosis.
 •  Subacute or chronic arthropathy.
 •  End-stage arthropathy.
 •  Intramuscular or soft-tissue hemorrhage (may cause pseudotumor or compartment syndrome).
 •  Subperiosteal hemorrhage (may cause bone pseudotumor).
 •  Septic arthritis. 

 8.  How does acute hemarthrosis present in a patient with hemophilia?
Hemophilia A (factor VIII deficiency) and hemophilia B (factor IX deficiency) are associated with hemarthrosis. 
Prodromal symptoms of stiffness or warmth occur in the affected joint. As the joint capsule distends, severe 
pain follows with swelling from effusion and decreased range of motion. The swelling will eventually tamponade 
the bleeding and the hemarthrosis will gradually resolve over days to weeks. Almost all patients with severe 
hemophilia (<1% of normal factor activity) and half of patients with moderate disease (1%–5% factor activity) 
will have recurrent hemarthroses spontaneously or following minor trauma. Large joints (knees, elbows, ankles) 
are most commonly involved. If factor levels are >5% of normal, hemarthroses tend to be less frequent or occur 
following more significant trauma. Hemarthroses often first begin to occur in weight-bearing joints when a child is 
just learning to walk. 

Box 49.1   Causes of Hemarthrosis

Trauma Miscellaneous

Injury with or without fracture

Post-surgical postarthrocentesis

Bleeding disorders

Hemophilia

von Willebrand disease

Thrombocytopenia

Excessive anticoagulation

Thrombolytic therapy for myocardial infarction

Disorders of connective tissue

Ehlers–Danlos syndrome

Pseudoxanthoma elasticum

Tumors

Pigmented villonodular synovitis

Tumors metastatic to joints

Secondary tumors of synovium

Hemangiomas

Scurvy (vitamin C deficiency)

Sickle cell disease and other hemoglobinopathies

Myeloproliferative diseases with thrombocytosis

Munchausen’s syndrome

Acute septic arthritis

Lyme disease

Arteriovenous fistula

Ruptured aneurysm

Charcot arthropathy

Gaucher’s disease

Amyloid arthropathy

Acute or chronic crystalline arthritis (including hydroxyapatite 

disease [e.g., Milwaukee shoulder])

Postdialysis

Note: Any condition causing intense inflammation will cause synovial vessels to be congested and friable, predisposing patients to hemarthrosis 

after seemingly insignificant trauma.
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 9.  How do you treat an acute hemarthrosis in a patient with hemophilia?
The mainstay of therapy for acute hemarthrosis in hemophilia is rapid replacement of deficient factor to achieve 
a level of ≥30%. A useful rule of thumb is that each international unit of virally inactivated plasma-derived or 
recombinant factor VIII (or IX) concentrate infused per kilogram of body weight causes a rise in factor levels by 2% 
or 2 IU/dL. In appropriate patients, factor replacement therapy can be promptly instituted by the family at the first 
symptoms of hemarthrosis to decrease the risks of sequelae. Transmission of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) 
is no longer a risk and transmission of hepatitis is significantly reduced with factor replacement currently given. 
Patient education and involvement are critical for the success of any treatment program. Other initial treatment 
consists of placing the joint at rest in as much extension as can be tolerated (to prevent contractures), with 
applications of ice packs and other local measures. Analgesics are given for pain. Mild compression bandaging 
may be useful. Some authors have advocated intraarticular glucocorticoids (GCs). Arthrocentesis, after appropriate 
factor replacement, may help relieve symptoms. Once acute bleeding and pain are controlled, graded physical 
therapy to prevent muscle atrophy and contractures should be instituted. 

 10.  When should septic arthritis be suspected if a hemophiliac develops acute monoarthritis?
The presence of blood in the joint can act as a culture medium. The presence of fever and/or if the pain of a 
suspected hemarthrosis fails to improve after factor replacement, concomitant septic arthritis must be suspected 
and aspiration of the joint becomes mandatory. Notably, HIV infection in the setting of hemophilia is the most 
significant risk factor for septic arthritis. Any synovial fluid obtained on routine aspiration of a hemarthrosis 
should be submitted for Gram stain and culture. Staphylococcus aureus and Streptococcus pneumoniae are most 
common organisms identified (Box 49.2). 

 11.  Do recurrent hemarthroses have any long-term consequences in patients with hemophilia?
As the patient approaches adulthood, acute hemarthroses become less frequent but chronic joint symptoms 
supervene. Recurrent hemarthroses lead to accumulation of hemosiderin in the joint lining tissues. The joint 
cartilage is degraded, and proliferative synovitis can develop which is thought due to local trauma as well as 
potentially locally-generated inflammation. The end result is a chronically swollen joint, less painful than seen in 
acute hemarthroses, with decreased range of motion. Surrounding muscles become atrophic and joint contracture 
is a frequent complication. Examination reveals bony enlargement, coarse crepitus, and deformity. Patients may 
be significantly disabled by chronic hemophilic arthropathy. The regular administration of factor replacement 
prophylactically has reduced the risk of developing subsequent chronic arthropathy. Newer systemic and local 
therapies that could potentially alter joint inflammation are also being evaluated. 

 12.  Are there any characteristic radiographic findings in hemophilia?
Radiographs in acute hemarthrosis will be remarkable for soft tissue swelling, increased synovial density 
(iron deposition), and effusion. Chronic arthropathy of hemophilia may have both inflammatory (erosive) and 
degenerative features. Specific findings include proximal radial head enlargement, widening of the femoral and 
humeral intercondylar notches, talar flattening, and squaring of the inferior patella (Fig. 49.1). 

 13.  What is the treatment of chronic hemophilic arthropathy?
The treatment principles for chronic hemophilic arthropathy are outlined in Box 49.3.

Treatment programs must be individualized for each patient. Difficult patients are frequently referred to 
specialized treatment centers. 

 14.  Does sickle cell disease (SCD) have any rheumatologic manifestations?

 •  Hand–foot syndrome  •  Hyperuricemia and gout
 •  Bone infarction  •  Hemarthrosis
 •  Osteonecrosis of bone  •  Septic arthritis
 •  Noninflammatory joint effusions adjacent to areas  

of bony crisis
 •  Osteomyelitis
 •  Focal muscle necrosis
 •  Rhabdomyolysis •  Chronic inflammation of joints

  15.  How does hand–foot syndrome present in a patient with SCD?
Hand–foot syndrome or sickle cell dactylitis is a problem typically seen in infants or children with SCD. 
Children present with acute pain and swelling diffusely in the fingers or toes, usually as a first manifestation 

Box 49.2   Diagnostic Clues for Septic Arthritis Coexisting with Hemarthrosis

Failure of joint pain to resolve with factor replacement Previous arthrocentesis in the same joint

Fever >38°C Presence of arthroplasties

Peripheral leukocytosis Underlying joint damage (chronic arthropathy)

HIV infection Intravenous drug use
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of SCD. Fever and leukocytosis may accompany the dactylitis. The etiology is thought to be local bone 
marrow ischemia. Subperiosteal new bone formation may be seen on radiographs of the metacarpal or 
metatarsal bones 2 weeks after the acute episode. Symptoms generally spontaneously subside in a few 
weeks. 

 16.  What causes joint pain in patients with SCD?
Patients with SCD or less commonly the heterozygous state (sickle-β thalassemia, S-C, S-D disease) 
frequently experience polyarthralgias. Local sickling of cells leads to obstruction of the microcirculation and 
to bone infarctions. During painful crises, patients may experience chest, abdominal, back, muscle, and joint 
pain caused by microinfarctions. Treatment of painful crises includes hydration, oxygen, and analgesics. 
Hydroxyurea can reduce the frequency of painful crises. Other musculoskeletal manifestations including 
painful large joint arthritis (usually the knees) often with noninflammatory synovial effusions lasting a few 
days to 3 weeks can also occur. These effusions are attributable to bone infarctions causing a “sympathetic” 
transudative effusion, which is typically unresponsive to intraarticular corticosteroids. Alternatively, some 
patients during an acute painful crisis will develop a monoarticular or oligoarticular inflammatory arthritis 
that resolves within a week. Cultures and crystal examinations are negative. Finally, osteonecrosis of larger 
bones (frequently multifocal) such as the femoral or humeral head is seen in up to 40% of patients with SCD. 
Initially, radiographs may be normal. MRI is the most sensitive method to detect early osteonecrosis of the 
bone. 

Fig. 49.1 Knee of a young patient with hemophilia. Note the degenerative and erosive changes of both femoral condyles and the tibial 

plateau.

Box 49.3   Treatment Principles for Chronic Hemophilic Arthropathy

Prophylactic infusions of factor VIII to prevent recurrences of hemarthrosis (factor goal >5%)

Non-weight-bearing rest periods to allow synovitis to regress

Physical therapy to improve joint stability and maintain muscle strength

Intraarticular glucocorticoids to reduce symptoms and recurrent hemarthroses

Nonacetylated salicylates or cox-2 specific inhibitors (celecoxib) for pain and swelling

Arthroscopic synovectomy for chronic synovitis unresponsive to conservative therapy

Total joint arthroplasty for end stage joint disease

Consider rifampicin chemical synoviorthesis (particularly small joints)

Consider radioisotope synovectomy (particularly if factor inhibitor present) with P32 or 90-yttrium

Systemic and/or local anticytokine therapies are being evaluated
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 17.  Name two characteristic radiographic findings that can be seen in the spine in patients with 
SCD.
Vertebral bodies can have a characteristic “Lincoln log” or H-shaped appearance owing to epiphyseal infarction 
from sickled cells causing endplate collapse. A second radiographic abnormality that may be observed is a central 
cup-like indentation (“codfish vertebrae”) owing to osteoporotic weakness of the vertebrae caused by marrow 
expansion. 

 18.  Can osteonecrosis of the femoral head be treated in the setting of SCD?
Treatment is very unsatisfactory. The patient may be put on non-weight-bearing status in an attempt to allow 
revascularization and prevent collapse of the affected bone, although this is rarely effective. An orthopedic 
surgeon should be consulted promptly. Core decompression of the femoral head may be attempted in early 
cases. Prosthetic joint replacement is often the treatment when joint damage is advanced, although results 
are suboptimal. In one series, 19% of total hip replacements for avascular necrosis of the femoral head in SCD 
required revision within 5 years. Perioperative worsening of SCD is common. 

 19.  Is gout seen frequently in SCD?
In children with SCD, hyperuricosuria without hyperuricemia occurs, probably as a result of increased red cell 
turnover associated with crises. Up to 40% of adult patients with SCD will have hyperuricemia caused by renal 
tubular damage with decreased uric acid excretion. However, gout is surprisingly uncommon. Occasionally gout 
may be seen; therefore, crystals should be looked for in joint effusions seen during SCD crisis. 

 20.  What is the most common musculoskeletal infectious problem seen in SCD?
Osteomyelitis is seen more than 100 times more frequently in SCD than in normal individuals. It is frequently multifocal. 
Because of functional asplenia, Salmonella infections account for 50% of osteomyelitis especially in children with 
SCD. Fortunately, septic arthritis is infrequent but is usually caused by S. aureus or a gram-negative organism other 
than Salmonella when it occurs. The large proportion of gram-negative infections may be as a result of bacterial 
translocation across bowel mucosa that has been compromised by microinfarcts from sickling cells (Box 49.4). 

 21.  How does osteomyelitis present in SCD?
Presentation of osteomyelitis may be subtle, mimicking sickle crisis or affecting multiple areas. Both sickle crisis 
and osteomyelitis may present with bone pain, fever, and leukocytosis, and radiographs may be identical although 
patients with osteomyelitis have more severe symptoms. An absolute band neutrophil count of >1000/mm3 is 
more suggestive of osteomyelitis than infarction or crisis. Contrast-enhanced MRI can help differentiate between 
infection and infarction. 

 22.  What is the management of suspected osteomyelitis in SCD?
The management of suspected osteomyelitis in SCD is outlined in Box 49.5. 

 23.  Do the other hemoglobinopathies have any rheumatologic manifestations?
Hemoglobin S-C disease and sickle-β thalassemia may develop similar manifestations to SCD, including hand–
foot syndrome and gout. Osteonecrosis of bone has been reported in both conditions. Generally, rheumatologic 
manifestations are less common in these other hemoglobinopathies. There are case reports of osteonecrosis 
occurring in patients with sickle cell trait, but the incidence is the same as in age-matched controls with normal 
hemoglobin. Patients with β thalassemia major (Cooley’s anemia) may develop arthropathy from marrow 
expansion, microfractures from osteoporosis, and scoliosis in patients surviving two decades. They do not 
get osteonecrosis. Chelation therapy with deferiprone (to reduce iron overload from transfusions) can cause 
arthralgias in 20% of patients. 

 24.  What are some rheumatic disease mimics associated with use of hydroxyurea?
Hydroxyurea is used in SCD to increase the levels of fetal hemoglobin which does not readily sickle; in addition, 
hydroxyurea is used for other hematologic conditions such as myelofibrosis and thrombocytosis. There are 
several rheumatic disease mimics associated with hydroxyurea, such as skin ulcers that are typically seen in the 
lower extremities and can mimic systemic vasculitis. Hydroxyurea has also been associated with development 
of a painful discoloration of the hands and feet (palmar-plantar erythrodysesthesia) that is also occasionally 
associated with blisters. It has also been associated with alopecia, and dermatomyositis-like and scleroderma-like 
syndromes. Treatment is typically withdrawal of hydroxyurea. 

Box 49.4   Factors Predisposing Sickle Cell Patients to Infection

Functional asplenia with decreased clearance of bacteria

Tissue damaged by crisis

Decreased neutrophil function at lower oxygen tensions

Decreased opsonization

Decreased interferon-γ production

Increased risk of nosocomial infection
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 25.  What autoimmune syndromes have been reported to occur in patients with a 
myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS)?
MDS is characterized by ineffective hematopoiesis, abnormal cell morphology, and a propensity to develop acute 
leukemia. Autoimmunity and inflammation can occur in up to 25% of patients. The etiology is unclear but is 
possibly related to the accelerated apoptosis of maturing hematopoietic cells in MDS causing an increase in the 
cytokine production (e.g., interleukin-6, tumor necrosis factor-α, interferon-γ). In a recent case series of MDS 
patients who had one or more of these systemic and autoimmune conditions, the frequency of symptoms/diseases 
occurring in this patient series included:

 •  Constitutional symptoms (35%) including noninfectious fever.
 •  Systemic vasculitides (32%): polyarteritis nodosa, giant cell arteritis.
 •  Connective tissue diseases (25%): relapsing polychondritis, systemic lupus erythematosus.
 •  Inflammatory polyarthritis (23%): polymyalgia rheumatica, rheumatoid arthritis, remitting seronegative sym-

metrical synovitis with pitting edema syndrome.
 •  Neutrophilic disease (10%): Sweet’s syndrome, pyoderma gangrenosum.
 •  Other syndromes: unclassifiable, autoimmune hemolytic anemia, pleuropericarditis, bronchiolitis obliterans, 

uveitis, myositis, neuropathy, glomerulonephritis, positive serologies (antinuclear antibody, antineutrophil 
cytoplasmic antibody, rheumatoid factor, antiphospholipid antibodies, cryoglobulins).
Many of these patients improve considerably with GCs, which are often used in combination with synthetic 

disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs (e.g., hydroxychloroquine, methotrexate) and occasionally biologics in order 
to decrease the GC dose without relapse.
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Box 49.5   Management of Suspected Osteomyelitis in Sickle Cell Disease

 1.  Admit patient to hospital for thorough evaluation.

 2.  Immobilize affected bones to avoid pathologic fracture.

 3.  Check baseline complete blood count, erythrocyte sedimentation rate, and C-reactive protein.

 4.  Consult hematology and infectious disease services.

 5.  Obtain blood cultures.

 6.  Consider serologic tests and stool cultures for Salmonella.

 7.  Obtain plain radiographs of all involved bones; repeat these in 10 to 14 days if the originals are normal.

 8.  Consider magnetic resonance imaging of affected area. Obtain a radionuclide bone or gallium scan.

 9.  Aspirate for culture any joints and/or bones that are suspected for infection.

 10.  After a diagnosis is established, preoperative measures are instituted to decrease the risk of surgical complications (transfu-

sions to achieve hemoglobin A level 60% of total hemoglobin, maintenance of adequate oxygenation and hydration).

 11.  All abscesses in bones should be promptly decompressed to restore blood supply.

 12.  Avoid tourniquets for intraoperative hemostasis.

 13.  Do not start antibiotics until adequate specimens of blood, bone, and pus are obtained for culture and Gram stain.

 14.  Initiate antibiotics based on Gram stain results, considering the possibility of Salmonella.

 15.  Parenteral antibiotics are continued for up to 6 to 8 weeks.
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MALIGNANCY-ASSOCIATED RHEUMATIC 
DISORDERS
Jeanne K. Tofferi, MD, MPH and Daniel F. Battafarano, DO

KEY POINTS

 1.  The increased risk of lymphoma in rheumatoid arthritis, systemic lupus erythematosus, and Sjögren’s syndrome 
is largely driven by the disease activity of the rheumatic disease.

 2.  The presence of selected antibodies (transcription intermediary factor [TIF]-1 gamma or nuclear matrix protein 
[NXP]-2) in dermatomyositis (DM)/polymyositis (PM) and autoantibodies (to RNA polymerase III or anti-RNPC-3) 
in systemic sclerosis reflect a significantly increased risk of concurrent malignancy.

 3.  When palmar fasciitis presents in a woman, consider ovarian carcinoma.
 4.  Lymphoma and common solid tumors may be associated with connective tissue disease (CTD).
 5.  Leukocytoclastic vasculitis is the most common paraneoplastic vasculitis presentation.
 6.  Cancer therapies including immune checkpoint inhibitors can cause a variety of rheumatic syndromes.

 1.  What is the relationship between rheumatic disease and malignancy?
It is uncommon for a rheumatic disease to mimic malignancy. However, rheumatic syndromes have been 
associated with various malignancies, and patients with preexisting CTD have malignancies. The majority 
of rheumatic syndromes associated with malignancies do not demonstrate significant causal relationships. 
Therefore, it is not recommended or cost effective to have an extensive search for occult malignancy with 
common rheumatic syndromes. 

 2.  What are the mechanisms that malignancy can cause musculoskeletal symptoms?
 •  Direct tumor invasion of bones and joints.
 •  Paraneoplastic rheumatic syndromes.
 •  Malignancy developing in a rheumatic disease due to high disease activity or immunosuppressive therapy.
 •  Rheumatic syndromes due to chemotherapy used to treat malignancy. 

 3.  What are the accepted direct associations between musculoskeletal syndromes and 
malignancy?
Metastatic disease, leukemia, lymphoma, and primary synovial and bone tumors are directly associated with the 
pathologic mechanisms of the underlying tumor. Bone metastases typically involve the long bones, spine, or pelvis 
and generally arise from breast, lung, and prostate more than kidney and thyroid neoplasms. The majority of skeletal 
metastases do not produce pain. Metastases or carcinomatous invasion of the synovium may rarely be the initial 
manifestation of a malignancy. Lung neoplasms are the most common primary tumor. Large joints are most likely to 
be involved with monoarthritis of the knee, the most common presentation. Metastases to joints distal to the elbows 
and knees are very rare and usually due to lung cancer. Severe joint pain especially at night with a noninflammatory 
(monoarticular predominance) or hemorrhagic joint effusion that rapidly reaccumulates after aspiration should 
suggest carcinomatous invasion of the synovium. Synovial fluid cytology and/or synovial biopsy will be diagnostic. 

 4.  What are the musculoskeletal features of leukemia and lymphoma?
Leukemia can present as a symmetric, asymmetric, or migratory polyarthritis or as bone pain. It can be the 
presenting manifestation in up to 6% of patients with childhood leukemia. Articular manifestations in acute 
leukemia occur in approximately 14% to 50% of children (acute lymphoblastic leukemia most common) and 
4% to 16% of adults. Joint pain typically involves the ankle, shoulder, or knee and has been attributed to 
leukemic synovial infiltration. Bone pain due to subperiosteal infiltration occurs in up to 50% of patients. Long 
bone pain is more common in children, whereas back pain is more common in adults. The joint and bone pain 
may be out of proportion to the clinical findings and may be nocturnal. Children may be initially diagnosed with 
juvenile idiopathic arthritis given the severity of the arthritic symptoms. Synovial effusions are uncommon, mildly 
inflammatory, and leukemic cells are rare. Hemorrhage into the joint can occur. The white blood cell count may be 
normal, but lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) levels are always elevated. Plain radiographs are normal in 50% at the 
onset of the bone pain but bone scintigraphy will detect involvement early. Metaphyseal rarefaction and osteolytic 
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lesions are characteristic radiographic findings. The diagnosis is confirmed by bone marrow and/or synovial 
biopsy. The joint or bone pain is optimally treated with systemic chemotherapy.

Up to 25% of patients with non-Hodgkins lymphoma can have musculoskeletal symptoms, with bone pain 
being the most common. Lymphomatous arthritis is rare but should be suspected in patients with constitutional 
symptoms out of proportion to the severity of the arthritis. The diagnosis is confirmed by bone or synovial biopsy. 
Angioimmunoblastic T-cell lymphoma can be mistaken for an autoimmune disease. It typically presents with 
constitutional symptoms, fever, rash (maculopapular or urticarial), lymphadenopathy, and hepatosplenomegaly. 
Arthritis, vasculitis, Coombs-positive hemolytic anemia, and polyclonal gammopathy can also occur. Lymph node 
biopsy confirms the diagnosis. Prognosis is poor.

Notably, both leukemia and lymphoma patients can develop secondary gout especially on initiation of 
chemotherapy. Septic arthritis can also occur. Consequently, all acute arthritic attacks should have the joint 
aspirated and the synovial fluid sent for cell count, crystals, Gram stain, and culture. 

 5.  What musculoskeletal paraneoplastic syndromes are associated with malignancy?
Musculoskeletal paraneoplastic syndromes that are associated with malignancies are outlined in Table 50.1. 

Table 50.1   Musculoskeletal Paraneoplastic Syndrome Associated with Malignancy

PARANEOPLASTIC 

SYNDROME MALIGNANCY CLINICAL ASSOCIATION

Myopathy

DM Adenocarcinoma, nasopharyngeal 
cancer (Southeast Asians)

Cancer may precede, coincide, or  
follow diagnosis of myositis

PM Adenocarcinoma Lower risk than dermatomyositis

Lambert–Eaton Small cell lung cancer Often precedes cancer detection

Arthropathy

Hypertrophic osteoarthropathy Various types Lung cancer (non-small cell) is most 
common

Amyloidosis Multiple myeloma 25% of primary amyloidosis is  
associated with multiple myeloma

Secondary gout Myeloproliferative disorders Tumor lysis syndrome

Carcinomatous polyarthritis Solid tumor or hematologic disorders 80% of women have breast cancer

Atypical polymyalgia rheumatica Renal, lung, colon, myeloma Unresponsive to corticosteroids after 
6 months

Remitting seronegative sym-
metric synovitis with pitting 
edema, (RS3PE)

Several tumors Rapid onset wrist, hand arthritis 
with edema. May have fever. Poor 
response to prednisone

Vascular (uncommon)

Vasculitis Lymphoproliferative, various types Cutaneous >> systemic vasculitis

Polyarteritis nodosa Hairy-cell leukemia Polyarteritis-like clinically and by 
arteriography

Digital necrosis Solid, lymphoproliferative Severe or asymmetric Raynaud’s 
syndrome onset after the age of 
50 years

Cryoglobulinemia Plasma cell dyscrasias, non-Hodgkin’s 
lymphoma

Purpura, digital ischemia, renal/ 
pulmonary involvement

Strokes Intravascular CNS B-cell lymphoma Can mimic CNS lupus, positive ANA

Cutaneous

Sweet’s syndrome Leukemia (acute myeloid leukemia), 
others

Associated with malignancy in 15%

Palmar fasciitis and polyarthritis Ovarian, breast, gastric, pancreatic Progressive fibrosis and contractures

Scleroderma Adenocarcinoma (lung) Women > men; anti-RNAP III

Panniculitis Hematologic > pancreatic Subcutaneous nodules and arthritis, 
eosinophilia

Erythromelalgia Myeloproliferative disorders Severe burning pain, erythema, and 
warmth primarily in feet
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 6.  Is polymyalgia rheumatica (PMR) a paraneoplastic syndrome?
The discussion regarding the risk of malignancy in PMR has been debated. Contradictory findings have been 
reported in earlier studies. Mainly relying on large databases, some authors report that for the first 6 to 12 months 
after diagnosis of PMR, the malignancy risk is increased. A population-based cohort found no difference in the 
cumulative risk of cancer in patients with PMR after 10 years of follow-up (Muller, 2014). In those with atypical 
symptoms for PMR (poor response to steroids, asymmetric involvement, erythrocyte sedimentation rate >40, 
adenopathy), an appropriate malignancy work-up is recommended. For patients with typical PMR presentations, 
no malignancy work-up is required. 

 7.  Are autoantibodies associated with malignancy causal?
In DM/PM and systemic sclerosis, there are antibodies that are closely associated with malignancy. TIF-1 gamma 
(anti-p155/140) and antibodies to NXP-2 (anti-MJ; anti-p140) in DM/PM and autoantibodies to RNA polymerase III 
or anti-RNPC-3 in scleroderma increase the risk of an underlying malignancy at the time the rheumatic symptoms 
present. 

 8.  Discuss the occurrence of cancer in patients with DM and PM.
DM and PM without an associated CTD have an increased risk (3–7 times for DM and 1.4–2 times for PM) for 
malignancy. The risk of malignancy is also increased in patients with amyopathic DM (normal levels of creatine 
phosphokinase, aldolase may be elevated). The diagnosis of a malignancy may precede, coincide, or occur after 
DM/PM is diagnosed. The peak incidence of a cancer diagnosis is within the 1st year of PM/DM diagnosis. After 5 
years, the malignancy risk decreases to near baseline. The most common malignancies are ovarian, lung, breast, 
colon, pancreas, bladder, hematopoietic/lymphoma, melanoma, esophageal, and cervix accounting for 70% of 
cases in Western populations, whereas nasopharyngeal malignancies are most common in Asian populations. 
Patients with myositis-specific autoantibodies (e.g., antisynthetase antibodies), myositis-associated antibodies, 
interstitial lung disease, or children with DM rarely have an associated malignancy. Cancer risk is increased in 
patients with antibodies to TIF-1 gamma (anti-p155/140) (27× increased risk) or antibodies to NXP-2 (anti-MJ/
anti-p140). In addition to a complete physical exam, all adult patients with new onset DM or PM should undergo 
complete blood count, comprehensive metabolic panel, LDH, urinalysis, SPEP/UPEP/free light chains, stool test 
for blood, chest x-ray, and an age-specific examination for occult malignancy (e.g., prostate-specific antigen, 
mammogram, pelvic exam, colonoscopy). In addition, a chest/abdominal/pelvic computed tomography (CT) scan 
or positron emission tomography–CT scan should be done especially in patients with anti-TIF-1gamma or anti-
NXP-2 antibodies due to the increased incidence of occult malignancy. Subsequent evaluation should be driven 
by the patient’s risk factors and clinical symptoms. Some experts recommend transvaginal ultrasound for women 
and testing for tumor antigens CA125, CA19-9, CA15-3, and CEA. Risk factors for associated malignancy include 
older age at DM/PM onset, treatment-resistant myositis, pharyngeal and diaphragmatic involvement, presence 
of leukocytoclastic vasculitis, amyopathic DM (frequently have anti-NXP-2 antibodies), and in DM patients with 
cutaneous necrosis. If the initial cancer screen is negative, annual screening for cancer for at least the next 3 to 5 
years is indicated, particularly for high-risk patients. 

Table 50.1   Musculoskeletal Paraneoplastic Syndrome Associated with Malignancy 
(Continued)

PARANEOPLASTIC 

SYNDROME MALIGNANCY CLINICAL ASSOCIATION

Multicentric reticulocytosis Adenocarcinoma, ovarian, lung, others Associated with malignancy in 30%

Miscellaneous

Pyogenic arthritis Colon cancer, multiple myeloma Intestinal flora cultured, rare cause of 
primary septic arthritis

Lupus-like syndrome Hairy-cell leukemia, ovary, breast, 
lymphoma

Polyarthritis, serositis, rash, Raynaud’s, 
positive ANA

Antiphospholipid antibodies Solid tumors, lymphoproliferative Association with thrombosis is unclear

Oncogenic osteomalacia Solid tumors; tumors of mesenchymal 
origin

Bone pain, muscle weakness low 
phosphorous, elevated FGF23Oc-
treotide scan to localize tumor

Sarcoidosis Solid tumors, lymphoma Draining lymph nodes show noncase-
ating granuloma

Lymphomatoid granulomatosis Lymphoma Angiodestructive lesions, EBV- 
associated

ANA, Antinuclear antibody; EBV, Epstein–Barr virus; RNAP III, RNA polymerase III.
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 9.  What is hypertrophic osteoarthropathy (HOA)?
HOA is a syndrome that includes (1) clubbing of fingers (Hippocratic fingers) and toes, (2) periostitis of tubular 
bones, and (3) arthritis with a noninflammatory synovial fluid (Fig. 50.1). Primary HOA (pachydermoperiostosis) is 
autosomal dominant, appears during childhood mostly in males (M:F ratio, 9:1), and is characterized by clubbing, 
skin hypertrophy (pachyderma), coarse facial features, seborrhea, and hyperhidrosis. Secondary HOA may be 
limited to clubbing or include the full spectrum. The generalized form is most often associated with intrathoracic 
malignant neoplasms (primary or secondary pulmonary tumors) in 90% of cases. It also occurs in patients with 
other malignancies (hepatic, gastrointestinal, peroral endoscopic myotomy syndrome), chronic infections (lung, 
subacute bacterial endocarditis, human immunodeficiency virus, others), cystic fibrosis, congenital cyanotic heart 
disease, inflammatory bowel disease, cirrhosis, Graves’ disease, or on certain drugs (voriconazole). The localized 
form of HOA has been associated with hemiplegia, aneurysms, infective arteritis, and patent ductus arteriosus. 
The clinical course of secondary HOA is determined by the underlying primary disease. Zoledronic acid can help 
symptoms but successful treatment of the primary disease will lead to resolution of secondary HOA. Platelet/
endothelial cell activation with the release of vascular endothelial growth factor and platelet-derived growth factor 
appears to play a key role in the etiology of HOA, which may be targets for future treatment. 

 10.  What is carcinomatous polyarthritis?
Polyarthritis rarely (<2%) presents in close temporal relationship (<1 year) to a diagnosis of cancer and may be 
associated with a variety of malignancies. Carcinomatous polyarthritis should be strongly suspected in a patient 
with the following features: explosive onset of an asymmetric oligoarthritis or polyarthritis; late age of onset; 
predominant lower extremity involvement; spares the wrists and small hand joints; and absence of rheumatoid 
factor, erosions, or rheumatoid nodules. Radiographs are normal and do not show periosteal reaction. Arthritis 
symptoms improve with successful treatment of the malignancy. 

 11.  Vasculitis occurs as a paraneoplastic syndrome with which malignancies?
Vasculitis rarely occurs in association with cancer. It is more likely to occur with lymphoproliferative or 
myeloproliferative disorder and may also be associated with solid tumors. Leukocytoclastic vasculitis is the most 
frequent paraneoplastic presentation. Henoch–Schönlein purpura, medium-vessel vasculitis, and granulomatous 
vasculitis have been described. A polyarteritis nodosa-like vasculitis has been described most commonly in 
patients with hairy-cell leukemia and infrequently in other malignancies. Vasculitis may precede, coincide, or 
follow the malignancy diagnosis. Proposed mechanisms for vasculitis as a paraneoplastic syndrome include 
immune complex formation, direct vascular injury by antibodies to endothelial cells, and a direct effect of leukemic 
cells (i.e., hairy cells) on the endothelium. In general, the vasculitis responds poorly to steroids and chemotherapy. 

 12.  What is Sweet’s syndrome?
Sweet’s syndrome is also known as acute febrile neutrophilic dermatosis and mimics vasculitis. It is associated 
with malignancy in 10% to 15% of patients. Sweet’s is most commonly seen with acute myelogenous leukemia 

A

B

Fig. 50.1 (A) Clubbing of fingers. Soft tissue proliferation of the nail bed and distal tissues of the digits is seen. Usually the nail makes 
an angle of 20 degrees or more with the projected line of the digit. When clubbing occurs, subungual proliferation causes diminution of 
the angle. (B) Roentgenogram of the knee shows subperiosteal new bone formation of the lower femoral shafts (arrows). New bone is 
separated from the old cortex by a t radiolucent line (right); a later subperiosteal lesion is seen (left). (Copyright 2014 American College 
of Rheumatology. Used with permission.)
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but has been described with many malignancies. It has been associated with acute, self-limited polyarthritis in 
20% of cases. It can be treated effectively with nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) or corticosteroids, 
although malignancy-associated Sweet’s syndrome may be treatment-resistant.

The cardinal features are:
 •  Abrupt onset of raised, often painful papules and plaques on the extremities (dorsum of hands), face, neck, or trunk.
 •  Fever.
 •  Peripheral neutrophilic leukocytosis.
 •  Dense dermal neutrophilic infiltrates without vasculitis on biopsy. 

 13.  Which rheumatic syndromes or signs have been described with ovarian carcinoma?
 •  DM/PM.
 •  Palmar fasciitis.
 •  Shoulder-hand syndrome.
 •  Lupus-like syndrome.
 •  Carpal tunnel syndrome.
 •  Adhesive capsulitis.
 •  Fibromyalgia.
 •  Positive ANA.
 •  Acute febrile neutrophilic dermatosis (Sweet’s syndrome). 

 14.  Describe the features of palmar fasciitis syndrome?
Palmar fasciitis syndrome (aka palmar fibromatosis) is almost uniformly associated with ovarian carcinoma, 
although it can be seen with other malignancies (breast, stomach, pancreas, lung, and colon). It is characterized 
by progressive, symmetric contractures of the digits, palmar fascia fibrosis, pain, and vasomotor instability similar 
to complex regional pain syndrome (CRPS). A symmetric polyarthritis can accompany the fibrosis. Progressive 
changes lead to a “woody hands” texture and appearance. The presence of palmar fasciitis portends a poor 
prognosis because it typically manifests after tumor metastasis. Plantar fasciitis with lower extremity involvement 
can occur in some cases.

Histologic examination of the involved tissues reveals extensive fibrosis with increased fibroblast and 
mononuclear cell infiltration. There is no evidence of collagen deposition. Deposits of IgG in the palmar fascia and 
the presence of low-titer ANAs in some patients suggest an immunopathologic mechanism. Treatment response 
with chemotherapy, NSAIDs, corticosteroids, ganglionic blockade, and/or physical therapy is usually poor. Successful 
removal of the underlying tumor may result in dramatic clinical improvement of the palmar fasciitis syndrome. 

 15.  What is the shoulder-hand syndrome?
The shoulder-hand syndrome is much milder than the palmar fasciitis syndrome. This syndrome is most often 
described with ovarian carcinoma or with lung cancer localized to the superior sulcus (Pancoast tumor). Pain in 
the shoulder with loss of motion may result in adhesive capsulitis, and the hand of the involved side becomes 
puffy and stiff with vasomotor instability. Conventional treatment for CRPS provides variable relief. 

 16.  Which malignancies are associated with preexisting CTD?
Malignancies associated with preexisting connective tissue diseases are outlined in Table 50.2. 

Table 50.2   Preexisting CTD Associated with Malignancy

DISEASE (RISK) MALIGNANCY CLINICAL RISKS

Rheumatoid arthritis Lymphoproliferative disorders (2–3 times 
increased risk)

Lung cancer (2 times increased risk)
Melanoma and other skin cancers

Longer disease duration, high disease 
activity immunosuppression, Felty’s 
syndrome

Systemic lupus 
erythematosus

Lymphoproliferative disorders (2–4 times 
increased risk)

Cervical cancer

Adenopathy, ↑ spleen

HPV-related

Discoid lupus Squamous cell epithelioma In plaques >20 years

Sjögren’s syndrome 
(1.5×)

Lymphoproliferative disorders, hematologic 
malignancies (4%–10% lifetime risk)

Palpable purpura, cutaneous ulcers, 
cryoglobulinemia, adenopathy, ↑ spleen, 
germinal centers MSG

Systemic sclerosis 
(1.4×)

Alveolar cell carcinoma, nonmelanoma skin 
cancer, adenocarcinoma of esophagus, 
lymphoproliferative disorders

Pulmonary fibrosis, areas of skin fibrosis, 
Barrett’s metaplasia, anti-RNAP III

Continued
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 17.  List the nonbiologic immunosuppressive drugs/agents used to treat CTD and their potential 
malignancies.
A list of immunosuppressive drugs/agents used in the treatment of connective tissue diseases and their potential 
malignancies is presented in Table 50.3. 

 18.  Do biologic disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs (bDMARDs) used to treat rheumatic 
diseases cause malignancy?
There is conflicting data on the risk of bDMARD treatment causing malignancies in patients with rheumatic disease or 
reactivating malignancies in these patients with a prior history of cancer. The challenges for establishing or refuting an 
increased risk stem from: 1) the possible increased predisposition to cancer based on the patient’s underlying rheumatic 
disease; 2) concomitant or prior use of other immunosuppressive medications that can increase malignancy risk (e.g., 
cyclophosphamide); 3) the exclusion of patients with prior cancer history from controlled clinical trials; and 4) relative 
lack of long-term bDMARD exposure data. Several anecdotal case reports, flawed case series, and Food and Drug 
Administration-issued warnings make it difficult to assure the patient that there is no increased risk. However, recent 
large observational studies and reports from large registry databases primarily examining anti-tumor necrosis factor 
(TNF) agents indicate that malignancies are not significantly increased. To summarize the findings:

 •  Lymphoma and leukemia: bDMARDs do not appear to increase the risk above that conferred by the underlying 
disease. Patients with exposure to cyclophosphamide or azathioprine may be at increased risk if they receive 
anti-TNF agents. High-dose infliximab (10 mg/kg per month) may have an increased risk regardless of previ-
ous therapies. All patients should be examined for lymph node enlargement and splenomegaly periodically.

 •  Patients with a prior history of lymphoma who require a bDMARD should probably not be given an anti-TNF 
agent unless another alternative cannot be used.

 •  Solid organ malignancies: bDMARDs do not appear to increase the risk above that conferred by the underlying 
disease or past nonbiologic therapies. Patients who develop a malignancy while receiving a bDMARD do not 
appear to have a worse histology, more extensive disease, or worse prognosis than patients who did not 
receive a bDMARD. All patients should have routine age-appropriate preventative cancer screening.

 •  Patients with a prior history of solid organ malignancy are not more likely to get a recurrence of that cancer 
if treated with a bDMARD. The data for this is strongest in patients who are cancer-free for at least 5 years 
before starting a bDMARD.

Table 50.2   Preexisting CTD Associated with Malignancy (Continued)

DISEASE (RISK) MALIGNANCY CLINICAL RISKS

DM (4× to 7×) Adenocarcinoma, melanoma, lymphoprolif-
erative disorders, nasopharyngeal tumors 
(Asians)

Older age, ulcerative skin lesions,  
anti-p155/p140, anti-NXP-2

PM (1.6×) Adenocarcinoma PM < DM

ANCA vasculitis (1.7×) Various cancers Some due to cyclophosphamide

Paget’s disease Osteogenic sarcoma Occurs in 1% of lesions

Eosinophilic fasciitis Lymphoproliferative disorders Aplastic anemia, thrombocytopenia

ANCA, Antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody; HPV, human papillomavirus; MSG, minor salivary gland biopsy.

Table 50.3   Immunosuppressive Drugs/Agents Used in the Treatment of CTD and Their 
Potential Malignancies

Treatment Malignancies

Hydroxychloroquine None

Sulfasalazine None

Methotrexate Small risk for EBV-associated lymphoma

Leflunomide None

Azathioprine Possible risk for non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma

Cyclosporine Risk for EBV-associated lymphoma; skin cancer

Mycophenolate mofetil Possible risk for CNS lymphoma, skin cancer

Cyclophosphamide (intravenous) Small risk for lymphoma or bladder cancer

Cyclophosphamide (oral) Bladder carcinoma (2–4×), non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, leukemia, skin cancer
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 •  Skin cancers (nonmelanoma and melanoma) appear to be increased in patients on bDMARDs, particularly anti-
TNF agents. Patients should have routine skin exams while on bDMARDs. Patients with a history of melanoma 
should probably not receive an anti-TNF agent if another bDMARD can be used.

 •  Due to the lack of definitive data, all patients who are starting on a bDMARD need to be counseled on the 
possible risks compared with benefits. In patients with a prior history of malignancy, the patient’s oncologist 
should also approve of the use of the bDMARD. 

 19.  Can chemotherapy for malignancy cause “rheumatism”?
 •  Postchemotherapy rheumatism: myalgias and migratory arthralgias can occur in some patients 1 to 3 months 

after therapy for carcinoma of breast, ovary, or non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma. This usually resolves within 1 year.
 •  Aromatase inhibitors (AIs): arthralgias and joint stiffness occurs in up to 50% of breast cancer patients 

treated with aromatase inhibitors. Symptoms tend to occur within 1 to 3 months of starting therapy and 
commonly affect hands, wrists, and knees. Magnetic resonance imaging may show intraarticular fluid and te-
nosynovitis in the hands. NSAIDs are of limited benefit. Changing to an alternate AI may reduce the symptoms. 
Patients unable to tolerate an AI may be able to tolerate tamoxifen as an alternative, which can cause fewer 
musculoskeletal symptoms.

 •  Bleomycin: may cause Raynaud’s and systemic sclerosis.
 •  Taxanes: can cause arthralgias, myalgias, and skin rash similar to subacute cutaneous lupus in breast cancer-

treated patients.
 •  Interferon-α: can cause arthralgias, positive autoantibodies, systemic lupus erythematosus-like syndrome, 

and autoimmune thyroid disease.
 •  Gemcitabine: can cause systemic sclerosis-like illness with critical digital ischemia.
 •  Hydroxyurea: can cause a dermatomyositis-like rash. 

 20.  Describe how immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs) cause rheumatic symptoms.
ICIs are an emerging biologic therapy for malignancies with poor prognosis (melanoma, non-small cell lung 
cancer, renal cell, etc.). Immune checkpoints regulate the function of the immune system through inhibition 
of stimulation. Tumors activate checkpoints to decrease natural antitumor function. ICI inhibit checkpoints 
(PD-1, PD-L1, CTLA4) to enhance the immune system function and promote the antitumor response. While 
ICIs have been effective anticancer therapy, over reaction of the immune system has led to the development 
of autoimmune diseases that can affect almost any organ (gastrointestinal, pulmonary, cardiac, dermatologic, 
endocrine, neurologic, and renal). In addition, several rheumatic adverse events have been reported including 
arthralgias, myalgias, inflammatory arthritis, vasculitis (including giant cell arteritis), sicca syndrome, inflammatory 
myositis, PMR, eosinophilic fasciitis, sarcoidosis, and a scleroderma-like disease. These rheumatic syndromes 
can occur early or late in therapy, can be severe, frequently persist after ICI therapy is stopped, and often require 
immunosuppressive therapy including glucocorticoids, conventional synthetic DMARDs, and/or bDMARDs (anti-
TNF agents, tocilizumab). Patients with severe and persistent symptoms may require temporary or permanent 
cessation of the ICI. However, since ICI therapy may be life-saving, every effort should be made to control the 
rheumatic symptoms with antirheumatic treatment. This often requires maintaining the prednisone dose to <10 
mg/day so as not to interfere with the effectiveness of the ICI therapy. If needed, the use of bDMARDs for a short 
time period does not appear to worsen the cancer or lessen its response to ICI therapy. Importantly, patients with 
a preexisting rheumatic disease who develop a cancer which needs to be treated with an ICI should not be denied 
the ICI therapy because of its potential to activate their underlying rheumatic disease.
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OSTEOARTHRITIS
Bharat Kumar, MD, MMEd and Scott Vogelgesang, MD

KEY POINTS

 1.  Osteoarthritis (OA) is the most common articular disorder.
 2.  Obesity is a modifiable risk factor most closely associated with OA.
 3.  The joints most likely to be involved are the distal interphalangeal (DIP) joints, proximal interphalangeal (PIP) 

joints, first carpometacarpal (CMC) joints, hips, knees, first metatarsophalangeal (MTP) joint, cervical spine, and 
lumbosacral spine.

 4.  Typical radiologic findings include nonuniform joint space narrowing, osteophytes, and sclerosis.
 5.  There are two indications for joint replacement surgery—pain unresponsive to medical therapy and loss of 

joint function.

 1.  What is OA?
OA is a slowly progressive degenerative disease that preferentially affects the hand joints, spine, and weight-
bearing joints of the lower extremity. It is the leading cause of disability in the elderly. It is classically considered 
noninflammatory, although imaging studies such as a 2017 study by Wallace and colleagues, demonstrate 
localized inflammation as contributory to disease activity. 

 2.  What are the key clinical signs and symptoms of OA? How do these differ from 
inflammatory arthritis?
OA is characterized by dull joint pain that worsens with activity. Patients often describe stiffness after prolonged 
immobility (gelling), and creaking/sandy/gritty sensation in the joints. Unlike inflammatory arthritis, morning 
stiffness lasting over 30 minutes and other systemic signs and symptoms of inflammation are absent. 
Longstanding inflammatory arthritis can lead to secondary OA; however, deciphering the etiology of a painful joint 
in this setting (ongoing inflammatory arthritis versus secondary OA) is crucial to ensure proper treatment of the 
patient. On physical examination, crepitus, bony enlargement, and mild swelling (especially in the knees) may be 
noted. Joint instability and periarticular muscle atrophy are common. 

 3.  What is the pathophysiology of OA?
The pathogenesis of OA is poorly understood. Repetitive trauma to articular cartilage may lead to damage and 
subsequent activation of the innate immune system (via release of damage-associated molecular patterns). 
This tends to occur in joints that bear excessive loads, such as lower extremity joints, or are used repetitively, 
like hand joints. Alternatively, OA may develop under normal loads if the underlying cartilage, bone, synovium, 
or supporting ligaments and muscles are abnormal because of any one of the number of secondary causes 
(secondary OA; see Question 22). 

 4.  What are the pathologic features of OA?
Early:

 •  Swelling of articular cartilage.
 •  Loosening of collagen framework.
 •  Chondrocytes increase proteoglycan synthesis but also release more degradative enzymes.
 •  Increased cartilage water content.

Later:
 •  Degradative enzymes break down proteoglycan faster than it can be produced by chondrocytes, resulting 

in diminished proteoglycan content in cartilage.
 •  Articular cartilage thins and softens (joint space narrowing on radiographs will be seen eventually).
 •  Fissuring and cracking of cartilage. Repair is attempted but inadequate. Underlying bone is exposed, 

allowing synovial fluid to be forced by the pressure of weight into the bone. This shows up as subchondral 
cysts or geodes on radiographs.

 •  Remodeling and hypertrophy of the subchondral bone results in subchondral sclerosis and osteophyte 
(“spur”) formation.

  
This pathology explains the joint space narrowing, subchondral sclerosis, cysts/geodes, and osteophytes 

seen on radiographs in patients with OA. 
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 5.  Name the joints typically involved in primary (idiopathic) OA.
 •  DIP joints of the hands
 •  PIP joints of the hands
 •  First CMC joints of the hands
 •  Acromioclavicular joint of shoulder
 •  Hips
 •  Knees
 •  First MTP joints of the feet
 •  Facet (apophyseal) joints of the cervical spine and lumbosacral spine 

 6.  Name some joints not typically involved in primary OA.
 •  Wrists
 •  Elbows
 •  Shoulders (glenohumeral joint)
 •  Ankles
 •  MCP joints of the hands
 •  Second to fifth MTP joints of the feet

Pearl: Involvement of these atypical joints should prompt a search for secondary causes of OA (see Question 22). 

 7.  What laboratory features are seen in OA?
Laboratory findings are nonspecific:

 •  Erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) typically within normal limits.
 •  Rheumatoid factor (RF) is negative.
 •  Antinuclear antibodies (ANAs) are not present.
 •  Synovial fluid.
 -  Normal viscosity with good string sign
 -  Clear and yellow colored
 -  White blood cell counts typically <1000 to 2000/mm3

 -  No crystals and negative cultures 

 8.  What are the radiographic “ABCDES” of OA?
A—No ankylosis.

Alignment may be abnormal.
B—Bone mineralization is normal.

Bony subchondral sclerosis.
Bony spurs (osteophytes).

C—No calcifications in cartilage.
Cartilage space narrowing that is nonuniform (occurs in area of maximal stress in weight-bearing joints).

D—Deformities of Heberden’s/Bouchard’s nodes.
Distribution: involvement of typical joints (see Questions 6 and 7).

E—No erosions.
(“Gull wing” sign in “erosive” OA [EOA]; see Fig. 51.1).

Fig. 51.1 Radiograph of the hands of a patient with “erosive” osteoarthritis of the distal and proximal interphalangeal joints. Note “gull 
wing” sign (arrows), which is the hallmark of this disease.
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S—Slow progression over years.
No specific nail or soft tissue abnormalities.
Vacuum sign in degenerative disc disease (a collection of nitrogen in a degenerated disc space).

  
Always obtain weight-bearing radiographs when evaluating for joint space narrowing of lower extremity 

large joints (Fig. 51.2). 

 9.  How is OA classified?
Primary, idiopathic OA

 •  Localized
 •  Hands (DIP, PIP, and first CMC joints): nodal OA
 •  Hands (DIP, PIP, and first CMC joints): EOA, inflammatory OA
 •  Feet (first MTP joint)
 •  Hip
 •  Knee
 •  Spine
 •  Generalized (also called Kellgren’s syndrome)

Secondary OA 

 10.  Discuss the epidemiologic features of primary OA.
 •  More common in men than in women aged <45 years; more common in women than men aged 

>45 years.
 •  Association with increased age.
 •  OA seen in an estimated 20% to 30% of the adult population.
 •  Symptomatic knee OA in 7% to 17%: hip OA in 10% of those aged >45 years.
 •  Radiographic knee OA in 14% to 37%; hip OA in 10%; hand OA in 35% to 45%.

Pearl: Radiographic OA is at least twice more common than symptomatic OA. Therefore, changes in OA on 
radiographs do not prove that OA is the cause of that patient’s musculoskeletal pain. 

 11.  Where do Heberden’s nodes and Bouchard’s nodes occur?
Bony articular nodules (osteophytes or “spurs”) located on the DIP joints are called Heberden’s nodes, whereas 
those located on the PIP joints are called Bouchard’s nodes (Fig. 51.3). They can occur on the fingers and toes. 
Palmar and lateral deviation of the distal phalanx as a result of these nodules is not uncommon. Heberden’s 
nodes are 10 times more frequent in women than in men. The tendency to develop Heberden’s nodes may be 
familial, with one estimate suggesting that a woman whose mother has Heberden’s nodes is twice as likely to 
develop similar joint changes as a woman without such a family history. The clinical importance of Heberden’s and 
Bouchard’s nodes is that they usually signify that the patient has primary nodal OA and does not have a secondary 
etiology for the OA. 

A B

Fig. 51.2 (A) Radiograph of knee osteoarthritis showing sclerosis, cysts, osteophytes, and medial joint space narrowing (arrow). 
(B) Anterior radiograph of the lumbar spine with disc disease/osteoarthritis. Note disc space narrowing, osteophytes, and vacuum sign 
(arrows).
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 12.  Who was Heberden? Who was Bouchard?
William Heberden was an 18th century British physician who made substantial contributions to cardiology, 
preventive medicine, and rheumatology. He identified the interphalangeal nodular swellings seen in the DIP joints 
in OA. Heberden collected a set of clinical observations that became one of the first systems of differentiation of 
the arthritides.

Charles-Joseph Bouchard was a 19th century French pathologist who described the interphalangeal nodular 
swellings of the PIP joints seen in OA. 

 13.  List the risk factors for OA.
 •  Age: strongest risk factor associated with OA.
 •  Heredity: family risk studies estimate a 50% to 65% heritable component in primary OA. There are multiple 

candidate genes.
 •  Sex: prevalence of OA increases in women after the age of 50 years.
 •  Obesity (see Question 14).
 •  Previous joint trauma: meniscal and ligament injuries as well as fractures can lead to altered joint biomechan-

ics and articular incongruence leading to OA.
 •  Abnormal joint mechanics (i.e., excessive knee varus or valgus; hip dysplasia).
 •  Smoking (may contribute to degenerative disc disease).
 •  Certain occupations/sports causing repetitive high impact loading: pneumatic drill operators (shoulders, 

elbows), ballet dancers (ankles), boxers (MCP joints), basketball players (knees, ankles), and others. 

 14.  How does obesity predispose to OA?
Obesity is a risk factor for OA development for two reasons: (1) increased loads, especially over lower-extremity 
joints, and (2) activation of proinflammatory cytokines. Studies of the knee show that the risk of knee OA increases 
by 36% for every 5 kg of weight gain. Conversely, it decreases by 50% for every 5 kg of weight loss in obese 
patients. Adipose tissue may serve as a source of proinflammatory cytokines, such as leptin, adiponectin, resistin, 
interleukin (IL)-1, IL-6, and tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α that can further contribute to joint damage, even in 
non-weight-bearing joints. This may explain the increased risk for OA in women who have a higher percentage of 
adipose tissue and the association between obesity and non-weight-bearing DIP joints of the hands. The evidence 
for an association between obesity and OA is strongest for knee and hand OA. 

 15.  What is EOA?
EOA, sometimes called Crain’s disease, is an aggressive subset (5%–10%) of primary OA typically affecting 
the DIP, PIP, and first CMC joints bilaterally. EOA primarily occurs in Caucasian women aged 40 to 50 years and 
is rare in men. The first MTP joints are rarely involved. In EOA, there is a component of joint inflammation that is 
superimposed on the degenerative osteoarthritic symptoms. The clinical course of EOA usually waxes and wanes 
for up to 5 years with painful inflammatory “flares” leading to joint deformities. Radiographs are characteristic, 
showing osteophytes and central “erosions” with a hallmark “gull wing” or “inverted T” appearance (Fig. 51.1). 
Joint ankylosis occurs in 15% of cases. Decreased hand function is more common in patients with EOA than in 
those with typical nodal OA. 

 16.  What distinguishes EOA from inflammatory arthritis?
Patients with EOA may be misdiagnosed as having rheumatoid arthritis (RA) or psoriatic arthritis. In contrast to 
inflammatory arthritis, EOA is not accompanied by systemic symptoms, does not involve the MCP joints, wrists, 
or second to fifth MTP joints, has a normal ESR and C-reactive protein, and negative RF and ANA. Additionally, 
radiographs in RA and psoriatic arthritis show synovial-based erosions, which occur in the periarticular “bare 

Fig. 51.3 Heberden’s (distal interphalangeal joints) nodes and Bouchard’s (proximal interphalangeal joints) nodes in a woman with 
osteoarthritis. (Copyright 2014 American College of Rheumatology. Used with permission.)
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areas” and not centrally as seen in EOA (see Chapter 8: Radiographic and Imaging Modalities; see Chapter 15: 
Rheumatoid Arthritis). However, patients with EOA do need to have superimposed crystalline arthritis ruled out 
(radiographs and synovial fluid analysis during “flares”). 

 17.  What is the etiopathogenesis of EOA?
The etiology of EOA is unknown. There is a strong family history in 66% of patients. Genetic studies have reported 
an association of EOA with a particular IL-1 genotype on chromosome 2. Synovial biopsies show synovial changes 
similar to RA with synovial hypertrophy and lymphocytic/neutrophilic infiltration. The centrally eroded cartilage 
is not caused by synovial pannus invasion. One theory is that cytokines such as IL-1 from the synovium may 
signal chondrocyte release of matrix metalloproteinases leading to cartilage destruction. This may be centrally 
accelerated where the cartilage is thinner. Another proposed etiology of EOA suggests a pathologic role of 
hydroxyapatite crystals and calcium pyrophosphate dihydrate (CPP) crystals. 

 18.  Define generalized OA.
A variant of OA, sometimes called Kellgren’s syndrome, in which individuals have several affected joints in the 
typical distribution for OA. Although there is no universally accepted definition, most patients with generalized OA 
typically have four or more joint sites symmetrically involved. The most commonly involved joints are the hand 
interphalangeal joints (DIP and PIP joints) and first CMC joints with the spine, knees, hips, and first MTP involved 
in descending frequency. The disease frequently manifests before the age of 40 to 50 years. Radiographic findings 
may be more severe than symptoms. Generalized OA may simply be a more severe form of common OA, although 
some researchers have reported various associations with genetic polymorphisms or mutations that could 
contribute to more rapid cartilage degeneration. 

 19.  What is diffuse idiopathic skeletal hyperostosis (DISH)?
DISH has also been called Forestier’s disease and ankylosing hyperostosis. It is a bone-forming condition in which 
ossification occurs at skeletal sites subjected to stress. It occurs most frequently in the thoracic spine, leading to 
stiffness or decreased motion. Pain is usually not a significant symptom; if severe, the patient should be evaluated 
for other causes of pain. Involvement of the cervical spine can cause dysphagia. DISH occurs in approximately 12% 
of the elderly population and may coexist with other disorders, particularly type 2 diabetes mellitus. 

 20.  Describe the radiographic findings in DISH.
Normal bone mineralization is seen in addition to “flowing” ossification of the anterior longitudinal ligament 
connecting at least four contiguous vertebral bodies. The calcification of the anterior longitudinal ligament is 
seen as a radiodense band separated from the anterior aspect of the vertebral bodies by a thin radiolucent 
line, similar to flowing candle wax (Fig. 51.4). Ossification of multiple tendinous or ligamentous sites in the 
appendicular skeleton may also be seen. Disc spaces, apophyseal joints, and sacroiliac joints are typically normal 
on radiographs, helping to separate DISH from OA and ankylosing spondylitis. 

Fig. 51.4 Lateral radiograph of the thoracic spine showing calcification of the anterior longitudinal ligament connecting four vertebrae. 
Note the space between this calcified ligament and the anterior borders of vertebral bodies (arrows).
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 21.  How does secondary OA differ from primary OA?
Secondary OA has the same clinical features as primary OA except that it has an identifiable etiologic factor and 
may have a different joint distribution. Atypical joint involvement (MCP joints, wrists, elbows, shoulders, ankles, 
and MTP joints) or early age onset of OA should prompt a search for an underlying disease process. A classic 
example is OA seen in the MCP joints of the hands in association with hemochromatosis (young patients) and CPP 
arthritis (older patients). 

 22.  List some causes of secondary OA.
 I.  Congenital disorders
 a)  Hip
 •  Legg–Calvé–Perthes disease
 •  Congenital hip dislocation
 •  Slipped capital femoral epiphysis
 •  Congenital shallow acetabulum
 •  Femoroacetabular impingement (FAI)
 b)  Dysplasias
 •  Epiphyseal dysplasia
 •  Spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia
 II.  Mechanical features
 •  Joint hypermobility syndromes
 •  Leg length discrepancy
 •  Varus/valgus deformity
 •  Scoliosis
 III.  Trauma: anterior cruciate ligament tear; fracture through joint; meniscectomy
 IV.  Metabolic diseases
 •  Hemochromatosis
 •  Ochronosis
 •  Gaucher’s disease
 •  Hemoglobinopathy
 •  Crystal deposition disorders
 V.  Endocrine disorders
 •  Acromegaly
 •  Hypothyroidism
 •  Hyperparathyroidism
 VI.  Neuropathic joints
 •  Diabetes mellitus
 •  Syphilis
 VII.  Other
 •  End result of any infectious or inflammatory arthropathy
 •  Osteonecrosis
 •  Paget’s disease
 •  Kashin–Beck disease: osteochondropathy in China as a result of mycotoxins and selenium deficiency. 

 23.  Does running or jogging predispose to OA?
Previous joint injury and repetitive impact loading predispose to the development of OA, raising the question of 
whether runners are at increased risk for developing OA in the knee and hip. Although there is some disagreement 
in the literature, most of the present data suggest that in the absence of previous joint injury, recreational runners 
do not develop OA in the knee or hip at higher rates than others. However, highly competitive, elite runners may 
have an increased risk. 

 24.  Does “cracking” one’s knuckles lead to OA of the fingers?
The joint cavity is a potential space with a negative pressure compared with ambient atmospheric pressure. Joint 
synovial fluid acts as an adhesive seal that permits sliding motion between cartilage surfaces while effectively 
resisting distracting forces (due to surface tension). During knuckle cracking or popping, there is a fracture of 
this adhesive bond. A gas bubble is created within the joint, which cavitates with a cracking sound. This bubble 
of gas can require up to 30 minutes to dissolve before the synovial fluid adhesive bond can be reestablished and 
the joint “cracked” again. There are no data to support that it leads to OA of the finger joints. The evidence for this 
is a report by a physician who cracked the knuckles of his left hand twice a day for 50 years (36,500 times total) 
while not cracking the knuckles of his right hand. Symptom evaluation and radiographs showed that no arthritis 
developed in either hand. This is a classic example of a “two-arm trial without randomization.” (Unger DL: Does 
knuckle cracking lead to arthritis of the fingers? Arthritis Rheum. 41:949–950, 1998.) 

 25.  What is the manual labor metacarpal arthropathy syndrome?
Primary OA typically does not involve the MCP joints and its presence at this location should prompt an evaluation 
for secondary causes such as hemochromatosis and CPP arthritis. Rarely, OA of the MCP joints (worse in the 
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dominant hand) has been described in male patients aged over 50 years who have engaged in heavy manual labor 
(truck drivers, farmers, heavy machine operators) involving their hands for several decades. It is hypothesized that 
repetitive power gripping of both hands during heavy labor increases the load across the joints’ articular surface 
leading to MCP joint degeneration. 

 26.  What is the relationship between FAI and OA?
Patients with Femoroacetabular Impingement (FAI) present with groin pain exacerbated by sitting or athletics. 
Hip flexion is limited to 90 degrees. They have limitation in internal rotation at the 90 degree flexed position with 
pain at the end point of internal rotation (impingement sign). They may have a click/snap with hip rotation as a 
result of a labral or chondral lesion. The mechanism underlying FAI is that normal motion such as flexion results in 
abnormal contact between the femoral head or proximal femur at the head–neck junction, and the anterior rim of 
the acetabulum. This can lead to labral tears and early OA. Two types of FAI are recognized:

 a.  Cam impingement is caused by any deformity of the proximal femur or femoral head resulting in an 
aspherical femoral head with loss of the normal femoral head–neck offset (pistol grip deformity). Flexion of 
the hip causes the abnormal femoral head to rotate into the acetabulum causing stress on the labrum and 
cartilage of the anterosuperior acetabular rim. A cross-table lateral radiograph, computed tomography scan, 
or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) may show a cam deformity (so-called because of its resemblance to a 
camshaft in an engine) at the femoral head–neck junction.

 b.  Pincer impingement is caused by local or global overcoverage of the femoral head by the acetabulum. Hip 
flexion compresses the labrum against the acetabular rim cartilage. Radiographs show a deep acetabular 
socket (Fig. 51.5).
The treatment is surgical removal of bony factors contributing to abutment of the femoral head and/or neck 

with the acetabular ring. 

 27.  What MRI findings in the knee are associated with pain?
Bone marrow edema lesions under thinned cartilage correlate with pain. Notably, meniscal degenerative 
lesions are common but do not correlate with symptoms. This explains why knee arthroscopy to repair meniscal 
abnormalities rarely improves symptoms unless there are clear mechanical symptoms such as locking. 

 28.  Can pes planus cause knee problems?
Yes. Pes planus (flat feet) morphology with pronation causes rotational stress on the medial compartment of the 
knee leading to OA. In addition, the patella tracks laterally causing patellofemoral OA. Patients presenting with 
knee pain should have their foot morphology and gait analyzed. If pes planus is present, foot orthotics may help 
relieve the knee pain. 

 29.  Why is primary OA of the ankle uncommon?
Primary OA of the ankle is nine times less common than OA of the knee or hip and usually a result of trauma (i.e., 
secondary OA). Because the weighted load (five times body weight when walking) on the ankle exceeds that of the 
knee (four times body weight) and hip (three times body weight), it is surprising that primary OA is so uncommon in 
the ankle. The reason for this is not entirely clear. However, there are clear anatomical and biomechanical differences 
between the ankle and the knee or the hip. For instance, the ankle is mainly a rolling joint with congruent surfaces at 
high load, whereas the knee joint is a mixture of sliding, rolling, and rotation with less congruent surfaces resulting in 
more stress on the knee cartilage. There are also differences in thickness and composition of ankle cartilage, which 
increases its tensile strength and gives it more resistance to catabolic cytokines such as IL-1β. 

Fig. 51.5 Radiograph of the pelvis with bilateral cam deformities as well as a pincer deformity on the right causing femoroacetabular 
impingement.
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 30.  A 72-year-old grandmother with generalized OA complains that she can predict changes in 
the weather better than the weatherman on television. Can weather changes affect patients 
with arthritis?
Up to 66% of patients with OA claim to have increased pain when there are changes in barometric pressure and 
temperature. It is hypothesized that changes in barometric pressure and temperature increase stiffness of joints, 
which can heighten a nociceptive response. However, controlled trials are lacking, and large-scale utilization data 
do not show this association, so it remains controversial. Regardless, because changes in weather and barometric 
pressure occur everywhere, moving to a warm climate is unlikely to improve arthritis symptoms. 

 31.  List nonpharmacologic interventions for OA that should be tried first and/or added to 
medications.

 •  Patient education and self-management courses/books/web sites.
 •  Weight loss: every 1 lb (0.45 kg) lost results in a four-fold reduction in load per step on the knee. Weight loss 

of 5% results in 18% to 24% improvement in function in patients with knee OA.
 •  Occupational therapy, assistive aids/devices, joint protection, and modification of activities of daily living.
 •  Exercise for muscle strengthening/flexibility and aerobic conditioning: proven for knee OA more than for 

hip OA.
 •  Medial taping of patella for patellofemoral disease.
 •  Unloader/off-load knee brace.
 •  Optimal footwear (athletic shoe) with shock-absorbing insoles: medial knee OA may be symptomatically 

improved and progression potentially slowed by biomechanical interventions to unweight the knee. The use of 
clogs, dress shoes, and high heels increases medial compartment loading of the knee by 15% compared with 
flat shoes, flip flops, or bare feet.

 •  Foot orthotics: orthotics for pes planus/foot pronation to help knee and patellofemoral symptoms and heel 
lifts to alter forces causing pain in hip OA appear useful. However, in many clinical guidelines, lateral wedge 
insoles to unweight and help medial knee joint OA have not been shown to be beneficial (controversial).

 •  Ambulatory aids (canes, crutches, walkers): cane can unload the hip by 25% to 40% if used in hand opposite 
the hip.

 •  Splinting (CMC splints, knee sleeves).
 •  Paraffin baths for hands (may be done at home).
 •  Cervical collar.
 •  Cervical traction or distraction.
 •  Topical lidocaine.
 •  Topical capsaicin (works by depleting nerve terminal of substance P, thereby decreasing pain).
 •  Transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulator (controversial but may help individual patients).
 •  Superficial heat and cold.
 •  Hydrotherapy.
 •  Unconventional: acupuncture (controversial); spa.
 •  Not effective: pulsed electromagnetic fields; static magnets. 

 32.  What is the role of exercise in OA therapy?
A specific exercise program can play a significant role in improving the joint range of motion and function 
and in reducing pain. Several studies have shown that a supervised program of fitness walking results in the 
improvement of pain and joint function. Other studies have shown that exercise can improve psychological 
well-being.

The ideal exercise should be one that minimizes weight-bearing but enables joint range of motion, muscle 
strengthening, and aerobic fitness. It is important that the individual selects an exercise program that is enjoyable, 
easily done, and possible to accomplish. Therefore, swimming can be an excellent option. When done in a warm 
pool, the individual can move affected joints, strengthen periarticular muscles, and improve cardiovascular fitness, 
all without bearing weight on diseased joints. Other good options include bicycling, walking, elliptical training, and 
cross-country skiing. 

 33.  How would you initiate and advance medical treatment in a typical patient with OA?
No medication or intervention has been shown yet to stop or reverse the disease process underlying OA. 
Medications are used, therefore, to alleviate symptoms and increase function with the least toxicity. A 
reasonable approach to therapy is to start with acetaminophen 650 mg every 6 to 8 hours as needed 
(maximum total dose ≤3–4 g/day), which can decrease OA pain by approximately 30%. If unsuccessful, 
nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) can be used; these may be more effective in treating localized 
inflammation than acetaminophen. In these patients, using the smallest effective dose and/or intermittent dosing 
is prudent if possible. Use of COX-2 inhibitors or addition of proton-pump inhibitors may help protect against 
gastrointestinal adverse effects. In patients who are considered high-risk for oral NSAID use, topical NSAIDs, 
tramadol, or duloxetine may be effective. Notably, there is no role for oral corticosteroids. However, in a single 
joint with an inflammatory component, intraarticular corticosteroids (see Chapter 82: Glucocorticoids—
Systemic and Injectable) can be helpful. 
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 34.  What medications have been investigated for use in EOA?
Multiple therapies have been used to control symptoms in patients with EOA. Topical and oral NSAIDs are 
typically tried first. Intraarticular steroid injections have proven effective in some patients. Because of the synovial 
inflammation resembling RA as well as theories on the potential role of IL-1 and/or crystalline disease in EOA 
pathogenesis, medications such as hydroxychloroquine, methotrexate, anti-TNF agents, and IL-1 antagonists have 
been tried with varying levels of success (the latter two lines of therapy are generally considered cost-prohibitive 
given the equivocal efficacy data). 

 35.  Are glucosamine and chondroitin effective in treating OA?
The published studies show conflicting results. Glucosamine sulfate (or hydrochloride) and chondroitin sulfate 
(so-called nutraceuticals) are classified as dietary supplements and as such are not regulated by the Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA). Consequently, compound amount, purity, long-term safety, and product labeling 
are not guaranteed. Absorption of both of these molecules varies greatly between individuals. Approximately 
90% of glucosamine sulfate is initially absorbed, with half of that being removed by the liver. This leaves a 
bioavailable dose for distribution to joints of only 45%, with only half of this (i.e., 20%–25%) actually getting 
into the joint. Gastrointestinal absorption of chondroitin sulfate is even lower, with only 15% to 24% being 
bioavailable. Glucosamine is the principal component of glycosaminoglycans, which form the matrix of all 
connective tissue including cartilage. In vitro studies show that glucosamine is incorporated into and increases 
synthesis of proteoglycans by chondrocytes. Glucosamine may also have some mild antiinflammatory effects. 
In vitro, chondroitin sulfate has a tropism for cartilage and can stimulate proteoglycan synthesis and block certain 
proteases. Guidelines for patients who wish to take these medications are as follows:

 •  Glucosamine sulfate is three times better absorbed than glucosamine hydrochloride. Results with glucosamine 
hydrochloride have been disappointing.

 •  Dose of glucosamine is 1500 mg daily. It should be taken all at once and not in divided doses.
 •  Dose of chondroitin sulfate is 1200 mg daily.
 •  Symptomatic relief should be noted within 2 months if it is going to be effective.
 •  Side effects are minimal. Patients with shellfish allergies may have a reaction to glucosamine. May increase 

warfarin effect. 

 36.  What is viscosupplementation?
Viscosupplementation is a therapy for moderate (not end stage) OA for which standard medical management 
fails. The therapy consists of injecting hyaluronan into the affected joint. It is FDA-approved only for the knee but 
has been used in the temporomandibular joint, shoulder, hip, and ankle. Hyaluronan (sodium hyaluronate) is a 
glycosaminoglycan found in the synovial fluid that allows viscous lubrication at low loads and shock absorbency 
at high loads. In the synovial fluid of a normal joint, there is 4 to 8 mg of hyaluronan with a molecular weight of 5 
million daltons. In the synovial fluid of an osteoarthritic joint, there is less hyaluronan with a molecular weight of 2 
to 3 million daltons, making it less effective for lubrication/shock absorbency.

Intraarticular hyaluronan appears to be safe and can be repeated in patients who get prolonged improvement 
(>18–26 weeks). Reported side effects include local injection reactions, systemic allergic reactions (especially in 
patients allergic to avian proteins, feathers or eggs; of note, the Euflexxa formulation is not made with bird or egg 
products), and “pseudoseptic” reactions (more common with Synvisc) often times resulting from CPP arthritis. 
Hyaluronan may have chondroprotective (stimulates proteoglycan synthesis), antiinflammatory (scavenger sink for 
inflammatory mediators), and antinociceptive effects, which may explain its prolonged symptomatic benefit, even 
though the hyaluronan can only be detected for a few days (intraarticular half-life is 17–36 hours) in the joint after 
the injection. There are several different formulations with varying molecular weights, composition, side-effect 
profiles, and frequency of injections. None are superior to another. If a knee effusion is present, the synovial fluid 
should be drained before injection of hyaluronan in order to get best results. 

 37.  How does viscosupplementation compare with NSAIDs or intraarticular corticosteroid 
injections?
The role of viscosupplementation in knee OA is controversial. Some clinical trials suggest that pain relief is 
equivalent to NSAIDs without the gastrointestinal side effects. More recently, metaanalyses of double-blind 
controlled trials have shown no greater relief than placebo “sham” injections (of interest, other studies have 
shown that placebo injections have an equal effect size for clinical benefit compared with NSAIDs for knee OA). 
A direct comparison of viscosupplementation to intraarticular corticosteroids shows that they are relatively 
equivalent to each other for knee OA. Corticosteroids have been shown to provide benefit earlier following 
injection, with a small statistical edge for viscosupplementation at 6 months. Because of a difference in cost, 
some physicians will use intraarticular corticosteroids before going to viscosupplementation. Intraarticular 
corticosteroids are thought to be more effective in patients with knee OA causing an effusion (“wet OA”), 
which suggests a mild inflammatory component. Recent data from a randomized controlled trial has raised 
concern for progressive joint space narrowing with repeated steroid injections in comparison to saline; as such, 
a reasonable approach may be to consider steroid injections in patients with “wet OA”, in those who have 
received lasting benefit from injections in the past, and in patients who have exhausted other therapy options. A 
similar conservative approach with viscosupplementation would be reasonable given the cost of medication. An 
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extended-release formulation of triamcinolone acetonide (Zilretta) is FDA-approved for OA and is characterized 
by prolonged latency in the synovial tissue and decreased systemic absorption (decreased blood sugar elevation 
among diabetics in one study), at a cost of $600 per injection (compared with $10 per injection of 40 mg standard 
triamcinolone). 

 38.  List the indications for total joint replacement for OA of the hip or knee.
 •  Severe pain unresponsive to medical therapy. For example:
 -  Consistently awakens from sleep as a result of pain.
 -  Cannot stand in one place for >20 to 30 minutes as a result of pain.
 •  Loss of joint function. For example:
 -  Cannot walk more than one block. Can’t put on shoes and socks.
 -  Had to move to single-story house or apartment because of inability to climb stairs. 

 39.  What other therapies are being used or developed for OA?
 •  Autologous chondrocyte implantation. Matrix-assisted autologous chondrocyte implantation has had 

promising results in initial clinical studies. More commonly utilized in younger patients with smaller cartilage 
defects.

 •  Abrasion and microfracture surgery. Microdrilling of subchondral bone releases autologous mesenchymal 
stem cells from the bone marrow that attempt to repair the osteoarthritic cartilage.

 •  Injections of platelet-rich plasma (PRP). PRP, defined as a volume of plasma with a platelet count above 
baseline. Venous blood is drawn from the patient and centrifuged to obtain PRP, which is then injected into the 
patient’s joint. Theoretically, when the injected platelets degranulate, several factors are released, including 
transforming growth factor beta, platelet-derived growth factor, epidermal growth factor, and insulin-like 
growth factor. These factors may inhibit inflammation, offer chondroprotection, and increase cartilage syn-
thetic activity. There is a lack of high-quality data supporting this practice at present.

 •  Mesenchymal stem cell injections. Intraarticular injection of mesenchymal stem cells have had inconsistent 
results thus far, with a need for higher-quality studies.

 •  Genicular nerve block. Cooled radiofrequency ablation (CRFA) of the branches of the genicular nerve (knee) 
has shown benefit in a randomized controlled trial compared with steroid injection. CRFA to other nerve sites 
has been evaluated in patients with sacroiliac and discogenic lumbar pain as well.

Many compounds have been tried in OA, with little success. Ongoing research to find a disease-modifying 
OA drug remains a high priority, given the number of patients affected by OA. 

 40.  What is the natural history of OA?
It is likely that the cartilage changes of OA are asymptomatic for years. Despite this, OA progresses with time 
in most individuals. The rate of progression can be variable, and once symptomatic, the disease may seem 
to progress quickly. There may be rare individuals in whom the disease may remain stable or even improve 
somewhat. Nevertheless, OA can lead to severe limitations in motion and eventual disability. Limitation in 
usual activities was noted by 60% to 80% of patients who reported having OA according to the National Health 
Interview Survey.
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METABOLIC BONE DISEASE
Michael T. McDermott, MD

KEY POINTS

 1.  The major risk factors for fragility fractures are low bone mass, advancing age, previous fragility fractures, 
corticosteroid use, and the propensity to fall.

 2.  Disorders causing secondary bone loss are present in approximately one-third of women and two-thirds of men 
who have osteoporosis.

 3.  Patients with osteoporosis should have a complete history and physical examination and key, cost-effective 
laboratory tests to identify any underlying responsible disorders.

 4.  High doses and prolonged use of glucocorticoids (GCs) produce greater risk, but all doses of oral GCs and even 
inhaled steroids increase the risk of osteoporotic fractures.

 5.  GC-induced osteoporosis (GIOP) results from a combination of suppressed bone formation and enhanced bone 
resorption accounting for the rapid bone loss often seen in GC-treated patients.

 1.  What is osteoporosis?
Osteoporosis is a skeletal disorder characterized by compromised bone strength, which predisposes to 
the development of fragility fractures. Bone strength is determined by both bone mass and bone quality. 
The diagnosis of osteoporosis is established by the presence of a true fragility fracture or, in patients who 
have never sustained a fragility fracture, by measuring bone mineral density (BMD) or using the FRAX Risk 
Assessment tool. 

 2.  What are fragility fractures?
Fragility fractures are those that occur spontaneously or following minimal trauma, defined as falling from a 
standing height or less. Fractures of the vertebrae, hips, humerus, and distal radius (Colles’ fracture) are the 
most characteristic fragility fractures, but osteoporosis patients are prone to all types of fractures. Up to 40% 
of women and 20% of men develop one or more osteoporotic fractures during their lifetime. Osteoporosis 
accounts for approximately 1.7 million fractures requiring hospitalization in the United States each year. 
However, relying on hospitalized fractures may underestimate the true prevalence of fragility fractures, since 
many fractures do not require hospital treatment and approximately two-thirds of all vertebral fractures are 
not clinically diagnosed. 

 3.  What are the complications of osteoporotic fragility fractures?
Vertebral fractures cause loss of height, anterior kyphosis (dowager’s hump), reduced pulmonary function (each 
fracture decreases forced vital capacity by 9%), and an increased mortality rate. Approximately one-third of all 
vertebral fractures are painful, but two-thirds are asymptomatic. Hip fractures are associated with permanent 
disability in nearly 50% of patients and with a 20% excess mortality rate compared with the age-matched 
nonfracture population. 

 4.  What factors contribute most to the risk of developing an osteoporotic fracture?
 •  Low BMD (two-fold increased risk for every one standard deviation [T-score] decrease of BMD).
 •  Age (two-fold increased risk for every decade of age >60 years).
 •  Previous fragility fracture (five-fold increased risk for a future fracture).
 •  Frequent falls.
 •  GC use.

Pearl: An older person is more likely to suffer a fracture than a younger person with the exact same 
T-score. This pearl also applies to a patient treated with GCs compared with a person who is not. Both age 
and GCs affect both bone mass and bone microarchitecture putting patients at risk for fractures at a higher 
T-score. 

 5.  How is the diagnosis of osteoporosis made?
Osteoporosis can be diagnosed by any of three criteria: fragility fracture, low bone density, high FRAX risk score.

  
Fragility fracture criteria

 •  The presence or history of a fragility fracture establishes a diagnosis of osteoporosis, regardless of the 
BMD T-score.
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Bone densitometry criteria
 •  BMD T-score below a diagnostic level at any site indicates the presence of osteoporosis in a patient aged 

>50 years without fractures; the diagnostic T-score ranges are as follows:

T-score ≥–1 Normal

T-score between –1 and –2.5 Osteopenia
T-score ≤–2.5 Osteoporosis

 •  In a premenopausal woman or man aged <50 years, the diagnosis can be made based on a BMD Z-score 
of ≤–2.0 at the lowest skeletal site.

FRAX risk assessment criteria
 •  A FRAX risk score (10-year): >3% for hip fracture or >20% for major osteoporosis fractures can also be 

used to diagnose osteoporosis. 

 6.  How do you determine if a patient has had a previous vertebral fracture?
Back pain or tenderness are helpful clues but may be absent since two-thirds of vertebral fractures are 
asymptomatic. Height loss of >2 inches or dorsal kyphosis are highly suggestive clinical findings. Methods such as 
vertebral imaging with lateral spine films or dual energy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA) vertebral fracture assessment 
are the most accurate ways to detect existing vertebral fractures. 

 7.  How is BMD currently measured?
DXA is the most accurate and widely used method in current practice. The radiation exposure is minimal 
with only 1 to 3 uSv/site compared with 50 to 100 uSv for one chest radiograph. BMD can also be measured 
by computed tomography (50 uSv) and ultrasound (no radiation). Central densitometry (DXA) measurements 
(spine and hip) are the best predictors of fracture risk and have the best precision for longitudinal monitoring. 
Peripheral densitometry measurements (heel, radius, hands) are more widely available and less expensive, but 
are less accurate. 

 8.  What are the currently accepted indications for BMD measurement?
 •  Age >65 years (women); age ≥70 (men).
 •  Estrogen deficiency plus one risk factor for osteoporosis.
 •  Vertebral deformity, fracture, or osteopenia by x-ray.
 •  Primary hyperparathyroidism.
 •  GC therapy, ≥5 mg/day of prednisone for ≥3 months.
 •  Monitoring the response to a Food and Drug Administration-approved osteoporosis medication. 

 9.  How do you read a bone densitometry report?
T-score: The number of standard deviations (SD) the patient is below or above the mean value for young 

(30 years) normal subjects (peak bone mass). The T-score is a good predictor of the fracture risk 
(Fig. 52.1).

Z-score: The number of SD the patient is below or above the mean value for age-matched normal subjects. The 
Z-score indicates whether or not the BMD is appropriate for age. A low Z-score is predictive of an underlying 
secondary cause other than age or menopause.

Absolute BMD: The actual BMD expressed in g/cm2. This is the value that should be used to calculate changes in 
BMD during longitudinal follow-up. 

 10.  What estimates of bone loss and fracture risk can be made from a patient’s bone mineral 
density measurement by DXA?

T-score % Bone Lossa Fracture Risk

–1 12 2 times increased
–2 24 4 times
–3 36 8 times
–4 48 16 times

aNote that one has to lose 30% of BMD to see osteopenia on a routine radiograph; this degree of loss suggests a T-score of –2.5.

Pearl: An older patient is more likely to fracture than a younger individual with the exact same T score. 

 11.  How do you use FRAX Risk Assessment tool?
The Fracture Risk Assessment (FRAX) tool (www.shef.ac.uk/FRAX/ ) is a free computer-based program developed 
by the World Health Organization (WHO). It uses clinical risk factors with or without femoral neck BMD to provide a 
10-year absolute risk estimate for developing a hip or another major osteoporotic (MOP; wrist, proximal humerus, 
etc) fracture. It is recommended to be used for making treatment decisions in drug-naïve patients aged >40 
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years with osteopenia on BMD testing and without fragility fractures. Treatment is advised for those who have a 
10-year risk >3% for hip fracture or >20% for major osteoporosis fractures. 

 12.  What is a trabecular bone score (TBS) and how is it used?
TBS is a newer technique developed to evaluate bone quality. TBS uses data from existing DXA 
lumbar spine images to produce a gray-level textural index that correlates well with fracture risk in 
postmenopausal women and in men aged >50 years. It can be used in conjunction with DXA to assist with 
decisions about initiation of osteoporosis therapy. TBS can also be entered into the FRAX Risk Assessment 
tool. It should not be used alone as it is not validated as a tool for monitoring therapy. TBS is particularly 
useful in disorders for which DXA alone significantly underestimates fracture risk, such as GIOP and 
diabetes mellitus. 

 13.  What are the major risk factors for the development of osteoporosis?

Nonmodifiable Modifiable

Advanced age Low calcium intake
Race (Caucasian, Asian) Low vitamin D intake
Female sex Estrogen deficiency
Early menopause Sedentary lifestyle
Slender build (<127 lb) Cigarette smoking
Positive family history (hip fx) Alcohol excess (>2 drinks/day)

Caffeine excess (>2 servings/day)

0.72

0.96

1.20

1.44
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L2–L4 Comparison to reference

L2–L4 BMD (g/cm2)
L2–L4 % Young adult
L2–L4 % Age matched
L2–L4 Osteoporotic centile

 
72 � 3
93 � 3
36

0.859 � 0.01

ID: M, N SCAN DATE: 12/03/90

SCAN:   1.2    12/03/90
ANALYSIS: 1.3y    01/06/93

PATIENT ID: M
NAME: M, N

REGION
BMD
g/cm2

Young adult
% T

Age matched
% Z

L1 0.806 71 �2.70 95 �0.36
L2 0.834 70 �3.05 91 �0.72
L3 0.912 76 �2.40 99 �0.07
L4 0.831 69 �3.08 90 �0.74
L1–L2 0.820 71 �2.75 94 �0.41
L1–L3 0.854 73 �2.63 96 �0.30
L1–L4 0.847 72 �2.77 94 �0.44
L2–L3 0.876 73 �2.70 95 �0.37
L2–L4 0.859 72 �2.84 93 �0.51
L3–L4 0.869 72 �2.76 94 �0.42

Age (years)
20 40 60 80

*

100

Fig. 52.1 Bone density report for a dual energy x-ray absorptiometry study of the spine. The L2–L4 region, the most frequently evalu-
ated, shows a bone mineral density (BMD) of 0.859 g/cm2, a T-score of –2.84, and a Z-score of –0.51. The very low T-score indicates 
osteoporosis with a significant fracture risk. The relatively normal Z-score indicates that age and menopause are likely to be the most 
important factors causing the low BMD.
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 14.  What other conditions must be considered as causes of low BMD?

Osteomalacia Celiac Disease
Osteogenesis Imperfecta Inflammatory bowel disease
Ehlers–Danlos syndrome Gastrectomy/bowel bypass surgery
Hyperparathyroidism Primary biliary cirrhosis
Hyperthyroidism Multiple myeloma
Hyperprolactinemia Rheumatoid arthritis/systemic lupus erythematosus
Alcoholism Ankylosing spondylitis
Hypogonadism Renal failure
Cushing’s syndrome Renal tubular acidosis
Eating/Exercise disorders Idiopathic hypercalciuria
High-risk medicationsa Systemic mastocytosis
Chronic hyponatremia

aGlucocorticoids, excess thyroid hormone, anticonvulsants, heparin, lithium, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors, aromatase 

inhibitors, premenopausal tamoxifen, leuprolide, cyclosporine, antiretroviral drugs, antipsychotic medicines, and some chemo-

therapeutic agents. Probable/Possible: Thiazolidinediones, proton pump inhibitors, excess vitamin A. 

 15.  Outline a cost-effective evaluation to rule out other causes of low bone mass.
Calcium (albumin), phosphorous, creatinine, CO2.

Alkaline phosphatase.
25-hydroxy (OH) vitamin D.
Testosterone (men).
Thyroid-stimulating hormone (if clinically hyperthyroid).
Celiac disease antibody testing (if Caucasian with symptoms or low 25-OH vitamin D level).
Urine (24 hours) calcium, sodium, creatinine.
Serum protein electrophoresis (if aged >50 years with abnormal complete blood count).

  
Pearl: A patient needs a calcium (corrected for albumin level) x phosphorous product of 24 to properly 

mineralize bone.
Approximately one-third of women and two-thirds of men will have an abnormality detected with this 

evaluation. Therefore, this cost effective evaluation is recommended in all patients with osteoporosis. A low 
Z-score suggests that an underlying secondary cause is even more likely to be present. 

 16.  What are the most significant risk factors for frequent falls?
Frailty.
Use of sedatives.
Visual impairment.
Cognitive impairment.
Lower extremity disability.
Obstacles to ambulation in the home.

  
Pearl: The most predictive factor for a future fall is a previous fall within the past 6 months. Almost all hip 

fractures occur due to falls. Falls have been shown to predict fractures independently of the FRAX risk score. 

 17.  How does osteoporosis differ in men?
Approximately 1 to 2 million men in the United States have osteoporosis. The diagnostic criteria are 
the same in men as in women (fragility fracture, T-score <–2.5, FRAX risk scores). Nearly two-thirds of 
osteoporotic men have an identifiable secondary cause of bone loss, most often alcohol abuse, GC use, 
and hypogonadism, including gonadotropin-releasing hormone analog use for prostate cancer. Treatment 
is generally the same in men as in women, although testosterone replacement in hypogonadal men is an 
effective adjunctive strategy. 

 18.  What nonpharmacologic therapies are available for patients with osteoporosis? When 
should pharmacological therapy be initiated for osteoporosis (see Chapter 87: Bone 
Strengthening Agents)?
All patients should be on calcium and vitamin D. Patients should be advised on modifiable risk factor reduction (e.g., 
stop smoking), exercise (five times/week), and strategies to minimize fall risk. Pharmacological therapy should be 
advised for any patient who has osteoporosis based on any of the three criteria discussed earlier (see Question 5):

 •  History of vertebral, hip, wrist, or humerus fragility fracture
 •  T-score <–2.5
 •  FRAX risk score (10-year): >3% for hip fracture or >20% for major osteoporosis fracture in drug-naïve 

patients aged >40 years with osteopenia by BMD testing. 
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 19.  How do GCs cause osteoporosis?
GCs adversely affect both phases of bone remodeling leading to rapid loss of bone. They impair bone formation 
by promoting apoptosis of existing osteoblasts and reducing the development of new osteoblasts. They increase 
bone resorption by decreasing the production of sex steroids and osteoprotegerin, an endogenous inhibitor of bone 
resorption. Osteocytes are also affected and undergo apoptosis.

Pearl: Patients on GCs fracture at higher/better BMD values (T-scores) than patients with other types of 
osteoporosis. 

 20.  How should patients on GCs be monitored?
Patients starting GC therapy (prednisone dose > 2.5–5 mg/day or equivalent) with a planned duration of treatment 
>3 months or on existing treatment for >3 months should have their BMD tested and FRAX score calculated at the 
start of therapy and preferably every 12 months as long as GC therapy is continued. 

 21.  When should osteoporosis medications be instituted in patients over age 40 years who are 
on GC therapy? Which medications are effective?
The decision to initiate a bone-active agent is based on risk stratification using the GC-adjusted WHO FRAX tool, 
lowest T-score value, and history of fragility fracture. Note, in patients on prednisone ≥7.5 mg/day, the calculated 
WHO FRAX risk is multiplied by 1.15 to get the GC-adjusted value for MOP 10-year fracture risk and by 1.2 for hip 
10-year fracture risk.

 •  Low risk:
FRAX risk < 10% MOP and < 1% hip

 •  Medium risk:
FRAX risk of 10% to 19% MOP or 1% to 3% hip, or
High-dose prednisone exposure (≥30 mg/day and total dose >5 g in last year)

 •  High risk:
FRAX risk ≥ 20% MOP or ≥ 3% hip, or
T-score <–2.5 at any site in postmenopausal women or men aged >50 years, or
A history of a previous fragility fracture.
Bisphosphonates (alendronate, risedronate, intravenous [IV] zoledronic acid), denosumab, and teriparatide 

have been shown in controlled trials to significantly improve BMD and reduce fractures in GC-treated patients. 
Pharmacologic recommendations for patients aged >40 to 50 years either starting or currently on GCs with an 
anticipated duration of therapy of ≥3 months are as follows:

 •  Low-risk patients: treat with oral bisphosphonate (alendronate, risedronate) if > 4% loss of BMD in past year, 
T-score ≤–1.5, and expected to be on prednisone ≥5 to 7.5 mg/day for >3 months. Patients intolerant to oral 
bisphosphonates can be treated with IV zoledronic acid or denosumab

 •  Medium-risk patients: on prednisone ≥2.5 mg/day should be treated with oral bisphosphonates (alendro-
nate, risedronate), denosumab, or IV zoledronic acid

 •  High-risk patients: same as medium-risk patients or teriparatide. Denosumab may be more effective than 
oral bisphosphonates. Teriparatide is a good option for high-risk patients who have the lowest T-scores 
(≤–2.5) and a history of fragility fracture. 

 22.  How should adult patients aged <40 years be treated for GIOP?
Risk stratification in this young adult patient population depends on history of prior fragility fracture, Z-score, 
prednisone dose, and bone loss by DXA scan:

 •  Low risk: no risk factors other than being on prednisone
 •  Medium risk:
 •  Spine or hip Z-score ≤ –3, or
 •  A >10% decrease in BMD in 1 year and continuing prednisone ≥7.5 mg/day for ≥6 months, or
 •  High-dose prednisone exposure (≥30 mg/day and total dose >5 g in last year) in patients aged ≥30 years
 •  High risk: prior osteoporotic fragility fracture.

Bisphosphonates (alendronate, risedronate, IV zoledronic acid), denosumab, and teriparatide have been 
used successfully in young adult patients on GCs. Pharmacologic recommendations for patients either starting or 
currently on GCs with an anticipated duration of therapy of ≥3 months are as follows:

 •  Low-risk patients: treat with oral bisphosphonates if >10% loss of BMD in 1 year or expected to receive >5 
g of prednisone in total over the next year

 •  Medium-risk patients: treat with bisphosphonates or denosumab. Consider teriparatide if pregnancy 
anticipated

 •  High-risk patients: same as medium-risk patients or teriparatide. Use teriparatide in high-risk patients  
(Z-score ≤–3 and history fragility fracture).

Therapeutic guidelines for premenopausal women with childbearing potential, who have had a 
previous fragility fracture, recommend treatment only if they are continuing prednisone. Oral risedronate 
theoretically may be the safest oral bisphosphonate in this circumstance due to potential of less fetal toxicity 
should the patient become pregnant. Teriparatide is an alternative option. Denosumab is contraindicated in 
pregnancy. 
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 23.  Are there any guidelines for patients on intermittent pulses of IV GCs? How about inhaled 
steroids?
Therapeutic guidelines for prevention and treatment of GIOP in patients receiving intermittent pulse GCs without 
daily therapy are lacking. Patients receiving four or more monthly IV pulses (1 g methylprednisolone equivalent) or 
four or more high-dose oral pulses (prednisone ≥60 mg/day with taper over 2–4 weeks) within a 12-month period 
are at risk and should be treated based on the risk stratification outlined earlier. Patients on daily inhaled steroids 
(equivalent or higher dose than Advair 200 μg/day) for a prolonged period of time (20 years) can lose bone (one 
T-score = 12% bone loss) and should be periodically monitored. 

 24.  Describe vitamin D metabolism and action.
There are two natural forms of vitamin D: cholecalciferol (D3) and ergocalciferol (D2). Humans acquire vitamin D 
by two routes—endogenous synthesis in the skin during sunlight exposure (D3) and dietary intake (D2 and D3). 
Vitamin D from either source is converted in the liver by 25-hydroxylase to 25-hydroxy (OH) vitamin D and then 
by 1-alpha-hydroxylase in the kidney to 1,25-dihydroxy (OH)2 vitamin D. The latter binds to intestinal vitamin D 
receptors to promote calcium and phosphorous absorption. Parathyroid hormone (PTH) and hypophosphatemia 
are major inducers of 1 alpha-hydroxylase activity. As a patient becomes vitamin D-deficient and serum calcium 
decreases, the PTH level increases inducing the 1-alpha-hydroxylase enzyme to convert 25-OH vitamin D into 
1,25 (OH)2 vitamin D. Therefore, the 25-OH vitamin D level will decrease before the 1,25 (OH)2 vitamin D level. 
Therefore, measuring 25-OH vitamin D level is the best measure of vitamin D stores. 

 25.  What causes osteomalacia?
Osteomalacia, which means “soft bones,” results from impaired mineralization of bone matrix due to inadequate 
concentrations of serum phosphate and/or calcium, resulting in a low serum calcium x phosphate product, or from 
a circulating inhibitor of mineralization. 

 26.  Describe the clinical features that are common to osteomalacia and rickets.
Osteomalacia and rickets cause pain and deformity in the long bones and pelvis. Laboratory features of those 
with osteomalacia due to vitamin D deficiency include low or low-normal serum calcium and phosphate levels, 
low 25-OH vitamin D levels, elevated serum alkaline phosphatase, elevated PTH levels, and low 24-hour urinary 
calcium excretion. Laboratory features of those with osteomalacia due to renal phosphate wasting (familial 
hypophosphatemic rickets/adult-onset vitamin D-resistant osteomalacia and oncogenic osteomalacia) include 
low serum phosphate, high serum alkaline phosphatase, high urinary phosphate (low tubular reabsorption 
of phosphate), and inappropriately normal or low 1,25 (OH)2 vitamin D for the degree of hypophosphatemia. 
Radiographs in adults may show characteristic pseudofractures (milkman’s fractures, Looser’s zones) where large 
arteries cross bones or in children may show changes of rickets (see Question 26). Bone biopsies show increased 
osteoid seams but with reduced hydroxyapatite deposition. 

 27.  What causes acquired and congenital rickets?
Rickets results from impaired skeletal mineralization during childhood. Acquired rickets has the same etiologies as 
osteomalacia in adults. Additionally, there are three main inherited disorders resulting in congenital rickets:

 1.  Hypophosphatemic rickets: X-linked hypophosphatemic rickets results from inherited loss of function muta-
tions in the PHEX gene, leading to increased bone expression of fibroblast growth factor 23 (FGF 23) due to de-
creased FGF 23 proteolysis. Autosomal dominant hypophosphatemic rickets results from activating mutations 
in the gene that encodes FGF 23, resulting in increased FGF 23 levels. FGF 23, the body’s main phosphaturic 
factor, lowers serum phosphate by forming a ternary complex with the FGF 23 receptor and the Klotho protein 

Box 52.1   Major Causes of Osteomalacia

Vitamin D deficiency

Low oral intake plus inadequate sunlight exposure

Intestinal malabsorption

Abnormal vitamin D metabolism

Liver disease

Renal disease

Drugs (anticonvulsants, antituberculosis drugs, ketoconazole)

Hypophosphatemia

Low oral phosphate intake

Phosphate-binding antacids

Excess renal phosphate loss

Inhibitors of mineralization

Aluminum

Bisphosphonates

Fluoride

Hypophosphatasia
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to enhance renal phosphate loss through renal sodium-phosphate transporters. FGF 23 also reduces intestinal 
phosphate absorption by lowering serum 1,25 (OH)2 vitamin D levels through inhibition of renal 1-alpha-hy-
droxylase and stimulation of renal 24 hydroxylase. This disorder was previously termed “Vitamin D-Dependent 
Rickets Type 1” because some patients partially respond to high-dose vitamin D therapy.

 2.  Congenital 1-alpha-hydroxylase deficiency: inactivating mutations of 1-alpha hydroxylase cause lifelong 
impairment of conversion of 25-OH vitamin D into 1,25 (OH)2 vitamin D, resulting in chronic intestinal calcium 
and phosphate malabsorption. This disorder was previously termed “Vitamin D-Dependent Rickets Type 2” 
because some patients partially respond to high-dose vitamin D therapy.

 3.  Congenital vitamin D resistance: genetic mutations resulting in defective or absent vitamin D receptors cause 
impaired vitamin D action leading to chronic intestinal calcium and phosphate malabsorption. This disorder was 
previously termed “Vitamin D-Resistant Rickets” because high-dose vitamin D therapy is not beneficial. 

 28.  What clinical manifestations are more specific for rickets and not osteomalacia?
Since rickets results from mineralization defects that occur during bone maturation, some clinical manifestations 
are distinct from those observed with osteomalacia in adults. Clinical features include bone pain, deformities, 
fractures, muscle weakness, and growth retardation. Laboratory findings are similar to those in osteomalacia. 
However, x-rays may show delayed opacification of the epiphyses, widened growth plates, widened and irregular 
metaphyses, and thin cortices with sparse, coarse trabeculae in the diaphyses. Deformities differ depending on 
the time of onset:

First Year Of Life After First Year Of Life

Widened cranial sutures Flared ends of long bones
Frontal bossing Bowing of long bones
Craniotabes Sabre shins
Rachitic rosary Coxa vara
Harrison’s groove Genu varum
Flared wrists Genu valgum

 29.  What is oncogenic osteomalacia?
Oncogenic (tumor-induced) osteomalacia is a rare cause of osteomalacia in adults and rickets in children. 
It is most commonly caused by benign (rarely malignant) endodermal or mesenchymal tumors that secrete 
FGF-23 and other proteins that can cause hypophosphatemia. Serum FGF-23 is a known inhibitor of phosphate 
transport in the renal tubule and the 1-alpha-hydroxylase enzyme in the kidney; it can be measured in serum in 
commercially available assays.

Affected patients present with myalgias and bone pain due to osteomalacia. Laboratory features include 
low serum phosphate, high serum alkaline phosphatase, high urinary phosphate, high FGF-23 level, and low 1,25 
(OH)2 vitamin D. The tumors tend to be small and are best localized by Gallium-68 DOTATATE positron emission 
tomography scanning. Surgical removal of the tumor is curative. 

 30.  How are osteomalacia and rickets treated?

Etiology Treatment

Nutritional vitamin D deficiency Vitamin D, 5000 U/day until healing, then maintain 1000–2000 U/day
Malabsorption Vitamin D, 50,000–100,000 U/day
Renal disease Calcitriol, 0.25–1.0 mcg/day
Hypophosphatemic rickets Calcitriol, 0.25–1.0 mcg/day, and oral phosphate
1-alpha-hydroxylase deficiency Calcitriol, 0.25–1.0 mcg/day, and oral phosphate
Vitamin D resistance Vitamin D, 100,000–200,000 U/day or calcitriol, 5–60 mcg/day, or IV 

calcium infusions

 31.  What is familial hyperphosphatemic tumoral calcinosis?
Familial hyperphosphatemic tumoral calcinosis results from inactivating mutations of the gene that encodes 
FGF 23. FGF 23 normally acts through the FGF 23 receptor and coreceptor Klotho to regulate (lower) serum 
phosphorus by enhancing renal phosphate loss and reducing intestinal phosphate absorption by lowering serum 
1,25 (OH)2 vitamin D levels through inhibition of renal 1-alpha-hydroxylase. Patients with this condition make 
insufficient amounts of functional FGF 23 and, consequently, develop painful ectopic calcifications and elevated 
serum phosphorus levels. 

 32.  Discuss the causes and treatment of osteogenesis imperfecta (OI).
OI results from defective osteoblast function due most commonly to mutations in genes that encode the alpha-1 
and alpha-2 chains of type I collagen (COL1A1 and COL1A2). Autosomal recessive OI is caused by mutations in 
genes that encode proteins involved in type I collagen posttranslational modification (FKBP10, CRTAP, LEPRE1, 
PPIB) or other regulators of bone formation and homeostasis (SERPINH1, SERPINF1, SP7/OSX and IFITM5). OI 
varies in clinical and radiographic features and severity.
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Goals of therapy are to reduce fractures and pain and to prevent bone deformities and functional impairment. 
Data on the risks and benefits of pharmacologic therapy are sparse. Bisphosphonates are used for most forms 
of OI, but not in type VI, in which bone mineralization is defective and bisphosphonates may be harmful. Anabolic 
therapy has been used in other patients, but its effects are dependent on the underlying mutation. Patients with OI 
are best managed in centers where there is experience in treating this condition. 

 33.  What is hypophosphatasia?
Hypophosphatasia results from inherited inactivating mutations of the gene that encodes the tissue nonspecific 
alkaline phosphatase isoenzyme (ALPL). The severity of the enzyme defect determines the clinical features, which 
vary from fetal demise to disabling pediatric forms to milder adult forms manifested by rickets or osteomalacia, 
dental abnormalities, multiple fractures, or just osteoporosis. Low serum alkaline phosphatase, elevated vitamin 
B6 or pyridoxal phosphate, and high urine phosphoethanolamine levels suggest the diagnosis, which can 
be confirmed with genetic testing. Recently, enzyme replacement, asfotase alpha, has become available for 
treatment. 

 34.  Define osteopetrosis.
Osteopetrosis (marble bone disease) results from defective osteoclast function. Mutations have been identified 
in the following genes: TCIRG1 (proton pump), CLCN7 (chloride channel), CAII (carbonic anhydrase II), and gl/
gl (unknown function). Each of these gene abnormalities leads to the inability of osteoclasts to create an 
acidic environment in the resorption pit under its ruffled border that is needed for the dissociation of calcium 
hydroxyapatite from bone matrix. The impaired bone resorption produces dense, chalky, fragile bones, and bone 
marrow replacement. Skeletal x-rays show generalized osteosclerosis. The diagnosis is made by genetic testing. 
Bone marrow transplantation to provide normal osteoclasts may be needed in severe cases while high-dose 
calcitriol to stimulate osteoclasts can be effective in the milder forms.
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PAGET’S DISEASE OF BONE
Matthew P. Wahl, MD and Christine M. Swanson, MD, MCR

KEY POINTS

 1.  Paget’s disease of bone (PDB) is a chronic condition characterized by focal areas of abnormal osteoclasts that 
cause excessive bone resorption, followed by abnormal bone formation resulting in disorganized, weak bone.

 2.  PDB commonly presents as an incidental discovery of elevated alkaline phosphatase (ALP), or bone abnormality 
on a nonrelated imaging study.

 3.  Plain radiographs are used to diagnose PDB and nuclear medicine bone scans are used to evaluate the extent of 
disease.

 4.  The treatment of choice of PDB is intravenous (IV) zoledronate, and treatment is indicated in PDB patients with 
symptomatic bone pain, hypercalcemia, and those at high risk of developing complications from PDB or under-
going surgery at or near a pagetic site.

 5.  Osteoarthritis (OA) is common in PDB, in part due to pagetic involvement adjacent to joints and alterations in 
gait, force transmission, and stress on joints.

 1.  What is PDB?
PDB is a chronic disease characterized by abnormal bone remodeling in one or more bones. Pagetic osteoclasts 
(bone cells responsible for bone resorption) are abnormally large and overactive causing focal areas of excessive 
bone resorption. Compensatory increases in bone formation (by osteoblasts) at pagetic sites result in disorganized, 
structurally weaker bone that is often increased in size. Sir James Paget first described this condition in 1876 and 
referred to it as osteitis deformans; however, there is evidence that the condition existed in Western Europe during 
the Roman period. PDB can lead to bone pain, skeletal deformities, pseudofractures, and OA, though many people 
with PDB are asymptomatic at diagnosis. 

 2.  What causes PDB?
The cause of PDB is unknown and may have genetic and environmental influences. Mutations in the SQSTM1 
gene, which encodes a protein that plays a role in osteoclast function, are seen in 40% to 50% of familial cases 
of PDB. Paramyxovirus infection has been proposed as a potential trigger for PDB as pagetic osteoclasts have 
been found to contain intranuclear structures resembling paramyxovirus nucleocapsids, though no virus has been 
cultured from pagetic osteoclasts. The incidence of PDB is decreasing worldwide, and this may reflect changes in 
environmental contributions to PDB. 

 3.  How does PDB typically present?
PDB is typically diagnosed when elevated ALP or an abnormal radiograph (x-ray) is found incidentally in patients 
being evaluated for other reasons. Symptoms depend on the site and extent of involvement. Up to 30% to 40% of 
patients are symptomatic at diagnosis with the most common symptom being bone pain (80%). Frequently bone pain 
develops later in the disease course. The pain is characterized as a deep and aching pain that occurs with rest or 
activity and is often worse at night. Other symptoms can include joint pain (50%) from secondary OA (most commonly 
of knee, hip, or spine), bone deformities (e.g., tibial bowing, skull thickening), neurologic complications due to neural 
compression from enlarging bone, and spontaneous fractures most commonly of the femur, tibia, and humerus. 

 4.  Who is typically affected by PDB?
PDB prevalence increases with age. It typically affects older adults and is uncommon before the age of 40 years. 
Incidence of PDB also varies based on geography and sex. Men appear to be more commonly affected than 
women. PDB most commonly affects those of European descent and less commonly those of African and Asian 
descent. In the United States, PDB is estimated to affect 2% to 3% of the adult population over the age of 55 years. 

 5.  How is PDB diagnosed?
PDB is a radiographic diagnosis and can be made with plain x-ray. Typical findings of PDB on radiograph include 
focal osteolysis with sclerotic changes, thickening of the cortex, coarse trabecular pattern, and bone enlargement 
(Fig. 53.1). ALP should be measured, which is often, though not always, elevated. 

 6.  What is the differential diagnosis of PDB?
The differential for radiographic PDB may include chronic osteomyelitis, vertebral hemangioma, fibrous dysplasia, 
metastatic disease, metaphyseal dysplasia (Engelmann disease), hyperostosis frontalis interna, familial expansile 
osteolysis, sternocostal clavicular hyperostosis, osteosarcoma, SAPHO syndrome (synovitis, acne, pustulosis, 
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hyperostosis, osteitis), lymphoma, and metastatic cancer (e.g., prostate and breast cancer). Notably PDB affecting 
the vertebrae and other bony sites tend to cause bony enlargement, which helps separate it from metastatic 
cancers. Elevated ALP can be seen in liver or biliary disease or any condition with increased bone turnover 
(e.g., osteomalacia, hyperparathyroidism, skeletal metastases). 

 7.  Which bones are involved in PDB?
PDB may be monostotic (involvement of one bone) or more commonly (80%) polyostotic (involvement of two 
or more bones). It has a predilection for the axial skeletal but can affect nearly any bone in the body. The most 
frequently involved bones are the pelvis (70%), femur (55%), lumbar spine (53%), skull (42%), and tibia (32%). 
Each individual pagetic site may progress or evolve over time; however, the number of skeletal sites involved is 
usually stable over time, and it is rare for new skeletal lesions to develop after diagnosis. 

 8.  What are the typical histological and radiological appearances and triphasic progression of 
pagetic bone lesions?
PDB progresses through three phases. First, there is a focal increase in bone resorption due to increased 
osteoclast activity by numerous enlarged, often multinucleated osteoclasts (lytic phase). Radiographic findings 
include bone loss, wedge-shaped areas of resorption in long bones (blade of grass), and circumscribed lytic 
lesions in the skull (osteoporosis circumscripta). Second, increased osteoblast activity and accelerated bone 
formation occur, resulting in disorganized collagen architecture (mosaic or woven, instead of the normal lamellar 
pattern) and a mixed lytic/sclerotic phase. This abnormal bone has impaired strength and is at higher risk 
for fracture. On x-ray, bones are enlarged and sclerotic. Additionally, bowing deformities, transverse linear 
radiolucencies (“pseudofractures”), and thickening of the calvarium (cotton wool) and iliopubic/ilioischial lines 
(brim sign) may be seen (Fig. 53.1). Finally, there is the sclerotic phase where there is reduced bone cell activity, 
areas of resorbed bone replaced by fibrous tissue, and persistence of abnormal bone architecture including 
enlarged, sclerotic bones. When atraumatic fractures of long bones occur, they typically are transverse (chalk 
stick) and not spiral, reflecting the weakened bony microarchitecture of pagetic woven bone. 

A

CB

Fig. 53.1 The characteristic radiographic and scintigraphic findings seen in Paget’s disease of bone. (A) A skull radiograph showing 

a thickened cranium with regions of dense sclerosis and osteopenia resulting in a “cotton wool” appearance. (B) A pelvic radiograph 

showing right hemipelvic loss of normal trabeculation, sclerosis, and cortical thickening, along with sclerosis of the iliopectineal line. 

(C) Full-body scintigraphy showing increased uptake in the skull, pelvis, lumbar spine, bilateral femurs with bowing of the right, tibias, 

scapula, and bilateral proximal humerus.
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 9.  Which laboratory tests should be obtained to evaluate and monitor PDB?
ALP, calcium, albumin, liver function tests, and 25-hydroxyvitamin D should be obtained in patients with 
suspected or known PDB. ALP can be within normal limits in those with limited, monostotic disease or during 
the initial osteolytic phase of PDB, but rises during the osteoblastic phase and can correlate with disease activity. 
Measurement of ALP is the preferred assay in PDB. If liver disease is present or ALP is normal, other markers of 
bone formation (osteoblastic activity) such as bone-specific alkaline phosphatase (BSAP) or procollagen type I 
N-terminal propeptide (P1NP) can be checked. The elevated turnover marker can be followed over time every  
6 to 12 months to assess a patient’s response to treatment and/or PDB activity. 

 10.  What imaging is recommended to determine the extent of skeletal involvement in PDB and 
for monitoring?
Plain x-rays are used to diagnose PDB, but the extent of PDB involvement is best measured by radionuclide bone 
scan (Fig. 53.1). Bone scan findings are nonspecific (e.g., may see false positives at osteoarthritic sites); however, 
it is the most sensitive exam for identifying PDB lesions. Early symptomatic lesions may be apparent on bone scan 
before x-ray, whereas burned-out pagetic lesions that are easily seen on x-ray may not have increased uptake 
on bone scan. It is recommended that patients with a newly diagnosed PDB have a bone scan during their initial 
evaluation, followed by x-rays of involved sites. Computed tomography, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and 
positron emission tomography imaging are not routinely used in PDB. 

 11.  What medications are available to treat PDB?
Adequate calcium and vitamin D are essential in PDB. Nitrogen containing bisphosphonates (Table 53.1) are 
considered first-line therapy for treatment of PDB as they target affected sites and effectively suppress bone 
resorption by inhibiting osteoclasts. These medications include IV (zoledronic acid [zoledronate], pamidronate) and 
oral formulations (alendronate, risedronate). Calcitonin is less effective and not commonly used. There are case 
reports of denosumab being used in treatment of PDB; however, currently PDB is not an approved indication for 
denosumab. Additionally, there are significant risks with stopping denosumab without subsequent antiresorptive 
therapy (declining bone mineral density, increased fracture risk) (see Anastasilakis JBMR 2017). 

 12.  Which pharmacological agent is the drug of choice for PDB?

Zoledronate, an IV infusion, is the drug of choice for PDB because it has the fastest, most dramatic, and sustained 
effect on ALP and symptoms (pain, quality of life). After a single dose, 96% of patients normalize or have at least 
a 75% reduction in ALP levels at 6 months. Zoledronate is effective even in PDB patients who did not respond to 
previous treatment with other bisphosphonates. Sustained biochemical response to zoledronate may last for 6 
years. Bisphosphonates are contraindicated in those with creatinine clearance <35 mL/minute. 

 13.  What are the indications for treatment of PDB?
Bisphosphonate treatment should be considered for:

 •  Symptoms (bone pain that corresponds to a site of metabolically active PDB, bony deformity, high-output 
cardiac failure)

 •  Those at high risk of developing complications from PDB lesion (e.g., fracture in weight-bearing bones, head-
aches, nerve compression from involvement of the skull or spine, disease near major joints)

 •  Prior to orthopedic or elective surgery at or near a pagetic site to reduce hypervascularity and perioperative 
blood loss

 •  Hypercalcemia in the setting of immobilization. 

 14.  What are the treatment goals in PDB?
Response to therapy is typically assessed with bone turnover markers. The preferred marker, ALP, normally 
decreases 1 to 2 weeks after zoledronate, reaching a nadir by 3 to 6 months. Bone resorption markers (e.g., 
serum collagen type 1 cross-linked C-telopeptide, urinary collagen type 1 cross-linked N-telopeptide) fall more 
rapidly after treatment but are more expensive and cumbersome to obtain due to diurnal variation (e.g., must be 
drawn on fasting morning serum or second void morning urine, respectively). Other bone formation markers (e.g., 
P1NP, BSAP) may be trended if ALP cannot be used (e.g. liver disease). Sustained remission may be indicated by 
bone turnover markers in the lower half of the reference range, and retreatment may be considered if pagetic 
symptoms recur or bone turnover markers become elevated. There are no data to support that ALP normalization 
decreases risk of long-term complications; however, trials have been limited in size and duration. 

Table 53.1   Bisphosphonates Used in the Treatment of Paget’s Disease of Bone

DRUG NAME DOSAGE DURATION

Zoledronate 5 mg IV (once, infused over 15–30 minutes) N/A

Alendronate 40 mg/day orally 6 months

Risedronate 30 mg/day orally 2 months
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 15.  What are the side effects of pharmacological therapy?
Bisphosphonates have been associated with a small increased risk of osteonecrosis of the jaw (particularly 
with invasive dental procedures and in cancer patients) and atypical (subtrochanteric) femoral fractures. 
Bisphosphonates can be nephrotoxic and are contraindicated in patients with impaired renal function (creatinine 
clearance < 35 mL/minute/). Hypocalcemia can occur with bisphosphonate treatment, especially in those patients 
with vitamin D deficiency. Different formulations have specific side effects that should be considered. Oral 
formulations can cause esophagitis/dyspepsia. IV bisphosphonates (e.g., zoledronate) can cause a significant 
acute-phase response (fever, myalgias, arthralgia) lasting for 2 to 3 days after the infusion. Patients should be 
premedicated with acetaminophen before the infusion. Calcium and vitamin D should be supplemented daily to 
prevent secondary hyperparathyroidism and/or hypocalcemia. 

 16.  What complications can arise in PDB?
Skeletal

Bone pain
Bone and joint deformities (bowing, frontal bossing)
Fractures (7% of patients)

Neurologic
Deafness (auditory nerve entrapment or involvement of bones of inner ear; 13%)
Nerve entrapment (cranial nerves, spinal nerve roots)
Spinal stenosis
Basilar invagination
Headaches, vertigo, tinnitus
Stroke (blood vessel compression)

Vascular
Hyperthermia
Vascular steal syndrome (external carotid blood flow to the skull at the expense of the brain)

Cardiac
High-output congestive heart failure (due to increased pagetic bone vascularity when over 40% of skeleton 

involved)
Hypertension
Cardiomegaly
Angina

Malignancy
Osteogenic sarcomas (most commonly in humerus; 1%)
Fibrosarcomas, chondrosarcomas
Benign giant cell tumors

Metabolic
Hypercalcemia
Hypercalcuria
Nephrocalcinosis 

 17.  What is the risk of osteosarcoma in a patient with PDB?
Transformation of a pagetic site to osteosarcoma has a poor prognosis, but is quite rare, occurring in <1% 
of patients. Osteosarcoma should be suspected in PDB patients with increased bone pain and swelling, new 
mass, or new fracture at a pagetic site. MRI is useful in these instances to distinguish pagetic bone lesions from 
malignancies. 

 18.  What other treatments should be considered for patients with complications from PDB?
Pain due to secondary OA in PDB may be effectively treated with traditional analgesics like acetaminophen or 
nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs. Medications such as gabapentin, pregabalin, and amitriptyline can be 
used if neuropathic pain is present. Other treatment modalities may include orthopedic surgery to correct bone 
deformities, address spinal canal stenosis, or to treat pseudofractures. Canes and shoe lifts can be helpful for 
patients with limb deformities. It is also important for patients to have adequate calcium and vitamin D levels to 
avoid hypocalcemia, especially if planning for IV bisphosphonate treatment. 

 19.  How does PDB contribute to OA risk?
OA is common in PDB and is present in 40% to 50% of patients. PDB commonly affects bone adjacent to joints and 
can contribute to OA by causing bony incongruencies. Bowing of long bones can increase the risk of OA as it alters 
gait and increases stress on joints via altered force transmission through the joint and premature loss of articular 
cartilage. Pagetic pain may cause people to favor their nonpagetic leg, which can contribute to OA development on 
the unaffected side. 
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 20.  How do you determine if the pain is due to pagetic bone pain or OA?
PDB and OA pain may both be described as “aching” and it is frequently difficult to distinguish which is causing 
symptoms in PDB patients. PDB pain is more likely to be present at rest. However, pain from both PDB and OA may 
worsen with weight bearing. Bisphosphonate treatment can be helpful in distinguishing the cause of pain as it will 
improve pagetic bone pain within 3 to 4 months, but not osteoarthritic pain. Alternatively, an injection of lidocaine 
into the affected joint (usually the hip) will transiently eliminate pain resulting from osteoarthritis but not PDB.
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OSTEONECROSIS
Christopher C. Striebich, MD, PhD

KEY POINTS

 1.  Osteonecrosis (ON) most commonly involves the femoral head.
 2.  The most common risk factors for ON are glucocorticoid (GC) use and alcohol abuse.
 3.  If you have sufficient clinical suspicion of ON and x-rays are normal, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) must be 

performed.
 4.  Nonoperative therapy for early disease includes protected weight-bearing, bisphosphonates, statins, and antico-

agulants.
 5.  Operative therapy includes core decompression with or without grafting and total joint replacement.

 1.  List some synonyms for ON.
Avascular necrosis, aseptic necrosis, atraumatic necrosis, and ischemic necrosis. 

 2.  How is ON defined?
ON refers to death of the cellular component of bone (osteocytes) and contiguous bone marrow resulting from 
ischemia. Although inciting factors for such ischemia are varied, their end results are clinically indistinguishable. 

 3.  What skeletal regions are predisposed to developing ON?
Bones are most vulnerable in those areas having both limited vascular supply and restricted collateral circulation, 
which are areas that are also typically covered by articular cartilage. The area most frequently affected is the 
femoral head. At-risk areas include femoral head, carpal bones (scaphoid, lunate), humeral head, talus, femoral 
condyles, tarsal navicular, proximal tibia, and metatarsals. 

 4.  Name some other common spontaneous ON syndromes.
 •  Scaphoid (Preiser’s disease).
 •  Lunate (Kienböck’s disease).
 •  Basal phalanges (Thiemann’s disease).
 •  Capitulum of humerus (Panner’s disease).
 •  Vertebral body (Kummell’s disease).
 •  Femoral epiphysis (Legg–Calvé–Perthes).
 •  Tarsal navicular (Köhler’s disease).
 •  Second metatarsal head (Freiberg’s disease). 

 5.  What is the etiology of this disorder?
The etiology of ON is most obvious and best understood in posttraumatic disruption of the arterial blood supply. 
Fractures of the femoral neck have been associated with ON in 15% of nondisplaced and 25% to 50% of 
displaced fractures. Hip dislocation causes ON in 10% to 25% of cases.

In ON cases that develop in the absence of trauma, various pathologic processes are capable of inducing 
hemostasis and, in turn, ischemia. Potential mechanisms include:

 •  Occlusion of blood vessels from sickled red blood cells, thrombophilia/coagulation disorders, and fat emboli 
(long bone fractures, fatty liver, hyperlipidemia)

 •  Bone marrow hypertrophy/infiltration and increased pressure in the bony compartment that compromises 
blood flow can occur in Gaucher’s, leukemia, myeloproliferative disorders, and corticosteroids (fat hypertrophy)

 •  Bone marrow cellular toxicity and death because of external factors such as radiation, chemotherapy, and 
thermal injury. 

 6.  What clinical conditions are associated with ON?
The conditions associated with ON are shown in Box 54.1. 

 7.  Briefly describe the pathogenesis of ON and the resulting symptoms.
Etiologic factors initiate hemostasis directly or trigger a cascade resulting in hemostasis. Histologic findings indicate 
that the final common pathway for the various inciting factors involves local intravascular coagulation and resultant 
tissue ischemia. The result is that of cancellous bone and bone marrow death. With subchondral cancellous bone 
death, collapse of the articular surface may or may not occur, depending on the extent of involvement.
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Pain, the earliest symptom of ON, may occur in the early stages of involvement, before any radiographic 
changes are noted. This pain is likely to be the result of elevated intraosseous pressure because such pain can be 
relieved by decompression. In some individuals, no symptoms develop until the late stages of the disease process 
when collapse of the articular surface occurs and secondary degenerative changes develop. Others, in whom the 
area of infarction is small enough that collapse does not occur, may never develop symptoms. Radiographs in 
these patients reveal sclerotic areas often referred to as “bone islands” or “bone infarcts.” 

 8.  What are the epidemiologic features of ON?
 •  An estimated 10,000 to 30,000 new cases develop each year in the United States. Femoral head ON accounts 

for 10% of all total hip arthroplasties.
 •  In cases of nontraumatic ON, corticosteroid use and alcohol abuse may be responsible for 50% to 70% of 

cases; in up to 10% to 15% of cases, there is no identifiable risk factor (idiopathic).
 •  Males are affected more frequently than females at a ratio of approximately 8:1, possibly reflecting a higher 

incidence of trauma in males.
 •  Most cases develop in the <50-year-old age group. One exception to this observation is seen in ON of 

the knee (femoral condyles, proximal tibia), to which women over the age of 50 years are predisposed 
(female:male ratio of approximately 3:1). 

 9.  What clinical features would lead to suspicion of this disorder?
The signs and symptoms stemming from ON are nonspecific. Pain is what leads affected individuals to seek 
medical evaluation. For the hip, which is the most commonly involved joint, pain is unilateral at onset and localizes 
to the groin, buttock, medial thigh, and medial aspect of the knee. Pain occurs with weight bearing but can be 
present at rest (66%) and at night (33%) because of elevated intraosseous pressure. Occasionally, knee pain is 
the major complaint in an individual with late-stage ON of the hip. Typically, morning stiffness is absent or of short 
duration (<1 hour), allowing differentiation from inflammatory monoarticular arthritides. Range of motion is not 
affected, except as limited by discomfort, until late degenerative changes develop. Although these findings are 
common to other potential etiologies, their occurrence in the setting of a patient with a predisposing risk (e.g., 
recent trauma, high-dose steroid use) should suggest underlying ON. 

Box 54.1   Conditions Associated with Osteonecrosis

Nontraumatic

Juvenile

Slipped capital femoral epiphysis

Legg–Calvé–Perthes

Adult

Corticosteroid administration

Alcohol abuse

Sickle cell anemia

Hemoglobinopathies (thalassemia, hemoglobin C disease)

Dysbaric osteonecrosis

Gaucher’s disease/Fabry’s disease

Radiotherapy/chemotherapy

Cushing’s disease

Diabetes mellitus

Hyperlipidemia

Hypercoagulable states/thrombophilia/disseminated intravascular coagulation

Pancreatitis

Pregnancy

Oral contraceptive use

Systemic lupus erythematosus, primary antiphospholipid syndrome, and other connective tissue disorders

Organ transplantation

Fat embolism

Severe acute respiratory syndrome

Carbon tetrachloride/lead poisoning

Tumor infiltration of marrow

Arteriosclerosis/vaso-occlusive disorders

Others: human immunodeficiency virus/highly active antiretroviral therapy, smoking, idiopathic

Traumatic

Fracture of the femoral neck

Dislocation or fracture/dislocation of the hip

Hip trauma without fracture or dislocation

Hip surgery
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 10.  How much corticosteroid puts a patient at risk for ON?
Overall, 10% to 30% of patients on GCs develop ON. A previous review estimated a 4.6-fold increase in the rate of 
ON for every 10 mg/day increase in the mean daily dose of prednisone during the first 6 months of therapy. More 
recent reports suggest that the risk of ON is increased in patients who are on >20 mg/day of prednisone for over 
a month or receive >2 g total over 2 to 3 months. The risk of ON increases by 5% for every 20-mg increase 
in prednisone dose. Although controversial, high-dose pulse corticosteroids alone (i.e., 1 g methylprednisolone 
monthly) does not increase risk unless followed by high-dose daily oral prednisone. Patients who smoke or have 
systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), antiphospholipid antibodies, or rapidly develop profound Cushingoid features 
are particularly likely to develop ON. 

 11.  How do corticosteroids cause ON?
GCs cause ON by both direct and indirect effects on cells. Direct effects include increased apoptosis of 
osteoblasts, osteocytes, and endothelial cells. Indirect effects include increased hypercoagulability, decreased 
angiogenesis, and modulated local vasoactive amine production, which can contribute to the ischemia. Finally, 
increased intraosseous pressure because of adipogenesis and fat hypertrophy in the bone marrow can decrease 
blood flow to the area. However, because not all patients who receive steroids get ON, genetic factors are 
thought to play a role. Genetic differences in the affinity of GCs to bind to their receptors as well as the speed 
of metabolism of GCs to their inactive forms at the local tissue level may account for why less than half of 
GC-treated patients get ON. 

 12.  How much alcohol intake does it take to be at risk for ON?
Overall, 2% to 5% of alcohol abusers will develop ON. It is estimated that a total of 150 L of 100% alcohol 
at a rate of 400 mL/week (i.e., one pint/week) increases the risk 9.8-fold for developing ON. The risk of ON 
increases with the amount of alcohol consumed weekly: 3-fold if <400 mL/week, 10-fold if 400 to 1000 
mL/week, and 18-fold if >1000 mL/week. Susceptibility may be partly determined by genetics. Certain 
polymorphisms of alcohol-metabolizing enzymes may contribute to ON risk. Smoking also increases the 
risk. 

 13.  What is the suspected cause of idiopathic ON?
ON without an identifiable cause accounts for 10% to 15% of all cases. Extensive analysis supports that many of 
these patients may have a hypercoagulable state as evidenced by elevated lipoprotein(a), low tissue plasminogen 
activator activity, and/or high plasminogen activator inhibitor levels. Others have been found to have high 
homocysteine levels, elevated antiphospholipid antibodies, low protein C or protein S levels, or the presence of 
Factor V Leiden. 

 14.  Are there any other medications that are associated with ON?
Recently, protease inhibitors, used to treat human immunodeficiency virus infections, have been implicated 
in causing ON. These medications have caused lipodystrophy, diabetes mellitus, hyperlipidemia, and 
hypercoagulability. Hyperlipidemia and hypercoagulable states may lead to ON. Bisphosphonates have been 
associated with ON of the jaw. 

 15.  What is spontaneous ON of the knee?
Spontaneous ON of the knee is an idiopathic form of ON that affects primarily women (female:male = 3:1) over 
the age of 50 years. Patients present with knee pain. MRI shows lesions that tend to be small on the medial more 
often than those on the lateral femoral condyle. 

 16.  What is the role of plain radiographs in the diagnosis of ON?
Initially, plain films are normal. Later, a region of generalized osteopenia may develop (a nonspecific finding). 
Eventually, after bone repair mechanisms have had time to work, a mottled appearance develops in the affected 
area because of the presence of “cysts” (regions of dead bone resorption) and contiguous sclerosis (regions of 
bone repair).

Early collapse of the cancellous bone beneath the subchondral plate is apparent as a pathognomonic 
radiolucent line frequently referred to as the crescent sign (Fig. 54.1). Once in this stage, further collapse is 
almost inevitable, thus, it represents the earliest irreversible lesion of ON. Once the articular surface has collapsed 
and flattened, secondary degenerative changes develop, resulting in joint space narrowing and secondary 
involvement of other bones within the articulation (e.g., acetabulum). 

 17.  How good is MRI in the diagnosis of ON? What about other imaging studies?
Compared with other diagnostic studies, MRI has been found to have the highest sensitivity and best 
diagnostic accuracy, thus obviating invasive diagnostic procedures such as biopsy and bone marrow pressure 
determinations. Sensitivity and diagnostic accuracy appear to be 95% to 99%. The characteristic MRI finding is 
an area or line of decreased signal on both T1 and T2 images (Fig. 54.2). This area appears to correspond with 
the demarcation between live regenerating bone and necrotic tissue. In patients who cannot undergo an MRI, 
radionuclide bone scanning can show a subchondral “cold spot” (avascular necrosis) surrounded by a “hot” area 
(donut sign) where there is increased osteoblastic activity at the interface with the necrotic bone. A computed 
tomography CT scan will show necrotic and reactive bone. 
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 18.  How often does ON occur in a bilateral fashion?
Approximately 50% of patients with symptomatic hip ON have asymptomatic disease in the contralateral hip at 
the time of initial presentation. Two thirds of these asymptomatic hips will eventually progress to late-stage ON. 
Consequently, bilateral hip MRI at time of presentation is recommended. Similar frequencies would be expected in 
ON of humeral head and knee. It is common to have multiple bony areas involved. 

 19.  Describe the staging scheme for ON of the femoral head (Table 54.1).

Fig. 54.1 A plain radiograph of the hip showing the crescent sign (arrow) of osteonecrosis.

Fig. 54.2 Magnetic resonance imaging of bilateral hips showing necrotic bone (arrows) in both femoral heads consistent with osteone-
crosis.

Table 54.1   University of Pennsylvania (Steinberg) System of Staging of Osteonecrosis of the 
Femoral Head.

STAGE PLAIN RADIOGRAPHIC FINDINGS

MAGNETIC 

RESONANCE IMAGINGa

0b Normal Normal

I Normal Abnormal

II Osteopenia, bony sclerosis, cystic changes Abnormal

III Subchondral collapse (“crescent sign”) without articular surface 
flattening

Abnormal
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 20.  Describe the medical management of ON.
The goal in treating ON is to prevent bony collapse and subsequent deformity. Thus, effective treatment is 
contingent upon diagnosis while ON is still in its early stages (stage II and less). Patients on GC should be tapered 
to the lowest possible dose. Recommended medical management is limited to having the patient discontinue 
weight-bearing on the affected side for 4–8 weeks and administering analgesics for relief of associated pain. 
Unfortunately, hip survival rates with nonoperative management are only in the 13% to 35% range for stage I–IV 
disease. Therefore, nonsurgical management does not change the natural course of the disease. Recently there 
have been promising reports with pharmacologic therapies including lipid-lowering drugs, bisphosphonates, 
and anticoagulants, which should be considered. Hyperbaric oxygen, pulsed electromagnetic field therapy, and 
extracorporeal shock therapy are being investigated. The best results with any of these therapies are achieved in 
patients where the area of involvement of the femoral head is ≤15% and not involving the weight-bearing surface. 

 21.  Describe the surgical management for this disorder.
In early, reversible stages of ON, several surgical procedures have been developed with the aim of preventing 
progression. Of these, core decompression of the femoral head has been most commonly performed and 
investigated. The rationale for this operation is that if increased intraosseous pressure can be relieved, vascular 
perfusion can then be enhanced and help prevent progression of the lesion. Several studies comparing core 
decompression with nonoperative management have shown favorable results, with success rates in the range 
of 47% to 84% for stage I to III disease. Core decompression has also shown some benefit when used to treat 
knee and humerus ON. Vascularized fibula grafting into the femoral head has been shown in several studies to be 
extremely promising, with 5-year hip survival rates of 81% to 89% for stage II to IV disease. However, there is a 
high complication rate (19%), so this procedure is a consideration only in medical communities in which a skilled 
surgeon with experience in this technique is available. In general lesions <30% of the femoral head have the 
best results. Initial studies using autologous mesenchymal stem cells inserted into the femoral head after core 
decompression have shown encouraging results.

In the nonreversible stages of ON (particularly stages V to VI), the goal of surgical intervention is to restore 
joint function and relieve associated pain. The effectiveness and reliability of total hip arthroplasty (replacement) 
have made earlier procedures attempting to achieve these goals obsolete. 

 22.  Can ON be prevented?
Yes, to some extent. Modifiable risk factors can be manipulated, for example, steroid dose, alcohol intake, and 
control of diabetes and hyperlipidemia. As an example, the vast majority of cases of corticosteroid-related ON 
occur in patients who have received the equivalent of ≥20 mg of prednisone/day, especially for prolonged periods. 
In rheumatoid arthritis, where prednisone doses rarely exceed 10 mg/day, ON is uncommon. By contrast, in SLE, in 
which higher doses of steroids are frequently used, 30% to 50% of patients may develop some degree of ON. Early 
use of lipid-lowering drugs, bisphosphonates, antioxidants (vitamin E), and anticoagulants may be preventative. 

 23.  What is bone marrow edema syndrome (BMES)?
BMES, also known as transient osteoporosis of the hip, is a self-limited transitory clinical entity characterized by 
hip pain, osteopenia on radiographs, and bone marrow edema of femoral head and neck on MRI. This disorder 
typically affects women in the third trimester of pregnancy and middle-aged men. Usually one hip is involved, 
but 40% to 80% can have bilateral involvement or involvement of other joints (knee, ankle, etc.). Symptoms last 
an average of 6 months. Up to 40% can have recurrences. Treatment is with analgesics and protective weight 
bearing. IV bisphosphonates have been used successfully and should be considered. Core decompression is not 
indicated. BMES differs from ON on MRI because it has both femoral head and femoral neck abnormalities, 
whereas ON only involves the femoral head.

STAGE PLAIN RADIOGRAPHIC FINDINGS

MAGNETIC 

RESONANCE IMAGINGa

IV Flattening of the articular surface without joint-space narrowing Abnormal

V Flattening of the articular surface with joint-space narrowing and/or 
acetabular involvement

Abnormal

VI Advanced degenerative changes Abnormal

aEach stage is further divided into three subclasses: A = small (<15% femoral head involvement, <2-mm depression of femoral head); B 

= moderate (15%–30%, 2–4 mm); C = large (>30%, >4 mm) depending on the size of the lesion on magnetic resonance imaging.
bStage 0 refers to an “at risk” asymptomatic, uninvolved hip in an individual with avascular necrosis on the contralateral side.

Table 54.1   University of Pennsylvania (Steinberg) System of Staging of Osteonecrosis of the 
Femoral Head—cont’d
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HERITABLE CONNECTIVE TISSUE 
DISEASES
Alison M. Gizinski, MD, MS

KEY POINTS

 1.  Osteogenesis imperfecta (OI) is a genetic defect of collagen type I causing “brittle bones,” blue sclera, and 
abnormal teeth.

 2.  Ehlers–Danlos syndromes (EDS) are caused by multiple genetic defects of extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins 
causing joint hypermobility, skin hyperextensibility, and tissue fragility.

 3.  Marfan syndrome (MFS) is a genetic defect of fibrillin-1, leading to marfanoid habitus, aortic root dilatation, and 
an ectopic lens.

 1.  Discuss the characteristics of the heritable connective tissue diseases (HCTDs)?
HCTDs are a heterogenous group of disorders that result from genetic defects that alter the quantity or structure 
of ECM proteins including collagens, fibrillins, elastin, and noncollagenous matrix proteins (tenascin, fibronectin, 
proteoglycans in the interstitial space and integrins on cell surfaces). Depending on the ECM protein involved, 
one can predict which tissues are most likely to be affected including bone, cartilage, tendon, ligament, muscle, 
skin, eye, heart valves, blood vessels, and lung. There are over 450 well-characterized diseases. Although each 
is relatively rare, as a group they affect 1 in 5000 individuals. This chapter will discuss only the most common of 
these disorders. 

 2.  Give the classification of HCTDs?
There are several different classifications that have been proposed. One classification is by the main collagenous 
structural property which has been altered.

 •  Tensile HCTDs: these disorders affect primarily type I or other (III, V) collagens, ECM proteins associated with 
these collagens, or elastin which are important for strength of bone, ligaments, tendons, skin, heart valves, 
and blood vessels. The disorders include: OI (collagen type I defect), EDS (collagen type I, III, or V defect; 
fibronectin defect, or enzyme deficiency), MFS (fibrillin-1 defect), congenital contractural arachnodactyly (CCA) 
(fibrillin-2 defect), pseudoxanthoma elasticum, cutis laxis, and supravalvular aortic stenosis (William syndrome 
caused by elastin gene deletion).

 •  Compressive HCTDs: these disorders affect multiple collagens and/or ECM proteins important for compres-
sion of cartilage and growth. Gene discovery has defined over 100 genes with various defects leading to ab-
normal collagens (types II, IX, X, XI), ECM proteins, defects in metabolic pathways (enzymes), defects in signal 
transduction and receptors, as well as others. The disorders include achondroplasias, epiphyseal chondrodys-
plasias (Stickler syndrome, spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia, and multiple epiphyseal dysplasia), metaphyseal 
chondrodysplasias, and others.

 •  Barrier HCTDs: these disorders affect type IV collagen (Alport syndrome) and type VII collagen (epidermolysis 
bullosa), which form barriers known as basement membranes. 

TENSILE HEREDITARY CONNECTIVE TISSUE DISEASES

 3.  What is osteogenesis imperfecta (OI)? Which organs are involved, and why?
OI, also known as “brittle bone” disease, is a group of diseases defined by similar clinical manifestations 
(brittle bones and blue sclerae) occurring to various degrees with a similar etiology. It affects 1 in 20,000 
individuals. The inheritance pattern and penetrance are variable. Most are autosomal dominant (AD), 
although 35% are sporadic mutations. Most patients with OI have an AD defect in one of the genes that 
encode type I collagen (COL1A1, COL1A2), which accounts for the structure and physical properties of bone. 
The genetic defect causes a low production (50% of normal) of type I collagen which results in osteopenia 
and brittleness, leading to frequent fractures. Diminished type I collagen in the sclerae leads to translucency 
and apparent blueness, while in the teeth causes dentinogenesis imperfecta (opalescent teeth). Hearing loss 
can also occur.
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Clinical syndromes of brittle bone disease are variable. Affected individuals may experience in utero death 
from fractures, live birth with wormian bones, short stature and multiple fractures, or live birth with mildly 
brittle bones and normal stature. The most severe forms of OI are typically spontaneous mutations or autosomal 
recessive (AR) genetic defects which affect proteins or enzymes that regulate type I collagen folding. Milder 
presentations are typically due to AD defects of one of the COL1A genes described earlier. 

 4.  What is the Sillence classification of OI?
The original Sillence classification system grouped OI into four clinical categories of severity. A fifth phenotype 
was reported in 2000; hence, current nomenclature recognizes five types of OI (as well as a sixth category: OI, 
other types). Most forms can be classified clinically into mild, moderate, severe, and lethal.

  
Type I OI (mild): bone fragility, little or no deformity, normal stature, blue sclerae, osteopenia, and hearing loss in 

50%, may (Type IA) or may not (Type IB) have dentinogenesis imperfecta. Mutation of COL1A1 or COL1A2 
gene causing underproduction (50%) of normal type I collagen and subsequent hypomineralization. T scores 
are often –2.5 to –4.0. Inheritance is AD.

Type II OI (usually lethal): multiple in utero fractures and blue or gray sclerae, in utero/neonatal death common. 
Inheritance is AD or AR.

Type III OI (severe deforming): multiple fractures before 3 years, fractures heal with major skeletal deformi-
ties, triangular facies with frontal bossing, short stature, scoliosis, joint laxity, gray or blue sclerae, and 
hearing loss. Not usually ambulatory. Pulmonary insufficiency from thoracic deformity is a major cause 
of death before the age of 35 years. Usually results from a spontaneous mutation but can be AD or AR 
inheritance.

Type IV OI (moderate severity): variable short stature, variable bone fragility with a moderate number of fractures 
by the age of 10 years, wormian bones, normal (white) or gray sclerae, dentinogenesis imperfecta, some 
hearing loss, ambulatory. Inheritance is AD.

Type V OI (rare): similar to type IV but with hyperplastic callus formation post fracture (fracture risk moderate), 
normal sclera, limited pronation and supination at the forearm due to intramembranous bone formation. 
Mutation in IFITM5. Inheritance is AD.

  
The diagnosis of OI is primarily clinical. Several laboratories will perform collagen biochemical and molecular 

(DNA sequencing) analysis from a skin biopsy, and NextGen Sequencing from whole blood is available from 
some laboratories as well. It is important to note that negative genetic testing does not rule out disease due to a 
false-negative rate of 10%, despite testing panels that may include 25 separate genes. Bisphosphonate therapy 
may be beneficial, especially intravenous pamidronate and zoledronic acid in Type I and Type II OI. Teriparatide 
in adults with mild OI may be beneficial, and denosumab is being tested in OI patients as well. Teriparatide is 
not considered safe for children due to osteosarcoma risk. Corrective surgery, bracing, physical therapy, and 
continuous rehabilitative care are important. 

 5.  What is the significance of increased joint mobility? How do you diagnose it?
Hyperflexible joints are common and do not necessarily indicate that someone has HCTD. Joint hypermobility 
decreases with age. Some studies suggest that 10% to 25% of the population may have hyperflexible joints, 
with 5% of people with hypermobility having symptoms. Symptoms from increased joint mobility can range 
from arthralgias to dislocation or injury. The diagnosis of EDS should be considered in patients with severe 
hypermobility and recurrent dislocations.

The Beighton score for joint laxity and hypermobility uses a simple nine-point system. A score of ≥5 
indicates hypermobility on examination:

 1.  Hyperextension of the knee more than 10 degrees past 180 degrees. One point for each knee.
 2.  Hyperextension of the elbow more than 10 degrees past 180 degrees. One point for each elbow.
 3.  Passive opposition of the thumb to the flexor aspect of the forearm. One point for each thumb. (see Fig. 55-1).
 4.  Passive extension of the little (fifth) finger beyond 90 degrees with the forearm flat on the table. One point for 

each little finger.
 5.  Forward trunk flexion (knees fully extended) so that the palms of the hands can be placed flat on the ground. 

One point. 

 6.  Describe the clinical manifestations of EDS.
The EDS are a group of uncommon connective tissue disorders resulting primarily in joint and skin laxity and 
arterial wall abnormalities. As a group, EDS affects 1 in 5000 individuals. Increased joint mobility and increased 
skin fragility and hyperextensibility occur, though there is a wide variability in involvement. Hyperextensibility 
in patients with EDS may be greater in the small joints than large joints and may diminish with age. Skin 
hyperextensibility is defined as a capacity to stretch the skin 3 cm at the neck, elbows, and knees and 1.5 cm 
at the distal forearm or the dorsum of the hand (see Fig. 55.1). Skin laxity and fragility may manifest as easy 
bruisability, inability of stretched skin to return to normal, “cigarette paper” or “papyraceous-appearing” scars 
over the knees and other extensor surfaces, gaping wounds from minor trauma, or the inability of skin to retain 
sutures. Pes planus, pectus excavatum, and a high-arched palate can be present in all forms. Arteries may 
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develop aneurysms or rupture because of elastic tissue laxity. There are several recognized clinical types of EDS. 
Most involve some abnormality in collagen synthesis or enzymatic modification of collagen. The 2017 International 
Classification of the EDS recognizes 13 types of EDS.

 1.  Classical (formerly classic EDS types I and II): hypermobility with joint dislocations, skin hyperextensibility, 
soft doughy skin, wide atrophic papyraceous scars, easy bruising ranging from mild to severe, and colluscoid 
pseudotumors of skin. Cervical insufficiency, uterine prolapse, scoliosis, and hernias can be seen. Associated 
with the null allele for collagen type V (COL5A1 or COL5A2) and has AD inheritance. The classical type of EDS 
accounts for roughly 80% of EDS cases reported in the literature.

 2.  Classical-like: Skin hyperextensibility with velvety skin, joint hypermobility, easily bruised skin, and absence 
of atrophic scarring typify this category of EDS. Due to a mutation in the TNXB gene causing tenascin X (ECM 
glycoprotein) deficiency. AR inheritance. Note that tenascin X associates with type I collagen and is important 
for its stability and deposition.

 3.  Cardiac-valvular: severe progressive cardiac-valvular problems, skin hyperextensibility, atrophic scars, easy 
bruising, and joint hypermobility. COL1A2 mutations leading to lack of proα2-chain of type I collagen. AR 
inheritance.

 4.  Hypermobile (formerly EDS type III): marked hypermobility of large and small joints with soft skin but no 
scars. Much more common than other types of EDS, with a prevalence of 1 in 5000. Autonomic dysfunction 
including postural orthostatic tachycardia syndrome and postural acrocyanosis has been reported. Chronic 
joint pain, which may resemble fibromyalgia, is common. Collagen/ECM protein defect unknown. Inheritance is 
suspected to be AD.

 5.  Vascular (formerly EDS IV): normal joint mobility, translucent skin with prominent venous pattern, marked 
bruising, aortic/arterial aneurysms, arterial rupture/dissections, rupture of uterus/bowel (sigmoid colon), and 
carotid-cavernous sinus fistula formation. Spontaneous hemopneumothorax and mitral valve prolapse can 
occur. No hyperelastic skin. Increased risk of maternal mortality during pregnancy. Surgery can be difficult 
due to friable arteries and organ tissue. Caused by various mutations in genes encoding for Type III collagen 
(COL3A1), which is found primarily in the skin, blood vessels, and walls of hollow viscera. AD inheritance.

 6.  Kyphoscoliotic (formerly EDS type VI): severe kyphoscoliosis with muscle hypotonia associated with joint 
laxity noted at birth, recurrent joint dislocation, and hyperextensible, fragile skin that develops gaping wounds 
with minor trauma and heals poorly. Unlike other EDS types, these patients have ocular fragility, blue sclerae, 
retinal detachment, glaucoma, and globe rupture that can lead to blindness. Mutations of the lysyl hydroxylase 
gene (PLOD1) results in deficiency of the enzyme. This enzyme is necessary for the conversion of lysyl resi-
dues to hydroxylysine on procollagen peptides, which is important for crosslinking and subsequent collagen 
stabilization. AR inheritance.

 7.  Arthrochalasia (formerly EDS VIIA and VIIB): significant hypermobility with large joint dislocations starting in 
newborn period (congenital hip dislocation), moderate skin hyperextensibility and bruising, kyphoscoliosis, 
muscle hypotonia, frequent fractures, and short stature. Defect in type I collagen (COL1A1, COL1A2) involves 
lack of N-proteinase cleavage site, so type I collagen retains its N-terminal peptide resulting in abnormal col-
lagen fibrils. AD inheritance.

 8.  Dermatosparaxis (formerly EDS VIIC): marked joint hypermobility, micrognathia, extremely fragile skin with 
bruising but no scars, sagging redundant skin, and blue sclerae. Large umbilical hernias are common. Short 
limbs, hands, and feet. Due to mutation in ADAMTS2 leading to a deficiency of procollagen N-propeptidase and 
abnormal type I collagen. AR inheritance.

 9.  Brittle cornea syndrome: thin cornea, early onset progressive keratoconus and keratoglobus, blue sclerae. 
Mutation in ZNF469, a zinc finger protein. AR Inheritance.

 10.  Spondylodysplastic: short stature, muscle hypotonia, bowing of limbs. Multiple gene mutations lead to 
glycosaminoglycan deficiency. AR inheritance.

 11.  Musculocontractural: Multiple congenital contractures, specific craniofacial features with broad forehead, 
micrognathia in infancy, protruding jaw in adolescence, low-set rotated ears, hyperextensible thin skin, 
atrophic skin, and organ fragility. Caused by a defect in the gene CHST14 (involved in glycosaminoglycan 
synthesis) or in the DSE gene. AR inheritance.

 12.  Myopathic: congenital muscle hypotonia and/or muscle atrophy, proximal joint contractures, hypermobility of 
distal joints. Defect involving COL12A1 gene for Type XII collagen. Inheritance is AR or AD.

 13.  Periodontal (formerly EDS IX): severe periodontitis of childhood, lack of attached gingiva, pretibial plaques, 
joint hypermobility, and skin hyperextensibility. Gain of function mutations in C1R and C1S, involved in the 
classical pathway of complement. AD inheritance. 

 7.  What is the Brighton (revised) diagnostic criteria for the joint hypermobility syndrome (JHS)?
Major criteria

 1)  Beighton score of 4/9 or greater currently or historically (see Question 5).
 2)  Arthralgia for >3 months in four or more joints.

Minor criteria
 1)  Beighton score of 1, 2, or 3/9 (0, 1, 2 or 3 if aged >50 years).
 2)  Arthralgia (≥3 months) in one to three joints or back pain (≥3 months), spondylosis, spondylolysis/

spondylolisthesis.
 3)  Dislocation/subluxation in more than one joint, or in one joint on more than one occasion.
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 4)  Three or more soft tissue lesions (epicondylitis, tenosynovitis, bursitis).
 5)  Marfanoid habitus.
 6)  Abnormal skin: striae, hyperextensibility, thin, papyraceous scarring.
 7)  Eye signs: drooping eyelids, myopia, or downslanted palpebral fissures.
 8)  Varicose veins or hernia or uterine/rectal prolapse.

The JHS is diagnosed in the presence of two major criteria, or one major and two minor criteria, or four 
minor criteria. Note that major and minor criteria 1 are mutually exclusive as are major and minor criteria 2 since 
they are measuring the same manifestation. 

 8.  Are JHS and EDS hypermobile type the same disease (controversial)?
The JHS has a familial predisposition and shows overlap with several HCTDs, most notably EDS hypermobile type. 
It is characterized by varying degrees of joint laxity without instability or disability and is an important cause of 
periarticular complaints. Arthralgias (hands, knees, and hips), knee effusions from patellar malalignment from 
laxity, daily headache from cervical spine hypermobility, and frequent ankle or wrist sprains are common. In 
addition to the clinical manifestations listed in the Brighton criteria, mitral valve prolapse and osteopenia (RR 1.8x) 
have been associated with JHS as well. Chronic fatigue, pain amplification (fibromyalgia-like), and dysautonomia 
have been reported more frequently in patients with JHS and EDS. The connective tissue defects responsible for 
JHS and EDS are unknown and hence the two cannot clearly be separated on a genetic basis. As such, some 
experts have suggested that JHS and EDS hypermobile type may represent a continuum. 

 9.  What are the revised Ghent criteria for the diagnosis of Marfan syndrome (MFS)?
MFS has an incidence of 1 in 3000 to 5000. The diagnosis can be difficult due to the multiple clinical 
manifestations. Diagnostic criteria have been established to help make a diagnosis. These criteria also call upon 
the clinician to rule out competing diagnoses such as Loey–Dietz syndrome, vascular EDS, and Shprintzen–
Goldberg syndrome; therefore referral to a medical geneticist should be considered.

Revised Ghent Criteria for Diagnosis of MFS

In the Absence of a Family History, Any One of the Following Gives the Diagnosis of MFS
Aortic root dilationa and/or dissection + ectopia lentis (bilateral upward)
Aortic root dilationa and/or dissection + fibrillin-1 gene (FBN1) mutation
Ectopia lentis and FBN1 mutation known to predispose to aortic root aneurysm/dissection
Aortic root dilationa and evidence of systemic features (≥ 7 out of 20 pointsb)

If a Family History of MFS in a First-Degree Relative, Any One of the Following Gives the 
Diagnosis of MFS
Ectopia lentis
Systemic features (≥7 points)
Aortic root dilationa and/or dissection

aDilation = aortic root diameter with Z-score ≥ 2 (calculators available on www.marfan.org)
bSystemic features include wrist and thumb sign (3 points); wrist or thumb sign (1 point); pectus deformity, carinatum  

(2 points) or excavatum (1 point) or chest asymmetry (1 point); hindfoot deformity (2 points); pes planus (1 point); pneu-

mothorax (2 points); dural ectasia (2 points); protrusio acetabuli (2 points); reduced upper segment/lower segment ratio 

(<0.85) and increased arm span/height (>1.05) (1point); scoliosis or thoracolumbar kyphoscoliosis (1 point); reduced elbow 

extension <170 degrees (1 point); facial features (1 point); skin striae (1 point); myopia > 3 diopters (1 point); mitral valve 

prolapse (1 point). 

Fig. 55.1 Demonstration of the passive opposition of the thumb to the flexor aspect of the forearm in the Beighton score and skin 

hyperextenstibility greater than 1.5 cm at the dorsum of the hand.
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 10.  What is the genetic defect in MFS, and how does it contribute to the clinical 
manifestations?
MFS is caused by mutations in the fibrillin-1 gene on chromosome 15. Over 3000 mutations of this gene have 
been reported. The predominant inheritance pattern is AD, although 25% of cases are due to sporadic mutations. 
Fibrillin-1 is produced by fibroblasts and forms a scaffold for the deposition of elastin. In addition to being a 
connective protein important in structural support for tissues, the fibrillin-1 protein also binds transforming growth 
factor β (TGF-β). Researchers now believe that the mutated fibrillin-1 cannot bind TGF-β resulting in excessive 
accumulation of TGF-β. Excess TGF-β can have deleterious effects on vascular smooth muscle development and 
the integrity of the ECM by binding to its receptor and upregulating TGF-β responsive genes such as those that 
regulate the production of matrix metalloproteinases. The excess matrix metalloproteinases can interfere with 
tissue development and weaken the tissue. Therefore, organs that contain a lot of fibrillin-1 and elastin are most 
likely to be involved in MFS including the elastic walls of arteries (especially aorta), heart valves, zonula fibers of 
the eye, ligaments, skin, and lung parenchyma. 

 11.  Describe the phenotype and skeletal manifestations of MFS.
Patients with MFS have a characteristic phenotype that is easily recognized: tall stature, long thin extremities 
(arm span/height ratio > 1.05 for white adults; may be lower in Asian and Afrocaribbean), dolichostenomelia 
(abnormally low upper/lower body segment ratio of <0.85 for white adults and <0.78 for black adults compared 
with normal ratios of ≥0.93 for whites and ≥0.87 for blacks), and diminished subcutaneous fat. The lower 
segment is defined as the distance from the top of the symphysis pubis to the floor in the standing position, 
and the upper segment is the height minus the lower segment (of note, severe scoliosis may skew these 
measurements). Skeletal manifestations include arachnodactyly (spider digits), pectus excavatum or carinatum, 
loss of thoracic kyphosis, scoliosis (>20 degrees), reduced elbow extension (<170 degrees), and pes planus. 
Facial manifestations include dolichocephaly (long, narrow face), malar hypoplasia, retrognathia, enophthalmos, 
and downslanting palpebral fissures. 

 12.  How is arachnodactyly (spider digits) recognized?
 •  The thumb sign, or Steinberg’s sign, is a protrusion of the entire distal phalanx past the hypothenar border 

when the hand is clenched in a fist (see Fig. 55.2).
 •  The wrist sign, or Walker–Murdoch sign, means that the top of the thumb overlaps the entire fingernail of the 

fifth finger when they encircle the wrist of the opposite hand. 

 13.  Does the presence of arachnodactyly mean a patient has MFS? What is the differential 
diagnosis of arachnodactyly?
Arachnodactyly is present in about 90% of cases of MFS but is not diagnostic and may be seen in other diseases.

 •  Loeys–Dietz syndrome is an AD disease characterized by the triad of hypertelorism, bifid uvula/cleft palate, 
and arterial tortuosity with ascending aortic aneurysm or dissection. Thin, translucent, and velvety skin, easy 
bruising, and mild arachnodactyly can be seen.

 •  The MASS phenotype describes patients with mitral valve prolapse, myopia, borderline and nonprogressive 
aortic root dilatation, skeletal findings, and striae.

Fig. 55.2 Thumb sign: protrusion of the thumb past the hypothenar border when the hand is clenched in a fist.
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 •  Congenital contractural arachnodactyly (see Question 17).
 •  Homocystinuria is an AR disease caused by cystathionine beta synthase deficiency, characterized by tallness, 

arachnodactyly, lens dislocation (downward dislocation), spinal abnormalities, vascular thrombosis, and intel-
lectual disability.

 •  Some patients with mitral valve prolapse syndrome may have associated aortic root dilation (commonly 
with Z-score <2.0), pectus excavatum, scoliosis and arachnodactyly. 

 14.  What are the nonmusculoskeletal manifestations of MFS? Which ones cause significant 
morbidity and mortality?
Ectopia lentis (upward dislocation) occurs in over half (50%–80%) of patients. Cardiovascular complications are 
multiple and common. Aneurysmal dilatation of the ascending aorta with dissection is the most common cause 
of death in patients. Mitral valve prolapse with regurgitation or aortic insufficiency is detectable in 60% to 70% 
patients by echocardiography. Pulmonary manifestations include cystic disease and spontaneous pneumothorax. 
The primary cause of morbidity is skeletal disease of the spine. Thoracic kyphosis can lead to reduced lung 
capacity and pulmonary insufficiency. Scoliosis is a major management problem and may be rapidly progressive 
during adolescence, requiring surgery. 

 15.  How is MFS managed?
Patients with clinical features consistent with MFS (see Question 9) should undergo counseling and genetic testing. 
Those found to have the genetic mutation should undergo aortic imaging to document aortic root size and monitor 
for dilation and/or dissection. Pregnancy is associated with increased cardiovascular risk, with progressive aortic 
dilatation and risk for dissection that occurs most frequently in the third trimester and early postpartum; hence, close 
monitoring is necessary. Annual ophthalmologic screening is recommended for detection of ectopia lentis, cataract, 
glaucoma, and retinal detachment. An orthopedic evaluation for spinal or peripheral joint conditions is recommended.

Preventative measures are taken to prevent and monitor for cardiovascular problems. Β-adrenergic 
blockade and angiotensin receptor blockers (ARBs) have been used to slow dilatation of the aortic root. The 
dose of beta blockers should be titrated to limit heart rate to <100 in adults and <110 in children following 
submaximal exercise (running up and down two flights of stairs). Addition of an ARB to beta blocker therapy as 
tolerated is recommended in patients with MFS with aortic aneurysm. Echocardiography is performed yearly to 
follow aortic dilatation; when the size exceeds 50% of normal (>45 mm) or shows a rapid change (≥0.5 cm/year), 
the frequency of screening is recommended at 6-month intervals. Echocardiography is also helpful in identifying 
the presence of mitral and aortic valvular disease. Patients with MFS should avoid contact sports, exercise to 
exhaustion, and isometric activities involving a valsalva maneuver. Elective surgery is indicated when aortic root 
diameter at the sinuses of valsalva approaches 50 mm. 

 16.  What other genetic diseases should be considered in a patient with aortic aneurysm or 
dissection?
In general, the younger a person is in whom an aneurysm has been identified, the more likely the patient has a 
genetic cause. The following have been described (most are AD).

Diseases associated with defects in ECM proteins:
 •  Cutis laxa: mutations in elastin gene
 •  EDS vascular type: type III collagen
 •  EDS kyphoscoliosis type: lysyl hydroxylase deficiency
 •  Menkes syndrome: copper deficiency
 •  William syndrome: deletion of the elastin (ELN) locus
 •  Meester–Loeys syndrome: BGN gene mutation.

Diseases caused by matrix-cell signaling defects:
 •  MFS: Fibrillin-1 mutation
 •  Loeys–Dietz syndrome: Mutations in the TGFBR1, TGFBR2, SMAD3, TGFB2, or TGFB3 genes lead to defects in 

the transforming growth factor beta (TGF-β) pathway.
 •  Shprintzen–-Goldberg syndrome: SKI gene mutation

Diseases associated with intracellular protein defects
 •  Familial aortic aneurysm: smooth muscle gene mutations (ACTA2, MYH11, myosin light chain kinase)
 •  Arterial tortuosity syndrome: glucose transporter 10 mutation (SLC2A10)
 •  Pseudoxanthoma elasticum: mutations in ABCC6 gene
 •  Homocystinuria: CBS gene mutation (cystathione beta synthase protein)
 •  Lujan syndrome, Ohdo syndrome: MED12 mutation.

First-degree relatives of patients with a gene mutation associated with aortic aneurysm and/or dissections 
should undergo counseling and genetic testing (large testing panels are available commercially through 
companies such as GeneDx). 

 17.  What is congenital contractural arachnodactyly (CCA)?
CCA is an AD disease due to mutations of the fibrillin-2 gene on chromosome 5. Patients have a marfanoid 
habitus but unlike MFS have stiff joints, multiple contractures of large joints, “crumpled” ears, severe thoracic 
deformities, and no cardiac or eye abnormalities. 
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18. What are the clinical features of pseudoxanthoma elasticum?
Pseudoxanthoma elasticum is an AR disease that involves degeneration and calcification of elastic fibers in the 
eyes, skin, and arteries. The molecular defect is mutations of the ABCC6 gene on chromosome 16 that codes for 
a membrane transporter protein. Xanthomatoid papules occur in flexural skinfolds. A skin biopsy demonstrates 
calcified elastic fibers in the skin. Angioid streaks occur in the fundus owing to a break in Bruch’s membrane. 
Visual loss may occur from a maculopathy and retinal lesions. Cerebrovascular complications include narrowing 
and occlusion of cerebral arteries and aneurysm formation. Arterial rupture can occur leading to intracranial 
hemorrhage in the absence of aneurysm and gastrointestinal hemorrhage. Aortic aneurysm and dissection can 
occur. Peripheral arterial vascular disease can lead to intermittent leg claudication. Joints can be hypermobile. 
Patients commonly die of coronary artery fibrosis and calcification. 

 19.  What is cutis laxa?
Cutis laxa refers to a group of inherited or acquired disorders with a common finding of lax, redundant skin. 
One AD form is due to a mutation of the fibulin-5 gene (FBLN-5), while another is secondary to an elastin (ELN) 
mutation. The skin may appear wrinkled, aged, or sagging in loose folds but is not associated with bruising or 
scarring. The skin appears to have lost elasticity and does not recoil when stretched. In EDS, the skin recoils. 
Cardiopulmonary manifestations may occur, including bronchiectasis and emphysema, as well as aortic 
aneurysms. There is no abnormality of skin fragility with bleeding, so surgery is safely performed (again, unlike 
EDS). 

COMPRESSIVE HEREDITARY CONNECTIVE TISSUE DISEASES

 20.  What is the Stickler syndrome?
The Stickler syndrome is a relatively common (1 in 10,000) disease characterized by premature and severe 
osteoarthritis developing in the third decade. The diagnosis should be suspected in any young adult with 
degenerative hip arthritis or any infant with congenitally swollen joints (especially wrists). Other manifestations 
include myopia, retinal detachment, progressive sensorineural hearing loss, cleft palate, mandibular hypoplasia, 
and epiphyseal dysplasia. The disease may result from mutations in COL2A1, COL11A1, and COL11A2 (nonocular 
form). Patients with COL11A1 mutations have more severe eye involvement and hearing loss than patients with 
COL2A1 mutations. Mutations in the type XI collagen gene (COL11A2) results in a lack of collagen type XI in the 
vitreous humor of the eye. These patients do not have eye involvement but have severe hearing loss in addition to 
skeletal and joint manifestations. 

BARRIER HEREDITARY CONNECTIVE TISSUE DISEASE

 21.  What is Alport syndrome?
Alport syndrome includes hereditary glomerulonephritis and deafness. Up to 85% patients have mutations in 
X chromosome COL4A5 gene, while 15% are AR with defects in COL4A3 or COL4A4 genes. The defect is in a 
nonfibrillar basement membrane collagen (type IV collagen), which is an important component of the kidney 
basement membrane. Patients present with hematuria, sensorineural hearing loss, fleck retinopathy, and 
lenticonus. They can progress to renal failure.
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FURTHER READING

 1.  www.oif.org

 2.  www.ehlers-danlos.com

 3.  www.marfan.org 

-of interest, aortic root Z-score calculators are available through this website

 4.  www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gtr
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INBORN ERRORS OF METABOLISM 
AFFECTING CONNECTIVE TISSUE
Sterling G. West, MD

KEY POINTS

 1.  Consider homocystinuria in a patient with marfanoid habitus, stiff joints, mental deficiency, and thromboembolic 
events.

 2.  Attenuated forms of lysosomal storage diseases (LSDs) may present with rheumatic manifestations resembling 
juvenile idiopathic arthritis.

 3.  Suspect Fabry disease in a patient with fibromyalgia-like symptoms, acroparesthesias, angiokeratomas, and a 
paternal history of early-onset renal failure.

 1.  What is homocystinuria?
Homocystinuria refers to increased urinary excretion of the oxidized form of homocysteine called homocystine. 
Note that the laboratory tests that measure “homocysteine” levels report the total of both the reduced form 
(homocysteine) and the oxidized form (homocystine) when measured in plasma and urine. The most common form of 
homocystinuria is due to an autosomal recessive defect in the enzyme, cystathionine β-synthase. Over 90 mutations 
of this gene, located on chromosome 21, have been described. The enzyme is involved in the transsulfuration 
pathway from homocysteine to cystathione (homocystinuria I). Other less common forms are due to defective 
remethylation of homocysteine to methionine caused by either a deficiency of methionine synthase (homocystinuria 
II) or due to a defect of the enzyme methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase (MTHFR; homocystinuria III). 

 2.  How common is homocystinuria and how is it diagnosed?
Cystathionine β-synthase deficiency occurs in approximately 1 in 200,000 (or less) live births in the United 
States, prompting some states to require newborn homocysteine screening. It is thought that heterozygotes for 
cystathionine β-synthase deficiency (1 in 70 in the general population) are unaffected but may be at risk for 
premature peripheral and cerebral vascular disease.

In the classic form of homocystinuria due to cystathionine β-synthase deficiency (homocystinuria I), 
homocysteine and methionine are increased in the blood and urine. The urinary cyanide nitroprusside test detects 
sulfhydryl-containing amino acids in urine and is typically used as a screening test but is not specific for a 
particular enzymatic defect.

Patients with homocystinuria due to a metabolic defect that affects the conversion of homocysteine 
to methionine (Fig. 56.1; methionine synthase deficiency [homocystinuria II] or a deficiency of MTHFR 
[homocystinuria III]) have a different metabolic pattern with low normal (not high) levels of plasma methionine. 
Notably, patients with vitamin B12 or folate deficiency can also have high levels of plasma and urinary 
homocysteine, but low normal levels of plasma methionine. These patients can develop premature vascular 
disease, but not the other manifestations of homocystinuria.

Therefore, a combination of homocysteine and methionine levels in plasma and urine must be measured to 
make an accurate diagnosis. Precise tissue (e.g., cultured skin fibroblasts) enzyme assays can also be performed 
to assess the activity of cystathionine β-synthase and its responsiveness to pyridoxal phosphate (vitamin B6). 

 3.  List the major clinical manifestations of homocystinuria I.
 •  Ectopia lentis (lens dislocated downward); hallmark finding (96%).
 •  Thromboembolism (most common cause of death); both arterial and venous.
 •  Mental deficiency, seizures, ischemic strokes.
 •  Marfanoid habitus but without joint laxity.

Musculoskeletal findings include tallness, arachnodactyly (dolichostenomelia), pes cavus, genu valgum, and 
chest wall (pectus) and spinal deformity. Osteoporosis (generalized) and tight joints occur. Spinal osteoporosis 
occurs in up to 64% of affected individuals by the age of 15 years. Spinal disease is prominent and is usually a 
combination of osteoporotic fractures, degenerative disc/joint disease, and scoliosis.

Pearl: Rule out homocystinuria in patients with a Marfanoid habitus who have stiff joints and mental deficiency. 

 4.  Why does homocystinuria affect connective tissue?
Cysteine is deficient in homocystinuria, and this amino acid is necessary for proper crosslinking of structural 
proteins such as collagen and fibrillin in connective tissue and bone, the suspensory ligament of the eye, and the 
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extracellular milieu of endothelial cells. On this basis, altered collagen may be responsible for the lens dislocation 
and osteoporosis, whereas altered proteins in the elastomeric complex or its substructure (fibrillin) may be 
responsible for the phenotypic similarity to Marfan syndrome. Altered endothelial function (from the cytotoxic 
effect of homocysteine) and increased platelet activation are responsible for the thrombosis and subsequent 
mental retardation. 

 5.  How is homocystinuria treated? What symptoms can be expected to respond?
Effective treatment requires early diagnosis to prevent mental retardation, which is the basis for newborn 
screening for inborn errors of metabolism. Vitamin B6 and B12 and folate are cofactors for the different enzymes 
involved in methionine metabolism (Fig. 56.1). Half of patients respond to vitamin B6. Large doses of vitamin B6 
(300–600 mg/day of pyridoxine) lower blood methionine, raise blood cysteine, and improve symptoms in patients 
with cystathionine β-synthase deficiency, presumably by augmenting the small amount of residual enzyme 
activity. Development of ectopia lentis, osteoporosis, and retardation may be mitigated with therapy, but no 
remission of these conditions occurs if they are already present. Patients who do not respond to vitamin B6 are 
treated with a low-protein, low-methionine diet with or without cysteine supplementation. Betaine, which converts 
homocysteine back to methionine, is also given to these patients. 

 6.  What is Menkes disease (kinky hair syndrome) and how does it affect the musculoskeletal 
system?
Menkes disease (mild form formerly called Ehlers–Danlos IX) is a rare (1 in 300,000 individuals) X-linked 
recessive disorder of copper metabolism in which the clinical abnormalities are primarily neurologic and include 
seizures, abnormal reflexes, spasticity, and mental retardation. Patients also have occipital horns and pili torti 
(beaded, brittle, and sparse silver hair). Abnormal copper metabolism caused by a malfunction of ATPase-
dependent transport of copper (ATP7A gene) results in poor copper distribution to cells. This lack of copper affects 
copper-requiring metalloenzymes (lysyl hydroxylase) involved in collagen and elastin synthesis, thereby affecting 
connective tissues. The rheumatic manifestations may be similar to those in either cutis laxa or Ehlers–Danlos 
syndrome, with highly extensible skin and joints. Death and disability occur early in life if the patient is not treated 
with injectable copper supplementation which may be of some benefit if started early. 

 7.  When should a rheumatologist consider LSD as a cause of musculoskeletal symptoms?
There are over 50 lysosomal storage diseases (LSDs). Some presenting in childhood may have musculoskeletal 
symptoms that are initially misdiagnosed as juvenile idiopathic arthritis. However, patients with attenuated LSD 
forms may look “normal” and present as a teenager or adult with rheumatic symptoms. The following are a list of 
LSDs that can occur in a mild or attenuated form (i.e., can present with rheumatic symptoms later in life) and the 
unusual extraarticular manifestations that should alert a clinician that the LSD that is the cause of the symptoms:

 •  Mucopolysaccharidoses (MPS)
 •  MPS I-Hurler–Scheie (HS): joint stiffness/contracture, claw-hand deformity, coarse facies, short stature, 

corneal clouding
 •  MPS I-Scheie (S): hip dysplasia, joint stiffness/contracture, coarse facies, heart murmurs, corneal clouding
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Fig. 56.1 Homocysteine metabolic pathway.
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 •  MPS II (Hunter): milder than Hurler–Scheie syndrome, hepatosplenomegaly, short stature, clear corneas
 •  MPS IVA and IVB (Morquio syndrome): type IVB is the milder form, pectus carinatum, odontoid hypoplasia 

with cervical spine instability, kyphoscoliosis, joint laxity, genu valgum, heart murmurs, corneal clouding
 •  MPS VI (Maroteaux–Lamy): joint stiffness/contracture, claw-hand deformity, heart murmurs, corneal clouding
 •  Gaucher disease, type 1: bone pain, osteonecrosis, hepatosplenomegaly, growth retardation
 •  Fabry disease: acroparesthesia, cold/heat intolerance, angiokeratoma, cornea verticillata, paternal history of 

early-onset renal failure
 •  Farber disease: periarticular subcutaneous nodules, painful swollen joints, hepatosplenomegaly, nephropathy, 

ceramidase deficiency. 

 8.  What are the musculoskeletal manifestations of MPS?
MPS are a group of metabolic disorders affecting 1 in 25,000 births that are caused by the absence or 
malfunctioning of one of the 11 lysosomal enzymes needed to break down glycosaminoglycans (formerly called 
mucopolysaccharides). Seven distinct MPS types have been identified. All are autosomal recessive except for MPS 
II (Hunter), which is X-linked recessive. Catabolites of glycosaminoglycans are progressively deposited in various 
tissues. This deposition leads to skeletal dysplasia, which characteristically causes short stature, joint contracture, 
stiff joints, carpal tunnel syndrome, and claw-hand deformity. Thick calvaria, an enlarged J-shaped sella turcica, 
a short and wide mandible, biconvex vertebral bodies, odontoid hypoplasia with atlantoaxial instability, short 
thick clavicles, coxa valga, V-shaped deformities of the distal ulna and radius, and short fingers with wide 
metacarpals with pointed proximal ends all occur. Many individuals affected by MPS have mental retardation, 
thick skin, corneal clouding, heart murmurs, and organomegaly. The Hurler, Hunter, Morquio, and Maroteaux–
Lamy syndromes (types I-H, II, IV, and VI) have short-trunk dwarfism, but attenuated forms (types I-HS, I-S, II, IVB, 
and VI) caused by various genetic mutations can have relatively normal stature. A diagnosis of MPS is made by 
fractionation of urinary glycosaminoglycans, enzyme assays, and/or molecular genetics. Treatment is palliative and 
consists mainly of joint replacement and surgical stabilization of cervical instability. Bone marrow transplants have 
been successful in some forms of MPS (type I). Enzyme replacement therapy has been beneficial for MPS I treated 
with α-L-iduronidase (laronidase, Aldurazyme), MPS II with iduronidase sulfatase (idursulfase, Elaprase), MPS IVA 
with N-acetylgalactosamine-6-sulfatase (elosulfase alfa, Vimizim), and MPS VI with arylsulfatase B (galsulfase, 
Naglazyme). 

 9.  What are the skeletal manifestations of Gaucher disease?
Gaucher disease is caused by autosomal recessive inheritance of a deficiency of glucocerebrosidase that 
affects 1 in 20,000 births and is caused by one of 300 mutant alleles of the gene encoding this enzyme, located 
on chromosome 1. Type I (adult form) is the most common of the three forms and occurs most commonly in 
Ashkenazi Jews. The enzyme deficiency leads to accumulation of glucosylceramide within macrophages (Gaucher 
cells). Splenomegaly with hypersplenism is the most common presenting manifestation. Hepatomegaly occurs 
later, as does pulmonary involvement (interstitial lung disease, pulmonary hypertension). Skeletal involvement 
occurs in 50% to 85% of patients, including long bone or hip/shoulder pain from osteonecrosis and bony 
infarctions, as well as back pain from osteoporosis with fractures. Bone crisis (10%) can cause acute pain and 
swelling associated with elevated acute-phase reactants. Radiographic abnormalities are seen in 80% to 95% 
of patients and include osteopenia, osteolytic lesions, bony infarcts with serpiginous osteosclerotic areas, distal 
femur deformity (Erlenmeyer flask), H-shaped vertebrae, and osteonecrosis of the femoral and humeral heads 
and femoral condyles. The diagnosis is suspected by demonstrating Gaucher cells on bone marrow biopsy 
and confirmed by measuring enzyme activity in circulating lymphocytes. Three infused glucocerebrosidases 
(imiglucerase [Cerezyme], velaglucerase alfa [VPRIV], and taliglucerase alfa [Elelyso]) are available for enzyme 
replacement therapy. Alternatively, there are two oral medications (miglustat [Zayesca] and eligustadt [Cerdelga]), 
which decrease substrate synthesis resulting in less glucosylceramide accumulation. The annual cost of these oral 
or infused therapies is $300,000. Symptomatic therapy includes bisphosphonates, analgesics, splenectomy, and 
joint replacement. Bone marrow transplantation has also been successful. 

 10.  How does Fabry disease mimic fibromyalgia?
Most patients with hereditary LSDs present and are diagnosed during childhood. However, female heterozygotes 
and atypical variants of Fabry disease may have a milder and later-onset phenotype. Fabry disease is an X-linked 
lipid storage disease caused by deficiency of lysosomal α-galactosidase A (α-Gal A) allowing glycosphingolipids 
to accumulate in lysosomes. The disease has an incidence of 1 in 40,000 males but can be as high as 1 in 3100 
live births if mild forms in both males and females are included. Males with classical Fabry disease usually 
develop neuromuscular symptoms in childhood including painful crises with burning paresthesias of distal 
extremities, often accompanied by fever. Female heterozygotes and males with low residual α-Gal A levels may 
develop disease manifestations for the first time as adults. Neuromuscular manifestations can range from painful 
acroparesthesias to fibromyalgia. Progressive or isolated cardiac, cerebrovascular, and renal disease can develop 
later. Diagnosis of Fabry disease should be suspected in any patient with a paternal family history of early-onset 
renal failure. Patients should be examined for characteristic ocular stigmata (cornea verticillata) and dermal signs 
(angiokeratomas). The diagnosis is confirmed in males by determining α-Gal A activity in plasma or peripheral 
leukocytes. By contrast, female carriers must be tested for one of the specific gene mutations. Early diagnosis is 
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important because enzyme replacement therapy with agalsidase alpha (Replagal) or beta (Fabrazyme) can prevent 
irreversible organ damage. Recently, migalastat (Galafold) is an oral medication approved to treat Fabry disease. 
It is a chaperone molecule that binds to the active site of deficient α-Gal A proteins, stabilizes the enzyme, and 
allows it to traffic into the lysosome where it metabolizes the accumulated glycosphingolipids. The annual cost of 
oral or infused therapies is about $300,000.
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STORAGE AND DEPOSITION DISEASES
Sterling G. West

KEY POINTS

 1.  Musculoskeletal effects can be the presenting manifestation in up to 33% of patients with hemochromatosis.
 2.  Symmetric degenerative arthritis of the second and third metacarpal joints and radiocarpal joints suggests 

hemochromatotic arthropathy.
 3.  Wilson disease should be considered in patients with the triad of liver disease, neurolgic disease, and a nonin-

flammatory arthropathy of the metacarpophalangeal joints (MCPs) and wrists.
 4.  Ochronotic arthropathy commonly causes severe lumbar spine osteoarthritis with disc space calcifications and 

vacuum discs.

 1.  What is the pattern of inheritance for hereditary hemochromatosis (HHC), Wilson disease, 
and alkaptonuria (ochronosis)?
These three conditions are inherited as autosomal recessive traits and heterozygotes are asymptomatic carriers. 
HHC occurs in 1 in 500 individuals (Northern European ancestry), Wilson disease in approximately 1 in 30,000, 
and alkaptonuria (ochronosis) in approximately 1 in 250,000. Alkaptonuria was the first human disease for which 
inheritance as an autosomal recessive trait was demonstrated. 

 2.  Describe the normal iron homeostasis in humans and how this is altered in HHC.
The human body normally contains 3 to 4 g of iron, two-thirds of which is contained in hemoglobin, myoglobin, 
and a variety of enzymes, and one-third as storage iron in ferritin and hemosiderin within hepatocytes and 
macrophages of the liver, bone marrow, spleen, and muscle. Although the typical Western diet contains 10 to 20 mg  
of iron a day, only 1 to 2 mg is absorbed daily by the duodenal mucosa, which balances the iron loss from exfoliated  
gastrointestinal epithelial cells and desquamation of the skin. Hepcidin is normally synthesized by the liver under 
the control of a variety of proteins and cytokines. When plasma iron is low, hepcidin is also low, allowing efflux 
of iron into serum through the iron exporter ferroportin (FPN) on duodenal enterocytes and macrophages. When 
plasma iron is elevated, hepcidin is increased and binds to FPN, causing internalization and degradation and 
resulting in less iron release into serum (Fig. 57.1). In HHC, there is an abnormality of one of the iron regulatory 
proteins, which leads to excess gastrointestinal iron absorption that ranges from 3 to 4 mg/day; this results in 
accumulation of 15 to 35 g of iron in tissues over a period of 35 to 60 years. Iron exerts its adverse effects when 
deposited in tissues through the generation of reactive oxygen species (Haber–Weiss reaction). The reactive 
oxygen species increase lipid peroxidation resulting in damage to cell organelles and DNA. 

 3.  What are the genetic subtypes of HHC?
HHC results from mutations in one of several genes involved in regulation of iron homeostasis:

 •  Classic/HFE-related (type I): the HFE gene is located on chromosome 6 near the HLA-A locus and is responsible 
for most cases of HHC (approximately 80% of cases in the United States). HFE protein is mainly expressed in 
crypt enterocytes of the duodenum, where it regulates brush border iron transport from the gut lumen. HFE is 
also found in Kupffer cells in the liver and regulates hepcidin production via unknown mechanisms. A single 
G→A mutation in the HFE gene, resulting in tyrosine substitution for cysteine at position 282 (C282Y), is found 
in almost all (>90%) of the patients with type I HHC. Less common mutations are aspartate substitution for his-
tidine at position 63 (H63D) and substitution of serine by cysteine at position 65 (S65C). Over 80% of patients 
with type I HHC are homozygous for the C282Y gene mutation (type IA). Most of the remaining patients with 
type I HHC are compound heterozygotes (C282Y/H63D [type IB] or C282y/S65C [type IC]) and only 1% patients 
are homozygous for H63D. Patients with type I HHC who are not homozygous for C282Y will have overall milder 
disease which tends to occur only when an associated comorbidity exists (e.g., alcoholism). The HFE gene 
mutations result in hepcidin deficiency. This deficiency is responsible for excessive expression of FPN at the 
cell surface which results in increased iron egress, especially from macrophages and enterocytes. This causes 
increased plasma iron and increased transferrin saturation leading to increased levels of nontransferrin-bound 
iron that is taken up by hepatic, pancreatic, endocrine, cardiac, and other parenchymal cells.

 •  Juvenile-type HHC (type II): caused by a mutation of the hemojuvelin (HJV) gene on chromosome 1 (type IIA) 
or the hepcidin antimicrobial peptide (HAMP) gene on chromosome 19 (type IIB). HJV is the major modulator 
of hepcidin expression. A mutation in either gene means that hepcidin levels remain low, leading to excess 
iron export from enterocytes and macrophages via FPN into serum. Patients develop symptoms by the age of 
20 years.
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 •  Transferrin receptor 2-related (type III): due to a mutation in this receptor (TFR2), the uptake of transferrin-
bound iron is altered and hepcidin expression is low providing a false signal that iron stores are low.

 •  FPN-related HHC (type IV): FPN gene mutation causes insensitivity to hepcidin. Hepcidin is not able to cause 
internalization and degradation of the mutated FPN protein on cell surfaces. Consequently, FPN accumulates at 
the cell surface allowing excess release of iron from enterocytes and macrophages into serum. 

 4.  How common is the HFE gene causing classic HHC (type I)?
Recent screening studies suggest that the HFE gene occurs in up to 5% of whites, giving a carrier (heterozygote) 
frequency of approximately 1 in 10 and a disease (homozygote) frequency of 1 in 400. There is wide variation 
in gene frequency. The mutation frequency is highest in individuals of northwestern European descent (1 in 200 
homozygous) and less common in southern and eastern Europe populations, and is rarely found in indigenous 
populations of Africa, the Americas, Asia, and the Pacific Islands. The global prevalence of the gene mutation is 
1.9%, making this one of the most commonly inherited metabolic diseases. Given the frequency of HHC in the 
general population, many physicians recommend screening iron studies in all white men by the age of 40 years.

The frequency of clinically significant disease (i.e., disease penetrance) in patients homozygous for the HFE 
gene is controversial. According to reports, the odds ratio for developing HHC is as high as 2300 for C282Y HFE 
homozygotes but only 6 for H63D homozygotes. Disease penetrance is 1% to 28% in individuals homozygous 
for C282Y, 1.5% for compound heterozygotes, and <1% for H63D homozygotes. This low disease penetrance 
suggests that additional gene mutations (hepcidin gene, etc.) or environmental factors must be present for a 
homozygous patient to develop type I HHC. 

 5.  How does the typical patient with classic HHC (type IA) present?
Several factors, most notably physiologic blood loss in women and higher iron intake in men, modify the 
expression of classic HHC. Accordingly, the symptomatic stage is approximately 10 times more common in men 
than women, and men tend to have the onset of symptoms at an earlier age. Clinical manifestations usually 
appear between the ages of 40 and 60 years, but the disease severity is quite variable. A few patients may 
develop full clinical expression as early as age 20 years (rule out type II HHC), whereas 30% of HFE mutation 
homozygotes never develop clinical symptoms. The frequency and severity of clinical manifestations are becoming 
less with the earlier recognition of hemochromatosis.

HHC typically presents with asymptomatic abnormal liver function tests, with 95% of patients having 
hepatomegaly. Liver disease usually progresses to hepatic cirrhosis in untreated cases. Comorbid factors that 
increase hepatic steatosis include obesity, diabetes, and excess alcohol consumption. Hepatocellular carcinoma risk 
is increased by a factor of 20 to 200. A characteristic arthropathy occurs in 40% to 80% of patients and may be the 
initial manifestation, although more often it occurs later in the disease and may even develop after treatment has 
been initiated. Up to 33% can have lumbar spine degenerative disc disease and 25% to 35% can have osteoporosis  
due to hypogonadotrophic hypogonadism. Other manifestations include slate-gray skin caused by iron in eccrine sweat 
glands and brown skin pigmentation due to melanin deposition (50%), diabetes mellitus, and hypogonadism  
manifest as decreased libido (20%–40%), impotence, amenorrhea, or sparse body hair. Constitutional symptoms 
(80%) such as weakness or lethargy are also common. Cardiac involvement, manifested most commonly as  
congestive heart failure, is present in approximately 30% of patients and is a principal cause of death in untreated 
patients. Increased susceptibility to infections, particularly due to Vibrio vulnificus from uncooked seafood, is 
observed because of enhanced bacterial virulence and impaired macrophage clearance caused by high serum iron. 
Other infections observed at higher incidence in patients with iron overload include Yersinia enterocolitica, which 
causes a septic arthritis, Listeria monocytogenes, Salmonella typhimurium, and Mucor, among others. 
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Fig. 57.1 Iron homeostasis.
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 6.  What are some clinical features of the arthropathy of HHC?
The wide frequency reported for arthropathy (40%–80%) depends on how early in the disease the 
diagnosis of HHC is made. The cause of the arthropathy is unclear; however, ferritin is proinflammatory 
and can induce interleukin-1 production, which can upregulate MMP-3 gene expression causing cartilage 
matrix degradation. Most joints can be affected, but pain and stiffness affecting the second and third 
MCPs are the most characteristic complaints. Limited flexion in these two joints accounts for the “iron 
fist” sign. Other joints affected are the proximal interphalangeal joints, radiocarpal joints, knees, hips, 
ankles, shoulders, and occasionally metatarsophalangeal joints. Joint examination usually reveals firm 
swelling with mild tenderness, but warmth and effusions are absent, helping to distinguish HHC from 
rheumatoid arthritis. A few patients may suffer from inflammatory “flares” due to pseudogout. Arthritis 
may be the initial manifestation in 33% of patients with HHC. Unless there is a pseudogout flare, synovial 
fluid is noninflammatory. Treatment is for symptom alleviation of pain using analgesics and nonsteroidal 
antiinflammatory drugs.

Pearl: Rule out hemochromatosis in any young (<40 years) Caucasian male who is presenting as 
“seronegative rheumatoid arthritis.” 

 7.  Describe the typical radiographic abnormalities seen in the arthropathy of HHC.
Radiographs show osteoarthritis-like changes with sclerotic margins, joint-space narrowing, and osteophyte 
formation that is characteristically hook-like when found at the MCPs (Fig. 57.2). Chondrocalcinosis is present 
in up to 50% of patients and can occur without the degenerative arthropathy. The triad of subchondral lucencies 
(especially in the hip), chondrocalcinosis, and hook-like osteophytes of the second and third MCPs is particularly 
suggestive of HHC. 

 8.  Generalized osteopenia is common in HHC. What are its possible causes?
 •  Increased synovial iron (comparable to serum levels) directly inhibits bone formation.
 •  Pituitary iron infiltration decreases gonadotropin levels, leading to hypogonadism (hypogonadotropic 

hypogonadism).
 •  Hepatic cirrhosis leads to testicular atrophy and hypogonadism and poor conversion of vitamin D to 25-hy-

droxy vitamin D. 

 9.  How is a diagnosis of hemochromatosis made?
In the fasting state, transferrin saturation (iron/total iron-binding capacity × 100) greater than 60% in men 
or 50% in women along with elevated ferritin greater than twice the normal level is 95% sensitive and 85% 
specific for diagnosis of hemochromatosis. Genetic screening is recommended for all patients with transferrin 
saturation >45% and ferritin >200 μg/L. Serum ferritin levels are an accurate measure of peripheral iron stores 
but may also be increased in the settings of acute liver injury (e.g., alcohol), fatty liver, systemic inflammation, 
and neoplasia (i.e., lymphoma). A definitive diagnosis is made by direct measurement of iron in a liver biopsy. In 
addition, synovial biopsies will reveal iron deposition in type B synovial lining cells in patients with arthritis. This 
pattern of iron deposition is different to that seen in other diseases causing iron deposition in synovial tissue 
(rheumatoid arthritis, osteoarthritis, pigmented villonodular synovitis, hemophilia, and hemarthrosis). However, 
biopsies are usually not necessary in the setting of abnormal iron studies in a patient homozygous for the C282Y 
HFE mutation. 

Fig. 57.2 Hand radiographs for a patient with hemochromatosis. Note the degenerative arthritis of the metacarpophalangeal joints with 

hook-like osteophytes.
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 10.  Once a proband case of HFE-associated HHC is identified, who should be screened and by 
what method?
All first-degree relatives of the patient should be screened for the disease using fasting transferrin saturation 
and testing for C282Y and H63D HFE mutations. Fasting transferrin saturation >45% and ferritin >200 μg/L 
suggest HHC in an individual homozygous for the risk alleles. Liver biopsy is not necessary for diagnosis unless 
severe fibrosis is suspected (serum ferritin >1000 μg/L) or the diagnosis is in doubt, as in the case of individuals 
heterozygous for the C282Y mutation with abnormal iron indices or liver function tests. New hepatic magnetic 
resonance imaging techniques to quantitate hepatic iron content may replace the need for liver biopsy. Screening 
can be deferred until the second decade of life. 

 11.  Describe the treatment plan for hemochromatosis.
Phlebotomy is performed twice weekly until transferrin saturation is <50% and ferritin is <50 μg/L (up to 2–3 
years) and then as required (usually every 3–4 months) to maintain low normal serum levels (ferritin <300 μg/L 
in men, <200 μg/L in women). Life expectancy of symptomatic patients is extended considerably by removal of 
excess iron stores (90% 5-year survival versus 33% survival without therapy). With therapy, hepatomegaly, liver 
function studies, and pigmentation all improve and cardiac function stabilizes or improves. Diabetes mellitus 
improves in approximately 50% of cases. Phlebotomy has little effect on hypogonadism or arthropathy. Hepatic 
fibrosis may improve, but cirrhosis is irreversible. Hepatocellular carcinoma, a late sequela in one-third of those who 
develop hepatic cirrhosis (risk increased by a factor of 20–200), is not diminished by phlebotomy and is the major 
cause (30%–45%) of death in treated individuals. Therefore, a biannual abdominal scan (ultrasound or computed 
tomography) and measurement of serum α-fetoprotein levels are recommended for hepatocellular cancer screening. 
Because the life expectancy of homozygotes diagnosed and treated before the development of cirrhosis is the same 
as that of the general population, the importance of family screening and early therapy cannot be overemphasized. 
All patients with HHC should be advised to avoid alcohol, medicinal iron, excess vitamin C, and uncooked seafood. 

 12.  What are the common clinical presentations of Wilson disease (hepatolenticular 
degeneration)?
Owing to multiple genetic mutations of the ATP7B gene, the clinical presentations can be highly variable. The 
hepatic form presents before the age of 18 years and the neuropsychiatric form in early adulthood (age, 20–30 
years); a late-onset form also exists. Manifestations include the following:

 •  Liver disease: abnormal liver-associated enzymes are seen in over 95% of cases. Liver disease is the initial 
presentation in 50% of cases and can manifest as asymptomatic transient hepatitis to fulminant hepatitis, 
chronic active hepatitis, and cirrhosis. A clue to Wilson disease as the etiology for fulminant hepatic failure is 
the disproportionately low level of aminotransferases (usually <1500 μ/L) and the marked increase in bilirubin 
due to associated hemolytic anemia (Coombs-negative).

 •  Neuropsychiatric disease: the most common manifestations are varying tremors, rigidity, and dystonia 
caused by basal ganglion degeneration. Dysarthria, drooling, and gait ataxia are also common. Psychiatric 
disorders such as mood disturbances, neurosis, hypophonia, and personality changes occur in up to 33% of 
cases. These manifestations tend to occur later than the hepatic presentation, but abnormal liver transami-
nases and Kayser–Fleischer rings are invariably seen in these patients.

 •  Eyes: Kayser–Fleischer rings are caused by granular deposits in Descement membranes; present in 95% of 
patients with and 50% to 60% of patients without neurologic symptoms.

 •  Hematologic: Coombs-negative hemolytic anemia.
 •  Kidneys: tubular dysfunction, Fanconi syndrome.
 •  Fertility: amenorrhea, infertility.
 •  Musculoskeletal: osteoarthritis, osteopenia. 

 13.  Describe the musculoskeletal manifestations of Wilson disease.
Musculoskeletal manifestations occur in 50% of patients but are rarely the presenting symptom because all 
patients have other manifestations of Wilson disease. Pain and swelling of the MCPs, wrists, elbows, shoulders, 
knees, and hips resembling hemochromatosis may occur, although asymptomatic radiographic changes are 
equally as common. Radiographically, subchondral and cortical fragmentation, as well as marginal, subchondral, 
and central bony sclerosis of the wrist, hand, elbow, shoulder, and knee, help to distinguish this arthropathy 
from primary osteoarthritis. Unlike hemochromatosis, involvement of the hip and MCP joints is uncommon. Less 
common radiographic findings include osteochondritis dissecans, chondrocalcinosis, chondromalacia patellae, and 
vertebral wedging. Generalized osteoporosis or osteomalacia may be present as a result of Fanconi syndrome or 
renal tubular acidosis, both of which are common in Wilson disease. 

 14.  What is the genetic mutation leading to the biochemical defect in Wilson disease?
The gene responsible for Wilson disease (ATP7B) has been localized to human chromosome 13 and encodes an 
abnormal P1-type ATP. This is a membrane copper transport protein localized in the trans-Golgi network in hepatocytes 
that normally facilitates binding of copper to ceruloplasmin and transport of hepatocellular copper into bile. The defect 
allows free copper to build up in hepatocytes. More than 300 mutations have been identified, although one mutation 
accounts for 30% to 60% of cases. Most patients are compound heterozygotes. Genetic testing using polymorphic DNA 
markers is helpful in testing presymptomatic siblings and is recommended before treatment is initiated. 
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 15.  How is a diagnosis confirmed?
Wilson disease results from excessive copper accumulation in association with ceruloplasmin deficiency. The 
capacity of hepatocytes to store copper is exceeded, and excessive free copper is deposited in the liver and at 
extrahepatic sites such as the brain and kidney, where it attacks cell membranes and DNA because of its redox 
properties. Decreased serum ceruloplasmin (<200 mg/L) and elevated urinary copper excretion (>65–100 μg/day) 
are suggestive of Wilson disease. An elevated hepatic copper concentration (>250 μg Cu/g dry weight) is the most 
reliable test early in the course of the illness. Screening of first-degree relatives older than 6 years should include 
a physical examination, liver function tests, measurement of serum copper, ceruloplasmin, and 24-hour urine 
copper, and slit lamp examination. Siblings of patients with Wilson disease have a 25% risk of having the disease 
and children of patients have a 1 in 200 risk. 

 16.  How is Wilson disease treated?
Lifelong penicillamine chelation therapy is the preferred choice because it can prevent or improve virtually 
every manifestation of Wilson disease. Side effects are common (30%). Other treatment options include trientine 
(chelator) and zinc salts (bind copper in the gut). Foods rich in copper such as organ meats, nuts, chocolate, 
and mushrooms need to be avoided. With early, effective chelation, most patients can live normal, healthy lives. 
Patients presenting with fulminant hepatic failure do not respond well to chelation and require urgent liver 
transplantation. 

 17.  What is ochronosis (alkaptonuria)?
Ochronosis (also known as alkaptonuria) is a rare autosomal recessive defect in tyrosine catabolism caused by 
mutations of the HGD gene on chromosome 3 that result in a deficiency of homogentisate 1,2-dioxygenase (HGD). 
Notably, heterozygotes are unaffected even when challenged with high doses of the precursor amino acids. HGD 
catabolizes homogentisic acid (HA) to molecules that can be used in the tricarboxylic acid (Krebs) cycle. When HGD 
is absent, HA builds up, polymerizes, and is deposited in the tissue (skin, sclera, arterial walls, prostate, and ear) 
as a gray-brown to blue-black pigment. Microscopic visualization by Virchow demonstrated a yellowish or “ochre” 
tint to tissues, thus the name ochronosis. The urine of a patient with ochronosis darkens on addition of alkali. The 
original term for HA was alkapton, which referred to its avidity for alkali, hence the name alkaptonuria.

In rare cases, exogenous ochronosis causes blue-black cartilage pigmentation in individuals exposed to 
phenol, benzene, hydroquinone, or other noxious substances. Chronic minocycline use can also stain cartilage 
black. 

 18.  How is a diagnosis of alkaptonuria made?
The clinical diagnosis is suggested by the following typical triad of findings:

 •  Degenerative arthritis (premature), especially in the spine with disc calcification; the earliest involvement is 
observed in the lumbar spine

 •  Abnormal pigmentation, usually occurring first in the ear cartilage and sclerae
 •  Urine that turns blue-black on standing (occurs in 75% of patients).

HA binds collagen and is, therefore, deposited in connective tissues throughout the body. Observation of 
blue-black or gray-brown pigment in the tissues (skin, ears, cerumen, sclerae, cartilage) suggests ochronosis. 
The diagnosis can be further supported if the urine darkens on standing in air or on addition of alkali (10 drops of 
10% NaOH to 20 mL of urine). However, confirmation of the diagnosis requires measurement of 24-hour urinary 
excretion of HA. A specific enzyme assay for HGD can also be performed. 

 19.  Describe the musculoskeletal and other manifestations of alkaptonuria.
Degenerative joint disease occurs in the third decade of life, with typical symptoms of pain, stiffness, and a 
limited range of motion for the large joints and spine. The most common site involved is the spine, followed by 
the knees, hips, and shoulders. Peripheral joint arthritis usually occurs a decade later than for the spine. Abnormal 
calcification and ossification occur. Tendinitis has been reported. Dense calcification of the intervertebral discs is 
highly characteristic. The vacuum sign is also prominent in discs. Synovial fluid may have a characteristic ground-
pepper appearance caused by pigmented cartilage fragments. It has been noted that calcium pyrophosphate 
deposition disease can coexist with ochronotic arthritis.

Patients with alkaptonuria have an increased prevalence of kidney stones (25% of patients) and also develop 
aortic valve and coronary artery calcifications. Axillary and inguinal areas may have a brownish discoloration by 
puberty. 

 20.  What are the characteristic radiographic findings for ochronosis?
Lumbosacral radiographs show premature degenerative changes, ligamentous calcifications that can resemble 
ankylosing spondylitis, dense wafer-like calcifications of the intervertebral discs, vacuum discs, and narrowing 
of the intervertebral spaces (Fig. 57.3). Sacroiliac joints are normal. Prominent intervertebral disc calcification 
can also be seen in hemochromatosis, hyperparathyroidism, calcium pyrophosphate deposition disease, paralytic 
poliomyelitis, and amyloidosis. The radiographic appearance of the large peripheral joints in ochronotic arthritis is 
virtually indistinguishable from that in primary osteoarthritis. The elevated levels of HA and its oxidation byproduct 
cause cartilaginous tissue to become stiff and brittle, inhibit lysyl oxidase, which decreases collagen crosslinking, 
and are cytotoxic to chondrocytes resulting in premature osteoarthritis. 
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 21.  How is ochronotic arthritis treated?
Treatment for symptom alleviation of the arthritis as for osteoarthritis is the standard therapy and includes patient 
education, physical and/or local therapy, and analgesia. Dietary restriction of phenylalanine and tyrosine is 
indicated. Vitamin C therapy is controversial. Total joint arthroplasty is necessary in over 50% of patients by age 
55. Arthroscopy has been beneficial for removal of osteochondral loose bodies in the knee. Nitisinone (Orfadin)  
is currently under investigation for the prevention and treatment of ochronosis. This drug inhibits the enzyme  
4-hydroxyphenylpyruvic acid dioxygenase which produces HA. A recent trial (2011) reported that it was not 
effective once arthritis was established. It is unknown if earlier treatment could prevent the development of 
arthritis, but trials looking at earlier use of nitisinone are ongoing.
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Fig. 57.3 Lateral radiograph of the spine in a patient with ochronosis. Note the vertebral disc-space calcification at multiple levels.
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8 RHEUMATOLOGIC MANIFESTATIONS 
OF THE PRIMARY IMMUNODEFICIENCY 
SYNDROMES
Tho Truong, MD

KEY POINTS

 1.  Hypogammaglobulinemia occurs in over 80% of patients with a primary immunodeficiency (PID), and the most 
common disease-defining features of PID are recurrent infection and tissue-threatening autoimmunity.

 2.  Mutations in certain genes can lead to immune dysregulation causing both immunodeficiency and  autoimmunity.
 3.  Common variable immunodeficiency (CVID) may present in early adulthood as large and medium joint inflamma-

tory polyarthritis; significant hypogammaglobulinemia may not present until later.
 4.  Early complement protein (C1, C4, and C2) deficiencies are associated with autoimmune diseases, whereas late 

(C5 to C8) deficiencies are associated with infections with Neisseria.
 5.  Understanding the genetic basis of PID syndromes may lead to a better understanding of potential infection- and 

autoimmune-related adverse events when disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs (DMARDs) or biologics are 
used to treat rheumatic or oncologic disease.

 1.  Why are the PID syndromes of concern in rheumatology?
More than 300 PID syndromes have now been established, and it is estimated that one-third of patients with 
a PID syndrome have or develop significant autoimmune manifestations with organ-threatening disease, such 
as autoimmune endocrinopathies, autoimmune cytopenias (autoimmune hemolytic anemia [AHA], idiopathic 
thrombocytopenia [ITP]), lymphocytic or granulomatous lung or gastrointestinal (GI) tract disease, or disease 
meeting American College of Rheumatology or European League Against Rheumatism classification criteria for 
rheumatoid arthritis (RA) (CVID, lipopolysaccharide-responsive and beige-like anchor protein [LRBA] deficiency, 
cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-associated protein 4 [CTLA4] haploinsufficiency) or systemic lupus erythematosus 
(SLE) (TREX1; C4, PRKCD, and FasL deficiencies). Many of the identified genes associated with PID syndromes 
predispose individuals to not only infection but also to immune dysregulation and autoimmunity. 

 2.  What are some of the proposed mechanisms for autoimmunity found in PID disorders? 
What are some PID disorders with autoimmune manifestations?
Pathogenic mechanisms that have been proposed and are being studied include (Table 58.1):

 •  Defects in central and peripheral tolerance
 •  Impairment of apoptosis of autoreactive T cells
 •  Diminished T-regulatory cell (Treg) number and/or function. One important recent discovery is the recogni-

tion of the role of “checkpoint” regulatory molecules, such as CTLA4, that influence antigen recognition and 
development of Treg cells

 •  Mutations in genes involved in signaling cascades which play a downregulatory role in inflammation
 •  Persistent inflammation due to frequent, recurrent, or chronic infections, which results in cell death and a 

larger than usual burden of cellular debris, leading to decreased clearance of self-antigens and immune 
complexes.

Coexistence of certain PID and autoimmunity also may be coincidental rather than causal. However, in 
most PID syndromes with autoimmunity for which a genetic basis has been delineated, the mechanism for 
autoimmunity can be explained by the genetic defect, which is demonstrated in functional studies of the gene 
product. 

 3.  Which components of the immune system are involved in the PID syndromes?
All components (B cell, T cell/natural killer [NK] cell, phagocytes, complement system) of the immune system 
have been shown to be affected in various PID syndromes. Humoral (antibody) immunodeficiencies constitute the 
majority of PIDs. Many humoral (B cell) immunodeficiencies occur in combination with T-cell deficiencies due to 
the dependence of antibody development on normal T-cell function as well as shared genes involved in both T-cell 
and B-cell development. Some of the more recently recognized disorders involve mutations in components of 
the innate immune system, mutations that involve genes that control fundamental cellular development (DOCK8) 
or metabolic functions. The individual PID syndromes may be due to dysfunction of a single component of the 
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immune system, such as C4 deficiency, or dysfunction of multiple components, such as impairment of B-cell, 
T-cell, and phagocyte function in certain severe combined immunodeficiencies (SCIDs). 

 4.  What are the clinical features which should raise suspicion for PID syndromes?
Any child with two or more sinopulmonary infections within 1 year, four or more ear infections within 1 year, or 
two or more deep skin or organ infections including septicemia should be evaluated for a PID disorder. The first 
test to get is a complete blood count with differential. Physical exam findings in children may include dysmorphic 
facial features such as low-set ears and stigmata of developmental delay. Adults with recurrent respiratory tract 
infections, especially any community-acquired pneumonias or unexplained chronic diarrhea, should be screened for 
low quantitative immunoglobulins of all classes (IgG, IgM, IgA, and IgE). Cytopenias occur in both children and adults 
with PID syndromes. Adults may have a normal exam, or abnormalities such as absent tonsils (with no history of 
tonsillectomy), hepatosplenomegaly, synovitis, petechiae, pallor, and/or abnormal breath or bowel sounds. 

 5.  The types of recurrent infections in a particular patient offer a clue to the underlying 
PID syndrome. Which microorganisms are responsible for recurrent infections in B-cell 
immunodeficiency syndromes?
Microbial cultures are important to determine if a patient truly has recurring infections, and if so, with which 
organism(s). More often than not, symptoms of frequent upper respiratory tract infections in adults may be due to 
uncontrolled allergic rhinosinusitis, asthma, or chronic aspiration rather than true infections. The risk of infection 
is also elevated in patients with these more common illnesses. In B-cell immunodeficiency, such as X-linked 
(Bruton’s) agammaglobulinemia (XLA), inadequate immunoglobulin production leads to recurrent infection with 
extracellular, encapsulated, pyogenic bacteria, particularly Streptococcus pneumoniae, Haemophilus influenzae, 
and Moraxella catharralis. These organisms typically cause acute and chronic infections of the upper (sinusitis, 
otitis, bronchitis) and lower (pneumonias) respiratory tracts, meningitis, and bacteremia. GI infections (Giardia, 
Cryptosporidium, C. difficile, and norovirus) are also increased. 

Table 58.1   Examples of PID Syndromes with Associated Autoimmune Manifestations

ASSOCIATED GENETIC 

DEFECT(S)

SYNDROME(S) W/ AUTOIMMUNE 

PROBLEMS AFFECTED IMMUNITY

AIRE APECED T cell subset development

FOXP3 IPEX and tolerance

RAG1, RAG2 CVID, CID, SCID

RAG1, RAG2, DCLRE1C Omenn syndrome

CTLA4, LRBA CVID, CID, hCTLA4 Lymphocyte signaling

PI3K CVID, CID pathway

PKC-δ CVID, CID, ALPS, SLE

DOCK8 DOCK8 syndrome

LAT CID, SCID

JAK and STAT family CMC and hyper IgE syndrome

CD40L Hyper-IgM

Complement protein genes SLE Complement pathway

CASP10, CASP8, FAS, FASL, ALPS Abnormal resolution of

TNFSF6, TNFRSF6 inflammation

ACP5 SPENCD Interferon signaling

TMEM173 SAVI pathway

AIRE = autoimmune regulator; APECED = autoimmune polyendocrinopathy-candidiasis-ectodermal dystrophy; FOXP3 = forkhead box 

P3; IPEX = immunodysregulation polyendocrinopathy enteropathy X-linked; RAG1, RAG2 = recombination activating gene 1, (and 2); 

DCLRE1C = Cross-Link Repair 1C, gene encoding “Artemis” protein; CVID = common variable immunodeficiency; (S)CID = (Severe) 

Combined Immunodeficiency; CTLA4 = cytotoxic T-lymphocyte associated protein 4 (also called CD152 or cluster of differentiation 

152); LRBA = lipopolysaccharide-responsive and beige-like anchor protein; PI3K = phosphoinositide 3-kinase; PKC-d = protein kinase 

C delta; DOCK 8 = dedicator of cytokinesis 8; LAT = linker for activation of T cells; JAK STAT = Janus kinase, signal transducer and 

activator of transcription protein; CD40L = cluster of differentiation 40 ligand (also called CD154); ALPS = autoimmune lymphopro-

liferative syndrome; SLE = systemic lupus erythematosus; CMC = chronic mucocutaneous candidiasis; CASP8 and 10 = caspase 8, 

10; FAS(L) = FS=7 associated surface antigen (ligand), also called CD95 or apoptosis antigen 1 or APO-1; TNFSF6 - tumor necrosis 

factor superfamily member 6; TNFRSF6 - tumor necrosis factor superfamily receptor member 6; ACP5 = acid phosphatase 5 (encodes 

tartrate resistant acid phosphatase (TRAP) protein; TMEM173 = transmembrane protein 173; SPENCD = spondyloenchondrodysplasia 

with immune dysregulation; SAVI = STING (stimulator of interferon genes) - associated vasculopathy 
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 6.  What laboratory tests are performed to evaluate the integrity of the humoral immune 
system (B-cell function)?
A simple initial screen for hypogammaglobulinemia is to subtract the albumin from the total protein and see 
if it is <1.5 g/dL. A reasonable screen for the evaluation of B-cell function is to determine the serum IgA level 
and perform the inexpensive in vivo functional tests. If all these tests are normal, clinically significant B-cell 
dysfunction may be reasonably excluded. If IgE is normal, a class-switching defect is unlikely. If any of these tests 
are abnormal, further testing to characterize B cell development and referral to clinical immunology is appropriate 
(Table 58.2). As with rheumatologic evaluations, further testing to diagnose a disease requires objective evidence 
for tissue or end-organ involvement. 

 7.  Which organisms are responsible for infections in primary T-cell immunodeficiency, such as 
thymic hypoplasia (DiGeorge syndrome)?

 •  Viruses (e.g., herpes viruses).
 •  Intracellular bacteria (e.g., mycobacteria).
 •  Fungi (e.g., Candida species).
 •  Other (Pneumocystis jirovecii).

Primary T-cell immunodeficiency usually manifests during infancy and results in inadequate cell-mediated 
immunity, leading to infections similar to those encountered in patients with HIV infection, the prototypic acquired 
T-cell immunodeficiency state. CD4+ helper T cells (Th2 subset) interact with B cells to facilitate immunoglobulin 
class switching and productive antibody response to most protein antigens. CD4+ T cells (Th1 subset) and 
CD8+ cytotoxic T cells play a key role in detecting and eradicating intracellular organisms such as viral, fungal, 
mycobacterial, and Pneumocystis. Treg cells (CD4+ CD25+ FOXP3+ TREG ) are important in peripheral tolerance 
and absence of these cells leads to early onset autoimmunity. Recently, the Th17 subset of CD4+ T helper cells 
has been shown to be important in controlling superficial fungal infections. Patients with cellular defects (STAT1/3) 
or 1L-17 mutations develop severe chronic mucocutaneous candidiasis. 

 8.  What laboratory tests can be used to evaluate the integrity of the cellular immune system 
(T-cell function)?
A reasonable screening evaluation of T-cell function is to determine the absolute lymphocyte count and perform a 
Candida skin test (Table 58.3). If these are both normal, clinically significant T-cell dysfunction may be excluded. If 
the Candida skin test is negative, negative delayed-type skin testing with at least four other antigens is necessary 
to demonstrate that T-cell function is inadequate. If these screening tests are abnormal, more sophisticated 
in vitro tests may be necessary to define the underlying PID disorder. HIV testing should be performed as part of 
the screening evaluation to exclude this acquired T-cell disorder. 

Table 58.2   Laboratory Evaluation of B-cell Function

CATEGORY SPECIFIC TESTS COMMENTS

In vivo functional tests 
(routine screening tests)

Isohemagglutinin titers 
 (anti-blood group A and B)

Naturally occurring; predominantly IgM

Diphtheria and tetanus 
booster immunization

Serum antibodies assayed prior to and 2 weeks later; 
assesses capacity to synthesize IgG antibodies 
against protein antigens

Pneumococcal immunization Serum antibodies assayed prior to and 3 weeks later; 
assesses capacity to synthesize antibodies against 
polysaccharide antigens. Currently no formal 
consensus on the reference ranges for normal.

Immunoglobulin 
 quantitation

IgM, IgG, IgA levels Various immunoassays may be used; readily 
 available

IgG subclass, IgE levels ELISA and RIA available (expensive)

In vitro tests (expensive) Peripheral blood total B cells Flow cytometry, CD19+ B cell numbers

B cell subsets Class-switched memory B cells (CD27++IgD-) versus 
non-switched memory B cells (CD27++IgD+) and 
immature or transitional B cells

Genetic testing BTK 
(XLA), CVID, CID with 
monogenetic cause

In vitro immunoglobulin 
synthesis

Peripheral blood mononuclear cells stimulated in vitro 
with pokeweed mitogen (not frequently for clinical 
decisions)

ELISA, enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay; RIA, radioimmunoassay.
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 9.  What infections are characteristic of an abnormality of phagocytic cells?
Phagocytic cell dysfunction can be from defects in neutrophil numbers (e.g., congenital or cyclic neutropenia), 
adherence (e.g., leukocyte adhesion deficiency 1 [LAD-1]), chemotaxis, degranulation (e.g., Chediak–Higashi), 
microbial killing (e.g., chronic granulomatous disease), or from defects in monocyte numbers (congenital) or 
macrophage dysfunction (e.g., defect in interferon-γ receptor or interleukin (IL)-12 signaling). Patients with absence 
of pus at sites of infection and poor wound healing have defects in neutrophil numbers, adhesion, or chemotaxis. 
Patients with neutrophil defects of microbial killing present with lymphadenitis and visceral or perirectal abscesses 
with granuloma formation caused by low-virulence gram-negative organisms, such as E coli, Serratia, or 
Klebsiella. Other patients will have gingivitis and skin infections or furunculosis with Staphylococcus species or 
Pseudomonas. Patients with macrophage defects have frequent mycobacterial infections. 

 10.  How is neutrophil function measured?
The standard neutrophil tests include assessment of numbers, examination of the neutrophils for giant granules on 
peripheral smear (Chediak–Higashi), and a test for measurement of oxidative burst (chronic granulomatous disease). 
Flow cytometry-based dihydrorhodamine 123 assay is better than the nitroblue tetrazolium test for assessing neutrophil 
oxidative burst. If those are normal, testing for adherence problems such as LAD-1 deficiency (measure CD11a, CD11b, 
CD18), chemotaxis defects, specific granule (lactoferrin) deficiency, and phagocytosis defects can be undertaken. 

 11.  What are the infectious manifestations of homozygous complement deficient states?
The complement deficiencies can be divided into those of the classical pathway (C1–C9), alternative complement 
pathway (factors B, D, and P), the mannose-binding lectin (MBL) pathway and their associated proteases (MASP-1 and 
MASP-2), and the complement regulatory proteins (C1INH, factor H, factor I, MCP). Deficiency of C3 or MBL is  
associated with recurrent blood-borne infections with encapsulated bacteria including S. pneumoniae and H. influenza. 
Deficiencies of components of the membrane attack complex (C5–C9) or alternative complement pathway factors are 
associated with recurrent Neisseria infections, (both N. meningitidis and N. gonorrhoeae). C6 deficiency is most common. 
Patients with recurrent bouts of Neisserial infections, particularly when systemic, should be evaluated for the 
presence of a complement deficiency. All patients should be immunized with the conjugate meningococcal vaccine. 
Use of prophylactic antibiotics is controversial due to the risk of causing antibiotic resistant strains of Neisseria. 

 12.  How do you screen for homozygous complement and MBL deficiency?
In the general population, complement deficiencies are uncommon whereas up to 3% can have MBL deficiency. 
The total hemolytic complement assay (CH50) assesses the integrity of the classic pathway of complement 
activation. Patient’s serum is added to a standardized suspension of sheep red blood cells (RBCs) coated with 
rabbit antibody. These “immune complexes” allow activation of the classic pathway, resulting in lysis of the 
sheep RBC. The CH50 is the reciprocal of the serum dilution that lyses 50% of the sheep RBC. Because specific 
deficiencies that lead to rheumatologic manifestations are usually in the classical, rather than the alternative 

Table 58.3   Laboratory Evaluation of T-cell Function.

CATEGORY SPECIFIC TESTS COMMENTS

In vivo functional tests Candida skin test Examine degree of induration 48–72 
hours later

(skin testing for delayed-
type hypersensitiv-
ity) (routine screening 
tests)

PPD, Trichophyton, mumps, teta-
nus/diphtheria toxoid, keyhole-
limpet hemocyanin

If Candida skin test is negative, testing 
with at least four of these antigens 
must be performed to determine if 
cell-mediated immunity is inadequate

Absolute lymphocyte 
count (routine screen-
ing test)

Determine from total WBC count 
and % lymphocytes

Severe cell-mediated immunity disorder 
unlikely in setting of normal lympho-
cyte count

In vitro tests (expensive) Quantitation of:-Total T cells -CD4+ 
cells -CD8+ cells -NK cells

Specific monoclonal antibody may be 
used

Lymphocyte blastic transformation Assessment of radiolabeled thymidine 
uptake following stimulation with 
lectins (such as PHA), specific antigen 
(such as Candida), or one-way mixed 
lymphocyte reaction

Quantitate ability of T cells to syn-
thesize IL-2 and IL-2  receptors 
(CD25)

These and lymphocyte blastic trans-
formation assay are indicators of 
successful T-cell activation

IL, interleukin; PHA, phytohemagglutinin; PPD, purified protein derivative (for tuberculosis); WBC, white blood cell.
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pathway, CH50 is the ideal inexpensive screening test. Homozygous deficiency of a complement component in the 
classical pathway results in a CH50 of 0; individual complement levels may then be determined by immunoassay. 
Complement component deficiencies of the classical pathway have an autosomal recessive pattern of inheritance. 
If the CH50 is normal, the alternative pathway function should be tested with the AH50 and MBL should be 
measured since deficiency in these components can be associated with severe infections. 

 13.  Which PID syndromes are most commonly associated with autoimmune phenomena?
 •  Selective IgA deficiency, CVID, XLA, and hyper-IgM syndrome are the B-cell immunodeficiency syndromes 

commonly associated with autoimmune phenomena.
 •  Absence of certain complement components (C1, C2, and C4) is also associated with autoimmune phenom-

ena, particularly SLE.
 •  Chronic granulomatous disease, a primary disorder of neutrophils in which there is diminished oxidative burst, 

is associated with the presence of antinuclear antibody (ANA) and a malar-like rash in female carriers (but less 
commonly, SLE) and inflammatory bowel disease.

 •  SCID, Omenn syndrome (Rag 1and 2 defects), APECED, i.e., autoimmune polyendocrinopathy-candidiasis-
ectodermal dystrophy (AIRE defect), IPEX (Foxp3 defect), autoimmune lymphoproliferative syndrome (FAS 
defect) and Wiskott–Aldrich syndrome (WASp defect) have T-cell and immune tolerance defects and can have 
autoimmune cytopenias (AIHA, ITP), autoimmune enteropathy, arthritis, other organ-specific immune-mediated 
damage, and/or atopic (eczema) features as part of their presentations. PIDs affecting CD8 and NK cell cyto-
toxicity such as perforin deficiency are at risk to develop hemophagocytic syndrome (Table 58.1). 

 14.  What are the rheumatologic manifestations of XLA?
XLA is a rare disorder characterized by absent or near-absent levels of serum IgG, IgM, and IgA and by abnormal 
in vivo B-cell functional tests due to a defect within the Bruton’s tyrosine kinase (BTK) gene, resulting in 
abnormal function of this signal transduction protein, which is normally present within B cells at all stages 
of development. This results in the characteristic cellular abnormalities, such as failure of maturation of the 
B-cell line and absence of B cells. Arthritis occurs in approximately 20% of patients, with half of these cases 
due to infection with the typical pyogenic bacteria. Furthermore, patients appear vulnerable to infections with 
enterovirus and Mycoplasma.

There are cases of arthritis in XLA in which an infectious agent cannot be detected despite rigorous 
evaluation. Our clinical experience with patients with agammaglobulinemia or hypogammaglobulinemia and 
arthritis is that they much more commonly have aseptic arthritis (either inflammatory or degenerative in 
nature) or arthralgias without arthritis. However, atypical organisms such as Ureaplasma urealyticum and 
Mycoplasma species organisms have been reported in patients with PID syndromes who present with a more 
“subacute” clinical picture (pain and persistent joint swelling but no diminished range of motion, joint is not hot 
or red). In these cases, a trial of doxycycline or a macrolide has been suggested, though the duration of therapy 
is unclear (Table 58.4). 

 15.  What are autoimmune problems associated with selective IgA deficiency?
 •  Systemic autoimmune disorders (SLE, SLE-spectrum of disease [undifferentiated connective tissue disease], 

RA, juvenile idiopathic arthritis, Sjogren’s, dermatomyositis, vasculitis, etc.) occur in 7% to 36% of patients 
(four times increased risk).

 •  Organ-specific autoimmune disorders (diabetes mellitus type I, myasthenia gravis, psoriatic arthritis, inflam-
matory bowel disease, autoimmune cytopenias, autoimmune endocrinopathies, autoimmune hepatitis, etc.).

IgA deficiency is the most common immunodeficiency with a prevalence of 1/333 to 1/700 in Caucasians. Of 
these, 20% are familial. It is characterized by absent (<5 mg/dL) levels of serum and secretory IgA, accompanied 

Table 58.4   Rheumatologic Manifestations of XLA

MANIFESTATION COMMENTS

Septic arthritis Occurs in 10% of patients

Extracellular, encapsulated bacteria (S. pneumoniae, 
H.  influenzae), S. aureus

Mycoplasma, particularly Ureaplasma urealyticum

Enteroviruses, particularly echovirus and coxsackie virus

Aseptic, possibly autoimmune, arthritis Usually mono- or oligoarticular; involves large 
joints; rarely destructive; rheumatoid factor and 
ANA absent. Occurs in 10% of patients

Dermatomyositis-like syndrome associated with progressive 
enterovirus (ECHO) CNS infection

Presents with rash and muscle weakness
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by normal levels of serum IgG and IgM. Cell-mediated immunity is intact. It is usually asymptomatic, and there are 
no specific treatments for IgA deficiency, other than to avoid IgA-containing blood products or medications. It may 
be useful in raising clinical suspicion for one of the autoimmune diseases earlier. 

 16.  List the autoantibodies seen in patients with selective IgA deficiency without clinically 
expressed autoimmune disease.
Rheumatoid factor and ANA are most consistently observed. Other autoantibodies that may be present include 
antibodies against double-stranded and single-stranded DNA, cardiolipin, thyroglobulin, thyroid microsomes, 
smooth muscle, gastric parietal cell, striated muscle, acetylcholine receptor, and bile canaliculi. IgG and IgE 
autoantibodies against IgA occur in 40% to 60% of patients, which puts them at risk for severe reactions to blood 
transfusions and intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG) therapy. 

 17.  What is CVID and describe the rheumatologic manifestations of CVID and how these 
manifestations are diagnosed.
CVID is a heterogenous group of immunodeficiency disorders characterized by quantitative IgG levels less than two 
standard deviations below the mean for patient’s age, low IgA or IgM levels, and poor specific antibody response 
to vaccinations. Clinically, patients present with recurrent respiratory tract infections and not uncommonly, 
aseptic arthritis (30%), cytopenias (ITP in ∼20%, AHA, pernicious anemia), and granulomatous (sarcoid-like) or 
lymphocytic interstitial lung and/or GI disease (5%–10%). Other organ-specific autoimmunity can occur in the liver 
(autoimmune hepatitis), endocrine (thyroiditis, diabetes), and skin (psoriasis, vitiligo). Septic arthritis with bacteria 
(extracellular and/or encapsulated) or Mycoplasma (particularly U. urealyticum) can also occur.

More single-gene defects have been associated with PID syndromes within nonconsanguineous families who 
have presented with a CVID phenotype (hCTLA4, LRBA, PIK3, ICOS, CD19, TACI, BAFF-R). However, the majority 
of patients with the CVID phenotype who have been sequenced do not have a monogenetic explanation for their 
condition. Since the diagnosis of CVID requires a significant deficiency in circulating IgG, IgG-based serologic 
tests are unreliable and not used to definitely diagnose autoimmune manifestations. As with rheumatologic 
evaluation for rheumatic diseases, diagnosis is based on a history which would raise concern for inflammatory 
arthritis or end-organ damage. Clinical examination may reveal synovitis, alopecia, rashes/vitiligo, focal weakness, 
hepatosplenomegaly, pulmonary crackles, and so on. The arthritis in CVID most commonly involves large- and 
medium-sized joints, although involvement of proximal interphalangeal and metacarpophalangeal joints have 
been also reported. Rheumatoid nodules are not common, though erosions and periarticular osteopenia have 
been reported. While arthralgias may respond somewhat to IVIG therapy, true arthritis with synovitis on exam 
responds to the same oral DMARDs (hydroxychloroquine, methotrexate, azathioprine, sulfasalazine) used in the 
treatment of seronegative RA. While biologics may raise the risk of infection in patients, tumor necrosis factor 
(TNF)-blockade and rituximab have been successfully used in patients with more aggressive (erosive or refractory 
to oral DMARDs) arthritis as well as granulomatous (infliximab, rituximab) or lymphocytic interstitial lung disease 
(rituximab in conjunction with azathioprine or mycophenolate mofetil). 

 18.  What is the hyper-IgM syndrome?
The hyper-IgM immunodeficiency syndrome (type 1) is characterized by extremely low levels of IgG, IgA, and 
IgE and either a normal or markedly elevated concentration of polyclonal IgM. Patients develop both recurrent 
pyogenic infections and opportunistic infections like P. jirovecii pneumonia. There is also an increased frequency 
of autoimmune disorders (autoimmune cytopenias, arthritis, nephritis) and malignancy (lymphoma, tumors of 
GI tract). The defect causing this x-linked syndrome is an abnormal gene resulting in a defective CD40 ligand 
(CD 154) on the surface of activated CD4+ T cells. This mutation results in the failure of T cells to interact with 
CD40 on B cells. This lack of B-cell signaling by T cells results in the B cell failing to undergo isotype switching 
and produce only IgM. Two other types (2 and 3) of this syndrome have different genetic defects and inheritance 
patterns. Other mutations that affect immune globulin isotype switching and result in laboratory abnormalities that 
are similar to those seen in patients with defective expression of CD40L are inherited in an autosomal recessive 
manner and include mutations in genes for CD40, NFκB essential modulator (NEMO), activated cytidine deaminase 
(AID), and uracil deglycosylase (UNG). 

 19.  Discuss the therapy for XLA, CVID, and selective IgA deficiency.
IVIG is usually administered in a dose of 200 to 600 mg/kg every month to maintain trough IgG levels of 500 to 800 
mg/dL, and then is adjusted for clinical response (less frequent or severe infection). Prophylactic antibiotics 
is controversial. IVIG should not be administered in patients with IgA deficiency since many patients have 
autoantibodies against IgA, including IgE anti-IgA, which may result in severe, occasionally fatal anaphylaxis. 
These patients should ideally receive blood products obtained from other patients with IgA deficiency. 

 20.  How are organ- or tissue-threatening autoimmune problems treated in patients with a PID 
syndrome?
In general, autoimmunity that is organ-threatening should be treated, and the options for treatment are generally 
the same as for immunocompetent patients. Rigorous exclusion of infection, to the extent that is practically 
possible, and closer follow-up of the PID syndrome patient, is required. Patients with IgG deficiency as part of 
their PID syndrome should concomitantly be treated with adequate IgG replacement. While arthralgias may 
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respond somewhat to IVIG therapy, our experience is that true synovitis on exam responds to the same oral 
DMARDs (hydroxychloroquine, methotrexate, azathioprine, sulfasalazine) used in the treatment of seronegative 
RA. Biologics should be used with extreme caution only if oral DMARDs fail. In patients with CVID or combined T 
and B immunodeficiency (CID), TNF-blockade and abatacept, have been successfully used in patients for more 
aggressive (erosive or refractory to oral DMARDs) arthritis as well as in granulomatous lung and GI disease 
(infliximab, rituximab) or lymphocytic interstitial lung disease (rituximab in conjunction with azathioprine or 
mycophenolate mofetil). Rapamycin has also been used CVID, CID, and SCID patients with lymphocytic end-
organ disease (lung, liver). CVID or CID syndromes with arthritis, lung, liver, CNS, and/or GI tract underlying 
CTLA haploinsufficiency or LRBA deficiency may respond well to abatacept, although norovirus and Legionella 
pneumophila infection were reported in this population. John Cunningham virus infection, cytomegalovirus, 
and hepatitis B reactivation have been described with use of rituximab therapy, but patients are at a lower 
risk if on sufficient IVIG replacement. High-dose IVIG given as 1–2 g/kg divided over 3–4 days has also been 
used successfully in patients with a PID syndrome and inflammatory arthritis or SLE-like disease, including 
dermatomyositis. This can be an option if immunosuppressive therapies need to be avoided. 

 21.  What are the rheumatologic manifestations of homozygous complement deficient states?
Deficiencies of the early components of the classic pathway (C1, C4, and C2) are associated with immune 
complex disease, particularly SLE or a lupus-like glomerulonephritis. Dermatomyositis, vasculitis, and others have 
also been described. This may be due to impaired clearance of apoptotic cells, inability to maintain circulating 
immune complexes in a soluble state, and/or inability to remove circulating immune complexes. The reported 
prevalence of SLE is 93% with C1q, 75% with C4, and 33% with C2 deficiency. C2 deficiency is the most common 
complement deficiency (1 in 20,000 individuals).

Factor H deficiency as well as polymorphisms have been associated with atypical (diarrhea-negative) 
hemolytic-uremic syndrome and glomerulonephritis. A similar syndrome may occur with factor I and MCP defects. 
These patients may be helped by treatment with eculizumab (Soliris). Since factor H deficiency can also lead to 
secondary C3 deficiency, patients may be at increased risk for infections.
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BONE AND JOINT DYSPLASIAS
Sterling G. West, MD

KEY POINTS

 1.  An osteochondrodysplasia should be considered in any patient with premature osteoarthritis and/or dispropor-
tionate short stature.

 2.  Hypophosphatasia may mimic rickets and osteomalacia and is associated with low alkaline phosphatase (ALP) 
levels. Adults with milder disease frequently have a history of poorly healing metatarsal stress fractures.

 1.  What exactly is a bone or joint dysplasia?
Dysplasia is a term literally meaning abnormal growth. Applied to the skeletal system, the term encompasses a 
heterogenous group of >400 conditions in which abnormalities of growth can affect the epiphysis, metaphysis, 
physis, or diaphysis of developing bone and are broadly grouped under the heading of osteochondrodysplasias. 
Although each individual syndrome is rare, collectively the overall incidence is 1 in 5000 births. These dysplasias 
are heritable and can range in severity from devastatingly symptomatic or even fatal to mere radiologic curiosities. 
They should be considered in any individuals with disproportionate short stature and/or early-onset osteoarthritis. 
Many have head and facial dysmorphisms. The genetic cause has been identified for at least 56 of these 
disorders. Early identification allows initiation of treatment and genetic counseling. 

 2.  How are the osteochondrodysplasias classified?
By international consensus, these disorders are formally classified based on etiopathogenetic information 
concerning specific gene and/or protein deficits. It is useful and practical, however, to group these disorders 
according to where the most prominent abnormalities in growth occur. The mnemonic EMPD (“empty”) can help 
to broadly group these syndromes.

  
E—Epiphyseal dysplasias: the epiphysis is at the end of tubular bone and is formed as a secondary site of os-

sification. Normal development of the epiphysis is required if the joint surface is to be normal.
M—Metaphyseal dysplasias: the metaphysis is the wider part of a tubular bone between the diaphysis and physis.
P—Physeal dysplasias: the physis, or epiphyseal cartilage plate, separates the metaphysis from the epiphysis 

during growth. It is the primary site responsible for elongation of tubular bones.
D—Diaphyseal dysplasia: the diaphysis is the shaft of a long or tubular bone. It is composed of the spongiosa and 

cortex and is covered with periosteum.
  

These disorders can be further differentiated depending on whether the spine is involved: 
spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia (SED), spondylometaphyseal dysplasia, or spondyloepimetaphyseal dysplasia 
(Fig. 59.1). 

 3.  What are the distinguishing features of the epiphyseal dysplasias?
Epiphyseal dysplasia is characterized by abnormal ossification of the developing epiphysis. The resulting 
morphologic abnormalities of the ossification centers are used to differentiate the various subtypes within this 
category. The most important epiphyseal dysplasias from a rheumatologic standpoint are multiple epiphyseal 
dysplasia (MED) and SED. 

 4.  How does a patient with MED present clinically? How is MED treated?
MED is primarily a group of autosomal dominant disorders (75% of cases) affecting 1 in 20,000 individuals. 
Identified gene abnormalities and associated proteins include COL9A1, COL9A2, COL9A3 (collagen 9 α-1, 2, and 3 
chains), COMP (cartilage oligomeric matrix protein) and MATN3 (matrilin 3). An autosomal recessive variant (25% 
of cases) due to a mutation of the sulfate transporter gene (SLC26A2) has also been reported. Usually, the patient 
complains of symmetric joint pain in the hips, knees, wrists, and shoulders as a result of precocious osteoarthritis. 
Limitation in range of motion of affected joints is frequent. The spine is usually spared. Radiographs reveal 
irregular, flattened, small epiphyseal ossification centers during childhood and a deformed articular surface after 
physeal closure. The long bones of the legs and arms are most prominently affected. Adult stature is generally 
diminished and is proportionate to the severity of involvement. Disabling early degenerative arthritis is a common 
end result. Symptoms usually occur before adolescence but may not become apparent until early adulthood, 
especially in the autosomal recessive variant which causes less severe epiphyseal deformity. Treatment of patients 
with MED includes medications to help relieve symptoms and surgery to correct deformities in children and total 
joint replacement in adults. 
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 5.  What other conditions can be confused with MED?
Inflammatory arthritis: the pain and symmetry of involvement are sometimes mistaken for inflammatory 
arthritis. On closer evaluation, the absence of signs and symptoms of inflammation usually suffices to rule out this 
condition.
Hypothyroidism: occult hypothyroidism can lead to developmental skeletal abnormalities that may closely 
resemble some of the hereditary epiphyseal dysplasias. Thyroid function should always be checked when a 
diagnosis of epiphyseal dysplasia is being considered.
Juvenile osteochondrosis: these disorders, including Legg–Calvé–Perthes disease, may have a radiographic 
appearance similar to epiphyseal dysplasia but are usually limited to a single joint. 

 6.  Describe the radiographic abnormalities typical for SED.
The SEDs are a diverse group of disorders linked by the radiographic findings of marked platyspondyly (short flat 
vertebrae) in association with abnormalities of epiphyseal ossification. Severe abnormalities in the epiphyses 
of long bones also occur. Spinal and long bone abnormalities often result in dwarfism with severe osteoarthritis. 
Genetic studies have linked this to abnormalities in the collagen type 2 gene (COL2A1) (Fig. 59.2). 

 7.  SED tarda and SED tarda with progressive arthropathy can sometimes be confused with 
juvenile idiopathic arthritis (JIA). Why?
Both of these X-linked recessive disorders are accompanied by enlargement of the ends of the tubular bones in 
the hands, which may be mistaken for JIA on visual inspection. Radiographic evaluation inevitably leads to the 
correct diagnosis. 

 8.  What abnormality characterizes the metaphyseal dysplasias?
These dysplasias are characterized by a failure either to form or to absorb the spongiosa of developing 
bone. Important disorders from a rheumatologic standpoint within this category of dysplasias include the 
hypophosphatasias. Severe forms of hypophosphatasia have an autosomal recessive inheritance and occur in 1 in 
100,000 live births. Milder forms that may present in adulthood are more common and have a variable inheritance 
pattern. 

 9.  What is the primary differential diagnosis in the hypophosphatasias?
The hypophosphatasias may look like rickets in children and osteomalacia in adults. Subtle radiographic findings 
may allow the distinction to be made, but the diagnosis of hypophosphatasia is ultimately based on the findings 
of an exceptionally low serum ALP in conjunction with high serum levels of inorganic pyrophosphate (PPi) and 
pyridoxal-5’-phosphate and high urine phosphorylethanolamine levels. Mutations of ALPL on chromosome 1, 
which codes for tissue-nonspecific ALP (TNSALP), are responsible for this disease. These mutations lead to 
low levels of tissue ALP leading to less cleavage of PPi. The accumulation of PPi inhibits hydroxyapatite crystal 
formation. It also leads to chondrocalcinosis. Consideration of hypophosphatasia is warranted in any case of 
suspected rickets or osteomalacia, especially in patients with early loss of deciduous teeth. Many adult patients 
present with poorly healing metatarsal stress fractures. Recently, asfotase alfa (Strensiq) has been approved as an 
enzyme replacement therapy for young patients with severe hypophosphatasia. The annual cost of this therapy is 
$300,000.

Pearl: Consider hypophosphatasia in any patient with poorly healing metatarsal stress fractures who has a 
low serum ALP level. 

Epiphysis

Metaphysis

Diaphysis

Physis

Fig. 59.1 Parts of long bone.
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 10.  One of the most common osteochondrodysplasias is considered a physeal dysplasia and 
leads to dwarfism. Name this syndrome.
Achondroplasia is one of the most common skeletal dysplasia occurring in 1 in 25,000 live births. This physeal 
dysplasia is transmitted as an autosomal dominant trait, although spontaneous mutations are probably responsible 
for most cases (80%). Mutations have been identified in the fibroblast growth factor receptor 3 (FGFR3) gene. 
This mutated receptor is constitutively active leading to shortened bones. Achondroplasia is considered a 
disproportionate dwarfism with rhizomelic (shorter proximal compared with distal) short limbs, macrocephaly 
with prominent frontal bossing, and some midface hypoplasia. An exaggerated lumbar lordosis is usually seen 
as well as flexion contractures at the elbows and hips. Intelligence is normal. Mean adult height is approximately 
52 inches in men and 49 inches in women. Rheumatologic complaints may stem from a narrowed spinal canal 
(cervical and lumbar) with symptoms of spinal stenosis or from ligamentous laxity of the knees, leading to 
complaints of pain and premature degenerative disease. Treatment is symptomatic. 

 11.  Where is the abnormality of bone formation found in the diaphyseal dysplasias?
Diaphyseal dysplasias result from abnormal formation of endosteal or periosteal bone. These dysplasias can be 
subclassified as hyperplasias or hypoplasias. Osteogenesis imperfecta is considered a hypoplastic diaphyseal 
dysplasia (see Chapter 55: Heritable Connective Tissue Disease). 

 12.  A 21-year-old man complains of lower leg pain and swelling that has been gradually 
increasing. An x-ray is obtained (Fig. 59.3). What is this disorder?
Melorheostosis, a nonhereditary idiopathic diaphyseal hyperplasia. Clinically, the patient complains of joint pain 
with onset usually in late childhood or early adulthood. Decreased range of motion, joint contracture or ankylosis, 
growth disturbances, foot deformities, and dystrophic skin, muscle, and soft tissue changes overlying affected 
bone are other features of this unusual disorder. The x-ray is characteristic and reveals dense, wavy, periosteal 
bony excrescences, which have been described as resembling wax flowing down the side of a candle. The 
etiology is unknown. 

 13.  Another diaphyseal hyperplasia has radiographic and clinical features in common with 
hypertrophic osteoarthropathy, including clubbing of the digits, painful swollen joints, and 
periosteal bony apposition, but it is also associated with thickened, wrinkled elephant-like 
skin. Name this disorder.
Pachydermoperiostosis (Touraine–Solente–Gole syndrome). A literal translation of the term describes the major 
clinical manifestations of the disorder, which includes digital clubbing, thickening of the skin of the face and folds 
in the scalp, excessive sweating of hands and feet, and periostitis. It can mimic acromegaly. It usually begins at 
puberty and progresses over the next 10 years. The genetic mutation responsible involves HPGD on chromosome 
4, which encodes 15-hydroxyprostaglandin dehydrogenase and is responsible for prostaglandin degradation. The 
mutation leads to a lack of enzyme function resulting in persistently elevated prostaglandin E2 levels. A similar 

Fig. 59.2 Spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia.
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syndrome has also been reported in patients with a deficiency of a solute carrier involved in prostaglandin 
transport caused by mutations in the SLC02A1 gene. Treatment is with nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs to 
block prostaglandin production. 

 14.  A 15-year-old boy complains of thoracic back pain with no clear history of trauma. The pain 
is worse with activity, improves with rest, and is not associated with significant morning 
stiffness. Physical exam is remarkable only for a hint of increased thoracic kyphosis with 
some lower thoracic tenderness to palpation in the midline and mild paravertebral muscle 
spasm. Workup reveals a normal erythrocyte sedimentation rate, serum chemistries, and 
complete blood count. An x-ray report lists that the findings are most consistent with 
Scheuermann’s disease. What is that?
Vertebral osteochondritis, or Scheuermann’s disease, is a developmental abnormality of ossification of the 
endplates of vertebrae seen most often in the thoracic spine but also seen in the thoracolumbar and lumbar 
regions. It occurs during adolescence and is symptomatic in up to 60% of those affected, although it may also be 
found by chance on plain spine or chest x-rays requested for other reasons. The x-ray shows anterior wedging of 
multiple vertebrae with Schmorl’s nodes and irregular vertebral endplates (Fig. 59.4). Although the pathogenesis 
is uncertain, a hereditary weakening of the vertebral endplates present in affected patients is believed to allow 
disc material to encroach into the vertebral bodies. This then leads to abnormal growth and the x-ray changes 
described. Therapy is usually symptomatic and aimed at minimizing the tendency toward kyphosis. Occasionally, 
surgical intervention is required. 

 15.  A newborn girl has a reproducible “click” as you flex and abduct her right hip (Ortolani’s 
sign). You suspect that the child may have congenital dislocation of the hip. How can you 
verify this suspicion? What do you tell the parents?
Congenital hip dislocation or dysplasia is screened for shortly after birth using physical exam maneuvers, 
such as Ortolani’s sign, and by inducing dislocation and reduction of an unstable hip (Barlow’s sign). Plain 
films may not be easily interpretable in the first weeks of life, and modalities such as ultrasound, computed 
tomography, or magnetic resonance imaging generally offer better sensitivity. Congenital hip dysplasia 
has an excellent prognosis if recognized soon after birth. Treatment usually involves splinting the legs 
in abduction, thus allowing the shallow acetabulum to fully contain the femoral head. If the diagnosis is 
missed, however, later therapy is often much more involved and may require extensive orthopedic surgery. 
If left untreated, this condition leads to premature osteoarthritis and may require early total hip replacement 
(Fig. 59.5). 

Fig. 59.3 Melorheostosis.
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 16.  A 22-year-old woman is referred to you for bilateral wrist pain. She states she has had 
abnormal appearing wrists most of her life. On your examination she has prominent 
ulnar styloids bilaterally. There is no swelling but range of motion is limited. X-rays show 
Madelung’s deformity. What is that?
Madelung’s deformity is a rare congenital anomaly of unknown cause affecting the wrist. It is bilateral in 75% of 
cases. The deformity is caused by asymmetric growth at the distal radial physis secondary to a partial ulnar-
sided arrest. The deformity is characterized by ulnar curvature of the distal radius, positive ulnar variance, and 
proximal subsidence of the lunate. This results in a prominent ulnar styloid and wrist deformity. Premature wrist 
osteoarthritis and wrist extensor tendon ruptures can occur. When necessary, surgery can be performed to correct 
deformity and/or improve symptoms. (Fig. 59.6)

Fig. 59.4 A radiograph of the spine showing irregular vertebral endplates in a patient with Scheuermann’s disease.

Fig. 59.5 A hip radiograph from an adult with congenital hip dysplasia that was not treated during childhood. Note severe degenerative 
changes, shallow acetabulum, and malformed femoral head.
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Fig. 59.6 A wrist radiograph showing Madelung’s deformity with secondary osteoarthritis.
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The lower back is at the crossroads where the psyche (mind) meets the soma (body).

—Voltaire (1694–1778)

KEY POINTS

 1.  RED FLAGS for serious pathology causing low back pain: fever, bowel/bladder dysfunction, night pain unre-
lieved by rest, history of cancer, bruising over site of pain, history of trauma in a patient with risk factors for 
 osteoporosis.

 2.  Neurogenic claudication suggests lumbar spinal stenosis.
 3.  In a patient with back pain, only order a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) if the results will alter your plan of 

care.
 4.  Never advise surgery for mechanical low back pain without objective signs and symptoms of a radiculopathy or 

spinal stenosis unresponsive to conservative therapy.

 1.  Which rheumatic disorders commonly involve the neck?

Disorder Feature

Rheumatoid arthritis C1–C2 (atlantoaxial) subluxation, cranial settling
Juvenile idiopathic arthritis C2–C3 fusion, C1–C2 subluxation, fusion of apophyseal joints
Ankylosing spondylitis Ankylosis, C5–C6 fracture, C1-C2 subluxation
Diffuse idiopathic skeletal hyperostosis Anterior longitudinal ligament ossification, stiffness
Osteoarthritis C5–C7 spondylosis
Polymyositis Flexor muscle weakness
Polymyalgia rheumatica Pain and stiffness
Fibromyalgia C2, C5–C7 tender points

 2.  What are the most common causes of neck pain?
 •  Cervical strain and/or myofascial pain: must rule out contributing causes such as sleeping difficulties, poor 

workplace ergonomics, and posture problems.
 •  Cervical spondylosis (osteoarthritis), discogenic neck pain, or facet joint pain: there is a poor correlation 

between radiographic abnormalities and whether or not a patient is having neck pain. Lidocaine injection of 
the facet joints can determine if facet joint arthritis is the pain generator.

 •  Cervical whiplash syndrome: caused by a traumatic event causing abrupt flexion/extension of the neck 
usually following a rear end collision. The exact pathology is unclear although injury to articular capsules, liga-
ments, tendons, muscles and nerves/nerve roots is presumed. Pain can be chronic in 20% to 40% of patients 
in spite of no abnormality being seen on imaging; 3% to 4% of patients are unable to return to work. Clinical 
variables associated with prolonged symptoms include severity of post-injury pain, anxiety, catastrophizing, 
and compensation/legal factors. In contrast, objective measures such as MRI findings and factors related to 
the collision have not been associated with chronic pain and disability. 

 3.  When evaluating a patient with neck pain, how can you differentiate between a bony or 
muscular disorder?
Comparison of active and passive range of motion is useful for differentiating articular from soft-tissue disorders. 
Passive neck range of motion is best performed by supporting (cradling) the head while the patient is supine. Full 
range of the cervical spine may then be tested: flexion, extension, rotation, and lateral bending. During rotation 
and lateral bending, ipsilateral discomfort elicited in the direction of movement is suggestive of bony pain. Pain 
and/or tightness produced on the contralateral side usually implicate a muscular disorder. Finally, palpable 
tenderness of the spinous processes may indicate bony pathology, whereas local tenderness of paraspinous 
muscles usually indicates myofascial pain. Passive range of motion (and provocative tests) should not be 
performed if instability or fracture of the cervical spine is suspected. 
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 4.  What is the value of provocative tests for diagnosing cervical radiculopathy due to nerve 
root compression within the foramina of the cervical vertebrae?
Provocative maneuvers vary in their sensitivity and specificity for diagnosing cervical radiculopathy. The values 
listed below are for acute cervical radiculopathy. The sensitivity for each of the tests is approximately 30% lower 
for chronic cervical radiculopathy.

 •  Spurling’s maneuver: with the patient seated, downward pressure is uniformly applied to the patient’s 
cranium while the head is gently rotated or flexed toward the side of the suspected lesion. The immediate 
development of pain and/or paresthesias with radiation to the upper limb (see below) is indicative of cervical 
radiculopathy; sensitivity 45% to 55% and specificity 85% to 93%.

 •  Shoulder abduction test: with the patient seated, the palm of the affected extremity is actively placed on top 
of the head. The test is considered positive if this position relieves the radicular pain; sensitivity 45% to 55% 
and specificity 85%.

 •  Upper limb tension test: with the patient lying in supine position with affected arm placed on their body. The 
arm is abducted by the examiner with the forearm pronated and flexed. The forearm is then extended and 
supinated. Finally the hand is extended from the wrist. Reproduction of symptoms is positive; sensitivity 60% 
to 80% and specificity 20% to 40%.

 •  Traction/neck distraction test: with patient sitting, gently lift the head cephalad (apply traction). Test consid-
ered positive if radicular pain is improved; sensitivity 44% and specificity 95%.

 •  Valsalva maneuver: with patient seated, have them take a deep breath and try to exhale it against a 
closed glottis for 2 to 3 seconds. Reproduction of radicular symptoms is a positive test; sensitivity 22% and 
specificity 94%. 

 5.  What physical findings enable you to identify the approximate level of common, cervical 
nerve root lesions?

Nerve Sensory Loss Motor Weaknessa Reflex

C5 (5%) Lateral upper arm Deltoid, biceps Biceps
C6 (35%) Lateral forearm, thumb, index finger Wrist extensors, biceps Radialb, biceps
C7 (35%) Middle finger Wrist flexors, finger extensors, triceps Triceps
C8 (25%) Medial forearm, ring finger, little finger, Finger flexors, thumb extensor,

hand intrinsics
None

T1 (rare) Medial arm at elbow Finger abductors None

aAttributing weakness of upper extremity muscles to a specific cervical level is often difficult since innervations  usually occur by 

two or more nerve roots.
bRadial (brachioradialis) reflex is also called the supinator jerk (tap on the brachioradialis muscle near the distal end of radius). 

 6.  What is Lhermitte’s sign?
Lhermitte’s sign is the reported sensation of an electric-like shock propagating down the spine as a result of 
brisk neck flexion. This maneuver may also induce limb paresthesias and weakness. Lhermitte’s sign is not only 
observed in some patients with spinal cord compression but also in patients with multiple sclerosis. 

 7.  Compare and contrast cervical myelopathy and cervical radiculopathy.

Feature Myelopathy Radiculopathy

Etiology Spinal cord compression Nerve root compression
Neck pain Variable Variable
Cranial nerve Occasional Never
Sensory loss Stocking-glove paresthesias/numbness (all limbs) Light touch/pinprick (upper limb 

dermatome)
Weakness (early) All limbs (diffuse) Upper limb myotome
Weakness (late) Spastic paraparesis, quadriparesis Upper limb myotome
Deep tendon reflexes Upper limbs (decreased), lower limbs (increased) Upper limb (decreased)
Pathologic reflexes Babinski’s sign, Hoffmann’s sign None
Lhermitte’s sign Occasional Never
Bladder disturbance Urine retention, urine incontinence None
Spinal automaticity Jumping legs None

 8.  What are the major categories of low back pain?
 •  Mechanical: degenerative disk disease, nonspecific low back pain/strain (with or without psychogenic compo-

nent), pregnancy, discogenic, spondylolisthesis, facet arthritis, fractures, etc.
 •  Radicular: foraminal nerve root compression, spinal stenosis.
 •  Inflammatory: ankylosing spondylitis.
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 •  Infiltrative: cancer, infectious (osteomyelitis, abscess, and discitis).
 •  Referred: intraabdominal pathology (e.g., abdominal aneurysm, nephrolithiasis). 

 9.  How may back pain be categorized on the basis of historical symptoms?

Feature Mechanical Inflammatory Soft Tissue Infiltrative

Location Diffuse Diffuse Diffuse Focal
Onset Variable Subacute Acute or subacute Insidious
Likely precipitant Trauma

Degeneration
±HLA-B27 Poor sleep

Stress
Infection, cancer

Morning stiffness 30 minutes >1 hour Variable None
Activity response ↑ symptoms ↓ symptoms Variable Persistent symptoms
Rest response ↓ symptoms ↑ symptoms Variable Persistent symptoms
Nocturnal pain Mild Moderate Moderate Severe
Systemic disease No Yes No Possible
Clinical conditions Degenerative disc 

disease
Ankylosing  spondylitis Fibromyalgia Cancer, infection

 10.  List the important questions that should be asked when obtaining a history from a patient 
with low back pain.
One can use the helpful mnemonic P-Q-R-S-T (the components of an electrocardiogram tracing) when 
approaching any patient with pain:

  
P—Provocative and palliative factors: sitting (worse with discogenic), walking (worse with spinal stenosis—re-

lieved with forward flexion), supine (pain unrelieved if cancer or infection), Valsalva maneuver (worse with 
intrathecal or radicular process), lumbar extension (worse with spinal stenosis and facet arthritis) versus 
flexion (worse with lumbar strain or fibromyalgia). What is the position of maximal comfort, and does this 
reduce or eliminate pain or radicular symptoms?

Q—Quality of pain: burning/tingling, numb, sharp or dull?
R—Radiation of pain: into leg (radicular), saddle area with bowel/bladder dysfunction (cauda equina syn-

drome), bilateral buttock or thigh (spinal stenosis, ankylosing spondylitis, or referred from intraabdominal 
 pathology)?

S—Severity of pain and systemic symptoms: pain scale 1 to 10; fever, weight loss, change in bowel habits, etc.?
T—Timing of pain: date of onset, associated trauma, and prior similar episodes? 

 11.  What are the potential pain generators of mechanical low back pain?
There are sensory nerve fibers in the discs, vertebral end plates, facet joints, ligaments, fascia, blood vessels, 
spinal nerve roots, and muscles surrounding the lumbar spinal column. Therefore, nonspecific mechanical low 
back pain could originate from any one or combinations of these sites. 

 12.  What are the RED FLAG signs and symptoms that indicate that a patient’s low back pain 
may be from a serious cause?
Most low back pain is mechanical in nature and should slowly improve over 2 to 6 weeks. As such, the presence 
of red flags may not be associated with worrisome pathology in a patient with acute onset back pain, especially 
if it is improving. Potential exceptions include older age, history of steroid use, trauma, and/or presence of a 
contusion overlying the site of back pain. In patients presenting with chronic low back pain (≥3 months), however, 
the presence of red flags may be more concerning for underlying pathology. Obtaining imaging studies and 
additional work-up on every patient with a red flag sign or symptom is controversial and may lead to costly 
evaluations for a common condition. As such, clinical judgement should be used on a case-by-case basis. 
Nonetheless, the following signs and symptoms may raise suspicion for significant underlying pathology:

 •  Unrelenting pain that is unaffected by change in position and not improved by supine position with hips flexed 
suggests infection, cancer, or infiltrative lesions.

 •  Fever, chills, and weight loss suggest infection or cancer.
 •  If the patient is writhing in pain on the exam table and unable to lie still due to pain, consider retroperitoneal 

pathology: aortic dissection, nephrolithiasis, pancreatitis, or a ruptured viscus unless drug-seeking behavior or 
psychogenic factors present.

 •  Pain and morning stiffness for >30 minutes that is improved with exercise in a patient aged <40 years sug-
gests inflammatory spondyloarthropathy.

 •  Bilateral radiation of pain, which is progressive, suggests cancer, central disk herniation, or 
spondyloarthropathy.

 •  Abnormal neurologic exam: sensory/motor deficit (foot drop); loss of rectal tone; urinary incontinence; 
saddle anesthesia; Babinski’s sign; or ankle clonus suggests nerve root compression; cancer; or central disk 
herniation.

 •  Trauma or sudden onset of pain in a patient with risk factors for osteoporosis. 
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 13.  What is sciatica?
The simplest definition of sciatica is back pain that radiates down one leg below the knee. The character of the 
pain is usually sharp or burning. Occasionally, dermatome numbness and paresthesias of the lower limb are also 
reported. Valsalva maneuvers or flexion and extension of the lumbosacral spine may exacerbate these symptoms. 
Sciatica pain is suggestive of nerve root irritation and usually occurs as a consequence of nerve root impingement 
by structures either within the central canal (disc protrusion, facet or ligament flavum hypertrophy, synovial cyst, 
etc.) or upon exiting the neural foramen (disc protrusion, congenital narrowing, spondylolisthesis). 

 14.  What physical findings enable you to identify the approximate level of common, lumbar 
nerve root lesions?

Nerve Sensory Loss Motor Weakness Reflex

L4 (5%) Anterior leg, medial foot Tibialis anterior (ankle dorsiflexion) Patellar
L5 (67%) Lateral leg, web of great toe Extensor hallucis longus (great toe extension) None
S1 (28%) Posterior leg, lateral foot Peroneus muscles (foot eversion) Achilles

Pearl: Note that 95% of nerve root impingement due to herniated disc disease affects the L5 or S1 nerve roots. 

 15.  What maneuvers on physical exam suggest lumbar spine nerve root irritation?
 •  Femoral nerve stretch test: this test is performed to evaluate the upper lumbar roots (L2 to L4). With the pa-

tient prone, the examiner maximally flexes the knee (80–100 degrees). If no symptoms, then the hip is gently 
extended (examiner lifts the thigh off table). Anterior thigh (L2, L3) or medial leg (L4) pain is suggestive of a 
lumbar root lesion. Ipsilateral quadriceps tightness or significant hip pathology may reduce specificity. Testing 
of the contralateral side is recommended; sensitivity and specificity 88%.

 •  Straight-leg raise (Lasegue’s sign): evaluates the sciatic nerve roots (L4 to S1) and is performed with the 
patient supine. The examiner passively raises the extended leg, by the foot, to 70 degrees of elevation. Derma-
tome pain radiating below the knee upon raising the leg between 30 degrees and 70 degrees of elevation is a 
positive test for nerve root irritation. A positive test is more convincing if passive ankle dorsiflexion reproduces 
the pain after the leg has been lowered to an angle that abolished the radicular pain; sensitivity 52% to 71% 
and specificity 47% to 66%.

 •  Crossed-straight leg test: this test causes contralateral radiating pain when the unaffected leg is elevated. 
It is usually seen in patients with a herniated disc and is more specific but less sensitive than the straight-leg 
raise test; sensitivity 28% to 43% and specificity 83% to 88%.

 •  Slump test: the patient sits with the head bent forward and leg outstretched, toes pointing upwards. The 
examiner gently eases the patient forward to increase the stretch on the sciatic nerve; sensitivity 44% to 87% 
and specificity 23% to 63%. 

 16.  What is the modified Schober test?
The modified Schober test measures mobility of the thoracolumbar spine during maximum active lumbar 
flexion. Two midline marks are drawn originating from the dimples of Venus (approximately at the S2 level; 
just inferior to the posterior, superior iliac spines) and 10 cm superior to that location in an upright patient. The 
distance between the marks is again measured with the patient’s back at maximal flexion with the knees locked 
in maximal extension. A difference of <5 cm between neutral and flexion is suggestive of an inflammatory 
spondyloarthropathy. Limitation of lateral bending, reduced chest wall expansion during maximum inspiration, and 
restricted rotation of the thoracic spine with the pelvis held stable in a standing patient also support this diagnosis 
(see Fig. 34.1 in Chapter 34: Ankylosing Spondylitis). 

 17.  What exam suggests sacroiliitis?
Pelvic compression, Patrick’s test, and Gaenslen’s sign are exam maneuvers which may suggest sacroiliitis. 
Bilateral compression of the anterior iliac crests toward the midline on a supine patient may produce pathologic 
sacroiliac joint pain. Patrick’s test (also known as “figure of four test”) is performed in a supine position by 
having the patient flex, abduct, and externally rotate (FABER) the hip such that the ipsilateral heel rests on the 
contralateral knee. Downward gentle pressure is then increasingly applied on the ipsilateral knee while stabilizing 
the contralateral anterior iliac crest. Pain arising from the contralateral pelvis is suggestive of sacroiliitis. 
Gaenslen’s maneuver is performed with the patient supine and both hips and knees in flexion. The patient then 
moves one buttock off the examining table edge while extending the leg over the side. Sacroiliitis is suspected if 
the maneuver provokes sacroiliac discomfort on the side of the dropped leg. 

 18.  What are “Waddell’s signs”?
Although most back pain is organic, some patients present with complaints of low back pain that are 
manifestations of a psychosomatic disorder. To distinguish anatomic (organic) back pain from nonorganic, 
Waddell and colleagues found eight signs that identify nonorganic back pain. Distinguishing between these two 
possibilities may be clinically relevant as patients with clinical findings outlined by Waddell are less likely to 
respond to surgical and medical interventions and are at increased risk for disability, healthcare utilization, and 
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have higher rates of depression, pain-related anxiety, and catastrophizing. Armed with this knowledge, clinicians 
can more appropriately intervene on behalf of patients and may minimize unnecessary testing or surgical 
intervention. Patients satisfying three or more of Waddell’s signs may have a nonanatomic cause for their low 
back pain.

 •  Superficial tenderness—discomfort to light touch to skin overlying back.
 •  Nonanatomic tenderness—tenderness that crosses multiple somatic boundaries or moves to various sites 

during the exam.
 •  Axial loading— report of low back pain when pressing down on the top of the head of a standing patient.
 •  Simulated rotation—when the shoulders and pelvis are rotated in unison <30 degrees (i.e., acetabular rotation 

test) in either direction, the structures in the back are not stressed. If patient reports pain with this maneuver, 
this test is considered positive.

 •  Distracted straight-leg raise—report of pain in low back or posterior thigh with <10 degrees of elevation 
of leg when supine, or pain with standard straight-leg raise test when a patient is recumbent but no 
pain when the patient is sitting and the knee is extended so that the leg is at a 90-degree angle with the 
pelvis.

 •  Regional sensory change—“stocking” or global distribution of numbness, not in dermatomal distribution.
 •  Regional weakness—“breakaway” weakness in patient with normal strength on muscle testing.
 •  Overreaction—disproportionate grimacing, tremor, exaggerated verbalization, or collapse in a way not to hurt 

themselves during the exam. 

 19.  What other tests have been identified as suggesting a behavioral or nonorganic cause for 
back pain?

 •  Sit-up—a patient with significant back pain cannot do a sit-up. Patients with organic back pain will roll over to 
their side and push up to sitting position. If patient can do a sit-up, the pain is not typically severe.

 •  Shoes and socks sign—patients with significant anatomic back pain should have problems putting on shoes 
and socks. If these actions are no problem, back pain usually is not severe.

 •  Mankopf’s test—pain should raise the pulse rate ≥5% (unless on beta blockers).
 •  O’Donoghue’s maneuver—patients with anatomic back pain should have greater passive range of motion than 

active range. If not, consider nonorganic causes of pain. 

 20.  What is lumbar spinal stenosis?
Lumbar spinal stenosis is compression of nerve roots within the central lumbar canal that may clinically present 
as radiculopathy, pseudoclaudication, or cauda equina syndrome. Spinal stenosis results from narrowing of 
the normal oval spinal canal, which can assume a triangular appearance in the diseased state due to facet 
hyperostosis, ligamentum flavum hypertrophy, broad-based central disc protrusion, spondylosis, or any 
combination. The typical patient has symptoms of lower limb claudication (neurogenic) in the absence of 
peripheral vascular disease. Symptoms are exacerbated by back extension and relieved with flexion, thus creating 
the classic simian posture. Pain is typically worsened when walking downhill due to back extension causing more 
stenosis. Patients will often report relief from walking-induced bilateral posterior buttock and thigh pain when they 
lean forward on their shopping carts. Symptoms may be produced by extending the patient’s back for 30 seconds 
(spinal Phalen’s). 

 21.  What is the cauda equina syndrome?
The cauda equina syndrome is a rare but serious clinical complex of low back pain, lower limb motor weakness, 
and saddle area anesthesia (S4) with bowel and/or bladder incontinence. The syndrome most commonly results 
from central intervertebral disc herniation into the sacral nerve roots. Rarely, advanced ankylosing spondylitis and 
malignancy may also cause the cauda equina syndrome. The diagnosis of this rare syndrome requires an urgent 
MRI and a neurosurgical consultation. 

 22.  Define spondylosis, spondylitis, spondylolysis, and spondylolisthesis.
Spondylosis refers to degenerative disease (e.g., osteoarthritis) of the intervertebral disc and/or the apophyseal 
(facet) joints. The natural, lordotic curves of the spinal column where maximum range of motion occurs at the C5 
to C7 and L3 to L5 level predispose these segments to accelerated degenerative changes. Spondylosis is the most 
common cause of neck and low back pain in patients aged over 40 years.

Spondylitis literally means inflammation of the vertebral column, a classic feature of axial spondyloarthritis. 
The inflammatory lesion of spondylitis occurs at the vertebral enthesis. It is more common in younger patients 
(<40 years old), with Caucasian males being disproportionately affected.

Spondylolysis is characterized by a defective (separated) pars interarticularis, the bony bridge joining the 
superior and inferior articular processes of the vertebrae. The pars defect usually results from congenital dysplasia 
(patients aged <20 years), degenerative disease (patients aged >40 years), and/or trauma (e.g., high-impact 
repetitive sports such as gymnastics or weight lifting).

Spondylolisthesis occurs when the pars defect (spondylolysis) is bilateral allowing forward displacement 
(subluxation) of the rostral vertebra. Clinically significant spondylolisthesis (grade 2–4) is best identified on lateral 
radiographs, and instability can be documented during maximum flexion and extension views. It usually occurs at 
L5 to S1 level. 
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 23.  What are the indications for obtaining a lumbosacral spine radiograph in a patient with low 
back pain?
Imaging studies are indicated if red flags (see Question 12) are present because the yield is increased if you 
suspect cancer, fracture, infection, or inflammatory spondyloarthropathy. In patients with chronic back pain (>12 
weeks) despite appropriate therapy for acute lumbar strain, spine films should be considered. 

 24.  Why not obtain x-rays on all patients with low back pain?
Always ask yourself if you will treat the patient differently based upon this information. Age-related degenerative 
changes in the lumbar spine are often unrelated to the cause of the patient’s myofascial pain. These images are 
often an unnecessary expense, and one lumbar series exposes the patient to the equivalent ionizing radiation dose 
of 15 chest x-rays. 

 25.  When should an MRI or computed tomography (CT) myelogram be ordered for a patient 
with low back pain?
Only if your approach will be altered. Patients with a high concern for cancer, infection, or patients who are 
surgical candidates should have an MRI. Occasionally an MRI or CT of the sacroiliac joints is needed to diagnose 
early ankylosing spondylitis. A CT myelogram may be necessary if the patient cannot have an MRI (pacemaker, 
etc). In patients with adequate renal function, an MRI with gadolinium is indicated for patients who have 
undergone prior lumbar spine surgery to exclude infection or nerve root compression due to scar tissue. An MRI is 
not needed in a patient whose history and physical examination are consistent with lumbar radiculopathy and is 
improving with conservative therapy. All imaging procedures must be interpreted in conjunction with the clinical 
history, physical examination, laboratory results, and electrophysiologic studies. 

 26.  When should an electromyogram (EMG) or nerve conduction velocities (NCVs) be ordered 
for a patient with low back pain?
An EMG is obtained in a patient with low back pain who has signs and symptoms of a radiculopathy if this 
information will change your approach. MRI imaging has largely replaced the need for EMG/NCV, especially in 
patients who have radicular symptoms/signs that correlate with the MRI findings. However, in complex cases, 
where the etiology of lower extremity pain or weakness is unclear despite careful neurologic exam and imaging, 
EMG/NCV studies can be of value. The EMG is usually performed at least 3 weeks after the onset of symptoms 
to accurately assess for potential muscle denervation. The results of EMG are helpful only when combined with 
the clinical presentation, physical examination, and radiographic tests (MRIs). Laminectomy or microdiscectomy 
has the greatest likelihood of improving symptoms if the physical examination, EMG, and radiographic studies all 
agree on the anatomic location of the disc compressing the nerve root. 

 27.  When should surgery be advised for a patient with radicular symptoms due to a herniated disc?
Several guidelines suggest that before surgical intervention, patients should have failed conservative therapy 
for 6 weeks (physical therapy +/– epidural steroids), or have incapacitating pain or an increasing neurologic 
deficit. They should also exhibit a positive straight leg-raise and other exam findings that correlate with the same 
pathology identified on lumbar MRI (or CT myelogram). The medium and long-term efficacy of epidural steroids in 
this setting has been questioned in several studies. The strongest data for efficacy of epidural steroids is for relief 
of radicular symptoms (not necessarily spinal pain) and for short-term symptomatic benefit only (2–4 weeks). 

 28.  What are the sensitivity and specificity of the various diagnostic tests used to document a 
herniated lumbar disk? How often are they abnormal in individuals without low back pain?
The diagnostic tests used to evaluate low back pain have the following sensitivity and specificity in patients with 
surgically documented herniated lumbar discs causing a compressive radiculopathy:

Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%)

Electromyography 92 83
CT scans 92 88
Myelography 90 87
MRI scans 93 92

It is important to note that a significant number of asymptomatic individuals without low back pain will have an 
abnormal CT scan or myelogram (30%–40%). MRI studies have shown that 25% to 50% of individuals without 
low back pain will have a disc bulge or protrusion at one or more lumbar disc levels. Consequently, disc bulges/
protrusions on MRI in patients with low back pain are usually coincidental, whereas disk extrusion, especially with 
compression of the lumbar nerve, is usually a significant cause of radicular back pain. 

 29.  What exercises are good for patients with mechanical low back pain?
Exercise, stretching, and weight loss are important in any rehabilitation program for mechanical low back pain. 
People who are more fit have fewer episodes of low back pain and recover from an episode of back pain more 
quickly. Exercise and stretching are important in maintaining the strength and flexibility of the spinal segments.

Flexion exercises (Williams’ exercises) may be prescribed to decrease the load on the posterior facet joints 
and to open the intervertebral foramina. In contrast, extension exercises (MacKenzie’s exercises) are thought to 
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decrease compression load on the intervertebral disc and may be useful for patients with radiculopathies due to a 
herniated or degenerative disc. Finally, spine stabilization exercises (abdominal strengthening and proper pelvic tilt 
with the knees flexed) are important to decrease the load on pain-sensitive structures and may prevent recurrent 
episodes of mechanical low back pain/strain.

Muscle tightness in the gluteal, hamstring, and hip flexor muscles may also contribute to low back pain; therefore, 
stretching programs for the spine may include these areas as well. Some back exercises are designed for specific 
etiologies of low back pain and may actually exacerbate pain from a different source. As such, referral to a physical 
therapist is recommended to help design exercise and stretching regimens that may be tailored to the individual patient. 

 30.  What is the best strategy to hasten recovery in a patient with acute mechanical low back pain?
It is preferable to limit bed rest to 1 to 2 days or less. Back exercises in the acute setting are not indicated, but 
referral to physical therapy 3 to 4 weeks after onset is important for instructions in proper lifting techniques 
and correct spine stabilization exercises. Limited data does not support the routine use of facet injections, 
acupuncture, or transcutaneous nerve stimulators. Spinal manipulation may provide some relief in the early 
phases of acute nonserious injuries. 

 31.  What medical therapies can be used in the treatment of acute mechanical low back pain?
Medical therapies for pain relief include analgesics such as acetaminophen, nonsteroidal antiinflammatory 
drugs (NSAIDs), and muscle relaxants, as well as local application of heat. Data regarding the efficacy of opioid 
analgesics for acute low back pain is limited. Of note, studies have shown poor tolerance of opioid analgesics 
among patients with chronic low back pain, with lack of efficacy at commonly recommended doses as well as 
lack of superiority compared with NSAIDs. 

 32.  What is the prognosis of patients with mechanical low back pain?
It is estimated that up to 80% of all individuals will develop back pain during their life. Despite the potential number of 
people affected, the overall prognosis is good. Within 1 week of an acute episode, 50% of patients have symptomatic 
improvement; 75% will improve after 1 month; and 87% improve at 3 months. By 6 months, 93% are better. However, 
≥25% patients have recurrent pain within the next year, and chronic low back pain develops in up to 7% to 10% 
of patients. Poor prognosis has been associated with the requirement for narcotics as well as receipt of disability 
benefits and/or workmen’s compensation. Failure to return to employment within several months following an injury 
at work is associated with a poor outcome as well. Among patients with chronic low back pain, a subset will lack a 
clear anatomic driver of pain (nonspecific low back pain), whereas others may exhibit a component of a centralized 
pain syndrome similar to fibromyalgia. In addition, high rates of depression have been identified among patients who 
go on to develop chronic low back pain. Clinicians should thus assess for depression and additional psychosocial 
factors at baseline that may predict (and contribute) to the development and perpetuation of chronic pain.
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FIBROMYALGIA
Jason R. Kolfenbach, MD

“Take nothing on its look; take everything on evidence. There is no better rule.”
–Charles Dickens, Great Expectations (1861)

KEY POINTS

 1.  Fibromyalgia (FM) is a chronic noninflammatory, nonautoimmune central afferent processing disorder leading to 
a diffuse pain syndrome as well as other symptoms.

 2.  Similar to patients with other chronic pain disorders, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) shows 
expanded receptive fields for central pain perception and emotional modulation in patients with FM.

 3.  The most effective drugs for FM syndrome (FMS) are tricyclic agents (TCAs), dual reuptake inhibitors, and 
anticonvulsants which downregulate sensory processing.

 4.  Opioids and corticosteroids are not effective in the treatment of FM and should be avoided.
 5.  Patient education, physical activity/exercise, and cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) are important pillars of 

therapy alongside adjunctive medical therapy.

CLINICAL FEATURES

 1.  What is FM?
FM is a chronic (>3 months), noninflammatory, nonautoimmune central afferent processing disorder leading 
to a diffuse pain syndrome. The core symptoms typically include widespread pain, fatigue, stiffness, sleep 
disturbance, cognitive problems (fibrofog), and mood disorder (depression, anxiety, or both). Physical examination 
and pathologic investigation reveal no evidence of articular, osseous, or soft tissue inflammation or degeneration. 
Patients may have tender points on exam both above and below the waist; these tender points are neither 
sufficiently sensitive nor specific for FM; therefore, formal diagnosis is no longer reliant upon their presence. FM 
may occur alone (primary FM) or may be associated with a number of other disorders (secondary FM). In primary 
FM, laboratory results and radiographs are normal.

In 2010 new diagnostic criteria were proposed for FM. The purpose of these criteria was to recognize 
that FM was a condition of widespread pain and was frequently associated with other central pain sensitivity 
syndromes. The proposed criteria are:

 •  Widespread pain index (WPI) ≥ 7 and a symptom severity (SS) scale score ≥ 5, or WPI = 3–6 and SS scale 
score ≥ 9

 •  Symptoms present for at least 3 months
 •  No other disorder to explain symptoms.

The WPI is the number of areas in which the patient has had pain over the last week. There are 19 areas 
(bilateral temporomandibular joint [TMJ, 2], shoulder [2], upper arm [2], lower arm [2], hip [2], upper leg [2], lower 
leg [2], neck [1], chest [1], abdomen [1], upper back [1], lower back [1]), therefore 19 is the maximum score. 
Tender points are no longer part of the criteria since patients (especially men) can have FM without characteristic 
tender points. The SS scale score is the sum of severity of four items over the past week. The four items are 
(1) fatigue, (2) waking from sleep unrefreshed, (3) cognitive disturbances, and (4) somatic symptoms. Each is 
subjectively scored for severity using a Likert score (0 = none, 1 = mild, 2 = moderate, and 3 = severe) so that 
the maximum score is 12. 

 2.  What are tender points and trigger points, and how are they different?
In normal individuals (and in patients with FM), there exist specific regions on the surface anatomy that are more 
sensitive to applied pressure than other sites. These areas are primarily at musculotendinous junctions and not at 
tendon insertion sites into bone. FM is a disorder of generalized pain amplification, and thus these regions may 
be exceedingly tender and are referred to as tender points. Prior classification criteria for FM (1990) required the 
presence of at least 11 of 18 tender points existing diffusely (above and below the waist) for ≥3 months. The pain 
in FM is best described as widespread in location, and a growing appreciation of patients clinically diagnosed 
with FM but without classic tender points led to this exam feature being left out of the current diagnostic criteria. 
Clinicians may still choose to perform examination of classic tender points to elicit discomfort suggestive of 
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abnormal pain processing. The amount of point pressure utilized to elicit tender points is 4 kg/cm2 (enough 
pressure to blanch your distal thumbnail).

In contrast to FM, regional myofascial pain syndrome is a localized pain syndrome characterized by the 
presence of a trigger point. Upon palpation of the trigger point, severe local tenderness and radiation of pain into 
characteristic regions is elicited. Though the discomfort of the myofascial pain syndrome remains regional, it is 
usually more widespread than bursitis or tendinitis. Regional myofascial pain syndrome most commonly involves 
the unilateral lower back, neck, shoulder, or hip region. 

 3.  List some other symptoms that commonly occur in patients with FM.
Fatigue (90%).
Nonrestorative sleep (75%).
Arthralgias/myalgias/stiffness (80%).
Cognitive dysfunction (20%–30%).
Muscle spasms/ paresthesias (20%–30%).
Mood disturbance (75%). 

 4.  List some other conditions that are felt to be central pain sensitivity syndromes that 
commonly coexist in patients with FM.
Tension/migraine headache (50%–60%).
Irritable bowel syndrome (IBS, 40%).
Restless leg/periodic limb movement syndrome (15%).
Urinary frequency/urgency (including interstitial cystitis).
Primary dysmenorrhea/chronic pelvic pain/urethral syndrome.
TMJ disorders.
Hypersensitivity and multiple chemical sensitivity syndrome (odors, bright lights, loud noises, medications). 

 5.  Discuss the sleep disorder associated with FM.
Non-rapid eye movement (REM) sleep progresses through four stages that can be identified by 
electroencephalography. Quiet wakefulness with closed eyes is characterized by alpha-waves (8–13 Hz), whereas 
alert wakefulness with eyes open and bright lights is characterized by beta-waves (14–25 Hz). Non-REM stage 
I sleep is a transition from wakefulness and is associated with predominantly theta-wave activity (4–7 Hz). 
As deeper sleep is reached, the frequency of brain waves slows further, so that by non-REM stage IV sleep, 
delta-waves (<4 Hz) account for >50% of brain wave activity. It is delta-wave, or non-REM stage IV, sleep that is 
responsible for restful and restorative sleep.

The sleep disturbance associated with FM, termed alpha-delta sleep, is characterized by disruption 
of delta-wave sleep by frequent alpha-wave intrusion, such that non-REM stage IV sleep is significantly 
reduced. This sleep pattern is not specific for FM and may be present during periods of emotional stress, 
in chronic painful conditions such as rheumatoid arthritis (RA) and osteoarthritis, in sleep apnea syndrome, 
and in some otherwise normal individuals. Alpha-delta sleep is clinically associated with nonrestorative 
sleep.

Pearl: Sleep apnea should be considered in any patient with suspected FM. Patients (particularly males) 
may not be obese. All patients should be asked if they snore, have their neck size measured (risk increased if >17 
inches in men, >16 inches women), and have an oral examination to see if the tongue obstructs the view of the 
posterior pharynx. 

 6.  Who generally develops FM and at what age?
The prevalence of FM in the general adult US population is probably 3% to 6%. Females account for 70% to 90% 
of patients. The average age of onset is approximately 30 to 55 years, but ranges from childhood to the elderly. 
FM is more common following trauma, infections, and among patients with inflammatory arthritis (see Question 8).

Pearl: FM symptoms occurring for the first time in a patient older than 55 to 60 years are usually due to a 
disease other than FM (e.g., infection, neoplasia, and arthritis). 

 7.  What variables contribute to a patient’s predisposition to developing FM?
The etiology of FM is unknown. However, several variables may contribute to a patient’s predisposition to 
developing FM as well as the severity of the symptoms:

 •  Biologic variables
Inheritance: genetic polymorphisms have been reported in the COMT enzyme, serotonin transporter and 

receptor, and the dopamine, β2-adrenergic, glutamate and cannabinoid receptor genes.
Female sex: young and middle-aged females most at risk.
Sleep architecture abnormalities.
Neuroendocrine response to stress: attenuated corticotropin-releasing hormone and insulin-like growth 

 factor-1 (somatomedin C) response.
Autonomic dysregulation: postural orthostasis and tachycardia syndrome.

 •  Environmental and sociocultural variables
Early life developmental experiences: sexual or physical abuse in childhood.
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Family variables: spousal and family support systems.
Work variables: job satisfaction.

 •  Psychologic variables
Personality traits: perfectionist or self-sacrificing personalities are common.
Catastrophizing and negative beliefs: belief that pain cannot be controlled.
Hypervigilance and preoccupation with pain (which may interfere with therapy).
Low self-efficacy and defective coping mechanisms.
Depression and anxiety. 

 8.  What are the recognized triggers for FM?
Early life trauma: sexual or physical abuse.
Acute trauma especially involving the trunk (cervical whiplash).
Infections: Epstein–Barr virus, parvovirus, Lyme, hepatitis C.
Sleep apnea.
Chronic ongoing joint inflammation (secondary FM; prevalence in RA, SLE, and psoriatic arthritis ∼20%, in anky-
losing spondylitis (AS) ∼10%–12%).
Catastrophic events: posttraumatic stress disorder following war and other major events.
Chronic psychologic distress.  

Only a minority of patients experiencing one of these triggers develop a widespread pain syndrome, suggesting a 
biochemical predisposition. 

 9.  What other conditions must be considered (ruled out) in a patient presenting with FM-like 
symptoms?

 •  Rheumatologic: RA, SLE, systemic sclerosis, Sjogren’s, polymyositis, polymyalgia rheumatica, AS.
 •  Endocrine: hypothyroidism, adrenal insufficiency, hyperparathyroidism, osteomalacia.
 •  Myopathy: metabolic, statin-induced, myotonic dystrophy.
 •  Gastrointestinal: hepatitis C, celiac, hemochromatosis, inflammatory bowel disease.
 •  Infections: subacute bacterial endocarditis, Lyme, human immunodeficiency virus, parvovirus, brucellosis.
 •  Neurologic: multiple sclerosis, myasthenia, peripheral neuropathy, small fiber neuropathy.
 •  Malignancy: metastatic, lymphoma, others.
 •  Sleep apnea.
 •  Psychiatric: major depression, substance abuse, eating disorders, somatoform disorders (see Question 10)
 •  Others: Chiari malformation, Fabry disease, chronic fatigue syndrome (systemic exertion intolerance disease). 

 10.  Which psychological disorders are sometimes confused with FM? Why?
Functional psychiatric disorders, such as the somatoform disorders, often result in symptoms identical to those of 
FM. The term functional suggests that the syndrome has no organic basis and is due to purely psychologic factors. 
It is conceivable that in some patients with FM, the condition originates as a functional disorder and subsequently 
the objective clinical, sleep, and neurotransmitter abnormalities become manifest as a result of neuro-psycho-
immuno-endocrine interrelationships. Thus, while a “functional” psychiatric disorder could in theory precipitate FM 
in some patients, FM itself is not a functional disorder in that “organic” pathophysiologic mechanisms have been 
identified as the etiology of symptoms.

Organic psychiatric disorders, such as major depressive disorder (MDD) and anxiety disorder, are present 
in up to 75% of patients with FM. Furthermore, many patients diagnosed with MDD experience symptoms of 
sleep disturbance, fatigue, and musculoskeletal pain. Given these overlapping features, it can be difficult (if not 
impossible) for a clinician to distinguish between FM and MDD at the initial encounter, and in roughly three-fourths 
of patients with FM, both conditions will be present.

Finally, the anxiety and mild depression often present in FM may be a psychologic response to concerns 
regarding financial and personal independence in the setting of chronic pain and disability. This association may 
be present in any chronic pain or debilitating syndrome. 

 11.  Outline an evaluation of a patient with suspected FM?
 •  History: pain severity (typically described as deep and aching), fatigue severity, sleep disturbances, snoring and 

other symptoms of sleep apnea, mood disturbances, cognitive dysfunction, paresthesias, hypersensitivity (odors, 
bright lights, loud noises), other central sensitivity syndromes (see Question 4), and triggers (see Question 8).
Family history of central sensitivity syndromes: first degree relatives are eight times more likely to have FM.

 •  Physical examination: general exam, joint exam including back, tender point evaluation for allodynia, manual 
muscle strength, neurologic exam including deep tendon reflexes
Neck size: large necks suggest sleep apnea (males, >17 inches; females, >16 inches).
Oral exam: receding jaw or tongue obscuring posterior pharynx increases risk of sleep apnea.
Blood pressure (BP) cuff use: complaints of excessive pain due to pressure from inflated cuff used to take BP.
Achilles tendon pinch: complaints of excessive pain when tendon pinched for > 4 seconds.

 •  Laboratory examination: complete blood count, complete metabolic panel, C-reactive protein, creatine 
phosphokinase, thyroid-stimulating hormone, 25-hydroxy vitamin D.
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Do not get rheumatoid factor or antinuclear antibody unless there is objective joint swelling or laboratory abnor-
malities suggesting inflammation. 

 12.  How can the pain of FM be distinguished from the pain of widespread arthritis? Why is this 
important?
Patients with FM generally have diffuse deep aching pain that may be perceived to originate within joints, 
muscles, or both; thus, it may be confused with a diffuse arthritis syndrome such as RA or AS. Pain involving the 
axial skeleton is universally present in FM, with patients experiencing lower back, cervical spine, and/or thoracic 
spine pain. Patients with FM also commonly experience bilateral pain in the upper and lower extremities. True 
arthritis can be excluded by the physical examination. The joint exam in primary FM reveals absence of effusion, 
synovial proliferation, deformity, and warmth. In addition, the presence of tenderness on exam consistently outside 
of anatomic joint locations is helpful in distinguishing this disorder from a diffuse arthritis syndrome. Finally, 
laboratory and radiographic findings are normal in primary FM.

FM may occur alone (primary FM) or may coexist with numerous other medical syndromes, including 
arthritis. Up to 20% of patients with RA and SLE can have secondary FM. Therefore, the presence of an arthritis 
syndrome does not exclude the presence of coexistent FM, and vice-versa. In these cases, the diagnosis of 
superimposed FM may be considered if subjective pain and constitutional symptoms exceed that expected for 
the degree of objective arthritis as determined by physical examination, radiographs, and laboratory tests. The 
presence of diffuse tender points may also suggest the diagnosis of coexistent FM.

The importance of recognizing the existence of secondary FM in patients with an underlying inflammatory 
arthritis is to avoid unnecessary escalation of immunosuppressive therapy. The evaluation of patients with RA 
or SLE who have secondary FM may be challenging, as these patients may have tenderness with joint palpation 
due to central sensitization and generalized pain magnification rather than active inflammatory disease. This may 
fool the physician, prompting an inappropriate escalation in therapy. Therefore in patients with an inflammatory 
arthritis who have secondary FM, the presence of swollen joints, limitation of range of motion, and abnormal 
inflammatory markers may be more important than the presence of tender joints on exam. Similarly, evidence 
has shown that several disease activity measurements can be adversely influenced by conditions such as FM, 
osteoarthritis, and depression and should be interpreted with caution in these settings. 

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY

 13.  Describe the ascending pain pathways. Discuss the concept of peripheral and central 
sensitization in chronic pain syndromes.
Sensory fibers (nociceptor afferents) that transmit pain sensations innervate all the body tissues. There are two 
types of sensory fibers—myelinated A-delta (δ) and unmyelinated C fibers. These fibers have free nerve endings 
containing nociceptors that respond to noxious stimuli. There are specific nociceptors for mechanical, thermal, 
and chemical stimuli. Another receptor (polymodal receptor) responds to more than one stimulus and is only 
found on C fibers. Aδ fibers are rapidly conducting and respond mostly to mechanical and thermal stimuli. C fiber 
afferents conduct more slowly and produce perceptions of dull, aching, or burning pain.

These nociceptor afferents (first order neurons) enter the spinal cord via dorsal roots and terminate in the 
dorsal horn of the spinal cord. These afferents release excitatory neurotransmitters that activate second-order 
neurons. The Aδ sensory neurons mainly release glutamate that binds to the N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor 
on second-order neurons that cross the cord and ascend in the neospinothalamic (lateral spinothalamic) tract 
and terminate in the ventroposterior basal nuclei of the thalamus. From there, the neural input is relayed to the 
somatosensory cortex which is important for sensory discrimination, location, and anticipation of the pain. The C 
fiber sensory neurons release substance P and other neurotransmitters that stimulate second-order neurons in 
the dorsal horn of the spinal cord. Also located in this area are the wide dynamic range (WDR) neurons that are 
stimulated by both noxious and non-noxious stimuli transmitted from the periphery by C fibers with polymodal 
nociceptors. The second-order neurons including the WDR neurons ascend in the paleospinothalamic tracts that 
terminate in the thalamus (anterior spinothalamic tract), periaqueductal gray (PAG) and reticular formation/nuclei 
(spinoreticular tract), and the medullary and tectal areas (spinotectal tract; Fig. 61.1).

From the thalamus, PAG, and other gray matter areas, third-order neurons transmit to other areas of the 
brain and spinal cord. Spinothalamic projections facilitate nociceptive input to the insular cortex, which has 
interconnections with the amygdala, prefrontal cortex, and anterior cingulate cortex. These regions form a network 
involved in emotional, cognitive, and autonomic responses to pain. In addition, there are interconnections with the 
hypothalamus that are involved in stress and autonomic responses. Finally, stimulation of the PAG, hypothalamus, 
and other areas are important in activation of the descending analgesia pathway.

The concept of peripheral and central sensitization is important for an understanding of widespread chronic 
pain conditions such as FM. With continuous and prolonged noxious stimulation (e.g., whiplash injury), peripheral 
polymodal C fibers and nearby silent nociceptive neurons that were previously unresponsive to stimulation now 
become responsive. The nociceptors begin to initiate signals spontaneously so that non-noxious stimuli are now 
perceived as noxious due to lowered pain threshold (peripheral sensitization). The result of peripheral sensitization 
causes a greater and more persistent barrage of nerve impulses to the dorsal root of the spinal cord. Release 
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of substance P by C fibers sensitizes second-order neurons, including WDR neurons, to neurotransmitters, such 
as glutamate. The enhanced and persistent glutamate effect on second-order neurons can result in physiologic 
changes in the nerves so they become hyperexcitable. This is called windup. These hyperexcitable second-order 
neurons transmit excessively to the brain areas described earlier, resulting in expanded receptive fields, increased 
interconnectivity, and increased blood flow to the stimulated areas. The ability to expand the receptive field is 
called neuroplasticity and occurs more easily in younger brains, which may explain why painful events early in 
life are particularly likely to trigger FM. Due to these physiologic changes, central sensitization occurs so that the 
individual feels pain at a lower threshold and with increased intensity. 

 14.  What abnormalities in the central nervous system (CNS) have been implicated in FM?
Most investigators believe that the pathophysiology of FM is due to central sensitization within the CNS, manifesting 
as amplified pain perception. Thus, physical stresses to the musculoskeletal system that in the normal individual are 
perceived as non-tender touch, position sense and non-tender temperature sensation are perceived as pain in the 
patient with FM. It appears that the pain threshold is lower in patients with FM. The underlying abnormalities within 
the CNS leading to amplified pain perception are not completely understood, but a number of specific abnormalities 
have been observed in the afferent pain processing areas of the CNS in some patients with FM:

 •  Increased excitability of dorsal horn nuclei due to abnormal windup: increased levels of substance P, nerve 
growth factor, glutamate, and aspartate measured in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of patients with FM

 •  Expanded receptive fields for central pain perception (central sensitization): fMRI shows expanded fields in 
the insula, anterior cingulate cortex, and somatosensory cortex.

 •  Abnormalities within the descending analgesia system: decreased levels of pain inhibitory neurotransmit-
ters (antinociceptive) including norepinephrine, serotonin, and dopamine in the CSF of patients with FM
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 •  Suppression of normal activity of dopamine-releasing neurons in limbic system.
Note: the levels of opioids are increased in the CSF of patients with FM; this may explain why narcotics have not 
proven to be effective in controlling the widespread pain typical of FM. 

 15.  Do FM patients have any abnormalities on brain imaging to support a central mechanism 
for their amplified pain perception?
Brain MRIs are normal in FM patients. However, functional imaging studies using single-photon emission 
computed tomography (SPECT) scans and fMRI have shown decreased regional cerebral blood flow to the thalamus 
and caudate nucleus in FM patients compared with healthy individuals. The caudate nucleus and thalamus signal 
noxious stimuli, and decreased blood flow to these areas has been demonstrated in other chronic pain disorders. 
One explanation for these findings is that the widespread pain in FM activates inhibitory mechanisms in an 
attempt to reduce the evoked activity in the thalamus and decrease pain processing. With reduced activity, the 
thalamus needs less blood flow. An alternative explanation is that it takes less stimulation of the thalamus to 
induce pain in patients with FM, or that patients with FM have decreased gray matter density in the thalamus. The 
reduced blood flow to the caudate may indicate an abnormal dopaminergic system, which is important in pain 
modulation, pleasure perception, and motivational responses.

fMRI has also shown increased blood flow, connectivity and activity in the insula, anterior cingulate cortex, 
and primary and secondary somatosensory cortices in response to painful stimuli. These are all areas that are 
involved with pain perception and emotional modulation from any cause of chronic pain. These findings on fMRI 
support a physiologic basis causing a FM patient’s increased perception of pain. 

 16.  Discuss the descending analgesia pathway and its potential role in the pathophysiology of FM.
The descending analgesia system (also called the descending noxious inhibitory control [DNIC] pathway) is a 
physiologic mechanism by which the transmission of pain is inhibited at the dorsal horn and other locations 
within the CNS (Fig. 61.1). Projections from the origin of this pathway within the hypothalamus and PAG, utilizing 
enkephalin as a neurotransmitter, reach the raphe magnus nucleus within the pons and medulla. The raphe 
nucleus sends projections into the dorsal horn, utilizing serotonin as a neurotransmitter, where they stimulate 
interneurons whose neurotransmitter is again enkephalin. These axons innervate the presynaptic region of 
incoming pain fibers, leading to the presynaptic inhibition of transmission of painful sensation to second-order 
pain fibers, most likely through the inhibition of calcium channels. Another part of the DNIC pathways is the locus 
coeruleus located in the pons. Upon stimulation by ascending pain fibers, the locus coeruleus is activated and 
sends projections utilizing norepinephrine as a neurotransmitter to the cortex, brainstem, and spinal cord. This 
results in increased alertness and sympathetic activity and decreased pain sensation and parasympathetic activity.

The implication of the descending analgesia system in the pathophysiology of FM has been suggested 
by studies that have demonstrated decreased serotonin or serotonin availability within the CNS. Additionally, 
metabolites of norepinephrine and dopamine are decreased in the CSF of patients with FM. This is important 
because there are norepinephrine-mediated pain inhibitory pathways that descend to the spinal cord and 
dopamine-mediated pain inhibitory pathways in the CNS that may be abnormal in FM patients. 

APPROACH TO TREATMENT

 17.  List the major components of therapy for FM.
 •  Patient education.
 •  Analgesia.
 •  Physical activity.
 •  Treatment of associated conditions (mood disorders, sleep disturbance, IBS, migraines).
 •  CBT and/or supportive counseling for pain modification.

A multidisciplinary approach to the treatment of this disorder that incorporates patient education, emphasizes 
patient self-management techniques, and establishes incremental goals for functionality and relief of symptoms 
can achieve meaningful results. 

 18.  What chronic disease management themes should be kept in mind by clinicians caring for 
patients with FM?

 1.  A team approach is necessary for meaningful improvement.
Knowledge of local resources can be crucial in providing opportunities for additional patient education and 

support. Examples include patient support groups, warm water exercise facilities and utilization of clinic staff to 
help with time-intensive educational programs (registered nurse visits, FM group visits). Comorbid psychiatric 
disease, IBS, and migraines may require referrals to specialists. Online resources and additional reading materials 
may be helpful to facilitate self-care. Some studies have shown efficacy of online CBT, which may improve access 
to this treatment modality.

 2.  Disease management should be viewed as a marathon, not a sprint.
Several symptoms may be present simultaneously at the initial (or subsequent) visit. Focus should be placed 

on one or two of the most pressing symptoms or functional impairments. With medical therapies and prescriptions 
for physical activity, “start low and go slow” (many patients with FM experience medication sensitivity/
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intolerance). For some patients, the goal of pain relief can become all-encompassing and can hinder efforts to 
address functional impairments (e.g., an inability to engage in physical activity due to severe pain). Addressing 
analgesia in such patients is important but should be coupled with education and CBT focused on pain tolerance 
and advancement of physical activity in the setting of pain.

 3.  The patient has important responsibilities in disease management.
The role of the patient should be clearly outlined through specific expectations regarding activity, sleep 

hygiene, and self-management. Consider writing recommendations as “prescriptions” to emphasize their 
importance in relation to pharmacologic therapy.

 4.  The management of FM can be a cyclical process.
Ongoing therapy frequently requires repeated efforts on patient education as well as continued discussion on 

changing patient goals and management of expectations.
 5.  It is important to recognize that symptom relief does not reside inside a pill bottle.

Evidence suggests that nonpharmacologic therapies offer a higher degree of impact than medication 
therapy, with data on physical activity and exercise being the most robust. Medicine is a very useful 
tool in the treatment of FM, but represents only one facet of therapy and does not supplant the need for 
a multimodal approach to treatment. Emphasizing this fact with patients may help establish realistic 
expectations for drug therapy, reduce frustration, and increase participation in nonpharmacologic 
management.

 6.  No single therapy is completely effective for FM, and treatment approaches differ from patient to patient  
depending on the predominant symptom. 

 19.  List important points regarding the disease process that should be emphasized in patient 
education programs.

 1.  FM is a “real” and objective disease. This fact provides relief to the many patients whose chronic symptoms 
are labeled as purely psychologic or imagined.

 2.  Understanding disease comorbidities and the pathophysiology of FM is important for patients. It can reassure 
them of a unifying diagnosis and provide insight in to subsequent strategies for symptom control.

 3.  A serious underlying disorder such as malignancy or destructive arthritis is not responsible for the symptoms 
of FM (unless FM is secondary to one of these disorders).

 4.  The patient plays a central role in symptom management in FM. Many facets of therapy are patient-directed, 
such as physical activity, sleep hygiene, enrollment in CBT, and solicitation of support from family, friends, and 
patient support groups. Establishing manageable goals, tracking progress, and remaining committed to an 
improvement in functionality can provide patients with a sense of control over their disease.

 5.  FM is a chronic illness. Similar to other chronic medical conditions such as heart disease, it can be managed 
through lifestyle modification and medicine, but not cured.

 6.  Effective treatment strategies should aim for improved functionality and symptom control. Current treatment 
modalities in FM, similar to other chronic pain conditions, help manage but do not eliminate symptoms such as 
pain and fatigue. Reasonable expectations (i.e., at most 50% improvement) for symptom management should 
be established, with manageable goals aimed at incremental improvement.

Websites providing opportunities for patient education and online CBT are listed at the end of this chapter. 

 20.  What is the goal of physical activity programs in FM patients?
Exercise improves muscle conditioning, which may lead to less muscle microtrauma and interrupt the positive 
feedback loop. Aerobic exercise may furthermore improve restorative sleep and increase endogenous endorphins 
within the CNS. Because patients with FM often experience severe postexercise pain, the intensity of exercise 
should initially be low and gradually increased as tolerated. Initial attempts in some patients may only include 
gentle stretching and limited daily walking. Exercise should be nonimpact, such as swimming, water aerobics, 
walking with proper footwear, or bicycling. Some patients find group exercise programs including Tai-chi and yoga 
to be beneficial, and evidence in the literature supports their use. Physical therapy consultation may be helpful in 
designing the optimal exercise program for a particular patient. 

 21.  What medications are Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved for treatment of FM? 
How do you choose which one to use?
Three medications are FDA-approved for treatment of FM:

 •  Dual reuptake inhibitors (serotonin-norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors [SNRI]): increase serotonin and 
norepinephrine at synapses in the descending analgesia pathways.
Duloxetine (Cymbalta): start 20 to 30 mg in the morning with food. Titrate monthly to 60 mg/day or effect.
Milnacipran (Savella): start 12.5 mg in the morning with food. Increase by 12.5 mg every 3 to 7 days to 

effect. Typical dose: 50 mg twice a day (BID; doses of 100 mg BID have been described).
 •  Anticonvulsant (α2-δ ligands): bind to ligand on voltage-gated calcium channels letting less calcium in, 

which decreases the release of excitatory neurotransmitters (glutamate, substance P).
Pregabalin (Lyrica): start 50 mg with food before bed. After 1 week, increase to 50 mg BID and titrate dose to 

effect. Typical dose: 75 to 150 mg BID (max dose 225 mg BID).
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One of these three may be more beneficial than the others depending on the associated FM-related symptoms:
 •  Duloxetine: use in FM patients with depressed mood and fatigue or osteoarthritis of the back and knees
 •  Milnacipran: use in FM patients with cognitive dysfunction (fibrofog) and fatigue
 •  Pregabalin: use in FM patients with profound sleep disturbance and/or neuropathic pain symptoms. 

 22.  What other medications have shown effectiveness in therapy for FM?
Patients often cannot afford or insurance may deny the use of FDA-approved medications to treat FM. Several 
other medications can be used.

 1.  SNRI: Venlaxafine (Effexor) is an SNRI shown to be beneficial in FM. It could be used in someone who cannot 
afford duloxetine or milnacipran which are also SNRIs. Venlaxafine is often started at 37.5 mg in the morning 
with food and increased weekly to effect or max dose of 375 mg daily (typical dosing: 75–150 mg BID). There 
is an extended release form that can be used once a day starting at 37.5 mg and titrated weekly to effect or 
max dose of 225 mg daily.

 2.  TCAs: Low-dose TCAs administered before bedtime have been objectively demonstrated to improve the sleep 
disturbance, pain, and tender points in a proportion of patients with FM. An example of such a regimen is the 
administration of amitriptyline at a dosage of 10 to 25 mg 1 to 3 hours prior to bedtime. This dose may be 
increased by 10 to 25 mg increments at 2-week intervals; the usual effective dose is 25 to 100 mg daily. Adverse 
effects are common and are due to the TCA’s anticholinergic and antihistamine activities. They include morning 
drowsiness, dry mouth, and constipation. If amitriptyline causes too many side effects, other TCAs can be tried.

Sedative Anticholinergic

Amitriptyline (Elavil, Endep) ++++ ++++
Imipramine (Tofranil) +++ +++
Doxepin (Sinequan) +++ +++
Nortriptyline (Pamelor) ++ +
Desipramine (Norpramin) + +

As shown, the secondary amines (nortriptyline, desipramine) may be better tolerated but are less strong than 
the tertiary amines. In addition, amitriptyline and imipramine are most likely to cause orthostatic hypotension and 
cardiac toxicity (arrhythmias), although others may also cause these problems. Cyclobenzaprine (Flexeril) also 
acts as a weak TCA-like drug in FM. It is commonly used to treat muscular stiffness, and low-dose therapy has 
been studied as an augment to sleep disturbance as well. Dosing typically starts at 5 to 10 mg at bedtime (QHS). 
Daytime dosing may be added. Maximum daily dose is 30 mg.

Although the mechanism of action of TCAs in FM treatment remains unclear, the small dosages used and 
the rapid onset of action suggest that it is not due to the treatment of underlying depression. Since TCAs inhibit 
the reuptake of serotonin (and norepinephrine) at synaptic junctions, it is hypothesized that the greater availability 
of serotonin may be responsible for improved stage IV sleep in addition to providing a central analgesic effect 
through potentiation of the descending analgesic pathways. TCAs may also have an effect on CNS endorphins as 
well as on peripheral pain receptors.

 3.  Anticonvulsants: Gabapentin (Neurontin) can be used as a less expensive substitute for pregabalin. Dosing 
is often started low due to the fact that patients with FM often experience general drug intolerance. A common 
approach would start at 100 to 300 mg QHS. If 300 mg QHS is tolerated, a morning dose can be added and 
titrated to effect. Typical dosing: 300 to 600 mg thrice a day (TID; maximum dose 1200 mg TID).

 4.  Analgesia. Tramadol (Ultram) has been shown to help pain in patients with FM. The analgesic effect of tra-
madol is most likely due to its SNRI effect and not due to its weak binding to the mu opioid receptor. In fact 
opioids are not effective in FM and should be avoided. Likewise acetaminophen and nonsteroidal antiinflam-
matory drugs (NSAIDs) are not effective for analgesia unless the patient also has associated pain due to 
osteoarthritis. Trigger point injections with lidocaine +/– corticosteroid should be used sparingly and only in 
patients with a myofascial trigger point (and not in tender points; see Question 2) unresponsive to physical 
therapy.

 5.  Other “niche” therapies: Other medications have been tried depending on the associated symptoms:
 -  Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs): may be used to treat associated depression.
 -  Modafinil (Provigil): has been described in noncontrolled, retrospective series to treat fatigue. Dose var-

ies between 50 to 200 mg BID. Armodafinil (Nuvigil) can also be used.
 -  Trazodone (Desyrel): may help sleep disturbances. Start 25 mg QHS and titrate weekly to effect. Maxi-

mum dose is 200 mg QHS.
 -  Ropinirole (Requip): a dopamine (D3) receptor agonist that can help restless leg syndrome. Start 0.25 mg 

1 to 3 hours before bed and titrate to effect or max dose 4 mg QHS.
 -  Naltrexone: trials have shown that low-dose naltrexone (4.5 mg daily) improves pain and mood in 30% of 

FM patients. It does not improve fatigue or sleep. The mechanism of action is unclear but is postulated to 
be due to the ability of low-dose naltrexone to attenuate the production of proinflammatory cytokines and 
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neurotoxic superoxides via suppressive effects on CNS microglia cells. Low doses do not affect the mu 
opioid receptors. 

 23.  What medications have been shown to be ineffective in patients with FM?
Opioids, corticosteroids, NSAIDs, benzodiazepines, and nonbenzodiazepine hypnotics, guaifenesin, 
S-Adenosylmethionine, melatonin, magnesium, and DHEA are not effective and should be avoided. 

 24.  List some of the potential side effects from medications used to treat FM.
 •  All SNRIs may increase risk for suicidal ideation upon initiation.
 •  Many of the drugs (SNRIs, SSRIs, tramadol, others) can increase the chance of developing serotonin syndrome 

when used together or at high doses. Pregabalin and gabapentin do not increase this risk. Potential drug 
interactions need to be checked and the patient monitored. Patients who develop hyperreflexia on these 
medications are most at risk.

 •  SNRIs, milnacipran: nausea, vomiting which are lessened by giving it with food. Insomnia, dizziness, high BP, 
and liver and renal dysfunction can occur.

 •  Pregabalin, gabapentin, TCAs: fatigue, somnolence, dizziness, weight gain, dry mouth, hyponatremia (TCAs).
 •  Tramadol: fatigue, somnolence, dizziness, nausea, headache, high BP, and liver and renal dysfunction. 

 25.  What is the prognosis for FM?
Outcome studies suggest that the majority of patients continue to experience symptoms despite specific 
treatment. Overall about 30% to 40% of patients will have 40% to 50% relief of their pain. However, this is an 
average response as some patients get excellent symptom relief, whereas some get none. The number of patients 
needed to treat to get a 30% reduction in pain and other symptoms varies between 7 and 19 patients, which is 
cost-effective. A sympathetic patient–physician interaction and an organized approach to therapy that includes 
nonpharmacologic intervention and patient self-management techniques will commonly lead to meaningful 
improvement in many patients. 

 26.  What is the impact of FM on the patient and society?
The disease impact of FM is not trivial and is comparable to RA. On an average, a patient with FM sees the doctor 
three to four times more often than the general population (17 versus 4 visits/year). This contributes to high direct 
medical costs. In addition, patients with FM miss ∼15 to 20 days of work annually, contributing to high indirect 
costs. Furthermore, it is estimated that as many as 25% of patients with FM in the United States receive some 
form of disability or injury compensation.
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platform showed improvement compared to usual therapy; additional studies evaluating on-line CBT have demonstrated effective-
ness in FM as well)
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REGIONAL MUSCULOSKELETAL 
DISORDERS
Bharat Kumar, MD, MMEd and Scott Vogelgesang, MD

KEY POINTS

 1.  Regional musculoskeletal disorders are frequently attributable to repetitive motion or “overuse.”
 2.  Identifying and modifying the precipitating movements or activity is the most important therapeutic maneuver.
 3.  Shoulder impingement must be ruled out in a patient with recurrent rotator cuff or bicipital tendinitis.
 4.  Pes anserine bursitis is an important and often misdiagnosed etiology of medial knee pain.
 5.  Plantar fasciitis causes inferior heel pain that is worse with the first few steps upon getting out of bed.

 1.  What is bursitis?
 •  Bursitis is the condition that occurs when a bursa becomes inflamed.
 •  A bursa is a sac with a potential space that makes it easier for one tissue to glide over another. They are often 

located near, and sometimes communicate with, joints.
 •  There are approximately 160 bursae in the body, but only a few of them become clinically affected.
 •  Most bursae differentiate during development, but new ones may form in response to irritation, inflammation, 

or trauma. 

 2.  What are the differences between tendinitis, tendinosis, and tenosynovitis?
 •  Tendinitis is acute, subacute, or chronic inflammation of the tendon associated with vascular disruption, 

which may be caused by tendon trauma, crystal deposition (especially basic calcium phosphate crystals), or 
infection, among other causes.

 •  Tendinosis (tendinopathy) is noninflammatory, intratendinous atrophy and degeneration that is often associ-
ated with chronic tendinitis. Tendinosis can lead to partial or complete tendon rupture.

 •  Tenosynovitis is inflammation of the paratendon, which is the outermost sheath that is lined in some tendons 
by a synovial membrane (e.g., extensor tendons of the thumb in De Quervain’s tenosynovitis). It may or may 
not coexist with tendinitis.

Most of these conditions can be classified as “overuse” syndromes. Aging can decrease the integrity of the 
tendon, making it more prone to injury. 

 3.  How can bursitis, tendinitis, tendinopathy, and other regional musculoskeletal syndromes 
be treated?

 •  Identify, modify, and avoid the precipitating movements or actions: bursitis and tendinitis can frequently be 
caused by repetitive motions or movements (e.g., biceps tendinitis caused by carrying a heavy briefcase daily).

 •  Rest the affected area: however, intermittent range of motion needs to be maintained, or the joint capsule may 
contract or “freeze.”

 •  Antiinflammatory or analgesic medications: nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) probably have a 
more important role than just analgesia.

 •  Splinting of the affected area (e.g., a forearm strap in lateral epicondylitis).
 •  Superficial heat and cold.
 •  Range of motion/flexibility and muscle strengthening exercises. Supervised physical therapy may be instru-

mental in ensuring proper patient education and adherence.
 •  Ambulatory aids (cane, crutches, or walker).
 •  Local corticosteroid injections may provide short-term relief but also may predispose to tendon rupture, espe-

cially in the Achilles tendon.
 •  Surgery (bursectomy, tenosynovectomy, reattachment of ruptured tendons). 

 4.  Name the three most common nonarticular causes of shoulder pain.
 •  Impingement syndrome.
 •  Subacromial bursitis.
 •  Bicipital tendinitis. 

 5.  Describe the shoulder impingement syndrome. How does it occur?
The shoulder impingement syndrome is a chronic, painful condition of the shoulder that results from an 
encroachment of the tendons of the rotator cuff (most commonly the supraspinatus), occurring most commonly 
with shoulder abduction.
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In the normal functioning shoulder, the rotator cuff serves as a dynamic stabilizer of the joint. Its principal 
function lies in humeral head depression during shoulder abduction. The rotator cuff also assists with early 
abduction (0–30 degrees) as well as with internal and external rotation. When the rotator cuff is inflamed 
secondary to chronic, repetitive, microtrauma, or acute posttraumatic tendon strain, it becomes relatively 
ineffective at shoulder depression, a characteristic called reflex inhibition. Consequently, the humeral head moves 
closer to the coracoacromial arch (called superior translation) during contraction of the deltoid muscle (shoulder 
abduction). With continued motion and increased superior translation of the humeral head, there is impingement 
of the tendons on the coracoacromial arch, which leads to tendon inflammation and increased reflex inhibition. 
This is the vicious cycle of impingement and can lead to rotator cuff tears or voluntary decreased motion to 
avoid pain with resultant adhesive capsulitis (frozen shoulder; Fig. 62.1). 

 6.  What are the three stages of shoulder impingement syndrome?
 •  Stage I usually occurs under 25 years of age and is characterized by tendon hemorrhage and edema.
 •  Stage II usually occurs between 25 and 40 years and is characterized by tendinitis and fibrosis of the subacro-

mial bursa.
 •  Stage III usually occurs over 40 years of age and is characterized by tears of the rotator cuff and bicipital 

tendon.
Stages I and II are reversible with appropriate treatment. 

 7.  How does the impingement syndrome present clinically?
 •  Pain with active shoulder movement (patient moves arm), especially flexion (between 60 and 120 degrees), 

abduction and internal rotation.
 •  Much less or no pain with passive movement (examiner moves arm).
 •  Absence of swelling, redness, or warmth at shoulder joint.
 •  Radiographically, the space between the humeral head and inferior surface of the acromion may be <8 mm. 

 8.  What tests are done to isolate individual rotator cuff tendons that can become inflamed and 
cause shoulder pain?

 •  Jobe test (empty can test): this maneuver isolates the supraspinatus, which is commonly involved in the 
impingement syndrome. The patient places the arm in 90 degrees of abduction, 30 degrees of forward flexion, 
and internal rotation with the elbow extended and arm rotated so that the thumb is pointing to the floor. The 
examiner pushes down on the arm as the patient resists this pressure. This will cause a worsening of the pain 
if the supraspinatus is inflamed or injured with a sensitivity of 86% and specificity of 50%. Further confirma-
tion of supraspinatus pathology is obtained when the Jobe test is repeated, but this time the shoulder is in 
external rotation (thumb pointing up), which should cause less pain.

 •  Infraspinatus isolation test: this maneuver isolates the infraspinatus tendon. The arms are placed at the 
patient’s side with elbows at the waist flexed to 90 degrees and 45 degrees of internal rotation. Shoulder 
external rotation is resisted, and the test is positive if this results in pain. This test also tests for teres minor 
tendonitis because there are no tests to isolate this tendon.

IMPINGEMENT CYCLE

Inflammation

(pain)

Increased abnormal

shoulder motion

(impingement)

Reflex inhibition

(weakness)

Trauma to the

rotator cuff

Fig. 62.1 The vicious cycle in the impingement syndrome.
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 •  Gerber push with force test: this maneuver isolates the subscapularis tendon. The patient’s shoulder is 
placed passively in internal rotation and slight extension by placing the hand 5 to 10 cm from the lower back 
with the palm facing outward and the elbow flexed at 90 degrees. The examiner pushes the palms toward the 
patient’s back while the patient resists. The test is positive if this results in pain. 

 9.  What are the Neer and Hawkins–Kennedy impingement tests?
These are provocative maneuvers that are very sensitive (80%–90%) for impingement but not very specific 
(30%–50%). The Neer test causes pain when the patient’s shoulder is flexed forward maximally by the examiner, 
while the arm is internally rotated (palm down) and the shoulder is stabilized. The Hawkins–Kennedy test 
reinforces a positive Neer impingement test. The examiner puts the shoulder into 90 degrees of forward flexion 
and flexes the elbow to 90 degrees. The arm is internally rotated as if the patient is emptying a can of soda in 
front of themselves. Both these maneuvers compress the greater tuberosity of the humerus against the anterior 
acromion (Neer test) or coracoacromial ligament (Hawkins–Kennedy test) and elicit discomfort in patients who 
have a rotator cuff tear or impingement. 

 10.  What is the impingement sign?
The impingement sign is considered “positive” and the diagnosis supported when an injection of local anesthetic 
(10 mL of 1% plain lidocaine) into the subacromial space ameliorates the pain caused by the Jobe, Neer, and 
Hawkins–Kennedy tests. 

 11.  How is the impingement syndrome treated?
The mainstays of management are physical therapy and antiinflammatory medications. Regaining full shoulder 
motion and rotator cuff strength are the therapy goals. Inflammation in the tendons is treated with oral NSAIDs 
or a local injection of corticosteroid. Nonoperative management should be pursued for at least 6 months before 
consideration of surgical decompression, unless a full-thickness rotator cuff tear is present. 

 12.  How common are rotator cuff tears?
The incidence of partial rotator cuff tears increases with age and can result from trauma or tendon degeneration 
from chronic impingement:

  
Age 40 years: 33%
Age 50 years: 55%
Age 60 years: 65%
Age 70 years: 80%

  
Most are relatively asymptomatic and 30% to 50% are bilateral. Weakness may be demonstrated on 

supraspinatus testing (50% sensitivity, 60% specificity). Full thickness tears are less common (25% of individuals 
aged >60 years) and should be suspected in patients with shoulder muscle atrophy, those who “hike” the shoulder 
when asked to lift the arm, and in patients with a positive drop arm test (30% sensitivity, 90% specificity). 

 13.  Describe the clinical aspects of subacromial bursitis.
 •  Unusual for it to occur in the absence of the impingement syndrome (typically secondary to impingement).
 •  Primary inflammation of the bursa may occur as a result of crystal deposition or infection.
 •  Clinical findings similar to those of the impingement syndrome.
 •  Focal tenderness when the area of the bursa is palpated (Fig. 62.2). 

 14.  Describe the clinical aspects of bicipital tendinitis.
 •  Anterior shoulder pain.
 •  Pain worsened with active shoulder movement.
 •  Positive Yergason’s maneuver and/or Speed’s test.
 •  Less pain with passive movement.
 •  Absence of swelling, redness, or warmth at shoulder joint.
 •  Focal tenderness when area overlying long head of biceps tendon is palpated (Fig. 62.2).
 •  Frequently accompanies the impingement syndrome. 

 15.  What are Yergason’s maneuver and Speed’s test?
 •  Yergason’s maneuver—pain in the area of the long head of the biceps tendon is elicited by resisted supina-

tion of the forearm when the elbow is held at the side and flexed to 90 degrees. This is a difficult test to 
perform and interpret.

 •  Speed’s test—the patient’s elbow is extended, forearm supinated (palm up), and humerus flexed forward 60 
to 90 degrees. Pain in the area of the biceps tendon is elicited by downward resistance applied to the forward 
flexed arm (63% sensitivity, 35% specificity). 

 16.  What is a “frozen shoulder”?
Also called adhesive capsulitis or pericapsulitis, frozen shoulder can occur after any cause of shoulder pain 
that leads an affected individual to limit the motion of the shoulder because of pain. Patients with diabetes are 
particularly prone to develop this condition. With little movement, the shoulder joint capsule and surrounding 
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structures contract, making the range of motion physically restricted in addition to being painful. Examination 
reveals at least 50% reduction in both active and passive range of motion. Arthrography shows decreased volume 
of the joint capsule. It is rarely seen before age 40 years. The process typically has three phases:

 •  Phase I: increasing pain and stiffness for 2 to 9 months
 •  Phase II: substantial stiffness but less pain for 4 to 12 months
 •  Phase III: pain resolves and function is gradually restored over 5 to 26 months.

While many patients experience improvement in pain and function over time, complete symptom resolution 
is uncommon. Options for short-term management are limited by poor data on efficacy. NSAIDs and analgesics 
are reasonable options for control of pain and may be coupled with gentle range of motion exercises at home 
(with clear instructions to only engage in exercises within the limits of pain). Other modalities with unclear efficacy 
include corticosteroid injection, supervised physical therapy, and surgical intervention. 

 17.  List three causes of nonarticular elbow pain.
 •  Lateral epicondylitis (tennis elbow).
 •  Medial epicondylitis (golfer’s/bowler’s elbow).
 •  Olecranon bursitis. 

 18.  List the clinical features of lateral epicondylitis.
 •  Lateral elbow pain, especially with motions such as turning a screwdriver, shaking hands, or hitting backhand 

in tennis.
 •  Incidence is 1% to 3% of the general population. Smoking, repetitive movement for >2 hours/day, or lifting 

loads >20 kg are risk factors.
 •  Pain is worsened with extension of the wrist, especially against resistance, when the elbow is in full extension.
 •  Pain, swelling, and warmth may be present at the common origin of the extensor carpi ulnaris, extensor carpi 

radialis longus and brevis, and extensor digitorum (Fig. 62.3). 

 19.  List the clinical characteristics of medial epicondylitis.
 •  Medial elbow pain (much less common than lateral epicondylitis).
 •  Pain is worsened with flexion of the wrist, especially against resistance, when the elbow is in full extension.
 •  Pain, swelling, and warmth may be present at the origin of flexor carpi ulnaris, flexor carpi radialis, and prona-

tor teres (Fig. 62.3). 
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Fig. 62.2 Shoulder anatomy. (A) Subacromial bursa. (B) Biceps tendon, long head.
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 20.  Beyond physical therapy, ice, and NSAIDs, how is epicondylitis treated?
 •  Counterforce brace or strap placed 10 cm distal to the joint line.
 •  Local corticosteroid injection (controversial): many experts feel that epicondylitis is a degenerative tendinopa-

thy and not an inflammatory lesion; studies suggest that steroid injections help symptoms in the short term 
but actually make long-term recovery worse.

 •  Occasionally, splinting the wrist to prevent flexion and extension can help (caution: the splint should be 
removed two to three times a day to allow wrist movement).

 •  Less than 5% to 10% will need surgical debridement after 6 months of conservative therapy. 

 21.  Describe the clinical features of olecranon bursitis.
 •  Pain, swelling, and warmth at the location of the olecranon bursa on the extensor surface of the elbow 

(Fig. 62.3).
 •  Typically elbow extension is normal, but flexion may be limited.
 •  Can be secondary to trauma, rheumatoid arthritis (RA), crystalline arthropathies (gout, calcium 

 pyrophosphate dihydrate deposition disease), dialysis, or infection (frequently caused by a break in the 
surrounding skin). 

 22.  What is De Quervain’s stenosing tenosynovitis?
 •  Tendinitis involving the abductor pollicis longus (APL) and extensor pollicis brevis (EPB) tendons.
 •  Most frequently described as pain at the base of the thumb.
 •  APL/EPB tendons form the palmar side of the anatomic snuffbox.
 •  A positive Finkelstein maneuver supports the diagnosis (see Question 23). 

 23.  What physical examination tests are performed to diagnose De Quervain’s stenosing 
tenosynovitis?

 •  Finkelstein (Eichhoff) maneuver: the patient touches the thumb to the base of the fifth finger, then wraps the 
other fingers around the thumb and abducts of the wrist (the fist moves toward the ulnar side) eliciting pain 
(sensitivity 89%, specificity 14%).

 •  Wrist hyperflexion and abduction of the thumb (WHAT) test: the patient fully flexes his/her wrist and 
keeps his/her thumb fully extended and abducted while the examiner applies a gradually increasing resistance 
against abduction of the thumb, causing pain (sensitivity 99%, specificity 29%). 
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Fig. 62.3 Elbow anatomy. (A) Ulnar nerve. (B1 and B2) Lateral epicondyle. (C) Medial epicondyle. (D) Olecranon bursa.
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 24.  Beyond NSAIDs, ice, and avoiding precipitating maneuvers, how is De Quervain’s 
tenosynovitis treated?

 •  Splint for the thumb and wrist called a forearm-based thumb spica splint.
 •  Local corticosteroid injections may be considered, preferably guided by ultrasonography.
 •  Surgical release if conservative therapy fails. 

 25.  What is the intersection syndrome?
This is a common overuse cause of distal forearm pain that results from inflammation at the point where the APL/
EPB tendons cross over the extensor carpi radialis longus and extensor carpi radialis brevis tendons in the wrist. 
This condition is often seen in laborers who perform repetitive dorsiflexion of the wrist or in athletes such as 
rowers. The area of inflammation is 6 to 8 cm proximal to the radial styloid. There may be swelling and crepitus 
with active wrist extension. 

 26.  What is greater trochanteric pain syndrome (GTPS)?
GTPS is a common condition causing pain in the lateral aspect of the pelvis. Although commonly called 
trochanteric bursitis, bursitis on imaging is only present in about 20% of patients. Rather, gluteus medius and 
minimus tendinopathy, and iliotibial band (ITB) thickening (typically in the region of the entheses of the gluteal 
muscle insertions), are much more common. Some authors have likened GTPS to rotator cuff tendinopathy in the 
shoulder, with bursitis involved in a minority of cases and representing a secondary process. Pain is exacerbated 
by lying on the affected side, walking, climbing stairs, rising from a seated position, and external rotation and 
abduction of the hip. With significant gluteus medius pathology, the patient may have a positive Trendelenburg test 
and significant weakness or inability to complete a single repetition of the single-leg mini squat test where the 
patient squats on the affected leg to 60 degrees.

Initial therapy consists of NSAIDs and physical therapy. ITB tightness may contribute to symptoms in 
GTPS and can be evaluated by the Ober test (see Chapter 5: History and Physical Examination). ITB stretches 
and myofascial release through the use of a foam roller may be beneficial. Similarly, physical therapy aimed at 
stretching and strengthening the gluteus medius and minimus muscles should be considered. Local corticosteroid 
injection can be helpful in many patients despite the low prevalence of documented bursitis on imaging. Failure to 
respond to initial therapy may suggest a leg-length discrepancy (leading to gait abnormalities) or gluteus tendon 
rupture or tear, and evaluations for these conditions should be initiated. 

 27.  What does a “snapping hip” mean?
Snapping hip is characterized by a snapping sensation as hip tendons move over bony prominences. The most 
common site is the ITB snapping over the greater trochanter, usually with walking or rotation of the hip (ITB 
syndrome). Patients may subsequently develop a trochanteric bursitis. Patients usually have a positive Ober 
test suggesting ITB tightness or contracture. A positive “J” sign is also confirmatory. This test is performed with 
the patient supine and flexes the uninvolved leg to the chest. If the painful hip abducts, a restricted ITB can be 
diagnosed. 

 28.  What is “weaver’s bottom”?
 •  Also called ischial bursitis.
 •  Bursa lies superficial to the ischial tuberosity.
 •  Can be caused by prolonged sitting on hard surfaces, especially in thin individuals. 

 29.  What is prepatellar bursitis (“housemaid’s knee”)?
 •  Pain, swelling, and warmth in the prepatellar bursa (Fig. 62.4).
 •  Caused by repetitive trauma or overuse, such as kneeling on a hard surface.
 •  Can be affected in patients with gout.
 •  Can be infected, especially after breaks in the skin. 

 30.  What is pes anserine bursitis?
Inflammation of the pes anserine (“goose’s foot”) bursa located at the medial aspect of the knee approximately 
6 cm below the anteromedial joint line. The bursa (Fig. 62.4) lies between the conjoined tendons of the 
sartorius/gracilis/semitendinosus muscles and the medial collateral ligament. It is frequently described as knee 
pain, but it is typically noticed when lying on one’s side in bed when the knees are opposed. Pain is worsened 
by going up stairs. It is more common in obese individuals, patients with valgus knee deformity, and patients 
with pes planus. Pain is elicited by palpating the bursa and may have associated warmth. 

 31.  What is Baker’s cyst?
Also called a popliteal cyst, this is swelling or fullness in the popliteal fossa with minimal tenderness (Fig. 62.4). 
Its proposed cause in some individuals involves a communication between the semimembranosus/gastrocnemius 
bursa and the knee joint. Some have postulated a one-way valve effect in which synovial fluid moves from the 
knee to the bursa. Baker’s cysts can occur secondary to any process that produces synovial fluid (most commonly 
RA, osteoarthritis, or trauma). A ruptured cyst can occasionally dissect down the calf and be confused with deep 
venous thrombosis. Ecchymoses inferior to the medial malleolus of the ankle (Crescent sign) is characteristic. It is 
diagnosed with ultrasound or arthrography. 
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 32.  Name five causes of heel pain.
 •  Achilles enthesitis.
 •  Achilles tendinitis.
 •  Retrocalcaneal (Achilles) bursitis.
 •  Plantar fasciitis.
 •  Heel fat pad atrophy. 

 33.  What is enthesitis?
An enthesis is the place where a tendon or ligament attaches to a bone. These areas can become inflamed 
(enthesitis) in the spondyloarthropathies such as reactive arthritis (formerly called Reiter’s syndrome) or 
ankylosing spondylitis. Achilles enthesitis is a cause of heel pain and is characterized by swelling, warmth, and 
pain where the Achilles tendon inserts into the calcaneus (Fig. 62.5). 

 34.  Describe the clinical features of Achilles tendinitis.
 •  Heel pain, sometimes described as posterior leg pain, worsening with dorsiflexion.
 •  Area of most tenderness is 2 to 3 cm proximal to the attachment to the calcaneus (Fig. 62.5).
 •  Tendon may be swollen with thickening, especially 2 to 3 cm proximal to the insertion.
 •  May rupture spontaneously.

Sudden onset of pain during dorsiflexion
Audible pop or snap
Positive “Thompson test” 

 35.  How is the Thompson test performed?
The patient kneels on a chair with the feet extending back over the edge. As the examiner squeezes and pushes 
the calf toward the knee, normally plantar flexion of the foot should be seen; however, in rupture of the Achilles 
tendon, there will be no movement. 

 36.  How does retrocalcaneal (Achilles) bursitis present clinically?
 •  Heel pain.
 •  Fullness or swelling proximal and anterior to the attachment of the Achilles tendon to the calcaneus (Fig. 62.5).
 •  Pain on palpation of the bursa. 

 37.  Describe the clinical features of plantar fasciitis.
Some may describe heel pain, but most affected individuals complain of pain along the plantar surface of the foot. 
The pain is worsened by pressure on the bottom of the foot (i.e., walking, running, palpation). It is also worse 
with the first steps taken after getting out of bed in the morning. There is tenderness to palpation at the 
attachment site of the plantar fascia to the inferior aspect of the calcaneus. Predisposing factors include obesity, 
pes planus, pes cavus, short Achilles tendon, and standing/running on hard surfaces. 

B

A
D

C

Fig. 62.4 Knee anatomy. (A) Prepatellar bursa. (B) Conjoined tendons. (C) Anserine bursa. (D) Posterior fossa (where Baker’s cyst will be felt).
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 38.  How is plantar fasciitis treated?
 •  Initial therapy:

Heel cup or other heel cushioning: consider custom orthotics if foot abnormalities are present.
NSAIDs.
Stretching exercises of the plantar fascia and Achilles tendon; “soda can roll” with foot.
Avoid weight-bearing exercise.

 •  If no improvement after approximately 2 to 3 months, continue the plan above and add:
Night splint: a removable splint to hold the foot in minimal dorsiflexion while sleeping
Consider a local corticosteroid injection.

 •  If no improvement after approximately 6 to 12 months of conservative therapy, consider a referral for surgery 
(<10% of patients). 

 39.  What are the clinical features of heel fat pad atrophy?
 •  Pain with prolonged standing or walking.
 •  Pain with initial weight-bearing (i.e., in the morning).
 •  Tenderness to palpation in the central, plantar region of the heel.
 •  Pain to palpation is improved with augmenting the fat pad (simultaneously squeezing the medial and lateral 

sides of the heel to force the subcutaneous tissue in a plantar direction). 

 40.  What is the significance of a heel spur?
A heel spur (osteophyte) develops at the origin of the flexor brevis muscle just superior to the plantar fascia in 
approximately 50% of patients with plantar fasciitis. However, the spur is not a source of pain and is present in 
20% of similar-age adults who do not have plantar fasciitis. 

 41.  What is posterior tibial tendinitis?
Inflammation of the posterior tibial tendon and its synovial sheath. Pain is located more prominently on the medial 
side of the ankle. The pain and swelling are localized to the path of the posterior tibial tendon (Fig. 62.5), with 
increased pain on resisted foot inversion. 

 42.  What are some clinical features of dysfunction or rupture of the posterior tibial tendon?
 •  Acquired pes planus—also called a flat foot, in which the normal contour of the longitudinal arch becomes 

flattened.
 •  “Too many toes” sign—caused by hindfoot valgus and forefoot abduction. When the foot is viewed from 

behind the heel, you can see more toes over the lateral side of the affected foot than on the unaffected side.
 •  “Heel-rise” sign—the inability to rise to the ball of the affected foot while lifting the unaffected foot.
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tibial nerve. (F) Posterior tibial tendon.
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SPORTS MEDICINE AND OCCUPATIONAL 
INJURIES
Rebecca Griffith, MD and Armando F. Vidal, MD

KEY POINTS

 1.  The shoulder relies on tendons and ligaments for movement and stability. These are subjected to tremendous 
stresses leading to injury, particularly in overhead athletes.

 2.  Strains and sprains are acute injuries and generally resolve faster than overuse injuries, which require signifi-
cant rest to allow for healing.

 3.  Most sports-related injuries can be managed with rest, nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), and 
physical therapy.

 4.  Abnormal body position and mechanics contribute to the majority of recreational or occupational injuries and 
must be corrected as part of the treatment plan.

 1.  What is the difference between a sprain and a strain?
A sprain is an acute traumatic injury to a ligament. There are three grades of sprains:

 •  First-degree—mild pain due to tearing less than one-third of ligamentous fibers, <5 mm laxity.
 •  Second-degree—moderate pain and swelling, one-third to two-thirds of fibers of ligament torn, 5 to 10 mm 

laxity.
 •  Third-degree—severe pain from a complete rupture of the ligament causing joint instability.

A strain is an acute traumatic injury to the muscle–tendon junction. It is commonly called a “pull.” Strains 
are also classified according to three grades:

 •  First-degree—mild.
 •  Second-degree—moderate injury associated with a weak and painful contraction of the involved muscle.
 •  Third-degree—complete tear of the muscle–tendon junction resulting in severe pain and an inability to 

contract the involved muscle. 

 2.  How do overuse injuries and a sprain or strain differ?
Strains and sprains are the result of acute trauma, whereas overuse injuries are the result of a chronic 
microtrauma. Overuse injuries occur in the setting of repetitive microtrauma to bones, ligaments, tendons, and 
soft tissues when there is failure to allow the body time to recover from a sporting activity. They most commonly 
present as tendonosis, tendonitis, or stress fractures and rarely require surgery. Microscopically, local tissue 
breakdown occurs with tissue lysis, lymphocytic infiltration, and blood extravasation. 

 3.  List some common overuse injuries of ligaments and tendons occurring in athletes.

Ligaments Tendons

Little leaguer’s elbow (ulnar collateral ligament) Achilles tendinitis (see Chapter 62: Regional Musculoskeletal 
Disorders)

Swimmer’s knee (medial collateral ligament) Suprapatellar tendinitis
Iliotibial band syndrome Posterior tibialis tendinitis (see Chapter 62: Regional 

 Musculoskeletal Disorders)
Jumper’s knee (patellar ligament “tendon”) De Quervain’s tenosynovitis
Plantar fasciitis (see Chapter 62: Regional 

Musculoskeletal Disorders)
Lateral epicondylitis (tennis elbow)

Medial epicondylitis (golfer’s/bowler’s elbow)
Supraspinatus (rotator cuff) tendinitis (see Chapter 62: 

Regional Musculoskeletal Disorders)
Bicipital tendinitis (see Chapter 62: Regional Musculoskeletal 

Disorders)

 4.  How common is shoulder pain in athletes and manual laborers?
Shoulder pain affects all ages (older more than young) and is present in 18% to 26% of adults at any point in 
time. It is the third most common musculoskeletal complaint for which a patient seeks care. It is most common 
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in workers whose jobs involve repetitive, forceful, overhead work, lifting heavy loads, and vibration. The majority 
of symptoms are related to the rotator cuff. See Chapter 62 for a more comprehensive discussion of common 
shoulder problems. 

 5.  What is tennis elbow?
Tennis elbow, better termed lateral epicondylitis, is an overuse syndrome that presents with lateral elbow 
pain. Etiologically, few patients who have symptoms of this disorder have acquired it through playing tennis, but 
it is generally seen in those performing activities that require repetitive wrist extension. The differential diagnosis 
of lateral elbow pain includes local conditions, elbow arthritis, loose body in the elbow joint, nerve compression 
of the radial nerve or posterior interosseous nerve, and cervical spondylosis with radiculitis. At present, most 
sports medicine physicians believe that lateral epicondylitis is primarily a degenerative process resulting from 
microtearing involving the origin of the extensor carpi radialis (ECR) muscles. The healing of the tendinous origin is 
impaired by chronic overuse and becomes symptomatic. On exam, pain is generally most pronounced with resisted 
wrist extension and specifically the extension of the middle finger as this tests the most commonly involved 
muscle, which inserts onto the dorsal aspect of the third metacarpal. Initial treatment is universally conservative 
and can include an elbow band over the proximal forearm, a wrist extension brace to off load the ECR brevis, 
NSAIDs, a home exercise program of stretching, or formal physical therapy. Corticosteroid delivered via injections or 
iontophoresis remains controversial but may be beneficial in the acute period for pain relief. Ultimately the condition 
is generally self-limited, with 90% of patients experiencing resolution of their symptoms in 12 to 18 months. 

 6.  Golfer’s elbow and little leaguer’s elbow both involve the medial elbow. What is the 
difference between them?
Golfer’s elbow, better termed a medial epicondylitis, results from an overuse injury and subsequent 
degeneration of the tendinous origin of the flexor pronator muscle mass at the elbow. In golfers, this area is placed 
under valgus stress at the top of a backswing in golfing and proceeds through the downswing until impact with 
the golf ball. The condition is also found in approximately 4% to 8% of workers in an occupational setting. Pain 
is elicited over the elbow’s medial epicondyle and is increased with resisted wrist flexion and forearm pronation. 
Management includes rest, ice, NSAIDs, and splints. Steroid injections and surgery are rarely required. Steroid 
injections are controversial with evidence for short-term improvement but may result in tendon weakening. 
Providers must be aware of the location of the ulnar nerve during injections in order to avoid any iatrogenic injury.

Little leaguer’s elbow is a common term for medial elbow pain that encompasses microtears of the flexor 
pronator muscle group and/or the ulnar collateral ligament, which place strain on the medial epicondyle and can 
cause apophysitis. It is most commonly diagnosed in skeletally immature throwers (usual age 9–12 years) as a 
result of the repeated valgus stress that occurs with pitching, often from throwing curve balls. On plain x-rays, 
this is appreciated as apophyseal widening or, in severe cases, fragmentation or avulsion fracture of the medial 
epicondylar apophysis. Treatment involves 2 to 3 weeks of rest, no throwing for 6 to 12 weeks, and rarely surgery 
if the medial apophysis is significantly displaced. 

 7.  How do you test for subscapularis tendonitis?
The subscapularis muscle is the biggest rotator cuff muscle and is the key to shoulder strength when weight 
lifting and internal rotation of the arm. Motions such as lifting the arm overhead are most likely to cause pain. 
Weight lifters, tennis players, and swimmers are more likely to injure this muscle. Acute tears can occur with a 
single instance of heavy weight lifting. The lift-off test is performed by asking the patient to put their hand behind 
their back, palm facing away from the body with thumb pointing up, and then lift it away from the back against 
resistance. Pain and weakness suggest tendonitis and/or tendon tear. 

 8.  What is a superior labrum anterior-to-posterior (SLAP) lesion?
SLAP lesions involve an injury to the superior glenoid labrum and the biceps anchor complex. The glenoid labrum 
is a cartilaginous lining of the glenoid, which serves to deepen the glenoid resulting in increased stability of 
the shoulder. Injuries to the labrum that result in fraying or tears are often seen in overhead throwing athletes. 
Symptoms may include a deep shoulder aching and painful popping or catching in the shoulder with overhead 
activities. Provocative tests including the O’Brien active compression test, the crank test, and the clunk test all 
have poor sensitivity and specificity. They are designed to elicit pain when the lesion is compressed. Magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI) with or without arthrography is the gold standard for diagnosis, with a sensitivity/
specificity of over 90% in detecting SLAP lesions. Nonsurgical care includes NSAIDs, physical therapy, and 6 
weeks of rest followed by gradual return to activity. If nonsurgical therapy fails, surgical arthroscopy for diagnosis 
and repair is done. 

 9.  What is a stinger (burner) injury?
The stinger is a well-known injury in football, resulting from forced deviation of the neck away from the inferiorly 
pulled ipsilateral shoulder. This occurs when tackling, blocking, or ground contact results in a traction injury to 
the cervical nerve roots, brachial plexus, or peripheral nerves. The result is significant burning unilateral shoulder 
and arm pain involving the lateral aspect of the entire upper extremity. Motor weakness of the involved C5 and C6 
root innervated muscles is commonly associated. Stingers should be managed by rest and avoidance of sports 
participation until normal strength has returned. 
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 10.  How common are hip injuries in the athletic population?
Hip injuries make up 6% of all athletic injuries and their prevalence is increasing as there are improvements in 
recognition and diagnosis. Recognition of these injuries including strains, fractures, and impingement at the hip is 
important as their sequelae can have a lasting impact on an athlete’s career and should be identified and treated 
in the acute setting to prevent these long-term consequences. Because the hip joint is stabilized by multiple layers 
of protective anatomy and supports six to eight times an athlete’s weight, injury is often the result of a great deal 
of force such as an impact or quick change in direction. 

 11.  What is a hip pointer?
A hip pointer refers to a contusion of the iliac crest that occurs most often in contact sports including rugby, 
football, and ice hockey and makes up approximately 11% of hip injuries. Physical exam reveals acute pain, 
swelling, and hematoma over the iliac crest that coincides with an impact with another player or a hard surface. 
Frequently, the athlete cannot walk. Treatment includes ice, analgesics, and a supervised stretching program with 
return to the sport when symptoms allow. 

 12.  Is a snapping hip the same as iliotibial band (ITB) friction syndrome?
A snapping hip occurs when the patient reports a sound or sensations of internal hip clicking with flexion and 
extension. This may reflect a torn acetabular labrum, or it may occur as the iliopsoas passes over the pelvic 
brim or as the ITB moves over the greater trochanter. The patient usually does not have pain unless there is an 
associated bursitis. This usually occurs as a result of a tight ITB (see Ober test later) or muscle imbalance.

The ITB syndrome causes lateral knee pain and is related to irritation and inflammation at the distal portion 
of the ITB as it courses over the lateral femoral condyle. The Noble test is performed with the patient supine and 
the knee flexed to 90 degrees. The examiner grasps behind the knee and with their thumb applies pressure to the 
ITB over the lateral femoral condyle. The ankle is grasped with the other hand and the knee extended. Tenderness 
at the lateral femoral condyle elicited between 30 degrees and 40 degrees of knee flexion is a positive sign. The 
Ober test is done by placing the patient on his or her side with the affected leg upward. The injured leg is flexed 
to 90 degrees at the knee and fully abducted, following which the hip is hyperextended while stabilizing the pelvis. 
The leg is then slowly lowered as far as possible. Inability of the extremity to drop below horizontal to the level of 
the table indicates a tight ITB, which is frequently seen in patients with ITB friction syndrome. The ITB syndrome 
is often caused by running excessively or running hills or on slanted surfaces. Treatment consists of stretching the 
ITB, ice, modalities, NSAIDs, better training techniques, and rarely corticosteroid injections. 

 13.  What is a sports hernia?
A sports hernia or inguinal disruption is a general term for pain that localizes to the inguinal area of an athlete 
without evidence of a definite herniation. Anatomically it is ill defined and is attributed to tension placed on the 
inguinal structures causing tearing and eliciting pain. Physical examination findings are subtle showing a dilated 
and tender superficial inguinal ring in the absence of a hernia and a tender pubic tubercle where the conjoined 
tendon inserts. A resisted sit-up can elicit pain at the pubic crest. Conservative treatment often fails, and 
laparoscopic surgical repair is usually successful. 

 14.  How do swimmer’s knee, jumper’s knee, and runner’s knee differ from each other?
Swimmer’s knee (breaststroker’s knee) is knee pain resulting from the valgus stress placed on the knee by the whip 
kick used in swimming the breaststroke. This usually results in the medial collateral ligament stress/strain causing pain.

Jumper’s knee is an accepted term for patellar tendinitis. It is common in high jumpers and volleyball or basketball 
players. This injury is characterized by pain at the inferior pole of the patella at its attachment to the patellar tendon. It 
occurs as a result of repetitive stress whose frequency of occurrence exceeds the body’s rate of natural repair or healing.

Runner’s knee is more correctly called patellofemoral syndrome. It presents as anterior knee pain, 
generally worsened by stairs and caused by dynamic valgus rather than any structural pathology of the cartilage. 
It is common in runners and more often found in women than men. Pain is caused by compression of nerve fibers 
in the retinaculum or in the subchondral bone of the patella or from a synovitis. 

 15.  List the differential diagnosis for anterior knee pain.
Historically there have been many catch-all terms for patients with anterior knee pain, but as research has 
progressed, the differential diagnosis has become extensive.

Chondromalacia patellae Symptomatic plica of the knee
Patellar malalignment Fat pad syndrome (Hoffa’s disease)
Patellar tracking abnormality Bursitis, infrapatellar/prepatellar
Tendinitis quadriceps/patellae Pes anserine bursitis
Tight ITB Retinacular neuroma
Meniscal pathology Tight lateral retinaculum
Painful bipartite patella Postsurgical neuroma
Blunt trauma, occult fracture Referred pain from hip
Osteochondritis dissecans (patella) Radicular pain from lumbosacral spine
Sinding–Larsen–Johansson syndrome
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 16.  What common muscle imbalance can give rise to anterior knee pain?
Patellar maltracking resulting from a relative weakness of the vastus medialis portion of the quadriceps. This 
maltracking leads to increased pressure on the lateral facet of the patella and pain. With time, it can lead to 
chondromalacia. The patellar grind and apprehension tests are often positive. It is common in young adults and 
responds to directed rehabilitation of the quadriceps and stretching of the hamstrings. Adjunctive modalities of 
oral NSAIDs and patellar centralizing bracing or taping can also be effective.

Other common conditions that affect the patella and give rise to anterior knee pain are true patellar 
malalignment, limb malrotation, and tendinitis. One should always evaluate the patient for pes planus with foot 
pronation to see if this is contributing to patellar maltracking. If present, foot orthotics can help the anterior 
knee pain. 

 17.  What physical examination tests are most sensitive and specific for the diagnosis of an 
anterior cruciate ligament injury (ACL)?
The ACL is a crucial ligamentous stabilizer of the knee. A tear results from a twisting (valgus) or hyperextension 
injury. Greater than 50% of ACL ruptures are accompanied by a meniscal tear. Overall, female athletes are 2 to 10 
times more likely to sustain an ACL injury than male athletes depending on the sport. This may be due to multiple 
factors including anatomy, hormones, and neuromuscular imbalance.

The best-known test for ACL deficiency is the anterior drawer sign. It is performed with the patient supine 
and the knee flexed to 90 degrees. With the hamstrings relaxed, the examiner grasps the proximal tibia with 
both hands and attempts to slide the tibia anteriorly while simultaneously stabilizing the patient’s leg (can be 
accomplished by sitting on the foot). The degree of tibial translation is compared with the uninjured knee. This is a 
subjective test with the least sensitivity of all the tests for an ACL tear.

The most sensitive test is the Lachman test. With the thigh supported, muscles relaxed, and femur 
stabilized by one of the examiner’s hands, the knee is placed in 20 to 30 degrees of flexion, and the proximal tibia 
is then translated anteriorly by the examiner’s other hand. ACL-deficient knees exhibit increased translation and a 
soft or absent endpoint as compared with the opposite, uninjured knee.

The most specific test is the pivot shift test. It is performed by applying a valgus and internal rotation force 
on the tibia with the knee in full extension and hip abducted 10 to 20 degrees. The knee is then gently flexed. 
A clunk of tibial rotation is appreciated as the knee passes 20 to 40 degrees of flexion. This must be compared 
with the opposite side. The appreciable clunk occurs when the tibia, which is abnormally subluxated (anterior and 
internally rotated), is pulled back into its normal position by the secondary restraints. 

 18.  How will a meniscal tear present, and is there a single best test for diagnosis?
The meniscus functions as a cushion between the femur and tibia on the medial and lateral sides of the knee. 
It is well suited to compression but tears when subjected to shear stress with a turning or twisting motion. 
The nutrition of the inner two-thirds of the meniscus is limited and predisposes the torn tissue to not heal 
once torn, a factor reflected by the typical chronic recurring history of symptoms. The torn tissue may create 
a mechanical block to the free motion of the knee, which will symptomatically manifest as clicking, popping, 
and locking, and is associated with pain and swelling at the joint line. These symptoms correlate, but often 
unreliably, to an audible/palpable pop with flexion/extension of the knee with the patient supine (McMurray’s 
test) and prone (Apley’s test) on physical examination. Joint line tenderness is one of the best clinical signs of 
a meniscal tear, but all of these tests should be combined with the history as the presentation of a meniscal tear 
can be confused with patellofemoral pathology, particularly in the absence of a single precipitating event. MRI 
or arthroscopy reliably confirms diagnosis, and the problem is most efficiently remedied by arthroscopic repair 
or partial meniscectomy in an athlete. Chronic degenerative meniscal tears can oftentimes be treated with 
physical therapy alone. 

 19.  What is the “terrible triad” of knee injury?
An ACL tear, complete medial collateral ligament tear, accompanied by a meniscal tear. This combination 
is almost always a result of sporting activities, particularly a valgus impact to the knee with the foot firmly 
planted. The knee in these injuries exhibits a markedly positive anterior drawer test, a positive Lachman test 
and pivot shift test, and marked valgus angulation with applied stress in full extension. The knee will be stable 
to varus stress testing because the lateral collateral ligament and posterior cruciate ligament remain intact. 
Effusion from hemarthrosis may be mild secondary to medial capsular tearing, which allows the traumatic 
bleeding to exit the knee joint. Suspicion of an injury of this magnitude should lead to the prompt referral to 
an orthopedic surgeon. 

 20.  What is the difference between a low ankle sprain and high ankle sprain?
Ankle sprains are a very common injury in athletes and those in the workforce. The most common sprain is a 
low ankle sprain resulting from an inversion injury. The lateral ligaments (anterior talofibular and calcaneofibular) 
are the most commonly involved. An injury to the anterior tibiofibular syndesmosis is referred to as a “high ankle 
sprain” and is more severe requiring more time for recovery. Eversion injuries are less common but involve injury 
to the medial deltoid ligament. The goal of treatment is to prevent chronic pain and instability. Initially patients 
are treated with ice, NSAIDs, and a brace. When the patient can bear weight without increased pain (2–4 weeks), 
exercises are started to increase strength and prevent chronic instability. 
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 21.  Name two lower extremity tendons susceptible to overuse injuries occurring in runners.
 •  Achilles tendinitis (see Chapter 62: Regional Musculoskeletal Disorders).
 •  Posterior tibialis tendinitis (see Chapter 62: Regional Musculoskeletal Disorders). 

 22.  What is the best treatment for acute rupture of the Achilles tendon?
Acute Achilles tendon rupture usually results from a forced contraction of the gastrocnemius muscle against 
resistance, which occurs either during sports participation or from a fall. It is not rare, and these are not subtle 
injuries. The patient usually has symptoms of pain, most notable in walking, and weakness in the push-off phase 
of gait. A positive Thompson test is common oftentimes with a palpable defect in the tendon.

The best treatment remains controversial. Options include closed treatment with placement in a long or short 
leg cast with the foot in equinus (plantar-flexed by gravity). A percutaneous suture repair has been reported with 
good results but may risk some injury to the sural nerve. The third option is open direct primary surgical repair. 
Many long-term studies have compared surgical with nonsurgical treatment. The healing rate is excellent with 
all techniques. The most recent literature reports that the closed technique is equivalent to surgical intervention 
with the advent of early functional rehab and modern reports of re-rupture rates are similar between the two 
groups. Some studies do show earlier and better restoration of calf strength with surgical intervention. Therefore, 
selection of the best treatment option is individualized, with age, activity level, patient and surgeon interests, and 
experience as guiding parameters. 

 23.  What is a “turf toe”?
Turf toe is a sprain of the plantar capsule ligament complex of the metatarsophalangeal joint of the great toe. It 
is more common on artificial turf and results from a hyperextension injury. Hyperflexion and valgus injuries to this 
toe can cause similar symptoms. Treatment includes rest, taping of the toe to restrict dorsiflexion, and stiffening of 
the sole of the shoe to prevent motion. Without proper therapy, hallux rigidus can result. 

 24.  How does a “shin splint” differ from a stress fracture?
Shin splint is an overuse injury caused by chronic traction and inflammation of the tibial periosteum. It may 
involve either tibialis muscles or the soleus muscle and is characterized by anteromedial or posteromedial leg pain 
of gradual onset. Pain occurs at the start of running, then decreases, and returns after the athlete stops running. 
Tenderness is found on palpation of the posterior medial border of the tibia, usually at the junction of the middle 
and distal thirds. Mild to moderate swelling can be present at the site of pain. Radiographs are normal, but a bone 
scan shows fusiform uptake of tracer. Shin splint is sometimes called medial tibial stress syndrome.

A stress fracture is an overuse injury that occurs when periosteal resorption exceeds bone formation. 
History is generally consistent with a recent increase in the level of training followed by the insidious onset of 
pain. The tibia is the most common site for stress fractures (30%) in runners, but other areas can be affected 
depending on the activity or sport. A tibial stress fracture causes pain in runners the entire time they are running 
as well as afterward. There is often a focal area of tenderness along the anterior tibia and percussion of the bone 
away from the site can cause pain at the fracture. The pain is increased if a vibrating 128-Hz tuning fork is placed 
on the site (75% sensitivity). Radiographs are usually negative at onset but become abnormal after ≥5 weeks. 
A bone scan shows uptake, and computerized tomography scan/MRI scans are abnormal and will sometimes 
show the “dreaded black line”. Avoidance of activity is necessary to permit repair and to prevent progression to 
complete fracture. 

 25.  What are some hand injuries that can occur in athletes?
 1.  Mallet finger. Extensor tendon avulsion with or without fracture involving the distal interphalangeal (DIP) joint. 

The athlete cannot extend the DIP joint.
 2.  Jersey finger. Avulsion of the flexor digitorum profundus tendon causing inability to flex the DIP joint. Usually 

occurs from grabbing a jersey when tackling in football.
 3.  Gamekeeper’s thumb. Rupture of the ulnar collateral ligament of the first metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joint. 

Frequent in skiing injuries.
 4.  Boxer’s knuckle. Longitudinal tear of the extensor digitorum communis tendon or sagittal bands overlying the 

metacarpal head (usually the third MCP), resulting in extensor weakness of that finger and, at times, painful 
extensor tendon subluxation. 

 26.  How common are occupational overuse injuries?
Repetitive movements for prolonged periods can lead to overuse injuries in several professions resulting in work-
related disability, with resulting costs of billions of dollars. Common injuries include bicipital tendinitis, rotator 
cuff tendonitis, carpal tunnel syndrome, and De Quervain’s tendinitis. For example, 10% to 20% of musicians, 
typists, keypunch/calculator/cash register operators, and assembly-line workers will experience a repetitive strain 
syndrome. A recent analysis of surgeons and interventional physicians showed that the most common work 
related overuse injuries in this population included degenerative cervical spine disease, rotator cuff pathology, 
degenerative lumbar spine disease, and carpal tunnel syndrome. Early diagnosis and preventative measures are 
key to decreasing the incidence of these injuries. It should be noted that there is much controversy and debate 
over the scientific evidence supporting the relationship between cumulative trauma/repetitive strain disorders and 
many occupations. 
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 27.  What occupations are associated with osteoarthritis?
Several occupations can cause stress and trauma to joints, leading to early osteoarthritis. This most likely occurs 
in joints that have been previously injured, have an abnormal joint alignment, or are unstable as a result of 
ligamentous injury. Examples include ballet dancers (ankle, feet); farmers (hips, knees); miners (elbow/knees/
spine), riveters, or metal workers (elbows); pneumatic tool operators (upper extremity joints); coal miners (knees); 
and cotton mill workers (hands). The relationship between osteoarthritis and sporting activities is less clear, owing 
to repeated joint injuries in addition to repetitive loading. 

 28.  Discuss the principles of treatment of tendinitis and overuse injuries..
The general principles of management can be remembered with the mnemonic PRICES:

Primary therapies
P—Protection

R—Rest

I—Ice

C—Compression

E—Elevation

S—Support

Secondary therapies
Physical modalities

Rehabilitation

Injections

Cross-training

Evaluation and reevaluation

Salicylates and steroids

Treatment of soft tissue injuries with early control of pain and inflammation is critical. Sustained inflammation 
decreases soft tissue healing and leads to gradual deconditioning and functional disability. With acute problems, 
relative rest is important. Ice is an effective antiinflammatory in the first hours after an injury. Heat is often preferred 
after the acute injury. Orthotics, splinting, braces, or taping may be used to facilitate protected motion. 

 29.  When are medications useful?
NSAIDs can be effective in reducing initial pain and swelling in acute injuries. More prolonged use is 
recommended for chronic overuse conditions; however, patients should be monitored closely for side effects. 
Corticosteroid injections for chronic conditions are not definitive treatment but can be used to facilitate 
rehabilitation. Injections should be performed by experienced clinicians who are familiar with their side effects. 
Corticosteroids can increase the rate of collagen degradation, decrease new collagen formation, lower tendon 
tensile strength, and lead to tendon rupture if the procedure is performed incorrectly or too often. 

 30.  How can injuries be prevented?
Part of the responsibility of the physician is to educate the athlete or worker on how to prevent further injury. Just 
treating the acute or chronic injury is not enough. Emphasis should be placed on the importance of stretching and 
warming up before participation. Other measures include recommendations for limiting pitches in high school 
pitchers (varies by age), instructing female athletes in how to pivot, jump, and land to prevent ACL injuries, or 
having an ergonomic evaluation of a patient’s worksite.
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ENTRAPMENT NEUROPATHIES
Lisa Davis, MD, MsCS

KEY POINTS

 1.  Entrapment neuropathies occur due to compression of nerves either in a narrow anatomic path or due to exter-
nal pressure and result from a combination of compression and ischemia.

 2.  Carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS) is the most common entrapment neuropathy.
 3.  Knowledge of anatomy and predisposing factors are necessary for the accurate diagnosis of the entrapment 

neuropathies.
 4.  Most entrapment neuropathies of short duration can be treated conservatively.

 1.  What are entrapment neuropathies, and how do they occur?
Entrapment neuropathies occur due to external compression of a peripheral nerve within a narrow anatomic 
path. However, the term has since been expanded to encompass other compression syndromes due to external 
pressure. Metabolically compromised nerves, such as from diabetes, hypothyroidism, or alcoholism, are more 
vulnerable. Entrapment neuropathy injuries result from a combination of compression and ischemia. The nerve 
damage is characterized by physiologic slowing, demyelination, and remyelination. 

 2.  What are the classifications of nerve injuries and what are the typical findings?
Seddon was the first to classify nerve injuries into three categories based on the presence of demyelination and 
the extent of damage to the axons and other connective tissues. This classification was expanded by Sunderland 
(Table 64.1). The mildest form of damage, neurapraxia, can occur from mild compression or from mild traction 
to the nerve. This can result in conduction slowing and “gain of function” symptoms (see Question 3 later). If the 
compression continues or the traction injury is more severe, axonotmesis may occur. This will result in “loss of 
function” symptoms (see Question 3 later). If the injury is severe enough, neurotmesis may occur. 

 3.  Describe characteristic clinical features of entrapment neuropathies.
Gain of function, typically reflecting abnormal excitability or reduced inhibition of the peripheral nerve:

 •  Paresthesia
 •  Spontaneous pain
 •  Hyperalgesia
 •  Allodynia.

Loss of function, indicating reduced impulse conduction:
 •  Hypoesthesia or anesthesia
 •  Muscle weakness and atrophy are severe and late findings indicating denervation.

Other important points:
 •  Symptoms are typically worse at night (often due to lack of distraction and poor positioning)
 •  Often unilateral, with the exception of idiopathic CTS
 •  Swelling or vasomotor abnormalities are absent
 •  While these symptoms of entrapment neuropathies may occur in specific patterns associated with the nerve 

affected, there is evidence that symptoms may occur outside of the nerve distribution. This may be due to 
neuroinflammation in peripheral nerve injuries caused by immune cells recruited to the site and/or by the 
large variability and overlap of dermatomes in individuals. 

Table 64.1   Classification of Nerve Injury

SEDDON SUNDERLAND FINDINGS

Neurapraxia Grade I Focal, segmental demyelination resulting in conduction slowing

Axonotmesis Grade II Axon is damaged, but endoneurium is intact

Axonotmesis Grade III Axon and endoneurium are damaged, but epineurium is intact

Axonotmesis Grade IV Axon, endoneurium, and epineurium are damaged, but the epineu-
rium is intact

Neurotmesis Grade V The nerve is transected
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 4.  Do entrapment neuropathies occur in rheumatoid arthritis (RA)?
Inflammation and swelling of synovium, bursae, ligaments, or tendon sheaths can cause pressure on adjacent 
nerves. Entrapment neuropathies have been reported to occur in nearly half of patients with chronic RA at some 
point in their lifetime. There does not appear to be any correlation with duration of disease, positive rheumatoid 
factor, level of acute-phase reactants (sedimentation rate), functional class, or extraarticular disease. CTS occurs 
with a reported frequency of 23% to 69% in RA. 

 5.  What are some other etiologies that should be considered when evaluating entrapment 
neuropathies?

 •  Polyneuropathies.
 •  Brachial plexopathy.
 •  Radiculopathy.
 •  Raynaud’s phenomenon.
 •  Chronic regional pain syndrome.
 •  Vasculitis.
 •  Tendinitis. 

 6.  How are entrapment neuropathies usually diagnosed?
The presence of characteristic symptoms along with provocative maneuvers (e.g., Tinel’s sign) is usually adequate 
to support the diagnosis. Electrodiagnostic studies (nerve conduction velocities and electromyography) are often 
used to confirm and localize the site of entrapment, although this study can be normal in 10% to 25% of patients 
who have a definite entrapment neuropathy. 

 7.  When are electrodiagnostic studies indicated?
 •  When the diagnosis is uncertain; however, clinical suspicion should take precedence as even those with clini-

cally apparent entrapment neuropathies can have normal electrodiagnostic studies.
 •  To exclude radiculopathy or polyneuropathy.
 •  To follow the course of patients being treated conservatively.
 •  Before surgery. 

 8.  What are some common entrapment neuropathies?
 •  Median nerve entrapment: CTS, anterior interosseous nerve syndrome, pronator teres syndrome.
 •  Ulnar nerve entrapment: cubital tunnel syndrome, ulnar tunnel syndrome.
 •  Thoracic outlet syndrome (TOS).
 •  Radial nerve entrapment: Saturday night palsy, posterior interosseous nerve.
 •  Suprascapular nerve entrapment.
 •  Meralgia paresthetica.
 •  Piriformis syndrome.
 •  Peroneal nerve palsy.
 •  Tarsal tunnel syndrome. 

 9.  What is CTS?
CTS is easily the most common entrapment neuropathy, with a prevalence of 0.2% to 1%. Nine flexor tendons 
and the median nerve pass through the carpal tunnel, which is narrowest at its mid-portion. CTS occurs when 
the median nerve is compressed by the flexor retinaculum/transverse carpal ligament at the wrist, producing 
characteristic nocturnal dysesthesias (70%), but occasionally progressing to sensory loss and weakness of thumb 
abduction (Fig. 64.1). Pain can radiate into the proximal arm (40%). This condition is bilateral in half of patients and 
occurs with increased frequency in occupations associated with high levels of repetition and force (meatpackers, 
shellfish packing, and musicians). Additionally, patients with more metabolically compromised nerves (diabetics, 
alcoholics) or those experiencing more swelling (pregnancy) or synovitis (RA) are at increased risk. 

 10.  Describe physical examination signs indicative of CTS. How do they compare with other 
diagnostic testing?
In CTS, numbness commonly affects the index, middle, and radial side of the ring finger. The thumb is less 
often symptomatic. A positive Tinel’s sign occurs when tapping the nerve at the site of entrapment produces 
pain and dysesthesias radiating into the sensory distribution of the nerve distally. In CTS, this test has a pooled 
sensitivity of 50% and specificity of 77%. Phalen’s test is positive when passive wrist flexion to 90 degrees for 
1 minute produces or worsens paresthesias in the median nerve distribution. It has a pooled sensitivity of 68% 
and specificity of 73% for CTS. The direct median nerve compression test is positive when pain and paresthesias 
occur within 30 seconds of pressure exerted over the carpal tunnel by the examiner’s thumb. The “volar hot dog” 
(swelling at the wrist on the ulnar side of the palmaris longus tendon) has been reported in over 90% of patients 
with CTS. In addition to provocative maneuvers, two-point discrimination (sensitivity 25%, specificity 90%), grip 
strength, and thenar muscle function and atrophy should be examined. Electrodiagnostic studies have a sensitivity 
of 85% and specificity of 95% for CTS. Ultrasonography and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) can be useful in 
patients with equivocal electrodiagnostic studies. 
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 11.  List some diseases associated with CTS.
Use the mnemonic PRAGMATIC.

  
Pregnancy (20%)
RA (any inflammatory arthritis)
Acromegaly
Glucose (diabetes)
Mechanical (overuse, occupational)
Amyloid
Thyroid (myxedema)
Infection (tuberculosis, fungal)
Crystals (gout, pseudogout) 

 12.  What are the treatment options for CTS?
Nonsurgical therapy consists of avoidance of repetitive wrist motion, cock-up wrist splints at night (and for work), 
along with antiinflammatory medications. Ergonomic evaluation of the patient’s workplace may be beneficial. In 
patients with less than 6 months of symptoms, a local corticosteroid injection results in excellent short-term relief 
in 80% of cases. Indications for surgical therapy (sectioning of the transverse carpal ligament) include failure of 
conservative therapy, lifestyle limiting symptoms, and muscle weakness or atrophy. Long-term surgical results are 
favorable in over 75% of patients. Complete recovery of nerve function occurs only if surgery is performed before 
evidence of denervation on electromyography/nerve conduction velocity. 

 13.  Where else can median nerve entrapment occur?
The anterior interosseous nerve syndrome occurs when this nerve, a purely motor branch of the median nerve, 
is compressed 6 cm distal to the lateral epicondyle. The resulting loss of distal thumb and index finger flexion 
produces a characteristic flattened pinch sign (inability to form an “O”). Sensation is normal. The pronator teres 
syndrome occurs when the median nerve is compressed by the pronator teres muscle at the forearm, resulting 
in proximal volar forearm pain that is worsened by grasping and resistive pronation of the forearm. Patients may 
have numbness of the thumb and the index finger, thumb weakness, and writer’s cramp. 

 14.  Describe the various ulnar nerve entrapment syndromes.
Ulnar nerve compression at (or above and below) the elbow, the second most common entrapment neuropathy 
of the upper extremity, can occur from external pressure at the medial epicondylar groove (synovitis, 
osteophytes, anesthetized patients with prolonged resting of the elbow on a flat surface), flexion dislocation, and 
compression at the aponeurosis of the flexor carpi ulnaris or Osborne’s ligament, the so-called cubital tunnel 
(Fig. 64.2). Cubital tunnel syndrome results in paresthesias in an ulnar nerve distribution (the little finger and 
ulnar side of the ring finger), weakness in grasping and pinching, catching the little finger on the edge of the 
pants’ pocket when putting the hand into the pocket (weak interossei and finger adduction), and hypothenar 
atrophy. Ulnar nerve entrapment is often exacerbated by elbow flexion and by elevating the hand by resting 
the forearm on the head for 1 minute. Therapy consists of avoidance of prolonged elbow flexion, local steroid 
injections (in RA), and surgical release in severe cases. Ulnar tunnel syndrome occurs when the ulnar nerve 
is compressed in Guyon’s canal at the wrist (Fig. 64.1), resulting in symptoms similar to those seen in the 
cubital tunnel syndrome. Direct pressure over Guyon’s canal causes paresthesias. When ulnar nerve symptoms 
(weakness more than sensory changes) appear late (months) after trauma to the cubital tunnel, it is referred to 
as tardy ulnar nerve palsy. 
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retinaculum

Ulnar artery

Ulnar nerveMedian nerve
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Ulnar nerve
Median nerve

B

Fig. 64.1 (A) Wrist anatomy showing the median nerve through the carpal tunnel in close proximity to Guyon’s canal, where the ulnar 

nerve passes. (B) Median and ulnar nerve sensory distributions. (Illustration by Victor Powell.)
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 15.  What is thoracic outlet syndrome (TOS)?
The TOS, which is often difficult to diagnose, can occur from either vascular (5% of cases) or neurologic 
compression (95% of cases). It can be static or positional. TOS is most likely to occur in patients who have had 
trauma (clavicular fracture), repetitive strain injury (poor ergonomics at desk worksite), sports-related activities 
(overhead sports, baseball pitchers, swimmers, volleyball, etc.), or anatomic abnormalities (cervical rib, Pancoast 
tumor). Vasogenic TOS occurs when occlusion of the subclavian artery results in ischemic symptoms, or when 
venous occlusion results in edema, engorged superficial veins, and thrombosis (Paget–Schroetter disease). 
Neurogenic TOS occurs when there is brachial plexus impingement from a cervical rib (35%), fibrous tissue bands, 
scalene muscles, or an elongated transverse process of C7. This results in weakness of the intrinsic muscles of 
the hand along with sensory loss in the ulnar distribution over the hand and forearm.

The Adson maneuver is performed with the patient in a sitting position by palpating the radial pulse while the 
patient inhales deeply and extends the neck, turning the head to the side being examined (cervical rib) and then 
turned away from the side being examined (scalenus anticus syndrome). A positive Adson maneuver occurs when 
there is diminution of the radial pulse and reproduction of symptoms. Another provocation test, the hyperabduction 
maneuver (“hands up test”), is performed with the shoulder placed in abduction and external rotation to 90 
degrees, elbows flexed at 45 degrees, and palms facing forward for 1 minute to determine if this causes unilateral 
TOS symptoms, indicating pectoralis minor impingement. If this does not cause symptoms, then the test is 
repeated with the patient’s arm hyperabducted to 180 degrees and extended to see if that causes unilateral 
symptoms due to costoclavicular compression of the neurovascular bundle. The costoclavicular maneuver is 
performed by the patient assuming an exaggerated military posture with shoulders back and downward. This 
positioning causes compression between the clavicle and first rib (may be positive in patients with a history of 
clavicular fracture). Note that in TOS, electrodiagnostic studies are usually normal and many normal people have 
false-positive physical examination provocation tests (especially decreased pulse). Treatment consists of range of 
motion and strengthening exercises to improve posture, avoidance of hyperabduction, botulinum toxin injections, 
and surgery for those patients with severe, refractory symptoms (cervical rib or fibrous band resection). 

 16.  How does radial nerve entrapment occur?
Improper positioning during anesthesia, sleeping (or lying) on the arm, or improperly fitting crutches can result in 
prolonged compression of the nerve along the radial groove on the humerus. This results in wrist-drop, referred to 
as Saturday night palsy because it often occurs while the patient is intoxicated. Decreased sensation in dorsal 
web space can also occur. The posterior interosseous nerve, a motor branch of the radial nerve, can be impinged 
at the elbow (RA synovitis) with resulting weakness in finger extension at the metacarpophalangeal joints. 

 17.  How does a patient with suprascapular nerve entrapment present?
The suprascapular nerve innervates the supraspinatus and infraspinatus muscles. The nerve can become 
compressed in the suprascapular notch usually from carrying heavy loads on the shoulder. Patients have 
weakness on abduction and external rotation of the shoulder. Atrophy of the supraspinatus muscle can occur. 
Electromyography can confirm the diagnosis. Physical therapy, local corticosteroid injection, or surgical 
decompression can be helpful. 

 18.  What is meralgia paresthetica?
Meralgia (Greek for “pain in the thigh”) paresthetica results when the lateral cutaneous nerve of the thigh, a 
sensory nerve (L-2 and L-3), is compressed at the inguinal ligament just medial to the anterior superior iliac spine. 
This syndrome results in burning pain and dysesthesia over the anterolateral thigh (Fig. 64.3). Direct pressure of 

Ulnar nerve

Compression
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Fig. 64.2 Anatomy of the ulnar nerve at the elbow showing sites of common entrapment at the medial epicondyle and the cubital 

 tunnel. (Illustration by Victor Powell.)
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the nerve where it exits the pelvis can increase symptoms. Common causes include obesity, pregnancy, trauma, 
surgical injury (appendectomy or inguinal herniorrhaphy), tight-fitting clothing (belts), and diabetes mellitus. This 
syndrome is usually self-limiting, and treatment is conservative, involving weight loss, avoidance of tight clothing, 
and occasional local steroid injections at the site of compression. 

 19.  Describe the piriformis syndrome.
The piriformis syndrome refers to sciatica that arises from entrapment of the sciatic nerve by the piriformis 
muscle. Overuse injury (running, bicycling), weak gluteal muscles, and compression by an oversized wallet 
(“fat wallet syndrome”) can cause this syndrome. Symptoms include pain over the buttocks (50%–95%) 
radiating down the back of the leg and aggravation of pain with sitting (39%–97%). It occurs more commonly 
in women and is usually precipitated by trauma. Physical examination reveals external tenderness over the 
greater sciatic notch (59%–92%) and buttock pain on resisted hip abduction and external rotation when the 
patient is seated (32%–74%). With the patient supine, buttock pain with hip flexion, adduction, and internal 
rotation (FAIR) is also seen along with tenderness of the piriformis muscle on rectal or vaginal examination. 
Physical therapy (lateral stretching and strengthening), nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs, local steroid 
injections, and botulinum toxin injections can be beneficial. Nerve compression from herniated disc or facet 
arthropathy should be ruled out. 

 20.  Which nerve is most likely to be compressed in a patient with a painless foot-drop?
The common peroneal nerve. Peroneal nerve palsy usually occurs following compression over the head of the 
fibula from prolonged leg crossing, squatting, leg casts, and braces. The distal lateral leg often has decreased 
sensation and decreased foot eversion (superficial peroneal nerve) and dorsiflexion (deep peroneal nerve; foot-
drop) are affected because the lesion occurs proximally in the common peroneal nerve. 

 21.  Describe tarsal tunnel syndrome.
The tarsal tunnel syndrome occurs when the posterior tibial nerve is compressed at the flexor retinaculum, located 
posterior and inferior to the medial malleolus (Fig. 64.4). Patients often have a burning dysesthesia of the toes and 
sole of the foot that extends proximally to the medial malleolus and is often improved by walking. A positive Tinel’s 
sign (obtained by percussing posterior to the medial malleolus) and a positive tourniquet test (applying pressure 
over the flexor retinaculum) will often reproduce the symptoms. Holding the ankle for 10 seconds in dorsiflexion 
and eversion will also exacerbate symptoms. This occurs more often in women and is associated with trauma, 
fracture, valgus deformity, hypermobility, inflammatory arthritis (up to 25% of patients with RA), diabetes, and 
occupational factors. Treatment consists of antiinflammatory medications, local steroid injection, and orthotics. 
Surgical release is indicated when conservative measures fail. 
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Fig. 64.3 Anatomy of the lateral femoral cutaneous nerve. The inguinal ligament and the anterior superior iliac spine are the most likely 

points of entrapment. (Illustration by Victor Powell.)
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 22.  What is Morton’s neuroma?
Morton’s neuroma is caused by entrapment of the interdigital plantar nerve most commonly by the transverse 
metatarsal ligament, usually located between the third and fourth or second and third metatarsal heads. This 
occurs more commonly in women who wear tight-fitting shoes or high heels. Patients complain of dysesthesias 
between the two toes and state that they feel like they are walking on a marble or wrinkled sock. Metatarsal 
compression may cause a palpable click (Mulder click) as the neuroma is forced downward, where it may 
be felt on the plantar surface. Ultrasound and MRI can confirm the diagnosis. Treatment consists of wearing 
more supportive shoes, padding the metatarsal heads, and local steroid injections. Surgical removal is done if 
conservative therapy fails.
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Fig. 64.4 Diagram showing the posterior tibial nerve (B) and posterior tibialis tendon (C) as they descend inferior to the medial malleolus 

and underneath the flexor retinaculum (A). (Illustration by Debra Vogelgesang.)
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COMPLEX REGIONAL PAIN SYNDROME
Sterling G. West, MD

The greatest evil is physical pain.

–St. Augustine (354-430)

KEY POINTS

 1.  Complex regional pain syndrome (CRPS) is a syndrome typically occurring in a single extremity following trauma 
and is characterized by allodynia, hyperalgesia, and vasomotor signs.

 2.  A characteristic three-phase bone scan (TPBS) has moderate sensitivity (50%–80%) but high specificity for the 
diagnosis of CRPS and predicts a better response to corticosteroid therapy.

 3.  A spinal cord stimulator reduces pain approximately 50% in 50% of patients with severe CRPS.

 1.  How is CRPS defined? How many types are there?
CRPS is defined as “an array of painful conditions that are characterized by a continuing (spontaneous and/
or evoked) regional pain that is seemingly disproportionate in time or degree to the usual course of any known 
trauma or other lesion. The pain is regional (not in a specific nerve territory or dermatome) and usually has a distal 
predominance (never head or trunk) of abnormal sensory, motor, sudomotor, vasomotor, and/or trophic findings. 
The syndrome shows variable progression over time.”

There are two types:
  

CRPS type I (formerly reflex sympathetic dystrophy) (90% of all CRPS): cases that occur without evidence of a 
peripheral nerve injury.

CRPS type II (formerly causalgia) (10% of all CRPS): cases that occur with a peripheral nerve injury. 

 2.  What are the Budapest clinical criteria for the diagnosis of CRPS?
To better discriminate CRPS and non-CRPS neuropathic pain, the diagnosis of CRPS is made when the following 
criteria are met:

 •  Continuing pain that is disproportionate to any inciting event
 •  At least one symptom reported in at least three of the four following categories:

Sensory: hyperesthesia or allodynia
Vasomotor: asymmetry of temperature and/or skin color changes
Sudomotor/edema: edema, sweating changes, or sweating asymmetry
Motor/trophic: decreased range of motion, motor dysfunction (tremor, weakness, dystonia), and/or trophic 

changes (hair, nail, skin)
 •  At least one sign at the time of evaluation in at least two of the following categories:

Sensory: evidence of hyperalgesia (to pinprick) and allodynia (to light touch, temperature sensation, deep 
somatic pressure, or joint movement)

Vasomotor: asymmetry of temperature (>1°C) and/or skin color changes
Sudomotor/edema: evidence of edema, sweating changes, or sweating asymmetry
Motor/trophic: evidence of decreased range of motion, motor dysfunction (tremor, weakness, dystonia), or 

trophic changes (hair, nail, skin)
 •  No other diagnosis better explaining the signs and symptoms.

Note: The above criteria have a sensitivity of 82% and specificity of 68% for the diagnosis of CRPS. If a 
patient meets one symptom from all four symptom categories and one sign from two of the four sign categories, 
the sensitivity is 70% and specificity is 94%. 

 3.  What are the classic signs and symptoms of CRPS?
 •  Pain and swelling in an extremity.
 •  Trophic skin changes in the same extremity.
 •  Skin atrophy or pigmentary changes.
 •  Hypertrichosis.
 •  Hyperhidrosis.
 •  Nail changes.
 •  Signs and symptoms of vasomotor instability.
 •  Pain and/or limited motion of the ipsilateral limb including proximal joints (e.g., shoulder–hand syndrome).
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 •  Neglect-like symptoms concerning the extremity.
 •  Motor findings: weakness and limited range of motion (80%), dystonia.

The pain is often described as burning and severe. It generally involves an entire area such as a hand or foot. 
Allodynia, pain from a usually non-noxious stimulation, such as light touch or even a breeze, is commonly present. 
Hyperpathia, prolonged pain on stimulation, is also usually present. The vasomotor instability is manifested by 
a blue and cool area (but occasionally can be warm and erythematous) along with unusual sweating in the area 
(but occasionally can be dry and scaly). Dystrophic skin changes, such as atrophy of subcutaneous tissue with 
overlying tight, shiny, hairless skin, may develop later during the evolution of CRPS. Contractures of the flexor 
surface of the hand may occur in the late stage of this disease, leaving a claw-like, nonfunctional hand. 

 4.  What are some synonyms for CRPS?

Causalgia (now CRPS II) Shoulder–hand syndrome Acute atrophy of bone

Reflex dystrophy Sudeck’s atrophy Reflex sympathetic dystrophy (now CRPS I)
Transient osteoporosis Algodystrophy Algoneurodystrophy
Posttraumatic osteoporosis

 5.  Who was Silas Mitchell?
Silas Mitchell was a neurologist and an assistant surgeon in the US Army during the Civil War. He was in charge 
of Turner’s Lane Hospital, Philadelphia, to which war-wounded with neurologic injuries were brought. In October 
1864, Dr. Mitchell and two colleagues published one of the classics in medical literature, Gunshot Wounds and 
Other Injuries of Nerves, with clear detailed descriptions of CRPS. He emphasized the association with trauma, the 
lack of direct injury to the nerve, and the articular nature of this syndrome. In 1867, Dr. Mitchell coined the word 
“causalgia” (from the Greek words for heat and pain) for this illness in an article in the United States Sanitary 
Commission Memoirs. 

 6.  Who gets CRPS? How does childhood and adult CRPS differ?
Adult CRPS occurs in women more than in men (2 to 4:1). It affects all races. Adults get CRPS much more often 
than children, and it usually involves the upper extremity. The highest incidence is in the 40- to 60-year age group 
with a mean age of 50 years.

Childhood CRPS occurs mostly in girls (70%) and is more common in Caucasians. It is more common in 
adolescence (mean age, 12–13 years) and unusual in children aged <7 years. The incidence in children is thought 
to be underreported because it often goes unrecognized due to being less likely to occur with a history of inciting 
trauma, usually affects the lower extremity which is cool, and oftentimes is diagnosed as a psychiatric condition. 
It is in general a more benign disease in children who respond better to physical and occupational therapy than 
adults. 

 7.  What are some precipitating factors for the development of CRPS?
Approximately 75% of the time, there is a clear precipitating factor that causes the development of CRPS. It occurs 
most commonly after fractures (up to 7%), peripheral nerve injury (1%–5%), strokes/myocardial infarctions (5%), 
sprains, and surgery (especially carpal tunnel surgery). No inciting factor can be identified in 10% to 20% of cases.

Inciting Factors

Trauma (common cause) Chemical burns
Fractures (common cause) Electrical burns
Lacerations Postherpetic neuralgia
Crush injuries Cervical spine pathology
Contusions Subcutaneous injections
Sprains (common cause) Drugs (barbiturates)
Immobilization in a cast Malignancies (ovarian)
Myocardial infarctions Pregnancy
Strokes and other central nervous system (CNS) injury  

(common cause)
Peripheral nerve diseases  

(common cause)
Pleuropulmonary diseases Emotional stress
Surgery, especially carpal tunnel syndrome and foot surgery (common cause)

Predisposing Factors

Diabetes mellitus Neurovegetative dystonia
Hyperparathyroidism Hypertriglyceridemia
Hyperthyroidism Alcohol and/or tobacco abuse
Multiple sclerosis Chronic low back pain
Use of angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors
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 8.  How soon after a precipitating event, such as trauma, will a patient develop CRPS?
CRPS usually begins days to 4 to 6 weeks after the inciting event. In approximately 80% of cases, it occurs 
within 3 months of a traumatic episode. Note that 5% to 7% of patients will develop CRPS in the contralateral 
(nontraumatized) limb during the course of their disease. 

 9.  What is shoulder–hand syndrome?
This term was coined by Dr. Otto Steinbrocker in 1947 to describe the concomitant shoulder involvement seen 
with hand CRPS. The ipsilateral shoulder may become diffusely painful, develop limited range of motion in all 
directions, and may progress to adhesive capsulitis. 

 10.  What are the stages of CRPS?
The concept of CRPS progressing through stages is controversial. Adults are much more likely than children to go 
through the three stages.

 •  Stage 1 (acute stage): typically lasts 6 to 12 months, characterized by:
Pain in the extremity or shoulder
Swelling in the extremity
Color change of the extremity (red or blue)
Movement painful and tendency for immobilization
Early osteoporosis on x-rays.

 •  Stage 2 (dystrophic phase): persists an additional 1 to 2 years, characterized by:
Pain usually continues
Swelling changes to brawny hard edema
Beginning of atrophy of subcutaneous tissue and intrinsic muscles
Cooler extremity, which can be mottled or cyanotic
Progression of osteoporosis.

 •  Stage 3 (atrophic stage): persists up to several years, characterized by:
Pain remains constant or diminishes
Extremity becomes stiff
Swelling changes to periarticular thickening
Skin becomes smooth, glossy, and drawn
Brittle nails
May see muscle spasm, dystonia, and tremor
Progression of osteoporosis with pathologic fractures
Ankylosis in some patients.

Some have additionally postulated a fourth stage (psychological stage) characterized by loss of job, 
unnecessary surgery, orthostatic hypotension or hypertension, neurodermatitis, and depression. Although these 
stages can be useful, it is often difficult to place an individual patient into one of them. Most often, stages 1 and 2 
are merged or fluctuate back and forth. A patient may stay in one stage for months or years, and another patient 
may progress rapidly through the stages. The earlier stages are much easier to treat than the later stages. 

 11.  What other motor and movement disorders have been reported in recent series looking at 
CRPS?
Incoordination, tremor (25%–60%), involuntary movement (myoclonus), dystonia (25%–30%), muscle spasms, 
paresis, pseudoparalysis. 

 12.  Present a differential diagnosis for the patient with a tender and swollen limb.

Inflammatory arthritis Malignancy Angioedema/Erythromelalgia

Cellulitis/osteomyelitis Fracture Peripheral neuropathy
Deep venous thrombosis Systemic sclerosis CRPS
Compartment syndrome Osteonecrosis Pancoast tumor

 13.  What are the notable plain radiographic findings in CRPS?
The characteristic radiologic appearance is soft tissue swelling and regional patchy or mottled osteopenia (Fig. 
65.1). This appearance is especially evident when comparing the involved side with the contralateral side. This 
x-ray pattern was first described by Sudeck in 1900 and is often referred to as Sudeck’s atrophy. This patchy 
osteopenia is helpful in making the diagnosis but is actually seen in <50% of patients in most series. 

 14.  What are the scintigraphic findings in CRPS? What other radiographic tests are used?
The three phase bone scan (TPBS) has emerged as an objective diagnostic test especially if performed within the 
first 5 months after symptom onset. Otherwise, the results of a TPBS can vary greatly depending on how early 
in the course of the disease the study is performed. In stage 1, there is an increase in blood velocity and blood 
pooling with early and delayed hyperfixation. The bone scan is abnormal approximately 80% of the time in this 
stage. A quantitative increased radiotracer uptake (ipsilateral >1.32 compared with contralateral) in the third 
phase of the TPBS in joints distal to trauma is characteristic. In stage 2, there is normalization of blood velocity 
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and blood pooling but a persistence of early and delayed hyperfixation. The bone scan is abnormal approximately 
half the time in this stage. In stage 3, there is reduced blood velocity and blood pooling, and a minority of patients 
have early and delayed hyperfixation. Thus, a bone scan performed early in the disease is usually abnormal, but 
as the disease progresses, scans can be normal. A negative bone scan does not exclude the diagnosis of CRPS. 
An abnormal (i.e., hot) bone scan may predict a good response to corticosteroids. Note that bone scans can show 
bilateral involvement in 22% of cases of CRPS.

There is no clear role for computed tomography scan or magnetic resonance imaging to confirm a diagnosis 
of CRPS. They are used only to rule out other musculoskeletal disorders that might be confused with CRPS. 

 15.  What other tests can be performed to support a diagnosis of CRPS?
Autonomic testing (resting sweat output, resting skin temperature, quantitative sudomotor axon reflex test) 
looking for differences between the affected and unaffected extremity is time-consuming and not practical. 
Stress thermography with cold exposure is sometimes useful as a screening test. Regional sympathetic nerve 
block (stellate ganglion or lumbar sympathetic nerve) causing transient relief from pain and dysesthesia is not 
diagnostic of CRPS but does confirm that the pain is mediated by the sympathetic nervous system. Synovial 
biopsies of affected joints demonstrate multiple abnormalities, but none are diagnostic of CRPS. 

 16.  What is the current consensus on the pathophysiology of CRPS?
CRPS is hypothesized to develop when persistent noxious stimuli lead to peripheral and CNS sensitization. This 
leads to an abnormally heightened sensation of pain. The initial changes are mediated by nociceptive (Aδ and 
polymodal C) fibers which transmit to the spinal cord causing a release of excitatory amino acids (glutamate, 
asparagine), which act on the N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors causing a release of inflammatory 
neuropeptides, substance P, and calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP). These neuropeptides lower the synaptic 
excitability of the normally silent second-order interspinal synapses making them hyperexcitable (i.e., wind-up). 
The persistently noxious stimuli lead to peripheral sensitization and further release of inflammatory neuropeptides 
at the dorsal root ganglion, causing abnormal connections with the sympathetic nervous system, which may 
potentiate sympathetic mediation of pain. These early changes also cause abnormalities of blood flow, which are 
responsible for some of the signs/symptoms (vasomotor instability) of CRPS. Notably, patients treated with ACE 
inhibitors have an increased risk of developing CRPS possibly resulting from ACE inhibitors blocking the normal 
metabolism of neuropeptides, such as substance P and CGRP.

Chronic CNS sensitization occurs through afferent processing of the persistent peripheral noxious stimuli by the 
second-order neurons including wide dynamic range (WDR) neurons in the spinal cord. The WDR neurons transmit 
signals centrally leading to an enlarged perceptive field for pain corresponding with central sensitization. Later 
changes in CRPS include long-term modifications in the production of neuropeptides and derangements in both 
excitatory and inhibitory supraspinal and spinal pathways, which also potentiate further blood flow abnormalities. 
Finally, autoantibodies against neuronal antigens have recently been demonstrated in patients with late CRPS and 
are thought to result from neuronal damage. Their role in the pathophysiology of CRPS is controversial.

Genetic factors may predispose some patients to develop CRPS. In children and young adults who develop 
CRPS, there is more likely to be a sibling history of CRPS (odds ratio: 1.5–9.8×). Certain human leukocyte antigen 
haplotypes have been reported to be associated with the predisposition to develop CRPS. 

Fig. 65.1 Radiograph of the hands showing reflex sympathetic dystrophy of left hand. Note marked periarticular osteoporosis compared 
with right hand (Sudeck’s atrophy).
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 17.  Describe a rational approach to the treatment of CRPS (* denotes stronger recent 
evidence).

 •  Stimulation of inhibitory neurons
– Spinal cord stimulation*

 •  Physical therapy (PT)*
– Massage, counterirritants
– Ultrasound
– Electroacupuncture
– Transcutaneous nerve stimulators

 •  Antiinflammatory agents
– Nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs)
– Ketorolac in an intravenous (IV) regional block
– Corticosteroids*

 •  Sympathetic blocks
– Lidocaine, mepivacaine, bupivacaine, etc., into sympathetic ganglion
– Bier block with IV guanethidine, bretylium, reserpine (depletes norepinephrine) (not very effective and rarely 

used)
– Oral β-blockers (not very effective)
– Prazosin, phenoxybenzamine, terazosin (α-1 adrenergic blockers)
– IV phentolamine (α-1 adrenergic blocker)
– Oral, patch, or epidural clonidine
– Sympathectomy (surgical)
– Injection of opioid into sympathetic ganglion

 •  Depletion of substance P in peripheral nerves
– Topical capsaicin

 •  Anticonvulsants
– Phenytoin
– Carbamazepine
– Gabapentin and pregabalin
– Valproic acid

 •  Antiosteoporotic therapy
– Calcitonin*
– IV bisphosphonates (pamidronate 1 mg/kg)*
– High dose (40 mg/day) or normal dose (70 mg/week) oral alendronate

 •  Treatment of dystonia
– Intrathecal baclofen (GABA agonist)
– Local botulinum toxin injections

 •  Other treatments
– IV lidocaine and 5% lidoderm patches (sodium channel blocking agents)
– IV ketamine (block NMDA receptor)*
– Stop ACE inhibitors
– Tricyclic antidepressants and serotonin and norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors
– Calcium channel blockers
– Dimethyl sulfoxide topically
– Topical lidocaine
– Repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (in trials)

 •  Psychological therapy
– Establish rapport with the patient, provide emotional support, assess for depression, and treat with 

 psychotherapy and medications if a problem
– Thermal biofeedback, relaxation training, alcohol and tobacco cessation
– Cognitive behavioral therapy*. 

 18.  Outline an approach to therapy for CRPS?
 •  All patients should be treated with a multidisciplinary approach.
 •  All patients should receive information explaining their disease.
 •  All patients should receive PT, occupational therapy, and psychological support throughout their disease 

course. PT should be instituted slowly and under the supervision of a therapist because a patient is unlikely 
to do it on his/her own. PT needs to be tailored to the severity of symptoms. During the acute stage when 
the patient has pain at rest, the PT program should be less aggressive (skin desensitization, gentle passive 
mobilization). As the pain subsides, PT can be progressed to active isometric strengthening and finally isotonic 
training.

 •  Patients with early CRPS (<3–6 months of symptoms), pain and swelling, and a positive TPBS should be 
treated with prednisone (60–80 mg/day for 2 weeks with taper over next 4 weeks). Corticosteroids can modu-
late the effect of the inflammatory neuropeptides.
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 •  Analgesics: opioids, NSAIDs, topical lidocaine, tricyclic antidepressants, gabapentin (or pregabalin), selective 
serotonin/serotonin-norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors (duloxetine and venlafaxine), and/or carbamazepine. 
Choice depends on severity (opioids versus NSAIDs) and quality (somatic, neuropathic) of pain. Many patients 
develop a small fiber neuropathy with a decrease in epidermal nerve fiber density in the affected limb. These 
patients can benefit from neuroleptics.

 •  If pain is severe (i.e., pain at rest and with movement), then more aggressive therapy should be instituted 
early. It is clinically impossible to know if the patient’s pain is or is not sympathetically mediated, but CRPS 
is more likely to be as a result of abnormal sympathetic nerve activity early in the disease course. In these 
patients, sympathetic blocks can be effective. Up to 50% of patients with symptoms less than 1 year can 
improve with these blocks. However, recurrent sympathetic blocks do not prolong the analgesic effect. 
Patients who fail to respond to sympathetic blocks are more likely to have their pain mediated by CNS 
sensitization.

 •  The following therapies have been most effective for treatment-resistant and/or cases with prolonged (>12 
months) symptoms (15% of patients):
An epidural spinal cord stimulator can be used and will reduce pain approximately 50% in 50% of patients.
IV ketamine: because of the importance of the NMDA receptor, some patients with CRPS type I benefit from 

these infusions (5-day inpatient versus 10-day outpatient infusion with slow tapering to maintenance 
therapy; one infusion every 3 months).

Other interventions: epidural clonidine, sympathectomy (if responded to sympathetic nerve blocks). 

 19.  What is the prognosis for CRPS?
All therapies work best when instituted early (<2–3 months) in the course of CRPS. In adults, up to 85% improve 
during the 1st year. Only 30% are cured by 5 years, whereas 2% to 3% have a relapsing course. In children, up to 
95% resolve their symptoms within the 1st year. 

 20.  How might you prevent CRPS from occurring postsurgically?
Although trial data is conflicting, vitamin C 500 mg daily for 50 days is a low-risk intervention that may reduce 
the prevalence of CRPS in patients who had wrist fractures or lower limb injuries. Some use vitamin C to prevent 
CRPS after carpal tunnel syndrome surgery. In patients with a previous history of CRPS, perioperative stellate 
ganglion block or IV mannitol may reduce the recurrence rate of CRPS.
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BENIGN AND MALIGNANT TUMORS  
OF JOINTS AND SYNOVIUM
Alison M. Gizinski, MD, MS

KEY POINTS

 1.  The majority of mass lesions in the joints are benign.
 2.  The most common benign joint neoplasms are tenosynovial giant cell tumors (TGCTs) and synovial chondroma-

tosis. Both are best diagnosed by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) followed by biopsy.
 3.  The most common malignant tumor of the joint is synovial sarcoma.
 4.  A benign or malignant neoplasm of the joint should be considered in any patient with a nontraumatic 

 hemarthrosis.

 1.  Why should practicing physicians be concerned with tumors that affect the joints and 
synovium?
Benign and malignant neoplasms affecting articular and periarticular structures may mimic inflammatory arthritis. 
Awareness of these conditions is crucial to prevent diagnostic delay and to avoid the initiation of ineffective and/or 
inappropriate therapy. Fortunately, primary neoplasms of the joint are rare. 

 2.  A young adult presents with a solitary, painless mass adjacent to a finger joint that has 
been slowly enlarging. What tumor is suggested by this scenario?
This presentation would be typical for a localized TGCT of the tendon sheath. This benign condition, which occurs 
with a slightly increased predilection for females, is second only to the ganglion as a source of localized swelling 
in the hand and wrist. It occurs less frequently (3%–10%) in the ankle and foot. These nodular lesions usually 
occur in association with a tendon sheath (formerly called giant cell tumor of tendon sheath). Excision is curative 
and recurrences are rare. 

 3.  TGCT exists in three forms: diffuse, localized, and localized TGCT of tendon sheath. How 
do these forms differ?

 •  TGCT of joints and tendon sheaths: diffuse type, also called pigmented villonodular synovitis (PVNS); the entire 
synovium of an affected joint or tendon sheath is involved. It affects individuals in their 30s and 40s with 
equal sex distribution. Grossly, the synovium is red-brown to mottled orange-yellow and prolific with coarse 
villi, finer fronds, and diffuse nodularity resembling an Angora rug. It is almost always monoarticular. The most 
common locations include the knee (80%), hip (15%), and ankle. Swelling and effusion accompanied by mod-
erate discomfort, decreased range of motion, and increased warmth to palpation are typical. Pain is frequently 
less than anticipated for the degree of swelling.

 •  Localized TGCT of the joint (also called benign giant cell synovioma or localized nodular synovitis): involves only a 
portion of a synovial surface in a joint and the lesion is often pedunculated. It presents with symptoms similar to a 
loose body. It tends not to be as darkly pigmented and has less villous proliferation than is seen in the diffuse form.

 •  Localized TGCT of the tendon sheath (also called giant cell tumor of tendon sheath or fibroxanthoma of 
tendon sheath) has been discussed in Question 2 earlier. Histologically, all three forms of villonodular synovitis 
are remarkably similar.

The etiology of TGCT is due to a translocation between chromosomes 1p13 and 2q35 in which the gene 
coding for colony-stimulating factor-1 (CSF-1), also called macrophage colony-stimulating factor 1, is fused to the 
collagen VI alpha-3 gene. Up to 15% of cells in the TGCT overexpress CSF-1. The remaining cells in the tumor are 
inflammatory cells recruited into the tumor because they contain the receptor for CSF-1. 

 4.  What does the synovial fluid analysis reveal in the diffuse type of TGCT (PVNS)?
Typically, the fluid is brown or grossly hemorrhagic. This finding on joint aspiration should raise diffuse TGCT as a 
diagnostic consideration. However, up to 50% of patients will not have a hemorrhagic synovial fluid. Additionally, 
similar hemorrhagic fluid can be seen in trauma, Charcot joint, bleeding disorders, sickle cell disease, and Ehlers–
Danlos syndrome. 

 5.  What are the characteristic radiographic findings in a patient with the diffuse type of  
TGCT (PVNS)?
Plain radiographs are usually nonspecific, except for mild increased density of the soft tissue of the joint due 
to blood and hemosiderin deposits. The tumor may invade into the bone causing cysts or scalloped erosive 
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changes with sclerotic borders with preserved joint space until late in the disease course. The erosive changes 
can mimic gout or tuberculosis. The MRI appearance of TGCT is diagnostic in most cases. Nodules with sufficient 
hemosiderin appear dark on both T1- and T2-weighted images. Characteristic blooming artifact can be seen on 
gradient-echo imaging sequences due to hemosiderin deposition. 

 6.  Describe the histologic characteristics of TGCT.
Grossly, the synovium looks like a tan to red-brown “shaggy carpet.” Microscopically, TGCT is distinctive. It is 
characterized by a dense cellular infiltrate composed of synovial cell hyperplasia with surface and subsynovial 
invasion of mitotically active cells with eosinophilic cytoplasm. Other invading cells are fibroblasts, lipid-laden 
macrophages (xanthoma cells), hemosiderin-containing macrophages, and scattered, frequent, multinucleated 
giant cells. Although TGCT is locally aggressive, it rarely metastasizes. 

 7.  How is TGCT treated?
Surgical treatment with complete synovectomy is standard either via open or arthroscopic approaches. 
Recurrences, particularly in diffuse type TGCT (PVNS), occur in 20% to 40%. Intraarticular installation of 
radioisotopes or low-dose external beam radiation is used in refractory cases. Total joint arthroplasty  
may be necessary for cure. In inoperable cases or where operation would be morbid, tyrosine kinsase 
inhibitors with activity against CSF-1 receptor and monoclonal antibodies targeting CSF-1 receptor 
may be useful. 

 8.  What is synovial chondromatosis and how does it present?
Synovial chondromatosis is characterized by the development of multiple foci of cartilaginous metaplasia 
(neoplasia) in the subsynovial compartment. These foci form nodules that may be invaded by blood vessels  
leading to endochondral ossification (termed osteochondromatosis). The chondral nodules are frequently released 
as free bodies (joint mice) into the joint space. It most commonly affects men in their 30s to 50s. It is almost 
always monoarticular affecting the knee (50%) more than the hip, shoulder, ankle, elbow, or other joints. Clinically, 
there is increasingly limited range of motion with crepitus and often with unexpected locking. Effusions and 
stiffness may occur. 

 9.  How is synovial chondromatosis diagnosed?
Radiograph may be diagnostic if the chondroid bodies are calcified resembling a calcified mulberry or 
popcorn (Fig. 66.1). Plain radiograph is nondiagnostic in 30% of cases. MRI will show nodules of cartilage 
in the synovium which are dark on T1-weighted images and bright (white) on T2-weighted images due 
to water content in the hyaline cartilage. Loose bodies can be seen. Arthroscopic biopsy is diagnostic if 
performed. 

Fig. 66.1 Synovial chondromatosis of the knee demonstrating multiple, calcified chondroid bodies.
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 10.  How is synovial chondromatosis managed?
Treatment is via synovectomy and removal of all the loose bodies. Recurrences occur in up to 11%. Though 
considered benign, this condition can result in extensive local joint destruction if left untreated. Synovial 
chondromatosis never metastasizes but may undergo malignant transformation into a chondrosarcoma (up to 6% 
of patients). 

 11.  What other benign tumor-like lesions can involve the joints?
 •  Lipomas may occur within the joint capsule or synovium, but true intraarticular lesions are rare.
 •  Lipoma arborescens is a diffuse increase in subsynovial fat causing chronic effusions usually in the suprapa-

tellar portion of the knee.
 •  Chondroma is an isolated mass of benign cartilage, usually in the knee.
 •  Hemangiomas are unusual intraarticular lesions that occur most frequently in the joints of children and young 

adults. The knee is the most common site. Recurrent hemarthrosis may occur. Diagnosis can be made by com-
puted tomography, MRI, or angiography.

 •  Osteoid osteomas, when occurring within the joint, have less of the “classic” pattern of nocturnal pain relieved 
by nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs and tend to involute spontaneously after 5 to 10 years. 

 12.  What is the most common primary malignant neoplasm involving the joints?
Synovial sarcoma. This tumor constitutes 5% to 10% of all soft-tissue sarcomas. It is a highly malignant neoplasm 
and generally occurs in the lower extremities (70%) of young people, with peak age of occurrence being 15 to 29 
years. The tumor usually arises in the periarticular tissues of the knee or ankle. Only 10% of these malignancies 
arise directly within the joint itself. 

 13.  How does synovial sarcoma present clinically?
A slowly growing, often minimally symptomatic mass adjacent to the joint is the typical presentation. Pain is 
reported by about 50% of patients. Soft-tissue calcification on plain radiograph occurs in 30% to 50% of the 
patients with a fine, stippled or dense appearance (Fig. 66.2). This finding serves to provide a clue as to the 
underlying diagnosis. MRI is the imaging procedure of choice since it defines the extent of the lesion. 

 14.  What is the cell of origin for synovial sarcoma?
The histology of this tumor may be biphasic, in which epithelial cells arranged in clusters, tubules, and acini are 
interspersed in a spindle-cell stroma; or monophasic, in which either the epithelial or spindle cells predominate. Other 
morphologic types are recognized, however, including mixed and hemangiopericytic. Behavioral features include 
calcifying, ossifying, and poorly differentiated types. Though this tumor is called synovial sarcoma, ultrastructural and 
immunohistochemical studies have implicated an epithelial origin. The majority (80%–90%) of synovial sarcomas are 

Fig. 66.2 Synovial sarcoma adjacent to the ankle. Note the speckled calcifications.
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characterized by a translocation which fuses the SS18 gene on chromosome 18 to either SSX1, SSX2, or SSX4 on 
chromosome X. The SS18-SSX fusion gene product competes with the normal endogenous SS18 protein causing the 
formation of an altered chromatin remodeling complex which lacks a specific tumor suppressor. This altered protein 
complex then binds the Sox2 locus, reverses repression, resulting in activation of the transcription factor, Sox2, which 
promotes self-renewal of stem cells without inhibition. Detection of the translocation in tumor cells using a SS18 
probe is important for confirming the diagnosis and determining the prognosis of a synovial sarcoma. 

 15.  How is synovial sarcoma treated? What is the prognosis?
Treatment involves an aggressive combination of radical surgery, radiation therapy, and chemotherapy. Prognosis 
depends in large part on tumor stage at the time of discovery, age of patient (<25 years old do better), sex 
(females have a survival advantage), and whether or not the tumor is poorly differentiated. The cause of death in 
progressive disease is usually due to extensive pulmonary metastasis. Other common sites of metastasis include 
regional lymph nodes, bones, liver, skin, and brain. 

 16.  Clear-cell sarcoma is a rare highly malignant tumor of tendons, ligaments, and fascial 
aponeuroses. It usually presents as a slowly growing mass about the foot. What is its 
association with a malignancy more commonly thought of as a skin cancer?
There are multiple lines of evidence suggesting that clear-cell sarcoma is a representation of malignant melanoma. 
This evidence includes an immunohistochemical staining pattern with S-100 and HMB-45, which are considered 
specific for melanoma, evidence of melanin by special staining, and the presence of characteristic premelanosomes by 
electron microscopy. Treatment consists of surgical excision, radiation, and chemotherapy. Prognosis is generally poor. 

 17.  Which primary malignant tumor of joints may be difficult to differentiate from the benign 
cartilaginous metaplasia of synovial chondromatosis?
Occasionally arising from synovial chondromatosis, synovial chondrosarcoma is an exceedingly rare malignancy 
that may be histologically difficult to differentiate from its benign cousin. Favoring a diagnosis of sarcoma is 
the loss of a differentiated clustering growth pattern, areas of necrosis, spindling of cells in the periphery, and 
permeation of invaded bone. 

 18.  In which malignant diseases can joint involvement occur as a secondary feature?
 •  Metastatic carcinoma.
 •  Lymphoma/myeloma.
 •  Leukemic infiltration (12%–65% of children and 4%–13% of adults with leukemia).
 •  Contiguous spread of adjacent bone sarcomas. 

 19.  What is the “classic” presentation of carcinoma metastatic to a joint?
 •  Advanced lung, gastrointestinal, or breast cancer is the most common etiology.
 •  Involvement is usually monoarticular, with the knee being the most common site.
 •  Effusion is often hemorrhagic.
 •  Synovial fluid cytology reveals the malignancy in approximately 50% of cases.
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Box 66.1   Five-Year Survival in Synovial Sarcoma by Stage

All tumors 60%

Localized 76%

Regional 56%

Distant 11%
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COMMON BONY LESIONS: 
RADIOGRAPHIC FEATURES
Mary K. Jesse, MD

 1.  How should a bone lesion be characterized radiographically?
Bone lesions should not be defined radiographically as malignant or benign, but rather aggressive or 
nonaggressive. Some malignant lesions can have a nonaggressive appearance and many benign lesions 
(osteomyelitis, Langerhans cell histiocytosis of bone) can have a very aggressive appearance. There are a number 
of criteria that should be assessed when evaluating a bony lesion.

 a.  Demographics: Both aggressive and nonaggressive bone lesions occur with a specific propensity for certain 
age demographics and to a lesser extent sex demographics. When evaluating bone lesions, it is imperative to 
take in to consideration the age of the patient before forming a differential diagnosis.

 b.  Location: The location of the lesion within the bone and skeleton is helpful as specific lesions have a propen-
sity to affect certain locations in the skeleton.

 i.  Osseous location: The lesion’s location in the bone as it relates to the diaphysis, metaphysis, or epiphysis 
of long bones is important for narrowing a differential diagnosis. Special consideration should be given to 
epiphyseal equivalents (patella) and flat bones (pelvis, ribs) and epiphyseal or metaphyseal equivalents 
(around apophyses or in flat bones that form by membranous ossification). Most common tumor sites 
(Table 67.1):

 •  Epiphysis: chondroblastoma, clear-cell chondrosarcoma, giant cell tumor (GCT), aneurysmal bone cyst 
(ABC). Of note, GCT and ABC usually arise from the metaphysis and extend into the epiphysis.

 •  Metaphysis: osteosarcoma, chondrosarcoma, GCT chondromyxoid fibroma, enchondroma, nonossifying 
fibroma (NOF), ABC (long bones).

 •  Diaphysis: Ewing’s sarcoma, osteoid osteoma, osteoblastoma, enchondroma (phalanges), fibrous 
dysplasia (FD).

 ii.  Axial location: The lesion’s location should be defined as central intramedullary, eccentric intramedullary, 
cortically-based, or surface (periosteal)-centered.

 c.  Zone of transition: The transition zone between the lesion and the adjacent uninvolved bone should be classi-
fied as:

 i.  Narrow: well-defined margins that can be easily traced. This is a nonaggressive feature.
 ii.  Wide or ill-defined: poorly-defined margins, not easily traceable. This is an aggressive feature.
 d.  Pattern of bone destruction: the pattern of bone replacement should be assessed and characterized as:
 i.  Geographic: well-defined lesion of the bone. Geographic lesions have a narrow zone of transition by defini-

tion. This is a nonaggressive feature.
 ii.  Blastic or sclerotic: densely sclerotic lesion of bone. Can be aggressive or nonaggressive.
 iii.  Permeative: ill-defined bony destruction. This is an aggressive feature.
 iv.  Bubbly: multilocular lucencies, with or without expansile appearance. This is usually a nonaggressive 

feature.
 e.  Presence of matrix: This is one of the most critical and difficult decisions in the radiographic assessment of a 

bone lesion. The confident presence of matrix can narrow the differential markedly. If present, matrix falls into 
one of following categories (Table 67.2):

 i.  Clear or cystic (Fig. 67.1)
 ii.  Fibrous: uniform intermediate density described as “ground-glass” in appearance. Lesions producing 

fibrous matrix are usually (but not always) nonaggressive (Fig. 67.2).
 iii.  Chondroid: punctate matrix described as “rings and arcs” or “Cs and Js.” Usually equal or greater density 

to cortical bone. Can be associated with either aggressive or nonaggressive lesions (Fig. 67.3).
 iv.  Osteoid: amorphous, fluffy, cloudy appearing matrix, usually less dense than cortical bone. Osteoid matrix 

can be immature and fluffy favoring an aggressive lesion or more mature, resembling bone, and favor a 
nonaggressive lesion (Fig. 67.4).

KEY POINTS

 1.  Bone lesions are characterized radiographically as aggressive or nonaggressive.
 2.  Patient demographics and location of the bone lesion helps narrow the differential diagnosis.
 3.  A bone lesion may be a manifestation of a more systemic disease.
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 f.  Periosteal reaction: The bones’ response to insult is to lay down new bone and form protective callous. The 
periosteum is a remarkable combination of tissues that has progenitor cells ready to differentiate into osteo-
blasts and chondroblasts. This allows the rapid formation of new bone producing the radiographically visible 
periosteal reaction. Pathologic processes that are aggressive and rapidly growing produce periosteal reaction 
indicative of ongoing attempts to wall off the expanding lesion. Periosteal reaction can be described in one of 
four typical patterns:

 i.  Smooth: Favors a nonaggressive, slow growing, or reactive process allowing the formation of solid callous/
periosteal new bone (Fig. 67.5).

 ii.  Lamellated (onion skin): Layers of periosteal new bone laid down on one another. Indicative of an aggres-
sive or fast growing lesion as the new periosteal layers are not allowed sufficient time to mature before 
another is laid down on top (Fig. 67.6).

 iii.  Codman’s triangle: A very aggressive appearance, indicative of osseous soft tissue mass expanding at 
such a rate that the adjacent margin of periosteal new bone is lifted up, forming a triangle with the underly-
ing cortex (Fig. 67.7).

 iv.  Sun burst: The most aggressive form of periosteal reaction is seen exclusively in very aggressive lesions. 
Has classically been described in osteosarcoma (Fig. 67.8).

Table 67.2   Types of Nonaggressive Primary Bone Tumors by Matrix Appearance

CLEAR FIBROUS CHONDROID OSTEOID

Unicameral bone cyst Fibroxanthoma Enchondroma Osteoma

Aneurysmal bone cyst Fibrous dysplasia Osteochondroma Osteoid osteoma

Giant cell tumor Chondroblastoma Osteoblastoma

Eosinophilic granuloma Chondromyxoid fibroma

Fig. 67.1 Lesion with clear or cystic matrix

Table 67.1   Types of Tumor by Osseous Location

EPIPHYSEAL METAPHYSEAL DIAPHYSEAL

Chondroblastoma Osteosarcoma Ewing’s sarcoma

Clear-cell chondrosarcoma Chondrosarcoma Osteoid osteoma

Giant cell tumora Giant cell tumor Osteoblastoma

Aneurysmal bone cysta Chondromyxoid fibroma Enchondroma (phalanges)

Enchondroma Fibrous dysplasia

aBegin in the metaphysis and extend to the epiphysis.
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 g.  Presence or absence of a soft tissue mass/cortical breakthrough: Visible cortical breakthrough and/or soft 
tissue mass are the hallmarks of an aggressive lesion of bone. Despite reasonable assumption to the contrary, 
a large soft tissue may be present in the absence of profound cortical disruption. This feature is common in 
small round blue cell tumors (lymphoma and Ewing’s sarcoma) in which tumor cells characteristically spread 
through cortical tunnels, resulting in an appearance of intact cortex with large surrounding soft-tissue mass.

 h.  Polyostotic versus monostotic: This alters the differential significantly. Primary bone lesions are rarely polyos-
totic; therefore, the presence of multiple bone lesions favors secondary processes such as metastatic disease 
or myeloma. Whole body bone scan, positron emission tomography–computed tomography (CT), or whole body 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) may help clarify this issue. 

Fig. 67.2 Lesion with fibrous matrix.

Fig. 67.3 Lesion with chondroid matrix.
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Fig. 67.4 Lesion with osteoid matrix.

Fig. 67.5 Lesion with smooth periosteal reaction.
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Fig. 67.6 Lesion with lamellated periosteal reaction.

Fig. 67.7 Lesion with Codman’s triangle.
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 2.  A 39-year-old man presents with unilateral knee pain. Radiographs show an eccentric 
mildly expansile, lytic lesion that extends to the articular surface involving both the 
epiphysis and metaphysis of the proximal tibia. The cortex is thinned with questionable 
breakthrough at the lateral margin (Fig. 67.9). There is no visible calcified matrix. Any ideas?
Giant cell tumor (GCT). These tumors tend to occur in the skeletally mature individual after physeal closure; although 
they originate in the metaphysis of thebone, they commonly extend to a subarticular location within the epiphysis, a 
defining feature of this lesion. Soft-tissue extension can be suggested on plain films, but CT or MRI is most helpful to 

Fig. 67.8 Lesion with sunburst periosteal reaction.

Fig. 67.9 
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map the extent of bone and soft-tissue involvement prior to resection. The vast majority of GCTs are histologically 
benign, with approximately 5% deemed malignant. Despite their benign histologic pattern, GCTs can be locally 
very aggressive and destructive. Wide resection is typically curative, but given the subarticular location of GCT, 
joint-sparing surgery is typically performed with local resection and curretage with bone graft or cementation. The 
recurrence rate after local excision is quite variable, ranging from 25% to 60%. GCT is one of the few tumors that 
can produce benign metastases, most frequently to the lung. 

 3.  A 19-year-old boy presents with twisting injury to the knee. Incidental osseous finding in 
the distal femur demonstrates a cortically-based bubbly, mildly expansile lesion of bone 
with narrow zone of transition and sclerotic margins located in the metaphysis. No internal 
matrix (Fig. 67.10). What bone lesion is this?
Nonossifying fibroma (NOF). The term NOF is commonly used interchangeably with fibrous cortical defect 
or fibroxanthoma. NOF is common (30%–40%) in children and adolescents. As the skeleton matures, these 
typically ossify with in-filling of bone and can often remain radiographically visible as a sclerotic focus along 
the metaphyseal cortex. This late stage sclerosis yields the confusing descriptive name of an ossifying NOF. The 
characteristic well-marginated nonaggressive appearance and eccentric cortical- and metaphyseal-based location 
all suggest the appropriate and reassuring diagnosis. 

 4.  A 47-year-old woman presents with posterior leg pain following long-distance run. 
Radiographs demonstrate a well-defined pedunculated lesion arising from the posterior 
femur with medullary continuation with the femoral metaphysis (Fig. 67.11). What bone 
lesion does this represent?
Osteochondroma. Also known as exostosis, this lesion is the most common bone tumor and is more accurately 
described as a developmental lesion rather than a tumor. This osseous excrescence often arises from the 
metaphyseal region of a long tubular bone, such as the femur (70%) and tibia. This lesion can be pedunculated 
or sessile in morphology. Pedunculated osteochondromas typically grow to point away from the adjacent 
joint. A defining feature of osteochondroma is the marrow continuity with the underlying bone. These tumors 
may be singular or multiple and affect all age groups, typically present by the first or second decade of life. 
Osteochondromas are usually asymptomatic but can cause symptoms when they are associated with mechanical 
irritation of the adjacent soft tissues, nerve impingement, or adventitial bursitis.

All osteochondromas have a cartilage cap, although this is typically thin. This cartilage cap is important 
in that it provides the source of malignant degeneration and can be assessed accurately by MRI or ultrasound. 
A cartilage cap of >2 cm is indicative of malignant transformation and should be treated surgically. Malignant 
transformation is suggested radiographically by new/increased chondroid matrix, by the presence of bone erosion, 
or by the dissipation of previously seen chondroid matrix.

Fig. 67.10 
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Growth of a known osteochondroma after skeletal maturity is reached, new or worsening pain, or a palpable 
new soft-tissue mass overlying an osteochondroma can all indicate malignant transformation and should be 
investigated with MRI. The incidence of malignant transformation to chondrosarcoma is rare ranging from 1% 
in solitary osteochondromas to 5% in cases of autosomal dominant multiple hereditary exostoses, which has 
been linked to mutations in three genes, EXT1, EXT2, and EXT3. The EXT protein is important in the synthesis of 
heparan sulfate. Axial or central lesions such as in the spine or flat bones degenerate at a greater frequency than 
appendicular-based lesions. 

 5.  A 25-year-old man presents with finger pain, greater at night, and relieved with aspirin. 
Radiographs demonstrate a cortically-based lucent nidus in the index finger metacarpal 
with profound adjacent cortical thickening (Fig. 67.12). What might this lesion be?
Osteoid osteoma. The ovoid, sharply marginated, radiolucent center or nidus measuring <1.5 cm with a wide zone 
of uniform reactive sclerosis is pathognomonic of this lesion. Osteoid osteomas are classically cortically-based 
and are commonly seen in the lower extremity (around knee) and posterior elements of the spine. Over 90% of 
patients with this lesion complain of night time pain relieved by aspirin. CT scan is the imaging modality of choice for 
demonstrating the nidus as the subtle lucent may be occult on radiographs. Although surgical excision is curative, 
CT-guided radiofrequency (RF) ablation of the lesion is equally as successful but less invasive. Approximately 30% of 
patients treated percutaneously for osteoid osteoma will require a second ablation to achieve complete relief. 

 6.  A 4-year-old boy presents with ankle pain. A radiograph shows a geographic large lucent 
lesion with cortical thinning and medullary expansion. Pathologic fracture is evidenced by 
cortical discontinuity at the posterior inferior margin (Fig. 67.13). What bone lesion does this 
represent?
Aneurysmal bone cyst (ABC). This osteolytic lesion is a tumor of childhood often presenting before physeal 
closure. The expansile nature of ABCs is thought to be caused by local alterations in hemodynamics (i.e., venous 
obstruction and/or arteriovenous fistulas), which results in blood-filled cavities creating the characteristic fluid-
fluid levels on MRI. ABCs may develop de novo or form as a response to prior trauma or insult from preexisting 
lesions. About 60% to 70% of ABCs occur within the long tubular bones, usually originating from the metaphysis. 
These cysts also have a predilection for the posterior elements of the vertebral bodies where they can be difficult 
to distinguish from other nonaggressive lesions that occur in this location (e.g., osteoblastomas and GCTs). 

 7.  A 54-year-old woman has a painless lucent lesion in the proximal phalanx of the thumb as 
seen on the radiograph (Fig. 67.14). What bone lesion is this?
Enchondroma. This well-circumscribed, geographic lucency arises eccentrically within the diaphysis of the 
phalanx. The lobulated contour is characteristic of cartilaginous lesions, as are the punctate, sharply defined 
calcifications. Endosteal erosion and bulging of the cortex are common.

Fig. 67.11 
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Enchondromas are the most common, nonaggressive lesion of the hands. Greater than 50% of enchondromas 
occur in the diaphyses of the short, tubular bones of the hands and feet. The metaphysis is the site of origin when the 
long tubular bones are affected. Malignant transformation occurs in 1% of solitary enchondromas, usually arising in 
lesions of the long, tubular, or flat bones and is not a valid concern in phalangeal enchondromas.

Enchondromatosis (Ollier disease) is a rare, nonhereditary disorder consisting of widespread involvement 
of predominantly one side of the body with multiple, asymmetrically distributed enchondromas. Often there is 
associated shortening and deformity of the long bones affected. Malignant transformation of an individual lesion in 
Ollier disease is common, occurring in one-third to one-half of patients. Maffucci syndrome is a rare, congenital 
disorder of mesodermal dysplasia characterized by enchondromatosis and soft-tissue hemangiomas. Malignant 
transformation is common. 

Fig. 67.12 

Fig. 67.13 
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 8.  A 72-year-old man presents with knee pain. Radiographs demonstrate a permeative lesion 
with wide zone of transition in the proximal tibial metaphysis. Ill-defined “moth-eaten” 
pattern of bone involvement without internal matrix or cortical expansion (Fig. 67.15). What 
might this lesion be?
Primary bone lymphoma (PBL). This is a rare manifestation of lymphoma accounting for <5% of bone tumors. 
The small, round blue cells that make up this tumor characteristically spread through cortical tunnels, resulting 

Fig. 67.14 

Fig. 67.15 
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in the permeative pattern of bone involvement, and often presents with an extraosseous soft-tissue mass out 
of proportion to the cortical destruction. In general, patients with PBL are treated with radiation therapy and 
chemotherapy with excellent 5-year survival of about 80%. 

 9.  A 27-year-old woman with a previous history of precocious puberty presents with tibial 
radiographs (Fig. 67.16). What does this bone lesion represent?
Fibrous dysplasia (FD). This lesion classically presents as a nonaggressive, mixed density lesion in the diaphysis and 
metaphysis of long bones. The “ground-glass” matrix (annotated by the arrow in the image provided) is characteristic. 
These nonaggressive, ground-glass density, long lesions of bone are classic for FD. Histologically, FD represents a 
fibroosseous lesion, in which normal bone is replaced by abnormal fibrous tissue within an abnormally arranged 
trabecular pattern. About 20% to 25% of patients with FD have multiple sites of involvement. The femur and tibia, skull 
and mandible, and ribs are commonly affected. McCune-Albright syndrome is identified by the triad of polyostotic, 
predominantly unilateral FD, café-au-lait macular lesions with irregular “coast of Maine” margins, and endocrine 
dysfunction, particularly precocious puberty, which is due to a mutation of the gene, GNAS1, on chromosome 20 that is 
involved in G-protein signaling and prevents downregulation of cAMP signaling. Mazabraud syndrome is characterized 
by polyostotic FD with multiple intramuscular myxomatous lesions and usually presents in middle-aged women. 

 10.  A 30-year-old man presented with 1 month of progressive knee pain (Fig. 67.17). 
Radiographs demonstrate a predominantly lytic eccentric lesion in the distal femoral 
metaphysis with a central focus of cloud-like osteoid matrix (black arrow). Aggressive 
features include cortical disruption, wide zone of transition, and a Codman’s triangle of 
periosteal reaction (arrowhead).
Osteosarcoma. This is the second most common primary bone tumor accounting for 20% of malignant bone 
lesions and seen in both primary and secondary forms. Primary osteosarcoma is a tumor of childhood most 
commonly affecting patients aged 10 to 30 years. The propensity for involvement of the young is thought to be 
related to the hyperactivity of growth centers seen in adolescence. Secondary osteosarcoma is seen in the elderly 
as a response to prior insult such as radiation therapy or as malignant transformation of benign lesions such as 
Paget’s disease of bone. 

 11.  A 12-year-old boy was injured during soccer practice and presented with arm pain (Fig. 
67.18). Radiographs demonstrate an expansile, radiolucent lesion of the mid humeral 
diaphysis, with a narrow zone of transition, pathologic fracture, and linear density in the 
dependent portion (arrow). What bone lesion is this?
Unicameral (simple) bone cyst (UBC). On the radiograph, there is a narrow zone of transition. A thin, bony density 
in the dependent portion of the lesion represents a “fallen fragment” (arrow) secondary to a pathologic fracture. 

Fig. 67.16 
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UBCs generally occur in the long tubular bones, especially the proximal ends of the humerus and femur (up to 
90%), and may represent a disturbance of growth at the physeal plate rather than a true neoplasm. These are 
asymptomatic lesions unless traumatized. Pathologic fracture of a UBC can lead to in-filling of the lesion with 
healing bone. Surgical intervention, either with surgical curettage and bone packing, steroid injection, or injection 
of cement or ablative material may be pursued to prevent a multiplicity of pathologic fractures and subsequent 
bone deformity and shortening. On radiographs, a favorable response is noted by a decrease in lesion size and an 
increase in radiodensity with adjacent cortical thickening. 

Fig. 67.17 

Fig. 67.18 
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 12.  A 30-year-old man presents with rectal bleeding and a well-circumscribed, geographic area 
of increased bone density seen on skull films in the left frontal sinus (Fig. 67.19). What bone 
lesion is this?
Osteoma. These tumors usually arise from areas of membranous bone formation such as the paranasal sinuses, 
skull, and mandible. The lesions are smooth, rounded, and often <1 cm in size. Although they have no malignant 
potential, the tumors may become symptomatic according to their site of origin. Gardner syndrome is an 
autosomal dominant disease characterized by the triad of multiple osteomas, soft-tissue tumors, and colonic 
polyps. It is linked to mutations of the APC gene on chromosome 5, which is responsible for familial adenomatous 
polyposis that predisposes to colon cancer. 

 13.  Describe the characteristics of a chondroblastoma.
A chondroblastoma is an eccentric, lobulated lesion with a smooth geographic contour defined by a thin, discrete, 
marginal sclerosis (Fig. 67.20). It is one of the few primary bone lesions that arise in the epiphysis. Internal 
chondroid matrix can help to make the diagnosis, but matrix is occasionally not visible radiographically. Therapy 
is surgical removal or RF ablation. Other nonaggressive lesions that originate in the epiphysis or that cross the 
physis to involve the epiphysis include ABCs and GCTs. 

 14.  A 20-year-old boy with head pain shows a single, lytic, “punched-out” lesion on a skull film 
(Fig. 67.21). What lesion is this?
Eosinophilic granuloma (EG). The exquisitely well-circumscribed, “punched-out” lesion in the skull with a 
clear matrix is characteristic of EG. Often, the margin appears beveled secondary to involvement of both the 
inner and outer tables of the calvarium. In the mandible, the loss of supporting bone results in the appearance of 
“floating teeth.” When the metaphysis or diaphysis of the long bones is affected, the lesion is associated with both 
endosteal scalloping and extensive, thick, laminated periosteal reaction. EG is also one of the causes of complete 
collapse of a vertebral body, a condition known as vertebra plana.

Plain film remains the modality of choice for documentation of EG lesions as 30% to 35% of lesions have 
no uptake of radionuclide and up to 10% result in “cold” areas of abnormally decreased uptake. Lesions can be 
monostotic or polyostotic.

Langerhans cell histiocytosis (Histiocytosis X) is a group of diseases caused by the clonal proliferation of 
Langerhans cells, which are epidermal dendritic cells. An activating mutation of the BRAF gene is commonly 
found. When it is unifocal and involves only bone without extraskeletal involvement, it is called EG. When it 
is multifocal with both bone and visceral involvement, it is called Letterer-Siwe or Hand–Christian–Schüller 
disease depending on the presentation. Letterer-Siwe disease is marked by rapid dissemination and a poor 
prognosis. It tends to appear in children aged <2 to 3 years, causing bone lesions, hepatosplenomegaly, and 
occasionally “honeycomb” interstitial lung disease. With chemotherapy, the 5-year survival rate is only 50%. 

Fig. 67.19 
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Hand–Christian–Schüller disease is associated with the chronic dissemination of osseous lesions, fever, and 
skin lesions usually in the scalp and ears. Peak onset is 3 to 10 years old. Up to 50% of cases involve the pituitary 
stalk leading to diabetes insipidus. The characteristic triad is bone lesions, diabetes insipidus, and exophthalmos. 
About 10% to 30% cases are fatal.
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APPROACH TO THE CHILD WITH JOINT 
PAIN
Courtney B. Crayne, MD and Randy Q. Cron, MD, PhD

KEY POINTS

 1.  Growing pains do not occur during the daytime.
 2.  A limp in a child is pathologic until proven otherwise.
 3.  Malignancy is more likely than systemic juvenile idiopathic arthritis (JIA) in any child who has fever, a painful 

arthritis, an elevated lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) level, and/or a low platelet count.
 4.  Neck or back pain in a young child is never normal and demands an extensive workup.

 1.  What is the differential diagnosis of joint pain in childhood?
There are at least 110 illnesses associated with arthritis or related musculoskeletal syndromes in childhood. The 
broad differential diagnosis can be remembered with the mnemonic PRIME BONE PAIN:

  
P—Pharmacologic: serum sickness; drug-induced lupus.
R—Rheumatologic: JIA; systemic lupus erythematosus; Sjogren syndrome; systemic sclerosis/mixed connective 

tissue disease; vasculitis; dermatomyositis; sarcoidosis.
I—Infectious/postinfectious: bacterial (osteomyelitis, discitis, septic arthritis, rheumatic fever, reactive arthritis, 

Lyme disease); viral (“toxic/transient” synovitis, human immunodeficiency virus, hepatitis B or C, parvovirus, 
Epstein–Barr virus, Herpes, rubella vaccination).

M—Metabolic/genetic: mucopolysaccharidoses; mucolipidoses; heritable collagen disorders (Marfan, etc.); pseu-
dorheumatoid chondrodysplasia.

E—Episodic: autoinflammatory syndromes (FMF, HIDS, TRAPS, CAPS, BLAU, PAPA, DIRA). See Chapter 79: Periodic 
Fever and Familial Autoinflammatory Syndromes.

B—Blood/hematologic: sickle cell anemia; hemophilia.
O—Orthopedic: chondromalacia patellae; Osgood–Schlatter disease (apophysitis of the tibial tubercle); osteochon-

dritis dissecans; Legg–Calvé–Perthes disease; slipped capital femoral epiphysis.
N—Neoplastic: neuroblastoma; leukemia/lymphoma; bone tumors (osteoid osteoma, osteochondroma, osteosar-

coma, Ewing sarcoma); pigmented villonodular synovitis; metastases.
E—Endocrine: hypercortisolism; hypothyroidism; rickets; diabetes mellitus.
P—Pain amplification syndromes/psychosomatic: complex regional pain syndrome (CRPS); fibromyalgia; conver-

sion reactions.
A—Accidental/trauma.
I—Inflammatory: inflammatory bowel disease.
N—“Normal variants”: “growing pains”; benign hypermobility. 

 2.  What are the characteristics of an organic versus a nonorganic etiology for joint pain?

Organic Nonorganic

Occurs day and night Occurs only at night
Occurs during weekends and on vacation Occurs primarily on school days
Severe enough to interrupt play and other pleasant 

activities
Child is able to carry out normal daily activities

Located in joint Located between joints
Child limps or refuses to walk
Description fits with logical anatomic explanation

Child has unusual/bizarre gait
Description is illogical, often dramatically stated, and not 

consistent with known anatomic or physical process
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  3.  What are the historical clues of an organic versus a nonorganic etiology for joint pain?
Organic: Signs of systemic illness, including weight loss, fever, night sweats, rash, diarrhea.
Nonorganic: Isolated pain in an otherwise healthy child. May have history of depression or anxiety. Can occur in 

the setting of chronic disease, but with pain amplified above usual disease process. Often many missed days 
of school for pain. 

 4.  List the physical signs that suggest an inflammatory cause for joint pain.
Point tenderness.
Redness.
Swelling.
Limitation of movement of affected extremity secondary to pain or anatomic restriction.
Objective muscle weakness or atrophy.
Signs of systemic illness: fever, rash, lymphadenopathy and organomegaly.

  

 5.  Which laboratory tests are helpful in differentiating causes of joint pain? Table 68.1. 

 6.  How does the number of affected joints help in sorting through the differential diagnosis of 
arthritis?
Factors helpful in assessing the etiology of arthritis are the duration of disease at the time the child is evaluated, 
the sex and age of the child, and the onset type and pattern of joint involvement. The differential diagnosis of 
polyarthritis is considerably different from that of monoarthritis or oligoarthritis (Table 68.2). JIA is the most 
common cause of chronic monoarthritis, especially in girls aged <5 years.  

Table 68.1   Laboratory and Imaging Evaluations to Help Differentiate Causes of Joint Pain

TEST CONDITIONS IN WHICH TEST MAY BE HELPFUL

Complete blood count, differential, platelets Leukemia (if blasts on smear)
Infections in bones, joints, muscles
Systemic connective tissue diseases

Sedimentation rate Infections
Systemic connective tissue diseases
Inflammatory bowel disease
Tumors

Radiographs All bone tumors, malignant and benign
Osteomyelitis (chronic)
Discitis (late)
Fractures
Scoliosis
Rickets
Slipped capital femoral epiphysis
Legg–Calvé–Perthes disease
Leukemia (leukemic lines on x-ray)

Bone scan Osteomyelitis (acute and chronic)
Discitis
Osteoid osteoma
Malignancies (leukemia, bone tumors, and metastases)
Infarction of bone
Complex regional pain syndrome

Muscle enzymes Inflammatory muscle disease
Muscular dystrophy
Rhabdomyolysis

Adapted from Cassidy JE et al: Textbook of pediatric rheumatology, ed 6, Philadelphia 2011, WB Saunders.
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 7.  How does the diurnal variation in joint pain aid in diagnosis?
Stiffness and pain on range of motion (ROM) immediately upon arising in the morning (morning stiffness) and 
after periods of inactivity (“gelling”) are classic findings for the inflammatory arthritides. Morning stiffness will be 
relieved by heat and ROM exercises. The duration of morning stiffness is an excellent gauge of the severity of the 
arthritis and the efficacy of therapy. In contrast, mechanical joint pain will worsen over the course of the day and 
with activity. Finally, nighttime pain and/or awakening with pain are red flags for neoplasia or, on a less serious 
note, for “growing pains.” 

 8.  In which rheumatic conditions are the affected joints erythematous?
Septic arthritis, rheumatic fever, and neoplasia.

Red joints are very rare in JIA and in most other rheumatic conditions, and they should be a “red flag” for 
the above diagnoses. The arthritis of rheumatic fever is also characterized by its migratory nature and by pain 
often out of proportion to the apparent severity of findings on joint examination (e.g., degree of swelling). However, 
arthritis as part of rheumatic fever is highly responsive to nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drug (NSAID) therapy. 

 9.  In a child with a swollen joint, how is the joint fluid helpful in determining the etiology of joint 
pain? Table 68.3. 

Table 68.2   Causes of Acute and Chronic Monoarthritis and Polyarthritis

Monoarthritis Polyarthritis

ACUTE 

MONOARTHRITIS CHRONIC MONOARTHRITIS

Early rheumatic disease JIA Polyarticular JIA (RF+, RF–)
ERA

Oligoarticular JIA ERA Juvenile psoriatic arthritis

ERA Juvenile psoriatic arthritis SLE

Arthritis related to infection Oligoarticular MCTD

Septic arthritis Sarcoidosis Sjogren syndrome

Reactive arthritis Infection Polyarthritis related to infection

Lyme disease Tuberculosis Rheumatic fever

Malignancy Lyme disease Reactive arthritis

Leukemia Hemarthrosis Lyme disease (rarely)

Neuroblastoma PVNS Mucopolysaccharidoses

Hemophilia Hemophilia Pseudorheumatoid chondrodysplasia

Traumatic Hemangioma Sarcoidosis

Gout Noninflammatory

 Synovial chondromatosis

 Internal derangement

 Lipomatosis arborescens

 Lymphangioma

ERA, enthesitis-related arthritis; JIA, juvenile idiopathic arthritis; MCTD, mixed connective tissue disease; PVNS, pigmented villonodular 

synovitis; RF, rheumatoid factor; SLE, systemic lupus erythematosus.

Adapted from Cassidy JT, et al: Textbook of Pediatric Rheumatology, 6th ed. Philadelphia, WB Saunders, 2011.

Table 68.3   Typical Joint Fluid Findings in Arthritis

GROUP/CONDITION WBC COUNT (/ML) PMN (%) MISCELLANEOUS FINDINGS

Noninflammatory

Normal <200 <25 —

Traumatic arthritis <2000 <25 Debris

Osteoarthritis 1000 <25 —
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Table 68.3 Typical Joint Fluid Findings in Arthritis—cont’d  

GROUP/CONDITION WBC COUNT (/ML) PMN (%) MISCELLANEOUS FINDINGS

Inflammatory

SLE 5000 10 LE cells

Rheumatic fever 5000 10–50 —

JIA 15,000–20,000 75 —

Reactive arthritis 20,000 80 Reiter cells

Pyogenic

Tuberculous arthritis 25,000 50–60 Acid-fast bacteriaa

Septic arthritis 50,000–300,000 >75 Low glucose, bacteria

JIA, juvenile idiopathic arthritis; LE, lupus erythematosus; SLE, systemic lupus erythematosus; PMN, polymorphonuclear neutrophils; 

WBC, white blood cell.
aSynovial fluid yield is low; synovial biopsy should be considered if tuberculosis is high on the differential.

Crystal-induced synovitis is rare in childhood apart from genetic (familial hyperuricemia, FMF), neoplastic (leukemia), enzymatic (Lesch-

Nyan), and nephropathic origins.

These are guidelines and some inflammatory arthritides like JIA can have a synovial fluid WBC count >100,000/mL (pseudoseptic).

Adapted from Cassidy JT et al: Textbook of Pediatric Rheumatology, 6th ed. Philadelphia, WB Saunders, 2011.

 10.  How is leg length assessed in a child? Why is the affected leg often longer in a child with 
oligoarticular JIA?
Leg length is measured from the anterior superior iliac spine to the medial malleolus. In a child with a joint contracture, 
the functional leg length may be shorter than the actual leg length, and therefore both must be measured.

Leg length discrepancy (LLD) reflects a chronic disease process. The affected leg is often longer in a child 
with chronic arthritis (in particular, that affecting the knee) as a result of increased blood flow to the joint in 
response to localized inflammation and cytokine release. This increased blood flow may also lead to development 
of a “macroepiphysis.” LLD may result in an abnormal gait, and correction with a lift on the bottom of the shoe of 
the shorter leg is recommended when the LLD is >2cm. The shorter, unaffected leg will usually “catch up” to the 
affected leg and may overgrow the affected leg since the epiphysis of the inflamed joint will undergo accelerated 
fusion. In addition, muscle bulk of the thigh or the calf may be reduced in the affected leg and will rarely “catch 
up” to that of the unaffected leg, particularly if the arthritis has an onset at <6 years of age. 

 11.  What are “red flags” for neoplasia as the etiology of joint pain?
 •  Joint redness.
 •  Fever, weight loss, night sweats.
 •  Night time pain.
 •  Adenopathy.
 •  Associated bone pain (i.e., pain between joints and on direct palpation) out of proportion to physical findings.

Malignancy must be considered in any child in whom a diagnosis of systemic JIA is entertained since the 
classic features of systemic JIA (i.e., fever, rash, and arthritis) are also seen in malignancy. Malignant infiltration 
of bone or synovium may mimic polyarthritis. In addition, joint effusions occur in children with malignancy, 
possibly owing to antigen–antibody complex deposition producing a serum sickness-like picture. This may also 
be responsible for the tremendous inflammatory response (high erythrocyte sedimentation rate [ESR] and anemia) 
seen in some children with malignancy, again mimicking systemic JIA.

Acute leukemia causing polyarthritis should be suspected in children with an elevated ESR but low platelet 
counts. Other frequent laboratory abnormalities are an elevated LDH (>2x upper limit of normal), elevated uric 
acid, and abnormal peripheral blood smear. Notably, the white blood cell (WBC) count and differential may initially 
be normal. Blasts on blood smear may be a later finding.

Radiographs of affected joints and/or whole body bone scans may be helpful in diagnosis. Bone marrow 
examination is recommended prior to initiation of high-dose corticosteroid therapy for systemic JIA in cases where 
the diagnosis is unclear, since inappropriate use of corticosteroids in malignancy can worsen prognosis. 

 12.  What neoplasms are most likely to have musculoskeletal complaints upon presentation in 
childhood?

 •  Acute leukemia (especially acute lymphoblastic leukemia)—consider in any child with “painful” JIA.
 •  Neuroblastoma—70% of cases occur in children, with 85% of patients aged <5 years. Many have systemic 

symptoms.
 •  Ewing sarcoma—monoarticular pain.
 •  Lymphoma. 
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 13.  Describe the characteristics of the childhood “pain amplification” syndromes: growing 
pains, primary fibromyalgia, and CRPS. See Table 68.4. 

 14.  How does CRPS in childhood differ from adult CRPS?
 •  Less likely to have trauma as a precipitating cause compared with adults.
 •  Leg is most often involved, skin temperature is cooler, and fewer neurologic symptoms.
 •  Psychologic issues more common.
 •  Frequently does not progress through three stages (see Chapter 65: Complex Regional Pain Syndrome).
 •  Children have better outcomes and response to physical/occupational therapy. 

 15.  Describe the characteristics of the common nonrheumatic pain syndromes in childhood: 
patellofemoral pain syndrome (chondromalacia) and Osgood–Schlatter disease. See Table 68.5. 

Table 68.4   Demographic, Clinical, and Laboratory Features of Childhood Pain Syndromes

 GROWING PAINS FIBROMYALGIA CRPS

Age at onset 4–12 years Adolescence Late childhood and adoles-
cence

Sex ratio Equal Female >> male Female >> male

Symptoms Deep aching, cramping pain 
in thigh or calf

Fatigue Exquisite superficial and deep 
pain in the distal part of an 
extremity

 Usually in evening or during 
the night; never present in 
morning

Anxiety, depression Exacerbated by passive or 
active movement

 Bilateral Disturbed, sleep patterns

 Responds to massage and 
analgesia

Headaches

 Abdominal pain

 Dizziness, paresthesias

 Widespread musculoskeletal pain 
(>3 months)

Signs Physical exam normal Widespread tender points, often at 
characteristic sites (especially 
neck and back)

Diffuse swelling, tenderness, 
coolness and mottling of 
affected limb

 Bizarre posturing of affected 
part

Investigations Laboratory exam normal Laboratory exam normal Osteoporosis, bone scan 
abnormalities

 Laboratory exam normal

CRPS, complex regional pain syndrome.

Adapted from Cassidy JT et al: Textbook of Pediatric Rheumatology, 6th ed. Philadelphia, WB Saunders, 2011.

Table 68.5   Clinical and Laboratory Features of Chondromalacia Patella and Osgood-
Schlatter Disease 

 CHONDROMALACIA OSGOOD–SCHLATTER

Age at onset Adolescence to young adulthood Athletic adolescents

Sex ratio Female > male Male > female

Symptoms Insidious onset of exertional knee pain, pain 
with knee flexion

Pain over tibial tubercle exacerbated by exercise

 Difficulty going up and down stairs; need to 
sit with legs straight

Signs Patellar tenderness on compression Tenderness and swelling over attachment of 
patellar tendon
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 16.  What are the causes of hip pain in childhood?
 •  Transient synovitis, malignancy—local, benign (e.g., osteoid osteoma), malignant (e.g., Ewing sarcoma), 

generalized, leukemia, neuroblastoma.
 •  Septic arthritis.
 •  Avascular necrosis (Legg–Calvé–Perthes disease).
 •  Slipped capital femoral epiphysis (SCFE).
 •  Protrusio acetabuli.
 •  Osteomyelitis (femur, pelvis).
 •  JIA (including enthesitis-related arthritis [ERA]/juvenile spondyloarthropathy [JAS]).
 •  Rheumatic fever/reactive arthritis.

Pearl: Arthritis of the hip joint is rare at the onset of oligoarticular JIA. Onset of apparent arthritis in the 
hip in a young child should be considered first to be a septic process. The presence of (1) fever (≥38.5°C); (2) 
WBC count > 12,000/μL; (3) ESR ≥ 40mm/hour; (4) C-reactive protein ≥ 20 mg/L; and (5) inability to bear weight 
predicts that septic arthritis is more likely than transient synovitis of the hip. Without these systemic symptoms, 
congenital dislocation should be considered. Transient synovitis of the hip may cause very severe pain, but the 
process is self-limited, lasting one to a few weeks, and all laboratory and radiologic studies are normal. In the 
older child and adolescent, avascular necrosis (Legg–Calvé–Perthes disease) and SCFE should be considered. 
In older boys, ERA/JAS may present with unilateral or bilateral hip involvement, although distal joints are affected 
more commonly than proximal joints. Be aware that hip pain, while typically anterior groin in location, may rarely 
be referred to the knee. 

 17.  What causes back pain in childhood?
Back and neck pain are relatively rare complaints in young children (unlike the situation in adolescents and 
adults) and should be taken very seriously. Although infection of an intervertebral disc space is rare secondary 
to osteomyelitis of an adjoining vertebral body, acute discitis should be considered. Discitis is an inflammatory 
process that occurs throughout childhood, with a peak at age 1 to 3 years and most cases occurring 
before the age of 8 years. It may be caused by pathogens of low virulence (e.g., viruses, Staphylococcus, 
Enterobacteriaceae, or Moraxella), although bacteria or viruses are seldom recovered by aspiration. Fever, refusal 
to walk, unusual posturing, stiffness, and point tenderness over the lumbar region are characteristic. The ESR is 
usually moderately elevated. Plain radiographs may show disc-space narrowing, although often not until late in 
the disease. Earlier in the course, MRI or Tc-99m bone scan are abnormal and valuable diagnostically at the time 
of presentation.

In addition, malignancy (e.g., metastases, primary bone tumors, or leukemia) should be considered as well 
as ERA/JAS. However, JAS generally presents as peripheral arthritis (75% of children at presentation), with back 
complaints (pain, stiffness, or limitation of motion of the lumbosacral spine or sacroiliac joints) only reported by 
25% of affected children prior to the third decade. Back pain is uncommon in JIA before adolescence.

Spondylolysis, with or without spondylolisthesis, may cause chronic back pain. Scheuermann disease or, 
rarely, herniation of an intervertebral disc results in pain in the lower thoracic or lumbar region.

 18.  List the NSAIDs used to treat arthritis in childhood.

Medicationa Daily Dose (mg/kg/day)

Salicylate <25 kg: 80–100 divided three times a day
>25 kg: 2.5 g/m2/day divided three times a day (max 4000 mg/day)

Choline magnesium trisalicylate 50–65 divided twice a day (max 4500 mg/day)
Ibuprofen 30–50 divided twice a day (max 3200 mg/day)
Naproxen (>2 years old) 10–20 divided twice a day (max 1 g/day)
Indomethacin 0.5–3 divided three times a day (max 150 mg/day); SR divided twice a day
Tolmetin (>2 years old) 15–30 divided three times a day (max 1800 mg/day)
Meloxicam (>2 years old) 0.125–0.25 daily (max 15 mg/day)

Table 68.5 Clinical and Laboratory Features of Chondromalacia Patella and Osgood-
Schlatter Disease—cont’d  

 CHONDROMALACIA OSGOOD–SCHLATTER

 Quadriceps weakness

 Patellar inhibition sign

 Joint effusion

Investigations Radiograph may reveal patella misalignment Radiograph shows soft tissue swelling, enlarged 
and sometimes fragmented tubercle

Adapted from Cassidy JT et al: Textbook of Pediatric Rheumatology, 6th ed. Philadelphia, WB Saunders, 2011.
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Medicationa Daily Dose (mg/kg/day)

Etodolac SR (>6 years old) 20–30 daily (max 1200 mg/day); 400 mg daily (wt 20–30 kg); 600 mg daily 
(31–45 kg); 800 mg daily (46–60 kg)

Oxaprozin (>6 years old) 10–20 daily (max 1200 mg/day); 600 mg daily (wt 22–31 kg); 900 mg daily (wt 
32–54 kg); 1200 mg daily (wt >55 kg)

Celecoxib (>2 years old) 6–7 divided twice a day (max 400 mg/day); 50 mg twice a day (wt 10–25 kg); 
100 mg twice a day (wt >25 kg)

Piroxicam 0.25–0.45 daily (max 20 mg/day); 5–10 mg daily (wt <25 kg); 5–20 mg daily 
(wt >25 kg)

Sulindac 4–6 divided twice a day (max 400 mg/day)
Nabumetone 20–30 divided twice a day (max 2000 mg/day)
Diclofenac 1–3 divided twice a day (max 150 mg/day)

FDA, Food and Drug Administration; JIA, juvenile idiopathic arthritis; SR, sustained release.
aThe last four on the list (piroxicam, sulindac, nabumetone, and diclofenac) are not FDA-approved and have little safety data for 

use in children. Owing to the concern of possible Reye syndrome, salicylate is less often used, especially during the influenza 

season and varicella outbreaks. NSAIDs are also available in liquid form (naproxen, ibuprofen, meloxicam, and indomethacin), 

which are easier to administer to children aged <5 years. Naproxen, tolmetin meloxicam, and celecoxib are FDA-approved for 

JIA patients aged >2 years; ibuprofen is FDA-approved for JIA patients aged >12 years; indomethacin is FDA-approved for JIA 

patients aged >14 years.
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JUVENILE IDIOPATHIC ARTHRITIS
Jamie Lai, MD and Joel Brian Shirley, DO

KEY POINTS

 1.  Juvenile idiopathic arthritis (JIA) consists of several subgroups with different clinical characteristics, pathogen-
esis, and responses to therapy.

 2.  Systemic JIA (sJIA) symptoms include quotidian fever, rash, and arthritis, which respond best to interleukin (IL)-1 
and IL-6 inhibition.

 3.  Oligoarticular JIA is characterized by young age of onset, female predominance, positive antinuclear antibody 
(ANA) and chronic anterior uveitis.

 4.  Polyarticular JIA with a positive rheumatoid factor (RF) resembles adult seropositive rheumatoid arthritis (RA).
 5.  ANA positivity, female sex, and age <7 years increase the risk of chronic uveitis regardless of the JIA subgroup.
 6.  Enthesitis-related arthritis (ERA) is characterized by lower extremity enthesitis, male sex, human leukocyte 

antigen-B27 (HLA-B27), acute anterior uveitis, and sometimes the later development of sacroiliitis.

 1.  Based on the International League of Associations for Rheumatology classification, what 
are the main types of JIA? What percentage of JIA does each comprise?
JIA is an arthritis of unknown cause, beginning before the age of 16 years and lasting for at least 6 weeks. It 
affects 150 in 100,000 children. The subgroups are:

 •  sJIA (5%–15% of all JIA)
 •  Oligoarthritis (50%–80%)
 •  Polyarthritis, RF-positive (3%)
 •  Polyarthritis, RF-negative (17%)
 •  Psoriatic arthritis (7%)
 •  ERA/juvenile spondyloarthropathy (JAS) (∼15%)
 •  Undifferentiated arthritis. 

 2.  In the differential diagnosis of arthritis in childhood, what is the significance of a migratory 
versus summating pattern of onset?
A migratory pattern—one joint is subsiding as another becomes inflamed—is seen in rheumatic fever, 
poststreptococcal arthritis, and gonococcal arthritis. A summating (additive) pattern—adding one inflamed joint 
to another—is characteristic of JIA. 

 3.  Which rashes are specific to causes of juvenile arthritis?
Erythema marginatum is a nonpruritic macular rash with a serpiginous erythematous border. The rash is 
pathognomonic of acute rheumatic fever and is one of the five major criteria. It appears in the acute phase of 
illness along with carditis and arthritis and may remain for many weeks thereafter.

Lower extremity purpura is characteristic of IgA vasculitis (Henoch–Schönlein purpura). It appears in 
crops, ranging from small petechiae to large ecchymoses. This rash is seen several days before other common 
manifestations of joint swelling and abdominal pain. It follows a self-limited course, with resolution by 4 weeks 
for most children.

Evanescent salmon pink macules are seen in 80% of patients with sJIA. The rash coincides with febrile 
episodes and disappears within a few hours without residua. It is migratory, commonly appearing on the trunk 
and extremities. Small macules are often surrounded by pallor, whereas larger macules have central clearing. 
In older patients, the rash appears more urticarial and may be pruritic. Individual lesions may be elicited by 
rubbing or scratching the skin (Koebner phenomena) or by heat (hot bath or a warm washcloth rested on the 
skin) (Fig. 69.1). 

 4.  What are the demographic and clinical characteristics of sJIA?
Systemic JIA, formerly known as Still’s disease, is characterized by arthritis, fever, elevated inflammatory markers, 
and rash. Arthritis in this condition can be absent at onset of fever, and joint involvement can vary from minimal 
arthritis to polyarthritis. It is a diagnosis of exclusion and other conditions such as infection, malignancy, and 
Kawasaki disease may present similarly.

 •  Peak age of onset: 2 to 5 years.
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 •  Sex ratio: equal.
 •  Case definition according to the Childhood Arthritis & Rheumatology Research Alliance (CARRA) network:
 •  Arthritis in one or more joints
 •  Fever for at least 2 weeks, with documentation of a quotidian pattern (see Question 5).
 •  One or more of the following:
 •  Evanescent rash (see Question 3)
 •  Generalized lymph node enlargement
 •  Hepatomegaly and/or splenomegaly
 •  Serositis (pleural/pericardial/peritoneal; present in 10% of patients). 

 5.  Two fever patterns are represented below (Fig 69.2) that may aid in the diagnosis of a fever 
of unknown origin (FUO). Which is characteristic of sJIA?
The fever pattern of sJIA occurs with spikes to 39°C or higher on a daily (quotidian) or twice daily (double 
quotidian) basis, remitting spontaneously to normal or subnormal temperature during the rest of the day. Early 
in the course, fevers may be more erratic, with a pattern indistinguishable from sepsis. Children appear quite 
ill during fevers but may feel surprisingly well when afebrile. The fever pattern of sepsis, in contrast, may be 
perpetual, with frequent spikes throughout the day. Upon initiation of appropriate antibiotics, the fever curve 
should become less persistent (Fig. 69.2). 

 6.  In the diagnosis of FUO, what laboratory tests are specific for sJIA?
None. The laboratory tests demonstrate a chronic inflammatory process. Typically inflammatory markers such 
as erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) levels are highly elevated. Significant leukocytosis, even to leukemoid 

A B

C

Fig. 69.1 (A) Erythema marginatum. (B) Henoch–Schönlein purpura. (C) Systemic juvenile idiopathic arthritis (JIA).

98.6 98.6

Fig. 69.2 The fever pattern of systemic juvenile idiopathic arthritis (JIA) (left) compared with bacterial sepsis (right).
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levels, is often present with a significant left shift (bandemia). Thrombocytosis is common and thrombocytopenia is 
atypical. Elevated liver transaminases, aldolase, and ferritin levels can be seen, although this may also be a sign of 
macrophage activation syndrome (MAS). Creatinine kinase, ANA, and RF are typically normal. 

 7.  What is the differential diagnosis for sJIA?
 •  Infection: any infection.
 •  Infections causing quotidian fevers: endocarditis, bartonella, brucellosis, mycoplasma, acute rheumatic 

fever, and tuberculosis.
 •  Kawasaki disease.
 •  Malignancy.
 •  Other childhood rheumatic diseases: systemic lupus erythematosus, polyarteritis nodosa, sarcoidosis.
 •  Autoinflammatory diseases: Cryopyrin-associated periodic syndromes, tumor necrosis factor (TNF) receptor-

associated periodic fever syndrome, and familial Mediterranean fever. 

 8.  What is the most feared life-threatening complication seen in sJIA?
Macrophage activation syndrome (MAS). MAS is a form of hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis that 
occurs secondary to a rheumatologic condition. MAS occurs in up to 10% of sJIA patients. The most common 
manifestations are persistently high fevers, hepatosplenomegaly, lymphadenopathy, severe cytopenias, liver 
dysfunction, hypertriglyceridemia, and central nervous system symptoms including seizures and coma, and 
coagulopathy (elevated prothrombin time and partial thromboplastin time as a result of low fibrinogen). If 
untreated, MAS can lead to multiorgan failure and eventually death.

MAS should be considered in any sJIA patient who develops a precipitous decrease in ESR (resulting from 
low fibrinogen), decrease in leukocyte and platelet counts, liver dysfunction, and hypertriglyceridemia. Ferritin 
level is usually >3000 to 10,000 ng/mL and fibrin degradation products are increased. Soluble IL-2 receptor 
alpha (sCD25) is elevated and correlates closely with disease activity. Biopsies show macrophages (CD163+) 
exhibiting hemophagocytosis in the bone marrow, lymph nodes, or liver. The cause of MAS is not known; however 
it is commonly associated with infectious triggers or flare of the underlying rheumatologic condition. Common 
infectious triggers include Epstein–Barr virus. 

 9.  What is the current therapy for sJIA? What is the prognosis?
Recommendations for the treatment of sJIA have been outlined by the American College of Rheumatology and 
the CARRA network. These recommendations provide guidance on the treatment of patients in three distinct 
clinical phenotypes (based upon presence/absence of systemic features, current number of swollen joints, and 
presence/absence of features concerning for MAS). A reasonable approach to therapy for sJIA is outlined in 
Table 69.1 later.

sJIA course may proceed as a monophasic (42%), polycyclic (characterized by periods of remission 
interspersed with flares; 7%), or persistent disease (51%). During periods of active disease, linear growth is 
retarded, thus complicating physical growth and development of the child. Pulmonary disease may complicate 
sJIA patients and may be the cause of mortality in some patients. 

 10.  What are the demographics and clinical characteristics of oligoarticular JIA?
Oligoarticular JIA is defined as the involvement of one to four joints during the first 6 months of disease. It usually 
presents as an asymmetric large joint arthritis with the knee most commonly involved. It is the most common 
subcategory of JIA in North America/Europe. Notably, this disease is unique to pediatric patients because there 
is no adult equivalent. Oligoarticular JIA may present only with a limp and minimal complaints of pain. Most 
commonly involved joints are the knee, then ankle, and wrists. Involvement of fingers should raise concern for 
possible psoriatic arthritis. Hip and back pain is unusual; a child complaining of pain in these areas needs a 
workup for other etiologies.

 •  Peak age of onset in whites: 2 to 4 years.
 •  Sex ratio: female > male 3:1.
 •  Two subgroups of arthritis defined after 6 months:
 •  Persistent: never more than one to four joints involved
 •  Extended: more than four joints involved after the first 6 months of disease. This develops in 30% to 

50% of patients, especially in those with symmetric joint involvement, wrist or ankle involvement, and an 
elevated ESR at onset.

 •  Laboratory abnormalities: ANA is positive in 75% to 85% of cases. It is low titer, ≤1:320. More commonly posi-
tive in young girls. RF is negative, white blood cell count is normal, and acute-phase reactants are only mildly 
elevated. Any fever, iron-deficiency anemia, or significantly elevated ESR/C-reactive protein (CRP) should 
suggest septic arthritis, inflammatory bowel disease arthritis, or malignancy.

 •  Chronic nongranulomatous anterior uveitis: Uveitis is a serious complication of JIA that is often asymp-
tomatic and can lead to blindness if not identified and adequately treated. It is most commonly seen in 
ANA-positive girls with oligoarticular JIA who are aged <7 years. Uveitis can precede arthritis in 10% of cases. 
If there is any suspicion of oligoarticular JIA in a patient under the age of 7, a baseline eye exam is strongly 
recommended. 
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 11.  What types of anterior uveitis are associated with JIA?
The two major types of uveitis associated with JIA are described in Table 69.2. 

 12.  How frequently should slit-lamp screening be performed in patients with JIA?
Uveitis is commonly detected at the first screening ophthalmology exam. Of JIA patients who develop uveitis, 
73% are diagnosed within the first 12 months and 90% by the first 4 years (thus representing the highest risk 
period). ANA+ status and young age (<7 years old) are risk factors for uveitis. Uveitis does not always track with 
arthritis disease activity and may manifest when the articular manifestations are in remission. See Table 69.3 for a 
suggested screening schedule. It is important to note that this schedule does not apply to a child with established 
uveiti, in whom regular monitoring is required. Of note, in 2019 the American College of Rheumatology & the 
Arthritis Foundation released suggested guidelines for the screening of JIA-associated uveitis. 

Table 69.1   Approach to Therapy for Systemic Juvenile Idiopathic Arthritis

CLINICAL PHENOTYPE RECOMMENDED TREATMENT

No current active systemic 
features & varying 
levels of synovitis

If high active joint count (SJC > 4): first-line therapy is MTX or leflunomide for 3 months
 •  If continued joint swelling after 3 months: bDMARDs (anakinra, tocilizumab, TNFα 

inhibitor, abatacept) should be initiated
NSAID monotherapy could be considered as well, but synovitis after 4 weeks should 
prompt initiation of DMARDs or anakinra

If low active joint count (SJC < 4): may initiate NSAID monotherapy and/or intraar-
ticular steroids for 1 month

 •  If continued joint swelling after 1 month: proceed to pathway for SJC > 4

Current active systemic 
featuresa & varying 
levels of synovitis

In patients with moderate to severe systemic symptoms (physician global assess-
ment of severity ≥ 5): first-line therapy is anakinra or GC monotherapy

 •  If anakinra is used as first-line therapy, continued disease activity at 1 month 
should prompt a switch to tocilizumab or canakinumab

 •  If GC monotherapy is used as first-line therapy, continued activity at 2 weeks 
should prompt addition of anakinra, tocilizumab, or canakinumab

 •  MTX or leflunomide may be added to bDMARD if persistent arthritis
 •  Adjunct intraarticular steroids & background GC can be used at any time

In patients with milder systemic symptoms (physician global < 5): first-line therapy 
is NSAIDs, GC monotherapy, or anakinra

 •  If patient has no synovitis: first-line therapy with NSAIDs may be sufficient. If 
continued disease after 1 month, proceed with anakinra or GC

 •  Adjunct intraarticular steroids & background GC can be used at any time

Features concerning for 
MASb are present

Anakinra (tocilizumab may be considered if anakinra failure/contraindication)c

Calcineurin inhibitorc

GC therapyc

aActive systemic features include any one of the following: fever, evanescent rash, lymphadenopathy, serositis, or hepatosplenomegaly
bFeatures concerning for MAS include any one of the following: persistent fever, cytopenias or falling cell line counts, falling erythrocyte 

sedimentation rate, hypertriglyceridemia, hypofibrinogenemia, hemophagocytosis, transaminitis, coagulopathy, organomegaly, low or 

absent natural killer cell activity, hyperferritinemia, and central nervous system dysfunction.
cInitial treatment options for patients with possible MAS are not necessarily mutually exclusive, and depending on the clinical situation 

combination therapy may be necessary.

bDMARD, biologic disease-modifying antirheumatic drug; GC, glucocorticoid; MAS, macrophage activation syndrome; MTX, methotrex-

ate; NSAID, nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drug; SJC, swollen joint count.

Table 69.2   Anterior Uveitis in Juvenile Idiopathic Arthritis

ACUTE UVEITIS CHRONIC UVEITIS

Disease association Spondyloarthropathy Oligoarticular JIA

Lab markers HLA-B27 antigen Positive ANA

Symptoms Painful, red, photophobic eye None

Complications Few Synechiae, cataract, glaucoma, band keratopathy

Necessity of slit-lamp screening No Yes

ANA, antinuclear antibody; HLA-B27, human leukocyte antigen-B27; JIA, juvenile idiopathic arthritis.
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 13.  A patient presents with poorly localized leg pain sufficient to interrupt sleep and cause a 
limp. Which malignancies must be considered in the differential diagnosis?
Leukemia, lymphoma, neuroblastoma, and osteosarcoma are the most common neoplasms that can involve 
bone and present as joint swelling and even arthritis. The most common presentation includes monoarthritis of the 
large joints, musculoskeletal pain, night sweats, and fevers. Laboratory abnormalities including cytopenias and an 
elevated ESR, CRP, lactate dehydrogenase, and uric acid, should prompt imaging and bone marrow biopsy. 

 14.  What is the treatment and prognosis for oligoarticular JIA?
Patients with persistent oligoarticular JIA are commonly treated with nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) 
and intraarticular steroids. Lidocaine is a commonly used local anesthetic that can be used to numb the skin prior 
to intraarticular steroid injection. Methotrexate is added for patients who do not respond to joint injection. A TNF-α 
inhibitor is added in the case of methotrexate failure.

Drug-free remission occurs in 69% of patients in the persistent oligoarticular subgroup, but only 37% 
of children in the extended oligoarticular subgroup. Chronic sequelae include leg length discrepancy, joint 
contractures, and blindness. 

 15.  Compare RF-negative with RF-positive polyarthritis.
The RF-negative polyarthritis subgroup includes patients with significant clinical heterogeneity. Two groups of 
interest within this subgroup include: The clinical features of RF-negative and RF-positive polyarticular JIA are 
outlined in Table 69.4.

 •  ANA-positive girls aged <7 years: Resemble oligoarticular JIA, except for the fact that the number of joints 
involved in the first 6 months is more than four. Clinical characteristics include an asymmetric onset of arthritis 
and higher risk of developing chronic uveitis, similar to that seen in extended oligoarthritis patients.

 •  ANA-negative children aged >7 to 9 years: Clinical characteristics include a symmetric polyarthritis similar 
(but not as severe) as RF-positive polyarthritis JIA. These children, as well as children with RF-positive polyar-
thritis, have an arthritis that is similar to adult RA with both large and small joint involvement. However, they 
tend to have more hip, shoulder, C-spine, and distal interphalangeal joint involvement than adults. The classic 
radiographic changes that distinguish these two pediatric groups from adult RA include fusion of the carpal 
bones, micrognathia, and fusion of the C-spine apophyseal joints. 

Table 69.3   The Frequency for Slit-lamp Screening in Patients with Juvenile Idiopathic Arthritis

JIA CATEGORY <7 YEARS AT DISEASE ONSET

≥7 YEARS AT DISEASE 

ONSET

ANA+ oligoarthritis
RF– polyarthritis (if ANA+)

Every 3 months for 4 years, then every 
6 months for 3 years, then yearly

Every 6 months for 2 years, then 
yearly

ANA– oligoarthritis Every 6 months for 4 years, then 
yearly

Yearly

Systemic JIA Yearly Yearly

ANA, antinuclear antibody; JIA, juvenile idiopathic arthritis; oligo, oligoarticular; poly, polyarticular; RF, rheumatoid factor.

Table 69.4   Comparison Between Rheumatoid Factor-Negative and -Positive Polyarticular 
Juvenile Idiopathic Arthritis

RF-NEGATIVE RF-POSITIVE

Peak age of onset (years) 1–4; 10–12 >12

Sex ratio, female:male 3:1 younger; 10:1 older 4:1 to 13:1

Joint disease Insidious and progressive
Fewer affected joints
Asymmetric, larger joints
TMJ disease common

More rapid onset
Greater number of affected joints
Symmetric small joints of hands and fingers (ulnar 

drift, swan neck, and boutonniere deformities)

Serologies ANA (50%), ACPA (0%–17%) ANA (55%), ACPA (∼75%)

EAMs Chronic anterior uveitis  
(15%–20%)

Rheumatoid nodules (30%)
Vasculitis, rheumatoid-associated lung disease,  

Felty syndrome (all rare)

ACPA, anticitrullinated protein antibodies; ANA, antinuclear antibody; EAMs, extraarticular manifestations; HLA, human leukocyte antigen; 

RA, rheumatoid arthritis; RF, rheumatoid factor.
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 16.  List the treatments used in the polyarticular subgroup of JIA.
Patients with low disease activity at diagnosis are treated with NSAIDs and intraarticular steroids. Patients with 
moderate to high disease activity at diagnosis are often started on a disease-modifying antirheumatic drug 
(DMARD), typically methotrexate. Biologics (often TNFα inhibitors) are typically added for refractory disease but 
may also be considered as initial therapy in patients with high disease activity or poor prognostic features such as 
erosive changes. TNFα inhibitors can be used as monotherapy or in combination with methotrexate.
DMARDs:

 •  Methotrexate: Start at 10–15 mg/m2 per week. Can be given orally or subcutaneously (SQ). Usual SQ maxi-
mum dose is 25 mg/week. SQ formulation allows greater absorption. Children require and tolerate higher 
doses than adults owing to differences in metabolism.

 •  Sulfasalazine: 30–50 mg/kg per day (max 2000 mg/day) orally, divided twice daily.
 •  Leflunomide: <20 kg (10 mg every other day, orally), 20–40 kg (10 mg daily, orally); >40 kg (20 mg daily, 

orally).
Biologics:

 •  Etanercept: 0.8 mg/kg per week SQ weekly (max 50 mg weekly).
 •  Adalimumab: 10kg  to <15kg (10mg SQ every 2 weeks); 15mg to <30kg (20 mg SQ every 2 weeks); >30 kg 

(40 mg SQ every 2 weeks).
 •  Infliximab: 5 mg/kg intravenously (IV) at 0, 2, 6 weeks and then every 4–8 weeks.
 •  Tocilizumab: IV:<30 kg (10 mg/kg IV every 4 weeks); >30 kg (8 mg/kg IV every 4 weeks).
 •  SQ injection: <30kg (162mg SQ every 3 weeks); >30kg (162mg SQ every 2 weeks)
 •  Abatacept: (≥6 years): IV: 10 mg/kg (max 1000 mg) IV at 0, 2, 6 weeks, then every 4 weeks. SQ injection: 

10–25 kg (50 mg SQ once weekly); 25–50 kg (87.5 mg SQ once weekly); >50 kg (125 mg SQ once weekly) 
SQ injection: <30kg (162mg SQ every 3 weeks); >30kg (162mg SQ every 2 weeks).

 •  Rituximab: 750 mg/m2 (max 1000 mg) IV at 0 and 2 weeks. Used in refractory RF+ polyarticular disease. 

 17.  What are the demographic and clinical characteristics of juvenile psoriatic arthritis?
 •  Peak age of onset: bimodal, 2 to 4 years and 10 to 12 years.
 •  Sex ratio: younger cohort more female predominant, older onset patients have equal sex distribution.
 •  Diagnosis is based on the presence of psoriasis and arthritis or arthritis and two out of three of the following 

criteria:
 •  Dactylitis
 •  Nail pitting (minimum two pits on more than one nail) or oncholysis
 •  Psoriasis in a first-degree relative.
 •  Arthritis pattern can include oligoarticular, polyarticular, or axial arthritis (sacroiliitis and enthesitis).
 •  Younger cohort of patients tend to be similar to oligoarticular JIA with female predominance, ANA positivity, 

and increased risk for anterior uveitis, but differ in having more dactylitis, finger, toe, and wrist involvement.
Treatment similar to oligoarticular, polyarticular, or ERA subgroups of JIA depending on presentation and severity. 

 18.  What are the demographic and clinical manifestations of the ERA subgroup of JIA?
The ERA subgroup includes the diseases falling under the umbrella of juvenile spondyloarthropathy, which includes 
ERA, juvenile ankylosing spondylitis, subsets of juvenile psoriatic arthritis, reactive arthritis, and inflammatory 
bowel disease-associated arthritis.

 •  Peak age of onset: 10 to 13 years.
 •  Sex ratio: male > female 7:1.
 •  Genetics: HLA-B27 positive in 60% to 80% depending on ethnicity.
 •  The hallmark of the ERA subgroup is the presence of enthesitis (inflammation at sites of tendon/ligament inser-

tion into bone). The most common sites are patella tendon, Achilles’ tendon, plantar fascia insertions into calca-
neous and metatarsal heads, greater trochanter, and tibial tuberosity (may mimic Osgood–Schlatter disease).

 •  Most frequent joints are the knee, ankle, and midfoot (tarsitis).
 •  Axial involvement is infrequent at disease onset (only about 24%) but may manifest within 5 to 10 years. Risks 

for sacroiliitis or spondylitis are HLA-B27 presence, family history of ankylosing spondylitis, male sex, hip 
arthritis, tarsitis, higher number of active entheses and joint counts at disease onset.

 •  Extraarticular manifestations:
 •  Uveitis: acute anterior uveitis in 3% to 7% of patients (see Question 11). Cardiovascular: rare aortic insuf-

ficiency can occur.
 •  Laboratory: ESR elevated; ANA and RF negative.
 •  Treatment: tailored to predominant manifestations. NSAIDs, intraarticular steroid injections, sulfasalazine, and 

methotrexate are commonly used for peripheral disease, with use of TNFα inhibitors if disease is refractory. 
TNF-a inhibitors are indicated when axial disease is present.

 •  Reactive arthritis and inflammatory bowel disease-associated arthritis can occur and resembles their adult 
counterparts. Because children may have few abdominal symptoms, any child with iron-deficiency anemia 
and arthritis should have inflammatory bowel disease in the differential diagnosis. 
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 19.  In a child with JIA, what is the risk that a sibling will develop the same illness?
In several published series, there is a remarkable agreement that the risk is 1 in 100. The prevalence of the 
disease in the normal population is 150 in 100,000. Therefore, while there is a genetic predisposition, it is clearly 
not as strong as that for diseases such as hemophilia, cystic fibrosis, or diabetes. 

 20.  School-aged children with JIA have legal rights to therapeutic resources in school. What 
are they?
Under P.L. 94-142 (the Education for All Handicapped Act), children with arthritis are entitled to a free, public 
education that may require “special related services.” These services may include physical and occupational 
therapy through the school system. This requirement depends on the financial status of the individual school 
district. However, if the school system provides such services for developmentally disabled children or those with 
cerebral palsy, they must provide them to children with arthritis.
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JUVENILE SYSTEMIC CONNECTIVE 
TISSUE DISEASES
Courtney B. Crayne, MD and Randy Q. Cron, MD, PhD

KEY POINTS

 1.  Childhood-onset systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) is more severe, has more nephritis, and has a worse 
prognosis than adult-onset SLE.

 2.  Inflammatory myositis in childhood is almost always dermatomyositis and not polymyositis.
 3.  Henoch–Schonlein purpura (HSP) is an immunoglobulin A (IgA)-mediated process and the most common small-

vessel vasculitis in childhood.
 4.  Localized scleroderma is the predominant childhood form of scleroderma (not systemic sclerosis [SSc]) and may 

respond to early aggressive immunosuppressive therapy.

 1.  What are the juvenile systemic connective tissue diseases?
SLE, juvenile dermatomyositis (JDM), overlap syndromes including mixed connective tissue disease (MCTD), SSc 
(scleroderma), vasculitis, juvenile Sjögren syndrome. 

 2.  Discuss the epidemiology of pediatric SLE.
SLE is the most common CTD of childhood. The proportion of all patients with SLE showing symptoms of SLE 
before the age of 18 years is 20%. In childhood, the disease generally occurs after the age of 10 years (60%) 
and rarely before the age of 5 years (5%). The ratio of girls to boys is about 2:1 before age 10 years and then, 
in adolescents, is similar to the ratio of adult women to men (5:1 to 10:1). SLE appears to be more common in 
nonwhite children. About 10% have one or more affected relatives, including siblings and twins. 

 3.  What are the criteria for the diagnosis of SLE in children?
The criteria are same as in adults (see Chapter 16: Systemic Lupus Erythematosus). A child is considered to 
have SLE if any ≥4 of the 11 criteria are present (96% sensitivity, 96% specificity). Childhood-onset SLE is 
generally more severe than adult-onset SLE, with a higher incidence of nephritis, fever, hepatosplenomegaly, 
and lymphadenopathy at presentation, and a higher prevalence of malar rash and chorea (associated with 
antiphospholipid antibodies) over time. Childhood-onset SLE has an increased mortality risk (hazard ratio: 3.1) 
compared with adult-onset SLE. 

 4.  What are the clinical manifestations of SLE? How commonly do they occur?
SLE is characterized by multiple autoantibodies and multisystem involvement. An easy way to remember the 
complex array of systemic manifestations of SLE is to think from head to toe (Table 70.1).

Pearl: A child with SLE who develops psychosis while on prednisone is much more likely to have 
neuropsychiatric lupus than steroid psychosis, which is very rare in childhood. Avascular necrosis as a result of 
steroid usage rarely occurs in children aged <14 years.

Pearl: Discoid lesions in children and adolescents are rarely isolated discoid lupus and are most often 
accompanied by additional manifestations of SLE. 

 5.  How does the antinuclear antibody (ANA) pattern and titer aid in the diagnosis and 
management of SLE?
ANAs are present in the sera of almost all children with active SLE. In fact, the absence of ANAs, particularly at 
the time of symptomatic disease, essentially eliminates SLE as a diagnostic consideration. The average ANA titer 
in individuals with SLE is 1:320, although in active disease it may be considerably higher (>1:1280). Changes 
in the ANA titer are not a useful indicator of disease activity and are not followed subsequent to diagnosis. By 
contrast, the anti-double-stranded DNA (anti-dsDNA) antibody titer, which is found in >80% of patients, often 
correlates with disease activity. The “rim” pattern on the ANA, in which fluorescence is seen rimming the nuclear 
membrane, is pathognomonic of SLE, although rarely seen. The “homogeneous” pattern, in which fluorescence 
is seen uniformly over the nucleus, is the pattern most commonly seen in SLE, while the “speckled” pattern is 
the least specific (common in MCTD and Sjögren). The ANA is a highly subjective test, and the pattern and titer 
vary greatly among laboratories. Low titer false-positives are not uncommon (5%–20% of the healthy population). 

Children are not just little adults, but adults can sure be big babies.
Anonymous
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False-negatives are rare, but if you are convinced of the diagnosis of SLE in a patient, the ANA should be repeated 
in a different laboratory and/or at a future date. 

 6.  How does the ANA profile aid in the diagnosis and management of SLE and related juvenile 
systemic CTDs?
As detailed in Table 70.2, although a negative ANA profile does not rule out any of the juvenile systemic CTDs, 
a positive ANA profile can be extremely useful in making a specific diagnosis. In particular, anti-dsDNA and 
anti-Smith (anti-Sm) antibodies are specific for SLE; high titers of anti-ribonucleoprotein antibody are suggestive 
of MCTD; and anti-Ro (SS-A) and/or anti-La (SS-B) antibodies are found in Sjögren syndrome, although this 
syndrome and antibodies against Ro (SS-A) are most commonly seen as a part of SLE. In addition, anti-histone 
antibodies may be seen in SLE and in drug-induced lupus. These two diagnoses may be distinguished by the 
presence of antibodies to specific histones. Finally, a positive ANA is essentially never found in systemic-onset 
juvenile idiopathic arthritis (Still disease). 

 7.  Which other autoantibodies (other than ANA and ANA profile) can be helpful in the 
diagnosis of systemic juvenile CTD?
Antibodies reactive with Scl-70 are not typically measured in the standard ANA profile but are found in 15% to 
20% of individuals with SSc. Myositis-associated and myositis-specific antibodies are found in distinct subsets 
of children with JDM. If present, their clinical associations are sometimes similar to adults, such as anti-Jo-1 
identifying those children at increased risk for developing interstitial lung disease. Vasculitic syndromes associated 
with the presence of antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies (ANCA, cytoplasmic or perinuclear) are granulomatosis 
polyangiitis (GPA, formerly Wegener), microscopic polyangiitis (MPA), eosinophilic granulomatosis (aka Churg–
Strauss syndrome), and crescentic glomerulonephritis. Rheumatoid factor (RF) is frequently positive in Sjögren 
syndrome and MCTD. 

Table 70.1   Systemic Manifestations of Systemic Lupus Erythematosus

GENERAL (90%) MALAISE, WEIGHT LOSS, FEVER

Skin (55%–70%) Butterfly rash, discoid lupus, vasculitic skin lesions, alopecia, photosensitivity

Brain (25%) Headache, blurred vision, psychosis, chorea, seizures, neuropathies, cerebrovas-
cular accident, transverse myelitis

Eye (3%–30%) Cotton-wool spots, retinitis, episcleritis, iritis (rarely)

Mouth (20%–50%) Oral ulcers (hard palate, typically painless)

Chest (15%–20%) Pleuritis, basilar pneumonitis, pulmonary hemorrhage, shrinking lung syndrome

Heart (15%–20%) Pericarditis, myocarditis, Libman–Sacks endocarditis

Digestive system (25%–40%) Hepatosplenomegaly, mesenteric arteritis, colitis, hepatitis, pancreatitis

Kidneys (>50%) Glomerulonephritis, nephrotic syndrome, hypertension

Extremities (60%–80%) Arthralgia or arthritis, myalgia or myositis, Raynaud phenomenon, thrombophlebitis, 
aseptic necrosis (6%–10% of patients, often associated with corticosteroids)

Table 70.2   Antinuclear Antibody Subtypes in Juvenile Systemic Connective Tissue Disease

 
ACTIVE 
SLE MCTD SSC CREST

PRIMARY 
SJÖGREN

JIA 
(POLY)

ANA 99% 100% 70%–90% 60%–90% >70% 40%–50%

Anti-native DNA 60% Neg Neg Neg Neg Neg

Anti-Sm 30% Neg Neg Neg Neg Neg

Anti-RNP 30% >95% titer 
>1:10,000

Common (low titer) Neg (low titer) Rare Rare

Anti-centromere Rare Rare 10%–15% 60%–90% Neg Neg

Anti-Ro (SS-A) 30% Rare Rare Neg 70% Rare

Anti-La (SS-B) 15% Rare Rare Neg 60% Rare

ANA, antinuclear antibody; anti-RNP, anti-ribonucleoprotein; anti-Sm, anti-Smith antibody; CREST, calcinosis, Raynaud’s phenomenon, 

esophageal dysmotility, sclerodactyly, telangiectasias; JIA, juvenile idiopathic arthritis; MCTD, mixed connective tissue disease; SLE, 

systemic lupus erythematosus; SSc, systemic sclerosis/scleroderma.
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 8.  Describe the management of children with SLE.
General

 •  Counseling, education.
 •  Adequate rest.
 •  Use of sunscreens.
 •  Immunizations, especially pneumococcal.
 •  Management of infection.

Medications
 •  Nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) for musculoskeletal signs and symptoms (caution if renal 

disease is present).
 •  Hydroxychloroquine (5 mg/kg per day) for cutaneous disease and as adjunct to glucocorticoids (GCs) for 

systemic disease.
 •  GCs
 •  Oral prednisone, 1–2 mg/kg per day divided twice daily. Note that children metabolize GCs faster than adults.
 •  Intravenous (IV) methylprednisolone (30 mg/kg per day; max 1 g) initially for severe disease.
 •  Immunosuppressives
 •  Azathioprine, 1–2 mg/kg per day divided twice daily.
 •  Cyclophosphamide: oral 1–2 mg/kg per day; IV 500–1000 mg/m2 per month or Euro-Lupus protocol (500 

mg/m2 every 2 weeks × six doses).
 •  Mycophenolate mofetil, 1200 mg/m2 per day divided twice daily (max 1000 mg twice a day).
 •  Cyclosporine, 6 mg/kg per day divided twice daily (caution with renal disease and hypertension).
 •  Anti-B-cell therapy: off label use of rituximab, belimumab (approved for use in adults with SLE).
 •  Plasmapharesis: indicated for thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura, catastrophic antiphospholipid syndrome 

(CAPS), transverse myelitis (antineuromyelitis optica).
 •  Intravenous immunoglobulin: used for CAPS, macrophage activation syndrome (MAS), immune hemolytic 

anemia/thrombocytopenia.
 •  Interleukin-1 inhibition: off label use of anakinra for MAS complicating SLE. 

 9.  Discuss the pathophysiology of neonatal lupus (NL).
NL is associated with the transplacental passage of maternal anti-Ro/SS-A and anti-La/SS-B IgG antibodies. 
One or more clinical manifestations of NL occurs in 25% to 30% of infants whose mothers have one or both of 
these antibodies regardless of their underlying disease. The most frequent abnormalities are photosensitive rash 
(lesions of discoid lupus or subacute cutaneous lupus), hepatic dysfunction, neutropenia, and thrombocytopenia. 
Congenital heart block (CHB) is of most concern, is identified most often between 18 and 28 weeks of gestation, 
and is associated with anti-Ro/SS-A antibodies (especially anti-Ro52). The cutaneous, hepatic, and hematologic 
manifestations are transient, generally resolving within 2 to 6 months after delivery, whereas heart block 
(typically third degree) is frequently permanent and may require a pacemaker. The overall risk of CHB is 2% 
but is increased to 18% in an anti-Ro/SS-A-positive mother who has had a previous child with CHB. Mothers 
with these antibodies are screened with serial weekly pulsed-Doppler echocardiograms/obstetric ultrasounds 
starting at 16 weeks through 28 weeks of gestation. Development of first-degree heart block (controversial), 
second-degree heart block, or a pericardial effusion in the fetus is treated with fluorinated steroids that cross the 
placenta (dexamethasone, betamethasone). Once third-degree heart block has developed, it cannot be reversed 
with medications and the infant will require a pacemaker. Fetal mortality is 20% in those who develop CHB and a 
cardiomyopathy (fetal hydrops) in utero. Hydroxychloroquine may reduce the risk of NL and is prescribed during 
pregnancy starting at 6 weeks of gestation for all SLE patients who have had a previous child with CHB due to NL. 
Some clinicians recommend treating all anti-Ro/SS-A-positive SLE patients with hydroxycloroquine during any 
(including first) pregnancy in an attempt to prevent NL and CHB in the fetus (controversial). 

 10.  What is the differential diagnosis of Sjögren syndrome in childhood?
Sjögren syndrome is characterized by dry eyes (keratoconjunctivitis sicca), dry mouth and carious teeth, and 
parotitis. Differentiating children with benign recurrent parotid swelling, acquired immunodeficiency syndrome, 
sarcoidosis, IgG4 syndrome, tuberculosis, lymphoma, and mumps from children with Sjögren syndrome is 
important. As in adults, salivary gland biopsy of the lip is often helpful to confirm a suspected diagnosis of Sjögren 
syndrome. Sjögren syndrome is uncommon in childhood and is usually found in association with other CTDs. 

 11.  What forms of systemic vasculitis occur in childhood?
The most common small-vessel vasculitis in childhood is HSP. Small-vessel vasculitis can also be a component of many 
of the juvenile systemic CTDs including systemic JIA, JDM, and SLE. ANCA-associated small-vessel vasculitis (GPA, 
MPA, Churg–Strauss) may present initially mimicking HSP. Primary central nervous system (CNS) vasculitis may 
involve small- or medium-sized vessels of the brain and spinal cord. About 5% cases of polyarteritis nodosa (PAN), 
which is a medium-vessel vasculitis, occurs in childhood and, as in adults, is characterized by rash, fever, weight loss, 
myositis, and cutaneous nodules. Life-threatening renal, gastrointestinal (GI), cardiac, and CNS involvement is often seen. 
Cutaneous PAN has also been reported. Kawasaki disease is a uniquely pediatric vasculitis and is discussed in the 
next chapter (see Chapter 71: Kawasaki Disease). Large-vessel vasculitis is unusual in childhood; however, up to 30% of 
all Takayasu arteritis cases occur in childhood, typically developing in adolescent females. 
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 12.  What triad of signs and symptoms is associated with HSP in children?
 •  Purpura.
 •  Colicky abdominal pain.
 •  Arthritis.

HSP (anaphylactoid purpura) is an IgA-mediated small-vessel leukocytoclastic vasculitis. It is the most 
common vasculitis of childhood and rare in adults. The median age at presentation is 4 to 6 years, and the male 
to female ratio is about 1.8:1. Approximately 50% of children have a history of preceding upper respiratory 
tract infection with a variety of organisms. Purpura is usually the initial manifestation but can be preceded 
by arthritis, edema, testicular swelling, and abdominal pain. Renal disease, typically mild, occurs in 40% 
to 50% usually within the first 2 months of vasculitis onset. Laboratory abnormalities include an elevated 
erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR; >50%) and elevated serum IgA (37%), and occasionally a positive IgA 
ANCA. Complement levels are normal, but there is evidence of alternate complement pathway activation. Over 
95% of children with HSP have a self-limiting course lasting 2 to 6 weeks. Recurrence is seen overall in 33%, 
with 20% recurring during the 1st year. Children with renal disease and those aged >8 years are more likely to 
have recurrences. Up to 5% of children will suffer persistent purpura with or without persistent renal disease. In 
patients who have renal involvement, 30% develop renal insufficiency and 5% progress to renal failure, especially 
those who are nephrotic. 

 13.  List the clinical manifestations of HSP. See Table 70.3.

 14. How is the diagnosis confirmed? What role does IgA play in the pathogenesis?
A skin biopsy with immunofluorescence showing a leukocytoclastic vasculitis with predominantly IgA vessel wall 
deposition in the appropriate clinical setting is diagnostic of HSP, but HSP is typically a clinical diagnosis. Notably, HSP 
has been reported most often to occur following an upper respiratory tract infection. It also can occur before or during 
the course of ANCA-associated vasculitis or Crohn disease. Each of these triggers involves inflammation at mucosal 
surfaces where IgA plays a role in mucosal immunity. In patients with HSP, serum IgA1 has been shown to be galactose-
deficient at the hinge region O-linked glycan causing it to form aggregates that interact with IgG forming IgA–IgG 
immune complexes that deposit in tissues. IgA anticardiolipin antibodies may also be involved in the pathogenesis. 

Table 70.3   Clinical Manifestations of Henoch–Schonlein Purpura

 % AT ONSET % POST ONSET NOTES

Purpura 50–100 100 Normal platelet count

Edema 10–20 20–50 Painful, scrotal edema 
(13%)

Arthritis 25–70 60–85 Large joints

GI 30 85 Volvulus (<1%), ileal 
infarction

Renal 15 40–50 Renal failure (2%)

GU 2 12–16 Differential is testicular 
torsion

Pulmonary ? 5 (by DLCO) Abnormal CO diffusion

Hemorrhage ? Rare Fatal

CNS ? Very rare Headache, encephalitis, 
seizures

CNS, central nervous system; DLCO, carbon monoxide diffusing capacity; GI, gastrointestinal; GU, genitourinary.

Adapted from Cassidy JE et al: Textbook of pediatric rheumatology, ed 6, Philadelphia 2011, WB Saunders.

Table 70.4   Poor Prognostic Factors at Onset of Henoch–Schonlein Purpura

MANIFESTATION COMMENT

Melena 7.5-Fold increase in renal disease

Persistent rash for 2–3 months Associated with glomerulonephritis

Hematuria with proteinuria >1 g/day 15% Progress to renal insufficiency

Nephrosis with renal insufficiency 50% Renal insufficiency in 10 years

Adapted from Cassidy JE et al: Textbook of pediatric rheumatology, ed 6, Philadelphia 2011, WB Saunders.
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 15.  What are poor prognostic factors in HSP at onset? See Table 70.4.

 16. How should HSP be treated?
 •  Arthritis responds to NSAIDs.
 •  Edema responds to steroids.
 •  Abdominal pain with positive test for blood in stool should be treated with steroids.
 •  Evaluate for and treat infection (e.g., group A β-hemolytic Streptococci, Helicobacter pylori).
 •  Recurrent skin purpura may respond to dapsone.
 •  Aggressive treatment (high-dose or IV pulse corticosteroids) for children with poor prognostic signs.
 •  Severe nephritis: high-dose IV pulse methylprednisolone plus azathioprine or cyclophosphamide; angiotensin-

converting enzyme inhibitors for proteinuria.
 •  Recurrent hospitalizations for chronic HSP with GI manifestations may benefit from B-cell depletion with 

rituximab.
Pearl: Corticosteroid therapy helps arthritic and abdominal symptoms but may not prevent nephritis or subse-

quent recurrences. 

 17.  What enzyme deficiency has been associated with some cases of childhood-onset PAN?
Childhood-onset PAN is a systemic necrotizing vasculitis affecting small- and medium-sized arteries causing 
arterial aneurysms and ischemia leading to multisystem organ dysfunction. A subset of patients with childhood-
onset (and young adult) PAN has been associated with adenosine deaminase 2 deficiency (DADA2). This 
enzyme deficiency is caused by one of over 60 reported loss-of-function mutations of the CECR1 gene and 
inherited as an autosomal recessive trait. Patients present with a vasculopathy ranging from livedo reticularis to 
a life-threatening vasculitis affecting multiple organs. Particularly common manifestations include fever (90%), 
livedo reticularis (85%) and other rashes, hemorrhagic and/or ischemic strokes (66%), and peripheral nervous 
system involvement (60%). Other organs (intestine, liver, and kidney) can be involved. Hypogammaglobulinemia 
(25%) and various cytopenias can occur. The pathogenesis of how DADA2 leads to a vasculopathy is unclear. 
ADA2 acts a growth factor important in endothelial cell and hematopoietic cell development. Furthermore, this 
enzyme induces monocyte proliferation and macrophage differentiation. Patients with DADA2 have an increase 
in M1 (proinflammatory) macrophages. Treatment of DADA2-associated PAN is markedly different than classic 
PAN. Antitumor necrosis factor agents are most effective, whereas traditional immunosuppressives (e.g., 
cyclophosphamide) are ineffective. Notably, relapses are common when therapy is discontinued. Hematopoietic 
stem cell transplantation has been successful in treatment-resistant cases. 

 18.  Describe the epidemiology and clinical manifestations of a child presenting with juvenile 
dermatomyositis (JDM).
JDM is an immune-mediated vasculitis that presents with an inflammatory myositis and a characteristic skin rash. 
The mean age of onset is 6 to 9 years, with 25% occurring in children aged <4 years. In whites, it is associated 
with human leukocyte antigen-DRB1*0301. Muscle weakness, in particular of the proximal musculature (limbs, 
girdle, neck), is prominent (80%–100% of patients). The Gower maneuver is abnormal, and the child will be unable 
to do a sit-up as a result of weakness. The head may hang back as the child is lifted from a lying position, owing 
to weakness of the neck flexors. Skin manifestations are characteristic. The eyelids and face are edematous, and 
a heliotrope or mauvish rash is noted around the eyes (75%). Deep red patches (66%–95%), known as Gottron 
papules, are seen over the extensor surfaces of the finger joints, as well as over the elbows, knees, and ankle 
joints. These patches may ulcerate as a result of vasculitis. Telangiectasias may be found around the eyelids, 
and capillary dilatation and dropout can be found around nailfolds and gum margins (see Chapter 74: Raynaud’s 
Phenomenon). GI manifestations include dysphagia (18%–44%) and intestinal vasculitis causing abdominal pain, 
lower GI bleeding, and bowel perforation. Arthralgia or arthritis may occur (20%–60%), sometimes with swelling 
and contractures of the fingers resulting from tenosynovitis. The most common lung finding is a decreased carbon 
monoxide diffusing capacity in 50% of patients. Cardiac involvement is uncommon. Treatment of JDM with the 
combination of GCs plus another immunosuppressive (e.g., methotrexate) is more effective than GCs alone. 

 19.  How can the muscle weakness of JDM be differentiated from that of other causes of 
weakness?
The muscle weakness of JDM predominantly involves the proximal musculature, and in general, the involvement 
is symmetric. The child gives a history of difficulty in climbing stairs or riding a bicycle. Some of the maneuvers 
detailed in the previous question (e.g., Gower maneuver) can discriminate true muscle weakness from, for 
example, inanition. The palate and swallowing musculature may be weak in JDM and may lead to choking, 
cough, or aspiration pneumonia. Serum muscle enzymes are elevated, but not to the degree seen in the 
muscular dystrophies. Assays for all muscle-derived enzymes are required (aldolase, creatine kinase, aspartate 
aminotransferase, and lactate dehydrogenase) because only one may be elevated. ANA is positive in 10% 
to 85% of patients. Myositis-specific antibodies are found in 66% patients including anti-p155/140 (TIF-1λ; 
20%–30%), anti-NXP2 (MJ; 15%–25%), anti-Mi2 (5%–10%), anti-MDA5, and anti-HMGCR. In patients who have 
symptoms such as “classic” skin rash, muscle weakness, and elevated muscle enzymes, the diagnosis can be 
made clinically. A magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan of shoulder or thigh muscles can preclude the need 
for electromyography (EMG) and/or muscle biopsy if short tau inversion recovery or T2-weighted images of the 
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muscle shows increased signal, indicative of muscle edema and active inflammation. In atypical cases, an EMG 
and muscle biopsy may be necessary and the MRI can determine the best site for biopsy. In JDM, the EMG will 
show spontaneous fibrillations, increased insertional activity, and small muscle unit action potentials, whereas the 
muscle biopsy will show inflammation and/or fiber necrosis, perifascicular atrophy, and small-vessel vasculitis. 

 20.  How is JDM different from adult dermatomyositis or polymyositis?
In children:

 •  Dermatomyositis is distinguished by being a generalized vasculitis.
 •  Polymyositis is exceedingly rare in childhood. In a child with progressive weakness, other muscle diseases are 

more likely than polymyositis.
 •  Unlike adults, malignancy is rarely associated with childhood dermatomyositis. 

 21.  Can a patient have just skin involvement and no muscle disease in JDM?
Yes. Patients with clinically amyotrophic JDM can have skin involvement without muscle disease. Over time (2 
years), 25% to 30% will develop muscle involvement. 

 22.  What chronic sequelae can be seen in patients with JDM?
 •  In severe chronic JDM, nodules resulting from subcutaneous calcinosis may be found (up to 40%). This is 

most common in patients with anti-NXP2 (MJ) antibodies. Mobility may be impaired because of calcinotic 
lesions at the joints or as a result of involvement of musculature. Infections can also occur where calcinosis 
breaks through the skin.

 •  Partial or generalized lipodystrophy can develop in 30% to 40% of patients with JDM. The face is frequently 
involved. It is frequently associated with the metabolic syndrome, insulin resistance, hirsuitism, clitoromegaly, 
and acanthosis nigricans. This is more common in patients with the anti-p155/140 (TIF-1λ) antibody. 

 23.  Compare the occurrence and frequency of Raynaud phenomenon and Raynaud disease in 
children and adults.
Raynaud phenomenon should be distinguished from normal vasomotor instability, particularly in young girls. It 
should also be distinguished from acrocyanosis, a rare vasospastic disorder of persistent coldness and bluish 
discoloration of the hands and feet, which may follow a viral infection. Patients with Raynaud phenomenon 
associated with digital ulcers, nailfold capillary abnormalities, and/or an ANA with a nucleolar or centromere 
pattern are more likely to have or to develop a systemic CTD (Table 70.5). 

 24.  Describe the types of scleroderma that occur in childhood.
 •  Scleroderma is characterized by abnormally increased collagen deposition in the skin and occasionally in the 

internal organs.
 •  Linear scleroderma is three times more common than diffuse scleroderma in childhood. It occurs more 

commonly in children than adults. Localized scleroderma may take the form of morphea, with a single patch 
or multiple patches. Linear scleroderma may occur on the face, forehead and scalp (en coup de sabre), or pro-
gressive hemifacial atrophy (Parry–Romberg syndrome). It can also occur on the limb (en bande). ANA (50%), 
RF (10%–25%), and hypergammaglobulinemia can be seen. Arthritis can be seen especially in RF+ patients, 
and seizures and uveitis can be seen as part of the Parry–Romberg syndrome. For severe or progressive 
disease, treatment includes high-dose IV methylprednisolone initially followed by prednisone with taper over 
3 to 6 months. Methotrexate is coadministered with the steroids and continued for at least 2 years. There is a 
30% recurrence rate after methotrexate is stopped.

 •  Diffuse scleroderma (SSc) may be limited in its involvement, with a prolonged interval before the appear-
ance of visceral stigmata, or as part of the CREST syndrome (calcinosis, Raynaud phenomenon, esophageal 
dysmotility, sclerodactyly, and telangiectasias). Myositis occurs in 25% of patients and may be the presenting 
manifestation. 

Table 70.5   Raynaud in Children and Adults

CATEGORY CHILDREN (%) ADULTS (%)

Raynaud disease (isolated) 5 70

Raynaud phenomenon without CTD 1 5

JIA/RA 1 7

SLE 60 4

SSc 30 3

Dermatomyositis 3 1

CTD, connective tissue disease; JIA, juvenile idiopathic arthritis (children); RA, rheumatoid arthritis (adults); SLE, systemic lupus erythe-

matosus; SSc, systemic sclerosis (scleroderma).

Adapted from Cassidy JT et al: Textbook of pediatric rheumatology, ed 6, Philadelphia, 2011, WB Saunders.
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 25.  List some infections that can mimic childhood CTD.
 •  Acute rheumatic fever: Rare before the age of 4 years. Severely painful, migratory polyarthritis with fever 

(see Chapter 44: Acute Rheumatic Fever and Poststreptococcal Arthritis).
 •  Parvovirus infection: Young children get erythema infectiosum (“slapped cheeks”). Older children and 

adults can get fever (50%), polyarthritis, and rash. Can mimic systemic or polyarticular JIA. IgM antiparvovirus 
antibodies can be negative for first 2 to 3 weeks, but polymerase chain reaction for parvovirus B19 DNA will 
be positive. Arthritis can last over 4 months (50%) (see Chapter 41: Viral Arthritides).

 •  Epstein–Barr virus infection: Can mimic SLE. Monospot negative in children aged <4 years. Diagnose with 
IgM antibodies to viral capsid antigen and negative antibodies to Epstein–Barr nuclear antigen during initial 
acute infection.

 •  Immunodeficiency: Humoral and combined immunodeficiency can present as infections including septic 
joints. Echovirus can cause a myositis and mycoplasma a chronic monoarticular arthritis. Consider immu-
nodeficiency in any child with history of two previous bacterial pneumonias (see Chapter 58: Rheumatologic 
Manifestations of the Primary Immunodeficiency Syndromes).

 •  Lyme disease: Can mimic oligoarticular JIA (see Chapter 39: Lyme Disease). May start out as migratory 
arthritis. May cause morphea-like lesions.

 •  Human immunodeficiency virus infection: Can present as muscle, skin, or joint problems in children. Gener-
alized adenopathy, fever of unknown origin with organomegaly, and thrombocytopenia are other presentations 
(see Chapter 42: HIV-associated Rheumatic Syndromes). 

 26.  What bowel disease is most likely to present with arthritis and systemic symptoms?
Up to 20% of children with Crohn disease have arthritis, which is usually monoarticular or oligoarticular. Children 
will not volunteer information about their bowel habits, so they must be asked. Furthermore, some children 
with arthritis due to Crohn disease will not have bowel symptoms or a positive stool guaiac. Consequently, 
inflammatory bowel disease needs to be considered in any child with arthritis, weight loss, halt in linear growth, 
iron-deficiency anemia, and elevated ESR (see Chapter 35: Rheumatic Manifestations of Gastrointestinal and 
Hepatobiliary Diseases).
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KAWASAKI DISEASE
Samuel R. Dominguez, MD, PhD, Katharine F. Moore, MD and Marsha S. Anderson, MD

KEY POINTS

 1.  Kawasaki disease (KD) is the most common vasculitis and cause of acquired heart disease in children.
 2.  Consider KD in any child under the age of 5 years presenting with prolonged high fevers and conjunctivitis.
 3.  Consider KD in the differential diagnosis of any infant under the age of 6 months with fever for >7 days without 

a source.
 4.  When considering KD, a careful history is essential. Some manifestations of KD may be transient, but still count 

in considering which of the principal clinical features are present toward fulfilling the diagnostic criteria.
 5.  Incomplete KD not meeting full diagnostic criteria does exist.
 6.  Intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG) and aspirin are the gold standard first-line therapies for KD.

 1.  What is KD?
KD is an acute, self-limited, febrile illness of childhood, characterized by systemic inflammation of the medium-
sized arteries, most notably the coronary arteries, and in multiple organs and tissues. KD leads to the development 
of coronary artery aneurysms in up to 25% of untreated cases and is now the leading cause of acquired heart 
disease in children in the developed world. 

 2.  What are the diagnostic criteria for KD?
Fever or a history of fever is almost always present in patients with KD. Exceptions include very young infants in 
whom fever may be low grade or unrecognized or patients diagnosed late in the illness (and whose parents did 
not recognize fever during the acute phase). Fever is a necessary component in the clinical diagnostic criteria for 
KD. It is usually high grade (>38.5°C), unresponsive to antibiotics, poorly responsive to antipyretics, and lasts an 
average of 1–3 weeks.

The diagnostic criteria for KD are:
 •  Fever for >5a consecutive days, with four of the following five criteria:
 1.  Conjunctivitis (>90%): bilateral bulbar nonexudative conjunctivitis, often with limbic sparing
 2.  Oral changes (90%): erythema, fissuring, cracking, or bleeding of lips; diffuse oropharyngeal erythema 

without exudate; and/or “strawberry” tongue
 3.  Cervical lymphadenopathy (25%–70%): (least common finding), one or more enlarged (>1.5 cm) nodes 

in the anterior cervical triangle, usually unilateral and sometimes painful; can be confused with bacterial 
cervical lymphadenitis

 4.  Rash (70%–90%): erythematous rash, usually a diffuse maculopapular eruption; erythroderma, erythema 
multiforme-like, urticarial, scarlatiniform, and micropustular eruptions are also seen; bullous, vesicular, and 
petechial rashes not seen in KD patients; rash typically involves the trunk and extremities and there may be 
accentuation in the groin (50%)

 5.  Extremity changes (60%–85%): (last manifestation to occur), erythema of palms and soles and firm some-
times painful edema of the hands and feet; desquamation of the fingers and toes begins in the periungual 
area usually 2–3 weeks after fever onset; desquamation may also involve the palms and soles.

In many patients, the presence of the clinical criteria may appear sequentially over time. In some patients, 
one or more of the clinical criteria may have been present and resolved prior to the diagnosis of KD being 
considered. A history of any of the clinical criteria listed above count as diagnostic criteria even if not present at 
the time the diagnosis is considered. 

 3.  What if a patient does not have enough clinical criteria to meet the clinical case definition of 
KD but I am still worried my patient might have this disease? Does incomplete KD exist?
Yes, “incomplete KD” does exist. The clinical case definition of KD does not identify all children with the disease. 
Up to 10%–25% of patients with KD do not meet the full clinical criteria of KD at diagnosis. This is particularly 
true for infants aged <6 months who may present with only fever. Patients diagnosed with KD whose signs and 
symptoms do not fulfill the clinical case definition are diagnosed with “incomplete KD”. The American Heart 
Association has published an algorithm for the evaluation of children with suspected incomplete KD. Using this 

a If all of the clinical criteria are present, the diagnosis may be made on Day 4 of fever. With a classic presentation, experienced clini-

cians may make the diagnosis at Day 3 of fever.
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algorithm, children with fever for >5 days and at least two clinical diagnostic criteria or infants with fever for >7 
days without an alternative diagnosis should have inflammatory markers (C-reactive protein [CRP] and erythrocyte 
sedimentation rate [ESR]) obtained. If the CRP >3.0 mg/dL or ESR >40 mm/hour, then “other laboratory studies” 
should be performed to look for abnormalities that commonly occur in KD: anemia for age, white blood cell (WBC) 
count >15,000/mm3, platelets >450,000/mm3, albumin <3 g/dL, elevated alanine aminotransferase, or urine WBC 
>10/HPF). Additionally, an echocardiogram (ECHO) should be obtained. If three or more of the “other laboratory 
studies” abnormalities are identified or the ECHO has positive findings, then a diagnosis of KD should be made and 
the patient should be treated. 

 4.  What epidemiologic facts are known about KD?
 •  KD affects predominantly, but not exclusively, young children. Majority (75%) of children are aged <5 years.
 •  Males > females 1.5:1.
 •  The highest relative risk (17×) is in Asian children, especially those with Japanese ancestry.
 •  The incidence is approximately 2% in siblings and 13% in identical twins.
 •  Recurrence rate is ∼3%.
 •  It is most common in winter and early spring in North America.
 •  Local outbreaks and epidemics of KD have been reported.
 •  Most common vasculitis of childhood (previously called infantile polyarteritis nodosa).
 •  Rarely occurs in adults (Fraison JB et al. Autoimmun Rev 15: 242, 2016) with or without coexistent human 

immunodeficiency virus. 

 5.  What other clinical symptoms or conditions may be seen in the acute phase of the illness?
 •  Musculoskeletal: arthritis or arthralgia may involve large and/or small joints (7.5%–25%). Usually short-lived. 

Synovial fluid WBC count can be >100,000/mm3.
 •  Cardiovascular: myocarditis, pericarditis, shock, aneurysms of medium-sized arteries (20%–25%), aortic root 

enlargement.
 •  Ocular: anterior uveitis (80%).
 •  Respiratory: cough (30%), hoarseness.
 •  Gastrointestinal: vomiting and diarrhea with abdominal pain (40%–60%), pancreatitis, hepatitis (30%–40%), 

gallbladder hydrops.
 •  Genitourinary: urethritis, sterile pyuria.
 •  Nervous system: extreme irritability (50%), aseptic meningitis, facial nerve palsy, sensorineural hearing loss 

(<1%).
 •  Skin: inflammation at previous BCG immunization site (characteristic).
 •  Others: macrophage activation syndrome (MAS). 

 6.  Is there a diagnostic laboratory test for KD?
No, there is no diagnostic laboratory test for KD. KD remains a clinical diagnosis. Laboratory tests show the 
findings of acute inflammation including elevated ESR, CRP, leukocytes, and platelet count. The platelet count 
typically rises after the 7th day of illness and may exceed 106/mm3. Any patient who develops thrombocytopenia, 
elevated liver-associated enzymes, high triglycerides, and extremely elevated ferritin levels should be evaluated 
for MAS. 

 7.  Can an ECHO be used to make a diagnosis of KD?
Recent data suggest that 80% of children with KD who ultimately develop coronary artery lesions (Z-score ≥2 
to <2.5=dilation; Z-score ≥2.5=aneurysm) will have them present at the time of diagnosis. Therefore, an ECHO 
showing coronary artery lesions would be useful in establishing the diagnosis of KD. In general, an abnormal ECHO 
can be used to establish the diagnosis of KD, but a normal ECHO cannot be used to rule out a diagnosis of KD. A 
Z-score of >2.5 in the left anterior descending or right coronary artery has a very high specificity for the diagnosis 
of KD but lacks sensitivity. Similarly, without a Z-score of >2.5, an ECHO is also considered positive for a diagnosis 
of KD if three or more of the following are met: Z-score of the left anterior descending or right coronary artery of 2 
to 2.5; decreased left ventricular function; mitral regurgitation; or pericardial effusion. 

 8.  What other diseases need to be considered in the differential diagnosis of KD?
 •  Staphylococcal and streptococcal toxin-mediated disease: scarlet fever, toxic shock.
 •  Viral infections: measles, adenovirus, enterovirus, Epstein–Barr virus.
 •  Drug hypersensitivity reactions: Stevens–Johnson syndrome.
 •  Rheumatological: systemic-onset juvenile idiopathic arthritis.
 •  Other (with appropriate epidemiologic risk factors): leptospirosis, rickettsial infections, mercury intoxication. 

 9.  What causes KD?
The cause of KD is unknown. Current data suggest that the disease results from an immune response to a classic 
antigen in genetically susceptible individuals. Numerous infectious pathogens have been proposed as etiologic 
agents but all have been subsequently disproven. The two most active lines of investigation suggest infection 
with a novel RNA virus via the respiratory tract or transport of an agent in tropospheric winds that initiates the 
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immunologic cascade of KD when inhaled. Epidemiology, genome-wide association studies, and linkage analysis 
have provided evidence that there is genetic susceptibility to KD and disease outcomes. In particular, the genes 
FCγR2a, caspase 3, human leukocyte antigen class II, B-cell lymphoid kinase, inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate kinase 
C, and CD40 have been implicated. 

 10.  Is there an effective treatment for KD?
Intravenous immune globulin (IVIG) at a dose of 2 g/kg given over 10–12 hours is the treatment of choice for acute 
KD. This is more effective in preventing persistent coronary artery aneurysms if given within the first 10 days 
after the disease onset. IVIG is given in conjunction with high-dose aspirin (30–50 or 80–100 mg/kg per day in 
4 divided doses). Once the fever has resolved, the dose of aspirin is decreased to a single oral dose of 3–5 mg/
kg per day for its antiplatelet effect. In those who do not develop coronary artery abnormalities, the aspirin can be 
discontinued 6 weeks after treatment and when the ESR, CRP, and platelet counts have normalized. 

 11.  Are there patients with KD who might benefit from more aggressive initial therapy?
Numerous studies have shown that 10%–35% of patients with KD fail to respond or develop recrudescent fever. 
These patients are characterized as IVIG-resistant and are at high risk for developing coronary artery aneurysms. 
They, therefore, require additional therapy to interrupt the inflammatory process. There have been many efforts to 
prospectively identify KD patients who have a high likelihood of being IVIG-resistant or who will develop coronary 
artery aneurysms in order to treat these patients more aggressively and decrease the incidence of coronary 
artery lesions. Prior studies from Japan have resulted in successful scoring systems including the Egami, Sano, 
and Kobayashi scores to predict IVIG resistance. Intensified therapy with prednisolone and IVIG in these high-risk 
patients improved coronary artery outcomes in the study populations. Unfortunately, these scoring systems have 
low sensitivity in heterogeneous US populations, and efforts to identify high-risk, IVIG-resistant patients in North 
American cohorts have been unsuccessful. Although rigorous, prospectively controlled studies are lacking, some 
US centers have taken the approach of targeting KD patients with intensified therapy who present with coronary 
artery lesions or who have epidemiologic risk factors such as young age. Intensified regimens include the addition 
of infliximab or steroids to standard therapy of IVIG and aspirin. 

 12.  What is the treatment for patients with KD who are resistant to IVIG therapy?
IVIG resistance is defined as fever that occurs from 36 hours to 7 days after the end of the IVIG infusion. Between 
10% and 35% of patients with KD are IVIG-resistant. There are no current consensus guidelines regarding what 
is the optimal therapy for patients who are IVIG-resistant. Options for therapy include administration of a second 
dose of IVIG (2 g/kg), infliximab (5 mg/kg), or high-dose pulse steroids (20–30 mg/kg intravenously for 3 days with 
or without a subsequent course and taper of oral prednisone). For patients with refractory KD who fail to respond 
to a second course of IVIG, infliximab, and/or steroids, other therapies to consider include anakinra, cyclosporine, 
or plasma exchange. 

 13.  What is the appropriate follow-up for patients with KD after discharge from the hospital?
Patients without coronary artery lesions should be seen by a pediatric cardiologist and repeat ECHOs obtained 
approximately 1–2 weeks and 6 weeks after discharge from the hospital. If ECHOs remain normal, patients 
may discontinue thromboprophylaxis with aspirin. Patients should also be seen at 1-year follow-up for repeat 
ECHO and lipid profile testing. Some experts recommend follow-up every 5 years thereafter with exercise stress 
testing and lipid profile testing. General heart healthy lifestyle counseling should be provided at all visits. For 
patients with coronary artery lesions, much closer and more aggressive follow-up with cardiology is indicated. 
Thromboprophylaxis with aspirin, clopidogrel, warfarin, and/or low molecular heparin is decided based upon 
the size and location of the coronary artery lesions as well as the presence or absence of thrombosis. Medical 
therapies with β-blockers, angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors, and statins may also need to be considered. 

 14.  What is the long-term outcome of patients with a history of KD?
The majority of coronary artery lesions will normalize in size by 1 year after diagnosis. Despite normalization of 
internal luminal size, however, the arterial wall architecture and function may remain abnormal in some patients, 
which could lead to stenosis and occlusion over long periods of time. Decade long-term follow-up on KD patients 
is currently lacking. Patients with persistent lesions are at continued high risk for thrombosis and myocardial 
infarctions.
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METABOLIC AND OTHER GENETIC 
MYOPATHIES
Matthew Wicklund, MD

KEY POINTS

 1.  Muscle cramps, pain, or myoglobinuria brought on by exercise suggests a metabolic myopathy.
 2.  Muscle symptoms with short bursts of high-intensity exercise and the second wind phenomenon are character-

istic of a glycogen storage disease (GSD). McArdle disease is most common.
 3.  Muscle symptoms with prolonged low-intensity exercise and/or prolonged fasting suggest a defect in fatty acid 

oxidation. Carnitine palmitoyltransferase II (CPT II) deficiency is most common.
 4.  Elevated resting serum lactate level and/or ragged red fibers on muscle biopsy are characteristic of a mitochon-

drial myopathy (MM).
 5.  The most common metabolic myopathies associated with myoglobinuria are CPT II deficiency and McArdle disease.
 6.  The most common myopathies confused with polymyositis are acid maltase deficiency (Pompe disease) and the 

limb-girdle muscular dystrophies (LGMDs).
 7.  Children presenting with a muscle disease without rash almost always have a metabolic or genetic myopathy 

and not primary polymyositis.
 8.  If evaluation for a metabolic myopathy does not yield an answer, consider a metabolic presentation of a muscu-

lar dystrophy or RYR1-associated myopathy.

 1.  What is the relative prevalence of genetic muscle diseases?
The combined prevalence of genetic muscle disease has been estimated with a minimum prevalence of 
∼50/100,000. Metabolic myopathies comprise ∼5/100,000, whereas the MMs are thought to include another 
∼5/100,000. The remainder of genetic muscle diseases consists of the following disorders: dystrophinopathies 
(Duchenne and Becker muscular dystrophies) at ∼10/100,000; myotonic dystrophies (type 1 and type 2) at 
∼10/100,000; facioscapulohumeral muscular dystrophy at ∼5/100,000; the LGMDs at ∼5/100,000; and the 
remainder of genetic muscle diseases make up the final ∼5/100,000. Thus, one should always keep in mind the 
full spectrum of disorders presenting with symptoms related to muscles. 

 2.  What are metabolic myopathies?
Metabolic myopathies are conditions that have in common abnormalities in muscle energy metabolism that  
result in skeletal muscle dysfunction. Primary metabolic myopathies are associated with biochemical defects 
that affect the ability of muscle fibers to maintain adequate levels of adenosine triphosphate (ATP). The three 
main categories of primary metabolic myopathies are GSDs, fatty acid oxidation defects, and mitochondrial 
cytopathies due to respiratory chain impairment. Because many of the enzyme defects are partial, these diseases  
can manifest at various ages from infancy through adulthood. Secondary metabolic myopathies are attributed  
to various endocrine and electrolyte abnormalities.

Metabolic myopathies can be divided into two groups based on clinical presentation: (1) the acute form 
manifesting repeated episodes of myalgias, exercise intolerance, hyperCKemia, contractures, rhabdomyolysis,  
and myoglobinuria with a normal examination between episodes, and (2) the progressive form with proximal 
and axial muscle weakness, and often accompanied by other organ system involvement such as the liver, heart, 
endocrine glands, or peripheral and central nervous systems (CNS). 

 3.  Which conditions are considered primary metabolic myopathies?
(Most common disorders in bold)

 A.  Disorders of glycolysis/glycogenoslysis (Eponym, GSD, GENE)
•  Acid maltase deficiency (Pompe disease, 2, GAA)
•  Debrancher enzyme deficiency (Cori or Forbes disease, 3, AGL)
•  Branching enzyme deficiency (Andersen disease, 4, GBE1)
•  Myophosphorylase deficiency (McArdle’s disease, 5, PYGM)
•  Phosphofructokinase deficiency (Tarui’s disease, 7, PKFM)
•  Phosphorylase b kinase deficiency
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•  α subunit (9D, PHKA1)
•  β subunit (9B, PHKB )

•  Phosphoglycerate mutase deficiency (10, PGAM2 )
•  Lactate dehydrogenase deficiency (11, LDHA)
•  Aldolase A deficiency (12, ALDOA)
•  β-enolase deficiency (13, ENO3)
•  Phosphoglucomutase deficiency (14, PGM1)
•  Glycogenin-1 deficiency (15, GYG1)
•  Glycogen synthase 1 deficiency (0, GYS1)
•  RBCK1 E3 ubiquitin ligase deficiency (RBCK1)
•  Phosphoglycerate kinase deficiency (PGK1)

 B.  Disorders of fatty acid oxidation
•  Primary carnitine deficiency (CD) syndromes:

•  Carnitine acetyltransferase deficiency (CRAT)
•  Carnitine palmitoyltransferase II deficiency (CPT2)
•  Multiple acyl-CoA dehydrogenase deficiency (ETFA, ETFB, ETFDH )

•  Secondary carnitine deficiency syndromes
•  Acyl-CoA dehydrogenase deficiencies

•  Short chain (HADH )
•  Medium chain (ACADM )
•  Very long chain (ACADVL)
•  Trifunctional protein deficiency (LCHAD)

•  Lipin-1 deficiency (LPIN1)
 C.  Mitochondrial myopathies

•  Electron transport chain protein deficiency
•  Multiple AcylCoA dehydrogenase deficiency (Complex I-IV mutations)
•  Mitochondrial ATP synthase deficiency (Complex V mutations)
•  Coenzyme Q10 gene mutation

 D.  Disorders of purine metabolism
•  Myoadenylate deaminase deficiency – mostly no longer thought to cause metabolic muscle disease

 4.  What are secondary causes of metabolic myopathies?
 A.  Endocrine myopathies

•  Acromegaly
•  Carcinoid syndrome
•  Cushing’s and Addison’s diseases
•  Hyperaldosteronism
•  Hyperparathyroidism
•  Hyper- and hypo-thyroidism

 B.  Metabolic-nutritional myopathies
•  Hepatic failure
•  Malabsorption and periodic paralysis
•  Uremia
•  Vitamin D and E deficiencies

 C.  Electrolyte disorders
•  Elevated or decreased levels of sodium, potassium, or calcium
•  Hypomagnesemia
•  Hypophosphatemia

 D.  Genetic muscle diseases (e.g. muscular dystrophies)
•  Dystrophinopathies (Duchenne & Becker)
•  Limb girdle muscular dystrophies (LGMD 1C, 2A, 2B, 2C-E, 2I, 2L, 2T)
•  RYR1-related myopathies

 5.  What is the source of energy for muscle contraction?
Hydrolysis of ATP. Intracellular concentrations of ATP are maintained by the action of enzymes such as creatine 
kinase (CK), adenylate cyclase, and myoadenylate deaminase. The energy to replenish ATP after it is consumed 
during muscle contraction is provided by intermediary metabolism of carbohydrates and lipids by pathways of 
glycolysis, the Krebs cycle, β-oxidation, and oxidative phosphorylation (see Chapter 3: Anatomy and Physiology of 
the Musculoskeletal System). 

 6.  How does ATP provide the energy for muscle contraction?
The immediate source of energy for skeletal muscle during work is found in preformed organic compounds 
containing high-energy phosphates, such as ATP and creatine phosphate (CrP). CK or creatine phosphokinase 
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helps maintain intracellular ATP concentrations by catalyzing the reversible transphosphorylation of creatine and 
adenine nucleotides and by modulating changes in cytosolic ATP concentrations.

At rest, when there is excess ATP, the terminal phosphate of ATP is transferred to creatine, forming CrP and 
adenosine diphosphate (ADP) in a reaction catalyzed by CK. CrP serves as a reservoir of high-energy phosphate. With 
muscle activity and ATP utilization, CK catalyzes the transfer of those phosphates from CrP to rapidly restore ATP levels 
to normal. CrP stores are sufficient to allow the rephosphorylation of ADP to ATP for only a few minutes of exercise.

Thus, CK along with its products, creatine and CrP, serve as a shuttle mechanism for energy transport 
between mitochondria, where ATP is generated by oxidative metabolism (Krebs cycle and respiratory/cytochrome 
chain), and the myofibrils, where ATP is consumed during muscle contraction and relaxation (Fig. 72.1). 

 7.  What is the role of carbohydrate metabolism during muscle work?
Glycogen, the major storage form of carbohydrate, is the major source of ATP generation when physical activity is 
of short duration and high intensity (lifting heavy weight) or when anaerobic conditions exist (running sprints).

Glycogen is mobilized to form glucose-6-phosphate by glycogenolysis in a process started by the enzyme 
myophosphorylase. Glucose and glucose-6-phosphate are metabolized through a series of reactions in the glycolytic 
pathway to pyruvate. Under aerobic conditions, pyruvate enters the Krebs or tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle and is 
metabolized to carbon dioxide and water (Fig. 72.2). Under aerobic conditions, a net of 36 molecules of ATP are 
generated for each molecule of glucose. However, under anaerobic conditions, pyruvate is converted to lactate and does 
not enter the Krebs cycle. Under these conditions, only two molecules of ATP are generated for each glucose molecule. 
Anaerobic glycogenolysis can supply energy to the muscle for only several minutes until the muscle fatigues, whereas 
there are sufficient muscle glycogen stores to supply energy for up to 90 minutes under aerobic conditions. 
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Fig. 72.1 ATP production in muscles: ADP = adenosine diphosphate; ATP = adenosine triphosphate; ATPase = adenosine triphosphatase; 
Cr = creatine; CrP = creatine phosphate; CPK = creatine phosphokinase.
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 8.  What is the role of lipid metabolism during muscle work?
Lipids, especially long-chain fatty acids (L-cFA), constitute the major substrate for energy production (ATP) during 
fasting intervals, at rest, and with muscular activities of low intensity and long duration (>40–50 minutes).

L-cFA from adipose tissues move through the bloodstream bound to albumin. These, plus medium- and 
small-chain fatty acids, move across the endothelial cells and into the muscle cells (called fibers), where they are 
available for energy production, storage, or synthesis into membrane components. A L-cFA transporter protein 
(3 in Fig. 72.3) facilitates the entry of L-cFA into the muscle fiber. To be processed for energy, the free fatty acid 
must enter the mitochondria. Short- and medium-chain fatty acids cross freely into the mitochondria. L-cFA must 
combine with carnitine to enter the inner mitochondrial matrix. The combination of L-cFA with carnitine and their 
release into the mitochondrial matrix are catalyzed by CPT I and CPT II, respectively (1 and 2 in Fig. 72.3), which 
are located on the inner mitochondrial membrane. Once in the mitochondria, the fatty acids are converted to their 
respective CoA esters and sequentially shortened by the process of β-oxidation, which release acetyl CoA that 
then enters the TCA or Krebs cycle. CPT deficiency, trifunctional protein deficiency, and very long-chain acyl-CoA 
dehydrogenase deficiency are the most common fatty acid oxidation defect disorders. 

 9.  How do disorders of glycogen and glucose metabolism present clinically?
Patients who develop muscle cramps, spasms, and/or myoglobinuria with short bursts of high-intensity exercise (weight 
lifting or sprinting) may have a defect of glycogen metabolism known as GSD. There are 16 types of GSD (glycogenoses, 
types 0–15), with 11 having muscle symptoms. Most are autosomal recessive. Predominantly, these patients are well at 
rest and perform low-intensity exercise without difficulty because free fatty acids are the major source of energy under 
these conditions. The enzymatic block that interferes with the use of carbohydrates to generate ATP causes problems 
only when exercise reaches a level that produces anaerobic conditions. Typically, the patient starts exercising and 
within a few minutes the muscle fatigues (patients describe this as “hitting the wall”). In some cases (McArdle and Tarui 
diseases), continued exertion can result in improved exercise tolerance, referred as the “second wind” phenomenon. 
However, in many patients if they continue exercising, the muscle becomes painful and may develop a firm cramp. This 
can result in muscle damage and myoglobinuria. Over time, four of the GSDs (acid maltase deficiency, aldolase A 
deficiency, branching enzyme deficiency, and debrancher deficiency) may result in fixed weakness. 

 10.  Describe the clinical presentation seen in myophosphorylase deficiency (McArdle disease; 
glycogenosis type V).
McArdle disease is one of the two most common GSD. It is autosomal recessive due to mutations in the 
myophosphorylase gene. It is a common cause of recurrent rhabdomyolysis and myoglobinuria, second only to 
CPT deficiency. Myophosphorylase degrades glycogen to glucose-1-phosphate and hence is important in calling 
up stored energy for muscle use. The cardinal manifestation of this deficiency is exercise intolerance associated 
with pain, fatigue, cramps, and/or weakness. The degree of intolerance varies among affected individuals. 
Symptoms generally follow activities of high intensity and short duration. Symptoms should resolve with rest. 
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In fact, at rest, affected individuals function well and adjust their activities to a level below their threshold for 
symptoms. Some individuals experience the “second wind” phenomenon, which is a marked improvement in 
exercise tolerance about 10 minutes into aerobic exercise involving large muscle masses (jogging or cycling). For 
unknown reason, severe cramps and myoglobinuria are rare before adolescence. Elevated CK at rest is a common 
finding. The forearm exercise test (FET) is usually diagnostic showing a flat venous lactate curve. Definitive 
diagnosis requires histochemical and biochemical testing showing the enzyme deficiency in muscle or genetic 
testing. Low-dose creatine monohydrate and pre-exercise sucrose or glucose may improve exercise performance 
and tolerance in patients with this condition. 

 11.  How does phosphofructokinase deficiency (Tarui disease; glycogenosis type VII) present?
The clinical manifestations of phosphofructokinase (fructose-6-phosphate to fructose-1, 6-phosphate) deficiency 
can be identical to those of McArdle disease. Glucose or sucrose intake before exercise may exacerbate the 
muscle symptoms. The second wind phenomenon is less common, and the exercise intolerance is likely to be 
associated with nausea and vomiting. About one-third of affected persons develop myoglobinuria, and most have 
elevated CK at rest. The disease can also cause hemolytic anemia.

Pearl: Consider this diagnosis in any patient with exercised-induced muscle symptoms, elevated CK, and 
hemolytic anemia. 

 12.  How does acid maltase deficiency (Pompe disease; glycogenosis type II) present?
Acid maltase deficiency is one of the two most common GSD. It is caused by mutations of the gene that 
codes for the intralysosomal enzyme alpha-glucosidase (GAA) that catalyzes the release of glucose from 
maltose, oligosaccharide, and glycogen in lysosomes. Its deficiency is transmitted by autosomal recessive 
inheritance and produces three different clinical syndromes depending on the severity of the enzyme 
deficiency.

 1.  The infantile form causes symptoms of muscle weakness, hypotonia, and congestive heart failure that begins 
shortly after birth and progresses to death within the first 2 years of life.

 2.  The childhood and juvenile forms present in the first two decades with progressive proximal muscle weakness. 
Death is usually from respiratory failure and occurs before the age of 30 years.

 3.  The adult form presents in the third to sixth decades of life with insidious, painless limb-girdle weakness, and 
an elevated CK. The respiratory muscles are usually affected and 30% present with respiratory failure. This form 
is frequently misdiagnosed as polymyositis or limb girdle muscular dystrophy (LGMD). Muscle biopsy reveals di-
agnostic findings in only two-thirds of cases. Typical histologic changes involve muscle fibers with vacuoles filled 
with periodic acid-Schiff positive material and stain intensely for acid phosphatase, another lysosomal enzyme. 
The electromyogram (EMG) shows myopathic changes, electrical irritability, and pseudomyotonic discharges 
without clinical evidence of myotonia. The diagnosis is confirmed by genetic testing in conjunction with decreased 
GAA enzyme activity in the blood. Treatment involves enzyme replacement therapy with rhGAA.

Pearl: Consider this diagnosis in any patient suspected of muscle disease with significant respiratory 
insufficiency. 

 13.  How do disorders of lipid metabolism present clinically?
In patients with disorders of lipid metabolism, symptoms such as muscle pain, stiffness/tightness, or myoglobinuria 
are usually induced by events such as prolonged low-intensity exercise (hiking, soccer), prolonged fasting, infection, 
general anesthesia, exposure to cold, and low carbohydrate, high-fat diets. The heart, skeletal muscle, and liver 
depend on fatty acid oxidation for energy. Metabolic blocks in fatty acid oxidation result in accumulation of abnormal 
amounts of fatty acid in those tissues, leading to cardiomyopathy, weakness, and fatty liver. An increasing number of 
neurologic diseases have been associated with defects in fatty acid metabolism. Many of them cause abnormalities 
in the CNS.

Few disorders of lipid metabolism present as isolated exercise intolerance without other organ involvement. 
Primary muscle carnitine deficiency and CPT II deficiency can present with predominantly muscle disease. In 
contrast to patients with glycogen metabolic defects, patients with these lipid metabolism defects often do not 
experience muscle cramps. They do not have the second wind phenomenon. CK levels at rest and the EMG are 
usually normal or only show mild abnormalities. 

 14.  What is the syndrome of CPT deficiency?
CPT II deficiency is an autosomal recessive disorder characterized by attacks of exertional myalgias and 
myoglobinuria (80%). Patients, most of whom are men, experience no difficulty with short bursts of strenuous 
activity. Indeed, the favorite recreational sport of the patient is often weight lifting. When prolonged exercise 
is demanded, particularly in the fasting state (when the body is dependent on fatty acid metabolism as a 
source of energy), muscle pain, fatigue, and myoglobinuria may occur. Patients do not experience the “second 
wind phenomenon.” CPT II deficiency is the most common genetic metabolic myopathy causing recurrent 
rhabdomyolysis. The resultant myoglobinuria can cause renal failure. Diagnosis is made by genetic testing 
or measuring CPT activity in biopsied muscle. Treatment consists of education about avoidance of prolonged 
strenuous exercise and fasting. Carbohydrates before and during exercise and a high carbohydrate diet may 
improve exercise tolerance. 
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 15.  What are mitochondrial myopathies (MMs)?
These are a clinically and biochemically heterogeneous group of disorders that have morphologic abnormalities 
in the number, size, structure, and function of mitochondria. As a group, they are the most common cause 
of a genetic metabolic myopathy. However, most present with symptoms other than a myopathy (stroke, 
encephalopathy). The most typical morphologic change on muscle biopsy is the ragged red fiber, a distorted-
appearing muscle fiber that contains large peripheral and intermyofibrillar aggregates of abnormal mitochondria. 
These appear as red deposits on modified Gomori trichrome staining. Many MMs are attributed to defects in 
one of the 37 genes of the mitochondrial genome, which are maternally inherited. However, nuclear DNA also 
contains hundreds of genes that produce proteins vital to the mitochondrial structure and function. Diagnosis of 
mitochondrial disorders occurs via genetic testing of the mitochondrial genome along with those nuclear genes 
associated with mitochondrial function. Muscle biopsy histology and mitochondrial respiratory chain enzyme 
activity can prove helpful or confirmatory in some cases.

Syndromes associated with abnormalities of mitochondria have a variety of clinical manifestations, and 
are thus often called mitochondrial cytopathies. Many present multisystem problems with involvement of the 
CNS, heart, and skeletal muscle. The skeletal muscle involvement is manifested by progressive proximal muscle 
weakness, external ophthalmoplegia, and exercise intolerance due to premature fatigue out of proportion to 
weakness. Mild activity such as walking up one flight of stairs can cause symptoms that resolve with a short 
rest, but recur with activity. Patients complain of heaviness or burning in the muscles, but most often do not have 
cramps. Serum CK levels may be normal to moderately elevated. Lactate levels are often elevated at rest or with 
trivial exercise.

Treatment for MMs often involves treatment with a mitochondrial cocktail, dietary supplementation with 
creatine monohydrate (0.1 g/kg per day), coenzyme Q10 (5–15 mg/kg per day), and vitamin E (5–15 mg/kg per 
day). If carnitine levels are low, then treatment with L-carnitine (330 mg, 1–3 capsules up to three times daily) can 
be tried. Patients with multiple acyl-CoA dehydrogenase deficiency often demonstrate dramatic improvement with 
riboflavin (100 mg daily). Nearly all patients with MM improve mildly with gradually increased aerobic exercise. 

 16.  How do you clinically evaluate patients with suspected metabolic muscle disease?
The evaluation begins with a careful history and thorough physical exam. The problem of diagnosing metabolic 
myopathies is confounded because at rest, patients are usually asymptomatic and have normal physical findings. 
The importance of the physical exam is to pick up any additional abnormalities such as neurologic defects which 
might indicate MM. Patients with metabolic myopathies typically present with one of the following:

 •  Metabolic myopathies presenting with exercise intolerance, severe prolonged cramps, and red-wine or cola-
colored urine (indicating myoglobinuria). If symptoms occur during strenuous brief exercise, then a GSD is most 
likely (e.g., McArdle disease) since glycogen is the main source of energy during brief exercise. If symptoms 
(usually myalgias and myoglobinuria without cramps) occur only after prolonged exercise and are worse dur-
ing fasting, then lipid storage disease (e.g., CPT II deficiency) is more likely since free fatty acids are the most 
important source of fuel during prolonged exercise

 •  Metabolic myopathies that present with progressive muscle weakness indistinguishable from LGMDs or 
inflammatory myopathies include acid maltase, branching enzyme, debrancher, aldolase A, or carnitine 
deficiency. 

 17.  How are the metabolic myopathies diagnosed?
Once a detailed history and physical examination are performed, measurement of muscle enzymes and 
electrodiagnostic studies follow if complaints are suspicious for myopathy. Increased levels of CK, aldolase, 
liver transaminases, lactate dehydrogenase, carnitine, potassium, phosphorous, creatinine, lactate, ammonia, 
and myoglobin may be observed in the blood of patients depending on the metabolic myopathy. Of these, CK is 
the most sensitive. Levels are generally normal, except for patients with McArdle disease (myophosphorylase 
deficiency).

The EMG is useful in excluding a neuropathic process, demonstrating myopathic changes, and may 
delineate an optimal site for a muscle biopsy. Elevated muscle enzymes and myopathic changes on EMG are 
variable and nondiagnostic. A normal EMG does not exclude a metabolic myopathy. Measurement of venous 
lactate and ammonia during FET provides a useful tool for excluding all myopathic forms of GSD, except acid 
maltase deficiency, phosphorylase kinase b deficiency, and branching enzyme deficiency. A positive result can be 
confirmed by genetic testing or muscle biopsy enzyme analysis. A muscle biopsy can provide important diagnostic 
information in the evaluation of a patient with a metabolic muscle disease. Magnetic resonance spectroscopy is 
another tool useful for the in vivo evaluation of muscle energetics. Magnetic resonance imaging has been used to 
identify sites of abnormal tissue and as a guide for muscle biopsy.

Many metabolic myopathy specialists have moved to a genetic testing first approach. As the cost of genetic 
testing has plummeted and the speed of processing and sheer number of genes tested has increased; it is now 
more cost effective, faster, and less invasive to assess for the genetic defect prior to ancillary testing such as 
EMG, FET, or muscle biopsy. This inverted diagnostic stratagem still may require clinicians to circle back around to 
ancillary testing to help clarify variants of undetermined significance found on next generation sequencing panels, 
exomes, or genomes. 
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 18.  What is the FET? How it is performed?
The FET is a nonspecific tool used in individuals suspected of having myophosphorylase deficiency or a block 
anywhere along the glycogenolytic or glycolytic pathway. This test exploits the abnormal biochemistry that results 
in the absence of those enzymes. Normal muscle generates lactate from the degradation of glycogen when it 
exercises. With defects in glycolysis or glycogenolysis, pyruvate is not produced under anaerobic conditions, and 
thus no lactate can be generated by lactate dehydrogenase. In addition, ammonia, inosine, and hypoxanthine 
concentrations increase significantly. A protocol for FET follows.

 1.  A blood sample for analysis of baseline lactate, ammonia, and pyruvate levels is drawn through an indwelling 
catheter in an antecubital vein (preferably placed without use of a tourniquet)

 2.  In the past, a sphygmomanometer cuff was placed on the upper arm of the side with the indwelling catheter 
and inflated to at least 20 mmHg above systolic pressure. However, the blood pressure cuff is not necessary 
and can lead to forearm rhabdomyolysis and compartment syndrome, especially in patients with McArdle 
disease.

 3.  The subject rhythmically squeezes a tennis ball or similar object at maximal intensity for 14 seconds followed 
by a 1-second reprieve for a total of 60 seconds. After the 60 seconds of exercise, additional venous samples 
for lactate and ammonia are obtained at 1, 2, 4, 6, and 10 minutes thereafter. Pyruvate can be drawn at 2 
and 4 minutes after exercise. As they are drawn, the blood vials should be placed on ice and immediately 
transported to the laboratory and processed.

In normal individuals, lactate and ammonia increase at least two and half times baseline values in the first 
two samples after exercise and then gradually decrease toward baseline. The major reason for a false-positive 
result is insufficient work by the individual while exercising. This should be suspected if both lactate and ammonia 
fail to rise. If lactate (and pyruvate) does not rise but ammonia does, the patient may have a defect in glycolysis, 
such as McArdle disease. If pyruvate rises but lactate does not, the patient has LDH-m subunit deficiency. In CPT II 
deficiency, both lactate and ammonium rise appropriately. 

 19.  Why is muscle biopsy a valuable diagnostic tool in the evaluation of metabolic myopathies?
Muscle biopsy for routine histologic, histochemical, and ultrastructural analysis (electron microscopy) is 
helpful in evaluating a suspected metabolic myopathy, primarily because it helps rule out other conditions that 
can cause muscle dysfunction and allows testing for deficiencies or absence of specific glycolytic pathway 
enzymes. However, biopsy should be the final step in the clinical evaluation, done only if a diagnosis has not 
been made via history, examination, laboratory testing (including FET), genetic testing, and EMG. Specific 
enzymes can be tested for in muscle tissue by immunohistochemistry. The most important studies are listed 
below:

Stain Condition

Periodic acid-Schiff GSD
Sudan black or Oil red O Lipid storage diseases
Gomori MM
Acid phosphatase Acid maltase deficiency
Specific enzymes: Myophosphorylase, phosphofructokinase, lactate dehydrogenase

 

 20.  What is the approach to evaluation and management of a patient with rhabdomyolysis and 
myoglobinuria?
There is no agreed-upon definition of the level of CK elevation required for a diagnosis of rhabdomyolysis, but 
all agree that CK levels rising from normal to >10,000 U/L would meet that criteria. Interestingly, CK levels must 
rise to 50,000–75,000 U/L before clinical pigmenturia occurs (though myoglobin may be detected in the urine 
at lower levels than this). After a single episode of exertional rhabdomyolysis, the risk of recurrence is quite low, 
and further evaluation may not be warranted. However, after a second episode of rhabdomyolysis, evaluation may 
include serial CK levels, EMG, muscle biopsy, and/or genetic testing. For patients with multiple, recurrent episodes 
of rhabdomyolysis, the most reasonable first step now, with the availability of large genetic testing panels at 
relatively low cost, is to order genetic testing covering 30–500 muscle genes (inclusive of the metabolic 
myopathy genes). If genetic testing fails to return a definitive diagnosis, either negative testing or variant(s) of 
undetermined significance, then circling back to EMG and muscle biopsy with enzyme analysis will increase the 
diagnostic yield. 

 21.  Describe common genetic muscle diseases that may be confused with metabolic 
myopathies and childhood or adult polymyositis.

 •  Dystrophinopathies:
Duchenne dystrophy: X-linked disease due to a mutation in DMD, the gene for the protein, dystrophin, which 

connects the contractile proteins of muscle, the sarcomere, up to a protein complex at the muscle membrane, 
the sarcolemma. Onset of pelvic and shoulder girdle muscle weakness occurs by age 5. CK levels can be 
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elevated to more than 50 to 150 times upper limit of normal at rest. Calf hypertrophy, scoliosis, loss of am-
bulation by age 13, and death from respiratory failure or cardiomyopathy in the third and fourth decades oc-
curred in the past. Corticosteroids slow progression of skeletal and cardiac muscle dysfunction. Diagnosis is 
by genetic testing, and genetic therapies are now available to significantly slow the progression of disease.

Becker dystrophy: X-linked disease due to a less severe mutation of the dystrophin gene resulting in a partially 
functional protein complex. Similar to Duchenne dystrophy, but milder, with patients able to walk beyond 
the age of 16 years. Age of onset ranges from the first through the seventh decade. The extent of skeletal 
muscle and cardiac muscle dysfunction may be quite discordant with some ambulatory Becker patients 
requiring cardiac transplantation.

Female carriers: Females (10%–30%) with a mutation in DMD on one X chromosome (often mothers, sisters 
or daughters of males with a dystrophinopathy) can develop skeletal muscle weakness and myalgias. An 
equal percentage may manifest cardiac dysfunction, arrhythmias, or heart failure, clinically or on testing 
(heart monitors and echocardiograms). Whenever a woman with muscle disease has symptoms that do 
not fit into a typical diagnosis, genetic muscle disease can be considered.

 •  Facioscapulohumeral dystrophy: Autosomal dominant disease due to a partial deletion located on chromo-
some 4. Variable disease expression with disease onset between adolescence and middle-adult years. Facial 
muscle weakness (cannot whistle) often occurs first. Scapulohumeral weakness leading to winged scapulae is 
a prominent feature. Lower extremities are less involved. CK is elevated up to five times normal, and inflam-
mation can be seen on muscle biopsy.

 •  LGMDs: There are now more than 100 genetic muscle diseases that present with proximal weakness in the 
hip and shoulder girdle muscles. Fortunately, with large genetic testing panels encompassing 80 to 500 genes, 
many of these genetic muscles disease can be cost-effectively diagnosed early in the evaluation. The most 
common LGMD confused with polymyositis include:
LGMD2B—dysferlinopathy. Autosomal recessive disease. LGMD2B stems from a mutation in DYSF, the gene 

coding for dysferlin, a protein important in muscle repair. Patients present with progressive lower extrem-
ity followed by upper extremity proximal muscle weakness beginning in second to fourth decades. Facial 
muscles and heart are spared and winged scapulae are not seen. The disease slowly progresses leading 
to 50% of patients requiring wheelchair use in 10–30 years. This dystrophy is the one most readily 
confused with adult polymyositis because CK is elevated and inflammatory infiltrates may be seen on 
muscle biopsy. A diagnostic clue is that most patients have difficulty standing on their toes within the first 
1–2 years of symptom onset due to early, concomitant calf muscle weakness. A trial of corticosteroids in 
dysferlinopathies failed to demonstrate any benefit.

LGMD2C, 2D, 2E, and 2F—the sarcoglycanopathies: Autosomal recessive disorders due to mutations of sarco-
glycans in the sarcolemma. The sarcoglycans are a family of transmembrane proteins (α, β, γ, δ) involved 
in the protein complex responsible for connecting the muscle fiber cytoskeleton to the extracellular matrix, 
preventing damage to the muscle fiber sarcolemma through shearing forces. Patients present with a limb-
girdle and Duchenne/Becker-like phenotypes. Most present by the age of 6–8 years. Progression of weak-
ness can be rapid. Cardiomyopathy occurs in 30%. Serum CK levels are high. Muscle biopsies may have 
inflammation, especially eosinophilic myositis. The sarcoglycanopathies do not respond to corticosteroids.

LGMD2I, 2K, 2M, 2N, and others—the alpha-dystroglycanopathies: Autosomal recessive disorders due to muta-
tions in the 17 genes involved in glycosylation of alpha-dystroglycan. Alpha-dystroglycan forms pivotal, 
carbohydrate links from the sarcolemma up to the extracellular matrix. Onset of proximal weakness 
is generally in infancy or childhood and may have associated brain and eye involvement. Cardiac and 
respiratory compromise occurs in many patients. CK levels are 2 to 10 times the upper limit of normal. 
Interestingly, associated with a febrile illness in early childhood, around one-quarter of alpha-dystro-
glycanopathy patients have an abrupt onset of weakness (often lose ambulation) along with respiratory 
compromise. Recovery ensues over 1 to 3 weeks. This acute illness-associated weakness occurs prior to 
onset of the muscular dystrophy in half the cases.

 •  Myotonic dystrophies: Autosomal dominant diseases. Type 1 has temporal atrophy, sternocleidomastoid 
muscle wasting, ptosis, distal limb weakness, and systemic features (balding, cataracts, cardiorespiratory, 
and gastrointestinal involvement). Characteristic physical finding is delayed relaxation and muscles stiffness 
(myotonia). Inability to relax handgrip when shaking hands and myotonic contraction of thumb when thenar 
eminence musculature is percussed by a reflex hammer is commonly observed. EMG shows excessive 
insertional activity and a “dive bomber” sound with contraction of muscle. Ringed myofibers seen in 70% on 
muscle biopsy and atrophy of type I fibers is prominent. Type 2 has proximal muscle weakness, muscle pain, 
cataracts, intermittent and asymmetric myotonia, tremors, cardiac disturbances (heart block), and hypogonad-
ism. Neck flexors, hip flexors, and triceps are affected most commonly. CK is elevated up to four times normal.

 •  Lipin-1: Autosomal recessive disease due to mutations in LPIN1, the gene for lipin-1. A common cause of rhabdo-
myolysis in children aged ≤6 years. Baseline muscle strength and CK levels are often normal, but rhabdomyolysis 
may be severe with CK levels 10,000–1,000,000 U/L with up to a 30% mortality rate. Attacks are most often 
triggered by febrile episodes, but also associated with exercise, fasting, and anesthesia. Intravenous high-
concentration glucose solutions during attacks and increased caloric intake during situations of elevated energy 
demand (e.g., fever or exercise) resulted in decreased frequency and severity of episodes of rhabdomyolysis.
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 •  RYR1-associated myopathies: Autosomal dominant disorder. Mutations in RYR1, the gene for the ryanodine 
receptor, may account for up to 30% of rhabdomyolysis episodes in otherwise healthy persons. Common 
triggers for episodes of rhabdomyolysis include exercise, heat, and viral infections. It is important to recognize 
and diagnose these patients since there can be concomitant malignant hyperthermia susceptibility with 
certain inhalational anesthetics. Modification of lifestyle through avoidance of overheating and modification of 
exercise programs can help reduce the frequency and severity of the rhabdomyolysis episodes.
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AMYLOIDOSIS
Sterling G. West, MD

KEY POINTS

 1.  Systemic amyloidosis is protean in its manifestations and can mimic more common rheumatic conditions such 
as seronegative rheumatoid arthritis (RA).

 2.  Abdominal fat pad aspiration is the easiest and safest method of obtaining tissue to examine for amyloid deposi-
tion.

 3.  Diagnosis is established by tissue biopsy and polarized microscopy of Congo red-stained tissue. Immunohisto-
chemical stains can identify the specific amyloid protein subunit.

 4.  Treatment varies depending on the type of amyloidosis: AL by eliminating clonal B cells; AA by controlling 
chronic inflammation; ATTR by liver transplantation or lowering transthyretin (TTR) levels; localized amyloidosis 
by surgical or laser excision.

 1.  What is amyloidosis?
Amyloidosis is a disorder of protein folding in which normally soluble proteins are deposited as an insoluble 
proteinaceous material in the extracellular matrix of tissue. At least 30 human precursor proteins can form 
amyloid. The deposits may be localized to one organ or may be systemic. Amyloid deposition may be subclinical or 
may produce a diverse array of clinical manifestations. 

 2.  Why is it called amyloid? How does its deposition result in clinical disease?
In 1854, Rudolph Virchow coined the term amyloid (starch-like) owing to the reaction of the material in a 
manner similar to cellulose when exposed to iodine and sulfuric acid. This designation has been retained despite 
the recognition of the proteinaceous nature of amyloid. Amyloid deposits encroach on parenchymal tissues, 
compromising their function. Organ compromise is related to the location, quantity, and rate of deposition which 
varies within and between the types of amyloid. 

 3.  Describe the structure of amyloid.
All amyloids share a unique ultrastructure as seen by electron microscopy. Thin, nonbranching protein fibrils 
constitute approximately 90% of amyloid deposits. Fibrils tend to aggregate laterally to form fibers. X-ray diffraction 
studies show that the polypeptide chains are oriented perpendicularly to the long axis of the fibril, forming a cross 
β-pleated sheet conformation. Serum amyloid P component (SAP), a protein composed of two pentagonal 
subunits forming a doughnut-like structure, makes up 5%. SAP is 50% homologous to C-reactive protein but not an 
acute-phase reactant. The remainder of amyloid is composed of small amounts of certain glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) 
including heparan sulfate and dermatan sulfate as well as specific apolipoproteins (E and J). 

 4.  Describe the light microscopic appearance of amyloid.
Without staining, amyloid appears as a homogeneous, amorphous, hyaline extracellular material. It is eosinophilic 
when stained with hematoxylin–eosin and metachromatic with crystal violet. Amyloid stains homogeneously with  
Congo red (congophilic) as a result of its β-pleated sheet configuration. Viewing of Congo red-stained tissue 
under polarized microscopy yields the pathognomonic apple green birefringence. 

 5.  Where do the amyloid proteins come from and why does amyloid deposition occur?
Fibrillar amyloid proteins are derived from either an intact protein or a fragment of a larger precursor molecule. 
Circulating forms of the relevant proteins that deposit and form amyloid fibrils are responsible for systemic forms 
of amyloidosis, whereas local production of protein subunits that are precursors to amyloid fibril formation are 
responsible for localized or organ-specific amyloidosis. There are four circumstances that predispose to amyloid 
deposition:

 •  Sustained high concentrations of normal proteins (i.e., serum amyloid A [SAA] in chronic inflammation and 
β2-microglobulin in renal failure)

 •  Exposure to normal concentrations of a weakly amyloidogenic protein over a prolonged period (i.e., amyloid 
β-protein in Alzheimer’s disease)

 •  Acquired protein with an amyloidogenic structure (i.e., monoclonal immunoglobulin light chains in AL amyloid)
 •  Inherited variant protein with an amyloidogenic structure (i.e., TTR, others).
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The pathogenesis of why certain proteins are capable of forming amyloid fibrils is unclear. Genetic factors 
are important in that mutations in certain proteins that circulate normally in plasma can result in structural 
changes that predispose them to undergo conformational changes leading to the formation of an antiparallel beta-
pleated sheet configuration when the protein deposits in the tissue. Indeed, certain protein variants are known 
to be “amyloidogenic” and may be more susceptible to the processing that leads to amyloidosis. For example, in 
systemic AL amyloidosis, the immunoglobulin light chain λ VI is highly associated with amyloidosis, whereas the 
more common κ light chains are not. In systemic AA amyloid, certain phenotypes of SAA are more likely to form 
amyloid, whereas in hereditary systemic amyloidosis single amino acid variants of TTR are most commonly found. 
Finally, in addition to these amyloidogenic precursor proteins undergoing misfolding, SAP and certain GAGs may 
contribute to the seeding, aggregation, and deposition of amyloid in tissues. Notably, little tissue reaction occurs 
around amyloid, and once deposited, amyloid resists proteolysis and phagocytosis. Features of the precursor 
proteins and/or host factors could result in abnormal processing by mononuclear phagocytic cells or ineffective 
degradation. 

 6.  How are the amyloidoses classified?
By the major protein component of the fibril. This has also become the basis for defining the clinical syndromes 
with certainty. However, routine stains do not identify the major fibril protein, and specific immunohistochemical 
stains are needed for identification (Table 73.1). 

 7.  What is systemic AL amyloidosis?
Systemic AL amyloidosis, formerly called primary amyloidosis, is due to protein deposition derived from 
immunoglobulin light-chain fragments. AL amyloid appears to represent a spectrum of disease. At one end, the 
source of light chains is a malignant clone of plasma cells (myeloma-associated). At the other extreme, light 
chains are derived from a small, nonproliferative plasma cell population (immunocyte dyscrasia). 

 8.  Describe the epidemiology of systemic AL amyloidosis.
Systemic AL amyloidosis occurs in 2% of individuals with monoclonal B-cell dyscrasias. Over 80% of cases are 
associated with “benign” monoclonal gammopathies with the remainder having multiple myeloma or, less often, 
Waldenstrom disease or non-Hodgkin lymphoma. Men and women are equally affected. The median age at 
diagnosis is 65 years, and 99% of patients are aged >40 years. Whites are more frequently affected than other 
races. 

 9.  What are the most common initial symptoms in patients with systemic AL amyloidosis?
 •  Fatigue (54%).
 •  Weight loss (42%).
 •  Pain (15%).
 •  Purpura (16%).
 •  Gross bleeding (8%).

Diagnosis is often delayed as a result of the nonspecific nature of the symptoms. Weight loss can be 
striking, exceeding 40 lbs (18.1 kg) in some patients and prompting a search for occult malignancy. Pain 
is more common in those with myeloma (40%) than those without (8%). In those without myeloma, pain is 
frequently attributable to peripheral neuropathy (10%) and/or carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS; 20%). Other 
symptoms are often present in patients with specific organ involvement including edema from nephrotic 
syndrome due to renal involvement; dyspnea on exertion and edema due to a restrictive cardiomyopathy; 
abdominal discomfort from hepatosplenomegaly; seronegative arthropathy resembling RA; painful paresthesias 
with peripheral neuropathy; orthostasis, syncope, impotence, and gut dysmotility resulting from autonomic 
neuropathy. 

Table 73.1   Classification of Amyloidoses

CLINICAL CATEGORIES MAJOR PROTEIN TYPES RELATIVE FREQUENCIES (%)

Systemic AL amyloidosis AL 50–80

Systemic AA amyloidosis AA 3–10

Age-related (senile) systemic amyloidosis AATR 8–10

Organ-specific (localized) amyloidosis AL, ALECT2, and othersa 3

Dialysis-related amyloidosis Aβ2M –

Heritable amyloidosis ATTR and othersb 5–10

aOther organ-specific (localized): ALECT2, leukocyte cell-derived chemotaxin 2 – hepatic amyloid; Aβ, amyloid β protein – Alzheimer’s 

disease, Down syndrome; AIAPP, islet amyloid polypeptide – type 2 diabetes, insulinoma; ACal, calcitonin – medullary thyroid cancer; 

AANF, atrial natriuretic factor – atrial amyloid; AMed, lactadherin – aortic media; ALac, lactoferrin – cornea; others.
bOther hereditary (familial): AApoA, apolipoprotein AI and AII; AGel, gelsolin; AFib, fibrinogen A alpha; ALys, lysozyme; ACys, cystatin C.
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 10.  What physical findings are common in patients with systemic AL amyloidosis?
 •  Edema (most common).
 •  Palpable liver (34%).
 •  Macroglossia (10%–20%; pathognomonic when present).
 •  Purpura (16%).
 •  CTS (10%–20%): can cause claw hand due to clumping of tendons together.
 •  Painful sensory polyneuropathy (10%–20%).

Edema may occur as a result of nephrotic syndrome, congestive heart failure, and rarely, protein-losing 
enteropathy. Hepatomegaly is usually of only a modest degree. Macroglossia and purpura should particularly raise 
suspicion of systemic AL amyloidosis; both may be a source of patient complaints and are easily overlooked. 
Increased firmness of the tongue and dental indentations are helpful in determining the presence of macroglossia. 
Cutaneous purpura is generally localized to the upper chest, neck, and face. Purpura of the eyelids is a clue that 
is seen only when the patient’s eyes are closed. Gentle pinching of the eyelids may cause bruising (pinch purpura) 
due to vascular fragility caused by amyloid deposition in the blood vessels. Purpura around the eyes is called the 
“raccoon eyes” sign. Other findings include arthropathy (“shoulder pad” sign), CTS, nail dystrophy, adenopathy, 
and submandibular enlargement. 

 11.  Because symptoms are nonspecific and physical findings insensitive, what clinical 
syndromes should suggest the presence of systemic AL amyloidosis?

Nephrotic syndrome Autonomic neuropathy (orthostatic hypotension, gastric atony)
Congestive heart failure CTS (especially if claw hand)
Peripheral neuropathy Hepatic disease

The most common initial clinical manifestation is nephrotic syndrome. The major sign distinguishing it from 
other causes of nephrosis is the finding of a monoclonal protein in the serum or urine (electrophoresis and 
immunofixation should be done). Although overt congestive heart failure can occur in up to one-third of patients, 
amyloid deposits in the heart are eventually seen on imaging in 90%. Peripheral neuropathy clinically resembles 
the neuropathy seen in diabetes, including the chronic course. Autonomic neuropathy may be superimposed on 
peripheral neuropathy or occur alone. A history of CTS is a very important clue to the presence of amyloidosis. It is 
typically bilateral, and surgical release may not provide complete relief. 

 12.  What clues should alert you to the presence of hepatic amyloidosis?
 •  Proteinuria—high association with co-occurring renal involvement.
 •  Howell–jolly bodies in the peripheral blood smear resulting from splenic infiltration causing hyposplenism.
 •  Hepatomegaly (>15 cm) out of proportion to liver function tests (one-third with hepatomegaly will have normal 

test results).
 •  Elevated alkaline phosphatase >1.5 times greater than upper limit of normal. 

 13.  Describe some of the characteristic findings in amyloid cardiomyopathy?
 •  N-terminal pro brain natriuretic peptide (NT-proBNP): normal levels exclude cardiac amyloid. Elevated levels 

of NT-proBNP and cardiac troponin T are predictors of poor survival, especially if they do not decrease with 
therapy.

 •  Electrocardiogram: reduced voltage as a result of replacement of myocardium by amyloid.
 •  Two-dimensional echocardiography has a high sensitivity for detecting amyloid deposits, which can cause a 

restrictive cardiomyopathy. Symmetric thickening of the left ventricular wall (>12 mm) or thickening of the 
interventricular septum may lead to an erroneous diagnosis of concentric left ventricular hypertrophy or asym-
metric septal hypertrophy. Hypokinesis may suggest prior “silent” infarction. The combination of increased 
myocardial “sparkling” echogenicity and increased septal thickness (>6 mm) is 60% sensitive and 100% 
specific for the diagnosis of amyloidosis.

 •  Cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) shows delayed (late) subendocardial gadolinium enhancement. 

 14.  Name three presentations of amyloidosis that mimic other rheumatic diseases.
Vascular involvement by amyloid can lead to claudication of the extremities and jaw as seen in temporal arteritis. 
Amyloid arthropathy can mimic seronegative RA. Clues are the lack of inflammation and frequent hip and 
shoulder involvement with periarticular amyloid infiltration, which leads to enlargement of the pelvic or shoulder 
girdle (shoulder pad sign). Synovial fluid analysis can be helpful in detecting amyloid deposits. Infiltration of 
amyloid into muscle may lead to weakness or pain, simulating polymyositis. Enlargement of involved muscles 
(pseudohypertrophy) can be striking and may not be associated with other symptoms. 

 15.  Why does amyloid cause bruising and bleeding?
Amyloid deposition in blood vessels can lead to weakening of the vessel wall and easy bruising. A rare 
manifestation (8%) of AL amyloid is a bleeding diathesis as a result of an acquired factor X deficiency caused by 
factor X binding to widely deposited amyloid fibrils. 
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 16.  Do most patients with systemic AL amyloidosis display only one syndrome?
No. Most patients have widespread disease and more than one syndrome. CTS is seen more often in those with 
peripheral neuropathy and cardiomyopathy than in those with other syndromes. 

 17.  What is systemic AA amyloidosis?
Systemic AA amyloidosis, formerly called secondary or reactive amyloidosis, is attributable to deposition of fragments 
of SAA that forms amyloid fibrils. It can complicate any chronic inflammatory disorder, whether infectious, neoplastic, 
rheumatic, or heritable periodic fever syndromes. Notably, up to 7% of patients with AA amyloidosis have no clinically 
obvious chronic inflammatory disease. Some of these may have an undiagnosed autoinflammatory syndrome (see 
Chapter 79: Familial Autoinflammatory Syndromes) or Castleman disease. The clinical feature most common in 
AA amyloidosis is renal involvement (70%–90%) followed by hepatosplenomegaly. Clinical cardiac disease and 
autonomic nerve involvement are less common than in AL amyloidosis. Patients with AA amyloidosis attributable to 
a chronic inflammatory (rheumatic, Crohn’s) disease have a slow progression, whereas AA amyloid attributable to an 
untreated chronic infection can be rapidly progressive. 

 18.  Name the infectious and neoplastic disorders most commonly associated with systemic AA 
amyloidosis.

Infections Neoplasms

Tuberculosis Hodgkin disease
Leprosy Non-Hodgkin lymphoma
Chronic pyelonephritis Renal cell carcinoma
Bronchiectasis Melanoma
Osteomyelitis Cancers of gastrointestinal tract, genitourinary tract, lung
Paraplegia complications
Parenteral drug abuse

 

 19.  What three rheumatic diseases are most commonly complicated by systemic AA 
amyloidosis?
Older studies reported a 5% to 15% overall incidence of amyloidosis in RA, juvenile idiopathic arthritis (JIA), and 
ankylosing spondylitis (AS). With the new therapies available for these diseases, the frequency of systemic AA 
amyloidosis is much less today (<1%). 

 20.  Other than systemic AL amyloidosis, name two amyloidoses that occur more commonly in 
the elderly.

 •  Age-related (senile) amyloidosis: deposits of normal transthyretin amyloid (ATTR) are common in patients aged 
over 70 years. Males are more commonly affected. The most commonly involved organ is the heart, and patients 
can present with a restrictive cardiomyopathy. Some patients have CTS. Other organs are rarely involved clinically.

 •  Aβ protein amyloidosis: deposits of β-protein in Alzheimer’s plaques. It can also be deposited in cerebral 
blood vessels (cerebral amyloid angiopathy) leading to strokes and hemorrhage, which can mimic central 
nervous system vasculitis. 

 21.  What is localized AL amyloidosis and how does it present?
Amyloid may occur in localized deposits, resembling tumors. The lung, skin, larynx, eye, and bladder are common 
sites. The deposits are attributable to a focal infiltrate of monoclonal B cells that produce amyloidogenic light 
chains. If the amyloid deposits are interfering with organ function or causing bleeding, surgical or laser excision 
can be done. Progression of this form of localized amyloid to systemic disease or to myeloma is exceedingly rare. 

 22.  Name the forms of amyloid localized to endocrine tissue.
ACal (calcitonin)—medullary carcinoma of the thyroid.
AANF (atrial natriuretic factor)—isolated atrial amyloid.
AIAPP (islet amyloid polypeptide)—type 2 diabetes mellitus, insulinoma.
APro (prolactin)—local amyloid in prolactinomas. 

 23.  Describe the features of dialysis-related amyloidosis.
Dialysis-associated amyloidosis is caused by β2-microglobulin amyloid deposits. β2-microglobulin is the 
invariant chain of the major histocompatibility complex class I molecule. Serum β2-microglobulin levels are 
elevated 50 to 100 times normal in patients on long-term dialysis. However, high levels alone do not predict 
the development of amyloid. Generally, patients with amyloidosis will have been on hemodialysis for at least 
5 years. Up to 80% of patients who undergo dialysis for >15 years will have evidence of amyloidosis. These 
patients present mainly with osteoarticular complaints. CTS is the first and most common clinical presentation. 
Chronic arthralgias, especially of the shoulders, may also occur. Patients can have the shoulder pad sign with 
inability to raise arms over their head. Persistent noninflammatory joint effusions in large joints can occur in up 
to 50% of patients. β2-microglobulin amyloid deposits can be found in the synovial fluid sediment with Congo red 
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staining. A spondyloarthropathy with intervertebral disc destruction (mimics infection) and paravertebral erosions 
from amyloid deposits have been described. Cystic bone changes (carpals and other bones) can occur due to 
advanced glycation end products stimulating osteoclasts resulting in cyst formation. Rarely, other areas (skin, 
gastrointestinal tract, heart) are involved. The treatment is renal transplantation. 

 24.  Study of many types of hereditary amyloidosis has shown them to be attributable to single 
amino acid variants of TTR (ATTR). What is their pattern of inheritance? How is it treated?
Familial amyloid polyneuropathy is an autosomal dominant disease with peak onset between 20 and 60 years. The 
clinical features are similar to AL amyloidosis. A family history of amyloidosis should be sought and may or may 
not be present because spontaneous ATTR mutations can occur sporadically. Patients typically have a progressive 
peripheral and autonomic neuropathy. The heart and conduction system can also be involved. Treatment is liver 
transplantation, which removes the source of the variant TTR production and replaces it with normal TTR. Death 
occurs within 5 to 15 years without liver transplantation. A medical treatment, tafamidis meglumine, has been 
shown to bind to and stabilizes TTR tetramers preventing fibril formation and amyloid deposition. Randomized 
trials have shown slowing of neuropathy progression. Interestingly, diflunisal, a nonsteroidal antiinflammatory 
drug, also stabilizes TTR tetramers and has shown beneficial results in trials. Other therapies in trials for familial 
amyloid polyneuropathy include patisiran, a sRNAi, and inotersen, an antisense oliogonucleotide, which are RNA-
targeted therapies that interfere with hepatic TTR synthesis. 

 25.  What other forms of hereditary systemic amyloidosis have been reported?
In addition to the 100 variant forms of TTR that have been reported to cause amyloidosis, other variant proteins 
that can cause amyloid deposits and symptoms include mutations in genes for cystatin C (cerebral amyloid 
angiopathy with hemorrhage in Icelandic patients) and gelsolin (cranial neuropathies). Mutations of lysozyme, 
fibrinogen A α-chain, and apolipoprotein AI and AII can cause visceral amyloid usually causing a nephropathy. 
These autosomal dominant forms of amyloidosis have a worse prognosis than familial amyloidotic polyneuropathy 
(TTR mutations). 

 26.  How is the diagnosis of amyloidosis established?
The diagnosis of amyloidosis is only confirmed by tissue biopsy. The amyloid deposits appear as hyaline material 
on light microscopy. Congo-red stained tissue shows the characteristic apple green birefringence under polarized 
light. Thioflavine T staining yields an intense yellow-green fluorescence. Immunohistochemical staining of tissue 
can be done to characterize the amyloid fibril protein subunit type, especially amyloid AA and ATTR. 

 27.  Which tissue should be biopsied?
A screening biopsy should be performed first because the sensitivity is good and complications are few. Screening 
sites and their yields are:

Abdominal fat pad 57%–85%
Bone marrow 30%–50%
Rectal mucosa 50%–84%
Gingiva/labial salivary gland 60%
Skin 50%

Abdominal fat pad aspiration is performed by injecting saline into the abdominal wall fat about 10 cm laterally to 
the umbilicus using a 16-gauge needle attached to a 20-mL syringe and sucking back. Fat obtained is processed 
for Congo red staining. It is positive in 80% to 90% of patients with AL or ATTR amyloidosis and in 60% to 70% of 
patients with AA amyloidosis. Note that 15% of patients with systemic AL amyloidosis will have both a negative 
abdominal fat pad and bone marrow biopsy. 

 28.  If the screening biopsies for amyloid are negative, what should be done?
If biopsy screens are negative, biopsy of a clinically involved site may be undertaken, realizing that the risk of bleeding 
may be substantial. Therefore, do not biopsy a liver that is grossly enlarged. Yields for clinically involved sites are:

Kidney 90%–98%
Carpal ligament 90%–95%
Liver 92%–96%
Sural nerve 100%
Skin 45%–83%

 

 29.  What additional laboratory and imaging studies should be performed?
 •  All patients with systemic amyloidosis should be evaluated for evidence of an associated plasma cell dyscra-

sia by ordering serum and urine protein electrophoresis and immunoelectrophoresis and free light chains. If all 
of these tests are negative, then it is unlikely that the amyloidosis is attributable to a plasma cell dyscrasia.

 •  In patients with symptoms consistent with a hereditary systemic amyloidosis, DNA analysis to identify the 
amyloidogenic variant protein should be performed.
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 •  MRI or ultrasound of involved joints (especially shoulders): ultrasound showing rotator cuff >8 mm thick with 
echogenic deposits (sensitivity 72%, specificity 97%).

 •  Radiolabeled (I123) SAP scintigraphy: if available, radioiodine-labeled SAP can be used for establishing extent 
of disease and monitoring response to therapy. Sensitivity is 90% for detecting AL and AA amyloid but only 
48% for ATTR. 

 30.  How is systemic AL amyloidosis treated?
The control of light-chain production by proliferating plasma cells has been the rationale for the use of cytotoxic 
agents. Melphalan- and dexamethasone-containing regimens have been shown to be effective. In low-risk 
patients with no cardiac involvement, high-dose chemotherapy with autologous peripheral blood stem cell 
transplantation can result in improvement of the patient’s clinical condition, but treatment-related toxicity can be 
high. In intermediate- and high-risk patients, high- or attenuated-dose chemotherapy without stem cell transplant 
is recommended. Bortezomib- and lenalidomide-containing regimens are being investigated and show great 
promise. Dartumumab (anti-CD38) can also be added to these regimens to eliminate clonal B cells. Any of these 
therapies need to decrease the serum/urine levels of free light chains by over 50% to increase survival. Digitalis, 
calcium channel blocker, and β blockers should be avoided in patients with cardiac involvement due to the 
consequent adverse cardiac events. A therapy being investigated for all types of amyloidosis is the combination of 
miridesap, which binds SAP and causes it to be cleared from the blood, and dezamizumab, which is an antibody 
against SAP which fixes complement and stimulates macrophages to ingest amyloid deposits in tissue. 

 31.  What factors are prognostic in systemic AL amyloidosis?
The overall median survival for systemic AL amyloidosis is 12 to 15 months. The most common cause of death is 
attributable to cardiac involvement. The presence of multiple myeloma reduces the median survival significantly. 
Grouping of patients by clinical symptoms (heart failure, nephrotic syndrome, peripheral neuropathy, and others) 
is a useful guide to long-term prognosis. The presence of heart failure is associated with the worst prognosis 
(median survival, 6 months). The best prognosis is in patients with peripheral neuropathy when it occurs as the 
sole manifestation (median survival, 56 months). Although the 24-hour urinary total protein excretion does not 
affect survival, the presence of an increased serum creatinine and failure of serum/urine free light chains to 
decrease with therapy are poor prognostic signs. 

 32.  Describe the treatment and prognosis of systemic AA amyloidosis.
Mobilization and clearance of amyloid deposits are possible and are best recognized for patients with AA. A 
basic tenet is to control the underlying inflammatory disease. Potent biologic agents are available to control the 
inflammatory arthritides (RA, JIA, and AS) and the autoinflammatory syndromes. Prophylactic colchicine (1.2–1.8 
mg/day) is effective in suppressing the inflammatory episodes, and subsequent amyloidosis seen in familial 
Mediterranean fever. Surgical treatment of osteomyelitis with amputation and aggressive surgical therapy for 
Crohn’s disease has been reported to reverse or resolve nephrotic syndrome. Measurement of SAA levels can 
monitor the success of therapy. Median survival in patients with AA amyloidosis whose underlying inflammatory 
disease is not suppressed is 5 to 10 years with 40% to 60% patients dying of renal failure. Other therapies being 
tested include antiamyloid immunotherapy as well as a molecule which competitively binds to the GAG-binding 
sites on SAA and inhibits fibril polymerization and amyloid deposition in tissues such as the kidneys.
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RAYNAUD’S PHENOMENON
Jason R. Kolfenbach, MD

Symptoms then are in reality nothing but the cry from suffering organs.

–Jean-Martin Charcot (1825–1893)

KEY POINTS

 1.  Vasospasm of the digital arteries and cutaneous arterioles causes Raynaud’s phenomenon (RP).
 2.  The sequential color changes of RP are white to blue to red.
 3.  Nailfold capillary microscopy (NCM) and specific autoantibodies predict which patients with RP are likely to 

develop a rheumatic disorder.
 4.  Calcium channel blockers (CCBs) are most efficacious and best tolerated in patients who require therapy.

 1.  What is RP?
In 1862, Maurice Raynaud described RP, which is a vasospastic disorder characterized by episodic attacks of 
well-demarcated color changes with numbness and pain of the digits on exposure to cold. It may be primary 
(idiopathic) or secondary to an underlying condition. Primary RP is also called Raynaud’s disease. 

 2.  How common is primary RP? Who gets it?
The prevalence of primary RP is estimated to be 3% to 5% in most studies. Estimates based upon patient 
questionnaires rather than medical provider diagnosis or fulfillment of strict criteria are higher at 10%. Prevalence 
is higher in colder climates and among women, younger age groups, and in patients with a family history of the 
phenomenon. RP commonly develops at a young age. New-onset disease after the age of 60 years is uncommon 
(prevalence, 0.1%–1%). The female to male ratio ranges from 4:1 to 9:1. Estradiol increases the expression of 
alpha2c adrenoreceptors on smooth muscle cells leading to increased cutaneous vasoconstriction (see Question 5 
for additional details). This has implications outside of RP as baseline digital blood flow in young females (but not 
postmenopausal females) is lower than that in males in the general population. 

 3.  Which conditions are associated with secondary RP?
Conditions associated with secondary RP may be grouped into seven broad categories: (1) systemic, (2) traumatic 
injury, (3) drugs or chemicals, (4) occlusive arterial disease, (5) hyperviscosity syndromes, (6) endocrine disorders, 
and (7) miscellaneous causes (Table 74.1). 

 4.  Discuss the relevant pathophysiology of RP.
In the normal physiologic state, cutaneous blood flow to acral sites such as the fingers, toes, and tips of the 
nose and ears serve as an important part of the body’s mechanism of thermoregulation. Cutaneous blood flow 
can exceed 6 L/minute in periods of hyperthermia when the body attempts to “vent” heat through such sites; 
in contrast, cold environments can drop cutaneous blood flow to nearly undetectable levels. RP represents an 
exaggerated vascular response to cold and stress, most commonly at acral sites responsible for thermoregulation.

Neural signals, circulating hormones and mediators from immunomodulatory and endothelial cells all 
may affect blood vessel reactivity. Subsequent changes in blood vessel radius play a prominent role in RP, as 
a given reduction in radius results in a four-fold decrease in the blood flow (law of Poiseuille). Neural signals 
that modulate vascular reactivity include epinephrine, norepinephrine, vasopressin, bradykinin, histamine, and 
leukotrienes among others. Additional mediators from circulating cells include serotonin and ATP/ADP. Mediators 
from endothelial cells include prostacyclin, nitric oxide, endothelin, and other contractile factors. Patients with 
RP, therefore, suffer from diminished cutaneous blood flow due to alterations in the neural input (primary and 
secondary RP) as well as mediators from endothelial and immunomodulatory cells (secondary RP). 

 5.  Compare the pathophysiology of primary RP with secondary RP.
Primary RP: individuals without RP exposed to cold experience increased sympathetic adrenergic input 
(vasoconstriction) to the cutaneous vasculature as well as increased alpha2c adrenoreceptor sensitivity. Activation 
of these receptors on vascular smooth muscle cells results in decreased blood flow through the digital arteries 
and arteriovenous anastomoses; this helps to divert blood flow and guard against excessive cutaneous heat loss. 
Nutritional blood flow to the skin supplied by capillary loops distal to the arteriovenous anastomoses, however, is 
not affected. In primary RP, there is increased basal sympathetic adrenergic tone as well as increased alpha2c 
adrenoreceptor activity, even at neutral temperatures. In cold environments, this adrenergic input is heightened 
and affects not only the arteriovenous anastomoses most prominently but also the digital arteries and veins, and 
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less prominently, the nutritional blood flow through the distal capillary loops. Nutritional blood flow in primary RP is 
diminished, but preserved, due to intact endothelial function.

Secondary RP: in patients with secondary RP, underlying vascular disease may disrupt the normal 
mechanisms responsible for the control of vessel reactivity. Examples include impaired endothelial vasodilatory 
function, diminished nitric oxide release, and increased generation of factors, such as endothelin or ultra-large von 
Willebrand factor. Furthermore, patients with systemic sclerosis (SSc) may have evidence of intimal proliferation 
and abnormal platelet adhesion to the endothelium, resulting in reduced vessel lumen size. Consequently, blood 
flow through the distal capillary loops may be severely decreased in secondary RP, resulting in tissue injury.

Pearl: primary RP should not cause digital ulcerations (preserved nutritional blood flow to the skin). The 
presence of digital ulcerations and/or infarcts should prompt further evaluation for secondary causes of RP. 

 6.  Describe the triphasic color response of RP and briefly explain the pathophysiology of 
each phase.
The sequential color changes of RP are white to blue to red. Initial digital artery vasospasm causes a pallor 
(blanching) of the digit (Fig. 74.1), which gives way to cyanosis as static venous blood deoxygenates. With 
rewarming, the ischemic phase lasts 15 to 20 minutes followed by reactive hyperemia which causes the final stage, 
rubor. The classic triad in the classic order may not be seen in all patients. Pallor is the most definitive phase. 

 7.  Contrast the clinical presentations of primary and secondary RP.
The onset of primary RP usually occurs in women aged 15 to 30 years. The fingers are most commonly affected, but 
40% of patients have attacks in the toes as well. Ears, nose, tongue, lips, and nipples may also be involved. The 
thumbs are frequently spared. The well-demarcated color changes involve part or all of one or more digits (never 
the “whole hand”) on exposure to cold. The color changes may be accompanied by numbness during the ischemic 
phase and by a throbbing pain during the reactive hyperemic phase. The frequency, duration, and severity of 
attacks vary widely, with some patients having several attacks per day and others having two or three per winter. 
Primary RP patients do not develop trophic complications such as digital ulceration, pitting, fissuring, or gangrene. 
NCM examination and serologies are normal/negative.

The onset of secondary RP is usually in the third and fourth decades and may be seen in either men or 
women depending on the underlying condition. The symptoms of digital vasospasm are the same as those of 
primary RP; however, secondary RP patients are more prone to trophic complications. Signs and symptoms 
related to an underlying condition may be discovered by a careful history and physical examination. NCM 
examination and serologies can be abnormal depending on the underlying disease. 

 8.  Is cold the only precipitant of RP?
Cold exposure is by far the most common precipitating cause of RP, especially when accompanied by pressure. 
Typical examples would be the gripping of a cold steering wheel, holding a cold soft drink can, or grasping items 
in the frozen food section of a grocery store. An attack of RP can also occur after stimulation of the sympathetic 
nervous system such as with pain and emotional distress. Other potential stimuli include trauma, hormones, 

Table 74.1   Causes of Secondary Raynaud’s Phenomenon

CATEGORY CONDITION

Systemic rheumatic 
disorder

Systemic sclerosis, mixed connective tissue disease, systemic lupus erythematosus, 
dermatomyositis/polymyositis, Sjögren’s syndrome, rheumatoid arthritis, Buerger’s 
disease, vasculitis, chronic active hepatitis, primary pulmonary hypertension

Traumatic Rock drillers, lumberjacks, grinders, riveters, and pneumatic hammer operators 
(vibrational injury). Frostbite. Carpal tunnel syndrome. Pressure from crutches. 
Hypothenar hammer syndrome (limited to ulnar artery distribution)

Drugs or chemicals Beta-blockersa, bleomycinb, cisplatinb, vinblastineb, 5-fluorouracil, ergots, methyser-
gide, bromocriptine, clonidine, cocaine, amphetamines, central nervous system 
stimulants (methylphenidate, dextroamphetamine), interferon-alpha, vinyl chloride

Occlusive arterial disease Postembolic/thrombotic arterial occlusion, thoracic outlet syndrome

Hyperviscosity diseases Polycythemia, cryoglobulinemia, paraproteinemia, thrombocytosis, leukemia, cold 
agglutinins, cryofibrinogen

Endocrine disorders Carcinoid, pheochromocytoma, hypothyroidism

Miscellaneous Infections (bacterial endocarditis, Lyme borreliosis, infectious mononucleosis, viral 
hepatitis), complex regional pain syndrome, peripheral arteriovenous fistula, carci-
noma (ovarian, angiocentric lymphoma)

a7% estimated prevalence of Raynaud’s phenomenon as a consequence of medication use.
bCommonly implicated chemotherapeutic medications; 20% to 30% estimated prevalence of Raynaud’s phenomenon.
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medication exposure, and certain chemicals such as those found in cigarette smoke. Additional “causes” such as 
vibration injury are more correctly attributed to the associated conditions of secondary RP. 

 9.  Is the vasospasm of RP restricted to digital vessels?
RP predominantly affects acral sites involved in thermoregulation, but studies in patients with secondary RP 
have implicated vasospasm of the coronary arteries and vasculature supplying additional internal organs as well. 
Studies in SSc specifically have identified reversible depressions in coronary perfusion and myocardial function 
in response to cold challenge that are ameliorated with CCB therapy. CCB therapy has also been associated with 
a 50% reduction in the development of left ventricular dysfunction among a large retrospective cohort of SSc 
(>7000 patients), suggesting a possible role for chronic coronary vasospasm as a contributor to cardiac disease. 
However, additional studies to assess causality are needed. 

 10.  In the evaluation of a patient with RP, what abnormalities may be noted on physical 
examination?
Patients may occasionally present to the clinic with an ongoing attack of RP, thereby allowing a definitive 
diagnosis. Induction of an attack in the physician’s office by submergence of hands in an ice water bath is 
frequently unsuccessful, seldom necessary, and sometimes dangerous.

The physical examination in primary RP is normal. The real goal in patients with RP is to discern the 
presence or absence of findings attributable to an underlying condition associated with secondary RP. A careful 
search for evidence of an underlying rheumatologic disease is required. Abnormal peripheral pulses or asymmetric 
involvement may suggest peripheral vascular disease, thromboembolic disease, or thoracic outlet syndrome 
(consider performing an Adson’s test; see Chapter 64: Entrapment Neuropathies). Puffy hands, tendon friction 
rubs, sclerodactyly, and telangiectasia suggest scleroderma or its variants. NCM is a useful technique in the 
evaluation of rheumatologic disease and should be performed. 

 11.  Describe the technique, clinical findings, and prognostic value of NCM.
Along with the retina, the nailfold represents one of the only sites in the body where direct visualization of the 
vasculature is possible. NCM involves the placement of a drop of immersion oil or surgical lubricant on the cuticle 
of one or more digits (usually the ring or middle fingers), and visualization of the capillaries through a magnifying 
device (an ophthalmoscope set at 40 diopters, dermatoscope, stereomicroscope, or digital video capillaroscopy).

The normal nailbed demonstrates a confluent distribution of fine capillary loops (Fig. 74.2 photo A). Dilated 
tortuous capillary loops and areas of avascularity (“dropout”) are often demonstrated in patients with 
underlying rheumatologic diseases such as SSc, dermatomyositis, and mixed connective tissue disease.

Up to 1% of patients initially diagnosed with primary RP will transition to a connective tissue disease 
(commonly limited SSc) each year. A large prospective cohort study demonstrated that only 2% of patients with 
a normal NCM and negative SSc-antibodies (Scl70, CENP, RNA pol III or Th/To) developed subsequent SSc. In 
contrast, 80% of those with an abnormal NCM (vessel dropout and dilation) and a positive SSc-antibody went on 
to develop SSc. The presence of either an abnormal NCM or SSc-antibody was associated with progression to SSc 
in 30% of patients. NCM was more strongly associated with progression to SSc than antibody presence. 

Fig. 74.1 The pallor (blanching) stage of Raynaud’s phenomenon.
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 12.  List the “red flags” that would be worrisome for the potential presence or later development 
of a disease associated with secondary RP.

 •  Onset of digital vasospasm after the age of 40 years.
 •  Male sex.
 •  Asymmetric attacks.
 •  Trophic changes in the digits (ulcers, pits, gangrene).
 •  Ischemic signs/symptoms proximal to fingers or toes.
 •  Worsening symptoms despite warm environment.
 •  Abnormal NCM.
 •  Sclerodactyly, rashes, or other obvious evidence of an underlying condition.
 •  Serologic presence of autoantibodies, especially anticentromere antibodies or antibodies against a specific 

nuclear antigen (SCL-70, Th/To, RNP, Sm, SS-A, SS-B). 

 13.  Which laboratory studies are worthwhile in the evaluation of a patient with RP?
In cases of suspected primary RP (typical age of onset, normal examination and NCM, lack of “red flags” listed 
in Question 12), laboratory studies are typically unnecessary. In primary RP, laboratory tests will often be normal 
or negative, although up to one-third of patients will exhibit low titer of antinuclear antibodies in their serum. 
Less than 25% of these patients develop an autoimmune disorder unless they have a nucleolar or centromere 
pattern. In patients with clinical evidence suggestive of a secondary cause of RP, appropriate studies for the 
presence of a hypercoagulable state, cryoglobulins, hypothyroidism, and SSc-specific antibodies should be 
considered. 

 14.  Describe the usefulness of vascular or other studies in the diagnosis of RP.
Patients with primary RP rarely, if ever, require noninvasive or invasive vascular studies. In patients with SSc or 
other secondary causes of RP, vascular studies may be helpful in a subset of patients to clarify the extent and 
severity of vessel involvement. Clinical scenarios in which vascular studies may be helpful include asymmetric 
finger or hand involvement, high clinical suspicion of secondary causes of RP such as thromboembolism or 
Buerger’s disease, an abnormal Allen’s test suggestive of proximal artery disease, or severe disease-resistant to 
initial vasodilator therapy.

Noninvasive studies include brachial-finger index measurement (gradients over 20 mm Hg suggest a 
proximal fixed obstruction), Doppler ultrasound studies, and finger photoplethysmography (which can generate 
pulse-volume recordings). Significant vascular disease in SSc is typically confined to the level of the palmar arch 
and digital arteries (“vascular pruning”), but more proximal involvement can occur and may be suggested by an 
abnormal Allen’s test and confirmed with vascular studies (see Question 20). Invasive angiography or magnetic 
resonance angiography may reveal an embolic source or proximal vessel disease such as with vascular thoracic 
outlet syndrome (vTOS), but these studies are often unnecessary in the initial evaluation of secondary RP. In 
patients with suspected vTOS, chest radiography may demonstrate a cervical rib as well. 

A B

C D

Fig. 74.2 Nailfold capillary microscopy. (A) Normal pattern. (B) Dilated capillary loops in systemic sclerosis. (C) Dilated loops and avascu-
larity in adult dermatomyositis. (D) Childhood dermatomyositis.
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 15.  Which general measures are important in the treatment of patients with RP?
The majority of RP patients respond best to simple prevention measures. Careful planning of one’s activities 
of daily living minimizes unnecessary exposure to cold. Because reductions in core temperature as well as 
peripheral temperature may induce digital vasospasm, it is important to promote total body heat conservation. 
Layered clothing, warm socks, hats, and scarves should be worn in addition to gloves or mittens. Tobacco, 
sympathomimetic drugs (decongestants, amphetamines, diet pills), and beta-blockers must be avoided. 
Biofeedback training may be effective in some patients with primary RP. 

 16.  When is pharmacologic intervention indicated in the management of RP?
Most patients with primary RP will not require pharmacologic therapy. Those with secondary RP more often 
require (but less often respond to) medication. Therapy for secondary RP should address the underlying disorder 
and vasospasm. Pharmacologic intervention is indicated in patients who suffer from frequent, prolonged, and/
or severe episodes of RP in the setting of adequate preventative measures or with minimal provocation. Patients 
who manifest evidence of ischemic injury (digital pitting, etc.) should also be counseled on medical management. 
Many patients who require medication may only need it during the colder months of the year. Beta-blockers and 
smoking should be discontinued. Any evidence of digital infection should be treated with antibiotics. Analgesics 
may be necessary to reduce pain which can contribute to vasospasm. 

 17.  Which medications have been useful in the management of RP?
All available therapies work better in primary RP than in secondary RP. However, medications beyond CCB are not 
commonly required for primary RP.
Pearl: RP resistant to CCB therapy should prompt consideration of a workup for secondary disease.

Medications in the Management of RP

Medication Appropriate target population, dosing information, side effects

CCBs Nifedipine, amlodipine, felodipine, diltiazem. Slow-release preparations most commonly used.
Best studied vasodilator therapy; improve symptoms in one-third of primary RP
Verapamil & nicardipine are not effective
Nifedipine also inhibits platelet activation
Side effects: edema, constipation, lightheadedness, headache, worsening GERD
Avoid in pregnancy; use dihydropyridine class in patients with ventricular dysfunction or PH

Sympatholytic agents 
(e.g. prazosin)

Typically short-term use (loses effectiveness over time)
Side effects: postural hypotension

Topical nitrates (2% 
nitroglycerin)

¼ to ½ inch ointment applied two to three times daily
A rest from nitrates for 12 hours necessary to prevent development of a refractory state
Best reserved for patients with recalcitrant disease of only a few digits
Consider alternative if heart failure and/or PH present
Side effects: headache
Avoid touching eyes post application as well as concurrent use of PDE5 inhibitor (sildenafil)

PDE5 inhibitors Sildenafil 20 mg two to three times daily
Endothelin-1 

 antagonists
Bosentan
Reduced new ulcer formation in clinical trials
Side effects: LFT abnormalities (monitor Q4weeks), headache, flushing, edema

Prostacyclin 
 analogues

Epoprostenol, iloprost, treprostinil
Vasodilators and platelet aggregation inhibitors
Commonly administered intravenously (oral formulations exist, but studies on effective-

ness in this setting are conflicting)
Studied in refractory disease; best reserved for patients with severe digit threatening disease
Drug availability may be limited. High cost.
Side effects: flushing, jaw pain, headache, diarrhea, nausea

Statins Atorvastatin shown to decrease frequency of RP and reduce ulcer formation
Mechanism of action: potential vascular effects through inhibition of the rho-kinase 

pathway that regulates alpha2c adrenoreceptor expression
SSRIs Fluoxetine shown to decrease severity and frequency of Raynaud’s attacks
ARBs Losartan shown to decrease severity and frequency of Raynaud’s attacks
Platelet-directed 

therapy
ASA (75–81 mg daily): limited data, but commonly recommended in secondary RP with a 

history of digital infarcts or other signs of vascular insufficiency
Dipyridamole, clopidogrel, pentoxyphylline: limited efficacy data

Anticoagulation Consider if evidence of embolization or new thrombosis
Consider short-term use (heparin) in periods of critical ischemia (Question 19)
Consider long-term use (Coumadin) in resistant disease if antiphospholipid antibodies present

Thrombolytic therapy No formal recommendation; needs additional study

ARBs, Angiotensin receptor blocker; GERD, gastroesophageal reflux disease; LFT, liver function test; PDE5, phosphodiesterase type 

5 inhibitor; PH, pulmonary hypertension; SSRIs, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors. 
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 18.  Describe an approach to treatment of patients with RP.
Step 1: make sure to institute general measures such as heat conservation and cold protection. Counsel regarding 

the need for tobacco cessation. Consider stopping potential offending medications (e.g., beta-blockers) if 
medically feasible. If general measures are not effective, use medications. Try to use only during cold months.

Step 2: start nifedipine XL 30 mg/day, amlodipine 5 mg/day, or diltiazem (Cardizem CD, Dilacor XR) 120 mg/day. 
If no response in 1 week, increase dose and continue to titrate subsequently every 2 weeks until maximum 
dose (nifedipine XL 180 mg/day, amlodipine 20 mg/day, Cardizem CD 360 mg/day, or Dilacor XR 480 mg/
day) or side effects develop.

Step 3: add topical nitrates, sildenafil or prazosin. 

 19.  What can be done medically in patients presenting with acute ischemic crisis that is digit 
threatening?
Step 1: put to rest in a warm and quiet environment in the hospital.
Step 2: control pain. Chemical sympathectomy (digital lidocaine block) and consideration of narcotics.
Step 3: start one of the following vasodilator therapies:

 •  CCBs—amlodipine (5–10 mg) or nifedipine XL (30–60 mg) and titrate.
 •  Intravenous prostaglandins—epoprostenol or iloprost if available.

Step 4: antiplatelet therapy with aspirin 81 mg/day.
Step 5: anticoagulation with heparin during acute crisis can be considered, especially if antiphospholipid antibod-

ies are present. 

 20.  What surgical options can be performed for patients who are refractory to standard 
therapy?
Chemical sympathectomy via a digital lidocaine block can be performed promptly in the office for patients 
with acute episodes of ischemia and pain; this may provide lasting benefit beyond the temporary relief of the 
anesthetic. Chemical sympathectomy with botulinum toxin A has been described as well, but data on efficacy is 
conflicting. Recently, a small randomized trial failed to show clear benefit.

Surgical sympathectomy may be considered in patients in whom more conservative measures have failed 
and who are at high risk for digital necrosis and other ischemic complications. It is commonly performed at either 
the superficial palmar arch, the common digital arteries, or the radial and ulnar arteries. Sympathectomy may not 
provide long-lasting benefit.

The majority of patients with secondary RP due to SSc have vascular disease that is prominent at the level 
of the palmar arch and distal digital arteries. However, a small subset may have proximal vessel compromise that 
is discovered by an abnormal Allen’s test. In this setting, angiography to identify occult disease at the ulnar artery 
(or less commonly the radial artery) should be performed to determine if the patient would benefit from surgical 
revascularization.

In patients presenting with dry gangrene of a digit, it is preferable to avoid surgery if possible and allow the 
necrotic area to clearly demarcate from viable tissue proximally. Allowing the digit to autoamputate preserves the 
greatest length possible of the involved finger and avoids surgery at a site with compromised blood flow. Surgical 
resection may be required in some patients with concern for infection and/or intractable pain. 

 21.  What is the prognosis for patients with RP?
The prognosis for patients with primary RP is excellent. In 10% of patients, attacks disappear completely. The 
vast majority of patients with primary RP never develop an underlying condition such as those associated with 
secondary RP. This is especially true if NCM and autoantibody testing are negative (<2% progression to SSc).

The prognosis for patients with secondary RP is generally dependent on the underlying condition. Intrinsic 
vascular disease is often present. Complications arising from vasospasm such as digital ulcerations are common.
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KEY SECRETS

 1.  Ophthalmologic manifestations are common in patients with rheumatologic disease and should be considered in 
any patient presenting with a red eye or other ocular symptoms.

 2.  Infectious causes are in the differential diagnosis of many common ophthalmologic conditions, and they are 
particularly important to keep in mind given the immune dysregulation and immunosuppression that is charac-
teristic of patients with concurrent rheumatic illness.

 3.  The various causes of eye disease in the patient with rheumatologic disease can be difficult to distinguish, and 
urgent referral to an ophthalmologist is necessary for appropriate evaluation and assistance with management.

 1.  Why is a general understanding of the structures of the eye important to the field of 
rheumatology?
Systemic rheumatologic disease can affect ocular structures through inflammatory mechanisms (e.g., rheumatoid 
arthritis [RA], granulomatosis with polyangiitis [GPA], giant cell arteritis [GCA], and sarcoidosis among others), 
thrombotic disease (antiphospholipid antibody syndrome [APS]), and dryness (Sjögren’s syndrome [SS]; see 
Chapter 22: Sjögren’s Syndrome). In some patients, the onset of inflammatory ocular disease (e.g., uveitis, 
scleritis) may represent the first manifestation of a systemic illness, requiring a rheumatologist to set forth a 
rational, targeted evaluation. Finally, some cases of idiopathic autoimmune eye disease require disease-modifying 
antirheumatic drugs or biologic therapy, which a rheumatologist may be called upon to help manage.

A rheumatologist who is knowledgeable about ocular anatomy and inflammatory conditions affecting the 
various structures of the eye will be better equipped to recognize disease, perform appropriate evaluations, and 
communicate with partners in ophthalmology. In this chapter, we will describe the relationship between various 
ocular structures and rheumatic disease.
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Fig. 75.1 Diagram of a human eye. (From Stedman, T.: Stedman’s Medical Dictionary, Ed 23, Baltimore, 1976, WIlliams & Wilkins. With 

permission). 
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EPISCLERITIS/SCLERITIS

 2.  How is conjunctivitis separated clinically from episcleritis and scleritis?
Conjunctivitis is the most common cause of a red eye presenting to clinicians. Common etiologies include 
allergies, viral and bacterial infections, and local irritation (e.g., severe dryness), although it can also occur 
secondary to inflammatory disease (e.g., reactive arthritis). Conjunctivitis stemming from common etiologies is 
often bilateral and involves the palpebral and bulbar surfaces. In contrast, episcleritis and scleritis are commonly 
limited to the globe/bulbar surface and are often sectoral in location. Conjunctival vessels lie loosely on the 
superficial bulbar surface and can be moved across the underlying scleral surface by a cotton swab, helping the 
clinician to distinguish redness originating from one of these sites. 

 3.  List the basic exam elements that can be carried out by a non-ophthalmologist in a patient 
presenting with a red eye?
Important information can be elicited from a focused ocular exam even without tools such as a slit-lamp or 
indirect ophthalmoscope. The following are basic clinical evaluations that can inform treatment and facilitate 
discussion with an ophthalmology consultant:

 •  Visual acuity testing (reading small print at 12 inches).
 •  Evaluation of external structures such as the lids and lashes (evaluating for lid swelling, blepharitis, entropion/

extropion, overt proptosis, lacrimal gland enlargement).
 •  Evaluation of palpebral and bulbar conjunctiva.
 •  Evaluation for ciliary flush (erythema at the limbus area where the corneal dome meets the sclera).
 •  Evaluation of pupillary size, shape, and response to light.
 •  Gross examination of cornea for signs of corneal opacity.
 •  Fundoscopic exam looking for obvious signs of retinal ischemia and/or retinal vessel abnormalities (exam may 

be limited due to pain or photophobia).
In a patient presenting with a red eye, certain findings by history and exam warrant immediate consultation 

with an ophthalmologist including extreme difficulty opening the eye (suggestive of corneal injury or keratitis), 
abnormal pupils (such as fixed, dilated pupils or synechiae), corneal opacities, or ciliary flush. Ciliary flush may 
represent significant pathology such as uveitis, keratitis, and/or acute angle closure glaucoma. 

 4.  What is the clinical classification of episcleritis and scleritis?
Episcleritis (30%–40% of cases).

Simple 78%.
Nodular 22%.

Scleritis (60%–70% of cases).
Anterior 98%.

Diffuse 40%.
Nodular 44%.
Necrotizing 14%.

With inflammation 10%.
Without inflammation 4%
(scleromalacia perforans).

Posterior 2%. 

 5.  What are the typical features of episcleritis?
Episcleritis commonly presents as an acute onset of localized erythema and discomfort without significant pain. It affects 
women in two-thirds of cases, is bilateral at some point over the course of disease in 50%, and is associated with a 
systemic autoimmune disorder in 30%. Tends to have a good prognosis, typically resolving in 2 to 3 weeks without 
complications but may recur at 1 to 3-month intervals for several years in up to 60%. Rarely progresses to scleritis (∼5%). 

 6.  What are the typical features of scleritis?
Patients typically present with severe, boring, and persistent pain (except with scleromalacia perforans), with 
associated erythema, photophobia, and tearing. Less commonly, there can be a reduction in visual acuity. It affects 
women in two-thirds of cases. Bilateral disease develops in 30% to 70% of cases, with recurrence rates of up to 
70%. Most patients (∼95%) maintain the same clinical subtype. It is associated with a systemic disease in ∼50%, 
with frequency depending on the subtype (see later). Scleritis does not fully blanch with topical phenylephrine. 
Complications include keratitis, uveitis, glaucoma, cystoid macular edema, and exudative retinal detachment.

Subtypes of Scleritis

Diffuse Most benign form, with ocular complications occurring in 50%, but only 18% experiencing a 
decrease in visual acuity.

60% of patients have an associated systemic disease, with RA being the most common.
Nodular Characterized by local inflammation with a tender immobile nodule. Nodules may have a dark red 

or violaceous hue.
Ocular complications occur in 50%, with <10% experiencing decreased visual acuity.
45% have an associated systemic disorder such as RA.
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Necrotizing Most destructive form and can progress rapidly to scleral necrosis; ocular complications common.
Up to 95% have an associated systemic disorder. Its presence may indicate increased activity 

of systemic vasculitis; 45% of untreated patients will die from vasculitis complications within 
5 years.

Scleromalacia perforans is a subtype of necrotizing scleritis where the sclera becomes necrotic 
and thin without pain or redness. As a result, the disease presents with an insidious onset and 
poses a major challenge when attempting to gauge response to therapy.

Posterior May be difficult to diagnose because redness may be absent (unless anterior involvement is also 
present) and pain and visual disturbance may be minimal. A clue on history and exam may be 
pain with eye accommodation.

Orbital ultrasonography may demonstrate scleral thickening and magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) and computed tomography (CT) scan can also be helpful.

Ocular complications occur in 85%, with retinal pathology (cystoid macular edema, exudative 
retinal detachment) being the most common.

Associated with systemic disease in less than one-third when posterior involvement is isolated.

 7.  How are episcleritis and scleritis differentiated?
The significant pain associated with scleritis is the primary distinguishing feature. A blue/purple hue, rather than 
bright red discoloration, may be seen with scleritis. The presence of avascular areas within the regions of vascular 
engorgement is highly suggestive of scleromalacia perforans. In contrast, episcleritis is characterized by superficial 
inflammation of the loose vascular connective tissue overlying the sclera; it is typically brighter red in color, tender 
rather than overtly painful, and application of phenylephrine results in rapid resolution of erythema. Episcleritis 
and scleritis can coexist, which must be remembered when interpreting these results. Urgent evaluation by an 
ophthalmologist is necessary for an accurate diagnosis. 

 8.  What systemic autoimmune/autoinflammatory diseases are associated with episcleritis?
Association in ∼30% of cases: RA (11%), inflammatory bowel disease (IBD; 8%), vasculitis (5%), systemic lupus 
erythematosus (SLE; 3%), and other rheumatologic diseases (3%). 

 9.  What systemic autoimmune/autoinflammatory diseases are associated with scleritis?
Association in up to 50% of patients (see the following table). RA is the most common systemic disease, usually 
occurring in the setting of severely disabling and well-established disease. Joint inflammation may be “burnt 
out” and patients often have other extraarticular manifestations (e.g., systemic vasculitis). When associated with 
peripheral ulcerative keratitis, RA, GPA, relapsing polychondritis, and SLE are most common. Necrotizing scleritis 
without inflammation (scleromalacia perforans) is seen almost exclusively in RA.

Systemic Diseases Associated with Scleritis

Associated Condition Cases of Scleritis (%)

RA 10.3–18.6
GPA 3.8–8.1
Relapsing polychondritis 1.6–6.4
SLE 1.0–4.1
IBD 2.1–4.1
Seronegative spondyloarthropathies 0.3–3.5
Othera ≤1%

aOther: Behçet’s, Takayasu’s, GCA, hypocomplementemic urticarial vasculitis, cutaneous vasculitis, hepatitis C virus-associated 
vasculitis, undifferentiated connective tissue disease, polymyalgia rheumatica, pyoderma gangrenosum, sarcoidosis, and 
Cogan’s syndrome. 

 10.  What nonrheumatologic diseases should be considered in a patient presenting with 
episcleritis or scleritis?
Infections such as herpes zoster, herpes simplex, aspergillus, tuberculosis (TB), syphilis, Lyme, pseudomonas, 
and other bacterial infections account for ∼5% of episcleritis and 5% to 10% of scleritis cases. A high index of 
suspicion must be maintained for infectious causes in the setting of the chronic immunosuppression typical of 
rheumatology patients.

Oral and intravenous (IV) bisphosphonates, trauma, and malignancies (penetration by ocular adnexal 
lymphoproliferative lesions and intraocular tumors) are rare causes. 

 11.  What workup is indicated for a patient presenting with episcleritis or scleritis?
A history, medication history, physical examination, chest x-ray, and routine laboratory exam (complete blood 
count [CBC], comprehensive metabolic panel, urinalysis [UA], erythrocyte sedimentation rate [ESR], and C-reactive 
protein [CRP]) evaluating for associated diseases is necessary. Routine testing for antineutrophil cytoplasmic 
antibody (ANCA) should be performed in all patients with scleritis, as positivity may be seen when other 
manifestations of ANCA-associated vasculitis are absent and positive results tend to indicate more aggressive 
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disease. Further workup (e.g., antinuclear antibody [ANA], rheumatoid factor [RF], anticyclic citrullinated peptide, 
imaging, and microbiology studies) should be considered based upon clinical suspicion following a thorough 
history and exam. 

 12.  How is episcleritis treated?
Initial symptomatic treatment includes cold compresses and topical lubricants. If frequent or prolonged use of topical 
lubricants is required, preservative-free formulations should be used to prevent irritation. If these measures fail, topical 
nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) may be tried, but data suggests that they are no more effective than 
lubricants alone. Topical corticosteroids are extremely effective and should be considered the next line of therapy. 
Oral NSAIDs may be used if there is no response to local therapies. Systemic corticosteroids are rarely required. 

 13.  How is scleritis treated?
Systemic therapy is required for scleritis whether it is isolated or in the setting of systemic disease, and pain is 
often the best indicator of inflammation control. The selection of therapy is based on the subtype of disease and 
presence of associated systemic features. Oral NSAIDs are generally used as first-line therapy for non-necrotizing 
anterior scleritis and may be occasionally effective for idiopathic posterior scleritis. If inflammation is not 
controlled, or in necrotizing scleritis and most cases of posterior scleritis, systemic corticosteroids should be used. 
Subconjunctival corticosteroid injections may be useful for non-necrotizing scleritis but should be considered with 
caution due to the risk of scleral melting and globe perforation; as such, corticosteroid injections should likely be 
avoided in necrotizing forms of disease.

In cases unresponsive to oral corticosteroids, or when the dose cannot be tapered to an acceptable 
level, steroid-sparing immunosuppressive agents such as methotrexate, azathioprine, mycophenolate mofetil, 
cyclosporine, or cyclophosphamide may be required. In one study, such agents were required in 23% of diffuse 
anterior, 7% of nodular anterior, 70% of necrotizing, and 17% of posterior scleritis cases. There are reports 
of successful use of antitumor necrosis factor (TNF) therapies and rituximab in this setting as well. In cases 
associated with an underlying systemic disease, the choice of immunosuppression is commonly tailored to agents 
known to be effective for the systemic illness. 

UVEITIS

 14.  What is uveitis and how is it anatomically classified?
Uveitis refers to inflammation of the uvea (the iris, ciliary body, and choroid). The term is broadly used to 
encompass inflammation within the eye and, therefore, includes adjacent anatomic locations and structures such 
as the aqueous and vitreous humor and retina. Knowledge of this condition is important to rheumatologists as 
some cases (up to 40% in tertiary referral centers) are associated with systemic disease. Anatomic classification 
and additional clinical features (see Question 15) can be important clues to forming the differential diagnosis and 
guiding a rationale, targeted workup.

 •  Anterior uveitis: iris and ciliary body are the primary sites of inflammation; iritis (confined to iris) and iridocy-
clitis (iris + ciliary body) are examples (see Question 18).

 •  Posterior uveitis: choroid and/or retina are the primary sites of inflammation (see Question 24).
 •  Intermediate uveitis: vitreous is the primary site of inflammation; pars planitis and posterior cyclitis are 

examples (see Question 23).
 •  Panuveitis: when there is no predominant site and all intraocular locations are affected. 

 15.  List the primary parameters used to characterize subsets of uveitis.
 1.  Anatomic location of inflammation: anterior, intermediate, posterior, or panuveitis.
 2.  Laterality: unilateral (can be asynchronous) or bilateral (occurring in both eyes simultaneously).
 3.  Onset: sudden or insidious.
 4.  Duration: limited (≤3 months) or persistent (>3 months).
 5.  Course: acute (sudden onset and limited duration), chronic (persistent disease with relapse within 3 months of 

discontinuation of therapy), recurrent (repeat episodes separated by ≥3 months). 

 16.  How do the typical presenting symptoms differ among anterior, intermediate, and 
posterior uveitis?

Anatomic Classification Patient-Reported Symptoms Exam Findings

Anterior Pain, redness, photophobia (chronic 
anterior uveitis may lack these)

Variable degree of visual disturbance

Ciliary flush with acute onset.
Chronic findings: cataract, syn-

echiae, keratic precipitates, and 
band keratopathy

Intermediate Blurry vision, floaters, distortion of 
central vision

No pain or photophobia typically

Vitritis, with minimal involvement of 
anterior chamber

May symptomatically present uni-
laterally, but evidence of bilateral 
disease in 80% on exam
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Posterior Blurred vision, floaters, scotomata
No pain or photophobia typically

Evidence suggestive of inflamma-
tory disease at choroid, retina, 
and/or retinal vessels by indirect 
ophthalmoscopy or fluorescein 
angiography

Panuveitis Any combination of above Any combination of above

17. List some common causes of uveitis based on the pattern of disease.

Pattern of Uveitis Common Diseases Associated with Patterna

Anterior
Acute, recurrent unilateral SpA (B27+), idiopathic (HLA-B27 and non-HLA-B27-associated), herpes viruses 

(HSV, VZV)
Acute, non-recurrent unilateral Idiopathic (HLA-B27 and non-HLA-B27 associated), SpA, herpes viruses
Acute bilateral Idiopathic non-HLA-B27-associated, TINU, Behçet’s, SS
Chronic Idiopathic non-HLA-B27-associated, JIA, SS, sarcoidosis, SpA, Lyme, syphilis, TB
Intermediate Pars planitis, sarcoidosis, multiple sclerosis, Behçet’s disease, Lyme
Posterior Toxoplasmosis, VKH, Behçet’s disease, sarcoidosis, herpes viruses, TB, Lyme, 

SpA (PsA, IBD)
Panuveitis Toxoplasmosis, VKH, Behçet’s disease, sarcoidosis, IBD, herpes viruses, TB, 

bacterial, fungal

aBehçet’s disease, sarcoidosis, Lyme, syphilis, and herpes viruses can present with any form of uveitis. Various ophthalmologic 
syndromes (e.g., Fuchs’ heterochromic cyclitis, birdshot retinochoroidopathy) are also common causes of uveitis. No etiology is 
identified in ∼30%. 

HLA, Human leukocyte antigen; HSV, herpes simplex virus; JIA, juvenile idiopathic arthritis; PSA, psoriatic arthritis; SpA, spondylo-
arthropathy; TINU, tubulointerstitial nephritis and uveitis syndrome; VKH, Vogt-Koyanagi-Harada syndrome; VZV, varicella zoster 
virus.

 18.  Define anterior uveitis and list the differential diagnosis associated with this finding.
Anterior uveitis is defined as inflammation occurring predominantly anterior to the lens of the eye. Iritis and 
iridocyclitis are examples of anterior uveitis. Anterior uveitis accounts for 50% to 80% of all cases of uveitis. 
Most cases are idiopathic, followed by HLA-B27-associated anterior uveitis. Other causes include sarcoidosis, 
Behçet’s disease, infectious etiologies (HSV, VZV, cytomegalovirus [CMV], Epstein–Barr virus, TB, syphilis, and 
Lyme), multiple sclerosis, Posner-Schlossman syndrome, drugs (e.g., bisphosphonates, rifabutin, cidofovir, 
sulfonamides, MEK and BRAF inhibitors, anticytotoxic T-lymphocyte-associated protein 4 [CTLA4] antibodies and 
programmed cell death protein 1 [PD-1] inhibitors), and trauma.

JIA, TINU, and Kawasaki disease are the most common associations in the pediatric population.
Fuchs heterochromic iridocyclitis is a common cause of chronic, unilateral anterior uveitis characterized by 

iris heterochromia. 

 19.  How is HLA-B27 associated with anterior uveitis?
In Western populations, acute anterior uveitis (AAU) is associated with HLA-B27 in 50% of patients. This group 
can be further subdivided into isolated HLA-B27-associated anterior uveitis (20%–50%) and those associated 
with an underlying spondyloarthritis (50%–80%; higher estimates of 80% identified in recent studies utilizing the 
Assessment of Spondyloarthritis International Society criteria for spondyloarthritis). Patients with HLA-B27-positive 
AAU are more likely to be Caucasian, younger, male sex, have an acute course, experience recurrences, develop 
hypopyon (the most common cause of hypopyon-complicated uveitis in North America), and have an associated 
systemic disease than patients with HLA-B27-negative AAU.

HLA-B27-Associated 
Disease

% of SpA Patients 
Developing AAU

% of all AAU  Patients 
Developing SpA

% of HLA-B27+ 
AAU Patients 
 Developing SpA

Ankylosing spondylitis 20–40 15–50 55–90
Reactive arthritis 10–20 2–25 8–21
PsA 7–10 0–2 3–4
Enteropathic arthropathy 2–9 2–3 1–7
Undifferentiated SpA – 4–12 5–21

 20.  How does uveitis present differently depending on the associated SpA?
Ankylosing spondylitis and reactive arthritis: About 90% are HLA-B27-positive, and men are affected more 
often than women. Typically sudden onset of anterior uveitis that is unilateral but alternating has a recurrent 
course and usually resolves completely within several months.
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PsA and enteropathic: patients who are HLA-B27-positive (45%–60%) may present with classic AAU. However, 
patients who are HLA-B27-negative may present with the insidious onset of bilateral, chronic uveitis that may be 
anterior, intermediate, or posterior in location. 

 21.  How is the uveitis of JIA unique?
Unlike patients with almost all other causes of anterior uveitis, JIA patients with anterior uveitis (15% of all JIA 
patients) are usually asymptomatic and can have a normal appearing eye. Consequently, complications of uveitis 
may develop before the inflammation is detected; therefore close monitoring is required. Risk factors include 
young age (<7 years), female sex, ANA positivity, and pauciarticular disease. 

 22.  Describe some ocular features that may be useful for distinguishing HSV and VZV from 
other causes of uveitis.
Uveitis caused by HSV and VZV may not be associated with other characteristic ocular, cutaneous, or systemic 
manifestations, making the diagnosis difficult to establish. An accurate and timely diagnosis is critical so 
appropriate treatment can be instituted. Suggestive findings include unilateral involvement, marked anterior 
chamber inflammation, elevated intraocular pressure, iris atrophy or nodules, iris transillumination, and corneal 
hypoesthesia. Polymerase chain reaction of the aqueous humor may be required for definitive diagnosis. 

 23.  Define intermediate uveitis and pars planitis, and list the differential diagnosis associated 
with these findings.
Intermediate uveitis refers to ocular inflammation primarily affecting the anterior vitreous, pars plana (the area 
immediately posterior to the ciliary body where white blood cells may accumulate), and peripheral retina. It 
typically affects children and young adults, is bilateral in 80% of cases, and tends to be chronic with periods of 
exacerbation and remission. The hallmark finding is vitritis that can be associated with aggregates of exudates 
referred to as “snowballs” or “snowbanks” in the pars plana region. When anterior segment inflammation is 
present, it is typically only mild to moderate. Peripheral retinal vasculitis and cystoid macular edema resulting in 
visual loss may occur.

When the condition is idiopathic and pars plana exudation (“snowballs” or “snowbank”) occurs, it is 
referred to as pars planitis, which accounts for >50% of intermediate uveitis cases.

The differential diagnosis includes sarcoidosis, multiple sclerosis, infectious etiologies (Lyme disease, 
syphilis, herpes-family viruses, TB, Whipple’s disease, rickettsiosis, human T-cell lymphotropic virus type 1, and 
toxocariasis), and Behçet’s disease. 

 24.  Define posterior uveitis, and list the differential diagnosis associated with this finding.
Posterior uveitis describes inflammation of the choroid or retina, often associated with an overlying vitritis. 
Toxoplasmosis retinitis is the most common identifiable cause. Other causes include Behçet’s disease, 
sarcoidosis, VKH disease, birdshot retinochoroidopathy, multifocal choroiditis, punctate inner choroiditis, acute 
posterior multifocal placoid pigment epitheliopathy (APMPPE), autoimmune retinopathy, cancer-associated 
retinopathy, retinal vasculitis, serpiginous choroiditis, sympathetic ophthalmia, presumed ocular histoplasmosis 
syndrome, herpes-family viruses (HSV, VZV, and CMV), TB, and syphilis. TORCH organisms, Blau syndrome, and 
toxocariasis may be causes in the pediatric population.

Birdshot retinochoroidopathy is an idiopathic cause of posterior uveitis that is characterized by multiple, 
discrete, cream-colored spots throughout the retina and choroid (primarily distributed around the optic nerve). It is 
highly associated with HLA-A29. 

 25.  List the differential diagnosis of patients presenting with panuveitis.
Toxoplasmosis, VKH disease, Behçet’s disease, sarcoidosis, IBD, and infectious etiologies (herpes-family viruses, 
TB, bacterial and fungal infection). It is important to note that among rheumatologic conditions, Behçet’s disease 
and sarcoidosis can be associated with inflammation of any segment of the uveal tract. 

 26.  Describe the typical features of VKH disease.
It is an idiopathic, bilateral, chronic panuveitis more commonly occurring in Asian, Hispanic, and Native American 
populations that progresses over phases (prodromal, uveitic, convalescent, and chronic/recurrent). The prodromal 
phase may include an aseptic meningitis-like presentation (lymphocytic pleocytosis on lumbar puncture) and 
other neurologic deficits including auditory symptoms. The acute uveitic phase results in an exudative retinal 
detachment in over 80% of cases. The uveitic phase is followed by a convalescent period in which the fundus 
may demonstrate a characteristic “sunset glow” appearance resulting from choroid depigmentation. Skin changes 
(vitiligo, poliosis, and alopecia) do not typically appear until this convalescent phase; thus cutaneous findings 
cannot be relied upon to make an early diagnosis. VKH must be distinguished from sympathetic ophthalmia, which 
is a bilateral, autoimmune uveitis resulting from trauma to one eye. 

 27.  What masquerade syndromes mimic uveitis? How can they be distinguished clinically?
Masquerade syndromes present with ocular findings suspicious for an immune-mediated uveitis, but are 
subsequently found to be related to hereditary, neoplastic, or mechanical mechanisms resulting in ocular irritation/
inflammation. The most common is ocular or central nervous system (CNS) B-cell lymphoma. Others include 
retinitis pigmentosa, leukemia, melanoma, retinoblastoma, retained intraocular foreign body, and malpositioned 
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postoperative intraocular lens. The diagnosis of a masquerade syndrome may be suggested by the appearance of 
the eye, age of the patient (e.g., malignancy in a patient aged >45 years, retinoblastoma in children), presence of 
neurologic signs or symptoms, or a lack of response (especially clinical worsening) to standard uveitis therapy. 

 28.  Summarize the rheumatic diseases most likely to be associated with uveitis. Compare their 
typical onset, laterality, and location.

Rheumatologic Disease Onset Laterality Location

HLA-B27 + SpA Sudden Unilateral Anterior
PsA, enteropathic (non-B27+) Insidious Bilateral Any segment
JIA Insidious Bilateral Any segment
Sarcoidosis Sudden Bilateral Anterior
Behçet’s disease Sudden Bilateral Panuveitis

 29.  Which causes of uveitis have been associated with specific HLA types?

Seronegative SpA HLA-B27.

Behçet’s disease HLA-B51.

Birdshot retinochoroidopathy HLA-A29.
Pars planitis HLA-DR2, DR15.
VKH HLA-DRB1, DR4, DQA1.
TINU HLA DRB1, DQB1, DQA1.  

 30.  What diagnostic workup is of value for a patient with unclassified uveitis?
History and physical examination should be used to guide further workup in all cases of uveitis. Anterior uveitis 
is commonly idiopathic; therefore extensive evaluation is often unnecessary in a patient presenting with a 
single episode of uveitis without signs or symptoms of a systemic disease. Patients with recurrent or chronic 
anterior uveitis, uveitis affecting the intermediate or posterior segments, panuveitis, or with an abnormal history 
or physical exam warrant additional testing. Routine labs including CBC, comprehensive metabolic panel, UA, 
ESR, and CRP should be considered in this setting. The need for further workup (e.g., infectious disease studies, 
imaging, autoantibodies) will depend on the results of initial testing as well as the history and exam.

Medication history (all patients): certain medications like bisphosphonates, moxifloxacin, sulfonamides, 
MEK and BRAF inhibitors, anti-CTLA4 antibodies and PD-1 inhibitors can cause uveitis.

Chest x-ray (all patients): sarcoidosis is part of the differential diagnosis of all patterns of uveitis. A chest 
x-ray is also a useful screen for TB.

Syphilis testing (all patients): like sarcoidosis, syphilis can cause any type of uveitis in the absence of 
characteristic systemic manifestations.

Purified protein derivative (PPD)/Quantiferon (select patients): positive results do not indicate active 
disease and can be misleading; therefore TB testing should be reserved for cases where there is suspicion 
for infection (exposure history, chest x-ray findings, and specific findings on ocular exam such as serpiginous 
choroiditis or focal choroidal nodules).

ANA (select patients): indicated only in the evaluation of pediatric patients with pauciarticular onset JIA and 
uveitis, as it has prognostic implications in these patients. It is not indicated for routine screening of adult patients 
with unclassified uveitis because it has an extremely low diagnostic and prognostic value unless other features of 
SLE, SS, anti-C1q disease, or another ANA-associated disease are present. Note that many patients with SLE who 
develop uveitis frequently have anti-C1q antibodies.

HLA-B27 (select patients): appropriate for patients presenting with AAU, even in the absence of a 
demonstrable SpA given its prognostic implications.

The following are not recommended as part of the initial evaluation:
Angiotensin-converting enzyme level: elevations are nonspecific and may be seen in sarcoidosis, liver 

disease, granulomatous infections (TB, leprosy), Gaucher’s disease, hyperthyroidism, Hodgkin’s disease, and 
various causes of lung disease.

ANCA: ANCA-associated vasculitis is an extremely rare cause of uveitis. Routine testing is not recommended 
in the absence of retinal vasculitis. 

 31.  Describe general treatment principles of uveitis.
 •  Infectious causes should be treated accordingly.
 •  Anterior uveitis:
 •  Mydriatic and cycloplegic agents are commonly used to alleviate pain and prevent synechiae.
 •  Topical corticosteroids are the hallmark of therapy (limited/no efficacy in posterior disease).
 •  Oral corticosteroids are uncommonly required for isolated anterior uveitis.
 •  Uveitis in any segment:
 •  Periocular or intravitreal corticosteroids may be useful for more severe cases or when posterior disease is 

prominent.
 •  Oral corticosteroids are commonly effective; in severe cases, doses of 1 mg/kg may be required.
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 •  When systemic corticosteroids lead to an inadequate response, intolerance, or inability to taper, steroid-
sparing immunosuppressive therapy may be required.

 •  Immunosuppressive agents that have demonstrated efficacy in uveitis include methotrexate, azathioprine, 
mycophenolate mofetil, leflunomide, calcineurin inhibitors, cyclophosphamide, anti-TNF therapy (monoclo-
nals > etanercept), and rituximab.

 •  Adalimumab has demonstrated efficacy in noninfectious intermediate, posterior, and panuveitis in several 
randomized controlled trials and is approved by Food and Drug Administration for this indication.

 •  Disease-specific considerations:
 •  Methotrexate plus adalimumab has been shown to be more effective than methotrexate alone for JIA-

associated uveitis.
 •  Anti-TNF therapy (monoclonal antibodies, not etanercept) has been found particularly beneficial in patients 

with uveitis due to Behçet’s disease, sarcoidosis, and HLA-B27-associated AAU.
 •  Rituximab may be an alternative to cyclophosphamide in ANCA-associated vasculitis with uveitis and other 

forms of ocular inflammation.
There is a balance between the use of systemic and local corticosteroids. All forms of corticosteroids (when 

used chronically) will lead to cataract, and some patients will develop corticosteroid-induced intraocular pressure 
rise. However, it is important to note that uncontrolled uveitis can cause cataract and elevated intraocular pressure 
(uveitic glaucoma) as well. The choice of local versus systemic corticosteroids is based on patient tolerance, risk 
factors, and the potential for side effects. 

RETINAL VASCULITIS

 32.  Define retinal vasculitis.
Retinal vasculitis is defined as inflammation of the retinal vessel walls or perivascular spaces affecting veins more 
commonly than arterioles (except in polyarteritis nodosa, ANCA-associated vasculitis, SLE, and Susac syndrome). 
It occurs bilaterally in almost all cases. Can be complicated by occlusive retinal vascular disease secondary to 
obliterative or thrombotic processes. Can be primary or seen in conjunction with other forms of uveitis (e.g., 
posterior uveitis). Can be associated with systemic rheumatic disease, such as Behçet’s disease and sarcoidosis, 
but does not necessarily correlate well with systemic vasculitis. 

 33.  What are the symptoms of retinal vasculitis?
Painless blurred vision, scotomata, and floaters are most common. Less frequently, dyschromatopsia (difficulty 
perceiving colors) and metamorphopsia (distorted vision where straight lines appear wavy) may be present. Pain 
and redness are uncommon if vasculitis is not associated with other ocular inflammatory conditions. Can be 
asymptomatic if only the peripheral vasculature is affected. 

 34.  What ocular findings are seen in patients with retinal vasculitis?
Ophthalmoscopic examination and fluorescein angiography are required for the diagnosis. Vascular sheathing 
is the most characteristic feature and correlates with a perivascular infiltrate of inflammatory cells seen on 
pathologic specimens. Other findings may include cotton-wool spots, retinal hemorrhages, retinal or optic disc 
edema, vitritis, vascular leakage, and capillary dropout. Vessel occlusion (occlusive vasculopathy) can result from 
inflammatory and noninflammatory etiologies of retinal vasculitis (see Question 35) and may lead to subsequent 
retinal ischemia, an environment favoring neovascularization. 

 35.  What is the differential diagnosis of retinal vasculitis?
May be inflammatory (vasculitis) or noninflammatory (vasculopathy), with atherosclerosis being the most common 
cause of abnormal retinal vessels. Inflammatory causes are generally grouped into three categories:

 1.  Systemic diseases: Behçet’s disease, sarcoidosis, and multiple sclerosis are the most common. SLE can 
be associated with retinal vasculitis, but it is more commonly associated with choroiditis. Retinal vasculitis 
is less frequently associated with other rheumatic diseases including ANCA-associated vasculitis, large- and 
medium-vessel vasculitis (e.g., GCA), Susac syndrome, and APS. Primary CNS lymphoma, acute leukemia, 
paraproteinemias, and cancer-associated retinopathy are other rare causes.

 2.  Infectious: toxoplasmosis, TB, Lyme disease, syphilis, cat scratch disease, herpes simplex, and varicella zoster 
are the most common. Less frequent associations include CMV, human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), Whipple’s 
disease, HTLV-1, brucellosis, and leptospirosis.

 3.  Primary ocular syndromes: idiopathic retinal vasculitis, pars planitis, birdshot retinochoroidopathy, frosted 
branch angiitis, Eales’ disease, and IRVAN syndrome. 

 36.  What laboratory evaluation is indicated in the evaluation of retinal vasculitis?
Initial evaluation should include a CBC, comprehensive metabolic panel, UA, ESR, CRP, HIV screening, syphilis 
serology, chest radiograph, and TB screening (PPD or interferon-gamma release assay). Further evaluation is 
determined by the results of the history, physical examination, and initial screening studies and is guided by the 
diagnosis suspected.

Patients presenting with occlusive vasculopathy warrant additional discussion, given that noninflammatory 
etiologies such as atherosclerosis represent a substantial proportion of cases. Inflammatory rheumatic disease 
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is a less common cause of branch or central retinal vein occlusions as well as retinal artery occlusions. As 
such, routine evaluations for inflammatory disease should be reserved for patients with extraocular signs and 
symptoms suggestive of a rheumatic condition. APS may be an exception, however, especially in patients 
presenting with ischemic injury in other sites (e.g., stroke), as the diagnosis may lead to a change in therapy 
(anticoagulation). 

 37.  Describe the treatment of retinal vasculitis.
The treatment of retinal vasculitis depends on the underlying diagnosis, the severity of the disease, and whether 
the process is unilateral or bilateral. If its cause is infectious, appropriate antimicrobial therapy should be initiated. 
Corticosteroids are needed in almost all cases, including those secondary to infection. Periocular or intraocular 
steroids may be used in patients with moderate to severe disease or in those with unilateral involvement. 
Systemic steroids are needed when bilateral involvement is present and in cases of moderate to severe 
inflammation with a marked decrease in visual acuity.

Steroid-sparing agents may be needed if there is an inadequate response to steroids or they cannot be 
tapered, and selection should be based on the underlying disease. Azathioprine, cyclosporine, mycophenolate 
mofetil, anti-TNF therapies, and rituximab may be effective. Laser photocoagulation, antivascular endothelial 
growth factor agents (e.g., bevacizumab), and vitreoretinal procedures may also have a role in treating retinal 
neovascularization. 

 38.  Briefly describe the defining features of Susac syndrome.
Susac syndrome is a microangiopathy of unclear etiology causing encephalopathy (corpus callosum involvement 
is prominent), branch retinal artery occlusions (BRAOs), and sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL). Headache 
can be a prominent feature (seen in >75% of patients). The disease commonly affects young women (80%) aged 
15 to 40 years, with no racial predilection. Diagnosis is based on characteristic clinical features and MRI findings 
and is made challenging by the fact that <20% of patients present with simultaneous involvement of the classic 
triad of clinical features.

The treatment regimen in the acute setting includes high-dose corticosteroids (3-day pulse therapy 
of solumedrol 1000 mg/day followed by prednisone 1 mg/kg for 2 to 4 weeks with subsequent taper) 
and consideration of intravenous immunoglobulin therapy. Corticosteroid-sparing immunosuppressive 
therapies that have been used include mycophenolate mofetil, rituximab, cyclophosphamide, azathioprine, 
and cyclosporine. Plasmapheresis has been described in the acute setting as well. Some experts 
recommend the addition of aspirin to reduce the risk of small-vessel thrombosis. Unfortunately, hearing 
and visual field loss suffered at the time of diagnosis is irreversible, and treatment is instituted to prevent 
further loss. 

ORBITAL INFLAMMATORY DISEASE

 39.  What is orbital inflammatory disease (OID), and what rheumatic conditions are associated 
with it?
OID is a term which encompasses inflammation involving various structures in the orbital space outside of the 
globe, including the extraocular muscles, lacrimal gland, and orbital adipose tissue. Symptoms vary based on 
disease severity and the specific ocular structures involved but may include pain, orbital swelling, diplopia, 
chemosis, and proptosis. Severe forms of the disease may lead to optic nerve compression, and in some patients 
proptosis may alter the shape of the eye and increase risk of exposure keratopathy. GPA, sarcoidosis, and IgG4-
related disease (IgG4-RD) are among the most common rheumatologic conditions associated with OID, and an 
evaluation for those conditions should be considered in patients presenting with OID. Less common rheumatologic 
causes of OID include SS (typically presenting with mild dacryoadenitis), IBD, Behçet’s disease, RA, SLE, adult-
onset Still’s disease, amyloidosis, and histiocytic disorders. 

 40.  What nonrheumatologic conditions are associated with OID?
Thyroid eye disease is the most common cause of OID overall, representing half of cases. Other diseases 
associated with OID include ocular lymphoma/lymphoproliferative disease, metastatic disease affecting the orbit, 
and Tolosa–Hunt syndrome. Idiopathic disease (also referred to as idiopathic orbital inflammation) can be a 
common cause of OID and is a diagnosis of exclusion. 

 41.  Describe an initial evaluation of a patient presenting with OID.
The history and examination should guide further testing. Initial laboratory studies may include a CBC, 
comprehensive metabolic panel, UA, ESR, CRP, thyroid studies (thyroid-stimulating hormone, T4, antithyroid 
antibodies including thyroperoxidase, thyroglobulin and thyroid-stimulating antibodies), and ANCAs. MRI of the 
orbits is commonly obtained to delineate the anatomic structures involved and may allow for discrimination 
between thyroid eye disease and other causes of OID. A chest radiograph or CT should be considered to rule 
out concurrent pulmonary involvement from sarcoidosis or GPA. Biopsy is required to rule out infectious and 
neoplastic etiologies in patients in whom the initial evaluation has not identified a clear etiology. In addition to 
histologic examination, staining should be performed for fungal and mycobacterial organisms as well as IgG4-
specific staining to rule out IgG4-RD. 
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 42.  Describe the treatment of OID.
The treatment of OID depends on the etiology of the underlying condition. Patients with rheumatologic conditions 
such as GPA causing OID are commonly treated with similar medications used for extraocular organ involvement 
(such as high-dose steroids, methotrexate, azathioprine, rituximab, or cyclophosphamide in the case of ANCA-
associated vasculitis). Patients with sarcoidosis may have concurrent OID that is relatively mild in nature and warrants 
observation alone. More significant involvement may be treated with corticosteroids, methotrexate, azathioprine, or 
infliximab. Patients with IgG4-RD and OID may be treated with corticosteroids, with rituximab reserved for resistant 
disease, those failing steroid therapy, or patients with significant extraocular disease involvement. 

The treatment of thyroid-associated ocular disease is beyond the scope of this chapter, but commonly 
includes reversal of hyperthyroidism if present (through oral medications and/or consideration of thyroidectomy), 
corticosteroids (including high-dose pulse intravenous therapy at onset), and complete cessation of tobacco use 
by the patient if applicable. In patients with sight-threatening disease, orbital decompression may be considered. 
Orbital radiation can be used in steroid-resistant cases, but its use may be limited by toxicity (risk of retinal and 
optic nerve damage). Steroid-sparing immunosuppression with rituximab and mycophenolate mofetil have mixed 
results in the literature, with newer data showing promising results with a monoclonal antibody against insulin-
like growth factor-1 (teprotumumab). 

IMMUNE-MEDIATED INNER EAR DISEASE

 43.  Define immune-mediated inner ear disease (IMIED; also known as autoimmune inner ear 
disease).
IMIED is a syndrome characterized by rapidly progressive, bilateral SNHL that can be responsive to 
immunosuppressive therapy. It is often accompanied by vertigo (50%), tinnitus, and a sense of aural fullness. It 
may exist as a primary illness or be associated with a systemic autoimmune disease (30% of cases). Although 
believed to be autoimmune, definitive evidence of an autoimmune etiology is lacking.

Caution should be taken to distinguish IMIED from idiopathic sudden SNHL, a very common cause of 
acute SNHL that is unilateral, rapidly progresses over 72 hours, usually not associated with vestibular symptoms, 
and commonly improves within 2 weeks (65% of cases) irrespective of treatment (although corticosteroids are 
frequently used). It is estimated that 85% of such cases are idiopathic (with up to 5% developing Ménière’s 
disease years later). All patients with sudden SNHL should be evaluated for secondary causes (15% of cases) 
including infection (HSV, VZV), vascular insult (vasculitis, APS, hypercoagulable diseases, atherosclerotic disease), 
medications, neoplasm (including those causing localized retrocochlear disease), and immune-mediated diseases. 
Patients with unilateral SNHL have diminished ability to hear a tuning fork and localize the sound during a Weber 
test (tuning fork on forehead) to the good ear. When they hum, the sound localizes to the good ear as well. 

 44.  What is the differential diagnosis of IMIED?
Ménière’s disease, infection (syphilis, Lyme, viral, TB, fungal or bacterial labrynthitis), acoustic or barotrauma, 
perilymph fistula, hereditary hearing loss, drugs (e.g., aminoglycosides, hydroxychloroquine, NSAIDs, loop 
diuretics), mass effect from a tumor (acoustic neuroma, metastatic disease, lymphoma) or an abscess, 
presbycusis, ischemia, multiple sclerosis, basilar migraine, endocrine disease (diabetes mellitus, hypothyroid), 
sarcoidosis. 

 45.  What characteristics help distinguish IMIED from other causes of inner ear dysfunction?
 •  Relatively rapid time course, with progression to severe irreversible damage within weeks to months of onset.
 •  Bilateral disease that may be asymmetric and asynchronous.
 •  Fluctuating course.
 •  Vestibular symptoms may be prominent (50%). 

 46.  How is Ménière’s disease distinguished from IMIED?
Time course. Hearing loss typically occurs over several years in Ménière’s disease rather than weeks or months 
in IMIED. These two disease entities may be impossible to differentiate early in the disease course. Some data 
suggests that a subset of Ménière’s may be autoimmune in nature and possibly part of a spectrum of disease 
including IMIED. 

 47.  What systemic autoimmune diseases* are associated with SNHL?
Cogan’s syndrome, ANCA-associated vasculitides**, relapsing polychondritis, polyarteritis nodosa and other 
vasculitides, SLE, SS, RA, Susac syndrome, APS, Behçet’s disease, and sarcoidosis. 

 48.  What diagnostic workup is indicated in a patient suspected of having IMIED?
Immediate referral to an otolaryngologist is necessary. Routine history, physical exam, and diagnostic tests 
including a CBC, comprehensive metabolic panel, ESR, CRP, testing for syphilis, and MRI to exclude a retrocochlear 

* When these systemic diseases are associated with sudden onset, bilateral SNHL, and other manifestations of IMIED, it is considered 
secondary IMIED

** GPA is more commonly associated with conductive and mixed conductive-SNHL.
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lesion should be performed to evaluate for other causes of SNHL or an associated systemic process. Disease 
severity should be measured at baseline and followed serially with audiograms.

The role of testing for ANCA, ANA, RF, complement levels, and APS studies in patients with no other evidence 
of a systemic autoimmune illness is unclear. ANA, RF, low-moderate titer antiphospholipid antibodies, and 
antithyroid antibodies are frequently detected in patients with IMIED who lack features of systemic disease and 
the antibodies do not have clear prognostic value in this setting. 

 49.  Are there any specific diagnostic tests for IMIED?
Antibodies to a 68-kDa inner ear antigen, which is a heat shock protein (HSP-70), may be seen in up to 70% of 
patients with IMIED. Due to low sensitivity, this test is unreliable to exclude a diagnosis of IMIED. Patients with 
Cogan’s syndrome and other autoimmune diseases associated with SNHL can also have these antibodies (<50%), 
although the specificity compared with normal control populations may be as high as 90%. Some studies suggest 
that their presence may have a prognostic role, predicting both a more aggressive course and a more favorable 
response to steroids. Data on antibody specificity and association with steroid response is controversial, however, 
with conflicting data in the literature. 

 50.  What is the treatment for IMIED?
Corticosteroids should be started at a dose of 1 mg/kg per day and continued for 2 to 4 weeks. If there is no 
response, they should be tapered off quickly over a period of 2 weeks. If a response in hearing is documented 
by repeat audiology testing after a 2 to 4-week trial of therapy, steroid tapering should be performed at a slower 
rate over an additional 2 to 3 months. There is no consensus regarding whether corticosteroid-sparing therapy 
should be given concurrently at the time of diagnosis or which agents to consider in patients who relapse during 
steroid taper, as data from clinical trials is limited. Methotrexate, cyclophosphamide, azathioprine, mycophenolate 
mofetil, anti-TNF therapy (systemic and intratympanic), rituximab, and intratympanic steroids have also been used 
with variable success (although a placebo-controlled trial of methotrexate failed to show benefit). Interpretation of 
the efficacy of these agents is limited given the lack of systematic studies. Given the toxicities of these therapies, 
cochlear implants should be considered as an alternative in severe cases. 

COGAN’S SYNDROME

 51.  What are the ocular and auricular manifestations of Cogan’s syndrome?
Nonsyphilitic interstitial keratitis (IK) is the classic ocular manifestation and typically presents as the acute onset 
of unilateral or bilateral redness, pain, photophobia, and increased lacrimation. Other forms of ocular inflammation 
including uveitis, scleritis, choroiditis, and retinal artery occlusion can occur with or without concomitant keratitis.

Vestibuloauditory dysfunction is usually acute in onset and presents in a Ménière-like manner, with 
episodes of tinnitus, vertigo, and SNHL. Hearing loss is fluctuating but progressive, leading to deafness in >50% of 
cases. Unilateral involvement is typical, but bilateral disease can occur. Vestibular dysfunction may be prominent, 
manifesting as vertigo, ataxia, and nausea.

Eye and ear involvement usually occur within 1 to 6 months of each other but can be separated by years.
Atypical Cogan’s syndrome is defined as non-IK inflammatory ocular manifestations, typical or atypical 

ocular manifestations with audiovestibular symptoms different from Ménière-like episodes, or >2 years between 
the onset of eye and ear manifestations. 

 52.  What is the epidemiology of Cogan’s syndrome?
Only approximately 250 cases have been reported. Mean age of onset is 30 years, although cases in children 
and the elderly have been reported. Distribution is equal between males and females, and there are no racial 
differences. An upper respiratory syndrome precedes the onset in many cases, but no definite infectious etiology 
has been identified. 

 53.  What are other common manifestations of Cogan’s syndrome?
Systemic vasculitis occurs in 15% to 20%, usually affecting the large- and medium-sized vessels. Involvement 
of the aorta and its major branches is well described and typically manifests in a Takayasu-like manner. 
Musculoskeletal complaints are seen in up to one-third of patients and include arthralgias, myalgias, and 
inflammatory arthritis. Constitutional symptoms occur in 50%, mostly when systemic disease is present. 
Other organ involvement includes gastrointestinal (pain, bleeding, hepatomegaly), cardiac (pericarditis, aortic 
insufficiency), pulmonary (pleuritis), neurologic (headache, peripheral neuropathy, mononeuritis multiplex, 
meningitis), dermatologic (nodules, rash), and lymphatic (lymphadenopathy, splenomegaly).

Laboratory findings suggestive of inflammation including elevated CRP and ESR, leukocytosis, 
thrombocytosis, and anemia may be present. ANCA, ANA, RF, APS tests, and complement levels are usually absent 
or normal. 

 54.  What is the differential diagnosis of Cogan’s syndrome?
Infection (syphilis, chlamydia, TB, viral infection, Whipple’s disease), rheumatologic diseases (RA, SLE, SS, 
ankylosing spondylitis, systemic vasculitides, relapsing polychondritis, Behçet’s), sarcoidosis, toxins, Ménière’s 
disease, and VKH syndrome. 
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 55.  How is the diagnosis of Cogan’s syndrome established?
It is a clinical diagnosis and should be suspected when IK or other ocular manifestations are accompanied by 
audiovestibular disease in the absence of another underlying disorder (see differential diagnosis earlier). The 
presence of either ocular or ear manifestations in isolation can make the diagnosis extremely challenging. Slit-
lamp examination and audiovestibular testing are necessary. Laboratory evidence of systemic inflammation may 
be present. There is no role for checking autoantibodies unless clinical suspicion exists for a particular associated 
disorder. Microbiologic testing and MRI of the brain to evaluate for a tumor causing inner ear disease can be 
considered. 

 56.  How is Cogan’s syndrome treated?
Keratitis almost always responds to topical corticosteroid therapy. Topical cyclosporine is sometimes required, 
but the need for systemic steroids is rare (unless other ocular manifestations are present and dictate therapy). 
Note that keratitis resolves quickly on systemic corticosteroids. Therefore, an immediate eye exam is needed to 
document keratitis if the patient has other manifestation requiring high-dose corticosteroids. Otherwise, keratitis 
will be missed.

Vestibuloauditory dysfunction is less responsive to therapy in general. Oral prednisone is required and should 
be started at a dose of 1 mg/kg per day immediately. The usual tapering schedule is by 5 to 10 mg every 2 to 4 
weeks, with a total duration of 4 to 6 months. Audiovestibular testing should be repeated 2 to 4 weeks after the 
initiation of treatment, and prednisone should be tapered quickly if no response is noted. A response to additional 
immunosuppression is unlikely if prednisone has failed. If an initial response is noted but relapse occurs as 
prednisone is tapered, a steroid-sparing agent should be initiated. Cochlear implantation can be considered for 
end-stage hearing loss.

Systemic manifestations such as vasculitis should be treated by standard immunosuppressants (e.g., 
cytotoxic or biologic agents, azathioprine, methotrexate, and mycophenolate mofetil).
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RHEUMATIC SYNDROMES ASSOCIATED 
WITH SARCOIDOSIS
Erica M. Hill, DO and Daniel F. Battafarano, DO

KEY POINTS

 1.  A patient with acute, inflammatory arthritis involving bilateral ankles should always be evaluated for sarcoidosis.
 2.  Majority of patients (95%) with sarcoidosis have thoracic involvement.
 3.  Most patients with sarcoidosis will not require medical therapy.
 4.  First-line treatment for severe manifestations of sarcoidosis includes corticosteroids; methotrexate is recom-

mended if a patient fails to respond to, or is unable to taper corticosteroids.
 5.  Tumor necrosis factor α (TNFα) inhibitors may be effective for treatment-resistant sarcoidosis cases.

 1.  What is sarcoidosis?
Sarcoidosis derives from the Greek words “sarco”, meaning flesh, “eidos” meaning like, and “osis,” meaning 
condition. The first case was described in 1877 by Dr. Jonathan Hutchinson at King’s College Hospital, London. It 
is a systemic inflammatory disorder characterized by noncaseating granulomas that classically involve the lungs 
but can affect any organ. Since there is no specific test for sarcoidosis, the diagnosis is established when the 
following criteria are met:

 •  A consistent clinical and radiographic presentation.
 •  Histologic evidence of noncaseating epithelioid granulomas in more than one organ.
 •  Exclusion of other granulomatous diseases caused by mycobacterial infection, fungal infection, berylliosis, 

drugs, and local reactions to tumors or lymphoma.
Although diagnosis relies on tissue biopsy, there are certain situations in which a presumptive diagnosis 

can be made based on clinical and radiographic findings, such as the presence of asymptomatic bilateral hilar 
adenopathy, Lofgren syndrome, or Heerfordt syndrome. 

 2.  Who is affected by sarcoidosis?
Sarcoidosis occurs worldwide but most frequently among African–Americans and northern Europeans, and it 
affects slightly more women than men. It typically appears in the third or fourth decade of life, with a second peak 
in the sixth decade, especially among women. There is a higher prevalence of disease in first-generation relatives 
of those with sarcoidosis. Obesity may be associated with a higher risk of sarcoidosis. The disease is less likely to 
occur in people who smoke cigarettes. 

 3.  What are the immunopathologic features of sarcoidosis?
The defining pathologic feature of sarcoidosis is noncaseating granulomas, and any tissue may become involved. 
The major hypothesis of the ACCESS (A Case Control Etiologic Study of Sarcoidosis,) investigators was that 
sarcoidosis occurs in genetically susceptible individuals through alteration in immune response after exposure to 
an environmental, occupational, or infectious agent. Because the lungs are involved in 95% of those affected, it is 
likely that initial exposure to an inciting environmental or infectious agent is via the pulmonary route. Although the 
specific antigen(s) responsible for sarcoidosis is/are unknown, it is generally accepted that this disease occurs in 
response to antigen-driven activation of macrophages and T-lymphocytes.

Genetic factors play a role in the racial and ethnic variations in prevalence, clinical presentations, and 
severity of sarcoidosis. Human leukocyte antigen class II molecules on antigen-presenting cells (type II alveolar 
epithelial cells, macrophages, dendritic cells) present the antigen to CD4+ T-helper (TH1) lymphocytes. This results 
in an amplified immune response with increased secretion of TH1 cytokines including interferon-gamma (IFN-γ), 
interleukin (IL)-2, and TNF, increased tissue permeability, and cell migration. Additionally, there is dysfunctional 
regulatory T-cell (Treg) responses and expansion of IL-17 and IFN-γ producing TH17 cells. Ultimately, there is 
clonal expansion of CD4+ T lymphocytes in response to the antigen(s) resulting in persistent inflammation, 
noncaseating granuloma formation, and potential fibrosis of involved organs.

In early and active disease, the bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) fluid reveals an elevated lymphocyte count 
and a marked increase in CD4/CD8 T-lymphocyte ratio (>3.5). Additionally, there is an influx of T-helper cells 
and elevated ratio of CD4/CD8 T-cell subsets in other affected organs, hyperactivity of B cells, and circulation 
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of immune complexes. Typical clinical observations related to these immunologic events include peripheral 
lymphopenia (due to sequestration at the site of inflammation), a low CD4/CD8 T-cell ratio in peripheral blood, 
cutaneous anergy, polyclonal gammopathy (30%–80%), and autoantibody production (low titer rheumatoid factor 
and/or antinuclear antibody in approximately one-third of patients). 

 4.  What is the typical clinical presentation of sarcoidosis?
The clinical spectrum is protean, ranging from an abnormal chest radiograph in an asymptomatic individual 
to severe multiorgan involvement. Multiple large series report that approximately 95% of patients will present 
with intrathoracic involvement (an abnormal chest radiograph revealing hilar adenopathy, pulmonary infiltrates, 
or both), 50% have extrathoracic involvement, and only 2% have isolated extrathoracic sarcoidosis. Despite 
frequent intrathoracic involvement, less than half of patients present with respiratory symptoms. After pulmonary 
involvement, the next most common features on presentation are skin rash and ophthalmologic involvement. 
Notably, there are significant differences in clinical findings, incidence of organ involvement, and mortality 
between groups on the basis of race and ethnicity, sex, and age. Furthermore, because sarcoidosis is often 
asymptomatic, the reported prevalence of the disease and organ involvement is likely underestimated. 

 5.  Describe the respiratory tract manifestations of sarcoidosis.
The entire respiratory tract from sinuses to lungs can be involved. The clinical spectrum ranges from asymptomatic 
hilar adenopathy (50%) to interstitial lung disease with alveolitis. Pleural effusions are rare (<5%). Pulmonary 
hypertension is increasingly recognized (up to 20%) and is likely a result of multiple contributing factors. Symptoms 
of pulmonary involvement include dry cough (30%), dyspnea (30%), and chest pain (15%). Pulmonary rales are heard 
in only 20%. Wheezing can occur when there is endobronchial involvement. Hemoptysis and clubbing are rare. 

 6.  Describe the chest radiographic stages of sarcoidosis and their prognosis.
For chest radiographs, the Scadding staging system is used (Table 76.1). Notably, the stages are not chronologic, 
do not indicate disease chronicity, and do not correlate with pulmonary function testing. High-resolution computed 
tomography of the chest can show abnormalities when chest radiographs are normal. The chest radiographic stage 
at presentation can be used to predict the probability of future spontaneous remission which can help guide therapy. 

 7.  What are the extrathoracic clinical manifestations of sarcoidosis?
The most common extrathoracic manifestations are cutaneous and ocular involvement. Skin rash occurs in up 
to 33% of patients and may be manifest as erythema nodosum in acute sarcoidosis or as subcutaneous nodules, 
papules, plaques, tattoo/scar sarcoidosis, and lupus pernio in chronic disease. Eye involvement (25%–50%) 
is frequently bilateral and can be the initial manifestation or occur anytime during the disease. Any area of the 
eye may be involved but anterior uveitis is the most common. Since uveitis can be subclinical, all patients with 
sarcoidosis should undergo a baseline slit-lamp examination. Sarcoidosis of the lacrimal glands is also common, 
causing eye dryness and keratoconjunctivitis. Granulomatous involvement of the orbit can present as proptosis. 
Arthralgias are present in the majority of patients, but inflammatory arthritis occurs in up to 25% and is classified 
as acute or chronic. The acute form is more common and often occurs with Lofgren syndrome. The arthritis is 
usually oligoarticular or polyarticular involving large joints, with the ankles being most common. The joint swelling 
may be due to a periarthritis rather than true synovitis. Osseous sarcoidosis is found in up to 13% but is frequently 
asymptomatic. There is a predilection for the phalanges of the hands and feet, but any bone can be affected. The 
incidence of skeletal muscle involvement is highly variable because most of the patients are asymptomatic. Muscle 
involvement with noncaseating granulomas on biopsy may be found in 50% to 80% of all patients with sarcoidosis, but 
symptomatic myositis is only reported in <3%. Hepatosplenomegaly (5%–20%) or elevated alkaline phosphatase 
(20%–30%) is a common finding but rarely cause significant organ injury. Bilateral parotid enlargement is seen 
in approximately 4% and can be associated with xerostomia. Neurologic findings are observed in 5% and may 
be the presenting manifestation of sarcoidosis. Unilateral facial nerve palsy is most common, but any region of the 
brain and spinal cord can be involved. Encephalopathy, mass lesions, aseptic meningitis, peripheral neuropathy, and 
small fiber neuropathy can also occur. Heart involvement (approximately 5%) due to granulomatous inflammation 
of the myocardium and/or the conduction system presents with ventricular arrhythmias, conduction abnormalities, 
and heart failure. However, many patients are asymptomatic. Up to 25% of patients with sarcoidosis have evidence 
of cardiac involvement on autopsy. Isolated sarcoidosis affecting the heart has been reported. Hematologic 

Table 76.1   Scadding Chest X-Ray Staging System

STAGE CHEST RADIOGRAPHIC FINDINGS SPONTANEOUS REMISSION RATE (%)

0 Normal –

1 Bilateral hilar adenopathy 70–90

2 Bilateral hilar adenopathy with pulmonary infiltrates 30–60

3 Pulmonary infiltrates with lung insufficiency 10–20

4 End-stage pulmonary fibrosis 0
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manifestations include anemia and leukopenia. Anemia of chronic disease is most common, but bone marrow 
involvement may be found in up to 27% of anemic patients. Leukopenia may be due to sequestration of lymphocytes 
to sites of inflammation or hypersplenism. The hypothalamic–pituitary axis may be involved and classically 
presents as diabetes insipidus. Kidney and gastrointestinal organs are rarely affected. Vasculitis of any size vessel 
has been described. Fatigue is common (over 50%) and can be disabling.

 8. Describe the diagnostic algorithm for sarcoidosis. 

Suspect sarcoidosis based on

history and physical exam

Biopsy involved organ

(safest/most accessible

location)

Granulomas Negative

Search for alternate

etiology

Clinical Diagnosis

Classic presentation

(Lofgren’s, Heerfordt’s

or asymptomatic BHA*)

Rule out sarcoidosis

mimics Document multisystem

involvement

(at least one additional

organ)

Sarcoidosis highly likely

Additional tests based

on clinical findings

Additional tests in all

patients with suspected

sarcoidosis

CBC, renal function panel, hepatic

function including ALP, CPK, serum

calcium, 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D,

25-hydroxyvitamin D, ACE,

Urinalysis, 24 hr urine for calcium

and creatinine, TB skin test or

Interferon-gamma release assay, chest

x-ray, EKG, echocardiogram,

ophthalmologic exam including slit-

lamp and funduscopic exam

*BHA=bilateral hilar adenopathy

Chest CT, FDG/PET scan, MRI

brain, Cardiac MR and/or cardiac

FDG/PET, Cardiac holter monitor,

x-rays of hands and feet, MRI

spine, PFTs, US liver and/or

spleen, CSF analysis, bone marrow

biopsy

Fig. 76.1 Diagnostic algorithm for sarcoidosis.
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 9.  Is the serum angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) level useful for the diagnosis of 
sarcoidosis? What about serum lysozyme?
The serum ACE level is elevated in 40% to 90% of all patients with sarcoidosis. Elevations correlate with 
active pulmonary disease and can normalize with therapy. This enzyme is produced by epithelioid cells and 
alveolar macrophages at the periphery of granulomas in response to an ACE-inducing factor released by 
T-cells. Elevated ACE levels are not specific for sarcoidosis. Other diseases in which ACE levels can also be 
elevated include tuberculosis, coccidioidomycosis, Gaucher’s disease, hypersensitivity pneumonitis, silicosis, 
asbestosis, leprosy, hyperthyroidism, lung cancer, and diabetes mellitus. Additionally, there are genetic 
causes of ACE levels due to ACE gene polymorphisms. Therefore, an elevated ACE level may be supportive 
(especially if >2× upper limit of normal), but not diagnostic, of sarcoidosis. Of note, ACE inhibitors can 
suppress the serum ACE level.

The serum lysozyme level is elevated in 70% to 80% patients with sarcoidosis. It can be elevated when 
the ACE level is normal. Elevations correlate with the extent of sarcoid organ involvement and can normalize 
with therapy. This enzyme is secreted by monocytes and neutrophils. Elevated lysozyme levels are not specific 
for sarcoidosis as there are multiple other diseases that can cause an elevation. Similar to ACE levels, it can be 
supportive but not diagnostic of sarcoidosis. 

 10.  What are the rheumatic manifestations of sarcoidosis (Table 76.2)?

11. What is Lofgren syndrome? What is Heerfordt syndrome?
Lofgren syndrome is a triad of acute arthritis/periarthritis, erythema nodosum, and bilateral hilar adenopathy 
in a patient with sarcoidosis. This can be associated with fever and uveitis (6%). Joint involvement most 
commonly presents as an arthritis and/or periarthritis of the ankles. The acute arthritis is usually self-limited 
and resolves within weeks but may persist for months (average 3 months). Nonsteroidal antiinflammatory 
drugs are recommended initially, but low-dose corticosteroids may be clinically necessary to manage if severe 
symptoms exist. The ACE level is elevated in less than half of the cases. However, those with an elevated ACE 
level are more likely to have recurrence or persistence of the arthritis. Overall, these patients have a >90% 
remission rate. Acute histoplasmosis may simulate Lofgren syndrome and must be excluded by serologies, 
urine antigen, and cultures.

Heerfordt syndrome (uveoparotid fever) is a combination of fever, parotid enlargement, uveitis, arthritis, 
and facial nerve palsy. It occurs most commonly in males and usually has a poor prognosis. Moderate-
dose corticosteroids and chronic immunosuppressive therapy are typically necessary to manage clinical 
manifestations.

Table 76.2   Rheumatic Manifestations of Sarcoidosis

MANIFESTATION

FREQUENCY IN SARCOIDOSIS 

(% OF PATIENTS) DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS

Arthritis 25 Rheumatoid arthritis, gonococ-
cal arthritis, rheumatic fever, 
systemic lupus erythematosus, 
gout, spondyloarthropathies

Parotid gland enlargement 5 Sjögren’s syndrome, IgG4-RDc

Upper airway disease (sinusitis, 
laryngeal inflammation, saddle 
nose deformity)

5–10 Granulomatosis polyangiitis

Uveitis 20–30a

Anterior Spondyloarthropathy

Posterior Behçet’s

Keratoconjunctivitisb 15–30 Sjögren’s syndrome

Proptosis rare Granulomatosis polyangiitis, 
IgG4-RD

Myositis (symptomatic) 3 Polymyositis

Mononeuritis multiplex ≤1 Systemic vasculitis

Facial nerve palsy ≤2 Lyme disease

aPatients with sarcoid uveitis: 70% to 80% have anterior uveitis and 20% to 30% have posterior uveitis.
bPatients with keratoconjunctivitis may have lacrimal gland enlargement.
cIgG4-RD = IgG4-Related Disease
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12. How do acute and chronic sarcoid arthritis differ clinically (Table 76.3)? 

 13.  How does skeletal muscle sarcoidosis present clinically?
Sarcoid myopathy typically occurs in patients with multiorgan involvement. Although muscle involvement in 
sarcoidosis is usually asymptomatic, there are three clinical presentations: nodular, acute myositic, and chronic 
myopathic. The nodular presentation is the least common type, involving the musculotendinous junctions 
and demonstrating a “dark star” pattern on muscle magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Acute granulomatous 
inflammatory myositis is rare, occurs mainly in African–American women, and is indistinguishable clinically from 
polymyositis. Chronic myopathy is the most common form and is manifested by an insidious onset of proximal 
symmetric muscle weakness and wasting. Neurogenic atrophy due to granulomatous infiltration of nerves can 
occur. Muscle enzyme levels, electromyography, and muscle biopsies are necessary to differentiate the different 
types of muscle involvement. The acute myositis will respond to corticosteroids, whereas the nodular and chronic 
myopathic forms are less likely to respond. 

 14.  What osseous changes occur in patients with sarcoidosis?
The overall incidence of osseous sarcoid is reported in 3% to 13%, although this may be underestimated (Fig 76.2). 
Bony lesions are associated with chronic overlying cutaneous lesions and multiorgan involvement. The phalanges 
of the hands and feet are classically involved but with more frequent use of advanced imaging techniques, axial 
bone involvement is more commonly reported. The metacarpophalangeal joints, metacarpals, and wrists are 
usually spared. Typical radiographic findings include trabecular pattern, osteolysis, or cysts/punched out lesions. 
Bone scans, MRI, and fluorodeoxyglucose-positron emission tomography scans may detect unsuspected osseous 
involvement since over 50% of bony lesions are asymptomatic. 

Table 76.3   Comparison of Acute and Chronic Sarcoid Arthritis

FEATURES ACUTE CHRONIC

Initial clinical manifestation Common Not seen

Joint involvement Symmetrical; ankles, knees, wrists, 
elbows, proximal interphalangeal joint

Same as acute, dactylitis

Hilar adenopathy Common, no pulmonary infiltrates May be seen with pulmonary

Synovial fluid Usually not obtainable Mildly inflammatory; <5000 cells/mm3

Synovial biopsy Synovial hyperplasia, noninflammatory 
infiltrate

Sarcoid granuloma

Destructive bony lesions Absent Present

Clinical course Benign, self-limited Chronic

Modified from Mathur A, Kremer JM: Immunology, rheumatic features, and therapy of sarcoidosis. Curr Opin Rheumatol. 4:76–80, 1992.

Fig. 76.2 Osseous sarcoidosis involving the hands. The phalanges demonstrate a coarsened, reticulated, or lacelike trabecular pattern 
seen in chronic sarcoid bone involvement.
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 15.  Can sarcoidosis and other connective tissue diseases coexist? What other diseases?
Several reports have described sarcoidosis in patients with other rheumatic diseases, including systemic lupus 
erythematosus, rheumatoid arthritis, systemic sclerosis, Sjögren’s syndrome, polymyositis, spondyloarthropathies, 
systemic vasculitis, and inclusion body myositis. However, the diagnosis of sarcoidosis and connective tissue 
disease must be made with caution. Sarcoidosis can mimic clinical and laboratory manifestations of other 
rheumatologic diseases and conversely, the connective tissue disease may cause granulomatous inflammation. 
Medication-induced sarcoidosis has been described following therapy with immune checkpoint inhibitors, highly 
active antiretroviral therapy, IFNs, and TNF-α antagonists. 

 16.  How is sarcoidosis usually treated?
Most patients with sarcoidosis do not require therapy. In patients with critical organ involvement, multiorgan 
disease, or symptoms that significantly affect quality of life, corticosteroids remain the first-line treatment. 
The exact dosing strategy that balances the desired effect and side effects of corticosteroids is less clear. Oral 
corticosteroids (up to 1 mg/kg per day) are used as first-line treatment for symptomatic and progressive stage II 
and III lung disease, malignant hypercalcemia, and severe ocular, neurologic, cardiac, and skin involvement. The 
dose is typically tapered to 10 mg/day by 6 months and maintained on 10 mg/day for an additional 6 months 
before tapering further. If the patient continues to have progressive disease, or cannot taper the prednisone to 
<10 mg daily, additional immunosuppressive therapy is indicated. Patients with severe cardiac or neurologic 
involvement may benefit from additional immunosuppressive medication when corticosteroids are started initially. 
Methotrexate at doses of 15 to 20 mg weekly is the most commonly used steroid-sparing agent for both pulmonary 
and extrapulmonary involvement. Azathioprine (2 mg/kg per day), leflunomide (10–20 mg/day) and mycophenolate 
mofetil (1000–15000 mg twice a day) have also been reported as effective. Failure to respond to at least one 
immunosuppressive/disease-modifying antirheumatic drug plus prednisone is an indication for treatment with 
anti-TNF-α agents, which can be effective against infiltrating noncaseating granuloma. Not all anti-TNF-α agents 
are equally effective in sarcoidosis. Infliximab (5 mg/kg every 4–6 weeks) or adalimumab (40 mg subcutaneous 
weekly) is recommended. Etanercept appears to have limited benefit. Chloroquine/hydroxychloroquine has been 
used for cutaneous or musculoskeletal involvement. Cyclophosphamide (oral and intravenous) has shown benefit 
in patients with cardiac or neurosarcoidosis. In case reports, rituximab has been used successfully for refractory 
disease particularly when granulomatous mass lesions are present. Implantable pacemakers are inserted in 
patients with cardiac involvement and arrhythmias or heart block. Solid organ transplantation can be life-saving in 
patients who have failed all medical therapies.

Patients must be monitored for side effects and prophylactic measures used to prevent toxicities. Patients on 
high-dose corticosteroids should receive prophylaxis against Pneumocystis jirovecii. Osteopenia and osteoporosis 
due to dysregulated calcium metabolism and medications used in therapy can occur in up to two-thirds of 
patients (see Question 17). Vaccinations should be kept up to date. Depression is common (46%–66%) and should 
be screened for and treated. Fatigue is common (50%–70%), can be disabling, and may respond to armodafinil 
or dexmethylphenidate. Hypothyroidism, hypoxemia, depression, and sleep apnea are potential and correctable 
causes of fatigue. 

 17.  How is osteopenia/osteoporosis treated in patients with sarcoidosis?
Hypercalcemia (5%–25%) and hypercalciuria can occur in patients with sarcoidosis due to increased activity 
of the 1-α-hydroxylase enzyme in granulomas leading to increased 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D (calcitriol). 
This can lead to nephrocalcinosis and renal dysfunction. Patients may have a high calcitriol level despite a 
low 25-hydroxyvitamin D. Osteopenia and osteoporosis are well known adverse effects of corticosteroids, 
and sarcoidosis can also cause direct bone lesions with subsequent bone loss. All sarcoidosis patients on 
corticosteroids or who are postmenopausal should have bone density measurements. Bisphosphonate therapy 
can be started in those at risk for fractures. However, calcium and vitamin D supplementation should be used with 
caution and monitored closely since sarcoid patients are prone to develop hypercalcemia and hypercalciuria. 

 18.  Discuss the prognostic factors in sarcoidosis.
The extent of organ involvement in most cases is defined at presentation with <25% of patients developing new 
organ involvement within 2 years of follow-up. Most patients (60%) undergo spontaneous remission with an 
additional 10% to 20% resolving with corticosteroid therapy. However, in 10% to 30%, the course is chronic. In 
general, the more severe the involvement and the more organ systems (>3) involved at the time of diagnosis, 
the worse the prognosis. African–American race, disease onset after age 40, symptoms lasting over 6 months, 
advanced radiographic stage pulmonary disease, pulmonary hypertension, and extrathoracic involvement (cardiac, 
neurologic, lupus pernio, panuveitis, hypercalcemia, and bone) are poor prognostic signs. Overall mortality is 5% 
with half dying of progressive pulmonary disease and half dying of cardiac or neurologic involvement.
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RHEUMATIC DISORDERS IN PATIENTS 
ON DIALYSIS
Sterling G. West, MD

KEY POINTS

 1.  Renal osteodystrophy includes osteitis fibrosa, osteomalacia, and adynamic bone disease.
 2.  Osteitis fibrosa is a manifestation of secondary hyperparathyroidism caused by chronic renal failure.
 3.  Osteomalacia in chronic renal failure is most often attributed to aluminum toxicity.
 4.  Adynamic bone disease is the most common form of renal osteodystrophy and results from oversuppression of 

parathyroid hormone (PTH).
 5.  Dialysis-associated amyloidosis is caused by nondialyzable β2-microglobulin accumulation in tissues.

 1.  What are the rheumatologic complications that can occur in patients with end-stage renal 
disease (ESRD)?
Rheumatologic complications occur in up to 70% of patients with ESRD. There is a temporal relationship between 
the frequency of these disorders and the length of kidney disease. Some of the musculoskeletal disorders that 
develop in chronic renal failure and dialysis can be recalled with the mnemonic VITAMINS ABCDE:

  
V—Vascular calcification.
I—Infections (osteomyelitis, septic arthritis).
T—Tumoral calcifications and tendon ruptures.
A—Amyloid arthropathy (β2-microglobulin).
M—Metabolic bone disease (osteomalacia, osteoporosis).
I—Infarction (osteonecrosis).
N—Nodules (tophi).
S—Secondary hyperparathyroidism.
A—Aluminum toxicity.
B—Bursitis (olecranon).
C—Crystal arthropathy (gout, calcium pyrophosphate deposition disease [CPDD], hydroxyapatite).
D—Digital clubbing.
E—Erosive spondyloarthropathy. 

 2.  What is renal osteodystrophy?
The term renal osteodystrophy, which was introduced by Liu and Chu in 1943, refers to the full spectrum 
of musculoskeletal disorders associated with renal failure. It is also called chronic kidney disease-metabolic 
bone disease. Because the kidney plays a critical role in the overall regulation of mineral homeostasis, the 
development of renal failure has widespread consequences for the skeleton. The four principal types of renal 
osteodystrophy are:

 •  Osteitis fibrosa: bony lesions caused by accelerated bone turnover as a result of secondary hyperparathy-
roidism. Hallmark lesion on bone biopsy is peritrabecular fibrosis in the setting of accelerated bone resorption 
and formation.

 •  Osteomalacia: reduced rate of bone turnover with increased osteoid volume and defective mineralization 
often associated with aluminum toxicity.

 •  Adynamic bone disease: bone turnover is markedly decreased as a result of excessive suppression of PTH. 
Unlike osteomalacia, there is no increase in osteoid volume.

 •  Mixed disease: combined osteitis fibrosa and osteomalacia with marrow fibrosis.
The only way to separate these and definitively establish a diagnosis is by a dual-labeled bone biopsy. 

 3.  Why does secondary hyperparathyroidism develop in chronic renal failure? How does this 
lead to bone disease?
Secondary hyperparathyroidism starts relatively early, when the glomerular filtration rate (GFR) drops below 
60 mL/minute, as evidenced by increased levels of PTH and histological changes in bone. As renal function 
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deteriorates, these changes become more dramatic. Several factors in patients with chronic renal failure 
contribute to the sustained increases in PTH secretion and, ultimately, to parathyroid gland hyperplasia.

 •  Relative hyperphosphatemia resulting from impaired renal excretion occurs early and becomes overt as GFR 
drops to <20 mL/minute.

 •  Impaired renal hydroxylation of 25-hydroxyvitamin D to 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D (calcitriol) attributable to 
reduced 1-α hydroxylase activity occurs early even before hyperphosphatemia develops as a result of the 
diseased kidney parenchyma. This enzyme is further inhibited by hyperphosphatemia and by increased 
fibroblast growth factor-23 (FGF-23) levels caused by reduced GFR. Notably, 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D 
normally inhibits both parathyroid gland growth and PTH secretion; therefore low levels cause secondary 
hyperparathyroidism.

 •  Decreased free calcium owing to poor gastrointestinal (GI) absorption resulting from reduced 
 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D levels, skeletal resistance to PTH, and calcium deposition into vasculature, soft tis-
sues, and viscera as a result of high calcium–phosphate product caused by hyperphosphatemia.

 •  Insensitivity of the parathyroid gland to the suppressive effects of calcium on PTH secretion.
The end result of each of these defects (high phosphate, reduced calcitriol, and decreased free calcium) is 

stimulation of the parathyroid chief cell causing a sustained increase in PTH release. This increase in PTH (and 
FGF-23) is attempting to decrease phosphorous levels by reducing the renal reabsorption of phosphate as well 
as trying to stimulate 1-α hydroxylase activity. However, as kidney disease worsens and GFR decreases, this 
becomes ineffective and the resulting high PTH levels stimulate osteoclast activation and rapid bone resorption 
leading to osteitis fibrosa. This is usually asymptomatic but can be associated with bone pain/tenderness and 
proximal muscle weakness. 

 4.  List the characteristic radiographic features of osteitis fibrosa attributable to secondary 
hyperparathyroidism.
Early: subperiosteal resorption in the hands, wrists, feet, and medial tibia, particularly on the radial side of the 

middle phalanx of the index and middle fingers (see Chapter 48: Endocrine-Associated Arthropathies); 
osteoporosis.

Intermediate: subchondral resorption of sternoclavicular, acromioclavicular, discovertebral, and sacroiliac 
joints and symphysis pubis; loss of the lamina dura around teeth; acroosteolysis of the phalangeal tufts; 
chondrocalcinosis of knees, wrists, and symphysis pubis (see Chapter 46: Calcium Pyrophosphate Deposition 
Disease); periarticular and soft tissue calcification; osteosclerosis.

Late: bone cysts (single or multiple; Fig. 77.1).
Brown tumor: osteoclastomas with dried blood (brown); typically occur at the medial end of clavicles or skull, 

long bones, sternum, and spine.
Subligamentous bone resorption: of trochanters, ischial tuberosities, humeral tuberosities, and calcanei. 

 5.  What is a “salt and pepper” skull? What is “rugger-jersey spine”?
Trabecular bone resorption in hyperparathyroidism creates a characteristic mottling of the cranial vault with 
alternating areas of lucency and sclerosis, producing the salt and pepper radiographic appearance (see Fig. 77.1). 
Rugger-jersey spine refers to the band-like osteosclerosis of the superior and inferior margins of the vertebral 
bodies that is only seen in patients with secondary (not primary) hyperparathyroidism (Fig. 77.2). 

Fig. 77.1 Skull radiograph of a patient with renal failure and secondary hyperparathyroidism. Note the bone cysts (“brown tumors”) 

superimposed on a “salt and pepper” skull.
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 6.  Outline the prevention and treatment of secondary hyperparathyroidism.
 •  Dietary phosphate restriction (800–1000 mg/day). Avoid colas.
 •  Calcium-based phosphate binders (calcium carbonate or calcium acetate limited to <1.5 g/day) or a 

noncalcium-based phosphate-binding resin (sevelamer, lanthanum) before meals if dietary restriction alone is 
unable to maintain serum phosphorous between 3.5 and 5.5 mg/dL (if on dialysis). If corrected total calcium is 
>9.5 mg/dL or vascular calcifications are present, a noncalcium-based phosphate-binding resin is preferred.

 •  Vitamin D derivatives (paricalcitol, doxercalciferol, calcitriol, others): if corrected total calcium is <9.5 mg/dL 
and PTH levels are still >300 pg/mL. There is a need to monitor for hypercalcemia causing a high calcium–
phosphate product, which ideally should be <55 to prevent vascular calcifications.

 •  Calcimimetics (cinacalcet): if vitamin D derivatives are ineffective, corrected total calcium >8.4 mg/dL, and 
PTH >300 pg/mL. Use before vitamin D derivatives, if calcium–phosphate product above 55.

 •  Once hyperparathyroidism has advanced, it may be refractory to these interventions, at which time subtotal 
parathyroidectomy is indicated to correct symptomatic hyperparathyroidism. Subtotal parathyroidectomy is 
also indicated in patients who develop tertiary hyperparathyroidism, which have symptoms such as high 
PTH levels (>800 pg/mL) and hypercalcemia in spite of being off all calcium and vitamin D therapies. 

 7.  How does osteomalacia present? What role does aluminum play in this type of renal 
osteodystrophy?
In renal failure or hemodialysis, dietary aluminum is not adequately cleared and deposits in the osteoid lamellae 
of newly formed bone, inhibiting mineralization, which leads to osteomalacia. Therefore in patients with ESRD, 
osteomalacia may be related to aluminum toxicity although it can occur without aluminum toxicity. Therefore, 
other common causes of osteomalacia, such as vitamin D deficiency, need to be considered, although this is now 
uncommon with the routine supplementation of vitamin D in patients on dialysis. Chronic hypophosphatemia and 
metabolic acidosis can also cause osteomalacia in some patients.

Clinically, aluminum-induced osteomalacia presents as diffuse bone pain and predisposes to insufficiency 
fractures. Aluminum levels, PTH, and bone-specific alkaline phosphatase (BSAP) levels are increased. 
Radiographic findings are osteopenia and Looser’s zones. Bone biopsy with aluminum staining is diagnostic 
and should be done for confirmation. Other manifestations of aluminum toxicity include an acute or chronic 
encephalopathy. Deferoxamine chelation therapy may be beneficial. This type of renal bone disease is becoming 
less common because aluminum-containing phosphate binders and antacids (including sucralfate) are now 
avoided and aluminum levels are monitored in patients on dialysis. 

 8.  What is adynamic bone disease?
Adynamic bone disease is the most common type of renal osteodystrophy and can lead to fragility fractures. 
Patients with ESRD who are older, diabetic, and on peritoneal dialysis are most at risk. The pathogenesis is 
unclear, but excessive suppression of PTH (<100 pg/mL) plays a major role. There is no diagnostic biochemical 

Fig. 77.2 Rugger-jersey spine.
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profile that can establish the diagnosis of adynamic bone disease. Recently, a ratio of 1-84/7-84 PTH of <1 
correlated with a bone biopsy showing adynamic bone disease. In addition, a low BSAP level <7 ng/mL with a 
PTH <100 to 150 pg/mL is suggestive of this disease. Alternatively, an elevated BSAP and/or a PTH level >400 
pg/mL makes adynamic bone disease unlikely. However, in most cases a bone biopsy is necessary to establish 
a definitive diagnosis and will show a markedly reduced bone turnover resulting from lack of osteoblast and 
osteoclast activity. The suppressed PTH is often a result of excessive use of calcium-based phosphate binders, 
active vitamin D analogs, use of high calcium dialysate, or cinacalcet. Patients can be asymptomatic or have 
symptoms such as hypercalcemia and fractures. Treatment is aimed at eliminating PTH suppression to allow the 
PTH to rise to the recommended level of 150 to 300 pg/mL for patients on dialysis. Bisphosphonates should never 
be used to treat osteoporosis or fragility fractures in a patient with ESRD without first having a bone biopsy to rule 
out adynamic bone disease. Interestingly, teriparatide has been used in some patients with success. 

 9.  What is amyloid arthropathy of renal failure?
β2-microglobulin is an endogenous structural protein (molecular weight = 11.8 kDa) that is poorly cleared by 
standard dialysis membranes and accumulates to extremely high levels in patients on long-term hemodialysis. 
Owing to its high affinity for collagen, β2-microglobulin deposits in bones, joints, and synovium. These deposits 
can lead to chronic arthralgias and carpal tunnel syndrome. This chronic arthropathy most commonly involves 
the shoulder, hip, wrist and finger tendon sheaths, and rarely the spine (especially cervical). Rotator cuff and 
subacromial bursae deposition leads to impingement syndrome.

Synovial fluid is noninflammatory but may be hemorrhagic as a result of anticoagulation use during dialysis. 
Synovial fluid or biopsy will identify amyloid fibrils when stained with Congo red. Radiographs are notable for 
erosions and large subchondral bony cysts that tend to occur at the ends of long bones (humerus, femur, tibia, and 
carpals). The use of more permeable, high-flux membranes may delay the onset of disease but does not prevent 
disease development (see Chapter 73: Amyloidosis). 

 10.  Which spondyloarthropathy is unique to dialysis patients?
A destructive spondyloarthropathy (DSA) is found only in long-term patients on dialysis and is defined by its 
radiologic picture. It can mimic an infectious discitis. There is multilevel disc-space narrowing with erosions and 
cysts of adjacent vertebral endplates without significant osteophytosis or sclerosis. Calcification of surrounding 
vertebral discs is common. The cervical and lumbar spine are most frequently involved. The erosions progress 
radiographically over a few weeks or more, followed by reactive endplate sclerosis. Diffuse spinal involvement is 
unusual, although multisegment involvement has been described.

This entity has been reported occasionally in patients who are uremic before dialysis but has not been 
reported following renal transplantation. Most patients are asymptomatic, which accounts for the rarity of 
its description. Neck pain or cervical radiculopathy is the most common complaint in symptomatic patients. 
Despite the severe radiologic picture, medullary compression is rare. Biopsies reveal calcium crystals (CPDD or 
hydroxyapatite) and/or β2-microglobulin. Hyperparathyroidism is usually also present and appears to play a role 
in the pathogenesis of DSA. Control of hyperparathyroidism, including subtotal parathyroidectomy, helps to slow 
down the progression of DSA. 

 11.  What types of crystal deposition diseases occur in patients with renal disease?
 •  Monosodium urate arthritis (gouty arthritis) occurs occasionally, although less frequently than one would 

expect considering how common hyperuricemia is in patients with chronic renal failure. There is increased GI 
excretion of uric acid when patients are in renal failure. Uric acid is extensively removed during hemodialysis.

 •  CPDD is seen occasionally in secondary hyperparathyroidism (although less common than in primary 
hyperparathyroidism). CPDD is manifested by chondrocalcinosis (knee, wrist, and symphysis pubis), acute 
pseudogout, and/or a degenerative arthritis.

 •  Hydroxyapatite arthropathy can present as acute episodes of joint pain or as a chronic periarthropathy 
resulting from calcium hydroxyapatite deposits. This arthropathy is strongly correlated with a high calcium–
phosphate product. Periarticular and subcutaneous deposits may become quite large (tumoral calcinosis), 
particularly around the hips, knees, shoulders, and wrists, where they may cause pain, reduce range of mo-
tion, and predispose to infection.

 •  Secondary oxalosis rarely develops in long-standing renal failure. It is marked by oxalate deposition in 
visceral organs, blood vessels, bones, and articular cartilage where it may contribute to chronic polyarthral-
gias. Oxalate is produced from ascorbic acid and is cleared very poorly in chronic renal failure (GFR <20 mL/
minute) and dialysis. Most cases of oxalosis can be prevented by limiting ascorbic acid (vitamin C) and oxalate 
intake (tea, spinach, okra, sweet potatoes, nuts, and soy products). Treatment of established calcium oxalate 
arthropathy with nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), colchicine, intraarticular corticosteroids, or 
increased dialysis has produced only slight improvement. 

 12.  Where do soft tissue calcifications occur in renal osteodystrophy?
Soft tissue calcification is common in renal osteodystrophy. Sites of soft tissue deposition are multiple, including 
the cornea and conjunctiva, viscera, vasculature, and subcutaneous and periarticular tissues. Calcification 
consistently occurs in chronic renal failure when the concentration (mg/dL) product of plasma calcium and 
phosphorus exceeds 70. It can also occur at lesser levels. Of particular concern is the high incidence of coronary 
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artery calcification in patients on hemodialysis, which can predispose them to coronary events. Additionally, 
vascular calcification may compromise blood flow leading to ischemic necrosis of skin and muscle, which is called 
calciphylaxis. The chemical composition of the calcium depends on the site of deposition. In subcutaneous, 
vascular, and periarticular sites, hydroxyapatite is observed, whereas in viscera, a magnesium whitlockite-like 
material is found. 

 13.  A patient who is 3 months’ postrenal transplant develops an acute knee arthritis. Current 
medications include cyclosporine, mycophenolate mofetil, and prednisone. What is the 
most likely etiology for the knee pain?
This is a common presentation of acute gouty arthritis associated with cyclosporine use. Cyclosporine blocks 
renal uric acid clearance, leading to marked hyperuricemia and gout. Polarized microscopy of the synovial fluid 
may identify numerous intracellular, negatively birefringent, needle-shaped crystals, confirming the diagnosis of 
gout (see Chapter 45: Gout). Positively birefringent rhomboid crystals of pseudogout also may be seen because of 
the association of secondary hyperparathyroidism and CPDD disease. Septic arthritis needs to be considered in 
the differential diagnosis because of the potent immunosuppressive therapy used in this posttransplant patient. 
Therefore, joint fluid should be sent for Gram stain and cultures to include bacteria, fungi, and mycobacteria. Note, 
when determining acute and long-term therapy, colchicine should not be used in patients taking cyclosporine 
owing to the risk of myotoxicity. 

 14.  What other musculoskeletal problems are increased in patients on dialysis?
 •  Erosive osteoarthritis.
 •  Tendinitis and tendon ruptures (quadriceps, patellar, Achilles, triceps, finger extensors): attributable to second-

ary hyperparathyroidism.
 •  Osteonecrosis (avascular necrosis): does not improve with core decompression (see Chapter 54: 

Osteonecrosis).
 •  Osteopenia: especially after renal transplantation (see Chapter 52: Metabolic Bone Disease). Note that FRAX 

risk calculation is doubled if patient’s GFR is <30 mL/minute. Bone turnover markers (CTX, NTX) cannot be 
followed as they are cleared by the kidney and will be falsely elevated.

 •  Nephrogenic systemic fibrosis (see Chapter 19: Scleroderma Mimics). 

 15.  What dose adjustments are needed for antirheumatic drugs in patients with renal 
insufficiency?
Serum creatinine may be an inaccurate measurement of renal function because as renal function declines, less 
creatinine is excreted by glomerular filtration and more is excreted by tubular secretion. The use of cimetidine 
(400 mg four times a day for 2 days) blocks the tubular secretion of creatinine and may improve accuracy of 
creatinine clearance measurements. Serum cystatin C may be a more accurate measure of estimated GFR since it 
is not affected by diet or muscle mass. After determining the correct GFR, the following guidelines can be used:

 •  Anakinra—GFR <30 mL/minute, decrease frequency from daily to 100 mg subcutaneously every other day.
 •  Antimalarials—40% to 50% excreted by kidneys. Reduce dose 50% or do not use at all in severe renal 

insufficiency GFR <30 mL/minute. Neuromyopathy, cardiomyopathy, and retinal toxicity increases with renal 
insufficiency. Cannot be hemodialyzed. Follow hydroxychloroquine serum levels.

 •  Allopurinol—GFR 30 mL/minute, use 100 mg; GFR 60 mL/minute, use 200 mg; GFR 90 mL/minute, use 300 
mg daily. In patients on hemodialysis, give 100 mg daily after dialysis. Dialysis usually lowers uric acid without 
the need for allopurinol.

 •  Apremilast—GFR <30 mL/minute, max dose is 30 mg/day.
 •  Azathioprine—GFR 10 to 50 mL/minute, reduce dose by 25%; GFR <10 mL/minute, cut dose 50%. Give after 

hemodialysis.
 •  Baricitinib— GFR <60 mL/minute, max dose 2 mg/day or do not use; GFR <30 mL/minute, do not use.
 •  Biologics (monoclonal antibodies, decoy receptors, receptor antagonists)—most not tested but probably do not 

need dose adjustment. Chronic kidney disease is a risk factor for increased infections on biologic therapy.
 •  Bisphosphonates—avoid in ESRD. Use half oral dose or not at all in severe renal insufficiency (<30 mL/min-

ute). Risedronate may be safer than alendronate. Intravenous (IV) bisphosphonates need to be administered 
more slowly with IV ibandronate safer than IV zoledronic acid in patients with moderate renal insufficiency 
(<50 mL/minute). Denosumab may be a better alternative but can cause hypocalcemia.

 •  Colchicine—avoid prolonged use in patients with GFR <50 mL/minute if possible. Use 0.6 mg daily for GFR 
<50 mL/minute and 0.3 mg daily for GFR <30 mL/minute. Do not use if GFR <10 mL/minute or on hemodialy-
sis unless no other alternative. Watch for cytopenias and neuromyopathy. Cannot be hemodialyzed.

 •  Corticosteroids—no change in dose.
 •  Cyclophosphamide—GFR <25 mL/minute, reduce dose to 25% usual dose; GFR 25–50 mL/minute, reduce 

dose to 50%. If patient has ESRD, give the dose after hemodialysis.
 •  Cyclosporine—no dose adjustment for renal insufficiency. However, use of cyclosporine can worsen renal 

insufficiency. If creatinine rises, the cyclosporine dose needs to be lowered. Cannot be hemodialyzed.
 •  Dapsone—GFR <50 mL/minute, give every other day.
 •  Febuxostat—GFR <30 mL/minute, maximum dose is 40 mg/day.
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 •  Leflunomide—insufficient data. The drug (40%–50%) is eliminated by the kidneys although the active 
metabolite is not increased in renal insufficiency as a result of increased enterohepatic excretion. Cannot be 
hemodialyzed.

 •  Methotrexate—reduce dose 50% with renal insufficiency. Should not be used or used with extreme caution 
owing to hematologic toxicity when GFR <50 mL/minute (max dose 5 mg weekly). Cannot be hemodialyzed.

 •  Mycophenolate mofetil—hepatic metabolism with 90% renally excreted. Enterohepatic circulation can be 
safety valve with renal insufficiency. Do not exceed 1 g twice daily for GFR <25 mL/minute or on peritoneal 
dialysis. Do not exceed 500 mg twice daily if on hemodialysis.

 •  Narcotics—GFR 10 to 50 mL/minute, use 75% usual dose; GFR <10 mL/minute, cut dose 50%. Avoid meperi-
dine. Fentanyl is safest.

 •  NSAIDs—most are metabolized by liver except for diflunisal. All NSAIDs except salsalate can make renal 
insufficiency worse. No need for dose adjustment for NSAIDs in ESRD, except for diflunisal (decrease dose 
50%). Avoid sulindac, owing to renal stone formation in patients with low urine output. Also avoid ketoprofen, 
because it will be metabolized back to active drug if it cannot be renally excreted.

 •  Probenecid—does not work if GFR <50 to 60 mL/minute. No dosage change for mild renal insufficiency.
 •  Romosozumab—no dose change in renal insufficiency.
 •  Sulfasalazine—no change in dose.
 •  Tacrolimus—same as cyclosporine.
 •  Teriparatide—no change in dose. Teriparatide effective for osteoporosis in patients with GFR as low as 30 mL/

minute even if PTH mildly elevated (up to 150 pg/mL) as long as vitamin D is repleted.
 •  Tofacitinib—GFR <50 to 60 mL/minute, max dose is 5 mg/day. Use with caution if at all in patients on dialysis.
 •  Tramadol—give dose (50 to 100 mg) every 12 hours instead of every 6 hours if GFR <30 mL/minute or on 

hemodialysis. Give after dialysis. 

 16.  Which antirheumatic drugs are removed by hemodialysis?
 •  Allopurinol—removes 50%.
 •  Azathioprine.
 •  Prednisolone.
 •  Cyclophosphamide—removes 50%.
 •  Tramadol—removes 70%.

These drugs should be given after hemodialysis. Other antirheumatic drugs are either not removed by 
hemodialysis (NSAIDs, narcotics, cyclosporine, methotrexate, leflunomide, colchicine, antimalarials, tacrolimus) or 
it is unknown if they are.
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RHEUMATIC DISEASE AND THE 
PREGNANT PATIENT
Kristen Demoruelle, MD, PhD, Jennifer Stichman, MD, and JoAnn Zell, MD

KEY POINTS

 1.  Up to 50% to 75% of patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA) improve during pregnancy.
 2.  Maternal and fetal outcomes for patients with connective tissue disease and vasculitis are best when disease is 

well controlled.
 3.  Patients with systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) who have anti-Ro (SS-A) or anti-La (SS-B) antibodies are at 

increased risk for having infants who develop the neonatal lupus syndrome.
 4.  Patients with SLE should attempt to become pregnant only when their disease is controlled for over 6 months.
 5.  Hydroxychloroquine offers more benefit than risk when used in a pregnant patient with SLE.
 6.  Azathioprine is the safest nonbiologic disease-modifying agent to use in a patient who requires additional im-

munosuppressive therapy.

 1.  List some of the physiologic changes that occur during pregnancy and their possible 
effects on patients with rheumatic diseases (See Table 78.1).

Table 78.1   Physiologic Changes During Pregnancy

ORGAN SYSTEM CHANGES DURING PREGNANCY

EFFECTS ON A PATIENT WITH 

AUTOIMMUNE DISEASE

Cardiovascular Increased plasma volume
Increased heart rate
Increased stroke volume
Vasodilation

Can place strain on the heart if affected by CTD
Raynaud’s phenomenon can improve

Pulmonary Increased minute ventilation
Respiratory alkalosis

Can stress patients with underlying pulmonary 
disease such as ILD

Avoid pregnancy in PHTN

Renal Increased glomerular filtration rate (renal 
blood flow increases by 50%)

Increased urinary excretion of protein

Baseline proteinuria increases: can be difficult 
to differentiate from a flare of glomerular 
disease

Laboratory values Acute-phase reactants can rise dur-
ing pregnancy including ESR and 
alkaline phosphatase (secreted by the 
placenta)

Can make it difficult to distinguish a disease 
flare from normal physiologic pregnancy 
changes

Hepatic Increased hepatic protein synthesis, 
complement, fibrinogen

Elevated ESR and complement
May be hard to follow ESR

Hematologic Leukocytosis
Hemodilution

Can be confused with infection
Anemia
Thrombocytopenia

Muscle Relaxation of skeletal muscle Worsening GERD

Dermatologic Hypervascular changes
Melasma

Can mimic a lupus rash

CTD, Connective tissue disease; ILD, interstitial lung disease; PHTN, pulmonary hypertension; GERD, gastroesophageal reflux disease; 

ESR, erythrocyte sedimentation rate.
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Other notable changes during pregnancy include:
 •  The TH2 cytokine profile is dominant during pregnancy; this may explain why patients with SLE can flare dur-

ing pregnancy while RA can improve.
 •  IgG can cross the placenta starting at 13 to 16 weeks of gestation.
 •  The risk of thrombosis increases during pregnancy due to increased hepatic protein synthesis.
 •  Can be exacerbated by the presence of antiphospholipid antibodies (aPLAs).
 •  Risk of osteoporosis increases during pregnancy and lactation as calcium is pulled from the bones; this 

calcium loss is reversible after pregnancy and lactation are completed.
 •  Edema of pregnancy can cause or worsen carpal tunnel syndrome. 

 2.  What preconception counseling should I provide to my patients with rheumatologic 
disease?

 •  Timing of pregnancy should be optimized to occur when disease is controlled.
 •  Medications should be optimized to avoid teratogenesis and to keep disease under control.
 •  Usual recommendations apply, such as folic acid supplementation, recommended vaccinations including hu-

man papillomavirus, etc. 

 3.  Discuss key considerations regarding contraception in patients with rheumatic disease.
 •  Contraception is the key to ensuring optimized timing and safety of pregnancy.
 •  Risk of venous thromboembolism with pregnancy is higher than with any contraceptive.
 •  Long-acting reversible contraceptives (implants and intrauterine devices (IUDs) have the highest efficacy.
 •  Both progesterone-containing implants and IUDs are safe in women with high clotting risk.
 •  Estrogen-containing contraceptives should be avoided in women with aPLAs, even with no history of clot or 

other clotting risk factors.
 •  Women with stable SLE, no aPLAs or clotting risk factors, and no history of clot may use estrogen-containing 

oral contraceptives.
 •  Contraceptive decisions should include the patient, gynecology, and rheumatology. 

 4.  How do I counsel my patients about medication safety during pregnancy and breastfeeding 
and effects on female and male fertility? (See Table 78.2).

 5.  A young normotensive patient with a history of SLE is currently being treated with 5 mg of 
prednisone and hydroxychloroquine with good disease control. Her laboratory studies are 
normal, except for a lymphopenia and mild anemia. She would like to become pregnant. 
What are her risks for poor outcome in her child? What medications should be started or 
continued?
Patients with SLE have an increased risk of preeclampsia, intrauterine growth restriction, and hypertension during 
pregnancy, especially with prior or current renal disease and/or aPLAs. Approximately 30% of patients with SLE 
have aPLAs but may or may not have other criteria for the antiphospholipid antibody syndrome (APS).

The Predictors of Pregnancy Outcome: Biomarkers in Antiphospholipid syndrome and Systemic Lupus 
Erythematosus (PROMISSE) study prospectively studied pregnancies in patients with SLE and compared their 
outcomes with those of healthy controls.
In the PROMISSE study, poor outcomes occurred in 19% of pregnancies with five major predictors:

 1.  Lupus anticoagulant positive.
 2.  Hypertensive medication use.
 3.  Physician global assessment >1 (greater disease activity).
 4.  Non-Caucasian.
 5.  Thrombocytopenia (per 50K decrease).

Patients without these risk factors approached controls for risk of poor fetal outcome.
Since this patient has none of the five risk factors, she has a low chance of poor outcome.
Considerations for medications in lupus pregnancy:

 •  Add low-dose aspirin (ASA) for prevention of preeclampsia in SLE pregnancy.
 •  Hydroxychloroquine is thought to be safe in pregnancy; therefore, consider continuing this medication if 

needed prior to conception (prior study has shown that withdrawal of hydroxychloroquine when needed may 
result in poor outcomes).

Pearl: start low-dose ASA for the prevention of preeclampsia in patients with SLE. 

 6.  What are the risks of SLE patient with active lupus nephritis (LN) who would like to become 
pregnant?
We cannot use the PROMISSE study to examine the risks in a patient with LN because the study excluded patients 
with >1 g of proteinuria and those with a serum creatinine >1.2 mg/dL. This likely excludes many patients with a 
history of nephritis as well.

Prior studies indicate that active disease (including nephritis) portends a poor prognosis in SLE. A history of 
LN or current LN correlates with poor fetal and maternal outcomes including an odds ratio (OR) of 9.0 for renal 
flare during/after pregnancy, OR of 7.3 for fetal loss, and OR of 18.9 for preterm delivery. Maternal hypertension 
and aPLAs may increase these risks as well as the risk of preeclampsia. 
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Table 78.2   Medication Considerations During Pregnancy, Breastfeeding, and in Men.

PREGNANCY BREASTFEEDING MEN

OTHER 

CONSIDERATIONS

Corticosteroids Compatible; optimally <20 mg/day; potential 
increased risk of oral cleft, preterm birth, and low 
birth weight at higher doses

Compatible; optimally wait 2 hours 
after dose to breastfeed

Long-term use can be associated 
with decreased testosterone 
levels

Difficult to determine if risks 
during pregnancy are 
independent of maternal 
disease activity

Methotrexate Contraindicated; teratogenic Not recommended; insufficient 
data

Possible/low risk of teratogenicity 
and reversible azoospermia

Before planned pregnancy, 
discontinue at least 1 month 
in women and 3 months 
in men

Leflunomide Contraindicated; teratogenic; if planning pregnancy, 
check blood level prior to ensure undetectable; 
if taking and unplanned pregnancy, administer 
cholestyramine

Not recommended; insufficient 
data

Insufficient data Before planned pregnancy in 
women or men, discontinue 
3.5 months to 2 years prior 
or consider cholestyramine

Sulfasalazine Compatible; folate supplementation needed Compatible Reversible azoospermia that 
resolves 2–3 months after 
discontinuation

Hydroxychloroquine Compatible; reduces risk of SLE flare in pregnancy; 
may improve pregnancy outcomes in SLE

Compatible No known risk

Azathioprine Compatible; crosses placenta but fetal liver lacks the 
enzyme to convert to the active metabolite

Compatible Limited data but no known risk

Mycophenolate mofetil Contraindicated; teratogenic; increased risk of first 
trimester pregnancy loss

Not recommended; insufficient 
data

Possible teratogenicity Before planned pregnancy, dis-
continue at least 6 weeks 
in women and 3 months 
in men

Antitumor necrosis factor 
α agents

Compatible; if pregnant and taking, consider discon-
tinuation during third trimester when placental 
transfer occurs

Compatible Limited data but no known risk Certolizumab has no active 
placental transfer

Cyclophosphamide Contraindicated; teratogenic; dose- and age-dependent  
infertility including premature ovarian failure

Contraindicated Dose-dependent infertility includ-
ing irreversible azoospermia

In men and women, consider 
waiting 6–12 months before 
planned pregnancy

continued
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Table 78.2   Medication Considerations During Pregnancy, Breastfeeding, and in Men—cont’d

PREGNANCY BREASTFEEDING MEN

OTHER 

CONSIDERATIONS

Cyclosporine and 
tacrolimus

Compatible; potential risk of preterm birth and low 
birth weight reported, but difficult to determine if 
risk is independent of other maternal factors

Not recommended; insufficient 
data

Limited data, but no known risk Tacrolimus dose may need 
to be increased during 
pregnancy

Abatacept, rituximab, 
belimumab, anti-IL6, 
anti-IL17, and JAK 
inhibitors

Not recommended; insufficient data Insufficient data, but antibodies 
probably safe

Insufficient data Most IgG molecules cross 
placenta in the second 
trimester and can therefore 
reach fetal circulation at 
that time

Colchicine Compatible; potential risk of preterm birth and low 
birth weight, but difficult to determine if risk is 
independent of other maternal factors

Compatible Limited data, but no known risk No need to hold in pregnant 
women with familial Medi-
terranean fever

Nonsteroidal  
antiinflammatory 
drugs

Risk of miscarriage when used during the first 
trimester. Stop in third trimester to prevent prema-
ture closure of the fetal ductus arteriosus

Compatible Safe to use, but daily use, 
particularly for aspirin, could 
potentially reduce fertility

Could inhibit ovulation, con-
sider avoiding days 8–20 
of the menstrual cycle for 
planned pregnancy

ACEi/ARB Contraindicated in second and third trimester due to 
fetal renal effects

No known risk with enalapril and 
captopril; insufficient data for 
other ACEi/ARBs

Compatible

ACEi, Angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor; ARB, angiotensin-receptor blocker; IL, interleukin; JAK, Janus kinase; SLE, systemic lupus erythematosus.

Compatible = low risk with no clear evidence of harm to fetus or infant.

Any medication not clinically indicated or needed should be avoided in pregnancy, with the exception of hydroxychloroquine, which should be continued during pregnancy in lupus to reduce the risk of flare.

Must always consider fetal risk of the medication versus fetal risk if disease flares.

Although most medications in the chart have been detected in small amounts in breast milk, those listed as compatible have been used historically without safety concerns.

Letter-based categories (i.e., A, B, C, D, and X) for medication risks in pregnancy and lactation are often confusing and not always clinically helpful. Therefore, in June 2015, the Food and Drug Administration imple-

mented new Pregnancy and Lactation Labeling Rule that will phase out letter-based categories over the next several years.
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618 MISCELLANEOUS RHEUMATIC DISORDERS

 7.  What recommendations would you make to a woman anticipating pregnancy with a history 
of SLE nephritis?

 •  Stop renin–angiotensin blockade medications prior to conception:
 •  Patients should be in remission for at least 6 months.
 •  Follow proteinuria off angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor or angiotensin-receptor blocker prior to preg-

nancy; expect baseline proteinuria to increase with increased glomerular filtration rate during pregnancy.
 •  Hydroxychloroquine may help prevent intrauterine growth restriction.
 •  Anti-dsDNA levels are not affected by pregnancy and can be followed as a sign of disease flare in some 

individuals with increasing proteinuria.
 •  The risk of renal biopsy is likely not increased for patients in the first and second trimester (if aPLA-negative 

and not on anticoagulation), but best done prior to pregnancy if there is a concern for active nephritis.
Pearl: complements are elevated during pregnancy, so even normal levels that are dropping may indicate an SLE flare. 

 8.  How can you distinguish active SLE nephritis from preeclampsia?
Preeclampsia (formerly known as toxemia) typically occurs in late pregnancy (after 20 weeks of gestation) of 
primigravida. LN can occur at any time during pregnancy and is associated with active urine sediment. Since 
patients with SLE have an increased risk of preeclampsia at baseline, these conditions can be difficult to separate 
in a clinical scenario. See Table 78.3 for distinguishing clinical findings.

Interestingly in the PROMISSE study, the measurement of angiogenic factors such as placental growth 
factor (PGF) and soluble fms-like tyrosine kinase 1 (sFlt1) measured early in pregnancy (12–19 weeks) predicted 
preeclampsia (low PGF and high sFlt1). 

Table 78. 3   Clinical Findings Distinguishing preeclampsia from a Lupus Flare

ABNORMALITY PREECLAMPSIA SLE

Blood pressure High Normal or high

Platelets Low or normal Low or normal

Complement Variablea Normal or low

Uric acid High High or normal

Proteinuria Present Present

Hematuria
24-Hour urine calcium

Macroscopic, no casts
Low

Microscopic, with casts
Normal

Anti-DNA antibody Normal or stable Rising or high

Other SLE symptoms Absent Present 

aPatients with preeclampsia and eclampsia can develop low complement levels.

SLE, Systemic lupus erythematosus.

 9.  Which lupus-related autoantibodies can cause problems for a fetus during pregnancy?
Antibodies to Ro/SSA, especially when directed against the 52-kD component, have been associated with 
neonatal lupus syndrome. This can also occur in any woman who makes these antibodies regardless of whether 
she has autoimmune disease or not. Antibodies to La/SSB have also less commonly been associated with this 
syndrome. Patients with primary Sjögren’s syndrome who have these autoantibodies are also at increased risk for 
having a baby with neonatal lupus syndrome.

aPLAs have been associated with increased risk of recurrent first trimester spontaneous abortion and 
stillbirths, preeclampsia, intrauterine growth restriction, and preterm birth. One hypothesis for this complication 
is that complement activation leading to influx of inflammatory cells results in thrombosis and placental 
insufficiency. Anticoagulation with unfractionated or low molecular weight heparin can dramatically improve 
obstetric outcomes (80% live birth rates) probably due to their anticomplement effect. Rarely neonatal APS due to 
transplacental passage of aPLAs may occur. There may be an increased risk of neurocognitive delay in children 
born to mothers with APS, perhaps due to microvascular insult on developing neural tissue.

Antiplatelet antibodies can occasionally cause autoimmune thrombocytopenia in the fetus with associated 
hemorrhage, especially at the time of delivery. The management of this complication can be difficult. 

 10.  Describe the typical clinical presentation of infants with neonatal lupus erythematosus 
(NLE) and speculate on pathogenesis. What treatment options exist?

Organ Manifestation

Skin Subacute SLE rasha

Liver Elevation of liver function tests/hepatosplenomegaly
Hematologic Cytopenias/hemolytic anemia/thrombocytopenia
Cardiac Heart block/endocardial fibroelastosis

Most noncardiac manifestations clear in approximately 6 months as this is when the antibodies degrade.
aSome patients with NLE and skin rash have ribonucleoprotein antibodies only.
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Congenital heart block (CHB) is the most common cardiac manifestation of NLE, and the accompanying 
myocarditis accounts for the major morbidity and mortality.

The conduction defect is due to maternal IgG anti-Ro (SS-A) more than anti-La (SS-B) antibodies that cross 
the placenta and bind to fetal cardiocytes and heart conducting cells, eliciting an inflammatory injury during the 
second trimester of pregnancy. Clinical manifestations of NLE occur in 5% to 20% of offspring of mothers with 
high circulating levels of these antibodies. The risk of CHB is 2% in the offspring of seropositive mothers.

After a mother has one child with CHB, the risk of recurrent heart bock in the fetus during another pregnancy 
is 15% to 20%. In some retrospective observational studies, hydroxychloroquine use was associated with a 
decreased rate of recurrent CHB in subsequent pregnancies. Monitoring of at-risk fetuses for developing complete 
heart block is outlined in Fig. 78.1. 

Screen at risk patients for SSA and

SSB 3 months prior to pregnancy

SSA or SSB positive pregnancy

*Monitor child for post partum development of

heart block (can occur up to one year post

partum)

*Consider high risk OBGYN

*Consider hydroxychloroquine

Fetal echocardiography weekly 16-26  weeks then

biweekly until 34 weeks gestation

(to check PR interval and cardiac status)

Fig. 78.1 Monitoring of at-risk patients for complete heart block.
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 11.  Is there a treatment for CHB in neonatal lupus syndrome?
 Hydroxychloroquine may decrease the risk of developing CHB. Consider treatment (see table 78.4) if (1) a patient 
has second-degree heart block or (2) signs of myocarditis. Data on the treatment of CHB yields conflicting results 
and much of it is anecdotal. 

 12.  What is pregnancy-associated APS? What are the criteria for pregnancy-associated APS?
Patients can have primary or secondary pregnancy-associated APS. Those with primary disease do not have an 
associated autoimmune disease. Those with secondary APS can have numerous autoimmune diseases, although 
SLE is likely the most common.

 •  All patients must have: repeatedly positive aPLAs (twice separated by 12 weeks) (see Chapter 23: Antiphos-
pholipid Antibody Syndrome).

 •  Plus one of the following criteria:
 •  More than two consecutive unexplained first trimester pregnancy losses at <10 weeks of gestation with 

normal genetic evaluation.
 •  Preterm delivery (<34 weeks of gestation) due to eclampsia, severe preeclampsia, or placental 

insufficiency.
 •  At least one pregnancy loss at >10 weeks of gestation with normal fetal morphology. 

 13.  How does APS affect pregnancy outcomes? How it is best treated?
 •  Patients with APS with or without SLE are at risk for poor pregnancy outcomes (OR 9.2) including intrauterine 

growth restriction (OR 4.7), preeclampsia (OR 2.3), thrombosis (OR 12.1), and early and late fetal loss.
 •  A systematic review found that for recurrent early miscarriage associated with APS, the addition of heparin 

plus ASA provided an estimated 54% reduced risk of pregnancy loss. No universally accepted guidelines exist 
for prophylaxis in pregnancy with persistently positive antibodies. Most determine treatment based on prior 
manifestations of pregnancy-associated APS. It is recommended to start ASA 4 weeks prior to conception if 
possible. See Table 78.5 for additional details regarding treatment for pregnancy-associated APS. 

 14.  How does pregnancy affect RA?
 •  Two-thirds of patients with RA have improvement in RA symptoms during pregnancy, but <20% achieve drug-

free remission.
 •  Symptom improvement is highest during the third trimester.
 •  Two-thirds of RA patients have a flare of RA symptoms in the first 6 months postpartum.
 •  Erythrocyte sedimentation rate increases during pregnancy and should not be used in the measurements of 

disease activity. 

 15.  What effect does pregnancy have on the spondyloarthropathies and vice versa?

 •  Fertility is unaffected.
 •  The course of ankylosing spondylitis varies during pregnancy (33% improve, 33% worsen) and up to 60% 

worsen postpartum (mostly low back pain).

Table 78.4   Suggested Treatment Algorithm for Cardiac Neonatal Lupus Erythematosus

MANIFESTATION OF 

CARDIAC NEONATAL LUPUS 

ERYTHEMATOSUS FEATURES TREATMENT

First degree Prolonged PR interval
Could be transient

Monitor
Could consider steroids

Second degree Likely to progress to third degree atrio-
ventricular block but can revert to sinus 
rhythm without treatment

Consider steroids
-Dexamethasone
IVIG 
Plasmapheresis

Third degree Irreversible
Associated with fetal demise in
up to 9-25% of cases

Possible pacemaker
Steroids do not work

Cardiomyopathy/endocardial  
fibroelastosis/hydrops

Global disease can accompany heart block Steroids and/or IVIG or 
apheresis may be con-
sidered for inflammatory 
cardiac disease ± heart 
block

IVIG, Intravenous immunoglobulin.
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 •  Newer data suggests that women may have increased risk of cesarean section, preterm birth, and infants born 
small for gestational age.

 •  Up to 50% of patients with psoriatic arthritis may improve.
 •  Elevated disease activity and antitumor necrosis factor discontinuation in early pregnancy are associated with 

increased risk of disease flare later in pregnancy.
 •  Patients with severe back and/or hip disease should be assessed for their capability to deliver vaginally. 

 16.  How does systemic sclerosis (SSc) affect fertility and pregnancy complications?
 •  Fertility is unaffected.
 •  Pulmonary hypertension is a contraindication to pregnancy.
 •  Women with early disease should delay pregnancy until disease stabilization.
 •  Increased risk: (1) preterm delivery, (2) intrauterine growth restriction, and (3) low birth weight.
 •  Risk factors for worse outcomes: (1) early disease, (2) diffuse cutaneous SSc, (3) anti-Scl-70 ab, and (4) anti-

RNA polymerase III ab.
 •  Pregnancy does not cause progressive visceral involvement or increased risk of scleroderma renal crisis.
 •  Raynaud’s symptoms often improve and gastrointestinal reflux and arthralgias often worsen. 

 17.  How does inflammatory myositis affect fertility and pregnancy?
There is limited data about pregnancy in these patients. Active disease, especially in early pregnancy, is associated 
with adverse outcomes. Patients with new onset of poly/dermatomyositis during pregnancy have a high risk 
of fetal loss. The most common complications are preterm delivery and infants born small for gestational age. 
Clinical improvement frequently occurs during pregnancy, but postpartum relapse is common. There is no 
evidence that pregnancy is a trigger for myositis. 

 18.  Should patients with a history of vasculitis get pregnant?
There is limited data to guide management of pregnancy in vasculitis. Pregnancies are most likely to succeed 
when vasculitis is well controlled and patient is on low risk medications. These patients should be followed by 
obstetricians experienced with high-risk pregnancies and deliveries. 

 19.  How do pregnancy outcomes vary among different types of vasculitis?
 •  Antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody-associated vasculitis: even if conception occurs with controlled 

disease, up to 40% of patients will flare during pregnancy. Disease activity during pregnancy is associated 
with preterm delivery and miscarriage as well as more serious outcomes.

 •  Polyarteritis nodosa (PAN): conception during remission results in good outcomes with rare flares. Onset of 
disease during pregnancy has a very high maternal mortality.

Table 78.5   Suggested Treatment for Pregnancy-Associated APS

CLINICAL SCENARIO REGIMEN SUGGESTED

Repeatedly positive aPLAs, but no history of pregnancy 
morbidity

No treatment or consider low dose aspirin
Consider prophylactic dose heparin for 6 weeks postpar-

tum in patients with LAC and/or high-titer aPLAs due 
to risk of thrombosis

High-risk repeatedly positive aPLAs + less than three 
consecutive pregnancy losses

Triple positive or LAC+

Consider prophylactic dose heparin and aspirina

All SLE patients during pregnancy +/– aPLAs
Patients with a history of preterm birth due to pre-

eclampsia and positive aPLAs

Low dose Aspirin

Women with SLE and/or APS with pregnancy failure 
despite treatment with low-dose aspirin

Patients with severe preeclampsia and +aPLAs

Aspirin plus prophylactic dose heparin or LMWH

Patients with +aPLAs and a prior thrombotic event 
(meets criteria for APS prior to pregnancy)

Pregnancy loss with +aPLAs despite prophylactic dose 
heparin and aspirina

Full dose LMWH and aspirin

aControversial.

aPLAs, Antiphospholipid antibodies; LAC, lupus anticoagulant; LMWH, low molecular weight heparin; SLE, systemic lupus erythematosus.
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 •  Takayasu’s arteritis: pregnancies are more likely to be complicated by hypertension and preeclampsia (40% 
versus 8% in the general population). Pregnancy does not affect Takayasu’s arteritis in most cases, but com-
plications may be devastating (e.g., aneurysmal rupture). Most adverse effects are not due to disease flares 
but due to vascular sequelae from previously active disease.

 •  Behçet’s disease: pregnancy outcomes are similar to general population. Up to 30% have disease relapse 
during pregnancy. Patients with prior thrombosis should be considered for intrapartum anticoagulation. 

 20.  Is male fertility affected by rheumatic disease?
 •  Vasculitis: decreased fertility if testicular involvement in PAN; patients with Behçet’s disease have normal 

fertility. Data is lacking for other forms of vasculitis.
 •  Ankylosing spondylitis: higher rates of varicocele, but no other changes in sperm.
 •  RA: active RA is associated with hypogonadism as well as decreased sperm production and function.
 •  SLE: decreased libido, erectile dysfunction, and failure to ejaculate, though it is difficult to sort out medication 

effect.
 •  Medications: see Table 78.2.
 •  Common comorbidities also affect fertility and libido including obesity, chronic kidney disease, and depression. 

 21.  Who is collecting data on the outcome of pregnant patients and fetuses exposed to these 
antirheumatic medications?
Organization of Teratology Information Specialists. This organization runs MotherToBaby (found at https://moth
ertobaby.org), which is an excellent source of information for patients and healthcare professionals. There is also a 
curated list of ongoing studies regarding effects of medications and rheumatologic disease in pregnancy. They can 
be reached by calling 1-866-626-6847.
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PERIODIC FEVER AND 
AUTOINFLAMMATORY SYNDROMES
Katharine F. Moore, MD and Robert C. Fuhllbrigge, MD, PhD

KEY POINTS

 •  Autoinflammatory syndromes typically present as recurrent episodes of inflammation without evidence of infec-
tion, autoantibodies, or antigen-specific T cells.

 •  Autoinflammatory syndromes are characterized by episodes of fever, rash, arthritis, peritonitis, eye inflammation, 
and elevated acute-phase reactants in various combinations that normalize between flares; there is a great deal 
of symptom overlap amongst different autoinflammatory syndromes.

 •  Many of the autoinflammatory syndromes are monogenetic diseases with mutations altering the function of the 
inflammatory cascade.

 •  In the cryopyrin-associated periodic syndromes (CAPS), nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain, leucine-rich 
repeat, and pyrin domain-containing 3 (NLRP3) mutations cause dysfunction of the inflammasome leading to 
abnormal interleukin 1β (IL-1β) production.

 •  Amyloidosis (AA) is a rare and late complication of some autoinflammatory syndromes and can lead to renal 
failure in untreated patients.

 •  Autoinflammatory syndromes are rare; they are more likely in patients who have younger age of onset (infancy 
or childhood), a familial pattern of illness, severe manifestations, and clinical response to medication.

 •  IL-1β inhibitors are an effective therapy for many, but not all, of these diseases.

 1.  What characterizes an autoinflammatory syndrome?
 •  Involvement of the innate immune system; IL-1β is one of the most studied inflammatory cytokines in these 

illnesses, but not necessarily causative in all cases.
 •  Recurrent (not necessarily periodic) bouts of antigen-independent systemic inflammation.
 •  Predictable periodic fever syndromes represent a subset of these disorders (not all conditions are associated 

with fever).
 •  Absence of infection or autoimmunity (no autoantibodies). 

 2.  List some of the etiopathogenetic hypotheses regarding the autoinflammatory syndromes.
 •  Many of these syndromes are identified to be monogenetic disorders of the inflammatory cascade. Genetic 

culprits for several of these conditions have been identified in recent years and likely will continue to emerge.
 •  Altered innate immune functions leading to cytokine overproduction or increased activity is thought to play a 

critical role.
 •  Dysregulation of the assembly and function of the inflammasome, ultimately leading to the excess production 

of IL-1β, is an important mechanism in several autoinflammatory syndromes. Disruption can occur at many 
different places, each corresponding to specific syndromes. 

 3.  What are the characteristic clinical features of autoinflammatory syndromes?
 •  Acute attacks of fever, elevated inflammatory markers (e.g., erythrocyte sedimentation rate [ESR], C-reactive 

protein [CRP], white blood cells [WBC]), and symptoms involving joints, internal organs, skin, and eyes.
 •  Some syndromes are manifest by nearly continuous symptoms, some by irregular flares, and some by regu-

larly occurring discrete acute attacks that resolve spontaneously.
 •  Outside of the most severe/persistent syndromes (i.e., CAPS), patients are usually asymptomatic between 

episodes, with normal laboratory values.
 •  Illnesses and routine vaccinations may provoke flares.

See Table 79.1 for specific details regarding the most common autoinflammatory syndromes. 

 4.  What conditions need to be ruled out in patients with recurrent fevers?
 1.  Cyclic neutropenia.
 2.  Infectious disorders:
 •  Hidden infectious focus (e.g., aortoenteric infection, Caroli’s disease).
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Table 79.1   Comparison of the Most Common Monogenetic Autoinflammatory Syndromes

SYNDROME INHERITANCE

AGE AT ONSET 

(YEARS)

HIGH-RISK ETHNIC 

POPULATIONS

DURATION 

OF ATTACK 

(DAYS) CLINICAL FEATURES

AMYLOID 

RISK GENE PROTEIN

FMF Autosomal  
recessive

<20
(90% of
patients)

Jewish, Arab, Turkish, 
Armenian, Italian

1–3 Erysipelas-like rash, sterile peritoni-
tis, monoarthritis, pleuritis

+++ MEFV Pyrin

TRAPS Autosomal 
dominant
or de novo

<20
(middle-age onset 

reported)

Any ethnic group >7 Myalgias with overlying rash, con-
junctivitis or periorbital edema, 
peritonitis, large joint arthritis

++ TNFRSF1A TNF receptor 
Type I

HIDS Autosomal  
recessive

<1
(90% of patients)

Dutch, French, other 
European

3–7 Maculopapular rash, abdominal 
pain, polyarthritis, splenomegaly, 
cervical adenopathy, aphthous 
ulcers

– MVK Mevalonate 
kinase

FCAS Autosomal 
dominant

<1
(95% of patients)

Mostly European <2 Cold-induced urticaria, arthralgia, 
conjunctivitis

– CIAS1 (NLRP3) Cryopyrin

MWS Autosomal 
dominant

<20 Northern European 2–3 Urticarial rash, arthralgia/arthritis, 
conjunctivitis/episcleritis, senso-
rineural hearing loss

++ CIAS1 (NLRP3) Cryopyrin

NOMID Autosomal 
dominant or de 
novo

<1 (birth or early 
infancy)

Any ethnic group Continuous Urticaria-like rash, epiphyseal over-
growth, arthritis, contractures, 
conjunctivitis, uveitis, vision 
loss, hearing loss, hoarseness, 
chronic aseptic meningitis, 
hepatosplenomegaly

+ CIAS1 (NLRP3) Cryopyrin

PAPA Autosomal 
dominant

<10 Any ethnic group Variable Pyogenic sterile arthritis, pyoderma 
gangrenosum, cystic acne

– CD2BP1/PST-
PIP1

CD2-binding 
protein

Blau Autosomal 
dominant

<3–5 Any ethnic group Variable Polyarthritis, tenosynovitis, anterior 
or panuveitis, granulomatous 
dermatitis

+ NOD2/
CARD15

NOD2

DIRA Autosomal reces-
sive

<4 weeks Newfoundland, Puerto 
Rico, Netherlands, 
Lebanon

Almost con-
tinuous

Pustulosis, pathergy, sterile 
osteomyelitis, periostitis at ends 
of ribs/long bones, respiratory 
distress. Fever typically absent

– IL-1RN IL-1ra
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DITRA Autosomal  
recessive

Variable (neonate 
to adult)

Any ethnic group Variable, days 
to weeks

Generalized pustular psoriasis 
(including palms, soles), high 
fever, arthralgia, glossitis, nail 
dystrophy

– IL36RN IL-36ra

CANDLE Autosomal  
recessive

Birth or infancy Various ethnicities 
reported

Variable, 
frequent, 
or continu-
ous

Fever, annular rash, lipodystrophy, 
lip swelling, aseptic meningi-
tis, growth delay, episcleritis, 
conjunctivitis, cardiomyopa-
thy, diarrhea, hepatomegaly, 
arthropathy

– PSMB8, and 
others

Proteosome 
subunit B8

DADA2 Autosomal reces-
sive

Variable; childhood Unknown Variable Fever, livedo reticularis, early-onset 
vasculopathy (stroke and/or poly-
arteritis nodosa presentation), 
mild immunodeficiency

– CECR1 ADA2

CANDLE, Chronic atypical neutrophilic dermatosis with lipodystrophy and elevated temperature; DADA2, deficiency of adenosine deaminase 2; DIRA, deficiency of IL-1 receptor antagonist; DITRA, deficiency of IL-36 

receptor antagonist; FCAS, familial cold autoinflammatory syndrome; FMF, familial Mediterranean fever; HIDS, hyperimmunoglobulin-D syndrome; MWS, Muckle Wells syndrome; NOMID, neonatal onset multisystem 

inflammatory disease (sometimes referred to as chronic infantile neurologic, cutaneous and articular syndrome, or CINCA); PAPA, pyogenic sterile arthritis, pyoderma gangrenosum, and acne syndrome; TRAP, TNF-

receptor-associated periodic syndrome.
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626 MISCELLANEOUS RHEUMATIC DISORDERS

 •  Recurrent reinfection (host defense defect/primary immunodeficiency).
 •  Specific infection (Borrelia or other relapsing fever, malaria, Whipple disease).
 3.  Noninfectious inflammatory disorders:
 •  Systemic juvenile idiopathic arthritis, adult-onset Still’s disease.
 •  Sarcoidosis.
 •  Behçet’s disease.
 •  Chronic recurrent multifocal osteomyelitis (CRMO, also called chronic noninfectious osteomyelitis [CNO]).
 •  Inflammatory bowel disease (usually Crohn disease).
 •  Sweet syndrome.
 •  Schnitzler syndrome (IgM gammopathy, fever, urticarial rash, dermatographism, bone pain, splenomegaly, 

systemic symptoms; hematologic malignancy may be seen in 20% to 30%; reports of success with IL-1 
inhibition).

 4.  Vascular/thromboembolic (recurrent pulmonary embolism or deep vein thrombosis).
 5.  Neoplastic:
 •  Leukemia, lymphoma (including angioimmunoblastic T-cell lymphoma).
 •  Solid tumor (neuroblastoma, pheochromocytoma, myxoma, colon, and renal cell carcinoma).
 •  Paraneoplastic syndrome.
 6.  Hypothalamic disease. 

 5.  Provide an overview of the NLRP3 inflammasome and discuss its relevance to specific 
autoinflammatory syndromes.
The gene CIAS1 on chromosome 1 encodes for the NLRP3 (or NALP3) protein, previously called cryopyrin. 
NLRP3 is a member of the nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain-leucine-rich repeat (NOD-LRR) protein 
family. It consists of a pyrin domain (PYD), a NOD (also called NACHT), and an LRR domain. NLRP3 is primarily 
found in neutrophils and monocytes and is an intracellular sensor of pathogens and danger signals (pathogen-/
damage-associated molecular patterns; see Chapter 4: Overview of the Immune Response, Inflammation, and 
Autoimmunity). Upon stimulation, NLRP3 interacts with adaptor proteins ASC and Cardinal, forming a multiprotein 
complex called the NLRP3 inflammasome. ASC contains a PYD and a caspase activation and recruitment domain 
(CARD), whereas Cardinal contains a function to find (FIIND) domain and a CARD domain. The PYD of NLRP3 
interacts with PYD of ASC, and the LRR domain of NLRP3 interacts with FIIND of Cardinal. This activates both 
CARDs, which then interact with CARD on procaspase 1, therein activating it to caspase 1 (also called the IL-β 
converting enzyme). Caspase 1 can activate pro-IL-1β to be released as the proinflammatory cytokine IL-1β. 
Genetic mutations in several of these proteins are associated with specific autoinflammatory syndromes. See 
Table 79.1 for the list of syndromes and associated gene mutation and Fig. 79.1 for a schematic representation of 
the NLRP3 inflammasome). 

SPECIFIC AUTOINFLAMMATORY SYNDROMES

 6.  How do you diagnose autoinflammatory syndromes?
 •  Pattern recognition, fever diary, exclusion of other causes, and response to empiric medication trial.
 •  Ultimately, genetic testing can provide a definitive diagnosis, but only a fraction of classically symptomatic 

patients will be found to have a known pathogenic mutation. 

ProIL-1β IL-1β

INFLAMMASOME

NACHT

NLRP3

Trigger

ASC

CARDINAL

CARD

CARDFIIND

Casp1Casp1CARD

CARD

PYD

PYD NAD LRR

Casp1

Fig. 79.1 The importance of the inflammasome and IL-1β in the pathogenesis of FAS. CARD, Caspase activation and recruitment 
domain; Casp1, caspase 1; FAS, familial autoinflammatory syndromes; FIIND, function to find domain; IL-1β, interleukin- 1β; LRR, 
leucine-rich repeat; NACHT, also called NOD (nucleotide-binding oligomerization) domain; NLRP3, nucleotide-binding oligomerization 
domain, leucine-rich repeat, and pyrin domain containing 3; PYD, pyrin domain.
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 7.  What is the most common autoinflammatory syndrome in pediatric patients?
 •  Periodic fever with aphthous stomatitis, pharyngitis, and adenitis (PFAPA).
 •  Recurrent episodes lasting ∼5 days, occur predictably ∼every 28 days; children are well in between episodes.
 •  Onset typically under age 5; most cases resolve by adolescence.
 •  No genetic mutations or ethnic factors found to be associated with PFAPA.
 •  Excellent outcome, but large impact on quality of life (missed school, unneeded medical workup).
 •  Clinical diagnosis, and remains a diagnosis of exclusion.
 •  Treatment (depends upon severity):
 •  Nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs)/Acetaminophen during flares.
 •  Prednisone 1 to 2 mg/kg × 1 dose at fever onset (can be repeated once after 24 hours if still febrile); 

highly effective abortive therapy for most patients, but flares may start to occur more frequently.
 •  Cimetidine and colchicine can be used for prophylaxis.
 •  Tonsillectomy can be effective if patients fail nonsurgical therapy. 

 8.  What is the most common monogenetic autoinflammatory syndrome?
 •  Familial Mediterranean fever (FMF). 

 9.  What is FMF and what causes it?
 •  Autoinflammatory syndrome caused by autosomal recessive mutations in the MEFV locus (encodes the pyrin 

protein; see Fig. 79.1) on chromosome 16p. Over 80 mutations have been described.
 •  MEFV mutations are most likely gain-of-function and ultimately lead to increased IL-1β activation and 

increased activation of the innate immune system.
 •  Of note, 10% to 20% of patients with a classic FMF phenotype do not carry MEFV mutations. 

 10.  What are the symptoms of FMF?
 •  Majority (90%) of patients have onset within the first or second decade of life.
 •  Acute and self-limited flares result in:
 •  Fever.

Serositis: generalized peritonitis (80%–90%), pleuritis (25%–50%). Abdominal pain is often severe, 
presenting as an acute abdominal pain.

Arthritis: large joint monoarticular arthritis (50%–75%) in the hip, knee, ankle, and wrist most com-
monly. Pain out of proportion of swelling. Poor response to prednisone.

Rash: erysipelas-like rash (30%).
 •  Less common manifestations include polyarthritis, prolonged arthritis, aseptic meningitis, pericarditis, 

scrotal swelling, and lymphadenopathy.
 •  Flares typically last 1 to 3 days; recurrence of attacks average every 2 to 4 weeks.
 •  During flares: elevation of ESR and other acute-phase reactants (i.e., CRP, amyloid A).
 •  Systemic amyloidosis (AA) can develop as a sequel of chronic inflammation and can lead to renal failure. 

A subset of patients present with systemic amyloidosis as their initial manifestation, without a history of 
inflammatory episodes.
Prevalence of AA is more common in certain ethnic populations, increases with age, and is not associated 

with the severity or frequency of acute attacks (but is associated with untreated disease).
End-stage renal disease as a result of AA is treated with renal transplantation and continuation of colchi-

cine therapy. 

 11.  How do you treat FMF?
 •  For the majority of patients, colchicine is highly effective in preventing flares of FMF (and thus reducing 

incidence of secondary amyloidosis). Gastrointestinal (GI) side effects are often a dose-limiting barrier; 
gradually increasing to the goal dose can help minimize GI symptoms.

 •  Colchicine administered in this setting is typically given indefinitely, presuming normal renal and liver function.
 •  Among patients with established nephrotic syndrome from AA, colchicine reduces the risk of further progres-

sion as well as proteinuria.
Higher doses of colchicine have been found to be more effective (1.8 mg/day)
Patients with significant renal insufficiency (creatinine ≥1.5 mg/dL) may not experience an improvement in 

proteinuria with colchicine, and dosing may be limited by renal disease.
Anecdotal data exists for azathioprine and IL-1 inhibition as adjuncts to colchicine in this setting.

 •  The IL-1β inhibitors anakinra and canakinumab are also effective in FMF.
Data regarding the effectiveness of these medications for the prevention of secondary amyloidosis is limited; 

as such, most experts suggest using these agents in addition to colchicine if possible. 

 12.  What is tumor necrosis factor receptor-associated periodic syndrome (TRAPS) and what 
causes it?

 •  Autoinflammatory syndrome caused by autosomal dominant mutations in the TNFRSF1A gene on chromosome 
12p13. Reduced penetrance and de novo mutations are also observed.

 •  Owing to the autosomal dominant transmission, a family history suggestive of TRAPS may be elicited, but de 
novo mutations have also been described.
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 •  Proposed mechanisms include impaired TNF receptor shedding (therefore less soluble receptor to bind excess 
TNF, with subsequent prolongation of cellular signaling) and ligand-independent activation of innate immune 
functions (TNF receptor signaling in the absence of TNF binding); further research will likely expand our cur-
rent understanding. 

 13.  What are the symptoms of TRAPS?
 •  Recurrent episodes of fever, erysipelas-like rash (often quite painful), myalgia, serositis (peritonitis in 90%) and 

conjunctivitis. Periorbital swelling is common and is a distinguishing characteristic.
 •  Symptom onset generally in the first and second decade of life, but age of onset can vary up to middle-age.
 •  Rash is more common at the distal extremities and face (centrifugal pattern) and may be migratory.
 •  Arthralgias >> arthritis (arthritis is typically monoarticular, if present).
 •  Myalgia commonly involves the thigh; often migrates to additional areas.
 •  Inflammatory markers will be elevated during flares, which are often longer in duration than FMF attacks (>5-

7 days, on average lasting 2–4 weeks).
 •  Recurrence of attacks: average 2 to 6 attacks per year.
 •  Amyloidosis occurs in about 10% of patients, which is less than what is seen in untreated FMF (monitor with 

urinalysis to identify proteinuria, as well as serum creatinine). 

 14.  How do you treat TRAPS?
 •  Prednisone during flares (tapering course over duration of flare); consider NSAIDs if mild symptoms.
 •  Etanercept is effective for many patients; some reports of success with infliximab.
 •  Both anakinra and canakinumab are effective (canakinumab is Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved 

for TRAPS).
 •  Colchicine is not effective. 

 15.  What is hyperimmunoglobulin-D syndrome (HIDS) and what causes it?
 •  Autoinflammatory syndrome caused by autosomal recessive mutations in the MVK gene on chromosome 12 

(encodes mevalonate kinase, an enzyme involved in the cholesterol synthesis pathway), causing reduced 
enzyme levels.

 •  Ultimately, the mutations result in increased production of proinflammatory cytokines, including IL-1β, from 
mononuclear cells. 

 16.  What are the symptoms of HIDS?
 •  Onset in infancy (90% of cases with onset at <1 year of age; episodes become more frequent in childhood).
 •  Recurrent episodes of fever/chills, abdominal pain, nausea/vomiting, erythematous fixed rash (typically macu-

lar, can be papular or morbilliform), arthritis, headache, adenopathy, orogenital ulcers (40%), splenomegaly.
 •  Duration of attacks: 3 to 7 days; recurrence of attacks: every 4 to 6 weeks.
 •  Can be associated with palpable purpura or erythema elevatum diutinum as well.
 •  Amyloidosis is rare.
 •  HIDS is on the less-severe end of the spectrum of MVK deficiency; complete enzyme deficiency results in 

mevalonic aciduria, with developmental delay, dysmorphism, organomegaly, and sometimes periodic inflam-
matory crises. 

 17.  What laboratory abnormalities may be present in HIDS?
 •  Inflammatory markers (ESR, CRP, and WBC) and urinary mevalonic acid will commonly be increased during 

flares.
 •  IgD levels are elevated in 80% of patients; as such, elevation of IgD is not necessary for the diagnosis of HIDS 

and may represent an epiphenomenon.
 •  In patients with elevated IgD levels, the levels remain elevated between disease flares.
 •  IgA levels are elevated in 80% of patients. 

 18.  How do you treat HIDS?
 •  Canakinumab is the only FDA-approved therapy for HIDS.
 •  Anakinra, etanercept, and simvastatin also are effective options for many patients.
 •  NSAIDs may be a helpful adjunctive treatment for arthralgias.
 •  Steroids, intravenous immunoglobulin, colchicine, and cyclosporine have variable efficacy. 

 19.  What are cryopyrin-associated periodic syndromes (CAPS) and what causes them?
 •  Autoinflammatory syndrome caused by autosomal dominant, gain-of-function mutations in gene for cryopyrin 

(NLRP3; formerly denoted CIAS1).
 •  Cryopyrin mutations result in constitutive activation of the inflammasome and subsequent increase in proin-

flammatory cytokines, including IL-1β (see Fig. 79.1).
 •  CAPS includes three clinically distinguishable syndromes, although there is symptom overlap. 

 20.  What are the three major phenotypes of CAPS?
Neonatal onset multisystem inflammatory disease (NOMID):

 •  Most severe monogenetic autoinflammatory syndrome.
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 •  Symptoms begin at birth or early infancy; classic triad of rash (commonly urticaria), arthropathy, and chronic aseptic 
meningitis. Sensorineural hearing loss. Daily fever and other multisystem abnormalities are common (see Table 79.1).

 •  Lymphadenopathy and hepatosplenomegaly may occur in some patients.
 •  Growth restriction and abnormal facies (frontal bossing, “saddle-shaped” nose, protruding eyes) may occur.
 •  Focal epiphyseal overgrowth may be substantial in some patients and confused with malignancy.
 •  Renal AA can occur.
 •  Mortality rate ∼20% before adulthood.

Muckle Wells syndrome:
 •  Intermediate in severity among CAPS presentations.
 •  Fever, headache, urticarial rash, limb pain, conjunctivitis, arthralgias > arthritis, sensorineural hearing loss.
 •  Symptoms commonly develop in adolescence.
 •  Renal AA can occur.
 •  Variable duration/frequency of flares: attacks on average last 2 to 3 days, but duration can be irregular or even 

continuous in some patients.
Familial cold autoinflammatory syndrome (FCAS):

 •  Mildest form of CAPS.
 •  Self-limited episodes of urticarial rash, fever, arthralgia, conjunctivitis, headache, malaise, and diaphoresis 

following cold exposure (or even a relative drop in temperature).
 •  Begins in infancy (95% of patients); can decrease in severity over time.
 •  Average time to symptom onset following exposure ∼6 hours.
 •  Flare duration: hours to 2 to 3 days (commonly <24 hours).
 •  Rash: ubiquitous among patients; urticaria, erythematous macules and petechiae have been described; often 

begin on extremities.
 •  Renal AA is rare.
 •  Ice cube test (observing for immediate appearance of skin changes after contact) is negative. This helps 

distinguish FCAS from acquired cold urticaria, which is a nongenetic condition that does not present in infancy 
and lacks systemic features.

 •  Absence of deafness, periorbital edema, lymphadenopathy, and serositis. 

 21.  How do you treat CAPS?
 •  Three IL-1β inhibitors are approved for the treatment of CAPS (anakinra, canakinumab, and rilonacept).
 •  NSAIDs, antihistamines, and prednisone may provide temporary symptom relief, but are not effective long-

term treatments.
 •  No benefit from colchicine.

CRMO, also known as CNO. 

 22.  What is chronic recurrent multifocal osteomyelitis (CRMO) and what causes it?
 •  Noninfectious lytic autoinflammatory bone disorder.
 •  No specific genetic mutation identified, but susceptibility locus identified on chromosome 18. Mutations in 

LPIN-2, located on chromosome 18, are associated with Majeed syndrome, a syndrome of CRMO and congeni-
tal dyserythropoietic anemia.

 •  Can be associated with inflammatory bowel disease and pyoderma gangrenosum (Fig 79.2).
 •  Can be associated with pustular acne or palmoplantar pustulosis (SAPHO syndrome), or psoriatic lesions (Fig 79.2). 

Severe

acne

IBD

CRMO

PPP

GP
Psoriasis

Ankylosing

spondylitis

Fig. 79.2 Overlap of chronic recurrent multifocal osteomyelitis (CRMO) and other inflammatory illnesses. (From Petty, Laxter, Lindsley, 
Wedderburn. Textbook of pediatric rheumatology, 7th Ed. p 629. GP, Generalized pustulosis; IBD, inflammatory bowel disease; PPP, 
palmoplantar pustulosis.)
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 23.  What are the symptoms of CRMO?
 •  Peak onset age 7 to 12 years, but can have adult-onset; females are two to four times more affected.
 •  Many, but not all, have spontaneous resolution by adolescence.
 •  Wide variability: unifocal or multifocal, monophasic, recurrent or unrelenting.
 •  Focal bone pain (often insidious onset), often worse at night, with or without fever.
 •  Most commonly affected bones include long bone metaphyses, vertebrae, clavicle, and pelvis; symmetric in 

25% to 40%; risk of vertebral collapse with spinal involvement. 

 24.  How do you diagnose CRMO?
 •  X-rays: mixed osteolytic and sclerotic lesions, although may be normal initially.
 •  Whole body magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) with STIR imaging is preferred; otherwise, focal MRI or tech-

netium bone scan.
 •  Many, but not all, patients have elevations in ESR and CRP. WBC can be normal or elevated.
 •  Bone biopsy to confirm inflammatory changes and exclude infection, malignancy. 

 25.  How do you treat CRMO?
 •  If no active spinal lesions: NSAIDs initially, although this is not sufficient for the majority of patients.
 •  If refractory to NSAIDs or with active spinal lesions: nonbiologic disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs 

(methotrexate or sulfasalazine), TNF-inhibitors, and/or bisphosphonates (Fig 79.3). 

 26.  What is pyogenic sterile arthritis, pyoderma gangrenosum, and acne syndrome (PAPA) 
syndrome?

 •  PAPA is a rare autosomal dominant episodic disorder resulting from mutation of CD2-binding protein 1 
(CD2BP1), also known as proline-serine-threonine phosphatase interacting protein 1 (PSTPIP1).

 •  This mutation results in hyperphosphorylation of PSTPIP1 resulting in a stronger interaction between PSTPIP1 
and pyrin that leads to increased IL-1β production.

 •  The first episode of arthritis typically occurs between 1 year and 10 years of age and affects one joint at a 
time.

 •  Fever is not prominent.
 •  Skin manifestations typically occur later (at puberty).
 •  Treatment includes glucocorticoids and IL-1 antagonists such as anakinra.
 •  Not to be confused with PFAPA (see Question 7). 

 27.  What are deficiency of the IL-1 receptor antagonist (DIRA) and deficiency of IL-36 receptor 
antagonist (DITRA) syndromes?
DIRA results from a mutation to the IL-1RN gene, leading to loss of IL-1ra secretion and unchecked IL-1 signaling. 
DITRA results from a mutation to the IL-36RN gene, leading to unchecked IL-36 signaling. See Table 76.1 for 
clinical features and distinguishing characteristics of these conditions. 

 28.  What is the chronic atypical neutrophilic dermatosis with lipodystrophy and elevated 
temperature (CANDLE) syndrome?
Patients with CANDLE syndrome have recurrent fever in infancy, almost daily, in addition to skin rash 
(erythematous annular plaques) and unique facial features including lipodystrophy (loss of fat on their face). It is 
associated with a genetic mutation in the PSMB8 gene that encodes components of cellular proteasomes resulting 
in an abnormal interferon-γ response. See Table 76.1 for additional details regarding this condition. 

TREATMENT PLAN C:

Bisphosphonates

Pamidronate IV once a

month or for 3 consecutive

days every 3 months

-OR-

Zolendronic acid IV every 6

months

TREATMENT PLAN B:

TNF inhibitors, with or

without methotrexate

Adalimumab 20 mg SC q 7-

14 days for weight 15-30 kg; 40

mg SC q7-14 days for weight

>30 kg.

-OR-

Etanercept 0.8 mg/kg (max 50

mg/dose) SC weekly. May split

twice weekly.

-OR-

Infliximab 5-10 mg/kg (max dose

1,000 mg IV at week 0, 2, 6 and

then q 4-8 wks)

TREATMENT PLAN A:

Nonbiologic DMARDS

Methotrexate (PO or SC):

15 mg/m
2
 (max 25 mg)

weekly

-OR-

Sulfasalazine: 50 mg/kg/day

(max 1500 mg/dose)

divided BID

Fig. 79.3 Childhood Arthritis and Rheumatology Research Alliance Consensus treatment plans for the first 6 to 12 months in patients 
with chronic noninfectious osteomyelitis refractory to nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) or with active spinal lesions (all 
plans allow concurrent use of NSAIDs and/or prednisone). BID, Twice a day; DMARDs, disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs; IV, intra-
venous; PO, orally; SC, subcutaneously; TNF, tumor necrosis factor.
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 29.  What are the differences between Blau syndrome and early-onset sarcoidosis?
 •  Nothing. They are the same disease and are also known as familial granulomatous arthritis.
 •  Characterized by recurrent granulomatous inflammation of the joints (polyarthritis or tenosynovitis), eyes 

(anterior uveitis or panuveitis), and skin (dermal granulomas) with onset before the age of 5 years.
 •  Other manifestations include multiple interphalangeal contractures, cranial neuropathies, fever, and large-

vessel vasculitis.
 •  Associated with mutations in the NOD2/CARD15 gene on chromosome 16. Interestingly, different polymor-

phisms in NOD2/CARD15 are associated with susceptibility to Crohn’s disease; however, there is no bowel 
inflammation in Blau syndrome.

 •  Infliximab, corticosteroids, and anakinra have proven beneficial. Joint deformity and visual impairment can 
occur in nonresponders.
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ODDS AND ENDS
Sterling G. West, MD

KEY POINTS

 1.  Patients with palindromic rheumatism involving small joints of hands associated with rheumatoid factor are 
most likely to develop rheumatoid arthritis (RA).

 2.  Multicentric reticulohistiocytosis (MRH) frequently involves the distal interphalangeal (DIP) joints.
 3.  Patients with erythromelalgia who respond to aspirin therapy have an underlying myeloproliferative disorder.
 4.  Always rule out a medication as the cause of musculoskeletal symptoms.

PERIODIC ARTHRITIS SYNDROMES

 1.  Name the nonhereditary periodic arthritis syndromes. Why are they grouped together?
 •  Intermittent hydrarthrosis.
 •  Palindromic rheumatism.
 •  Eosinophilic synovitis.
 •  Remitting seronegative symmetrical synovitis with pitting edema (RS3PE) syndrome (see Chapter 15: Rheuma-

toid Arthritis).
These syndromes are grouped together because they share four features: (1) intermittent arthritis followed  

by periods of remission; (2) complete resolution between attacks; (3) rare development of joint damage; and  
(4) unknown cause. These disorders should not be confused with periodic fever syndromes. 

 2.  Are all disorders with intermittent arthritis encompassed by the periodic arthritis 
syndromes?
No. Many other disorders may include intermittent joint swelling and other characteristics of the periodic 
syndromes. Among these are mechanical and inflammatory disorders. Thus, a broad differential should be kept in 
mind in patients with intermittent arthritis.

Periodic syndromes Spondyloarthropathies
 •  Intermittent hydrarthrosis  •  Reactive arthritis
 •  Palindromic rheumatism  •  Enteropathic arthritis
 •  Eosinophilic synovitis Sarcoidosis
 •  Familial autoinflammatory syndromes Infections
Crystalline arthropathies  •  Lyme disease
 •  Gout  •  Whipple’s disease
 •  Calcium pyrophosphate dehydrate (pseudogout) Mechanical
 •  Hydroxyapatite  •  Loose bodies
RS3PE  •  Meniscal tears

  3.  Describe the typical clinical features of intermittent hydrarthrosis.
Intermittent hydrarthrosis is characterized by recurrent joint effusions occurring at regular intervals. Men and women 
are equally affected. The episode may parallel menses in women and resolve after menopause. The knee or another 
large joint develops an effusion over 12 to 24 hours with no or minimal discomfort or signs of inflammation. Attacks 
last for 3 to 5 days. There are no systemic symptoms. The recurrent episodes may occur lifelong. No treatment is 
proven to prevent or abort attacks, although low-dose colchicine has been used with success in some patients. 

 4.  What do laboratory studies and joint radiographs show in intermittent hydrarthrosis?
Laboratory tests, including the erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR), are normal even during an attack. 
Synovial fluid is normal or mildly inflammatory (white blood cells [WBCs], 5000/mm3) with a slight increase in 
polymorphonuclear leukocytes. An effusion may be seen on radiographs, but no other abnormalities are seen even 
after years of attacks. Recently, some patients have been found to be heterozygous for MEFV gene mutations 
without other features of familial Mediterranean fever (FMF). This suggests that some patients with intermittent 
hydrarthrosis may have a mild autoinflammatory syndrome that can be colchicine-responsive. 
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 5.  What is palindromic rheumatism? What does it mean?
Palindromic rheumatism is a recurrent syndrome of acute arthritis and periarthritis. Palindromic means “recurring” 
and is derived from a Greek word that literally means “to run back.” The term palindromic was introduced by 
Hench and Rosenberg in 1944 as descriptive of the syndrome. They preferred rheumatism to arthritis because of 
the frequent involvement of periarticular structures and occasional presence of subcutaneous nodules. 

 6.  How do the clinical features of palindromic rheumatism differ from those of intermittent 
hydrarthrosis?
Palindromic rheumatism, similar to intermittent hydrarthrosis, affects both men and women, often begins in the 
third to fifth decade, frequently affects the knees, and is rarely associated with constitutional symptoms. However, 
unlike intermittent hydrarthrosis, palindromic rheumatism attacks occur irregularly and may involve more than 
one joint (usually two to five joints). Arthritic attacks may last hours to several days. The pattern of attacks tends 
to be characteristic in an individual patient. Symptoms may begin in one joint while waning in another. Attacks are 
sudden and pain may be intense, often reaching a peak within a few hours. Signs of joint inflammation (swelling, 
warmth, redness) can be noted soon after pain begins. Small joints of the hands, wrist, and feet may be affected, 
and occasionally the temporomandibular joints. Also, unlike intermittent hydrarthrosis, periarticular attacks 
(occurring in one-third of cases) and transient subcutaneous nodules may be seen. 

 7.  What do laboratory studies and joint radiographs show in palindromic rheumatism?
The ESR and other acute-phase reactants may be elevated during attacks but are normal between them. 
Rheumatoid factor (RF) and anticyclic citrullinated peptide (anti-CCP) are positive in 30% to 50% of cases 
and identify patients who will eventually develop RA. Antinuclear antibodies (ANAs) are typically negative and 
serum complement levels are normal. There have been few studies of synovial fluid in palindromic rheumatism. 
Leukocytes may vary from a few hundred to several thousand, with the magnitude poorly correlated with symptom 
severity. Radiographs show only soft tissue swelling. Similar to intermittent hydrarthrosis, some patients (10%) 
have been found to be heterozygous for mutations of the MEFV gene similar to those reported in FMF. 

 8.  How is palindromic rheumatism treated?
Nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) may provide some relief from joint symptoms but do not reliably 
prevent attacks. A variety of other agents have been used including colchicine, antimalarial agents, sulfasalazine, 
and methotrexate. 

 9.  Describe the course of palindromic rheumatism.
Although the course is variable, <10% of patients experience a spontaneous complete remission. Some patients 
continue to have the disease for many years. However, 30% to 50% of cases evolve into a chronic inflammatory 
arthritis, usually RA. Less commonly, a diagnosis of systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) or other connective 
tissue disease (CTDs) is eventually made. Antimalarials and methotrexate have been reported to reduce the risk of 
subsequent development of RA or other CTD. 

 10.  What features are predictive of a patient with palindromic rheumatism later developing RA?
Female sex, proximal interphalangeal (PIP) and wrist involvement, positive RF and/or anti-CCP, and HLA-DR4 
positivity increase the likelihood of evolution to RA. 

FOREIGN BODY SYNOVITIS

 11.  Define foreign body synovitis.
Foreign body synovitis is an inflammatory reaction of the synovium (from joint, bursa, or tendon sheath) 
attributable to the introduction of a foreign material. Most commonly, it results from a traumatic event, but it may 
also follow surgical introduction of foreign material. 

 12.  Name the foreign bodies most commonly associated with foreign body synovitis.
Foreign bodies can be organic or inorganic material. Plant thorns, wood splinters, sea shell fragments, and sea 
urchin spines are the most common. Other recognized materials include fish bones, chitin fragments, stones, 
gravel, brick fragments, lead, glass, fiberglass, plastic, and rubber. Surgically implanted materials include metallic 
fragments, cement (methylmethacrylate), and silicone (silicone synovitis). 

 13.  Name five activities that are risk factors for foreign body synovitis.
Professional fishing, professional diving, marine recreational activities, farming, and gardening. 

 14.  Describe the clinical, laboratory, and radiographic features of foreign body synovitis.
The joints of the hands and knees are most commonly affected. There is sudden onset of pain at the site of 
injury, which may be forgotten by the patient or overlooked by the physician. The patient may be seen with acute 
synovitis several days after the injury, ranging from months to years later, with chronic synovitis (particularly of the 
knee). The inflammatory synovitis may be episodic. The ESR is usually normal, and synovial fluid is inflammatory 
with a predominance of neutrophils. Radiographs may show soft tissue swelling only and can be useful to detect 
radiodense particles (metal, fish bones, and sea urchin spines) but not wood, plastic, or plant thorns. Chronic 
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changes of periarticular osteoporosis, osteolysis, osteosclerosis, and periosteal new bone formation can mimic 
osteomyelitis or bone tumors. Synovial biopsies show a nonspecific granulomatous synovitis that may be confused 
with sarcoidosis. 

 15.  How is foreign body synovitis diagnosed and treated?
In the approximately two-thirds of patients with foreign body synovitis attributable to exogenous particles 
who develop a chronic or relapsing course, diagnosis and treatment usually necessitates excisional biopsy 
with synovectomy. Because of its resolution, ultrasound is better than computed tomography (CT) scanning 
and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) in detecting particles that are too small or radiolucent to be seen with 
conventional radiography. Bacteriologic studies (including mycobacterial studies) and histopathologic examination 
of tissue are essential. Polarized microscopy is useful in detecting birefringent fragments of plant origin, sea urchin 
spines, and polymethylmethacrylate. 

 16.  What is silicone synovitis?
Silicone-containing joint implants have been used to replace the metacarpophalangeal (MCP), PIP, first 
metatarsophalangeal, and wrist joints. Wear particles from fracturing of the prosthesis can be ingested by 
macrophages generating an inflammatory response, leading to a destructive synovitis. This occurs most commonly 
with wrist implants. Patients who develop this condition receive NSAIDs for symptom control but frequently require 
removal of the prosthesis and synovectomy. 

RARE ARTHRITIC SYNDROMES

 17.  What is multicentric reticulohistiocytosis (MRH)?
MRH is a rare disease with prominent skin and joint manifestations that is classified among the non-Langerhans 
cell histiocytoses. It affects women more than men (3:1), most commonly in the fourth decade. Most patients 
have symmetric polyarthritis. The cutaneous manifestations occur after a mean of 3 years (66%), although in one-
third of patients, the skin lesions will occur before or simultaneously with the arthritis. Systemic manifestations 
including fever, weight loss, and fatigue commonly occur. Pulmonary, cardiac, and myopathy symptoms can occur. 

 18.  How does the arthritis of MRH resemble that of RA? How does it differ?
Similar to RA, the arthritis of MRH is inflammatory, usually chronic, symmetric, and polyarticular; it 
characteristically affects the interphalangeal joints of the hands and is destructive. Large joints, the feet, and 
occasionally C1 to C2 can also be involved. However, unlike RA, DIP synovitis and destruction may be prominent 
(75%), and severely deforming arthritis mutilans occurs in 50% of patients. Fever and weight loss can occur. 
Glucocorticoid therapy has little, if any, effect on the arthritis. Also in contrast to RA, radiographs in MRH feature 
well-circumscribed erosions, widened joint spaces, and absent or disproportionately mild periarticular osteopenia 
for the degree of erosive change. Serologies are negative, and 50% have a moderately elevated ESR. Synovial fluid 
can range from mildly to significantly inflammatory. 

 19.  Describe the cutaneous manifestations of MRH.
Firm papulonodules, reddish-brown or yellow, occur most commonly on the face, hands, ears, arms, scalp, neck, 
and chest. A classic finding is “coral beads” around the nailbeds. These nodules may wax and wane and even 
disappear completely. They can be induced by sun exposure and may be pruritic. The nodules may coalesce on the 
face leading to a “leonine facies.” Lesions are less common on the legs. 

 20.  Several disorders have been associated with MRH. Name them.
 •  Tuberculin skin test positivity is seen in 12% to 50% of patients, but only two patients have been reported to 

have active tuberculosis.
 •  Xanthelasma occurs in one-third of patients. Up to 60% have hyperlipidemia.
 •  Malignant disease of various types has been reported in approximately 15%–30% of patients. Breast, heme, 

and gastric malignancies are most common. The cancer may precede, be concurrent with, or follow the devel-
opment of MRH. Treatment of the malignancy can lead to improvement of the MRH.

 •  Autoimmune diseases occur in 5% to 20% of patients. Multiple different autoimmune diseases have been 
reported. 

 21.  What are the typical histologic findings of MRH on biopsy of skin or synovium?
The characteristic finding are aggregates of multinucleated giant cells and histiocytes (i.e., tissue macrophages) 
having a granular, ground-glass appearance. This ground-glass cytoplasm contains a periodic acid–Schiff-reactive 
material thought to be attributable to a mucoprotein or glycoprotein. This cellular tissue reaction has prompted 
the idea that MRH represents a histiocytic granulomatous reaction to an unidentified stimulus. Fat stains, such 
as Sudan black, are also positive. Cell markers indicate a monocyte/macrophage lineage of the histiocytes and 
multinucleated giant cells. Some have osteoclast markers. 

 22.  How is MRH treated?
No treatment has consistently shown benefit. In patients with mild disease, symptomatic therapy with NSAIDs or 
nonnarcotic analgesics should be tried. Unfortunately, the arthritis in 40% to 50% of patients progresses to an 
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arthritis mutilans. Methotrexate and antitumor necrosis factor (anti-TNF) agents have been effective for severe 
cases. Cyclophosphamide has also been reported to achieve partial and complete remissions. As a result of 
some of the cells exhibiting osteoclastic markers, intravenous (IV) bisphosphonates have shown efficacy in some 
patients. Most cases of MRH will resolve within 10 years leaving behind joint deformities. 

 23.  What is fibroblastic rheumatism?
Fibroblastic rheumatism can resemble MRH. It is a rare fibroblastic (not histiocytic) disease with at least 33% 
of cases occurring in children. Patients develop the rapid onset of symmetric polyarthritis, mainly of the upper 
extremities. DIP joints can be involved. Palmar thickening and inability to extend fingers is seen in 80% of cases, 
leading to functional disability. Sclerodactyly and skin thickening of the arms and trunk can be seen. Raynaud’s 
phenomenon occurs in 50% of cases. Cutaneous manifestations start as maculopapular lesions that develop 
into nodules over the extensor surfaces of the MCP joints and fingers. They usually develop after the arthritis. 
There is no association with malignancy or autoimmune disease. Serologies are unremarkable. Radiographs can 
show joint destruction resembling MRH. Nodule and synovial biopsies show “spindle-shaped” fibroblastic cells 
that are myofibroblasts. Treatment with prednisone, methotrexate, and TNF antagonists has had variable results. 
Fibroblastic rheumatism may remit spontaneously but usually recurs. 

 24.  What are the clinical characteristics of eosinophilic synovitis?
 •  Many have a history of atopy; some have dermatographism.
 •  Both sexes, age of onset 20 to 50 years. Can occur in childhood.
 •  Minor trauma causes acute onset (within 12–24 hours) of painless monoarthritis (usually knee) without 

warmth or erythema. Trauma may activate mast cells which attract eosinophils.
 •  Synovial fluid shows mildly inflammatory fluid with up to 50% eosinophils. Charcot–Leyden crystals (bipyrami-

dal, hexagonal-shaped crystal made of products of intracellular lipases in eosinophils) may be seen.
 •  Peripheral blood WBC count normal. Peripheral blood eosinophilia in only 10%. Most have a normal ESR.
 •  Attacks last 1 to 2 weeks. Can have recurrences. Therapy includes NSAIDs. 

RARE SYSTEMIC DISEASES

 25.  What is IgG4-related disease (IgG4-RD)?
IgG4-RD is a systemic disease characterized by tissue infiltration by IgG4-positive plasma cells, enlargement 
of affected organs, and elevated serum IgG4 levels. Classification criteria are being developed. Approximately, 
40% of patients present with predominantly one organ involved and 60% have multiorgan involvement. Clinical 
findings, CT scan, MRI scan, and positron emission tomography scan can define the extent of disease. Clinical, 
laboratory, pathologic, and treatment characteristics include:

 •  Clinical manifestations:
 •  Type 1 autoimmune pancreatitis and sclerosing cholangitis: present with obstructive jaundice due to 

intrapancreatic bile duct strictures. Patients may have a localized pancreatic mass or diffuse pancreatic 
swelling (sausage pancreas). Up to 70% have diabetes mellitus (DM) and/or malabsorption. Extrapancre-
atic bile duct stenosis can also be seen consistent with sclerosing cholangitis.

 •  Ophthalmologic disease: lacrimal gland and orbital pseudotumors can occur. Patients should be antineu-
trophil cytoplasmic antibody (ANCA)-negative.

 •  Salivary gland disease: more than one gland involved. Submandibular enlargement more common than pa-
rotid disease. This was previously called Mikulicz disease. Antibodies against SS-A/Ro and SS-B/La are negative.

 •  Kidney disease: plasma cell-rich tubulointerstitial nephritis is most common. Membranous and other 
glomerulopathies as well renal pelvic and cortical lesions can be seen. Hypocomplementemia is very 
common.

 •  Pulmonary disease: mediastinal and hilar adenopathy, thickened bronchovascular bundles, and ground-
glass opacities resembling Castleman disease and sarcoidosis. Biopsies do not show granulomatous 
inflammation or necrotizing vasculitis.

 •  Periaortitis: paravertebral band-like soft tissue enlargement along the thoracic aorta or spine. Stenosis of 
arteries rarely seen separating it from Takayasu’s arteritis. Involvement of infrarenal aorta and its branches 
particularly the iliac arteries can be seen (see Chapter 27: Large-Vessel Vasculitis: Giant Cell Arteritis, 
Takayasu Arteries, and Aortitis).

 •  Retroperitoneal fibrosis: usually associated with periaortitis and presents with abdominal or back pain and 
lower extremity edema. Causes circumferential or anterolateral lesions of infrarenal and/or iliac arteries. 
Renal pelvic, periureteral, and plaque-like soft tissue pelvic wall lesions are also seen. Up to 20% of 
patients have hydronephrosis from ureteral obstruction, and some have inflammatory aortic aneurysms. 
Some patients have other manifestations of extraperitoneal fibrosis (e.g., orbital pseudotumor, mediastinal 
fibrosis; see Chapter 27: Large-Vessel Vasculitis: Giant Cell Arteritis, Takayasu Arteries, and Aortitis).

 •  Other organs: pachymeningitis, hypophysitis, Reidel’s thyroiditis, pericarditis, mastitis, prostatitis, skin 
disease, lymphadenopathy, as well as other organ involvement have been reported. Many patients (33%) 
have a notable atopic history (e.g., asthma, allergic rhinitis, atopic dermatitis). Fever is rare and should 
make one consider another diagnosis.
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 •  Laboratory:
 •  Serum IgG4 is elevated in most patients, particularly in those with more extensive disease. Other diseases 

can cause elevations of IgG4. However, IgG4 elevations greater than five times upper limit of normal is 
more characteristic of IgG4-RD.

 •  Other common laboratory abnormalities include polyclonal gammopathy (IgG and IgE), hypocomplement-
emia (50%), and elevated ESR. CRP is typically normal or only mildly elevated. Cytopenias are not seen. 
Mild eosinophilia can occur but should not be greater than 3000/mm3.

 •  Histopathology: this is the gold standard for diagnosis. Any involved organ other than lymph nodes can be 
biopsied. Characteristic findings include marked lymphocyte and plasma cell infiltration, storiform or swirling 
fibrosis, and obliterative phlebitis. Eosinophils can be seen. Immunostaining shows IgG4-positive plasma cells 
exceeding 40% of the total IgG-positive plasma cells and more than 10 IgG4-positive plasma cells per high-
power field are present in the involved tissue. Necrotizing vasculitis and granulomatous inflammation should 
not be seen.

 •  Pathogenesis:
 •  Antigenic stimulus is unknown. Patients have upregulation of Th2 cytokines (interleukin [IL]-4, IL-5, IL-13) 

and Treg cytokines (IL-10, TGF-β).
 •  Treatment/prognosis:
 •  The disease is usually slowly progressive. Symptomatic and organ-threatening disease is treated with 

high-dose glucocorticoids (prednisone 40–60 mg/day) with subsequent taper to 5 mg/day by 3 months. 
Patients typically require low-dose maintenance therapy to prevent relapses. Treatment-resistant or 
relapsing disease is treated with conventional immunosuppressives for their steroid-sparing effect. 
Rituximab is also very effective. Ureteral obstruction and aortic aneurysms requiring stenting, surgical 
intervention, or other invasive procedure. 

 26.  What is the differential diagnosis of a patient with fever and generalized lymphadenopathy?
 •  Infections: toxoplasmosis, Epstein–Barr virus (EBV), cytomegalovirus, human immunodeficiency virus (HIV).
 •  Malignancies: lymphoma.
 •  Multicentric Castleman’s disease.
 •  Systemic inflammatory disease: SLE, adult-onset Still’s disease, sarcoidosis.
 •  Medications: allopurinol, phenytoin.
 •  Autoimmune lymphoproliferative syndrome (Canale–Smith syndrome). 

 27.  What is the Canale–Smith syndrome?
Canale–Smith syndrome (autoimmune lymphoproliferative syndrome): a rare autosomal dominant disorder 
typically presenting in childhood and characterized by generalized lymphadenopathy, hepatosplenomegaly, and 
autoimmune hemolytic anemia and thrombocytopenia. Other organs (neurologic, lung, kidney, skin, etc.) can also 
be involved. Rarely patients with mutations causing a milder phenotype may not have symptoms until adulthood. 
Patients are diagnosed by increased numbers (≥5% of all T cells) of circulating double-negative T cells (CD3+, 
CD4–, CD8–) which comprise >1.5% of all circulating lymphocytes. Most (70%) patients have germline mutations 
in the Fas gene (TNFRSF6), leading to abnormalities in the intracellular “death domain” of the receptor Fas (APO-
1, CD95). This leads to the inability of the T cell to be signaled to undergo programmed cell death (apoptosis). 
Consequently, autoreactive T cells will downregulate CD4 and CD8 molecules but cannot be disposed of by 
Fas-mediated apoptosis (similar to lpr mice), leading to autoimmune disease. Patients without Fas gene mutations 
have been found to have mutations in the Fas ligand gene (similar to gld mice) or enzymes involved in apoptosis 
(caspase 10, caspase 8). Corticosteroid therapy has variable effects. Mycophenolate mofetil and sirolimus have 
been effective steroid-sparing medications. Notably, up to 10% of patients can develop neoplasms (lymphoma). 

 28.  What is Erdheim–Chester disease (polyostotic sclerosing histiocytosis)?
Similar to MRH, Erdheim–Chester disease is classified among the non-Langerhans cell histiocytoses. Patients 
usually have symptoms of bilateral, symmetric long bone pain which occurs in middle age. More than 50% of 
cases can have extraskeletal involvement including painless exophthalmos (can precede other manifestations), 
brain (pituitary and cerebellum), kidney, lung, heart (recurrent pericardial effusions), or skin involvement 
(xanthomas). Retroperitoneal fibrosis can occur. Radiographs of involved areas show osteosclerosis. Long bone  
(diaphysis > metaphysis) and facial bones are commonly affected Fig. 80.1. Bone biopsy shows xanthogranulomatous 
infiltration with foamy histiocytes surrounded by fibrosis. Approximately 50% of patients have a point mutation of 
the BRAF gene. These patients respond to vemurafenib therapy. Corticosteroids, interferon-α, cladribine, tyrosine 
kinase inhibitors, and anakinra are used for therapy of patients without the gene mutation with 50% 3-year 
survival 

 29.  What is Kikuchi disease?
Kikuchi–Fujimoto disease is a histiocytic, necrotizing lymphadenitis. Most patients are aged <40 years 
(range 2–75 years) and previously well. The most common presentation is fever (30%–50%) and cervical 
lymphadenopathy (80%–100%). Fever is low grade and lasts 1 to 4 weeks. Cervical adenopathy is usually unilateral 
and affects the posterior more than the anterior lymph nodes. Up to 20% can have other nodal involvement. Nodes 
are usually <2 cm, firm, discrete, and mobile. Some patients (up to 50%) have a flu-like prodrome with extranodal 
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involvement including night sweats, joint pain (7%), variable rashes (5%–30%), weight loss (10%), gastrointestinal 
(GI) symptoms, neurologic involvement (ataxia, aseptic meningitis), hepatosplenomegaly (3%), as well as others. 
Laboratory evaluation can show an elevated ESR (40%–70%), leukopenia (25%), atypical lymphocytes (25%), 
and elevated liver function tests (especially lactate dehydrogenase). ANA and RF are negative and if positive 
suggest an associated rheumatic disease. Lymph node biopsy will establish the diagnosis and exclude lymphoma, 
infections (tuberculosis, others), sarcoidosis, and unicentric Castleman’s disease that can present with cervical 
adenopathy. The biopsy classically shows necrosis without a neutrophilic infiltrate. Histiocytes and CD8+ T cells 
predominate. The etiology is unknown but suspected to be an immune response to an infectious agent such as 
EBV. Most patients (90%) improve in 1 to 6 months without treatment. Others will have relapses (3%) or persistent 
symptoms which can be treated with hydroxychloroquine, corticosteroids, or IV immunoglobulin. 

 30.  What is Castleman’s disease (angiofollicular lymph node hyperplasia)?
Castleman’s disease is a heterogeneous group of lymphoproliferative disorders that share histopathologic 
features including germinal-center formation and marked capillary proliferation. There are three subtypes:

 •  Unicentric: involves one or more lymph nodes in one region of the body. The histopathology can vary between 
hyaline vascular subtype (90%) and plasma cell subtype (10%). Patients usually do not have systemic 
features.

 •  Multicentric: presents with lymphadenopathy in multiple regions of the body. The histopathology can vary 
between hypervascular subtype and plasma cell subtype. Half the patients with multicentric disease will have 
a human herpes virus (HHV)-8 infection and be immunocompromised (usually HIV-infected), and half of the 
patients will have no evidence of HHV-8 or HIV infection. Some of these patients without evidence of a viral 
infection will have an associated POEMS syndrome.

 •  Patients who have the plasma cell subtype of multicentric Castleman’s disease frequently have systemic 
symptoms which can mimic autoimmune diseases including fever, night sweats, hepatosplenomegaly, 
cytopenias, elevated ESR, autoantibodies (Coombs, ANA), and a polyclonal gammopathy.

 •  Patients with symptomatic multicentric Castleman’s disease who are not infected with HHV-8 can be 
treated with anti-IL6 therapy (siltuximab or tocilizumab). Rituximab is used as first-line therapy in those 
infected with HHV-8. Patients with HHV-8 infections or POEMS receive additional directed therapy (e.g., 
antivirals or plasma cell-directed therapy). 

 31.  What is the POEMS syndrome?
POEMS syndrome stands for:

 •  Polyneuropathy: a demyelinating sensorimotor peripheral neuropathy is seen in 100% of patients. At least 
50% of patients develop severe muscle weakness.

 •  Organomegaly: hepatomegaly, splenomegaly, or lymphadenopathy develops in 50%.
 •  Endocrinopathy: 67% have or develop at least one endocrine abnormality. The most common is hypogonad-

ism. Abnormalities of the adrenal and pituitary gland can occur. DM and hypothyroidism also can be present 
but do not count as criteria due to their frequency in the general population.

 •  Monoclonal proteins: 100% have a monoclonal protein in the serum and/or urine. It is almost always associ-
ated with a lambda light chain.

 •  Skin changes: occur in 67% of patients. Hyperpigmentation and hemangiomas are most common (40%–50%). 
Hypertrichosis is also common. Scleroderma-like changes with Raynaud’s or acrocyanosis can also be seen 
(20%–30%).

 •  There are numerous other manifestations such as extravascular volume overload (edema, ascites, etc.), hema-
tologic abnormalities, papilledema, as well as others.

Fig. 80.1 Erdheim–Chester disease. Plain radiograph showing sclerosis of diaphysis and metaphysis. Magnetic resonance imaging (T1 

and T2) showing heterogenous signal intensity due to replacement of normal bone marrow fat.
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POEMS syndrome occurs in middle-aged patients with a slight male predominance. It is commonly associated 
with osteosclerotic bone lesions (97%) and has been called osteosclerotic myeloma. Multicentric Castleman’s 
disease is seen in 15% to 20% of patients who have POEMS syndrome. This is notable since proinflammatory 
cytokines (IL-1, TNF, and IL-6) are elevated in both diseases. However, patients with POEMS also have significantly 
(more than three to four times upper limit of normal) elevated levels of vascular endothelial growth factor that is 
produced by platelets and plasma cells. This may contribute to some of the clinical manifestations. Patients with 
disseminated disease are treated similar to patients with multiple myeloma. 

ABNORMAL CALCIFICATIONS

 32.  Discuss the differences between the various types of soft tissue calcifications.
 •  Calcinosis cutis: calcium deposits form in the skin (see Question 33).
 •  Calciphylaxis: calcification occurs in the intima of blood vessels and subcutaneous tissue. This is primar-

ily seen in patients with chronic renal failure, uremia, and a high calcium/phosphorous product (>70). This 
frequently presents with ischemia and skin ulceration. Treatment is to control the hyperphosphatemia and 
uremia. In severe cases, IV sodium thiosulfate has been used.

 •  Tumoral calcinosis: large calcific nodules in juxtaarticular locations causing pain and limited range of motion. 
There are three types: primary hyperphosphatemic, primary normophosphatemic, and secondary tumoral cal-
cinosis. The primary hyperphosphatemic subtype is autosomal recessive and tends to affect adolescents and 
young adults. The basic defect is thought to be in the proximal renal tubular cell with an elevated renal phos-
phate reabsorption threshold and increased production of 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D. Mutations of the GALNT3, 
KLOTHO, and FGF23 genes have been described. Notably fibroblast growth factor (FGF) 23 is an important 
phosphaturic hormone. Mutations that cause inactivation of FGF 23 cause hyperphosphatemia. Treatment is 
inadequate and includes low-phosphate diet, phosphate-binding antacids, acetazolamide, and surgical exci-
sion. The tumoral calcinosis tends to recur after surgical removal. The primary normophosphatemic subtype 
may be due to mutations of the SAMD9 gene that is important in cellular apoptosis. It is unclear how this 
causes tumoral calcinosis. Secondary tumoral calcinosis is usually due to chronic renal failure with secondary 
or tertiary hyperparathyroidism and is treated by subtotal parathyroidectomy or renal transplantation.

 •  Heterotopic ossification: abnormal formation of lamellar bone within soft tissues such as tendons, ligaments, 
or muscles. It commonly occurs in patients with traumatic brain injuries or spinal cord injuries. Patients with 
these neurologic problems as well as patients with diffuse idiopathic skeletal hyperostosis (DISH) or ankylos-
ing spondylitis are at risk for developing this following total joint arthroplasty. Patients have pain and a limited 
range of motion. Patients at high risk should receive indomethacin, IV bisphosphonates, or local radiation 
therapy before arthroplasty to prevent this complication. Recurrence is common after surgical removal. 

 33.  What is dystrophic calcification? What CTDs are associated with it?
When calcification occurs in cutaneous tissues, it is called calcinosis cutis and can be divided into four categories: 
dystrophic, metastatic (high calcium × phosphorous product >70–75), idiopathic (e.g., tumoral calcinosis), 
and iatrogenic. Dystrophic calcification is the most common type (95%) and is secondary to nonmetabolic 
diseases such as CTDs or due to deposition of calcium salts in the damaged tissue. Calcium is deposited either 
as numerous large masses (calcinosis universalis) or a few small, localized masses (calcinosis circumscripta). 
Dystrophic calcifications are most commonly associated with systemic sclerosis, dermatomyositis, SLE, 
pseudoxanthoma elasticum, panniculitis, and trauma. Tests for serum calcium and phosphorous should be normal. 
Medical therapy is poor. Small lesions may be improved with intralesional corticosteroids, low-dose (1 mg/day) 
warfarin, minocycline (50–100 mg/day), ceftriaxone (2 g/day IV for 20 days binds calcium salts), carbon dioxide 
laser, or surgical excision. Larger lesions may be improved by high-dose diltiazem (3 mg/kg per day), probenecid 
(1.5 g/day), IV bisphosphonates (zoledronic acid 4 mg IV every 3–4 months for a year inhibits calcium apposition 
onto hydroxyapatite), topical sodium thiosulfate 25%, or surgical excision. 

 34.  What benign synovial tumor can cause synovial calcifications?
Primary synovial osteochondromatosis is a benign condition occurring most commonly in patients aged 30 to 
50 years where an inflamed synovium undergoes metaplasia resulting in cartilage nodules that can undergo 
calcification and ossification. The calcifications can break free as loose bodies into the joint space leading to 
locking and articular cartilage damage causing osteoarthritis. It most commonly occurs in the knee, hip, or 
shoulder, but any joint can be involved. Radiographs demonstrate multiple calcific densities looking like “popcorn”. 
The etiology is unknown. Treatment is symptomatic but often requires surgical removal of the loose bodies and 
synovectomy. Incomplete synovectomy can result in disease recurrence. 

SKIN MANIFESTATIONS OF DISEASE

 35.  What is erythromelalgia?
Erythromelalgia is a neurovascular peripheral pain disorder in which blood vessels are episodically blocked and then 
become hyperemic and inflamed. The attacks are episodic and characterized by red, warm, swollen, and painful 
(burning) extremities. Feet are affected more than hands. Attacks are triggered by exertion, heat, pressure, caffeine, 
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and alcohol. Symptoms are bilateral but not necessarily symmetric. Rarely symptoms may progress to gangrene. 
Other diseases such as Fabry disease, peripheral neuropathy, complex regional pain syndrome, and vasculitis can 
mimic erythromelalgia and need to be excluded. Erythromelalgia is categorized as primary or secondary.

 •  Primary erythromelalgia: may be genetic or idiopathic in origin. Early-onset erythromelalgia is usually familial 
with an autosomal dominant inheritance. It is associated with a gain-of-function mutation of the voltage-gated 
sodium channel α subunit gene (SCN9A) located on chromosome 2. This mutation causes hyperexcitability 
of dorsal root ganglion leading to symptoms similar to chronic regional pain syndrome. The severity of the 
mutation determines if the clinical symptoms start at puberty or later in adulthood. Elevation and cold expo-
sure including emersion of feet in ice water give relief. There is no consistently effective therapy. It does not 
respond to aspirin therapy. Mexiletine may be helpful. Prostacyclin and gabapentin have also been used. Most 
of the patients presenting with adult-onset erythromelalgia do not have an identifiable genetic mutation or an 
associated disease and are considered to have primary idiopathic erythromelalgia.

 •  Secondary erythromelalgia: is similar to primary erythromelalgia clinically, has its onset during adulthood, 
and is associated with various diseases or medications. Treatment of the underlying disease or withdrawal of 
the offending medication is helpful. There are two types of secondary erythromelalgia: aspirin-sensitive and 
aspirin-insensitive.

 •  Aspirin-sensitive erythromelalgia is associated with polycythemia vera, essential thrombocytosis, and 
other chronic myeloproliferative disorders. In 85% of patients, the cutaneous symptoms precede the my-
elodysplastic syndrome by months to years (median 2.5 years). Erythromelalgia is diagnosed on the basis 
of platelet counts exceeding 400,000/mm3, relief of symptoms lasting for days with low-dose aspirin, and 
histopathologic evidence of arterioles with fibromuscular proliferation. The response to aspirin suggests 
that platelet-derived prostaglandins cause the symptoms.

 •  Aspirin-insensitive erythromelalgia is typically attributable to a medication (calcium channel blockers, 
bromocriptine) or another disease (small fiber neuropathy, autoimmune disease, mushroom poisoning). 

 36.  Describe the histologic classification of the panniculitides and the most common CTDs 
associated with each.

 •  Septal panniculitis: erythema nodosum (R/O sarcoidosis), α1-antitrypsin deficiency.
 •  Lobular panniculitis:
 •  With vasculitis: erythema induratum/nodular vasculitis.
 •  Without vasculitis: Weber–Christian syndrome (relapsing febrile nodular nonsuppurative panniculitis), 

enzymatic panniculitis attributable to pancreatic enzymes, and connective tissue panniculitis.
 •  Mixed panniculitis: lupus profundus. 

 37.  Describe the histologic classification and clinical associations with pyoderma 
gangrenosum.

 •  Ulcerative pyoderma gangrenosum: ulceration, purulent. Associated with poorly controlled RA and inflam-
matory bowel disease (IBD).

 •  Pustular pyoderma gangrenosum: discrete pustules. Associated with IBD.
 •  Bullous pyoderma gangrenosum: superficial bullae that develop ulcerations. Associated with myeloprolifera-

tive diseases.
 •  Vegetative pyoderma gangrenosum: erosions, superficial ulcers. 

 38.  Differentiate the following skin manifestations that can mimic vasculitis: livedo reticularis, 
livedo racemosa, livedoid vasculopathy, and malignant atrophic papulosis.

 •  Livedo reticularis: macular, violaceous, netlike, patterned erythema of the skin. The livid rings are due to 
reduced blood flow and low oxygen tension at the periphery. Skin biopsy is unrevealing. There are four types:

 •  Physiologic (also called cutis mamorata): mainly occurs on legs of young women. Typically worse in cold 
and resolves with warming.

 •  Primary: has fluctuant course but does not resolve with warming.
 •  Idiopathic: persistent and unresolving livedo. May be early form of livedo racemosa.
 •  Amantadine-induced: occurs in 2% to 28% of patients on amantadine. Vascular reaction due to catechol-

amine depletion.
 •  Livedo racemosa: resembles livedo reticularis but is persistent and more widespread. Pattern is irregular, 

broken circles. Associated with a secondary cause including Sneddon syndrome, antiphospholipid antibody 
syndrome (APS), SLE, essential thrombocythemia, thromboangiitis obliterans, polycythemia vera, and polyar-
teritis nodosa. Skin biopsy shows thrombi and/or vessel inflammation. Strong association with cerebral and 
ocular ischemic arterial events, valve disease, and seizures in patients with APS (Sneddon syndrome).

 •  Livedoid vasculopathy (atrophie blanche): is included as a cause of livedo racemosa. It is a vascular disease 
characterized by thrombosis and skin ulcerations on bilateral lower extremities. It occurs predominantly in 
middle-aged women and is not associated with another disease. Some patients are hypercoagulable (Factor V 
Leiden, APS, etc). Skin biopsy shows segmental hyalinization of dermal vessels and thrombi, but no vasculitis. 
There is no internal organ manifestation unless associated with another disease. Skin lesions respond poorly 
to therapy and heal with characteristic stellate ivory scars.
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 •  Malignant atrophic papulosis (Kohlmeier-Degos disease): a rare thrombo-occlusive vasculopathy that presents 
with erythematous papular skin lesions with a porcelain-white depressed center. There is an average of 
30 lesions scattered on trunk and extremities. Up to 33% develop systemic manifestations due to involve-
ment of small- and medium-sized arteries of the GI tract, central nervous system (CNS), pericardium, and 
bladder. Laboratory tests are nonspecific. Diagnosis is made by skin biopsy showing endothelial proliferation, 
thrombosis, and infarction. Vasculitis is not present. Treatment is poor and many patients die of sepsis from GI 
perforation. Immunosuppressives are ineffective, although eculizumab and teprostinil have been reported to be 
beneficial. 

OTHER DISEASES WITH RHEUMATIC MANIFESTATIONS

 39.  Stiff-person syndrome (SPS): a disorder characterized by muscle rigidity and episodic 
muscle spasms, primarily involving the trunk. Episodes can be prolonged, painful, and 
precipitated by loud noises. There are three types:

 •  The most common (60%–80%) type is associated with antibodies against glutamic acid decarboxylase 
(GAD65) and frequently with autoimmune diseases (e.g., type I DM, Graves’ disease, hypothyroidism, perni-
cious anemia, vitiligo) because of its high association with HLA DQ-0201. Electromyography demonstrates 
involuntary motor unit firing. It is postulated that the anti-GAD antibodies inhibit the enzymes in the CNS 
responsible for production of gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA), which is an inhibitory neurotransmitter. In 
addition, many of these patients also have antibodies that inhibit GABA-associated receptor protein, which 
prevents GABA from binding to its receptor. Consequently, neural transmission is unopposed and can lead to 
muscle rigidity. This type of SPS is treated with diazepam, baclofen, plasmapheresis, immunosuppressives 
including rituximab, and/or IV gammaglobulin.

 •  The other two types of SPS are not associated with anti-GAD antibodies or a certain HLA phenotype. One type 
(5% of cases) is a paraneoplastic manifestation of cancers (lymphoma, breast, lung, colon), whereas the 
other type (15%–35% of cases) is idiopathic. Paraneoplastic SPS tends to involve the neck and arms, has 
a rapid onset, and is very painful. Patients with SPS associated with breast cancer have been found to have 
antiamphiphysin (128-kd protein on the surface of synaptic vesicles) antibodies. These two SPS types do 
not respond to immune-modulating therapies and are treated with high doses of muscle relaxants such as 
diazepam or baclofen that are GABA agonists.

 •  Variants of SPS: (1) stiff-limb syndrome has stiffness limited to one limb, usually the leg. Up to 25% will 
develop other manifestations of classical SPS over time; (2) progressive encephalomyelitis with rigidity has 
brainstem, cerebellar, and spinal cord involvement with autonomic dysfunction; and (3) jerking man syndrome 
begins as classical SPS, but patient develops limb myoclonic jerks over time. 

 40.  How does Tietze syndrome differ from costochondritis?
Tietze syndrome is a syndrome of pain, tenderness, and swelling of joints of the chest wall, usually the 
costochondral joints (second or third most commonly). In comparison, costochondritis is a much more common 
syndrome characterized by costochondral joint pain and tenderness without objective signs of inflammation. 
Tietze syndrome occurs in both men and women aged usually <40 years. It usually (80%) involves a single joint 
and is rarely bilateral. Polyarticular disease can affect neighboring articulations on the same side of the sternum. 
The etiology is unknown but an attack may be precipitated by trauma, coughing, vomiting, or a viral syndrome. In 
older patients, it is seen more frequently in those with costal cartilage calcification, suggesting that hydroxyapatite 
may play an etiologic role. Attacks usually resolve within 12 weeks. NSAIDs, toradol, glucocorticoid injections, and 
local therapy with heat or ice may help symptoms. Other causes of costochondral joint swelling such as infection, 
spondyloarthropathies, SAPHO, and relapsing polychondritis must be excluded before diagnosing a patient with 
Tietze syndrome. 

 41.  Discuss the musculoskeletal complications of cystic fibrosis.
Cystic fibrosis is an autosomal recessive disease characterized by decreased mucous production leading to 
obstructive lung disease and malabsorption. Other organs, including sinuses, pancreas, liver, sweat glands, 
and reproductive tract can be affected. It is attributable to a defect in the CFTR gene on chromosome 7, 
which encodes for a membrane glycoprotein (CFTR) that is a chloride ion channel. In cystic fibrosis, one of 
the chloride ion channels present on the apical membrane of the epithelial cell is either absent or defective. 
This leads to increased sodium absorption and decreased chloride secretion, resulting in decreased 
extracellular water content. Patients have obstruction with infections in the lung and malabsorption from the 
gut. Consequently, patients are susceptible to osteoporosis (up to 75% of adults) attributable to poor calcium 
and vitamin D absorption. Additionally, 2% to 9% of patients have an episodic nondestructive oligoarthritis 
most commonly involving the fingers and lower extremity large joints. The arthritis is felt to be a result of 
immune complexes attributable to chronic lung infection. Attacks last for a few days (median 7 days) and may 
be associated with fever and painful nodular skin lesions and purpura. Rarely, hypertrophic osteoarthropathy 
(5%) and small vessel vasculitis can occur. Musculoskeletal symptoms are more common the longer the 
disease duration (adults > adolescence > children), the more severe the disease, and in patients infected with 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa 
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MEDICATION-INDUCED RHEUMATIC MANIFESTATIONS AND ASIA 

SYNDROME

 42.  What rheumatic and autoimmune syndromes have been associated with the following 
medications?

 •  Fluoroquinolones: Achilles tendinitis and rupture.
 •  Minocycline: drug-induced lupus, autoimmune hepatitis, perinuclear ANCA positivity and vasculitis.
 •  Statins: myopathy, myositis (anti-HMG-CoA reductase antibodies), subacute cutaneous lupus erythematosus 

(SCLE) rash.
 •  Rifabutin: drug-induced lupus.
 •  Hydralazine: ANCA vasculitis, drug-induced lupus.
 •  Zafirlukast: Churg–Strauss syndrome.
 •  Antithyroid medications (propylthiouracil): ANCA vasculitis.
 •  Anti-TNF agents: drug-induced lupus, vasculitis, sarcoidosis, SCLE rash.
 •  Interferon-α: thyroiditis, drug-induced lupus, sarcoidosis.
 •  Protease inhibitors (HIV): osteonecrosis, adhesive capsulitis.
 •  Cancer chemotherapy: isolated case reports of several rheumatic diseases caused by various chemotherapies 

(e.g., hydroxyurea causing dermatomyositis-like rash).
 •  Immune checkpoint inhibitors (anti-CTLA-4, anti-PD-1, anti-PD-L1): multiple immune-related adverse events 

(arthritis, sicca, colitis, pneumonitis, other).
 •  Myopathies: corticosteroids, antimalarials, colchicine, zidovudine, antifungals (triazoles, imidazoles), oncologic 

drugs, succinylcholine, others.
 •  Drug-induced antiphospholipid antibodies: procainamide, quinidine, antipsychotics, phenytoin, interferon-α, 

hydralazine, TNF-α antagonists.
 •  Drug-induced SCLE: (frequently with anti-SSA): calcium channel blockers, angiotensin-converting en-

zyme inhibitors, diclofenac, proton pump inhibitors, TNF antagonists, terbinafine, buproprion, statins, and 
antiepileptics.

 •  Bisphosphonates: uveitis, atypical femoral fractures.
 •  Retinoids: extraspinal hyperostosis (DISH-like).
 •  Voriconazole: nodular hypertrophic osteoarthropathy.
 •  See individual chapters on other medications causing drug-induced lupus, gout, vasculitis, myopathies, etc. 

 43.  What is the ASIA syndrome?
ASIA stands for Autoimmune/inflammatory Syndrome Induced by Adjuvants. This is a controversial concept 
suggesting that certain environmental exposures (infections, vaccines, adjuvants, silicone, and drugs) can act as 
an adjuvant stimulating the innate immune system, resulting in symptoms and/or subsequent stimulation of the 
adaptive immune system leading to autoantibodies and/or an autoimmune disease. In patients who already have 
a defined autoimmune disease, these adjuvants may exacerbate their disease. Because this only occurs in a small 
fraction of patients exposed to these adjuvants, causality is difficult to prove.

The proposed diagnostic criteria are: (1) development of symptoms (muscle, joint, fatigue, demyelination, 
cognitive impairment, pyrexia) or (2) development of an undifferentiated CTD and/or autoantibodies within 
proximity to exposure to an adjuvant. Some examples are:

 •  Immunizations: associated with causing demyelinating syndromes, reactive arthritis, and small vessel 
vasculitis. Recombinant hepatitis B vaccination has been associated with a higher than expected number of 
rheumatic disorders including vasculitis (especially central retinal vein occlusion), RA, SLE, reactive arthritis, as 
well as various demyelination syndromes. These rheumatic disorders occur within 1 to 2 months of the first, 
second, or third vaccination. Unlike other typical side effects of an immunization, these rheumatic disorders 
may not resolve.

 •  Silicone: breast implants (especially those that ruptured) and oil injections for cosmetic purposes have been 
reported to cause scleroderma-like diseases. Very controversial.

 •  Alum adjuvant: aluminum in vaccines has been associated with causing the macrophage myofasciitis 
syndrome.

 •  Gulf War syndrome: soldiers exposed to multiple vaccinations in a short period of time developed fibromyalgia-
like symptoms and cognitive dysfunction. All patients had antisqualene antibodies.

 •  Case reports of parvovirus infection with arthritis evolving into RA, EBV infection evolving into SLE, and pro-
cainamide exposure triggering SLE that does not resolve with drug withdrawal.
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NONSTEROIDAL ANTIINFLAMMATORY 
DRUGS
Jason R. Kolfenbach, MD

No drug is as good as the day it is first thought of.
–Sir William Osler

KEY POINTS

 1.  Although nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) are equally effective, individual patients have varying 
responses and side effects depending on the NSAID structural class.

 2.  The cyclooxygenase (COX)-2 specific inhibitors are associated with fewer gastrointestinal (GI) adverse events.
 3.  All NSAIDs should be used with caution (if at all) in patients with underlying renal or cardiovascular (CV) disease.

 1.  Describe the general properties of NSAIDs.
NSAIDs are weak organic acids that avidly bind to serum proteins (mainly albumin). The vast majority have low 
ionization constants (pKa) ranging from 3 to 5, which accounts for their accumulation at inflammation sites such as 
arthritic joints (inflamed joints often have a lower pH than clinically uninvolved joints). NSAIDs have antiinflammatory 
properties by virtue of their inhibition of prostaglandin (PG) synthesis and numerous other mechanisms. 

 2.  When were NSAIDs first used?
Salicylates have been used for centuries. In the 4th century B.C., Hippocrates, Celsus, Galen, and others recorded 
the use of willow bark and other plants known to contain salicylates to treat fever and pain. Today, one can find 
numerous health food stores and herbal websites selling willow bark for use in pill form, tinctures, and a dried 
form to be used in tea. Purification of the active ingredient and development of modern NSAIDs is outlined below:

  
1760s—Dr. Edward Stone published his experience with willow bark as an antipyretic when dried.
1829—salicylic acid isolated from willow bark.
1853—Gerhardt buffered salicylic acid with sodium and acetyl chloride, creating sodium salicylate and acetylsali-

cylic acid.
1860—salicylic acid chemically synthesized (Kolbe).
1897—acetylsalicylic acid (ASA, aspirin) chemically synthesized (Hoffman; working for Bayer Company).
1899—ASA introduced in the United States as a powder (Bayer Company).
1949—phenylbutazone, the first alternative to salicylates, introduced.
1960s—indomethacin introduced.
1970s— J.R. Vane (1971) demonstrated that ASA, indomethacin, and salicylate all exert their effect by COX inhibi-

tion (Nobel Prize in Medicine, 1982). Ibuprofen, fenoprofen calcium, naproxen and tolmetin introduced.
1990s—introduction of the specific COX-2 inhibitors. 

 3.  How often are NSAIDs used?
A 2010 survey by the Centers for Disease Control estimated that 30 million adults in the United States (13% of the 
adult population) were regular users of NSAIDs (≥3 doses per week for at least 3 months). The number of regular 
NSAID users increased by over 40% compared with that in 2005. Prescription NSAID use has declined since 2000 
despite higher prevalence of regular users, reflective of increased over-the-counter use. Patients aged >60 years, 
those with high body mass index, and those with established CV disease are more likely to be regular users, 
emphasizing that high-risk groups are still common users of these medications. 

 4.  What are the beneficial effects of NSAIDs?
Analgesia—some studies have shown equivalent reductions in acute pain compared with narcotics.
Antipyresis—NSAIDs inhibit PGs in the central nervous system (CNS), which reduces fever.
Antiinflammatory—probably achieved by a number of mechanisms (PG inhibition is the most understood and 

thought to represent the main mechanism of action).
Antiplatelet—most NSAIDs decrease platelet aggregation by preventing thromboxane A2 (TXA2) production, 

which is important in platelet activation and clotting. 
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 5.  What is the structural classification of NSAIDs?
I-Carboxylic acids.

 A)  Salicylates.
Acetylated—ASAa.
Nonacetylated—sodium salicylatea, magnesium salicylatea, salicylamidea, salsalate, diflunisal.

 B)  Acetic acids.
Indole derivatives—indomethacin, tolmetin, sulindac.
Phenylacetic acid—diclofenac.
Pyranocarboxylic acid—etodolac.

 C)  Propionic acids—ibuprofena, naproxena, fenoprofen, ketoprofen, flurbiprofen, oxaprozin.
 D)  Fenamic acids—mefenamic acid, meclofenamate sodium.
 E)  Pyrrolizine carboxylic acid derivative—ketorolac.

II-Enolic acids.
 A)  Oxicams—piroxicam, meloxicam.
 B)  Pyrazolones—phenylbutazone (no longer available for human use).

III-Nonacidic compounds—nabumetone.
IV-Diaryl substituted pyrazoles (COX-2 inhibitors).

Celecoxib.
Rofecoxib and valdecoxib: withdrawn from market.
Etoricoxib, lumiracoxib, and parecoxib (injectable prodrug of valdecoxib): not available in United States/not 

approved by Food and Drug Administration. 

 6.  Why should you know the structural classification of the NSAIDs?
The drugs in each structural class tend to have similar efficacy and side effects. Therefore, if a patient fails to 
respond or has a side effect to a particular NSAID, it may be prudent to select an NSAID from a different structural 
class. 

 7.  What is thought to be the major mechanism of action of NSAIDs?
The major mechanism of action is thought to be the inhibition of cyclooxygenase (COX), causing a decrease in PG 
production. There are two main isoforms of COX—COX-1 and COX-2. They are similar in size, have 60% C-DNA 
homology, and have similar but slightly different active sites.

COX-1 gene is on chromosome 9 and lacks a TATA box and upstream transcriptional start sites. The 
transcriptional product (mRNA) of COX-1 expression is long-lived. These aspects suggest that the COX-1 gene is a 
“housekeeping gene”, with constitutive expression in the stomach, intestine, kidney, platelet, and other sites.

COX-2 gene is on chromosome 1 and contains a TATA box as well as upstream regions that serve as 
binding sites for multiple transcription factors. These transcription factors include nuclear factor kappa B (NF-κB), 
interleukin-6/CCAAT enhancer-binding protein, cAMP regulatory binding protein, activator protein 1, nuclear factor 
of activated T cells, and glucocorticoid receptors. The mRNA produced by transcription is short-lived; therefore, 
ongoing expression is dependent on continual stimulation. As such, the COX-2 gene is thought to be an inducible 
gene with increased expression in response to inflammatory states due to binding of upregulated transcription 
factors.

It is this understanding of the different roles of COX-1 and COX-2 that led to the development of specific 
COX-2 inhibitors. The hope was that analgesic and antiinflammatory NSAIDs could be made with little or no side 
effects. However, COX-2 is now known to be constitutively produced in sites such as the kidney, brain, bone, and 
endothelium, and plays an important role in vascular and thrombotic regulation. 

 8.  What are the other mechanisms of action of NSAIDs?
Non-PG-mediated effects of the NSAIDs have been postulated, but the relative importance of each of these path-

ways in the clinical effectiveness of NSAIDs is uncertain. These effects include:

Inhibitory effects on lipoxygenase products.
Inhibition of superoxide formation.
Inhibition of neutrophil aggregation, adhesion, and enzyme release.
Inhibition of degradative enzymes.
Inhibition of cytokine production by inhibiting NF-κB.

Suppression of proteoglycan degradation in cartilage. 

a Available over-the-counter (non-acetylated salicylates often come in combination with other ingredients, often in tab or powder form).
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 9.  Do some NSAIDs inhibit COX-1 or COX-2 preferentially?
Yes. A classification system is listed below according to the NSAID ability to inhibit COX-1 and/or COX-2 in 
therapeutic doses.

Nomenclature NSAIDs in this Classification
COX-1 selective Low-dose ASA (irreversibly binds to serine 530 on COX-1)
COX nonselective Ibuprofen, naproxen, meclomen, indomethacin
COX-2 selective Etodolac, diclofenac, nabumetone, meloxicam
COX-2 highly selective Celecoxib

  10.  What factors affect the choice of NSAIDs?

Properties of the Drug Properties of the Patient

Efficacy Individual variation
Tolerance Disease being treated
Safety Age
Convenience of dosage Other disease
Formulation Other drugs
Cost

  11.  What have efficacy studies of NSAIDs found?
In general, there are no important differences among the various NSAIDs in terms of “comparative effectiveness”, 
although there are clear individual variations in response. In some arthritic diseases, specific NSAIDs have been 
traditionally used as first-line agents over others. This is typically based on the evidence of clinical effectiveness 
of a drug for a particular condition, rather than evidence of superiority over other NSAIDs. For example, in gout and 
seronegative spondyloarthropathies, indomethacin is often the initial drug of choice.

There is no clear relationship between the amount of COX inhibition and effectiveness of a particular agent 
for treatment of arthritis. Although the pharmacodynamics of the drug is important in a given individual, there is no 
good correlation between the plasma level of the drug and efficacy except for salicylates. 

 12.  Who is at risk for a hypersensitivity reaction to NSAIDs?
A severe asthmatic with nasal polyps is at most risk for a hypersensitivity reaction to NSAIDs; up to 78% may 
react to ASA (Samter’s triad = asthma, nasal polyps, ASA sensitivity). Patients with isolated asthma (10%–20% 
ASA sensitivity overall), nasal polyps, or chronic urticaria are also mildly at risk to react to NSAIDs, usually with 
acute bronchospasm and shortness of breath. It is important to note that this is a sensitivity and not an allergy, 
because it is not IgE-mediated.

Two theories have been proposed to explain ASA/NSAID-sensitive asthma. One suggests that asthma is 
caused by COX inhibition resulting in decreased production of PGE2, an important bronchodilator. A second theory 
proposes that this type of asthma is a consequence of the five-fold increased bronchial expression of leukotriene 
C4 synthetase. When ASA or NSAIDs block COX, the arachidonic acid precursors can shunt down the leukotriene 
pathway resulting in excessive production of leukotrienes C, D, and E (slow reacting substance of anaphylaxis). 
These theories are supported by: (1) salsalate does not inhibit COX to a large degree and has not been found to 
cause asthma attacks (it is the NSAID of choice for ASA-sensitive asthma patients), (2) leukotriene inhibitors block 
bronchospasm provoked by NSAIDs in ASA-sensitive patients, and (3) NSAID-induced asthma attacks are acute in 
onset, severe and prolonged, and can be resistant to glucocorticoids.

Small studies of patients with ASA-sensitive asthma given celecoxib did not demonstrate an increased risk 
of hypersensitivity reaction, but there are no long-term studies documenting its safety in this population. As such, 
the selective COX-2 inhibitors have the same warning as nonselective NSAIDs in their package inserts. 

 13.  Discuss the hepatotoxicity of NSAIDs.
The clearance of NSAIDs is predominantly by hepatic metabolism, with the production of inactive metabolites that 
are excreted in urine. An elevation of liver enzymes, especially the aminotransferases (aspartate transaminase 
and alanine transaminase), can occur with all NSAIDs (up to 15% of regular users can have significant, reversible 
elevations). Diclofenac may cause transaminitis more commonly than other NSAIDs. The NSAID-induced 
hepatotoxicity is usually evident during the first 6 months of use. Severe hepatitis has been reported with 
indomethacin, diclofenac, and sulindac. Cholestasis has also been described. Liver function studies should be 
obtained during the first month of use and every 3 to 6 months thereafter. 

 14.  What are the GI side effects of NSAIDs?
Dyspepsia, indigestion, and vomiting.
Gastroesophageal reflux/esophagitis.
Gastroduodenal ulcers.
GI hemorrhage and perforation.
Small and large bowel ulceration.
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Small bowel webs (especially with piroxicam).
Colonic diverticuli perforation.
Diarrhea (especially with meclofenamate). 

 15.  How do PGs protect the gastric mucosa?
PGE1 and PGE2 effects on gastric mucosa:

 •  Induce protective superficial mucous barrier.
 •  Induce bicarbonate output.
 •  Increase mucosal blood flow in the superficial gastric cell layer.
 •  Inhibit gastric acid synthesis. 

 16.  How common are NSAID-induced gastritis and peptic ulcers?
Gastritis and peptic ulcers are among the most common side effects of these drugs. Approximately 1% to 2% 
of patients treated with NSAIDs develop serious GI complications annually (bleeding, perforation, or obstruction) 
with a hospitalization mortality rate of 5% to 6%. The absolute risk of serious GI complications increases to 5% 
annually for patients over the age of 65 years. In patients using chronic ASA and another NSAID, the annual risk of 
serious GI complications is 6% to 8% annually.

Asymptomatic (endoscopically diagnosed) ulcers occur in 30% of chronic NSAID users. Routine stool guaiac 
testing for blood is insensitive in detecting these ulcers. Unfortunately, over half of all patients who develop 
significant ulcer complications do not have preceding symptoms. 

 17.  Who is at risk for NSAID-induced gastroduodenal ulcer disease?
Older age (>65–70 years; relative risk [RR] 5–6× increased).
Multiple NSAIDs (including ASA; RR 9×).
History of peptic ulcer disease, with or without NSAIDs (RR 6×).
Higher dose, prolonged use of NSAIDs (RR 7×).
Chronic disease status such as rheumatoid arthritis, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, coronary artery 

disease (CAD), diabetes.
Concomitant corticosteroid (prednisone ≥10 mg/day; RR 2×), warfarin (RR 6×), clopidogrel, or low-dose ASA.
Suspected risk factors: tobacco, alcohol, existing infection with Helicobacter pylori (RR 3–4×). 

 18.  How can you decrease the incidence of NSAID-induced gastric and duodenal ulcers in 
high-risk individuals?

 1.  When appropriate, use alternative analgesics or topical NSAID formulations.
 2.  Use the lowest dose and frequency of NSAID possible.
 •  Nonselective COX inhibitors, COX-2 selective inhibitors, and ASA have all demonstrated a linear dose-

response relationship with GI side effects.
 3.  If NSAIDs are required, consider COX-2 selective inhibitors or use of a nonselective NSAID + gastric protective 

agent.
 •  Randomized controlled trials (RCTs) and metaanalyses have demonstrated reduced rates by 50% to 66% 

of ulcer bleeding and complications with COX-2 selective inhibitors compared with nonselective inhibitors.
 •  Proton pump inhibitors (PPIs) and misoprostol (PGE1 analogue) have each demonstrated reduced rates of 

bleeding and complications secondary to gastric ulcers among users of nonselective NSAIDs.
 •  Agents such as H2 blockers, sucralfate, and antacids may reduce dyspepsia but have not demonstrated a 

protective effect against ulcer complications.
 •  Studies suggest that use of a PPI + nonselective NSAID may afford similar GI protection to that of COX-2 

selective inhibitors.
 •  Taking a COX-2 selective inhibitor and low-dose ASA has the same GI toxicity as a nonselective NSAID 

without ASA. Therefore, in high-risk patients on a COX-2 selective NSAID and low-dose ASA, a PPI is 
needed for GI protection.

 4.  Treatment of an existing H. pylori infection should be done prior to initiation of NSAID.
 •  Testing should be considered in high-risk groups; there is no data currently to support routine testing in 

lower-risk groups. 

 19.  How nephrotoxic are NSAIDs?
PGs can vasodilate renal arteries, increase sodium loss, and increase renin release. They have relatively little 
impact on the renal system in euvolemic patients with normal renal function. However, in renal insufficiency or 
hypovolemic states, PGs are important in maintaining adequate glomerular flow and pressure. Nephrotoxic effects 
of NSAIDs include:

 •  Vasoconstriction, leading to decreasing glomerular filtration rate (GFR) and increasing creatinine.
 •  Increased sodium retention and blood volume (can be important in patients with congestive heart failure, liver 

disease, or other conditions leading to renal insufficiency).
 •  Papillary necrosis.
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 •  Hyperkalemia.
 •  Hyponatremia.
 •  Interstitial nephritis (more common with fenoprofen). 

 20.  What NSAIDs would you use in a patient with mild renal compromise?
The nonacetylated salicylates are poor COX inhibitors and may have less effect on GFR. The hope was that the 
selective COX-2 inhibitors would have less renal effects than the traditional NSAIDs. However, COX-2 is found in 
the glomeruli and renal vasculature. COX-2 appears to be the dominant contributor to salt and water homeostasis, 
and COX-1 has a more dominant role in GFR maintenance. Thus, in practice, the selective COX-2 inhibitors have 
similar effects on blood pressure and induction of edema as the traditional NSAIDs. 

 21.  Describe the CV effects of ASA.
ASA is a well-established therapy for secondary prevention of myocardial infarction (MI) in patients with known 
CAD. This is accomplished through inhibition of COX-1 and subsequent decline in TXA2, a potent platelet activator. 
It is an ideal agent for several reasons: (1) COX-1, but not COX-2; is expressed in mature platelets; (2) ASA is 
a COX-1-specific inhibitor; (3) ASA works through irreversible binding to the COX-1 enzyme, providing stable 
suppression of enzyme activity; and (4) evidence demonstrates “ASA-triggered” production of antiinflammatory 
mediators such as lipoxins and resolvins. Other traditional NSAIDs that inhibit COX-1 can reversibly inhibit 
platelets, but there is no definitive evidence of cardioprotection with these agents. 

 22.  What are the CV effects of NSAIDs?
Nonselective NSAIDs inhibit COX-1 and COX-2 enzymes to varying degrees. However, even among those offering 
significant levels of COX-1 inhibition, none have consistently shown the same level of cardioprotection afforded 
by ASA. This may stem from concurrent inhibition of the COX-2 enzyme, unsustained COX-1 inhibition due to 
the reversible nature of NSAID binding, or inability of NSAIDs to form protective mediators (lipoxins, resolvins) as 
occurs with ASA. In addition, NSAIDs have been associated with sodium and fluid retention in susceptible patients 
(see Question 19), loss of hypotensive effects of several blood pressure medications (see Question 33), and 
interference with the effects of ASA (see Question 26), all of which could serve to increase the risk of MI, stroke, 
and thromboembolism.

Evidence of potential CV risk with NSAIDs was first identified shortly after the development of COX-2-
specific inhibitors. Secondary analysis of a large multicenter trial (VIGOR trial) identified a significant increase in 
nonfatal MI in patients on rofecoxib compared with naproxen. A second trial examining the role of rofecoxib in 
the prevention of adenomatous polyps in the colon (APPROVe) demonstrated an increased risk of CV events in 
patients taking rofecoxib compared with placebo. These studies eventually led to the withdrawal of the drug from 
the market. Valdecoxib and parecoxib have been studied in high-risk populations as well (patients undergoing 
coronary artery bypass grafting); the combined incidence of MI and stroke in patients taking these medications 
was significantly increased, despite small study sizes and short trial duration, leading to drug withdrawal from the 
market.

CV risk with COX-2 inhibitors and nonselective NSAIDs has now been evaluated through RCTs and 
observational studies. These have demonstrated an increased CV risk among several nonselective NSAIDs, 
suggesting that this risk is not specific to COX-2-selective inhibitors. 

 23.  Is the CV risk associated with NSAIDs specific to certain drugs?
Observational and RCT data suggest that all NSAIDs are associated with some level of CV risk, especially 
in high-risk populations (e.g., prior CV event or calculated CV risk score >20%). Some studies have shown that 
naproxen has a neutral or even mildly protective effect on CV outcomes. This has been theorized to occur because 
of the strong inhibition of platelet COX-1 by naproxen (>95% reduction of COX-1-dependent TXA2, resulting in 
functional platelet suppression) as well as its long half-life (>12 hours). However, the data on naproxen in regards 
to CV risk is inconsistent. In addition, a recent RCT (PRECISION trial) demonstrated similar rates of CV endpoints 
among users of naproxen, ibuprofen, and celecoxib, suggesting equivalent CV risk among these NSAIDs. As such, 
ASA should be considered the only proven cardioprotective agent.

CV risk was first identified in studies of COX-2-selective inhibitors, and several aspects of COX-2 biology may 
explain some of the risk associated with its inhibition by both selective and nonselective NSAIDs. COX-2 activity 
in the endothelium serves as the main source of prostacyclin (PGI2) production. In vitro studies have shown 
that COX-2 expression is turned on in response to shear stress, suggesting that expression occurs constitutively 
in response to laminar blood flow in the physiologic state. In the pathologic state (e.g., severe atherosclerosis, 
unstable MI), PGI2 levels are further increased in an effort to inhibit vessel constriction and platelet aggregation. 
Inhibition of this enzyme by selective or nonselective NSAIDs, especially in high-risk patients, could lead to 
subsequent CV events. In addition, COX-2 specific inhibitors such as celecoxib have been shown to have effect on 
neither in vitro platelet function nor bleeding time, perhaps serving as a “second hit” for the development of CV 
disease. Given these findings, one may expect RRs for particular NSAIDs to separate according to their inhibition 
of the COX-2 enzyme, but data is inconsistent in this regard as well. Furthermore, the PRECISION trial included 
nearly 25,000 patients (with a mean follow-up period of approximately 3 years) and did not show a differing CV 
risk among regular users of naproxen, ibuprofen, and celecoxib. In 2015 the FDA updated its label warning for 
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NSAIDs and advised against “ranking” NSAID medications according to CV risk; this decision was based on the 
absence of conclusive data supporting differential risk among available options. 

 24.  Is the CV risk associated with NSAIDs seen only after years of consistent use 
(controversial)?
While many studies support a dose-response relationship between NSAIDs and CV risk, there is also existing 
data to suggest that CV risk may be evident following exposure to NSAIDs in as little as 30 days. Some of these 
studies were limited to high-risk patients following a recent cardiac event, limiting the generalizability of results. 
However, a recent metaanalysis (with >400,000 patients) evaluated patients at varying risk levels and reinforced 
the concept of early CV events within 30 days of NSAID initiation. The current FDA labeling for NSAIDs includes a 
warning on the potential risk for stroke or MI in the first few weeks of NSAID use. 

 25.  List some strategies to reduce CV risk from NSAIDs in high-risk patients.
 •  Take low-dose ASA >2 hours before an NSAID (see Question 26).
 •  Do not use NSAIDs for 3 to 6 months after a CV event or procedure.
 •  Avoid extended-release NSAID preparations.
 •  Control blood pressure.
 •  Limit dose and frequency of NSAIDs and consider alternative analgesics if possible.

Several rheumatologic conditions are associated with an elevated baseline risk of CV disease. In some 
of these patients, however, the use of NSAIDs may provide a substantial improvement to quality of life. When 
counseling a patient regarding the risks of medication therapy, knowledge of absolute risk is important in addition 
to the strategies mentioned earlier. Metaanalyses suggest that the number needed to harm for development of 
a CV endpoint (fatal and nonfatal MI and stroke, as well as death due to vascular disease) with celecoxib lies at 
approximately 300 patients. Patients identified as having a high baseline risk (≥2% 1-year risk of CV event) face a 
slightly higher risk with exposure to celecoxib; for every 1000 patients treated, 7 more patients would have a CV 
endpoint after 1 year compared with placebo, 2 of which would be fatal. Understanding these risks should help in 
counseling patients. 

 26.  What are some important considerations for the concurrent use of ASA and NSAIDs?
 1.  Increased risk of GI toxicity; risk is increased five-fold over that with either agent alone.
 2.  With COX-2 selective inhibitors, concurrent use of ASA appears to abrogate the gastroprotective effects of 

selective COX-2 blockade.
 3.  Pharmacodynamic studies of ASA coadministration with ibuprofen and naproxen have demonstrated evidence 

of interference with ASA’s sustained reduction of TXA2 and subsequent platelet inhibition.
Studies of ASA plus ibuprofen suggest that administration of ASA 2 hours prior to ibuprofen (rather than 

concurrently or following the use of ibuprofen) resulted in adequate (and sustained) suppression of TXA2 and 
platelet function. Therefore, the results from this study suggest that staggering the use of these medications, with 
use of ASA first, may be beneficial in terms of platelet suppression. All NSAIDs bind reversibly to the COX site; as 
such, intermittent use of any NSAID may interfere with ASA effects as well. In patients using short half-life NSAIDs 
in an intermittent (PRN) manner, it may be advisable to take ASA prior to NSAID (controversial). 

 27.  List some rare adverse reactions to NSAIDs.
 1.  Febrile reactions—ibuprofen.
 2.  Mediastinal lymphadenopathy—sulindac.
 3.  Hematologic effects: aplastic anemia, pure red cell aplasia, thrombocytopenia, neutropenia—rare; reported 

with most NSAIDs (phenylbutazone removed from the market due to its association with hematologic effects).
 4.  Stomatitis—most NSAIDs.
 5.  Cutaneous effects: photosensitivity, urticaria/angioedema, erythema multiform, toxic epidermal necrolysis—

most NSAIDs, especially piroxicam.
 6.  Aseptic meningitis (especially SLE patients)—ibuprofen, other NSAIDs less commonly.

Other NSAIDs have been associated with CNS effects without aseptic meningitis: headaches, dizziness, loss 
of concentration, depersonalization, tremor, and psychosis have been described in patients taking indo-
methacin and, to a lesser extent, tolmetin.

 7.  Small bowel webs—most NSAIDs, particularly piroxicam.
 8.  Sulfa allergy—celecoxib.
 9.  Kidney stones—sulindac.
 10.  Reversible infertility due to interference with ovulation and implantation.
 11.  Nonunion of fractures and bone grafts (controversial). 

 28.  List the doses and plasma elimination half-lives of the available NSAIDs.

Drug Half-Life (hours) Dosage

Short half-life (<6 hours)
ASA 0.25 3000 mg divided (max daily dose)
Diclofenac sodium (Voltaren)
Diclofenac potassium (Cataflam)

1.1 25–50 mg bid–tid
75 mg bid
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Drug Half-Life (hours) Dosage

Diclofenac solumatrix (Zorvolex) 18–35 mg tid
Etodolac (Lodine) 3.0/6.5a 200 mg tid–qid

400 mg tid
Fenoprofen (Nalfon) 2.5 200–600 mg tid–qid
Flurbiprofen (Ansaid) 3.8 50–100 mg bid–tid
Ibuprofen (Motrin) 2.1 400–800 mg tid–qid
Indomethacin (Indocin) 4.7 25 mg tid–qid

50 mg tid
75 mg SR bid

Ketoprofen (Orudis) 1.8 50 mg qid
75 mg tid
200 mg ER qd

Tolmetin (Tolectin) 1.0/6.8a 400–600 mg tid
Long half-life (>10 hours)
Diflunisal (Dolobid) 13 250–500 mg bid
Nabumetone (Relafen) 26 500–1000 mg bid

1000–2000 mg qd
Naproxen (Naprosyn) 14 250–500 mg bid
Naproxen sodium (Anaprox) 14 275–550 mg bid
Oxaprozin (Daypro) 58 600–1200 mg qd
Meloxicam (Mobic) 17 7.5–15 mg qd
Piroxicam (Feldene) 57 10–20 mg qd
Salicylate (Salsalate) 2–15b 750–1500 mg bid
Sulindac (Clinoril) 14 150–200 mg bid
Celecoxib (Celebrex) 11 200 mg qd to100–200 mg bid

bid, Two times a day; ER, extended release; qd, each day; qid, four times a day; SR, sustained release; tid, three times a day.
aElimination of this drug occurs in two phases, of which the first is generally more important.
bElimination of this drug is dose-dependent.

All NSAIDs have a generic and brand name available. Monthly costs vary considerably. For example, generic 
naproxen (500 mg bid) and meloxicam (15 mg qd) costs as low as $7/month, while generic celecoxib (200 mg bid) 
costs $32/month compared with its brand name celebrex (200 mg bid), which costs over $400/month even with a 
drug coupon (e.g., Good Rx). 

 29.  What are some different formulations of NSAIDs?
 1.  Enteric-coated tablets. Enteric-coated ASA are supposed to have less GI symptoms than regular ASA, but 

there is no evidence that the enteric coating decreases gastritis or peptic ulcers.
 2.  Liquid formulations. Ibuprofen, naproxen, magnesium salicylate, and indomethacin are available in liquid 

formulations that are designed for patients who have difficulty swallowing pills and for children.
 3.  Slow release. This formulation is designed to give a short-acting drug a longer half-life so that it can be taken 

only once or twice a day. Costs are for generics with a drug coupon (e.g., Good Rx):
Diclofenac (Voltaren XR): 100 mg qd. Cost: generic $18/month.
Etodolac (Lodine XL): 400 mg, 500 mg, 600 mg tabs. Dose: 400 to 600 mg qd. Cost: generic $33 to $40/month.
Indomethacin (Indocin SR): 75 mg qd–bid. Cost: generic $16 to $35/month.
Naprosyn (Naprelan): 375 mg, 500 mg, or 750 mg tabs. Dose: 750 to 1500 mg qd. Cost: generic $331 to $480/

month.
 4.  Topical formulations. Salicylate-containing creams (Bengay, Aspercreme) and diclofenac formulations (liquid 

drops, gel, and patch) are available in the United States. Topical diclofenac offers the potential for pain relief 
with decreased incidence of serious side effects in comparison to oral preparations. Studies involving the topi-
cal liquid diclofenac have shown low systemic absorption of the drug (6.6%; mean peak plasma concentra-
tions nearly 100-fold less than oral formulation). Clinical benefit has been demonstrated in the hand, hip, and 
knee osteoarthritis for some of these formulations. Costs are with drug coupon:
Diclofenac 1% topical gel (Voltaren gel): 2 g bid–qid for small joints and 4g bid–qid for large joints. Max dose 

32 g/day. Cost $100 to $125/month (16 g daily dose).
Diclofenac 1.3% topical patch (Flector patch): two patches/day. Cost $675/month each area treated (60 

patches).
Diclofenac 1.5% topical solution (Pennsaid): 40 drops/knee bid–qid. Cost: $55 to $72/month per knee (40 drops tid).

 5.  Combination medications. NSAID combined with a gastroprotective agent. Costs are with drug coupon:
Diclofenac sodium with misoprostol (Arthrotec): 50 mg/200 mcg and 75 mg/200 mcg tabs. Max dose 150 to 

200 mg diclofenac. Cost: 50 mg/200 mcg bid is $70/month.
Naproxen plus esomeprazole (Vimovo): 375 mg/20 mg or 500 mg/20 mg bid. Cost: $2500/month.
Ibuprofen plus famotidine (Duexis): 800 mg/26.6 mg tid. Cost: $2500/month. 
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 30.  One of your patients who is on chronic NSAIDs suffers a recent humeral fracture and is told 
by her orthopedist to stop her NSAID. Why was this suggested?
PGs and the COX enzymes (specifically COX-2) likely play a role in fracture healing. Animal models have 
demonstrated impaired fracture healing in response to selective and nonselective NSAIDs. Human studies have 
shown conflicting results, but at least one metaanalysis has identified an increased risk for nonunion in users 
of NSAIDs following fracture of long bones. Studies thus far have been retrospective and therefore no causal 
relationship has been established, but a conservative approach would include stoppage of NSAIDs during periods 
of bone healing. 

 31.  One of your patients would like to become pregnant in the near future and wonders about 
the potential use of some of her medications both during pregnancy and after. She is on 
chronic NSAIDs for joint pain. Describe your advice to her.
The COX enzymes likely play several roles in the female reproductive cycle leading to a successful pregnancy and 
birth of a child. For example: (1) COX-2-mediated PGs are involved in the follicle rupture and release,  
(2) COX-2 is important in implantation of the embryo in the uterus, and (3) PGs have a well-established role in 
uterine contractions during labor. Overall, these enzymes are likely important for several processes in the very 
early and late portions of pregnancy.

There are case reports of infertility while on NSAIDs which reversed upon stoppage of the medication, but 
no strong data demonstrating this risk. It is not necessary to routinely stop NSAIDs, but if problems with fertility 
occur, then it is recommended to hold their use. After a woman becomes pregnant, use of NSAIDs in the first 
and second trimester is relatively safe (category B). However, use of NSAIDs after 32 weeks of gestation 
should be avoided as PGs are necessary late in pregnancy to maintain a patent ductus arteriosus, for fetal kidney 
development, and progression of labor. NSAID use is compatible with breastfeeding. 

 32.  Why do the elderly tend to have more complications with NSAIDs?
The elderly have more complications from these drugs than any other group of patients because of:

 •  Altered drug absorption. The gastric pH rises with age. Active absorption and transport of drugs may be altered.
 •  Reduced drug distribution.
 •  Decreased protein-binding. Plasma albumin decreases with aging, decreasing protein-binding sites.
 •  Hepatic metabolism and renal excretion may be altered.
 •  Polypharmacy. Some patient’s medications may have drug interactions with NSAIDs. 

 33.  List some drug–drug interactions involving NSAIDs.

Drug Affected NSAID Implicated Effect

Warfarin NSAIDs that inhibit COX-1 Inhibits metabolism of warfarin; increases risk of  
bleeding owing to inhibition of platelet function and 
gastric mucosal damage

Sulfonylurea High-dose salicylate Potentiates hypoglycemia

Beta-blocker All PG-inhibiting NSAIDs Blunts hypotensive but not negative chronotropic or 
inotropic effect

Hydralazine
Prazosin
Angiotensin-converting 

enzyme inhibitor

All PG-inhibiting NSAIDs
All PG-inhibiting NSAIDs
All PG-inhibiting NSAIDs

Loss of hypotensive effects
Loss of hypotensive effects
Loss of hypotensive effects

Diuretics All PG-inhibiting NSAIDs Loss of natriuretic, diuretic, hypotensive effects of  
furosemide

Loss of natriuretic effect of spironolactone
Loss of hypotensive but not natriuretic or diuretic effects 

of thiazide
Phenytoin Most NSAIDs Displaces phenytoin from plasma protein, reducing total 

concentration for the same active concentration
Lithium Most NSAIDs Increases plasma lithium level
Digoxin Most NSAIDs May increase digoxin levels
Aminoglycosides Most NSAIDs May increase aminoglycoside level
Methotrexate Most NSAIDs May increase methotrexate plasma concentration
Cholestyramine Most NSAIDs Anion exchange resin binds NSAIDs in gut, ↓absorption
Sodium valproate ASA Inhibits valproate metabolism, increasing plasma valproate 

concentration
Probenecid Most NSAIDs Reduces metabolism and renal clearance of NSAIDs
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GLUCOCORTICOIDS—SYSTEMIC 
AND INJECTABLE
Sterling G. West, MD

KEY POINTS

 1.  Every effort should be made to taper glucocorticoids (GCs) and institute measures to limit side effects.
 2.  Cortisol (Solu-Cortef) 20 mg = prednisone 5 mg = prednisolone 5 mg = Medrol 4 mg (Solu-Medrol) = Decadron 

0.75 mg.
 3.  Do not inject the same joint or tendon sheath more than three times yearly.

 1.  List some general indications for implementation of GC therapy in rheumatology.
GCs are potent medications discovered in 1949 (Drs. Hench and Kendall won Nobel Prize in 1950) and used since 
then for various medical indications. In the management of rheumatic disorders, there are two primary indications 
for their use:

 •  Suppression of the inflammatory cascade.
 •  Modification of the immune response. 

 2.  How are the antiinflammatory effects of GCs mediated?
GCs have beneficial antiinflammatory effects through numerous mechanisms. Some of the most important are:

 •  Genomic.
Higher dose GCs diffuse passively across cell membranes, bind to and activate cytoplasmic GC receptors 

(cGCRs) causing release from their chaperone proteins (heat shock protein-90, etc). The GC–cGRC com-
plex homodimerizes, enters the nucleus, and binds to GC response elements on DNA. This complex on 
the DNA binds CREB-binding proteins, which acetylate histones exposing genes that code for antiinflam-
matory proteins (IL-10, IκB, etc).

Low-dose GCs diffuse across cell membranes, bind to and activate intracellular cGCRs, enter the nucleus, and 
interact with proinflammatory transcription factors (NF-κB, AP-1, etc) that have bound to DNA. This complex 
then recruits HDAC2, which deacetylates histones resulting in the inhibition of genes causing decreased 
production of proinflammatory molecules (cytokines, chemokines, adhesion molecules, COX-2, etc).

GCs saturate the cGCRs at doses of ≤30 mg/day of prednisone. Higher doses have few genomic effects. GCs 
take >30 minutes to exert their genomic effects.

 •  Nongenomic.
GCs bind to cGCRs causing release of inhibitory proteins such as Src. This effect occurs with low-dose GCs 

within seconds to minutes.
GCs at doses ≥30 mg/day of prednisone bind to membrane GC receptors on lymphocytes and monocytes 

leading to antiinflammatory effects.
GCs at very high doses (>100 mg/day of prednisone) intercalate into cell membranes reducing calcium and 

sodium cycling across the membrane, which has antiinflammatory effects. This may explain differential 
effects of high-dose “pulse” steroids. 

 3.  What are the effects of GCs on the innate and adaptive immune systems?
 •  Innate immune system.

GCs upregulate enzymes that degrade bradykinin resulting in vasoconstriction. This causes less swelling and pain.
GCs suppress production of prostaglandins by inducing synthesis of lipocortin-1, which inhibits phospholipase 

A2-mediated liberation of arachidonic acid from cell membranes.
GCs inhibit NF-κB which suppresses COX-2 synthesis. Does not affect COX-1 so platelet function is preserved.
GCs interfere with phagocytosis and cytokine production by macrophages and neutrophils.
Neutrophilia occurs as a result of increased release from bone marrow and decreased migration out of 

vasculature resulting from inhibition of adhesion molecule production and decreased cellular adherence 
to vessel walls.

GCs decrease the release of eosinophils from bone marrow and increase apoptosis (eosinopenia).
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 •  Adaptive (acquired) immune response.
Dendritic cells undergo increased apoptosis.
T cells are redistributed to tissues (lymphopenia).
Inhibits T helper, type 1 (Th1) > Th2 and Th17 cytokine production (causes anergy to tuberculosis and other 

skin testing).
B cells less affected by GCs than T cells.
Immunoglobulin production preserved unless prolonged (>1 year) of GCs at nonphysiologic doses (>12.5 mg/

day prednisone).
Monocytes redistributed to tissues (monocytopenia).
Inhibits mast cell degranulation (affects allergy skin testing). 

 4.  How is prednisone metabolized?
Prednisone is metabolized in the liver to the active form, prednisolone. This conversion is impaired in patients 
with significant liver disease, which is present if the patient has an elevated international normalized ratio (INR) 
that cannot be normalized with supplemental vitamin K. In those patients, prednisolone and not prednisone 
should be given. The prednisolone half-life is 2.1 to 3.5 hours. Therefore, prednisone effects may wane after five 
half-lives. For this reason, splitting the dose of high-dose prednisone to twice a day when treating severe disease 
manifestations will assure that therapeutic effects last for 24 hours. The maximum effect on lymphocytes by 
redistribution and genomic effects occurs at a single dose of 20 to 30 mg; therefore doses of 20 to 30 mg once a 
day is more immunosuppressive than a split dose regimen of 10 to 15 mg twice daily. At the tissue level, GCs are 
inactivated by 11-β hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase type 2 isoenzyme. This isoenzyme has various polymorphisms 
that determine how sensitive a person is to GCs and may help explain why some patients get more side effects 
than others. 

 5.  How may a general clinical baseline be established for potential complications before 
instituting GC therapy?

 •  Some chronic infections, that is, opportunistic, may not be immediately apparent on the initial physical 
examination and may progress rapidly when corticosteroid therapy is implemented. For a baseline, obtain a 
chest x-ray, tuberculin skin test (or interferon gamma-release assay), and screen for hepatitis  
B and C.

 •  For glucose intolerance, a baseline fasting glucose is sufficient before the implementation of therapy, with 
periodic monitoring, especially with longer courses of therapy.

 •  To assess one’s risk for osteoporosis-related problems, a bone mineral densitometry should be performed 
within the first few months if GC therapy will be prolonged.

 •  The activity of gastrointestinal erosive disease may be further aggravated by corticosteroid medications. 
A complete blood count with mean cell volume should be performed prior to therapy. In selected patients a 
stool guaiac should be done.

 •  Cardiovascular disease and hypertension may be aggravated by corticosteroid medications. Attention 
should be given toward blood pressure determination as well as the presence of peripheral edema on physi-
cal examination, with periodic reevaluation.

 •  Performing a mini-mental status examination, especially in those with a history of mental disturbance, to 
provide an objective baseline for future comparison may be useful. 

 6.  To minimize the risk of hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis suppression, when should 
patients take their daily dose of GC medication?
The body makes 10 to 12 mg/day of cortisol (equivalent to 2.5–3 mg/day prednisone). Because natural cortisol 
secretion in humans has a circadian rhythm with the peak level in the morning, taking the GC at that time will 
have less of a suppressive effect on the release of cortisol-releasing factor and consequently less suppression of 
the HPA axis. Additionally, the effect of GC is greater if taken in the morning because its clearance is 25% less. 
However, when taking GCs long term, this probably is less important. 

 7.  In the treatment of rheumatic disease, what is considered to be low-dose, medium-dose, 
and high-dose daily prednisone therapy?

Low dose ≤7.5 mg/day
Medium dose 7.5 mg/day to <40 mg/day
High dose ≥40 mg/day to 100 mg/day (2 mg/kg per day in children)
Very high dose >100 mg/day
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  8.  How might GCs be grouped in terms of biologic activity?
GCs may be divided into three main groups according to their duration of biologic activity. The categories are 
presented in Table 82.1. 

 9.  How do the GC properties of corticosteroids compare with cortisol?
The GC potency of medications correlates in part with the duration of biologic activity (Table 82.2).

Pearl: cortisol (Solu-Cortef) 20 mg = prednisone 5 mg = prednisolone 5 mg = Medrol 4 mg (Solu-Medrol) = 
Decadron 0.75 mg. 

 10.  What factors may affect GC dose efficacy?
 •  Age.

Children aged <12 years clear GCs 33% faster.
 •  Diseases.

Severe liver disease: may not convert prednisone to prednisolone (active form). Failure to normalize the INR 
with vitamin K indicates severe liver disease.

Hyperthyroidism, nephrotic syndrome, and hemodialysis increases GC clearance.
 •  Medications.

Aluminum/magnesium antacids reduce absorption by 40%.
Most anticonvulsants and rifampin enhance GC metabolism by upregulating the CYP3A4 hepatic enzyme. On 

these medications, the GC dose will need to be increased (often doubled) to achieve the same immuno-
suppressive effects.

Erythromycin and ketoconazole decrease GC metabolism. 

 11.  What are some of the adverse consequences of GC therapy? At what dose (prednisone) 
does risk increase the most?

 •  Glucose intolerance and increased triglycerides attributable to insulin resistance (doses >10 mg/day).
 •  Growth suppression in children (less if dose kept ≤0.5 mg/kg).
 •  Osteonecrosis (risk at dose >20 mg/day for 1 month).

Table 82.1   Glucocorticoids Grouped in Terms of Biologic Activity

SHORT-ACTING

(HALF-LIFE 12 HOURS)

INTERMEDIATE-ACTING

(HALF-LIFE 12–36 HOURS)

LONG-ACTING

(HALF-LIFE 48 HOURS)

Hydrocortisone Prednisone Paramethasone

Cortisone Prednisolone Betamethasone

Methylprednisolone Dexamethasone

Triamcinolone

Table 82.2   Glucocorticoid Properties of Corticosteroid Preparations

GLUCOCORTICOID GLUCOCORTICOID POTENCYa

Short-acting
Hydrocortisone (cortisol) 1

Cortisone 0.8

Intermediate-acting
Prednisone 4

Prednisolone 4

Methylprednisolone 5

Triamcinolone 5

Long-acting
Paramethasone 10

Betamethasone 25

Dexamethasone 30 to 40

aPotency is determined with cortisol as a reference value of 1.
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 •  Ophthalmologic: posterior subcapsular cataract formation (risk even at 5 mg/day), glaucoma (>10 mg/day), 
and central serous choroidopathy (any dose).

 •  Skin disorders (bruising, striae, delayed wound repair, hirsutism).
 •  Peptic ulcer disease (doses >10 mg/day with nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs [NSAIDs] increases risk 3×).
 •  Weight gain (>5 mg/day). Up to 25% of patients get Cushingoid on >7.5 mg/day.
 •  Infection (doses >20–25 mg/day [≥0.3 mg/kg] cause unacceptable risk).
 •  Dose-dependent increased risk starts at >6 to 10 mg/day. Staph Aureus most common.
 •  Pneumocystis jiroveci infection increased risk >15 to 20 mg/day for >3 to 4 weeks.
 •  Prophylaxis with trimethoprim/sulfamethoxazole (single strength daily or double strength thrice a week) or 

dapsone (100 mg daily) or atovaquone (1500 mg daily) or monthly inhaled pentamidine (less effective).
 •  Prophylaxis should be started sooner and continued longer (even at doses <15 mg daily) if have two or 

more risk factors: age >60 years, lung involvement from underlying disease (e.g., granulomatosis with 
polyangiitis, dermatomyositis/polymyositis, etc.), additional immunosuppressive use (e.g., cyclophos-
phamide, rituximab, antitumor necrosis factor), low CD4 count (<200 cells/μL), lymphopenia (<1000 
lymphs/μL).

 •  Without multiple risk factors, prophylaxis can be stopped at <15 mg/day.
 •  Mycobacterial (especially Mycobacterium tuberculosis) risk increases at >10 to 15 mg/day for a month.
 •  Anergy can occur within 2 to 4 weeks on prednisone 30 mg/day.
 •  Fungal: especially Candida.
 •  Viral infections, especially herpes (cytomegalovirus, herpes zoster) (>5 mg/day).
 •  Hypertension (doses >10 mg/day).
 •  Abnormal menstruation (decreased follicle-stimulating hormone and luteinizing hormone) and depressed 

hormone levels (thyroid-stimulating hormone, testosterone).
 •  Mental disturbance (≥20–30 mg/day): rare to occur in children.
 •  Muscle weakness (>10–20 mg/day): worse with fluorinated GCs.
 •  Osteoporosis (≥5 to 7.5 mg/day for 3 months).
 •  Vaccinations: live vaccines safe if on <20 mg/day for adults or <2 mg/kg per day if child weighs <10 kg.
 •  Response to vaccines: less response if on >40 mg/day.
 •  Allergy skin test results: can be affected by 15–20 mg/day for 2 to 4 weeks.

Pearl: even with short-term use of prednisone (<30 days), up to 20% of patients will experience an adverse 
event particularly with higher doses or split doses of GCs. 

 12.  Which group of corticosteroid medications results in the least amount of sodium retention?
Sodium retention is dependent upon the mineralocorticoid effect of the preparation. It is insignificant in the usual 
doses of methylprednisolone, triamcinolone, paramethasone, betamethasone, and dexamethasone (Table 82.3). 

 13.  How common is adrenal atrophy in patients taking GCs?
Exogenous administration of GCs is the most common cause of adrenal insufficiency, resulting from suppression 
of adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH). Any patient who is Cushingoid in appearance, has received >20 mg of 
daily prednisone for >3 weeks, has been on ≥5 mg/day for >1 year, or has a fasting morning plasma cortisol <5 
to 10 μg/dL should be considered to have a potentially suppressed HPA axis. In some patients, 10 to 15 mg/day  

Table 82.3   Mineralocorticoid Properties of Glucocorticoid Preparations

GLUCOCORTICOID MINERALOCORTICOID POTENCYa

Short-acting
Hydrocortisone (cortisol) 1

Cortisone 0.8

Intermediate-acting
Prednisone 0.25

Prednisolone 0.25

Methylprednisolone ±

Triamcinolone ±

Long-acting
Paramethasone ±

Betamethasone ±

Dexamethasone ±

aPotency is expressed in milligram compared with cortisol reference value of 1.
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of prednisone for as little as 4 to 6 weeks can cause adrenal suppression that cannot respond to physiologic stress. 
When patients with adrenocortical functional impairment are stressed by infection, trauma, or surgery, they may 
not be able to respond optimally (the body’s normal cortisol output when under stress is up to 200–300 mg/day) 
resulting in fluid unresponsive hypotension. Proper management during periods of physiologic stress aims to 
mimic the normal cortisol response. Full recovery of the HPA axis may take 6 to 9 months after stopping GC therapy. 
The responsiveness of the adrenal gland to stress can be tested with a short ACTH (Cortrosyn) stimulation test 
(250 μg [40 IU] intramuscularly [IM], measure baseline and 60-minute plasma cortisol levels). A normal response 
is doubling of baseline cortisol and a 60-minute level >18 μg/dL. In patients at risk for adrenal insufficiency who 
are undergoing surgery or experiencing a severe infection, “stress dose steroids” may be needed to prevent 
hemodynamic instability (for a recommended regimen, see Chapter 14: Perioperative Management of Patients 
with Rheumatic Diseases). Patients who become hypotensive during a period of “stress” and do not respond to 
intravenous fluids should immediately receive 100 mg of Solu-Cortef intravenously. 

 14.  List seven basic measures that should be performed routinely for patients receiving GCs to 
reduce the chance of an adverse reaction.

 •  Prescribe corticosteroids at the lowest possible dose and taper the dose as soon as the disease activity 
permits.

 •  Encourage physical activities and avoid immobilization (helps prevent myopathy).
 •  Implement fall prevention program.
 •  Prescribe dietary and supplemental calcium to achieve intake of 1000 to 1500 mg/day.
 •  Supply vitamin D at a minimum of 1000 IU/day.
 •  Consider bisphosphonate therapy implementation (if >7.5 mg/day for >3 months) particularly if postmeno-

pausal (see Chapter 52: Metabolic Bone Disease).
 •  Document patient education concerning the adverse effects of therapy, particularly risk of osteonecrosis. 

 15.  Outline a tapering schedule for GCs.
There are many methods to taper GCs after the disease manifestations are brought under control. In some 
diseases, GCs can be tapered rapidly. In other chronic inflammatory diseases such as systemic lupus 
erythematosus (SLE), inflammatory myositis, and systemic vasculitis, the taper must be slower. The following is 
one possible taper schedule:

 •  Prednisone 30 mg twice daily until disease is controlled.
 •  25 mg twice daily × 1 to 2 weeks, then taper to 40 mg daily (single daily dose).
 •  Under 40 mg daily taper by 5 mg every week.
 •  Under 30 mg daily taper by 5 mg every 1 to 2 weeks.
 •  Under 20 mg daily taper by 2.5 mg every 1 to 2 weeks.
 •  Under 10 mg daily taper by 1 mg every 2 to 4 weeks.
 •  Under 5 mg daily taper by 1 mg daily every month (if at all).

Some patients may develop a steroid withdrawal syndrome (Slocumb’s syndrome) with rapid tapering 
including arthralgias and myalgias. These symptoms should be controllable with acetaminophen and resolve 
within 3 to 4 days after the dose has been lowered. If symptoms do not resolve, consider a disease flare may be 
causing the symptoms. 

 16.  What is Acthar gel? What is it used for?
Acthar gel (repository corticotropin) is a purified preparation of ACTH extracted from slaughtered pigs’ pituitary 
glands. It is in a gel form designed to provide extended release of ACTH following injection. ACTH stimulates the 
adrenal cortex gland to secrete cortisol, corticosterone, and aldosterone. In addition, it is postulated to have other 
substances (e.g., melanocortins) from the pig’s pituitary that have additional immunomodulatory effects above that 
of just ACTH alone. However, the substances responsible for these additional effects are unclear. Acthar gel is Food 
and Drug administration (FDA)-approved for the treatment of various autoimmune diseases (dermatomyositis/
polymyositis, SLE, nephrotic syndrome, acute exacerbation of multiple sclerosis, sarcoidosis, inflammatory eye 
disease, Stevens–Johnson syndrome, others) as well as for infantile spasms. The dose varies depending on the 
disease being treated (80 units IM daily to 80 units IM twice a week). Acthar gel is supplied in 5 mL multidose 
vials (80 USP units/mL). It is extremely expensive (each vial costs $40,000) because of its orphan drug status for 
treating infantile spasms, which is a rare disease. 

 17.  What is Rayos?
Rayos is the brand name of delayed-release prednisone tablets (1, 2, and 5 mg). Compared with immediate-
release prednisone, it has a formulation that results in a 4-hour lag time for its release. Otherwise its mode of 
action and pharmacokinetics are identical to immediate-release prednisone. Rayos is administered at 10:00 
p.m. and prednisone is released during the night when cytokine release is increased. This allows for improved 
symptoms in the morning. It is primarily for use in patients with rheumatoid arthritis, polymyalgia rheumatica, 
asthma, and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. The average retail cost is $3100/month (#30, 5-mg tablets) 
compared with $10 to $30/month immediate-release prednisone (#30, 5-mg tablets). 
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 18.  List some of the general indications for GC injection therapy in rheumatic conditions.
 •  Monoarthritis or disproportionate joint inflammation (after joint infection is ruled out).
 •  Recurrent joint effusion.
 •  Tendon sheath inflammation.
 •  Bursitis or tendinitis refractory to NSAIDs and/or physical therapy.

Note that the effectiveness of a single GC injection ranges from 50% to 100% and lasts for days to months. 

 19.  Construct a summary table of GC preparations available for injection into a joint, bursa, or 
tendon sheath.
GC preparations suitable for joint or other injection are presented in Table 82.4. 

 20.  Is there any characteristic(s) of GC preparations that are important to consider when 
determining which to use for injection therapy?
Solubility of the GC preparation is an important factor when considering injection therapy. Reducing the solubility 
of a compound increases the duration of the local effect because diffusion of the medication will be slower. Thus, 
less soluble (i.e., fluorinated) preparations have greater potency but are also more likely to result in adverse 
consequences. 

 21.  How often can a joint or tendon sheath be injected with GC medications?
The main concern with frequent injections is accelerated deterioration of the joint attributable to cartilage 
breakdown or weakening of the tendon. A single GC injection into a tendon sheath can weaken the tendon up to 
40% for 3 to 12 weeks. Thus, the longer the interval between injections, the better it is. A minimum of 4 to 6 weeks 
between injections is recommended. Weight-bearing joints should not be injected more frequently than every 6 to 
12 weeks. A good rule of thumb is not to inject the same joint or tendon sheath more than three times yearly. 

 22.  Can GC preparations for injection be combined with an anesthetic to minimize the number 
of needle sticks to the patient?
Yes, anesthetic preparations can be safely mixed with GC preparations. If the GC preparation contains a paraben 
compound as a preservative, flocculation of the suspension is likely to occur. Immediately before injecting, shake 
the syringe vigorously to minimize joint precipitation. There is experimental data that anesthetics like lidocaine can 
be toxic to chondrocytes, so limiting the number of injections of GC with lidocaine is prudent. 

 23.  Is there an optimal amount of GC that should be injected into a joint, bursa, or tendon 
sheath?
It is generally recommended that short-acting or longer-acting GCs be injected into tendon sheaths because 
they are more soluble and cause less soft tissue atrophy or chance of tendon rupture (see Table 82.4). The longest-
acting, least-soluble GC preparations are typically injected into inflamed joints because they tend to be more 
effective. Recently, an extended release triamcinolone acetonide (Zilretta, 32 mg/5 mL) has been FDA-approved 
specifically for joint injections. It costs $600 compared with $18 to $34 for triamcinolone acetonide (Kenalog,  
40 mg/mL).

Table 82.4   Glucocorticoid Preparations Suitable for Joint or Other Injection

PREPARATION STRENGTHS (MG/ML)

PREDNISONE 

EQUIVALENT (MG)a

Short-acting, soluble
Dexamethasone sodium phosphate (Decadron, Hexadrol) 4 40

Hydrocortisone acetate (Hydrocortone) 25, 50 5, 10

Long-acting, less soluble
Prednisolone tebutate (Hydeltra-TBA) 20 20

Methylprednisolone acetate (Depo-Medrol) 20, 40, 80 25, 50, 100

Dexamethasone acetate (Decadron-LA) 8 80

Longest-acting, least soluble
Triamcinolone acetonide (Kenalog, Aristocort, Zilretta) 10, 40 12.5, 50

Triamcinolone hexacetonide (Aristospan) 20 25

Combination
Betamethasone sodium phosphate/acetateb (Celestone 

Soluspan)
6 50

aOf 1 mL of injected steroid preparation.
bHas longest-acting and short-acting steroid combined.
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The dose and volume of GCs that can be safely injected depends on the size of the joint (Table 82.5). The 
provider must be aware of the volume to be injected and attempts should be made to avoid overdistention of the 
surrounding joint capsule. This is especially important for small joints (e.g., metacarpals, etc) that should receive 
<0.5 mL with an injection. 

 24.  List some concerning problems and sequelae that may occur from GC injections.
 •  Infection (1 in 50,000 injections).
 •  Skin hypopigmentation.
 •  Steroid crystal-induced synovitis (postinjection flare; 2%).
 •  Subcutaneous tissue atrophy.
 •  Tendon rupture (never inject Achilles tendon area).
 •  Osteonecrosis (rare).
 •  Erythroderma. 

 25.  How might a postinjection flare be distinguished from infection after a GC injection?
Postinjection flares occur in 1% to 2% of patients receiving GC injections and are most likely to occur with use of 
least soluble (i.e., longest-acting) GC preparations. Injections of the lateral epicondyle of the elbow are particularly 
prone to this complication. The flare occurs within 6 to 18 hours after an injection. In contrast, an infection usually 
becomes apparent 2 to 4 days after an injection. If need be, the joint can be aspirated and will show intracellular 
steroid crystals in a postinjection flare (look like calcium pyrophosphate dihydrate crystals but polarize with 
first-order red compensation-like gout crystals). Treat with ice, NSAIDs, and pain medications. A postinjection flare 
should resolve within 24 hours, whereas an infection will not.
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Table 82.5   Guidelines for the Appropriate Dose of Glucocorticoid to be Injected

SITE PREDNISONE EQUIVALENT DOSE (MG)

Bursa 10–20

Tendon sheath 10–20

Small joints of hands and feet 5–15

Medium-sized joints (wrist, elbow) 15–25

Large joints (knee, shoulder, ankle) 20–50

The dose for injection into a child’s knee is 1 mg/kg.
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SYSTEMIC ANTIRHEUMATIC DRUGS
Marcus H. Snow, MD and Amy C. Cannella, MD, MS

If many drugs are used for disease, all are insufficient.
–Sir William Osler

KEY POINTS

 1.  Choice of disease-modifying antirheumatic drug (DMARD) therapy is based on disease severity, comorbidities, 
and fertility plans.

 2.  Hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) or sulfasalazine (SSZ) monotherapy is best used for mild rheumatoid arthritis (RA).
 3.  Methotrexate (MTX) is the most effective DMARD for RA and often the anchor drug for all combination therapies.
 4.  Combination DMARD therapy is more effective than monotherapy in severe RA.

 1.  What is meant by a DMARD?
Because there is no cure for most rheumatic diseases such as RA or systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), the 
goal of treatment is to put the disease into remission. Drugs having some ability to do this are known as DMARDs. 
To be designated a DMARD, a drug must change the course of the disease for at least 1 year as evidenced by 
one of the following: sustained improvement in physical function, decreased inflammatory synovitis, slowing or 
prevention of structural joint damage. There are three general classes of DMARDs used in rheumatology:

 •  Conventional synthetic DMARDs (csDMARDs): see Chapters 83 and 84.
 •  Target synthetic DMARDs: apremilast, JAK inhibitors: Chapter 84
 •  Biologic DMARDs (bDMARDs): see Chapter 85. 

 2.  When should a patient with RA be started on a DMARD?
Once the diagnosis of RA is established, all patients (with rare exception) should begin DMARD therapy. Bone 
erosions and joint space narrowing develop within the first 2 years of disease in most patients and are progressive 
from that point onward. Therefore, early, aggressive treatment with DMARDs is warranted. Additionally, patients 
with RA who have evidence of active disease (synovitis, morning stiffness, etc.), bony erosions or deformities, or 
extraarticular disease manifestations and are not already on DMARDs should begin treatment immediately. 

 3.  How quickly can traditional non-bDMARDs be expected to work?
Most non-bDMARDs take several months (3–6 months) to achieve a significant response. It is important to 
educate patients about this time frame of response so they are not discouraged when results are not seen 
immediately. 

 4.  How are antimalarials used in the treatment of rheumatic diseases such as RA or SLE?
Antimalarials are the least toxic of all DMARDs and can be safely combined with other DMARDs. They 
are particularly effective in early treatment or add-on therapy of RA patients with mild to moderate disease 
manifestations. HCQ is the main antimalarial used.

Dosage:
  

HCQ (Plaquenil), 200 to 400 mg/day (<5 mg/kg actual body weight).
Chloroquine (Aralen), 250 mg/day (≤3.0 mg/kg ideal body weight). 
Quinacrine (Atabrine), 100 to 200 mg/day. Made by a compounding pharmacy. Can be used in dose of 50 to 100 

mg/day as adjunctive therapy with HCQ and chloroquine without increasing retinal toxicity.
There is no effect of food on absorption of antimalarials. About 50% is excreted in urine. Patients with renal insuf-

ficiency (<30 mL/minute) should receive a reduced dose, plasma levels (HCQ) monitored, and receive a close 
evaluation for side effects (ocular, myopathy, cardiomyopathy). Antimalarials are not effectively dialyzable.

  
Side effects (hydroxychloroquine):

 •  Nausea and vomiting (5%): this is less likely to occur if start at half dose and titrate up over 2 to 4 weeks.
 •  Retinal toxicity: The risk is proportional to the dose and length of exposure for HCQ. When dosed at <5 mg/kg 

(actual weight), the risk is <2% at 10 years, but can be up to 20% after 20 years. After 20 years, the annual 
risk is approximately 4%. There is increased risk with renal insufficiency and tamoxifen use.

 •  Central nervous system effects (2%): these can include headache, dizziness, and tinnitus.
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 •  Myopathy and neuropathy: a neuromyopathy can rarely occur usually after prolonged use or in patients with 
renal insufficiency. Creatine phosphokinase can be normal or slightly elevated. The muscle pathology shows 
a vacuolar myopathy with the classic findings of curvilinear and/or myeloid bodies. A cardiomyopathy with 
similar histologic features presenting as congestive heart failure can also occur in this setting. Patients on 
antimalarials for over 5 to 10 years may benefit from periodic cardiac troponin I and brain natriuretic peptide 
testing to pick up early toxicity.

 •  Aplastic anemia (quinacrine): this may be heralded by a lichen planus rash.
 •  Hemolysis: this is rare unless the patient has a glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PD) deficiency.
 •  Rash: an acute erythroderma-like reaction can happen but is rare. This might be more common in patients 

with psoriasis or dermatomyositis. Hyperpigmentation of the skin (gray-black with HCQ and chloroquine, yel-
low with quinacrine) is common with long-term use. Bleaching of hair has been described.

Monitoring: a baseline retinal examination including automated visual fields plus spectral-domain optical 
coherence tomography (SDOCT) is recommended. Low-risk patients may have follow-up retinal screening at year 
5 and then yearly. However, some experts recommend yearly examinations regardless of risk (see Question 8). 

 5.  What is the mechanism of action (MOA) of antimalarials?
The precise MOA is unknown. Antimalarials are weak bases and accumulate in acidic vesicles such as 
lysosomes. By increasing lysosomal pH, there is a disruption in the normal assimilation of peptides with class 
II major histocompatibility complex molecules or binding of RNA/DNA to toll-like receptors (especially TLR7, 
TLR9). Antimalarials have also been shown to decrease production of interleukin-1 (IL-1), IL-6, interferons, and 
prostaglandins by cells.

Other cellular effects of antimalarials are beneficial. For instance, they can increase lipoprotein (low-density 
lipoprotein) receptors, thus helping to lower lipid levels. They also decrease insulin degradation, helping to prevent 
diabetes mellitus. Finally, they can inhibit platelet aggregation and adhesion, helping to prevent thrombosis. 

 6.  In which rheumatic conditions has treatment with antimalarials been effective?
 •  RA.
 •  Juvenile idiopathic arthritis (JIA).
 •  SLE.
 •  Discoid lupus, skin rash of dermatomyositis.
 •  Antiphospholipid antibody syndrome.
 •  Palindromic rheumatism.
 •  Psoriatic arthritis (controversial)—use with caution or not at all, because antimalarials may exacerbate psori-

atic skin lesions.
 •  Sjögren’s syndrome (controversial).
 •  Sarcoidosis.
 •  Erosive osteoarthritis (controversial). 

 7.  Discuss the use of antimalarial therapy in SLE.
Antimalarial therapy is very useful in treating patients with SLE. Skin manifestations, serositis, fatigue, and joint 
disease are especially responsive to treatment. Additionally, antimalarials are useful in maintaining remissions 
and preventing flares of disease. Pregnant lupus patients (anti-SS-A+) on antimalarial therapy have been 
shown to be less likely to have a child with neonatal lupus. Antimalarials also have a mild antithrombotic effect 
and may decrease risk of thrombosis, especially in patients with antiphospholipid antibodies. Therefore, unless 
contraindicated, patients with SLE should be on an antimalarial and SSA+ pregnant women should be on HCQ. 

 8.  How common is antimalarial retinopathy and what steps can be used to decrease this 
toxicity?
Chloroquine binds more avidly to corneal and retinal pigmented epithelium than HCQ and, thus, causes more 
corneal deposits and retinopathy. Corneal deposits are not an indication to stop antimalarials, but retinopathy is an 
absolute indication to stop therapy.

The overall risk of HCQ retinopathy has been estimated from 1% to 7.5% of patients and is strongly tied 
to overall exposure to HCQ. Historically, dosing was 6.5 mg/kg of ideal body weight, but newer guidelines have 
recommended dosing HCQ at <5 mg/kg of actual body weight. These doses must be decreased further if there 
is renal dysfunction, liver dysfunction, or tamoxifen use. At the dose of 5 mg/kg, <1% of patients will have 
retinopathy at 5 years, but this risk can be as high as 20% at 20 years of exposure.

For chloroquine, patients <1.57 m (62 inches) in height should receive <250 mg of chloroquine a day. 
Notably, owing to a different chemical composition, quinacrine does not cause retinopathy. Consequently, 
quinacrine can be combined with chloroquine or HCQ without added retinal toxicity.

A baseline ophthalmologic examination should be done on all patients during the 1st year of therapy. Revised 
recommendations state that annual screening using Humphrey automated visual fields 10-2 perimetry as well 
as newer objective tests (SDOCT, electroretinography, fluorescein angiography) should begin at 5 years of usage. 
Patients who are at higher risk for toxicity should be examined more frequently (i.e., every year after baseline 
examination). These high-risk patients include those on higher than recommended doses, have coexistent 
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eye disease, are over age 60 years, are taking tamoxifen (has its own risk of retinal toxicity that is adversely 
synergistic with HCQ), or have renal or liver dysfunction. Some experts advise yearly retinal screening, even in 
low-risk individuals.

The first evidence of toxicity is loss of red light perception. If this is detected, the antimalarial can be stopped 
and there will be no loss of vision. However, if toxicity progresses to a decrease in visual acuity and/or macular 
pigmentary changes, the patient may lose further vision despite discontinuation of the antimalarial. 

 9.  What can interfere with antimalarial effectiveness? What drug interactions can occur?
Smoking can induce hepatic cytochrome P450 enzymes resulting in accelerated metabolism of antimalarials, 
causing them to be less effective. Cimetidine can decrease the clearance of antimalarials. Antimalarials can 
increase digoxin levels and conversely antagonize the effects of anticonvulsants and amiodarone. Due to the 
effects on insulin degradation, they may also potentiate the glucose-lowering effects of hypoglycemic agents, and 
diabetic patients are advised to closely monitor blood sugars with initiation of treatment. 

 10.  Discuss the use of SSZ in RA.
SSZ (Azulfidine) is often used in early and mild disease. Its potential for toxicity is low; it is often combined with 
other DMARDs. SSZ was designed as a two-component drug including sulfapyridine, which is antimicrobial, and 
5-aminosalicylic acid (5-ASA), which is antiinflammatory.

Dosage: 1 to 3 g/day in divided doses. To reduce gastrointestinal (GI) toxicity, start at 500 mg/day and 
increase by 500 mg each week.

Side effects:
 •  Nausea and vomiting: less likely to occur with slow dose titration, the use of enteric coated tablets, and if 

taken with meals.
 •  Rash: occurs in approximately 1% to 5%, usually within first 3 months.
 •  Headache and dizziness.
 •  Azoospermia: reversible within 3 months upon cessation of therapy.
 •  Agranulocytosis: occurs in <3% of patients and usually within the first 3 months of therapy. Prescribers should 

be vigilant in monitoring for this potentially fatal toxicity.
 •  Hemolysis: can occur if the patient has G6PD deficiency.
 •  Pulmonary infiltrates with eosinophilia.
 •  Hypersensitivity reactions: can include hepatic enzyme elevation ± fever, adenopathy, and rash. The drug 

should be discontinued.
Monitoring: complete blood count (CBC), creatinine, and liver transaminases every 2 to 4 weeks for the first 

3 months, then every 8 to 12 weeks for the next 3 to 6 months, then every 12 weeks.
Precautions: dose should be decreased by 50% if creatinine clearance (CrCl) <50 mL/minute with close 

monitoring. 

 11.  What is the metabolism and MOA of SSZ?
Only 10% to 30% of SSZ is ultimately absorbed in the small intestine. Most SSZ is broken down by colonic 
bacteria to sulfapyridine, which is then 90% absorbed, and into 5-ASA, which mostly (90%) stays in the bowel. 
The sulfapyridine component is felt to be most effective and thus patients without a colon may not respond to SSZ. 
SSZ has multiple antiinflammatory (including upregulation of adenosine similar to MTX) and immunomodulatory 
effects (via interaction on the gut immune system), but the exact MOA is unknown. 

 12.  In what rheumatic diseases is SSZ used?
 •  RA.
 •  JIA.
 •  Reactive arthritis (Reiter’s syndrome).
 •  Psoriatic arthritis.
 •  Ankylosing spondylitis (peripheral arthritis).
 •  Enteropathic arthritis. 

 13.  Discuss the role of MTX in RA.
MTX (Rheumatrex, Trexall) is considered the most effective DMARD for RA. Approximately 30% of patients will 
achieve low-disease activity on MTX monotherapy. MTX acts relatively quickly after being started, often within 
several weeks. In addition to its clinical efficacy, MTX retards new erosions in involved joints. Using other drugs 
(HCQ and SSZ) in combination with MTX has resulted in improved efficacy over MTX alone without an additive 
increase in side effects. 

 14.  What dose of MTX is used to treat RA and what toxicities are associated with its use?
Dosage: 7.5 to 25 mg orally, subcutaneous, or intramuscular weekly. The absorption of oral and parenteral MTX is 
equivalent at doses <15 mg/week. At higher doses, parenteral MTX gives serum levels 30% higher than oral MTX. 
At oral doses above 15 mg/week, better absorption is obtained if the oral dose is split (within a 24-hour period) or 
the parenteral form is used.
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Dosage:
 •  Oral MTX is available in 2.5-mg tablets and Trexall is available in 5.0-, 7.5-, 10-, and 15-mg tablets. Most 

rheumatologists favor using only 2.5-mg tablets to reduce the risk of dosing confusion. The cost of 40 pills is 
approximately $95/month (“cash price”). There has been recent cost variability due to intermittent shortages 
of oral generic MTX.

 •  Subcutaneous MTX (generic) is supplied as a solution of 25 mg/mL (supplied in 2-mL and 10-mL vials). The 
patient must draw up the correct dose (2.5 mg/0.1 mL). MTX solution can be with or without preservative. At 
the doses used in rheumatology, patients can take either type. Preservative-free solution can be used if there 
are injection site reactions. The cost of two 2-mL vials (i.e., 1 month of therapy) is $30 to $40.

 •  Fixed-dose individual syringes (Otrexup, Rasuvo) for subcutaneous injection are supplied as single dose, autoinjec-
tors (0.4 mL) with prefilled doses of 10, 15, 20, or 25 mg. The cost of four 25-mg syringes is $475 to $650/month.

Folic acid 1 mg/day should always be given with MTX, and the dose can be increased to 2 to 5 mg/day 
if symptoms of toxicity (mouth sores) develop. Folinic acid (leucovorin) 5 mg given as one dose 24 hours after 
weekly dose of MTX can sometimes help mouth sores even if folic acid fails.

Side effects:
 •  Oral ulcers: this may be prevented with the use of folic acid. Some patients may benefit from vitamin A 8000 

IU/day.
 •  Photosensitivity.
 •  Hepatic toxicity: folic acid and subcutaneous dosing may reduce this side effect. Concern has lessened with 

further experience, and routine liver biopsy is not recommended. Obesity and diabetes mellitus increase fat in 
the liver and chance of MTX hepatotoxicity.

 •  Hematologic toxicity: this includes leukopenia, thrombocytopenia, pancytopenia, and megaloblastic anemia. 
This is less likely to occur if renal function is normal.

 •  Pneumonitis: pulmonary toxicity from MTX can be myriad. In true pneumonitis, it is critical to eliminate infec-
tious causes such as Pneumocystis jiroveci pneumonia, and if MTX is felt to be the causative agent, it must be 
stopped and not restarted. The mortality rate upon rechallenge is up to 50%.

 •  Flu-like symptoms: these include nausea, fatigue, fever, chills, myalgias, and are called “MTX flu”. Some pa-
tients may have less of these symptoms if dextromethorphan 30 mg given with MTX and 30 mg 8 to 12 hours 
later (Mucinex-DM).

 •  Worsening nodulosis (5%) and leukocytoclastic vasculitis.
 •  Lymphomas: when a patient on MTX is diagnosed with Epstein–Barr virus-positive lymphoma, the treatment 

of the lymphoma is to stop the MTX. The lymphoma may resolve completely without chemotherapy in some 
patients.

 •  Teratogenicity: category X drug during pregnancy. 

 15.  Discuss the precautions and monitoring required for patients taking MTX.
Monitoring: before starting MTX, CBC with platelets, hepatitis B and C serologies, aspartate aminotransferase 
(AST), alanine aminotransferase (ALT), albumin, and creatinine (CrCl) should be obtained. A chest x-ray should be 
performed if the patient has not had one in the past year. Monitor CBC, creatinine, and liver transaminases every 2 
to 4 weeks for the first 3 months, then every 8 to 12 weeks for the next 3 to 6 months, and then every 12 weeks.

Precautions: MTX should not be used in patients on dialysis or who have a CrCl <30 mL/minute. The 
dose should be reduced by 25% and 50% for CrCl <80 mL/minute and <50 mL/minute, respectively. Patients 
should also avoid or limit (less than three to five drinks per week) alcohol (hepatoxicity) and trimethoprim–
sulfamethoxazole (decreases excretion).

MTX is contraindicated in pregnancy, and female patients of child-bearing age should use a reliable form of 
contraception. MTX should be stopped for 3 months in both men and women before attempting to get pregnant 
since the normal life cycle from oocyte to mature egg is 90 days. MTX can accumulate in pleural effusions and be 
reabsorbed causing neutropenia. MTX should not be used without consultation with a hepatologist in patients with 
hepatitis B or C infections. 

 16.  When should a liver biopsy be performed on patients receiving MTX?
Routine baseline or periodic liver biopsies in patients receiving MTX are not recommended. Usually when liver 
tests are persistently or significantly elevated in patients on MTX, the dose is reduced and reevaluation is 
performed. If the liver function tests continue to be significantly elevated, MTX is usually stopped and therapy 
is switched. With the multitude of non-bDMARD and bDMARD therapies available, the underlying inflammatory 
disorder can usually be controlled with another nonhepatotoxic medication. 

 17.  What is the MOA for the immunologic effects of MTX at the doses currently used?
MTX enters the cell via the reduced folate carrier (RFC) and leaves the cell via members of the ATP-binding 
cassette (ABC) protein family. Intracellular MTX undergoes polyglutamation by the enzyme folylpolyglutamate 
synthase (FPGS). Polyglutamation of MTX prevents intracellular MTX from being transported out of the cell, 
resulting in its immune-modulating effects and long duration of action. It takes 4 to 6 weeks after starting MTX for 
the effect to be seen clinically. Polymorphisms of RFC, ABC proteins, and FPGS account for variations in efficacy 
and toxicity of MTX among patients. Erythrocyte MTX-polyglutamate levels can be measured that may correlate 
with response to therapy.
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MTX has multiple effects on the immune system, including inhibition of 5-aminoimidazole-4-carboxamide 
ribonucleotide (AICAR) transformylase, thymidylate synthetase, and dihydrofolate reductase, with resultant 
antiinflammatory and antiproliferative effects. At the doses used in rheumatology, the effects of MTX are more 
likely via its antiinflammatory properties. MTX inhibition of AICAR transformylase leads to increases in the 
intracellular concentration of its substrate AICAR, which stimulates the release of adenosine. Adenosine is a 
tissue protective retaliatory metabolite with potent antiinflammatory properties, including counter-regulation 
of neutrophils and dendritic cells, downregulation of macrophages, cytokine modulation, and inhibition of 
collagenase synthesis. In addition, adenosine has multiple effects on the cardiovascular system. It is a potent 
vasodilator, has negative inotropic and chronotropic effects, and downregulates vascular smooth muscle cell 
proliferation. It is likely via these cardioprotective mechanisms that MTX has been shown to have a preferential 
effect on cardiovascular mortality when compared with other DMARDs in RA. 

 18.  In what rheumatologic conditions is MTX used?
 •  RA.
 •  JIA.
 •  Psoriatic arthritis.
 •  Reactive arthritis (Reiter’s syndrome).
 •  Ankylosing spondylitis (peripheral arthritis).
 •  Polymyositis/dermatomyositis.
 •  Antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody-associated vasculitides.
 •  Adult-onset Still’s disease.
 •  SLE.
 •  Polymyalgia rheumatica/giant cell arteritis.
 •  Sarcoidosis.
 •  Uveitis. 

 19.  Discuss the role of leflunomide in RA.
Leflunomide (Arava) is a DMARD engineered and approved for the treatment of active RA. Studies support 
leflunomide’s comparable efficacy to low-dose MTX and to SSZ. Additionally, leflunomide has been shown to slow 
radiographic progression in RA. Leflunomide may be used when MTX is contraindicated or not tolerated. It can 
also be added at a reduced dose (10 mg/day) to MTX in patients who have received benefit from MTX but still 
have active disease, although the potential of liver toxicity is increased. 

 20.  Discuss the dosing and side effects of leflunomide.
Dosage: 10 to 20 mg daily. It is primarily metabolized by the liver. To save money, leflunomide 20 mg every other 
day works as well as 10 mg daily. While it is approved with a loading dose (100 mg daily × 3 days), it is rarely 
given because of significant GI toxicity.

Side effects:
 •  Nausea, vomiting, diarrhea: diarrhea is the most common (17%) and may be abrogated by dose reduction.
 •  Skin rash (8%): most commonly occurs during the 2nd and 5th month.
 •  Cytopenias: neutropenia occurs more commonly than thrombocytopenia and usually in patients who already 

have a blood dyscrasia.
 •  Hepatotoxicity: usually occurs when used with other hepatotoxic agents, but fatal hepatotoxicity is reported 

and prudent monitoring is required.
 •  Cardiovascular: hypertension and hyperlipidemia both reported.
 •  Weight loss: can occur in absence of any other factor.
 •  Teratogenicity: pregnancy Category X.
 •  Pneumonitis: seen less commonly than with MTX.
 •  Neuropathy: peripheral neuropathy has been reported. 

 21.  What is the MOA of leflunomide?
Leflunomide is metabolized by the liver to its active metabolite, teriflunomide (A771726), which inhibits 
dihydroorotate dehydrogenase leading to a decrease in de novo synthesis of uridine, resulting in a decrease in the 
synthesis of pyrimidines. Activated but not resting lymphocytes (B cells > T cells) have low pools of pyrimidine 
nucleotides, making them sensitive to this drug. When uridine is lowered below a critical level, the tumor 
suppressor p53 is activated, arresting lymphocyte cell division in the G1 stage of the cell cycle. 

 22.  Is leflunomide used in diseases other than RA?
Yes. Although not Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved, leflunomide has been used in most diseases 
where MTX is used with similar results. 

 23.  What precautions and monitoring are required in patients taking leflunomide?
Before starting leflunomide, a CBC with platelets, hepatitis B and C serologies, AST, ALT, albumin, and creatinine 
(CrCl) should be obtained. Monitor with a CBC, creatinine, and liver transaminases every 2 to 4 weeks for the first 
3 months, then every 8 to12 weeks for the next 3 to 6 months, and then every 12 weeks.
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Leflunomide should not be used in patients with hepatic impairment or positive viral hepatitis serology and 
is also contraindicated in pregnancy. Caution should be used in patients with renal impairment because there are 
currently no clinical data available in this group of patients. However, leflunomide has been used successfully in 
patients on hemodialysis without need for dose adjustment.

Leflunomide has an extremely long half-life due to enterohepatic recirculation; in some cases, it may take 
up to 2 years to reach undetectable plasma concentrations. Because of this, an enhanced drug elimination 
procedure has been developed in cases of overdose, toxicity, or desire for pregnancy (both males and females). 
Cholestyramine 8 g three times daily for 11 days (does not have to be consecutive days) will rapidly reduce 
plasma concentrations in these situations. In patients desiring to become pregnant, the active metabolite plasma 
level must be documented to be <0.02 μg/mL on two occasions 14 days apart.

Rifampin increases serum level of active metabolite of leflunomide, which can increase toxicity. Warfarin 
therapy may be potentiated by leflunomide. 

 24.  Discuss the management of hepatotoxicity attributable to leflunomide.
There have been several reports of severe hepatotoxicity attributable to leflunomide. Some of these cases have 
resulted in liver failure and death. Most occurred within the first several months of initiation of therapy. Most 
patients were taking additional medications (such as MTX) that are known to be hepatotoxic to the liver or had 
coexistent hepatitis B that was reactivated. Appropriate precautions can decrease the chance of this toxicity:

 •  Limit use of other drugs with potential for additive liver toxicity.
 •  Do not use leflunomide in patients with hepatitis B or C.
 •  Monitor CBC, creatinine, and liver transaminases every 2 to 4 weeks for the first 3 months, then every 8 to 12 

weeks for the next 3–6 months, and then every 12 weeks.
The following are recommendations should liver-associated enzymes (LAEs) become elevated:

 •  Minor sporadic LAE elevations (>1× and <2× upper limit of normal [ULN])—follow with repeat testing.
 •  LAEs >2× ULN or persistent minor elevations—dose reduction
 •  LAEs >3× ULN—stop leflunomide and consider drug elimination protocol that can be abbreviated (cholestyr-

amine 4 g three times daily for 5 days). 

 25.  How is minocycline used for RA?
Minocycline is a tetracycline antibiotic that has been shown to reduce disease activity in RA. In clinical practice, 
it is used more in mild disease and has the benefit of not being immunosuppressant (as such it can be a good 
choice for those with comorbidities such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disorder). It is dosed at 100 mg twice 
daily, and side effects include hyperpigmentation (with long-term use, blue-black in arms and legs), dizziness, and 
photosensitivity. Cost is approximately $65/month. 

 26.  Can combinations of two or more DMARDs be used in the treatment of RA?
Yes. The role of combination DMARD therapy in the treatment of RA continues to evolve. With the addition of new 
medications, more therapeutic combinations are possible than ever before. Most clinical trials of combination therapy 
with DMARDs have included MTX. Several studies have shown that combination therapy with MTX, whether step-up 
or as initial therapy, is more beneficial than MTX alone. The following are some combinations that have been studied:

 •  MTX and HCQ.
 •  MTX, HCQ, and SSZ (triple therapy).
 •  MTX and leflunomide (typically MTX plus 10 mg of leflunomide).
 •  MTX and azathioprine.
 •  MTX and biologic agents. 

 27.  Should patients on immunosuppressive medications be vaccinated?
Yes. However, depending on the medication and dose, there are special considerations. It is important to know if 
the vaccine is live or inactivated. Patients on prednisone or on immunosuppressive medications listed earlier and 
in Chapters 84 and 85 can receive any of the inactivated vaccines. They can receive these vaccinations without an 
increased chance of flaring their underlying disease. However, their protective antibody titers following vaccination 
may be blunted because of immunosuppressive medications (especially prednisone).

Patients on prednisone ≥20 mg/day, and/or medications listed in Chapter 84 and 85 should not receive live 
attenuated virus vaccines. Furthermore, they should avoid contact with children recently vaccinated with oral polio 
vaccine, smallpox or rotavirus because the virus is shed in their stool. They should avoid contact with patients 
who received the live influenza virus intranasally and those who develop a rash following the live herpes zoster 
vaccine.

Inactivated vaccines:
 •  Influenza A/B/H1N1 vaccine: give yearly.

Patients on MTX should skip one weekly dose immediately after they receive the flu vaccine to maximize its 
protective response.

 •  Pneumococcal vaccine:
Pneumococcal polysaccharide 23-valent vaccine (PPSV23) to all immunosuppressed patients aged over 19 years 

at the start of therapy and 5 years later. They should receive an additional dose at age of 65 years if it has 
been >5 years since the previous two doses of PPSV23.
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Pneumococcal conjugate 13-valent vaccine (PCV13) has recently been advised to be given to immunosuppressed 
patients aged over 19 years. If the patient has not previously received PPSV23, they should get one dose of 
PCV13 followed by 8 weeks later with a dose of PPSV23. If the high-risk patient has received PPSV23 previ-
ously, they should get one dose of PCV13 given at least 1 year after the PPSV23 vaccination.

 •  Hepatitis B vaccine: at-risk patients on MTX or leflunomide.
 •  Age-appropriate vaccinations: tetanus diphtheria/acellular pertussis, meningococcal, Haemophilus influenzae 

B.
 •  Other inactivated vaccines as appropriate: inactivated polio, rabies, hepatitis A, hepatitis B, human papilloma 

virus, typhoid polysaccharide.
 •  Zoster Vaccine Recombinant, Adjuvanted (Shingrix): This newer inactivated vaccine was approved by the FDA 

in October of 2017 and is now recommended by the Center for Disease Control for those on “low-dose predni-
sone”. Initial recommendations of the FDA favor this over the live herpes zoster vaccine (Zostavax). However, it 
has not been tested in those on more significant immunosuppression at this time.

Live vaccines.
 •  Live vaccines currently available: mumps/measles/rubella, zoster vaccine live (zostavax), live attenuated influ-

enza (nasal), varicella zoster, yellow fever, oral typhoid, Bacillus Calmette–Guérin, rotavirus, oral adenovirus, 
smallpox.

 •  At the doses used in rheumatology, patients on low-dose prednisone (<20 mg/day) and csDMARDs can 
receive live vaccines. If initially on higher doses, patient must be on the lower dose (e.g., prednisone <20 mg/
day) for at least 1 month before receiving the live vaccine.

 •  Patients on biologics should be off the biologic for at least three half-lives before receiving a live vaccine and 
not restart the biologic until 1 month after administration of the live vaccine.

 •  Zoster vaccine live (Zostavax) is a live subcutaneous zoster vaccine. This is the “older” zoster vaccine and was 
the only option prior to late 2017. See earlier for recommendations. 

 28.  How is dapsone used in the treatment of rheumatic diseases?
Dapsone is a sulfone. It is poorly water-soluble, poorly absorbed through the GI tract, and metabolized by the 
liver. It is used as an antimicrobial agent for leprosy treatment. However, it also has antiinflammatory effects 
and is particularly useful in dermatoses involving polymorphonuclear leukocytes. It is a free oxygen radical 
scavenger and impairs the myeloperoxidase system. In rheumatic diseases, it is particularly useful for skin 
vasculitis (leukocytoclastic, urticarial, or erythema elevatum diutinum, cutaneous polyarteritis nodosa), skin 
lesions of Behçet’s disease, SLE rashes (particularly bullous disease and panniculitis), relapsing polychondritis, 
and pyoderma gangrenosum. Doses range from 50 to 200 mg with an average of 100 mg/day. The major drug 
interaction is probenecid, which slows its renal excretion. Dapsone is also used as P. jiroveci prophylaxis in 
patients allergic to sulfa antibiotics. 

 29.  What are the major toxicities of dapsone?
All patients treated with dapsone will have some degree of hemolysis and methemoglobinemia and should be 
thus supplemented with 1 mg of folate daily. Patients with G6PD deficiency will have severe hemolysis, so all 
patients should be screened, particularly those of Mediterranean or African descent. The hemolysis is attributable 
to a metabolite of dapsone causing oxidation of glutathione, which is essential for erythrocyte membrane integrity. 
G6PD is necessary to produce nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate, also called NADPH, which is a 
cofactor for glutathione reductase, which reduces the oxidized glutathione back to an active form.

Other side effects can include leukopenia, hypersensitivity syndrome, liver toxicity, nausea, and peripheral 
neuropathy (on high doses). Monitoring should include CBC and reticulocyte count every month for 3 months, then 
every 3 months with renal and liver tests. 

 30.  How is thalidomide used in the treatment of rheumatic diseases?
Thalidomide (Thalomid) has antiinflammatory, immunomodulatory, and antiangiogenic properties. Due to its 
side effects, it is currently rarely used for rheumatic illness. A major effect may be its ability to reduce tumor 
necrosis factor-α production by 40%. It is not immunosuppressive and has not been associated with opportunistic 
infections. At doses of 50 to 300 mg/day, it has been useful to treat inflammatory skin diseases associated with 
Behcet’s disease and SLE that are resistant to standard therapy. It is particularly useful for severe oral and/
or genital ulcerations. Major toxicities include sedation, constipation, rash, sensory polyneuropathy, blood clots, 
and teratogenicity (phocomelia). The FDA requires registration for its use and following stringent regulations and 
guidelines for use (call 1-888-423-5436 to get application for use). A progressive and irreversible polyneuropathy 
seen in up to 50% is more common in women and not related to daily or cumulative dose. It is recommended that 
a baseline electromyography/nerve conduction velocity be performed and repeated every 6 months. A decline in 
the sensory nerve action potential by 50% or development of subjective complaints requires discontinuation of the 
drug.

Lenalidomide (Revlimid) is similar to thalidomide but potentially less toxic. Its major toxicity is 
thrombocytopenia more than neutropenia. It is less likely than thalidomide to cause blood clots and sensory 
polyneuropathy. 
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 31.  What are the definitions for improvement in RA treatment trials? What radiographic scoring 
system is most often used to measure radiographic progression in RA trials?
An American College of Rheumatology (ACR) study group determined that improvement for clinical trial patients 
with RA should be defined as:

Required: ≥20% improvement in tender joint count
and
≥20% improvement in swollen joint count.
Plus: ≥20% improvement in three of the following five:

 •  Patient pain assessment.
 •  Patient global assessment.
 •  Physician global assessment.
 •  Patient self-assessed disability (health assessment questionnaire [HAQ]).
 •  Acute-phase reactant (erythrocyte sedimentation rate [ESR] or C-reactive protein [CRP]).

Patients who improve as defined earlier are said to have met criteria for ACR 20. If improved 50% or 70%, 
they have met criteria for ACR 50 or ACR 70. Achieving an ACR 20/50/70 is more difficult than just improving the 
patient’s joint count by 20%, 50%, or 70%.

The European League Against Rheumatism developed the disease activity score 28 (DAS28) to measure 
disease activity and improvement in clinical trials and practice. This takes into account: (1) number of tender joints 
out of 28 examined; (2) number of swollen joints out of 28 examined; (3) the measured ESR; and (4) patient’s 
subjective assessment of disease activity (patient global) over preceding 7 days (scale 0–100). These parameters 
are put into a formula (DAS calculator; www.das-score.nl) and a disease activity score is calculated (scale 
0.49–9.07). Using the DAS28-ESR the cutoff values are:

 •  >5.1, high disease activity.
 •  >3.2 to ≤ 5.1, moderate disease activity.
 •  ≤3.2, low disease activity.
 •  ≤2.6, remission.

Change from baseline DAS28-ESR must exceed 0.6 to be clinically meaningful. Some investigators use CRP 
instead of ESR and a slightly different formula that reportedly has the same cutoff values. Several reports have 
suggested that the DAS28-CRP underestimates the disease activity compared with the DAS28-ESR. In addition, 
clinical trials using biologics that block IL-6 will affect CRP measurements and thus the DAS28-CRP cannot be 
used in those trials.

The most commonly used radiographic scoring system in RA trials is the van der Heijde modification of 
the Sharp scoring system. In brief, this method scores the presence of erosions in 16 joints of hands and wrists 
(graded from 0–5) and in 6 joints of the feet (graded from 0–5), and the presence of joint space narrowing in 
15 joints of the hands and wrists (graded from 0–4), and in 6 joints of the feet (graded from 0–4). The maximal 
range is 280 units for erosion and 168 units for joint space narrowing, summing up to a maximum of 448 units 
for the total Sharp score. Studies have shown that an increase of 5 to 6 units in total Sharp score was equivalent 
to destroying one small joint and correlated with a physician’s desire to change therapy. An increase of 25 
units of total Sharp score correlates with a 0.22 to 0.25 increase in the HAQ-disability index (DI) score, which 
is the minimally important difference that can be detected clinically. A total Sharp score of over 50 to 100 units 
correlates with a HAQ-DI of 1.0 (0.0–3.0 total scale), which correlates with moderate functional impairment. 

 32.  Discuss the time, cost, and success rate of developing a new drug for treating a rheumatic 
disease.
It takes 10 years and $1 to $2 billion from the time a new drug is tested in mice until it makes it to the market.

 •  Preclinical phase (efficacy, toxicity, and pharmacokinetics in animals): only 2% of new drugs tested make it out 
of this phase.

 •  Phase 0 and I trials (drug metabolism [Phase 0] tested in 10 normal volunteers and dose ranging and safety 
[Phase I] tested in 20 to 100 normal humans): 70% of drugs make it out of this phase.

 •  Phase II trials (dose [Phase IIA] and efficacy/safety [Phase IIB] tested in 100–300 patients with disease): 33% 
of drugs make it out of this phase.

 •  Phase III trials (efficacy and safety tested in 1000 to 2000 patients with disease): 80% of drugs make it out of 
this phase to market.

 •  Overall, one out of five (20%) drugs entering Phase I make it to market. 

 33.  What are the monthly costs for these medications when used to treat RA?
The monthly costs for these medications when used to treat RA are outlined in Table 83.1.

Pearl: leflunomide 10 mg and 20-mg tablets cost the same. Owing to long half-life, a patient on 10 mg a day 
can be switched to 20 mg every other day, which is much less expensive.
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Table 83.1   Approximate Monthly Costs (Dollars) of Generic Medications to Treat 
Rheumatoid Arthritis

GENERIC MEDICATION AND DOSE COST WITHOUT INSURANCE/MONTH

Methotrexate 2.5-mg tablets
25 mg/week orally, (#40)

$95 (has been variable recently)a

Methotrexate solution for injection
25 mg weekly, 25 mg/mL (4 mL)

$10

Hydroxychloroquine 200-mg tablet
1 twice daily (#60)

$100 (has been variable recently)a

Sulfasalazine 500-mg delayed release tablet
1000 mg twice daily (#120)

$50

Leflunomide 20-mg tablet
1 daily #30

$130

Minocycline 100-mg capsule
1 twice daily #60

$65

aAll cost is without insurance and an online estimate in 2018.
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4IMMUNOSUPPRESSIVE, TARGET-
SPECIFIC, AND IMMUNOREGULATORY 
AGENTS
Michael G. Feely, MD and Amy C. Cannella, MD, MS

The physician without physiology and chemistry practices a sort of popgun pharmacy, hitting now the 
malady and again the patient, he himself not knowing which.

–Sir William Osler

KEY POINTS

 1.  Cyclophosphamide is best used for remission induction in severe rheumatic diseases.
 2.  Azathioprine (AZA) is best used for remission maintenance of rheumatic diseases.
 3.  AZA-induced myelosuppression is increased in patients with low thiopurine methyltransferase (TPMT) enzyme 

activity.
 4.  Mycophenolate mofetil (MMF) can be used for remission induction and maintenance for lupus nephritis.
 5.  Tacrolimus is effective as adjunctive therapy for inflammatory autoimmune lung disease and lupus nephritis.
 6.  Janus tyrosine kinase (JAK) inhibitors abrogate different cytokine/growth factor effects based on the specific 

JAKs they inhibit.

IMMUNOSUPPRESSIVE AGENTS

 1.  How is AZA (Imuran, Azasan) supplied and used?
 •  Available formulations: 50-mg tablets (Imuran), 75-mg tablets (Azasan), 100-mg/20-mL vial.
 •  Side effects: bone marrow depression, nausea, vomiting, skin rash, malignancy (some studies show lymphoma 

increased two times), hepatotoxicity (liver enzymes mildly increased in 33%, isolated hyperbilirubinemia , se-
vere toxicity is rare), infections (herpes zoster, cytomegalovirus [CMV]), pancreatitis, hypersensitivity syndrome 
(rash, fever, hepatitis, renal failure within first 2 weeks of use).

 •  Dosage: 50 to 200 mg/day (1–2.5 mg/kg per day). Start 25 to 50 mg/day and increase by 25 to 50 mg every 1 
to 2 weeks to desired dose.

 •  Cost (150 mg/day): generic ($120/month); Azasan ($1000/month); Imuran ($650/month).
TPMT testing: genetic ($395) and phenotypic or functional enzyme ($220) testing for TPMT are commer-

cially available. TPMT is the enzyme responsible for the metabolism of thiopurines, including AZA and 
 6-mercaptopurine (6-MP). Genetic polymorphisms can result in functional inactivation of the enzyme and 
lead to potentially fatal myelosuppression. The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) recommends that 
“consideration be given to either genotype or phenotype patients for TPMT” prior to initiating therapy with 
AZA. Some practitioners routinely order the TPMT test prior to administration of AZA or 6-MP, but this has not 
been universally adopted. With a lack of cost-effective data and optimal clinical circumstances for which the 
test should be ordered, other practitioners do not routinely check TPMT and elect for slow dose escala-
tion with close monitoring of the blood counts. Even in the absence of TPMT genetic polymorphisms, close 
monitoring should occur for anyone taking AZA or 6-MP.

 •  Monitoring: a complete blood count (CBC) and platelet count should be monitored every 2 weeks during dose 
escalation and every 4 to 6 weeks after dose stability. Liver transaminases should be checked every 6 to 8 
weeks during therapy. If leukopenia or thrombocytopenia occurs, the dose should be reduced by 50% or the 
drug discontinued. Patients developing macrocytosis require closer monitoring once alternative causes have 
been excluded.

 •  Precautions: AZA has been used in pregnancy without demonstration of teratogenicity or serious harm to the 
fetus; AZA is metabolized by xanthine oxidase (XO), and XO inhibitors can lead to fatal bone marrow suppres-
sion. Use of AZA or 6-MP with allopurinol or febuxostat requires a reduction of AZA dose by 75%. Many would 
advocate to not use this combination at all. Sulfasalazine and trimethoprim/sulfamethoxazole increase the 
risk of leukopenia. AZA may cause warfarin resistance. Patients more likely (3×) to get a rash if treated with 
ampicillin or amoxicillin.
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Pearl: patients who cannot tolerate AZA due to nausea, vomiting, or rash may be able to tolerate 6-MP 
(Purinethol), which is the active product of AZA. However, 6-MP cannot be used in patients who develop pancreatitis 
or liver toxicity on AZA. The effective dose of 6-MP is half the dose of AZA (i.e., 50 mg 6-MP = 100 mg AZA). 

 2.  Describe the mechanism of action (MOA) and metabolism of AZA.
AZA is a prodrug converted to 6-MP, which is then converted to thiopurine nucleotides (6-TGN), which decrease de 
novo synthesis of purine nucleotides with resultant inhibition of DNA, RNA, and protein synthesis. This results in 
both cytotoxicity and decreased cellular proliferation. 6-TGN metabolite levels can be measured within 4 hours of 
taking AZA with 230 to 400 pmole/8 × 108 red blood cells being therapeutic (cost: $270).

The metabolism of 6-MP by two enzymes—XO and TPMT—results in the formation of inactive metabolites. 
Inhibition of XO (by allopurinol, febuxostat) or TPMT (by sulfasalazine) causes an accumulation of 6-MP resulting 
in toxicity. In addition, TPMT enzyme activity is affected by genetic polymorphisms with 90% having high activity, 
10% intermediate activity, and 0.3% low activity. Blacks have 17% less TPMT activity than whites. Patients with 
low TPMT activity are at risk for the sudden onset of severe myelosuppression occurring between 4 and 10 
weeks after starting AZA. Patients with intermediate activity have more frequent adverse side effects, particularly 
gastrointestinal (GI). TPMT genotype and phenotype can be measured. Notably, the TPMT enzyme activity (i.e., 
phenotype) cannot always be predicted by the genotype. Whether or not this is necessary prior to starting AZA is 
controversial since over half of all cases of leukopenia are seen in patients with normal TPMT activity (Fig. 84.1). 

 3.  What rheumatic diseases are commonly treated with AZA?
 •  Rheumatoid arthritis (RA; less effective than methotrexate [MTX] and slower onset).
 •  Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE).
 •  Idiopathic inflammatory myopathies (polymyositis, dermatomyositis, necrotizing myopathies).
 •  Behçet’s syndrome.
 •  Antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody (ANCA)-associated vasculitis (remission maintenance).
 •  Many other rheumatic diseases (in an attempt to decrease glucocorticoid dosage).

Pearl: AZA is more effective as a maintenance therapy than for induction of remission in rheumatic disease. 

 4.  How is MMF (Cellcept) supplied and used?
 •  Available formulations: 250-mg, 500-mg capsules; oral suspension (200 mg/mL) and intravenous (IV) form 

(500 mg/20 mL) available.
 •  Side effects: GI (especially diarrhea 25%), leukopenia, anemia, hepatotoxicity, infections (Pneumocystis jirove-

cii, progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy, herpes zoster, and CMV); lymphoproliferative malignancies 
(Epstein–Barr virus [EBV]-associated).

 •  Dosage: 500 to 1500 mg two times a day (BID). Taking with food may decrease not only absorption but also GI 
side effects. Decrease maximum dose to 1000 mg BID if severe renal insufficiency (creatinine clearance [CrCl] 
<30 cc/minute) and in Asians.

 •  Cost (1000 mg BID): generic ($120/month); brand Cellcept ($1500/month).
 •  Monitoring: baseline CBC with differential, hepatic function tests, creatinine, serologic testing for hepatitis B 

and C, and screening for latent tuberculosis. Follow CBC and liver enzymes weekly with dose change and then 
CBC every 6 to 8 weeks.

 •  Precautions: avoid in pregnancy and lactation; vaccinate appropriately. Cholestyramine and administration with 
food or antacids/proton pump inhibitors decrease bioavailability. Tacrolimus may potentiate effects of MMF.

Pearl: good alternative to AZA in patients with gout who need allopurinol or febuxostat and in patients who 
need warfarin. 

AZA 6MP 

6-Methylthiouric acid 

6-MMP 

HGPRT 

TPMT 

Xanthine
oxidase 

Glutathione-S-
transferase Thiopurine

nucleotides 

Fig. 84.1 Azathioprine metabolism. AZA, Azathioprine; HGPRT, hypoxanthine-guanine-phosphoribosyl-transferase; 6-MP, 6-mercapto-
purine; 6-MMP, 6-methylmercaptopurine; TPMT, thiopurine methyltransferase. (From Van Laar JM. Immunosuppressive drugs in Kelley’s 
textbook of rheumatology, ed 9, Philadelphia, 2013, Elsevier.)
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 5.  What is mycophenolic acid (MPA; Myfortic)?
MPA (Myfortic) is enteric-coated, delayed-release mycophenolate sodium. It comes in 180-mg and 360-mg 
delayed-release tablets. Dose conversion is 360 mg of Myfortic is equivalent to 500 mg of MMF. Some patients 
will tolerate Myfortic when they have experienced severe GI side effects with MMF. Cost of 720 mg BID is $280/
month for generic; $1000/month for brand name. 

 6.  What is the MOA of MMF?
MMF is an inactive prodrug that is hydrolyzed to active MPA. MPA is a reversible inhibitor of inosine-5’-
monophosphate dehydrogenase (IMPDH), which is an enzyme necessary for the de novo synthesis of the purine, 
guanosine. Lymphocytes (T and B cells) depend on IMPDH to generate sufficient guanosine levels to initiate a 
proliferative response to antigen. Cytokine production is not affected. MPA also inhibits carbohydrate (fucose, 
mannose) transfer to glycoproteins, resulting in less production of adhesion molecules (VLA-4, ICAM-1). In 
summary, MPA inhibits lymphocyte proliferation and migration. It also has antifibrotic activity. Notably, neutrophils 
are less affected by MPA than lymphocytes. The enterohepatic recycling of glucuronide-conjugated MPA 
contributes to GI toxicity since GI mucosal cells are 50% dependent upon de novo synthesis pathway of purines, 
which is inhibited by MPA. 

 7.  What rheumatic diseases have been treated successfully with MMF? Which diseases have 
not been treated successfully with MMF?
Use is similar to AZA. Good success has been seen in lupus nephritis (diffuse proliferative glomerulonephritis 
membranous) especially in African-American and Hispanic patients. It has been used successfully for treating 
cutaneous lupus (discoid and subacute cutaneous lupus), systemic sclerosis, myositis, uveitis, and vasculitis. 
Patients with RA or psoriatic arthritis (PsA) usually do not respond to MMF. MMF is also less effective than AZA in 
maintaining remission in patients with granulomatous polyangiitis. Due to its lymphocyte and antifibrotic effects, it 
has been effective in treating interstitial lung disease (ILD) associated with many rheumatic diseases. 

 8.  Discuss the use of cyclophosphamide (Cytoxan) in rheumatic diseases.
 •  Available formulations: 25-and 50-mg tablets; 100-, 200-, 500-, and 1000-mg vials.
 •  Dosage: multiple dosing regimens including (1) daily oral, 50 to 200 mg (0.7–2 mg/kg per day); (2) monthly IV, 

0.5 to 1 g/m2 body surface area or 15 mg/kg; and (3) 500 mg IV every 2 weeks for 6 doses (Euro-Lupus).
Pearl: dose of cyclophosphamide is based on actual body weight even if patient is obese.

 •  Cost (150 mg/day): oral generic tablets $1100/month.
 •  Follow-up: daily dosing, CBC every 2 weeks until stable dose, then monthly; serum creatinine, blood urea 

nitrogen, and electrolytes every 2 to 4 weeks, liver transaminases every 4 weeks. Urinalysis monthly while 
on therapy; urinalysis with cytology every 12 months after cessation of therapy. For monthly dosing, CBC, uri-
nalysis, and pregnancy test (women) before each dose, CBC 10 to 14 days after each dose to see nadir. If total 
white blood cell (WBC) count falls below 3500/mm3 or neutrophil count falls below 1500/mm3 at the nadir, the 
dose should be reduced by 20% to 25%. If the nadir total WBC count is above 4000/ mm3, the dose may be 
increased if patient’s disease is not controlled.

 •  Precautions: avoid in pregnancy, avoid live vaccines, use lower doses in elderly due to less bone marrow 
reserve (cellularity = 100%–age). Cimetidine and allopurinol increase frequency of leukopenia. IV cyclophos-
phamide interferes with stable Coumadin dosing. 

 9.  Describe the MOA and metabolism of cyclophosphamide.  
Cyclophosphamide is an inactive prodrug that is activated by hepatic cytochrome P-450 enzymes. Genetic 
polymorphisms of cytochrome P-450 enzymes can affect response to cyclophosphamide. The major active 
metabolite is phosphoramide mustard, which alkylates DNA and results in crosslinking of DNA, breaks in DNA, 
decreased DNA synthesis, and apoptosis. Cyclophosphamide synthesis has a marked effect on rapidly dividing 
cells and throughout the cell cycle, resulting in alterations in humoral and cellular immunity (B > T cells).

Liver disease does not increase the toxicity of cyclophosphamide. Initial dose is decreased by 30% if CrCl 
<30 cc/minute. Cyclophosphamide is dialyzable and should be administered more than 12 hours before a dialysis 
or administered any time after dialysis.

Acrolein is a major metabolic product of cyclophosphamide metabolism. It is responsible for causing 
hemorrhagic cystitis and bladder cancer. 

 10.  In which rheumatic diseases is cyclophosphamide therapy indicated? How effective is it?
 •  Granulomatosus with polyangiitis (Wegener’s).
 •  SLE (particularly lupus nephritis, severe manifestations).
 •  ILD in systemic sclerosis patients.
 •  Other systemic vasculitis syndromes.
 •  Other rheumatic diseases refractory to conventional therapy.

Cyclophosphamide is considered to be one of the most potent immunosuppressive drugs available. Its 
use has succeeded in almost all rheumatic diseases, particularly when other less potent and usually less toxic 
forms of therapy have failed. Once remission is induced by cyclophosphamide (usually by 3–6 months), less toxic 
agents, such as AZA or MMF, are used for maintenance. 
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 11.  What are the major toxicities of cyclophosphamide? What can be done to prevent them?
 •  Bone marrow suppression: the WBC nadir after a dose is 8 to 14 days later. Start at 50 mg/day orally with 

slow escalation and close monitoring.
 •  Infection (all types, especially herpes viruses): screen for hepatitis B and C, human immunodeficiency 

virus, and tuberculosis prior to therapy. Keep WBC nadir >3000/mm3 and preferably >4000/mm3. Decrease 
prednisone dose to <20 to 25 mg/day as soon as possible. Prophylaxis for P. jirovecci pneumonia with Bac-
trim/Septra, dapsone, or inhaled pentamidine. Pneumococcal and influenza vaccines should be administered.

 •  Hemorrhagic cystitis and bladder cancer: hemorrhagic cystitis more common in patients with BK virus. 
Nonglomerular hematuria occurs in up to 50% of patients with 5% developing bladder cancer (31-fold 
increased risk). Decrease risk by using monthly IV pulse therapy instead of daily oral therapy. Can also use 
mesna, which is a sulfhydryl compound that binds and inactivates acrolein in the urine. Cigarette smoking 
increases the risk of bladder toxicity. With daily oral therapy, cyclophosphamide should be dosed in the morn-
ing, and patients should ensure adequate hydration (>2 L/day), and empty bladder frequently.

 •  Malignancy: risk increased two- to four-fold. Increased risk if given daily oral versus monthly IV; the higher 
the cumulative dose, the greater the risk (50% in patients receiving ≥80 g total dose develop a malignancy).

 •  Infertility: the risk for ovarian failure ranges from 30% to 70% and varies depending on the patients’ age and 
cumulative dose. Risk may be two times less with monthly IV than with daily oral dosing. Women aged <20 
years have a 13% risk, 20 to 30 years 50% risk, and >30 years 100% risk of premature ovarian failure. Ovar-
ian failure is unlikely if women receive less than 6 monthly doses and common if they receive over 15 monthly 
pulses (50% with 8 g/m2 and 90% with 12 g/m2). It is rare in patients who received the Euro-lupus protocol 
(500 mg IV every 2 weeks × 6 doses). Azoospermia is found in 50% to 90% of men. Various strategies 
have been tried to limit this toxicity. Banking ova and sperm can be done but is expensive. In women, using 
gonadotropin-releasing hormone analog (Lupron depot, 3.75 mg intramuscular [IM] monthly or 11.25 mg IM 
every 3 months plus estradiol 0.3 mg/day [or biweekly patch if patient hypercoagulable]) to reduce hot flashes 
and protect the bone may be protective. In men, testosterone 100 mg IM every 15 days may be protective. 
Antimullerian hormone levels are a good marker of ovarian reserve and can be measured at any time during 
the cycle.

 •  Pulmonary: less than 1% patients get pneumonitis or pulmonary fibrosis.
 •  Others: reversible alopecia, syndrome of inappropriate antidiuretic hormone secretion, nausea (use antiemet-

ics), teratogenicity, and reversible posterior leukoencephalopathy syndrome after IV administration. 

 12.  What other alkylating agent has been used to treat rheumatic diseases?
Chlorambucil (Leukeran) has been used to treat several rheumatic diseases. The usual dose is 0.1 mg/kg 
per day (2–8 mg/day). It has been used primarily to treat the ocular and neuropsychiatric complications of 
Behçet’s disease. It has also been used in cryoglobulinemia, refractory dermatomyositis, lupus nephritis, and 
amyloidosis secondary to chronic inflammatory arthritis (RA, juvenile idiopathic arthritis, ankylosing spondylitis). 
Major toxicities are myelosuppression, infection (herpes zoster), and induction of myeloid leukemia and other 
malignancies. 

 13.  How is cyclosporine microemulsion (Gengraf, Neoral) used in the treatment of rheumatic 
diseases?

 •  Available formulations: 25- and 100-mg capsule; oral solution 100 mg/mL; IV solution 50 mg/mL.
 •  Dosage: 2.5 to 4 mg/kg ideal body weight for most rheumatic diseases. Start low in divided doses, and 

increase 0.5 mg/kg per day every 4 to 8 weeks.
 •  Cost (200 mg/day): $450 to $500/month.
 •  Follow-up: monitor creatinine and blood pressure every 2 weeks for 3 months, then monthly; periodic CBC, 

liver function tests, magnesium, potassium, uric acid, and lipid levels.
 •  Precautions: concurrent use of nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs, aminoglycosides, and angiotensin-

converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors may contribute to renal insufficiency. Erythromycin/clarithromycin, azole 
antifungals, diltiazem/verapamil, and other CYP3A4 inhibitors increase cyclosporine levels causing toxicity. 
Cyclosporine is stopped if creatinine increases 30% over baseline even if still in normal range. Cyclosporine 
can increase toxicity of statins (myopathy), colchicine (neuromyopathy), digoxin, and potassium-sparing diuret-
ics (hyperkalemia). Do not use colchicine in patients on cyclosporine.

Cyclosporine is a potent immunomodulating agent that works by inhibition of T-cell activation (primarily T 
helper cells). It does so by binding to a cytoplasmic protein (immunophilin) called cyclophilin, which in turn binds 
to calcineurin. This blocks the interaction of calcineurin with calmodulin, which is necessary to dephosphorylate 
nuclear factor of activated T cells (NF-AT)—a transcription factor needed to activate T-cell activation genes such 
as interleukin (IL)-2. 

 14.  What affects cyclosporine absorption? 
Cyclosporine is poorly absorbed from the gut with a bioavailability of 30% though with substantial variability 
among individuals. A high-fat meal can increase absorption. Grapefruit juice and marmalade from Seville oranges 
contain dihydroxy-bergamottin, which inhibits the cytochrome P450 enzyme in the small intestine, resulting in 
increased absorption and decreased metabolism of cyclosporine as well as statins and ACE inhibitors. St. John’s 
Wort decreases cyclosporine levels by inducing cytochrome P450 3A4, duodenal P-glycoprotein, and MDR-1 gene. 
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 15.  What are tacrolimus (Prograf) and sirolimus (Rapamune)?
Tacrolimus is a macrolide produced by a fungus (actinomycete). It has immunosuppressive effects similar to 
cyclosporine but at a dose 10 to 100 times lower (0.1–0.25 mg/kg per day; usual dose 2–5 mg BID). Tacrolimus, 
like cyclosporine, is a potent inhibitor of T-cell activation and inhibits transcription of early T-cell activation genes, 
such as IL-2, by interfering with the binding of nuclear regulatory factor, NF-AT, to its target region in the enhancer 
region of these inducible genes (see Question 13). Notably, tacrolimus causes less increase in uric acid than 
cyclosporine and it may be useful to switch from cyclosporine to tacrolimus in transplant patients with tophaceous 
gout. Tacrolimus has shown efficacy particularly in treatment-refractory myositis with or without lung involvement.

Sirolimus (rapamycin) and its derivative, everolimus (Afinitor), inhibit T-cell proliferation by binding to its 
cytoplasmic immunophilin (FK-binding protein, TOR, or FRAP), which inhibits IL-2 receptor transduction events 
after the receptor has bound IL-2. This blocks progression of the T-cell cycle from G1 to S phase. Sirolimus has 
not been used much in the treatment of rheumatic diseases. 

 16.  What rheumatic syndromes have been treated with cyclosporine?
 •  RA (especially when combined with MTX).
 •  Polymyositis/dermatomyositis (especially with ILD): tacrolimus may be a better drug.
 •  PsA and psoriasis.
 •  SLE (especially membranous glomerulonephritis due to its effect on podocytes).
 •  Uveitis.
 •  Others: Behçet’s, macrophage-activation syndrome (Still’s disease, SLE), pyoderma gangrenosum, Sjogren’s 

dry eyes (ophthalmic emulsion). 

 17.  What are the major toxicities of cyclosporine and tacrolimus?
 •  Decreased renal function (usually reversible with discontinuation of drug).
 •  Hypertension (treat with nifedipine or labetalol).
 •  Anemia (note that does not decrease WBC count).
 •  Malignancies (lymphomas and skin cancers): lymphoma (EBV-related) may regress with stopping drug.
 •  Hyperuricemia and gout (switch to tacrolimus which causes less hyperuricemia).
 •  Bone pain (treat with calcium channel blockers and lower cyclosporine dose).
 •  Others: infections, headaches, tremors, hyperpigmentation, anorexia, hepatotoxicity (rare). 

TARGET-SPECIFIC DISEASE-MODIFYING ANTIRHEUMATIC DRUGS

 18.  How is apremilast (Otezla) supplied and used in the treatment of rheumatic diseases?
 •  FDA-approved indications: psoriasis and PsA. Also effective for Behçet’s disease (oral and genital ulcers).
 •  Available formulation: starter therapy pack (10-, 20-, 30-mg tablets); 30-mg tablets.
 •  Dosage: use starter pack to start with 10 mg one per day (QD) and escalate up to 30 mg BID over 1 to 2 

weeks. Decrease dose by 50% if severe renal insufficiency (CrCl <30 mL/minute).
 •  Cost (30 mg BID): $3500/month.
 •  Monitoring: no specific blood tests required.
 •  Adverse effects: most common side effects are diarrhea (15%–20%), weight loss, and headache.
 •  Precautions: monitor for depression. Dexamethasone and rifampin decrease effectiveness of apremilast by 

increasing its metabolism. Ketoconazole/fluconazole decreases its metabolism.
 •  MOA: apremilast is an immune modulator rather than an immunosuppressant. It is an inhibitor of phospho-

diesterase 4, which results in an elevation of cAMP intracellularly in multiple cell types (T cells, mononuclear 
cells, others). The increase in intracellular cAMP decreases the production of several proinflammatory media-
tors (tumor necrosis factor [TNF]-α, IL-12, IL-23, interferon [IFN]γ , and inducible nitric oxide synthase) and 
increases the production of antiinflammatory cytokines (IL-10). 

 19.  What are JAK inhibitors (Jakinibs)?
JAKs are intracellular proteins that associate with and transduce signals from a number of cytokine and growth 
factor receptors. There are four JAKs (JAK1, JAK2, JAK3, and tyrosine kinase 2 [TYK2]) that form various 
homodimers and heterodimers with different pairings being associated with different cell surface receptors. 
When a specific cytokine or growth factor binds to its cognate receptor causing a conformational change 
and recruitment of transcription factors, the JAK dimers associated with the specific receptor phosphorylate 
the recruited transcription factors (e.g., STAT family). These phosphorylated transcription factors dimerize 
and translocate to the nucleus where they initiate gene transcription resulting in the production of various 
inflammatory mediators. The following are the JAKs associated with specific cytokine receptors:

 1)  JAK1.
 •  IL-2, IL-4, IL-7, IL-9, IL-15.
 •  IL-6, IL-10, IL-21, IL-27, IFNα/β, IFNγ.
 2)  JAK2.
 •  Erythropoietin, thrombopoietin, prolactin, growth hormone, granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating 

factor.
 •  IFNγ, IL-6, IL-12, IL-27 .
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 3)  JAK3 (primarily on hematopoietic cells).
 •  IL-2, IL-4, IL-7, IL-9, IL-15, IL-21.
 4)  TYK2.
 •  IL-6, IL-10, IL-12, IL-23, IL-27, IFNα/β.

Several small molecules have been developed or are in development that can inhibit one or more of these 
JAKs. The inhibition of these JAKs will abrogate the effect of specific cytokines/growth factors depending on 
which JAK is inhibited. This may result in differences in clinical effects and adverse effects (e.g., inhibition of 
interferons results in herpes infections). This nomenclature assigned to these JAK inhibitors includes “–itinib” 
indicating tyrosine inhibition. The following are some of the JAK inhibitors:

 •  FDA-approved:
Tofacitinib: JAK3 > JAK1 > JAK2.
Baracitinib: JAK1 = JAK2.

 •  In development:
  Filgotinib: JAK1 selective/preferential.
  Upadacitinib: JAK1 highly selective (FDA-approved in 2019, Rinvoq 15mg qd).
  Peficitinib: JAK1/JAK3 > JAK2.
 •  Others

It is important to note that all the JAK inhibitors inhibit all the JAK kinases to some degree even if listed as 
inhibiting a specific JAK significantly. Although there are differences in immunologic effects in vitro among the 
various JAK inhibitors, none of them inhibit a cytokine for a full 24 hours due to their short half-life. At therapeutic 
doses, they all seem to have similar effects and adverse effects. 

 20.  What is tofacitinib (Xeljanz, Xeljanz XR)?
Tofacitinib acts on JAK1/JAK2 (important for IL-6 and IFN signaling), JAK1/JAK3 (important for T-cell and B-cell 
signaling), and JAK2/JAK2 (growth factor signaling) dimer pairs. As a result of JAK 3 inhibition, the production of 
IL-2, IL-4, IL-7, IL-9, IL-15, and IL-21, which are important in T-cell and B-cell activation and function, is decreased. 
Additionally, with JAK1 inhibition, IL-6 and IFN-γ production are attenuated. Finally IL-2-dependent differentiation 
of Th2 and Th17 cells is decreased. It is metabolized and eliminated primarily by the liver (70%) with the remainder 
excreted by the kidneys (30%). Half-life is 3 hours for 5-mg tablet and 6 hours for extended-release (XR) tablet.

 •  FDA-approved indication: RA and PsA with inadequate response to MTX. Also approved for ulcerative colitis. 
Case reports show effectiveness in dermatomyositis rash and uveitis.

 •  Available formulation: 5-mg tablet, 11-mg XR tablet. There is a 10-mg tablet for use in ulcerative colitis.
 •  Dosage (RA and PsA): 5-mg tablet BID or 11-mg XR tablet QD. Not affected by food. Dose should be decreased 

to 5 mg daily if severe liver or renal disease. Can be used alone or in combination with MTX. Avoid use with 
AZA, cyclosporine, or biologic disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs (DMARDs).

 •  Cost (5-mg BID): $4300/month.
 •  Follow-up: CBC (with differential), creatinine, and hepatic enzymes monthly for 3 months, then every 3 

months. Maximum effect on lipids occurs by 6 to 8 weeks, thus lipid panel should be done by 12 weeks.
 •  Adverse reactions: common symptoms (4%–5%) include nasopharyngitis, diarrhea, and headache.
 •  Infections: any (20%), serious (2.7 events/100 patient years), opportunistic (0.3 events/100 patient years). 

Herpes zoster may be increased more than with other biologics and DMARDs.
 •  Hematologic: lymphopenia <500/mm3 (0.3%), absolute neutrophil count <1000/mm3 (0.07%), or hemoglobin 

drop >2 g/dL. Stop tofacitinib until counts recover, and then restart at lower dose. Lymphopenia associated 
with higher infection rate.

 •  Hepatic enzyme elevations >3 × upper limit of normal (ULN; 1.3%). Stop tofacitinib until enzymes improve, 
restart at lower dose.

 •  Lipid abnormalities: low-density and high-density lipoprotein increases 15% and 10%, respectively.
 •  Creatinine increase >50% of baseline (2% of patients): etiology unknown. Reversible if stop tofacitinib.
 •  Malignancy: solid tumors (0.6 events/100 patient years) and lymphoma reported in tofacitinib group but not 

placebo-treated group.
 •  GI perforations: have been reported.
 •  Immunizations: decreases response to inactivated vaccines.
 •  Precautions: do not use in patients with active infection. Patients with hepatitis B and C excluded from trials. 

Drug interactions include decreased effectiveness if used with rifampin. The tofacitinib dose needs to be 
decreased by half if the patient is put on ketoconazole/fluconazole. Do not use during pregnancy or breast 
feeding. 

 21.  What is baricitinib (Olumiant) and how is it different from tofacitinib?
Baricitinib blocks both JAK1 and JAK2 with expected inhibition of cytokines and growth factors which depend 
on JAK1 and JAK2 (see Question 19). It is eliminated primarily by the kidney (75%) and thus dose adjustments 
should be made in patients with significant renal insufficiency (2 mg/day max if CrCl <60 mL/minute or patient on 
probenecid). Do not use in patients with CrCl <30 mL/minute. Half-life is 12.5 hours.

 •  FDA-approved indication: RA after failure of MTX and TNF inhibitor. Ex-US it is approved for RA without need to 
fail an anti-TNF.

 •  Available formulations: 2-mg tablet. Ex-US there is also a 4-mg tablet.
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 •  Dosage: 2 mg QD. Ex-US can also use 4 mg QD. Not affected by food. Can be used alone or in combination 
with MTX.

 •  Cost (2 mg QD): $2150/month.
 •  Follow-up: same as tofacitinib.
 •  Adverse reactions, laboratory abnormalities, and precautions similar to tofacitinib. Notable differences were:
  venous thromboembolism was numerically more common in patients receiving the 4-mg/day dose. Therefore, 

the FDA approved only the 2-mg/day dose for use in the United States. It should be noted that patients with RA 
have an increased risk of deep vein thrombosis (DVT)/pulmonary embolism (PE) (3–7/1000 ptyrs) regardless of 
therapy. However, baricitinib should be used with caution in patients with a prior history of DVT/PE or multiple 
risk factors.

  Creatine kinase (CK) elevations: CK elevations >5× upper limit of normal (1.5% of patients on 4 mg/day; 0.8% 
of patients on 2 mg/day). No evidence of muscle weakness or rhabdomyolysis. Etiology unclear. CK usually 
improves without interruption of therapy.

  Creatinine elevations not observed but need to monitor since baricitinib is excreted renally. 

OTHER IMMUNOREGULATORY THERAPIES

 22.  Why do physicians use “pulse” glucocorticoids (GCs)?
Many clinicians use IV pulse GCs as the initial treatment of severe life-threatening or organ-threatening 
presentations of rheumatic diseases. This is typically methylprednisolone given in doses of 1 g/day for 3 to 5 
consecutive days. Many physicians split the dose (500 mg IV q12 hours or 250 mg IV q6 hours) on inpatients to 
lessen potential side effects. This regimen of GC administration is considered to have more immunomodulating 
effects than high-dose daily oral GCs through rapid (within minutes) nongenomic mechanisms including cell 
membrane physiochemical effects (controversial). As the sole therapeutic intervention, pulse steroids probably 
have no role in long-term therapy. However, in combination therapy with a cytotoxic agent, pulse steroids may 
provide time for a second agent to achieve its therapeutic effect.

The effect of pulse steroids usually lasts 4 to 6 weeks with wide variation between patients. It has been used 
most often in the treatment of severe vasculitis, lupus nephritis, and neuropsychiatric lupus. Side effects include 
psychosis, arrhythmias (some from hypokalemia), glucose intolerance, hypertension, glaucoma, and, rarely, 
sudden death. The risk of these adverse effects may be lessened by using a slow rate of infusion and ensuring 
that the serum potassium level is normal. 

 23.  How is IV gammaglobulin (IVIG) used as an immunomodulator in rheumatic diseases?
 •  Available formulations: multiple suppliers; solution concentrations vary from 3% to 12% Ig; cost is $100 to 

$300/g.
 •  Dosage: 1 to 2 g/kg administered over 1 to 5 days.
 •  Side effects: headache (2%–20%), flushing, chest tightness, back pain/myalgias, fever, chills, nausea, diapho-

resis, hypotension, aseptic meningitis, clot, leukopenia, serum sickness.
 •  Follow-up: creatinine 24 hours after infusion if baseline renal insufficiency.
 •  Precautions: anaphylactic reaction in patients with hereditary IgA deficiency (1/700 patients); transmission of 

infectious agents (rare).
Some side effects of gammaglobulin are avoided by premedicating patients with acetaminophen and 

diphenhydramine hydrochloride (Benadryl) or hydrocortisone sodium succinate (Solu-Cortef) and by slowing 
the rate of infusion. Infusion is started at 30 mL/hour and increased to a maximum of 250 mL/hour (sometimes 
higher). Patients who get migraine headaches may benefit from premedication with sumatriptan. Avoid sucrose-
containing IVIG (Carimune), which can cause acute renal failure. Avoid sugar-containing IVIG in diabetics. Use 
isoosmolar IVIG (240–300 mOsm/kg) to reduce the chance of clot. Use IVIG preparations (Privigen, Gammagard 
S/D) containing low IgA levels in IgA-deficient patients. In a patient who is not IgA-deficient, Gamunex-C (10%) 
may be best tolerated. 

 24.  In which rheumatic diseases is IVIG indicated? How might it work in these diseases?
 •  Autoimmune thrombocytopenia: Fc portion of IVIG binds the Fc receptor on reticuloendothelial cells blocking 

the removal of antibody-coated cells.
 •  Kawasaki disease: IVIG reduces expression of adhesion molecules on endothelial cells, binds cytokines that 

cause inflammation, reduces number of activated T cells, and binds staphylococcal toxin superantigens.
 •  Dermatomyositis and polymyositis: the Fc portion of IVIG can bind to C3b and C4b, decreasing complement 

activation.
 •  Chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy.
 •  Antiphospholipid antibody syndrome (off-label).
 •  Autoimmune hemolytic anemia and neutropenia (off-label).

Other proposed mechanisms that may explain IVIG effectiveness in autoimmune diseases include:
 •  Antiidiotypic antibodies bind surface immunoglobulin on B cells preventing binding to target autoantigen.
 •  Saturation of neonatal Fc receptor resulting in accelerated degradation of pathogenic IgG.
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 •  Sialylated fraction of IVIG (5% of total IVIG) binds to the protein, DC-SIGN, on dendritic cells resulting 
in enhanced expression of inhibitory FcγRs (FcγRIIb) on effector macrophages which can attenuate 
inflammation.

 •  Others: enhancement of Treg function, inhibition of dendritic cells. 

 25.  Why is plasma exchange (PLEX) used in the treatment of rheumatic diseases?
Theoretically, PLEX should remove immune complexes and autoantibodies that contribute to the pathogenesis of 
some of the rheumatic diseases. It is most effective when used acutely to gain a rapid response in life-threatening 
situations. PLEX is usually used in combination with GCs and/or cytotoxic therapy to decrease the risk of a 
rebound flare of the underlying immunologic disease once the pheresis is stopped.

Most PLEX protocols remove 2 to 4 L (40 mL/kg = 1 plasma volume) of plasma over a 2-hour period daily. 
Each exchange of 1 to 1.5 plasma volumes removes 60% to 70% of plasma constituents. Replacement fluid is 
generally albumin-saline or another protein-containing solution. To decrease the risk of infection and bleeding, 
1 to 2 units of fresh frozen plasma (FFP) are included as part of the replacement solution. If not, monitoring of 
fibrinogen, coagulation studies, and immunoglobulin levels are important. If the patient develops a low fibrinogen 
level (<200 mg/dL) or elevated international normalized ratio/partial thromboplastin time, then FFP is given. If 
patient develops hypogammaglobulinemia, IVIG (0.4 g/kg × 1 dose) is given. Cost of PLEX: >$5000 per session. 

 26.  In which rheumatic diseases has PLEX been beneficial?
 •  Thrombotic thrombocytopenia purpura (TTP) associated with rheumatic diseases.
 •  Catastrophic antiphospholipid syndrome.
 •  SLE: diffuse alveolar hemorrhage; neuropsychiatric lupus with coma; TTP.
 •  Neuromyelitis optica spectrum disorder.
 •  ANCA-associated vasculitis with diffuse alveolar hemorrhage and/or rapidly progressive crescentic glomerulo-

nephritis (Cr >3.5; controversial).
 •  Hepatitis B-associated polyarteritis nodosa (combined with antiviral agent).
 •  Hepatitis C-associated cryoglobulinemia (combined with antiviral agent).
 •  Goodpasture syndrome with progressive renal failure and/or diffuse alveolar hemorrhage.
 •  PANDAS—pediatric autoimmune neuropsychiatric disorders associated with streptococcal infections. 

 27.  Discuss the use of high-dose immunoablative therapy with autologous hematopoietic stem 
cell transplantation for the treatment of severe autoimmune disease.
Autologous (using patient’s own stem cells) hematopoietic stem cell transplantation is a method of increasing the 
intensity of chemotherapy that can be given to a patient with a severe autoimmune disease who is failing standard 
therapy. By collecting stem cells (CD34+) prior to chemotherapy, higher doses of cyclophosphamide (200 mg/
kg) can be given to ablate the immune system because the patient can be rescued from bone marrow failure 
by reinfusion of the patient’s own stem cells. Some patients may also receive lymphoablative antibodies or total 
body irradiation to eradicate residual autoreactive cells. This stem cell transplantation strategy allows the patient 
to reconstitute their immune system without redeveloping their autoimmune disease or developing graft versus 
host disease. This procedure is most often used for treatment-resistant SLE, systemic sclerosis, multiple sclerosis, 
and other autoimmune diseases with varying success rates and a mortality rate as high as 8% at a cost of up to 
$100,000. Other immunoablative and/or transplantation strategies are also being investigated.
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BIOLOGIC AGENTS
Sterling G. West, MD

A cynic is someone who knows the cost of everything but the value of nothing.
–Anonymous

KEY POINTS

 1.  Biologic agents differ in their effectiveness for controlling specific rheumatic diseases depending on what im-
munologic process and/or cytokines are driving the patient’s inflammation.

 2.  Tumor necrosis factor (TNF) inhibitors are more effective when combined with methotrexate (MTX).
 3.  Interleukin-1 inhibitors are most effective for Still’s disease and the cryopyrinopathies.
 4.  Interleukin (IL) 6 receptor inhibitor is effective for rheumatoid arthritis (RA) and giant cell arteritis (GCA).
 5.  Risk of hepatitis B reactivation and mycobacterial infections are increased in patients on biologics.
 6.  Live vaccines should not be given to patients on biologic agents.

 1.  What biologic agents (biologic disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs [bDMARDs]) are 
currently available for use in the treatment of inflammatory rheumatic diseases?
With our increased understanding of the pathogenesis of autoimmune rheumatic diseases, several bDMARDs 
have been developed for treatment, especially for RA, ankylosing spondylitis (AS), psoriatic arthritis (PsA), juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis (JIA), cryopyrinopathies/cryopyrin-associated autoinflammatory syndromes (CAPS), systemic 
lupus erythematosus (SLE), and primary vasculitides. These can be classified as follows:  
Cytokine-targeted therapies:

 •  TNF-α inhibitors: etanercept (ETN), infliximab (INF), adalimumab (ADA), golimumab, certolizumab.
 •  TNF-α inhibitor biosimilars: ETN-szzs, ETN-ykro, INF-dyyb, INF-abba, INF-qbtx, ADA-atto, ADA-abdm, 

ADA-adaz.
 •  IL-1 inhibitors: anakinra, rilonacept, canakinumab.
 •  Anti-IL-5: mepolizumab. Anti-IL-5 receptor: berralizumab.
 •  Anti-IL-6 receptor: tocilizumab, sarilumab. Anti-IL-6: siltuximab.
 •  Anti-IL-12/IL-23: ustekinumab.
 •  Anti-IL-17A: secukinumab, ixekizumab. Anti-IL-17 receptor: brodalumab.
 •  Anti-IL-23: guselkumab, tildrakizumab, risankizumab.

B-cell-targeted therapies:
 •  Rituximab (RTX, anti-CD20),ocrelizumab (anti-CD20)
 •  B-cell growth factor inhibitors: belimumab (anti-Blys).

T-cell-targeted therapies:
 •  Costimulatory molecule inhibitors: abatacept (anti-CD80/86).

Complement-targeted therapies:
 •  Eculizumab (anti-C5). 

 2.  What nomenclature is used in naming the biologic agents?
 •  cept: receptor drug which prevents a ligand from binding to its receptor (e.g., ETN, abatacept, rilonacept).
 •  ximab: chimeric monoclonal antibody (e.g., INF, RTX).
 •  zumab: humanized monoclonal antibody (e.g., certolizumab, tocilizumab, ixekizumab, eculizumab).
 •  umab: fully human monoclonal antibody (e.g., ADA, golimumab, belimumab, ustekinumab).
 •  ra: receptor antagonist (e.g., anakinra). 

 3.  List the precautions that should be taken before starting any biologic agents.
 •  Establish and record disease activity.
 •  Screen for comorbidities: skin examination for malignancy, infection risk, human immune deficiency virus (HIV) 

risk factors, hepatitis B/C risk factors, history of malignancy (lymphoma, melanoma, others), history of demy-
elinating disease, history of tuberculosis (TB) or other mycobacterial infections, history of fungal exposure, 
hyperlipidemia, liver disease, pregnancy, medications.

 •  Vaccination status: patients should receive inactivated influenza vaccine (seasonal), human papilloma virus 
vaccine, and age-appropriate pneumococcal and herpes zoster vaccines. Hepatitis B virus vaccination for at-
risk patients.
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 •  Tests before use: complete blood count (CBC), creatinine, hepatic enzymes, lipids, C-reactive protein, hepatitis 
B and C serologies, purified protein derivative (PPD) (or interferon [IFN]-γ release assay [IGRA]), chest x-ray, 
HIV (if risk factors). 

 4.  What is the rationale behind the use of biologics to inhibit cytokines in various inflammatory 
diseases?

 •  TNF-α is initially expressed as a transmembrane molecule primarily on the surface of monocytes and  
macrophages. The extracellular portion is cleaved by TNF-α-converting enzyme to form a soluble 
molecule that circulates as a homotrimer. TNF-α (and TNF-β from T cells) binds to two receptors, TNF-RI 
(p55) and TNF-RII (p75), both of which are found on the surface of most cells. Binding of TNF-α to its 
receptor triggers a variety of intracellular signaling events, inducing production of prostaglandins and 
proinflammatory cytokines/chemokines, endothelial cell expression of adhesion molecules that help 
recruit neutrophils and monocytes into the synovium, and synoviocyte/chondrocyte production of matrix 
metalloproteinases (e.g., collagenase) and upregulation of RANKL with osteoclast activation which can 
destroy cartilage and bone.

 •  IL-1 is a proinflammatory cytokine that exists in two forms, IL-1α and IL-1β, which are transcribed from 
closely related but distinct genes. IL-1α is in the cytosol and is membrane-bound. IL-1β is secreted into the 
extracellular space after cleavage of pro-IL-1β by IL-1β-converting enzyme (caspase 1). Thus, IL-1β is the 
predominant form that binds to the IL-1 receptor triggering intracellular signaling leading to a proinflammatory 
response, (which is synergistic to that induced by TNF-α), B-cell activation and rheumatoid factor production, 
cartilage degradation by induction of synoviocyte/chondrocyte production of enzymes resulting in proteogly-
can loss, and stimulation of osteoclasts causing bone resorption. Notably, cells producing IL-1 also produce 
IL-1Ra. However, in patients with inflammatory synovitis such as RA, the amount of IL-1Ra in the synovium is 
produced in insufficient amounts to neutralize the amount of locally produced IL-1.

 •  IL-5 is produced by Th2 cells and mast cells. It binds to its receptor, IL-5R, and stimulates B-cell growth, im-
munoglobulin production, and eosinophil activation and survival.

 •  IL-6 is critical for inflammatory and immune responses. It binds to its receptor, IL-6R, which is constitutively 
associated with glycoprotein 130 (gp130) on the cell membranes of hepatocytes and some leukocytes. Nota-
bly, binding of IL-6 to this cell membrane-bound IL-6R on hepatocytes and leukocytes has an antiapoptotic/
antiinflammatory effect. Additionally, there is a soluble form of IL-6R which can bind IL-6, and this complex 
can interact with gp130 on a wide variety of cells that are usually not affected by IL-6. This soluble IL-6/IL-6R 
complex is proinflammatory. IL-6 stimulates the development of T helper 17 (Th17) cells which produce IL-17, 
have a role in the activation of B cells and osteoclasts, help recruit neutrophils, and act synergistically with 
other cytokines to cause pannus formation.

 •  IL-17 has six subtypes (A–F) of which IL-17A and IL-17F are most important in inflammation. IL-17 is 
produced by multiple cells with IL-17A produced mainly by Th17 cells. Th17 cells are derived from CD4+ T 
cells that have been stimulated with IL-6 or IL-1β and transforming growth factor β. IL-17 dimers bind to the 
IL-17 receptor on multiple cells resulting in IL-6, IL-8, and granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor 
production by epithelial cells, endothelial cells, and fibroblasts, TNF-α production by monocytes, matrix metal-
loproteinase production, and osteoclastogenesis.

 •  IL-23 is produced mainly by macrophages and dendritic cells (DCs). It binds to its receptor on multiple cells 
resulting in enhanced survival of Th17 cells, induction of memory T cells, and stimulation of antigen presenta-
tion by DCs. 

 5.  What biologic agents are currently available to inhibit TNF-α?
ETN (Enbrel): a bioengineered molecule derived from Chinese hamster ovary cells, which consist of a fusion 
protein created by linking the extracellular binding regions from two TNF-RII (p75) receptors to the Fc portion of 
human immunoglobulin G1 (IgG1). This molecule is a dimeric soluble TNF receptor that binds soluble TNF-α and 
lymphotoxin (TNF-β). Its half-life is 3 to 5 days.

INF (Remicade): chimeric mouse–human monoclonal antibody composed of the constant regions of human 
IgG1 heavy and partial kappa light-chain domains coupled to the variable region of a mouse light chain with 
high affinity for human TNF-α. INF binds both soluble and cell-bound TNF-α and thus has the ability to induce 
apoptosis of cells with TNF-α bound to its surface. It does not bind lymphotoxin (TNF-β). Its half-life is 8 to 9 days. 
Concomitant use of MTX increases the amount of INF exposure by 30%.

ADA (Humira): fully human IgG1κ monoclonal antibody that binds soluble and transmembrane forms of 
TNF-α. Its half-life is 10 to 13 days. Simultaneous use of MTX increases a patient’s exposure to ADA by 30%.

Golimumab (Simponi): fully human IgG1κ monoclonal antibody that binds soluble and transmembrane 
forms of TNF-α. Median half-life is 14 days. Concomitant MTX use increases trough concentrations of golimumab 
by 30%.

Certolizumab pegol (Cimzia): Fab fragment of a recombinant, humanized anti-TNF monoclonal antibody 
that has been fused to a polyethylene glycol moiety. Cannot bind to Fc receptors, fix complement, or cross 
placenta due to not having a functional Fc fragment. Its half-life is 14 days. The pegylation delays clearance and 
may help localize the molecule to acidic, inflammatory sites. 
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 6.  How are TNF inhibitors supplied and used for their Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-
approved indications in rheumatic diseases?
  ETN (Enbrel).

 •  Available formulations: single use 25-mg and 50-mg prefilled syringes; single use 50-mg SureClick autoinjec-
tor; single use 50-mg prefilled cartridge (Enbrel Mini) for use with reusable AutoTouch autoinjector; single use 
vial with 25 mg of lyophilized powder for reconstitution. Should be refrigerated but can be stable for up to 2 
weeks at room temperature.

 •  Adult dosage: RA, PsA, AS: 25 mg subcutaneously (SC) twice a week or 50 mg SC once a week.
 •  Pediatric dosage: JIA (>138 lbs) 50 mg SC once a week; JIA (<138 lbs, age >2 years) 0.8 mg/kg SC once a 

week.
 •  In RA, typically used in conjunction with MTX or another conventional synthetic disease-modifying antirheu-

matic drug (csDMARD). Not effective for uveitis in spondyloarthropathies. Should not be used if a patient with 
AS has uveitis or inflammatory bowel disease (IBD).

INF (Remicade).
 •  Available formulations: single-use vials with 100 mg of lyophilized powder for reconstitution.
 •  RA dose: loading dose 3 mg/kg intravenous (IV) at weeks 0, 2, and 6, and then every 8 weeks. Dose can be 

increased as high as 5–10 mg/kg every 4 to 8 weeks.
 •  PsA, AS dose: loading dose 5 mg/kg IV at weeks 0, 2, and 6; then every 8 weeks for PsA and every 6 weeks 

for AS. Dose can be increased as high as 5 to 10 mg/kg every 4 weeks.
 •  Initial infusion takes 2 hours. If tolerated, subsequent infusions can be shortened.
 •  In RA, typically used in conjunction with MTX or other synthetic DMARD to decrease development of human 

antichimeric antibodies (HACAs), which can neutralize/increase clearance of INF and/or cause infusion reac-
tions. Concomitant DMARD (MTX) use less important for spondyloarthropathies because HACAs are less likely 
to occur.

Pearl: if a patient is not responding initially, increasing the frequency of infliximab infusions is more 
efficacious than increasing the dose. Try not to increase dose higher than 5 mg/kg every 4 weeks because of 
infection and malignancy concerns.

ADA (Humira).
 •  Available formulations: single use 40-mg prefilled syringe; single use 40-mg autoinjector pen. There is a 

citrate-free option for 20-mg (pediatric) prefilled syringe as well as citrate-free option for 40-mg prefilled 
syringe and autoinjector pen. Citrate-free formulations sting less when injected.

 •  Adult dosage: RA, PsA, AS: 40 mg SC every other week.
 •  Adult dosage: uveitis: initial dose 80 mg, then 40 mg every other week starting 1 week after initial dose.
 •  Pediatric dosage: JIA (>66 lbs) 40 mg SC every other week; JIA (<66 lbs) 20 mg every other week.
 •  Although approved for use as monotherapy, ADA works better in association with MTX in RA. Some patients 

who do not respond to every other week dosing may respond to weekly dosing, although this is unusual and 
expensive.

Golimumab (Simponi and Simponi Aria).
 •  Available formulation: 50-mg and 100-mg single-use prefilled syringes or SmartJect autoinjectors; single-use 

vials (50 mg/4 mL) for IV use.
 •  Dosage: Simponi: RA, PsA, AS: 50 mg SC once a month. Simponi Aria: an IV formulation (2 mg/kg infused over 

30 minutes at 0, 4, and then every 8 weeks).
 •  Although SC formulation is prescribed as a once a month dose, some patients do not get a full month of benefit.

Certolizumab pegol (Cimzia).
 •  Available formulation: single use 200-mg prefilled syringe with specially designed grip. There is also a 200 

mg/vial lyophilized formulation that can be reconstituted and administered in physician’s office by a healthcare 
professional (this makes it eligible for Medicare part B insurance coverage).

 •  Dosage: RA, PsA, AS: loading dose 400 mg (two syringes) SC at weeks 0, 2, and 4; then 200 mg every 2 weeks.
 •  Owing to lack of functional Fc fragment, may be less injection site reactions and safer during pregnancy (does 

not cross placenta).
Other diseases anti-TNF-α inhibitors used in:

FDA-approved indications: psoriasis (ETN, INF, ADA), Crohn’s disease (INF, ADA, certolizumab), ulcerative colitis 
(INF, ADA, golimumab), hidradenitis suppurativa (ADA).

Off-label use: sarcoidosis, Takayasu’s arteritis, Behćet’s disease, pyoderma gangrenosum, reactive arthritis, 
adult-onset Still’s disease, others. 

 7.  What are some of the side effects observed with anti-TNF-α biologic agents? How can 
these toxicities be limited?

 1.  Injection site and infusion reactions.
 •  All injectable TNF inhibitors: injection site reaction (up to 40% of patients) lasting 3 to 5 days. Some cause 

“bee sting” pain due to the preservative in the liquid. Treat with topical steroid or antihistamine. Rotate the 
injection sites. Usually reactions stop after 3 months of continued use. Citrate-free formulations cause less 
injection site pain. If problems persist, lyophilized ETN or certolizumab pegol can be used, which seem to 
have fewer injection site reactions.
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 •  INF: moderate infusion reactions occur in <6% of patients. Common complaints include headache (20%), 
nausea (15%), flushing, and dyspnea. Treat by stopping the infusion and restarting at a slower rate. If the 
patient has more than three drug allergies or has an infusion reaction, premedicate with Allegra (180 mg) 
45 minutes before infusion; may also premedicate with aspirin (better than acetaminophen) and, if neces-
sary, Solu-Cortef (100–125 mg IV).

 2.  Infections.
 •  Serious bacterial infections: the overall prevalence of serious infections is 3% to 4% and overall relative 

risk is two to three times compared with csDMARDs alone. However, when disease severity, comorbidi-
ties, and corticosteroid use are controlled for, the risk of serious infections may not be much higher than 
with other csDMARDs. Infections tend to be pneumonias which occur more commonly within the first 6 
months of use. TNF inhibitors should be stopped in all patients who develop a febrile infection, except for 
the “common cold.” Patients with an open skin wound are most prone to develop cellulitis, so stopping 
the TNF inhibitor until the wound is healed is prudent. TNF inhibitors should be avoided in patients with 
chronic ongoing infections such as osteomyelitis and bronchiectasis with recurrent pneumonias. Although 
controversial, the risk of infection may be reduced if surgery is performed after waiting at least 1 to 1.5 
dosing cycles from the last dose (7–10 days for ETN; 14–21 days for ADA and certolizumab; 4–6 weeks 
for golimumab; and 6 weeks for INF).

 •  Opportunistic infection (TB): TNF is important for granuloma formation and integrity. Therefore, all TNF 
inhibitors can cause reactivation of latent TB (risk increased 2.4 to 8.7×). Owing to long half-life and blood 
levels, INF may cause more of these infections than subcutaneous formulations. Anti-TNF monoclonal 
antibodies are more likely (3–4×) than ETN to reactivate latent TB. Patients who reactivate their TB typically 
do so within 6 to 12 months of starting a TNF inhibitor. In >50% of cases, the reactivation is at a site other 
than the lung (lymph nodes commonly). Therefore, all patients should be screened for risk factors for TB 
exposure and should be screened with a PPD or ex vivo testing for TB and chest radiograph before starting 
a TNF inhibitor. This should be repeated yearly in patients at risk for further TB exposure. Because patients 
are on immunosuppressants, a PPD ≥5 mm is considered positive even in patients who have received a 
bacillus Calmette–Guérin (BCG) vaccine previously. The ex vivo IGRA (QuantiFERON-TB Gold and T-SPOT.
TB) may be a better screening test for TB than PPD since the skin test is only 70% sensitive. The IGRA 
test is particularly useful in patients with a history of previous BCG vaccination, which can cause a false-
positive PPD, and in patients on immunosuppressive medications, which have a high false-negative rate 
for PPD skin testing. However, an indeterminant and/or false-negative IGRA can also occur in patients on 
moderate doses of corticosteroids. Note that the T-SPOT.TB test is more sensitive than the QuantiFERON-
TB test in patients on immunosuppressives. If one IGRA test is indeterminate, the other test should be 
performed. If either test is positive, the patient should be considered to have latent TB. Patients who have a 
positive TB screening test need treatment with a Centers for Disease Control and Prevention-recommended 
anti-TB prophylaxis regimen. After 4 weeks of therapy, the TNF inhibitor can be started. In patients with 
active TB, patients should complete anti-TB therapy before starting a TNF inhibitor; however in some cases 
it could be started sooner if necessary.

 •  Opportunistic infections (hepatitis B/C): all TNF inhibitors increase the risk of hepatitis B reactivation. 
Patients with resolved hepatitis (HBsAg–, HBcAb+, undetectable viral load) have <2% risk of reactivation. 
As a result of this low rate, these patients can receive TNF inhibitors and have their symptoms, hepatic 
enzyme tests, and viral DNA loads checked periodically. Alternatively, patients with chronic and inactive 
hepatitis B (HBsAg+) should either not receive TNF inhibitors or must receive concomitant antiviral prophy-
laxis (lamivudine, other) starting 2 to 4 weeks before and continuing while on TNF inhibitors. Patients with 
hepatitis C can receive TNF agents without antiviral therapy but need hepatic enzyme and viral RNA load 
monitoring.

 •  Opportunistic infections (other): TNF inhibitors increase risk of nontuberculous mycobacterial 
infections, Pneumocystis jirovecii, Listeria monocytogenes, Legionella, herpes zoster, cytomegalovirus, 
and fungal infections. Patients with previous or current exposure to endemic fungi (Histoplasmosis, 
Coccidioidomycosis, others) need to be evaluated for these infections if they develop a febrile illness. 
INF may be associated with increased risk of fungal infections compared with SC-administered TNF 
inhibitors.

 3.  Malignancy.
TNF is important for inducing apoptosis in tumor cells. However, it is unclear if TNF inhibitors increase the risk 

of malignancy, particularly lymphoma. Studies vary and state that the relative risk may or may not be 
increased for lymphoma. However, most large studies report that it is not increased over the increased 
baseline risk (2–3×) of lymphoma associated with the underlying autoimmune disease being treated. 
Solid tumors are not increased. Melanoma and other skin cancers may be increased (relative risk 1.79× 
and 1.45×, respectively). Patients who develop a cancer (other than melanoma) while receiving a TNF 
inhibitor do not have worse histology, more widespread disease, or worse prognosis. Whether or not 
patients with active cancer or recently treated cancer can safely receive a TNF inhibitor is controversial, 
although it should not be used in patients with melanoma or lymphoma. Some experts recommend not 
starting these agents until a patient is cancer-free for 5 years, while others will use TNF inhibitors in any 
patient with a previously treated solid organ malignancy.
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 4.  Demyelinating syndromes.
Brain demyelination (multiple sclerosis-like), optic neuritis, Guillain–Barré syndrome, myelitis, polyradiculopa-

thy, and peripheral demyelinating neuropathy have been reported rarely. Most are reversible when the 
TNF inhibitor is stopped. Therefore, TNF inhibitors should not be given to patients with a history of mul-
tiple sclerosis, optic neuritis, or other demyelinating disorder. Some experts recommend brain magnetic 
resonance imaging in patients with a strong family history of demyelinating disease to look for occult 
lesions. If silent lesions are present, do not give TNF inhibitors to the patient.

 5.  Autoimmune phenomenon.
Between 10% and 50% of patients on TNF inhibitors will develop a positive antinuclear antibody, 5% to 

10% patients develop anti-dsDNA antibodies (usually IgM isotype), and a small number (0.2%–0.4%) 
develop drug-induced lupus (DIL; aka TNF-α inhibitor-induced lupus-like syndrome). A few patients have 
developed antiphospholipid antibodies and antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies (ANCAs) that are rarely 
clinically significant. Patients who develop DIL have mild symptoms of arthritis, cytopenias, and serositis 
that resolve with TNF inhibitor discontinuation. Small-vessel leukocytoclastic vasculitis has rarely been 
reported. Concomitant use of MTX does not lessen the frequency of these manifestations. Pretreatment 
and/or routine monitoring of autoantibody levels is not indicated in the absence of symptoms.

 •  Antidrug antibodies: over 20% of patients treated with INF will develop HACAs. Patients who develop 
HACAs may lose their response to INF (i.e., neutralizing antibodies) and/or experience more severe 
infusion reactions. Concomitant MTX therapy in RA patients (not spondyloarthropathy patients) is recom-
mended to decrease the risk of developing HACAs. Less than 10% of patients receiving SC formulations 
of TNF inhibitors develop antidrug antibodies. This is decreased to <1% with concomitant MTX use. 
These antibodies are rarely neutralizing but may bind and increase the clearance, making the TNF inhibi-
tor less effective. Drug levels/activity and antidrug antibodies can be measured in patients on INF or ADA.

 6.  Others.
 •  Congestive heart failure (CHF): avoid TNF inhibitors (especially INF) in patients with class III or IV CHF.
 •  Hematologic: neutropenia, thrombocytopenia, and pancytopenia have rarely been reported. Monitoring 

with periodic CBC (every 3–6 months) is recommended.
 •  Palmoplantar psoriasis: less than 1% patients develop worsening psoriasis on palms and soles. Not 

prevented by using MTX. Etiology unknown but may be attributable to increased IFN-α production. Patients 
with SAPHO (acronym for synovitis, acne, pustulosis, hyperostosis, and osteitis) or pustular psoriasis are 
more likely to get this with INF or ADA.

 •  Additional toxicities: sarcoidosis, subacute cutaneous lupus-like rash, seizures, colonic perforations, 
increased liver enzymes > three-fold elevation (2%–4%), severe hepatotoxicity (rare but most common 
with INF), and noninfectious pulmonary infiltrates have been reported. 

 8.  Can more than one TNF inhibitor be tried in a patient? Any guidelines for switching?
Most physicians and patients feel that at least a 50% overall clinical response is necessary to justify the cost 
and risk of using a TNF inhibitor. At least 50% of patients with RA, AS, or PsA may not achieve this response or 
will develop an intolerance to the first TNF inhibitor they are put on. Although controversial, many physicians will 
try a second TNF inhibitor. The effectiveness of switching TNF inhibitors and the “rules” for switching can be 
summarized as follows:

 •  Patients who fail to respond to the first TNF inhibitor (primary failures) are less likely to get a good response to 
a second TNF inhibitor compared with patients who initially responded to a TNF inhibitor and then lose that re-
sponse (secondary failures) or who had to stop the TNF inhibitor as a result of an adverse event (intolerance). 
Only 4% to 5% of primary failures will get a good response to a second TNF inhibitor compared with 27% to 
30% of patients who had secondary failure/intolerance.

 •  Patients who had an adverse event to their first TNF inhibitor are more likely (2–3×) to develop an adverse 
event to a second TNF inhibitor.

 •  To increase the chance of a response in a primary failure patient, choose a second TNF inhibitor which is 
a different molecule. For example, if the patient fails ADA (monoclonal antibody), put them on ETN (soluble 
receptor) and vice versa. Usually this is not successful and switching from a TNF inhibitor to a bDMARD with a 
different mechanism of action is usually the best approach in patients who are primary TNF inhibitor failures.

 •  Patients who are secondary failures or have developed adverse events to a TNF inhibitor (especially INF) may 
have developed neutralizing antibodies, and switching to a second TNF inhibitor of any type can be beneficial.

 •  Patients who have failed two TNF inhibitors should probably not be tried on a third. 

 9.  What biologic agents are currently available to inhibit IL-1?
Anakinra (Kineret): a recombinant, nonglycosylated form of the human IL-1 receptor antagonist (IL-1Ra). It blocks 
the biologic activity of IL-1 by competitively inhibiting IL-1 binding to the IL-1 type I receptor. The half-life is 4–6 hours.

Rilonacept (Arcalyst): dimeric fusion protein that incorporates in a single molecule the extracellular 
domains of both IL-1 receptor (IL-1R) and IL-1 receptor accessory protein (IL-1RAcP) fused to the Fc portion of an 
IgG1 molecule. Targets both IL-1α and IL-1β. Also known as IL-1 TRAP. The half-life is 128 to 214 hours (average 
8.6 days).

Canakinumab (Ilaris): fully human IgG1κ monoclonal antibody that specifically targets IL-1β. The half-life is 
624 hours (26 days). 
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 10.  How are IL-1 inhibitors supplied and used? What are their indications and toxicities?
 •  Anakinra (Kineret).

Available formulation: single-use vial of 100 mg.
Dosage: adults 100 mg SC daily; children 1 to 2 mg/kg (up to 8 mg/kg) daily.
Follow-up: CBC monthly for 3 months, then every 3 months.
Adverse reactions: serious infections (2%), neutropenia (3%).
Injection site reactions (70%): less likely if ice is placed on skin before injection. Treat with topical steroids.
Precautions: do not use in patients with active infection. Do not combine with other biologics.
FDA-approved indication: RA, neonatal-onset multisystem inflammatory disease.

 •  Rilonacept (Arcalyst).
Available formulation: single-use, glass vial containing 220 mg of lyophilized powder for reconstitution.
Pediatric dose. Ages 12 to 17 dose: load with one dose 4.4 mg/kg (maximum 320 mg) followed by 2.2 mg/kg 

(maximum 160 mg) SC weekly.
Adult dose: load with one dose 320 mg followed by 160 mg SC weekly.
Follow-up: CBC periodically. Get lipid profile at 3 months.
Adverse reactions: injection site reaction (48%), infections (25%), serious infections (rare), other common 

symptoms.
Precautions: do not use in patients with active infection; warfarin interaction.
FDA-approved indication: CAPS (familial cold autoinflammatory syndrome [FCAS], Muckle–Wells syndrome 

[MWS]).
 •  Canakinumab (Ilaris).

Available formulation: glass vial containing 150 mg of lyophilized powder for reconstitution; 150 mg/mL solu-
tion in single-dose vials.
Adult and pediatric dose:
Patient weight ≥40 kg: 150 mg SC (max 300 mg) every 8 weeks.
Patient weight 7.5 to 40 kg: 2 mg/kg (max 4 mg/kg) every 8 weeks.
Follow-up: CBC and hepatic enzymes periodically.
Adverse reactions: nasopharyngitis, diarrhea, vertigo (10%), headache, injection site reactions (9%), other 

common symptoms.
Precautions: do not use in patients with active infection; warfarin interaction.
FDA-approved indication: CAPS (FCAS, MWS), systemic JIA (Still’s disease).

 •  Other diseases IL-1 inhibitors used in with success: gout, pseudogout, Behćet’s, PAPA syndrome, Sweet 
syndrome, Schnitzler syndrome, pyoderma gangrenosum, hidradenitis suppurativa, recurrent pericarditis, 
others. 

 11.  What biologic agent can inhibit IL-5? What are its uses and toxicities?
Mepolizumab (Nucala) is a humanized IgG1κ monoclonal antibody that binds to IL-5. This antibody inhibits IL-5 
which profoundly affects the activation and survival of eosinophils. Half-life with subcutaneous administration is 
16 to 22 days.

 •  Available formulations: 100 mg of lyophilized powder in single-dose vial for reconstitution.
 •  FDA indications: eosinophilic granulomatosis with polyangiitis (EGPA). Also asthma.
 •  Dose (EGPA): 300 mg (3 × 100-mg vials) SC once every 4 weeks.
 •  Monitoring: no specific tests.
 •  Adverse reactions: hypersensitivity reactions, herpes zoster, and potentially helminthic infections. 

 12.  What biologic agent can inhibit IL-6? What are its uses and toxicities?
Tocilizumab (Actemra) is a humanized IgG1κ monoclonal antibody that binds to the soluble and membrane-
bound forms of the IL-6 receptor (IL-6R). This antibody inhibits IL-6 signaling of cells that constitutively express 
IL-6R as well as cells that bind the soluble form of IL-6R that interacts with gp130 on a wide variety of cells. 
Half-life is 8 to 14 days depending on dose. MTX does not help to increase the exposure to tocilizumab. It is 
controversial whether or not tocilizumab is more effective when used in combination with MTX.

 •  Available formulation: 80-mg, 200-mg, 400-mg single-use vials for IV administration; 162-mg prefilled (1 mL) 
ready-to-use, single-use syringe for SC administration.

 •  Adult RA IV dose: 4 mg/kg IV once every 4 weeks as a 60-minute infusion. Can increase to 8 mg/kg IV (not to 
exceed 800 mg) monthly if needed.

 •  Adult RA SC dose: if ≥100 kg body weight 162 mg SC weekly; if <100 kg body weight, 162 mg SC every other 
week. If not effective, the dose can be increased to weekly.

 •  Adult GCA SC dose: 162 mg SC weekly. IV dose not FDA-approved.
 •  Systemic JIA (Still’s disease; aged >2 years) and cytokine release syndrome from chimeric antigen receptor 

T-cell therapy: patient weight <30 kg: use 12 mg/kg IV every 2 weeks; ≥30 kg: use 8 mg/kg IV every 2 weeks.
 •  Polyarticular JIA (age >2 years) IV dose: patient weight <30 kg: use 10 mg/kg IV every 4 weeks; ≥30 kg: use 8 

mg/kg IV every 4 weeks.
 •  Polyarticular JIA (age >2 years) SC dose: patient weight <30 kg: use 162 mg every 3 weeks; ≥30 kg: use 162 

mg every 2 weeks.
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 •  Tocilizumab can be used with or without MTX or another csDMARD.
 •  Monitoring: CBC (with differential) and hepatic enzymes monthly until stable dose, then every 1 to 2 months. 

Lipid panel every 1 to 2 months until stable dose, then every 3 to 6 months.
 •  Adverse reactions: all adverse events more common on 8 mg/kg than on 4 mg/kg dose.
 •  Infusion reactions (8%): headaches, hypertension. Premedication usually not necessary. Serious reactions rare.
 •  Infections: upper respiratory (8%), serious infections (3–5 events/100 patient years), Herpes zoster, opportu-

nistic (rare).
 •  Elevated hepatic enzymes: attributable to binding IL-6R on liver cells, which blocks antiapoptotic effects of 

IL-6 on liver cells.
Enzymes between 1 and 3 times upper limit of normal (ULN; 35%–50% of patients): reduce tocilizumab dose 

and/or modify DMARD (MTX) dose.
Enzymes more than three to five times ULN (5%): stop tocilizumab until enzymes less than three times ULN, 

then restart at lower dose and/or modify DMARD dose.
Enzymes more than five times ULN (0.5%–1.5%): discontinue tocilizumab.

 •  Neutropenia (29%): as a result of binding IL-6R on neutrophils.
Absolute neutrophil count (ANC) >1000/mm3: continue tocilizumab.
ANC 500 to 1000/mm3 (2%–4% of patients): stop tocilizumab until ANC >1000/mm3, then restart at lower dose.
ANC <500/mm3 (0.4%): discontinue tocilizumab.

 •  Thrombocytopenia (8%): discontinue if <50,000/mm3 (0.8%).
 •  Lipid elevations: mean increase low-density lipoprotein was 10 to 20 mg/dL and mean high-density lipoprotein 

increase was 3 to 5 mg/dL.
 •  Gastrointestinal perforations (0.26 events/100 patient years): IL-6 important for fibrotic healing and repair of 

gastrointestinal inflammation. More common in patients on nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs, corticoste-
roids, and who have previous history of diverticulitis.

 •  Macrophage activation syndrome: seen in 3% of systemic JIA patients treated with tocilizumab.
 •  No increase in malignancy, CHF, or demyelinating disease noted. Patients with hepatitis B were excluded from 

trials, and thus reactivation risk is unknown.
 •  Precautions: do not use in patients with active infection, hepatic enzymes >1.5× upper limit, platelet count 

<100,000/mm3, history of diverticulitis or other IBD. Drug interactions include affecting blood levels of war-
farin, cyclosporine, and theophylline. Lowers blood levels of omeprazole, atorvastatin, simvastatin, and birth 
control pills. Advise patients about birth control.

 •  Other diseases that it has been used with success: Castleman disease, Takayasu’s arteritis, Behćet’s 
disease, relapsing polychondritis, adult-onset Still’s disease, systemic sclerosis, and SLE. Does not work for 
spondyloarthropathies.

Sarilumab (Kevzara) is a fully human anti-IL-6Rα monoclonal antibody that binds the soluble and 
membrane-bound human IL-6Rα.

 •  Available formulation: 150-mg and 200-mg solution in a single-dose prefilled syringe and pen.
 •  Adult RA dose: 200 mg SC every 2 weeks. If develop toxicity, can decrease to 150-mg dose. Can be combined 

with other csDMARDs (e.g., MTX).
 •  Toxicity profile and monitoring schedule similar to tocilizumab. 

 13.  What is ustekinumab and why is it effective in PsA?
Ustekinumab (Stelara) is a human IgG1κ monoclonal antibody that binds to the p40 subunit of both IL-12 
and IL-23 preventing their binding to their shared cell surface receptor chain, IL-12β. The inhibition of IL-12 
signaling abrogates Th1 response with reduction in TNF-α, IFN-γ, and IL-2 production. The inhibition of IL-23 
signaling abrogates Th17 response with reduction in IL-6, IL-17, IL-21, IL-22, and TNF-α production. Th17 cells 
and IL-23 production by DCs and keratinocytes are important in the pathogenesis of psoriasis. Half-life is 15 to 
45 days.

 •  Available formulation: single-use 45-mg and 90-mg prefilled syringes. A 45-mg single-dose vial for SC admin-
istration and a 130-mg single-dose vial for IV administration (Crohn’s disease) are also available.

 •  FDA-approved indications: psoriasis (age >12 years), PsA (adults), Crohn’s disease (adults). Although not FDA-
approved, it has been used with success in patients with AS.

 •  Adult psoriasis and PsA dosage: patient ≤100 kg: 45 mg SC initially, followed by 45 mg in 4 weeks, then 45 
mg every 12 weeks. Dosage for >100 kg: 90 mg SC initially, followed by 90 mg in 4 weeks, then 90 mg every 
12 weeks. Can be combined with a csDMARD (e.g., MTX).

 •  Monitoring: routine monitoring for other csDMARDs (MTX).
 •  Adverse reactions: nasopharyngitis (10%), nonmelanoma skin cancers.
 •  Serious infections (2%–3%): IL-12/IL-23 are important for resistance against mycobacterial and salmonella 

infections. IL-17 is important for resistance against fungal infections.
 •  Precautions: do not use in patients with active infection. Do not combine with other biologics. 

 14.  What bDMARDs are available to inhibit IL-17 in the rheumatic diseases?
Secukinumab (Cosentyx) is a human IgG1κ monoclonal antibody which blocks IL-17A. It is FDA-approved to 
treat psoriasis, PsA, and AS. Not effective for RA.
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 •  Available formulations: 150 mg/mL solution in a single-use Sensoready pen or prefilled syringe that is self-
administered. There is also a 150-mg lyophilized powder form for reconstitution and administration in office by 
a healthcare professional (Medicare part B insurance coverage eligible).

 •  Adult PsA and AS dosage: 150 mg SC weekly × 4 (loading dose), then 150 mg SC every 4 weeks. Can be 
combined with a csDMARD (e.g., MTX).

 •  Monitoring: routine monitoring for other csDMARDs (e.g., MTX).
 •  Adverse reactions: injection site reactions, nasopharyngitis are most common. IL-17 is important for resistance 

to fungal infections. Opportunistic infections especially Candida have been reported. Development and/or 
exacerbation of Crohn’s disease have been reported.

 •  Precautions: do not use in patients with active infection. Do not combine with other bDMARDs.
Ixekizumab (Taltz) is a humanized monoclonal antibody to IL-17A, which is FDA-approved to treat psoriasis 

and PsA.
 •  Available formulations: 80-mg/mL solution in a single-dose prefilled autoinjector or syringe.
 •  Adult PsA dosage: 160-mg SC loading dose, then 80-mg SC every 4 weeks. Can be combined with a csD-

MARD (e.g., MTX).
 •  Adverse reactions, monitoring, and precautions similar to secukinumab. 

 15.  What are B-cell-targeted therapies?
RTX (Rituxan): chimeric mouse–human IgG1κ monoclonal antibody directed against extracellular domain of 
CD20 antigen on B cells. B cells are eliminated by complement-mediated lysis, antibody-dependent cell-mediated 
cytotoxicity, or apoptosis. All peripheral B cells are eliminated within days. Patients who fail to deplete their B 
cells respond less well. Notably, Ig levels are preserved due to preservation of plasma cells which lack the CD20 
antigen on their cell membranes. However, repeated infusions can cause decreased Ig levels (IgM > IgG > IgA). 
Half-life is 18 to 21 days.

Belimumab (Benlysta): fully human IgG1λ monoclonal antibody directed against B lymphocyte stimulator 
protein (BLyS)/B-cell activating factor (BAFF). BLyS is the same as BAFF and promotes B-cell survival, growth, 
and maturation by binding to three different B-cell receptors. Inhibition of BLyS causes peripheral B-cell counts to 
decrease by 40% to 50%. Ig levels usually not affected. Half-life is 11 to 14 days. 

 16.  What are the indications and toxicities of RTX (Rituxan)?
 •  FDA-approved rheumatologic indications: RA after MTX and anti-TNF failure; ANCA-associated vasculitis 

(granulomatosis with polyangiitis [GPA], microscopic polyangiitis [MPA]).
 •  Available formulation: single-use vial of 100 mg and 500 mg.
 •  Dosage. RA: 1000-mg IV infusion repeated once 2 weeks later. Some physicians feel 500-mg dose is as effec-

tive as 1000 mg particularly on subsequent infusions. Can be used with concomitant csDMARDs (e.g., MTX).
 •  ANCA-associated vasculitis: 375 mg/m2 IV infusion once weekly for 4 weeks. Can also use RA dosage (1 g on 

days 1 and 15). Maintenance dose: 500 mg IV every 6 months.
 •  First infusion lasts 3 to 5 hours, subsequent infusions 1.5 to 3 hours. Patients are typically premedicated 

30–60 minutes before each infusion with acetaminophen 1000 mg and an antihistamine to decrease the 
chance of infusion reaction. Some physicians also premedicate with an IV glucocorticoid particularly with the 
first infusion or in patients with three or more drug allergies.

 •  Follow-up: CBC every 2 to 4 months to monitor for late-onset neutropenia. Get IgG level prior to RTX infusions 
to make sure not hypogammaglobulinemic.

 •  Adverse reactions:
 •  Infusion reaction (10%–35%): usually not severe if use premedication. Respond to stopping infusion until 

symptoms gone, then restart at slower rate. Stop infusion if patients start clearing their throat due to a 
scratchy feeling. Serious reactions (1%). Risk does not increase with subsequent infusions. May not need 
premedication with subsequent infusion if tolerated well.

 •  Infection: any (35% or 78 events/100 patient years); serious (2% or 3 events/100 patient years); opportu-
nistic (0.05/100 patient years, very low rate).

 •  Viral infections: reactivation of resolved hepatitis B (HBsAg–, HBcAb+) occurs in 5%–10%. Patients with 
chronic and inactive hepatitis B (HBsAg+) should either not receive RTX or must receive concomitant 
antiviral prophylaxis (lamivudine, other) starting 2 to 4 weeks before and continuing while on RTX and for 1 
month after stopping. Patients with hepatitis C can receive RTX without antiviral therapy but need hepatic 
enzymes and viral RNA load monitoring. The risk of JC virus infection resulting in progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML) may vary by disease being treated and previous immunosuppressive medica-
tions (1:25,000 RA patients, 1:4000 SLE patients compared with 1:200,000 in the general population). 
Owing to frequency of JC virus exposure (60%–70%) and low rate of PML in RA patients treated with RTX, 
it is not recommended to screen patients with antibody testing for previous JC virus exposure. Herpes 
zoster appears increased.

 •  Hypogammaglobulinemia: only occurs in patients after multiple courses of RTX therapy. IgG becomes low 
in 3.5% to 12% of patients, IgM low in 22% to 26%. Patients who develop low IgG (<600 mg/dL) are more 
likely (2–4×) to get a serious infection.
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 •  Late-onset neutropenia: occurs in 3% of patients with RA and up to 20% of SLE or ANCA-associated vas-
culitis patients treated. Occurs an average of 3 to 4 months post-therapy and is associated with increased 
infection risk (16%). Neutropenia can last several weeks. Cause is unclear. Tends to recur with subsequent 
doses.

 •  Immunizations: response to T-cell-independent antigen vaccines (influenza, pneumococcal) is severely 
decreased if given after RTX. Give vaccines 2 to 4 weeks before or 6 months post-RTX infusion. Tetanus 
vaccination is not impaired.

 •  Other: severe mucocutaneous reactions, hypertension/arrhythmias/myocardial infarction during infusions. 
Note that CHF, demyelinating disease, malignancy (except skin cancer), and mycobacterial infections were 
not increased over placebo. RTX may be used ahead of TNF inhibitors in patients with one of these condi-
tions that make TNF inhibitors contraindicated.

 •  Precautions: do not use in patients with active infection. However, many physicians regard RTX as the 
safest therapy in RA patients with ongoing chronic infections (e.g., osteomyelitis), recently treated cancer, 
or history of lymphoma. Use P. jirovecii prophylaxis for patients with ANCA-associated vasculitis and lung 
disease.

 •  Other diseases that RTX has been used for: SLE, antiphospholipid antibody syndrome, extraglandular Sjögren’s 
syndrome, IgG4 disease, neuromyelitis optica spectrum disorder, idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura, 
autoimmune hemolytic anemia, pemphigus vulgaris, Castleman’s disease, cryoglobulinemia, inflammatory 
myopathies, others. Does not work in spondyloarthropathies. 

 17.  When can/should RTX be repeated? Can other immunosuppressive medications be used 
with it?
Among RA patients, the response is variable. Patients who are seropositive (rheumatoid factor and/or anticyclic 
citrullinated peptide) and have hypergammaglobulinemia are more likely to respond. Most RA patients deplete 
their B cells after RTX. Those who deplete their plasmablasts (CD27+CD38+) get the best response. B-cell 
repopulation occurs at a mean of 8 months post-therapy. Patients who respond tend to by 4 to 6 months. The 
duration of response varies (median 30 weeks) and patients tend to relapse with reappearance of memory B cells 
(CD19+CD27+CD38-) and not naïve B cells (CD19+CD27-CD38-). Retreatment is done when clinical symptoms 
recur and are not based on B-cell counts; however, retreatment is usually not done sooner than 4 months after 
previous therapy unless patients fail to deplete their B cells. Recently, some physicians are giving one infusion 
of 500–1000 mg of RTX every 6 months to maintain remission in responders to prevent relapse. Primary 
nonresponders usually do not respond to additional RTX courses, although one study disputes that impression 
(Arthritis Rheum 62: 1273, 2010). RA patients who fail to respond to RTX can be started on another biologic agent 
at 6 months after the initial course of two RTX infusions even if B cells are still depleted without a significant 
increase in infection risk.

Among ANCA-associated vasculitis patients, RTX is noninferior to cyclophosphamide. Patients can be treated 
with an RA dose schedule or lymphoma (4 weekly doses) schedule. All patients deplete their B cells. Patients 
relapse with recurrence of B cells at an average of 12 months. Patients can relapse before the reappearance 
of ANCA. Many physicians advocate giving 500 mg every 6 months to maintain remission and avoid relapse. In 
patients that relapse, a second course of RTX is as effective as the first course. RTX is reportedly effective in GPA 
and MPA in patients who are ANCA-negative. 

 18.  What are the indications, efficacy, and toxicities of belimumab (Benlysta)?
 •  FDA-approved indication: SLE. Does not work in RA.
 •  Available formulation: single-use vial containing 120 mg or 400 mg of lyophilized powder for reconstitution. A 

200-mg/mL single-dose prefilled autoinjector or syringe is also available.
 •  IV dosage: loading dose of 10 mg/kg IV at 0, 2, and 4 weeks; maintenance 10 mg/kg IV every 4 weeks. Does 

not need premedication. Infusion takes 1 hour.
 •  Subcutaneous dose: 200 mg SC weekly.
 •  Follow-up: routine monitoring for SLE.
 •  Efficacy: SLE patients who were not responding to standard therapy achieved primary endpoint in 43%–58% 

of cases. Patients with severe renal and central nervous system disease were excluded from trials; thus these 
patients should not be primarily treated with belimumab. It seems to be most effective in patients with active 
serologies (low C3/C4, elevated anti-dsDNA antibody) and high BLyS levels (not available for testing). Manifes-
tations that respond best are fatigue, rash, and arthritis. Hematologic abnormalities do not respond well. The 
subcutaneous as well as the IV formulation works well.

 •  Adverse reactions: infections, infusion reactions, serious infections, and malignancies were not increased over 
placebo rate.

 •  Depression and suicide mildly increased over placebo rate.
 •  Immunizations: response to killed/inactivated vaccines may be decreased.
 •  Precautions: do not use in patients with active infection. Can be given with background immunosuppressive 

therapy. 
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 19.  What T-cell-targeted therapies are available and how are they used?
Abatacept (Orencia): a fully human fusion protein comprising the extracellular portion of CTLA4 and the Fc 
fragment of IgG1 (CTLA4Ig). Abatacept binds to CD80/CD86 on antigen-presenting cells (APCs) preventing these 
molecules from binding to their ligand, CD28, on T cells. This interferes with optimal T-cell activation resulting in 
decreased production of proinflammatory cytokines. Notably, T-cell activation is not completely inhibited because 
other interactions between APCs and T cells (ICAM-1:LFA-1; CD40:CD40L; LFA-3:CD-2) are not inhibited.

 •  FDA-approved indication: RA, adult PsA, and polyarticular JIA (age >2 years) who are inadequate responders 
to DMARDs (MTX). Can use with csDMARDs (MTX).

 •  Available formulation: single-use vial containing 250 mg of lyophilized powder for reconstitution for IV infusion; 
also available are 50-, 87.5-, and 125-mg single-dose prefilled syringes and a 125-mg single-dose ClickJect 
autoinjector for SC administration.

 •  IV dose: weight based (adults with RA or PsA: 500 mg if <60 kg; 750 mg if 60–100 kg; 1000 mg if >100 kg); 
(child with JIA: 10 mg/kg if <75 kg; same as adult dose if >75 kg). Loading dose at 0, 2, and 4 weeks, then 
every 4 weeks. Does not need premedication. Infusion takes 30 minutes.

 •  SC dose: adult RA or PsA: 125 mg SC weekly with or without IV loading dose. Child with JIA: 10 to <25 kg: 50 
mg weekly; 25 to 50 kg: 87.5 mg weekly; >50 kg: 125 mg weekly.

 •  Follow-up: routine monitoring for csDMARDs.
 •  Adverse reactions:
 •  Infusion reactions: rare. Routine premedication not necessary.
 •  Infections: routine similar to placebo. Serious infections (3%). Pneumonias increased in patients with 

chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. Opportunistic infections rare (0.01–0.05 events/100 patient years). 
Abatacept may be the safest biologic to use in patients at risk for contacting TB.

 •  Malignancy: standardized incidence rates for lung cancer, lymphoma, and other malignancies not in-
creased over background rates of patients with RA who are not on biologics.

 •  Immunizations: response to killed/inactivated vaccines may be decreased.
 •  Others: headache. No increased rate of demyelinating disease, autoimmune phenomenon, CHF, hemato-

logic abnormalities.
 •  Precautions: do not use in patients with active infection.
 •  Other diseases: being tested in SLE, inflammatory myopathies, GCA, and Takayasu’s arteritis. 

 20.  What factors can make a patient less likely to respond to bDMARD therapy? Can two 
biologic agents be used together?
Recent reports suggest that 5% to 10% of patients will fail three or more bDMARDs used to treat their underlying 
rheumatic disease. These patients are defined as being bDMARD-resistant. The most important factor is to ensure 
the patient is compliant in taking the bDMARD. Other factors contributing to bDMARD resistance include obesity 
and smoking, which reduce the effectiveness of many bDMARDs. Younger age, female sex, and high disease 
activity scores are also factors predicting nonresponse. In patients with a partial response to bDMARDs, it may be 
tempting to combine two biologic agents. This should not be done due to an increased risk of serious infections. 

 21.  Can live vaccines be given to patients on biologics?
No. Commonly used live vaccines include measles (MMR, Proquad), varicella (Varivax), oral rotavirus, Zostavax, 
and Flumist. Yellow fever, BCG, oral typhoid, and adenovirus (military personnel) are live vaccines given only to 
high-risk groups, whereas small pox and oral polio are rarely given today. Patients should be given a live vaccine 
at least 4 weeks before starting a biologic therapy. If already on a biologic agent, the patients are recommended 
to stop the biologic at least 3 months before receiving the live vaccine. Others recommend that a live vaccine can 
be given if a patient has stopped the biologic for at least three to five times its half-life (9–15 days after ETN; 4–6 
weeks after INF and ADA; 6–10 weeks after golimumab, certolizumab, tocilizumab, or abatacept; 9–15 weeks 
after RTX). 

 22.  Can biologic agents be given during pregnancy and breastfeeding?
TNF inhibitors and ustekinumab are FDA Pregnancy Classification B (old classification) medications. They can be 
used if clinically necessary for the mother’s health. It should be noted that only 4% of the maternal blood level of 
ETN is detected in the fetal circulation. Immunoglobulins do not cross placenta before 13 to 16 weeks of gestation, 
thus TNF inhibitors that are monoclonal antibodies should not cross the placenta until then. Recent data suggest 
that certolizumab pegol crosses the placenta much less than other monoclonal antibodies because it does not 
have a functional Fc fragment attributable to the pegylation and is, therefore, likely the safest anti-TNF agent that 
can be used throughout pregnancy, whereas the other TNF inhibitors should be stopped at the end of the second 
trimester. Animal and observational data support that the congenital malformation rate is not more than the 3% 
risk in the general population, and the incidence of serious or opportunistic infections in infants born to mothers 
with RA on biologics was similar to infants born to mothers with RA who did not receive biologics (4% versus 
2.6%). Importantly, infants born to mothers who have received a TNF inhibitor (not certolizumab) throughout 
pregnancy should not receive live vaccines (rotavirus and BCG) until at least 5 to 6 months of age as a result of the 
TNF inhibitor crossing the placenta and remaining in the infant’s circulation for a prolonged period. Finally, only 4% 
of ETN gets into breast milk, whereas very little of the monoclonal TNF inhibitors get into breast milk because IgG 
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antibodies are not transferred from the maternal circulation to breast milk in high amounts. Any biologic that does 
get into the breast milk will be destroyed by the infant’s digestive system and unlikely to be harmful. Therefore, 
breastfeeding is allowed in patients on TNF inhibitors.

All other biologic agents are FDA Pregnancy Classification C (old classification) medications. They have not 
been studied sufficiently and are therefore not recommended or should be used with caution during pregnancy. 
RTX has been reported to cause transient B-cell depletion in the fetus and infant when given to the mother during 
pregnancy. The outcome of pregnancies of patients who receive any biologic agent during pregnancy should 
be reported to the Organization of Teratology Information Specialists registry at 1-866-626-6847. There is also 
limited data on safety of breastfeeding with these biologics. However, if any biologic does get into the breast milk, 
it is likely destroyed by the infant’s digestive system. 

 23.  What are the annual costs of bDMARDs?
The wholesale acquisition cost (WAC) for most biologic agents with patent protection used to treat rheumatic 
diseases range from $25,000/year to over $50,000/year depending on dose and route of administration. The retail 
price is usually 20% higher than the WAC. A few biologics (rilonacept, canakinumab, eculizumab) with specific 
indications for uncommon diseases cost considerably more. There is concern about the cost-effectiveness of 
using expensive bDMARDs compared with csDMARDs for the treatment of rheumatic diseases (Rheumatology 
55:1803, 2016). It was hoped that competition between biologic agents and introduction of biosimilars would 
decrease these costs. 

 24.  What are biosimilars?
A biosimilars is a copy of a biologic (bio-originator) made by a different manufacturer from the original innovator of 
the biologic agent that is no longer protected by patent. The manufacturer does not have access to the originator’s 
molecular clone or the exact fermentation and purification process. The biosimilars have undergone rigorous 
assessment in comparison to its reference product and have been approved by a regulatory agency (e.g., FDA). 
It is estimated that the cost of biosimilars will be 80% of the original product and lead to cost savings. Direct 
comparison of the biosimilar with the bio-originator shows that efficacy and side effects are similar. There is a 
concern that the biosimilar may potentially cause immunogenicity problems if there is frequent switching among 
the biosimilars.

Presently several biosimilars of TNF inhibitors have been FDA-approved. These include ETN-szzs (Erelzi), 
ETN-ykro (Eticovo), INF-dyyb (Inflectra), INF-abda (Renflexis), INF-qbtx (Ixifi), ADA-atto (Amjevita), ADA-abdm 
(Cyltezo), and ADA-adaz (Hyrimoz). Other biosimilars for other biologics are in development. 

 25.  What is eculizumab?
Eculizumab (Soliris) is a humanized IgG2/4κ monoclonal antibody that binds C5 to inhibit its cleavage to C5a 
and C5b preventing the generation of the terminal complement complex, C5b-9. It is approved for use to treat the 
complement-mediated thrombotic microangiopathy occurring in patients with atypical hemolytic uremic syndrome 
and to prevent the hemolysis that occurs in patients with paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria. It also is used 
to treat generalized myasthenia gravis patients who are AchR antibody-positive. Its most feared side effect is 
meningococcemia. Therefore, all patients should be immunized against meningococcemia and be on antibiotic 
prophylaxis during treatment. It costs $500,000 to $700,000 annually for therapy.
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HYPOURICEMIC AGENTS AND 
COLCHICINE
Jennifer Stichman, MD

KEY POINTS

 1.  “Treat to target” with urate-lowering therapy (ULT)—aim for serum uric acid <6.0 mg/dL for most patients.
 2.  Do not stop ULT in patients having an acute flare of gouty arthritis.
 3.  Colchicine is not dialyzable.
 4.  Colchicine, allopurinol, and probenecid have many drug–drug interactions—use a drug interaction checker to 

avoid causing harm.
 5.  Allopurinol should be started at a low dose and titrated up to reach goal serum uric acid levels.
 6.  Pegloticase should not be used in patients with glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PD) deficiency.

 1.  Identify the goals in the treatment of gout.
The goal in treatment of acute gouty arthritis is to quickly alleviate pain and restore joint function. The long-
term treatment goals and purpose of ULT are to prevent recurrent attacks and the development of destructive 
arthropathy, tophi formation, or renal complications. 

 2.  What is colchicine?
Colchicine, an alkaloid derivative from the plant Colchicum autumnale, has been used in the treatment of acute 
gout for nearly two centuries and for joint pain since the 6th century. It was long believed that the clinical 
response of acute arthritis to colchicine was diagnostic for gout, though this is not correct as other inflammatory 
arthropathies such as familial Mediterranean fever (FMF) and pseudogout also respond. 

 3.  Discuss the mechanism of action and pharmacokinetics of colchicine.
 •  Irreversibly binds free tubulin dimers → disrupts microtubule polymerization → inhibition of neutrophil chemo-

taxis, phagocytosis, and cytokine secretion.
 •  Inhibits phospholipase A2, which leads to lower levels of inflammatory prostaglandins and leukotrienes (LTB4).
 •  May modulate pyrin expression.
 •  Colchicine is not bound to plasma proteins and is highly lipid-soluble, readily passing into all tissues.
 •  Colchicine achieves much higher intraleukocyte concentrations than plasma concentration—can be detected 

in neutrophils up to 10 days after a single dose!
 •  Hepatic metabolism, predominantly excreted in feces; 40% to 65% excreted unchanged in urine. 

 4.  Name clinical scenarios where colchicine may be used.

Treatment of acute gout attacks Sweet’s syndrome
Prophylaxis against recurrent gout flares Other neutrophilic dermatoses
FMF Pericarditis, initial and recurrent episodes
Behćet syndrome Post-procedurally for atrial fibrillation ablations
Cutaneous vasculitis Recurrent aphthous stomatitis

  5.  How should colchicine be dosed in the treatment of gout?
•  Acute gout flare: 1.2 mg followed by 0.6 mg in 1 hour.
Most effective if started in first few hours of gout attack.
Similar efficacy to prior “high-dose” regimens used in the past.
•  Gout prophylaxis: 0.6 mg once or twice daily.

  
Colchicine has no effect on serum urate concentration or on urate metabolism and is inappropriate as 

monotherapy if patient has indication for ULT. Colchicine is available as 0.6-mg tablets in the United States and 
0.5-mg tablets elsewhere in the world. 
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 6.  When should colchicine be avoided?
 •  Concurrent use of cytochrome P450 3A4 (CYP3A4) and P-glycoprotein (P-gp) inhibitors (see Table 86.1 for 

examples) in the setting of renal or hepatic impairment.
 •  Patients with concurrent renal and hepatic disease.
 •  Patients with severe hepatic disease.
 •  Pregnant women.

Colchicine is in the pregnancy risk category C, with suggestion of harm in animal but not human studies. 
Although its use in women of childbearing age would be rare for the indication of gout (outside of advanced renal 
disease), caution should be exercised in young women on this medication for FMF, Behćet’s disease, and other 
indications. 

 7.  In high-risk patients with limited treatment options, how can colchicine be adjusted to 
mitigate risk?
Avoidance is the safest route; no antidotes exist to treat overdose; hemodialysis is ineffective.
In patients with refractory disease and limited options, dose adjustments can be made as described in Table 86.1. 

 8.  Describe the different manifestations of colchicine toxicity and identify patients most at 
risk.
Risk factors for toxicity include: old age, renal impairment, hepatic impairment, chronic use, and concomitant 
interacting medications. Most adverse effects are related to dose and duration.

 •  Common: gastrointestinal (GI) effects (nausea, vomiting, & especially diarrhea) can occur even at recom-
mended doses.

 •  Acute toxicity: renal failure, circulatory collapse, marrow failure, rhabdomyolysis, and respiratory failure.
 •  Chronic toxicity: most common in elderly, renal insufficiency, and interacting medications. Bone marrow 

suppression (thrombocytopenia, leukopenia), neuromyopathy (elevated creatinine kinase, proximal weakness, 
peripheral neuropathy, lysosomal vacuoles on biopsy).

 •  Rare (<1%) but notable effects: alopecia, azoospermia, oligospermia, amenorrhea, dysgeusia, central nervous 
system dysfunction, malabsorption syndrome (especially of vitamin B12), hemorrhagic gastritis. 

 9.  What are the indications for ULT in patients with gout?
 •  Recurrent attacks (>= 2 per year).
 •  Tophus or tophi (can take months to years to resorb).
 •  History of nephrolithiasis.
 •  Renal insufficiency (chronic kidney disease [CKD] stage 3 or worse; creatinine clearance < 60mL/minute).
 •  Asymptomatic hyperuricemia alone is not an indication for ULT.

Table 86.1   Colchicine dose adjustments

DOSE ADJUSTMENT FOR ACUTE 

GOUT FLARE

DOSE ADJUSTMENT FOR 

GOUT PROPHYLAXIS

Strong CYP3A4 inhibitorsa 0.6 mg × 1 dose, 0.3 mg 1 hour later
Do not repeat in <3 days

0.3 mg QOD, can increase to 0.3 mg 
QD with monitoring

Moderate CYP3A4 inhibitorsb 1.2 mg × 1 dose
Do not repeat in <3 days

0.3 mg QD, can increase to 0.6 mg 
QD with monitoring

Weak CYP3AR inhibitorc No dose adjustment required No dose adjustment required

P-gp inhibitorsd 0.6 mg × 1 dose
Do not repeat in <3 days

0.3 mg QOD, can increase to 0.3 mg 
QD with monitoring

Severe renal impairment 
(CrCl <30 mL/minute)

1.2 mg × 1 dose, 0.6 mg 1 hour later
Do not repeat more than once per 2 weeks

0.3 mg QD

Dialysis 0.6 mg × 1 dose
Do not repeat more than once per 2 weeks

0.3 mg twice a week, monitor closely

aClarithromycin, erythromycin, ketoconazole, ritonavir.
bDiltiazem, verapamil.
cAzithromycin.
dCyclosporine, sunitinib, clarithromycin, erythromycin, tacrolimus (weaker P-gp inhibitor than cyclosporine) carvedilol.

Note:

Clarithromycin and erythromycin are inhibitors of both CYP3A4 and P-gp.

Cyclosporine use is especially problematic due to scheduled, chronic dosing and common use in patients with solid organ transplant 

(a population at risk for gout). Colchicine should be avoided if possible (elevated risk of neuromyopathy reported).

CrCl, Creatinine clearance; QD, every day; QOD, every other day.
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The decision to use ULT in this setting is a lifelong commitment, so it is essential that these agents be 
initiated only when indicated (i.e., the diagnosis is assured). 

 10.  In addition to gout, when else might xanthine oxidase inhibitors (XOIs) be used?
 •  Hyperuricosuria (24-hour urine uric acid >1100 mg) due to risk of uric acid nephrolithiasis.
 •  Prophylaxis against tumor lysis syndrome.
 •  Hypoxanthine phosphoribosyltransferase deficiency (Lesch–Nyhan syndrome).
 •  Hyperuricemia due to myeloproliferative disorders.
 •  Hyperuricemia with nephrolithiasis of any type. 

 11.  How can you avoid precipitating gout flares when initiating ULT?
 •  Gradual dose increases. Start at 100 mg/day and increase by 100-mg increments (or 50 mg if glomerular 

filtration rate [GFR] <30 mL/minute), every 2 to 4 weeks.
 •  Use of prophylaxis with colchicine, nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) or low-dose prednisone (see 

Chapter 45: Gout). 

 12.  When should ULT be initiated?
Classic teaching is that initiation of ULT should be avoided in the presence of acute flares. American College of 
Rheumatology Guidelines from 2012 provide leeway as long as appropriate antiinflammatory management is in 
place, with prophylaxis against flares continued following the acute treatment regimen (prophylaxis commonly 
extended for ≥6 months). 

 13.  What types of urate-lowering agents are available?
 •  XOIs inhibit uric acid synthesis by inhibiting xanthine oxidase, the final enzyme involved in the production of 

uric acid (see Fig. 45.1, Chapter 45: Gout). XOIs are first-line ULT.
 •  Uricosurics reduce the serum urate concentration by enhancing the renal excretion of uric acid. Typically used 

as add-on therapy with XOIs.
 •  Uricase converts uric acid into allantoin, which is 5 to 10 times more soluble. 

 14.  Outline an algorithm for instituting and optimizing ULT for a patient with gout.

 15.  Compare and contrast XOIs. See Table 86.2. 

 16.  What are the most common reasons for inadequate response of serum uric acid to 
allopurinol?
Poor adherence and under-dosing of allopurinol by physicians (failure to titrate dose to goal serum uric acid 
level) are the two most common causes. Adherence may be as low as 50%. Patients are asymptomatic in the 
intercritical period, and there is lack of understanding about the need for daily long-term medication. Adherence 

Allopurinol 

Contraindication

Febuxostat (or 

probenecid, see below). 

Start 40 mg. Increase to 

80 mg after 2-5 weeks if 

not at goal serum uric 

acid. Safety data to 120 

mg but not FDA approved 

>80 mg (available as 40 

mg and 80 mg tabs).
Allopurinol. Start 100 mg (50 mg if 

GFR < = 30). Increase by 100 mg 

(50 mg if GFR < = 30) q2-5 weeks 

until reaching goal serum uric acid 

of < = 6.0 (< = 5.0 if tophi or 

persistent symptoms). Consider 

alternate therapy if need >600 mg 

for normal GFR (available as 100 

mg and 300-mg tabs).

If contraindication to 

xanthine oxidase inhibitor 

& uricosuric

(1) Can change to 

febuxostat If contraindication to 

xanthine oxidase 

inhibitor

(2) Can add on uricosuric

If cannot reach goal despite 

good adherence

Pegloticase. 

Infuse 8 mg over 2 hours. 

Pretreatment with 

(1) Fexofenadine 60 mg or 

other antihistamine

(2) Hydrocortisone 100 mg IV

(3) Acetaminophen 1000 mg 

Prior to infusion check uric 

acid to ensure <6.0. Repeat 

q2 weeks.

Probenecid. Check 24-hour urine urate to 

ensure <700 mg/24 hours. Start 250 mg po bid 

x 1 week → 500 mg po bid → increase 500 mg 

q4 weeks if not at goal. Max 2000 mg daily.

*use flare prophylaxis*

Yes

No

Fig. 86.1 See also Chapter 45: Gout.
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Table 86.2   Comparison of xanthine oxidase inhibitors

ALLOPURINOL FEBUXOSTAT

Mechanism of action XOI
Hypoxanthine analog

XOI (more potent than allopurinol)
Not a hypoxanthine analog

Pharmacokinetics 80%–90% bioavailability
Half-life of 60 minutes
Oxipurinol metabolite long-lived (t1/2 14–28 hours)
Max antihyperuricemic effect seen after 7–10 

days

∼50% bioavailability
Extensive hepatic metabolism
Equal hepatic and renal excretion
Max antihyperuricemic effect seen 

after 5–7 days

Adverse events Common
Acute gouty arthritis: use prophylaxis
Maculopapular erythematous rash: 3% (risk 3x 

higher if on ampicillin/amoxicillin)
Gastrointestinal symptoms (nausea, diarrhea): 

5%–10%
Abnormal liver-associated enzymes: 6%
Headache
Uncommon (<1%) but serious
Allopurinol hypersensitivity syndrome
DRESS, SJS, TEN, vasculitis
Oxipurinol xanthine nephrolithiasis
Bone marrow suppression can occur early or late 

in treatment
Hepatitis, peripheral neuropathy, interstitial 

nephritis, death
Cataracts: dose and duration associated
The overall incidence of side effects is around 

20%, but only 5% of patients discontinue 
therapy as a result of drug toxicity

Common
Acute gouty arthritis: use prophylaxis
Nausea, rash, arthralgia: ∼1%
Uncommon but serious
DRESS, SJS, TEN
Abnormal AST or ALT (∼5%)
Potential cardiovascular risk

Contraindications or 
cautions to use

Interacting medications, especially azathioprine 
and 6-MP

Avoid if history of rash with allopurinol
Dose adjust for renal insufficiency

CrCl 15–29: do not exceed 40 mg 
daily

Not studied and thus consider avoiding 
in patients with dialysis depen-
dence or severe hepatic disease 
(Child–Pugh class C)

Drug interactions AZAa: decrease azathioprine dose 50%–75%; 
safest to avoid concurrent use

6-MPa: dose adjust as with azathioprine
Theophylline: metabolized by xanthine oxidase; in-

creased concentration and marrow suppression
Ampicillin/amoxicillin: increased risk of rash
Thiazide diuretics: decreased allopurinol excretion
Cyclophosphamide, warfarin, cyclosporine: levels 

all increased by allopurinol

AZAa: avoid combination
6-MPa: avoid combination
Theophylline: increased plasma 

concentration

Cost $27/month (30 tablets of 300 mg) $400/month (40-mg and 80-mg 
tablets cost the same)

With drug discount cards: $325/month

6-MP, 6-Mercaptopurine; AZA, azathioprine; CrCl, creatinine clearance; DRESS, drug rash with eosinophilia and systemic symptoms; 

SJS, Stevens–Johnson syndrome; TEN, toxic epidermal necrolysis.
aAZA and 6-MP are both metabolized by xanthine oxidase, and hence use of xanthine oxidase inhibitors increases drug levels of both 

medications leading to an increased risk of bone marrow toxicity.

can be evaluated by checking serum oxipurinol levels in patients on allopurinol. About half of patients do not 
achieve a serum uric acid goal of <= 6.0 at an allopurinol dose of 300 mg. Some patients do have “resistance” to 
allopurinol, but this is less common. 

 17.  What is the allopurinol hypersensitivity syndrome (AHS)?
 •  AHS is a rare (0.1%–0.4% of patients) complication of allopurinol use with high morbidity and mortality (25% 

in some studies).
 •  AHS typically occurs 2 to 4 weeks after initiating therapy.
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 •  Clinical manifestations include severe skin rash (e.g., Stevens–Johnson syndrome, toxic epidermal necrolysis), 
fever, eosinophilia, hepatic necrosis, leukocytosis, and renal failure.

 •  Treatment of AHS includes high-dose steroids and hemodialysis (to remove oxipurinol). 

 18.  Which patients are most at risk of developing AHS?
 •  Risk factors for developing AHS include: female sex, history of rash on allopurinol (5%–10% of patients, avoid 

in this setting), renal insufficiency, concomitant diuretic therapy, and elderly.
 •  HLA-B*5801 in patients of Korean descent with CKD stage 3 or worse, and in ethnic Han Chinese and Thai 

patients.
Pearl: starting dose of allopurinol is associated with AHS. Start at 100 mg daily if GFR >30 mL/minute (50 

mg daily for GFR ≤30 mL/minute) and titrate every 2 to 4 weeks by 100-mg increments (50 mg for GFR <30 mL/
minute). Start low and go slow.

Pearl: ask patients about ethnic background regardless of the country of origin. Check HLA-B*5801 prior to 
starting allopurinol in those of Korean descent with CKD stage 3 or worse, and in all ethnic Han Chinese and Thai 
patients. Avoid allopurinol if HLA-B*5801 is present in these patients. 

 19.  Describe the renal handling of uric acid (See Fig. 86.2).
Uric acid is a weak organic acid. It is excreted primarily (66%) through the kidney. Up to a third is excreted through 
the GI tract. In cases of renal failure, GI excretion is increased.

There are four components of renal excretion of uric acid:
 1.  Glomerular filtration: near complete excretion of urate.
 2.  Proximal tubule reabsorption of urate in exchange for organic acids and monocarboxylates (lactate/pyruvate/

acetoacetate/hydroxybutyrate): mediated by URAT1 and GLUT9 transporters.
 3.  Tubular secretion of urate more distal in the tubule, mediated by ABCG2 and MRP4 transporters.
 4.  Tubular reabsorption of urate a second time in exchange for dicarboxylates (oxalic acid/malonic acid/succinic 

acid): mediated by OAT4 and OAT 10 transporter. 

 20.  Discuss the available uricosuric agents uricosuric agentsa.

Table 86.3   Clinical Pharmacology of Probenecid

PROBENECID

Mechanism of action Competitively inhibits URAT1 & GLUT9 → decreased tubular reabsorption 
urate → increased uricosuria

Pharmacokinetics Hepatic metabolism
Half-life 6–12 hours → BID dosing
Decreases serum uric acid by ∼33%

Continued
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UA

UA UA

UA

Organic anions,

Monocarboxylates
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Fig. 86.2 Renal handling of uric acid.
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Table 86.3—cont’d

 21.  What medications have uricosuric effect even if not prescribed for this reason?
Losartan: modest uricosuric effect, plateaus at 50 mg daily.
Fenofibrate: may induce ∼20% decrease in serum uric acid.
Atorvastatin (note the risk of myopathy with statins + fibrates).
High-dose (>4 g/day) salicylates.

  
Pearl: consider choosing medications with urate-lowering “side effect” for patients with gout and comorbid 

hypertension or dyslipidemia. 

 22.  How can the risk of uric acid nephropathy and nephrolithiasis be minimized when 
prescribing uricosurics?

 1.  Adequate fluid intake, 2 L/day.
 2.  Urine alkalinization (not needed in most patients); may use sodium bicarbonate (3–7.5 g daily) or potassium 

citrate (7.5 g daily) to maintain an alkaline urine (pH > 6.0). 

 23.  What is pegloticase? When might I offer this treatment to my patients?
In contrast with other mammals, homo sapiens (and other higher primates) lack uricase, an enzyme which 
converts uric acid to the more soluble allantoin. Pegloticase is a recombinant mammalian uricase attached 
to polyethylene glycol (PEGylated). Due to cost (∼2000 $US per infusion) and risk of adverse events, it is 
recommended for cases with severe disease burden and either intolerance of usual ULT or refractory disease 
despite appropriate dosing of usual ULT. 

 24.  What precautions need to be taken when prescribing and administering pegloticase?
 •  Low G6PD enzyme activity (deficiency) is a contraindication due to risk of hemolytic anemia and methemo-

globinemia. All patients must be screened for G6PD deficiency.

PROBENECID

Adverse events Preventable
Acute gouty attacks: use prophylaxis
Urate nephropathy: obtain baseline urine tests
Urate nephrolithiasis: obtain baseline urine tests
Relatively common
Nausea, loss of appetite (10%)
Dermatitis (5%)
Headache, flushing
Rare but serious
Cytopenias, aplastic anemia
Stevens–Johnson syndrome
Anaphylaxis
Nephrotic syndrome

Contraindications or cautions 
to use

24-hour urine collection with >800 mg uric acid
History of uric acid nephrolithiasis
CrCl <= 50 mL/minute (lack of efficacy)
G6PD deficiency (risk of hemolytic anemia)
Avoid with salicylates
On Beers list of medications to avoid in elderly
No hepatic adjustment required

Drug interactions Increases the half-life of many meds
Probenecid increases serum concentration of many antibiotics, NSAIDs, 

dapsone, methotrexate, sulfonylureas, and heparin among others
Aspirin diminishes effectiveness of probenecid

Cost With drug discount cards: $60/month (1000 mg BID dosing)

aComparison of agents available in the United States; sulfinpyrazone and benzbromarone available outside the United States.

BID, Twice a day; CrCl, creatinine clearance; G6PD, glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase; NSAIDs, nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs.
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 •  Pegloticase profoundly lowers the uric acid level in 24 hours; without prophylaxis, 80% of patients will suffer 
an acute gout flare. Start prophylaxis (NSAIDs, colchicine, or prednisone) 1 week prior to initial infusion of 
pegloticase.

 •  Infusion reactions occur in 25% of patients even if uric acid is <6 mg/dL. Incidence increases with longer gaps 
between infusions. Pretreatment is critical to lowering this risk (antihistamines, acetaminophen, and cortico-
steroids; see Question 14 for a typical pretreatment regimen).

 •  Pegloticase is associated with a high rate of development of antipegloticase antibodies. These antibodies are 
associated with infusion reactions including anaphylaxis (7%).

 •  Check serum uric acid prior to each infusion after the initial dose. A serum uric acid level >6 mg/dL reflects 
loss of efficacy due to antibody development—discontinue pegloticase.

 •  Pegloticase should not be used in conjunction with other ULT; it can confound interpretation of uric acid levels.
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BONE-STRENGTHENING AGENTS
Michael T. McDermott, MD

Treatment without prevention is simply unsustainable.

–Bill Gates

KEY POINTS

 1.  Nonpharmacologic measures that are effective for prevention and treatment of osteoporosis include adequate 
calcium and vitamin D nutrition, regular exercise, fall prevention, smoking cessation, and limitation of alcohol 
and caffeine intake.

 2.  Pharmacologic therapy should be initiated in patients who have had a fragility fracture, a bone mineral density 
(BMD) T-score <–2.5, or a fracture risk assessment tool (FRAX)-derived 10-year risk of >3% for hip fractures 
and >20% for other major osteoporosis fractures.

 3.  There are two primary categories of effective medications for treating osteoporosis: antiresorptive agents and 
anabolic agents.

 4.  Osteonecrosis of the jaw (ONJ) and atypical femoral fractures (AFF) have been reported in some patients using 
antiresorptive medications but not anabolic medications.

 5.  BMD loss during osteoporosis therapy is most often due to therapy nonadherence, but affected patients should 
also be investigated for other causes of bone loss.

 6.  Bisphosphonates and teriparatide improve BMD and reduce fractures in patients with glucocorticoid (GC)-
induced osteoporosis.

 1.  What nonpharmacologic measures help to prevent and treat osteoporosis?
Adequate calcium intake (diet plus supplements):a

1000–1200 mg/day, premenopausal women and men aged 50 to 70 years.
1200–1500 mg/day, postmenopausal women and men aged ≥70 years.

Adequate vitamin D intake: 800 to 1200 IU/day.a,b

Regular exercise (30 minute, 3–5 times/week): aerobic, strength, flexibility, and balance.
Limitation of alcohol consumption to ≤2 drinks/day.
Limitation of caffeine consumption to ≤2 servings/day.
Smoking cessation.
Fall prevention, avoid high impact/twisting motion, do not flop into a chair. 

 2.  How can dietary calcium intake be accurately assessed?
The major bioavailable sources are dairy products and calcium-fortified fruit drinks. The following approximate 
calcium contents should be assigned for dairy product intake:

Milk/Yogurt 300 mg/cup
Cheese 300 mg/oz
Fruit juice with calcium 300 mg/cup

In addition to calcium from dairy, add another 300 mg for the general nondairy diet for a reasonable estimate of 
total daily dietary calcium intake. 

 3.  How do you ensure adequate intake of calcium?
Low-fat dairy products are the best sources of calcium. Calcium supplements should be added when the desired 
goal cannot be reached with dietary sources alone. Calcium carbonate and calcium citrate are both well absorbed 
when taken with meals. Gastric acid is needed for normal calcium absorption; calcium carbonate absorption may 
be significantly reduced in patients who have achlorhydria or who use a proton pump inhibitor (PPI). Calcium 
citrate absorption is less likely to be affected by PPI use. Calcium citrate is also a better choice in patients with  

a Taking more than the stated amounts of calcium and vitamin D is not recommended. Higher amounts may be associated with more 
kidney stones as well as more vascular calcifications particularly in patients with renal insufficiency.

b Vitamin D3 (cholecalciferol) and vitamin D2 (ergocalciferol) are equivalent when taken on a chronic basis.
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a history of kidney stones since citric acid is often low in the urine of stone formers. Total calcium intake (dietary 
+ supplements) should not exceed 2000 mg/day chronically.

Note: the addition of magnesium, boron, and vitamin K does not increase the effectiveness of calcium 
supplementation but does add to cost. Patients on warfarin should be warned to avoid calcium preparations that 
contain vitamin K (e.g., viactiv). Patients who experience constipation with calcium supplements may benefit from 
formulations that contain magnesium. 

 4.  What are the best ways to achieve adequate vitamin D intake?
There are two natural forms of vitamin D—cholecalciferol (D3) and ergocalciferol (D2). Fatty fish (salmon, 
tuna, mackerel; D3 = 400 IU/3.5oz), fortified milk (400 IU/quart), and cereal products (50 IU/cup) are good 
dietary sources. Vitamin D2 and D3 supplements are available over the counter in multiple doses and 50,000 
IU vitamin D2 supplements can be given by prescription. Ten minutes of midday summer sunlight exposure 
to a fair-skinned person in a tank-top and shorts not wearing sunscreen produces 10,000 IU of vitamin D3. 
Dark-skinned individuals and the elderly get less production. However, many individuals wear sunscreen (sun 
protection factor >8), which prevents vitamin D production by the skin. Therefore, oral vitamin D is necessary 
for most people. The optimal vitamin D intake is 800 to 1200 IU daily and should not exceed 4000 IU/day 
chronically. 

 5.  How do you treat patients with vitamin D deficiency?
The goal serum 25 OH vitamin D level is 30 to 100 ng/mL. In general, 1000 units (IU) daily of vitamin D will raise 
the serum level by 6 to 10 ng/mL. I recommend the following:

25 OH D Level Management

20–30 ng/mL 2000 IU D3 daily
10–20 ng/mL 50,000 IU D2 weekly for 3 months, then 2000 IU D3 daily
<10 ng/mL 50,000 IU D2 twice weekly for 3 months, then 2000 IU D3 daily

Patients with malabsorption syndromes, bowel bypass surgery, and severe liver disease, and those who take 
antiepileptic drugs may require higher doses. Some may need to be treated with calcitriol. Occult celiac disease 
should be considered in any Caucasian patient who fails to increase their vitamin D levels with appropriate 
supplementation. However, noncompliance is the most common reason that patients with persistently low vitamin 
D levels on therapy do not increase their levels. 

 6.  Does calcium or vitamin D supplementation promote vascular calcification or coronary 
artery disease (CAD)?
The suggestion that calcium and/or vitamin D supplementation promotes calcification of coronary arteries came 
from several early, small studies that gained significant attention from the lay press. However, subsequent large 
reviews and metaanalyses clearly demonstrated that the existing published evidence does not support the 
hypothesis that calcium and/or vitamin D supplementation in the recommended doses increases the risk of CAD 
or CAD mortality. As stated above, however, excessive doses should be avoided especially in patients with renal 
insufficiency. 

 7.  When should pharmacologic therapy be initiated for osteoporosis?
Pharmacologic therapy should be advised for patients who have any one of the following:

 • Historyofafragilityfracture(vertebral,hip,wrist,humerus).
 • T-score<–2.5(atanysite).
 • FRAX10-yearriskscore>3%forhipfractureor>20%formajorosteoporoticfractures.

The FRAX tool (Search Engine: FRAX), developed by the World Health Organization, is recommended for making 
treatment decisions in drug-naïve patients with osteopenia on BMD testing. 

 8.  Describe bone remodeling.
Bone remodeling is the process that removes old bone and replaces it with new bone. Osteoclasts attach to bone 
surfaces and secrete acid and enzymes that dissolve away underlying bone. This resorptive phase takes 3 to 4 
weeks. Osteoblasts then migrate into these resorption pits and secrete osteoid, which becomes mineralized with 
calcium phosphate crystals (hydroxyapatite). This formative and mineralization phase takes 3 months. Osteocytes 
serve as the mechanoreceptors that sense skeletal stress and send signals, such as sclerostin, to orchestrate the 
process of bone remodeling in areas of bone that need renewal (Fig. 87.1). 

 9.  What are receptor activator of nuclear factor κ B (RANK), RANK ligand (RANK-L), and 
osteoprotegerin (OPG)?
RANK is a specific receptor on osteoclasts. RANK-L on osteoblasts (or secreted by other cells) binds to RANK to 
stimulate osteoclastic bone resorption. OPG is a soluble decoy receptor produced by osteoblasts and bone marrow 
stromal cells that binds to RANK-L, preventing it from binding to RANK. Bone resorption is driven by RANK-L and 
inhibited by OPG. 
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 10.  How do the pharmacologic agents for osteoporosis work?
Osteoporosis medications are classified into two main categories—antiresorptive agents and anabolic agents. 
Antiresorptive medications include the bisphosphonates, denosumab, estrogens, raloxifene, and calcitonin; these 
agents work by inhibiting osteoclastic bone resorption. Teriparatide and abaloparatide are the currently available 
anabolic agents; they work by stimulating osteoblastic bone formation. 

 11.  What pharmacologic agents are Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved, and how 
are they used?

Mechanism Route Dose Frequency

Antiresorptive agents
Bisphosphonates
Alendronate (Fosamax)a Oral 10 mg Daily

70 mg Weekly
Risedronate (Actonel)a Oral 5 mg

35 mg
150 mg

Daily
Weekly
Monthly

Risedronate SR (Atelvia) Oral 35 mg Weekly
Ibandronate (Boniva) Oral

IV
150 mg
3 mg

Monthly
q3 Months

Zoledronic acid (Reclast) IV 5 mg Yearly

Nonbisphosphonates

Denosumab (Prolia)
Raloxifene (Evista)
Calcitonin (Miacalcin)

SQ
Oral
Nasal
SQb

60 mg
60 mg
200 U
100 U

q6 Months
Daily
Daily
Daily

Estrogen therapy (multiple preparations  
and regimens)

Anabolic agents
Teriparatide (Forteo)
Abaloparatide (Tymlos)
Romosozumab (Evenity)

SQb

SQ
SQ

20 mcg
80 mcg
210 mg

Daily
Daily
Monthly

IV, intravenous; SQ, subcutaneously; SR, sustained release.
aNote that there is a Fosamax plus D preparation containing 70 mg of alendronate and either 2800 IU or 5600 IU of vitamin D3.
bInfusion times: IV ibandronate 1–3 minutes; IV zoledronic acid 15–30 minutes. 
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Fig. 87.1 Bone remodeling. Osteoclasts resorb old bone, leaving an empty resorption pit. Osteoblasts then fill the pit by secreting oste-
oid, which is subsequently mineralized by calcium and phosphate from the extracellular fluid, forming new bone. (From Peck WA, editor: 
Bone and mineral research annual 2, New York, 1984, Elsevier. Used with permission.)
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 12.  Explain how bisphosphonates are taken and why they work for osteoporosis.
The oral nitrogenous bisphosphonates are analogs of pyrophosphate, so they avidly bind to bone. They have 
very poor intestinal absorption (<1%) that is further inhibited by the presence of food or medications in the 
gastrointestinal (GI) tract. Their major side effect is esophageal and GI pain. In order to maximize intestinal 
absorption and minimize GI toxicity, they should be taken first thing each morning on an empty stomach with a 
full glass of water. The patient should then remain upright and take nothing by mouth for at least 30 to 60 minutes 
after medication ingestion. The absorbed bisphosphonate goes through the bloodstream and binds to bone with 
a terminal half-life in bone of up to 10 years. Approximately 50% to 60% of a dose does not bind to bone and is 
excreted unchanged in the urine. There are no drug interactions. Some of the bisphosphonate adsorbed to bone 
is ingested by the osteoclast during bone remodeling. The bisphosphonate acts on the osteoclast by binding and 
blocking the intracellular enzyme, farnesyl diphosphate synthase (FPPS), in the HMG CoA-reductase pathway 
(also known as the mevalonate pathway). Disruption of this pathway at the level of FPPS prevents the formation 
of two metabolites that are essential for connecting some small proteins (Ras, Rho, Rac) to the cell membrane, 
a process known as prenylation, which is important for proper subcellular protein trafficking. This interferes with 
lipid modification of the osteoclast cell membrane/cytoskeleton that is needed for maintaining the “ruffled border.” 
This leads to osteoclast apoptosis, causing significantly reduced bone resorption without directly affecting bone 
formation. Consequently, bone formation temporarily exceeds resorption and bone mass increases. After about 
24 months, bone formation declines to the level of resorption and bone mass stabilizes. Over this time, bone 
mass increases 4% to 8% in the spine and 3% to 6% in the hip. This is accompanied by a 33% to 68% relative 
risk reduction for incident vertebral fractures and a 40% to 50% reduction in hip fractures (not with ibandronate) 
depending upon the bisphosphonate that is studied. Zoledronic acid may be the most effective due to its 
antiresorptive potency, IV administration, and compliance. 

 13.  What precautions should be considered before prescribing bisphosphonates?
 • Oralbisphosphonatesarecontraindicatedinpatientswithesophagealproblems(strictures,achalasia,or

severe dysmotility [scleroderma], varices), malabsorption, or inability to sit upright. These are indications for an 
IV formulation.

 • Oralbisphosphonatesarecontraindicatedinpatientswithcreatinineclearance(CrCl)<30to35cc/minuteandIV
bisphosphonates are contraindicated if CrCl <35 to 40 cc/minute due to renal excretion. Patients with severe 
stage 3 chronic kidney disease (CKD; CrCl 35–40 cc/minute) who are receiving IV bisphosphonates should 
be taken off drugs affecting renal function if possible (nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs, diuretics), be well 
hydrated, and have slower infusion rates (ibandronate 15 minutes; zoledronic acid 60 minutes). IV ibandronate 
is probably safer than IV zoledronic acid due to less effect on renal tissue.

 • Allplannedinvasivedentalworkshouldbeperformedpriortostartingabisphosphonate,ifpossible,tolessen
future risk for ONJ. It is recommended that providers do an oral examination before starting therapy with 
bisphosphonates.

 • Makesure25OHvitaminDis>20(preferably30)ng/mLbeforestartingtherapy.
 • IVbisphosphonatescancauseaflu-likeillnessandbonepainlastingupto2to3daysin10%(ibandronate)

to 30% (zoledronic acid) of patients. Premedication with acetaminophen will often prevent or lessen these 
symptoms.

 • Complianceisimportant.Failuretotakeabisphosphonateatleast70%ofthetimesignificantlydecreasesits
fracture protection.

 • BMDincreaseislesswithlowturnoverandperimenopausalpatients.
 • Fractureprotectionhasnotbeenproveninosteopenicpatientsespeciallyaged<65years.UseFRAXtodeter-

mine need for therapy.
 • Bisphosphonatesarecontraindicatedinpatientswhoarepregnantorbreastfeedingduetounknowneffectson

the developing skeleton. In the rare patient who requires a bisphosphonate and may want to get pregnant in 
the future, risedronate may be the safest to use due to more rapid clearance from the blood after it is stopped. 
However, risedronate should be stopped 6 months prior to getting pregnant.

 • Unusualsideeffectsfrombisphosphonates:ocularsymptomsincludinguveitis,keratitis,opticneuritis,and
orbital swelling have been reported. Atrial fibrillation has also been reported. All these are more common with 
IV preparations. 

 14.  What is denosumab, and how does it work in osteoporosis?
Denosumab (Prolia) is a monoclonal antibody directed against RANK-L. This interferes with the ability of 
osteoblasts (and other cells with RANK-L on their surface) to bind to RANK and stimulate osteoclastic bone 
resorption. Denosumab is given in clinic or an infusion center at a dose of 60 mg SC every 6 months. This 
medication is well tolerated although there is a concern that infections could be increased since RANK-L is also 
on T helper cells and involved in dendritic cell activation. Notably, examination of large databases has failed to 
show an increased risk of serious infections in patients on denosumab who are also receiving immunosuppressive 
medications. In trials, denosumab increased lumbar spine bone mass by 6.5% and hip mass by 3.5%. This was 
accompanied by a 68% reduction in vertebral and 40% reduction in hip fractures over 3 years. Denosumab is 
cleared by the reticuloendothelial system and can, therefore, be used in osteoporotic patients with Class 4 CKD 
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(CrCl 15–30 cc/minute) although there is an increased risk of hypocalcemia. As with the bisphosphonates, any 
planned invasive dental work (extractions, implants) should be done prior to starting denosumab, if possible, to 
reduce the risk for ONJ. It is also recommended that providers do an oral examination before starting therapy with 
denosumab. In patients already on denosumab, it is recommended that any elective invasive dental procedures be 
scheduled for 6 months after an injection and the next injection given after the dental procedure has fully healed. 

 15.  What happens when denosumab is stopped, and what precautions are recommended?
Discontinuation of denosumab has been reported to result in rapid bone loss and, in some patients, the 
development of multiple vertebral fractures. Therefore, if denosumab therapy is stopped after at least two 
denosumab doses, it is recommended that bisphosphonate therapy be started; if an oral bisphosphonates is used, 
it should be started 6 months after the last denosumab injection, whereas if IV zoledronic acid is chosen, it should 
be given 9 months after the last denosumab injection. 

 16.  What is ONJ, and which medications may cause it?
ONJ presents as persistently exposed bone following an invasive dental procedure (extractions and implants); 
it does not occur following root canal procedures, fillings, and dental cleaning. It has been reported mainly in 
patients on strong antiresorptive medications (bisphosphonates or denosumab) and does not occur with the 
anabolic bone agents. ONJ develops most often during high-dose, frequent administration of antiresorptive agents 
for the treatment of multiple myeloma or bone metastases; however, it has also been reported, though much less 
often, in patients taking antiresorptive agents for osteoporosis. Good oral hygiene and regular dental care are the 
best preventive measures. Poor oral hygiene, diabetes mellitus, use of GCs, and age >65 years increase the risk 
for developing ONJ. As discussed earlier, an oral exam should be done by the prescribing provider prior to starting 
any of the antiresorptive medications. Temporarily stopping antiresorptive therapy for invasive dental procedures 
(3 months prior to the procedure) is a common practice but has not been shown to prevent ONJ. Some oral 
surgeons require a serum C-telopeptide to be in the normal range before they will do surgery. When counseling 
patients, the reported absolute risk of ONJ is 25/100,000 patient years (0.01%–0.15%/year) compared with the 
absolute fracture risk reduction of 700/100,000 patient years. Therefore, it is 28x more likely a patient will get a 
fracture than ONJ. 

 17.  What about AFF with antiresorptive medication use?
AFF have also been reported in patients being treated with antiresorptive agents; anabolic agents have not 
been implicated as causative agents. This complication has occurred almost exclusively in those on long-term 
antiresorptive therapy (>5 years). Any such patient with unexplained thigh pain should be evaluated with a 
radiograph looking for a “bird-beak” on the lateral aspect of the femoral shaft indicating a stress fracture (see 
Fig. 87.2). These fractures are frequently bilateral and require femoral rods to stabilize. The risk appears low but 
appears increased in women, active patients, those on corticosteroids, and those with very low bone turnover 
markers including alkaline phosphatase. Currently, no data exist regarding preventive measures. After 5 years 
of bisphosphonate use, many providers recommend a 1- to 2-year drug holiday for osteopenic patients and a 
temporary switch to an anabolic or other nonbisphosphonate agent for those with previous fragility fractures 
or very low BMD. It is also recommended that after 3 years (no hx of fragility fx) or 6 years (hx of fragility fx) of 
zoledronic acid, treatment should be stopped for the next 3 years. A drug holiday decreases the risk for atypical 
fractures by 70%. Drug holidays are not currently recommended for denosumab because of the rapid bone loss 
and vertebral fractures that have been reported in some patients after discontinuation of this medication. When 
counseling patients, the absolute risk of AFF is 2, 20, and 100/100,000 patient years after 2, 5, and 10 years of 
bisphosphonate therapy, respectively. Compared with osteoporotic fracture risk reduction, a patient is 286x more 
likely to get an osteoporotic fracture than an AFF. 

 18.  Briefly discuss the issues regarding hormone replacement therapy (HRT).
The Women’s Health Initiative study report in 2002 not only confirmed the efficacy of estrogen replacement 
therapy (ERT) and HRT for prevention of fractures but also confirmed a previously reported increased risk of breast 
cancer and cardiovascular events; following this report, the use of ERT and HRT significantly decreased. Currently 
ERT (women without an intact uterus) and HRT (women with an intact uterus) are recommended mainly for limited 
use for up to 3 years to treat postmenopausal hot flashes. 

 19.  Discuss the use of selective estrogen receptor modulators (SERMS) in the management of 
osteoporosis.
SERMS are agents that function as estrogen agonists in some tissues (bone) and estrogen antagonists in other 
tissues (breast). Raloxifene (Evista) is a SERM that has been shown to improve bone mass and to reduce spine 
(not hip) fractures; it is FDA-approved for the treatment of postmenopausal osteoporosis. Raloxifene has also been 
shown to reduce the risk (76%) of developing invasive breast cancer. The dose is 60 mg daily. Side effects include 
hot flashes, leg cramps, and an increased risk of thromboembolic disease (especially in smokers) similar to that 
seen with HRT. Raloxifene increases BMD by 2% to 3% in both the spine and hip while reducing the relative risk of 
vertebral fractures by 31% to 49% without an effect on hip fracture reduction. An ideal patient to receive raloxifene 
is an osteoporotic postmenopausal patient with a personal or family history of breast cancer. It can also be used in 
osteoporotic patients with CKD, although little data is available to support its efficacy in this patient group. 
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 20.  How can parathyroid hormone (PTH) and parathyroid hormone-related peptide (PTHrP) be 
anabolic agents for treating osteoporosis?
Persistently elevated serum PTH levels (hyperparathyroidism) or PTHrP levels promote osteoclastic bone 
resorption, hypercalcemia, and bone loss. In contrast, intermittent daily pulses of exogenous PTH or PTHrP actually 
stimulate osteoblast differentiation, proliferation, and survival, resulting in osteoid formation and increased bone 
mass. They also decrease the production of the bone inhibiting protein, sclerostin, from osteocytes. 

 21.  How effective are the currently available anabolic bone agents?
Teriparatide (Forteo) is a 34 amino acid fragment of intact PTH that retains the ability to bind to and activate  
PTH receptors on osteoblasts and osteoblast precursors. It is self-administered daily at a 20 mcg/day dose 
SC for 18 to 24 months. In trials, teriparatide increased lumbar spine bone mass by 9% to 13% and hip bone 
mass by 2.5% to 5% while decreasing the relative risk of new vertebral fractures by 65% and nonvertebral 
fractures by 50%. The most common side effects are similar to placebo and include headache, nausea, arthralgias, 
orthostasis, and flushing. Teriparatide must be refrigerated for the duration of its use; it becomes inactivated if left 
unrefrigerated for over 24 hours.

Abaloparatide (Tymlos) is a 34 amino acid fragment of PTHrP that also activates osteoblast recruitment 
and activity. It is self-injected at an 80 mcg SQ daily dose, and its use is limited to 24 months. Spine BMD has 
been shown to increase by 10.4% and hip BMD by 4% compared with placebo. In a head-to-head trial against 
teriparatide, abaloparatide reduced new vertebral fractures by 86%, nonvertebral fractures by 43%, and major 
osteoporosis fractures by 70% (the reduction in major osteoporosis fractures was statistically significantly better 
than teriparatide). Side effects are similar to those reported with teriparatide. Abaloparatide does not require 
refrigeration. 

 22.  What precautions should be considered prior to prescribing teriparatide or abaloparatide?
 • Teriparatideandabaloparatidearecontraindicatedinpatientsatincreasedriskforosteosarcomas:Paget’s

disease, unexplained alkaline phosphatase elevation, children and young adults with open epiphyses, prior 
external beam or implant radiation therapy involving the skeleton.

 •  In patients without contraindications, teriparatide does not cause an increased risk of osteosarcomas 
compared with the general population (1: 250,000). Data on osteosarcoma in adults on long-term abalo-
paratide therapy is not yet available.

 • Useinpatientswithskeletalmetastasesandmyelomaiscontraindicated.
 • Maycausehypercalcemia(digoxintoxicity,kidneystones)andhyperuricemia(gout).
 • Expensive.Theyarecost-effectivewhenusedinpatientsathighestriskforosteoporoticfractures(Tscore

<–2.5 to –3.0 with history of fragility fracture; T score ≤–3.0) or in patients who develop a fragility fracture 
while on an oral bisphosphonate.

 • Teriparatideandabaloparatidecanhelphealstressfractures(especiallysacral,pelvic),nonunionfractures,
and ONJ. However, this is not an FDA-approved use for these agents.

Fig. 87.2 Atypical femoral fractures with bisphosphonate use.
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 • Teriparatideandabaloparatideshouldnotbeusedconcurrentlywithanantiresorptiveagent.Bluntingoftheana-
bolic response has been demonstrated in patients who have previously received prolonged alendronate therapy 
prior to starting teriparatide. This blunting has not been apparent when teriparatide was used concurrently with 
zoledronic acid or denosumab in patients who have not received previous bisphosphonate or denosumab therapy. 
However, fracture reduction efficacy has not yet been demonstrated with combination therapy.

 • ThePTHlevelshouldbecheckedpriortousinganabolicbonedrugs.Ifelevated,secondarycauses(vitamin
D deficiency) should be corrected to normalize the PTH level. The benefit of teriparatide and abaloparatide in 
patients with persistent mild elevations of PTH (<150 pg/mL) is unclear, but many experts feel it can still be 
effective. It can be used in patients with severe kidney disease, but the effectiveness in these patients (who 
frequently have an elevated PTH) is unknown.

 • Aftertreatmentwithteriparatideorabaloparatide,anantiresorptiveagentshouldbestartedtopreservethe
gains in bone mass. Otherwise, bone mass declines significantly after these agents are stopped.

 • Afterone2-yearcourseofteriparatide,asubsequentcourseinpatientswithsevereosteoporosisispresently
being studied (intermittent osteoanabolic therapy). 

 23.  Discuss the role of testosterone for the treatment of osteoporosis?
Men with osteoporosis and symptoms of hypogonadism may benefit from testosterone replacement therapy (TRT), 
especially if the serum testosterone level is <150 ng/dL. TRT increases bone mass in men with baseline low 
testosterone levels, but there has been no fracture reduction data reported; therefore, it is not an FDA-approved 
treatment for osteoporosis. Testosterone can be administered intramuscularly (100–400 mg every 1–4 weeks; 
lower doses at more frequent intervals are preferred), as a transdermal patch (AndroDerm) or cream (Testim, 
AndroGel, Fortesta, Axiron), or as a buccal patch (Striant). Injectable testosterone pellets are not recommended 
because supraphysiologic testosterone levels often result from this therapy. TRT has not been shown to cause 
prostate cancer but has clearly been shown to increase the risk of growth of existing prostate cancer. TRT 
can precipitate or worsen sleep apnea. Evidence regarding cardiovascular safety of testosterone is currently 
controversial; however, the cardiovascular risk does appear to be increased in men who have on-treatment serum 
testosterone levels in the supraphysiologic range. Patients without improvement in hypogonadal symptoms should 
not continue testosterone as other therapies for osteoporosis are more beneficial. 

 24.  Have all of these medications been shown to prevent fractures?
The FDA-approved medications have all been demonstrated in randomized controlled trials to significantly reduce 
vertebral fractures in women with postmenopausal osteoporosis. Hip fractures have also been reduced by alendronate, 
risedronate, zoledronic acid, and denosumab. Nonvertebral fracture reduction has been reported with alendronate, 
risedronate, zoledronic acid, denosumab, teriparatide, and abaloparatide. Ibandronate and raloxifene have not been 
shown to reduce hip or nonvertebral fractures. As discussed, there is no fracture prevention data for TRT. 

 25.  Should osteoporosis medications be used in combination?
No, not yet. Combining antiresorptive medications should be avoided because of concern about excessively 
suppressing bone remodeling. Combining anabolic and antiresorptive medications is an appealing notion with 
emerging clinical trial data. The combination of teriparatide and alendronate had no synergy and resulted in 
inferior bone mass increases compared with teriparatide alone. In contrast, teriparatide combined with zoledronic 
acid or with denosumab did show synergy in regard to improvements in bone density. Despite these promising 
results, combination therapy is not currently recommended because there is no data showing superior fracture 
reduction compared with monotherapy. Furthermore, the cost of using combinations is certainly additive and may 
cause significant problems with insurance coverage. While combination therapy is not recommended, sequential 
therapy is clearly beneficial in many patients and is supported by a strong evidence base. Leaders in the field 
suggest that patients with severe osteoporosis may have maximal benefit by receiving anabolic therapy first, 
followed by an antiresorptive agent. 

 26.  Summarize the benefits and risks of pharmacologic osteoporosis medications.
Benefits

Fracture reduction (significant for all FDA-approved agents).
Risks

Common side effects:
Upper GI symptoms: oral bisphosphonates
Acute-phase reactions: IV bisphosphonates (first dose)
Transient decrease in serum calcium: zoledronic acid, denosumab
Transient increase in serum and urine calcium: teriparatide, abaloparatide

Uncommon/Rare side effects:
ONJ: antiresorptive agents
AFF: antiresorptive agents
Uveitis, keratitis, optic neuritis, orbital swelling: bisphosphonates
Atrial fibrillation: IV bisphosphonates
Hypercalcemia: teriparatide, abaloparatide 
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 27.  Describe a recommended risk stratification strategy for approaching osteoporosis therapy.
Low/Moderate-risk patients

Oral bisphosphonates (alendronate, risedronate, ibandronate)
Zoledronic acid
Denosumab

High-risk patientsa

Zoledronic acid
Denosumab
Teriparatide
Abaloparatide 

 28.  What is the optimum duration of treatment with osteoporosis medications?
Oral bisphosphonates

5 years (low/moderate-risk patients)
6 to 10 years (high-risk patientsa)

Zoledronic acid
3 years (low/moderate-risk patients)
6 years (high-risk patientsa)

Denosumab: stopping not recommended without substituting another agent
Teriparatide/Abaloparatide: 24 months followed by an antiresorptive agent 

 29.  Should patients on osteoporosis medications be given a drug holiday? If so, how long 
should the drug holiday last?
Bisphosphonates are the only osteoporosis medication class for which a drug holiday should currently be considered. 
Osteoporosis medication drug holidays are not recommended with denosumab, teriparatide, or abaloparatide for 
reasons stated earlier; if and when these medications are stopped, another agent should be substituted.

Bisphosphonate drug holidays may be considered after a patient has had the optimum duration of treatment 
(see previous question). Bisphosphonate drug holidays should end under the following circumstances:

 • Afragilityfracture(spine,hip,wrist,andhumerus)occurs.
 • Bonedensitydecreasesmorethantheleastsignificantchange(LSC)establishedforthatspecificinstrument

(see discussion of LSC later).
 • Boneturnovermarkers(urineN-telopeptide,serumC-telopeptide,serumbone-specificalkalinephosphatase)

increase by >30% or rise into the upper 50% of the reference range. 

 30.  How should BMD testing be used to monitor the response to osteoporosis therapy?
BMD testing to monitor osteoporosis therapy responses is most often repeated after 2 years of treatment. To 
accurately interpret serial changes, the LSC for the specific instrument must be known. The LSC is a precision 
estimate that informs the user about the minimum BMD change that should be considered significant. Standard 
procedures for performing the LSC assessment are available on the International Society for Clinical Densitometry 
website, www.iscd.org. 

 31.  How do you interpret BMD changes in patients on osteoporosis medications?

BMD change Interpretation Recommended action

Increase > LSC Good response Continue therapy
No change or < LSC Adequate response Continue therapy
Decrease > LSC Treatment failure Evaluate; consider therapy change

 

 32.  What markers are available to assess bone remodeling and how are they used?

Bone formation Bone resorption

Serum alkaline phosphatase Urine or serum N-telopeptides (NTX)
Serum Osteocalcin Serum C-telopeptides (CTX)
Serum P1NP

  
Elevation of biomarkers predicts future bone loss. A 30% reduction of biomarkers after therapy is 

initiated verifies compliance and predicts an increase in bone mass. However, marked variability in biomarker 
measurement limits the utility of this tool. A serum CTX <312 ng/L and/or urine NTX <27nmol/mmolCr indicates 
good control. 

aHigh-risk patients: old age, prior fracture, very low BMD (T-score <–3), high fall risk, GC use.
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 33.  What constitutes a treatment failure to osteoporosis therapy?
This is a controversial issue because all FDA-approved treatments, if taken as directed, significantly reduce 
the risk of fractures. However, no treatment completely eliminates the risk of fractures since treated patients 
are already at high risk for fractures. The currently suggested criteria to define failure to respond adequately to 
therapy are (any one of these) the development of two or more fragility fractures; decrease in BMD by more than 
the LSC of the specific dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry instrument; or increase in bone remodeling biomarkers 
by 30% or into the upper half of the reference range. 

 34.  What do you do when BMD falls significantly during osteoporosis therapy?
The common causes of BMD loss on treatment and their management are listed below.

Cause Management

Nonadherence→ Encourage adherence
Calcium deficiency→ Adequate calcium intake
Vitamin D deficiency→ Adequate vitamin D intake
Secondary bone loss→ Treat the cause
Treatment failure→ Change medication

  35.  Which medications are effective in preventing and treating GC-induced osteoporosis?
Bisphosphonates (alendronate, risedronate, zoledronic acid), denosumab, and teriparatide have been shown in 
randomized controlled trials to significantly improve BMD and reduce fractures in GC-treated patients. They are 
instituted based on FRAX risk assessment score (high, medium, low), T-score, history of fragility fracture, and 
patient age (see Chapter 52: Metabolic Bone Disease).

 36.  What are the annual retail costs for the osteoporosis therapies?

Drug Annual Cost (dollars)

• Alendronate(generic) 564
• FosamaxplusD 2552
• Risedronate(generic) 2379
• RisedronateDR(Atelvia) 2456
• Ibandronate(generic) 4162
• Ibandronate(3mgIVq3months) 4162 plus administration
• Reclast 1155 plus administration
• Evista 2325
• Prolia 2909 plus administration
• Forteo 44,069
• Tymlos 25,644

  37.  What new and emerging osteoporosis therapies are in development?
 • Antiresorptivedrugs
 •  New SERMs: lasofoxifene, bazedoxifene, arzoxifene
 • Osteoanabolicdrugs
 •  Teriparatide: transdermal, intranasal
 •  Abaloparatide: transdermal
 •  Sclerostin inhibitors: antisclerostin antibody (romosozumab)
 •  Calcilytic (stimulates endogenous PTH release): ronacaleret
 •  Tryptophan hydroxylase 1 (Tph 1) inhibitor: inhibit gut-derived serotonin 

 38.  Develop an algorithm for the diagnosis and management of osteoporosis (Fig. 87.3)

 39.  Romosozumab was recently approved for the treatment of osteoporosis. What is the 
mechanism of action of this drug and what is its’ efficacy and safety data?
Romosozumab (Evenity) is an anabolic agent that was FDA approved in 2019. It is a humanized monoclonal 
antibody directed against sclerostin, a protein produced by osteocytes that is a natural inhibitor of the Wnt 
pathway; Wnt is the major signaling cascade that stimulates osteoblastic bone formation. Blocking sclerostin 
results in stimulation of Wnt regulated bone formation. Romosozumab has been shown to increase BMD in women 
with postmenopausal osteoporosis by 11.3% in the lumbar spine compared with alendronate (4.1% increase), 
and teriparatide (7.1% increase); total hip and femoral neck BMD also increased significantly. Subsequently, 
romosozumab was shown in one study of 7180 postmenopausal women with osteoporosis by DEXA criteria, to 
decrease incident radiographic vertebral fractures by 73% (12 month risk ratio [RR] 0.27, 95% CI 0.16-0.47) 
in 12 months with a non-significant reduction in non-vertebral fractures (hazard ratio 0.75, 95% CI 0.53-1.05) 
compared to placebo. In another study of 4093 women with postmenopausal osteoporosis and previous fragility 
fractures treated with romosozumab or alendronate for 24 months, incident radiographic vertebral fractures 
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were reduced by 48% (RR 0.52, 95% CI 0.40-0.66); nonvertebral fractures and hip fractures were also lower in 
romosozumab treated patients compared to alendronate treated patients.

The most common adverse reactions (≥ 5%) reported with romosozumab have been arthralgias, headaches 
and injection site reactions. In one study, romosozumab treated patients experienced serious cardiovascular 
outcomes (cardiac ischemic and cerebrovascular accidents); investigators acknowledged that additional studies 
are needed to probe this issue. All prescribing providers should read the FDA label regarding cardiovascular 
precautions in patient treated with this drug. Occasional hypocalcemia following romosozumab administration was 
reported in the clinical trials. Both ONJ and AFF have also been reported in patients treated with romosozumab.

Romosozumab is given by health care professionals (infusion center or physician office) by subcutaneous 
(SQ) injections, 210 mg SQ (requires two injections of 105 mg/1.17 mL single-use prefilled syringes) every month 
for 12 months. The current cost is $1,825/month ($21,900/year). 
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REHABILITATIVE TECHNIQUES
Venu Akuthota, MD and Alexandra Garnett, MD

KEY POINTS

 1.  The major goal of rehabilitative techniques is to maximize function.
 2.  Patients with arthritis should perform stretching 3 to 5 days/week and range of motion (ROM) exercises daily to 

prevent joint contractures.
 3.  Patients with rheumatic disease are recommended to exercise regularly. An exercise program should be indi-

vidualized for each patient and should start slow to ensure safety and compliance with routine exercise.
 4.  Excessive pain during exercise or soreness for >2 hours after exercise indicates too much exercise for that patient.
 5.  Physical modalities, such as heat and cryotherapy, are used as an adjunct to facilitate active therapy.
 6.  Joint protection strategies aim to prevent additional stress on diseased joints by utilizing altered work methods, 

avoidance of static positions, good body mechanics, and splints, braces, or adaptive equipment.

 1.  What are the goals of rehabilitation for a patient with rheumatic disease?
 •  Maintain or restore the individual’s ability to function successfully in personal, family, and community life.
 •  Increase strength and endurance.
 •  Maintain or improve ROM.
 •  Prevent or reduce contractures and deformity.
 •  Decrease pain.
 •  Improve the patient’s overall feeling of well-being. 

 2.  Which functional areas should be assessed in a patient with rheumatic disease?
Physical function assessment.

 •  Levels of pain and fatigue.
 •  Ability to perform activities of daily living (eating, personal hygiene, toileting).
 •  Recreational (avocational) or leisure activities.
 •  Occupational (vocational) activities including job, housework, and schoolwork.
 •  Sexual activities.
 •  Physical examination.
 •  Manual muscle strength testing.
 •  ROM (can use goniometer).
 •  Transfers and ambulation.

Psychological/cognitive functional assessment.
 •  Affective function (depression, anxiety, mood).
 •  Coping skills.
 •  Cognitive function.
 •  Compliance with treatment plan.
 •  Sleep history.

Social function assessment.
 •  Social support systems.
 •  Interpersonal relationships.
 •  Social integration.
 •  Ability to fulfill social roles.
 •  Socioeconomic/financial stressors. 

 3.  What healthcare personnel are available to help rehabilitate patients with rheumatic 
diseases? What rehab techniques do each use?
Physical therapists: administer and instruct patients in the use of various therapeutic and pain-relieving 

techniques including heat, cold, traction, diathermy, electrical stimulation, therapeutic exercise, stretching, 
transfer skills, ambulation methods, and joint ROM/function/strength.

Occupational therapists: responsible for optimizing function by instruction in joint protection and energy conser-
vation. In addition, they provide or fabricate adaptive equipment and splinting, especially for upper extremity 
(UE) functional activities.
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Podiatrists: evaluate and treat foot and ankle disorders, provide orthotics for foot problems.
Social workers and rehabilitation counselors: assist in the management of social, economic, and psychological 

problems that create stress for the patient and family. This can include assistance in recreational activities as 
well as interpersonal and sexual relationships.

Psychotherapists: assist the patient with the psychological problems that arise from dealing with pain and loss 
of function.

Vocational counselors: can mobilize community resources to retrain and restore the patient to the workplace.
Arthritis rehabilitation nurses and patient educators: assist in instruction about the rheumatic disease 

and its therapy. Provide information, monitor compliance, and give emotional support to the patient 
and family. 

EXERCISE AND REST

 4.  Name three forms of rest for a person with arthritis.
 •  Local rest is performed in a specific joint utilizing splinting techniques to reduce pain, inflammation, or to 

prevent contracture. However, excessive inactivity or rest must be avoided as a muscle’s mass may decrease 
5% to 10% within 1 week if a joint is immobilized.

 •  Systemic rest is used for a period of up to 4 weeks if appropriate antiinflammatory medication and outpatient 
rehabilitation management are ineffective in alleviating the manifestations of systemic diseases such as 
rheumatoid arthritis (RA) or polymyositis. Again, excessive rest must be avoided.

 •  Short rest periods can be utilized throughout the day as a preventative means of managing overall inflamma-
tion and fatigue. The patient interrupts daily activities of >30 continuous minutes to take short breaks, thereby 
allowing for energy conservation. 

 5.  How does exercise benefit a patient with rheumatic disease?
Fatigue, weakness, and decreased endurance are common symptoms in patients with rheumatic disease. Disuse 
or excessive rest and inactivity can be a major cause of lost muscle strength. In addition, joint immobility can lead 
to contractures with loss of ROM. Therapeutic exercise can prevent or improve these problems. 

 6.  Which factors need to be considered in prescribing an exercise program for a patient with a 
rheumatic disease?

 •  Stage of disease.
 •  Extent of inflammation and deformity.
 •  Patient’s general medical condition.
 •  Types of activities the patient enjoys (to improve compliance). 

 7.  What types of active exercise are used to increase muscle strength and endurance in a 
patient with arthritis?

 •  Isometric training: a static muscle contraction in which the muscle length does not change and the limb does 
not move through any ROM. A wall squat is an example of an isometric contraction. This form of exercise is 
particularly good to maintain or increase muscle bulk and strength without increasing joint inflammation in a 
patient with active arthritis.

 •  Isotonic exercise: a dynamic muscle contraction with movement through an arc of motion against a fixed 
resistance, such as in bicep curls and standing calf raises. It should be done when joint inflammation is under 
control. Isotonic training begins with 1 to 2-lb weights. Before increasing weight, patients should be able to 
comfortably perform 12 repetitions.

 •  Isokinetic exercise: the rate of movement is held constant, but the force produced by the individual may vary 
through the arc of motion. These exercises generally involve specialty equipment, such as an exercise bike. 
This form of exercise is rarely used in arthritis rehabilitation.

 •  Aerobic and aquatic exercise programs. 

 8.  How does strength training differ from endurance training?
Strength is increased by isometric exercises and by isotonic exercises with increased resistance, resulting in 
fewer repetitions (7–10 repetitions). Endurance is increased by isotonic exercises with low resistance, enabling 
multiple repetitions (3 sets of 10 repetitions). 

 9.  In which aerobic activities can a rheumatic disease patient participate to increase 
cardiovascular fitness? To lose weight?
Swimming, walking, elliptical training, and treadmill walking are recommended to increase cardiovascular fitness. 

The intensity should be sufficient to elevate the heart rate to 75% of maximum (220-age) for 20 to 40 minutes.
Walking at a brisk pace for 30 to 70 minutes/day for 6 days/week is recommended to lose weight. 

 10.  How often should a patient with arthritis exercise?
Patients with arthritis should perform stretching 3 to 5 days/week and ROM exercises daily to prevent joint 
contractures. Adults in the general population should perform at least 150 minutes of moderate-intensity 
aerobic exercise per week, or 75 minutes of vigorous-intensity aerobic activity. Adults should also perform 
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strengthening exercises two to three times per week. Patients with arthritis whose disease is controlled can be 
encouraged to follow these general recommendations. For those with active joint inflammation or more severe 
functional limitations, the American College of Sports Medicine has issued a separate set of guidelines. These 
recommendations state that adults with a chronic condition and/or functional limitation should perform at least 30 
minutes of moderate-intensity activity on most days of the week or vigorous-intensity aerobic physical activity for 
a minimum of 20 minutes on 3 days each week. Starting off slowly with low-intensity exercise, perhaps involving 
isometric exercises and aquatic therapy, can help to improve adherence to routine exercise. 

 11.  How can a patient with arthritis determine if they have done too much exercise?
 •  Excessive pain during the exercise session.
 •  Post-exercise soreness lasting >2 hours.
 •  Increased joint pain or swelling the day following exercise. 

PHYSICAL MODALITIES

 12.  Which physical modalities are available for management of musculoskeletal pain?
The main purpose of physical modalities is to decrease pain so that the patient can participate in therapeutic 
exercises. Modalities available include:

 •  Thermal agents.
  Superficial moist or dry heat. Moist heat is delivered by hot packs, whirlpool, paraffin baths, or aqua therapy 

and dry heat is delivered by fluidotherapy.
  Deep heat with ultrasound or diathermy.
  Cryotherapy.
 •  Electrotherapy
  Transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation (TENS).
  Iontophoresis.
 •  Traction. 

 13.  What are some of the therapeutic effects of heat treatments?
By warming the tissue, several effects occur simultaneously, such as increased tendon and joint capsule 
extensibility, reduction in muscle spasm, production of analgesia, increased tissue blood flow, and increased tissue 
metabolism. To restore function, heat, both superficial and deep, is used in conjunction with formal therapy and 
therapeutic exercise for maximum benefit. 

 14.  How are superficial and deep heat used in the treatment of musculoskeletal problems?
 •  Superficial heat only penetrates tissue to a depth of 1 to 1.5 cm, and its effects last for 30 to 45 minutes. It 

works best for smaller superficial joints, such as in the hands. Paraffin baths of the hands are often used in 
patients with RA and scleroderma to reduce pain and improve ROM.

 •  Deep heat is delivered by ultrasound or short-wave diathermy. Tissues at a depth of 3 to 6 cm can be heated 
to 41°C. The effect lasts for 30 to 45 minutes during which exercises should be done. Deep heat works best 
for large joints and muscles. 

 15.  What are the relative contraindications to treating with heat?
Tissue pain and damage commence with tissue temperatures of 113°F (45°C). Increased collagenolysis has 
been found to occur with increased intraarticular temperatures. While there are potentially adverse implications 
for using heat in inflammatory conditions, such as RA, investigators have not found increased joint destruction 
when heat is used. Because pain is a warning sign of tissue injury, sensory deficits or a reduction in mental 
status are contraindications to the use of heat. Other common contraindications include bleeding disorders, acute 
hemorrhage or trauma, atrophic or scarred skin, and local malignancy. Also, heat applications to the gonads or to 
a gravid uterus should be avoided. Deep heat should not be used if metal is in the area being treated. Areas with 
inadequate vascular supply should not be heated because of their inability to dissipate heat appropriately or to 
meet the increased metabolic demands caused by increased temperature. 

 16.  How is cryotherapy applied?
Cold application can be very specific, as in the use of vapocoolant sprays, localized massage, or locally applied 
cold pack. Or it can be very generally applied, as in ice water immersion, refillable bladders, thermal blankets, or 
contrast baths. For subacute pain and muscle spasm, it is typically applied as ice massage or cold packs. A simple 
inexpensive method is to apply a bag of frozen vegetables to the area or to freeze water in a paper cup and use 
it as an ice massage to an area. Cryotherapy is the treatment of choice following acute injury, particularly when 
combined with compression. 

 17.  What are the mechanisms by which thermal agents reduce muscle spasm?
Cold has its effect directly on the muscle, the intrafusal fibers of the muscle spindle mechanism, and sensory 
wrappings of the muscle spindles. Heat affects muscle spasm indirectly by slowing the firing rate of secondary 
afferents, increasing the firing rate of Golgi tendon organs, and decreasing the firing rate of efferent fibers to the 
muscle spindle (gamma fibers). 
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 18.  What are some of the therapeutic effects of cold treatments?
Cryotherapy can produce a local analgesic effect; it decreases edema, inflammation, metabolic demand of tissue, 
and muscle spasm. 

 19.  What are iontophoresis and phonophoresis?
It is the use of direct electrical current to induce topically applied medications to migrate into soft tissues and 
nerves up to 3 to 5 mm deep. Common topical medications applied include lidocaine gel, corticosteroid (usually 
dexamethasone) gel, and analgesics. This therapy has been used in tendonitis (especially Achilles tendonitis), 
bursitis, and neuritis. Phonophoresis is similar to iontophoresis except it uses ultrasound to “drive” medication 
more deeply. 

 20.  When is traction used for the management of cervical and lumbar spinal disorders?
Traction involves applying force in a manner to distract the cervical or lumbar vertebral bodies. This can increase 
the intervertebral foraminal area, allowing more space for the exiting nerve root. It can stretch ligaments and 
muscles and may decrease muscle spasm and pressure on intervertebral discs. There is no consensus on the 
indications for traction and the evidence for its benefit is limited. Still, this modality is occasionally employed to 
treat cervical and lumbar pain, especially if there is associated radicular pain such as in disc herniation with nerve 
impingement. Both cervical and lumbar traction work best if applied two or three times a day until pain relief 
occurs. Failure to improve pain within 2 to 4 weeks and/or exacerbation of pain during traction is an indication to 
stop this therapy. 

ORTHOSES, JOINT PROTECTION, AND ASSISTIVE DEVICES

 21.  What are joint protection techniques?
Joint protection is a self-management approach that aims to maintain the function and integrity of joints by reducing 
loading on vulnerable joints. Techniques include maintaining good posture and joint alignment, altering movement 
patterns, avoiding static positions, and maintaining proper body weight. Joint protection also includes environmental 
modification, utilization of assistive devices, and allowing for adequate rest periods throughout the day. 

 22.  Why are splints and orthotics used in arthritis patients?
Splints and orthotics are used in the treatment of inflammatory and degenerative arthritis to unweight joints, 
create stability in selected joints, decrease or increase joint motion, or support the joint in the position of maximal 
function. They can either be purchased over-the-counter or custom-formed to fit the individual patient. Evidence 
for the efficacy of orthoses in reducing pain and disability is most robust for thumb-base osteoarthritis (OA). 
Devices for thumb-base OA aim to immobilize the carpometacarpal joint and open the first web space, allowing 
for joint rest and preventing deformity. 

 23.  Name the major factors in determining patient compliance in the use of splints and 
orthotics.
The cosmetic appearance of the splint is a major factor in nonuse. Fear of public attention to the device, including 
discrimination at work and in other environments, adds to a patient’s unwillingness to use the device. Other 
factors include size of the orthosis, heat generated at the skin, and comfort of the parts in contact with the skin. 
Compliance with splints is increased when the splints significantly improve pain or function and when family or 
support groups reinforce the need to use the splint regularly. 

 24.  How can the use of adaptive devices and mobility aids benefit a patient with arthritis?
Assistive devices that substitute for deficient function help a patient with arthritis conserve energy, decrease 
stress on joints, relieve pain, and be more functionally independent. Adaptive devices for kitchen, bathroom, 
and self-care are readily available and can include built-up utensil handles, zipper pulls, and a raised toilet 
seat. Mobility aids include canes, crutches (axillary, forearm, platform), walkers (manual, wheeled), wheelchairs 
(manual, powered), and scooters. In patients with spinal stenosis, a rolling walker with a seat can be helpful in 
producing a relatively flexed lumbar spine walking posture as well as providing a seat when needed to relieve 
neurogenic claudication pain. 

 25.  In which hand should a cane be placed to provide weight-bearing relief for a diseased hip?
The cane is placed in the contralateral hand. This creates a moment arm that counteracts the patient’s weight and 
significantly reduces by 25% the amount of force applied to the hip joint. Placing the cane on the same side as the 
involved hip actually increases loading on the hip joint and potentially exacerbates the discomfort, pain, or joint 
dysfunction. 

 26.  For an involved knee or ankle, which hand should hold the cane?
Below the level of the hip, ground reactive force to an individual joint is relieved most effectively when the cane is 
held on the ipsilateral side as the involved joint. This position can be advantageous for climbing and descending 
stairs but can be disruptive to the normal rhythm of gait because of the reversal of the natural swing of the arm. The 
patient may find that the cane works well when held in the contralateral hand during normal ambulation, but then 
can change it to the ipsilateral side for specific actions or activities requiring direct force on the ankle and knee. 
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 27.  How can you tell if a cane or crutch has been properly fitted to the patient?
A properly fitted cane or crutch should reach 8 inches lateral to the front of the foot when the patient is standing 
and holding the cane or crutch handle with the elbow flexed 15 to 30 degrees. This position permits stability on 
standing and an easy reach to the ground ahead during walking. A quicker but less precise way is to make sure 
the handle of the cane reaches the wrist crease when the patient is standing upright with their arms hanging 
down and the cane by the side of their leg. 

 28.  What are the documentation requirements required by the Centers for Medicare and 
Medicaid Services to justify reimbursement for a powered mobility device (PMD; power 
wheelchair, scooter)?

  There must be a documented in-person “face-to-face” visit for a mobility evaluation. The physician should 
label the visit and state that it was a “Mobility Examination”.

  Complete history relevant to patient’s mobility needs in the home.
A PMD will only be authorized to facilitate movement around the home and not outside the home. In 

this part discuss: (1) symptoms that limit ambulation, (2) medical diagnoses responsible for these symptoms,  
(3) list which mobility-related activities of daily living in the home are impaired due to mobility limitations (e.g., 
move from room to room, dressing, grooming, toileting, feeding, bathing), (4) medications and other treatments 
tried to treat ambulation problems, (5) how far and at what pace can the patient ambulate without stopping, 
(6) history of falls, (7) what ambulatory devices (cane, walker) have been tried and why are they insufficient 
(e.g., unsteady gait with falls, desaturates to <88%, UE and/or lower extremity [LE] strength of 2/5 or less, poor 
balance), (8) why a manual wheelchair cannot meet the patient’s needs (e.g., UE strength 1/5, grip strength of 2/5, 
hemiplegia 1/5 due to cerebrovascular accident, contractures of hands, decreased ROM of shoulders and elbows, 
pain level 8/10 in hands or shoulders), (9) state that patient has physical and mental capacity to use a PMD safely, 
and (10) state that patient is willing and motivated to use a PMD. In addition, if physician wants patient to have 
a power wheelchair and not a scooter, they have to state why a scooter will not meet the patient’s needs (e.g., 
cannot safely transfer in/out scooter, cannot operate tiller of scooter, lacks postural stability, UE strength 1/5, home 
environment does not provide adequate maneuvering for scooter).

  Physical assessment must include: (1) height and weight; (2) cardiopulmonary exam including oxygen satura-
tion with exertion; (3) musculoskeletal exam including arm and leg strength (0-5/5) and joint ROM; 
 (4) neurologic exam including gait, balance, and coordination. Physician should document if they observed the 
patient ambulate. 

 29.  What are the seven elements that must be included in the written order for any PMD?
 1.  Beneficiary’s name.
 2.  Equipment ordered: “power mobility device” is sufficient.
 3.  Date of face-to-face mobility evaluation: order for PMD must be forwarded to the supplier within 45 days of 

this evaluation.
 4.  Pertinent diagnoses with International Classification of Diseases-10 codes relating to need for PMD.
 5.  Include patient’s height and weight to help supplier select appropriate equipment.
 6.  Length of need in months: 99 = lifetime.
 7.  Physician’s signature and date of physician’s signature. 

 30.  Describe footwear considerations for patients with foot pain/arthritis.
 •  High heels and pointy-toed shoes should be avoided. If they must be worn, should be for no longer than 3 

hours a day, three times a week.
 •  Floppy shoes (i.e., can fold shoe toe to touch heel) increases risk of foot pain.
 •  Recommend wide, deep toe box, so toes are not crowded.
 •  Shoe construction should be soft with no rubbing from internal stitching.
 •  Soft-cushioned nonslip sole (e.g., crepe sole) serves as a shock absorber.
 •  If significant bony foot deformity exists, may need custom-made shoes.
 •  If hand deformities prevent tying laces, then consider Velcro closures.
 •  Recommend patient try on shoes and walk around store for 15 to 20 minutes before purchasing the shoes. 

SPECIFIC DISEASE REHABILITATION

 31.  What kinds of exercise are available for a patient with OA?
Patients should be reassured that regular activity or exercise does not increase the risk of OA. The MOVE 
consensus group promotes strengthening and aerobic exercise, which both have been shown to reduce pain and 
improve function and health status in patients with knee and hip OA. One specific form of resistance training has 
not been shown to be superior to another (i.e., high versus low resistance; isometric versus dynamic training). 
Adherence to the exercise program is the best predictor for improvement. Consider aquatic exercise to start with 
for obese patients or individuals with more severe disease. Balance training is also proven effective. (Fransen 
M et al. Exercise for osteoarthritis of the hip. Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews 2014, Issue 4. Art. No.: 
CD007912. Fransen M et al. Exercise for osteoarthritis of the knee. Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews 
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2015, Issue 1. Art. No.: CD004376. Roddy E, Zhang W, Doherty M et al. Evidence-based recommendations for 
the role of exercise in the management of osteoarthritis of the hip or knee-the MOVE consensus, Rheumatology. 
2005;44:67–73.) 

 32.  What is the best method for a patient with knee arthritis to walk up and down the stairs?
Up to heaven, down to hell. A patient should lead with the leg having the good (heaven) knee as he goes up stairs 
since there is more force across the knee of the climbing leg. The patient should lead with the leg that has the bad 
(hell) knee when going down stairs since there is more force across the trailing leg which supports the descent. He 
can also lock his bad knee on the descent when he leads with it thus providing more stability. During both the ascent 
and descent of stairs, the cane (supporting body weight on it) advances when the arthritic leg is brought forward. 

 33.  Can patients with RA benefit from a regular exercise program?
Regular exercise can increase their functional levels, including endurance, muscle strength, activities of daily 
living, and mobility. Isometric exercises are preferred for joints with active inflammation. RA patients can benefit 
from low-repetition, low-resistance isotonic exercises, frequently undertaken through short arcs compared with 
the entire arc of motion. Gradually resistance and repetitions can be increased. Paraffin baths of the hands can 
be particularly helpful to warm joints before active exercise. RA patients are encouraged to alternate exercise and 
periods of rest (short rest) for energy conservation. (Vlieland TP, Van den Ende CH. Nonpharmacological treatment 
of RA. Curr Opin Rheumatol. 2011;23:259–264.) 

 34.  What rehabilitative techniques can be used for specific rheumatic diseases?
 •  Ankylosing spondylitis: spinal extension and hip and shoulder ROM exercises. Swimming is the best aerobic 

exercise as it promotes spinal extension and shoulder ROM in a humid setting. (Millner JR et al. Exercise for 
ankylosing spondylitis: an evidence-based consensus statement. Semin Arthritis Rheum. 2016;45:411–427.)

 •  Polymyositis/dermatomyositis: daily ROM exercises are important to prevent contractures. Strengthening 
exercises should be deferred until inflammation is under control, then isometric exercises may be performed 
at least three times per week. However, patients should avoid overuse weakness by not exercising to the point 
of muscle fatigue. (Alexanderson H, Lundberg IE. Exercise as a therapeutic modality in patients with idiopathic 
inflammatory myopathies. Current Opin Rheumatol. 2012;24:201–207.)

 •  Steroid-induced myopathy: resistance training, as well as endurance exercise, can attenuate muscle atrophy 
in steroid-induced myopathy, but not prevent it entirely. (LaPier TK. Glucocorticoid-induced muscle atrophy: the 
role of exercise in treatment and prevention. J Cardiopulm Rehabil. 1997;17:76–84.)

 •  Systemic sclerosis: ROM exercises and splinting to decrease contractures. Finger flexion and extension exer-
cises, especially if preceded by paraffin baths, increase joint flexibility, reduce skin stiffness, and improve hand 
function. (Maddali-Bongi S, Del Rossa A. Systemic sclerosis: rehabilitation as a tool to cope with disability. Clin 
Exp Rheumatol. 2016;34:162–169.)

 •  Fibromyalgia: generalized aerobic and strengthening exercises. Other techniques that have been shown to 
have some benefit for pain reduction include acupuncture, cognitive behavioral therapy, hydrotherapy, and 
mindfulness. (Macfarlane GJ, Kronisch C, Dean LE, et al. EULAR revised recommendations for the manage-
ment of fibromyalgia. Ann Rheum Dis. 2017;76:318–328.)

 •  Complex regional pain syndrome (CRPS, previously called reflex sympathetic dystrophy): passive and active 
ROM exercises must be part of any program, with gradual progression to weight bearing of the affected limb. 
Graded motor imagery and mirror therapy have been employed to treat CRPS. Modalities such as massage, 
TENS, contrast baths may be helpful for desensitization. Intervention techniques, such as stellate ganglion 
blocks, lumbar sympathetic blocks, or spinal cord stimulators may be used to facilitate active exercise 
treatment. (Smart KM, Wand BM, O’Connell NE. Physiotherapy for pain and disability in adults with complex 
regional pain syndrome (CRPS) types I and II. Cochrane Database Syst Rev. 2016;2:CD010853.)

 •  Systemic lupus erythematosus: regular aerobic exercise helps to reduce symptoms of fatigue and improves 
psychological health. (O’Dwyer T, Durcan L, Wilson F. Exercise and physical activity in systemic lupus erythe-
matosus: a systematic review with meta-analyses. Semin Arthritis Rheum. 2017;47:204–215.)
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SURGICAL TREATMENT AND 
RHEUMATIC DISEASES
Donald G. Eckhoff, MD, MS

Surgery is the cry of defeat in medicine.

–Martin H. Fischer, MD (1879–1962)

KEY POINTS

 1.  Inability to walk more than one block or stand longer than 20 to 30 minutes as a result of pain are indications for 
total hip and knee replacement.

 2.  Periprosthetic osteolysis attributable to a biologic response to particulate debris is the most common cause of 
implant loosening.

 3.  Arthroscopic debridement is most beneficial in patients with osteoarthritis (OA) with mechanical symptoms such 
as locking.

 4.  Lumbar spine surgery is most successful in patients with radicular symptoms confirmed by clinical examination, 
electromyography (EMG), and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) findings who have failed conservative therapy.

 1.  What are the major indications for total joint replacement surgery in patients with arthritis?
Joint replacement is indicated when pain has failed to respond to nonoperative management and is limiting activities of 
daily living. Pain relief is the most attainable result of surgery. Restoration of motion and function are less predictable. 

 2.  What medical factors require preoperative attention in patients undergoing total joint 
replacement?
All surgical candidates for orthopedic reconstructive procedures require a comprehensive history and physical 
examination to assess the overall general operative risks. Patients should be examined for carious teeth, skin 
ulcerations (especially around the feet), and symptoms of urinary tract infection or prostatism because these could 
increase the risk of postoperative infections. Women should have a urine culture to rule out asymptomatic bacteriuria. 
If patients are receiving nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), these medications should be switched to a 
COX-2-specific NSAID or stopped several days (at least five half-lives) before surgery to prevent bleeding as a result 
of their antiplatelet effects. Holding at least one dose of methotrexate and a biologic should be considered. 

 3.  What other factors must be addressed preoperatively in patients with rheumatoid arthritis 
(RA; see Chapter 14: Perioperative Management of Patients with Rheumatic Diseases)?
Cervical spine—an unstable cervical spine attributable to arthritic involvement places a patient at risk for 
catastrophic neurologic loss when the neck is manipulated during intubation. Preoperative lateral flexion and 
extension radiographs of the cervical spine are mandatory in patients with RA, especially if they have neck 
symptoms or long-standing disease with peripheral joint deformities. An increased anterior atlantodens interval 
>3 mm indicates disruption of the transverse ligament. An anterior atlantodens interval >7 mm or posterior 
atlantodens interval of ≤14 mm suggests cervical spine instability.

Autologous blood transfusion—preoperative autologous blood donation should be discussed.
Temporomandibular arthritis (especially patients with juvenile idiopathic arthritis [JIA]) and cricoarytenoid 

arthritis—may make intubations more difficult.
Immune status—infection rates are significantly higher in patients with RA, partly because of the disease 

process and partly because of the immunosuppressive drugs used to control it. Patients should be on the lowest 
corticosteroid dosage possible. It is recommended that methotrexate be withheld for the week of surgery and the 
week after surgery (controversial). At least one dose of a biologic should be held before surgery. Glucocorticoids 
even at low doses increase the risk for postoperative infections.

Nutritional status—patients with RA may be relatively malnourished, which predisposes them to infection. 
Patients with a total lymphocyte count >1500/mm3 and albumin level >3.5 g/dL are less prone to infections.

Hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis—patients on chronic corticosteroid therapy are unable to respond 
normally to surgical stress. They must receive increased corticosteroids (stress dose) immediately preoperatively, 
intraoperatively, and postoperatively.

Cardiovascular status—patients with RA are at risk for premature atherosclerosis (relative risk 1.5×). 
Attention should be given to anginal chest pain and bruits. 
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 4.  Patients with RA frequently have multiple joints involved. What is the recommended 
sequence for reconstructive surgery?

 •  Lower-extremity (LE) surgery is done before upper-extremity (UE) surgery because crutch use postoperatively 
would place excessive demands on any UE reconstructive surgery.

 •  In the multiple involved LE, the hip is reconstructed before the knee to get the best possible alignment of the 
knee and relieve referred pain from the hip to the knee. However, in patients with normal knee alignment, foot 
and ankle surgery should be performed before hip and knee replacement to provide stability for LE rehabilita-
tion. Ankle and hindfoot procedures are done before forefoot reconstruction.

 •  In the UE, the preferred order is controversial. Usually proximal joints, nerve, and tendon problems are ad-
dressed before the hand and wrist. The wrist is done before the hand joints to help with alignment. For the 
shoulder and elbow, the most symptomatic joint is usually done first. 

 5.  What additional intraoperative and postoperative medical procedures are done to 
prevent postoperative complications following total hip arthroplasty (THA) or total knee 
arthroplasty?
Intraoperative prophylactic antibiotics are given to decrease the chance of infection. For LE total joint replacement (hip, 
knee), compression stockings, early ambulation, and anticoagulation are done to prevent postoperative deep venous 
thrombosis. Deep venous thrombosis occurs in 50% to 60% of patients, pulmonary embolus in over 10% of patients, 
and fatal pulmonary embolus in 0% to 3% of patients if postoperative anticoagulation (1–6 weeks) is not done. 

 6.  What is Steel’s rule of thirds?
At the level of the first cervical vertebra (C1), the anteroposterior diameter is divided into thirds, allowing one-third 
for the dens, one-third for the spinal cord, and one-third for free space. Because there is significant free space at 
this level, small degrees of C1 to C2 subluxation (3–7 mm) usually do not compromise the cord. However, when the 
anterior atlantodens interval (measured from the posterior part of the anterior arch of C1 to the anterior aspect of 
odontoid) becomes >10 to 12 mm, all the atlantoaxial ligamentous complex has usually been destroyed, and the space 
available for the spinal cord is usually compromised. Likewise, when the posterior atlantodens interval (measured from 
posterior aspect of the odontoid to the anterior aspect of the posterior arch of C1) is <14 mm, the spinal cord is usually 
compressed. (See also Chapter 14: Perioperative Management of Patients with Rheumatic Diseases.) 

 7.  When should the cervical spine (C1 to C2) be fused in patients with RA?
 •  Operative stabilization of the rheumatoid cervical spine is indicated in patients with the following structural 

abnormalities:
Have atlantoaxial subluxation with a posterior atlantodens interval of ≤14 mm.
Have atlantoaxial subluxation and at least 5 mm of basilar invagination.
Have subaxial subluxation and a sagittal diameter of the spinal canal of ≤14 mm.

 •  Indications for surgical stabilization based on the presence of neurologic symptoms can be prognostically 
classified as follows:

 •  Ranawat Class I: no neurologic deficits. Neurologic deterioration rarely (10%) occurs. Conservative 
and surgical outcomes are similar so patients should be treated conservatively with medical treat-
ment of their RA. The 10-year survival rate is 75%.

 •  Ranawat Class II: subjective weakness with hyperreflexia and/or dysesthesia. Neurologic deterioration 
will occur in 67% with conservative therapy. With surgery, 50% improve and 40% stabilize neurologi-
cally. The 10-year survival rate is 65%.

 •  Ranawat Class IIIA: objective weakness and long tract signs but able to walk. Neurologic deteriora-
tion occurs in all with conservative therapy. With surgery, 55% improve and 35% stay the same. The 
10-year survival rate is 50%.

 •  Ranawat class IIIB: quadriparetic and unable to walk. Neurologic deterioration occurs in all with 
conservative therapy. With surgery, 60% improve. The 10-year survival rate is 30%. 

 8.  Give the potential intraoperative and postoperative complication rates following cervical 
spine fusion in a patient with RA.

 •  Postoperative mortality: 0% to 10%. Has been as high as 33% for patients with severe neurologic compromise.
 •  Wound infections and dehiscence.
 •  Nonunion rates: 0% to 50%. Average is 20%.
 •  Late subaxial subluxation below previous fusion as a result of transfer of increased stresses. 

 9.  What surgical procedures are available for patients with RA with shoulder involvement?
Surgical procedures of the shoulder are performed predominantly for pain control. An increase in range of motion 
(ROM) usually does not occur. Replacement arthroplasty can include the entire joint, termed total shoulder 
arthroplasty, or only the humeral head, termed hemiarthroplasty. The principal factor in choosing between the 
two is the status of the glenoid. For maximal functional use and stability of a total shoulder arthroplasty, soft-tissue 
tension from an intact rotator cuff plays an integral role. If the rotator cuff is not intact and cannot be repaired, 
then a constrained arthroplasty, “reverse arthroplasty” (ball on glenoid side), bipolar arthroplasty, or an oversized 
hemiarthroplasty is chosen. 
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 10.  What are the surgical options for management of arthritis involving the elbow joint?
 •  Inflammatory arthritis not responsive to medical management, synovectomy will temporarily control 

the disease and reliably decrease pain, but it infrequently has any positive effect on joint motion. Open 
synovectomy may also include excision of the radial head if significantly involved. However, total elbow 
arthroplasty is preferred to radial head resection/synovectomy in most patients. Arthroscopy is used 
for diagnostic purposes, removal of loose bodies, and synovectomy for both biopsy and treatment 
purposes.

 •  OA: the ulnohumeral articulation is predominantly affected, usually by osteophytes that develop on the 
coronoid process or olecranon. Surgically, these osteophytes are removed arthroscopically or through an open 
incision. When the articular cartilage is lost, the joint surface can be resurfaced with autologous tissue, fascia 
lata most commonly.

 •  Posttraumatic arthritis involving the radiohumeral or proximal radioulnar joint, a radial head excision 
can be performed with predictably good results as long as the medial collateral ligament of the elbow is 
intact.

Total elbow arthroplasty is becoming the surgical option of choice for most arthritic conditions of the 
elbow. This is attributable to the increasing reliability of the current prostheses and the magnitude of functional 
improvement for a patient. Overall pain relief is 90% with long-term complications of 10%, most commonly 
loosening. Elbow arthrodesis should be a very last resort because this procedure makes it impossible to position 
the hand for functional use. It is reserved for an end-stage arthritic elbow from previous septic arthritis and in 
patients when total elbow replacement is not feasible. 

 11.  How are the common problems of the wrist in RA managed surgically?
RA has a predilection for the small joints of the hand and wrist. The wrist is almost universally involved and usually 
presents predictable patterns of involvement and resultant deformities. The goal of medical management lies in 
control of the inflammatory synovitis to prevent destruction of bony and soft-tissue structures. When this fails, 
surgery can be used to remove inflammatory synovium or correct deformity.

The dorsal wrist capsule and dorsal tendon sheath are commonly involved with synovitis and tenosynovitis 
that can lead to extensor tendon rupture. Prevention of tendon rupture is far better than tendon transfer and, 
therefore, if medical control is inadequate, early surgical synovectomy and tenosynovectomy are warranted. 
The term Vaughn-Jackson syndrome is applied when the extensor tendons of the ring and small finger have 
ruptured. Primary tendon repair is usually not possible, especially if the rupture occurred longer than a few days 
previously. Tendon transfer surgery is then required to restore function.

On the volar aspect of the wrist, tenosynovitis of the flexor tendons can cause compression of the median 
nerve in the carpal canal, leading to carpal tunnel syndrome. It can also lead to rupture of the flexor pollicis 
longus tendon, leading to inadequate thumb flexion and resting hyperextension at the interphalangeal joint. 
This is the Mannerfelt syndrome and requires tendon transfer or arthrodesis of the interphalangeal joint of the 
thumb.

The distal radioulnar joint is commonly involved by synovitis, which leads to laxity of this joint, osseous 
destruction of the ulnar head, and pain with forearm rotation. The ulnar head becomes dorsally prominent and 
adds to stress on the ulnar extensor tendons. This constellation of findings is called the caput ulna syndrome. Its 
surgical management entails aggressive synovectomy, ulnar head excision, capsulorrhaphy, and lateral tenodesis 
using a portion of the extensor carpal ulnaris tendon.

When the radiocarpal joint is involved with advanced changes, total wrist arthroplasty (TWA) or wrist 
arthrodesis can be used to control pain and improve function in over 90% of patients. However, over 20% of 
patients receiving a TWA will need a revision. 

 12.  What are the surgical options for basilar thumb OA?
The carpometacarpal joint of the thumb, also known as the trapeziometacarpal or basilar thumb joint, is a 
saddle-shaped articulation with a high propensity for degenerative change. Surgical procedures include implant 
arthroplasty, tendon interposition arthroplasty, tendon suspension arthroplasty, and arthrodesis. Implants 
have a high rate of failure, and work continues on a better prosthetic design. Tendon interposition (“anchovy 
procedure”) entails placing a wad of tendon into the cavity created by removal of some or all of the trapezium. 
Tendon suspension is similar, except after the trapezium is removed, a weave of tendon is created that supports 
the thumb metacarpal base like a sling. Both tendon procedures result in a 30% to 40% loss of pinch strength. 
Arthrodesis is probably the best procedure for longevity of the reconstruction, but it restricts metacarpal motion 
and requires very precise positioning or function will not be optimal. 

 13.  How is a mucous cyst and OA of the distal interphalangeal (DIP) joints managed?
Mucous cysts are commonly associated with OA of the DIP joints of the fingers. They present as a clear mucin-
filled cystic mass, usually between the DIP joint and the proximal aspect of the nail. Pathophysiologically, the 
mucous cyst results from chronic inflammation secondary to a dorsal osteophyte of the DIP joint. Therefore, 
appropriate evaluation includes an x-ray, and definitive management must be directed at removal of the 
osteophyte. If the DIP joint is significantly painful or unstable, fusion of the DIP joint in mild flexion becomes the 
treatment of choice. 
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 14.  How are deformities of the proximal interphalangeal (PIP) joints managed surgically in 
patients with RA?
Boutonnière deformities result from synovitis within the PIP joints, causing extensor tendon elongation and 
rupture, and leading to progressive flexion contractures. During early stages, synovectomy may be helpful.

Swan-neck deformities progress through four stages of deformity. During the first three stages, splinting, 
synovectomy, and surgical release of intrinsic muscle tightness and tendon adhesions are used. In the last stage, 
when the PIP joint is destroyed, surgical options include joint replacement or fusion.

In patients with destroyed PIP joints, total joint replacement is preferred for PIPs involved in grasping (third, 
fourth, and fifth PIPs), whereas fusion is used more for PIPs involved in pinch (thumb IP, second PIP). 

 15.  Describe the results of metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joint surgery in patients with RA.
Synovitis of the MCP joints ultimately leads to joint destruction, MCP subluxation, and ulnar deviation of the 
fingers. There is little evidence that prophylactic synovectomy slows joint destruction, but it may postpone the 
need for joint replacement surgery when done early before x-ray changes. MCP arthroplasty is indicated when 
synovitis has resulted in cartilage destruction, decreased motion, pain, ulnar drift, deformity, and loss of function. 
MCP arthroplasties, irrespective of design, result in 50 degrees of motion which may decrease to 30 degrees over 
time. Ulnar deviation can be improved to <20 degrees. Postoperative splinting and hand rehabilitation are critical 
for optimal results. Arthrodesis is not done except for the thumb MCP joint. This is because the thumb needs 
strength for pinch, whereas motion is less important. 

 16.  Name several symptoms that are indications for joint replacement surgery in a patient with 
arthritis of the hip or knee.

 •  Inability to walk more than one block as a result of pain.
 •  Inability to stand in one place for >20 to 30 minutes as a result of pain.
 •  Inability to obtain restful sleep resulting from pain when rolling over in bed at night.
 •  Inability to climb stairs without a railing (fall risk).
 •  Difficulty putting on pants, socks, and shoes. 

 17.  How do cemented, cementless, and hybrid prostheses differ?
The terms cemented and cementless refer to methods of fixation of total joint arthroplasty prostheses 
for the hip and knee. Most experience is with cemented prostheses where a self-curing acrylic cement, 
polymethylmethacrylate, is used to improve fixation between the prosthetic component and bone. Advances in 
cementing techniques and materials have led to improved longevity and fewer problems with aseptic loosening. 
Patients who receive cemented prostheses can be walking without crutches within a few days.

Cementless prostheses include press fit and porous ingrowth prostheses. Press fit relies on a snug fit 
between prosthesis and bone without the use of cement. Porous ingrowth prostheses contain pores located 
on the proximal portion of the femoral component and acetabulum that allow ingrowth or ongrowth of bone. 
Hydroxyapatite or growth factors may be incorporated into the porous coating to stimulate bone ingrowth and 
better fixation. Overall, there is bone ingrowth into approximately 10% of the porous-coated surface. Patients 
receiving a cementless prosthesis are on crutches for up to 6 weeks postoperatively.

Cemented stems and cementless acetabular components have demonstrated the best longevity. 
Consequently, many surgeons use a cementless acetabular component with a cemented femoral component. This 
is termed a hybrid hip replacement. 

 18.  Who should get a cemented arthroplasty and who should get a cementless prosthesis?
In the hip, this is an area of controversy. Conventional wisdom in the United States suggests that younger, 
active patients with good bone quality in whom intimate apposition of prosthesis to bone can be achieved 
intraoperatively are the best candidates for cementless THA. This is usually a patient aged <50 to 60 years with 
OA of the hip. Cemented prostheses remain the “gold standard” and preferred in patients with RA with poor bone 
stock, in the elderly with low activity levels, and in hybrid hip implants. Regardless of the prosthesis, over 90% of 
THAs are pain-free and without complications 10 to 15 years postoperatively.

In the knee, cemented implants (posterior cruciate retaining, posterior stabilized condylar, and total condylar 
prosthesis) demonstrate 90% to 95% satisfactory results at 5 to 10 years for both patients with RA and OA. 
Cementless prostheses have not been successful as a result of poor bone ingrowth on the patella and tibial 
components. In the hybrid knee replacement, the cementless component is reserved for the femur, whereas 
tibia and patella components are cemented. 

 19.  What are the differences between minimally invasive and traditional/standard techniques 
for THA?
The traditional/standard technique for THA is a posterior lateral, direct lateral, or anterior approach with an incision that is 
6 to 12 inches long. This technique provides good visualization for component placement. The posterior lateral approach 
and direct lateral approach have a longer recovery time resulting from splitting and dissection of hip musculature 
(gluteus maximus/external rotators or hip abductors). The posterior approach results in more risk for postoperative hip 
dislocation (1% to 2%). The anterior approach gains exposure to the hip without detachment of surrounding muscles. 
Recently, some surgeons have been performing a limited incision technique where the incision is only 4 inches, but the 
approaches are the same. It is unclear if there is any advantage to this technique other than cosmetic.
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The minimally invasive procedure technique involves two small incisions (one anteriorly and one posteriorly) 
that are each only 1 to 2 inches long. This technique does not split or detach surrounding musculature but requires 
special training, equipment, and fluoroscopy to perform. Patients undergoing this procedure have less blood loss 
and quicker recovery times compared with the standard THA procedure. Patients eligible for this procedure must 
be of normal weight and height, have normal hip anatomy, and can only receive a cementless prosthesis. 

 20.  How commonly does aseptic loosening occur?
In cemented THA done using inferior techniques, the rate of aseptic loosening requiring revision was 10% to 15% 
at 10 to 15 years of follow-up (1%/year). Radiographic loosening of the femoral prosthetic component was as 
high as 30% to 40%. With contemporary cement techniques there is now <3% loosening at 10 years, 5% at 15 
years, and 10% at 20 years. These rates are comparable to the frequency of loosening in the best porous-coated 
cementless prostheses. Patients who are young (<50 years) and/or heavy (>200 lb) have the highest incidence of 
loosening for both cemented and cementless methods. 

 21.  Why does aseptic loosening occur and what is periprosthetic osteolysis?
Osteolysis around prosthetic joints causing loosening of the components is the most important long-term 
complication of total hip and knee surgery. It is reported that between 30% and 70% of prosthetic components 
(both cemented and cementless) have evidence of periprosthetic osteolysis at 10 years post arthroplasty as 
evidenced by a radiolucent line >2 to 3 mm in thickness around the prosthesis. It is caused by polyethylene 
particles or metal debris produced by wear at the articulating surfaces of the prosthesis. The particulate 
debris tracks down the side of the prosthesis where it is ingested by macrophages in the membrane lining the 
bone–cement or bone–implant interfaces. These macrophages produce prostaglandins and cytokines, such as 
interleukin-1 and tumor necrosis factor (TNF), which leads to osteoclast stimulation and endosteal bone resorption. 
Treatment has included bisphosphonates (downregulates macrophages and osteoclasts), indomethacin (decreases 
prostaglandin production), anti-TNF-α therapy, as well as revision surgery with bone grafting. 

 22.  What is metallosis?
Metallosis is a complication of metal-on-metal implants used predominantly for THAs. It occurs in 1% of patients 
by 5 years. The metal implants contain chromium and cobalt which can be released as wear particles during use. 
The metal debris (particularly cobalt) is highly reactive and attracts lymphocytes more than macrophages. This 
can cause a cytotoxic local tissue effect and/or a hypersensitivity reaction. This can lead to necrosis/fibrosis of 
periprosthetic tissue leading to muscle necrosis, osteolysis with loosening, effusions, solid soft tissue masses, and 
aseptic cysts. Metal ion blood levels (>7 ppb), skin patch testing, and lymphocyte transformation tests are used for 
diagnosis but give inconsistent results so infection should always be ruled out first.

In addition, metal ions can gain entry to the blood stream and cause heavy metal poisoning characterized by 
skin rashes, cardiomyopathy, hearing and vision problems, depression, cognitive difficulties, renal impairment, and 
thyroid dysfunction. These patients typically have high metal ion blood levels (>17–20 ppb) with this complication. 
Treatment of metallosis requires revision arthroplasty with removal of the metal on metal implant. 

 23.  What unique postoperative complication occurs in patients receiving cementless THA?
Mild to moderate thigh pain occurs in approximately 20% of patients receiving the porous-coated THA. This 
pain is attributable to a bony stress reaction occurring at the tip of the femoral stem. It usually does not require 
medication and resolves in 12 to 18 months. 

 24.  How is arthroscopy used in the management of knee OA?
Arthroscopic debridement of the knee is indicated in patients with mechanical symptoms (e.g., locking) 
resulting from an internal derangement, such as a meniscal tear. Arthroscopic debridement and lavage may 
provide several months of lessened pain in some patients with more advanced degenerative arthritic changes 
(controversial). 

 25.  When should osteotomy about the knee be chosen over total knee replacement?
Osteotomy is appropriate in the young, active patient with unicompartmental arthritis. The high tibial osteotomy 
is the most commonly performed realignment procedure for the knee with degenerative changes limited to either 
the medial or lateral compartment. Involvement of the patellofemoral compartment, inflammatory arthritis, marked 
loss of motion, and instability are contraindications. This procedure is usually intended to relieve pain, preserve 
functional status, and delay the need for a total knee replacement. The most common complications include under 
correction and peroneal nerve injury. 

 26.  What are the indications for unicompartmental arthroplasty of the knee?
This is an area of some controversy, and some surgeons are opposed to unicompartmental arthroplasty. It 
is indicated in a patient with at least 90 to 110 degrees of flexion arc and arthritic involvement of only one 
compartment of the knee. It is contraindicated in inflammatory arthritis, <90 to 110 degrees arc of motion, 
absence of the anterior or posterior cruciate ligaments, flexion contracture (>15 degrees), fixed angular deformity 
(varus >15 degrees or valgus >20 degrees), and/or involvement of the patellofemoral compartment. It is 
accomplished by resurfacing the femoral and tibial joint surface in the involved compartment. Revision to total 
knee replacement is possible, but this is technically more difficult and has higher complication and failure rates 
than primary arthroplasty. 
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 27.  Discuss the problems that can occur with a revision THA/total knee arthroplasty.
Revision arthroplasties are technically more challenging than primary arthroplasty, and the outcome (longevity) 
of the revision is significantly shorter and attendant complications higher. One of the significant problems 
encountered during revision is loss of bone stock, irrespective of mode of fixation. Another problem is soft-tissue 
balance producing instability in the revised hip and altered mechanics in the revised knee. 

 28.  How frequently does infection complicate total hip and total knee replacements?
Early postoperative infection rates are typically <0.5% with use of perioperative antibiotics. Late infections 
(>1 year postoperatively) occur in 1% to 3% of patients with RA and fewer patients with OA. A patient with a 
painful prosthesis or loosening and an elevated C-reactive protein should be evaluated for an infected prosthesis 
regardless of the absence of systemic symptoms such as fever. 

 29.  Should patients with total joint replacements receive prophylactic antibiotics before having 
dental work done?
Controversial. The American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons (orthopedists) and the American Dental Association 
(dentists) have recently issued a joint guideline stating there is insufficient evidence to recommend antibiotic 
prophylaxis for dental procedures in patients who have a history of total joint replacement. Some physicians 
disagree and use prophylactic antibiotics for at least the first 2 years postoperatively, especially in patients they 
consider immunosuppressed. The author uses amoxicillin, cephalexin, or cephadrine 2000 mg orally 1 hour before 
the procedure. If allergic to penicillin, a patient should get clindamycin 600 mg orally 1 hour before the procedure. 

 30.  How is an infected joint prosthesis managed?
Early infections (<2–4 weeks postoperatively) with a well-fixed prosthesis can be managed with antibiotics 
(3–6 months) and open synovectomy, thorough debridement, and retention of the prosthesis. Multiple surgical 
debridements are often necessary. This is curative in up to 70% to 75% of patients.

Late infections usually present with only pain but can present with obvious sepsis of the involved joint. 
Once the diagnosis is made, treatment involves removal of prosthetic components, thorough debridement, 
and intravenous antibiotics for 6 weeks. If a low virulence organism is cultured, reimplantation with antibiotic-
impregnated cement can be performed at 6 weeks. If Gram-negative organisms are cultured, a longer duration of 
resection arthroplasty is required (up to 12 months) before reimplantation. This two-stage resection arthroplasty 
with reimplantation is curative in 80% to 90% of patients. 

 31.  Name the two most common etiologies of ankle arthritis. How are they managed surgically?
Posttraumatic arthritis and RA. The ankle joint very rarely develops OA compared with the hip and knee, but 
when it does, it is most commonly related to posttraumatic changes. Fractures that result in minimal amounts 
(1–2 mm) of lateral talar subluxation will produce degenerative changes in a relatively short time because of 
decreased surface area contact and increased joint reactive forces.

Regardless of the etiology, functional bracing (Arizona brace) should be pursued until a patient can no longer 
tolerate this form of management. Total ankle replacement arthroplasty has historically had a high failure rate 
from infection and prosthetic loosening and cannot be recommended as a procedure of choice (controversial). 
Ankle arthrodesis is currently the best salvage procedure for an end-stage arthritic ankle but can lead to 
accelerated arthrosis in adjacent joints (e.g., subtalar and transtarsal joints). 

 32.  Which joints are fused in a triple arthrodesis?
The subtalar, calcaneocuboid, and talonavicular joints. Both RA and JIA affect the subtalar and transtarsal joints. 
These joint involvements can be isolated or combined, and there has been a trend toward isolated arthrodesis 
of involved joints rather than triple arthrodesis when possible. Particularly common is isolated talonavicular 
joint destruction. If this presents in an adult with RA, then isolated fusion is recommended. Conversely, if 
the involvement occurs at a young age secondary to JIA, then the entire transtarsal joint (talonavicular, 
calcaneocuboid) should be arthrodesed because this will provide a longer-term satisfactory result.

Isolated subtalar arthrodesis is commonly performed when the remaining articulations of the triple joint are 
uninvolved and supple. Triple arthrodesis requires similar precision in positioning as does ankle arthrodesis to 
maximize walking biomechanics. In general, insensate feet (usually secondary to diabetes) are a contraindication 
to bony fusion as a result of the high likelihood of skin ulceration and subsequent infection. 

 33.  What is hallux valgus and how is it evaluated for surgery?
Hallux valgus is the most common affliction of the normal adult foot. It is a condition where the large toe is 
deviated laterally with the first metatarsal head deviated medially causing bunion deformity. The hallux valgus 
angle is measured by a line drawn through the proximal phalanx of the large toe and through the first metatarsal. 
A normal angle is 0 to 15 degrees with moderate (>25 degrees) and severe (>35 degrees) deformities commonly 
occurring.

The cause of hallux valgus can be attributable to heredity, especially in combination with a short big 
toe relative to the second toe (Greek foot). Other congenital causes include pes planovalgus (flat feet) and 
metatarsus primus varus. The intermetatarsal angle between the first and second metatarsals is measured 
by a line drawn through the first and second metatarsals. The intermetatarsal angle is normally 0 to 10 
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degrees, whereas angles >16 degrees are moderate and >21 degrees are severely deformed. The need for 
surgical correction is considered if the painful deformity interferes with a patient’s lifestyle or ability to wear 
shoes and there is a failure of conservative management (wider toe box shoes). There are over 100 different 
operations for correction of hallux valgus. The choice depends on the surgeon’s skill and how the deformity 
needs correction (i.e., proximal metatarsal wedge osteotomy if intermetatarsal angle too great, etc.). Implant 
arthroplasty does not provide reliable long-term results compared with arthrodesis (15 degrees valgus, 25 
degrees dorsiflexion). 

 34.  What is a Clayton-Hoffman procedure?
A commonly performed salvage procedure for advanced rheumatoid forefoot deformity. The rheumatoid forefoot 
pattern of involvement usually includes degeneration and instability at the first metatarsophalangeal (MTP) 
joint, leading to hallux valgus and bunion deformity. The lesser toes are also involved with synovitis, leading to 
subluxation and eventual dislocation at the remaining MTP joints. This results in prominent metatarsal heads on 
the plantar surface and the development of intractable plantar keratoses. This progressive deformation commonly 
involves all the MTP joints to some degree.

The Clayton-Hoffman procedure entails resection of all the metatarsal heads through either a plantar or 
dorsal approach. Rarely, only two metatarsal joints will be involved, and the procedure can be performed only on 
the involved joints. However, it is not recommended to remove only one or three involved metatarsal heads. Fusion 
of the first MTP joint is often done concurrently with the Clayton-Hoffman procedure. 

 35.  Differentiate between hammer toe, claw toe, and mallet toe.
Differences among hammer toe, claw toe, and mallet toe are outlined in Table 89.1 

Table 89.1   Differences Among Hammer Toe, Claw Toe, and Mallet Toe.

FLEXIBLE TOE 

DEFORMITY MTP

JOINT POSITION 

PIP DIP SURGICAL MANAGEMENT

Hammer toe Uninvolved, 
neutral

Flexion Uninvolved, 
neutral

Flexible—flexor to extensor 
transferFixed—hemiresection 
arthroplasty excision of distal 
portion of proximal phalanx

Claw toe Fixed,  
extension

Fixed, flexion Uninvolved, 
neutral or 
flexion

Resection of both sides of the PIP 
joint; joint dorsal capsulotomy 
and extensor tenotomy, flexor to 
extensor transfer

Mallet toe Uninvolved, 
neutral

Uninvolved, neutral Fixed, flexion Excision of middle phalanx and/or 
flexor tenotomy if flexible

DIP, Distal interphalangeal; MTP, metatarsophalangeal; PIP, proximal interphalangeal.

 36.  Discuss the indications for surgery in a patient with symptomatic disc herniation.
Overall, approximately 1% of patients with herniated discs eventually require surgery. Absolute indications include 
disc herniation causing cauda equina syndrome, progressive spinal stenosis, or marked muscular weakness and 
progressive neurologic deficit despite conservative management. Controversy arises over indications for surgery 
in patients with less severe symptoms and signs. Relative indications for laminectomy and disc removal include 
intolerable pain with sciatica symptoms unrelieved by nonsurgical treatment (including corticosteroid injections) 
and recurrent back pain and sciatica that fail to improve significantly so that a patient can participate in activities 
of daily living after 6 to 12 weeks of conservative nonsurgical therapy.

Overall, long-term relief of sciatica has been shown to be the same in operative versus nonoperative 
patients, although the operative patients achieve their degree of relief more rapidly. The best results from surgery 
are obtained in the emotionally stable patient who has unequivocal disc herniation documented by consistent 
symptoms, compatible physical examination and tension signs, abnormal EMG that confirms the physical 
examination, and an abnormal MRI of the spine or myelogram confirming the EMG. The most common cause 
for surgical failure is poor initial patient selection. Patients should be warned that surgery will help the radicular 
symptoms but may not help the back pain. 

 37.  List and discuss some of the recent advances in lumbar spine surgery.
 •  Chronic (>1 year) low back pain with degenerative disc disease:

Spinal fusion with bone graft: this is the most common surgery. Fusion can be done with or without instrumen-
tation (plates, screws, cages) that serve as internal splints. Bone morphogenic proteins are frequently 
used to improve fusion. Unfortunately, there is little evidence that this improves pain more than conser-
vative nonsurgical therapy.
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Lumbar artificial disc replacement: theoretic advantage over fusion is that the prosthetic disc will help pre-
serve ROM and lessen the chance for progressive degeneration of discs above and below a fusion. There 
is little evidence that an artificial disc is any better than fusion. Patients who are candidates are aged 
<60 years, have disease limited to one disc space, and have no back deformities or neurologic deficits.

 •  Lumbar disc prolapse meeting criteria for surgery (see Question 35):
Open discectomy: standard technique. Frequently involves a laminectomy.
Microdiscectomy: most common procedure performed. Smaller incision. Involves a hemilaminectomy and 

removal of disc material.
Minimally invasive techniques to remove/vaporize the disc: tubular or trocar discectomy, percutaneous manual 

nucleotomy, laser discectomy, endoscopic discectomy, coblation nucleoplasty, disc DeKompressor, oth-
ers. Smaller incisions and quicker recovery times.

 •  Spinal stenosis:
Decompressive laminectomy: most common surgery. Fusion with or without instrumentation is also done es-

pecially for multilevel laminectomy and for degenerative spondylolisthesis causing stenosis. Instrumenta-
tion and bone morphogenic proteins improve chance of fusion but not clinical outcomes.

Interspinous spacer implantation (X-STOP): titanium implant placed between two spinous processes. Patients 
who may be candidates for this procedure are aged over 50 years, have no spondylolisthesis, suffer from 
intermittent claudication/leg pain which is exacerbated by back extension and relieved by sitting forward, 
and have only one or at most two lumbar levels involved. Certain deformities and severe osteoporosis are 
contraindications.

Spondylolysis and isthmic spondylolisthesis: spondylolysis, seen in 6% of the population, is a lytic defect of the 
pars interarticularis. Isthmic spondylolisthesis is much less common and is attributable to lytic defects in 
the pars interarticularis bilaterally with anterior subluxation occurring most commonly (90%) at L5 on S1. 
This differs from degenerative spondylolisthesis which occurs most commonly with L4 disc degeneration 
leading to posterior subluxation of L4 vertebrae causing spinal stenosis.

Posterolateral fusion is the procedure of choice for isthmic spondylolisthesis.
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DISABILITY
Namrata Singh, MD, MCSI, and Scott Vogelgesang, MD

How society treats its disabled is the true measure of a civilization.

–Chen Guangcheng “barefoot lawyer”

KEY POINTS

 1.  The Social Security Disability system only awards benefits for total disability.
 2.  A disabled person who receives Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI) is eligible for Medicare after 24 

months of disability.
 3.  A disabled person who receives Supplemental Security Income (SSI) is immediately eligible for Medicaid in most 

states.
 4.  Workers’ compensation is a state-based, no-fault insurance system that provides payments for medical care 

and lost income due to injury or illness caused by employment.

 1.  What options are available for an individual who can no longer perform his or her job 
satisfactorily because of a musculoskeletal problem?

 •  Adapt the workplace:
 •  Obtain or modify special equipment or devices.
 •  Modify work schedules.
 •  Job restructuring.
 •  Consider switching jobs or reassignment to another position.
 •  Vocational rehabilitation (VR).
 •  Apply for disability benefits. 

 2.  What is disability?
Disability can be defined generally as not being able to do something because of an illness or injury. Most often, 
disability refers to an individual economic loss (by not being able to work at a previously acceptable level) 
because of a physical or mental condition. In insurance policies, laws, and regulations, the word disability has 
a more specific definition and needs to be distinguished from two similar, yet specific terms: impairment and 
handicap. 

 3.  Give a specific definition of disability.
Disability is an alteration of an individual’s capacity to meet personal, social, or occupational demands because 
of impairment. It is the gap between what an individual can do and what the individual needs or wants to do. 
Disability is linked to a particular individual. The degree of disability is affected by not only the individual’s 
impairment but also the economic and social aspects of that person’s life (i.e., age, education, and training). 
People with the same impairment do not necessarily have the same disability. Disability is assessed by 
nonmedical means. 

 4.  Define impairment.
Impairment is a physical or mental limitation to normal function resulting from a disease process. Impairment is 
determined by a physician. Impairment does not necessarily mean that a person is disabled. 

 5.  What is a handicap?
Handicap refers to the social consequences that relate to an impairment or disability. Another way to say this is 
“handicap” refers to an obstacle imposed on people by something in the environment. An example might be a 
building without an elevator presents a handicap for those who use wheelchairs. The wheelchair user is unable 
to get to the second floor; the wheelchair user is not “handicapped,” the handicapping element is the lack of an 
elevator (the environmental or external obstacle). More formally, a handicap is present if an individual has:

 1.  An impairment or disability that substantially limits one or more of life’s activities or prevents the fulfillment of 
a role that is normal for that individual.

 2.  Medical record of such an impairment.
 3.  Barriers to accomplishing life’s tasks that can be overcome only by compensating in some way for the effects 

of the impairment. Such compensation involves things like crutches, wheelchairs, prostheses, or even the 
amount of time necessary to complete a task. 
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 6.  List the important factors contributing to work disability in patients with a chronic 
musculoskeletal disease.

Disease Work

 •  Type of musculoskeletal disease •  Occupation
 •  Disease severity •  Job autonomy
 •  Impairment severity •  Work experience

Personal Social

 •  Age •  Social support
 •  Sex •  Peer and social pressures for or against
 •  Education/training •  disability
 •  Personality

Most physicians concentrate on trying to alleviate the “disease” factors to decrease disability. The other factors 
may be just as important in determining whether a patient considers himself or herself disabled. 

 7.  What state and federal programs are set up to deal with disability?
There are two major government programs that deal with a person’s inability to work: Social Security Disability 
and Worker’s Compensation. The Social Security Administration administers two programs that differ mainly 
in eligibility criteria: SSDI (Title II; also called Disability Insurance Benefits) and SSI (Title XVI). Approximately 12 
million people receive SSDI and/or SSI benefits currently. The most common reason (30% of all claims) was for a 
musculoskeletal condition. 

 8.  Who is eligible for SSDI payments?
Any employee aged 18 to 64 years with an appropriate work history (see Question 9).
Dependent of a deceased person who was receiving SSDI (survivor SSDI benefits) includes:

 •  Unmarried son or daughter disabled before age 22 years.
 •  Spouse who is caring for a child who is aged <16 years.
 •  Spouse who is aged ≥60 years.
 •  Disabled widow or widower aged ≥50 years whose disability started within 7 years of spouse’s death.
 •  Disabled, divorced widow or widower aged ≥50. Must have been married at least 10 years. 

 9.  Describe SSDI.
SSDI is a federally regulated program that was established in the 1950s. It is the largest disability insurance 
program in the world. In SSDI, employers and workers pay into a trust fund. Workers contribute through payroll 
taxes (FICA) and receive benefits (based on lifetime earnings) if they meet certain listed criteria:

 •  Age: ≥18 and <65 years.
 •  If aged over 31 years, need 40 work credits with at least 20 of them earned in the last 10 years prior to year of 

disability onset. A person can only get four work credits a year, which is met if that person earns over $5280 
(in 2018) for that year and has paid FICA on that amount. Disabled worker’s age <31 have prorated criteria for 
work credit requirements.

 •  Unable “to engage in any substantial gainful activity (SGA) by reason of any medically determinable physical 
or mental impairment, which can be expected to result in death or which has lasted or can be expected to last 
for a continuous period of not less than 12 months. SGA is defined as unable to earn over $1180/month for a 
non-blind person (in 2018).
A person can apply for SSDI immediately upon becoming disabled. The Social Security Administration tries to take 

into account individual variations in impairment, vocational, and educational backgrounds. SSDI considers only global 
disability, so there are no partial awards. Disability payments can start 5 months after the date of disability onset. Persons 
may also qualify for Medicare to help cover medical expenses after receiving SSDI benefits for 24 months. A disabled 
person who cannot afford medical expenses during this 24-month waiting period can receive Medicaid if they qualify. 

 10.  How much are the SSDI benefits, and how long can they be received? What are auxiliary 
benefits?
The monthly benefit varies and is based on a complex formula that looks at the average covered earnings over 
a period of years that the patient has paid into social security system. The amount can vary from $700 to $1700 
per month for most recipients with an average of $1197/month (in 2018). A person on SSDI has a case review 
every 3 to 7 years to determine if they still qualify for disability. They can receive SSDI up to age 65 at which time 
they receive their monthly retirement benefit payment. The following dependents of a disabled worker can receive 
auxiliary benefits, which can be up to 50% of the monthly benefit that the disabled worker is receiving:

 •  Unmarried sons or daughters age <18 years (can be 18 years old if attending high school).
 •  Unmarried son or daughter disabled before age 22 years.
 •  Spouse aged ≥62 years.
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 •  Spouse who is caring for a child who is disabled.
 •  Ex-spouse if previously married over 10 years, aged ≥62 years, and unmarried. 

 11.  What is SSI?
Individuals not qualifying for SSDI because of a lack of work experience may be covered by another program, SSI. 
SSI pays monthly sums to financially needy people who are either aged >65 years or qualified persons of any 
age with documented disabilities. SSI requires an evaluation of assets, sometimes called a “means” test. Usually, 
those who receive SSI are eligible to have some medical expenses covered by Medicaid and will be eligible for 
Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (previously called food stamps). Disabled persons are eligible for SSI if 
they meet the following asset limits (mean’s test):

 •  Individual has <$2000 ($3000 if a couple) in liquid assets (bank account, stocks, bonds, etc).
 •  Can have one vehicle for transportation.
 •  Can have a house that is the person’s principal residence.
 •  Life insurance policies with combined face values ≤$1500.
 •  Burial funds up to $1500 in a separate bank account. 

 12.  How much are SSI benefits?
The monthly SSI payment is based on the federal benefit rate (FBR). In 2018, the FBR was $750/month for individuals 
and $1125/month for a couple who has one disabled person. In most states, there is a monthly state supplement 
($10–$200) added to the monthly SSI benefit payment. If a disabled person receives an SSDI benefit that is less than 
the FBR, then he can also receive SSI in an amount that brings his monthly benefit up to the FBR. If a disabled person 
earns any income, half of whatever he earns over $85 is subtracted from the SSI monthly payment. 

 13.  Describe the workers’ compensation program.
Workers’ compensation is primarily a state-based system, although there is also a program for federal employees 
under the auspices of the US Department of Labor. Any worker who incurs an illness or sustains an injury during 
and because of employment is entitled to protection against financial loss. It is a “no-fault” insurance system 
that provides benefits to all workers who are covered and who meet criteria. It removes the necessity to sue the 
employer. The program is designed to pay medical expenses and a portion of lost income during the period of 
disability arising out of gainful employment. Workers’ compensation deals effectively with work-related traumatic 
accidents but has more difficulty with occupational illnesses. Determining if an illness is related to a person’s 
employment may be difficult but only has to exceed a 50% probability that it is related. Unlike SSDI, it can award 
partial disability. The disability can be temporary or permanent, and it can be partial or total. Disability payments 
can be a lump sum or structured payments over a period of time depending upon the state-based system. 

 14.  What paperwork is necessary to apply for Social Security Disability?
Social Security number.
Birth certificate or other proof of age.
Names and addresses of doctors, hospitals, clinics, and institutions involved in medical care.
W2 forms or tax return from previous year.
Summary of work history for past 15 years.
Date employee stopped working.
Marital history (if spouse is applying).
Dates of military service. 

 15.  For those who meet the eligibility criteria and assemble the required application items, the 
Social Security Administration then evaluates four major factors. Name them.

 •  Inability to perform SGA (work). Gainful activity is defined as earnings that average >$1180/month for non-
blind individuals and $1970 for blind individuals (in 2018).

 •  Work credits. Workers aged >31 years must have contributed to the Social Security fund for 20 of the pre-
ceding 40 quarters. For younger workers, fewer quarters are required.

 •  Severity and extent of impairment. Objective evidence of a physical or mental impairment is required. 
Symptoms alone are never sufficient for a determination of disability. There must be corroborating physical, 
laboratory, and/or radiographic findings. The impairment must interfere with basic work-related activities.

 •  Does the impairment meet or exceed listed criteria for disability for that impairment? The patient’s individual 
physician does not determine if the person is disabled. The Social Security Administration has a list of defined 
impairments under each body system. If the patient’s disease meets the listed measurements of disease 
severity, then the patient is assumed to have a disabling impairment. These listings make the system more 
objective and uniform. If the impairment is severe but does not meet the criteria for disability, the Social Secu-
rity Administration will determine if the individual can perform the work they did previously. If not, the Social 
Security Administration will try to determine if other work could be done based on the medical condition(s), 
age, education, past work experience, and transferrable skills. 

 16.  What is residual functional capacity? What is a functional capacity evaluation?
If an applicant’s impairment fails to meet the listed criteria for automatic disability, a physician or vocational 
specialist employed by the Social Security Disability Determination Service must make a determination of the 
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applicant’s residual functional capacity (RFC). RFC is the degree to which the applicant has the capacity for 
sustained performance of the physical requirements of certain levels of work. RFC is determined by a functional 
capacity evaluation (FCE). The FCE can be performed by appropriately trained physicians or therapists. This is a 
physical ability test that is specifically related to the individual’s occupational requirements. Specific abilities and 
endurances are measured such as standing, sitting, crawling, lifting, bending, strength, flexibility, pushing, pulling, 
and climbing stairs. These abilities and endurances are quantified according to Department of Labor standards 
according to weight and frequency of the activity for five categories of work. 

 17.  Outline the physical requirements as defined by the Department of Labor for each of the 
five categories of work.
Sedentary work:

Sitting most of the time.
Occasional (up to one-third of an 8-hour day) lifting of ≤10 lbs.
Occasional walking or standing.

Light work:
Lifting of ≤20 lbs.
Frequent (up to two-thirds of an 8-hour day) lifting or carrying of ≤10 lbs.
Walking or standing to a significant degree.
Sitting with push/pull arm or leg controls.

Medium work:
Occasional lifting of 20 to 50 lbs.
Frequent lifting or carrying of 10 to 25 lbs.
Physical demands in excess of those for light work.

Heavy work:
Occasional lifting of 50 to 100 lbs.
Frequent lifting or carrying of 25 to 50 lbs.
Physical demands in excess of those for medium work.

Very heavy work:
Occasional lifting of >100 lbs.
Frequent lifting or carrying of >50 lbs.
Physical demands in excess of those for heavy work.

  
Other factors taken into account when determining a person’s RFC are fatigue; ability to see, hear, and 

speak; adequate mental capacity; ability for social interaction with coworkers; and skills to adapt to changes in 
work routine. 

 18.  How does the Social Security Administration use RFC in determining disability?
The disability examiner determines the physical demands of the work previously done by the applicant and judges 
whether the individual has the RFC to do such work. If not, the examiner considers whether the applicant’s RFC, 
coupled with the individual’s age, education, and previous work experience, makes it possible for the applicant to 
do any work. If not, the applicant can be declared disabled even though his or her impairment did not meet the 
listed disability criteria. 

 19.  How is an application for disability benefits evaluated? Can a decision be appealed?
An application to the Social Security Administration for disability benefits is first evaluated by a physician panel without 
a personal appearance by the applicant. A decision is supposed to be made within 90 days of filing the disability 
application; however, this may take up to a year due to backlogs. Consequently, a person should file for disability 
as soon as they become disabled. Approximately one-third of applications are approved at this point. If denied, an 
individual has the option of appeal at many stages, while the Social Security Administration does not. After initially 
being denied, an individual may appeal within 60 days. They can have the application reviewed again by a separate 
physician panel. However, only about 10% to 15% of these appeals are granted benefits. A denial at this stage 
may be appealed to a third level, an administrative law judge, where a personal appearance may first take place. 
Approximately 50% to 60% of the cases appealed to administrative law judges are subsequently approved, making 
this application step very important. Applications denied by the administrative law judge can be appealed to the Social 
Security Appeals Council and ultimately to a US District Court. Few of these cases (2%) are ultimately approved. 
Overall, approximately 40% to 50% of all applications to the Social Security Administration are ultimately approved. 

 20.  If an individual who is receiving disability benefits returns to work, will their benefits be 
stopped?
Disability recipients continue to receive full disability benefits for up to 9 months after returning to work. This 
9-month period is called a trial work period. The 9 months need not be continuous, and only months count in 
which the individual earns >$850 (gross)/month or works >80 hours/month (in 2018). Disability benefits are 
reassessed after the trial work period. If it is decided that disability benefits are no longer needed, the individual 
receives three more monthly checks. Subsequently, benefits are paid for any month the individual is disabled 
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and unable to perform SGA (earn >$1180/month in 2018) for up to 36 months after the trial work period ends. 
If disability payments end but the individual continues with impairment, the Medicare benefit can be continued 
for up to 39 months even though the person is no longer receiving disability payments. If after returning to work 
a person subsequently finds they again cannot work at a level that earns the SGA minimum ($1180/month) due 
to their disability, then they can apply for expedited reinstatement of their disability benefits as long as they file 
within 5 years after their benefits ceased due to returning to work. 

 21.  What is vocational rehabilitation (VR)?
VR is a service provided for by the Federal Rehabilitation Act of 1973. Funded by both state and federal 
governments, VR agencies assist people with disabilities to find and keep employment. Every state is required to 
have a VR program, although the range of services varies among states. Private VR agencies also provide a wide 
array of services to disabled and injured individuals.

Any person applying for disability is referred to and considered for VR. The participating agencies provide 
counseling, interest/skills evaluation, basic living expenses, education expenses, transportation costs, purchase 
of special equipment, job training, and placement. These agencies may also acquire services from other public 
programs. Not all VR services are provided free of charge, but in some cases, VR does pay for all expenses when 
an individual has very limited resources. Disability benefits may be continued while an individual receives VR 
services. Notably, refusal of VR services may stop disability benefits. If a person recovers while participating in VR 
services, disability benefits continue if the VR services are likely to enable the person to return to work. 

 22.  What is the primary physician’s role while the patient is applying for disability?
The primary physician may be asked to fulfill several roles:

 •  Information source for the patient.
 •  Details of the disability insurance system.
 •  Options to be pursued if the request is denied.
 •  Information source for the agency by documenting the impairment.
 •  Prior health status.
 •  Objective evidence of impairment (physical findings, radiographs, laboratory abnormalities).
 •  Progression of symptoms.
 •  Impact the impairment has on the patient’s activities of daily living.
 •  Response to therapy.
 •  Patient advocate, supporting the patient during the process of application.
 •  Monitor of on-going therapy.
 •  Independent validator of an impairment.
 •  Expert witness for litigation.

Difficulties arise for both the physician and patient when these roles become contradictory. A physician who 
tries to be an effective patient advocate and an impartial adjudicator at the same time may be risking a strain of the 
physician–patient relationship. 

 23.  What are “activities of daily living”?
Usual activities that need to be assessed and documented when evaluating or documenting impairments. Over 
60% of patients with chronic musculoskeletal disorders report some limitation with one or more of these activities 
of daily living (Table 90.1). 

Table 90.1   Activities of Daily Living

CATEGORIES SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES

Self-care and personal hygiene Bathing, dressing, brushing teeth, combing hair, eating, toileting

Communication Writing, speaking, hearing

Ambulation, travel, and posture Walking, climbing stairs, driving, riding, flying, sitting, standing, lying 
down

Movement Lifting, grasping, tactile discrimination

Sleep, social activities, and sexual function

 24.  Does the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 apply to musculoskeletal conditions?
Yes. This Act makes it unlawful to discriminate in employment against a qualified individual with a disability. It 
also outlaws discrimination against individuals with disabilities in state and local government services, public 
accommodations, transportation, and telecommunications. To be protected, one must have a “substantial” 
impairment (one that significantly limits or restricts a major life activity) and must be qualified to perform the 
essential functions or duties of a job with or without reasonable accommodation. Reasonable accommodations 
include modifying work schedules, equipment, or environment. An employer may deny providing reasonable 
accommodations for either financial hardship or business necessity.
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Office of Administrative Law Judges: http://www.oalj.dol.gov
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https://www.ssa.gov
https://www.sssa.gov/redbook/newfor2018.htm
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1 COMPLEMENTARY AND ALTERNATIVE 
MEDICINE
Alan R. Erickson,MD and Amrita Bath, MD

“I didn’t say it was good for you,” the king replied, “I said there was nothing like it.”
–Lewis Carroll (1832–1898) Through the Looking Glass

KEY POINTS

 1.  Most rheumatic disease patients are considering, have tried, or are presently using complementary and alterna-
tive medicine (CAM) therapies.

 2.  Some CAM therapies have proven but limited benefits for patients with certain rheumatic diseases.
 3.  Some CAM therapies can be harmful to patients undergoing surgery or taking particular medications.
 4.  Physicians should ask patients about CAM therapies and record them in the medical record.

 1.  What is the definition of CAM?
The term CAM describes therapies that have not been proven scientifically to be beneficial. The World Health 
Organization defines CAM as “A broad set of healthcare practices that are not part of the country’s own tradition 
and are not integrated into the dominant healthcare system.” This is not to be confused with quackery or fraud, 
which is a false claim made deliberately to promote a product or treatment. 

 2.  Justify how widely used are CAM remedies?
Over 130 unconventional modalities and >500 remedies to treat patients have been described. Previous studies 
indicated that 60% to 90% of patients with rheumatic diseases have used some form of CAM. Rheumatologic 
conditions are among the commonest disease conditions encountered by CAM practitioners. According to the 
2007 National Health Institute Survey, 83 million US adults spent $33.9 billion out-of-pocket on visits to CAM 
practitioners and on purchases of CAM products, classes, and materials. In total, there were approximately 354 
million visits to CAM practitioners and approximately 835 million purchases. 

 3.  Why do rheumatology patients choose CAM therapies?
Rheumatic diseases are associated with reduced productivity, increased risk of disability, and lowered quality of 
life. Conventional therapies for rheumatic diseases like nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), disease-
modifying antirheumatic drugs (DMARDs), and biologics have potential and realized side effects. Consequently, 
some patients decline these conventional therapies, opting for other forms of treatments such as CAM, with the 
belief that these therapies are effective and safer. 

 4.  Why should physicians discuss CAM therapies with their patients?
Rheumatic diseases are confusing to both the medical community and lay public. CAM remedies often return 
to the patient a sense of understanding, responsibility, and hope. Also, discussing these alternative means 
of controlling their symptoms provides patients a sense of self-involvement in their care and thus ensures 
better compliance. Unfortunately, not all CAM therapies are safe or effective, and this warrants discussion with 
healthcare providers. Additionally, expenditures on CAM remedies can divert scarce healthcare resources. 

 5.  List eight categories of CAM remedies.

Alternative Medical Systems
Holistic medicine Homeopathy
Naturopathy Indian traditional medicine (Ayurveda, Siddha)
Chinese traditional medicine Anthroposophical medicine
Biologically-based therapies
Diet therapies
Dong diet Elimination diet
Low-fat diet Macrobiotic diet
Unpasteurized milk Vegetarian
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Nutriceuticals
Glucosamine/Chondroitin Antioxidants
Cod liver oil Amino acids
Fish oil (omega-3 fatty acids [FAs]) Green-lipped mussel
Propolis, royal jelly, bee pollen Cartilage (shark, bovine, chicken)
Megavitamins and supplements S-adenosylmethionine (SAM-e)
Herbal and natural remedies
Devil’s claw Ginger, nettle, tumeric, wild yam, bromelain
Alfalfa Chinese herbs (corydalis, genetian, paeonia, scutellaria,
Garlic Tripterygium wilfordii Hook F, and Ma-Huang)
Willow bark Kelp, sarsaparilla, boswellia, meadowsweet
Herbs rich in γ-linoleic acid (evening primrose 

oil, borage oil, blackcurrant seed oil)
Marijuana (cannabis) and cannabinoids
Body-based and manipulative therapies
Chiropractic Rolfing
Massage Reflexology
Osteopathy Movement (Feldenkrais method, Alexander technique)
Mind-body interventions and spiritual medicine
Biofeedback Meditation
Relaxation techniques Guided imagery
Hypnotherapy Prayer
Yoga, Tai Chi, Qi Gong
Energy therapies
Magnets Pulsed electric field
Reiki Therapeutic (healing) touch
External qi gong
Procedures
Acupuncture Chelation
Colon cleansing Hydrotherapy
Mineral baths
Diagnostic tests
Cytotoxic testing Hair analysis
Iridology Kinesiology
Miscellaneous
Copper bracelets Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)
Snake oil Venoms
Antimicrobials Exercise
Leech therapy

  6. Define holistic medicine, homeopathy, and naturopathy.
Holistic medicine holds that people should try to maintain a balance between their physical and emotional 
processes while seeking harmony with the environment. Disease occurs when this balance is disrupted. 
Ayurveda is an ancient Hindu variation of holistic medicine that uses meditation, breathing exercises, reciting 
mantras, yoga, and herbal medicines to restore balance of the three basic energy types called doshas within the 
body and with nature. Some Ayurveda herbs have been found to contain heavy metals (mercury, lead, arsenic) that 
may cause health problems.

Homeopathy principles were set forth in the 1800s by German physician Samuel Hahnemann. They use 
dilute preparations of substances that cause the same symptoms the patient is experiencing to stimulate the 
body’s natural defenses to fight disease.

Naturopathy claims that disease is an imbalance in the body that results from the accumulation of waste 
products. Natural therapies are said to remove the body’s “poisons.” 

 7.  Is there any evidence that diet affects arthritis?
The subject of diet has attracted many claims of cures for patients with arthritis. This interest stems from various 
known facts. Historically, autoimmune disease is a relatively recent phenomenon and may correlate with our 
changing diet. In the late paleolithic period, the human diet was rich in protein as opposed to our current diet, 
which is rich in fat. This increase in dietary fat can affect the composition of cellular membrane fatty acids 
(FAs). These membrane FAs are the source of arachidonic acid-derived prostaglandins (PGs) and leukotrienes 
(LTs), which contribute to inflammation. It has been noted that some patients with inflammatory arthritis may 
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be deficient in zinc, selenium, and vitamins A and C, which are involved in the scavenging or inactivation of 
oxygen free radicals. Though no convincing scientific evidence indicates that diet causes or cures arthritis, there 
are observations that diet may modulate the immune system. A current dietary trend is the Paleo diet, lending 
support to the notion that our changed dietary habits could be contributing to the development of autoimmunity. 
Additionally, innovative research has noted the importance of the gastrointestinal (GI) tract along with our intestinal 
and mucosal microbiome in autoimmunity. 

 8.  Can FA ingestion alter our inflammatory response to rheumatic disease?
Yes. FAs are essential to the human diet, with omega-3 and omega-6 FAs being the two major groups. FAs are 
responsible for the composition of the phospholipids in cellular membranes, and thus these membranes can 
be altered by dietary intake of omega-3 or omega-6 FA. Additionally, FAs are the precursors for LTs and PGs, 
the agents (among many) responsible for our inflammatory response. Omega-3 FAs are the precursors of PGE3 
and LTB5, which are less inflammatory than PGE2 and LTB4 that come from omega-6 FA. Long-chain omega-3 
FAs (Krill oil, fish [salmon] oil) are more effective than short-chain omega-3 FAs (plant oil, e.g., flaxseed). The 
recommended dose for dietary supplements containing long-chain omega-3 FA is 2000 mg/day (eicosapentaenoic 
acid [EPA] and docosahexaenoic acid combined) for a safe antiinflammatory effect. 

 9.  How do fish oils and evening primrose oil affect rheumatic diseases?
It is known that ethnic cultures with diets rich in fish oils (10 g/day), which are primarily long-chain omega-3 FAs, 
tend to have less autoimmune disease. Omega-3 FA diets can reduce arachidonic acid levels by 33% and increase 
EPA levels in cellular membranes by 20 times. This results in production of PGE3 and LTB5, which have less 
inflammatory potential than those agents made from omega-6 FAs.

Evening primrose oil (also borage seed oil and blackcurrant seed oil) is rich in gamma-linolenic 
acid (GLA), which is an omega-6 FA. In experimental animal models, excess dietary GLA results in more PGE1 
compounds and less LT production, leading to less inflammation. Some studies support that this therapy reduces 
inflammation in rheumatoid arthritis (RA). 

 10.  What is the theory behind the use of antioxidants?
Antioxidants interfere with the production of free radicals, compounds with an unpaired free electron that 
takes electrons from others, potentially affecting the immune system or cell membranes. One well-known free 
radical is superoxide, which is formed using NADPH. Superoxide is both a reducing and oxidizing agent and can 
spontaneously undergo a reaction to form hydrogen peroxide and oxygen. Hydrogen peroxide can also react 
with superoxide to produce a hydroxyl radical (the most reactive of the oxygen products) or chloride ions to form 
hypochlorous acid (the active ingredient in chlorine bleach).

A variety of antioxidants exist including vitamins A, C, D, and E and the trace elements copper, zinc, iron, and 
selenium, which scavenge free radicals and may protect cells against oxidation. To date, there is little evidence to 
support that this therapy is helpful in patients with arthritis. 

 11.  The theory that arthritis is caused by an allergy to certain foods is the basis of several 
popular diets. What are the scientific studies to support this claim?
Several anecdotal reports have described certain foods causing or worsening arthritis (Table 91.1). Many of these 
are single-case reports.

There have been animal models of chronic synovitis induced with dietary changes. Apparently, food antigens 
can cross the GI barrier and circulate not only as food antigens but also as immune complexes. Fasting appears to 
decrease disease activity in patients with RA. The postulated mechanisms are a reduction in immune activity and 
a decrease in intestinal permeability potentially reducing arthrotropic bacterial exposure. 

Table 91.1   Food Allergy

Rheumatoid arthritis Dairy products

Wheat and corn

Beef

Nightshade foods

(tomatoes, potatoes, eggplant, peppers)

Behçet’s disease Black walnuts

Lupus in monkeys Alfalfa (contains L-canavanine)

Palindromic rheumatism Sodium nitrate
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 12.  Many patients with RA wear copper bracelets. Why?
Copper bracelets were used by the ancient Greeks for their healing powers. Copper salts have been used for the 
treatment of RA, achieving generally favorable responses, unfortunately along with significant side effects. Copper 
in bracelets is absorbed through the skin (turning the skin green) and is said to improve arthritis symptoms in 
some patients, perhaps by binding oxygen free radicals. Interestingly, d-penicillamine, a proven therapy for RA, 
binds copper, which would suggest that copper is not a useful therapy. 

 13.  Are herbal remedies used by patients with osteoarthritis (OA) and RA?
Yes. Herbal products have been referred to as the most commonly used and abused form of alternative therapies. 
Herbs are claimed to treat arthritis and other diseases, but are there truths to the claim? Yes. Data does point 
toward a potential for phytoantiinflammation, likely through effects on eicosanoid metabolism.

OA: randomized controlled trials (RCTs) have shown that devil’s claw (Harpagophytum procumbens), 
bromelain (a pineapple extract), and willow bark extract are effective in reducing pain in patients with OA. 
Phytodolor (golden rod, aspen leaf/bark, and ash bark) has been shown in RCTs to be as effective as NSAIDs in 
treating OA pain. Nettle (Urtica dioica) inhibits cyclooxygenase and lipoxygenase pathways as well as suppresses 
cytokine release. Ginger (Zingibar officinale) contains gingerol and shogaol that inhibits PG and LT production. 
Uncontrolled studies have shown benefit. Note that ginger can interact with antiplatelet and anticoagulant 
medications, which may cause excess bleeding during surgery. Avocado soybean unsaponifiables (ASU) are 
reported to slow progression of hip and knee OA. ASU contain plant sterols that are chondroprotective by their 
antiinflammatory and proanabolic effects on articular chondrocytes. Green-lipped mussels (Perna canaliculus) 
contain omega-3 FAs, which are converted into less inflammatory mediators (PGE3, LTB5).

RA: a herb used in China is extract of thunder god vine (Tripterygium wilfordii Hook F). Its active 
compounds are celastrol and triptolide, which inhibit nuclear factor κβ and T-cell proliferation as well as 
production of proinflammatory cytokines to include interleukin (IL)-2 and gamma-interferon. An RCT showed that it 
was superior to sulfasalazine in the treatment of RA. Side effects, however, were significant. Cat’s claw (Uncaria 
tomentosa) and turmeric (Curcuma longa) contain immunomodulatory and antiinflammatory ingredients and have 
been shown in small RCTs to be moderately effective in RA. Turmeric is also used to treat OA pain by depleting 
substance P from nerve root endings similar to capsaicin. Tibetan five-nectar formula medicated bath therapy is 
derived from five types of plants that are considered antiinflammatory. Studies in RA demonstrating benefit are of 
poor quality and cannot be critically evaluated. 

 14.  What are some other herbs and dietary supplements our patients are commonly using?
 •  Black cohosh

Uses: treats hot flashes and moodiness at menopause.
 •  Cayenne

Uses: contains the chemical capsaicin that gives hot cayenne peppers their heat. When applied as a skin 
cream, it can deplete substance P from nerve endings, thus decreasing pain. Used for postherpetic 
neuralgia and rubbed on single joint with arthritis.

 •  Coenzyme Q-10
Uses: relieves chronic fatigue, immune stimulant, heart failure. Contains ubiquinone, which is a cofactor for 

metabolic pathways that generate ATP. Also a free radical scavenger and can act as an antioxidant.
Drug interactions: can decrease warfarin’s effect.

 •  Echinacea
Uses: stimulates immune system, upper respiratory infections.
Disease precautions: liver disease.
Drug interactions: chemotherapy drugs for cancer treatment, HIV drugs, anticoagulants, immunosuppressive 

drugs, drugs that may be toxic to liver.
 •  Feverfew

Uses: migraine prophylaxis.
Disease precautions: pregnancy—uterine contraction causing abortion, ragweed allergy.
Drug interactions: anticoagulants, antiplatelet medications.

 •  Garlic
Uses: lowers low-density lipoprotein cholesterol, platelet inhibition.
Disease precautions: surgery.
Drug interactions: anticoagulants, antiplatelet medications.

 •  Ginkgo biloba
Uses: treatment of dementia, vertigo, ringing in ears. Can inhibit platelets and increase blood flow.
Disease precautions: intracranial bleeding, GI bleeding, seizures, surgery, peripheral vascular disease. Ginkgo 

has anticoagulant effects and decreases platelet aggregation. Can cause GI upset.
Drug interactions: anticoagulants, antiplatelet medications, thiazide diuretics, tricyclic antidepressants, mono-

amine oxidase (MAO) inhibitors.
 •  Ginseng

Uses: to fight fatigue, improve performance, reduce stress. Can inhibit platelets.
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Disease precautions: heart disease, diabetes, pregnancy/nursing, surgery.
Drug interactions: caffeine (using both may cause high blood pressure [BP]), antiplatelet medications, insulin 

(ginseng may lower blood sugar), anticoagulants, MAO inhibitors, loop diuretics.
 •  Goldenseal

Uses: it is not absorbed through GI tract. Used topically on canker sores.
 •  Grape seed extract

Uses: antioxidant similar to pycnogenol.
 •  Green tea

Uses: antioxidant, improves cardiovascular health.
Disease precautions: asthma, hypertension.
Drug interactions: decreases absorption of atropine, codeine, ephedrine, and asthma medications. Can cause 

hypertension.
 •  Indian frankincense (Boswellia serrata)

Uses: antiinflammatory by inhibiting LTs.
Disease precautions: none.
Drug interactions: none.

 •  Kava Kava (Piper methysticum)
Uses: reduces anxiety and insomnia.
Disease precautions: persistent depression—increased risk of suicide, pregnancy/nursing, surgery (potenti-

ates anesthesia), hepatotoxicity.
Drug interactions: alcohol, alprazolam, barbiturates, St. John’s wort.

 •  Ma-Huang (Ephedra sinica)
Uses: for cough/bronchitis, as a stimulant and for weight loss.
Disease precautions: anxiety and restlessness, high BP, heart disease, glaucoma, prostate adenoma, cardiac 

arrhythmias, surgery (causes high BP).
Drug interactions: caffeine, decongestants, digoxin, MAO inhibitors.
This is a dangerous herb.

 •  Milk thistle
Uses: as a liver protectant.
Disease precautions: none.
Drug interactions: phenothiazines.

 •  Pycnogenol (Pinus pinaster)
Uses: antioxidant because it is a bioflavonoid. Protects from heart disease and cancer.

 •  Saw palmetto (herbal catheter)
Uses: prostate and irritable bladder, stimulates libido. Inhibits 5-alpha reductase thus decreasing dihydrotes-

tosterone levels.
Disease precautions: hormone-dependent cancer, pregnancy/nursing. Can cause diarrhea.
Drug interactions: hormone replacements, oral contraceptives, finasteride, dutasteride.

 •  St. John’s wort (Hypericum perforatum) (Nature’s Prozac)
Uses: treatment of mild depression.
Disease precautions: can cause photosensitivity.
Drug precautions: MAO inhibitors (Nardil, Parnate), SSRIs (Prozac, Zoloft, Paxil) (mild serotonin syndrome), digoxin 

(decreases blood concentration), tramadol, oral contraceptives (decreased efficiency), photosensitizers 
(tetracycline, quinolones, Feldene), Dyazide, Bactrim, Septra, theophylline (decreased levels of theophylline), 
HIV protease inhibitors (decreased levels of Indinavir), cyclosporine (decreases levels of cyclosporine).

 •  Valerian root (Nature’s Ambien)
Uses: insomnia.
Disease precautions: can cause hepatitis.
Drug interactions: increased sedation with alcohol and other sedating medications.

 •  Wild yam
Uses: natural source of DHEA. Cannot be utilized by body.

 •  Yucca (Adam’s needle)
Uses: contains saponin, which decreases abnormal fat content in blood and improves intestinal circulation. 

Claimed to have analgesic and antiinflammatory properties.
Disease precautions: current or previous GI ulcers. These stimulate gastric acid.

 •  Zinaxin—Ginger root extract called hydroxy-methoxy-phenyl-33 (see Ginger).
Pearl: There is no standardization of herbal medicine in the United States. Consequently, a patient has little 

idea of how much active herb they are getting in what they buy over the counter. Daily cost of most herbs ranges 
between $0.30 and 1.50 a day. 

 15.  What is the evidence that medical cannabis and cannabinoids are effective for the 
treatment of pain due to rheumatic diseases?
Marijuana is the dried leaves/flowers of the plant, Cannabis sativa. It contains over 460 different compounds of 
which 80 are classified as phytocannabinoids. Two of these (phyto)cannabinoids, tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) and 
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cannabidiol (CBD), are most relevant to medicine. THC is the most psychoactive compound and has pain-relieving 
effects, whereas CBD has effects on immunologic function and can counteract some of the psychoactive effects 
of THC. CB1 and CB2 are the main receptors that both these cannabinoids bind to and exert their effects. Other 
receptors (TRPV1, GPR55) may also be important. CB1 is primarily found in the brain and responsible for the 
psychoactive effects, whereas CB2 is found peripherally throughout the body and thought to modulate pain 
and inflammation. The scientific basis to support medical cannabis/cannabinoids is based on the evidence 
that endocannabinoids are endogenous ligands derived locally from the breakdown of phospholipids during 
inflammation and tissue injury that bind to CB2 to dampen inflammation. However, to date there is little evidence 
that medical cannabis/cannabinoids significantly modulate pain and inflammation in any of the rheumatic 
diseases. 

 16.  What information should a rheumatologist give if their patient wants to try using medical 
marijuana to treat their rheumatic disease?

 •  Cannabinoid absorption is dependent on the route of administration. Inhaled/vaporized (10%–35% absorption) 
has rapid onset of effects (minutes) compared with oral (6% absorption, 2–6 hours to peak concentration). 
Transmucosal preparations have better absorption (15%) than oral ingestion. Most of an orally or transmuco-
sally ingested cannabinoid is metabolized to an inactive form by its first-pass through the liver. This is why oral 
formulations are not very effective in rheumatic diseases.

 •  In spite of better absorption and rapid onset, smoking marijuana (cannabis) daily cannot be recommended due 
to multiple harmful compounds in marijuana smoke that can cause health issues including bronchitis, cardio-
vascular, and mental health issues. THC can have psychoactive effects, which impairs alertness and reaction 
time. Patients who smoke marijuana should not drive for up to 24 hours after consuming herbal cannabis.

 •  Medical cannabis should not be used in children, adolescents, pregnant women, or patients with previous 
abuse of psychoactive or pain medications.

 •  If the patient insists on trying medical cannabis, recommending vaporized CBD oil or topical formulations 
may be safest. However, the caveat remains that there is little standardization or regulation assuring product 
formulations and degree of bioavailability.

 •  Recently, the Food and Drug Administration approved Epidiolex, which is a liquid formulation of CBD used 
for childhood epilepsy syndromes. It is a schedule V medication that costs $32,000/year.

 •  Pain-management options other than medical cannabis are available with better evidence for safety and 
effectiveness. Most physicians agree that medical cannabis/cannabinoids should only be considered after all 
other measures for pain control have been tried. 

 17.  In the digitization era of health care, patients have easy access to information about diet 
and health care. Physicians are often asked about what patients should eat and what they 
should avoid. Name three common dietary items that rheumatology patients ask about 
during routine visits.

 A.  Is turmeric good for me?
The use of curcumin, the principal active component in turmeric, dates back >4000 years in cuisine and 

religious ceremonies in India; it was later adopted in Ayurvedic medicine. The mechanisms by which it has been 
shown to attenuate the immune system are mainly via antioxidative and antiinflammatory actions. Turmeric is 
used to treat OA pain by depleting substance P from nerve root endings similar to capsaicin. There have been 
small RCTs in the recent years that have reported its benefit in patient populations with RA and lupus nephritis, 
resulting in reports of improved disease activity, decreased proteinuria, improved BP control, and decreased 
hematuria. However, these preliminary studies have small sample sizes. In 2017, Nelson et al. questioned the 
efficacy of this agent due to its low bioavailability and unstable, reactive nature. I usually tell my patients that it 
is safe to consume at recommended doses (recommended therapeutic dose is 400–600 mg three times a day), 
along with the conventional DMARD or biologic therapy they have been prescribed.

 B.  Should I be drinking coffee?
Coffee consumption has been the subject of much debate. There have been studies suggesting a detrimental 

effect on cardiovascular health; however, simultaneously there is data suggesting an inverse relation between the 
two. A possible explanation may be that many of these studies did not take into account smoking, which is a huge 
confounding factor associated with coffee intake.

The mechanism by which caffeine is postulated to affect the immune system is by inhibiting the cAMP 
phosphodiesterase, thus increasing intracellular cAMP and activating protein kinase A, which in turn affects many 
immunomodulatory pathways. There have been studies reporting an increase in the incidence of seropositive RA 
in patients who consume coffee in excess of four cups per day. However, these studies did not report this increase 
in tea drinkers bringing into question if the association is related to caffeine intake at all. There has been data 
about an increased incidence of osteoporosis with coffee intake of more than two cups per days. Again, I go with 
the rule of “everything is fine in moderation” and recommend my nonpregnant patients to limit consumption to 
two cups per day. Mikuls T, et al. Arthritis Rheum 46: 83, 2002.

 C.  Should I be eating more dark chocolate?
Chocolate is derived from the fermented, dried, and roasted leaves of the cacao tree, Theobroma cacao. In 

Central America, it has been traditionally considered to have therapeutic benefits. Cocoa, rich in polyphenols and 
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low molecular weight flavonols, has direct and indirect antioxidant properties. The active extracts of cocoa play a 
role in downregulating IL-1 and IL-2 while upregulating IL-4, thus playing a regulatory role in innate and acquired 
immune systems. Again, I tell my patients dark chocolate as a small part of their diet should be fine! 

 18.  What CAM therapies have shown benefit in gout?
 •  Cherry juice: has phenolic compounds (anthocyanins) that are antiinflammatory and inhibit cyclooxygenase 

and nitric oxide production. In addition, it increases uric acid excretion by inhibiting proximal tubular reabsorp-
tion of uric acid. Zhang Y, et al. Arthritis Rheumatol 64: 4004, 2012.

 •  Vitamin C: at a dose of 500 mg/day, it lowers uric acid by being a competitive inhibitor of uric acid reabsorp-
tion at the proximal tubule of the kidney. 

 19.  What CAM therapies have been shown to be beneficial for fibromyalgia?
No oral or topical CAM therapy has been proven to be beneficial. Randomized trials have shown tai chi, 
hydrotherapy, and thermal therapies to be beneficial. Overall, an exercise program is most therapeutic. 

 20.  What CAM therapies have been shown to be beneficial for Raynaud’s?
None. Notably biofeedback has been shown not to be beneficial. 

 21.  What is dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), methylsulfonylmethane (MSM), and SAM-e?
 •  DMSO: it is a byproduct of wood pulp processing. There is medical grade that is safe and an industrial grade 

that is used in paint thinner and antifreeze. DMSO can be used as a solvent to transport molecules across cell 
membranes like the skin. DMSO taken internally or topically causes the person’s breath to smell like garlic or 
oysters. DMSO is a prescription drug given by catheter to treat interstitial cystitis. Therefore, it cannot be sold 
over the counter. Patients getting it from vendors are taking industrial-grade DMSO, which is unsafe. There are 
reports supporting DMSO’s ability to relieve pain and reduce inflammation.

 •  MSM: 15% of DMSO is broken down to MSM. MSM does not cause oyster-garlic smell. MSM is an organic 
sulfur compound that may contribute sulfur to the formation of connective tissue. Additionally, animal studies 
suggest that it may be antiinflammatory, but there are no controlled scientific data to support its use. MSM has 
become popular since the actor James Coburn said that it works for his RA. Usual dose is 1000 to 3000 mg 
twice a day.

 •  SAM-e: this is already formed in the body from methionine and ATP. SAM-e is a methyl-accepting intermediate 
in homocysteine formation, which with the help of vitamin B-12 will relinquish a methyl group to surrounding 
tissues (see Fig. 56.1, Chapter 56:  Inborn Errors of Metabolism Affecting Connective Tissue). SAM-e is then 
broken down to sulfate groups, which may help cartilage formation. SAM-e is equivalent to NSAIDs in therapy 
of OA in controlled trials. Dose is 400 mg thrice a day and costs $40/month. It is also used to treat depression. 

 22.  Are there any herbs believed to be unsafe?
 •  Carcinogens—borage, calamus, coltsfoot, comfrey, life root, sassafras.
 •  Hepatotoxicity—chaparral, germander, life root, skullcap, Jin Bu Huan, comfrey, kava kava.
 •  Other—licorice (electrolyte imbalance), Ma Huang (hypertension, strokes, seizures), borage seed oil (seizures).

Pearl: Stop all herbs for at least 24 hours prior to surgery since many have an anticoagulant effect. 

 23.  What other CAMs have people tried?
 •  Movement therapy—Tai Chi has been shown to decrease falls in the elderly.
 •  Magnets—Static magnets cause a localized magnetic field. Theorized to interact with the body’s nerve 

conduction and reduce pain perception. Magnet strength ranges between 300 and 4000 gauss (refrigerator 
magnet is 60 gauss). Little data to support use of this expensive therapy. May help localized joint pain.

 •  Acupuncture—Theory is that good health is maintained by circulation of vital energy (known as Qi) in the 
body. Illness is due to disruption of this flow. In order to correct this disruption, insertion of needles at defined 
points along meridians causes discomfort that is necessary to elicit Qi. Actually, it has been shown that acu-
puncture causes endorphin and serotonin release, which can help pain.

Recently, there have been nine high-quality RCTs concerning acupuncture for patients with rheumatic 
diseases. Six RCTs reported no statistically significant difference between experimental and control groups, 
whereas the remaining three RCTs showed that acupuncture had beneficial effects for patients with rheumatic 
diseases, especially knee OA. For RA, the evidence seems to be clearly negative with all three available RCTs 
demonstrating no beneficial effects.

There are also different modalities of acupuncture treatment, including traditional acupuncture without 
electricity, laser acupuncture, dry needling, gold bead implantation, electroacupuncture, and moxibustion. 
Moxibustion is a noninvasive procedure that involves burning moxa, the herb Artemisia vulgaris, at acupuncture 
points. Among patients with knee OA, moxibustion treatment may improve function and pain score. Similarly, laser 
acupuncture was reported to be beneficial for patients with knee OA. Dry needling, which involves placing needles 
at trigger points, was found to lower pain among patients with myofascial pain syndrome.

 •  Shark cartilage—reported to have antiinflammatory properties and to inhibit angiogenesis. No data to 
support its use. Because it may inhibit angiogenesis, it should not be used in pregnancy, children, or patients 
undergoing surgery or with coronary artery disease. 
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 24.  Are manipulation techniques useful for the treatment of rheumatic diseases?
Yes. I recommend them regularly. Many patients with soft-tissue rheumatism respond positively to physical 
therapy and manipulation from chiropractors and osteopaths. Manipulation has been shown to decrease joint pain, 
although the mechanism of action is not well understood. I believe that if these modalities are used appropriately, 
it often leads to a decrease in the need for systemic antiinflammatories. They also give patients a sense of 
participation in their treatment program. 

 25.  How does one report a potentially unsafe CAM remedy?
The Office of Consumer Affairs publishes the Consumer’s Action Handbook that explains how to file a complaint. 
The publication is free through the website https://usa.gov/handbook. 

 26.  In summary, how should CAM remedies be approached?
CAM remedies are widely used by patients with rheumatic diseases. Some are safe and harmless, and others can 
be deadly. Some remedies have therapeutic potential and may unlock the door to the next treatment for rheumatic 
disease; these deserve the attention of the medical community. I would encourage all healthcare providers to 
discuss their use with patients. There are several internet resources to get additional information. One of these is 
the National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health at https://nccih.nih.gov.
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HISTORY, THE ARTS, AND RHEUMATIC 
DISEASES
Sterling G. West, MD and James S. Louie, MD

 1.  What is the derivation of the word rheuma?
Rheuma is derived from the Greek term indicating “a substance which flows,” a humor that originates in the brain 
and causes various ailments. Guillaume Baillou claimed that “what arthritis is in a joint is what rheumatism is in 
the whole body,” raising the idea that arthritis is but one manifestation of systemic processes. In 1940, Bernard 
Comroe coined the term rheumatologist, and in 1949, Hollander used the term rheumatology in his textbook 
Arthritis and Allied Conditions. 

 2.  Who described and coined the term “rheumatoid arthritis” (RA)?
Augustin-Jacob Landre-Beauvais is credited with the first clinical description in 1800. He called it a variant of 
gout—“goutte asthenique primitif.” Benjamin Brodie described the slow progression from a synovitis and bursa 
and tendon sheath involvement. Sir Alfred Garrod introduced the term “rheumatic gout” and separated it from 
classic gout using the “thread test” for urate in synovial fluid in 1858 to 1859. Archibald Garrod, the fourth son of 
Sir Alfred, coined the term “rheumatoid arthritis” in 1890. 

 3.  Which famous French painters were afflicted with RA?
Pierre Auguste Renoir (1841–1919), the popular French impressionist, developed a severe form of RA beginning 
around 1890. Despite his increasing disabilities, he continued to paint, supported his family, and devised his own 
exercises and adaptive equipment. By 1912, he was bedridden and unable to transfer. Just before his death, he 
developed vasculitis in his fingertips.

Raoul Dufy (1877–1953), the talented Fauvist who explored “the miracle of imagination in color” in paintings, 
watercolors, ceramics, tapestries, and stage and mural designs, exhibited his first attack of RA at the age of 60 
years. Within 13 years, when he became dependent on his crutches and wheelchair, he was invited to Boston to 
participate in one of the first drug studies that utilized different steroid preparations for the treatment of RA. He 
underwent a remarkable recovery, returned to his painting with vigor, but also suffered the consequences of the 
steroids, including a buttock abscess and a gastrointestinal bleed before his death. 

 4.  What other famous people had RA?
Performers who developed RA include Edith Piaf, the French chanteuse, motion picture actresses Rosalind Russell, 
Lucille Ball, and Kathleen Turner, motion picture actors James Coburn and Jamie Farr, lead Eagles singer Glenn 
Frey, and TV show host Matt Iseman (American Ninja Warrior). Other notables with RA include the cardiac surgeon 
Sir Christiaan Barnard, Los Angeles Dodgers’ pitcher Sandy Koufax, and US Presidents Thomas Jefferson, James 
Madison, and Theodore Roosevelt. 

 5.  Who is credited with the early naming and descriptions of systemic lupus erythematosus?
1230—Rogerius Frugardi, a surgeon at the medical school in Salerno, used the term lupus (latin for “wolf”) to de-

scribe ulcerative skin lesions that were reminiscent of what would be caused by a wolf’s bite. Most of these 
referred to lesions on extremities (not the face) and were probably due to tuberculosis, syphilis, or cancer.

1500–1800—Paracelsus and others used the term lupus to describe ulcerative skin lesions from any cause. At-
tempts made at identifying subtypes.

1808—Robert Willan, considered the founder of British dermatology, describes lupus vulgaris due to tuberculosis 
causing lesions with ulcerations on the face.

1833— Laurant Biett with student Pierre Cazenave described and published description of discoid lupus on the 
face and called it “erythema centrifugum.”

1845—Ferdinand von Hebra described the butterfly rash on the nose and cheeks. Separates skin lupus from 
lesions caused by tuberculosis and syphilis.

1852—Pierre Cazenave coined the term lupus erythemateux. Published it in the first dermatology textbook 
(1856), Atlas of Skin Diseases.

1872—Moritz Kaposi, who was a student and son-in-law of von Hebra, separated discoid lupus from systemic 
“disseminated” lupus.
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1895–1903—Sir William Osler describes the systemic features under the name “erythema exudativum multi-
forme with visceral injuries.” Describes renal and central nervous system involvement.

1904–1940— Other lupus manifestations described: pulmonary (1908), Libman-Sacks endocarditis (1923), leuko-
penia and photosensitivity (1939).

1948—Malcolm Hargraves described the lupus erythematosus cell in bone marrow aspirates.
1949— J.R. Haserick reported that the “LE cell factor” are immunoglobulins in lupus patients’ sera reacting with 

bone marrow cells.
1954—Peter Miescher described the absorption of the “LE cell factor” by cell nuclei.
1957—Multiple investigators including Henry Kunkel described antibodies against dsDNA in lupus sera.
1958—George Friou described the method identifying antinuclear antibodies by labeling with fluorescent antihu-

man globulin.
1959–1975—Henry Kunkel and his investigators at the Rockefeller identified antibodies reacting with “extractable 

nuclear antigens” including Sm, Ro, and La. 

 6.  Name some famous people who had systemic lupus erythematosus.
 •  Southern authoress Flannery O’Connor.
 •  Former Philippine President Ferdinand Marcos.
 •  TV journalist Charles Kuralt; TV show host Nick Cannon.
 •  Lucy Vodden—subject of Beatles’ song Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds.
 •  Singers: Seal, Toni Braxton, Selena Gomez.
 •  Baseball player Tim Raines.
 •  Women’s Olympic soccer player Shannon Box. 

 7.  Who is credited with the early descriptions of scleroderma?
 c.  400 BC—Hippocrates described “persons in whom the skin is stretched, parched, and hard, the disease 

terminates without sweats.”
1842—English physician W.D. Chowne described a child with clinical features.
1846—English physician James Startin described an adult with clinical features.
1860—French clinician Elie Gintrac coined the term sclerodermie.
1862—Maurice Raynaud described the vasospastic phenomenon of painful, cold-induced acrocyanosis.
1964—Richard Winterbauer, while a medical student, described the CRST syndrome of calcinosis, Raynaud 

phenomenon, sclerodactyly, and telangiectasia. The E for esophageal dysmotility was added subsequently 
(CREST). 

 8.  What famous Swiss painter and printmaker had scleroderma?
Paul Klee (1879-1940), the complex and incredibly talented Swiss artist who completed more than 9000 works 
in diverse media, was stricken with scleroderma at age 56 years. His last paintings include “Ein Gestalter” (the 
Creator) as he recovered his desire and energy to paint; “Stern Visage,” which described the skin changes; “Death 
and Fire,” as he painted his requiem; and “Durchhalten” (Endure), a line drawing that described the dysphagia 
prompting his final admission to the sanitorium. 

 9.  Who is credited with the early descriptions of spondyloarthropathies?
In 1691, the Irish physician Bernard Connor described a skeleton with ankylosing spondylitis. In 1818, the 
English physician Benjamin Brodie provided the first clinical description of a patient with ankylosing spondylitis 
and iritis. In the late 1890s, the Russian physician Vladimir von Bechterew, the German–Russian physician 
Adolf Strumpell, and the French physician Pierre Marie described the clinical features of ankylosing spondylitis 
before the development of severe deformities. In the early 1900s, the German physician Hans Reiter and the 
French physicians Noel Fiessinger and Emile Leroy described the clinical characteristics of reactive arthritis. The 
association with the class I gene, HLA-B27, is credited to the Americans Lee Schlosstein, Rodney Bluestone, and 
Paul Terasaki, and the English persons Derrick Brewerton, David James, Maeve Caffrey, and Anne Nicholls. 

 10.  Name some famous personages who had ankylosing spondylitis.
 •  Egyptian pharaoh Amenhotep II (1439–1413 BCE) (controversial, may be DISH).
 •  Olympic gold medalist swimmer Bruce Furniss.
 •  Cricket captain Mike Atherton.
 •  Television emcee Ed Sullivan.
 •  Renowned cellist Gregor Piatigorsky.
 •  American political journalist Norman Cousins.
 •  Motion picture actor Boris Karloff (All of the stiff walking in his Frankenstein role may not have been acting!).
 •  Motley Crue’s guitarist Mick Mars.
 •  Imagine Dragon’s lead singer Dan Reynolds. 

 11.  Do any notable people have psoriasis or psoriatic arthritis?
Psoriasis is a common disease with a strong hereditary predisposition. King Herod built his fortresses close to the 
Dead Sea so he could be close to the healing waters for his psoriasis and arthritis. Benjamin Franklin suffered 
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with severe psoriasis. Fleet Admiral William “Bull” Halsey, Jr., could not command the Third Fleet during the WWII 
Battle of Midway due to a severe attack of psoriasis. Phil Mickelson, winner of the 2010 Masters and 2013 British 
Open, has psoriatic arthritis and has been a spokesperson for the success of etanercept therapy. Performers Art 
Garfunkel (musician), Kathryn Hepburn (actress), LeAnn Rimes (singer), and Jerry Mathers (Leave it to Beaver) 
all had psoriasis and served as spokespersons for the disease. Kim Kardashian (reality TV star), Dara Torres 
(swimmer, olympic medalist), and John Updike (novelist) also had psoriasis. Famous villains with psoriasis include 
Russian dictator Joseph Stalin and drug lord Pablo Escobar. 

 12.  What persons are credited with the early descriptions of gout?
5th century BCE—although gout was reported in medieval medicine as gutta, Latin for “a drop” of a poisonous 
noxa, Hippocrates first described the clinical features of gouty arthritis (“the unwalkable disease”) following 
dietary excesses in sexually active men and postmenopausal women.

  
Late 1600s—Thomas Sydenham described the clinical features, and Anton van Leeuwenhoek described the 

microscopic appearance of uric acid recovered from a tophus.
1703—Treaty of Metheun. England signed an accord with Portugal to export wool in exchange for importing 

Portuguese wines. These wines were fortified with brandy and stored in lead casks for shipping. Lead levels 
were 3 to 19x increased leading to saturnine gout in England.

1797—WH Woolaston, an English chemist, demonstrated that urate is the chemical compound that makes up a 
tophus. He took samples for analysis from tophi on his own ear.

1814—John Want reported the effectiveness of colchicine in the treatment of 40 patients with gout. Colchicine 
had been used by others since the CE 6th century but felt to be too toxic by many because it was a strong 
purgative/laxative.

1857—A.B. Garrod developed an assay (“thread test”) that detected uric acid in synovial fluid in patients with 
acute gouty arthritis. He also demonstrated uric acid on the cartilage of those with gout and formulated the 
current hypotheses that lead to gouty arthritis.

1961—Joseph Hollander and Daniel McCarty demonstrated monosodium urate in the synovial fluid cells of those 
with gout using compensated polarized light.

1964—Michael Lesch, as a medical student, wrote the clinical description of a patient with neurobehavioral 
changes for his mentor, William Nyhan, who described the complete deficiency of hypoxanthine-guanine 
phosphoribosyl transferase, the enzyme that catalyzes the salvage reactions of purines (Lesch–Nyhan 
syndrome).

1950s–present—development of medications for therapy: probenecid (1951), allopurinol (1963), febuxostat 
(2008), pegloticase (2010), and lesinurad (2015). 

 13.  Which famous Flemish painter had gout?
Peter Paul Rubens (1577–1640), the portrayer of Baroque, developed attacks of fevers and arthritis that put him 
to bed at the age of 49 years. Within 10 years, his attacks were continuous, and he had difficulty painting and 
ambulating. He died of “ague and the goutte” at the age of 63 years. Some interpret the stylistic paintings of the 
hands as deformities that resembled RA. 

 14.  Which American Presidents and English Kings suffered from gout? Any other notable 
diplomats who had gout?
English Kings (gout was the “Disease of Kings”): Henry VIII (1491–1547), George III (1738–1820).
American Presidents: James Buchanan (1791–1868), Martin van Buren (1782–1862).

There were probably multiple diplomats who suffered from attacks of gout. Some of these gout attacks may 
have affected history:

 •  William Pitt the Elder (1708–1778). British statesman who was against taxation of the American Colonists. 
Gout attacks prevented him from arguing in Parliament against the Stamp Act (1765) and duty on colonial tea 
(Boston Tea Party, 1773), which helped precipitate the American Revolutionary War (1775–1783).

 •  Benjamin Franklin (1706–1790). He missed many meetings due to gout attacks when the Declaration of 
Independence was being written (1776). 

 15.  What was Beethoven’s disease?
Ludwig von Beethoven (1770–1827) noted hearing loss at the age of 26 years, was “stone deaf” at 49 years, 
and died at 57 years. His deafness is popularly attributed to otosclerosis or eighth nerve compression from 
Paget disease. More in-depth studies included records of attacks of rheumatism. A postmortem by Wagner 
and Rokitansky described “dense half-inch-thick cranial vault, shrunken auditory nerves, wasted limbs, with 
cutaneous petechiae, cirrhosis with ascites, a large spleen, and chalky deposits in the kidneys.” These findings led 
to the differential diagnosis of meningovascular syphilis, sarcoidosis, and Whipple disease. 

 16.  What were the rheumatic diseases in the Civil War era?
Medical records of the American Civil War recorded 160,000 cases of “acute rheumatism,” mainly acute 
rheumatic fever, perhaps infectious arthritis or gout. More than 260,000 cases of “chronic rheumatism” were 
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recorded, probably chronic rheumatic fever and reactive arthritis, of which 12,000 were discharged. The validity 
of these clinical diagnoses on the war front may temper some of these data, and more recent data of war-related 
rheumatic syndromes give a better perspective.

In 1863, General Robert E. Lee described paroxysms of chest pains radiating to the left shoulder and back, 
which was diagnosed as rheumatic pericarditis. He was given quinine. By 1870, because the pains occurred at 
rest, these attacks were probably advancing coronary atherosclerosis. 

 17.  Which famous persons had their lives affected by rheumatic fever?
 •  Bobby Darin (singer).
 •  Andy Warhol (artist).
 •  Donald Sutherland (actor).
 •  Lou Costello (comedian).
 •  Robert Burns (Scottish poet).
 •  Amadeus Mozart (composer).
 •  Carson McCullers (writer). 

 18.  Did Abraham Lincoln have a genetic disease?
The debate on whether the American President Abraham Lincoln had Marfan syndrome, the autosomal dominant 
disorder of connective tissue, reached national proportions when an advisory committee in the 1990s ruled 
against proposed molecular genetic testing of his tissue, which is preserved at the National Museum of Health and 
Medicine at the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology. Most geneticists do not feel he had the disease because of 
his excellent eyesight and normal vasculature throughout his 56 years of life. 

 19.  What was Henri de Toulouse Lautrec’s disease?
Henri de Toulouse Lautrec (1864–1901) developed growing pains at the age of 8 years, was hospitalized 
for rehabilitation at 10, and fractured his femurs following minimal trauma at 14 and 15 years. The clinical 
geneticists Maroteaux and Lamy noted the parental consanguinity and short stature and proposed the diagnosis 
of pyknodysostosis, an autosomal recessive disease characterized by mutations of the cathepsin K gene on 
chromosome 1. This retrospective diagnosis has been disputed and other bone diseases proposed. 

 20.  What musicians may have been “helped” by their proposed connective tissue disease?
Nicolo Paganini (1782–1840) of Genoa, Italy, was a violin virtuoso who had a flair for the dramatic and 
ostentatious. Although he had extraordinary musical talent, he also had extraordinary manual dexterity and 
hypermobility believed to be due to Ehlers–Danlos syndrome or Marfan syndrome. This enabled him to play notes 
that most ordinary mortals could not.

Sergei Rachmaninov (1873–1943) was known to have hands so large that they “covered the keyboard like 
octopus tentacles.” He was believed to have had Marfan syndrome. 

 21.  What other celebrities have true connective tissue diseases?
 •  Marfan syndrome: sctor Vincent Schiavelli who starred in “One Flew over the Cuckoo’s Nest” among others. 

The Olympic Silver Medalist in Women’s Basketball, Flo Hymen, died of an aortic dissection and serves as a 
reminder that this disease can be lethal. Notably, the Olympic Gold Medalist in Swimming, Michael Phelps, 
does not have Marfan syndrome.

 •  Osteogenesis imperfecta: sctors Michael J. Anderson (Carnivale) and Atticus Shaffer (The Middle). 

 22.  What is the purpose of recognizing “famous autoimmune” personalities?
Many patients who suffer from an autoimmune disease take comfort in knowing that they are not alone and that 
other people, both average and famous, are afflicted with their disease. It is particularly helpful when a famous 
person who has an autoimmune disease or a loved one with the disease becomes a spokesperson to raise 
awareness as well as funds for research and treatment. Some notable spokespersons for the disease they have:

 •  Sjögren’s syndrome: tennis great Venus Williams.
 •  Sarcoidosis: basketball great Bill Russell, comedian Bernie Mac, and football star Reggie White, before their 

deaths from the disease.
 •  Fibromyalgia: actors Morgan Freeman and Michael James Hastings; singers Lady Gaga and Sinead O’Connor.
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 1.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 30-year-old man in referred to you for evaluation of right hip pain. He has had intermittent pain in the right groin for 
the past 3 years. Over the past few months it has been more constant. Sitting and playing tennis exacerbate the pain. 
He reports his right hip clicks when he rotates it. Past history is unremarkable except for mild asthma that he treats 
with inhaled steroids.

Physical examination is normal except for a few scattered wheezes. His musculoskeletal examination shows his 
right leg is 1.5 cm shorter than his left. He has limitation of internal rotation with the hip flexed at 90 degrees and groin 
pain at the extreme of rotation. No click is felt.

Radiograph of the right hip is shown.

  

Which one of the following is the most likely cause of this patient’s right hip pain?
 A.  Avascular necrosis
 B.  Tensor fascia lata syndrome
 C.  Sports hernia
 D.  Femoral acetabular impingement
 E.  Leg length discrepancy
  
Answer: D
Rationale: Over the past few years, there has been an increased recognition of femoral acetabular impingement as 
a cause of hip pain and early osteoarthritis (OA). This is important to recognize, since surgical decompression can 
eliminate the pain and prevent progression to OA. This patient’s symptoms, physical examination, and radiograph are 
characteristic for a CAM lesion. None of the other options present this way. 

QUESTION BANK
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 2.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 32-year-old woman is admitted to the hospital because of the sudden onset of a severe headache, while she was 
exercising on a stationary bicycle at a local health club. The headache is diffuse and associated with photophobia and 
nausea. She has had no fever, Raynaud’s, arthritis, skin lesions, or recent travel. Her medical history is significant for 
infrequent episodes of herpes labialis. She is recovering from a recent episode of sinusitis for which she is taking amox-
icillin, pseudoephedrine, and nasal washes. She has no previous history of migraine headaches. She does not smoke 
cigarettes but does use marijuana at least twice a week. She denies sick contacts, has no pets, and has not traveled.

Physical examination shows she is in moderate distress because of her headache pain. Vital signs show she is 
afebrile, pulse 92/minute, and blood pressure (BP) 135/78 mm Hg. She has no nuchal rigidity. Neurologic examination 
is normal and shows no focal deficits. She is alert and oriented. She has one ulcer on her lip which is resolving. She has 
mild sinus tenderness. The remainder of her physical examination is normal.

Laboratory tests on admission show normal complete blood count (CBC), comprehensive metabolic panel (CMP), 
and urinalysis. Erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) and C-reactive protein (CRP) are normal. Rheumatoid factor (RF), 
antinuclear antibodies (ANA), and antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies (ANCA) are pending.

Chest radiograph is normal.
Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) analysis shows no red blood cells (RBCs) or white blood cells (WBCs), normal protein, 

and normal glucose. Herpes polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is pending.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the brain reveals one small nonspecific T2-weighted lesions in the right 

cerebral hemisphere. There is no brain enhancement with contrast.
Computed tomography (CT) angiography shows scattered areas of ectasia, stenosis, and beading in multiple vessels.

  
Which one of the following is the most likely diagnosis?
 A.  Herpes encephalitis
 B.  Granulomatous angiitis of the central nervous system (CNS)
 C.  Reversible cerebral vasoconstriction syndrome (RCVS)
 D.  Complicated migraine headache
 E.  Granulomatous polyangiitis
  
Answer: C
Rationale: This patient has RCVS. This condition can mimic CNS vasculitis on cerebral angiography because of vaso-
spasm. It occurs most commonly in young or middle-aged females who present with the sudden onset of a severe 
headache (thunderclap headache) with or without other neurologic symptoms. Triggers causing cerebral vasoconstric-
tion include exercise, vasoactive medications, illicit drug use, pregnancy complications (eclampsia), and following 
childbirth. This patient’s triggers include exercise, use of pseudoephedrine, and possibly use of marijuana. Serologies, 
inflammatory markers, and CSF analysis are typically normal, helping to rule out herpes encephalitis and cerebral vas-
culitis. The patients lack of history of previous migraines and the abnormal angiogram rule out complicated migraine as 
the etiology. Patients with RCVS are typically treated with high dose calcium-channel blockers to relieve the vasospasm. 
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 3.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 36-year-old woman is admitted to the hospital from the emergency room yesterday for fever, headache, polyarthri-
tis, and rash. Three days ago, she returned from a 2-week trip to the Dominican Republic. She had gone there with 
her church to help rebuild a school in a rural setting after a recent hurricane destroyed it. One day before returning 
to the United States, she became febrile. Here fever has been persistently above 38°C. Yesterday she developed a 
rash and polyarthritis prompting her to go to the emergency room. She reports her arthritis is severe and her rash 
is slightly pruritic and not photosensitive. The patient insists she ate only well-cooked food and drank bottled water. 
She had no sexual contacts. She did have exposure to cats, dogs, livestock, and mosquitos, while in the Dominican 
Republic. Her only medications are over-the-counter naproxen that she started taking for the fever and arthritis.

Physical examination shows she is in obvious pain. Her temperature is 38.7°C and pulse 100 beats/minute. She 
has a patchy maculopapular rash on her face, chest, arms, and legs. Her metacarpal-phalangeal (MCP) and proximal 
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interphalangeal (PIP) joints, both wrists, both knees, and both ankles are swollen and painful. The remainder of the 
physical examination is normal.

Laboratory tests:
  

CBC: hematocrit (Hct) 37%, WBC 4100/uL with 85% polymorphonuclear neutrophils (PMNs), 10% lymphocytes, 
and 2% eosinophils, platelets 132,000/uL

Creatinine and electrolytes: normal
Serum transaminases: aspartate transaminase (AST) 65 U/L (nl 10–40), alanine transaminase (ALT) 73 U/L 

(nl 10–40)
ESR: 63 mm/h (nl 0–15)
Ferritin: 432 ng/mL (nl 12–150)

  
Parvovirus B19 antibody: immunoglobulin (Ig)G positive; IgM negative

  
ANA: negative
RF: negative

  
Which one of the following is the most likely diagnosis?
 A.  Acute hepatitis A infection
 B.  Chikungunya viral (CHIKV) infection
 C.  Parvovirus infection
 D.  Adult-onset Still disease
 E.  Macrophage activation syndrome (MAS)
  
Answer: B
Rationale: This patient has CHIKV infection. This patient travelled to an endemic area during wet season (hurricane) 
and was exposed to mosquitos which is the vector for this virus. The incubation period for CHIKV infection is 3 to 7 
days. The initial manifestation is high fever often greater than 39°C. Approximately 2 to 5 days later, patients develop 
a symmetric polyarthritis that involves small joints and ankles more than large joints. During this time, patients often 
(40%–75%) develop a maculopapular rash that may be pruritic. Laboratory abnormalities include a lymphopenia, 
thrombocytopenia, and elevated serum transaminases. Over 50% can develop a small amount of cryoglobulins. Diagno-
sis is made by reverse transcriptase (RT)-PCR for viral ribonucleic acid (RNA), which has highest yield if obtained within 
first few days of illness onset and/or IgM antibodies against CHIKV, which appear 5 days after onset of illness. The acute 
illness lasts 7 to 10 days. Some patients can develop severe organ manifestations. Persistent polyarthralgias can also 
occur (35%). Treatment is supportive as there is no specific antiviral therapy.

The differential diagnosis of this presentation includes some of the diseases listed as other possible answers. 
Acute hepatitis A does not cause this presentation. Parvovirus is ruled out by having IgG antibodies and no IgM antibod-
ies. Adult-onset Still disease is excluded because fever is persistent and the patient has a low WBC and platelet count. 
MAS is unlikely with only a mildly elevated ferritin level and the patient having no previous history of a disease which 
would predispose her to developing MAS. Other viral infections, like dengue and zika virus, also need to be considered. 
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 4.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 68-year-old woman complains of neck pain and a 6 week history of right arm radicular pain, weakness, and pares-
thesias. She denies any trauma but said her symptoms started after she jerked her head, while sneezing.

Physical examination shows normal vital signs. She has decreased range of motion (ROM) of her cervical spine 
with pain. Rotation of her head to the right side with neck extension causes right arm radicular symptoms. Neurologic 
examination shows weakness of right arm flexion and wrist extension and numbness of her thumb, index finger, and 
radial aspect of her forearm. Brachoradialis reflex is absent.

Cervical spine radiographs shows straightening of the spine and degenerative disc disease and OA of C4-5, C5-6, 
and C6-7 levels.
  
Which one of the following cervical nerve roots is involved?
 A.  C4
 B.  C5
 C.  C6
 D.  C7
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Answer: C
Rationale: This patient has evidence of a C6 radiculopathy (six-shooter). Compromise of the other nerve roots would 
give different physical examination findings.

Nerve (frequency) Motor Weakness Sensory Loss Reflex

C5 (5%) Deltoid, biceps Lateral upper arm Biceps
C6 (35%) Wrist extensors, biceps Lateral forearm, thumb,  

index finger (six-shooter)
Brachioradialis 

(supinator jerk)
C7 (35%) Wrist flexor, finger extensors 

(forms 7), triceps
Middle finger Triceps

C8 (25%) Finger flexors (forms an 8),  
thumb extensor, hand  
intrinsics

Medial forearm, ring and little 
finger

None
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 5.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 40-year-old previously healthy African-American male presents to the rheumatology clinic for evaluation of diffuse 
joint pain and extreme fatigue for 3 months. He denies any swollen joints. He notes decreased exercise tolerance with 
palpitations and occasional dizziness and lightheadedness. The patient admits to new onset of a dry cough and a few 
skin lesions on his nose. He denies fevers, chills, oral ulcers, sinusitis, shortness of breath, wheezing, abdominal pain, 
diarrhea, or muscle weakness. He has no other medical history and is not on any systemic medications.

Physical examination reveals normal vital signs with normal O2 saturation on room air at rest. He has multiple 
palpable cervical lymph nodes. Lungs are clear to auscultation without wheezes or crackles. Heart sounds are normal 
with regular rate and rhythm. He has no swollen joints and neurologic examination is normal. There are multiple small 
papular cutaneous lesions around his eyes and nose.

Laboratories done today:
  

CBC, creatinine, electrolytes, and UA are normal
ALT 76 IU/L, AST 99 IU/L, alkaline phosphatase 415 IU/L. Rest of hepatic panel was normal.
ESR: 54 mm/h

  
Recent evaluation reveals:

  
Chest x-ray shows bilateral hilar adenopathy with multiple small bilateral pulmonary nodules.
Electrocardiogram (ECG) shows right bundle branch block and occasional premature ventricular contractions 

(PVCs) .
Echocardiogram shows mild left ventricular diastolic dysfunction.
Plain radiographs of hands and feet are normal.
Tuberculosis (TB) skin test is nonreactive but patient is anergic. Lymph node biopsy reveals noncaseating granu-

lomas consistent with sarcoidosis.
  
Which one of the following is the most important test to order now?
 A.  Angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE)
 B.  Pulmonary function tests (PFTs)
 C.  Ophthalmologic examination
 D.  CT scan of chest and abdomen
 E.  Cardiac MRI
  
Answer: E
Rationale: Most sarcoidosis does not merit treatment. However, this patient describes cardiac symptoms of palpitations 
and possible presyncope. Symptomatic cardiac sarcoidosis occurs in approximately 5% of sarcoidosis patients. This young 
patient has multiorgan sarcoidosis and his decreased exercise tolerance and palpitations with PVCs and bundle branch 
block is concerning for cardiac involvement. ECG and echocardiogram should always be performed at baseline. His his-
tory requires further testing with cardiac MR or fluorodeoxyglucose positron-emission tomography (FDG-PET) to assess 
for sarcoidosis. Cardiac holter monitor should also be considered to identify ventricular arrhythmias. Unlike pulmonary 
sarcoidosis, cardiac sarcoidosis can be suddenly life-threatening and lead to heart failure, heart block, arrhythmias, and 
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sudden death. Systemic immunosuppression is recommended with diagnostic evidence of cardiac sarcoidosis. The other 
options for testing may be done but are not as critical as determining the extent of cardiac involvement. 
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 6.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 38-year-old man is urgently referred to you for evaluation of left hand digital ischemia. He reports his left second 
and third fingers have been blue and painful for past 2 weeks. He has developed an ulcer on his left third fingertip. He 
denies trauma but does work as a construction laborer. He denies fever, joint pain, skin rash, hemoptysis, or abdominal 
pain. He had an episode of sinusitis a year ago. He was put on metropolol for high BP 6 months ago. He denies intrave-
nous (IV) drug abuse but does drink alcohol and smokes marijuana and cigarettes.

Physical examination shows he is afebrile with pulse 78/minute and BP 138/90 mm Hg bilaterally. He has 
periodontal disease and dental caries. He has no sinus tenderness. Lung and abdominal examinations are normal. Skin 
examination shows multiple tattoos. Vascular examination shows diminished left radial pulse with an abnormal Allen’s 
test. He has no subclavian bruits and a negative Adson’s test.

Laboratory studies:
  

CBC: normal
Chemistries: normal
Liver tests: alkaline phosphatase 138 U/L
Others normal
Urinalysis: normal
ESR: 16 mm/h
RF: negative
Partial thromboplastin time (PTT): normal
ANA: negative
Anticardiolipin antibodies IgG 21 GPL units (nl <20); IgM neg
Anti-B2 GPI antibodies: negative
Angiogram is shown.
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Which one of the following should be done next?
 A.  Order cryoglobulins
 B.  Discontinue smoking
 C.  Start low-molecular-weight heparin
 D.  Order echocardiogram
 E.  Start prednisone 60 mg daily
  
Answer: B
Rationale: This patient has thromboangiitis obliterans (Buerger disease) and the most important therapy is to stop 
smoking, including marijuana. Prednisone and anticoagulation are not effective for this disease. His normal liver 
enzymes, negative RF, and lack of renal disease or skin rash makes cryoglobulinemia unlikely. The angiogram is char-
acteristic of Buerger and does not show embolic disease. Therefore an echocardiogram is not indicated. 
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 7.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

An 80-year-old man with type 2 diabetes mellitus, coronary artery disease, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 
(COPD), and history of left hip replacement presents with a 1 year of slowly progressive left hip pain. He states that 
his hip replacement was performed 1 year ago and the hip has never “felt quite right” since the surgery. The left hip 
intermittently becomes erythematous and warm. He states that clear fluid occasionally leaks from the original surgical 
incision site. He is now having difficulty ambulating because of pain.

Physical examination shows he is well appearing and in no acute distress. He is afebrile with normal vital signs. His 
left hip area is erythematous and warm with breakdown in the surgical scar where scant clear fluid is noted to drain out.

Radiograph of the left hip shows possible loosening of the left hip arthroplasty.
A fluoroscopically guided aspiration of the left hip reveals serosanguinous fluid with a cell count of WBCs=9540/uL and 

RBCs=1200/uL. Gram stain is negative. Cultures of the synovial fluid are no growth at 3 days.
  
Which one of the following should be done next?
 A.  Call the microbiology laboratory and ask them to hold the cultures for 7 days
 B.  Admit the patient for a washout of the hip
 C.  Arrange for a synovial biopsy
 D.  Treat patient empirically with IV vancomycin and piperacillin/tazobactam for 6 weeks
  
Answer: A
Rationale: This patient has a classic story for Cutibacterium (formerly Propionibacterium) acnes prosthetic joint infec-
tion. Patients usually present with chronic symptoms since the time of surgery, and often have no specific complaints 
other than a vague sense that something is wrong. In addition, this patient is diabetic, making him a higher risk for a 
prosthetic joint infection. In patients with chronic symptoms for more than a year, you should be thinking of indolent 
organisms, such as C. acnes or coagulase negative staphylococci. C. acnes typically takes 7 days to grow in culture and 
many microbiology laboratories do not routinely hold aerobic body fluid specimens for this long. A synovial biopsy may 
be needed if the cultures were negative. In a patient who has no evidence of systemic illness, it is preferable to make 
a diagnosis before starting empiric antibiotics. While admission for surgical washout is not unreasonable, he would be 
better treated with a 2-stage hip revision. 
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 8.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 40-year-old woman is referred to your office by her primary care provider for suspected rheumatoid arthritis (RA). She 
has had joint pain for the past 3 months affecting her fingers, wrists, knees and feet. She describes stiffness and pain 
in the joints, with symptoms that are worse in the morning and better with activity. She also describes a rash over the 
back of her hands and forearms that has been present for the past 6 weeks. In addition to skin and joint complaints, 
she has had significant fatigue over the preceding 6 months that is progressive in nature. There are no other current 
health issues and she has no proceeding past medical history.
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On physical examination, her vital signs are normal. Examination of the ears, eyes and oral cavity are normal. Cardio-
pulmonary examination is normal. Musculoskeletal examination reveals tenderness without swelling at a total of six joints 
in PIP and MCP joints. The bilateral wrists are tender without swelling. There are trace effusions in the bilateral knees, 
which are slightly warm to touch, and her bilateral ankles are tender but without swelling. Her skin examination shows 
faint erythematous patches over the dorsal aspect of the fingers between the joints, as well as erythematous papules on 
the dorsum of the hands. Trace edema (1+ pitting) is present at the lower extremities and extend to mid-tibia bilaterally.

Laboratory studies from the initial primary care evaluation show: WBC count of 2.5, with 1.0 lymphocytes, a 
hemoglobin (Hgb) of 11.5 g/dL (normal 12–15 g/dL), rest of CBC normal; normal chemistries; urinalysis with 2+ protein 
and 1+ blood on dipstick; ESR of 66 (normal 0–20); CRP 7 mg/dL (normal 0–10 mg/dL).
  
Which of the following diagnostic tests is most likely to confirm the suspected diagnosis in this patient?
 A.  Serum RF and anticyclic citrullinated peptide (anti-CCP) antibody
 B.  MRI of the hand and wrist
 C.  Genetic testing for susceptibility alleles in the human leucocyte antigen (HLA)-DR4 locus
 D.  ANA with reflex profile and complement testing
 E.  Serum uric acid and synovial fluid crystal analysis from knee
  
Answer: D
Rationale: This patient presents with a suspected inflammatory arthritis. While RA is a common etiology of inflammatory 
arthritis, the presence of extraarticular features in this case (rash in sun-exposed sites, low extremity edema, leukopenia/
lymphopenia, anemia, proteinuria and hematuria) should raise suspicion for alternative etiologies. These features raise 
stronger suspicion for systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), and hence ANA testing (with reflex profile) and C3, C4 testing 
would be indicated. Identification of occult synovitis on MRI of the hand/wrist would not help separate among etiologies 
of inflammatory arthritis necessarily, although erosive patterns may be suggestive of RA. Genetic testing for shared epit-
ope alleles would not provide confirmation of the diagnosis, as these alleles are enriched in RA populations but are found 
in a sizable minority of the general population as well. Gout is uncommon in premenopausal females outside the setting 
of significant renal dysfunction and/or exogenous causes for purine overload (e.g., tumor lysis syndrome). 
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 9.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 45-year-old female presents with arthralgia and new onset sicca symptoms affecting the eyes and mouth. Her joint 
symptoms have been present for 6 months and involve the fingers, wrists, elbows, knees, ankles and feet. She has 
noticed stiffness and pain at the joints, but no swelling. Her sicca symptoms predated the onset of joint pain by 6 to 12 
months. There is no prior family or personal history of autoimmune disease, and she reports no past medical history. 
She takes a multivitamin daily. She works as a cashier at a local grocery store and is a single mother to one child. She 
reports a prior history of IV drug use, but has abstained for the past 5 years.

On physical examination, her vital signs are normal. Examination of the oral cavity shows poor dentition, dry 
mucous membranes and associated glossitis. Her ocular examination shows slight conjunctival injection and a Schirm-
er’s test shows 3 mm of wetness after 5 minutes. The bilateral parotid glands are significantly enlarged. Cardiopulmo-
nary examination reveals dry crackles in bilateral bases. On musculoskeletal examination, she has diffuse arthralgias 
without synovitis. The remainder of her physical examination is benign.

Laboratory and imaging studies from today’s visit show: normal CMP; normal urinalysis; CBC shows a mild normo-
cytic anemia; negative ANA, Sjögren syndrome antibodies (SS)A, SSB, ribonucleoprotein (RNP), Smith and double stranded 
deoxyribonucleic acid (dsDNA) antibody testing; RF 17 (normal <14); ESR is 35 (normal 0–20 mg/dL) and CRP is 1.0 mg/
dL (normal 0–1 mg/dL). Radiographs of the hands and feet are unremarkable. Ultrasound of the parotid gland shows 
enlarged and cystic appearing glands without evidence of a mass. Chest radiograph demonstrates bibasilar abnormalities.

A high-resolution CT scan of the lungs is performed and identifies multiple thin-walled cysts throughout the lung fields.
  
Which of the following options represents the next best step in the evaluation of this patient?
 A.  Hepatitis C antibody testing
 B.  Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) testing
 C.  Interferon-gamma release assay
 D.  Referral to ear nose and throat (ENT) for lip biopsy
 E.  ACE testing
  
Answer: B
Rationale: Patients with diffuse idiopathic lymphocytic syndrome (DILS) can present similarly to Sjögren syndrome, but SSA 
and SSB antibodies are routinely negative. This syndrome is most commonly seen in chronic HIV/acquired immunodefi-
ciency syndrome (AIDS) infection. The remote history of IV drug use presents a possible mode of transmission for HIV infec-
tion. Enlarged parotid glands, sicca, and abnormal pulmonary findings consistent with lymphocytic interstitial pneumonitis 
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(LIP), are the key characteristics in this case that are consistent with the diagnosis of DILS. Biopsy of the affected tissues 
would show a CD8+ cellular infiltration (in contrast to CD4+ infiltrate in Sjögren syndrome), characteristic of DILS. While 
tissue biopsy may be able to distinguish amongst competing diagnoses, such as Sjögren syndrome, sarcoidosis, Hepatitis C 
and TB, in this case the combination of clinical, radiographic and laboratory testing is not suggestive of these alternative eti-
ologies. Confirmation of HIV infection through ELISA testing is less invasive and represents the next best step in evaluation. 
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 10.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 47-year-old male with long-standing RA presents for a follow-up visit. He describes mild stiffness in his fingers, 
wrists and elbows which is improved with activity and is stable over the past 2 years. These joints are not tender, 
outside of right elbow discomfort with activity that has been present for the past 6 to 8 weeks. His treatment regimen 
for RA includes methotrexate (MTX, 20 mg once weekly), sulfasalazine (1000 mg twice daily) and folic acid (1 mg daily).

On physical examination, his vital signs are stable. Cardiopulmonary and abdominal examination are normal. 
Musculoskeletal examination of the fingers, wrists, elbows, shoulders, hips, knees, ankles and feet reveals a tender 
joint count (TJC) of 2 and swollen joint count (SJC) of 0 (values over the past year: TJC 1–3, SJC 0–1). The right elbow 
demonstrates full extension and flexion without pain, with a normal sulcus in the groove between the olecranon process 
and the lateral epicondyle. There is no pain with supination and pronation. His right elbow discomfort is exacerbated by 
resisted extension of the right wrist and is localized in the area approximately 1 cm distal to the lateral epicondyle.
  
Which of the following options represents the next best step in the management of this patient’s pain?
 A.  Corticosteroid injection of the elbow and increase in sulfasalazine dose
 B.  Bracing of the wrist
 C.  Eccentric wrist extensor exercises
 D.  Elbow padding to reduce pressure on the medial epicondyle
 E.  Corticosteroid injection of the olecranon bursae
  
Answer: C
Rationale: Lateral epicondylitis is a common condition involving the extensor tendons of the wrist. Pain with direct 
palpation to the origin of the extensor tendons (at the lateral epicondyle) may not always be present. Pain upon exten-
sion of the wrist that worsens with resistance, however, is suggestive of lateral epicondylitis. Treatment consists of 
avoidance of overuse activities, local application of ice, antiinflammatory medications, forearm bracing/strap to reduce 
tension on the insertion at the lateral epicondyle and eccentric stretching of the involved muscles. Pain upon wrist flex-
ion and pain/swelling on the medial aspect is more consistent with medial epicondylitis. True elbow synovitis (as can 
be seen in RA) commonly causes pain with flexion/extension, as well as pronation/supination, while olecranon bursitis 
typically is associated with the former. The lack of swelling on examination makes both of these conditions less likely 
as well. Intersection syndrome affects the extensor pollicis brevis (and abductor pollicis longus) and causes discomfort 
with wrist extension as well, but the pain is in the distal forearm. Patients with this condition are commonly treated with 
rest (short-term bracing of the wrist), ice and antiinflammatory medications. 
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 11.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 65-year-old woman is referred to you for evaluation of osteoporosis. She presented to her primary care physician 
with acute back pain and was found to have a compression fracture of T8. She ordered a bone densitometry test which 
revealed a T score of -3.4 in the spine and -3.2 in the femoral neck. She is hesitant to start any osteoporosis medica-
tion because she has heard they can have significant adverse effects and may even cause jaw problems and fractures. 
She plans to have some dental implants at some point in the next 1 to 2 years. She asks for your opinion regarding the 
risks and benefits of these medications.
  
In addition to calcium and vitamin D, which one of the following medications would you recommend for this 

patient?
 A.  Ibandronate
 B.  Zoledronic Acid
 C.  Denosumab
 D.  Teriparatide
 E.  Raloxifene
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Answer: D
Rationale: Osteoporosis medications are divided into two main classes, antiresorptive medications and anabolic 
medications. The antiresorptive medications include the oral and injectable bisphosphonates, denosumab (Prolia), and 
raloxifene (Evista). The anabolic agents include teriparatide (Forteo) and abaloparatide (Tymlos). Osteonecrosis of the 
jaw (ONJ) and atypical femoral fractures have only been reported to occur with the oral and injectable bisphosphonates 
and denosumab. Since the patient is planning to have dental implants, she should not be given ibandronate, zoledronic 
acid, or denosumab. Raloxifene does not cause ONJ but would not be effective in a patient with this severity of osteo-
porosis. Waiting to treat her osteoporosis until she has completed her dental surgery over the next 1 to 2 years is risky. 
Therefore an anabolic agent, like teriparatide or abaloparatide, should be recommended during which time she should 
get her dental surgery completed so she can follow the anabolic therapy with an antiresorptive agent. 
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 12.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 40-year-old man comes to see you with a 2-year history of pain and mild swelling in his hands, wrists, knees, and 
ankles. He has about 30 minutes of morning stiffness. Occasionally, he gets a “flare” in his wrist when it gets more 
painful and swollen. These flares last about a week and he treats them by wearing a splint. He works as an auto 
mechanic and the arthritis is interfering with his work. Over the past 6 months, he has had a lot of fatigue and seems 
to be getting weaker. He is concerned that he may have RA because his older brother had a similar type of arthritis. His 
brother died of liver problems, so he does not want to go on MTX. He does not drink alcohol or smoke tobacco.

Physical examination shows normal vital signs. Body mass index (BMI) 29 kg/m2. He has a normal cardiovascular 
and pulmonary examination. He has a palpable liver edge below the right costal margin. A spleen cannot be palpated 
because of his obesity. Joint examination reveals synovial thickening with mild tenderness of the metacarpophalangeal 
and wrist joints bilaterally. He can only curl his fingers about 50% to make a fist. He has small joint effusions in his 
knees with patellofemoral crepitus. No warmth or erythema of any joint. He has 5 out of 5 muscle strength. His skin is 
tanned and without rashes.

Laboratory studies within past week:
  

CBC: normal
Chemistries: normal
Liver-associated enzymes: AST and ALT twice upper limit of normal. Rest normal.
Urinalysis: normal
ESR: 10 mm/h
RF: negative
Antinuclear antibody: negative
Thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH): 2.5 mIU/L
Radiographs of hands and wrists: shown
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Which one of the following should be ordered next to help establish this patient’s diagnosis?
 A.  Anti-CCP antibody
 B.  Iron studies
 C.  Aspiration of knee synovial fluid
 D.  Hepatic ultrasound
 E.  Chest radiograph
  
Answer: B
Rationale: The clinical presentation and radiographs are characteristic of hemochromatosis. There is degenerative arthri-
tis involving the second and third MCP joints, with prominent joint space narrowing, subchondral cyst formation, scle-
rosis, and large hook-like osteophytes. The diagnosis is further supported by the presence of hepatomegaly, abnormal 
liver-associated enzymes, skin bronzing, and family history of arthritis and cirrhosis. His fatigue and weakness may be 
caused by a low testosterone level caused by iron deposition in the hypothalamus and pituitary, causing hypogonadotro-
phic hypogonadism. This patient’s presentation, negative RF, and radiographs are not consistent with RA, so an anti-CCP 
antibody is not indicated. A synovial fluid aspiration will show noninflammatory synovial fluid, which will not establish a 
diagnosis. An hepatic ultrasound will show hepatomegaly but will not be helpful unless he gets a liver biopsy. Although 
he has ankle arthritis, there are no other manifestations of sarcoidosis, so his chest radiograph will likely be normal. 
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 13.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

An 11-year-old boy presents with right foot and left knee swelling and pain of 5 days duration. He denies any fever, 
history of trauma, or history of travel. He has been in good health but has had some problems with other children at 
school. His parents report that because of these social issues, he has been under a lot of stress which has caused him 
to have a poor appetite and intermittent abdominal pain. He has lost 5 lbs in weight over the past several weeks. He 
also complains of poor sleep and fatigue. Recently, he has had a few oral ulcers that come and go, which have also 
been attributed to the stress he is experiencing at school. He has no history of uveitis, genital ulcers, rashes, or diar-
rhea. He is on no medications. He has an appointment to see the school social worker next week.

Physical examination shows normal vital signs. He appears thin with a height of 55 inches and weight of 64 
pounds. He has one slightly tender oral ulcer on his buccal mucosa. Cardiopulmonary examination is normal. Abdominal 
examination shows mild abdominal tenderness, particularly in right lower quadrant. Musculoskeletal examination 
shows his right midfoot is swollen and tender causing him to limp. His left knee is mildly tender, warm, and with an 
effusion. The remainder of his examination is unremarkable.

Laboratory studies:
  

CBC: Hct 32%, WBC 6200/uL with normal differential, platelets 420,000/uL
CMP : normal except for alkaline phosphatase 411 IU/L (nl 70–370) and albumin 3.1 g/dL.
Lactate dehydrogenase: 210 U/L (nl 140–280)
Uric acid: 4.2 mg/dL (nl 2.2–5)
Urinalysis: normal
ESR: 68 mm/h (nl 0–15)
Iron studies: iron 15 ug/dL (nl 30–130), total iron binding capacity (TIBC) 430 ug/dL (nl 265–400), % sat 18% (nl 

20–50)
Ferritin: 8 ng/mL (nl 25–150)
Synovial fluid analysis from left knee : 24,500/uL cells with 92% neutrophils. No crystals, negative gram stain, 

culture pending.
  

Radiographic studies:
  

Right foot radiograph: soft tissue swelling. No bony abnormality
Left knee radiograph: Soft tissue swelling and effusion. No bony abnormality

  
Which one of the following tests would most likely confirm this patient’s diagnosis?
 A.  Colonoscopy
 B.  Bone marrow biopsy
 C.  Synovial biopsy of left knee
 D.  MRI of right foot
 E.  HLA-B27
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Answer: A
Rationale: This patient is presenting as a juvenile spondyloarthritis, most likely related to Crohn’s disease. These 
patients typically have a lower extremity inflammatory arthritis and less likely to have back pain. A midfoot tarsitis is 
a particularly characteristic presentation. His oral ulcers, weight loss, and iron deficiency anemia are all characteristic 
of Crohn’s disease. Children with Crohn’s may not have a history of diarrhea. Therefore a colonoscopy is the test that 
would lead to the diagnosis. A bone marrow biopsy is not needed to establish a diagnosis of iron-deficiency anemia. 
The normal WBC count and lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) level makes leukemia as the cause of his arthritis unlikely. A 
synovial biopsy will show chronic inflammation but not establish a diagnosis. It is unlikely he has a chronic infectious 
arthritis. An MRI of the foot would show a tarsitis. An osteomyelitis is unlikely and does not explain all his other findings. 
Whether or not he is HLA-B27 positive would not establish the diagnosis. 
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 14.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 69-year-old man comes to your office for routine yearly follow-up of his OA. He reports over the past 4 months, he 
has felt unwell with fatigue, dyspnea on exertion, 10-lb weight loss, and easy bruising. His knee pain is stable on cele-
coxib but he has increased stiffness in his shoulders and hips. His hands fall asleep at night. Other current medications 
include Lisinopril for hypertension, metformin for diabetes mellitus, and simvastatin for hyperlipidemia.

Physical examination shows normal vital signs. BMI 31 kg/m2. Cardiopulmonary examination shows rales at both lung 
bases and an S4 gallop. Abdominal examination shows and enlarged liver 2 cm below right costal margin. Spleen is not pal-
pable and he has no ascites but examination is difficult because he is overweight. Pedal edema is 2+. Scattered ecchymoses 
are seen on arms and legs. Musculoskeletal evaluation shows bilateral decreased ROM of shoulders and patellofemoral crepi-
tus with small effusions. Tinel’s sign is positive at the wrist. Vascular and lymph node examinations reveal no abnormalities.

Laboratory studies within past week:
  

CBC: Hct 34%, WBC 9200/uL, platelets 130,000/uL
CMP: glucose 132 mg/dL (nonfasting), creatinine 1.5 mg/dL, alkaline phosphatase 136 U/L, albumin 2.9 g/dL, 

total protein 8.8 g/dL. Rest normal.
Urinalysis: specific gravity (SG) 1.005, protein 4+, few hyaline casts
ESR: 86 mm/h; CRP 1.3 mg/dL

  
Which one of the following will be most useful in establishing this patient’s diagnosis?
 A.  ANA
 B.  Serum and urine protein electrophoresis
 C.  Temporal artery biopsy
 D.  Hgb A1C
 E.  CT scans of chest and abdomen
  
Answer: B
Rationale: This patient has primary systemic (AL) amyloidosis manifested by hepatomegaly, nephrotic syndrome, 
carpal tunnel syndrome, ecchymoses, and weight loss. His joints, heart, and spleen may also be involved. The total 
protein-albumin gap suggests and abnormal amount of immunoglobulins. Serum and urine protein electrophoresis will 
show paraproteinemia consistent with AL amyloidosis. Tissue biopsy would be the next step to establish the diagnosis 
histologically. Although complications of SLE, giant cell arteritis, diabetes mellitus, and lymphoma could cause some of 
these manifestations, only amyloidosis explains the entire clinical presentation. 
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 15.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 28-year-old man is referred to you for management of Behcet disease. For the past 5 years, he has had problems 
with painful oral and scrotal ulcers. He gets flares with multiple ulcers every few weeks. He has been treated with 
colchicine without benefit. He did not tolerate azathioprine and interferon alpha because of side effects. He tries to 
control the ulcers with topical corticosteroids when they occur. He has had one episode of uveitis in the past which was 
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treated with prednisone 60 mg a day, with taper over 2 weeks, and corticosteroid eye drops. He reports that during the 
2 weeks, while on prednisone, his oral and scrotal ulcers improved. He also has a 2 year history of plaque psoriasis 
which also improves when he is on oral prednisone. He treats his psoriatic skin lesions with topical medications which 
are not very effective. He was given a trial of etanercept and adalimumab but stopped them because of sinus infections 
and one episode of cellulitis. He denies other medical problems. His only medications are topical corticosteroids.

Physical examination:
Normal vital signs and examination except for:

  
Head ears (HE)ENT: Several apthous oral ulcers
Skin: Several psoriatic plaques on arms and legs

  
Laboratory tests:

  
CBC: Hct 36%, WBC 11,200/uL, platelets 410,000/uL
ESR 42 mm/h
CMP: within limits of normal (WNL) except albumin 3.1 g/dL
Urinalysis: normal
Swab of oral/genital ulcers negative for herpes simplex virus (HSV) by PCR
HIV and purified protein derivative (PPD): negative within past year

  
Which one of the following would be the best treatment for this patient?
 A.  MTX
 B.  Secukinumab
 C.  Thalidomide
 D.  Mycophenolate mofetil
 E.  Apremilast
  
Answer: E
Rationale: This patient has Behcet’s syndrome complicated mainly by oral and vaginal ulcers. He also has psoriasis 
which is not well controlled. Standard therapies have been tried and are either ineffective or not tolerated. Recently, 
apremilast has been shown to be effective for the mucocutaneous manifestations of Behcet. It is also effective and US 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved for psoriasis. Consequently, this is the best choice in this patient. MTX 
may help this patient’s psoriasis but is unlikely to help his mouth sores and may make them worse. Secukinumab 
would be effective for psoriasis but is very expensive and has not been used in trials to treat Behcet’s. Thalidomide is 
effective in Behcet’s but is very toxic and not effective in psoriasis. Mycophenolate mofetil has not been shown to be 
effective in either mucocutaneous Behcet or psoriasis. 
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 16.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 28-year-old woman with seropositive RA has been on MTX 20 mg weekly for the past 3 months, with only 20% improve-
ment in her symptoms. Her disease activity score (DAS)28 is 4.8. She does not want to start an injectable medication 
and is interested in starting tofacitinib at 5 mg twice a day. Her other medical problems include diet-controlled diabetes, 
hypertension, and obesity. Medications include losartan and birth control pills.
  
Which one of the following should be included in your counseling of this patient about the potential side effects 

of tofacitinib?
 A.  Deep venous thromboses
 B.  Decreased renal function
 C.  Worsens glucose control
 D.  Weight gain
 E.  Hair loss
  
Answer: B
Rationale: Tofacitinib is an oral biologic approved for the therapy of RA. Common side effects include infection risks, cytope-
nias, elevated hepatic enzymes, and elevated lipid levels among others. One unusual but important side effect is elevation 
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of creatinine in up to 2% of patients with long-term use. The mechanism of this elevation is unclear, but tofacitinib needs to 
be stopped if creatinine rises 50% over baseline. Consequently, this needs to be discussed with the patient and monitored. 
In patients with moderate renal insufficiency, the dose should be cut in half (5 mg every day [qd]). Increasing weight gain or 
worsening glucose control was not significantly increased over placebo. Tofacitinib does not increase hair loss and in fact is 
being tested as a therapy for alopecia areata and universalis. Unlike baricitinib, tofacitinib (5 mg twice a day [BID]) has not 
been shown to increase deep venous thromboses risk in study patients included in the clinical trials program. 
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 17.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 19-year-old male presents to the emergency department with a 2-hour history of shortness of breath, chest pain and 
lightheadedness. His pain is worse when taking a deep breath and with walking. Medical history is notable for myopia and 
a pneumothorax at age 17 years. He is a nonsmoker and denies cocaine use.

On physical examination, his vital signs include a temperature of 37.0 ºC, BP of 135/85 mm Hg, heart rate 90 
bpm, and respiration rate of 30 breaths per min. Skin examination is notable for ecchymosis at several pressure points, 
visible venous patterns on the upper chest, arms and legs, and absence of skin laxity. The fifth finger can be hyperex-
tended beyond 90 degrees, with respect to the dorsum of the hand at the metacarpophalangeal joint bilaterally. Cardiac 
examination reveals a mid-systolic click, followed by a late systolic murmur, heard best at the apex. A soft bruit is 
appreciated below the left clavicle. Pulmonary examination reveals decreased breath sounds throughout the right lung.

Laboratory and imaging studies from today show: normal CBC; CRP 8.5 mg/L (0–10 mg/L normal). ANA 1:40 (< 
1:40 normal); negative ANCA; urine dipstick with no protein, no RBCs nor WBCs.

Chest radiograph reveals a pneumothorax on the right. An angiogram is obtained of the thoracic and neck vascu-
lature and demonstrates a vertebral artery aneurysm on the left.

  
Which of the following mutations is most likely to explain this patients presentation?
 A.  Fibrillin-1
 B.  Tenascin X
 C.  COL2A1
 D.  COL3A1
 E.  COL4A5
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Answer: D
Rationale: This patient has vascular Ehlers Danlos syndrome (EDS), which is associated with a mutation in the type III 
collagen gene (COL3A1) expressed in skin, blood vessels and the walls of hollow viscera. A vertebral artery aneurysm is 
documented by angiogram, with possible involvement of the branches of the aorta suggested by the bruit on examination. 
Extensive joint hypermobility is not suggested on examination (hyperextension noted at only the fifth finger bilaterally; 
Beighton score 2), there is no skin laxity (but he does have sites of bruising at extensor surfaces), and a murmur of mitral 
prolapse is present, all consistent with vascular EDS. In addition, there is a prior and current history of pneumothorax.

Marfan syndrome is associated with mutations in the fibrillin-1 (FBN1) gene. Patients with this condition may present 
with aortic root dilatation, aortic valve insufficiency and aortic dissection. While thoracic aorta involvement can occur in both 
Marfan syndrome and vascular EDS, this patient’s extravascular features do not fit the clinical phenotype of Marfan syndrome.

Classical-like EDS can be associated with a mutation in the tenascin X gene (TNXB). Patients with classical-like 
EDS have hypermobility with joint dislocations, skin elasticity with velvety skin and an absence of atrophic scars. 
Vascular involvement does not occur in this subtype of EDS.

COL2A1 mutations have been associated with Stickler syndrome, a condition characterized by premature OA, 
ocular abnormalities and potential congenital malformations caused by defects in Type II collagen. COL4A5 mutations 
are associated with Alport syndrome, a condition which affects Type IV collagen in the kidney basement membrane and 
is also associated with sensorineural hearing loss and lenticonus. 
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 18.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

An 82-year-old female is transferred to the hospital from a nursing home because of confusion. She is diagnosed with 
a urinary tract infection (UTI). Antibiotics are started and her mental status improves. Two days into her hospital stay, 
she develops swelling in the right knee and wrist. She does not recall falling but is unable to provide a reliable history 
because of the aforementioned confusion.

On physical examination, her vital signs are stable and she appears comfortable. The joint examination reveals 
Heberden’s and Bouchard’s nodes in both hands. She has mild warmth and tenderness in the right wrist, in addition to crepi-
tus, swelling and tenderness of the right knee. Both joints have limited active and passive ROM.

Radiographs and laboratory studies from today show:

Laboratory studies

White blood cell count 12,500cu mm Normal: 4,00–11,000/cu mm
Hemoglobin, blood 11.5 g/dL Normal: 12–14 g/dL
Platelets 380,000/cu mm Normal: 150,000–300,000/cu mm
Uric Acid 6.0 mg/dL Normal: 3.0–7.0 mg/dL
Calcium 9.8 mg/dL Normal: 8.6–10.3 mg/dL
Erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) 45 mm/h Normal: 0–20 mm/h
C-reactive protein (CRP) 3.0 mg/dL Normal: 0.8 mg/dL or less
Creatinine 1.5 mg/dL Normal: 0.7–1.5 mg/dL
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Which of the following options is most likely to establish the diagnosis in this patient?
 A.  Serum parathyroid hormone and phosphorous
 B.  Urinary homogentisic acid
 C.  Synovial fluid cell count, crystal analysis and gram stain
 D.  Serum RF and anti-CCP antibody
 E.  Serum ACE level and chest radiograph
  
Answer: C
Rationale: Aspiration of the synovial fluid from the knee or wrist should be performed in this acutely hospitalized patient, 
and may show weakly positive birefringent crystals.

The case presentation and radiographic findings are typical for acute crystalline arthritis secondary to 
calcium pyrophosphate dihydrate (CPPD). The most common locations for chondrocalcinosis are the triangular 
fibrocartilage in the wrist, the menisci and articular cartilage in the knee, and the cartilage in the symphysis 
pubis. Alternative diagnoses to consider in this case are gout and septic arthritis, both of which can be deter-
mined through synovial fluid analysis. Septic arthritis can occur concurrently with crystalline arthritis and should 
be ruled out with microbial studies. Acute CPP arthritis (pseudogout) can be idiopathic or secondary to condi-
tions, such as hyperparathyroidism or hemochromatosis. This patient has a normal calcium value, thus lowering 
the utility of testing for parathyroid hormone and phosphorous levels. The remaining answer options (urinary 
homogentisic acid: alkaptonuria; RF & anti-CCP antibody: RA; serum ACE level and chest radiograph: sarcoidosis) 
do not fit this clinical scenario. 
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 19.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 38-year-old female presents with joint pain and fatigue that have worsened over the past year. Symptoms 
have been present for 5 years and have been progressive over the past 12 months. Her pain is worst in the neck, 
shoulders, arms, back and knees. The pain interferes with sleep most nights and she describes her sleep quality 
as poor. She has trouble making it through a full day at work because of fatigue. She has tried over-the-counter 
nonsteroidal antiinflammatory therapies along with sleep aids, all without significant improvement. Her past 
medical history is otherwise negative.

On physical examination, her vital signs are normal. Musculoskeletal examination reveals no synovitis nor joint 
deformity. Palpation of joint and muscle areas reveals increased tenderness over her bilateral trapezius, posterior 
cervical muscles, lumbar, pelvic girdle region and medial knees. There is discomfort with examiner resistance during 
strength testing, but normal strength of the upper and lower extremity muscles. The remainder of her examination is 
normal.

Laboratory studies from today’s visit show: normal CBC; normal CMP; normal urinalysis.
  
Which of the following modalities has the strongest evidence for the treatment of this patient’s symptoms?
 A.  Stretching and exercise regimen
 B.  Antidepressive medications
 C.  Tramadol
 D.  IV immunoglobulin
 E.  Prescription-strength nonsteroidal antiinflammatory medication
  
Answer: A
Rationale: This patient’s clinical history and examination support a diagnosis of fibromyalgia. While medications to 
address underlying mood and sleep disturbance, as well as pain, are helpful, nonpharmacologic therapies, such as 
physical activity and exercise consistently show the greatest benefit. Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) 
and IV Ig are not effective nor appropriate therapies for fibromyalgia. 
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 20.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 55-year-old Caucasian man with a history of orthotopic heart transplant 15 years ago, presents to clinic to establish 
care for gout. He has a history of diabetes mellitus and hypertension as well. His medications include: colchicine 0.6 mg 
daily, glipizide 5 mg twice daily, insulin NPH 10 units twice daily, losartan 50 mg daily, prednisone 5 mg daily, tacrolimus 
2 mg twice daily and mycophenolate mofetil 1000 mg twice daily. His gout attacks are infrequent (per patient: ‘at most 
once per year’). He does not smoke cigarettes or drink alcohol.

On physical examination, his vital signs are stable. Large tophi are noted in the bilateral olecranon bursae.
Laboratory studies from today’s visit show: creatinine 2.6 mg/dL (creatinine clearance ∼25 mL/min; at patient’s 

baseline), uric acid 12 mg/dL, normal hepatic function panel, normal CBCs.
  
Which of the following options represents the next best step in the treatment of this patient’s chronic gout?
 A.  Continue colchicine 0.6 mg daily
 B.  Stop colchicine, start probenecid 250 mg twice daily
 C.  Stop colchicine, start allopurinol 50 mg daily
 D.  Stop colchicine, start allopurinol 100 mg daily
 E.  Stop colchicine, start IV pegloticase
  
Answer: C
Rationale: This patient has significant chronic kidney disease (CKD) in the setting of hyperuricemia and tophaceous 
gout. Both his CKD and tophi are indications for urate lowering therapy. With a creatinine clearance < 30 mL/min, he 
is at increased risk for irreversible neuromyopathy, as well as other complications, while on chronic daily colchicine, 
and hence its use should be severely restricted and/or avoided altogether. Given his poor renal function, probenecid is 
unlikely to be effective. Pegloticase is a viable therapeutic option, but would not represent first-line therapy. A screening 
glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase level should be obtained before initiation of pegloticase. Allopurinol is a good 
choice for this patient, with a starting dose of 50 mg daily to lower the risk of allopurinol hypersensitivity syndrome in 
the setting of CKD. Prophylaxis against flare exacerbation upon initiation of urate lowering therapy may be challenging 
in this patient given that NSAID use is contraindicated and colchicine should be used cautiously, if at all. The prednisone 
which is part of the transplant regimen may protect against subsequent flare, and could be increased if necessary. 
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 21.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

You are consulted on a 60-year-old man who recently underwent surgical resection of a thoracic aortic aneurysm. He 
has a past history of allergic sinusitis, asthma, and recurrent herpes labialis. He had been having increasing cough 
and chest pain forcing him to come to the emergency room. He has no history of headaches or visual disturbance. 
Physical examination showed a new aortic insufficiency murmur. A chest radiograph and subsequent thoracic CT scan 
showed bilateral hilar adenopathy and an ascending aortic aneurysm with a thickened vessel wall and possible aortic 
dissection. Pathology of the resected aneurysm demonstrated a chronic dissection and a lymphoplasmacytic infiltrate 
consistent with a vasculitis prompting the consult.

Physical examination is limited because of him being intubated postoperatively. His vital signs are normal. He has 
one small ulceration on his lip. His cardiopulmonary examination is difficult because of ventilator sounds but appear 
normal. Skin examination shows lower extremity stasis dermatitis.

Laboratory studies before surgery:
  

CBC: Hct 38%, WBC 10,800/uL with 7% eosinophils, platelets 305,000/uL
ESR: 68 mm/h (normal < 20)
CRP: 3.9 mg/dL (normal < 0.8)
Creatinine and electrolytes: normal
Urinalysis: normal
Pathology: dense fibrosis interspersed with a significant lymphoplasmacytic infiltrate.

  
Which one of the following should be done now to confirm this patient’s diagnosis?
 A.  Serum IgG4 level
 B.  Temporal artery biopsy
 C.  Mediastinal lymph node biopsy
 D.  Stain aortic tissue for IgG4 plasma cells
 E.  Culture aortic tissue for herpes simplex
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Answer: D
Rationale: This patient has IgG4-related disease (IgG4-RD) presenting with thoracic aortitis and an aortic aneurysm. 
The mediastinal adenopathy is also likely a manifestation. This condition is more common in older males and patients 
with IgG4-RD frequently have a history of allergic diseases and may have mild eosinophilia. The best way to confirm the 
diagnosis is to stain the aortic tissue for IgG4 plasma cells. Criteria for IgG4-RD requires the presence of greater than 
50 IgG4 plasma cells per high powered field (HPF) with greater than 50% of plasma cells in the inflammatory infiltrate 
being IgG4 staining cells. The presence of storiform fibrosis and obliterative phlebitis are also important features but 
both of these may not be present on all tissue samples. This patient may or may not have an elevated serum IgG4 level 
which would be supportive but not diagnostic of IgG4-RD, which requires tissue confirmation. A mediastinal lymph 
node biopsy may show pathology consistent with IgG4-RD but is not necessary since aortic tissue is available and this 
patient does not have a lymphoma or sarcoidosis causing his aortitis. This patient has elevated inflammatory markers 
but no other features suggesting temporal arteritis so a temporal artery biopsy is not indicated. Herpes simplex does 
not cause an aortitis. 
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 22.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 34-year-old premenopausal woman comes to see you complaining of left foot pain and swelling for the last 
2 months. Her history is notable that she sustained a left fifth metatarsal stress fracture 4 months ago, while 
running when she was training for a half marathon race. With rest, the left foot improved over the next few weeks 
and she resumed training. During one of her subsequent training runs, she stepped in a pothole and injured 
her left ankle. The ankle became painful and swollen and there was a contusion and abrasion of her skin. A 
radiograph was normal. Over the next 2 weeks, the ankle improved but then the entire left ankle and foot became 
swollen and painful. She has had to use crutches to ambulate since then. She went to the emergency room who 
gave her a short walking boot. She has not been able to wear the boot because of pain resulting from the boot’s 
contact pressure.

Physical examination shows normal vital signs. BMI 22 kg/m2. She is tearful and in pain. She does not want 
to move her left ankle or foot. Examination of the left leg shows the ankle and foot are swollen, erythematous, and 
tender. The skin is cool to the touch and she immediately withdraws her foot when it is palpated. She has no calf 
swelling or tenderness. Skin examination shows hyperpigmentation in the area of the prior abrasion and edema of 
the left foot.

Laboratory tests today show a normal CBC, chemistries, urinalysis, sedimentation rate, and CRP.
Radiographs of the left foot and ankle today show soft tissue swelling and diffuse patchy osteopenia accentuated 

in the periarticular areas.
  
Which one of the following tests should be done next to help confirm her diagnosis?
 A.  Three phase bone scan of lower extremities
 B.  MRI of left foot and ankle
 C.  Uric acid
 D.  Doppler ultrasound of left lower extremity
 E.  Arthrocentesis of the left ankle
  
Answer: A
Rationale: This patient has the complex regional pain syndrome (CRPS) characterized by pain, swelling, vasomotor 
instability, and allodynia in the left lower extremity following trauma. Radiographs show patchy demineralization of the 
bones. The three phase bone scan will show marked, asymmetric uptake of the bone tracer in the affected extremity 
in all three phases (early, static, delayed) because of hyperemia. This patient does not have osteomyelitis (normal CRP) 
or gout (premenopausal woman), so an MRI and uric acid would not be helpful. The MRI is abnormal in CRPS but is 
less specific and more expensive than a bone scan. The patient does not have a deep venous thrombosis (DVT), since 
her calves are not swollen or tender so an ultrasound will not be helpful. An arthrocentesis may show noninflammatory 
synovial fluid but would not be as useful as a bone scan in establishing a diagnosis since this patient does not have an 
infection or gout. 
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 23.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 45-year-old woman presents with complaint of increasing arthralgias, bilateral lower extremity rash, and burn-
ing paresthesias of both feet for the past few weeks. She has a history of keratoconjunctivitis sicca for the past 
year, which has been treated by her ophthalmologist with restasis eye drops. She has a history of Raynauds, dry 
skin, and constipation. She denies other medical problems. She is sulfa allergic and is on no chronic medications 
because of difficulty tolerating medications caused by nausea.

Physical examination shows normal vital signs. She has erythematous conjunctiva bilaterally. Her mouth is dry 
with fissuring of her tongue. Parotid glands are firm and slightly enlarged. She has a few enlarged cervical lymph nodes 
that are soft and mobile. Cardiopulmonary and abdominal examinations are normal. Skin examination shows palpable 
purpura of both lower extremities. She has decreased sensation of both her feet to above her ankles. She has no ankle 
reflexes.

Laboratory studies:
CBC: Hct 37%, WBC 4100/uL with normal differential, platelets 175,000/uL
CMP: normal except for elevated total protein of 8.2 g/dL with albumin 3.7 g/dL.
Urinalysis: 1+ protein, negative microscopic examination
ANA: > 1:640 speckled with positive antibodies against SSA/Ro and SSB/La
RF: 120 units/mL (nl < 14)
Complement levels: C3: 89 mg/dL (nl 80–160), C4: 7 mg/dL (nl 16–48)
Serum protein electrophoresis (SPEP): IgM kappa monoclonal spike
Cryoglobulins: type II cryo (IgM kappa/IgG), amount 320 mg/dL
Hepatitis C antibody: negative
Vitamin B12 and folate: normal

  
Which one of the following is this patient at risk for developing?
 A.  Lymphoma
 B.  Multiple myeloma
 C.  Interstitial nephritis
 D.  Chronic active hepatitis
 E.  Amyloidosis
  
Answer: A
Rationale: This patient has primary Sjögren syndrome and a type II cryoglobulinemia causing a leukocytoclastic 
vasculitis and peripheral neuropathy. Sjögren patients have a 7 to 19 times increased risk of developing non-
Hodgkins lymphoma. Salivary gland enlargement, lymphadenopathy, palpable purpura, peripheral neuropathy, 
Raynaud, positive serologies (RF, anti-SSA/SSB), monoclonal gammopathy, cryoglobulinemia, and low C4 are all 
independent risk factors for developing a lymphoma. Although not done on this patient, the presence of germinal 
center on salivary gland biopsy would add to the lymphoma risk. Because of the number of risk factors she has, 
her risk of developing a lymphoma approaches 100%. The other manifestations listed are less likely to occur. 
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 24.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 23-year-old G6P0 female with history of recurrent spontaneous abortions, who is now 26 weeks pregnant, is found 
on a recent obstetrics clinic visit to have new onset renal insufficiency and thrombocytopenia. You are asked to evalu-
ate the patient. The patient reports that over the past few weeks she has had arthralgias, nausea, fatigue, and facial 
erythema. She denies headaches, blurred vision, paresthesias, Raynaud, oral/nasal ulcerations, pleuritic chest pain, 
shortness of breath, or fevers.

Physical examination shows normal vital signs. She has a malar rash, tender PIP joints, small bilateral knee effu-
sions, and a gravid uterus. The remainder of her examination is normal.

Laboratory studies obtained within the past week:
  

CBC: Hct 34%, Hgb 11.5 g/dL, WBC 4,100/uL with absolute lymphocyte count 700/uL, platelets 47,000/uL. Four 
months previously, her CBC showed Hct 40%, WBC 7700/uL, platelets 287,000/uL.

CMP: normal except for creatinine 1.34 mg/dL and albumin 2.9 g/dL
Creatinine trend over past 4 months 1.19-> 1.3->1.19-> 1.23-> 1.34 mg/dL.
Urinalysis: SG 1.010, protein 100 mg/dL, moderate blood, 6–10 WBCs/HPF, 20–30 RBCs/HPF, and 3–5 hyaline/

granular casts/HPF.
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Spot urine protein to creatinine ratio 1.9
ANA >1:640, speckled with anti-dsDNA 1:80. Other autoantibodies negative
C3 84 mg/dL (normal 79–152) and C4 <10 mg/dL (normal 15.7–47.2)

  
What is this patient’s diagnosis?
 A.  HELLP (hemolysis, elevated liver enzyme, low platelet count)
 B.  Preeclampsia
 C.  Normal manifestations and laboratories for pregnancy
 D.  SLE
  
Answer: D
Rationale: This patient has new onset SLE most likely precipitated by pregnancy. She has a malar rash, polyarthritis, 
cytopenias, positive ANA and anti-dsDNA, active urinary sediment, and low complement levels meeting criteria for SLE. 
With her multiple spontaneous abortions, she likely has antiphospholipid antibodies.

HELLP syndrome is characterized by hemolysis (microangiopathic hemolytic anemia), elevated liver 
enzymes, and low platelet counts. It generally presents in the third trimester and is not seen before 20 weeks’ 
gestation. Most patients complain of epigastric pain, malaise, and nausea or vomiting along with headaches, 
blurred vision, and paresthesias. Disseminated intravascular coagulation can be seen in HELLP. Hypertension is 
usually present, although 10% to 15% of HELLP patients will be normotensive or not have proteinuria. Platelets 
must be less than 100,000/uL and liver-associated enzymes must be twice normal to make the diagnosis which 
this patient does not have.

Preeclampsia is a condition in pregnancy after 20 weeks’ gestation, where BP is elevated in a previously nor-
motensive woman. This patient is not hypertensive. Although proteinuria can be seen in both preeclampsia and lupus 
nephritis, this patient has evidence of active urinary sediment (WBCs and RBCs) which is not seen in preeclampsia. She 
does not have preeclampsia.

During a normal pregnancy, patients can have arthralgias, fatigue, and facial erythema. Laboratory studies can 
show mild anemia, mild decrease in serum albumin, and low-grade proteinuria. ANA can be low titer positive in 10% 
of patients during pregnancy. However, thrombocytopenia, active urinary sediment, and elevated anti-dsDNA antibodies 
are not seen during a normal pregnancy. Furthermore, complement levels should increase and not decrease during 
pregnancy.

Parameter Active Lupus Nephritis Preeclampsia HELLP

Hypertension +/- + +/-
Proteinuria + + +/-
Edema +/- + +
Active sediment + - Rare 2/2 TMA
Elevated uric acid +/- + +
ANA + +/- +/-
Anti-dsDNA +/- - -
C3, C4, CH50 ↓/normal normal normal
Coagulation studies Normal

Unless hemolytic anemia is part of 
presentation

normal/abnormal Can be abnormal

LAEs ↑/normal ↑/normal ↑

MAHA - (rare) - +
AIHA +/- - -

AIHA, Autoimmune hemolytic anemia; LAEs, liver-associated enzymes; MAHA, microangiopathic hemolytic anemia; TMA, thrombotic 
microangiopathy; 
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 25.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 50-year-old man with seropositive RA returns for evaluation. He has had RA for 6 months and baseline hand and 
foot radiographs did not show any erosions. He is currently on naprosyn, prednisone 5 mg daily, MTX 20 mg weekly, 
and folic acid. His other medical problems include hypertension, macular degeneration, obesity, and prediabetes. He is 
allergic to shellfish and sulfa medications.
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Physical examination shows normal vital signs. He has a BMI of 31 kg/m2. Joint examination shows continued 
disease activity with eight tender and swollen joints including his left knee. He walks with a limp. The remainder of his 
physical examination is normal. His calculated Crohn’s disease activity index (CDAI) is 18 (moderate activity 10–22).

Laboratory studies are normal except for an elevated CRP 3.8 mg/dL.
After a prolonged discussion, the patient continues to refuse the addition of any biologic therapy.

  
Which one of the following would you recommend now to control his arthritis?
 A.  Lose weight
 B.  Switch to subcutaneous MTX
 C.  Add hydroxychloroquine and sulfasalazine
 D.  Add minocycline
 E.  Increase prednisone
  
Answer: B
Rationale: Parenteral dosing of MTX has been shown to be more effective and have fewer side effects than oral 
administration. Using the parenteral route eliminates first pass metabolism so more of the active drug is available 
in the circulation. Furthermore, there is less risk of hepatotoxicity which is important in a patient with obesity and 
prediabetes. Certainly, the patient should lose weight. Weight loss will decrease stress on his lower extremity joints and 
may increase his response to medications. However, weight loss is typically unsuccessful and takes a long time so is 
not likely to help this patient as much as using subcutaneous MTX. Hydroxychloroquine is relatively contraindicated 
because of his macular degeneration and sulfasalazine cannot be used because of his sulfa allergy. Minocycline has 
been used to treat RA but is a weak medication that is unlikely to help him significantly. Increasing prednisone will 
make him feel better but likely exacerbate his obesity and diabetes, while not preventing further joint damage. 
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 26.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

You are asked to see an 18-year-old Caucasian woman with avascular necrosis of the right hip. She reports she has 
had one previous episode a year ago of severe bone pain, involving her left knee which gradually improved over 
a few weeks. She has no history of trauma to these areas. She reports chronic ongoing dull pain in bilateral lower 
extremities. She treats this pain with ibuprofen that does not seem to help much. Her present episode of severe pain 
started 3 weeks ago and a recent radiograph of the right hip showed avascular necrosis. She denies prednisone, 
alcohol, or tobacco use. She does smoke marijuana on occasion.

Physical examination showed normal vital signs. She uses crutches to walk because of pain. She wear glasses. 
She has a protruberant abdomen. Cardiopulmonary examination was unremarkable. Abdominal examination showed 
mild hepatosplenomegaly of which she was unaware. She has bruising on her lower extremities. Her right hip was 
painful with ROM. Neurologic examination showed normal mentation and was nonfocal.

Laboratory tests done today:
  

CBC: Hct 33%, WBC count 4300/uL with normal differential, platelets 110,000/uL
CMP: normal except for AST 46 U/L, alkaline phosphatase 165 U/L, and albumin 3.2 g/dL.
ESR: 24 mm/h
Prothrombin time (PT)/PTT: normal
Radiograph of right hip shows avascular necrosis of the femoral head and diffuse osteopenia.

  
Which one of the following tests would be most likely to establish the cause of this patient’s  avascular necrosis?
 A.  Hgb electrophoresis
 B.  Leukocyte acid B-glucosidase assay
 C.  Serum homocysteine
 D.  Serum cortisol
 E.  Antiphospholipid antibodies
  
Answer: B
Rationale: This patient has avascular necrosis because of type I Gaucher disease, which would be confirmed by an 
abnormal leukocyte acid B-glucosidase assay. Although Gaucher disease is rare, it is an important disease to diagnose 
because treatment with enzyme replacement therapy is available. Patients typically present with bone pain, spleno-
megaly, and thrombocytopenia. The age of presentation of type I Gaucher disease varies but typically manifests as a 
teenager or young adult. The delay in diagnosis is often 10 years.
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In a patient with osteonecrosis (ON), evaluation with Hgb electrophoresis, homocysteine, cortisol, and antiphos-
pholipid antibodies may be done but would not explain the other clinical and laboratory features that this patient has in 
her presentation. 
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 27.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 19-year-old male is referred to you for evaluation of back pain. He reports he has had back pain and stiffness 
for several years involving his thoracic and lumbar spine. Pain is worse with standing and sitting. He denies a his-
tory of trauma or any neurologic symptoms. He has been told his back pain was due to his poor posture. He has 
done physical therapy exercises in the past without much help. A hot shower helps the pain. He takes celecoxib 
which helps the pain. Notably he has a family history of psoriasis.

Physical examination shows normal vital signs. Extremity examination shows no synovitis or dactylitis. Back 
examination shows rigid thoracic kyphosis and a compensatory lumbar lordosis. He has tenderness to the muscula-
ture of the low back. Pain occurs in the low back with stress maneuvers of the sacroiliac joints. There is no pain to 
direct palpation of the sacroiliac joints. Modified Schober’s test shows a decreased excursion with forward flexion 
of 4 cm but normal lateral bending and rotation. Skin examination shows no rashes except for mild facial acne. The 
remainder of his examination is unremarkable.

Laboratory tests, other diagnostic tests: CBC, chemistries, and CRP are normal.
  

Previous lumbar and sacroiliac joint radiographs are normal
Thoracic spine radiograph is shown

  

  

Which one of the following is this patient’s diagnosis?
 A.  Juvenile kyphosis
 B.  Postural kyphosis
 C.  Ankylosing spondylitis
 D.  Psoriatic spondylitis
 E.  SAPHO (synovitis, acne, pustulosis, hyperostosis, osteitis)
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Answer: A
Rationale: This patient has juvenile kyphosis (Scheuerman disease). The thoracic spine radiograph is diagnostic with at 
least three thoracic vertebrae (usually T7–T10) anteriorly wedged at least 5 degrees or greater. This is a form of juvenile 
osteochondrosis of the spine which occurs in 0.4% to 8.0% of the population (mostly in teenagers). The kyphosis is 
rigid and cannot be corrected by the patient. The condition causes the vertebrae to grow unevenly with the poste-
rior angle greater than the anterior resulting in “wedging” that leads to kyphosis. Because of the deformity, patients 
develop lower and mid-level back pain, as well as neck pain that are worse with activity. The cause is unknown. This 
is not postural kyphosis because the patient’s deformity is rigid and not reversible. This is not ankylosing spondylitis, 
which typically has pain and stiffness worse in the morning, which improves during the day. Radiographs in ankylos-
ing spondylitis should show sacroiliitis, vertebral squaring, and possibly syndesmophytes. Although he has a family 
history of psoriasis, he does not have a rash. In addition, the x-ray does not show chunky syndesmophytes seen with 
psoriatic spondylitis. In spite of the patient’s facial acne, this is not SAPHO, which causes an osteitis that has a different 
radiographic appearance. 
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 28.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 54-year-old woman with longstanding limited systemic sclerosis (SSc) presents to clinic with progressive exertional 
shortness of breath. Her rheumatic disease has been characterized by positive nucleolar pattern ANA, sclerodactyly, 
Raynaud phenomenon, bibasilar fibrotic interstitial lung disease (ILD) and gastroesophageal reflux disease. Her medica-
tions include nifedipine, omeprazole and levothyroxine.

On physical examination, her vitals are normal, including a resting room air pulse oximetry of 93%. She is well 
appearing and has limited skin thickening confined to the fingers, hands and feet (modified Rodnan skin score 7). 
Numerous facial and palmar telangiectasia are present. Inspection of the hands reveals mild pallor with no signs of 
digital ulceration. Cardiac examination reveals a normal S1 heart sound and a slightly prominent P2. Auscultation of the 
lungs reveals bibasilar inspiratory crackles located at the lung base. There is trace lower extremity edema bilaterally 
that is present at mid-tibia.

Laboratory and imaging studies from today’s visit show: normal CMP; CBC with Hgb 10.5 g/dL (normal: 12–15 
g/dL); normal TSH. PFTs were obtained and results listed subsequently. A high-resolution CT scan of the lungs is per-
formed and shows bibasilar interstitial thickening that is estimated to extend 15% up the lung fields bilaterally.

Pulmonary function testing

Date 1/2015 10/2017 1/2019
FVC-Liters (% reference) 3.3 (77%) 3.0 (72%) 3.0 (73%)
FEV1-Liters (% reference) 2.4 (83%) 2.6 (84%) 2.5 (78%)
DLCO-mL/mm Hg/min (% reference) 21 (75%) 15 (60%) 10 (42%)

DLco, Diffusing capacity of lungs for carbon monoxide; FEV1, forced expiratory volume during 1 second; FVC, forced vital capacity.

  

Which of the following options is the most likely cause of this patient’s progressive dyspnea?
 A.  Anemia
 B.  Progression of ILD
 C.  Development of pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH)
 D.  Cardiac ischemia
 E.  Age-related deconditioning
  
Answer: C
Rationale: This patient’s clinical history and data suggests development of PAH. She has developed worsening exer-
tional dyspnea, has suggestive examination findings (loud P2 and lower extremity edema) and a disproportionately low 
diffusing capacity of lungs for carbon monoxide (DLco) in the setting of a relatively stable forced vital capacity (FVC). 
The high resolution CT shows mild ILD with minimal progression over 4 years by pulmonary function studies. She has 
several important risk factors for PAH: nucleolar ANA, longstanding disease and a very low DLco that is disproportionate 
to her FVC (which has declined over the past 4 years).

Her anemia is relatively mild and would not explain her examination findings nor changes in her DLCO. Her ILD is 
mild by CT scan and has remained relatively stable (<5% loss) over the past 4 years. Cardiac ischemia can be associ-
ated with dyspnea, but there are no supportive clinical features and this diagnosis would not account for the examina-
tion findings of a prominent P2 nor the declining diffusion capacity. Age-related deconditioning would not be expected 
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to cause significant progressive dyspnea nor substantial falls in PFT values (reference ranges are adjusted for age), and 
presuming her symptoms are caused by aging would be dangerous. 
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 29.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 55-year-old man is referred for possible ankylosing spondylitis. His back symptoms began 2 years prior and are located 
in the lower back, primarily at the beltline. He describes the pain as relatively constant, but worsened with periods of pro-
longed standing or walking greater than two to three blocks. He describes stiffness in the lower back region that improves 
after 15 minutes of activity in the morning. Knee and hip pain are also present with activity, and he reports a history of 
knee and hip arthritis in his father that began in his 60s. He has taken over-the-counter acetaminophen without significant 
relief. He has no relevant past medical history.

On physical examination, his vital signs are normal. Musculoskeletal examination reveals no synovitis and 
relatively full ROM of upper extremity joints. Knee ROM is normal with mild crepitus throughout but no pain. Hip ROM 
is preserved, with mild discomfort at the endpoint of internal rotation. Flexion, abduction and external rotation of the 
bilateral hips results in mild discomfort localized to the ipsilateral hip. Mild tenderness to percussion is present along 
the lumbar paraspinal muscles, but no midline tenderness. A modified Schober test reveals an increase from 10 to 16 
centimeters with maximal flexion at the spine.
  
Which of the following represents the best next step in the management of this patient?
 A.  Referral to physical therapy
 B.  Referral to spine clinic for epidural injection of the spine
 C.  Obtain radiographs of the lumbar spine
 D.  Obtain radiographs of the sacroiliac joints
 E.  Obtain MRI of the sacroiliac joints
  
Answer: A
Rationale: This patient presents clinically with noninflammatory back pain without radicular symptoms. Several criteria 
for inflammatory back pain have been described in the literature and commonly include the following features: morning 
stiffness > 30 to 60 minutes, improvement with exercise (but not with rest), alternating buttock pain, and awaken-
ing at night because of lower back pain. In addition, the vast majority of patients (90%) with axial spondyloarthritis 
describe an onset before the age of 40 years. Given the lack of these features and a normal modified Schober test, 
dedicated imaging of the sacroiliac joints is not indicated. This patient does not present with red flags for chronic back 
pain as well, hence it would be reasonable to start physical therapy and over-the-counter analgesics (e.g., ibuprofen or 
naproxen) before obtaining radiographs of the spine. Data regarding the effectiveness of epidural injections is mainly 
limited to short-term relief of radicular symptoms (rather than spinal pain). 
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 30.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 26-year-old female with no known medical conditions is referred to the rheumatology clinic for 7 days of fatigue, 
fever and arthritis. She denies recent sore throat, ear pain, nor symptoms referable to the upper respiratory, urinary or 
gastrointestinal tracts. She works as a preschool teacher and denies any recent sexual contact, IV drug use, and travel 
outside the state. She is up-to-date with immunizations. She denies any family history of rheumatologic disease.

On physical examination, her vital signs are stable other than a fever of 100.6 ºF. A diffuse papulosquamous rash 
is present on her torso. Musculoskeletal examination reveals tenderness and synovitis of several MCP joints, as well as 
the bilateral wrists.

Laboratory studies from today’s visit show: normal CBC with differential; normal CMP; normal urinalysis.
  
Which of the following represents the next best step in the evaluation and management of this patient?
 A.  Order RF & ANA
 B.  Order radiographs of the hands and wrists
 C.  Prescribe NSAIDs
 D.  Prescribe MTX
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Answer: C
Rationale: This patient has several characteristics suggestive of a viral arthritis (such as parvovirus B19-related arthri-
tis), including her job as a preschool teacher (exposure to young children), the acuity of her symptoms, and physical 
examination consistent with small joint arthritis in the setting of an acute onset rash. The best course of action for this 
patient includes supportive management with NSAIDs and rest. Given symptom onset only 7 days before presentation, 
it is too early to confidently diagnose RA, and hence initiation of a disease-modifying antirheumatic drug (DMARD), 
such as MTX, is not recommended. Along these same lines, ordering an RF, ANA and/or radiographs is premature. Viral 
infections can stimulate nonspecific autoantibody production, and hence the results of antibody testing may not only be 
insensitive but also nonspecific. The majority of viral arthritis, including parvovirus B19-related arthritis, resolves spon-
taneously in healthy individuals without significant sequelae, and the use of DMARDs therapy is not typically necessary. 
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 31.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 62-year-old man presents with pain along the radial aspect of his right wrist that is worsening over the past 3 
months. His symptoms are exacerbated by use of tools in his job as an auto mechanic. He describes this as dull pain 
throughout the day with exacerbation causing sharp pain. He does not recall swelling. Examination of the left hand 
reveals mild enlargement of the second to fifth PIP joints; the joints are firm, without bogginess to palpation. The rest 
of the examination of the left hand and wrist is normal. Examination of the right hand reveals similar firm enlargement 
of the PIPs joints, but no bogginess nor tenderness to palpation of the PIP nor MCP joints. The patient localizes his pain 
just distal to the radial styloid, without swelling, redness, nor warmth. The examiner asks the patient to make a fist 
enclosing the thumb, and then gently bends the fist toward the ulnar styloid, with no pain elicited. Pain is elicited when 
the examiner grips the distal metacarpal head of the first digit and supplies an axial load, while moving the digit in a 
circular direction. He has no laxity of the thumb compared to the other side.
  
Which of the following represents the most likely etiology of the patient’s pain?
 A.  RA with involvement of the first MCP joint
 B.  OA of the carpometacarpal (CMC) joint
 C.  DeQuervain tenosynovitis
 D.  Injury to the ulnar collateral ligament (UCL) of the thumb (Gamekeeper’s thumb)
  
Answer: B
Rationale: The positive test described in the question is the CMC grind test, which is relatively specific for OA of 
the CMC joint (although the sensitivity of this test is not ideal). The negative maneuver described in the question is 
Finkelstein’s test, which is done for DeQuervain tenosynovitis. This patient has no other examination findings worrisome 
for RA, with the presence of Bouchard’s nodes on examination that is more suggestive of OA than RA. Testing for an 
UCL injury to the thumb involves applying a radial (valgus) stress to the first MCP joint. If there is laxity more than 30 
degrees, or more than 15 degrees greater than the contralateral side, it suggests injury to the UCL. 

REFERENCE

Chapters 3 and 51, Rheumatology Secrets. 

 32.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 25-year-old woman is admitted to the hospital for evaluation of a high fever. She has an unremarkable past medical 
history. Two months ago, she began having daily fevers to 40°C. These fevers occurred in the late afternoon or night 
and resolved by the morning. During the fever, she noted a maculopapular rash on her abdomen and extremities. Other 
symptoms included polyarthralgias, sore throat, and headaches. Because of lack of insurance, she went to an urgent 
care clinic twice. On the first visit, she had a cell blood count showing Hct 37%, WBC count 17,000/uL with 88% 
neutrophils, and platelets 452,000/ul and a negative rapid strep test. She was given a course of levofloxacin that did 
not help her symptoms. On the second visit, she was given a 2-week burst of prednisone starting at 60 mg a day and 
tapering off by 5 mg a day. Her fever and other symptoms were markedly improved initially but recurred during the 
taper of prednisone. Over the past week since being off the prednisone, she has had persistent unremitting high-grade 
fevers and increasing lethargy prompting her visit to a hospital emergency department resulting in her admission. She 
denies sick contacts and travel. Her only pet is a guinea pig.

Physical examination on admission showed she was in distress, lethargic, and had a delayed response to ques-
tions. Vital signs showed temperature 39.7°C (103.5°F), heart rate 115 beats/min, BP 100/70 mm Hg, respiratory rate 
24/min, and oxygen saturation 97% on room air. Her fever has been persistent during her hospital stay. She has mild 
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cervical adenopathy. Pharyngeal examination was normal without ulcers. Her cardiac and pulmonary were unremark-
able except for the tachycardia. Abdominal examination showed hepatomegaly 3 cm below right costal margin and a 
palpable spleen tip. She has multiple tender joints but no overt swelling. She has a faint pink macular rash over chest, 
abdomen, and extremities. Her neck was supple and she has no focal neurologic findings.

Laboratory tests:
CBC: Hct 27%, WBC 3300/uL with normal differential, platelets 72,000/uL
Electrolytes: sodium (Na) 128 mEq/L, creatinine 1.1 mg/dL, rest normal
Serum transaminases: ALT 116 U/L (nl 10–50), AST 380 U/L (nl 10–40)
Other: LDH 1028 U/L (nl 140–280), albumin 2.7 g/dL (nl 3.5–4.5)
Urinalysis: normal
ESR: 38 mm/h
Fibrinogen: 185 mg/dL (nl 200–400 mg/dL)
Triglycerides: 350 mg/dL
ANA: pending
RF: negative
Ferritin: 10,800 ng/mL
D-dimer: 5800 (nl <250 ug/L)
Interferon gamma release assay: negative
Blood cultures: negative at 48 h
Chest radiograph: normal

  
Which one of the following tests is most likely to establish the diagnosis?
 A.  Lumbar puncture for CSF analysis
 B.  Chest CT pulmonary embolus study
 C.  Skin biopsy with immunofluorescence
 D.  Genetic testing for perforin gene mutation
 E.  Bone marrow biopsy
  
Answer: E
Rationale: This patient has MAS secondary to adult onset Still disease (AOSD). This patient initially presented with AOSD 
(quotidian fever >39°C, arthralgias, typical rash, and a neutrophilic leukocytosis lasting greater than 2 weeks), which 
responded to prednisone. Withdrawal of prednisone resulted in an acute exacerbation of AOSD, which evolved into MAS 
resulting in persistent fever and the new onset of cytopenias. She fulfilled criteria for MAS with persistent fever, neu-
rologic symptoms, hepatomegaly, cytopenias (anemia, low WBC count, low platelets), elevated serum transaminases, 
low fibrinogen, and extremely high ferritin. This is a life-threatening complication, which must be treated quickly. It is 
confirmed by evidence of hemophagocytosis on bone marrow examination. The other choices will not show this. Neu-
rologic symptoms, including seizures, are common in MAS and lumbar puncture for CSF analysis will show nonspecific 
findings. The elevated D-dimer is commonly seen in MAS and does not indicate a pulmonary embolus, which is unlikely 
because of her normal oxygenation on room air. Skin biopsy of the rash in AOSD is nonspecific and shows negative 
immunofluorescence. Although some patients may have a perforin gene polymorphism, this will not confirm MAS. 
Another supportive but not specific test for MAS are an extremely elevated soluble interleukin (IL)-2 receptor (sCD25). 
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 33.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 45-year-old woman comes to see you with a complaint of new left hip pain. She has a history of lupus with manifes-
tations of inflammatory arthritis, photosensitive malar rash, hemolytic anemia, World Health organization (WHO) class 
IV nephritis and antiphospholipid antibody syndrome, with a positive lupus anticoagulant and history of left leg DVT. Her 
lupus has required treatment with high dose corticosteroids in the past but her disease has been stable for the past 
year on maintenance therapy of hydroxychloroquine, mycophenolate mofetil, prednisone 5 mg daily and coumadin. 
She describes pain that is felt in the left groin, worsened with weight bearing and improved by rest, although she is 
occasionally awakened by the pain at night. Her hip feels stiff for 5 to 10 minutes upon awakening in the morning. She 
otherwise feels well and has no other joint pain or swelling. She has not been having fevers.

Physical examination is significant for normal vital signs and she is afebrile. She walks with a limp. She has no 
rash. She has stria on her abdomen, which have been present for a few years and are unchanged. A full peripheral joint 
examination is unremarkable. She has mild discomfort in the left hip with flexion or internal/external rotation but normal 
ROM. She has no leg swelling.
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Laboratories done today:
  

CBC: Stable mild normocytic anemia but otherwise unremarkable.
Chemistries: Creatinine unchanged at 2.0
ESR: 25 mm/h
CRP: < 1 mg/dL
C3 and C4: Normal
International normalized ration (INR): 2.5
Radiograph of the left hip is reported as normal.

  
Which one of the following is the most appropriate next step in evaluating this patient’s joint pain?
 A.  Vascular ultrasound evaluation
 B.  CT guided arthrocentesis of the left hip
 C.  MRI of both hips
 D.  MR arthrogram of the left hip
  
Answer: C
Rationale: This patient has several risk factors for the development of ON of the hip. These include her history of SLE, 
prior treatment with high doses of corticosteroids with other known sequelae (abdominal stria), and antiphospholipid 
antibody syndrome. Although her x-rays are unremarkable, her risks warrant evaluation with an MRI and both hips 
should be evaluated even though she is only symptomatic on one side, since ON is present bilaterally in 50% of cases. 
A screening MRI protocol of both hips for ON can be done to limit cost. Although she has a history of DVT, her INR is 
therapeutic and her leg is not swollen making another DVT unlikely. She has only mild pain with movement of the hip 
on examination, no other swollen or painful joints, normal inflammatory laboratories and no signs of infection and so 
arthrocentesis would only be warranted if her MRI showed no other abnormality, except for a joint effusion. An MR 
arthrogram is not necessary to evaluate for suspected ON. 
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 34.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 40-year-old woman is referred to your office for chronic swelling of the right knee for the past 8 weeks. She was seen 
by her primary care provider who aspirated the knee 2 weeks after the onset of swelling. Results from the synovial 
fluid revealed 12,000 WBCs, 500 RBCs, negative crystal evaluation and a negative Gram stain and culture for bacterial 
organisms. The patient is of Vietnamese descent with recent travel back to Vietnam; as such, an acid-fast bacilli (AFB) 
stain was performed on the synovial fluid and was negative. A knee radiograph at that time revealed no abnormalities.

She is referred to your office for investigation of other causes of monoarthritis. She denies pain in joints outside 
her right knee and denies ocular, oral, nor cutaneous symptoms. Outside of her travel to Vietnam, she has remained in 
the Wyoming area. On examination, the right knee has moderate swelling, with no evidence of synovitis in other joints. 
A repeat aspiration of the knee was performed. Synovial fluid analysis showed a WBC of 15,000, with negative Gram 
stain and culture, negative crystal analysis, and negative AFB smear.
  
Which one of the following studies is the next best step in the evaluation of her knee swelling?
 A.  Chest radiograph
 B.  Anti-CCP antibody
 C.  Synovial biopsy
 D.  Radiograph of sacroiliac joints
  
Answer: C
Rationale: There is still a high suspicion for possible TB arthritis in this patient, despite negative AFB smears. AFB 
smears of synovial fluid are only 20% sensitive for the detection of TB, making them a poor screening test. Similarly, 
chest radiographs are abnormal in only 50% of patients with joint involvement with TB. RA, originating as knee mono-
arthritis, is possible, but rare, and testing for this entity would not be the next best step before ruling out TB infection. In 
the absence of symptoms from the axial spine, testing for a possible spondyloarthritis would not represent the next best 
step in management. Culture of tissue obtained from synovial biopsy is 90% sensitive in patients with TB arthritis, and 
is the next best step in management. 
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 35.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 37-year-old woman was recently diagnosed with seropositive RA after presenting with 3 months of pain and stiffness 
in her hands and wrists. She has been on naproxen, prednisone 5 mg daily, and MTX 15 mg weekly, for the past month 
and reports her symptoms are improved but still present. Her symptoms are most severe in the morning and improve in 
the afternoon. She reports significant fatigue.

On physical examination, there is mild symmetrical swelling and tenderness at the metacarpophalangeal, proximal 
interphalangeal, and wrist joints.

Radiographs 1 month ago show periarticular demineralization and soft-tissue swelling.
  
Which of the following should not be prescribed as part of her initial rehabilitation program?
 A.  Paraffin bath followed by active ROM exercises of the wrist and fingers
 B.  Ultrasound of the MCP joints followed by high-weight, low-repetition, isotonic exercises of the wrist and 

fingers
 C.  30 min of moderate-intensity activity most days of the week
 D.  Multiple short rest periods during the day
 E.  Referral to Occupational Therapy to assist with modifying her home and work environment
  
Answer: B
Rationale: Ultrasound as a modality is more often used to heat larger joints and muscles. In addition, isometric exer-
cises are favored over isotonic exercises to provide adequate muscle tone without exacerbating joint disease activity. If 
isotonic exercises are prescribed, they should be performed, at least initially, with very low weights.

The other answer choices could all be prescribed for a patient with RA. Patients with RA should be encour-
aged to perform ROM exercises daily to prevent contractures. Heat modalities, such as paraffin baths, can be 
used before exercises to increase tendon and joint capsule extensibility and reduce pain.

Adults with a chronic condition should still perform at least 30 min of moderate-intensity activity on most days of 
the week or vigorous-intensity aerobic physical activity for a minimum of 20 min on 3 days each week. Patients can 
start slow and gradually increase their program.

Patients with rheumatic disease should alternate activity with rest. They may interrupt activities longer than 30 
continuous minutes to take a short break to conserve energy and prevent fatigue.

Occupational and Physical Therapists can educate patients on joint protection techniques and can help patients 
modify their home or work environments to make daily tasks easier to perform. 
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 36.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 65-year-old man comes for evaluation of increasing left upper thigh pain for the past 3 weeks. He has a 1 year 
history of polymyalgia rheumatica (PMR), treated with prednisone, ranging between 5 mg and 10 mg a day. He denies 
headache or visual symptoms. Thigh pain is described as deep, worse with weight-bearing, and can interfere with 
sleep. Other medical problems include diabetes mellitus, osteopenia, hypertension, and a peripheral neuropathy. For the 
past 6 years, he has been treated with metformin, alendronate, lisinopril, and gabapentin.

Physical examination shows normal vital signs. He walks with a limp. He has pain on palpation of his left greater 
than right thigh with normal muscle bulk and tone. He has full ROM of his hips but pain bilaterally with extreme external 
and internal rotation. Neurologic examination shows break away weakness of his left hip flexors because of pain. 
Sensation of thighs is normal bilaterally. He has absent ankle reflexes bilaterally.

Laboratories done today:
  

CBC: normal
Chemistries: Nonfasting glucose 155 mg/dL. Rest normal
ESR: 21 mm/h
Hgb AlC: 6.3%
Creatine phosphokinase (CPK): 36 U/L
Radiograph of left hip and femur is shown
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Which one of the following is the most likely cause of this patient’s pain?
 A.  PMR
 B.  Diabetic amyotrophy
 C.  Femoral stress fracture
 D.  Meralgia paresthetica
 E.  Avascular necrosis
  
Answer: C
Rationale: This patient has an atypical stress fracture of his femur. The “beaking” of the femur on the lateral aspect of 
the femur is diagnostic. It is most commonly seen in patients on bisphosphonate therapy for several years, especially 
if they have diabetes and/or are on prednisone. It is frequently bilateral. With a normal ESR and no shoulder symptoms, 
this not PMR. History and physical examination is not consistent with diabetic amyotrophy or meralgia paresthetica. 
X-ray does not show avascular necrosis or OA. 
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 37.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 70-year-old man is referred for a second opinion regarding a 2-year history of RA. His symptoms predominantly 
affect his fingers, wrists, and knees. At the time of diagnosis he was found to a negative RF, negative anti-CCP 
antibody, and a ESR of 22 mm/h. Radiographs showed evidence of significant joint space narrowing at the MCP 
joints, PIP joints, and radiocarpal joints bilaterally, but no specific erosions. He was treated with MTX shortly after 
diagnosis which minimally helped his symptoms. Consequently, sulfasalazine and hydroxychloroquine were added 
but these did not help. More recently, he was placed on a regimen of MTX and adalimumab without significant 
improvement. He has had bursts of prednisone when his symptoms “flare”, which helps but has contributed to 
his osteoporosis.

On physical examination, there is synovial thickening and tenderness to palpation of bilateral second and third 
MCP joints. He has bony enlargement of several PIP joints. There is synovial thickening of bilateral wrists, which are 
tender to palpation and ROM causes pain. The ulnar styloid is prominent bilaterally. The right knee is cool but a small 
effusion is present.
  
Which one of the following options represents the next best step in the management of the patient?
 A.  Initiation of rituximab therapy
 B.  Initiation of tocilizumab therapy
 C.  MRI of one of the wrists
 D.  Radiograph of the hands and wrists
 E.  Aspiration and analysis of the right knee synovial fluid
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Answer: D
Rationale: Regardless of the medical condition, when a patient is not responding to standard therapy, a clinician should 
ask themselves: a) ‘Is my treatment incorrect?’, b) ‘Do I have the wrong diagnosis?’, c) ‘Is the patient compliant with 
medication?’. Therefore escalating therapy further without reconsidering if the diagnosis is correct should be avoided. 
The features in this clinical vignette of advanced age at onset, negative RF and anti-CCP antibodies, and poor response to 
traditional RA medications, all raise concern for an alternative diagnosis. The minimally elevated ESR at diagnosis is age-
appropriate. In this age group, CPPD deposition disease should be high on the differential of anyone with seronegative 
RA. Chronic CPPD can present as ‘pseudo-RA’ and recognition is important to avoid exposure to potentially risky immu-
nosuppressive medications. The original hand and wrist radiographs showed joint space narrowing of the MCPs, PIPs, 
and radiocarpal joints but no erosions. This pattern is characteristic of CPPD, even if chondrocalcinosis is not observed. 
Notably, calcifications in the triangular fibrocartilage complex region because of chondrocalcinosis are often missed by 
the physician reading the radiographs. Repeat radiographs may show potential chondrocalcinosis as well as additional 
characteristic findings of CPPD (see Ch. 46). In addition, repeat radiographs will confirm whether or not any erosions have 
developed. One would expect that after 2 years of poor response to RA treatment that erosions would have developed if 
this was truly RA. If no erosions have developed, this would provide further evidence that this patient does not have RA. 
Although MRI of the wrist can show erosions, it is expensive, evaluates only one joint, and should not be done before less 
expensive plain radiographs. Aspiration of the synovial fluid from the right knee may show free-floating CPPD crystals 
but would not confirm that the patient had CPPD and not RA, since the knee was not inflamed clinically. Radiographs 
will offer more information. If the patient’s wrist or knee became inflamed during a “flare”, then synovial fluid aspiration 
would be very helpful to establish the diagnosis by showing CPPD crystals within WBCs in the inflamed synovial fluid. 
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 38.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

An 8-year-old previously healthy Caucasian male presents with a 1-week history of a hot, red, swollen, painful left 
knee. The child is febrile and refuses to bear weight on the affected leg. There is no reported trauma. Pain is constant 
and limited to one joint. Review of systems is otherwise negative. Family history is positive for a great grandfather with 
arthritis, diagnosed in his elderly years.

On physical examination, the patient is febrile (Temperature 103.6 ºF) and tachycardic, with normal respiratory 
effort. His left knee is warm and erythematous with a significant joint effusion. ROM at the left knee is limited by pain 
and patient is unable to bear weight or walk. All other joints are normal. The remainder of the physical examination is 
normal.
  
What is the most appropriate next step in the management of this patient?
 A.  Joint aspiration for cell counts and cultures
 B.  Schedule an MRI without contrast
 C.  Recommend a trial of NSAIDs with follow-up in 2 weeks
 D.  Inject the knee with intraarticular corticosteroids
 E.  Refer to orthopedics for evaluation of internal derangement
  
Answer: A
Rationale: The acute onset, short duration and presence of fever, raise concern for infection. Immediate joint aspira-
tion is always indicated in such a patient to exclude septic arthritis or osteomyelitis (‘aspirate or litigate’). Standard 
analysis of synovial fluid includes cell count and differential, Gram stain and culture (including common gram-positive 
organisms, such as Staphylococcus aureus, as well as organisms more common in pediatric populations, such as 
Haemophilus influenzae and Neisseria gonorrhoeae). Special media and conditions are required if anaerobic organisms 
or mycobacteria are suspected. Crystal analysis of synovial fluid is also routine in adult patients. Cultures of blood and 
suspected sources of infection (e.g., cellulitis, otitis) are required in a child with suspected septic arthritis. A definitive 
organism is identified in approximately two-thirds of children; in the remainder, the diagnosis is made on the basis 
of a consistent history and the presence of pus on arthrocentesis. Identification of an organism is particularly difficult 
in those patients who have received antibiotics. Synovial fluid WBC counts may be low (< 25,000/mm3) in up to one-
third of pediatric patients with septic arthritis, and hence this finding should be interpreted in the context of clinical 
presentation, examination findings and other laboratory data. Supportive laboratory studies are an elevated peripheral 
WBC count with a predominance of PMNs and bands, and a markedly elevated ESR or CRP. Discharging this patient 
home with outpatient follow-up is inappropriate. Intraarticular steroid injection is premature, given the short duration of 
symptoms. Infection must always be ruled out and should be done so immediately in this patient. 
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 39.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 70-year-old man is seen in consultation in the hospital for evaluation of skin rash and generalized malaise. His 
symptoms started approximately 4 months ago with red, nodular skin lesions on the dorsum of his hand, forearm 
and lower calf area. He recalls no history of insect bite, new contact exposure or recent medication change. These 
lesions were moderately painful, but nonpruritic, and he did not seek evaluation. Three weeks ago, he developed 
erythema and swelling of the left ear, prompting an evaluation in the emergency room, where he was treated for 
cellulitis. His symptoms in the left year failed to improve and 1 week later, he developed subsequent swelling in 
his right ear and new onset ocular irritation and redness, prompting his current admission to the hospital. His past 
medical history is significant for hypertension and hyperlipidemia. His outpatient medications include hydrochloro-
thiazide, lisinopril and atorvastatin.

On physical examination, his vital signs are stable other than a temperature of 38.3 ºC. Examination of the head 
and neck reveals erythema and swelling of the right greater than the left ear in the upper helix and antihelix regions, 
with moderate tenderness to palpation and partial obstruction of the auditory canal on the right, secondary to swelling. 
Faint erythema and tenderness to palpation is present over the bridge of the nose. The eyelids are mildly swollen 
bilaterally, with scleral injection temporally in the right eye most prominently. Cardiopulmonary examination is normal. 
Musculoskeletal examination reveals synovitis in four small joints of the hands, bilateral wrists and left elbow (SJC 7). 
In addition to the findings at the ear, there are tender, subcutaneous, erythematous nodules, approximately 1 cm in 
diameter, overlying the dorsum of the hands and forearm bilaterally. Hyperpigmented, one centimeter diameter scars 
are present in the bilateral tibia.

Laboratory studies show: WBC 3.1, Hgb 8.1 g/dL (normal: 13–17 g/dL), platelets 130,000, mean corpuscular 
volume (MCV) 108 fL (normal: 80–100); creatinine 1.1 mg/dL (normal: 0.7–1.3 mg/dL); normal urinalysis; ESR 85; CRP 
7.8 mg/dL (normal: 0–1 mg/dL). ANCA by immunofluorescence assay negative. Blood cultures x 2 are negative. Chest 
radiograph is normal.
  
Which of the following clinical findings is associated with the greatest risk of mortality for this patient?
 A.  Bilateral ear involvement
 B.  Ocular involvement
 C.  Abnormal CBC
 D.  Elevated ESR & CRP
 E.  Previous antibiotic exposure
  
Answer: C
Rationale: This patient’s clinical features are concerning for recent onset of relapsing polychondritis. While the initial 
presence of unilateral swelling at the left ear can be mistaken for infection, the lack of response to antibiotics, involve-
ment of the upper portion of the ear rather than the lower lobule, and subsequent development of inflammation at the 
contralateral ear and the bridge of the nose, all suggest a noninfectious etiology. Patients with relapsing polychondritis 
may commonly have an associated autoimmune or hematologic illness, with up to 10% of patients having concurrent 
myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS). These patients are more commonly male, over the age of 60 years, and have higher 
rates of cutaneous disease (including neutrophilic dermatoses, such as Sweet syndrome, as described in this case). 
Patients with concurrent MDS have a poor prognosis, with 10-year survival approximately 60%, compared to 90% or 
greater in patients without an associated hematologic abnormality. 
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 40.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 65-year-old man with longstanding (>10 years) RA and severe hand deformities is scheduled for knee replacement 
surgery. He is currently treated with prednisone (5 mg/day), oral MTX (15 mg/week) and monthly infusions of abatacept. 
He has a history of diabetes that is well-controlled on therapy (metformin) and a distant history of non-ST elevation 
myocardial infarction. He has difficulty climbing a single flight of stairs because of knee pain. His orthopedic surgeon 
asks you if there are any preoperative evaluations to be considered in this patient.
  
Which of the following represents the best recommendation to the surgeon?
 A.  Proceed to surgery without delay for additional evaluation
 B.  Start perioperative beta-blocker therapy and proceed to surgery
 C.  Start perioperative aspirin and statin therapy and proceed to surgery
 D.  Refer to cardiology for consideration of pharmacologic stress testing
 E.  Cancel surgery indefinitely because of risk associated with an elective procedure
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Answer: D
Rationale: This patient is in a moderate to high risk category for cardiovascular disease. In addition, his functional status 
is difficult to assess given his limitation because of OA. While RA-specific guidelines do not exist, application of Ameri-
can Heart Association/American College of Cardiology guidelines for the general population recommend consideration 
of stress testing in this clinical scenario. In addition to cardiovascular evaluation, preoperative evaluation for cervical 
instability should be performed in this patient. 
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 41.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 73-year-old woman comes in for her annual evaluation. She has a history of generalized OA and chronic back pain 
that is progressively worsening. She uses nonsteroidal antiinflammatory medications, and does regular physical therapy 
for this. On examination, she has bony enlargement at the PIP and DIP joints of the hands, with squaring of the CMC 
joints bilaterally. She has mild decreased internal rotation at both the right and left hips without significant pain. When 
ambulating, she leans significantly over her right hip and tilts her shoulders in this orientation as well (left shoulder 
raised, right shoulder dipped). The patient is asked to stand on her single left leg unsupported; no drop or tilt in the 
pelvis was appreciated when viewing the patient from behind. The patient was then asked to stand on her single right 
leg unsupported; the left pelvis sagged/dropped.
  
Which one of the following is the most likely site of nerve root compression?
 A.  Left L2
 B.  Left L5
 C.  Right L2
 D.  Right L5
  
Answer: D
Rationale: A positive Trendelenburg test is described when the patient is standing on her right leg and experienced sag-
ging of the contralateral pelvis. This results from weakness of the gluteus muscles on the right, which can result from 
hip pathology or L5 nerve root compression on that right side. As such, options A and B are incorrect, as the etiology 
does not stem from the left side. L2 nerve root compression does not supply the gluteal muscles (L2 provides partial 
innervation to the iliopsoas muscles and quadratus lumborum muscles). Nerve root compression at the upper lumbar 
roots (L2-L4) are less common than lower root compression (see Ch. 60 for additional details). 
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 42.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A previously healthy Caucasian 18-month-old male presents to the Emergency Department with 9 days of high fever, 
5 days of red eyes and red lips, and a 1-day history of a fixed rash and refusal to walk. The fever is unremitting and 
constant despite parents giving alternating acetaminophen and ibuprofen. The patient was seen by his primary care 
provider 1 week ago and prescribed amoxicillin for right otitis media, which he is taking regularly. Findings on physical 
examination include temperature 39.8°C, pulse 120 bpm, irritability, tachycardia, bilateral nonexudative conjunctivitis, 
swollen red lips, and puffiness of the hands and feet. There is a maculopapular blanching, pink, rash diffusely with 
accentuation in the groin. Examination of the joints shows normal ROM and no evidence of effusion. There is no tender-
ness appreciated to palpation of the bones of the legs and pelvis.

Laboratory:
  

CBC: Hct 29%, WBC=16,900/mm3 with 80% neutrophils, 6% bands, 10% lymphocytes, 4% eosinophils, and 
platelets 460,000/mm3

CMP: Chemistries normal, creatinine 0.3 mg/dL, albumin 3.0 mg/dL, AST 100 U/L, ALT 92 U/L, normal bilirubin, 
LDH 198 U/L

ESR= 80 mm/h
CRP=21.6 mg/dL
Urinalysis dipstick and microscopic: 2+leukocytes, 1+ketones, no blood, no protein, no urobilinogen; 10 WBC/

HPF, no casts, no bacteria
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Which one of the following studies should be performed next in the evaluation of this patient?
 A.  Echocardiogram
 B.  Skin biopsy of the rash
 C.  Ferritin
 D.  Bone marrow biopsy
 E.  Antinuclear antibody
  
Answer: A
Rationale: This patient presents with a classic case of Kawasaki disease (KD). An echocardiogram and cardiology 
consultation are indicated in all children diagnosed with Kawasaki disease. Children with KD may have evidence of 
coronary artery dilation or aneurysms at diagnosis or they may have a normal initial echocardiogram and develop 
abnormalities. Knowing the status of the coronary arteries at diagnosis is essential. Children who have large coronary 
artery aneurysms, or evidence of thrombus in an aneurysm may require additional therapies both acutely and for long-
term management. The other studies listed are not indicated in the evaluation or management of patients with KD.

This patient’s age, clinical history, physical examination, and laboratory abnormalities are typical of KD. In febrile 
children under the age of 5 years who refuse to walk, KD should be in the differential diagnosis. In this patient, the pres-
ence of more than 5 days of fever plus four additional clinical criteria of KD (conjunctival injection, oral changes, extremity 
changes, and rash) help establish the diagnosis. Other common features in this patient include the presence of irritability 
(common finding in KD), accentuation of the rash in the groin (seen in KD, toxic shock, scarlet fever, staphylococcal or 
streptococcal toxin-mediated disease), absence of joint findings on examination (although this absence can also be seen in 
systemic juvenile idiopathic arthritis [JIA]), and pyuria without bacteria or other abnormalities seen on urinalysis (unusual 
in systemic JIA, common in KD). In addition, this patient’s fever is described as constant and unremitting. In systemic JIA, 
a quotidian spike or temperatures returning to normal or subnormal for part of the day would be expected in most cases. 
Although a ferritin is likely to be elevated as an acute phase reactant, this patient does not have the fever curve associated 
with systemic JIA. The absence of adenopathy in KD is common (only 40% have a finding or history of an enlarged lymph 
node) and LDH is elevated in about 20%. The absence of adenopathy, elevated LDH, and abnormal WBC differential makes 
leukemia unlikely and therefore a bone marrow biopsy is not indicated. Although SLE can be seen throughout the age 
spectrum, it is less common in children under age 5 years and in Caucasians. Furthermore there are no oral ulcers, frank 
arthritis, evidence of renal disease, or cytopenias. While the absence of any of these is not evidence against SLE, the fact 
that none are present makes this diagnosis less likely. Therefore a skin biopsy and ANA are unlikely to be helpful. 

 43.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 78-year-old man presents to his primary care physician for evaluation of a 2-week history of joint and chest pain. He has 
a history of myocardial infarction and ventricular tachycardia, although his cardiac status has been stable for many months. 
He describes 1 month of subjective fevers and fatigue. For the past 2 weeks, he has had sharp, mild dyspnea on exertion 
and a left sided chest pain that is worsened by taking a deep breath. During this time, he has also had diffuse arthralgias 
and myalgias. Other medical problems include type 2 diabetes mellitus, hypertension, and OA of the knees. His daily medi-
cations have been stable for the past year and include metformin, furosemide, lisinopril, procainamide, and acetaminophen.

Physical examination shows normal vital signs. Oxygen saturation 94% at rest and with walking. His gait is mildly 
antalgic because of knee pain. Cardiac examination shows a systolic murmur that is unchanged from prior evaluations. 
Auscultation of the chest shows decreased breath sounds in bilateral lower lung fields. There is no lower extremity 
edema and neck veins are not distended. A full peripheral joint examination shows multiple tender joints and synovitis 
of both wrists. He has crepitus with small effusions in both knees. Neurologic examination shows normal muscle 
strength of the shoulder and pelvic girdles.

Laboratories done within the past week:
  

CBC: Hct 38%, WBC 6400/uL with normal differential, platelets 248,000/uL
CMP: Creatinine stable at 1.6 mg/dL, albumin 3.2 g/dL. Rest normal
Urinalysis: normal
ESR: 32 mm/h
RF: 18 IU/mL (normal <15)
Anti-CCP antibody: negative
ANA: 1:320 homogeneous pattern.
Anti-DNA, Sm, RNP, SSA, and SSB all negative
Complement (C3 and C4) levels: normal
Chest radiograph shows new bilateral pleural effusions worse on left. No cardiomegaly.

  
Which of the following is most likely to explain the patient’s signs and symptoms?
 A.  SLE
 B.  RA
 C.  Drug-induced lupus
 D.  PMR
 E.  Pulmonary embolus
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Answer: C
Rationale: This patient has the new onset of constitutional symptoms (fever, fatigue), myalgias, arthralgias and objective 
joint inflammation (swollen wrists), pleuritic chest pain and pleural effusions, as well as a positive ANA, with negative 
anti-DNA and extractable nuclear antigens. The main differential in this situation is drug-induced lupus versus SLE. 
His race, age and sex argue against SLE. This presentation with arthritis and serositis, a positive ANA in a homoge-
neous pattern, negative antibodies against specific nuclear antigens, and normal complement levels is consistent with 
procainamide-induced lupus. If tested for, he would likely have antihistone antibodies. Although he has polyarthritis 
and a low titer RF, his other manifestations cannot be explained by RA. With this presentation, no specific shoulder and 
hip symptoms, and only a mildly elevated ESR, this is not PMR. Although he may be at risk for pulmonary embolus, his 
normal oxygenation, lack of tachycardia, and low Wells score (<2) make this an unlikely diagnosis and does not explain 
his other manifestations. 
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 44.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 54-year-old woman is evaluated for hand pain that has become constant and interferes with her ability to hold a pen. 
History is significant for childhood asthma and eczema. Medication taken twice daily are an albuterol inhaler, calcium, 
and vitamin D. She also takes over-the-counter ibuprofen for her joint pain.

On physical examination, the patient appears healthy. Vital signs are normal. Musculoskeletal examination reveals 
tenderness of the first CMC and the second and third PIPs bilaterally. Knees demonstrate full ROM with no swelling 
or tenderness, but crepitus is noted. Skin examination shows patches of eczema on her hands. No nail pitting. The 
remainder of the physical examination is unremarkable.

A radiograph of the left hand is shown.

  

Which of the following is the most likely diagnosis?
 A.  CPPD
 B.  Sarcoidosis
 C.  Psoriatic arthritis
 D.  RA
 E.  Erosive OA
  
Answer: E
Rationale: The patient’s symptoms and the radiograph shown is diagnostic of erosive OA. 

REFERENCE
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 45.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 67-year-old woman with a history of OA, hypertension, hyperlipidemia, ischemic heart disease, diabetes mellitus is 
referred for evaluation of pain in her shoulders, neck and night time awakening for 2 months. She also experienced 3 
weeks of numbness and tingling in both thumbs, index and long fingers with mild swelling in her wrists. She has no 
headaches or visual symptoms. Over the past 2 weeks she has had bilateral hip pain. Meloxicam and acetaminophen 
did not relieve her symptoms. Her medications include glimepiride, losartan, meloxicam, metoprolol, omeprazole and 
tramadol. She was started on rosuvastatin 9 months ago to help control her hyperlipidemia.

On physical examination, her vital signs are normal. She appears to be in discomfort. She has decreased active 
ROM of her shoulders and hips but normal passive ROM, normal muscle bulk and tone, and symmetric reflexes without 
muscle tenderness on palpation. She has “break away” weakness in her shoulders because of pain. She has tender-
ness of both wrists with a positive Phalen’s test bilaterally. The remainder of her physical examination is normal.

Laboratory results today:
  

WBC: 13,000/uL
Hgb: 9.9 g/dL
Hct: 33.3%
MCV: 92.4 fL
Platelets: 645,000/uL
Ferritin: 320 ng/mL
Chemistries: Albumin 3.2 g/dL, otherwise normal
ESR: 72 mm/h
CPK: 30 ug/L
Radiograph of shoulders indicate mild acromioclavicular OA.
Musculoskeletal ultrasound of her shoulders reveals subdeltoid bursitis.

  
Which one of the following is the best treatment option for this patient?
 A.  Switch meloxicam to naproxen
 B.  Start duloxetine 30 mg/day
 C.  Start prednisone 20 mg/day
 D.  Stop rosuvastatin
  
Answer: C
Rationale: This patient has PMR based on clinical presentation, an elevated ESR, and subdeltoid bursitis on ultrasound 
examination. Recommended initial treatment is prednisone 20 to 25 mg/day. Although this may affect her diabetes, 
prednisone is the most beneficial therapy and her diabetes medications will need to be adjusted. She does not have 
tender points making fibromyalgia unlikely. She has evidence of systemic inflammation (based on elevated ESR, low 
albumin, anemia of chronic disease, and thrombocytosis), therefore duloxetine will not treat her illness. NSAIDS are 
not recommended for PMR and switching from meloxicam to naproxen will also not treat the patient’s symptoms. With 
a normal CPK, this patient does not have statin-induced myopathy. She also does not have statin myalgias, since this 
would not cause systemic inflammation. Therefore stopping rosuvastatin will not help her symptoms. 
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 46.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 61-year-old man presents with the complaint of progressive skin tightening over his hands, forearms, neck and face 
over the past 18 months. It has been accompanied by generalized fatigue, swallowing difficulties and symptoms of 
numbness and tingling at the digits but no Raynaud phenomenon. His past medical history reveals he has diabetes 
mellitus controlled on metformin.

Physical examination shows normal vital signs. He has diffuse skin thickening overlying the dorsal aspect of the 
fingers and hands, as well as the neck and face. The skin thickening is accompanied by the presence of numerous 
small papules over affected regions. No digital infarcts are identified. Cardiopulmonary examination is normal. The 
remainder of his physical examination is unremarkable.

Laboratory tests:
CBC: Hct 39%, WBC 7000/uL with normal differential, platelets 275,000/uL
CMP: normal including creatinine 0.8 mg/dL
Hgb A1C: 6.1%
Urinalysis: normal
ESR: 75 mm/hr
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SPEP: IgG lambda monoclonal spike
ANA: negative
RF: 1:40
Skin biopsy: Normal epidermis; dermal thickening with excess collagen and mucin deposition; perivascular 

mononuclear inflammatory infiltrate and fibroblast infiltrate. Rare eosinophils.
  
Which one of the following is this patient’s diagnosis?
 A.  SSc
 B.  Scleromyxedema
 C.  Generalized morphea
 D.  Scleredema diabeticorum
 E.  Eosinophilic fasciitis
  
Answer: B
Rationale: The absence of an ANA antibody coupled with lack of Raynaud lowers clinical suspicion for SSc. The pres-
ence of an IgG monoclonal spike coupled with diffuse papular lesions, in setting of cutaneous sclerosis, raises concern 
for scleromyxedema. The biopsy is characteristic and shows a normal epidermis and dermal layer infiltration with 
excess collagen, inflammatory cells, fibroblasts and mucin. None of the other listed diseases have this biopsy. In addi-
tion, morphea typically spares the hands and fingers, scleredema diabeticorum is seen in poorly controlled diabetes, 
and eosinophilic fasciitis should show eosinophils in the peripheral blood or biopsy specimens. 
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 47.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 46-year-old woman is referred to rule out an autoimmune cause for her recently diagnosed ILD. She has a prior his-
tory of fibromyalgia characterized by myalgias and poor sleep. She has some cold sensitivity of her hands but no other 
symptoms of a connective tissue disease.

Physical examination shows normal vital signs. She has bilateral velcro rales in her posterior basilar lung fields. 
The remainder of her examination is normal. She has normal muscle tone and strength. She has no skin rash and 
normal nailfold capillaries.

Laboratory results:
  

CBC: normal
CMP: normal
CPK: normal
ANA: negative
Anti-Jo-1: negative
Radiology: Chest radiograph shows ILD

  
Which one of the following autoantibodies may be positive in this patient?
 A.  Anti-RNP
 B.  Anti-Ro52/SS-A
 C.  Anti-Scl-70
 D.  Anti-PM-1
 E.  Anti-dsDNA
  
Answer: B
Rationale: This patient has ILD and a negative ANA. She may have no underlying autoimmune disease, but a negative ANA 
does not rule that out. Patients with ILD (and other autoimmune presentations) can have an isolated anti-Ro52 (anti-TRIM21/
SS-A) antibody. Similarly, patients with certain myositis-specific antibodies (anti-PL-12, etc) can present with ILD and have no 
evidence of myositis. Interestingly, they will have a negative ANA and frequently have associated anti-Ro52 antibodies. All the 
other autoantibody choices may be associated with autoimmune disease and ILD but will cause a positive ANA. 
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 48.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

Johnny is a 16-year-old presenting with a 2 to 3 month history of arthralgia, myalgia and malaise. He has been having 
intermittent fevers and reports a 5 pound weight loss. He thinks he may have experienced mild intermittent rashes 
during this time, but cannot say for sure. His fevers respond partially to acetaminophen. He denies recent travel, new 
medications or illegal drug use.

On examination his vital signs are normal. Cardiac and pulmonary examination are normal. There is no lymph-
adenopathy. Musculoskeletal examination of the upper and lower extremities reveals no synovitis.
  
Which of the following represents the next best step in Johnny’s evaluation and management?
 A.  An empiric trial of colchicine
 B.  An empiric trial of prednisone
 C.  An empiric trial of anakinra
 C.  CBC with differential
 D.  Whole exome sequencing to determine a causative genetic mutation
  
Answer: D
Rationale: The autoinflammatory syndromes are rare, and more common causes of fevers (such as infection or malig-
nancy) are much more likely. His age of onset, relatively short duration of fevers and lack of specific recurring manifes-
tations also are collectively more suspicious of a diagnosis other than an autoinflammatory syndrome. Even if suspicion 
for an autoinflammatory syndrome were higher, the initial workup typically always begins with routine laboratory work. 

REFERENCE
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 49.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 45-year-old man with a history of chronic sinusitis presents to the hospital with shortness of breath, a new lower 
extremity rash, arthralgia and pedal edema.

On physical examination, his vital signs show a normal temperature, BP 150/85 mm Hg, heart rate 88 bpm, respi-
ratory rate 24/min, and oxygen saturation of 79% on room air. Cardiac examination is normal. Lung auscultation reveals 
inspiratory crackles in several locations, but no egophony nor increase in tactile fremitus at these sites. Musculoskeletal 
examination reveals several tender joints without synovitis. Skin examination is notable for erythematous papules on 
the buttocks and calves that do not blanch with pressure. There is 1+ edema extending rostral to the knees.

Laboratory results today:
  

CBC with a Hgb 10.0 g/dL (normal range 13–17 g/dL)
Absolute eosinophil count of 1000
Chemistry panel is notable for a creatinine of 2.4 mg/dL, albumin 2.9 g/dL and total protein 8.9 g/dL
Urinalysis with 2+ protein, 2+ blood and numerous erythrocytes on microscopy
Perinuclear (P)-ANCA and myeloperoxidase (MPO) specific antibody testing are strongly positive.
Radiograph of the chest shows several pulmonary nodules (one of which is cavitary) with diffuse interstitial 

infiltrates in the bilateral lungs.
  

An open lung biopsy is performed and reveals neutrophilic infiltration of the lung tissue, necrosis, and 
several vessels with granulomatous vasculitis. Renal biopsy shows a crescentic glomerulonephritis. Immunofluo-
rescence staining of the kidney shows faint presence of IgG and C3 in the biopsy.
  
Which of the following statements about this patient’s disease is correct?
 A.  The diagnosis is microscopic polyarteritis (MPA), based upon MPO-ANCA presence.
 B.  The diagnosis is eosinophilic granulomatosis with polyangiitis (EGPA), based upon eosinophil presence
 C.  The biopsy findings are not consistent with ANCA-associated vasculitis (AAV)
 D.  The diagnosis is granulomatosis with polyangiitis (GPA), with less likelihood of relapse than if PR3 positive.
 E.  The diagnosis is GPA, with a higher likelihood of relapse given MPO positive rather than proteinase (PR)3.
  
Answer: D
Rationale: This patient has clinical features consistent with GPA which are supported by biopsy findings and the 
presence of ANCA antibody positivity. While the majority of patients with GPA have a C-ANCA antibody (with PR-3 
antibody specificity), a subset may have P-ANCA antibody (with MPO-antibody specificity). Patients with PR-3 antibody 
have higher rates of relapse typically than MPO-antibody positive individuals. Patients with MPA do not typically have 
granulomatous inflammation on pathology, and the presence of cavitary lung lesions and predominant sinus disease is 
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also uncommon. EGPA is commonly typified by an allergic prodrome, shifting/fleeting infiltrates on chest radiographs, 
and predominant eosinophilia, as well as the presence of eosinophils on biopsy. The classic renal lesion in AAV is 
pauci-immune, which implies scant Ig deposition in contrast to conditions, such as SLE or Goodpasture, but does not 
necessarily imply that immune deposits are totally absent. 
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 50.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 21-year-old woman is referred for evaluation of suspected Raynaud phenomenon with a question of underlying connec-
tive tissue disease. She developed symptoms of cold sensitivity of the digits at age 12 years, with episodes of pallor and 
cyanosis of the fingers upon cold exposure. She recently noticed an increase in frequency of painful episodes this October 
and now experiences seven to eight episodes weekly, lasting 20 to 30 minutes in duration. She has not noticed any sores 
on her fingertips. Her past medical history is otherwise negative. She is on a combination oral contraceptive pill, with no 
change in formulation since starting on the medication 5 years ago. She is currently in her third year of college at the 
University of Arizona.

On physical examination, her vital signs are normal other than a BMI of 17. Cardiac examination is notable for a split S2 
in inspiration, with no murmur, rubs nor gallops. Pulmonary examination is normal. Musculoskeletal examination reveals no 
synovitis at the upper nor lower extremities. There is no evidence of skin thickening at the upper and lower extremities, face 
and torso. A discrete line of demarcated pallor at three fingers of each hand is present for a portion of the examination. No 
digital ulcerations nor infarcts are present at the finger tips. Nailfold capillaroscopy reveals enlarged capillary loops, as well as 
avascular regions at the nailbed.

Laboratory studies from today’s visit show: normal CBC; normal chemistries and urinalysis; ANA antibody is posi-
tive at 1:320, with a centromere pattern.
  
Which of the patient’s clinical or laboratory features is most strongly associated with subsequent clinical 

progression to SSc?
 A.  Age of onset of Raynaud <20-years-old
 B.  ANA positivity
 C.  Nailfold capillaroscopy (NFC) findings
 D.  Centromere pattern on ANA testing
 E.  Split S2 on cardiac examination
  
Answer: C
Rationale: Only approximately 1% of patients diagnosed with primary Raynaud phenomenon will develop a subsequent 
connective tissue disease annually. Patients with scleroderma specific antibodies and abnormal NFC findings (most 
commonly capillary drop-out and/or dilation) have an elevated risk of development of SSc, with the latter being more 
strongly associated in a large prospective trial. Young age of onset is typical for primary Raynaud phenomenon, while 
onset greater than age 40 years should raise consideration of secondary causes. A split S2 during inspiration is a 
normal finding on cardiac examination and is not associated with pathology related to SSc. 
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 51.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 32-year-old woman with SLE is admitted to the hospital with her second episode of transverse myelitis. One year 
ago, she had an episode of blindness in her right eye that responded to 3 months of high dose prednisone and aspirin 
therapy. MRI of her spinal cord on this hospital admission shows an enhancing lesion extending from C4 to T1. A review 
of past serologies shows she is positive for ANA, RF, and anti-SSA antibodies. In the past, her antiphospholipid antibody 
tests have been negative and her complement levels are normal except for a persistently low C4.

On physical examination, her vital signs are normal. She has mild malar erythema and a small tattoo on her right 
lower leg. She has mottling of the skin of both lower extremities but no palpable lesions. Neurologic examination shows 
profound lower extremity weakness with hyperreflexia. She has a Foley catheter in place.

Admission laboratories: normal CBC, chemistries, and PT/PTT. Urinalysis shows bacteria and 1+ protein.
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Which one of the following tests is most likely to be associated with this patient’s presentation?
 A.  Cryoglobulins
 B.  Lupus anticoagulant
 C.  Antiribosomal P antibodies
 D.  Antineuromyelitis optica (NMO) antibodies
 E.  Antibodies against dsDNA
  
Answer: D
Rationale: Anti-NMO antibodies has been associated with recurrent episodes of longitudinal transverse myelitis. These 
antibodies are seen in both idiopathic transverse myelitis (Devic), as well as autoimmune diseases, like SLE and 
Sjögren. Patients frequently have anti-SSA antibodies. Optic neuritis may or may not be present and oligoclonal bands 
are usually negative in the CSF. The other listed options are not associated with recurrent, longitudinal transverse myeli-
tis. Anti-NMO antibodies are directed against the aquaporin 4 antigen on neurons which leads to their injury. 
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 52.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 49-year-old man comes for evaluation of recurrent episodes of muscle pain, tightness and swelling over the past 12 
years. His episodes are brought on by exercise and/or exposure to high temperatures. Episodes will last for many hours 
up to several days, and have required hospitalization for serum creatine kinase (CK) levels up to 120,000 U/L. He reports 
episodes of “cola” colored urine during some of these episodes. He does not report a “second wind” phenomenon and 
notes no association of his episodes to foods or illnesses. His past medical history is otherwise negative, and he has not 
had surgeries. He has no family history of a similar disorder. He lives in the desert southwest and is on disability from his 
employment as a construction worker.

He is examined in an office setting between attacks. Physical examination shows normal vital signs. He stands 6’ 
3” tall and weighs 195 pounds. Muscle bulk, tone and strength are normal. Reflexes are 2+ throughout. Sensation to 
light touch, pin prick and vibration are normal. Finger to nose testing is coordinated and there is not a tremor. His gait is 
normal and he is able to do a deep knee bend without difficulty.

Laboratories done today:
  

CBC: normal
Chemistries: normal
Urinalysis: normal
ESR: 22 mm/h
Lactate: 0.9 mg/dL
CK: 275 U/L

  
What is the most appropriate next step in this patient’s evaluation?
 A.  Serial CK levels at rest and with exercise
 B.  Nerve conduction studies with electromyogram (EMG)
 C.  MRI of the thighs without and with gadolinium enhancement
 D.  Muscle biopsy of an affected muscle
 E.  Genetic testing for genes associated with rhabdomyolysis
  
Answer: E
Rationale: This patient has multiple, recurring episodes of rhabdomyolysis consistent with a metabolic myopathy or other 
genetic muscle disease with prominent rhabdomyolysis. With the history of exercise and hot temperatures as provocative 
factors, this should bring to mind RYR1-associated myopathy, which is now known to be responsible for at least 30% of 
cases of recurrent rhabdomyolysis. Serial CK levels, EMG and MRI would provide more information as to features associ-
ated with the disorder, but would not help delineate a definitive diagnosis. A muscle biopsy in this case might find central 
cores, which are seen in some cases with RYR1 mutations. However, central cores are seen in <50% of muscle biopsies 
from genetically confirmed RYR1-myopathies, is invasive, and costs 2 to 4 times as much as genetic testing. A genetic 
testing panel was ordered with 120 genes, and a mutation was found in RYR1, c.1466G>T (p.Cys489Phe). 
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 53.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 63-year-old woman is referred for evaluation of new onset of biopsy proven dermatomyositis. You are concerned she 
might have an underlying malignancy.
  
Which one of the following features is most associated with an increased risk of malignancy in a patient with 

the recent onset of dermatomyositis?
 A.  Ulcerative skin lesions
 B.  CK level greater than 5000 U/L
 C.  Presence of anti- Mi-2 antibody
 D.  Presence of ILD
  
Answer: A
Rationale: Factors associated with an increased risk of cancer in a patient with dermatomyositis include older age, 
refractory disease, and atypical/extensive/and ulcerative skin lesions. The height of CPK elevation and presence of 
anti-Mi-2 antibodies are not associated with an increased cancer risk. The presence of ILD is usually associated with 
antisynthetase antibodies (e.g., anti-Jo-1) and is negatively associated with cancer. There is a marked association 
(>50%) of anti-155/140 (TIF-1gamma) antibodies with cancer in adult patients with dermatomyositis. 
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 54.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 34-year-old man was evaluated for a 2-week history of the gradual onset of right knee pain, swelling, and occasional 
locking. He has taken daily naproxen without improvement. Three months earlier, the patient had started to run in 
training for a 5K race that the company he works for sponsored. He had run 3 miles the day before the onset of pain. 
The pain was localized to the right knee, worsened with weight bearing, and associated with swelling. There was no 
radiation of the pain, and no other joints were involved. The patient denied a history of fevers, chills, urinary symptoms, 
or recent trauma to the knee. Past medical history was significant for an injury to his right knee, while playing football 
8 years ago. Pain and swelling of the knee developed but resolved within 24 hours without intervention. Since then, 
the patient has had similar recurring episodes of the pain and swelling. This episode was different because it was per-
sistent. The only medication he has taken was intermittent over-the-counter naproxen. The patient smokes marijuana 
recreationally and has no history of alcohol use or recent travel. He has lived in Colorado his entire life.

Physical examination shows normal vital signs. There was a moderate effusion of the right knee, with mild 
warmth and tenderness. ROM was limited to 50 degrees of flexion. No clicks or instability with diagnostic maneuvers. 
The remainder of his physical examination was normal.

Laboratory studies:
  

CBC: normal
CMP: normal
Uric acid: 5.2 mg/dL
ESR: 11 mm/h ( nl 0–15)
Interferon gamma release assay: negative
Synovial fluid analysis: 45 mL of serosanguinous fluid showing a WBC count of 3100/uL with 76% neutrophils 

and RBC count 52,050/uL. No crystals. Negative Gram stain.
  

Plain radiographs of the right knee showed increased density in the suprapatellar pouch, suggestive of an effu-
sion, with normal joint spaces.

MRI of right knee: Large effusion. Synovial proliferation with lobulated margins. Lobulated synovium showed 
decreased signal on both T1 and T2 images. Medial meniscal tear. One cartilaginous body in the intercondylar notch.
  
Which one of the following is the most likely diagnosis that will be confirmed with arthroscopy?
 A.  Mycobacterial infection
 B.  Synovial chondromatosis
 C.  Meniscal tear
 D.  Pigmented villonodular synovitis (PVNS)
 E.  Synovial sarcoma
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Answer: D
Rationale: This patient has PVNS. Patients with PVNS typically have the gradual onset of symptoms that may present 
for months before a diagnosis is made. Although a hemorrhagic synovial fluid is characteristic this is seen in only 50% 
of cases. The MRI is diagnostic showing low T1 and T2 signal in the synovial lobulations consistent with hemosiderin 
deposits. The diagnosis will be confirmed by arthroscopic synovial biopsy. This patient does not have mycobacte-
rial infection because of lack of exposure, low synovial fluid WBC count, normal ESR, and negative interferon gamma 
release assay. Although there is a meniscal tear and cartilage fragment present, neither one of these would explain the 
MRI findings in the synovium. Synovial chondromatosis should have chondral element demonstrated in the synovium on 
MRI which is not the case here. Similarly, synovial sarcoma has a different MRI appearance and plain films show soft 
tissue calcifications in 50% of patients. 
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 55.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 52-year-old man is referred for evaluation of a 3-year history of intermittent migratory arthritis involving primarily 
knees, but has affected other large joints. Each attack last sseveral days and have been occurring more frequently. Over 
the past 4 months he has noted low grade fevers, crampy abdominal pain, 10 pound weight loss, and diarrhea. A recent 
colonoscopy was unremarkable. Last week, he developed visual disturbance in his left eye and was diagnosed as hav-
ing a panuveitis, prompting his referral to you by his ophthalmologist. Patient denies skin rashes, serositis, lymphade-
nopathy, or skin rashes. He does have fatigue and when he gets his arthritic attacks he is unable to work on his farm. 
He dislikes taking medications and only takes over-the-counter ibuprofen for joint pain and lomotil for diarrhea.

Physical examination shows normal vital signs. BMI 22 kg/m2. HEENT shows mild left eye erythema and 
decreased vision. Chest examination is normal. Cardiovascular examination shows a 2/6 systolic murmur, which he has 
had for several years. Abdominal examination shows diffuse tenderness without rebound. Extremity examination shows 
no synovitis as he reports he has not presently having an arthritic flare. Lymph node examination is unremarkable. Skin 
examination shows hyperpigmentation in sun-exposed areas of arms and legs.

Laboratory and radiographic tests that he brought with him:
  

CBC: Hct 33%, WBC 10,200/uL with normal differential, platelets 480,000/uL
CMP: Normal except for alkaline phosphatase 135 U/L, albumin of 2.9 g/dL
Uric acid: 7.1 mg/dL
Urinalysis: 1+ protein
ESR: 38 mm/h
Negative ANA, negative RF, negative ANCA
Quantiferon gold test: indeterminate, PPD negative
Chest radiograph: normal
Radiographs of knees: medial osteophytes. No joint space narrowing. No chondrocalcinosis
CT of abdomen: mild splenomegaly, several mildly enlarged mesenteric lymph nodes. No ascites.

  
Which one of the following tests is most likely to reveal the diagnosis?
 A.  Bone marrow biopsy with cultures
 B.  Repeat colonoscopy with biopsies and cultures
 C.  Synovial fluid analysis with next flare
 D.  HLA-B27
 E.  Small bowel biopsy with stains
  
Answer: E
Rationale: This patient has Whipple disease manifested by migratory arthritis, fever, abdominal pain, diarrhea, mes-
enteric lymphadenopathy, and weight loss. The skin hyperpigmentation may also be a manifestation. Whipple disease 
occurs most commonly in middle-aged Caucasian males exposed to soil or sewage similar to this patient. The best test 
is a small bowel biopsy looking for periodic acid Schiff-positive organisms, followed by immunohistochemical staining 
with antisera specific for Tropheryma whipplei. The other tests will not make the diagnosis. Bone marrow biopsy look-
ing for lymphoma or granulomas (sarcoid, TB) could be done, but would not explain the migratory arthritis, abdominal 
pain, diarrhea, and weight loss. The lack of ascites makes tuberculous peritonitis unlikely. He already had a normal 
colonoscopy. A repeat colonoscopy with biopsy looking for microscopic colitis would not explain his fever, mesenteric 
adenopathy, and panuveitis. His migratory arthritis is not the characteristic arthritis associated with colitis. Synovial fluid 
examination during a flare will show mild inflammation but will not be diagnostic. Crystalline arthropathy would not 
explain his multisystem complaints. Panuveitis and migratory arthritis is not typical of HLA-B27 associated disease. 
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 56.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 74-year-old woman is referred for worsening cutaneous vasculitis of 2-months duration. Past medical history is sig-
nificant for a clinical diagnosis of Sjögren syndrome 12 years ago, based on keratoconjunctivitis sicca, xerostomia, and 
positive serologies. She reports over the past 2 months, she has had recurrent crops of lower extremity skin lesions, 
increasing arthralgias, and fatigue. She denies abdominal pain, melena, joint swelling, or shortness of breath. Treatment 
has consisted of short bursts of prednisone with rapid tapers which helps her symptoms transiently. Her other medical 
problems include hypertension treated with amlodipine, diet-controlled diabetes mellitus, hyperlipidemia on rosuvas-
tatin, multivitamins, and iron for chronic anemia. A recent mammogram was normal and a colonoscopy 3 years ago 
showed two small hyperplastic polyps that were removed. She denies a history of smoking or blood transfusions.

Physical examination shows normal vital signs and obesity. She has dry eyes, xerostomia, and firm but not 
enlarged salivary glands. Chest examination reveals a few posterior lower lobe velcro rales. Oxygen saturation is 98% 
on room air. Heart, abdomen, and lymph node examinations are unremarkable but difficult because of her obesity. Skin 
examination shows multiple palpable purpuric lesions of her lower extremities to her buttocks. Two have superficial 
ulceration. The patient has hemorrhoids and stool for blood is minimally positive.

Laboratory results from last week:
  

CBC: Hct 28% with MCV 105 fL; WBC 3805/cu mm with 45% neutrophils, 35% lymphocytes, and 20% mono-
cytes; platelets 151,000/cu mm

Peripheral smear: no reticulocytes, many macroovalocytes and a few teardrops, normal but decreased leuko-
cytes and normal platelets.

Chemistries: normal except for glucose 148 mg/dL, alkaline phosphatase 140 U/L, gamma-glutamyl transferase 
78 U/L, LDH 810 U/L, and albumin 2.9 g/dL

Urinalysis: normal
ESR: 55 mm/h
CRP: 3.2 mg/dL
SPEP: low albumin, no monoclonal spike
RF: negative
ANA: 1:320 with positive anti-SSA and anti-SSB antibodies
Complement (C3/C4) levels: normal
ANCA: negative
Vitamin B12/ folate: elevated
Chest radiograph: increased interstitial markings which are hard to quantitate because of obesity and breast 

shadows.
Skin biopsy of a recent lesion: Leukocytoclastic vasculitis with perivascular cuffing of dermal blood vessels, 

infiltration of the vessel wall by neutrophils, and nuclear debris. Skin immunofluorescence negative for im-
munoreactants.

  
Which one of the following would you recommend now to determine the cause of this patient’s vasculitis?
 A.  Bone marrow biopsy
 B.  Hepatitis B and C serologies
 C.  High resolution CT scan of the lung
 D.  Upper and lower endoscopy
 E.  Minor salivary gland biopsy
  
Answer: A
Rationale: This patient has a small vessel vasculitis caused by a MDS. The refractory anemia with macroovalocytes and 
an elevated LDH, coupled with the low leukocyte count with relative monocytosis is suggestive of MDS and requires a 
bone marrow biopsy with cytogenetic studies for confirmation. She has no risk factors for hepatitis, normal liver enzymes, 
a negative RF, and normal complements make hepatitis-associated vasculitis unlikely. A high resolution CT scan of lung 
may show some ILD and a minor salivary gland biopsy will confirm Sjögren, but do not explain her anemia or cause of 
her vasculitis. Repeat endoscopies without abdominal symptoms and a recently negative colonoscopy are not indicated. 
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 57.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 48-year-old man arrives to your clinic complaining of hand arthralgia for the past 18 months. His pain is worse in 
the morning, and he describes 1 hour of stiffness that gradually improves as he arrives to work and starts moving his 
hands. His symptoms have been progressive over the past 18 months. His past medical history includes a diagnosis of 
diabetes mellitus and low testosterone. There is no family history of systemic autoimmune diseases.

On physical examination, his vital signs are normal. There is tenderness of the MCP joints with bony enlargement 
of the second and third MCPs bilaterally. Cardiac, pulmonary and abdominal examination are normal. Skin examination 
shows a yellowish tan discoloration of his palms and soles.

Radiographs and laboratory studies from today show:

Laboratory studies

White blood cell count 8,000/cu mm Normal: 4,000–11,000/ cu mm
Hemoglobin, blood 15.5 g/dL Normal: 13–16 g/dL
Platelets 230,000/cu mm Normal: 150,000–300,000/cu mm
Uric Acid 6.8 mg/dL Normal: 3.0–7.0 mg/dL
ALT 80 U/L Normal: 10–40 U/L
AST 60 U/L Normal: 10–40 U/L
Erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) 30 mm/h Normal: 0–20 mm/h
C-reactive protein (CRP) 1.2 mg/dL Normal: 0.8 mg/dL or less
Creatinine 1.3 mg/dL Normal:0.7–1.5 mg/dL
IgG Rheumatoid Factor Negative Negative
Anticyclic citrullinated protein antibody Negative Negative

ALT, Alanine transaminase; AST, aspartate transaminase; Ig, immunoglobulin.

  

Which of the following options is most likely to establish the diagnosis in this patient?
 A.  Serum calcium and phosphorous
 B.  Synovial fluid cell count, crystal analysis and Gram stain
 C.  TSH
 D.  Iron studies: ferritin, iron, transferrin saturation
 E.  Parathyroid hormone (PTH)
  
Answer: D
Rationale: This patient’s clinical presentation is consistent with iron overload: mild transaminitis, comorbid diabetes and 
hypogonadism, bronzing of the skin and characteristic arthropathy on physical examination and radiographs (OA at the 
MCPs with hook osteophytes). Hence clinical evidence points to a diagnosis of hemochromatosis as the cause of sec-
ondary OA in this young patient. Roughly 50% of all patients with hemochromatosis develop an associated arthropathy. 
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Patients may display the full spectrum of CPPD (asymptomatic chondrocalcinosis, pseudogout, OA associated with CPP, 
and chronic CPP arthropathy), or develop an arthropathy independent of CPP. The remaining answer options represent 
important tools to identify other secondary causes of CPPD arthropathy, but do not help diagnose hemochromatosis. 
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 58.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 72-year-old man is referred for management of OA. He has long standing disease which primarily affects his knees, 
hips and lower back. He previously received good benefit from over-the-counter ibuprofen and aspirin, but was advised 
to stop by his new geriatrician, based on the presence of renal insufficiency. He has a history of Type 2 diabetes mel-
litus, but denies any other significant past medical history.

Musculoskeletal examination of the bilateral hips is remarkable for decreased ROM with mild discomfort at the 
end-points of ROM. Knee examination reveals mild crepitus bilaterally through a relatively full ROM, without synovitis. 
The remainder of the physical examination is normal.

Laboratory studies from today’s visit show: normal CBC; serum creatinine of 1.9 mg/dL (estimated creatinine 
clearance 40 mL/min); normal electrolytes; normal urinalysis.
  
Which of the following medications represents the safest treatment for this patient’s joint pain?
 A.  Salsalate
 B.  Naproxen
 C.  Etodolac
 D.  Diclofenac
 E.  Celecoxib
  
Answer: A
Rationale: Prostaglandins (PGs) can stimulate renal artery dilation, predominantly in situations of hypovolemia or preex-
isting renal insufficiency, where they are important in maintaining glomerular pressure and flow. As such, medications 
that inhibit PG formation are typically avoided in patients with renal insufficiency. Among the NSAIDs, nonacetylated 
salicylates (such as salsalate) are poor PG inhibitors and hence are thought to be safer in the setting of renal insuf-
ficiency than nonselective NSAIDs and/or cyclooxygenase (COX)-2 specific inhibitors (celecoxib). 
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 59.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 54-year-old woman with a history of recurrent sinusitis over the past 6 months, treated with repeated courses of anti-
biotics, most recently a fluoroquinolone, presents with progressive weakness and sensory changes. Three weeks before 
presentation she developed left foot dorsiflexion weakness (“foot drop”). One week later, she developed distal right arm 
weakness with wrist drop and painful paresthesias in her right hand. She then developed painful burning in both feet 
and then weakness in her right foot. She also complains of generalized fatigue and a nonproductive cough.

Physical examination shows normal vital signs and a normal mental status and cranial nerve evaluation. Her motor 
strength is 2/5 within bilateral foot movements, 3/5 right upper extremity distally, and normal 5/5 in the left upper extremity. 
She has absent Achilles reflexes, otherwise reflexes normal at patella and in the upper extremities. She has sensory change 
in the radial and ulnar distributions of her right hand and lateral parts of her lower legs and dorsum of feet bilaterally.

Laboratory results from today:
  

CBC: Hct 32%, WBC 11,200/uL normal differential, platelets 456,000/uL
CMP: Creatinine 1.6 mg/dL, albumin 3.1 g/dL
Urine dipstick in office: positive for blood and protein
ESR 80 mm/h
CRP 45 mg/L
C3: 198 mg/dL, C4: 42 mg/dL
Serologies: ANA, RF, ANCA, and ACE pending.
Chest x-ray demonstrates bilateral lung nodules.
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Which one of the following is the most likely diagnosis of this patient’s neuromuscular symptoms?
 A.  Guillain-Barré syndrome
 B.  Antibiotic-induced polyneuropathy
 C.  Vasculitic neuropathy
 D.  Sarcoid neuropathy
 E.  SLE
  
Answer: C
Rationale: This case illustrates a presentation most consistent with a “mononeuritis multiplex”, which is most often 
caused by a vasculitic neuropathy. The development of progressive, asymmetric weakness in different myotomes, asso-
ciated with pain and altered sensation in individual nerve distributions is consistent with this diagnosis. Her history of 
recurrent sinus inflammation, abnormal chest x-ray, elevated inflammatory markers, serologies, renal dysfunction, and 
abnormal urine are most consistent with an ANCA-associated vasculitis, such as GPA. Consequently, this patient should 
be started on high dose glucocorticoids immediately.

Guillain-Barré syndrome classically presents as initially distal symmetric lower extremity weakness that then 
ascends proximally over time, with diffuse areflexia. Motor deficits are much more common than sensory involvement. 
Often a preceding viral infection or immunization is noted in history.

Peripheral neuropathy related to antibiotic use is a rare complication. This typically presents as more symmetric 
sensory neuropathy or diffuse small fiber neuropathy mainly with pain. Fluoroquinolones are most associated, though 
dapsone, linezolid, metronidazole, and nitrofurantoin have been described as well.

Peripheral nervous system involvement in sarcoidosis is rare, often presenting more with a distal, length-depen-
dent peripheral neuropathy or myopathy, though mononeuritis-like presentations are described. The rapid onset of 
multisystem manifestations are more consistent with a primary vasculitis.

SLE can affect the peripheral nervous system, as well as cause a nephropathy. However, sinus involvement, lung nod-
ules, elevated WBC and platelet counts, and high (not low) complement levels would suggest a diagnosis other than SLE. 
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 60.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 61-year-old Caucasian male presents with a 3-year history of elevated alkaline phosphatase (218–299 IU/L, normal 
range 40–130 IU/L) and back pain. Serum calcium, albumin, 25-hydroxyvitamin D, PTH, creatinine, AST, ALT, bilirubin 
and phosphorous are within normal limits. Fractionated alkaline phosphatase confirmed elevated bone fraction. Nuclear 
medicine bone scan showed increased activity in the left pelvis, upper thoracic spine and posterior elements of L2. 
Follow-up x-rays of those sites confirm pagetic lesions with thickened cortices and disorganized trabecular patterns. 
Back pain localizes to pagetic lesions.
  
What is the most appropriate management option for this patient?
 A.  Alendronate 70 mg orally (PO) qweek x 5 years
 B.  Zoledronate 5 mg IV x 1
 C.  Denosumab 60 mg subcutaneously (subq) every 6 months
 D.  Trial of acetaminophen alternating with ibuprofen
  
Answer: B
Rationale: The patient has symptomatic Paget disease of bone (PDB) as evidenced by elevated alkaline phosphatase, 
increased uptake on nuclear medicine bone scan, and pagetic lesions on radiographs. The best treatment for symptomatic 
PDB in patients without contraindication is a one-time 5 mg IV infusion of zoledronate over 15 minutes. Compared to alen-
dronate and risedronate, zoledronate has a faster onset of action, longer duration of effect, and more effectively reduces bone 
turnover markers. Its effects can last for years, so annual dosing is not necessary. Denosumab can be used in patients with 
contraindications to zoledronate but does not have the sustained biochemical and degree of scintigraphic response that can 
be achieved with IV bisphosphonates. While analgesics like acetaminophen and ibuprofen may be used for treatment of OA 
associated with PDB, they do not directly address the underlying disease process, as bisphosphonates do. Other indications 
for treatment of PDB with bisphosphonates may include: those at high risk of developing complications from PDB lesion (e.g., 
fracture in weight-bearing bones, headaches or nerve compression from involvement of the skull or spine, disease near major 
joints), before orthopedic or elective surgery at or near a pagetic site, and for hypercalcemia (often caused by immobilization). 
After bisphosphonate treatment, ALP should begin to decrease within 1 to 2 weeks and reach a nadir by 2 to 3 months. 
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 61.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 28-year-old man is referred for possible vasculitis. He has a 2-week history of a painful purpuric skin rash affecting 
his fingertips, toes, and ears. He also has a few scattered ulcerative lesions on his lower extremities, both ears, and 
right great toe. Past medical history is significant for previously treated hepatitis C. He saw his primary care physician 3 
days ago who did laboratories. After laboratory tests returned, he referred him for evaluation.

Physical examination shows a temperature 38 °C, pulse 100 beats/minute, and BP 140/92 mm Hg. He is in 
distress because of pain. HEENT shows painful, purpuric ulcerative lesions on both ears. He has a septal perforation 
and poor dentition. He has a normal lung examination. Heart examination shows tachycardia with a 1/6 systolic murmur 
that he says he has had for several years. Extremity examination shows several painful, purpuric lesions on his finger-
tips and toes. Some have early ulcerations. He also has several large (3 cm) purpuric and ulcerative lesions on his lower 
extremities. The remainder of his examination is unremarkable.

Laboratory tests done by primary care physician one week ago:
  

CBC: Hct 33%
WBC 2800/cu mm with 11% neutrophils
Platelets 436,000/cu mm
Chemistries: normal
Liver associated enzymes: normal except alkaline phosphatase 152 IU/L (nl 45–135)
Albumin: 2.8 g/dL
Urinalysis: normal
RF: negative
C3/C4: both elevated
P-ANCA: 1:320
Cytoplasmic ANCA: negative
Hepatitis C load by PCR: negative
ESR: 105 mm/h (nl 0–15)
CRP: 24 mg/dL (nl 0–1)
PTT: normal

  
Chest radiograph is normal.
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Which one of the following should you order now to establish the cause of this patient’s symptoms?
 A.  Cryoglobulins
 B.  Transthoracic echocardiogram
 C.  Bone marrow biopsy
 D.  Urine toxicology screen
 E.  Abdominal angiogram
  
Answer: D
Rationale: This is a case of cocaine-induced vasculitis caused by levamisole. The only way to confirm the diagnosis 
is to do a urine toxicology screen for cocaine and levamisole. Since these substances are cleared quickly through the 
urine, the test might be negative if obtained later in the evaluation, if the patient stops using cocaine. Other clues to 
this diagnosis is the patient’s nasal perforation (caused by snorting cocaine) and the severe neutropenia (caused by 
the levamisole). It is common to have a positive P-ANCA and some patients have anticardiolipin antibodies and/or cold 
agglutinins. Since this is a small vessel vasculitis, an abdominal angiogram would not be helpful. Although he has a 
history of treated hepatitis C, it is unlikely that he has cryoglobulinemia, since his viral load is negative, his urinalysis is 
normal, and his RF is negative with elevated complement levels. An echocardiogram is not indicated because his mur-
mur is innocent, longstanding, and unchanged. A bone marrow biopsy would only be indicated if the leukocyte count 
failed to improve with abstinence from cocaine/levamisole. 
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 62.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

An 8-year-old boy presents to your office in Hawaii for evaluation of joint pains and general malaise for 1 week. He 
was previously healthy and his mother cannot recall any specific preceding illnesses, although he and several students 
in his class have had various upper respiratory illnesses over the preceding months. Initial symptoms began in the 
knees, moving to the elbows and then ankles after several days, with resolution of the knee pain, although he remains 
unable to run because of the ankle pain. In addition to his joint pain, he has had fevers and has generally felt unwell. His 
medical history is notable for penicillin allergy, which caused a mild skin eruption after several days of treatment with 
amoxicillin for otitis media, as a toddler.

Examination reveals a febrile but otherwise well-appearing child, walking with an antalgic gait. Large joint effu-
sions and tenderness are noted at the bilateral ankles and elbows, with smaller, cool effusions noted at the knees. 
Cardiac examination is normal.

Initial laboratory studies reveal an ESR (Westergren) of 65 mm/h, and antisptreptolysin and anti-DNase-B titers of 
450 and 400 Todd units, respectively.
  
In addition to starting aspirin, obtaining an echocardiogram and ECG, and screening of household contacts, 

treating the patient with which antibiotics would be most appropriate?
 A.  Cefalexin for 10 days, followed by a long-term daily sulfonamide regimen
 B.  Azithromycin for 5 days, followed by a long-term daily sulfonamide regimen
 C.  Cefalexin for 10 days, followed by a long-term erythromycin regimen
 D.  Benzathine penicillin G 600,000 units intramuscular (IM) once, and every 4 weeks thereafter
  
Answer: A
Rationale: This patient has typical signs and symptoms of acute rheumatic fever. Primary antibiosis with penicillin is 
preferred, followed by secondary prophylaxis with a penicillin-based regimen. In a situation of penicillin allergy, initial 
treatment with cephalosporins are still preferred over macrolides whenever feasible, because of group A streptocuccus 
resistance to macrolides in many regions. This patient has a mild, delayed-type hypersensitivity reaction to penicillin 
and therefore is likely to tolerate cefalexin. Similarly, macrolides are less preferred for secondary prophylaxis, unless a 
patient has both penicillin and sulfa allergies. 
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 63.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 32-year-old African American male presents complaining of lower back pain of 3 years duration. He has no recollec-
tion of an inciting event, including trauma or antecedent infections. The pain is episodic, occurring every month for 3 to 
14 days at a time. He also endorses morning stiffness of 30 minutes duration. Exercise improves the pain, but he feels 
more significant back pain at the end of the day, on days that he has prolonged strenuous activity. He takes continu-
ous naproxen, which helps some but feels that the lower back pain has become slightly worse in intensity and more 
frequent over the last 2 months. He points to his lumbar region in describing the pain.

He works at a store selling kitchen appliances that does require intermittent heavy physical stress. He 
smokes ½ a pack a day of cigarettes for 9 years. He does not drink. He is single and is sexually active, but uses 
condoms for prophylaxis. He denies any sexually transmitted diseases or infections.

He sustained an episode of uveitis 2 years previously and was treated promptly with prednisolone ophthalmic 
solution. He plays basketball and was diagnosed with left foot plantar fasciitis 8 months previously. It responded to oral 
NSAIDs, physical therapy, and refraining from basketball for 6 weeks. He denies any frequent diarrhea, dactylitis, or 
symptoms other than those described earlier.

Physical examination reveals normal vital signs. He has pain to palpation of paraspinal lumbar musculature. Mild 
pain with stress maneuver of the sacroiliac joints. A normal Schober’s test at 5.0 cm and occiput-to-wall of 0 cm. He 
has no synovitis of any joint and no tenderness of the lateral epicondyles, plantar fascia origins, or insertion of the 
Achilles tendons. He has no rashes and his ocular examination is normal.

Laboratory results from today:
  

CBC: normal
CMP: normal
CRP 3.7 mg/dL (normal < 3.0)
Radiograph of the sacroiliac joints are nondiagnostic with mild sclerosis of the iliac bone on the left.

  
Which one of the following should be done next?
 A.  Start celecoxib
 B.  Start MTX
 C.  Start etanercept
 D.  MRI of the pelvis (T1 and short tau inversion recovery sequences)
 E.  HLA-B27
  
Answer: D
Rationale:
 a)  The use of celecoxib would be an appropriate therapy for noninflammatory musculoskeletal pain, however, the 

quality of this patient’s pain includes some elements that are characteristically inflammatory (improvement with 
exercise), some that are not typically inflammatory (worse at end of the day), and some that are equivocal (morning 
stiffness of 30 minutes).

 b)  MTX is appropriate in some forms of peripheral inflammatory arthritis, including axial spondyloarthritis with 
peripheral-predominant symptoms. This is supported by weak data from a few small randomized control trials. 
However, MTX and sulfasalazine are not appropriate choices for axial-predominant symptoms, as represented by 
this case.

 c)  Tumor necrosis factor inhibitor (TNFi) therapy would be appropriate for axial spondyloarthritis patients who remain 
active, despite a month’s worth of maximal dose NSAIDs. If the patients symptoms can be attributed to axial spon-
dyloarthritis, then a bath ankylosis spondylitis disease activity index (BASDAI) >4 would qualify as active disease. In 
that case, etanercept would probably not represent the optimal option, as its efficacy for uveitis remains question-
able. Admittedly, the patient only endured a single bout of uveitis, rather than recurrent uveitis.

 d)  The patient localizes the lower back pain to his L-spine, though inflammatory back pain is often not well localized. 
Given that the characteristics of the lower back pain contain both inflammatory and noninflammatory components, 
coupled with a very modest elevation of CRP, normal physical examination, and nondiagnostic radiographs, a pelvic 
MRI is to clarify the diagnosis. This should be done before pursuing further therapy. A pelvic MRI is preferred to an 
L-spine MRI in this circumstance, since the pelvic imaging is more sensitive for detecting findings of axial spondylo-
arthritis.

 e)  HLAB27 testing is of very limited utility in an African American and does not confirm the diagnosis even if positive. 
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 64.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 32-year-old male hiker from Wisconsin presents to clinic in August with chest pain and shortness of breath. Two 
months ago, he experienced mild fever, headache and generalized arthralgias, which resolved after a few weeks. He 
does not recall a tick bite or rash, and has never been diagnosed or treated for Lyme disease.

Laboratory studies from today’s visit show: normal CBC, LFTs, and creatinine. IgG ELISA and Western Blot for Bor-
relia burgdorferi are positive.

An ECG in clinic shows a first degree heart block with a PR interval of 40 ms.
  
What is the next best step in the evaluation and management of this patient?
 A.  Referral to outpatient cardiology clinic.
 B.  Oral doxycycline 100 mg twice daily for 14 days
 C.  Admit to hospital for continuous cardiac monitoring and initiation of ceftriaxone IV 2 g daily
 D.  Admit to hospital for continuous cardiac monitoring and implantation of a permanent pacemaker
 E.  Duloxetine 30 mg daily for posttreatment Lyme disease syndrome (PTLDS)
  
Answer: C
Rationale: This patient presents with carditis in the setting of early disseminated Lyme disease. It is common for 
patients to not recall a tick bite or erythema migrans, and they may only experience a flu-like illness during the first 
stage of the disease. As recommended by Infectious Diseases Society of America guidelines, this patient will require 
urgent hospitalization, cardiac monitoring and initiation of IV antibiotics because of the combination of his symptoms 
and first degree heart block with a PR interval ≥30 ms. 
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 65.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 32-year-old woman is seen in consultation on the hospital service because of severe left hip pain. Her pain began 4 
months ago, is progressive in nature, and is worse with ambulation. The pain is located in the anterior groin with some 
radiation down in to the thigh. She has a history of sickle-cell disease complicated by recurrent sickle-cell crises with 
chest, abdomen, back and peripheral joint locations commonly involved. She complains of subjective temperature eleva-
tion for the past 2 to 3 weeks, as well as generalized fatigue that is chronic in nature. She denies recent history of drug 
use, sexual contact, nor travel. Her other relevant past medical history includes hypertension and renal insufficiency.

On physical examination, her vital signs are normal. Cardiopulmonary, head/neck and skin examination are grossly 
normal. Musculoskeletal examination is significant for moderate pain at the left hip with passive ROM, with decreased 
ROM that is most significant with internal rotation. Examination of the remaining peripheral joints is normal.

Laboratory and imaging studies from today’s visit show: low Hgb at 10g/dL; serum creatinine 1.8 mg/dL; serum 
uric acid 8.9 mg/dL (normal 3°7 mg/dL). A radiograph of the bilateral hips was obtained.
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Which of the following options is the most likely cause of this patient’s hip pain?
 A.  Gout
 B.  Osteomyelitis
 C.  Sickle-cell crisis
 D.  ON
 E.  Femoroacetabular impingement (FAI) syndrome
  
Answer: D
Rationale: Patients with sickle-cell disease have multiple factors that can predispose to articular pain and hence the dif-
ferential diagnosis can be wide. In this patient, the time course of symptoms, lack of joint involvement outside of the hip 
and characteristic radiographic findings all suggest a diagnosis of avascular necrosis (with a classic crescent sign seen 
at the left hip on radiograph). Hyperuricemia is common in patients with sickle-cell disease, likely because of increased 
cellular turnover and/or decreased excretion because of damage at the renal tubule. Gout, however, is relatively uncom-
mon in adult patients, and the time course in this patient does not fit this diagnosis. Patients with sickle-cell disease 
can have associated immune abnormalities, including functional asplenia (caused by splenic infarction) that predispose 
to infections with encapsulated organisms, such as Salmonella. This leads to increased rates of osteomyelitis compared 
to the general population. The radiograph in this patient is consistent with avascular necrosis rather than osteomyelitis, 
and the chronic course is also less suggestive of a bacterial infection. Sickle crisis can lead to acute joint pain that 
may be associated with noninflammatory joint effusions. FAI syndrome is not found more commonly in patients with 
sickle-cell disease than the general population, and the patient’s radiograph in this case does not show a pincer or 
cam-deformity found in FAI. 
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 66.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 38-year-old man presents with recent onset joint pain and rash affecting his lower extremities. The joint pain is 
located in his fingers, wrists, elbows, and knees, and has been present for the preceding 2 months. He describes 
stiffness in these joints but no swelling. The rash on his legs started 2 weeks ago and is present from his ankles to 
mid-thigh. He also describes transient paresthesia at his legs. He has perceived a low-grade fever at times, but has not 
checked his temperature at home. He denies shortness of breath, cough, sore throat, sinus symptoms, sick contacts, 
unprotected sex and recent travel. He is not on medications and has felt well before his recent illness. His last visit to a 
doctor was as a child, when he was seen for ‘yellow eyes’. He is originally from Vietnam and moved to the United States 
at age 15 years.

On physical examination, his vital signs show a temperature of 99 °F, heart rate 87 bpm, respiration rate 16/min 
and BP of 152/91 mm Hg. Cardiopulmonary examination is normal. Musculoskeletal examination reveals mild tender-
ness at the small joints of the fingers and wrists (TJC: 7) without swelling, with the remainder of the joint examination 
normal. Skin examination reveals violaceous papules on the lower extremities extending from the dorsum of the foot to 
mid-thigh. The lesions are small (< 1cm) and do not blanch with pressure.

Laboratory studies from today’s visit show: normal CBC; normal chemistries and urinalysis; normal AST and 
ALT; ANA testing negative; RF 59 (normal < 14); anti-CCP antibody negative; C4 <5 (normal: 15–50), C3 91 (normal: 
70–150); hepatitis C antibody negative; hepatitis B core antibody positive; hepatitis B surface antigen positive; hepatitis 
B surface antibody negative. Cryoglobulin testing and hepatitis B viral load are pending. Skin biopsy shows leukocyto-
clasia and fibrinoid necrosis within small cutaneous vessels.
  
Which of the following options represents the next best step in the management of this patient?
 A.  Methylprednisolone 1000 mg IV daily x 3 days
 B.  Rituximab 1000 mg IV on Day 0 and Day 14, for a total of 2 doses
 C.  Admission to the hospital for plasmapheresis and IV steroids
 D.  Referral for treatment of chronic hepatitis B
 E.  Rapid plasma reagin and fluorescent treponemal antibody testing
  
Answer: D
Rationale: The clinical features in this case are suggestive of cryoglobulinemic vasculitis secondary to underlying 
chronic hepatitis B. Management of the acute vasculitis may necessitate treatment with immunosuppressive medica-
tions, such as corticosteroids, rituximab and cyclophosphamide, while definitive therapy calls for eradication of the viral 
infection. In this patient, mild disease is present (lack of skin ulceration, lack of apparent internal organ damage) and 
hence immediate treatment with pulse corticosteroids and/or plasma exchange is unnecessary. Immediate treatment 
with rituximab in the absence of antiviral therapy would also not be recommended. He denies risk factors for syphilis 
and his clinical presentation and testing are not consistent with that disease. 
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 67.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 75-year-old Caucasian female presents to your office with complaints of hoarse voice and dry cough. She initially 
attributed symptoms to a viral infection, but symptoms persisted past several weeks and worsened despite over-the-
counter treatments. She also denies any rhinorrhea or sick contacts. She has lost 15 lbs over 4 weeks, and generally 
feels fatigued and unwell. She decided to seek care after an episode of right eye amaurosis fugax the day before her 
visit. Her vision seems to have returned to normal.

On physical examination, she is afebrile but appears unwell. Eye examination shows sharp optic discs bilaterally. 
Her right temporal artery is tender. The remainder of her examination is unremarkable.

Laboratory results today:
  

CBC: Hct 31%, WBC 10,200/uL, normal differential, platelets of 580,000/uL
CMP: normal except for albumin 2.8 g/dL
Urinalysis: normal
ESR: 95 mm/h

  
In addition to starting low dose aspirin, what is the most appropriate next step in management?
 A.  Admit to hospital and start IV methylprednisolone, 1 g daily
 B.  Refer for temporal artery biopsy
 C.  Begin subcutaneous tocilizumab, 162 mg weekly
 D.  Order brain MR angiography
  
Answer: A
Rationale: This patient has typical signs and symptoms of giant cell arteritis (GCA). Although hoarse voice is less com-
mon than jaw claudication, this symptom and amaurosis fugax are highly suggestive of cranial vessel involvement 
and impending vision loss. In this setting, treatment should not be delayed for diagnostic evaluation, and high-dose 
IV steroids (in addition to aspirin) should be started immediately. Obtaining a temporal artery biopsy or brain MR 
angiography are potentially reasonable steps in confirming a clinical diagnosis of GCA; however, delaying treatment for 
further workup would be inappropriate in this situation. Tocilizumab is an FDA-approved treatment for GCA, and may be 
reasonable to use as a secondary therapy; however, acute treatment for GCA with vision-threatening symptoms should 
first include high dose glucocorticoids. 
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 68.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

You are asked to see a 43-year-old woman with a 2-year history of seropositive, erosive RA who is admitted with fever, 
cough, shortness of breath, and arthralgias. She reports her arthritis has been well controlled for the past 6 months 
on prednisone 5 mg a day, MTX 15 mg a week, and adalimumab 40 mg every other week. Two weeks ago, she began 
feeling poorly with a nonproductive cough, fever to 101°F, and fatigue. She noted some arthralgias but no swelling of 
her joints. She went to a local urgent care facility who treated her with an empiric course of azithromycin. Her symp-
toms continued and she went to the hospital emergency room and was admitted. She denies previous contact with 
anyone who has been ill. Her only travel was to a chicken farm outside a small town in Indiana 1 month ago with her 
church group. She participated in repairing an old barn while there. She has been employed as a medical technologist 
for many years. She does not smoke or drink alcohol.

Physical examination showed an elevated temperature and tachycardia at 120 bpm. BP was normal and respira-
tions were 18 per minute. Oxygen saturation on 2 L/min is 94%. HEENT examination is normal. Chest examination 
revealed a dry cough and a few scattered rhonchi. The heart, abdominal, and skin examinations were unremarkable. 
Musculoskeletal examination shows tenderness of MCPs and wrists but no overt swelling. Other joints were normal. 
Neurologic examination was nonfocal.
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Laboratory studies:
  

CBC: Hct 34%, WBC count 4310/uL with normal differential, platelets 145,000/uL
CMP: normal except for AST 52 U/L, alkaline phosphatase 164 U/L, and albumin 3.1 g/dL
Urinalysis: 1+ protein
Interferon gamma release assay: negative
The patient cannot produce sputum for gram stain or culture
Chest radiograph: mild right hilar adenopathy and patchy opacities in lower lobes.

  
In addition to obtaining blood cultures, which one of the following is most likely to reveal the cause of this 

patient’s illness?
 A.  Procalcitonin
 B.  ACE
 C.  Urine Histoplasma antigen
 D.  Lyme IgG and IgM ELISA screens
 E.  ANA
  
Answer: C
Rationale: This patient is presenting with a febrile illness and abnormal chest radiograph. In patients on immunosup-
pressive medications, infection must always be ruled out. Treatment with anti-TNF agents is associated with an 
increased risk of infection. Although infections caused by bacteria and viruses are most common, the elevated risk also 
applies to mycobacteria and invasive fungi. The most common invasive fungi associated with TNFi therapy is histo-
plasmosis. The endemic areas in the United States are the lower Mississippi and Ohio River valleys, but the organism 
is found worldwide. Exposure to bird and bat droppings is a risk factor. This patient visited an endemic area and was 
exposed to chickens. Repairing and cleaning a barn adds to the risk. Therefore a urine Histoplasma antigen test should 
be done.

A procalcitonin level is frequently normal in invasive fungal infections so would not be helpful in establishing 
a diagnosis or guiding therapy. Although TNFi therapy is associated with causing sarcoidosis and drug-induced 
lupus, this patient’s presentation requires infection to be ruled out first. An elevated ACE level and cytopenias can 
be seen in disseminated histoplasmosis so obtaining an ACE level and ANA would be misleading or unhelpful. This 
patient has no skin rashes or swollen joints to make one suspect Lyme disease, so obtaining these serologies is not 
indicated. 
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 69.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 72-year-old woman is referred to you for evaluation of multiple vertebral fractures. Recently, she had a severe upper 
respiratory infection that caused significant bouts of coughing and sneezing. During several of these coughing and 
sneezing episodes, she developed acute pain in the upper middle portion of the back. She presented to the emergency 
department where thoracic spine radiographs were done showing three osteoporotic compression fractures in the 
thoracic spine (T8–T10). The remaining vertebrae showed significantly low bone mass.
  
What evaluation should be done next?
 A.  Radionuclide bone scan
 B.  Fracture risk assessment tool (FRAX) score
 C.  Blood and urine tests to evaluate for secondary and contributing causes of osteoporosis
 D.  Bone biopsy with tetracycline labeling
 E.  MRI of thoracic spine
  
Answer: C
Rationale: The presence of three vertebral fractures occurring because of coughing or sneezing is sufficient to 
establish a diagnosis of osteoporosis. No additional testing is necessary to diagnose osteoporosis in this patient. 
Any patient who is diagnosed with osteoporosis by any method, should have an evaluation to determine if there are 
any secondary or contributing causes to bone loss; approximately one-third of women and two-thirds of men will 
have some associated disorder that should be treated. Bone mineral density (BMD) testing can be done to establish 
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a baseline but is not needed to establish the diagnosis or the need for medical therapy. Similarly, the FRAX score 
is not needed to establish the diagnosis and will add little or no useful information because this patient’s risk of 
the future fragility fracture is already high, based on her recent history of multiple vertebral fractures. A radionu-
clide bone scan or MRI should only be done if the radiographs show a pathologic fracture, which is concerning for 
metastatic cancer or infiltrating bone disease which this patient did not. A bone biopsy will add no useful clinical 
information in this case. 
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 70.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 65-year-old woman is referred for 2-month history of rapidly progressive polyarthalgias involving her knees, hips, 
ankles, and wrists. She endorses progressive fatigue, lower abdominal pain, anorexia, weight loss, and dysuria. She 
denies headaches or visual symptoms. Her past medical history was remarkable for hypertension, osteopenia, diabetes 
mellitus, and current tobacco use with no past surgical history. Current medications include lisinopril, metformin, and 
calcium/vitamin D. NSAIDs, tramadol and prednisone, 15 mg daily, have been ineffective for her pain. She denies 
dyspnea, cough, abdominal pain or rash. She is up to date on her age specific cancer screening to include normal 
screening CT of the chest, mammogram, and colonoscopy all within the last year.

On physical examination, her vital signs are normal. She has no bruits or temporal artery tenderness. She has 
normal bowel sounds with diffuse lower abdominal tenderness. The patient is in a wheelchair and appears chronically 
ill. Joint examination reveals synovitis of right wrist and left knee with severe pain on ROM. Both ankles are tender. Her 
left knee was aspirated and injected with corticosteroids 1 week before this appointment, but the improvement lasted 
only a few days. Synovial fluid revealed WBC count of 20,000 (80% PMN) and negative cultures.

Laboratory studies:
  

WBC: 13,000/uL
Hgb: 8.2 g/dL
Platelet count: 550,000/uL
CMP Normal except albumin: 2.6 g/dL
ESR: 126 mm/h
CRP: 22 mg/dL
RF: Negative
Anti-CCP: Negative
Blood/urine cultures: Negative
Peripheral smear: Normal

  
Which of the following is the most appropriate diagnostic test to perform?
 A.  Colonoscopy
 B.  Pelvic ultrasound
 C.  Bone marrow aspirate/biopsy
 D.  Temporal artery biopsy
  
Answer: B
Rationale: The most appropriate diagnostic test to perform is a pelvic ultrasound to rule out ovarian carcinoma. This 
patient has a presentation consistent with carcinomatous polyarthritis. She has acute onset, asymmetric polyarthritis 
with significant disability and elevated inflammatory markers without a clear alternative diagnosis. Carcinomatous 
polyarthritis typically occurs in patients over age 50 years with an explosive onset and is diagnosed in close temporal 
relationship to a malignancy. Presentation is variable and can include features of RA; however, the typical presentation 
is of a seronegative asymmetric arthritis, with a predominance of lower extremities and sparing of the hands. Carcino-
matous polyarthritis can occur in association with many malignancies with the most common being breast, colon, lung, 
ovarian and lymphoproliferative disorders. The pathogenesis is unknown. Successful treatment includes treating the 
underlying malignancy with often dramatic resolution of the arthritis.

A repeat colonoscopy is not needed in this patient who is up to date on all her cancer screening. The peripheral 
smear is normal and bone marrow evaluation would not be indicated at this time. GCA is a consideration with an 
elevated ESR/CRP, systemic symptoms and synovitis but in the absence of headache and visual change and the unusu-
ally abrupt onset of a disabling arthritis would be atypical for GCA. The patients lower abdominal pain and weight loss 
suggests intraabdominal pathology. Therefore an imaging procedure, such as a pelvic ultrasound would be the next 
best diagnostic test. 
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 71.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 40-year-old female, with an 8 year history of seropositive RA, presents to your clinic for a routine follow-up appoint-
ment. She has done well on MTX 25 mg subcutaneously, hydroxychloroquine 400 mg daily, and sulfasalazine 1500 mg 
twice a day. She is a nonsmoker and has an occasional drink on the weekend. Today she reports no recent flares. Her 
examination demonstrates a CDAI score of 5, consistent with low disease activity. Recent laboratory evaluation demon-
strated a normal CBC with differential and CMP.

She recently watched a documentary on turmeric and its antiinflammatory benefits. Since her disease activity has 
been well controlled, and she does not like taking MTX injections, she questions if she can stop her MTX and substitute 
this with turmeric.
  
What would be the best advice to answer this question?
 A.  Turmeric is safe but has no antiinflammatory value
 B.  Turmeric is harmful when combined with sulfasalazine
 C.  Turmeric is safe and can be substituted for MTX
 D.  Turmeric is safe and can be combined with DMARDs
  
Answer: D
Rationale: The use of curcumin, the principal active component in Turmeric dates back more than 4000 years in cuisine 
and religious ceremonies in India; it was later adopted in Ayurvedic medicine. The mechanisms by which it has been 
shown to attenuate the immune system are mainly via antioxidative and antiinflammatory actions. Although some 
groups have recently questioned the benefit of this agent because of its low bioavailability and unstable reactive nature, 
it is fair to credit some antiinflammatory benefit to this ancient herb, based on several preliminary studies. It is safe for 
a patient to take this agent in recommended doses (recommended therapeutic dose is 400 mg to 600 mg 3 times a 
day) in addition to their DMARDs or biologic agents. 
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 72.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 29-year-old woman with SLE is admitted to the hospital with headache, confusion, and visual disturbance. Her mother 
reports she had one generalized seizure. Past history shows she was diagnosed with SLE 1 month ago, manifested by 
fever, adenopathy, arthritis, rash, and nephritis. She had a positive ANA, elevated antibodies to dsDNA, and low comple-
ments. Test for antiphospholipid antibodies are negative for lupus anticoagulant. She had an IgM anticardiolipin anti-
body positive at 44 MPL units (nl <40) and IgM anti-B2glycoprotein I of 33 MPL units (nl <30). Kidney biopsy revealed 
diffuse proliferative glomerulonephritis. At that time she was started on prednisone 30 mg twice daily. One week ago 
she got her first dose of IV cyclophosphamide (0.75 g/m2). Patient developed her current neurologic symptoms over the 
past 24 hours prompting her admission. Other medications she is on include acetyl salicylic acid 81 mg, furosemide 80 
mg daily, and lisinopril 10 mg daily.

Physical examination on admission shows a pulse 90/min, BP 188/105 mm Hg. She is afebrile and mildly Cushin-
goid. Discoid lupus skin lesions are on her right ear, scalp, and left upper arm. She has a 2/6 systolic murmur, which 
has been noted in the past. Neurologic examination shows she is somnolent, only knows her name, and does not follow 
commands well. She moves all extremities equally and responds to painful stimuli. She is diffusely hyperreflexic and 
has three beats of nonsustained clonus and negative Babinski’s. The remainder of her examination is normal.

Laboratory studies:
  

CBC: Hct 33%, leukocyte count 4600/uL with 82% neutrophils, platelets 180,000/uL.
Chemistries: normal electrolytes, glucose, calcium, and magnesium. Creatinine is 1.7 mg/dL, which is the same 

as 1 week ago. Liver tests are normal except for a low albumin 2.7 g/dL. Urinalysis: 2+ protein, 5–10 RBCs/
HPF, and 0–2 hyaline or granular casts/low PF.

CSF examination: 2 mononuclear cells/uL, protein 66 mg/dL, and normal glucose.
MRI of the brain is shown. The radiologist feels it is consistent with posterior leukoencephalopathy.
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Which one of the following is the most important treatment for this patient?
 A.  Control BP
 B.  High dose IV solumedrol
 C.  Rituximab
 D.  Heparinization
 E.  Anticonvulsant therapy
  
Answer: A
Rationale: Posterior leukoencephalopathy syndrome (PLS) or posterior reversible encephalopathy syndrome (PRES) 
is an important reversible secondary cause of neurologic dysfunction in SLE patients. At onset patients typically have 
seizures, accelerated hypertension, renal insufficiency, headache, visual disturbance, and confusion. Over 75% of 
patients who develop PLS/PRES have had recent institution or augmentation of their immunosuppressive therapy (IV 
solumedrol, IV cyclophosphamide) within an average of 7 days before development of their neurologic symptoms. The 
majority have evidence of brain MRI abnormalities involving the posterior circulation, which is postulated to be caused 
by vasogenic edema. The most important immediate therapy is control of the BP to less than 140/90 mm Hg. Giving 
more immunosuppression is contraindicated. The low titer antiphospholipid antibodies do not contribute to develop-
ment of PLS/PRES and consequently there is no indication for anticoagulation in this patient. Most patients with PLS/
PRES have complete resolution of symptoms with BP control. Anticonvulsants are only indicated if seizures recur 
in spite of BP control. In this patient, switching from IV cyclophosphamide to mycophenolate mofetil will lessen the 
chance of relapse of PLS/PRES. 
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 73.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 21-year-old woman comes for evaluation of arthritis. She complains of bilateral knee and wrist pain and swelling 
throughout the day. She notices it is more sore and stiff especially when standing after being seated in her classes for 
an hour or so. She has had increasing fatigue, but she wonders if that is just not because she has been sick frequently. 
Over the last 5 years, she has had at least five sinus infections, and last year, she was hospitalized for a lobar pneumo-
nia. She has frequent diarrhea but denied any fevers, weight loss, oral ulcers, or rashes. She is not taking any regular 
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medications, except fluticasone nasal daily and cetirizine 10 mg daily, during allergy season. She is a college student 
and says she still works out 3 times a week without significant difficulty unless she has an infection. She has no other 
medical problems. She has a family history of lymphoma.

Physical examination shows normal vital signs. There is mild synovitis at the both wrists and bilateral knees, right 
knee worse than left. The joints are not erythematous or hot. She has a palpable spleen.

Laboratories done today:
  

CBC: normal except platelets 80,000/uL
CMP: normal except albumin 3.8 g/dL and total protein 4.9 g/dL
CRP: 13 mg/L (normal <8 mg/L)
RF: negative
ANA: 1:80 homogeneous
Chest x-ray: normal
QuantiFERON gold-TB test: negative
Radiograph of the hands and wrists show periarticular osteopenia and radiographs of knees are normal.

  
Which one of the following is the most important test to order to define this patient’s underlying medical 

 condition?
 A.  Anti-CCP antibody
 B.  SPEP and quantitative Igs
 C.  Colonoscopy
 D.  Bone marrow biopsy
 E.  Synovial biopsy
  
Answer: B
Rationale: This patient’s recurrent sinus infections, pneumonia, and diarrhea are typical signs of humoral (antibody) 
deficiency, best characterized as common variable immunodeficiency (CVID). These patients can also have splenomeg-
aly, autoimmune thrombocytopenia, and nonspecific serologies. Subtracting the albumin from the total protein shows 
a difference of less than 1.5 g/dL suggesting agammaglobulinemia. Patients with CVID may present as an aseptic 
arthritis in young adults and children. Therefore obtaining an SPEP and quantitative Igs will help establish that she has 
agammaglobulinemia. Additional testing will be necessary to confirm CVID. An anti-CCP antibody is unlikely to be help-
ful, especially with a negative RF. Invasive procedures, such as a colonoscopy to rule out inflammatory bowel disease 
or a bone marrow biopsy to rule out lymphoma, may be necessary in the future but will not establish the diagnosis 
of agammaglobulinemia. A synovial biopsy to rule out infectious arthritis is recommended if one or more joints show 
significantly more signs and symptoms of inflammation than other joints. Replacement IVIg monthly can improve the 
aseptic arthritis associated with CVID. Patients who do not respond to IVIg may be treated with medications used to 
treat RA, as long as infection is ruled out. 
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 74.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 5-year-old boy with newly diagnosed systemic JIA returns to your clinic for follow-up, 2 weeks following his initial 
diagnosis. He was placed on 2 mg/kg of prednisone daily and has had mild symptomatic improvement, but continues to 
have fevers and rash.

On physical examination, his vital signs are normal. Musculoskeletal examination reveals synovitis in the bilateral 
ankles and right knee. Skin examination shows no current rash.
  
Which of the subsequent options represents the next best step in the management of this patient?
 A.  Anakinra 4 mg/kg daily
 B.  Etanercept 0.8 mg/kg once weekly
 C.  MTX 20 mg once weekly
 D.  Intraarticular steroid injections of the ankles and knee
 E.  Naproxen 10 mg/kg 2 times daily
  
Answer: A
Rationale: In individuals with active systemic JIA, glucocorticoids can be tried as monotherapy for 2 weeks. If there are 
signs of continued active disease, addition of an IL-1 or IL-6 inhibitor is recommended. 
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 75.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 78-year-old woman presents with a complaint of limited ROM and mild discomfort of both shoulders, worse on the 
right, which has been present for the past 6 to 8 months. Her pain worsens when she raises her arm to get dishes from 
her kitchen cabinet and when she lies on her sides during the night. She has taken over-the-counter acetaminophen on 
occasion, but it has not been helpful. Naproxen 220 mg at bedtime provides mild relief.

Past medical history includes hypertension and OA of the hands and knees. Past surgical history is remarkable 
for trigger finger release and C-section x 2. She takes hydrochlorothiazide 25 mg daily. She has no harmful habits, is 
married and lives with her husband.

On physical examination, her vital signs are normal. Examination of the heart, lungs and abdomen are normal. 
Musculoskeletal examination reveals decreased abduction of both shoulders, right greater than left. A large effusion is 
present on the right, but there is no tenderness to palpation and no erythema nor warmth. Elbow and wrist ROM are 
full, without deformity. Bony enlargement is present at the proximal and distal interphalangeal joints. Limited ROM is 
present at the bilateral knees with crepitus, but no effusion is present.

Radiographs from today’s visit show: Right humeral head with subchondral sclerosis and no erosions, with 3 
mm between the superior aspect of humeral head and the inferior aspect of the acromion. A radioopaque density lies 
superior to the greater tuberosity of the humerus. Bilateral knees with medial joint space narrowing and subchondral 
sclerosis.
  
Which of the following is most likely to be seen on synovial fluid examination?
 A.  WBC count 15,000 (90% neutrophils), intracellular needle-shaped crystals on polarized microscopy
 B.  WBC count 75,000 (90% neutrophils), gram-positive cocci in clusters
 C.  WBC count 500, plate-like crystals with notched corners on polarized microscopy
 D.  WBC count 500, negative crystal evaluation on polarized microscopy
 E.  WBC count 500, large acellular spheres highlighted by lipid O stain
  
Answer: D
Rationale: The clinical vignette describes chronic shoulder pain in an elderly woman that worsens with activity 
(noninflammatory). Her examination reveals a cool effusion at the right shoulder, and the radiographs reveal a reduced 
interval between the acromion process and the humeral head (approximately 8 mm normal), calcific tendinopathy and 
mild degenerative changes. While OA can cause reduced ROM, as well as a cool effusion, the shoulder is an atypi-
cal joint for OA. The presence of a ‘high riding humeral head’ is indicative of rotator cuff tear, and along with calcific 
tendinopathy is suggestive of basic-calcium phosphonate (BCP) arthropathy. Joint effusions in BCP arthropathy are 
commonly noninflammatory, and crystals are not visible by standard polarized microscopy. Answer A describes synovial 
fluid from a patient with gout. New onset gout in an upper extremity joint would be very atypical, and joint presentations 
are commonly acute (outside of chronic tophaceous gout). Answer B describes synovial fluid from a septic joint, which 
often presents acutely with a warm, erythematous joint. Answer C describes the presence of cholesterol crystals, which 
are commonly found in chronic inflammatory effusions, such as in patients with RA. Answer E describes fat globules as 
may be seen in patients with adjacent bone fractures that communicate with the joint space. 
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 76.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 55-year-old woman presents for follow-up of Sjögren syndrome that was diagnosed 15 years ago. Her sicca 
symptoms, fatigue, and arthralgias are stable on hydroxychloroquine 200 mg twice daily. She has a history of recur-
rent, bilateral and painful swelling of her parotid glands that were treated with short courses of prednisone, but her 
last episode was >5 years ago. She reports new, unilateral enlargement of her right partoid gland that is painless and 
developed 3 months ago. She’s tried warm compresses and lemon drops without any improvement. She has no history 
of HIV, diabetes mellitus, alcoholism or recent viral infection.

On physical examination her vital signs are normal. The right parotid gland is enlarged and there is cervical 
lymphadenopathy (>1cm) on the right side. The remainder of her examination, including cardiopulmonary, skin, muscu-
loskeletal and neurologic examination are grossly normal. Her ESSDAI (EULAR Sjögren syndrome disease activity index) 
is calculated as 16, indicating high disease activity.
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Laboratory studies from today’s visit show: normal CBC, except low absolute neutrophil count (ANC 700); normal 
chemistries and urinalysis; ESR 66; low C4 (previously normal); SPEP with polyclonal hypergammaglobulinemia.

An MRI of the neck is ordered and referral placed to otolaryngology for ultrasound-guided biopsy of her parotid gland.
  
Which of the patient’s clinical or laboratory features is not associated with a higher risk of lymphoma?
 A.  Low complements
 B.  Persistent partoid enlargement
 C.  Neutropenia
 D.  Polyclonal hypergammaglobulinemia
 E.  EULAR Sjögren syndrome disease activity index (ESSDAI) > 5 (moderate-high activity)
  
Answer: D
Rationale: The list of risk factors associated with development of lymphoma in Sjögren syndrome continues to grow, 
but low complements (especially C4), recurrent swelling of parotid glands, lymphopenia (especially neutropenia or 
reduced CD4+ to CD8+ T cell ratio), and a (ESSDAI) >5 have all been reported. Sjögren syndrome patients with ectopic 
germinal centers or a high focus score (>3) on initial minor salivary gland biopsy have a higher risk of lymphoma. While 
polyclonal hypergammaglobulinemia is supportive of a diagnosis of Sjögren syndrome, only a monoclonal gammopathy 
(usually IgM kappa) in the serum or urine has been linked to lymphoma risk in Sjögren syndrome. It is recommended to 
check blood tests (CBC, protein electrophoresis, RF, C3 and C4 protein, and cryoglobulin) at least every 1 to 2 years in 
Sjögren syndrome patients. 
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 77.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 42-year-old woman presents with a complaint of 2 months of chest pain localized to the sternum, 1-month history of 
mid-thoracic back pain, and a 1-week history of right knee swelling. She denies fever, oral ulcers, uveitis, recent travel, 
or illicit drug use. She has a past history of hypertension, rosacea, Hashimoto thyroiditis, psoriasis, and irritable bowel 
syndrome with constipation. Her medications include lisinopril, levothyroxine, linaclotide, and topical steroids. She has 
taken minocycline for the past 2 weeks for rosacea. Before that it was treated with topical metronidazole.

Physical examination shows normal vital signs. Musculoskeletal examination shows right knee warmth and swell-
ing with an effusion and tenderness of sternum at the sternoclavicular and manubriosternal joints. Lumbar spins has 
normal ROM and sacroiliac joints are nontender. Cardiopulmonary examination was normal but she had pain to percus-
sion of her mid-thoracic area. Abdominal examination showed normal bowel sounds and mild diffuse tenderness, which 
she reports is chronic and unchanged. She has a few lesions of pustular psoriasis on her palms and soles. Neurologic 
examination is consistent with a mild right L5 radiculopathy.

Laboratory tests:
  

CBC: Hct 35%, WBC 7200/uL with normal differential, platelets 402,000/uL
Complete metabolic profile normal except for albumin 3.0 g/dL
Urinalysis: normal
ESR: 52 mm/h (nl 0–20)
CRP: 5.3 mg/dL (nl <0.8)
Ferritin: 302 ng/mL (nl 12–150)
ANA: 1:40 homogeneous, 1:80 negative
RF: negative
SPEP: Small (0.1 g/mL) IgG monoclonal spike
TSH: 5.1 mIU/L (nl 0.4–4.2)
HLA-B27: pending
Interferon gamma release assay: negative
Synovial fluid (right knee): 28,500/uL with 90% neutrophils. No crystals. Negative Gram stain.

  
Radiographic studies:

  
Chest radiograph: normal except for sclerotic T4 and T7 vertebrae.
Right knee radiograph: effusion. No bony abnormalities.
Sacroiliac joints: normal.
Bone scan: Increased tracer uptake in bilateral sternoclavicular joints, manubriosternal joint, T4, T7, and L1, and 

right knee.
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Which one of the following is the most likely diagnosis for this patient?
 A.  Psoriatic arthritis
 B.  Minocycline-induced SLE
 C.  Polyneuropathy, organomegaly, endocrinopathy, monoclonal gammopathy, and skin changes (POEMS) 

syndrome
 D.  SAPHO syndrome
 E.  Enteropathic inflammatory arthritis
  
Answer: D
Rationale: This patient has SAPHO syndrome manifested by synovitis, pustular psoriasis, and osteitis. Anterior 
chest wall pain is seen in 65% to 90% of patients and the bone scan shows a typical “bull’s head” pattern with 
increased uptake in both sternoclavicular joints (i.e., the horns) and the manubriosternal joint (i.e., bull’s head). 
Osteitis causing sclerotic lesions in vertebrae most commonly affects the thoracic spine. Sometimes biopsies 
to rule out metastatic cancer and chronic infections (TB, fungal) may be necessary. Psoriatic arthritis does not 
explain all her symptoms, especially the osteitis lesions in the spine. Taking minocycline for 2 weeks will not lead 
to drug-induced lupus, which also does not explain all her symptoms. POEMS syndrome is a consideration but 
skin changes are typically more sclerotic and not pustular and she does not have organomegaly or a polyneuropa-
thy. The patient has abdominal pain consistent with irritable bowel syndrome causing constipation. As indicated 
by her elevated ferritin, she does not have iron-deficiency anemia which might be seen with inflammatory bowel 
disease. 
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 78.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 70-year-old Caucasian woman was found to have a low BMD on a screening dual energy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA) 
3 years ago. Her lowest T score was -2.4 at her left femoral neck. She has no personal history of fractures or loss 
of height. She exercises daily and has never had a fall. She does not know if either of her parents had osteoporosis 
but does know neither had a hip fracture. Workup for secondary causes of osteoporosis was negative. Her calculated 
10-year FRAX risk was 15% for a major osteoporotic fracture and 3.3% for a hip fracture. She was initially treated with 
calcium, vitamin D, and alendronate; however, because of gastrointestinal intolerance, she was switched to IV zole-
dronic acid. She has received IV zoledronic acid, 5 mg annually, for the past 3 years. She has had no adverse effects or 
fractures, while on zoledronic acid. She also takes calcium citrate and vitamin D. She intermittently takes omeprazole 
20 mg daily for gastrointestinal reflux.

Physical examination today is unremarkable. Her height is 64 inches and weight 118 pounds. She has no kyphosis 
or spinal tenderness. Balance and strength are normal.

Laboratory evaluation shows that CBC, CMP, phosphorous, and level of serum 25-hydroxyvitamin D are normal. 
Cholesterol is 225 mg/dL. Serum C-telopeptide is 72 pg/mL (normal 104–1008). Radiographs show no vertebral 
fractures and mild lumbar spine OA.

Recent DXA scan shows L1-4 T score -1.7, left femoral neck T score -2.3, and left total hip T score -2.0. She has 
had significant improvement in her spine but not her total hip compared to her DXA scan 3 years ago.
  
Which one of the following should be done now?
 A.  Stop omeprazole
 B.  Discontinue zoledronic acid
 C.  Switch from zoledronic acid to denosumab
 D.  Switch from zoledronic acid to abaloparatide
 E.  Advise her to switch to calcium carbonate
  
Answer: B
Rationale: The National Osteoporosis Guidelines recommend that after taking zoledronic acid for 3 years, low-risk 
individuals can discontinue this therapy because the benefits conferred by zoledronic acid on BMD persist for 3 years 
after discontinuation. In addition, the low C-telopeptide indicates a low turnover state, which might put her at risk for 
ONJ and atypical femoral fractures. This patient’s BMD has improved, and she has had no fractures during the 3 years 
she has been taking zoledronic acid. Therefore substituting another therapy, such as denosumab or teriparatide is 
not indicated. Proton-pump inhibitors have shown a statistical association with osteoporotic fractures when used in 
high doses for over a year. It is not necessary to discontinue intermittent use of low dose omeprazole if it is clinically 
indicated. Switching calcium preparations will not decrease her fracture risk. 
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 79.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 35-year-old man comes to clinic complaining of weakness of his right hand. He is an avid tennis player and has 
had problems with recent right elbow epicondylitis. For the past 2 weeks, he has been wearing a tennis elbow strap 
to help relieve the pain, while working and when he plays tennis. Over the past week, he has noted some right 
forearm pain and weakness of his right hand. He reports most of his difficulty with holding a pen and writing and 
with picking up small objects. He denies any numbness or paresthesias.

Physical examination is normal except for his right arm. He has significant tenderness of his right lateral 
epicondyle. He can no longer give the “OK” sign because he is unable to flex his thumb IP joint and form a circle 
with his index finger. He has weakness when he pronates his wrist and forearm against resistance. Sensory 
examination is normal. Deep tendon reflexes of the right upper extremity are normal.
  
Which one of the following nerves has been injured?
 A.  Anterior interosseous nerve
 B.  Posterior interosseous nerve
 C.  C6 nerve root
 D.  Radial nerve
 E.  Recurrent branch of the median nerve
  
Answer: A
Rationale: This patient has anterior interosseous nerve entrapment. This was probably because of his chronic use of 
the tennis elbow strap causing nerve compression. The inability to make an “OK” sign with thumb and index finger and 
lack of sensory findings is characteristic of this syndrome. The other listed options have different physical examination 
findings. 
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 80.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 62-year-old man is referred from his ophthalmologist for evaluation of Sjögren syndrome. For the past year, he has had 
bilateral lacrimal and submandibular gland enlargement accompanied by mild cervical lymphadenopathy. A recent cervi-
cal lymph node biopsy was negative for lymphoma. His past medical history includes allergic rhinitis, eczema, hyperten-
sion, gout, and hypothyroidism. His medications include lisinopril, levothyroxine, and cetirizine. He has occasional dry 
eyes and mouth particularly during the winter. He denies fever, rash, dyspnea, or hemoptysis. His only joint pain is in his 
knees. He has fatigue that he attributes to his age. He had a recent 1 week burst of prednisone (30 mg/day) for a gout 
attack, which he thought lessened his glandular and lymph node enlargement while he was on the prednisone.

Physical examination shows normal vital signs. He has noticeable enlargement of his right greater than left 
lacrimal gland and left greater than right submandibular glands. Parotid glands are palpable and mildly enlarged. A few 
cervical lymph nodes are enlarged, firm, and mobile. Cardiopulmonary and abdominal examinations are normal. He has 
crepitus and small effusions in both knees. He has eczema located in the flexure creases of both elbows. Neuromuscu-
lar examination is normal. Bedside Schirmer’s test shows 10 mm of wetting at 5 minutes.

Laboratory studies:
  

CBC: Hct 36%, WBC 9600/uL with normal differential, platelets 173,000/uL
CMP: creatinine 0.7 mg/dL, albumin 3.2 g/dL, rest normal
Uric acid: 8.8 mg/dL
Urinalysis: SG 1.028, 1+ protein, rest normal
ESR: 42 mm/h
ANA: negative
RF: negative
Cervical lymph node biopsy: reactive follicular hyperplasia with germinal centers. Moderate number of plasma cells, 

small lymphocytes, and a few eosinophils in the interfollicular zones. No evidence of lymphoma or infection.
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Which one of the following would you order now?
 A.  Serum IgG4 level
 B.  Minor salivary gland biopsy
 C.  Parotid ultrasound
 D.  Anti-SSA and anti-SSB antibodies
 E.  No further testing
  
Answer: A
Rationale: This patient is presenting with IgG4-RD. Lacrimal and salivary gland enlargement mimicking Sjögren is a 
common presentation. However, unlike Sjögren, patients with IgG4-RD, frequently do not have dry eyes/mouth and will 
be ANA negative. In addition, prednisone will decrease glandular swelling in patients with IgG4-RD but not in patients 
with Sjögren. A history of allergy (40%) and the presence of lymphadenopathy (40%) commonly occurs in patients 
with IgG4-RD. The serum IgG4 level is elevated in 70% of patients. The diagnosis is ultimately confirmed with a tissue 
biopsy of an involved gland showing infiltration of IgG4 plasma cells, storiform fibrosis, and obliterative phlebitis. Unlike 
other tissues, lymph node biopsy is not recommended because of not showing characteristic biopsy changes. Although 
Sjögren patients can have an abnormal minor salivary gland biopsy, parotid ultrasound, and anti-SSA/SSB antibodies, 
these tests are not helpful in IgG4-RD. Since the patient’s screening ANA is negative, obtaining specific antibody testing 
for anti-SSA/SSB is not indicated. 
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 81.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 22-year-old male presents to his primary care physician with left heel and right knee pain that developed over the 
previous 4 to 6 weeks. More recently, he has also noticed pain with urination, eye itchiness/irritation, scratchy throat 
and nonpruritic rash that covered part of the soles of his feet. He denies recent fever, chills or infection. Upon further 
questioning, he reports having unprotected sex with several female partners in the last month.

Physical examination shows moderate conjunctival irritation. Vesiculopustular brown waxy lesions with desqua-
mation are seen over both his soles. His musculoskeletal examination reveals a painful warm right knee with effusion 
and a left ankle with normal ROM, but pain at the Achilles tendon insertion.

An arthrocentesis of the right knee is performed revealing a synovial fluid WBC count of 6,000/ mm3, negative 
Gram stain and culture and no crystals.

C-reactive protein (CRP) 3.0 mg/dL (nl 0–1 mg/dL)
Creatinine, serum 0.8 mg/dL
Erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) 30 mm/h
Ferritin, serum 300 ng/mL
Hemoglobin, blood 12.9 g/dL
HIV RNA viral load, plasma Negative
IgG Rheumatoid Factor Negative
Urinalysis 1+ blood, 1+ Leucocyte esterase

HIV, Human immunodeficiency virus; Ig, immunoglobulin; RNA, ribonucleic acid.

  

Which one of the following is the most likely diagnosis in this patient?
 A.  Psoriatic arthritis
 B.  Reactive arthritis
 C.  Secondary syphilis
 D.  Disseminated gonococcal infection
  
Answer: B
Rationale: This patient has a reactive arthritis. The majority of patients with reactive arthritis develop an acute onset 
asymmetric oligoarthritis affecting the lower extremities. Enthesitis affecting the Achilles insertion, as seen in this 
patient, is common as is plantar fasciitis. Dactylitis and inflammatory back pain can also be seen with the presentation. 
This patient has an inflammatory arthritis documented by the results of his arthrocentesis. The arthritis usually develops 
before any skin lesions. Skin lesions commonly seen are circinate balanitis, keratoderma blennorrhagicum (like the 
ones seen in this patient) and psoriasiform rashes. Patient denies any recent infections but had recent unprotected 
sex. The trigger infection can present as a silent urethritis. In this case, he should be tested for Chlamydia trachomatis, 
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using nucleic acid amplification techniques. If he tests positive, he should be treated and alert his sexual partners to be 
treated as well. This patient should also be tested for syphilis and HIV.

Psoriatic arthritis is a consideration. However, psoriatic arthritis typically involves the upper extremities (especially 
fingers) and is not associate with urethritis. The rash of keratoderma blennorrhagicum can resemble psoriasis but is 
always on the soles of the feet, whereas psoriasis usually occurs elsewhere.

Secondary syphilis should be considered in a patient with rash, arthritis, and unsafe sex practices. However, the 
rash seen in patients with secondary syphilis involving the palms and soles is usually pigmented and macular (not 
psoriasiform) and the arthritis tends to be more symmetric than in reactive arthritis.

Disseminated gonococcal infection (DGI) may present as a purulent gonococcal arthritis or a syndrome of 
tenosynovitis, dermatitis, and polyarthralgia without purulent joint infection. The latter presentation is more likely to be 
confused with reactive arthritis. It is important to note that the skin lesions are different. In DGI pustules are typically 
seen. Also, one can develop migratory arthralgias with DGI, which are not seen in reactive arthritis, and tenosynovitis is 
more common in DGI but it can be seen in both scenarios. 
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 82.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

You are asked to consult on a 32-year-old woman with SLE who has the recent onset of recurrent muscle jerks. 
She has had SLE for 2 years manifested by polyarthritis and rash treated with hydroxychloroquine 200 mg twice 
a day. She had been doing well until 2 weeks ago when she developed intermittent, involuntary movements of her 
face, trunk, and limbs. These have increased in frequency and occur multiple times a day. She has no visual or 
cognitive symptoms and no bowel or bladder incontinence.

Physical examination shows normal vital signs. She weighs 80 kg. She has brief, irregular movements of her right 
arm, leg, and face. Muscle and sensory examinations were normal. Cranial nerves were intact. Deep tendon reflexes 
appeared normal. The remainder of the examination was unremarkable.

Laboratory studies within the past week showed normal cell blood count except for a platelet count of 120,000/
uL, chemistries, liver-associated enzymes, and urinalysis. ANA is positive at 1:640 speckled pattern, negative anti-
dsDNA antibody, and normal complement levels (C3 and C4). A brain MRI showed two small, nonspecific white matter 
hyperintensities in the right frontal white matter, which did not explain her neurologic symptoms.
  
Which one of the following is most likely to reveal the etiology of this patient’s symptoms?
 A.  Antiribosomal P antibodies
 B.  Antiphospholipid antibodies
 C.  Electroencephalogram (EEG)
 D.  CSF examination
 E.  Hydroxychloroquine blood level
  
Answer: B
Rationale: This patient has developed chorea. There are multiple causes for chorea, but in this setting it is likely related 
to her autoimmune disease. Patients with antiphospholipid antibodies are particularly likely to develop chorea and these 
should be tested for first. Antiribosomal P antibodies are associated with neuropsychiatric lupus that presents with psy-
chiatric manifestations. This patient’s presentation is not consistent with seizure activity, so an EEG will not be helpful. A 
CSF examination may or may not be abnormal but would not establish the etiology for the chorea. Although hydroxy-
chloroquine can cause headaches and dizziness, it does not cause chorea and blood levels would not be helpful. 
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 83.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 45-year-old woman with longstanding RA presents to your office. She is currently well controlled on abatacept and 
MTX, stating that she has minimal morning stiffness. Your examination confirms that her disease activity is low, with no 
swollen joints and one tender PIP, and a DAS28 = 2.
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The mechanism of action for abatacept is based on which one of the following immunologic  principle?
 A.  B-cell activation
 B.  Control of inflammatory signals
 C.  T-cell recognition of antigen
 D.  Costimulation
  
Answer: D
Rationale: Abatacept is a fusion protein comprising the extracellular domain of cytotoxic T-lymphocyte associated pro-
tein 4 (CTLA4) and the Fc portion of IgG. CTLA4 acts as an inhibitor of costimulation by binding CD80 and CD86 (B7-1 
and B7-2) expressed on antigen-presenting cells. Thus the CTLA4 blocks CD80/CD86 from binding CD28 on T cells. As 
the T cells only receive signal 1 (major histocompatibility complex/antigen—T-cell receptor interaction), but signal 2 is 
blocked, the T cells become anergic and unable to respond to the autoantigen triggering the immune activation in RA. 
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 84.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 3-year-old girl is referred to your clinic for right knee swelling that has been present for the past 8 weeks. She pre-
sented to her primary care provider 6 weeks ago and swelling of the right knee was documented at that time. She was 
treated conservatively with acetaminophen as needed. Her parents state that she continues to walk with a limp and 
that the right knee still appears swollen to them. The patient denies pain in other joints.

On physical examination, her vital signs are stable. Her musculoskeletal examination reveals a moderate effusion 
of the right knee that is warm to touch, with no overlying erythema. There is discomfort through ROM but the knee can 
be fully extended. There is no evidence of synovitis outside of the right knee. The remainder of the physical examination 
is normal.

Laboratory studies from today’s visit show: WBC 7.1, Hgb 13.5, platelets 344; ESR 18; RF negative; ANA positive 
at 1:160; screening evaluation for Lyme by ELISA negative.
  
In addition to starting her on naproxen 10 mg/kg twice a day, what is the next best step in the management of 

this patient?
 A.  Refer to physical therapy for shoe lifts
 B.  Refer to ophthalmology for slit lamp examination
 C.  Check C3, C4, dsDNA antibody and urinalysis.
 D.  Start adalimumab subcutaneous injection every 2 weeks
 E.  Start anakinra subcutaneous injection daily
  
Answer: B
Rationale: This patient has suspected JIA. In patients with JIA, female gender, ANA positive status and young age (<6 
years) are all associated with a high risk for chronic uveitis. Patients at high risk should be referred to ophthalmology 
to screen for uveitis, regardless of symptoms (as clinically silent disease, in contrast to adult spondyloarthritis suffering 
from acute uveitis, is not uncommon). 
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 85.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 65-year-old female with longstanding RA has progressive knee pain thought to be caused by OA and warranting knee 
replacement. Her RA is well-controlled on prednisone 2.5 mg per day and oral MTX 17.5 mg weekly.
  
Which of the following recommendations for this patient is most in-line with the 2017 American College of 

Rheumatology and American Association of Hip and Knee Surgeons Guideline, for medication management 
for patients with rheumatic disease undergoing an elective knee replacement?

 A.  Stop MTX 1 week before surgery and resume 3 to 5 days postoperatively.
 B.  Provide stress-dose steroids on-call to the operating room and for 2 to 3 days postoperatively.
 C.  Continue prednisone and MTX at current dosing throughout the perioperative period.
 D.  Defer surgery until she has tapered off MTX and prednisone and demonstrates no synovitis.
 E.  Inject the symptomatic knee with corticosteroids before surgery to reduce occult inflammation in the joint.
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Answer: C
Rationale: The 2017 Guideline recommends continuing daily dose of prednisone and conventional synthetic DMARDs, 
such as MTX throughout the operative period for elective total knee and total hip replacements in patients with RA. 
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 86.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 56-year-old woman is referred by ophthalmology for evaluation of possible rheumatic disease. She has a his-
tory of chronic anterior uveitis that has been treated with local steroid drops for the past two years. In the past 6 
months she has been seen by a retinal specialist because of newly developed perivascular retinal exudates that 
are located around several branches of the retinal veins. Her visual symptoms include decreased visual acuity 
and occasional floaters. Her ocular symptoms and retinal findings on examination improve with oral corticoste-
roids but recur following steroid taper. In addition, she has developed a violaceous, raised rash on her face and 
posterior neck over the past 5 months.

On physical examination, her vital signs are normal. Cardiopulmonary examination is normal. Musculoskeletal 
examination reveals tenderness to palpation of four small joints of the fingers but no synovitis, mild bilateral shoulder 
discomfort through a full ROM and mild knee crepitus through a full ROM. Skin examination is positive for violaceous, 
raised papules and plaques overlying the face (see Fig. 75.1). Ocular examination reveals irregular pupillary contours 
bilaterally, with asymmetric constriction upon exposure to light. The remainder of the physical examination is normal.

  

Which of the following options is most likely to support the underlying diagnosis?
 A.  ANA and complement (C3, C4) testing
 B.  Chest radiograph and serum calcium
 C.  RF and anti-CCP antibody testing
 D.  HLA-A29 testing
 E.  Anti-68-kDa antibody testing
  
Answer: B
Rationale: This patient has a history of anterior and posterior uveitis in the setting of a chronic facial rash. Her dermato-
logic findings, including the classic location over the cheeks, nose (specifically the involvement of the nasal ala), eyelids 
and medial canthus, are characteristic of sarcoidosis. Testing to help confirm this diagnosis would include a screening 
chest radiograph, serum calcium, ACE level and consideration of skin biopsy. ANA testing is frequently unhelpful in the 
evaluation of inflammatory eye disease, and should be reserved for patients with high suspicion of an ANA positive dis-
ease (e.g., lupus or Sjögren syndrome) based on nonocular findings. RA can be associated with scleritis and episcleritis, 
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but would not commonly be associated with the ocular disease described in this patient. The HLA-A29 polymorphism is 
associated with birdshot retinochoroidopathy, which has a characteristic retinal appearance distinct from this patient’s 
presentation. Antibodies against 68-kDa antigen are seen in some patients with autoimmune inner ear disease. 
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 87.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

Which one of the following is most important for reducing friction between cartilage surfaces of a knee joint 
during walking?

 A.  Water extruded from compressed articular cartilage
 B.  Lubricin produced by synovial lining cells
 C.  Hyaluronic acid produced by synovial lining cells
 D.  Aggrecan produced by chondrocytes
  
Answer: A
Rationale: Diarthroidial (synovial) joints serve as mechanical bearings with coefficients of friction lower than the friction 
an ice skate generates as it glides over ice. The three major sources of lubrication are:
• Hydrodynamiclubrication:loadingofthearticularcartilagecausescompressionthatforceswateroutofthecarti-

lage. This water forms an aqueous layer that separates and protects the opposing cartilage surfaces and reduces 
friction during heavy loading (i.e., walking).

• Boundarylayerlubrication:asmallglycoproteincalledlubricin (proteoglycan 4), which is produced by synovial lining 
cells and chondrocytes, binds to the superficial zone of articular cartilage, where it retains a protective layer of water 
molecules that is important for reducing friction with nonweightbearing loading (i.e., moving knee to different posi-
tion while sitting).

• Hyaluronicacid:producedbysynovialliningcellsandlubricatesthecontactsurfacebetweensynoviumandcarti-
lage. It does not contribute to cartilage on cartilage lubrication.

• Aggrecanisproducedbychondrocytesandimportantforcartilageretentionofwater.Duringloading,thewaterfrom
articular cartilage is squeezed out (hydrodynamic lubrication). When the joint is unloaded, the water is reabsorbed 
back into the cartilage because of the attraction of aggrecan for water. With the reabsorption of water the nutrients 
from synovial fluid is absorbed into the cartilage for chondrocyte nutrition. 
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 88.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 25-year-old male presents to your office with 3 weeks of increasing shin pain on the right side. He is an avid runner 
and runs 10 miles a day at least 5 days of the week. Because of an upcoming marathon, he recently increased to 15 
miles on some of his runs and has subsequently noted right shin pain. The pain occurs as soon as he starts running 
and lasts the entire time he is running and even after he stops running. It occasionally bothers him at night. He has no 
history of trauma or fever. He recently changed his running shoes to give him more arch support. He has taken over-
the-counter naproxen without help.

Physical examination shows normal vital signs. He has multiple acneiform lesions on his face. He has bilateral 
pes planus and his feet pronate when he walks. He has localized tenderness without swelling of his tibia a little more 
than halfway down his tibia below the knee. Dorsiflexion of his right ankle against resistance does not increase the pain 
significantly but hopping on his right foot is painful. The remainder of his examination is normal.

Radiograph of right tibia and fibula: normal.
  
Which one of the following is the most likely diagnosis for this patient’s pain?
 A.  Stress fracture
 B.  Medial tibial stress syndrome (Shin splints)
 C.  Anterior tibialis tendonitis
 D.  SAPHO syndrome
 E.  Osteoid osteoma
  
Answer: A
Rationale: This patient has a notable increase in his workouts in a relatively short period of time. He did not have an 
acute injury that caused the start of his pain, so it is important to consider chronic issues, including overuse injuries, 
such as tendinitis, medial tibial stress syndrome (shin splints), and stress fractures in the setting of increased physical 
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activity. This patients symptoms are most consistent with a stress fracture caused by pain throughout running and 
afterwards coupled with a localized area of tenderness. The normal radiograph is common with only 3 weeks of symp-
toms. It often takes 5 to 6 weeks to see the stress fracture on radiograph, although it will be demonstrated much earlier 
on bone scan or MRI. Shin splints typically have pain that starts with running and then decreases only to increase when 
the person stops running coupled with pain to palpation along the posterior medial border of the tibia. Anterior tibialis 
tendonitis should hurt more with stressing the tendon during resistance to ankle dorsiflexion. Although he has acne, 
SAPHO does not cause isolated pain in the tibia. Osteoid osteomas typically hurt more at night and are improved with 
NSAID therapy. Overall, stress fractures are the most important diagnosis on this list that a provider should rule out, as 
missing this diagnosis and continuing to allow the athlete to run could result in a catastrophic fracture necessitating 
surgery. 
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 89.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 36-year-old woman with SLE and secondary Sjögren syndrome comes for follow-up evaluation. She reports her arthritis 
is doing well on hydroxychloroquine. During this visit, she asks you to examine her ears to see if they are blocked with 
wax. She reports that for the past few weeks she has had fluctuating hearing loss in her left ear which is now severe. Over 
the past 2 days she has noted a mild decrease in hearing in her right ear. She has mild tinnitus but no dizziness. No visual 
complaints. No prior history of clots or miscarriages.

Physical examination of both external auditory canals and tympanic membranes appear normal with no evidence 
of fluid or obstruction. You ask the patient to hum and she reports she hears it better in her right ear. Weber test with a 
512 HZ tuning fork lateralizes to the right ear. The remainder of the neurologic examination is normal. The remainder of 
her examination is remarkable for xerostomia and mild ulnar deviation, without active synovitis.

Laboratories last week show a normal CBC and chemistries. Erythrocyte sedimentation is elevated at 55 mm/h 
and CRP is normal. PTT is normal. IgG anticardiolipin antibody is 22 GPL units (nl 0–20). IgM anticardiolipin antibodies 
and both IgG and IgM antiB2GPI antibodies are negative.

Audiometry and MRI of the brain are ordered.
  
Which one of the following is the most likely cause of this patient’s hearing lost?
 A.  Immune-mediated inner ear disease (IMIED)
 B.  Viral infection
 C.  Cogan syndrome
 D.  Antiphospholipid antibody syndrome
 E.  Hydroxychloroquine toxicity
  
Answer: A
Rationale: IMIED leading to sensorineural hearing loss can be primary or associated with an autoimmune disease. It 
may start off unilateral but will become bilateral with fluctuating levels of hearing over several weeks. Vertigo, when 
present (50%), is usually mild and helps separate it from Cogan’s syndrome. Viral infection causing hearing loss is 
usually unilateral. The patient has low titer anticardiolipin antibodies, which by themselves are not pathogenic. She also 
has no previous history of clots or other manifestations of antiphospholipid antibody syndrome. Hydroxychloroquine can 
cause visual loss and dizziness but does not cause hearing loss. IMIED is important to recognize because high dose 
prednisone therapy must be instituted within 2 weeks of onset to preserve hearing. Adding antiviral therapy does not 
improve the effectiveness of corticosteroids alone. 
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 90.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 28-year-old woman with a 2-year history of SLE follows up with you after a recent hospitalization for neuropsychi-
atric lupus. Her neurologic presentation was an acute delirium, which responded to pulse glucocorticoids. Her present 
medications include prednisone 30 mg BID, mycophenolate mofetil 1000 mg BID, hydroxychloroquine 200 mg BID, 
and losartan 50 mg daily, a multivitamin, and birth control pills. She reports she is doing much better. Her previous 
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manifestations of SLE included polyarthritis, photosensitive rash, and abnormal serologies, which are presently 
controlled on her present medication regimen. She denies previous history of renal disease, vasculitis, blood clots, or 
fractures. She has never been pregnant and menstruates normally. She eats a healthy diet including two or three serv-
ings of dairy or cheese a day. She tries to walk 1 mile a day. She has no allergies.

Physical examination shows normal vital signs. She is mildly Cushingoid. The remainder of her physical examina-
tion is unremarkable. Her neurologic and mental status examination are normal.

Laboratory studies done recently while on prednisone:
  

CBC: Hct 35%, WBC 6400/uL with lymphopenia, platelets 152,000/uL
CMP (nonfasting): glucose 132 mg/dL, rest normal
Urinalysis: normal
25OH vitamin D: 42 ng/mL
C3: 78 mg/dL (nl >82) and C4: 10 mg/dL (nl>15)
Anti-dsDNA: 110 IU/mL (nl <20)
Lupus anticoagulant screen: negative
Anticardiolipin antibody: IgG negative, IgM 16 MPL (nl < 12)
Anti-beta2-glycoprotein I antibodies: negative
Brain MRI (in hospital): three small white matter hyperintensities in frontal lobes
Lumbar puncture cerebrospinal examination: no cells, normal protein, normal glucose, normal Q albumin, 

elevated IgG index, two oligoclonal bands.
  

Which one of the following would be most important to recommend now?
 A.  Start calcium
 B.  Start alendronate
 C.  Start trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole
 D.  Start metformin
 E.  Discontinue birth control pills
  
Answer: C
Rationale: This patient has SLE being treated with high doses of glucocorticoids and additional immunosuppression. It 
is anticipated she will remain on these medications for several weeks. This puts her at risk for several adverse effects. 
The most important side effect to prevent is pneumocystis jiroveci pneumonia by starting trimethoprim-sulfamethoxa-
sole, since she is not sulfa allergic. She gets plenty of calcium in her diet and multivitamins, so starting supplemental 
calcium is not necessary. She is menstruating normally suggesting adequate estrogen levels and has not had a fracture 
so she does not need to start alendronate at this time. She does need a baseline DEXA and follow-up. Her nonfasting 
glucose is mildly high but does not require metformin. She needs a fasting glucose and Hgb A1C to see if she needs 
additional therapy for hyperglycemia other than diet control. In spite of a low titer anticardiolipin antibody, she has 
no other manifestations of an antiphospholipid antibody syndrome. She has no history of clot and her SLE appears to 
be controlled, so stopping birth control pills is not indicated and would put her at risk for getting pregnant, while on 
mycophenolate mofetil. 
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 91.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 61-year-old woman with long-standing RA believes she can no longer perform the day to day functions of her job and 
applies for social security disability.
  
As her physician, which one of the following is your responsibility as part of the application  process?
 A.  Determine her eligibility for social security disability
 B.  Describe the details of her impairment
 C.  Describe her residual functional capacity
 D.  Outline her physical limitations as defined by the Department of Labor
 E.  Adjudicate whether her impairment meets the listed criteria for disability
  
Answer: B
Rationale: The role of the treating physician is to provide detailed and objective information about the impairment 
including symptoms, examination, laboratory and radiologic evidence. The Social Security Administration will determine 
eligibility. Residual functional capacity and physical limitations will be assessed by a physician or vocational specialist 
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identified by the Social Security Administration. Ultimately, a physician-panel appointed by the Social Security Adminis-
tration will decide if the impairment meets the requirements for disability benefits. 
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Chapter 90, Rheumatology Secrets. 

 92.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 72-year-old Caucasian man has a long-standing history of gout, diagnosed approximately 15 years previously, based 
on the presence of monosodium urate crystals in synovial aspirate from his elbow. He has poorly controlled diabetes, 
dyslipidemia, hypertension and Stage 3 chronic kidney disease (glomerular filtration rate of 42 mL/min), in addition to a 
strong family history of coronary artery disease. He has been taking stable dose allopurinol (200 mg daily) for the last 2 
years, increased from a daily dose of 100 mg that he had taken for ∼3 years at that time. He has tolerated the medicine 
well. Other medications include fenofibrate, losartan and low-dose aspirin. Despite his current therapy, he continues to 
suffer from regular gout flares occurring as often as every month. He reports being unable to ambulate for 2 to 3 days 
at a time, during each flare, and has been treated on multiple occasions with “burst and taper” glucocorticoids. He is 
currently symptom free and his serum urate is 7.8 mg/dL, with a laboratory reference range reported between 4.2 and 
7.9 mg/dL.

On physical examination, he has tophi over both elbows and several finger pads.
  
Which option represents the best next step in the management of this patient’s gout?
 A.  Screen for HLA-B51 to assess future risk for allopurinol hypersensitivity
 B.  Screen for HLA-5801 to assess future risk for allopurinol hypersensitivity
 C.  Add Probenecid 500 mg 3 times daily and discontinue low-dose aspirin
 D.  Increase allopurinol dose to 300 mg and add colchicine 0.6 mg daily
 E.  Stop allopurinol and initiate febuxostat 80 mg daily plus naproxen 250 mg twice daily
  
Answer: D
Rationale: Although this patient was appropriately initiated on allopurinol several years ago, he continues to suffer from 
recurrent gout flares. Despite being characterized as “normal”, based on the laboratory reference provided (common 
since reference ranges are generated based on population-generated distributions), his serum urate level is not at goal 
and this likely explains his persistent symptoms. According to the American College of Rheumatology management 
guidelines, this patient’s serum urate level should be lowered to <5.0 mg/dL with tophi documented on examination. 
Although CKD is a risk for the development of allopurinol hypersensitivity, this patient is overall at low risk for this 
complication based on his presumed European ancestry, as well as the fact that he has been taking allopurinol chroni-
cally without issue (allopurinol hypersensitivity develops in the vast majority [90%] of cases during the first 6 months 
of exposure). Thus HLA-5801 testing would be of little value. HLA-B51 is associated with Behcet’ disease, rather than 
elevated risk of allopurinol hypersensitivity. Probenecid is generally ineffective in patients with this degree of renal 
impairment and discontinuing his low-aspirin is problematic given his cardiac risk profile. Although initiating febuxostat 
is reasonable (in place of allopurinol), the starting dose for this agent is 40 mg daily. Use of higher doses (80 mg daily) 
carries an increased risk in precipitating gout flares and may not be necessary to achieve serum urate goal. While 
prophylaxis with low-dose colchicine would be appropriate for such a patient, NSAID use would be relatively contraindi-
cated based on his reduced level of kidney function. 
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 93.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 63-year-old female with long-standing RA (diagnosis at 35-years-old) on hydroxychloroquine and MTX, presents with 
bilateral hand pain that has steadily worsened over the past 5 years. The pain is localized over several MCPs, PIPs and 
DIPs bilaterally, is worsened by use, and is associated with stiffness after prolonged rest (gelling). She does not recall 
visible swelling at these joints for the past several years.

On physical examination, her vital signs are stable. Musculoskeletal examination of the fingers, wrists, elbows, 
shoulders, hips, knees, ankles and feet reveals a TJC of 7 and SJC of 0. Hand examination reveals bony enlargement 
of the PIP and DIP joints, squaring of the first CMC joints bilaterally, and atrophy of intrinsic hand muscles but normal 
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thenar muscle bulk. Ulnar deviation and subluxation at the MCP joints is present bilaterally. Finger extension and thumb 
opposition is normal bilaterally.

The patient global assessment of disease activity in clinic today is 6.0 on a visual analog scale of 10; the physician 
global is 1.0 on a visual analog scale of 10. The CDAI is 14 (indicating moderate disease activity).
  
Which of the following represents the next best step in the management of this patient?
 A.  Addition of sulfasalazine
 B.  Addition of adalimumab
 C.  Addition of topical diclofenac
 D.  Obtain EMG/nerve conduction velocity (NCV)
 E.  Obtain angiogram of the hands
  
Answer: C
Rationale: OA and RA are often coexistent, but treatment is very distinct. Therefore distinguishing pain from these two 
types of arthritis is extremely important to prevent exposing patients to excess harms from overtreatment. Several 
features in this case suggest a noninflammatory component of pain: lack of joint swelling on examination, pain which 
worsens with activity and involvement of joints in classic OA locations (DIP, PIP, CMC joints). Long-standing RA can also 
result in secondary OA in sites, such as the MCPs, wrist, elbow and feet (“the end-stage of RA, is OA”). Therefore it is 
important to distinguish pain from ‘burned out disease’ in these sites from the pain associated with active inflamma-
tion. The clinical features in this patient are not classic for carpal tunnel syndrome nor pain stemming from a vascular 
etiology, hence testing with EMG/NCV and angiogram would not be considered as the next step in management. 
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 94.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 2-year-old Caucasian female has an 8-week history of a single warm, swollen knee that is mildly tender to palpation. 
The child has been afebrile, and with the exception of a mild upper respiratory infection has otherwise been well.

On physical examination, vital signs are stable and the patient appears well. Musculoskeletal examination reveals 
a moderately swollen and warm right knee, with limited ROM. The patient walks with a limp and the right leg is 1 
centimeter longer than the left. All other joints are normal except for mild swelling of the left wrist with decreased ROM. 
The remainder of the physical examination is normal.

Laboratory testing from today’s visit shows: normal chemistries and urinalysis; normal CBC; elevated ESR of 42 
(normal <20) and CRP 2.5 mg/dL (normal < 1.0 mg/dL).
  
Which of the following options is the most likely diagnosis?
 A.  Septic arthritis
 B.  Leukemia
 C.  JIA
 D.  Reactive arthritis
 E.  Trauma
  
Answer: C
Rationale: While any history of antecedent trauma should be elicited, trauma is very unlikely to cause a swollen joint 
persisting 8 weeks in the absence of significant pain or bruising. Reactive arthritis typically resolves within 6 weeks; 
in this patient the chronicity of joint swelling (8 weeks) makes this diagnosis less likely. The lack of significant knee 
pain, as well as absence of redness and warmth on examination, are atypical for common microbial etiologies of joint 
swelling. However, septic arthritis should always be ruled out in patients presenting with a monoarticular arthritis, and a 
joint aspiration should be performed in this patient as part of the initial evaluation. Malignancy is also less likely based 
upon lack of systemic features, including fever, as well as absence of nighttime pain and normal laboratory evaluation 
outside of inflammatory markers.

The 8-week history of joint swelling in this patient fulfills the criteria of “> 6 weeks” required for a diagnosis of 
JIA. The first episode of JIA, as well as subsequent flares of arthritis, are often precipitated by intercurrent illness, such 
as an upper respiratory infection. The most useful finding on physical examination in this case would be the presence 
of a second (or more) affected joint(s), as this would argue strongly for a diagnosis of a chronic JIA and not infectious 
arthritis. In particular, the small joints of the hands and feet should be examined carefully. If the knee is involved, a 
Baker’s cyst would strongly indicate a diagnosis of JIA. Involvement of the wrists by JIA would be suggested if the 
child holds the hands still in the lap, supinated, with the wrists slightly flexed. Lack of neck movement, using only the 
eyes to follow the examiner, is a clue for neck involvement. Circumduction of the affected leg on gait examination may 
suggest a leg-length discrepancy, indicating a longer duration of arthritis than 8 weeks. Similarly, the presence of joint 
contractures or thigh atrophy would suggest a longer duration of arthritis. 
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 95.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 35-year-old man is referred to your clinic for management of joint disease secondary to hemophilia (factor IX defi-
ciency). He suffered recurrent episodes of hemarthrosis in multiple joints as a young child. Currently, his pain is most 
significant at the bilateral ankles, right hip and bilateral elbows. He has not had a joint bleed since high school and is on 
intermittent factor replacement through hematology. His pain is worse with prolonged ambulation and with day to day 
activities at work. He receives great benefit from nonsteroidal antiinflammatory medications, most recently naproxen, 
but his new primary care provider stopped this medication and is referring to your office to determine optimal therapy. 
He has no significant past medical history other than hemophilia and is not taking other medications.

On physical examination, his vital signs are normal. Examination of the head and neck reveal no gum bleed-
ing, oral ulcerations nor signs of recent nasal bleeding. Cardiopulmonary examination is normal. Musculoskeletal 
examination reveals full ROM without pain at the bilateral shoulders, mild flexion contractures of the bilateral elbows 
(15 degrees bilaterally) without synovitis, mildly reduced ROM at the bilateral wrists without synovitis, and normal finger 
examination. ROM at the right hip is reduced with discomfort at the endpoints of ROM. Bilateral knee ROM is preserved, 
with mild bony enlargement bilaterally. Ankle ROM is significantly reduced in plantarflexion/dorsiflexion, as well as 
inversion/eversion, and there is bony enlargement of the ankles as well.
  
Which of the following options represents the best treatment approach for this patient’s joint  condition?
 A.  Factor replacement followed by intraarticular steroid injection
 B.  Hydroxychloroquine
 C.  MTX
 D.  Naproxen
 E.  Celecoxib
  
Answer: E
Rationale: This patient is describing chronic noninflammatory pain at sites of joint damage from prior hemarthrosis. 
Hemosiderin deposition in the joint lining may result in proliferative synovitis in some patients with chronic hemophilic 
arthropathy. In these patients consideration can be given for intraarticular steroids, although they are considered 
second-line therapy after COX-2 specific NSAIDs. There is no data supportive of DMARD therapy in this setting. In this 
patient, no synovitis is suggested on examination and COX-2 specific therapy is recommended as first-line therapy. 
Platelets contain only the COX-1 enzyme, and as such, platelet function is preserved in patients with hemophilia on 
celecoxib. Naproxen should be avoided given the risk for platelet inhibition in a patient already at risk for bleeding. 
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 96.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

You receive a call from a general internist colleague regarding a mutual patient. The patient is 55-year-old woman who 
emigrated from El Salvador 3 years ago, for whom you started allopurinol and colchicine 3 months ago for gout. She is 
seeing her internist for persistent epigastric pain. She has been taking over-the-counter rantidine twice a day and cal-
cium carbonate with minimal relief. She denies hematemesis, dysphagia or weight loss. Evaluation revealed a positive 
helicobacter pylori stool antigen test. Your colleague asks your opinion on the best treatment for H. pylori for this patient.
  
Which of the regimens outlined subsequently do you recommend?
 A.  Omeprazole, clarithromycin, amoxicillin
 B.  Omeprazole, clarithromycin, metronidazole
 C.  Omeprazole, bismuth subsalicylate, tetracycline, metronidazole
 D.  Omeprazole, clarithromycin, amoxicillin, metronidazole
  
Answer: C
Rationale: All of these regimens are valid options for treatment of H. pylori infections in certain settings. Guidelines in 
many places recommend starting with quadruple therapy because of resistance. Clarithromycin is a strong cytochrome 
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P-450 (CYP)3A4 inhibitor and has a significant interaction with colchicine, and should therefore be avoided in this 
patient. If the regimen described in Answer C were not tenable, colchicine could be suspended. Of note, ampicillin/
amoxicillin may increase the chance of developing a rash while on allopurinol. 
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 97.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 62-year-old man comes to emergency room with right knee swelling and pain for past 24 hours. He reports this 
may be related to an accident he had 3 days ago when he was gardening, tripped and fell, and sustained bilateral 
knee abrasions. Over the past day, he has had some sweating and chills but no documented fever. He has never had a 
previously swollen joint. His past medical history is significant for atrial fibrillation treated with diltiazem and warfarin. 
He reports a remote history of a reaction to novocaine that he received during a dental procedure characterized by diz-
ziness. He also gets lip swelling when the dentist uses latex gloves.

Physical examination shows a temperature of 38°C, pulse 88 bpm, and BP 142/95 mm Hg. Cardiac examina-
tion reveals an irregular rhythm but no murmurs. Right knee is tender, warm, and erythematous with a large effusion 
and limited ROM. He has abrasions over both patella that do not appear infected. The remainder of his examination is 
unremarkable.

Laboratory:
  

CBC: Hct 38, WBC 11,100 with 84% neutrophils, platelets 422,000
Basic metabolic panel: normal except Cr 1.3 mg/dL
Urinalysis: normal
Uric acid 8.2 mg/dL
INR 3.2

  
Radiographs:
Right knee with medial joint space narrowing and an effusion.

  
Which one of the following is a contraindication to aspirating his knee?
 A.  Warfarin therapy
 B.  Novocaine allergy
 C.  Overlying skin abrasions
 D.  There is no contraindication
  
Answer: D
Rationale: This patient has an acute monoarticular inflammatory arthritis of unclear etiology. There is no contraindica-
tion to aspirating a joint if a septic joint is possible. In addition to a septic joint, the differential includes gout and hem-
arthrosis. Although the patient is on warfarin, he can safely undergo an aspiration with an INR <4.5. His skin abrasion is 
not infected. Even if the abrasion was infected, one can usually find an entry into the joint through a noninfected entry 
site. His novocaine “allergy” sounds more like an adverse reaction and not an allergy. Notably, novocaine (procaine) 
does not cross react with lidocaine, which could still be used. If the patient or physician wants to avoid skin anesthe-
sia, a skin refrigerant can be used. The bottom line is that the joint needs to be aspirated because “failure to aspirate, 
prepare to litigate” if one misses a septic joint. 

REFERENCE

Chapter 7, Rheumatology Secrets. 

 98.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

Mr. S. is a 56-year-old male with a 20-year history of psoriasis. He is referred by his dermatologist for joint pain. He 
complains of 3 months of intermittent, but significant, pain in his fingers, toes, left knee and low back. His peripheral 
joint symptoms have no specific exacerbating factors. His back pain is worse in the morning, sometimes more signifi-
cant on the left and other times more on the right. This pain is rated moderate in intensity and can awaken him from 
sleep. His psoriasis has been under good control with topical steroids, with mild plaques on his elbows usually present 
in winter months only.
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He takes ibuprofen 400 mg 3 to 5 times a week for his symptoms, which helps alleviate his pain. He has no 
significant past medical history other than psoriasis. He smoked ½ pack per day for 10 years, but quit 20 years ago. He 
drinks one scotch nightly, occasionally two.

On physical examination, his vital signs are stable other than an elevated BP of 174/92 mm Hg. Musculoskeletal 
examination reveals diffuse swelling along the left third digit, which is moderately tender to palpation. There is tender-
ness without swelling of the right wrist, right first CMC and left knee. There is mild paraspinal tenderness in the L3-L5 
region, and Patrick’s test is positive on the right (contralateral low back pain with external rotation and abduction of 
hip with knee flexed). Skin examination shows mild plaques on both elbows and pitting of two of his fingernails. The 
remainder of the physical examination is normal.

Laboratory and radiographic studies from today’s visit show: normal chemistries and urinalysis; normal CBC; 
elevated AST and ALT at 84 and 56 (normal range 0–47 for both studies); RF and anti-CCP are negative. Prior TB testing 
through work 6 months prior is negative. Radiographs of the hands and feet show no evidence of erosive arthritis. An 
x-ray of the SI joints is pending.
  
Which of the following represents the most appropriate next step in the treatment of this patient?
 A.  Scheduled full-dose NSAIDs
 B.  Leflunomide
 C.  Adalimumab
 D.  Tofacitinib
 E.  Secukinumab
  
Answer: C
Rationale: This patient has symptoms referable to axial and peripheral arthritis related to psoriatic arthritis. He has 
clinical symptoms and physical examination findings suggestive of sacroiliac involvement. NSAID therapy may provide 
some level of symptomatic benefit but should not be considered as monotherapy in this setting. Conventional DMARDs 
are believed to be less effective than biologic therapy for axial involvement and dactylitis, making leflunomide a less 
desirable option. Furthermore, this patient’s liver tests are elevated and he drinks alcohol regularly, raising the potential 
risk of hepatic injury with agents, such as MTX or leflunomide. Secukinumab and tofacitinib would not be considered 
first-line therapy for this patient ,unless he had a contraindication to use of an anti-TNF agent. 
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 99.  CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 53-year-old woman with a 20-year history of SLE is admitted to the hospital with two infected ulcerations of her lower 
extremities. Her SLE has been inactive since she developed end-stage renal disease from lupus nephritis. She has been 
maintained on hemodialysis for the past 8 years, but has skipped several dialysis sessions because of significant cramps 
when she has dialysis. She reports for the last few weeks that she gotten five painful nodules. One is on her lower abdo-
men, two on her thighs, and two on her right calf. These eventually progressed to painful ulcerations and two of them now 
are draining and appear infected prompting her admission. She reports hair thinning and arthralgias chronically. She has 
been having more lower extremity muscle pains recently. She has no children and had one miscarriage at 12 weeks when 
she was 34-years-old and her lupus was active. Her medications include prednisone 5 mg qd, atenolol, amlodipine, and 
sevelamar. She denies illicit drug abuse but smokes marijuana daily. No tobacco or alcohol use.

Physical examination shows temperature 99 °F. Her pulse is 92/min and BP 150/95 mm Hg. She has hair thinning 
and two old discoid lupus lesions in her ears. Cardiopulmonary examination shows II/VI flow murmur and few atelec-
tatic rales in both posterior lower lung field. Abdominal examination is unremarkable. Pulses are palpable in all extremi-
ties. Skin examination shows five ulcerations with surrounding erythema on abdomen and lower extremities. Two are 
draining purulent material. Ulcerations range in size from 3 to 8 cm. She has 2+ lower extremity edema. Neurologic 
examination is normal except for no ankle reflexes present.

Laboratory tests:
  

CBC: Hct 29%, WBC 9800/uL with 88% PMNs, platelets 345,000/uL
CMP: sodium 129 mEq/L, potassium 5.2 mEq/L, CO2 18 mEq/L, creatinine 8.6 mg/dL, calcium 10.4 mg/dL, phospho-

rous 5.9 mg/dL, albumin 2.9 g/dL, alkaline phosphatase 265 IU/L, AST and ALT normal
Lupus anticoagulant: negative
Anticardiolipin antibody: IgM 24 MPL (nl <20), IgG negative
Anti-beta2 glycoprotein I antibodies: negative
C3: 124 mg/dL (normal); chronically low C4: 9 mg/dL (nl 15–45)
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Anti-dsDNA antibodies: negative
Radiographs of both lower extremities: no osteomyelitis. Soft tissue and vascular calcifications present.

  
Which one of the following is the likely cause of this patient’s leg ulcerations?
 A.  Calciphylaxis
 B.  Atherosclerosis
 C.  Thromboangiitis obliterans
 D.  Lupus vasculitis
 E.  Antiphospholipid antibody syndrome
  
Answer: A
Rationale: This patient has calciphylaxis mimicking vasculitis. She has end-stage renal disease with a high calcium x 
phosphorous product of >60 to 70 mg/dL. This leads to vascular calcification (seen on radiographs), leading to ischemic 
events in skin and muscle. Proximal fatty areas, such as abdomen and thighs are most commonly involved. The pres-
ence of normal pulses, the lack of vascular bruits, and the lack of distal lesions in the feet exclude atherosclerosis. 
Likewise, even though the patient smokes marijuana, the lack of digital involvement excludes thromboangiitis obliter-
ans. She has no other organ involvement and no lupus activity to support lupus vasculitis. The low C4 is likely chronic 
and because of partial C4 deficiency, which is associated with risk of developing lupus and thus cannot be used as a 
measure of lupus activity. The low titer IgM anticardiolipin antibody is of no significance, since all other antiphospholipid 
antibodies are negative and she has no history of clots. A miscarriage when lupus was active 20 years ago does not 
indicate antiphospholipid antibody syndrome. 
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100. CLINICAL VIGNETTE

A 45-year-old woman presented with 3 years of progressive proximal weakness. On examination, she had weakness 
of shoulder abduction and hip flexion. There was an erythematous rash on her upper eyelids and upper chest. CK level 
was 1100 units/L.
  
Which one of the following would be the most likely EMG (motor unit action potential [MUAP] morphology and 

recruitment pattern) results for this patient?
 A.  Large amplitude, long duration, decreased recruitment
 B.  Large amplitude, short duration, early recruitment
 C.  Small amplitude, short duration, early recruitment
 D.  Small amplitude, long duration, decreased recruitment
  
Answer: C
Rationale: The EMG in dermatomyositis as in other chronic myopathic disorders, shows MUAPs with small amplitudes, 
short durations, and early recruitment. Patients with chronic denervation shows MUAPs with large amplitude, long dura-
tion, and decreased recruitment. The other patterns are atypical. 
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